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PEEFACE
For many years there have been calls for a more complete index to

"Science and Health With Key To The Scriptures," and although

the index prepared by the late Rev. J. H. Wiggin about the year 1885 was

quite large, neither it nor subsequent indices fully met the requirements

of the students of our textbook. It finally became apparent that the

only satisfactory way to meet this need was to prepare a complete Con-

cordance, which should include all prominent words and phrases which

the student may desire to find. I am confident that this work will fidly

meet his demands.

Following this is a preface prepared by the individual whom I em-

ployed as compiler of this Concordance, in which he sets forth his plan of

arrangement, with an explanation of abbreviations used in this work.

Mary Baker Eddy.
Pleasant View, Concobd, N. H., May 15, 1903



COMPILER'S PREFACE
This Concordance contains every noun, verb, adjective, and adverb

in Science and Health, together with certain pronouns, prepositions,

and conjunctions, which were deemed of sufficient importance to be intro-

duced.

The numbers indicating page and line refer to the word under consid-

eration and not necessarily to the beginning of the line quoted.

The letters preceding the numbers are abbreviations of the chapters

where the references are to be found. A *
following a page number indi-

cates that the reference is in the quotation in italics at the head of the

chapter indicated.

A special feature of the work is to be found in the fact that every noun

of frequent occurrence is provided with sub-titles. These sub-titles are

arranged in alphabetical order, under their respective nouns, and consist of

adjectives or other qualifying words or phrases, preserving in every case

the exact phraseology of Science and Health. By this method, all that

the author of the Christian Science textbook has said on any given subject

will be found grouped in one place. For example: the spiritual man is

often referred to as the "idea of God." More than twenty references to

this subject will be found in the sub-title "idea of" under the principal

word "God." The sub-titles also enable those who are familiar with the

text to look up passages by means of such words as God, Life, Truth,

Love, Mind, matter, error, etc., without searching through several hun-

dred references.

A few adjectives also, such as human, material, mortal, spiritual, etc.,

are furnished with sub-titles.

Certain words occurring in some places as nouns, are used in other

places as verbs or adjectives. For example: the word "heahng" is used as

a noun, an adjective, and a participle. All such words appearing more

than fifty times are classified and grouped under their respective parts of

speech. If used less than fifty times in all, these words are not so separated.

Every reference to the author of Science and Health will be found

under the heading "Eddy, Mrs. Mary Baker."

An index to the Marginal Headings in Science and Health will be

found in Appendix A.

Every Scriptural quotation is indexed under every important word in

it, in the same manner as other words, and is followed by the book, chap-

ter, and verse v»here it may be found in the Bible. A separate Ust of all



the books, chapters, and verses of the Bible from which quotations have

been taken for use in Science and Health will be found in Appendix B.

In the hope that this work may be of service to the many thousand

students of our beloved textbook, and an incentive to a more profound

study of the life-giving Science elucidated therein, and in grateful acknov/1-

edgment of the loving wisdom of its Foimder and our Leader, which

has alone made this book a possibility, the following pages are conmiitted

to the public.

The Compiler.

PREFACE TO THE NEW EDITIO:^

In this edition of the Concordance, compiled from the 1908 edition of

Science and Health, the plan of the original Concordance has been re-

tained in its entirety. In preparing the references great care has been ex-

ercised to select the context which would most successfully suggest the

entire sentence in which the indexed word occurs, and increased facilities for

the topical study of the textbook have been provided in a rearrangement
of some of the sub-titles. All references not found in the current edition of

Science and Health have been omitted; and about five thousand new ref-

erences have been inserted. Of these nearly sixteen hundred were needed

for new words not hitherto indexed; and more than thirty-four hundred

were required to index the changes in Science and Health which have

been made by its author since the first Concordance was printed.

Mrs. Eddy has said: "I have Revised Science and Health only to

give a clearer and fuller expression of its original meaning" (Science and

Health, 361-21). Some idea of the extent of her recent revisions may
be gained from the above figures, which thus serve to enhance an apprecia-
tive recognition of the indefatigable labors of our Leader in the interests

of humanity
Albert F. Conant

Compiler.

This edition of the Concordance to Science and Health has been com-

piled from the 1910 edition of the Christian Science textbook as finally re-

vised by its author. It therefore includes the changes and additions made

by Mrs. Eddy subsequent to 1908, the date of the former compilation, and

agi-ees with the current editions.

Boston, Massachusktts, January, 1916



LIST OF ABBREVIATIONS
The abbreviations made use of in this Concordance are as follows:-

Chapter Titles in Science and Health

pref.



A COMPLETE CONCORDANCE
TO

SCIENCE AND HEALTH

WITH KEY TO THE SCRIPTURES

Aaron's
gl 595-13

abandon
S 129-21

/ 254-21
348-23

p 400-11

fl534- 1.

The Urim and Thummlm, on A' breaat

We must a' pharmaceutics, and take up
a' so fast as practical the material,
would it not be well to a- the defence,
and o' their material beliefs.

Hence she is first to o' the belief in the

abandoned
pref x-18 a- as hopeless by regular medical attendants.

b 304-32 is a" to conjectures, left in the hands of

p 382-30 medicines I had taken only a- me to

abandonment
p 374-31 expels it through the o" of a belief,

abashed
p 439-15

9 532-19

abate
ph 196-24

p 373-25
406-14

abatement
/ 219-31 but we may look for an o" of these evils ;

Abel (see also Abel's)
540-26 And A", he also brought of the— Gen. 4.' 4."" "

A- takes his offering from the firstlings

[Jehovah] had respect unto A',— Gen. 4; 4.

Cain rose up against A' his brother,— Gen. 4; 8.

Where is A- thy brother?— Gen. 4: 9.

definition of

turned from the a- witnesses,
Ashamed before Truth, error shrank «•

help to a' sickness and to destroy It.

decomposition, or deposit will a\
Sin and sickness will a- and seem less real

540-31
641-7
541-14
641-20

til 579- 8

Abel's
9 541-4

abetted
p 439-24

abeyance
p405- 6

abide
a

Cain seeks A' life. Instead of

You aided and a' Fear and Health-laws.

to hold hatred in o' with kindness,

50-18 They must a- In him and he in them,
55-28 that he may a' with you forever."— John 14 ; 16.

b 274-12 The senses of Spirit a- in Love,
a- by the rule of perpetual harmony.
One must a' in the morale of truth
understand and o' by the divine Principle
a' strictly by its rules, heed every statement.
Allow nothing but His likeness to o' in your

p 381-27
« 456-19
-456-23
462-14

r 495-16

abides
6 304-17

p 384-25

abideth
6 325- 5

abiding
6 289-11
327- 1

p 390-21
405-24

r 495-30

produced by its Principle, . . . and a" with It.

fear subsides and the convictioD a* that

Such a one a* In Life,

To suppose that sin, . . . revenge, have life a'

there is no a' pleasure in evil.

Dismiss it with an a* conviction that
The 0" consciousness of wrong-doing tends
a° steadfastly in wisdom, Truth, and Love.

abiding-place
/ 244- 9 goodness would have no a'

283-14 straight line finds no d* In a curve.

abilities



ABLEST

ablest
g 553-10 Oue of our a- naturalists has said :

ablutions
p 413-12 daily a- of an infant are no more natural

431-29 I practise daily and perform my
abnormal

s 120-14 health is normal and disease is a"

p 423-27 Ossification or any a' condition

abnormally
p 377-13 suddenly weak or a* strong,

abode
b 2S0- 5 light and harmony which are the a- of Spirit,

292-23 and a' not in the truth, because— John 8; 44.

abolish
m 58-30 nothing can a- the cares of marriage.
/ 225-19 a- the whipping-post and slave market ;

225-23 Legally to o' unpaid servitude

abolished
/ 224-29 the Soul-insDired motto, "Slavery is a-

"

226- 1 African slavery was a- in our land.

abolition
/ 225-24 a- of mental slavery is a more diflacult task.

abomination
gl 588- 4 "worketh a- or maketh a lie."— Rev. 21 : 27

abortive
t 459-14 Any attempt to must prove a-

abound
/ 202-26 Truth should "much more a'."— Rom. 5: 20.

223-29 sin will xnuch more a as truth urges
b 320- 4 Metaphors a' in the Bible,

g 512-11 a- in the spiritual atmosphere of Mind,

abounds
/ 202-25 Error a* where Truth should

about
pref xi-27 a* the year 1867

pr &-28 Then why make long prayers a it

13-16 before we tell Him . o' it.

a 25- 9 went daily a" his Father's business.
33-13 their Master was a' to suffer violence
41-18 a' three centuries after the crucifixion.

41-26 his apostles still went a' doing good
43-29 beliefs a- life, substance, and
52- 1 From early boyhood he was a' his

an 105-26 will be millstones a- his neck,
s 121-26 revolves a' the sun once a year,
125-19 material theories o' laws of health.

132-16 their materialistic beliefs a- God.
134-12 and so it came a- that human rights
137-15 the common report a' him.
153-30 loquacious tattling a- disease,
155- 2 forgets aU a- the accident,

ph 169- 9 it always came a- as 1 had foretold.
172- 3 Theorizing a' man's development
176- 7 taking no thought a" food .

193-13 In a- ten minutes he opened his eyes
197-12 o' moral and spiritual law,

/ 201-16 we shall not hug our tatters close a- us.

202-24 Our' beliefs a- a Supreme Being
222-14 Taking less thought a- what he shotild eat
222-15 a' the economy of living
230-13 so as to bring o' certain evil results,
232- 5 The beliefs we commonly entertain a'

2.37- 3 On being questioned a' it she answered
237-17 theories or thoughts w sickness.
2.37-24 to hear ft' the fallacy of matter
238-28 no time for gossip a" false law

c 260-26 by conversation ft' the body.
261-14 walking ft- as actively as the

b 305-31 The Sadducees reasoned falsely a' the
328- G Understanding Uttle o' the divine
328-12 destroys human delusions o' Him

O 352-32 not irrational to tell the truth o' ghosts.
357-18 false notions a- the Divine Being
357-20 wrong notions a- God must have

p 363- 6 which hung loosely a' her shoulders,
372- 6 One theory a' this mortal mind is,

374- 8 I never thought of and knew nothing «
389- 6 The less we know or think c hygiene,
389-16 metaphors a' the fount and stream,
396- 7 a discouraging remark a- recovery,
413-27 a' disease, health-laws, and death,
414-30 is not brought a' by divine Love.
416-27 If thev ask a' their disease,
416-29 they think too much o' their ailments,
419-13 with which to move itself O'

424-23 while others are thinking a\ your patients
425-32 Discard aU notions a- lungs',

t 445-30 Recalling Jefferson's words ft' slavery,
g 521-19 a- creation in the book of Genesis.

629-' 4 It came a', also, that instruments were
63ft-23 hedge a* their achievenDents with thorns.

I ABSENCE

about
g 544^17 The first statement a- evil,
548-20 statements now current, a' birth and
55.3-27 ancient superstition a- the creation
55»- 8 not comprehend what you say a' error."

above
pr 11-24 but if we desire holiness ft' all else, we shall

16-20 Only as we rise ft" all material sensuousness
a 18-18 could conciliate no nature a- his own,

34-25 ascend far ft' their apprehension.
35-17 his spiritual and final ascension a-' matter,
44-26 a method infinitely a' that of human invention.
46-21 his exaltation ft" all material conditions ;

46-28 rose ft" the physical knowledge of his disciples,
49-22 is ft" the reach of human wrath,
53-12 ft" and contrary to the world's religious sense.

sp 74- 8 a sprout which has risen a" the soil.

77-26 The departed would gradually rise o" ignorance
98- 3 elevation of existence a' mortal discord
93-15 ft" the loosening grasp of creeds,
99-19 may possess natures ft" some others

s 118- 3 an mierence far ft" the merely ecclesiastical
123-13 Divine Science, rising ft" physical theories,
147-20 lifts you high ft" the perishing fossils
153-12 highest attenuation . . . rises o" matter into

ph 167- 7 only as we Uve a" corporeal sense
174- 9 rising ft" material standpoints,
189- 6 raises the human thought ft" the cruder theories

/ 238-29 place the fact ft" the falsehood,
240-10 the Principle is a" what it reflects,
246- 8 by no means a material germ rising . a" his

c 262-12 rise ft" the testimony of tne material senses
262-13 ft" the mortal to the immortal idea of God.
266-30 He is ft" sin or frailty.

6 269-11 Metaphysics is ft" physics,
302-16 always beyond and ft" the mortal illusion ,

307-31 .4; error's awful din, blackness, and chaos,
313- 8 With the oU of gladness ft" thy— Heb. 1 ; 9.

318-16 Is the sick man sinful a" all others?

p 365- 9 enable them to rise ft" the supposed necessity
373-21 you must rise a" both fear and sin.
379-14 Had he known ... he would have risen a" the
385- 7 divine law, rising a" the human.
394-16 that he should not try to rise a" his
400-18 By lifflng thought a" error, or disease,
405- 3 aiiy man, who is o" the lowest type
407-14 hfting humanity o" itself

437-30 bar of Truth, which ranks a" the lower Court
t 448-12 C. S. rises ft" the evidence of the
448-13 but if you have not risen ft" sin yoursell,
450-19 evil will boast itself a" good.
451-17 If . . . spiritual, they come from a\

r 471-26 interprets God as o" mortal sense.
493-13 A full answer to the ft" question

g 505-15 which- were ft" the firmament :
— Gen. 1 ." 7

511-21 and fowl that may fly a" the earth— Gew. 1 ; 20.

511-29 The fowls, which fly a" the earth
:512- 2 aspirations soaring beyond and a" corporeality
520-28 immortal creating thought is from a",
521- 1 Knowledge of this lifts man a" the sod,
521- 2 ft" earth and its environments,
523-11 comes from beneath, not from a\
531-11 rise a" all material and physical sense,

ap 558-15 it has for you a light a" the sun,
569-18 not struggling to lift their heads o" the

Abraham
b 333-23 A\ Jacob, Moses, and the prophets
333-29 "Before A was, I am \"— John 8; 58.

334- 2 and therefore antedated A ;

t 444-24 part from these opponents as did A
g 601- * avpearedvnto A'.unto Isaac, and— Eiod.6. 3.-

gl 579-10 definition of

abroad
a 29- 2 take up arms against error at home and o'

abscess
/ 251- 3 an a" should not grow lijore painful

absence
of law

p 391-18 Injustice declares the o" of law
of light

/ 215-17 only a mortal sense of the a" of light,
of other proofs

p 363-28 In the a" of other proofs, was her grief
of pain

ph 186-26 If pain is as real as the o' of pain,
of solar time

g 504-18 words which indicate, in the a' of solar time,
of something

ph 186-12 It is nothing, because it is the a" of something.
of soul

b 311-16 sense of temporary loss or a" of soul,
of truth

sp 92-30 when it is merely the a" of truth,

ph 186-U a negation, because it is the a- of truth.



ABSENCE ACCESS

absence
suppositional

/ 215-20 the suppositional a- of Life, God,

ph 17J-14 Spirit's contrary, the a- of Spirit.
186-13 because it presupposes the o' of Gon.

/ 207-25 errors, which presuppose the Q' of Truth,
" "" "

the opDosite of God or God's a'.

We call the a- of Truth, error,

how can He be absent or suggest the a' of

supiiosition of the a- of Spirit,

and that health attends the a' of

the a- of substance, life, or Intelligence.

b 282-29
287-9
287-15

g 504-3!
555- 2

eJ58t-28

absent
pr 14-3

14-21

SP 82- 2

82-4
5 130-32

"ph 179- 5

/21&-29
250-21

6 287-14

p 383-10
43*- 6

el 581-25

absolute
pr 1-2

3-18
a 41-21

sp 72-11
$ 107- 5
109- 9
109-20
118-31
142-10
151- 6

ph 177- 5

/219-4
254-16

C 262-15
b 269-21
274-23
283-11
325-15

O 341-lV
344-2
388-22
423-26

< 448-24
454-12

r465-4
465-12
483-21
484-2

(7 507- 2
520- 7

ap 573-28

absolutely
pr 14-10

S123-9
ph 167-29

182-10
355-21

p 372-14
549-30

ap 565-17

absoluteness
o 345- 7 When

absolution
p 364-12

absorb
s 147-15

g 556-13

absorbed
O 52-7
sp 74-7

91-16

"a- from the body"— II Cor. 5; 3.

because the Ego is a- from the body.
We think of an a- friend as easily as

It 19 no more difficult to read the c' mind
no longer imagine evil to be , . and good a'?

Science can heal the sick, who are a' from
a- from the body,— J/ Cor. 5; 8.

and the mind seems to be a".

how can He be a- or suggest the absence of

a- from the body,— II Cor. b: 8.

Death testified that he was c' from
a- from the body,— II Cor. 5; 8.

a" faith that all things are- possible to God,
demands a' consecration of thought,
th3 divine healing of a' Science.

(in a' Science) Soul, or God, is the only
final revelation of the a' divine Principle
and thus proved a' and divine.

I won my way to a* conclusions
Mind in a finite form is an a' impossibility.
Truth, alone can furnish us with a' evidence.

erring, finite, human mind has an a' need of

divine Mind's healing power and a' control
Mind should be, and is, supreme, a", and final.

During the sensual age^, a- C. S. may not
the a" centre and circumference of hia being.
testimony of the material senses is neither a"

Divine Science is a", and permits no
Principle is a'.

a" meaning of the apostolic words
facts are so a' and -numerous in support of
it claims God as the only a' Life and Soul,
food does not affect the a" Life of man,
which ultimately asserts its o/ supremacy.
pursuit of instructions opposite to a' G. S.

the doctrine of a" C. S.,
A- C. S. pervades its statements.
They refer to one a' God.
The spirit of C. S., if not the a" letter.

until its a' Science is reached.
the a' formations instituted by Mind,
The a' ideal, man, is no more seen nor
This is indeed a foretaste of a' C. S.

to be a" governed by divine Love,
the most a' weak and inharmonious creature
timid conservatism is a" inadmissible.
for one a' destroys the other,
statement that the teachings . are "a' false.
When man demonstrates C. S. a",
He a- drops from his summit,
wUl eventually rule imperatively, a',

absurd
m 67-19 The notion ... is too a- for consideration,
/ 208-14 o' to suppose that ma tier can both cause and
217- 3 notion of such a possibility is more a" than

r 485- 3 Material sense is an a' phrase,
495- 7 and it would be ffl' to try.
650-29 not so hideous and a- as the supposition

absurdities
o ?54- 3 Are the protests of C. S. .a-,"
g 551- 1 material senses must father these a".

absurdity
humiliating view of so much a",
and we should have a self-evident a'

s 163-28
r 472-21

abundant
ph 188-25 and you have an a' or scanty crop

abundantly
Let the waters bring forth a"— Gen. 1 : 20.

which the waters brought forth a',— Gen. 1 ; 21.

he would have blessed the human race more c.

What an a" of natural beauty to say that a rose,
oftentimes subjects you to its a\
renders any a' of the mission an Impossibility.
A- of the motives and religion of St. Paul

is much more likely to be a' by its possessor,
and its ideas may be temporarily a' and
If mental practice is a'

was personally a" on those occasions.

frotested
that the prisoner had a' him,

f Christian healing is a" by mere smatterera

to walk the rope over Niagara's a" of watera,

not so much a- education,

His o* is set forth.

declaring the a* of the penitent.

never . . can a' the whole meaning ,

C. S. may a- the attention of sage and

their senses . . a- the material evidence of shi,
the acorn, already a' into a sprout
A' in material selfhood we discern but

faintly
Man is not a' in Deity,
turns away from the body with such a' Interest
never a' nor limited by its own formations.
God would not be reflected but a'.

c259- 1

261-10
6 309-31
831-7

absorption
c 265-11 by no means suggests man's a- into Deity

abstinence
/ 220-24 Finding hia health failing, he gave up his a",

abstract
f 459-24
r 470-11

ap65»-n

To mortal sense C. S. seems a\
Divine Science explains the a" statement
To mortal sense Science seems . . .obscure, a".

g 511-20
512- 6
548-25

abuse
ph 175- 9

« 446-32
455-22

ap 560-22

abused
an 102-27
s 110-22

p 410-25
430-32
432-23

« 460-19

abyss
ph 199-26

academic
/ 235-12

academics
ph 195-19 A- of the right sort are requisite.

accelerated
ap 569-23 comes back to him at last with a* force,

accept
pr 2-28
a 54-19

sp 78-13
91- 9

5 130- 6

ph 182- 8

/ 227-24
231-17
249- 1

254-20
C 266-12
6 272-16

p 420-11
r 494-26

acceptable
pr -3-31
a 34-4
/ 221-21
b 325-22

acceptance
/ 202-12
6 3S0- 7

343-23
355-22

accepted
a 39-18

sp 93- 8
s 131-24
132-20

/ 248-17
6 316-2
o 344-20

p 3&6- 2

/ 461- 5

r 469-19

g 552- 5

accepting
S 129-23
357- 5

accepts
pr 8-16
S 148-17

g 520-14
536-24

ffl 585-20

access
s 128-17

pouring forth more than we a*

would not a' his meek interpretation of life

Then why ... a' them as oracles?
difficL'lt for the sinner to «• divine Science,
and therefore they cannot a'.

Which, then, are we to a" as legitimate
a' the "glorious liberty of the — Rom. 8." 21.

Therefore we a' the conclusion that discords
Let us a- Science, relinquish all theories
This task God demands ug to a' lovingly
Love will force you to a' what best promotes
teachings which . . . grossness could not a'.

if they will only a' Truth, they can
Which of these . . are you ready to a" ?

In such a ca.se, the only a' prayer
"holy, a' unto God,"— Rom. \2: 1.

Hence semi-starvation is not a' to wisdom,
holy, a- unto God,— Bom. 12; 1.

the perception and a' of Truth,
would meet with immediate and universal a".

meekness and . . . are the conditions of its a',
ever offered for o',"

" Now," . . "is the a- time ;— // Cor. 6 .• 2".

"Behold, Tww is the a' time ;-•- II Cor. 6; 2.

not a' until the hearts of men are made ready
it has not yet been generally a*.

Have you a' the mortal model?
way of salvation to all who a" his word.
not included in the commonly a- systems ;

evidence of the senses is not to be a'

C. S. must be a- at this period by induction.
claimed no othei" Mind and a' no other,
was once an a' theory,

look deep into realism Instead of a' only
not by a-, but by rejecting a lie.

If we feel the aspiration, . . . this God o* ;

drops the true tone, and- a' the discord,

thought a' the divine infinite calculus.
Mortal mind a- the erroneous,
human belief before it a* sin, sickness,

giving mortals, a" to broader and higher reahna.



ACCIDENT ACCOUNT

accident
s 155- 2 Presently the child forgets all about the «,
/ 214-29 Neither age nor o- can interfere with the

252-26 says : . . Hut a touch, an a\ the law of
6 304-24 would lose harmony, if time or a- robbed
o 342-18 If . . truth becomes an a'.-

p 392-29 exercise, heredity, contagion, or a',
397-12 When an a' happens, you think or exdaim,
397-15 Your thought is more powerful than the a"

r 486- 4 Suppose one a' happens to the eye,
accidents

p 402-16 You say that a\ injuries, and disease kill man,
424- 5 A' are unknown to God,
424-10 Under divine Providence there can be no a\

accommodate
ph 195-29 lowering the intellectual standard to o"

b 280-13 to a' its finite sense of the divisibility
313-26 To 0' himself to immature ideas

accompanied
sp 94- 8 with the demonstration which o" it,

accompanies
b 287-17 Neither understanding nor truth a' error,

g 514-18 Tenderness a" all the might imparted by Spirit.

accompaniment
/ 249-28 The night-dream has less matter as its a*

accompaniments
sp 78-16 Spiritualism with its material o'
b 310- 8 but without material a -

accompany
/ 223-21 Spiritual rationality and free thought a'

243-11 must always a' the letter of Science

p 375- 4 belief that inflammation and pain must O"

Q 553- 1 and a' their descriptions with important
accompanying

ap 573-13 A' this scientific consciousness was

accomplish
sp 77- 3 Neither do other mortals a' the

96-32 to find means by which to a' more evil ,

o 352-31 To a' a good rasult, it is certainly not irrational

p 394- 8 Knowledge that we can o' tlie good
( 448-22 impossible for error to a" the grand results

accomplished
pref vii-26 must declare what the pioneer has o"

a 51-13 but when his earth-mission was a ,

b 322-10 In view of the immense work to be a*

p 365-18 healing work will be c at one visit.

t 457- 6 than has been a' by other books,
r 484- 3 "When this is a', neither pride, prejudice,

accomplishes
g 546-28 resides in the good this system a'

accomplishing
pr 1- 7 God's gracious means for a-

op 571- 2 evil's hidden mental ways of a" iniquity

accomplishment
pr 13- 8 striving for the a' of all we ask,
p 429-' 7 The final demonstration takds time for its a

accord
m 63-16 marvel why usage should a- woman le^s rights
s 129- 9 be it in a* with your preconceptions or
f 202-16 immortal man. In a- with the divine Principle
314-31 submissive to death as being in supposed a"
337- 9 tlie Son must be in a- witli the Father,

p 408-16 Can drugs go of their own a\ to the brain
1 455- 1 auxiliaries to aid in bringing thought into a'

g 515-23 moves in a" with Him,
515-28 the lips of this likeness move In o" with yours.
645-15 and do not a' infinity to Deity

accordance
a 27-11 in strict a' with his scientific statement .

.36- 8 not in a' with God's government,
sp 96-26 .shaped his course in a' with divine Science
ph 168-22 In a- with God's law, the law of Mind.
/ 208-12 not in a- with the goodness of God's character
231-28 is in a' with divine Science.

h 276- 7 in a' with the Scriptural command
p 440-26 in a' with the divine statutes,
ff 5.57-25 in a" with the first chapter of the
gl .597- I in a' with Pharisaical notions.

accorded
r 474- 4 reception a- to Truth in the early Christian era

according
pr 5-18 giving us strength a' to o\ir day

6-20 To suppose that God forgives or puni.shes sin a'
7-12 "azeal . . not a' to knowledge"— Kom. 10. 2.

15-8, 9 rewards a- to motives, not a- to speech.
a 22-19 and receive a" to your deserving.

27-32 a' to certain assumed material laws.
m 57-31 Marriage is unblest or blest, a- to the
ap 77-17 longer or shorter duration a' to the tenacity

97-7 A- to human belief, the lightning is fierce

according
an lOO- 2 A' to the American Cyclopjrdia,

105-15 courts reasonably pass sentence, a' to the
S 108- 3 A- to St. Paul, it was "thegift of the— iip/i. 3; 7.

110-28 and demonstrated a" to Christ's command,
113-23 A- to the Scripture, I find tliat God is true,
127-11 a' to the requirements of the context.
131-17 a' to the Scriptural saying,
149-31 and demonstrate truth a- to Christ.
155- 5 a- to this faith will the effect be.
157-16 (a- to the narrative in Genesis)
158- 5 the first prescription, a' to the "History of
161-25 treating the case a' to his physical diagnosis,

ph 168-10 When sick («• to belief) you rush after drugs,
170-1 and a' to belief, poisons the buiiian system.
173-22 Phrenology makes man knavish or honest a*
175-22 was not discussed a- to Cutter
18.3- 8 Can the agriculturist, a' to belief, produce
183-10 awaiting its germination a' to tlie laws of
188-26 a- to the seedlings of fear.
189-16 it is as truly mortal mind, a' to its degree,
189-27 A' to mortal thought, the devcloprwent of
199-16 a' as they influence them through mortal mind

/ 208-2S harmonious or discordant a" to the images of
213-28 a" as the hand, whicii sweeps over it,

2.10-22 A- to Holy Writ, the sick are never
23:5-25 When numbers have been divided a' to
236-16 "a- to the |)attern showed to tliee— Ilcb. 8- 5.

2.30- 9 let worth he judged a- to wisdoln,
242-21 A' to the Mible, the facts of being are
24.'i-30 decrepitude is not a" to law,
250-i7 a' to the dream he entertains in sleep.

c 2.56-20 "doeth a- to His will— Dan. 4 .- 35.

b 2.S4-2S A- to C. S., the only real senses of
320-22 for O" to tiiat error man is mortal.
327- 3 gaining an affection for good a" to Science,
334-22 a' to the testimony of the corporeal scnaes,
337-10 A to divine Science, man is

341-15 demonstrated a' to a divine given rule,
342-19 a system which works a- to trie Scriptures
.342-.30 practising pharmacy or ob.stetrics a" to the
344-16 a- to the rules which disclose its merits or
355-15 One, a' to the commands of our Master, heals
3.57-23 a" to the vision of St. John in the Apocalypse.

p 302-12 A' to the custom of those days,
370-23 A' to both medical testimony and
404- 2 judge the case a- to C. S.

416-19 and been developed a' to it„
42:5-12 A to Scripture, it searches
42:5-17 a' to the evidence which matter presents.
423-25 a' to the law of Mind, whicli ultimately asserts
42.5- 7 leading points included (a" to belief)
429-23 a' to the calculations of natural science.
435-26 a- to the law of Spirit, God.
441-12 A to our statute, Material Law is a liar

/ 44.3-11 work out their own salvation a" to their
449-23 attracted or repelled o' to personal merit
4.57-16 both sides were beautiful a- to their degree ;

r 47.3-22 test its unerring Science a' to his rule,
478- 4 Even a' to the teachings of natural science.
490-16 since he is so already, a' to C S.

g 502-19 a' to the teachings of C. S.
516- 1 note how true, w to C. S.,

519-28 a' to the apprehension of divine Science.
520-11 a" to the calendar of time.
523-14 B' to the best scholars, there arc clear evidences
526-29 The name K<len, o' to Cruden, means pleasure.
528-28 a' to this narrative, surgery was first performed
533-17 A to this belief, the rib taken from
543-22 found, a' to divine Science, to be the
54.5- 4 a" to'the record, material man was
549-13 A to recent lore, successive generations

ap 565-19 This immaculate idea, o' to the Pevclator,
(7/584- 6 Mind measures time a to the good that is

accordingly
.<! 153-19 and he recovered a

p 385-29 and you are thirsty a „
accords

ph 192-18 this teaching a with Science and harmony.
account

all

/24.5- 6 became Insane and lost all O' of time.

continued
g 521-20 but the continued a' is mortal and material.

Its own
m 65-25 Is never desirable on its own a'

scientific

g 523-24 spiritually scientific a' of creation.
Scriptural

g 523- 2 perusal of the Scriptural a*

second
g 526-24 second biblical a' is a picture of error
537-20 second a' in Genesis— is to depict the falsity of



ACCOUNT ACT

account
this

g 53ft-29 This a" Is given, not of Immortal man, but
gl 579- 4 On this.o' this chapter is added.

your
p 405-16 until you have balanced your o" with God.

ap 90- 2 how then can we o" for their primal origin?
a 123-31 but not on that o' is it less scientific.

b 290- 9 on o" of that single experience,
o 357-U or makes man capable of suffering on o" of

p 379-20 not dying on o' of the state of her blood,
389-U not because of the cjimate, but on a' of the
392- 6 broken moral law should be taken Into a-

396-18 on a- of the tenacity of belief in its truth,

g 553-21 theory . . . to o- for human origin,

accounted
m 69-27 But they which shall be a- worthy— Lwfce 20 : 36.

b 316-28 That man was a' a criminal
o 343-31 is often a- a heretic.

accounts
a 30- 8 This o- for his struggles In Gethsemane
s 139- 5 Scriptures are full ol a- of the triumph of

g 523-27 a' become more . . . closely intertwined

accredited
a 18-10 Jesus acted boldly, against the a- evidence

358-32 than they have ia their own o" . . . pastors,

accretion
m 68-27 C. S. presents unfoldment, not o" ;

accumulated
p 3SO-23 evidence of which has a- to prove

accumulates
p 399- 8 No gastric gas o', . . . apart from

accurate
sp 92-17 The portrayal Is still graphically a",

c 255- 9 afforded no foundation for a" views

accurately
sp 84-32 we can know the truth more a- than the
s 129- 3 the reasoning of an a- stated syllogism
b 283-29 unless its Science be a- stated,
o 349-14 conveying the teachings of divine Science o
t 447- 9 incapable of knowing or judging a-

accursed
a 25- 8 shed upon "the a- tree,"— see Gal. Z: 13.

b 338-20 when matter, as that which is a",

338-27 Jehovah declared the ground was a- ;

accusation
o 53- 2 latter a- was true, but not in their meaning.
/203- 9 The a' of the rabbis,

accusations
a 52-29 The a- or the Pharisees were
s 133-25 one of the Jewish a' against him

ap 564-10 The author is convinced that the a- against

accused
ap 568-16 O' them before our God— Rev. 12; 10.

accuser
( 458-25 Neither is he a false a\

ap 568-16 a- of our brethren is cast down,— Rev. 12; 10.

56S-29 the a- is not there, and Love sends forth

accusers
o 50-21 what would his o" have said?

accustomed
c 261-13 noted actor was a' night after night
t 452- 7 Walking in the light, we are a' to
452- 8 eyes o" to darkness are pained by the light.

ache
p 393-18 Have no fear that matter can a\

aches
/ 212- 3 tooth extracted sometimes a- again In

belief,

achieved
/ 254-17 may not be a prior to the change

achievement
m 63-25 the a- of a nobler race for legislation,
ph 199-21 devotion of thought to an honest a"

199-22 make^ the o' possible.
( 459- 2 a<l verse to its highest hope and a*

achilevements
g 536-23 and hedge about their a" with thorns.

achieves
t 459- 5 as mortal man a- no worldly honors except by

achieving
c 260-13 Science reveals the possibility of a*

aching
ph 165-17 distressed stomachs and a- heads.
c 261-17 sat a- in his chair till his rue was spoken,
b 295- 1 The belief that a severed limb is a-

acid
p 401- 9 (as when an alkali la destroying an a",)

422-14 As when an o" and alkali meet and

acknowledge
a 20-24 Material belief Is slow to a-

25- 1 Thomas was forced to a" how complete
sp 94-22 but one returned . . . to o' the divine Principle
s 151-29 narrow way is to see and a- this fact,

ph 166-20 waiting for the hour ... in which to a- Him,
169-30 Whatever teaches man to ... a' other powers

/ 228-29 to a' any other power Is to dishonor God.
239-17 and whom we a- and obey as God.

p 400-10 a" the supremacy of divine Mind,
425-21 the less we a' matter or its laws,

( 450-19 many are reluctant to c that they have yielded :

461-19 If you commit a crime, should you a- to yourself
r 497- 5 We a' and adore one supreme and infinite God.
497- 6 We a- His Son, one Christ ;

497-9 We a' God's forgiveness of sin In the
497-13 We a' Jesus' atonement as the
497-16 we a' that man is saved through Christ,
497-20 We a" that the crucifixion of Jesus

g 551-14 It does not a- the method of divine Mind,

acknowledged
pr 4-15 if not a- In audible words,
a 31- 4 Jesus a' no ties of the flesh.

54- 5 The world a' not his righteousness,
/ 227- 2 and the rights of man are fully known and av
233- 9 perfection is seen and a- only by degrees.
239-23 Mortal mind is the o" seat of human motives..

p 385- 1 power of Mind . . . will be a\
402- 3 branch of its healing which will be last a-.

408- 3 not a' nor discovered to be error
427-24 Mind, governing all, must be a- as supreme

r 492-17 until one is o' to be the victor.

ap 572-18 seen and a' that matter must disappear
gl 587- 3 The rights of woman a-

588- 6 Divine Science understood and a'

acknowledging
s 157- 9 a- that the divine Mind has all power,
r 491-13 only by a' the supremacy of Spirit,

g 521-10 a- now and forever God's supremacy,

acknowledgment
sp 91-15 but is the a- of them.
/226- 8 asking a fuller a- of the rights of man
p 372-28 a just a' of Truth and of wnat it has done for ua

acme
ap 577-30 his vision Is the a* of this Science

Acouituni
s 152-30 Jahr, from A- to Zincum oxydatum,

acorn
sp 74-. 7 the a', already absorbed Into a sprout

acquaint
s 107-13 thoughts a- themselves intelligently with God.
b 324-12 "a- now thyself with Him, — Job 22 ; 21.

p 403-24 Never . . and then a' your patient with it.

acquaintance
a 24- 4 A' with the original texts,

sp 84-14 A- with the Science of being enables us

acquainted
p 432- 3 a- with the plaintiff. Personal Sense,

acquiescence
a 48-26 Pilate was drawn into a' with the demands

acquires
s 158-21 a' an educated appetite for strong drink,

acquit
pr 11-9 The moral law, which has the right to a

across
pref vll- 9 a* a nipht of error should dawn the morning
sp 74-26 There is no bridge a' the gulf which divides

act
motive and

p 376-14 more life < . In one good motive and a-

natural
a 44-24 On the contrary, it was a divinely natural a-,

not a supernatural
a 44-23 but it was not a supernatural a'

of commending
sp 92-13 represents the serpent in the a- of commending

of describing
sp 79- 1 The a* of describing disease— its symptoms,

of doing good
/ 202-32 in the a- of doing good,

of healing
ph 182- 1 The a' of healing the sick through divine MIna

of homicide
p 440-13 disobedience to God, or an a- of homicide.

of reading
sp 83-31 a' of reading mortal mind investigates



ACT 6 ACTION

act
of yielding

p 413- 3 The a- of yielding one's thoughts to the
slain in the

b 290-28 murderer, though slain in the a-, does not
wiclfed

an lOi-32 human mind must move the body to a wickeda* ?

pr 12- 7 making it a- more powerfully on the body
s 160- 3 systems of physics a- against metaphysics,
100-24 If muscles can cease to a" ana become rigid

ph 17&- 8 left the stomach and bowels free to a'
185-28 This is because erroneous methods o'

/ 250- 4 suppose . . . unintelligence to a" like
c 264-11 we must o' as possessing all power
b 283- 9 states of mortal mind wTiich a", react,

p 368-25 matter has no consciousness ... it cannot a' ;

384- 2 Can matter, . . . o' without mind?
394- 9 stimulates the system to a- in the direction
397-25 than when they w, walk, see,
402-25 believe that they cannot a' voluntarily
424-17 should not a- against your influence
435- 9 an a- which should result in good to himself

Cl 582- 8 strength, animation, and power to a\
acted

a 18-10 a- boldly, against the accredited evidence
20- 4 a' and spake as he was moved, ... by Spirit.

s 148- 5 o" in direct disobedience to them.

acting
a 43-25 a' under spiritual law in defiance of matter
m 07-11 a' up to lus highest understanding,
s 160-23 never capable of a' contrary to mental

ph 172-33 a" through the five physical senses
178-18 Mortal mind, a' from the basis of sensation

p 397- 2 n' beneficially or injuriously on the health,
417-13 all causation is Mind, o" through spiritual law.
435-23 to punish a man for a' justly.
436- 8 a" within the limits of the divine law,

t 452-25 by right talking and wrong a\
452-28 A- from sinful motives destroys your power

r 495-11 life-giving power of Truth a' on human belief,

action
all

ph 187-23 divine Mind includes all o" and volition,
p 419-20 Mind produces all a-.

basis of
s 160- 5 forsake the material for the spiritual basis of a",

being and Us
s 151-18 Fear never stopped being and its a'.

belief and
/ 253-23 you can alter this wrong belief and o*

call into
ph 173-32 call into a' less faith than Buddhism

cause
s 160-15 and so cause a- ; but what does anatomy say

changed the
ph 186- 4 My metaphysical treatment changed the a' of

classify
ph 187-25 The human mind tries to classify a' as

devoid of
p 399-21 Without this force the body is devoid of a\

diminishes the
p 420-20 It increases or diminishes the a',

discordant
/ 239-25 produces every discordant a' of the body.

diseased
p 428-- 1 no inaction, diseased a-, overaction,

divine
an 104-15 which indicates the lightness of all divine a\

effect or
t 463-30 Such seeming medical effect or a- is

entire
r 494- 2 and ,to govern man's entire a' ?

^rror In
/ 207- 7 Error of statement leads to error in a\

error of
g 550-15 Error of thought is reflected in error of a\

every
p 407-24 perfect, harmonious in every o'.

eicited
p 377-23 the morbid or excited a' of any organ.

feeling and
p 393-11 and govern its feeling and c.

form, and
b 301- 3 mirror, repeats the color, form, and O"

God rests in

g 519-25 God rests in a'.

barmonious
b 28:'.- 6 its perpetual and harmonious a\
p 420- 3 no metastasis, no stoppage of harmonious a',
r 480-14 Harmonious ar proceeds from Spirit, God.

higher plane of
c 250- 2 Advancing to a higher plane of a'.

Impedes
ph 160- 4 Mind is all that feels, acts, or impedes a\

action
Injurious

/• 451-28 It 13 the Injurious o* of one mortal mind
Is erroneous

r 480-15 its c" is erroneous and presupposes
is harmonious

/ 239-26 If . , . «• is harmonious.
latter

ph 187-17 Anatomy allows the mental cause of the
latter a-,

law of this
p 422-14 explain to them the law of this a".

life or
ph 187-28 body loses all appearance of life or a',

materialistic
ph 187-19 the cause of all materialistic a' 7

mental
an 104-13 C. S. goes to the bottom of mental a-,
p 401-22 effect ... is dependent upon mental w.

404- 1 physician should be familiar with mental a*
modus and

/ 213- 1 would reverse the immortal modus and a*,
muscular

s 152-10 Anatomy describes muscular a- as producedno involuntary
ph 187-22 There is no involuntary a-.

normal
/ 212-30 The realities of being, its normal a-, and

nullify the
s 161- 7 able to nullify the a- of the flames.

of a water-wheel
p 399-18 the a- of a water-wheel is but a derivative

of divine Principle
s 121-29 imitates the a' of divine Principle ;

of error
r 484-22 voluntary or involuntary a" of error

of man
/ 207-28 The spiritual fact, repeated in the a- of man

of mortal mind
ph 176- 2 The a' of mortal mind on the body
p 423-28 is as directly the a' of mortal mind

of mortal thought
p 399-10 apart from the o" of mortal thought,

of Soul
sp 89-23 a' of Soul confers a freedom, which explains'

of the divine Mind
/ 225-28 rooted out through the a' of the divine Mind.

of the human mind
prefxi- 3 a phase of the a' of the human mind,

/ 234-30 the a' of the human mind, uriSeen to the senses.
of the lungs

p 415-20 the a' of the lunge, of the bowels,
of the mortal body

s 108-31 the organism and a' of the mortal body,
ph 187-20 a- of tie mortal body ia governed by

of the system
p 378- 9 no inflammatory nor torpid a- of the system.

415- 6 quickens or impedes the a- of the system,
t 447-14 The recuperative a' of the system,

of this Mind
g 519-27 No exhaustion follows the a- of this Mind,

of thought
p 384-13 Through this a- of thought and its results

of Truth
ph 169-27 Only the a* of Truth, Life, and I.ove can give

183-18 legitimate and only possible a' of Truth
p 386-13 the O* of Truth on the minds of mortals,

organic
s 126- 1 through its supposed organic a-
160-10 the organic o' and secretion of the viscera.

or stagnation
s 159-27 how much pain or pleasure, a- or stagnation,

physical
p 420-27 power over every physical a- and condition.

power of
s 157-15 power of a" is proportionately increased.

represent the
p 415-23 represent the a" of all the organs

reverse this
c 261- 1 Now reverse this a*.

ripen Into
ph 188- 9 hatred, revenge ripen into a%

salutary
p 414- 6 it yields . . to the salutary a- of truth,

scientific

/ 210-14 the scientific a- of the divine Mind
speech and

t 454-21 Strength and freedom to speech and a*

spring Into
gl 597- 9 crime, . . . which was ready to spring into ©•

thought and
c 265-13 a wider sphere of thought and a",

pref xl- 3 which a' in some unexplained way
pr 3-26 A- expresses more gratitude than speech
an 104-17 wrongness of the opposite so-called a'.



ACTION ADDING

action
s 136- 6 no intelligence, a", nor life separate

p/j 167-21 can no more unite in a\
199- 1 If matter were the cause of a',

199-31 before his power of putting resolve into a'

f 211-17 and this a' shows the nature of

239-25 If a- proceeds from the divine Mind,
p 4CO-28 The a- of so-called mortal mind must be

401-26 or restore will and a- to cerebrum
419-20 If the a' proceeds from Truth,

r 480-10 Consciousness, as weU as a, is governed by
qI 58&- 8 Fan. . . . that which gives a' to thought.

actions
p 393- 5 l":norant of itself, of its own a',

413-28 these a' convey mental images to

active
b 327-29 Reason la the moat a- human faculty.

p 387- 3 Because mortal mind is kept a', must it pay
387- 8 when we realize that immortal Mind is ever a',

ap 570- 5 certain a" yet unseeii mental agencies

actively
c 261-14 walking about as a' as the youngest member

activities
ph 185-31 material mentality and its suppositional a"

ap 562-15 yield to the a' of the divine Principle

activity
b 263- 3 With like a' have thought's swift

actor
c 261-12 a noted a' was accustomed
p 399-15 If Mind is the only a\ how can mechanism

acts
pr 12-11 which a- through blind belief,
* 155-22 o' more powerfully ... in proportion as
162- 6 "C. S. a' as an alterative,

ph 166- 4 Mind is all that feels, a', or impedes action.
187-31 holds in belief a body, through which it a'

/206- 8 erring, human thought a' injuriously
238- 1 Motives and a" are not rightly valued
251-21 a" upon the so-called human mind

6 273-26 His a" were the demonstration of Sciecice,

p 436-13 Such a' bear their own justification,
r 473-27 his a' of higher importance than his words.
g 520-30 Spirit c through the Science of Mind,
gl 595-18 limits, in which are summed up all human a",

actual
pr 14- 7 but the a' demonstration and
s 110- 3 contradict . . . the belief that matter can be c.
122- 6 the o' reign of harmony on earth.

ph 183-27 casts out all evUs . . . with the a- spiritual law,
/ 254-23 v/hich determines the outward and a'.

281-23 sin and mortality are without a' origin
297-30 has little relation to the a- or divine.

p 387- 4 Who dares to say that a- Mind can
410-12 showing that Truth is the a" life of man ;

r 478-24 this belief is mortal and far from a'

491- 4 a belief without a" foundation or

actuality
a 52-20 the mighty a' of all-inclusive God, good,
s 130- 9 you can demonstrate the a' of Science.
b 296-16 spiritual sense, and the a' of being.
321-12 In this incident was seen the a- of Science,

r 481-22 then assume . . . because of their admitted a\
g 502-13 reflection of God and the spiritual a" of man,

actually
p 397- 6 o' Injuring those whom we mean to bless.

acute
sp 85-23 Jew and Gentile may have had a- corporeal
s 162-18 in cases of both a- and chronic disease

ph 176-29 Hence decided types of o' disease

/ 246-32 A' and chronic beliefs reproduce their own
247- 1 The a' beUef of physical life comes on at

p 369-16 Jesus never asked if disease were o" or chronic,
390-28 approaching symptoms of chronic or a" disease,

acuteness
s 128-10 gives them w and comprehensiveness

Adam {see also Adam's)
alias error

g 52S-24 A'— alias error— gives them names.
aad Eve

sp 92-12 serr)ent . . . speaking to A' and Eve.
and bis progeny

g 532-10 A- and his progeny were cursed, not blessed ;

as In
g 545-31 '^'As in A' [error] all die,— / Cor. 15 . 22.

caUed nnto
g 532-14 Lord God [Jehovah] called unto A ,

— Gen. 3 ; 9.

hn>notlc state In
g 52S-16 inducing a sleep or hypnotic state in A'

Innocent as
pti 175-29 They were a^ innocent aa /!•, before ho

Adam
knew It not

g 6o2-29 the body had been naked, and A- knew it not :

Uke
/ 214-11 The material senses, like A', originate in

name
6 338-14 Divide the name A into two syllables,
gl 580-21 The namij A' represents Ihe false

or error
ph 177-16 A- or error, . . . had the naming of
g 534-13 unfolded the remedy for A', or error;

prior to
c 267-10 must have had children prior to A\

race of
345-25 and the sinning race of A'

where art thou
ph 181-24 "A , where art thou?"— Gen. 3. 9.

b 307-32 Truth still calls : "A", where art thou?
308- 8 demand, "A-, where art thou?"— Gen. 3

•

9.

/214- 9 A\ represented in the Scriptures as formed
249-23 Mortals are the A- dreamers.

6 338-12 The word A' is from the Hebrew adamah,
338-28 from this ground, or matter, sprang A\
33&-30 it follows that A' was not the ideal man
346- 2 such criticism confounds man with A'.
506-28 Upon A' devolved the pleasurable task
506-29 A' has not yet appeared Ln the narrative.
527-23 and brought them unto A-— Gen. 2: 19.

527-24 whatsoever A' called every living— Gen. 2; 19.

528- 4 That A' gave the name and nature of animals,
528-10 caused a deep sleep to fall upon A-,— Gen. 2 : 21,
529-30 A', the synonym for error, stands for a belief
532- 1 Did God . . . create one man unaided,— that

is, A-,
633- 4 This had never been bestowed on A\
533-14 A', alias morial error, charges God and woman
633-23 bone and flesh which came from A'
635-19 And unto A- He said.— Gen. 3.- 17.

538-23 And A' knew Eve his wife ^
— Gen. 4. 1.

553-17 A' was created before Eve.
553-18 the maternal egg never brought forth A\
556-18 the deep sleep which fell upon A"?

ap 560- 4 typical of six thousand years since A',
gl 579-15 definition of

adamah
b 338-12 word Adam la from the Hebrew' a",

adamant
/ 242-17 a' of error,— self-wiU, self-justification,

Adam-belief
g 556-23 Even so goes on the A\

Adam-dream
b 282-29 the A\ which is neither Mind nor man,
306-32 parent of all human discord was the A-

Adamic
g 525- 5 mankind represents the A' race,

Adam's
g 533-18 the rib taken from A side has grown into
553-19 Eve was formed from A' rib,

551-24 This he said of Judas, one of A race

Adams
ph 176- 4 and unmanly A attributed their own downfall

.adaptation
pr 13- 2 Love is Impartial and universal in its w
s 116-11 correct view of C. S. and of its a-

adapted
m 58- 1 intercourse with those a to elevate it,

an 101-14 had been promised ... as conclusive, and as a*
s 146-32 comprehensible by and a- to the thought of
6 318-27 and are not a' to elevate mankind.
p 403-22 and this is best a- for healing the sick.

ap 574- 3 The Revelator also takes in another view, o*

add
s 130-19 cannot a" to the contents of a vessel Eilready full.

ph 180-15 invalid may unwittingly a' more fear to
t 462- 6 and a" continually to ms store of spiritual

added
a 50- 6 a' to an overwhelming sense of the magnitude

51- 5 This dread a- the drop of gall to his cup.m 5ft- 3 Jesus a": "Suffer it to be so now :
— Matt.Z.li.

f 2.17- 5 with laughing eyes, she presently a',

295- 3 G" proof of the unreliability of
o 342-11 to which command was a- the promise
344- 4 It should be a' that this Is claimed

p 398- 4 It is a- that "the spirit— Mark. 9 ; 26.

t 454- 1 it need not be a' that the use of tobacco
gl 579- 4 On thL<) account this chapter is a'

adding
p 375-18 a- to his patient's mental . power.



ADDITION 8 ADORE
addition

pr 16-13 whether the last line is not an a* to the prayer
s 128-29 The a' of two sums in xnathematica
6 329-18 To be discouraged, is to resemble a pupil in a-,
g 524-24 Is this a' to His creation real or unreal?

additional
m 58-14 "With a' joys, benevolence should grow

address
s 160- 1 should a' himself to the work of destroying it

addresses
p 433- 3 a" the jury of Mortal Minds.

addressing
a 38-12 He was a" his disciples, yet he did not say,
p 400-20 When we remove disease by a' the

adds
sp 99- 7 he straightway c- : "for it is God— P/ij'/. 2; 13.

g 551-11 but he a' that mankind has ascended

adequate
/ 234-23 a" to the right education of human thought.
c 256-24 No form nor physical combination is o' to
p 412-14 It is Indeed a- to unclasp the hold

adhere
s 112- 9 and a" to some particular system of
141- 5 Few understand or a- to Jesus' divine

ph 181-23 If you a- to error and are afraid to trust
t 459-32 Scientist should understand and a' strictly
T 471-24 tried to a- to it until she caught the first gleam
495-28 A- tcf the divine Principle of C. S. and follow

adhered
o 54-22 There a* to him only a few unpretentious

adherence
m 65-28 permanence and peace in a more spiritual a',

ph 16ft-23 Failing to recover health through a' to
/ 222-18 as was believed, only by the strictest a- to
p 382-31 A' to hygiene was useless.
/ 456- 5 Strict o" to the divine Principle and

adherents -

s 112-7 become a* of the Socratic, the Platonic,
r 497- 3 As a' of Truth, we take the inspired Word

adheres
/ 448-26 If the student a* strictly to the teachings of
462-3 any student, whoa' to the divine rules

adhering
p 387-19 By c* to the realities of eternal existence,

adhesion
• s 124-20 A-, cohesion, and attraction are properties of
b 293-15 whose o" and cohesion are Life

adjective
r 466- 2 Omni is adopted from the Latin a' Signifying

adjudged
p 442- 1 There, Man Is a- Innocent of

adjusted
a 40- 8 adjusts the balance as Jesus a' it,

ph 168- 4 If the scales are evenly a",

adjustment
b 282-15 a curve finds no a* to a straight line.

p 401-29 a" of broken bones and dislocations

adjusts
o 40- 8 o" the balance as Jesus adjusted it.

< 449- 8 Right a' the balance sooner or later,

administer
s 153-20 Now a- mentally to your patient

ph 174-26 why treat the body alone and a' a dose of

p 424-13 if one doctor should a- a drug to counteract

administered
s 153- 9 a teaspoonful of the water a* at intervals of

p 416- 6 A hypodermic injection of morphine is o"

administers .

p 399- 6 Mortal mind prescribes the drug, and o' It.

admission
another

b 278-17 requires another a',— namely, that Spirit
p 388-14 and there follows the necessity for another O"

proportionate
ph 167- 8 Our proportionate a' of the claims of

sp 75-15 not by an a' that his body had died
90-24 a- to one's self that man is God's own likeness

{224-25
stands at the door of this age, knocking for a'.

278-16 The a' that there can be material substance
308- 9 Is met by the a- from the head, heart,

p 394-10 The a' that any bodily condition is

t 450-18 but unless this a' is made, evil will boast
gl 596-18 only fit preparation for a' to the presence

admissions
/ 220- 4 Such a' ought to open people's eyes
244-28 Such a* cast us headlong Into darkness

p 394-13 such a- are discouraging.

admit
pr 3-17 We a- theoretically that God is
a 24-31 his own disciples could not a"

26-23 makes us a- its Principle to be Love.
39-32 once a" that evil confers no pleasure,

an 105-7 to contradict precedent and to a' that
s 120- 2 never understand this while we a' that soul is in

130-12 since you a* that God is omnipotent ;

143-18 You a- that mind influences the body
ph 172-32 When we a- that matter (heart, blood,

182-30 To a" that sickness is a condition over which
/ 202^27 We a- that God has almighty power,
237-28 more.for them than they are willing to a"
244-16 If man were dust . . .we might a" the hypothesis;
250-31 nor will Science a- that happiness is ever the

b 298-22 and a' no materialistic beliefs.
339-30 never to a' that sin can have intelligence
347- 2 Who is ready to a' this?
348- 3 Medical theories virtually a" the nothingness
353-10 AH must a- that Christ is

353-20 We must not continue to a' the
355-17 declines to a" that Christ's religion
357- 1 In common justice, we must a- that God

p 368-27- 28 A' the existence of matter, and you a'
369- 1 is liable to a' also the reality of
376-30 To fear and a' the power of disease,
388-12 A- the common hypothesis that food Is

389-13 Our dietetic theories first a' that food sustains
393- 2 we a' the intruding belief, forgetting
395- 2 They a- its reality, whereas they should deny It.

t 461- 5 We a' the whole, because a part is proved
461-21 to a" that you are sick, renders your case

r 466-17 the point you will most reluctantly a',
469-22 bury the sense of infinitude, when we o'

479-27 We a' that black Is not a color, because
g 530-22 and saying, . . . Only a" that I am real,
555-25 We lose our standard . . . when we a-

admits
s 148-31 the guidance of a theology which a-

ph 174-23 Anatomy a' that mind is somewhere in man,
/ 202-31 Common opinion w that a man may take cold
229-12 and at the same time a- that Spirit is God,

6 283-12 a' of no error, but rests upon understanding.
p 401-27 Until the advancing age ar the efficacy
g 551-10 Mr. Darwin o" this, but he adds that

admitted
/ 204-li The first power is a- to be good,
270-12 it is generally a" that this-intellieence is

276-17 If God is a- to be the only Mind
p 428-29 and the immortal facts of being are a*.

T 471-13 facts of divine Science should be a',
481-22 assume , because of their a" actuality,

admittedly
ph 187-15 the hand, a* moved by the will.

admitting
p 376-29 you cannot check a fever after a'

.

392-25 A •

only such conclusions as you wish realized
397-10 You cause bodily sufferings ... by a" their

r 469-26 a' that God, or good, is omnipresent
admonition

a 25-20 Hence the force of his a\
adopt

sp 99-18 individuals, who a- theosophy, spiritualism,
s 112- 9 they a' and adhere to some particular

145-14 It matters not what . . . method one may a',

154-32 method for any mother to a"

/ 248-23 and a' Into your experience the

p 441-21 recommend that Materia Medica a" C. S,

t 452-31 and then should a- C. S.,

adopted
.an 101-19 This report was a' by the Royal Academy

s 164- 7 none can be a' as a safe guidance in practice."

/ 220-22 clergyman once a" a diet of bread and water
221- 1 I knew a person who when quite a child o;

p 378-19 hygienic drilling and druggrin^, a" to cure
r 466- 2 Omni is a- from the Latin adjective
g 553-20 Whatever theory may be a' by

adoption
'

s 141-27 The a- of scientific religion and of

c 255- * the a-, to wit, the redemption— Rom. 8 ; 23.

adopts
g 547-29 Inspired thought . . . fl" the spiritual and

adorable
pr 16-29 A' One.

adoration
sp 88-22 and the individual manifests profound a',

p 363- 8 Did he repel her a- ?

adore
a 26-^ 1 WTilIe we a; Jesus, and the heart overflows
s 140- 9 We shall obey and a- in proportion
r 497- 5 We ackijowlcage and o' one supreme and



ADORED AFFECTION

adored
T 472- 2 that God is to be understood, a',

adorned
/ 235-17 though a' with gems of scholarly attaininent,

adornment
m 60-22 passion, frivolous amusements, personal a\

adroitness
g 515- 8 a wise idea, charming in its a',

adult (see also adult's)
ph 178-13 Perhaps an a' has a deformity produced
p 371-14 The a", in bondage to liis beliefs.

371-16 the a- must be taken out of his darkness.

adulterated
I 457- 4 Other works, . . . have a- the Science,
r 482- 3 Human thought has a' the meaning

adulterating
t 464-25 A- C. S., makes it void.

adulteries
on 100- * evil thoughts, murders, a',

— Malt. 15: 19.

adulterous
pr 11-3 \\Tien forgiving the a" woman he said,

sp 85-25 Jesus knew the generation to be wicked and a\

adultery
m 56-19 "Thou shalt not commit a,"— Exod. 20; 14.

an 106-21 A', fornication, uncleanness,— Gal. 5; 10.

/ 252-10 snys : . . . I can cheat, lie, commit a', rob,
330-30 hypocrisy, slander, hate, theft, a\

adult's
s 130-20 Laboring long to shake the a' faith in matter

adults
/ 235-25 Children are more tractable than a',

o 352-17 Children, like a\ ought to fear a reality which

advance
pr 10-20 But the a" guard of progress has
a 41- 3 this a' beyond matter must
m 61-30 must greatly improve to o' mankind.
s 158-28 Homaopathy, a step in o" of allopathy,
/207- 3 proportionately as we a" spiritually,
239- 3 lay it upon thoSe who are in a" of creeds.

o 361-23 Spiritual ideas unfold as we a\
p 371-24 because this teaching is in w of the age,

412- 3 to a' and destroy the human fear of
4.30- 8 he will a" more rapidly towards God,

t 449-14 ar in proportion to your honesty and fidelity,
457-23 To pursue other vocations and o" rapidly
462-15 heen every statement, and a" from the rudiments

p 542-25 to a" itself, breaks God's commandments.
advanced

pr 16-2 must precede this a' spiritual understanding.
a 23-18 Faith, a' to spiritual understanding,

40- 2 The a- thinker and devout Christian,
45-32 Jesus' students, not sufRciently a'

sp 76-12 When a' to spiritual being and
77-24 with every o" stage of existence.
84— 7 When sufficiently c" in Science to be

ph 200- 4 Moses a' a nation to the worship of God in

/ 230- 7 corning of Christ, the a" appearing of Truth,
b 324- 2 renders thought receptive of the a' idea.

p 391- 8 the incipient or a" stages of disease,
t 461- 8 taught only by those who are morally a'

advancement
m 56- 5 Jesus' concessions . . . were for the a' of
6 326-20 nothing but wrong intention can hinder your a'.

p 429-10 in the line of spiritual a\
t 459- 9 Judge not the future a- of C. S. by

advances
sp 95-32 Humanity a- slowly out of sinning sense

advancing
o 21- 9 If the disciple is a' spiritually,

55- 2 The (7" centurj', from a deadened sense
m 65-15 struggling against the a' spiritual era.
s 134- 2 At every a- step, truth is still opposed
c 2.56- 2 A' to a higher plane of action,
p 401-27 Until the a' age admits the efficacy
1 452-11 Your a" course may provoke envy,
g 513- 6 A- spiritual steps in the teeming universe)
530- 7 human concepts a' and receding,

advantage
a 42- 5 The universal belief in death is of no a\
sp 77-18 Of what a\ then, would it be to us,
s 145-16 Scientific healing has this a' over other
ft 269-18 they have this a" over the objects and
279-12 and they have the w of being eternal.

( 443- 2 as to the propriety, a-, and consistency of

advantages
p 369-29 of the a- of Mind and immortality?

advent
a 30- 5 Bom of a woman, Jesus' a- in the flesh

4J- 7 The a" of this understanding is

b 335-16 The a- of Jesua of Nazareth marked

adversary
s 161-32 agrees with his "a- quickly,"

— Mall. 5; 25.

p 390-19 "Agree with thine a' quickly,
— Matt. 5; 25.

391-23 your a' will deliver you to the judge
gl 580-28 definition of

580-28 An a' is one who opposes, denies,
581- 2 name ... in Scripture, the "a."— / Pet. 5 ; 8.

adverse
p 419-16 Meet every o" circumstance as its master.
t 456- 1 to influence mankind a- to its highest

adversity
m 64-12 some noble woman, struggling alone with a',

66- 3 Sweet are the uses of a' ;

advertisements
ph 179-32 Descriptions of disease . . . and a" of quackery'

advertises
p 439- 5 and a- largely for his employers.

advice
p 394-14 (? to a man who is down in the world,

424-19 either by giving antagonistic a' or

advise
s 149-19 a- our patients to be hopeful and cheerful

advised
/ 220-24 and a' others never to try dietetics for
t 444-13 Students are o' by the author to be

advising
pr 3-3 not sufficient to warrant him in a- God.

advocate
s 154- 2 and certainly we should not be error's a'

advocates
ph 179-12 Every medical method has its a\

advocating
s 153-31 as we would avoid a' crime.

^on
b 335-11 the Logos, the A- or Word of God,

aeriform
g 511-23 To mortal mind, the universe is . . and a'.

.(Esculapius
s 150-31 The hosts of A' are flooding the world
152- 6 endeavored to make this book the A' of mind

afar
g 538- 8 the sword of Truth gleams o" and indicates

affairs
p 430-31 the superintendence of human a-,

affect
pr 16-14 this does not o' the meaning of the prayer itself.

a 55- 5 but this does not a' the invincible facts.

3 123- 5 Ptolemaic blunder could not a' the harmony of
125-24 find that these changes cannot a' his crops.
125-32 mortal belief, wholly inadequate to a- a man

p 379-23 so-called vital current does not a- the
383-13 does not O" his happiness, because
388-22 food does not «• the absolute Life of man,
395-31 brain-lobes cannot ... a' the functions of
401-25 remove paralysis, a' organization,
402-21 and in this way a' the body,
408-19 Drugs do not a' a corpse,

g 553-31 you may also ask how belief can a" a result

affected
b 310-13 sun is not a' by the revolution of the earth,

p 380-17 The body is a' only with the belief of disea.sa

affection
ChrlstJy

p 365-19 If the Scientist has enough Christly a- to
flowers of
m 57-25 may uproot the flowers of a', and scatter them

grave of
m 68- 9 Jealousy is the grave of a*.

higherm 65-19 human mind will at length demand a higher a-.

human
m 57-22 Human a- is not poured forth vainly,

65- 7 If the foundations of human a' are consistent

p 364-28 expres.sed by meekness and human a".

366-13 physician who ... is deficient in human a'.

Ineffable

p 364- 8 the higher tribute to such inefl'able a.
Justice and

gl 592-13 the union of justice and o\
kindly

gl 594-14 Shem ... A corporeal mortal ; kindly fl' ;

links of
m 60- 7 welding indissolubly the links of a\

maternal
m 60-11 maternal a" lives on under whatever

mother's
m 60- 8 A mother's a- cannot be weaned from

one
/ 201- 4 knowing too that one a' would be supreme



AFFECTION 10 AFTER

affection
practical

a 24-27 eflBcacy ol the crucifixion lay in the practical a-

promotes .

an 105- 1 promotes a' and virtue In families

pure
a 54- 3 Out of the amplitude of his pure a',
s 147-29 A pure «' takes form in goodness,
gl 589-21 pure o' blessing i,ts enemies.

purity and
pr 15-27 purity, and a' are constant prayers.
a 36- 1 They, who know not purity and o"

sptrltudi
p 306-17 Not having this spiritual a', the physician

unreauited
a 49-12 sublime courage, and unrequited a'?

pr &-29 learn what is the a* and purpose of the heart,
0-20 surrender of all merely material sensation, a\

S 115-26 MoKAL. Humanity, honesty, a\ compassion,
ph 183-22 demands man's entire obedience, a', and
b 327- 2 and also by gaining an a' for good
p 363-32 the niere fact that she was showing her a'

affections
and aims

c 265- 6 their a* and aims grow spiritual,
centre for the
m 60-18 strength to man, and a centre for the a".

famished
pr 17- 5 Give us grace for to-day; feed the famished w;

her

his
s 154-24 and her a" need better guidance,

a 52- 4 His a* were pure ; theirs were carnal.
bunian
m 6l- 4 good in human a' must have ascendency

Interests and
m 59-15 hallowing the union of interests and a',

renewal of
gl 582- 9 Renewal of a* ; self-offering ;

sensualist's
/ 241- 8 The sensualist's a- are as imaginary,

transplant the
c 26.5-32 transplant the a" from sence to Soul,

understanding and
pr 5-18 riches of His love into the understanding and a",

unselfish
p 365-11 but if the unselfish a' be lacking,

whole
6 326-10 his whole a- on spiritual things,

worldling's
t 459- 8 have nothing in common with the worldling's a

•

,

a 18- * crucified the flesh with the a" and— Gal. 5; 24.

m 57-16 incompetent to meet the demands of the a',

58-23 the centre, though not the boundary, of the a'.

ph 182-11 must be supreme in the a'.

/ 239-17 we must leam where our a' are placed
( 451-W If our hopes and a- are spiritual,

gl 587-23 HoEART. Mortal feelings, motives, a*,
597- 4 The motives and a" of a man

affects
pr 12-16 Prayer to a corporeal God a' the sick'liie
s 149-18 remarked . . . "Weknowlhat minda' thebody

ph 197- 3 o' people li^e a Parisian name for a

/ 222- 4 This person learned that food a' the body only
297-10 a change in either ... a- the physical

p 397- 2 not seemg how mortal mind a' the body,
423- 6 oftentimes a" a sensitive patient

r 483-11 Moral ignorance or sin c" your demonstration,

afSliation
sp 81- 9 maintain their a' with mortal flesh ;

affinities
ph 191-28 illusive senses may fancy a* with their

affinity
ph 191-30 Mind has no a' with matter,

aCirin
s 140- 4. That God is a corporeal being, nobody can truly

a\
f 219-14 When this is- understood, we shall never a-

c 23.5-15 That God is . . . material, no man should a'.

f) 274-19 beliefs of mortal mind, which a- that hfe,

affirmation
p 392-11 The physical a* of disease should

429-16 mortal mind's a- is not true.

affirmations
s 149-30 to understand the a- of divine Science,
p 394-20 their denials are better than their a'.

affirmative
s 132- 1 an a' reply, recounting his works
p 418-20 Truth is a', and confers harmony.

432-19 and Governor Mortality replies in the a*.

r 489-21 An a" reply would contradict the

affirmed
a 42- 2 whereas priest and rabbi a' God to be a
r 483- 2 It may be a' that they do not heal,

affirms
/ 215-16 but Science a' darkness to be
218- 2 that which a" weariness, made that weariness.

b 307- 7 Evil still a- itself to be mind,
p 429-13 Mortal mind c that mind is subordinate
t 456-10 Whoever a' that there is more than
g 549-32 he virtusdly a" that the germ of humanity is

affixed
r 483-13 she a" the name "Science" to Christianity,

affixes
ph 184- 7 the penalties it a' last so long as the belief

affliction
m 64- 6 visit the fatherless ... in their a",— ./as. 1 ; 27.

p 377- 4 a- is of'cn the source of joy,
gl 586-13 G" purifying and elevating man.

afflictions
a 41- 5 as well as through their sorrows and a'

afflictive
ap 574-29 suffering sense deems wrathful and a',

affluence
a 54- 4 With the a' of Truth, he vanqui.shed error,
s 140-11 but rejoicing in the a- of our God.

afford
pr 8- 1 A wordy prayer may a* a quiet sense of
m 64-16 aid her sympathy and charity would a'

sp 69- 3 ethics, and superstition a' no
s 144-10 and a- faint gleams of God, or Truth.
/ 232- 6 beliefs . . . a' no scatheless and permanent
b 268-15 semi-metaphysical systems a- no . . . aid
t 443-19 other systems they fancy will a' relief.

T 471- 8 corporeal senses, a' no indication of the
492-21 Matter can a* you no aid.

afforded
c 255- 9 a- no foundation for accurate views
258- 5 craving for something . . . holier, than is a* by

t 460-28 througn the meagre channel a' by language
affording

r 473-19 a* the proof of Christianity's truth

affords
sp 81-10 this fact a" no certainty of everlasting life,

s 112-24 a' no foundation upon which to establish

ph 194-31 The light which a- us joy "gave him a belief of

/ 208- 1 suppositional error, which a" no proof of God,
o 356- 4 material existence a' no evidence of

gl 58.3-14 Church is that institution, which a- proof of

affrighted
p 366-26 sinners should be a' by their sinful beliefs ;

aflame
p 367- 8 legitimate C. S., a- with divine Love.

aforesaid
p 412-30 on the a- basis of C. S.

aforethought
p 437- 7 It indicates malice a\ a determination to
t 451-27 malpractice arises from ignorance or malice a',

aforetime
pref xi-18 coming now as was promised a',

s 131-22 As a-, the spirit of the Christ,
b 271-28 have the opportunity now, as a-, to leam

afraid
ph' 181-23 if you adhere to error and are o' to trust

b 308- 6 mortal belief will be a' as it was in the
o 352-16 but you must not be a- of them"?
p 410-30 keynote of . . . "Be not a" '."—Mark 6; 50.

t 447-30 A siimer is a- to cast the first stone.

g 532-15 I was a', because I was naked ;—Gen. 3 ; 10.

African
/ 225-32 when A- slavery was abolished in our land.

226- 5 The voice of God in behalf of the A' slave

after
pref xii- 2 No charters were granted ... a" 1883,

pr 2- 5 goes forth hun^jerine a' rirhteousness
16- 8 one brief prayer, which we name «• him
16- 9 "A" thia manner therefore— ^fatt. 6; 9.

a 21-29 A' following the sun for six days,
24-32 A- the resurrection, even the unbelieving ,

27-U proved by his reappearance a' the crucifixion

41-18 lost, about three centuries a' the crucifixion.

43- 2 did understand it a' his bodily departure.
45-13 Three days a' his bodily burial
45-22 saw Jesus a' the resurrection
46- 2 until they saw him a' hia crucifirioTi

46-14 and a" his resurrection he proved
46-20 Jesus' unchanged physical condition a'

47- 5 A' gaining the true idea of their glorified
m 59-23 A- marriage, it is too late to grurhble

59-25 exist before this union and continue ever a',



AFTER 11 AGAINST

after
m 62-10

sp 74- 5

8,1-11

85-18
94-15

S 107- *

109-11

those parents should not, in a* years, complain
a- having once left it, would be
able to read the human mind a' this manner
A- the same method, events of great moTOf nt

belief that the infinite is formed a" the pattern

preached of me is not a' vian.— Gal. 1: 11.

For three years a' my discovery, I sought
A- a lengthy examination of my discovery
a- the manner of God's appointing,
even by them, until a- the crucifixion,

A' trying this, she informed me that

..„ - A- the autopsy, her sister testified that the

ph 16S-11 you rush a' dru^s, search out the
180-10 bearing fruit o' its kind,

A.- the babbling boy had been taught to speak
know we no man a- the flesh I"— // Cor. 5; 16.

until three hours a" eating. . .

a- he had availed himself of the fact that
the weary searcher o' a divine theology,
either o' a model odious to herself

and forms its offspring a" human illusiona.

was accustomed night a- night to go
aspiration a' heavenly good comes
a- his resurrection from the grave,
both before and a- the Christian era, ,

man in His ov/n unage and a- His likeness.

Its false supports fail one a' another,

you cannot check a fever a" admitting
Man is the same a- as before a bone is broken
exist a- the body is disintegrated,

going to sleep immediately a- a heavy meal.
I was caOed for, shortly a' the report of

A' much debate and opposition,
to judge . a- the law,— Ads 23 : 3.

A' betraying him into the hands of your law,
man in our image, a' our likeness ;

— Gen. 1 ; 26.

_ A- much labor and increased spiritual
469-26 a- admitting that God, or good, is

475-23 man in our miage, a- our likeness ;
— Gen. 1 .

483-13 A- the author's sacred discovery,
487- 6 before and a- that which is called death.

a 507-13 yielding fruit a- his kind,— Gen. 1 ; 11.

508-10 herb yielding seed a- his kind,— Gen. 1 : 12.

508-11 seed was in itself, a- his kind -.—Gen. 1 : 12.

abundantly, a- their kind,— Gen. 1; 21.

every winged fowl a" his kind :
— Gen. 1 ; 21.

the living creature a' his kind,— Gen. 1 : 24.

and beast of the earth a- his kind :
— Gen. 1 .

beast of the earth a" his kind,— Gen. 1 ; 25.

and cattle a- their kind,— Gen. 1 : 26.

upon the earth a- his kind :
— Gen. 1 ; 25.

man in our image, w our likeness ;
— Gen. 1 .

fashions all things, a* His own likeness.

a- which the distinction is not definitely
constantly went a- "strange gods."— Jer. 5; 19.

And God said. Let us make man a' our mind
and. God shaped man a' His mind ;

a" God's mind shaped He him ;

This error, a" reacning the climax of

supposition that life . . . must decay a' it has
present himself unchanged a" the crucifixion.
A' the stars sang together
as a flood, a' the woman,— Rev. 12: 15.

not a- the image and likeness of Spirit, but a'
and continues a', what is termed death,

111-26
131-15
137- 4
156-21
1.59- 2

195-2
/ 217-K
221-10
222-11
234-22
236-15

C 2.'')9-23

201-13
265-24

h 317-21
333-20
344- 8

p 372-23
376-29
427-16
429-20
431-8
432-21
434- 8
435-30
436- 3

438-3
r465- 2

26.

512- 6

512-6
513-15
613-16
613-22
513-23
513-24
615-12
616-9
523-29
524-7
525-13
525-14
62.5-14

543- 2

549- 5
555-31

ap 565-23
570-9

•24.

•26.

gl 584-24. 25
595-20

(see also death)

after-dinner
ph 175-20 selfishness, coddling, and sickly a* talk.

afternoon
ph 193-15

afterward
S163- 2

afterwards
pr fr-10

a 42-24
s 110-16

132-32

ph 188- 7

190-2
.190-16
196-29
198-13

/ 230-19

p 374-27
386-30
421-8

t 452-21
514-2
528-25
531-16
532-2
547-21

ap 562- 5

between three and four o'clock in the a'

marking Nature with his name, and a* letting

supposition . . . that a' we shaU be free to
A" he would show it to them unchanged.
a" the truth of C. S. was demonstrated.

yet a' he seriously questioned
but a" it governs the so-called man.
embryonic mortal mind, a" mortal men
a" to . . . return to its native nothingness.
mental state, which is a- outlined on the body.
a- to appear'on the body;
Does Wisdom make blunders which must a' be
a* it is resolved into its primitive mortal
assertion might a- be proved to you.
a* make known to the patient your motive
and a' we must wash them clean.
a" recreate persons or things upon its

A' he is supposed to become the basis
If, . . . mind was a' put into body by
but a- require the union of the
and a' must either return to Mind or
the idea . . . which Jesus a* manifested.

againv
a

sp

m

sp

5-12
31-6
31-28
34-24
37-4
46-11
52-17
65- 9
55-13
71-14
75-16
97-29

S 110-27
132- 5
152-14
156-23

ph 167-16
185- 5

198-18

/ 212- 3
232-16

b 306-15
310-12

p 425-26
436-13

t 444-21
r 480-19
489- 3

(7 529- 3
5.56-11

ap 560-17
570-20

against
a 18-10

J8-11
29- 2

47-10
48-29
52-18
57-17
60-17
65-15
79- 2

97-21
an 106- 3

106-4
106-28

5 116-15
118-27

130-17
131-10
133-25
138- 1

155-15
155-13
159-4
160-3
160-19

ph 167-20
168-9
177-23
182-24
200-22

/ 234-10
234-11
233-13
23S-11
242-19
246-19
252- 2

253-20
6 269- 2
274-22
307-23
339-14
339-15
339-16

O 347- 1

347- 1

354- 1

354-5
358-16
358-31

P 368-10
374-18
380- 9
380-14
380-31
384-12
388-19
389-18
391-2
391- 8
39a- 9

"shall be measured to you a\"— Luke 6: 38.

A' he asked : "Who is my mother, ^JV/a«. 12 ; 48.

A\ foreseeing the persecution which
rise a- in the spiritual realm of reality,
it shall be measured to you a"."— Alatl. 7; 2.

and is a' seen casting out evil and
To-day, as of old, error and evU a'

gospel of healing is a' preached by the

although it is a" ruled out of the synagogue.
Close your eyes a-, and you may see
that his body had died and then lived c.
Christianity is a" demonstrating the Life
and must a' be spiritually discerned,
"Go and show Jolin a'— Alatt. 11 .• 4.

contradicts another over and over a\
but on the third day she a* suffered,

A', an. error in the premise must appear in

and she never suffered a' from east winds,
A', giving another direction to faith,
tooth . . . extracted sometimes aches a' in belief,
In our age Christianity is a' demonstrating
brought together a' at some uncertain
when the earth has a- turned upon its axis.

You will never fear a' except to offend God,
Mortal Man should find it a'.

Fear not that he will smite thee a*

A\ God, or good, never made
lobster loses its claw, the claw grows a\
not woman a' taken from man.
to live a' La renewed forms,
A', without a correct sense of its

nor a' sink the world into the deep waters of

o* the accredited e'vidence of the senses,
a- Pharisaical creeds and practices,
a' error at home and abroad.
Judas conspired a" Jesus.
a" human rights and divine Love,
common cause a' the exponents of truth.
a' the better claims of inteUect,

becoming a barrier a' vice,

struggling a' the advancing spiritual era.

Warning people a' death is an error

array the most falsities a' themselves,
to work a" the free course of honesty
to push vainly a" the current
a" such there is no law."— Gal. 5: 23.

nor do they carry the day a- physical enemies,.
a kingdom necessarily divided a- itself,

beUeM -which war a- spiritual facts;

enmity a- God."— Rom. 8; 7.

Jewish accusations a" him who
shall not prevail a' it."— Matt. 16." !8.

belief in physics weighs a' the

general belief, . . . works a* C. S. ;

protested a- inhaling the ether

act a' metaphysics, and vice versa.

Can muscles, bones, blood, and nerves rebel o*

lusteth a- the Spirit."
— GaJ. 5; 17.

belief militates a' your health,
a God, Spirit and Truth.
working a' themselves and their'prayers
the flesh that warreth a' Spirit.

fuard
a- false beliefs as watchfully as

ar our doors a" the approach of

either for or a- crime,
who can be a- us?"— Rom. 8; 31.

which wars a" spirituality
so many conspiracies a' manhood
divided a' itself,

— Mark 3: 24.

no opposition to right endeavors O"

a house divided a' itself,

ihe flesh wars a* Spirit,

weighs a" our course Spiritward.
a' the day of wrath."— Rom. 2 ; 5.

He is joining in a conspiracy a'

a" his own a.wakening to the
"The flesh lusteth a-— Gal. 5: 17.

Spirit a- the flesh."— Ga/. 5: 17.

protests of C. S. a" the notion

obey the Scriptures and war a'

verdict of Truth a' error,

a" whom they have been warned.
A- the fatal beliefs that error is as real as
no argument a' the mental origin of disease.

a- the control of Mind over body,
will be turned a' himself.
a" Himself, a" Life, health, harmony,
enter his protest a- this belief

divided a" itself,"— A/aH. 12:25.

kingdom divided a' itself,

arrayed a- the supremacy of Spirit,
rise in rebellion a' them,
take antagonistic grounds a*
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against
p 394-22
395- 1

395-25
401-2
405-10
405-12
411- 5
412-20
414-18

p 417-16
419-31
420-16
424-17
425-31
433-11
434-26
436- 6
438-12
438-17
439-22
440-28
441-14
441-20

/445- 3

it.

a' whom mortals should not contend?
The sick . . argue for suffering, instead of a' it,

while you argue a- their reaUty,
and works a" itself ;

army of conspirators o" health,
the arbiter of truth o" error.
when he argued a- it,

array your mental plea a' the
lest you array the sick a" their
When you silence the witness a" your plea.
If it is found necessary to treat a"

when they will not array themselves a
should not act a" your influence
mental protest a" the opposite belief
the evidence of Personal Sense a"

foul conspiracy a- the liberty and
a witness a" Mortal Man
bearing false witness a' Man.
a' the rights and life of man.
in his struggles a' liver-complaint
I ask that he be forbidden to enter a-

cannot bear witness a- Mortal Man,
in favor of Man and a' Matter.
defend themselves a' sin, and to guard a' the

446-30 be watched and yarded a-.

449- 7 reacts most heavily a' one's self,

understood and gnarded a\
bar the door of his thought a- this
o" which wisdom warns man,
the medium for sinning o" God,
since flesh wars o" Spirit
is enmity a- God ;

— Ram. 8; 7.

rose up a' Abel— Gen. 4; 8.

a' which divine Science is engaged in a
accusations c Jesus of Nazaretn
the dragon as warring a* innocence,
inflamed with war a' spirituaUty,
fought a- the dragon ;

— Rev. 12 : 7.

a' the power of sin, Satan, and
A' Love, the dragon warreth not long.
Truth and Love prevail a' the dragon
in our warfare a" error,
a kingdom divided a' itself.
The flesh, warring c" Spirit ;

agamogenesis
m 68-17 one Individual who believed in a' ;

68-25 but I discredit the belief that a; applies to

Agassiz
Louis

g 547- 9 Loula j4-, by his microscopic examination

age
plctnres

/ 244-29 Shakespeare's poetry pictures o" as infancy,
present

ap 560- 5 has reference to the present a*,
seems ready
ph 170-24 The a* seems ready to approach this subject,

sensuaUsm of the
m 65-15 :'n the materialism and sensualism of the a*,

tendency of the
s 111-22 calculated to offset the tendency of the a- to

449-21
452- 1

r 481-13
489-20

p 531-28
534-19
541-14
543-14

ap 564-10
664-14
565- 3
566-26
666-32
667- 9
567-11
668-31

tX 581-18
584-12

an 104- 8 A\ the celebrated naturalist and author,
g 547-11 A' was able to see in the egg the
648-29 A' declares . . "Certain animals,
649-24 In one instance a celebrated naturalist, A\

ap 561- 6 A', through his microscope, saw

age
advance of the

p 371-24 this teaching Is in advance of the a*

advancing
p 401-27 Until the advancing a- admitff the efficacy

anathemas of the'
b 315-10 brought upon him the anathemas of the a*

and blight
/ 246-31 rather than Into a- and blight.

and decay
/ 247-30 resplendent and eternal over a* and decay

any
b 325-30 "When first spoken in any a-. Truth,

ensnare the
an 102-22 they ensnare the a- into indolence,

every
a 46-10 has spoken in every a' and cHme
/ 243- 7 can heal the sick in every a' and triumph over
r 482-25 to the hungering heart in every a"

exempt from
/ 247-14 Immortality, exempt from a* or decay,

her
/ 245-16 Asked to guess her a", those unacquainted

Ignorant
r 474- 8 To the ignorant a- in which It first appears,

malice of the
/ 215-32 The ignorance and malice of the a" would

material
a 36-15 earthly price of spirituality in a material o'

sp 98- 9 Christianity is misinterpreted by a ma,terial a\
o 350-17 it was diflieull in a material a" to apprehend
g 546-23 C. S. is dawning upon a material a-

materiality of the
a 31-25 Referring to the materiality of the a'

nor accident
/ 214-28 Neither a" nor accident can interfere with the

onr
/ 232-16 In our a' Christianity la again demonstrating

that
6 332

this

pref xi-23
an lCij-15

/.224-24
b 317- 6

p 364-17
367-25
372-10

t 456-28

ap 570-22

30 He expressed the highest type In .that a*.

to proclaim His Gospel to this^a*.
Let this a', which sits in judgment on
stands at the door of this a", knocking
lives most the life of Jesus in this a'
indicated by one of the needs of this a*,
the Christ-cure has come to tius a"
The Science . . . would be clearer in this a'.
Because it is the voice of Truth to this a".
In this a' the earth will help the woman ;

thought of the
s 147- 1 the thought of the a" in which we live.

robs youth and gives ugliness to a*.

Divorces should warn the a'

ugliness to
/ 246-11

warn the
m 65-9

ph 194-23

/ 236-30
245-25
247- 3
353-13

T 473-18

ap 562-18

agencies
ap 570- 5

agency
s 150-22

agent
pref X- 7
an 100-10

101-23
5 112- 1

146-17
6 338-19

P435-16
(444-4

agents
sp 78-27
S 164- 6
r 485-23

ages
aU

sp 98-18
b 271- 3

bygone
s 134- 1

future
pref vii-25
sensual

/ 254-16

5 118-10
141- 2

ph 174-18

/ 204-20
233- 9
241-17
246-17

6 303-15

P380-5
ap 560-26

aggravafie
p 401-12 This fermentation should not a" the

aggravated
p 422- 7 certain moral and physical symptoms seem a',

g 540-12 when the symptoms of evU, illusion, are a\

aggravation
an 105-27 The a* of error foretells Its doom,
s 156-14 began to fear an a' of symptoms

ph 169- 3 Whenever an a- of symptoms has occurred

aggregated
/ 209-16 a' substances composing the earth,

aggression
t 451- 5 They must renoimce a", oppression and

aggressive
an 102-17 Its a- features are coming to the front.

aghast
ap 663- 7 why should we stand o" at notbingnessT

at the a' of seventeen Kaspar was still a
While a- is halting between two opinions
could not a" while believing herself young,
I have seen .a' regain two of the
The a' has not wuolly outlived the sense of
In an a' of ecclesiastical despotism,
lamps in the spiritual heavens of the a*.

certain active yet unseen mental a'

This human view infringes man's free moral a*

They regard the human mind as a healing a',

susceptible to the influence of this a",
it is not a remedial a',

the most effective curative o'

Science, the curative a' of God,
dust was deemed the a* of Deity
the a" of those laws is an outlaw,
suffering is oft the divine o' in this

claimed to be the a- of God's government,
classification of diseases or of therapeutic a\
delineates foreign a°, called disease and sin.

It Is Imperious throughout all a*

Christ's Christianity . . . reappearing in all a'.

To-day the cry of bygone a" is repeated.

Future a* must declare what the pioneer

During the sensual a", absolute C. S. may not

A- pass, but this leaven of Truth Is

theological and ritualistic religion of the a*

are pursuing and will overtake the a'.

When will tne a- understand the Ego,
The a' must slowly work up to
error of the a- is preaching without practice.
Never record a".

All the vanity of the o" can never
Truth is the rock of a', the headstone
niot only obscured the light of the o", but
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agnosticism
s 111- 1 vague hypotheses of a-, pantheism,

spiritnaUsin, theosophy, a',

tneosophy, and a' are "opposed to
o" may define Ueity as "the great unknowable ;"

12»-17
139-28

eZ596- 3

ago
a 48-9

sp 80-23
82- 5
87-29
93- 3

5 122- 9
I3a-2i>

/ 224-12
232-18

p 380-22
r 487-12
495- 3

agony
a 2&-4

48- 6

48-10
6 327-14

p 41(>- 1

ff 548-13

9J588-3

agree
s 113-12
&320- 6

p 390-18
390-27

agreeable
5 128-20

agreed
p442- 5

agreement
b 333- 1 illustrates the coincidence, or spiritual a

agreements
m 63-31 enter into business a

agrees
s 161-31
162- 2

162- 2

6 313-9
g 553-24

agriculture
r 485-29 controlled war and a

agriculturist
s 125-22 The a' will find that these changes

ph 183- 8 Can the o', according to belief, produce a
aid
divine

o 354- 6 Why do they invoke the divine a* to enable
no

s 132-17
r 402-21

of Mind
ph 182-23

outside
sp 89- 9

readym 64-15
receive

<444- 7
r 483-26

without the
sp 80-20 mind, without the a- of hands,

your
p 439-22 unfortunate Mortal Man who sought your a

which Identified Jesus thus centuries a',

French toy which years a- pleased so many
Chaucer wrote centuries a\ yet we still

may reproduce voices long a' silent.

Jesus, who nearly nineteen centuries a'

exposed nineteen hun^Ired years a"

as readily as it was proved centuries a'.

Centuries o' religionists were ready to hail
as it did over nineteen hundred years a'.

Many years a" the author
gave . . hearing to the deaf centuries a',
as surely as it did nineteen centuries a".

in speechless a' exploring the way
struggling in voiceless a',

Remembering the sweat of c
to be effaced oy the sweat of a'
At last the a" also vanishes.

Every a' of mortal error helps error to

self-imposed o" ; effects of sin ;

these propo.sitiong will be found to a'

theologians in Europe and America a' that
",4' with thine adversary quickly,

— Matt. 5: 25,

"A" to disagree" with approaching symptoms

An odor becomes beneficent and a'

The Jury of Spiritual Senses a* at once

hold real estate,

«• with his "adversary quickly,"— A/(7«. 5.- 25.

the matter-physician a' with the di-scase,
the metaphysician a' only with health
With this a' another passage
If consentaneous human belief a' upon

as mucn as

received no a' nor approval from other sanitary
Matter can afford you no o\

forthwith shut out the a* of Mind

Destroy her belief in outside a*, and

debarred, . . . from giving the ready a'

If Christian Scientists ever fail to receive a*
if any systein honors God, it ought to receive a*.

a 19-19
22- 1

sp 86- 6
97- 2

b 268-15
307-10

p420- 6
t 447-10
454-32
457-28

aided
a 19- S
p 394-24

406-12
439-24

aiding
c 266-22
(468-12

to understand . . and a- Its efficacy ;

thinking with the a- of this to find
mortal mind, whose touch called for a'.

They will a- in the ejection of error.

systems afford no substantial a" to
It says : ... I a' Hfm.
call an experienced Christian Scientist to a'
heal the sick when called upon for a",
human auxiliaries to a' in bringing
as if the non-intelligent could a" Mind f

Jesus 0* In reconciling man to God
unless it can be a' by a drug Or
spiritual perception, a- by Science,
You a' and abetted Fear and Health-laws.

material sense, a' evil with evil,
to ttiink of a- the divine Principle

aids
sp 91-18

ph 186-21
h 296-29

p 38.5- 9
t 461-23

(/ .5.13-19

548-14

ailed
s 13.5- 1

ailment
ph 179-19

197- 3

p 381-24
382-32
392- 4

412-19
423-16

aliments
S 140- 3

ph 174-23

/21(>- 3

p 398-28
413-31
416-29
421-3

ails

aim

denial of material selfhood a- the discernment
a- in peremptorily punishing the evil-doer.
and a- in takitig the next step
surpassing all other a",
to recognize your sin, a' in destroying It.

a" man to make sinners more rapidly
so a- the apprehension of immortal Truth.

"What a- thee, O thou sea,— Psal. 114; 5.

The epizootic is a'humanly evolved a',
A new name for an a- affects people like a
that you are quite free from some a'
The a' was not bodily, but mental.
To cure a bodily a\
find the type of the a', get its name.
He regards the a' as weakened or

effectual In the treatment of moral a'
to cure mortal a-.

My method . . . applies to all bodily a\
faith removes bodily a' for a season,
reproduced in the very a- feared.

they think too much about their a",

physical a- (so-called) arise from the belief

t 460-23 superficial and cold assertion, "Nothinga" you."

/ 241-23

g 517-23

aimed
a 51-28

alms
m

One's a-, a point beyond faith, should be
Our a; must be to have them understood

0* at the divine Principle, Love,

and give higher a* to ambition,
a race having higher c and motives.
His holy motives and a' were traduced
Evil thoughts and a- reach no farther and
their affections and a" grow spiritual.
The indulgence of evil motives and a'
the worldhng's affections, motives, and a*

less than In drugs, a*, and exercise,
never taught that drugs, food, a-, and exercise

61-8
63-26

sp 95- 3
/ 2.34-31

c 265- 6

p 405- 3

M59- 8

air
and exercise

ph 166-27

/• 232-19

change of
/ 219-27 Impute their recovery to change of a' or diet,

drai.-ght of
p 384-16 If exposure to a draught of a'

exercise and
ph 174- 6 baths, diet, exercise, and a" 7

fowl of the
(see fowl)

fowls of the
s 12.5-27 the fish of the sea and the fowls of the a*.
/ 237-13 like "the fowls of the a,"— LukeS: 5.

native
s 128-18

of Eden
ph 176-18

open
/220- 1

pure
a 44-14

It raises the thinker into his native a" of Insight

would loa.d with disease the a- of Eden,

said : "I exercise daily in the open a'.

He did not depend upon food or pure a*
undulations of the

/ 212-27 that the undulations of the a- convey sound,
wind or

gl 598-13 It might be translated wind or a*.

sp 90-19

p 37.5- 3
392-28

gl 598-15

alabaster
p 363- 1

alarm
b 321-16
O 352-29

P 424-18
«446- 7

alarmed
S 130- I

p 422-12

alarming
p 395-29

albeit
g 512-30

alcliemy
p 422-20

through the a- and over the ocean,
painlessly as gas dissipates into the a*
whether it be a\ exercise, heredity, contagion.What Jesus gave up was indeed a".

She bore an a* jar containing

The illusion of Moses lost Its power to a'
The objects of a" will then vanish
such opinions as may a' or discourage,
may either arise from the a' of the physician,

The petty Intellect Is a- by
Ignorant that it is a favorable omen, may be o".

and It may appear In a more a' form.

a- God is ignorant of the existence of

C. S.. by the a- of Spirit,
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alcoholic
p 406-28

alias
ph 172-20

p 301- 2

399-10
400-14
409-9
432-8
432-27

g 528-24
633-15

Vl 591-27

alienate
6 303-32

alike
sp 71-27
s 135-24
6 279-25

alive
a 44-29

ph 200- 1

/2!6- 3

222-18
6 334-27

p373- 4

(7 645-32

alkali
p 401- 9

422-14

All
eternal

6 280- 3
God ae

V 397-21
God ts

6 339-7
p 366-29

g 532-24
Infinite

ap 676- 4
Mind is

S 109- 2

P508-3

The depraved appetite for a' drinlca,

obtalna in mortals, a" mortal mind,
the plea of mortal mind, a" matter,
mortal thought, a' mortal mind,
conscious thought, o' the body,
Unconscious mortal mind— a" matter,
from my residence in matter, a" brain,
justice, a" nature's so-called law ,

Adam— a' error— gives them names.
Adam, o" mortal error, charges God
8U])positional material sense, a' the belief that

declared that nothing could a* him from God,

and structure of spiritualism are a' material
and they are a' in demonstration,
this belief contradicts a° revelation and

a\ demonstrating within the narrow tomb
through his verse the gods became a' in a
Who shall say that man is a' to-day, but
he had been kept a', as was believed, only by
and, behold, 1 am a' for evermore,— Rev. 1 ; 18.

and be more a' to His promises,
shall all be made a' "— / Cor 15; 22.

(as when an w is destroying an acid),
As when an acid and a- meet and

not products of the eternal A'

confidence In God as A',

Since God \s A', there is no room for
Life is God and God is A-
God is A' and He is Mind

this New Jerusalem, this infinite A'

the proposition that Mind is A
Mind is A' and reproduces all

all

pr 17-15 TAfp, Truth, hove, over all, and A
p 399- 2 therefore good is infinite, is A'

pref x-19 Few invalids will turn to Gofl till a- physical
xi- 5 a' other pathological methods are the fruits of

pr 2-14 for He alreadjr knows a'.

2-18 is not a' that is recjuired.
3- 8 Shall we aslt the divine Principle of a' goodness
S-28 and yet return thanlcs to God for a" blessings,
4- 8 evidence of our gratitude for a' that he has
6-32 seek the destruction of a- evil worlds,-
8- 9 full . of a- uncleanness."—Mfl«. 23

•

27.

9- 5 The test of o* prayer lies in the answer to
ft-17 with a- thy heart,— Mo«. 22; 37.

9-18 and with o' thy eoul,— Matt. 22; 37.

B-I8 and with a: thy mind"— A/oH. 22 ; 37.

9-20 surrender of a" merely material sensation,
9-25 Are you willing to leave o* for Christ,
10-25 misapprehension of the source and means of a-
11-24 but if we desire holiness above a' else,
11-31 will bring us into a' Truth.
12-32 a' may avail themselves of God as
13- 8 striving for the" accomplishment of a* we ask,
13-26 divine Principle, Love, the Father or a"
16-U prayer which covers a' human needs.
15-19 the first lie and a' liars.

16-20 Only as we rise above a" material sensuousness
17-14 For God is infinite, all-power, a' Life,
17-15 Life, Truth, Love, over a',

a 18-12 refuted a" opponents with his healing power.
20-25 The truth Is the centre of a' religion.
20-32 divine Principle and Science of a- healing.
23-31 spiritual understanding and confides a' to God.
24—21 chiefly as providing a ready pardGn for a'

25-27 a' the emotional love . . will never alone
26- 6 a' have the cup of rorrowful effort
20- S till a' are redeemed through divine Love.
26-29 It was the divine Principle of o" real being
28- 9 While respecting a- that is good in the Church
31-11 He recognized Spirit, ... as the Father of a\
31-16 resurrection and the life" to a'— John II . 25.

32-18 saying, Drinlt ye a" of it."— Mo». 26; 27.

33- 9 Their Master had explafned it a- before,
33-17 and said, "Drink ye a- of it."— Matt. 26
33-22 It gives a- for Christ, or Truth.
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33-31
34- 1

34-10
34-13
34-18
36-12
37-17
37-29
38-14
30-26
42-13
43- 4

43-29
44-11
4.5-23
46- 4

46-21
46-31
49- 8

49-17
.50-23

51-20
61-24
52-26
8.3-29
54- 8

65-23
55-24
56-4
56-16
58-14
69-5
59-9
6*-26
€4-31
67-23
69-14
70-12
71-5
71- 6
72-10
75-22
76-4
79-27
&3-23
84-28
86-27
87- 1

87-23
89-19
80-22
91- 7

93-22

94-5
95-8
96-19
96-23
97-19
97-27
98-18

an 102- .2

104-15
S 108- 8
108-22
108-31
109-17
110- 2

110- 6
113- 2
113-18
114-23
116-16
116-18

118-20
119-12
124- 2
126- &
126-18
130- 8
130-12
132-13
136-30
138-18
138-27
141- 9
141-10
141-20
142- 6
146-29
148-16
149-26
160-27

Are a- who eat bread and drink wine
and leave a' for tiie Cl'.ript-principle?
If a- who ever partook of the sacrament
If a' who seek his commemoratioa
Through a- the disciples experienced,
He was forsal<ea by a" save
learn to emulate Jesus in a" his ways
"Go ye into a- the world,— Mark 16; 15.
in a' time to come.
divine Principle of «• that really exists
followed by the desertion of a" save a few
a" enabled the disciples to understand
must triumph over a' material beliefs
fl" the claims of me<licine, surgery,
the final proof of a- that he had taught,
the truthfulness of a- that he had taught.
his exaltation above a" material conditions ,

by a' they had witnessed and suffered.
Were a' conspirators save eleven?
Forsaken by a- whom he had blessed.
Even what they did say, . . that tt' evidence of
was for the salvation of us a\
in «• that he said and did.
not for their day only but for a' time :

had not conquered a- the beliefs of the fiesh
A.- must . . . plant themselves in Christ,
divine healing i.s througiiout a' time ;

whosoever layeth his eartlily a- on the altar
to fulfil a' rigiiteousness."— Matl.Z: 15.

Infidelity ... is the social scourgfe of a' races,
selfish exaction of a" another's time and
should wait on a" the years of married life.

not be required to participate in a' the
Until it is learned that God is the Father of a\
will ultimately claim its own,— a' that really is,
Grace and Truth are potent beyond a' other
unfohls a' creation, confirms the Scripttires,
The divine Mind maintains a' identities,
idea, of a' reality continues forever ;

Principle of a-, is not in Spirit's formations.
and in the place of darkness a- is light,
waken,. . out of the belief that a- must die,

forgets a- else and breathes aloud his rapture.
Science objects to a- this, contending for
Between C. S. and a' forms of
A- we correctly know of Spirit comes from God,
can a' be taken from pictorial thought
So is it with a" material co^iceptions.

yet these are a" there.
It possesses of itself a' beauty and poetry,.We are a' capable of more than we do.
point of departure for a" true spiritual growth.
belief that Spirit is finite . . nas darkened a*

history,
includes a" that is implied by the
in tliat ratio we know a' human need
a' discord will be swallowed up in spiritual
until a- errors of belief yield to lindcrstaiiding.
until divine Spirit, . . . dominates «• matter,
indicates that a" matter will disap])ear
It is imperious throughout a' ages
God governs a' that is real, harmonious,
indicates the rightness of a" divine action,
show the falsity of a" material things ;

a" real being is in God, the divine Mind,
mortal, misnUmed inind produces a' the
Principle of a' harmonious Mind-action
filling all space, constituting a- Science,
God's creation, in which a- that He has made
one divine Principle of a' Science

;

God, Spirit, being a, nothing is matter.
C. S. explains a- cause and etTect as mental,
even to the extinction of a- belief in matter.
They never . . . insist upon the fact tliat God

Is a-.

In a* mortal form's of thought,
to made Him responsible for a' disasters,
based on Truth, the Principle of a' science.
A' Science is divine.
Or shall a' that ia beyond the cogni7,ance
Science, which destroys a" discord,
demonstrated, will destroy a" discord,
divine Principle which brings out a harmony
they did not comprehend a' tliat he said
the precedent for a' Christianity,
'.'Go ye into a' the world,— Mark 16; 15.

to leave a- for Christ.
A- revelation (such is the popular thought I)

The Bible declares that a' believers are
modern religions generally omit a' but one of
It lives through a' Life, and extends
Anatomy takes up man at a' points materially,
divine Mind, governs a', not partially but
doctrine that man's harmony ... a' his earthly

davs.

i
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s 151-26 A' that reaUy exists is the divine Mind

152- 4 takes away a' its supposed sovereigtily,
155- 2 the child forgets a' about the accident,
155-18 belief, . . . produces c medical results,
157-20 If He creates drugs at a', and designs
15'>-31 belief produces disease and a' its symptonig,
160-22 Unless musciea are self-acting at o' times,
163-18 war, pestilence, and famine, a- combined."
164^12 But a' human systems based, on
164-15 a- the mental microbes of siii and a'

ph 166- 2 human mind is a' thai can produce pain.
166- 3 Wind is a' that feels, acts, or impedes action.
167-14 divine source of a" health and perfection.
168- 8 Mind, which would olhenvise outweigh a' else.

168-16 a' in consonance with the laws of God,
170-31 from which a' ills have gone forth,
172-16 he must have passad through c the forms
174-22 belief is a" that enables a drag to cure
17^-21 Should a- cases of organic disease be treated by
177- 3 it must relinquish a" its errors,
177- 4 I have demonstrated this bejond a" cavil.
177-18 had the naming of a- that was material.
180-12 nor taiie the ground that a' causation
181- 1 more potent than o" lower remedies.
183-26 Truth casts out a' evils and materialistic
188-13 falsehood should strip evil of a- pretensions.
187-19 the cause of a' materialistic action?
187-19 A- voluntary, as well as miscalled involuntary,
187-23 divine Mind Includes a' action and
187-28 mate^-ial body loses a- appearance of life

189-18 supposed to furnish the evidence of a- mortal
189-21 The reverse is the case with a- the formations
190- 2 a" this while matter is a belief, ignorant oi
192- 6 until we leave a" for Christ.
192-15 a' that is selfish, wicked, dishonest,
193-14 and said : . . . My suffering is a- gone."
194- 6 change in human belief changes a" the physical
195- 6 A- that he ate, except his black crust,
195- 8 A' that gives pleasure to our educated senses
195-22 out of itself, out of a' that is moital.

/ 201- * the reproach of a' the mighty — Psal. 89 ; 50.

201-10 hatred, fear, a' sensuality, yield to
202-15 Outside of this Science a' is mutable;
204- 3 A' forms of error support the false
204-28 never . . . distinct from God, the a' Mind.
20.5- 5 consume with disease,— c because of their
205-12 the prolific source of a- suffering?
205-12 God created a- through Mind,
205-13 and made a" perfect and eternal.
206-16 whatever blesses one blesses a'.

206-28, 29 infinite Mind made a- and Includes a*.
208-32 banish a- thoughts of disease and sin
209- 5 Mind, supreme over a- its formatioits
209- 6 and governing them a\
209- 7 light of a' its own vast creiation ;

209-21 they a- must give place to the spiritual fact
209-26 a' the paraphernalia of speculative theorie.s,
211-17 nature of a' so-called material cause and effect.
212-25 a' the methods of Mind are not understood,
214-21 A' materia) knowledge, like the
215- 5 with a' the faculties of Mind ;

219- 3 My method . . . applies to a' bodily ailments,
220-30 Mortal mind forms a' conditions of the
222-20 and yet he continued ill a" the while.
222-30 consult matter not at a\ and eat what
22.'>- 8 If Spirit is a' . . what and where is matter?
225-14 a- history, illusttates the might of Mind,
225-29 IVIen and women of a' climes and races
227-15 we . . . foresee the doom of o' oppression.
228- 1 in defiance of a' material conditions.
229- 7 God made a' that was made,
229-24 a- that He makes is good and will stand
230-32 the exciting cause of a' suffering,
238-24 He who leaves a" for Christ forsakes
239-32 the Wiseman said, "A" is vanity."— Eccl. 1: 1.

240- 5 a- point to Mind, the spiritual "intelligence
240-11 a' is one grand concord.
240-20 until o" wrong work is effaced or rectified.
241-19 substance of a' devotion is the reflection
241-26 corner-stone.of a' spiritual building is

241-27 washing the body of a- the impurities of flesh,
242- 4 timewhen "they shall a" know Me—,J^?r. 31 ; 34.
244- 7 to derive a' our conceptions of man from
245- 6 became insane and lost a- account of time.
246-21 error of . . . limiting a- that Is good
247-18 v/hich transcend «• material sense.
248-13 We are a* sculptors, working M various forms,
243-19 Do you not hear from a- mankind of the
249- 1 Let us accept Science, relinquish a' tbeorles-
252-27 says : . . . for a' my fancied joys are fatal.
253- 3 perfection of being, imperishable glory,

— a' are
253- 5 Inchjcie and impart a* bliss,
253- 7 and give a\ for I am Mind.
253- S substance of a;, because 1 am that I am.

C 257-22 Flaite mind manh'esta a' sorts ol errors.
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c 258-15 Mind manifests a" that exists
259- 4 infinite Mind, the sum of a' substance.
260- 8 the ideal of a' that is perfect and eternal.
261- 3 the Principle of a' happine.ss. harmony,
262-23 conquering a' that is unlike God.
263-17 the dust we a- have trod."
263-20 but one creator, who has created a*.
264-18 finding a' in God, good, and needing no other
264-30 o" the glories of earth and heaven and man.
267-11 made a' "that was made."— John 1 ; 3.

6 268- 7 from which may be deduced a' rationality,
269- 1 These . . . systems a,re one and a" pantheistic,
269-26 A' other systems— systems based wholly or
269-29 theories I combat . . . that a- is matter";
271- 3 Christianity . . reappearing in a' ages,
271- 4 uniting a' periods in the design of God.
271-10 Truth, casting out a' inharmony
•272-29 the diWne Principle of a' that represent'S Him
272-30 and of a' that really exists.
273-30 beliefs emit the effects of error at a" times,
274- 6 and symbolizes O" that is evil
275-12 the divine Principle of a- that really is.

275-14 A' substance, intelligence, wisdom," being,
275-23 a' presence, a" Science.
275-24 a" is in reality the manifestation of Mind.
276- 6 a* have one Spirit, God,
276-12 realization that a' inharmony is unreal
277- 2 To a- that is unlike unerring . . Mind,
277-20 produces a- the ills offlesh,
278-U Spirit, God, is infinite, a.
278-28 A' that we term sin, sickness, and death
281-15 supplies a" form and comeliness
282-23 a' that is material is a . . . mortal thought,
283- 4 Mind is the source of a' movement,
283-23 lost to a- who cling to this falsity.
284—19 answer to a' these questions must forever be
286- 8 is better than a' burnt offerings.
286-14 divine Principle, Love, creates and governs a"
286-17 The Scriptures declare a' that He made to be
287- 2 belong, with a' that is material and
287- 4 A' creations of Spirit are eternal ;

287-16 How can there be more than a'?
288- 7 will settle a' questions through faith
290-22 Temoves a" ignorance and sin.
291- 5 We know that a" will be changed
291-14 a' the manifestations of Mind are harmonious
291-31 divested of a' material errof.
29.5-12 but infinite Spirit being a',
295-25 A' that is called mortal thought is made up of
296- 7 suffering or Science must destroy a' illusioiLS
296-17 lose a- satisfaction in error and sin
302— 7 infinitude ... of a" identity is thereby
302- 9 when God is a' and eternally hi3.
302-12 this belief is a- that will ever be lost.
303-14 A- the vanity of the ages can never
305-22 deflections of matter . are a' unlike Spirit,
306-32 The parent of a" human discord was the
310- 6 a- might is divine Mind.
310- 7 seen in a' form, substance, and color,
310-10 God is His own infinite Mind, and expresses a*
311- 5 a' that Mind, God, is, or hath made,
311- 6 and He made a'.

311-28 lose a" supposed consciousness or claim
314- 5 spiritual sense had quenched a' earthly
315-27 more spiritual than a' other earthly
316- 2 the way of salvation to a- who accepted
317-14 that is, not only in a" time, but in a' ways
318- 6 Scriptures declare that God made a",
318-10 a" that is material, untrue, selfish, or
319- 9 sustains man under a' circumstances ;

320-28 in Him who healetb a' our diseases ;

325- 3 He . . . loses a- sense of evil,
325-13 When . . . understood in a' Its perfection,
326- 8 A' nature teaches God's love to man,
327- 6 a' the sinfuJ appetites of the human mind.
329- 4 glow In a" the grandeur of universal goodness.
329- 6 proves the truth of a- that I say of it.

329-27 their real spiritual source to be a' blessedness,
330-31 with a- the etceteras that word includes.
331-15 Therefore in Spirit a' is harmony, and
331-16 a' is Life, and there is no death.
331-21 reflected by a" that is real and eternal
331-24 Hence a- is Spirit and spiritual.
333-19 Throughout a- generations both before and
333-22 has come with . . . power and grace to a'
333-31 The one Soirit includes a' idealities.
335- 7 Spirit, God, has created a"

335-20 Spirit Is more than a- else.

336- 7 reflected In a' spiritual individuality
339- 8 God, Spirit, alone created a\
339-25 basis of a" health, sinlessness, and
340-13 a- that really exists Is in and of God,
342-10 "Go ye into a' the world,— Mark 16; 15.

343-14 Jeaus strips a' di.seuise from error.

'HI- y a' 13 Life, uad dt^tb has no douuuioo.
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o 349-15 like a- other languages, English Is inadequate

349-29 equally true of a" learning, even that which
350- 6 To understand a- our Master's sayings
353-10 A' must admit that Christ Is

353-16 A- the real is eternal.
353-20 We must give up the spectral at a' points.
353-22 but we must yield up o" belief In It

354- 7 to leave a- for Christ, Truth?
360- 2 nothing is lost, and a' Is won, by
361-14 conflicts not at o" with another of his sayings :

p 363-10 Nor was this a'.

363-21 and so brought home the lesson to a",
364— 5 lay down his mortal, existence la behalf of a"
365- 6 than a- cries of "Lord, I-ord !"

367-16 with those hairs a- numbered by the Father.
368- 6 time will prove a- this.
368-27 the source of a' seeming sickness.
369- 2 a- discordant conditions,
369- 5 loses to human sense a' entity
369-10 A' these deeds manifested Jesus' control
371-13 looks for relief In a' ways except the right
372- 9 Science of being. In which « Is divine Mind,
373- 1 If we are Christians on a- moral questions,
373- 9 Under a' modes of pathological treatment,
374-16 we can destroy a- IHs which proceed from
375-15 A- unscientific mental practice is erroneous
376-14 than In a- the blood, wnlch ever flowed
377-10 they can be healthy In a" climates,
377-26 cause of d' so-called disease Is mental,
379- 7 recognizing a" causation aa vested In divine '

384-34 a" the evidence before the senses can never
385- 9 and endurance surpassing o" other aids,
385-13 exempts man from a- penalties but those
385-15 a- untoward conditions, if without sin,
386-22- Thus It la with a' sorrow, sickness, and
386-25 Error, . . . produces a' the suffering on earth.
388-17 ambiguous nature of a' material health-theories.
390- 2 she said, "My food is a' digested,
390-10 Truth will at length compel us o" to exchange
391-15 Truth, will destroy c other supposed suffering,
391-31 as a- that is pure, and bearing tne fruits
392- 9 take antagonistic grounds against a- that
393- 7 remote, and exciting cause of a' bad effects
393-12 resist a- that Is unlike good.
394- 3 to understand that ... is best of a\
394-21 assuring him that a' misfortunes
395-12 destroys a- faith in sin and
396- 3 efface from thought a: forms and types of
396-20 wrong side,— a' teaching that the body suffers,
399-28 A- that Is real Is Included in this
400-23 Mortal mind rules a- that Is mortal.
403-26 so-called mind produces a' that Is unlike
404-10 Lust, malice, and a' sorts of evil are
404-17 The temperance reform, felt c over our land,
406- 1 The Bible contains the recipe for a' healing.
406-16 a- that Is unlike the true likeness disappears.
411-20 procuring cause and foundation of a' sickness
412- 2 Ihe great fact that God lovingly governs a\ -

413-22 need not wash his little body a- over each day
415-23 represent the action of a- the organs
417-13 a- cau.sation is Mind, acting through
418- 3 depends on mentally destroying a" belief
418-21 A' metaphysical logic Is inspired by this simple
418-22 rule of Truth, which governs a' reality.
418-27 Cast out a' manner of evil.
419- 4 Errors of a* sorts tend In this direction.
419-20 Mind produces a- action.
421- 6 true definition of o" human belief
421-17 God, Spirit, is a", and there Is none beside Him,
425-32 Discard O' notions about lungs, tubercles,
426-23 The relinquishment of a- faith In death
426-32 human concepts . . . are athat can be destroyed,
427-24 Mind, governing a\ must be acknowledged
427-27 when a' such remedies have failed?
429-27 have faith In a' the sayings of our Master,.
430- 1 includes a' the phenomena of existence.
431- 5 During a' this time the prisoner
431-16 a" these assistants resigned to me,
434-24 A" the testimony has been on the side of
436-10 Upon this statute hangs a- the law
438- 5 over a- the power of the enemy :

— Luke 10; 19.

439-27 Our higher statutes declare you a\
441- 1 comprehending and defining a" law
442-10 a' sallowneas and debility had disappeared.

1 443-10 fl- are privileged to work out their
443-21 with a- longsuffering— II Tim. 4 ; 2.

444- 3 o' must rise superior to materiality,
447-21 the claims of evil "and disease in a' their forms.
451-26 A' mental malpractice arises from ignorance or
454-13 truth which strips a- disgul.se from error.
454-27 lovingcare . . . support a' their feeble footsteps,
456-26 so do a- his students and patients.
458- I on the same platform as a- other quackery.
459- 6 gain . . by forsaking a- worldliness.
4«0- 4 necessary constituents and relations of a'
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/ 460- 5 and It underlies a- metaphysical practice.
460-12 to the materia! thought a- is material,

f 466- 2 adopted from the Latin adjective signifying a\
466-26 the outcome of a- man-made beliefs,
468-10 A- Is infinite Mind and its infinite
469- 3 which Includes in itself a- substance
471- 3 a- that He creates are perfect and eternal,
471-28 gave the spiritual import, . . . of a- that proceeds
472- 7 making it coordinate with a' that is real
472-24 A- reality is in God, and His creation,
472-28 and He makes c that is made.
473- 1 a- inharmony of mortal mind or body is
473-13 more than a" other men, has presented
474-17 they must a' be from the same source :

474-26 Truth spares a' that is true.
474-29 while a' that is real is eternal.
475— 2 To Truth there is no error,— o' Is Truth.-
475- 3 a- Is Spirit, divine Principle and' its idea.
475-15 compound idea of God, including a- right ideas ;

475-16 generic term for a' that reflects God's image
475-22 reflects spiritually a- that belongs to his Maker.
476-22 outside of a" material selfhood.
479-10 image of mortal thought, . . . is a" that the eye
480-12 origin and governor of a- that Science reveals.
481-23 human verdicts are the procurers of a" discord,
483-7 Mind transcends a' other power, .

.483- 8 supersede a' other means in healing.
483-26 to receive aid, ... from a- thinking persons,
484-23 involuntary action of error in a" Its forms ;

484-26 hypotheses involved in a- false theories and
486-23 a' the spiritual senses of man, are eternal.
488-24 Mind alone possesses a" faculties,
488-29 reproduce them in a' their perfection ;

489-13 it Dreaks a' the commands of the
489-29 Outside the material sense of things, a- is
490-24 destroy a' material sense with immortal
491-12 facts of being, in which a* must end.
492-19 fight it out on this line, if It takes a' summer."
493- 6 A' the evidence of physical sense an4 a-
493-17 superior to a- the beliefs of the five corporeal
493-18 Mmd must be found . . . able to destroy a' ills.

495- 3 A' of Truth Is not understood •

496- 9 We a* must learn that Life is God.
496-19 overlying, and encompassing a" true being.

g 504- 6 A' questions as to the divine creation
505- 9 divine Mind, not matter, creates a' identities,
506-29 task of finding names for a" material things,
507- 7 Spirit names and blesses a".
507-21 reflect the Mind which includes a*.

507-24 Infinite Mind creates and governs a",
507-25 divine Principle of a' expresses Science
508- 3 Mind is All and reproduces a"
508- 7 Mind is the Soul of a-.

508- 8 Mind is Life, . . . which governs a".
509- 3 is discerned to be the Life of a',
510-11 reflected spiritually by a' who walk In the light
512-22 a' form, color, quality, and quantity,
513-17 classifies, and individualizes a' thoughts,
513-20 continuity of a' individuality
51.3-26 God creates a- forms of reality.
514-19 Tenderness accompanies a' the might
514-26 the control which Love held over a\
514-28 A- of God's creatures, moving in the
515-22 family name for a' ideas,
615-22 A- that God imparts moves In accord with
610-13 bathes a' In beauty and light.
517-19 they a" have one Principle and parentage.
518-16 a' having the same Principle, or Father ;

518-21 which shine through a' as the blossom
-518-21 A' the .varied expressions of God reflect

518-28 Spirit, comprehends and expresses a',

518-28 a- must therefore be as perfect as the
519- 2 who from a' eternity knoweth His own
519- 8 and a- the host of them.— Gen. 2: 1.

519-18 "we a' come in the unity of— Eph. 4 ; 13.

519-24 a- His work which He had made.— Gen. 2: 2.

520-lS In which a' sense of error forever disappears
520-23 emphatic declaration that God creates a"

520-29 Because Mind makes a', there Is

521-5, 6 A- that Is made is the work of God, and a- is

522- 5 assigns a' might and government to God,
623-12 A- is material myth. Instead of
824-23 God Is reflected In a" His creation.
526- 8 namely, that a- Life Is God.
626-^16 God pronounced good a- that'He created,
526-17 Scriptures declare that He created a'.

529-28 faith to fight a" claims of evil,
530-11 recognizing God, the Father and Mother of a\
531- 4 maintained In a' the subsequent forms of belief.

531-11 rise above a' material and physical sense,
532- 4 God makes and governs a".

532- 5 A- human knowledge and material sense
533-10 an attempt to trace a' human errors
535-23 eat of it a' the days of thy life -.— Gen. 3; 17.

636- 9 The divine understanding reigns, Is a;
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drive error out of a- selfhood.
the serpent, to grovel beneath a' the beasts
I the Lord do a' these things ;"

— Isa. 45; 7.

that Truth may annihilate a" sense of evil
with o' Its sin, sickness, and death.
When Spirit made a\ did it leave aught for
A' is under the control of the one Mmd,
errors send falsity Into a' human doctrines
Outside of C. S. o" is vagiie and hypothetical,
"As in Adam [error] a' die,— / Cor. 15: 22.

shall o' be made aliv?."— / Cor. 15; 22.

Principle which a" may understand.
one example would authenticate a" the others.
contains the proof of a' here said of C. S.

through a' the lower grades of existence.
a" Science Is of God, not of man.
by which a- peculiarities of ancestry,
A' must be ^Iind, or else a' must be matter.

geolog.v, and o" other material hypotheses
even the cause of o" that exists,

A' these sayings were to show that
_ _ destroys forever a' belief in

ap 559- 2 open for a' to read and understand.
559- 6 the source of a' error's visible forma?

a' who have spoken something new
The twelve tribes of Israel with a- raoitabi.
Since Jesus must have been tempted in a" points,
rule a" nations with a rod of iron :

— Rtv. 12; 5.

God's idea, will eventually rule a' nations and
and a" wm primeval harmony,
.so shall the spiritual idea guide a- right desires
To infinite, ever-present Ix)ve, a- Is Love,
Self-abnegation, by which we lay down a' for
At a" times and under a' circumstances,
higher humanity will unite a" interests
and a" tears wlH be wiped away,
weary pilgrim, journeying "uphill n' the way."
shall not be shut at a' by day :

— Rev. 21 ; 25.

A' who are saved must walk In this light,
o" Is good, and nothing can enter that

mercy .shaU follow me a' the days— PsaL 23; 6.

divine Principle of a' that is real and good ;

God, who made a' that was made
Life ; Truth ; Love ; a- substance ;

A' the objects of God's creation reflect

the immortality of a' that is spiritual,
demonstrated as supreme over a" ;

a' that is good ; God ;

limits, in which are summed up a- human acts,
reveals Spirit, ... as the illuminator of a\
worthy of the Lord unto a- pleasing,— Col. 1 ; 10.

(see also h«lng, disease, earth, error, ctII, existence,
good, mankind, men. Mind, others, power, sin,

space, things, truth)

ff 538-3
539-18
640- 6

540-15
543-13
543-25
544-16
545-14
54.5-18

M5-31
545-32
546-30
Ml- I

547- 3

551-U
551-18
5.51-20

551-27, 28
552- 6
554-2
554-26
556-7

560-24
562-12
564-15
.56.5- 7

56.5-16

.565-23

566- 6
567- 7

568-31
571-15
571-20
573-31
674- 4

57.5-20

577-22
577-25
.578-16

gl .58.V21

,58.3-24

.587- 7

588-15
592-23
S9.3-21

594-20
69.5-18

.596-15

/r600-*

all-absorbing
c 264-27 peace which comes from an a* spiritual love.

all-acting
gl 587- 6 o", all-wisc, all-loving, and eternal ;

allay
o 44-13 He took no drugs to o" inflammation.

allayed
s 159-18

allaying
p 411-27
422-9

alleged
sp 81-14
O 34.5-32

p 434-28
436- 8

allegiance
a 32- 4

/ 226-21

allegorical
ap 564-31

575-16

allegory
ph 177-15
6 280-21

p 430-13
430-15

(7 531- 2
532-28
533-12
537-20
540-22
644-26

3

They would either have a- her fear

begin your treatment by a' the fear
a' the tremor which Truth often brings to error

Nor Is the case improved when a' spirits
as is a- by one critic,

shows the a' crime never to have been
on the night of the a- offence

soldier was required to swear a'

man's birthright of sole a- to his Maker

this a\ talking serpent typifies mortal mind.
Taken in its a- sense,

Scriptural a' of the material creation.
The argument of the serpent in the a',
I here present to my readers an a'

an a- in which the plea of C. S. heals
The order of this a-— the belief that
In the a" the body had been naked.
The a' shows that the snake-talker utters the
the purpose of this c"— this second account
Hebrew o", representing error as assuming
Therefore man, in this a', is neither a

symbolizes tills a*

all-embracing
an 102-10 pointing of the needle

alleviate
an 101-26 If animal magnetism seems to o"

alleviates
p 411-31 It a' the symptoms of every disease.

alleviating
an 100- 6 as a means of a" disease.

all-harmonious
pr 16-27 Our Father-Molher God. a- ,

all-hearing
pr 7-24 It is the d- and all-knowing Mind,

allied
s 121-31 and is a' to divine Science as displayed In
g 512-14 their natures are o" to God's nature ;

AU-in~aU
God beins

s 142-28 God being A\ He made medicine :

God Is

{see God)
Mind Is

s 109- 5 reveals Incontrovertibly that Mind Is A',

derived from God, the infinite A',
God and His idea, the A'.
If God, the A\ be the cre-ator

starting-point ... is that God, Spirit, is A\
makes Him better known as the A',

sp 72-24
an 103-16
s 127- 4

ft 27.5- 7

gl 596- 6

aU-in-all
g 552-17 emerge from this notion of material life as a'.

all-inclusive
a 52-21 the mighty actuality of a' God, good.
s 116-10 is and must of necessity be,— a\
b 287-14 God being every^vhere and o',
331-20 He is a', and is reflected by

g 514- 4 nothing exists beyond the range of a' Infinity,
all-inclusiveness

o .351-25 the a' of harmonious Truth.

all-knowing
pr 7-25 It Is the all-hearing and a* Mind,

how ignorant must they be of the a' Mind
Spirit is a- ;

"The great I am ; the a', all-seeing.

p/i-187- 4
r 487-15

gl 587- 5

All-loving
pr 2-12

all-loving
gl 587- 6

all-might
ft 319-U

allness
pr 1.5-18

c 267- 6

ft 328-13
336-23

o 346-12

p 424-25
M50-21
r 497-22

ap 56.3-17

allopathic
p4I6- 9

allopathy
S 1.58-28

344-30

allow
a 30-27
c 259-10

p 4.3.3- 8
r 49.5-15

allowed
51- 9

62-17
6V30

p 431- 2

434-10
437-15
437-30

allowing
S 108-12
159-28

allows
ph 187-16

343-28

9 549-29

All-power
/ 231-10
<454- 6

gl 581- 3

a
m

the A- does not grant them simply on the

all-acting, all-wise, a\ and eternal ;

must yield to the a- of Infinite Spirit.

we must deny sin and plead God's a".
The a- of Deity is His oneness.
the grand realities of His a".

A' is the measure of the infinite,
tT prove the somethingnes.s.— yea, the a*— of
the oneness and the o' of divine Love ;

by understanding . . . the a" of God,
even the o' of Soul. Spirit,
the nothingness of evil and the a" of God.

Yet any physician— a-, homoeopathic.

Homoeopathy, a step In advance of a\
Is it because a" and homoeopathy are more

to a' Soul to hold the control,

higher than their poor thought-models would a',

urges the jury not to a' their judgment to be
A- nothing but His likeness to abide

but he a" men to attempt the
Children should be a' to remain children
woman should be a' to collect her own wages,
a' to testify in the case.
where C. S. Is a' to appear aa counsel
Spirit not a' a hearing ;

unjust usages were not a- at the bar of Truth,

My conclusions were reached by a' the evidence
how much . . . one form of matter is o'

Anatomy W the mental cause of the
Hence the mistake which a' words, rather than
and a- matter and material law to usurp

no lesser power equals the Infinite A' ;

The understanding, ... of the divine A'
Almiohtt. A' ; infinity ; omnipotence.
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all-power
pr 17-U For God is infinite, a-,
s 130^14 good and its sweet concords have a:
f 203- 4 omnipotence— has o", assigns sura rewards
228-26 Omnipotence has a',

r 466- 3 Hence God combines c or potency,
469-27 after admitting that God, , has a;

all-powerful
s 10*-23 Life, Truth, and Love are a'
t 450- 4 beUef . • . in a natural, o' devil.

all-presence
b 27&-22 Spirit is supreme and a .

r 466- 4 ail-science or true knowledge, a'.

all-science
r466-3

all-seeing
gl 587- 6

alludes
6 333-10
342- 1

alluring
a 21-28

allusion
g 510-21
510-23

All-wise
(455-23

all-wise
Cl 587- 6

almanacs
ph 171- 9

God combines all-pofwer or potency, o*

The great I au ; the all-knowing, a',

a' lo'the spirituality which is taught,
a* to "doubtful disputations."— Rom. 14; 1.

Thecompany is «• and the pleasures exciting.

There Is no Scriptural a' to solar light until
and the a* to fluids indicates

The A' does not bestow

all-acting, a; all-loving, and eternal ;

not needing to consult o' for the probabilities

alinightlness
T 487-29 reality of Life, its «• and immortality.

Almighty (see also Almlghty^s)
s 119- 4 When we ... we disown the A',

by the TiameofGod A';— Eiod. 6; 3.

the Lord God A'- and the Lamb— Rev. 21 : 22.

definltioQ of

(7 501-*
ap 576-10
gl 581- 3

almighty
/ 202-27
348-15
357-27

sdmit that God has a' power,
when we ascribe to Him c Life and Love?
Can Deity be o", if another mighty

Almighty God
/ 228-15 assert their freedom in the name of A' 0\
p 438-15 I ask your arrest in the name of A' G'

Almighty's
/ 218-20 why do you substitute drugs for the A' power,

almost
/ 221-11
o350- 2

p 376-7
(7 502- 3
524-10

gl 590-17

aloft
p 426-27

alone
pr 6-4

11-28
O 2.5-28

26- 2
49-15
51-22
57-20
60-13
60-32
64-11
86- 2
86-23
90- 8
92-29

S 117- 4
117-9
127-10
127-27
IS-V-Q
142- 9

147-30
157- 9

ph 173-28
174-25
182- 2

184-21
194-31
196-9
199-10

/ 203-32
212-22
219-28
251-14

m

sp

In hunser and weakness, a- in starvation.
They tnink of matter as something and a"
and does its work o" self-deceived.
is so brief that it would a' seem,
the true idea of God seems o" lost.

the word kurios or always has this lower sense,

hold the banner of Christianity a*

this divine Principle' a' reforms the sinner.
nor can prayer a' give us an
will never a' make us imitators of him.
treading o' his loving pathway
met his earthly fate a' with God.
His purpose In healing was not c to
it cannot exist o', but requires all mankind
selfishness and impurity a' are fleeting.
Higher enjoyments a' can satisfy
some noble woman, struggling a' with
to be occasioned by physical contact a".
Education a' deterinmes the difference.
earth's motion . . . sustained by Mind o*

instead of urging the claims of Truth a\
not one of a series, but one a*
mortals a- do this.

The terms . . C. S.i or Science a',

and is a- able to interpret God aright.
Spiritual evolution a' is worthy of
Truth, a' can furnish us with absolute
but Science a' reveals the divine Principle
rests on Mind a" as the curative Principle,
error which the human mind a- has created.'
if . . . sick, why treat the body a'

healing the sick through divine Mind a'.
Mortal mind a" suffers,
a beliet formed by education a'.

Sin a- brings death, for sin Is the only
great fact that Mind a- enlarges and
for God a' is man's life.

God a' makes and clothes the lilies

not rendering to God the honor due to Him a'.

an error that Christ, Truth, a- can destroy.

alone
C265-6
b 270-26

270-29
270-30
271-17
272-31
279-28
285-4
292-4
308-16
339-8

p 356-19
382- 7
388-4
S91-28
400-22
402-6
409-20
410-10
419-6
424-26
435- 6

«45&- 8
482-18

r 483-24
488-23

g 510-18
518- 3
5-33-20

543-26
54ft-3
556-13

gl 695-15
593-1

along
s 129-27
141-11
156-22
343-31

p 373-28
415-30

r 490-22

aloof
s 109-13

aloud
sp 76- 5

p396- 9

Alpine
m 61-17

already
pr

m
sp

2-9
2-14
2-25
3-6
3-23
8-26
11-15
60- 7
74- 7
80-20

S 108-20
112-24
130-20
131-15
137-12
147-21
161-28
163-17

ph 168-13
175-2
180-15
r98- 7

/ 201-13
206-22
229- 2

233-16
C 260-14
266- 9

b 274-31
291- 8
323-14

p402- 4

4!6-30
t 459-10
r 499-18
4S2- 7

g 510-22
521-24
528- 3
533-21
533-31

ap 572-24

Immortal spiritual man a* represents the
Truth and Love a' can unmake them.
the fact that the human mind a* guEfers,
the divine Mind a- heals.
"Neither pray I for these s-,— John 17: 20.C S., . . .a- reveals the natural, divine
not two bases of bein^, . . . but one a'.
Science of being obtains not a- hereafter
Divme Science a' can ccmpsiss the heights
Jacob was a" wrestling with error.
Spirit, a- created all, and called it good.
Love which a- confers the healing power.
this a" would usher in the millennium.
a victory which Science a- can explain.
Mortal mind a- sentences itself.

thought a- creates the suffering.
cure, . . . through mental surgery a\
should be governed by God w.
'.'Man shall not live by bread a-,— Malt. 4; 4.
God and His ideas a" are real
to be a' with God and the sick when
Mortal Mind, which a- is capable of sin and
This a- entitles them to the high standing
self-denial, sincerity, . . . and persistence a-
wrestle with material observations a-.
Mind a- possesses aU faculties.
Love, a- can impart the hmitless idea of
himself subordinate a' to his Maker.-
more rapidly than he can a\
Ideas of Truth a- are reflected in the
this belief a- is mortal.
but the Chilstian a- can fathom it.

which a' can fit us for the oSBce of
That which spiritual sense a- comprehends,

some of the leading illusions a" the path
a' the line of scholarly and ecclesiastical
she could get a' two days without globules ;

first ... to press a- the line of gospel-healing
languidly creeps a' its frozen channels,
.whole frame will sink from sight a- with
a' with the dissolving elements of clay.

kept 0' from society, and devoted timis

forgets all else and breathes o'Tiis rapture,
avoid speaking a- the name of the disease.

like tiopjcal flowcTs bom amid A' snows.

to do more than. He has. a' done,
for He a' knows all.

anything He does not a* comprehend?
The rule is a' estabhshed, and it is our task
really grateful for the good o- received?
do we not a- know more of this heart
if indeed, he has not c auffered sufficiently
God's children a' created will be cognized
acorn, a' absorbed into a sprout
when we a' know that it is mind-power which
a" within the shadow of the death-valley,
a' been stated and' proved to be true,
cannot add to the contents of a vessel a" full.
This Science has come a-.
In his rsjection of the answer a' given
perishing fossils of theories a* antiquated,
if it were not a' determined by mortal mind.
it has a' destroyed more lives than
have a- brought yourself into the slough of
efface the outlines of disease a- formulated
reservoir a" overflowing with that emotion.
his fear, which has a" developed the disease
We cannot fill vessels a' full.

Is God creating anew what He has a" created?
it is a' proved that matter has not dcbtroyed
A' the shadow of His right hand rests upon
to discover what God has a" done;
this seeming vacuum is a' filled

This suppositional partnership is a* obsolete
till mortals have a- yielded to each lesser call
must put into practice what we a- know.,-
the author lias a' in her possession
have a- heard too much on that subject;
Judge not ... by the steps a' taken,
since he is so a', according to C. S.
It is a* proved that a knowledge of this,
a- divided into evening and morning ;

presented in the verses a- considered,
God has a' created man, both male and
Is a found in the rapid deterioration
She has o' learned that corporeal sense
he a* saw a new heaven and a new earth.
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also
pref Ix- 1

xi-23

pr 6-2
U- 2

14-20
a avs^

34-20
40-13
42-31
52-28

m 60- 6

sp 71-16
71-18
92- 5

93- 5
93— 5

an 106-25
s 112-26
117- 1

133- 5
135-11
137-29
158- 7

162-15

Vh 169-19
181-29
1S6-24

/ 221-- 8
222- 7
222-13
243-10
253-22
C2S5-*
262-26

6 268-*
271-18
276-9
286-29
305-12
305-19
320-13
'325-11

326- 5
327- 2

331-U
332- I

332- 8
334-29

O 341- *

343-17

p 364-23
366-22
369- 1

370-26
372-25
373-17
377-23
377-28
398-25
405-17
414-U-
414-24
410- 1

425-15
426-23
429-23
437-2
439- 2
441- 5
441-32
444-18
444-20
445- 2
451-16
452-12
463- 5

r 465-13
467-16
469-6
490-10
494-31
466- 1

497-25

^ 504-12
510-15
512-9
514-22
515-26
517- 1

524- 6
526- 1

527-15
629-4
635-24
637-2

She a- began to jot down her thoughts
there came a- the charge to plant and
"he a- will deny ua."— // Tim. 2: 12.

specified a- the terms of forgivenesa.
works that I do shall he do a- ;

— John 14; 12.

Hebrew verb to beUfve means a' to be firm
His resurrection was a- their resurrection.

opposite is a" true, While there's sin there's
works that I do shall he do a\"— John 14; 12.

works that I do shall he do o' ;"
— John 14; !2.

The beautiful in character is a' the good,
Thus you learn that these c" are images,
From dreams a" you learn that -

a" capable of imparting these sensations.
works that I do shall he do c,"— John 14; 12.

a' said, "But the hour cometh,— John 4; 23.

as I have a" told you in time past,— Gal. 5; 21.

A', if any so-called new school claims to be
terrr> individualUy is a' open to objections,
There was a' a certain centurion of whose
same power which heals sin heals a- sickness.
"And I say c unto thee,— Matt. 16; 18.

Apollo was a' regarded as the sender of
a- without the false beliefs of a so-caUed
a" declares that aU disease is cured by
there v/iil your heart be a\"— Alatt. 6; 21.

If . . . evil is a- as immortal.
His physician a' recommended that he
He learned a' that mortal mind
he a- had less faith in the so-called
which was a- in Christ Jesus" — Phil. 2; 5.

A', if 70U believe yourself diseased,
not only they, but ourselves a',— Rom. 8; 23.

there will your heart be a-."— Rfatt. 6; 21.

Q" may have fellowship with— / John 1 ; 3.

for thern a- which shall believe — John 17; 20.

which was a- in Christ Jesus."— Phil. 2; 5.

error must a' say, "I am true."
Gender o" is a quality, not of God,
these a' doeth the Son likewise." ^-«7oftn 5; 19.

for that he a- is flesh,"—Gpn. 6; 3.

then shall ye a' appear— Col. 3: 4.

works that I do shall he do a'."— John 14; 12.

and a' by gaining an affection for good
Scriptures a" declare that God is Spirit.
They a' indicate the divine Principle
"For we are a' His offspring."

— Acts 17; 2S.

and Is a- a reference to the human sense of
a' quicken your mortal bodies— Bom. 8; 11.

he a" scientifically demonstrates this great fact,
it must be said of them a' that they
The physician must a" watch, lest he
and he is liable to admit a- the reality of
Hygienic treatment a' loses its efficacy.
a- deny before my Father— Matt. 10; 33.

Scriptures a' declare, through the exalted
You a- remove in this way what are termed
n" a fear that Mind is helpless
So o" faith, cooperating with a belief
that -shall he a- reap."— Gal 6; 7.

a' the fact that truth and love wiU
a" that matter neither feels, suffers, nor enjoys.
At last the agony a" vanishes.
a- learning the necessity of working out his
and o' of the fear of its sting
it must a' have an ending,
a' testified that he was on intimate terms
A-, be it known that False Belief,
He a" decided that the plaintiS, Personal Sense,
speaks of him a' as "a murderer— John 8; 44.

39.

but let us a' be careful always to
turn to him the other a'."— Matt. 5;
A' the teacher must thoroughly fit his students
there wiU his heart be a\
but it will a' attract respect.
Teacher and student shoiild a- be familiar with
They are a" intended to express the nature,
having that Mind which was a' in Christ.
it would a' have an ending.
From this a' comes its powerlessness,
It should be said of his followers a-.
You wiU a- learn that in Science there Is 110
that Mind to be in us which was a' in Christ
This o' shows that there is no place where
He made the stars a'.— Gen. 1 ; 16.

a" by holy thoughts, winged with Love.
wolf a- shaU dwell with the lamb,— Isa. 11 ; 6
lift a weight, your reflection does this c.
the word for mania used «• as the synonym
It was a' found among the Israelites,
the tree of life a-, in the midst of— Gen. 2; 9.
It is plain a- that material perception.
It came about, a-, that instruments were needed
thorns a- and thistles shall it— Gen. 3: 18.
and take a- of the tree of life, — Gen. 3 ; 22

also
g 537-14
MO-26
»18-31
5.i:t-3l

5.S4-22

ap 561-11
582-24
563-16
566-19
568-11
570-28
574- 3
574-21
576-14

gl 579- 6
598- 1

altar
a 55-24
OT 6.5- 4

1454-21
gl 596- 7

alter
/ 253-23
6 297- 4

p 382- 8

alterative
s 162- 6

/224- 2

p 371-30
420-21
421-22
423-11

altered
p408- 2

alternating
6 298-16

alternative
/ 2M-14
p 436-21

although
a 19-14

19-28
30- 6
55-13

S 112-10
147-14
148-32
152- 8

158-32
343- 8

p 386-29
430-31
431-23

r 466-17
469-22
471-14
492-' 2

?523- 6

546-16

altitudes
/ 215-11

altogether
pr 3-14

sp 87-32

ff 538- 1

alway
b 317-14
« 446-22

always
pr 4-12

that .shall he a- reap."— Go/. 6; 7.

And Abe!, he a' brought of the — Gen. 4; 4.
a" increase their numbers naturally
may a' ;iak how belief can affect a result
a' said, "Have not I chosen— John 6; 70.

saw a' the spiritual ideal as a woman
A' the spiritual idea is typified by
but he a' sees the nothingness of evil
we may o" offer the prayer which concludes
Hgre, a', the Revelator first exhibits the
They should a- know the great delusion of
The Revelator a" takes in another view,
brought a' the experience which at last
The word temple a- means body.
v/hich is a' their original meaning.
Greek word for v>ind (jmeuma) is used a-

on the a' of divine Science,
May Christ, Truth, be present at every bridal a'
Love is priestess at the a' of Truth.
Paul saw in Athens an a' dedicated

you can a' this wrong belief and action
no circumstance can c the situation, until
bathing and rubbing to a" the secretions

C. S. acts as an a", neutralizing error
the world feels the a- effect of' truth
Truth is an a' in the entire system,
better than any drug, a", or tonic.
chemicalization, which is the a' effect
This corrective is an a', reaching to every part

This view is not a- by the fact that

This human belief, a* between a

informed him that death was indeed his only a'.
You have left Mortal Man no a*.

a* his teaching set households at variance,
a' God is good.
a' he v/as endowed with the Christ,
a' it is again ruled out of the synagogue.
A' these opinions may have occasional gleams
A' this volume contains the complete
a" our great Master demonstrated that
a" they know not how the work is done.
a' her physicians insisted that it would be
a", without this cross-bearing, one might not
you would not have understood him, a" the
A' I have the superintendence of
a' nothing on my part has occasioned
a- ... it is the most important to understand^
when we admit that, a- God is infinite,
a" the evidence as to these facts
a" the so-called dreamer is unconscious?
A' presenting the e.xact opposite of
<r tne material senses cain take no cognizance

not subordinate to geometric a*.

the One "a^ lovely ;"
— Song 5; 16;

or a' gone from physical sight
Love infinitely wise and a' lovely,

"Lo, I am with you a',"— Matt. 28 ; 20.

"Lo, I am with you a',
— Matt. 28; 20.

The habitual struggle to be a* good
5-14 but not a* in this world.
7-18 If spiritual sense a- guided men,
7-26 to whom' each need of man is a' known
8-21 does not a- mean a desire for it.

10-22 Experience teaches us that we do not a' receive
10-29 it is not a' best for us to receive.
11-9 a- demands restitution before mortals con
12— 5 no power to gain more . . . than is a' at band.

m 62- 9 to D a' fed, rooked, tossed, or talked to,
66-26 If one is better than the other, as must a*

sp 86-16 though we can a' feel their influence."
95- 1 The effect of his Mind was a' to heal and'
98-22 For centuries— yea, a' — natural science has

an 104-12 Lastly, they say thsy have a* believed it."

s 125- 5 Moral conditions will be found a' harmonious
128-30 must a' bring the same result.
134- 8 and so has come a' to mean one who
134-26 Thou hearest me a- -."—John 11 ; 42.

145-22 mystery which godliness a- presents to
145-22 niystery a' arising from ignorance of the
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always
p/» 169- 8 But it a- came about as I had foretold.

170-20 a- in opposition, never in obedience, to physics.
184-27 a- breatned with great difficulty when the
189-30 keeping a- in the direct line of matter,
200- 9 Life is, a' has been, and ever will be

/ 225-12 There is a' some tumult, but there is a
225-26 ffl" germinating in new forms of tyranny,
243-11 must o' accompany the letter of Science
246-24 is o" beautiful and grand.

e 267-28 "let thy garments be a' -white."— Eccl. 9; 8.

b 277-31 mortal phenomencn, ... a' erroneous.
282-24 a' governing itself erroneously.
284-32 intercommunication is w from God to
302-16 is a- beyond and above the mortal Ulusion
309-29 so-called life a' ends in death.
320-13 My spirit shall not a- strive— Gen. 6: 3.

326-25 spiritual sense, which is a- right.
329-23 A- right, its divine Principle never repents,
334-19 as the Christ has a' done,
336-17 never was material, but a' spiritual

p 375-26 Corisumptive patients a' show . . . courage,
377- 5 he should rejoice a' in ever-present Love.
380- 4 Truth is a' the victor.
392-11 should a' be met with the mental negation.
402- 1 C. S. is a' the most skilful surgeon,
411-21 Disease is a' induced by a false sense
411-27 A' begin your treatment by allaying the fear
417- 4 A' support their trust in the power of Mind'
425-30 be a' ready with the mental protest against
426- 6 when she has the high goal c before her

( 443^10 she a' has felt, that all are privileged to
444-18 a' to "judge righteous— John 7; 24.

448-25 must o' hinder scientific demonstration.
458-14 E);vinity is a* ready,

r 482- 6 proper use of the word soul can a' be
492-32 would keep truth and error a' at war.
494-10 Divine Love a' has met and a" will meet

g 508-20 grammars a' recognize a neuter gender,
518-14 m return, the higher a' protects the lower.
523-20 Deity therein is a' called Jehovah,
530-17 myth represents error as o" asserting Ita

537-32 God, who is Love a',
652-30 matter a: surrenders its claims when
554- 8 Error is a' error.

ap 575-14 "Spiritual teaching must a' be by symbols.
gl 590-17 the word kurios almost o" has

amalgamation
/ 207-17 such as the a- of Truth and error
g 550-27 A' is deemed monstrous

amazement
c 263-25 peeifs from its cloister with a'

ambiguities
s 114-26 disentangles the interlaced c of being,

ambiguity
o 355- 2 and then the a* will vanish.

ambiguous
p 388-17 o" nature of all material health-theories.

ambition
m 58- 8 Unselfish a-, noble life-motives, and purity,

61- 8 and give higher aims to o".

61-21 What hope of happiness, what noble a',
t 462-28 It teaches the control of mad w.

ambush
ap 571-11 Who is telling mankind of the foe In a'?

ameliorate
s 141-28 divine healing will a' sin, sickness, and death.
t 458-22 but Science will a- mortal malice.

Amen
& 268- I can do no otherwise; SO help me God! A' I

o 343- 1 The people are taught in such cases to say. A'.
amenable

p 434-31 God made Man immortal and a' to Spirit
America

6 320- 6 theologians in Europe and A- agree that

American
/ 245-12 Some A' travellers saw her when she was

American Cyclopaedia
an lOO- 3 According to the A' C\ he regarded this

amid
a 37-14 not a' the .smoke of battle is merit seen
m 61-17 like tropical flowers born c Alpine snows.

67- 8 Can you steer safely a' the storm?"
sp 95-23 Led by a solitary star a- the darkness,
f 220-12 snowbird sings and soars a' the blasts ;

306-25 Undisturbed a' the jarring testimony of the

amidst
m 66-17 A' gratitude for conjugal felicity.

6«}-18 A- conjugal infelicity, it is well to hope, pray,
ap 603- 28 subtlety, winding ita way w all evU,

amiss
pr 10-28 receive not, because ye ask a",— <7as. 4:3.

10-32 Then "ye ask. o-."— i^as. 4:3.

among
prcf ix-13 3tUl in circulation o' her first pupils ;

pr 9-26 and so be counted o* sinners?
16-12 some doubt a- Bible scholars, .

a 24-29 The truth had been lived a- rhen ;

32- 6 A' the Jews it was an ancient custom
m 56- 8 generation a- human kind.

65-22 impurity and error are left a' the lees.
65-26 which was once a fixed fact a" us,

an 101- 9 a' whom were Roux, BouUlaud, and
106- 8 a* which are self-government, reason,

s 12»-28 reformatory mission a" mortals.
133-16 in captivity a- foreign nations,
150-10 a permanent dispensation a- men ;

161-17 o- which are life, Uberty, and
ph 196-32 diseases a- the human family.

200-26 not to know anything a' you,— I Cor. 2 : 2.

200-28 not to know anything o' yon,
/ 237-16 C. S., o- their first lessons,
238-7 "Come out from a- them,— 17 Cor. 6 ; 17.

242-23 parted my raiment o'— John 19 :2i.
c 256-21 a- the inhabitants of the earth ;

— Dan. 4; 35.

{ 453- 2 a' the examples on the blackboard,
460-29 her manuscript circulated a- the students.
463- 2 The material physician gropes a"

g 524- 6 It was also found o' the Israelites,
535-17 into the heritage of tbe first bora a" men?

Amorites
y 524- 3 in the Moloch of the A',

amount
ph 175-21 The exact a- of food the stomach could digest

amounts
ph 172- 5 a' to nothing in the right direction and
p 375-31 fear so excessive that it a' to fortitude.

g 551-23 question of the naturalist a' to this :

ample
s 163-26 so a* an exhibition of human inventiou

amplification
g 501-10 that a" of wonder and glory

amplitude
a 54- 3 Out of the a- of his pure affection,

amputate
ph 172-26 when you a' a limb ;

amputated
/ 212- 5 A linjb which has been a* has continued

amusement
m 58-20 a wandering desire for Incessant a'

62- 9 create in their babes a desire for incessant a',

ph 195-30 to meet a frivolous demand for a'

amusements
m 60-22 frivolous a-, personal adornment,

analogous
g 510-25 a- to the suppositional resolving of

analogy
s 110-32 No a" exists between the vague hypotheses of

analyzes
p 433- 3 He a- the offence, reviews the testimony,

anathemas
b 315-10 brought upon hi.m the o" of the age.

Anatomy
p 430-23 Materia Medica, A'. Physiology,

437-22 Materia Mfcdica, A\ Physiology,

anatomy
admits

ph 174-23 A- admits that mind is somewhere in man,
sllows

ph 187-16 A- allows the mental cause of the latter action,

and theology
s 148-13 a" and theology define man as _ . . ,

143-17 A- and theology reject the divine Prmciplo

ph 173-17 A- declares man to be structural.

describes
s 152-10 A' describes muscular action as

finds
s 100-14 A- finds a nece.ssity for nerves to

learn from
s 160-29 only to learn from a' that muscle Is not

mental
t 462-32 Scientist, through understanding mental a;

nor theology
s 148- 7 Neither a- nor theology haaever

of Christian Science
/ 462-25 a' of C. S. teaches when and how to probe the

takes up man
s 148-15 A- takes up man at all points materially.
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anatomy
treatises on

ph 179-21 Treatises on a\ physiology, and health,

» 160-16
160-27

ph 17^ 2

173-23
/ 462-20

ancestors
m 61-20

pft 175-27

ancestry
m 63- 6

ff 551-20

anchor
a 40-32

ancient
a 32-3

32- 7

41-18
43-10

sp 84- 3
an 105-28
S 126-29
139-17
144-30
146- 2

146-28

/ 243-12
h 319-16
34*- 3

p 389-24
r 469-30
483-19

C 514-31
516-31
5.51-32

553-28

ap 567-18

anciently

what Aoei a' say when the cords contract
Why then consult a' to learn how
we fail to see how a" can distinguish
a", physiology, phrenology, do not define-

^Ived of spiriA', when concer spiritually, is

s 142- 4
c255- 7

343-25

Ancient of
s 1 46-28

anew
pr 4-22
a 20-22

35- 6
m 66-13
S 150- 7

/20e-21
p 425-26
(7 528-6

the grosser traits of their a*,

empurpled the plump cheeks of our o",

The beautiful, good, and pure constitute his a'

by which all peculiarities of o",

the a' of hope must be cast beyond th9

In a* Rome a soldier was' required to
Among the Jews it was an a" custom
No a'school of philosopliy, materia mcdica,
and is now repeating its a' history.
The o' prophets gained their foresight
and confirms the a' axiom :

found nothing in a- or in modern systems
manifest mistakes in the a' versions ;

It is a question to-day, whether the o*
The a' Christians were healers.
It is as a- as "the Ancient of days."— Dan. 7; 9.

to. confirm and repeat the a' demonstrations
are so many a' and modern mythologfes.
As Paul asked of the unfaithful in a" days,
the a' error that there is fraternity between
a' mythology and pa^an idolatry.
To . . . the a" worthies, and to Christ Jesus,
source of strength to the a- worthies.
In one of the a' languages
The o' and hypothetical question,
supersede the more a- superstition
That false claim— that a" belief,

A- the followers of Christ, or Truth,
a' classified as the higher criticism,
A- those apostles who were

days
It is as ancient as "the A" of d."— Dan. 7; 9.

angel

will mould and fashion us a*,
saves retracing and traversing a" the path
Discerning Christ, Truth, a'
Love propagates a" the higher joys
Its appearing is the coming a' of the gospel of
Is God creating a' what He has already created?
and Spirit will form you a-,
cannot be true that man was ordered to create
man a*

angels
6 298-25
298-28
299-11
299-17

p 372-17
r 482-23
482-24

p 501-11
548-16-

ap 56&-29

gl 581- 4

anger
6 29.3-25

gl boa- 4

597-29

angry
p 369-32

anguish
ph 195- 6
p 386-19

angular
/ 248-23

animal
magnetism

(5ec maRnetlsm)-

A- are not etherealized human beings,
A- are pure thoughts from God,
A' are God's reoresentatives.
we entertain "a- unawares."— JJeb. 13.- 2.
Therefore he will be as the a- in heaven.
A' announced to tlie Wisemen of old
and a- whisper it, through faith,
glory which a- could only whisper
bv which men may entertain a'.
The Old TestamCTit assigns to the a\
definition of

"The a- of the Lord."— Dntl. 29; y\.
The idea of Truth ; justice. Revenge ; a-.
Destruction ; o" ; mortal passions.

to murmur or to be a" over sin.

Every sound convulsed him with a-.
You think that your a- is occasioned by your

a- outline and deformity of matter models.

m

sp

/ 224-26
6 308-19
g 521-17

ap 558-3
558- 9
559- 1

561- 8
574-29

angelic
sp 93-19

ap 574-18

angel's
ap 559- 6 The a- left foot was upon the earth ;

angels
confers upon

6 298-30 Human conjecture confers upon a- Its own

Will you open or close the door upon this a'
an a', a message from Tnith and Love,
point of a diamond" and the pen of an a*.
And I saw another mighty a'— Rev. 10; 1.
This a- or message which comes from
a- had in his hand "a little book,"— Rev. 10; 2.
saw an "a- standing in the— Ret. 19; 17.
Love can make an a' entertained unawares.

rnay clothe it with a- vestments,
the seven a" vials full of seven plagues,

His
o 360-27

bis
ap .'i«6-26

568-27
567-17
567-26

my
6299-7

8«Ten
ap 674- 8

these
g 512- 9

ap 567- 3

And His a- He chargeth with— see Job 4 ; 18.

Michael and his a' fought— Rer. 12; 7.
the dragon fought, and his a-,- Rev. 12; 7
hi? a- were cast out with him.— Rev. 12; 9.
His a", or messages, are cast out with

My a- are exalted thoughts,

came unto me one of the seven a-— Rev. 21 ; 9.

These a".of His presence, which have the
These a' deliver us from the depths.

28-32 There is too much «• courage in society
48-23 rebuking resentment or a- courage.
61- 5 and the spiritual over me a',
67-18 notion that a- natures can possibly give
90- 1 or if one a" can originate another,

am 100- 9 A- bodies are suscei)tible to
100-20 no proof of the existence of the a- magnetic
102- 3 His power is neither a' nor human.
102- 4 Its basis being a belief and this belief a",
104-20 revenge, malice, are a- propensities

ph 17.3- 5 farther than his a' progenitors.
179-17 the wild a", . . . sniffs the wind with delights

/ 222-25 if eating a bit of a- flesh could overpower
252-20 A- in propensity, deceitful In sentiment.

h 298-26 not . . . evolving a" qualities in their wings ;

309-28 to suppose that there can be . . . organic a- or
327-25 the man who has more a' than moral courage,

p 374-30 Mortal mind produces a' heat,
378-12 An a" may infuriate another by

/ 450-32 electricity, a- nature, and organic life,
r 490- 5 Human will is an o" propensity,
g 509-20 So-called mineral, vegetable, and a- substances
512-26 confers a' names and natures upon its
529-24 nothing in the a- kingdom which represents the
641-10 the homage bestowed through a gentle a-
548-24 far apart from his material sense of a- growth

ap 563-31 It is the a- instinct in mortals.
This malicious a- instinct, of which the dragon
are typified by a serpent, or a' subtlety,
mortal belief ; a" power.

564- 4
664-26

gl 597-20

anlmallty
ap 569-12

animals
b 277-13

g 511-25
528- 5
531-20
648-30

masters his mortal beliefs, a", and hat©

m 56- * OS the a* of God in heaven.— Matt. 22
•
30

64-21 but man would be as the a\
ph 174-U a- of His presence— the spiritual Intuitions

554-29
657- 8

animate
ph 189-28

/ 243-32

p409- 8
409-19

{7 541-2

animated
a 26-14

an 100- 9
t 459-19

(7 525-2

animating
(7/583-20

animation
gl 582- 8

599- 4

ankylosed
s 162-21

annihilate
an 103-25

ph 172-27

/ 252-27

Natural history presents vegetables and a*
A' and mortals metaphorically present
Adam gave the name and nature of a\
Who will say that minerals, vegetables, and a'
"Certain a", besides the ordinary

549- 3 multiplication of certain a" takes place
550- 7 the individuality and identity of a*

It is the general belief that the lower a'
many a' suffer no pain In multiplying ;

belief of Inanimate, and then of a- matter.
Perfection does not a- imperfection.
its final statement,— a- error
The a' should be governed by God alone.
A lamb is a more a" form of existence,

the godliness which a- him.
the celestial bodies, the earth, and a' things.
Whether a' by malice or ignorance,
a mortal sinner, a- by the oreath of God?

the a- divine Prhiclple of all

life, strength, «•, and
ZeaIi. The reflected a" of Life,

a* joints have been made supple,

they a' the fables of mortal mind,
and worms c it.

the law of God, may at any moment a*
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annihilate
I <5l- 1. the evrora which Truth must and will o*
r 490-21 would, by fair logic, a' man
(7 M-0-15 that Truth may a- all sense of evil

annlMlatcd
/ 246- 1 Mind and its formations can never be a*.
292-28 man would be a\ were it not
31(}-28 then Spirit, . . would be a'. •

r 477-18 Were it otherwise, man would be a .

486-27 If this were not so, man would be speedily o-

493-19 Sicitnesa is a belief, which must be a-

g 536-16 governed by corporeality .

'

. . man would be a\
annihilates

b 330-26 delusion of material sense, which Science a\
340-25 a' pagan and Christian idolatry,

annihilation
/ 243-28 a law of o" to everything unlike themselves,
6 278-26 logic which would prove his a\
310-25 If . . .. the a' of Spirit would be inevitable.

9^582^22 physical sense put out of sight and hearing ; a-.

announce
s 119-13 but to c" Him as their source,

p 391-25 .Disease has no intelligence to a" its name.

announced
b 298-19 When the real is attained, which is a' b?
p 379- 3 a" as partners in the beginning.
r 482-23 Angels a' to the Wisemen of old

announcing
p 386-16 blundering despatch, mistakenly o*

annoyances
m 59- 9 a- and carea of domestic economy,

annually
b 328-r20

'

hundreds of persons die there a* from
annul

pr 11-19 not to a" the divine sentence
s 139-25 nor a- the healing by the prophets,

/ 229-28 should not if we could, a' the decrees of
o 273-21 dod never ordained a material law to a"

p 381-29 man's moral right to ar an unjust sentence.
3S4-12 has only to enter his protest . . in order to a*

385-12 though it can never a- the law which
389-20 cannot a" these regiilations by an

annulled
m 59-27 The nuptial vow should never be a*,
o 349- 7 our Master a' material law

.

p 382- 1 he a" supposed laws of matter,

annuls
b 340-28 a" the curse on man,
r 491-13 Spirit, which a' the clainis of matter,

anodynes
s 143-17 and quiets pain with a'

p 374- 2 A', counter-irritants, and depletion

anoint .

p 3<!4-14 wash and a" his guest's feet,

anointed
a 42-22 glory which God bestowed on His a*,

/ 201- * the footsteps of Thine a\— Psal. 89 ; 51.

313- 4 may be rendered "Jesus the a\"
313- 7 evep thy God, hath a' thee— Heb. 1 ; 9.

p 365-28 before she a' them with the oil.

gl 597-10 which was ready to . ,. . crucify God's a' .

anolnteth
ap 578-14 [love] a" my head with oil ;— see Psal. 23: 5.

anointing
p 367-26 through silent utterances, and divine a*

anomalous
p 375-29 Thia state of mind seems a- except to the

anon
g 513-10 a- tho veil is lifted, and the scene shifts

another (see also another's)

pr 1- 4 Regardless of what a- may say
12- 9 This, however, is one belief casting out a',

12-28 a" who Offers the same measure of prayer?
16-19 is but a' name for thefirst lie

a 23-25 A- kind of faith understands divine Love
36- 4 simply through translation into a" sphere.
37-10 connect one stage with a" in the history of

38-18 At a- time Jesus prayed, not for the twelve only,
40-5 A- will say : "Go thy way— Acts 24 ; 25.

55-27 "He shall give you o" Comforter,— iTo/m 14; 16.

m 58-27 because a' supplies her wants.

sp 73- 4 but a-, who has died ... it ternis.a spirit.

73- 8 belif^f that one man, aa sftirit, can control C"

75-30 pa.«s from one dream to a- dream,
88-16 and at a" are called spirits.
89- 4 in the belief that a' mind is

9{^- 1 if one animal can originate a',

an 100- 5 exerted by one living organism over a*.

101-23 hypnotizer employs one enor to destroy a:

another
s 110-10 brought to light a- glorious proposition,
112-28 and yet uses a- author's discoveries
122-15 optical fccus is a' proof of the illusion
125-12 Aa human thought changes from one stage to C
130- 5 One has a farm, a- has merchandise,
143-14 human mind uses one error to medicine a".
149- 8 succeeds in one instance fails in a",
1.S2-11 in one instance and not in o'.
152-13 in which one statement contradicts a"
159-28 allowing a' form of matter.
160-20 in one instance and not in a',

ph 176-25 One dij-case is no more real than a\
187-11 and then impute this reaull to a' illusivo
198-18 Again, giving a' direction to faith,

/ 211-22 transfer of the thoughts ... to a',
220-21 tmd thinking it sees a' kitten.
221-31 brings with it a' lesson,
229-14 declaring Kim good in one instance and evil ino,'.
235- 2 cannot go . . . from one human mind to a',
236-13 Her thoughts form the embryo of a-
247- 5 A' woman at ninety had new teeth,
250-29 Mortal thoughts chase ontJ a- like snowflakcs,

6 276- 6 in which one mind is not at war with a',
278-17 requires a' admission,— namely,
313- 9 With this agrees a' passage

o 348- 9 one disease can be just as much a delusion as a\
357-27 Can Deity be almighty, if a- mighty
381-14 conflicts not at all with a' of his sayings :

p 372-23 Its false supports fail one after a'.
378-13 An animal may infuriate a" b.v
383-31 a' medical mistake, resulting from
386-19 ./r despatch, correcting the mistake,
388-13 there follows the necessity for w admission
402-20 We ^ay that one human mind can influence ft*

418-16 one disease would be as readily destroyed as a".

419-14 or to change itself from one form to o".

420- 1 nor go from one part to a", for Truth destroys
424-14 a remedy prescribed by a' doctor.
427-13 Death is but a' phase of the dream
431-25 A' witness takes the stand and testifies :

432- 9 A' witness is called for by the
432-20 A' witness takes the stand and testifies :

438-19 A' witness, equally Inadeouate, said
t 445- 6 No hypothesis as to the existence of a' power
449- 1 to free a- from the fetters of disease.
449- 7 The wrong done a" reacts most heavily
450- 4 A' class, still more unfortunate,
451-29 one mortal m.ind controlling a'

458- 8 A' plank in the platform'is thio,
r 469-27 believe there is c" power, named etil.

483-4 exchanging one disease for «•.

486- 4 Suppose one accident happens to the eye, a*
486-13 and one error will not correct c,
489-20 at a' the medium for obeying God?
491-18 awake at one time and asleep at o",
491-20 this belief culminates in a- belief,
496- 3 no transfer of evil suggestions ... to a\
496- 7 to have one Mind, and to 16ve a' os

g 504-21 Here v.'e have the explanation of a' possaga
529- 6 A' change will come as to the nature and
530-21 saying, . . . Bow down to me and have a god.
552- 2 A' question foi'ows : Who or what produces
554-14. a' false claim, that of self-conscious matter,

ap 558- 3 And I saw a' mighty angel— Rev. 10; 1.

562-29 And there appeared a' wonder— Rev. 12; 3.

570- 6 will finally be shocked into a' extreme-
570- 7 for one extreme foUov.'S a'.

572- 6 Love one a"— I John 3 ; 23.

573- 8 while to a", the unillumined human mind,
573-13 a- revelation, even the declaration
574- 3 The Revelator also takes in a' view,

gl 583-28 one belief preying upon a".

584-14 free from one belief only to be fettered by a',
591- 8 a' name for mortal mind ; illusion ;

594-10 claim . .. . that there was a" power,

another's
a 21- 7 a- goodness, suffering, and triumph,

22-26 nor by pinning one's faith . . . to a' vicarious
40-14 A- suffering cannot lessen our own liability.

m 58-14 selfish exaction of all a- time and thoughts.
t 449- 2 manacled, it is hard to break a" chains.

g 518-19 seeking his own in a" gcod.
answer (noun)

pr 9-5 teat of all prayer lies in the a- to these
13(i-10 His a' to this question the world rejected.
137-12 In his rejection of the a- already given

ph 183--10 The a- is no, and yet the Scriptures inform us
6 28'l-!9 The a' to all these questions must forever ba.

p 363-21 Jesus approved the g", .

399-14 matter can return no a' to immortal Mind,
r 435- 9 A\— God is incorporeal, divine,
465-12 A.— They are. They refer to one absolute
46-5-17 A'.— There is not. Principle and its idea,

468- 8 A'.— To human belief, they are
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answer (noun)
r 457- 3 A'.— The first demand of this Science is.

468- 9 A.— There is no liie, truth, . . in matter.

46*-17 A'.— Substance is that which is

468-26 -A".— Life is divine Principle, Mind,
489- 8 A-,— Intelligence is omniscience,
46»-I3 A'.— Mind IS God.
471-23 A\— The author subscribed to an orthodox
472-14 A-.— Error is a supposition that pleasure
472-24 A-.— All reality is in God and His creation,

475- 6 A'.'— Man is not matter;
477-20 A'.— Identity is the reflection of Spirit,

478-16 A.— No, not if God is true
482-15 A\— It is, since' Christ Is ... the truth

484- 9 A.— Not one of them is Included in it.

485- 1 A'.— If error is necessary to define

485- 2 If error is necessary . . . the a" is yes ;

487-15 A.— Spirit is all-knowing ;

488-16 A'.— C. S. sustains with immortal proof
493-U A-.— The method of C. S. Mind-healing
493-13 A full a- to the above question involves

49.5-27 /i-.— Study thoroughly the letter

496-30 A.— They have not, if by that term

answer (verb)

s 132- 3 the divine power to heal would fully a-

/ 223-20 The efforts of error to a' this question
o 342-24 and they a- with rejoicing.

p 440- 5 to a* for his crime.

g 551-24 We 0" i.hat it cannot.

answered
pref viii-12 'VSTiat is Truth, is a- by demonstration,

pr 15-21 Such prayer is 0-, in so far as we
a 49- 1 The women at the cross could have a-

sp 86- 3 a-, "The multitude throng thee."— Luke S ; 45.

86- 6 Repeating his inquiry, he was o" by
/237- 3 she a- ingenuously, "There is no sensation m
b 305-16 "Then a" Jesus and said— John 5 ; 19.

30S-29 he straightwav a' ; and then his name
p 364-10 .Jesus a- by rebui<ing self-righteousness

374- 9 The author has a' this question
g .504— 7 are a' in this pa.ssage,
552- 1 is a-, if the egg produces the parent.

answers
m 67- 9 He n" bravely, but even the dauntless seaman
r 465- 7 chapter sub-title

antagonism
s 145-26 and thus they increase the a' of
145-29 By this a" mortal mind must continually weaken
345-30 • the main cause of the carnal mind's a'.

antagonistic
sp 83- 9 Nothing is rnore a' to C. S. than
s 108- 2 a conviction a' to the testimony of the
129-18 pantheism, and infidelity are a' to true

ph 182-15 The hypotheses of mortals are o" to

/2,04- 7 a' entities and.beings,
204-16 tiie first and second a' powers,
231-14 but there are no a- powers nor laws,

o 353- 4 physical senses and Science have ever been a',

356- 2 so a' that the material thought must
p 392- 9 take a- grounds against aU that

424-19 either by giving a' advice or
g 522- 5 the other is false, for they are a'.

antecedent
6 299- 5 but which has no physical a" reality
o 356-30 Does subsequent follow its a' 7

antedated
b 334- 2 and therefore a' Abraham ;

Antediluvians
pref viii-21 the reputed longevity of the A'

anterior
s 146-27 far a' to the period in which Jesus lived.

antliropomorpMc
/ 224-13 were ready to hail an a" God,
c 257-17 and would say that an c God, instead of
6 317- 5 and proclaimed an a' God.
337- I but not in any a- sense.

o 351-19 a personal devil and an a' God
g 517-3, i The word a', in such a phrase as "an a' God,"

anthropomorphism
g 517- 2 This definition has been weakened by a\

anti-Christian
ph 169-31 'VMiatever teaches man to . . .tea-.

anticipating
a 33- 3 a' tbe hour of the'r Master's betrayal,
s 132-24 A' this rejection of idealism,

Cp 566- 5 and a' the promised joy.

antidote
s 155-29, 30 if drugs are an a* to disease, why lessen the a'i

b 274- 1 Truth and Love a- this m.ental miasma,
o 346-20 because Truth is error's a-.

r 495-10 and find a sovereign a" for error

antidotes
g 270-28 and a sense of ease a* suffering,

antipathies
s 163-32 the fixed and repulsive a* of nature.

antipode
SB 72-18 not made manifest through matter, the a* of
ph 200-20 suppositional a- of divine infinite Spirit,
/ 208-10 It is the very a' of immortal Mind,
215-25 Mortal man is the a- of immortal man

c 257-24 mind in matter to be the a- of Mind.
r 484-23 it is the human a' of divine Science.
gl 58^12 the a- of God, or Spirit ;

antipodes
b 286-27 Transitory thoughts are the c" of
335-30 the suppositional a' of Spirit,

g 544-23 the very a' of immortal and spiritual being.

antiquated
s 147-21 perishing fossils of theories already a",

antithesis
s 133-19 Judaism was the a' of Christianity,

anvil
ph 199- 2 lift the hamm.er and strike the a-,

anxiety
gl 586-11 Fear. Heat ; Inflammation ; a' ; ignorance ;

any
pref x-23 personalexpepienceof a" sincere seeker of Truth.

x-25 than that of a' other sanitary method.
pr 7-10 But does it produce a- lasting benefit?

9- 4 the falsehood which does no one a" good,
a 47-32 belief in a- possible material- intelligence.

55- 1 if he entertained a' other sense of beingm 67-31 rebuked the suffering from a' such cause
sp 73-11 A" other control or attraction of so-called

73-16 electricity or a' other form of matter,
73-26 mistake to suppose that matter is a- part
76-14 a' more than a tree can return.to its seed.
87-24 Do not suppose that a" mental concept is gone
87-27 by friendship or by a' intense feeling
95-11 Error of a' kind cannot hide from the
98-23 has not been considered a part of a' religion,

an 101-31 A' seeming benefit derivea from it

103-13 wholly separate from a' half-way
s 112-23 /»• theory of C. S., which departs from
112-26 Also, if a' so-called new school claims
11.5- 6 to make them comprehensible to a- reader,
120-25 A' conclusion pro or con, deduce<l from
132-10 pave his benediction to a" one who should not
132-23 if it is wrought on w but a material.
145-20 If there is a- mj'stery in Christian healing,
149-12 If you fail to succeed in a' case, it is because
154— 1 to cheristi error in a" form,
154-31 more successful method for a* mother

ph 167-28 Impossible to gain control ... in a- other way
169-22 drug or a' other means toward which
175-12 and dissuade a' sense of fear or fever.
177-23 in. a' direction against God,
181-13 when you resort to o" except spiritual means.
181-31 A" hypnotic power you may exercise will
183-23 for o' lesser loyalty.

f 208-25 Can there be a- birth or death for man,
207-21 there can be no effect from a- other cause,
217-26 or a" illusion of physical weariness,
228-26 to acknowledge a' other power is to
230-23 drugs, hygiene, or a' material method.
233- 1 nor opportunity in Science for error of a' sort.
233-29 counter fact relative to a" disease
244- 6 never feaj-ing nor obeving error in a' form.
249-10 A- other theory of Life, or God,
250-22 Now I ask. Is there a' more reality in
252-27 may at a' moment annihilate
253-25 Do not believe in a- supposed necessity for

c 255-17 finiteness, cannot be made the basis of a' tnie
b 27G-18 ceases to be a' opportunity for sin and death.
280- 9 belief can never do justice to Truth in a-

283- 2 belief that there is a- true existenfe apart from
297-17 only fact concerning a" material concept is,

301-20 belief that man has a" other substance,
302-17 illusion of a' life, substance, ... in matter.
302-27 not in a' bodily or personal likeness
304- 8 nor depth, nor a" other creature,— Rom, 8 ; 39.
315- 7 and laid no claim to a" other.
325-30 When first spoken in a- age, Truth,
328-24 and if they drink a- deadly thing,— Afarfc 16 ; 18.

337- 1 but not in a* anthropomorphic sense.
339- 5 God's pardon, destroying a" one sin,
339-29 divest sin of a' supposed mind or reality,

o 342-14 heal the sick in a' town where they
34^ 6 Ought we not, then, to approve a* cure.
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any
343-18 to have no faith in evil or In o' power but God,
350-20 lest at a' time they should see— Matt. 13: 15.

352-19 for at a' moment they may become
354-r!3 opponents . . . neither give nor offer o* proofs
355-18 o' systematic healing power
356-14 not contributing in o" way to
35&-27 Would o' one call it wise and good
369- 3 Let a- clergyman try to cure his friends by

p 382- *
if they drink a- deadly thing,— Mark 16; 13.

369-12 or the constructor of a' form of existence.
369-31 a' more than he is morally saved in or by sin.

372-19 How, then, in Christianity a' more than in C. S.,
372-30 If pride, superstition, or a' error
375-14 by yielding bis mentality to a' mental
377-23 the morbid or excited action of a- organ.
377-30 Without this . . . o" circumstance is

384-26 consumption, nor a' other disease
3S5-31 A- supposed information, coming from
386- 3 a- more than it is in the case of sin.

387-23 cannot suffer as the result of a- labor of love,
393 28 as the result of a law of a' kind,
394-10 admission that a- bodily condition
401- 1 A- human error is its own enemy,
401-23 could you produce a- effect upon the brain
404— 4 o" one of the myriad forma of sin,
406-26 Inharmony of a- kind involves
410-26 or is usad in a' way except to
413-30 probable at o' time that such ills

413-32 or a- other malady, timorously held
414-14 dementia, hatred, or a- other discord.
415-14 Opiates do not remove the pain in a'
416- 8 To him there is no longer a- pain.
416- 9 Yet a- physician— allopathic, homoeopathic,
419- 8 If your patient from a- cause suffers a
419-22 mortal mind is liable to a- phase of belief
420-21 better than a* drug, alterative, or tonic.
423-27 Ossification or c abnormal condition
424-21 divine Mind can remove o" obstacle,
425-27 never believe that heart or a* portion
426- 1 or disease arising from a' circumstance,
429-23 for if Life ever had o' beginning,
438- 6 nothing shall by a' means— Luke 10 ; 19.

440-15 what greater justification can o' deed
440-29 forbidden to enter ... a' more puits
441- 3 a' so-called law, which undertakes to
441- 6 not permitted to enter a- suits at the bar of

1 445-17 or limit in a' direction of thought
446-31 and the ultimate triumph of a' cause.
448-30 nothing short of right-doing has a' claim to
455-22 renders a' abuse of the mission an
456-16 A' dishonesty in your theory and practice
457— 9 never used this newly discovered power in o"
459-12 A' attempt to heal mortals with erring
459-30 than a' other healer on the globe.
462- 2 o' student, who adheres to the divine rules
464-13 If from an Injury or from a" cause,

r 479- 4 be uttered by a" mother,
479-16 or use a' of the physical senses?
483-25 but if a' system honors God,
485-32 The notion of a' life or intelligence
488-17 the impossibility of o' material sense,
489- 8 A' hypothesis which supposes life

493-23 just as it removes a' othpr sense of
493-26 A' sense of soul in matter Is not the
495-19 can destroy a' paimul sense of
496-28 Have Christian Scientists a' religious creed?

H 507-19 do not yield fruit because of a"
525- 9 In the Saxon, mankind, a woman, a' one;
529-14 more subtle than a' beast of the— Gen. 3.'1.
.'>42-17 lest o" finding him should kill him.— Gen. 4 ; 15
550-20 If Life has o starting-point
554- 5 nor are there properly a' mortal beings,
S54- 8 A' statement of life, following from a
554rl0 because it is destitute of a" knowledge
554-12 destitute of a' knowledge of its

Cp 564-32 "more subtle than a' beast of the— Gen. 3 : 1.

560-28 found a' more in heaven.— Rev. 12 ; 8.

f/i 584-15 A' material evidence of death is false;

(see also man)
anybody

o 345-21 A-, who Is able to perceive the

anyone
t 461- 1 I do n?)t maintain that a* can

ap 560-16 or entertain a false estimate of a' whom God
anything

pr 2-24 a* He does not already comprehend?,
s 164- 7 or a- like the truth,

ph 200-25 not to know a' among you,— I Cor. 2: 2.

200-28 not to know a' among you,
f 232- 1 without Him was not a' made— John 1 ; 3.

335-11 "was not a' made tliatwas made."— John 1 ; 3
347- 8 This v/riter infers that If a' needs

p 381-11 cannot in reality suffer from breaking o'
( 45^11 It is a* but scientifically Christian

anything
r 477-24 can never reflect a' Inferior to Spirit.
480-27 without Him was not a' made— John 1 : 3.

D 501- * without Him was not a- made— John 1 .• 3.

525-19 was not o" made that was made."— John 1 : 3.

apace
c 265-17 as if man were a weed growing a"

apart
a -30-11 Had his origin and birth been wholly a*

52- 2 His pursuits lay far a- from theirs.

sp 87-10 Though bodies are leagues a'
91-26 postulate of belief . . . something a' from God.

s 114-32 A' from the usual opposition to
/ 213- 8 spiritual facts exist a' from this mortal and
228-25 There is no power «• from God.

b 270-11 Few deny that intelligence, o' from man
283- 3 belief that there is any true existence o" from

p 399- 9 a- from the action of mortal thought,
r 473- 9 nothing a' from Him is present or has power.
480-13 Material sense has its realm a' from Science
48S-22 a' from what belief bestows upon them,

(7 544- 2 a creation so wholly a' from God's,
.^8-23 so far a' from his material sense
549- 3 takes place a' from sexual conditions.

apathy
an 102-22 produce the very a* on the subject which
/ 249-24 Sleep and a" are phases of th'e

ap 570- 4 The present a' as to the tendency of

apehood
e 543-21 May not Barwm be right in thinking that a*

aphorisms
o 358-14 C. S. Is neither made up of contradictory a*

Aphrodite
g 524- 4 in the Hindoo Vishnu, in the Greek A\

Apocalypsem 58-11 as in the vision of the A',
o 357-24 according to the vision of St. John in the A'.
(; 536- 1 In the A' it is written :

546-18 Genesis and the A' seem more obscure
ap 559-32 The twelfth chapter of the A',

561-22 The woman in the A' symbolizes
564-24 From Genesis to the A', sin, sickness, and
565- 1 In the A\ when nearing its doom,
568- 5 The twelfth chapter of the A' typifies
572- 4 in Genesis and in the A\
572-15 furnish the vision of the A',
575- 7 This sacred city, described in the A'

apodictlcal
s 107- 7 This a" Principle points to the revelation

Apollo
5 158- 3 designated A' as "the god of medicine."
158- 7 A' was also regarded as the sender of disease,
153-13 A', who was banished from heaven

apostle (see algo apostle's)
pr 5-29 An a' says that the Son of God [Christ]
a 28-29 encountered by prophet, disciple, and a',

39-18 "Now," cried the a", "is the— II Cor. 6; 2.

sp 99- 7 "Work out your . . . says the a\— Phil. 2: 12.

ph 172-21 to which the a" refers when he says
b 303-32 the a' declared that nothing could alienate
332- 6 As the a- expressed it in words which

o 343- 9 one might not be able to say with the a',

345-26 a- says : "For if a man think himself— Gal. 6 .* 3.

f 474-29 The a' says that the mission of Christ is

g 519-18 till, in the language of the a',

ap 577-30 St. John's Revelation as recorded by the great o'

Apostle James
m 64- 3 taught by the A' J\ when he said :

r 487-25 A- J- said, "Show me thy f.^ith— t/(7S. 2; 18.

527-12 A- J- says : "God cannot be tempted— Jas. 1 .•

13.

Apostle t*ohn
p 388- 7 The A' J' testified to the divine basis of

410-17 A- J^- says: "Thereisnofearin^ /«/o/!7j 4: 18.

Apostle Paul
sp 79-17 A' P' bade men have the Mind that was
an 103- 2 A- P- refers to the personification of evil as

p 383- 9 like the A' P\ is "willing rather— II Cor. 5; 8.

g 534-14 and the A' P- explains tnis warfare

apostle's
ap 560-23 hid from view the a- character,

apostles
Chrtstlaa

349-22 the prophecy concerning the Chilstian 0%
floral

/ 240- 6 The floral a- are hieroglyphs of Deity.
bis

a 40-27 follow the example of our Master and ids a
41-20 Persecuted from city to city, his a- still

6 269-23 on the teachings of Jesus, of his a-,
o 368-17 illustrated by the prophets, by Jesus, by his a'.
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apostles

^^'ff 4*>-21 lesser a- of Trulh may endure huraan brntality

oii3-2o Anciently those a- who were Jesus' students.

s 125-29

/ 243-13

apostolic
sp 97-30
6 32»-15
347-19

p 366-14
(443-20
451- 3

apothecary
s lea-lO surgeon

and the lives of proohets and o\
the ancient demonstrations of prophets and a\

a- work of casting out error and healing the

The absolute meaning of the a" words ia

namely, a', divine healing?
and we have the a' warrant for asking :

may learn the value of the a' precept :

constant pressure of the o" command

a", man-midwife, chemist.

apparent
a 42- 6

/ 207- 2

251- 3
6 324- 8

345-15-
359-16'

p 374-U
390- 8

428-27
r 467-12
o 505-11
543- 7

552-8

apparently
pr 8-10

12-21
Sl0*-19
109-23
122-17
152-14

b 321-17

p 415-27
r 491-25

It cannot make Life or Truth a\.
evU becomes more a- and obnoxious
belief of mortal mind c- as an abscess

Unless the ... are becoming more a',

at least none which are a' to those

is not a' to the material senses.

before it is consciously a- on the body,
which produces a' discord,

immortality will become more a', as

perfect in proportion as this fact becomes a\
the ideas -of Spirit a- only as'Mind,
becomes more beautifully a' at error s demise.

and as necessarily a" to the

If a man, though a- fervent and prayerful,
to be a' either poisonous or sanative.

When a- near tne confines of mortal existence,

gradually and a' through divine power.
sky and tree-tops a- join hands.
Sir Humphry Davy once a' cured a case of

when he discovered that what he a- saw
Etherization wiU a- cause the body
o' with their own separate embodiment.

apparitions
sp 8&-14 These may appear to the ignorant to be a- ;

88-18 fl' brought out in dark seancea

appeal
a 50-9

50-12

ph 182- 5

b 319-10
351-32

p 405-32
440-20
440-30

appealed
s 136-11

p 403-11

appeals
s 130- 2 Is alarmed by constant a* to Mind,

appear
pref ix-21

a
m
sp

appear
p 4iR-10 that the ppiVitual facta of bring mav a',

430- S immortal manhood, the Christ ideal, will o".

4,%4-10 where C S. is. allowed to n" as counsel
434-13 now summoned to Q" before the bar of Juatice

( 450- 6 so depraved ihat they a- to be innocent.
r 476-12 immortals, or the children of God, will a"

485- 8 If the unimportant and evil a",
48^12 disease, ana death a' more and more unreal
488-U a" in our common version to approve

g 502-16 Christian views of the universe a',

506-17 and let the dry land a- :—Gen. 1 : 9.

506-21 in order that the purpose may a"

507-29 and must ever continue to a'

509-27 a' in man and the universe
520-12 These days will a' as mortality disappears,
537-26 the text is made to a' contradictory
550-13 its eternal perfection should a- now,
556- 8 Then wiU the new heaven and new earth a*.

573-30 this reality of being will surely a- sometime
600- * whetlier the tender grape a,— Song! : X2.

appearance
an 101-27 this a' is deceptive, since error cannot

before the so-called disease made its o'

body loses all a- oi life or action,
darkness loses the a' of reality,

body is no longer the parent, even in 0'.

but my a- with a message from
sometimes presenting no a" of mind,
sure to become the signal for the a- of

7r

This despairing a-. If made to a human parent,
The «• of Jesus v/as made both to his

The demands of God a- to thought only ;

the lower a- to the general faith in

They might a" to Jehovah, but their prayer
and to a" to divine sources outside of

Mortal Man has his o' to Spirit, God,
a- to the just and equitable decisions of

He a- to hia students :

but matter is a- to In the other.

but It did not a- in print until 1876,

40- 2 Remove error from thought, and It WiU not a' In

69- 2 and man, not of the earth earthly . . . wlU a-.

8-5-13 These may c to the ignorant to be apparitions ;

91-12 the sooner m.an's great reality will a-

97-12 the more its nothingness will a-,

a 123- 4 The true idea and Principle of man will then a\
164-17 If you or I should a- to die,

ph 167-17 error In the premise must a- In the conclusion.
168-28 sensation would not a- If the error of belief

191- man In God's likenfess will a',

198-13 afterwards to a' on the body ;

199-31 before hla power . . . could a\
/ 211-11 does not a- in the spiritual understanding
211-17 Without mortal mind, the tear could not a* ;

216-23 evil would a- to be the master of good,
249- 5 Let the "male and female" . . . a'.— Geri. 1 ; 27.

c 264- 3 before the permanent facts . . .a'.

b 295-15 and the real sense of being, . . . will o".

297-23 begins to a", and Truth, the ever-present,
312-17 without Love, God, Immortality cannot o".

32S-11 "When Christ , who is our life, shall a-— Col. 3:4.
325-12 then shall ye also a-— Col. 3 ; 4.

232-24 o" to mortals in such a form of humanity
O S41- 7 a- contradictory when subjected to such usage.

347-30 The harmonious will a' real,
343- 8 making the disease o' to be— what it really Is

p S78- 2 and causes the two to a' conjoined,
390-12 When the first symptoms of disease a*.
395-29 It may a- in a more alarming form.
410-24 Selfishness does not q- In the
417-22 Disease should not a- real to the physician,

ph 168-26
187-28

/215-lS
p 416-23

432-28
r 491-19

g 553-22

appearances
s 121-22 Science shows a

appeared
s 13S-10

154-12
6 308-20
309- 7

324-20
334-11

p 374-9
r 477- 1

g 501- *

507- 1

ap 560- 6
562-29

gl 597- 5

appearing
Messianic

s 133-1

often to be erroneous.

his cures, which a- miraculous to outsiders.

symptoms of this disease a",

a message from Truth and Love, a' to him
The result of Jacob's struggle thus a\
When the truth first a- to him in Science,
Jesus a' as a bodily existence.

and knew nothing about, until it a'

the perfect man, v/ho a' to him
And I a' unto Abraham,— iiiod. 6; 3.

Adam has not yet c' in the narrative.

And there a- a great wonder m—Rev.u:i.
And there a' another wonder in— Rev. 12: 3.

if only he a' unto men to fast.

questioned the signs of the Messianic a'.

S llS- 7 foretelling the second a- in the flesh

150- 6 Its a- is the coming anew of the gospel of

f 224-16 but this was not the m.anner of truth's a\
224-21 the harbingers of truth's full-orbed a".

the advanced a' of Truth, which
a- at the door of some sepulchre,
announced to the Wisemea of old this dual C,
The successive a' of God's ideas

Creation is ever a-, and must ever continue
Mortal sense inverts this a'

spiritual understanding of God and man a:

230- 7
6 299- 7

r 482-24
504-16
507-28
507-30

gl 589-25

appears
m 69- 9

sp 78-31
92-23
96-18

5 116- 5

ph 187-31

/ 210-27
250-24

6 271-22
281- 5
289-18
295-20
312- 7
320-20
353-19
354-32

p 415-10
r474-.9
477- 2
477-10
480- 1

493- 3

(?507-4
516- 2

542- 5

the real. Ideal man c" In proportion as

must be overcome, . . . before u.amortallty a".

Unt'J the fact concerning error ... a'.

untU their nothingness a'.

and man as God's image a\
which a' to the human mind to live,

and a* ... to make good its claim..

whatever a- to bs a mortal man is a
When the Science of Christianity o". It will

When one a\ the other disappears.
what a- to the senses to be death is but

through which Truth a" most vividly
sense-dream vanishes and reality a".

(however transcendental such a thought O"),

until perfection a- and reality is reached.

If the letter of C. S. fl- inconsistent.

Inflammation never a- In a part
which

To the ignorant age in which it first a-,

where sinning mortal man a" to mortals.

a- to be matter and mind united ;

When the substance of Spirit a-

To corporeal sense, the sun o' to rise ana set,

feeds and clothes every object, as It a'

As the reflection of yourself a'

whenever and wherever it a'.

mortal disappears and spiritual perfection o\
gl 595-21

appeased , , „ ,

a 22-28 or that divinity Is a- by human suffering,

22-32 Wrath which is only a- Is not destroyed,

appellation _, ^^ ,.,

b 309- 1 but this o- was withheld.
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appellative
c 267-14 the same authority for the a* mother,

appertain
ph 182- 7 what are termed laws of nature, a' to matter.

appetite
s 158-22 acquires an educated a" for strong drink,
/ 218-11 and say, "I am malice, lust, a\ envy, hate."
b 327- 4 neither pleasure nor pain, o" nor passion,
p 398-23 A' and disease reside in mortal mind,

406-28 The depraved a- for alcoholic drinks,
r 490- 9 cooperates with a- ahd paspion:

appetites
a 53- 5 SO far removed from a' and passions
s 115-21 Evil beliefs, passions and a-, fear,

ph 188- 8 Passion, depraved a', dishonesty,
/ 201-10 false a\ hatred, fear, all sensuauty,
b 327- 7 all the sinful a' of the human mind.
p 404- 8 there is no real pleasure in false a'.

g 528-11 The a' and passions, sin, sickness,
535-20 Passions and fl' must end in pain.

applause
pr 7-16 may embrace too much love of a*

apples
ph 165- 1 Physiology Ls one of the a- from

applicable
t 463-27 There is a law of God c" to healing,

application
s 126-22 its o* to the treatment of disease
126-32 If Christendom resists the author's a' of the
147- 4 the sacred rules for its present a-

ph 198-17 by the a' of caustic or croton oil,

6 271-16 Hence the universal a' of his saying :

o 341-13 Sneers at the a' of the word Science

p 421-29 or by employing a single material a'

applications
s 118- 4 and formal a' of the illustration.

applied
s 116-25 words person and personal . . . when a* to
116-28 If the term personality, as a" to God,
127-16 relates especially to Science as a- to

147- 8 and everywhere, when honestly a'

150- 2 Truth, as a" through this Christian system
344-32 the word Spirit Is so commonly a' to Deity,

t 457-30 Let this Prmciple be a' to the cure of disease

gl 597-26 a- to Mind or to one of God's qualities.
599- 3 Yon. As a- to corporeality, a mortal ;

applies
a 24- 1 This certamly a' to Truth and Love
m 68-26 I discredit the belief that agamogenesis 0' to

sp 93-24 and c" exclusively to God.
/ 219- 3 My method of treating fatigue a- to

apply
an 105-17 and no longer c" legal, rulings wholly to

applying
/ 218-30 that passage is not perverted by a- it literally

p 401-24 by a' the drug to eiihei?

appointed
an 100-15 Under this order a commission was a*.

101- 8 In 1837, a committee of nine perscms was a*,

c 261-14 to go upon the stage and sustain his a* task,
b 332-23 He was a' to speak God's word

ap 560-17 whom God has a* to voice His word.

appointing
s 131-15 has come already, after the maimer of God's a",
b 326- 4 it must be in the v,ray of God's a'.

T 483-29 and it does this in the way of His a",

apportion
g 505-30 human beliefs, which a* to themselves a task

appreciable
a .'50-12 Jesus wotild not have been a' to

appreciated
a 37-14 not . . . seen and a' by lookers-on.

appreciatingm 60-24 calls discord harmony, not a" concord.

appreciation
s 136-22 That a wicked 'dng . . . should have no high a"

6 .300- 3 Finite sense has no true a- of

apprehend
a 31-18 following his dsmonstratlon so far as we a-
s 140- 9 as we «• the divine nature and love Him

ph 167- 8 We a' Life in "divine Science only as
179- 8 the spiritual capacity to a* thought

f 222- 2 as we better'a' our spiritual existence
231-28 To fear them is impossible, v.'hen you fuUy o*

6 280-12 belief can neitlier a* nor wor.oliip tne
323-13 In order to a' more, we must

o 350-17 difncult in a material age to a* spiritual Truth,
353-32 nor a" the reality of L'lfe.

510- 2 How much more should we seek to a*

apprehend
g 545-25 could not o' the nature and operation of

apprehended
a 39-28 Tills thought is a' slowly,
tn 56- 9 is discerned intact, is a* and understood,
sp 91-24 that the spiritual facts may be better a\

£6-29 real objects will be a* mentally
s 110-30 Its Science must be a' by as many as believe

138-29 The disciples a" their Master better than
b 288-11 When the . . . effects of C. S. are fully a-,

p 402-10 Mind and its formations will bee
g 513-13 reflections of deific power cannot be c" until

apprehension
clear

t 459- 4 Paul and John had a clear a' that,
deiflc

ap 576-29 not yet elevated to deific a'
bUQJISD

r 471-30 reduced to human a', she has named C. S.
of dlviae JPrlncSpIe

sp &0-30 through an a* of divine Principle.
of divine Science

g 519-28 according to the a" of divine Science.
of mortals

p 368- 7 nearer than ever before to the a" of mortals,
out

sp 80- 1 in proportion to our a* of the truth,
93-31 This belief tends to becloud our a' of the

quick
sp 86- 7 His quick a' of this mental call

rejoice in the
354-28 I rejoice in the a* of this grand verity.

rests on tbe
1 460- 6 Mind-healing rests on the a* of the

rlgbt
pref vlI-19 only guarantee of obedience is a right a' of

t 460-17 to be dealt with through right a' of
scientific

pr 16-17 This reading strengthens our scientific a*

sptirltiial
o 349-28 as thought is educated up to spiritual a\
g 506-12 calm and exalted thought or spiritual a*

tbeir
a 3t-26 and ascend far above their a*.

•

g 509- 5 to their a" he rose from the grave,

r 487-10 The a* of this gave sight to the blind
g 548-14 and so aids the a' of imnaortal Truth.
gl 583-18 to the a' of spiritual ideas -

approach
sp 95- 6 We a* God, or Life, in proportion to

ph 170-25 The age seems ready to a' this subject,
f 234-11 as we oar our doors against the a- of
b 278-15 Hence, as we a' Spirit and Truth,
p 374—17 Ignorance of the cause or a' of disease

406-14 seem less real as we a* the scientific period,"

( 450-10 open to the a* and recognition of Tnith.
r 483-12 hmders its a- to the standard in C. S.

cp 559-24 When you a* nearer and nearer to

approached
p 362-12 this woman (Mary Magdalene, ... a- Jesus.

approachesm 67-32 The epoch a" when the understanding
sp 97-14 The nearer a false belief a- truth

'

p 402- 8 The lime a' when mortal mind will

409- 5 and the nearer matter a- its final statement,
T 496-10 Am I living the life that a- the supreme good?

ap 576-39 the word gradually a- a higher meaning.

approaching
a 47-16 A period was a' which would reveal

/ 223-22 accompanj' a- Science
241-29 and are a- spiritual Life

p 390-27 "Agree to disagree" with a" symptoms
approbationm 59- 5 and mutual attention and a*

b 332- 7 quoted with "a* from a classic poet :

appropriates
/ 242-27 superstition a* no psrt of the
t 459- 2 Man then a* those things which

approval ^ ,^ _.

a 42-11 endorsed pre-eminently by the a* of God,
s 132-17 received no aid nor a' from other

p 3S2- 3 having only human a* for their sanction.

approve
o 348- 5 Ought we not, then, to a" any
r 488-12 Scriptures often appear ... to a* and

approved
p 363-20 Jesus a- the answer, and so brought

approves
a 22-31 Mercy cancels the debt only when justice 0*.

approximation
sp 94-30 An a- of this discernment
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a, prtGTi
T 467-25 a- p- reasoning shows material existence to be

apt
p 384-21 are not a- to follow exposure ;

arbiter
p S6&-12 belief that matter . . . can be the O" of life

405^12 the o" of truth against error.

arbitrament
g 555- 4 human belief, and not the divine o",

arbutus
g 516-15 The modest a' sends her sweet breath

arch
• a 40-23 through the triumphal a- of Truth and Love

arches
/ 247-25 a- the cloud with the bow of beauty,

architect
m 68- 5 leam how Spirit, the great a',

architectural
s 142-11 a- skill, making dome and spire

archpriests
r 481- 5 Like the a" of yore, man is free

arctic
/ 240- 2 A- regions, simny tropics, giant hills,

Arcturjas
c 257-21 guideth "A' with his sons."— «7o6 38 : 32.

arduous
p 3S6-16 refutation becom&s a\ not because the

arena
sv 96-12 material world is even n6w becoming the fl"

'g 538-20 Until that . . ; enters into the a;,
~

Argetitiuii tiitraturst
s 150- 9 prescribed the fourth attenuation of A- w

argue
p 380-12 aa though the defendant should c for the

395- 1 The sick unconsciously a" for suffering,
395-25 while you a- against their reality,
412-20 A' at first mentally, not audibly.

argued
p 411- 5 If the student . . . when he o* against It,

435- 5 False Belief has a' that the body should die,

argues
g 551- 9 One distinguished nat'jralist c that

arguing
p 376-23 by both silently and audibly a*

g 53&-23 a- lor the Science of cre£.tJon,.

argument
ment&l

t 454-32 the letter and mental a- ere only
no

p 374-18 no a' against the mental origin of

6 280-21
343-15

p 412-18
412-22
414-20
434-23

g 539-20

arguments
b 268-16
355-7

p 367- 7

411- 9
412-5
414-7
418-17
418-23

aright
pref vli-19

pr 15-14
a 18-7

28-'8
53-16

sp 94-26
S 127-27

/ 254-13
C 256-15
b 326-16
r 465-28
490-5

arise
sp 80-26

88-25
&4-15

5 145-18

/ 238-23
6 301-25

P39S-13

The a" of the ssrpent in the allegory,
By parable and a- he explains the
To heal by a\ find the tvpa of
conform the a" so as to destroy the evidence
The Christian Scientist's « rests on the
and opens the a' for the defence :

In parable and a', this falsity is exposed

their a* are based on the

proofs are better than mere verbal a'
torroTjed speeches, and the doling of a',
and needed the c of tmth for reminders.
Vou may vary the a' to meet the
The a' to be used in curing insanity
If a- are used to destroy it.

By the truthful a- you employ,

whom to know a* is Life eternal.
In order to pray a', we must
fie did life's work a' not only In
Not a . . . did the material world measure a*

T'ne world could not interpret a* the
enabled him to direct those thoughts a" ;

and is alone able to interpret God a\
to begin a- and to continue the strife
nor can He be understood a' through
The purpose and motive to live a' can be
Science will declare God o'.

Hence it cannot govern man a'.

a" from the volition of human belief,
for both a' from mortal belief.
a' from the belief that the inflrute is

From this fact a' its ethical as well as its

Attempts to conciliate society ... a" from
sin, disease, and death a' from the
"Damsel, I say unto thee, a" I"— Mark 5: 41.

arise
p 421- 3
<4i&- 7

ff523-8
544- 7

ap 575- 1

arises
pref viii-18

a .53-20

sp 92- 7

S 120-10
154- 3

ph 166-16

/ 243-14

p433- 2

/ 451-27
r 490-10

arising
sp 9i-20
S 145-23

p426- 1

arithmetic
s 129-4

ark
gl 581- 8

581-13

arm
a 24-11

49-17
5 160-9

ph 198-29
198-32
199-13

p 365-14
379-12

armed
a 52-23
629S- 7

arms
a 2ft- 1

m 61-15
6 322-28

army
c 256-21

p 405-10

aroma
ph 191-32

around
a 32-32

sp 92-11
5 163-31
164- 2

6 310-16

p 363-10

arouse
p 404-22

arouses
cp 559-13

arraigned
ap 554-20

arraigns
p 440- 4

arrange
s 163-31

arranges
ph 190-11

arranging
/ 230-12

array
sp 97-21
vh 175-10

7 224-14
C 260-28

p 412-19
414-18
420-15

arrayed
p 391- 2

arrest
an 105-24

p 431-13
435^15
436-18
438-15
441-14

arrested
p 431-10
<452- 5

a- from the belief that other portions
may either a" from the alarm of the physician,
The creations of matter a' from a mist
Birth, decay, and death a' from the
A' from your false consciousness

question c, Is there less sickness because of
a" from the great distance between
From the illusioa ... a" the decomposition of
Then the question inevitably a' :

Disease o", like other mental conditions, from
From it a' the inharmonious body.
a* not so much from lack of desire as from
Judge Medicine a", and with great solemnity
a" from ignorance or malice aforethought.
From this cooperation a" its evil.

betrayal, a- from sensuality.
the mystery always a' from ignorance
or disease a" from any circumstance,

a properly computed sum In a".

definition of
a' indicates temptation overcome

"the a- of the Lord" is revealed— Isa. 53; 1.

No human eye v/as there to pity, no a' to save,
motion of the a' is no more dependent
Because the muscles of the blacksmith's a*
it does not follow that ... a less used o"

by reason of the biaclismith's faith . . . his o*
to evoke healing from the outstretched a"

warm water was trickling over his a°.

which 0' him witii Ix)ve.
caimot destroy Science a' with faith.

Christians must take up a' against error

promising children in the a" of gross parents,
turn us like tired children to the a" of

in the a' of heaven, and among— Dan. 4 ; 35.

if you would not c'nerish an a" of conspirators

Mind, God, sends forth the a' of Spirit,

with shadows fast falling a' ;

a serpent coUed c the tree of knowledge
thefieeting vapors a" us,
the groping of'Hcm.er's Cyclops a- bis cave."
a' whlca circle harmoniously all things
Knowiijg what those a' him were saying

A' the sinner to this new and true view

It o' the "seven thunders" of evil,— Ber. 10; 3.

Bpiritual Idea was a' before the

whom Truth a- before the supreme bar

as impracticable as to a- the fleeting vapors

and a- itself into five so-called senses,

to suppose Him capable of first a-

broadest facts a' the most falsities against
ghastly a' of diseases v.-as not paraded
and a- His vicegerent with pomp and splendor ;

If we a' thought in mortal vestures,
a' your mental plea against the physical.
lest you a' the sick against their own interests
when they will not a- themselves against it,

a' against the supremacy of Spirit.

God will a' him.
At the time of the a- the prisoner
Prior to the night of his a", the prisoner
and fnus save nim. from a*.

I ask your a" in the name of Almighty God
neither can Fear a- Mortal Man

a* Mortal Man in behalf of the state
The wrong thought should be a-
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arrive
s 120-8
/233-U
C260- 1

o 355^-19

p 406-24
r468- 1

543-12

arrived
p 432-26

arrogance
/ 252-17

p 367-12

arsenic
ph 178- 2

art
a 44-23

g 507-26

article
s 145-32
6 320-11

articuiata
g 556- 3 Vertebrata, a\ moUusca, and radiata

articulations
g 501- 4 spiritual import of the Word, In its earliest a',

artifice
sp 83- 4

artificial
r48^7

artist (see also artist's)
sp 86-32 before the a
ph 198-9
6 310- 1

360- 4

artist's
6 29&- 5
3)0-2

artists
o 359-30

arts
p 369-24

ascend
a 34-25

ph 189-24

/222- 2

p 407-19

ascended
a 46-16

g 551-11

o* at the fundamental facts of being,
before we o" at the demonstration of
one can no more o" at the ;

when shall we a' at the goal which
imtil we a- at the fulneas of God's idea,
Thus we a- at Truth, or intelhgenre,
a' at the understanding that material life,

Materia Medica, was present when I a".

Material sense lifts its voice with the a- of
with the a' of rank and display of scholarship,

a', the strychnine, or whatever the drug

It was a method of surgery beyond material a',

expresses Science and a" throughout His crea-
tion,

Our Master's first a- of faith propounded to
and in the learned a' on Noan

a' and delusion claimed that they could equal

not with an a' limb, but with the genuine

can convey them to canvas,
materialistic doctor, . . is an o" who outlines
The a' is not in his painting.
The other o" replies : "You wrong my

save in the a" own observation and
picture is the a' thought objectified.

Scientist and an opponent are like two a\

preventive ... a" belong emphatically to

and a' far above their apprehension,
we constantly a" in infinite being,
and a- the ladder of life,

a" a degree in the scale of health.

was not changed until he himself a",
but he adds that mankind has a*

ascendency
m 61- 4 good in human affections must have a*

67-20 remember that through spiritual a-

ascending
ph 189-30
c 265-27

9 508-22
509- 6

ascends
(7 509-16

ascension
a 34-28

35-17
46-23
46-26

b 292-31
314- 2

334-15

«7 50*-25

ascertain
S 152-17
159-25

/ 239-16
b 337-31
r 495-31
547-7

ascetic
a 53-3

ascribe
a 34- 2

348-15

ascribes
c 262- 7

ashamed
a 21-32

g 532-19

§oes
on in aft a* scale by evolution,

rightens the a- path of many a heart,
last in the a' order of creation.
on the third day of his a' thought,

rarefaction of thought as it a' higher.

which hsLH since been called the a-.
his spiritual and final a' above matter,
explained his a', and revealed
his final demonstration, called the a\
In his reaunection and a\ Jeaus showed
and no less material until the a'
continued until the Master's a",

periods of spiritual a' are the days

to a' the temperature of the patient's body ;

to a' how much harmony, or health.
To a" our progress, we must learn
you a- that this Science is demonstrably true,
you will soon a' that error cannot destroy error.
and so a- if the author has given

Jesus was no a*.

why a- this inspiration to a dead rite,
when we a' to Him almighty Life and

but It a' to Him the entire glory.

By-and-by, a" of his zigzag course,
A' before Truth, error shrank abashed

Asher
gl 581-15 definition of

Asia Minor
6 324-25 A- M\ Greece, and even in imperial Rome.

aside
a 20-28 "Let us lay a- every weight,— J/e6. 12; 1.

20-30 put a- material self and sense,
44- 2 before the.thorns can be laid o' for a crown,
49-31 turned "a- the right of a man— Lam. 3 ; 35
52-15 Herod and Pilate laid a- old feuds

sp 83-18 belief . . . that occasionally Spirit sets a- thes°
s 141- 8 to set a- even the most cherished beliefs

ph 166-18 Instead of thrusting Him a' in times of
/ 237- 8 before her parents would have laid a- their drugs,h 9Sfi_i9 Physical causation was put a-

thrusting a- his divine Principle
a' from their metaphysical derivation,
to be laid a' for the pure reality,
would set a- the omnipotence of Spirit ;

and set .a' the proper conception of Deity,
ask

b 236-12
304-31
338-26

p 409-23

g 521-30
555-24

pr 1- * before ye a- Him.— Matt. &:S.
2-23 God is Love. Can we a- Him to be more?
3- 8 Shall we a- the divine Principle of all
&- 9 supposition that we have nothing to do but to a*
6-17 More than this we cannot a\
7-31 or mean to a- forgiveness at some later day.
8-25 and a' that it may. be laid bare before us,
9-28 Then why . . . a" to be Christians, since you
10-23 the blessings we a- for in prayer.
10-26 or we should certainly receive that for which

v/e a'.

The Scriptures say : Ye a-, &n<l— Jas. 4; 3.
receive not, because ye a* amiss,— Jas. 4; 3.
and for whicli we a\
Do you a- wisdom to be merciful and not
Then "ye a' amiss."— ^as. 4; 3.

striving for the accomplishment of all we a',
we labor for what we a- ;

sinners who a" for it and are willingWe a' the helmsman : "Do you know your
Some day the child will a- his parent :

the child may a-, "Do you teach that
does human belief, you a-, cause this death?
one should a\ "Who art thou that
It should no longer a- of the head.
Now I a\ Is there any more reality in
rabbis of the present day «• copceriiin"
Strangely enough, we a" for material tn«>oric3
No impossible thing do I a' when urging
If they a' about their disease,
I a' that the prisoner be restored to
I a' that the Supreme Court of Spirit rever.'?e
I a- your arrest in the name of Almighty God
1 a' that he be forbidden to
A- yourself : Am I living the life that
will naturally a- if there is nothing more
Naturalists a' : "What can there be, of a
may also a* how belief can affect a result

a
m

10-27
10-27
10-29
10-31
10-32
13- 8
13-11
24-22
67- 7

69-20
69-23

ph 177-28
181-4
191-18

/ 250-22
349- 4

355-32

p 371-22
416-27
435-34
437-18
438-15
440-28

r49&-9
g 521-18
551-17
653-31

asked
a 31- 6

sp 86- 1

« 132-26

ph 195- 3

/ 216-26
245-15

5 308-29
349- 3

p 369-16
395-15
399-29
411-13
539-24

asking
pr 2-31

4-17
9-7
9-14

s 135-19

/ 222-30
226- 8

p 366-14
527-27

asks
6 281-9
p 432-16

asleep
sp 9F-28

ph 193-13
b 291-22

p4)6-8
442-31

r 491-18

Again he a : "Who is my mother,— MatMS.- 48.
Jesus once a\ "Who touched— X,wfce 8:45.
Jesus a-, "When the Son of man— Luke 18: 8.
he a* to be taken back to his dungeon,
Paul a- : What concord hath— II Cor. 6; 15.

A' to guess her age, those unacquainted with
was a', "What is thy name?"— Gen. 32; 27.

As Paul a' of the unfaithful
Jesus never a' if disease were acute or chronic,
Pray,ers, in which God is not a' to heal
Our Master a" : "How can one— Matt. 12; 23
It is recorded that once Jesus a'

Paul a- : "What communion— // Cor. 6; 14.

A' God to be God is a vain repetition.
Simply a' that we may love God will never
Do we love . . . better because of this a?
shall never meet this great duty simply by a"

limiting the Holy One of Israel and a' :

"a" no question for conscience— / Cor. 10; 25.
a' a fuller acknowledgment of the rights of
we have the apostolic warrant for a" •

and a' a prospective sinner to help

Science . . . rebukes mortal belief, and a' :

The Judge a* if by doing good to his neighbor,

the world is a' in the cradle of infancy,
the breathing became natural ; he was a\
As man faUeth a, so shall he awake.
in twenty minutes the sufferer is quietly fl'.

either when a" or when awake.
awake at one time and a° at another.
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no good a-, cither silvern or goWen.

This is a foul o' on man's Maker.

If we feel the a\ humility, gratitude,
reach the heaven-born a- and
The a- after heavenly good comes even before

Kindred tastes, motives, and a'

to still the desires, to satisfy the a'?

correspond to a- soaring beyond and above

the mental a-, who, hi attempting to rule

the attacks of the would-be mental c,

or produced by mental a\
ana save the victims of the mental a'.

but yield o" to astronomical propositions

aspect
/ 457-17

aspersioF*
p 437- 5

aspiration
pr 8-14

16-21
C 265-24

aspirations
rn 60- 4

c 257-26

(7 512- 1

assassin
p 419-2G
J445-4

assassins
S 164-20
t 447-U

assent
r 471-11

assert
/ 228-14 Mortals will some day o" their freedom
253-16 « your prerogative to overcome the belief in

p 395- 9 a- Its claims over mortahty and disease.

asserting
sp 79-28 fl" that Mind controls body and brain,

p 421-30 like a' that the products of eight multiplied by
g 530-17 myth represents error as always a" its

assertion
sp 80-10 the a- that spirit-communications are

81-11 A man's a' that he is immortal no more proves
81-13 than the opposite a\ that he is mortal,

s 13fr-23 Hence Herod's c" : "John have I— Luke 9; 9-.

137-21 This a' elicited from Jesus the benediction,

p 383-24 Does his a" prove the use of tobacco to be
386-30 although the correctness of the o' might

/ 460-23 superficial and cold a-, "Nothing ails you."
r 478-17 a" that there can be pain or

asserts
ph 166-30 but when Mind at last a- its mastery

f 226-21 birthright of sole allegiance to his Maker a-

h 277-19 Error ... a" that Spirit produces matter

p 423-26 which ultimately a- its absolute supremacy.

assiduously
/ 233-14 the goal of goodness is a' earned

assigning
s 122- 3 a- seeming power to sin, sickness,

/ 244-30 instead of a' to man the everlasting grandeur

assigns
s 123- 7 reverses the order of Science and a-

f 203- 4 a' sure rewards to righteousness,
p 400-17 except what m.ortal mind a' to it.

g 522- 5 The first record c aU might and government
ap 565-29 The Old Testament a- to the angels,

assimilate
pr 4-20 striving to a' more of the divine character,

t 462- 2 Some individuals a' truth more readily
r 456-13 which neither dwell together nor a-.

assimilated
272- 4 This sense is a' only as we are honest,

assist
p 432-26 endeavoring to a' the prisoner to escape
g 529- 5 were needed to a* the birth of mortals.

assistants
p 431-16 aU these a* resigned to me,

associates
p 377-32 a" sickness with certain circumstances
t 449-19 baneful effect of evil a" is less seen than

association
s 154- 3 like other mental conditions, from a*

154- 6 this law obtains credit through o",

associations
sp 87-10 leases apart and their a- forgotten,

87-lj their a- float in the general atmosphere
assume

sp 96-17 sin, sickness, and death, which a* new phases
s 119- 7 they a" that matter is the product of Spirit.
b 313-15 we may a' that the author of this
344- 8 Is it sacrilegious to a' that God's likeness

t 447-32 To a' that there are no claims of evQ and yet
r 481-20 Human hypotheses first a- the reality of
481-21 a" the necessity of these evils
553-11 "We have no right to o" that

assumed
a 27-32
S 145-30
b 326-26
r 470- 7

assumes
p 421-28

assuming
g 540-22 representing error as a* a divine character,

assumption
sp 75- 1 truth lays bare the-mistaken a'"" "

this a' of error would dethrone tho
proof requisite to sustain t'nis a'

according to certain o" material 'awg.

cohiinijally weaken its own ir power.
Thought a- a nobler outlook,
a' the loss of spiritual power,

not build it up by wishing to see the forms it a*

brings the sweet a* of no parting.
Truth handles . . . contagion with perfect a*.

of immortality, opposed to mortality.

A* them that they think too much about

men are a* that this command was
spiritual recompense of the persecuted is a'

should be a' that their feais are groundless,
Sometimes it is said : "Rest a' that

they a' call down infinite blessings,
will a" throw off this evil,

It a* mortals that there ia

a' me that danger was over,
a' him that all misfortunes are
A sinner is not reformad merely by c Mm

ff 546- 7

552- 9

assurance
m 69-15

p/l 176-32 . ,_
/ 223-15 the a* which comes of understanding ;

assurances
p 387-12 the a

assure
p 416-28

assured
a 3S- 2

sp 98- 2

352-23
358-24

assuredly
pr 15-30
m 65-30

assures
r 4S9-32

assuring
ph 169- 5

p 394-21
t 447-23

Assyrian
an 103- 5 Sin was the A- moon-god.

astonished
ap 563- 3 We may well be a' at sin,.

astonishing
s 134-19 its a' and unequalled success in the

astounded
m 56- 2

s 130-29

ap 563- 5

astray
b 309-17 If these children should go a*,

astrography
s 121- 5 before he spake, a* was chaotic,

astronomer
sp 84-32 more accurately than the a- can read the stars
s 125-28 The a- will no longer look up to the stats,

astronomical
s 121-28 As thus indicated, a' order

122-32 A' science has destioyed the false theory
/ 209—25 mundane formations, a" calculations,
r 471-11 but yield assent to a- propositions
493- 4 but a" science contradicts this,

astronomy
s 119-27 As a' reverses the human perception

A' gives the desired information

v/illing to leave with a- the exnlanation

Through c, natural history, chemistry,
will reach higher than the heavens of a' ;

of the earth's motions or of the science of a'.

came to him for baptism, John was a*,

a' at the vigorous claims 'of evil

and still more a" at hatred.

ph 188-31
189- 2

195-16

/ 235-16
r 471-11

astutely
p 378-26

asunder
m 56:- *

60-14

/22i-20

asylum
ph 193-26

asylums
p 405-11

ate
a 32-28

ph 175-29
195- 7
197-21

/ 221- 3

221-24

atheism
S 139-28

pf 580-27

atheistic
S 139-31

nor a self-constituted . . . power, which copes o*

let not man put a-.— Atatt. 19 .• 6.

wisdom will ultimately put a" what she hath not
Science rends a' these fetters,

threatened with Incarceration in an insane a'

people who are committed to insane a*

Passover, which Je£!us a" with his disciples
before he a- the fruit of false knowledge.
All that he a', e.xcept his black crust,
the simple food our forefathers a*

he a' only bread and vegetables,
and he a" without suffering,

A', pantheism, theosophy, and
and then disappeared in the u' of matter.

does not follow that the profane or a* iaValld
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Athenians
gl 59&- S Referring to it, he said to tlxe A" :

Athens
gl 596- 7 Paul saw In A' an altar dedicated

athirst
ap 57(}-lS weary wanderers, a- in the desert

athlete
ph 172-30 may present more nobility than the . . . a\

atmosphere
damp

ph 175-26 Damp a' and freezing snow empurpled the
earth's

g 547-12 was able to see In the egg the earth's a\
general

sp 87-U float in the general c of human mind.
Immoral

f 452-15 Never breathe an immoral a-, unless
of Intelligence

ph 192- 1 Aroma of Spirit, the a' of intelligence.
of MiDd

g 512-11 abound in the spiritual o" of Mind.
of Sosil

yl 587-26 Heavbn. . . . bliss ; the a' of Soul.
of Spirit

sp 70- 6- can never enter the a* of Spirit.

gl 590- 3 the a' of Spirit, where Soul is supreme.
sarrounding;

s 128-21 its escape into the surrounding a*.

tbls
6 273-31 this a' . . . cannot be destructive to morals

a 37-U
S 125-26

128-16

/ 220-14
220-14

p 386- 9
392-21

gl 585-19

atom
c 263-29

9/583-25

atone
o 19- 4

atonement
in the

a 19-21
24-13

Jesus*
a 19-19
r 497-13

of Christ
a 18-13

reoiilres
a 23-4

Tiews of
a 24-16

cleanse atid rarefy the a- of material sense
mariner will have dominion over the o'

It extends the a' of thought.
The o" of the earth,
kinder than the c of mortal mind,
mortals declare that certain states of the a*

If you decide that climate or a- is unhealthy,
o" of human behef before it accepts sin,

A sensual thought, liiie an o" of dust
could jiot create an o" . . . the opposite of

Man cannot exceed divine Love, and so fl" for

has little part in the o'.
This is having part in the a' ;

wUl heln us to understand Jesus' a' for sin
We acknowledge Jesus' a' as the

a' of Christ reconciles man to God,

The a' requires constant self-immolation

ordinary theological views of a* wlU

a 18- 1 A' is the exemplification of man's unity with
23- 8 The a' fa a hard problem in theology,

at-one-ment
in the a' with God,
This is havin? our part in the a*
hath elevated them to possible a* with

a 19-22
21- 5

45-20

atrocities.
an 105-23

attach
p 385-10
440-U

attached
a 31-13

attaches
s 117- 7

attack
a 27-30

p 379- 1

392-15

attacks
/236- 8
«445-4

attain
pr 9-27

to commit fresh o* as opportunity occura

penalty which our beliefs would a- tq.our best
to which you a* penalties ;

He a- no Importance to dead ceremonies.

C. S. a' no physical nature and significance to

Jesus' persecutors made their strongest a' upon
If disease can a- and control the body
liable to an a' from that source.

Infuriated a* on individuals, who
to guard against the a* of the

Do you teaUy desire to a* this point?m 57- 3 without it one cannot a" the Science of

ph 181-20 till you finally a- the understanding of C. S.

/ 251-29 corrected before v/e can a" harmony.
254- 5 or a- slowly and yield not to discouragement.

c 262-22 and a- the bliss of loving unselfishly,
p 366- 5 and thus a- the spiritual freedom whicll will

g 536-27 Through toil, , . . what do mortald a* 7

attainable
r 487- 4 never O' tlirough death, but giined by

attained
m 60-30
5 117-12

ph 167- 4
167-27

/ 237- ^
h 297-16
298-19
356- 3

attaining
C26a- 9
6 273-14

attainment
a 39-28 Interval before its a- is attended with doubts

a" of this celestial condition would
though adorned with gems of scholarly a",
the great a- by means of which
The higher your a' in the Science ot

attainments
pr 10-15 Spiritual a- open the door to a

student's higher a- in this line of light.
Is not the result of scholarly a' ;

and happiness would be more readily a'
tlie spiritual meaning of which is a-
If . . . the Science of healing is not a*,
must be a" through the divine Mind,
mental height their little daughter '. . . a*.
Thus the reality of being is a"
When the real is a', wliich is announced by.
before the spiritual fact is a-

human beliefs will be a' diviner conceptions,
impossibility of a" perfect understanding till

tn 61- 6

/ 235-17

p 42&-11
t 455-31

p 337-29

ff 505-27

attains
pr 3-16

attempt
any

t 4-59-12

every
ph 186-20

mental
(7 517- 6

to purify
i 452-13

to trace
g 533-10

unwitting
/ 212-11

a 51- 9

ph 178-29
182-13
187-26

/230- 2

231- 8
23»-16
357-15

p 395-22
439-U

t 447- 4

attempted
O 351-28

(7 513-3

attempting
p 419-26
r 480-18

attempts
pre/ ix- 7

Ix-14

/ 238-22
c 263-25
6300- 1

318-25
329-18

t445- 5
447-7

attend
pr 13-22
a 31-29

33-29

sp 98- 1

/235-4
M63- 6

(7 549-22

attendants
pref x-19

attended
a 39-29
S 133-13
139- 9

/224- 9

p 422-23
431-6

attends
g 555-2

attention
m 59- 5

ph 198-14

p 369-17

Goodness a- the demonstratiod of

Any a- to heal mortals with erring

Every a* of evil to destroy good

mental a- to reduce Deity to corporeality.

Never . . . unless In the a- to purify It.

an fi' to trace all human errors

I have seen an unwitting a* to

he allowed men to a' the destruction of
may a* to unite with it hypnotism.
If we a' it, we shall presently
and suffers from the a-.

Would you a" with drugs, or without,
What God cannot do, man need not a;
when we a- to claim the benefits of an
how dare we a- to destroy what
and tiien to a' its cure through Jlind.
manacling ... in the a- to save him.
no moral right to a' to influence the

In their a- worship of the spiritual,
and is an a" infringement on infinity.

assassin, who. In a' to rule mankind,
thus a- to separate Mind from God.

a* to convey his feeling.
but they are feeble a- to state the Principld
A' to conciliate society and so gain
and a' to pattern the infinite.
Human logic is awry when it a' to
a' to heal it, with matter.
a" to solve a problem of Euclid,
assassin, who a' to kill morally and
ignorant o" to do good may render you

doubts and fears which a' such a belief,
would a' the Science of Spirit,
the persecutions which a- a new and
which 0.' a new step in Christianity ;

doctor infected v.'ith smallpox to a' you
To a- property the .birth of the new child,
such vague hypotheses as must necessarily o*

abandoned as hopeless by regular medical a\

Interval before its attainment is a' v/ith doubts
miracles a' the successes of the Hebrews ;

Reforms have commonly been a' with
a' by life and peace instead of discord and
and a' by the same symptoms.
During aU this time the prisoner a'

and that health a' the absence of

to

mutual a* and approbation should
but to do this requires a*.

never recommended a' to laws of health.
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attention
p 382- 5 If half the a- given to hygiene were

396- 8 nor draw a' to certain symptoms as

g 55&-14 C. S. may absorb the a- of sage and
556-25 Ontology receives less a" than physiology.

attenuated
s 153- 1 is frequently a- to such a degree that
153- 5 the author nas a" Natrum muriaticum

attenuation
s 153- 8 with one drop of that a' in a goblet of water,
153-U The highest a' of homoeopathy
153-21 a high a- of truth,
156- 9 the fourth a- of Argentum nitratum
156-10 occasional dosea of a high a- of Sulphuris.
133-29 mortal mind, of a higher a- than the drug,

attest
pr 4-15 a' our worthiness to be partakers of

15-24 and let our lives a" our sincerity.
S 150-15 to Q' the reality of the higher mission

ph 193-28 I cannot a" the truth of that report,
p 272-24 which really a' the divine origin and

attested
sp 80-23 a- the control of mortal mind over its

attorney
p 430-22 False Belief is the a- for Personal Sense.

437-32 The o", C. S., then read from the
438-23 False Belief, the a' for Personal Sense,
440- 8 Mortal Minds were deceived by your a',
441-28 Your a', False Belief, is an impostor,

attract
1 452-12 may provoke envy, but it will also a- respect.

attracted
a 21-26 and will be a' thitherward.
t 449-23 a mind which is a- or repelled according to

attracting
ph 169-12 fosters disease by o" the mjnd to the subject

attraction
m 57-11 o" between native qualities will be
sp 73-12 Any other control or a' of so-called spirit
an 102- 9 There is but one real a-,

102-11 or the a- of God, divine Mind.
5 124-20 Adhesion, cohesion, and a* are properties of
/ 213-13 Material theories partially paralyze this a*
213-14 by an opposite a' towards the finite,

6 293-15 whoso potency is Truth, whose o' is Love,
g 536-12 spiritual gravitation and a- to one Father,

attractive
p 407- 4 fl" to no creature except a loathsome worm,
r 491-27 m^y have an o' personality

attribute
m 62-20 must not a" more and more intelligence
s 111-22 tendencj; of the a|;e to a- physical effects to

ph 199-29 the unscientific might a- to a lubricating oQ,
6 319-30 for instance, to name Love as merely an o"

attributed
ph 176- £ unmanly Adam a* their own downfall
b 284-27 the effects commonly a- to them.

attributes
ph 187- 9 With pagan blindness, it a* to

f 210-11 Knowing that Soul and its a- were
275-18 These are His a- the eternal
301- 1 yea, which nUnifests God's a'

T 465-14 The o" of God are justice, mercy,
473-11 the ideal Truth ... a- all power to God.

g 555-13 C. S. a' to error neither entity nor power,
attuned

p 411- 8 was not perfectly a- to divine Science,
audible

pr 4-15 which, even if not acknowledged In a- words,
4-27 A- prayer can never do the works of
7-8 A' prayer is impressive ;

8-18 Professions and a- prayers are like
11-31 Such a desire has httle need of a- expression.

ap 559- 8 exercised upon visible error and a- sin.'
gl 594- 9 first a- claim that God was not omnipotent

audibly
P*" ,iH9 because they pray or are prayed for a-,
p 376-22 silently and a- arguing the true facts

412-11 but by naming it a-, you are liable
412-21 at first mentally, not a-,

1}?~2S $?''°,"?'i
^^^ parent's thought, sUently or a'

417-^7 iixplam a- to your patients, as soon as
audience

pr 15-12 that man may have a- with Spirit.
audience-chamber

p 442- 6 resounded throughout the vast o-
auditor

p 424-22 you need the ear of your o*.

auditory
pr 7-24

ph 194-10

aught
sp 93^13

The "divine ear" is not an a' nerve.
Destruction of the a" nerve and

nor creates a' that can cause evil.
s 120-18 impossible for ft- but Mind to testify trulv

ph 181-25 It is unnecessary to resort to a- besides Mind
/ 203-14 destroys reliance on a- but God,
207-22 no reality in a- which does not proceed from

b 284-14 or know a' unlike the infinite?
291- 4 a' but the destruction of sin,
302- 9 It is impossible that man should lose a-

p 391-14 It is error to suffer for a- but your own sina.
412- 2 never punishing a- but sin,
419-17 lest a- unfit for development enter
429- 1 It is a sin to believe that a- can overpower
441- 4 which undertakes to punish a- but sin,

r 479- 6 On the contrary, if a- comes from God,
g 504- 2 never reflected by a- but the good.
543-25 did it leave a- for matter to create?
553-30 before they think or know a- of their origin,
555-25 author of a" that can become

a poor a' for the happiness of wedlock.

When wandering in A', do we look

augury
m 58^20

Australia
sp 82-29

authentic
ph 194-17 The a- history of Kaspar Hauser is

authenticate
g 547- 1 proving of one example would a- all

author {see also Eddy, Mrs Mary Baker)
cannot be, the

/ 230-16 cannot be, the a- of experimental slna.
naturalist and

an 104- 8 Agassiz, the celebrated naturalist and a\
not as the

s 127-17 C. S. reveals God, not as the a- of sin, sickness,
not the

sp 89-26

/ 231-16
249-12
349-12

p 381-19
of all things

g 519- 1 eternal Mind, the a* of all things,
of the unreal

r 474-28, error, not Truth, is the a- of the unreal,
the only

a 29-16 perception that God is the only a* of manJl

The tree is not the a- of itself.
God is not the a- of mortal discords.
Mind is not the a- of matter,
God is not the a' of sickness.
He ia not the w of barbarous codes.

we may assume that the a* of this
God is no more the a' of sickness than
If . . . God must be their a\
God is not its a-,
and claims God as their w ;

supposes God to be the a' of sin and
is the a* of itself, and is sim.ply a falsity
when we admit that the perfect is the a'
are cast out with their a\

of

6 313-15

p 390-23
r 474-18
480-24

^512-30
538-31
554-27
555-25

ap 567-27

authorities
a 29-13 tradition that Publius Lentulus wrote to the a*

authority
better

P 433- 1 remarking that .the Bible was better a- than
dlvme

(see divine)
my only

s 123-29 The Bible has been my only a:
no

1 447- 3 We have no a* ... to attempt to
of this science

ph 189- 1 yield to the a- of this science,
Scriptnral

o 342-20 Shall it be denied that ... has Scriptural a"?
ap 573-24 This is Scriptural a* for concluding

pr 14-30 speak "as one having a'."— Matt. 7: 29.

a 26-15 gave Jesus a' over sin, sickness, and death.
ph 168-18 Are we to believe an a' which denies

168-19 an a' which Jesus proved to be false
c 267-14 the same c' for the appellative mother,
o 357-14 the creativeness and a" of Deity,
p 393-10 Exercise this God-given a\

395- 7 should speak to disease as one having a*
r 471-12 but yield ... on the a- of natural science.
g 517-11 not as much a- for considering

author's
(see Eddy, Mrs. Mary Baker)

authors
c 253- 2 independent workers, personal a", and
p 387-15 If printers and a" have the shortest span of
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automatic
p 399-16

autopsy
s 159-2

auxiliaries
M54-32

auxiliary
pref xii-19

avail
pr 3-9

3-23
12-32

ph 167-18
183-2

p 406-21

(7 550-10

availability
/ 236-19

available
s 143-23

/ 237-22

availed
/ 222-12

avenue
6 280-22

avenues
b 293-32

how can mechanism be o'T

After the a', her sister testified that

letter and mental argument are only human c*

as a" to her church.

we have only to a' ourselves of God's rule
Then we shall a' ourselves of the blessings we
all may a' themselves of God as
To have one God and a- yourself of the
so-called laws . . . would render Spirit of no a*,

We can, and ultimately shall, so rise as to o'

Of what a' ia it to investigate what

a- of good as the remedy for every woe.

deprives you of the a' superiority of

This makes C. S. early a\

a- himself of the fact that :Mind governs man,

urges through every a' the beUef

The five physical senses are the o* and

this I do o", that, as a result of teaching C. S.,

"utter falsities and absurdities," as some a'7-

a' that the material senses are indispensable
fl", "I am not come to destroy,— Matt. 5; 17.

a- that this fact is not forever to be himibled

could not o* a felon's fate,

we shall a' loquacious tattling about .

as we would a- advocating crime.
and by dosing the body in order to a' It.

for domg what they could not a' doing.
o" casting pearls before those who
he should a' their occasion.
A' talking illness to the patient.
a' speaking aloud the name of the disease.

aver
o 348-29
354- 3
359-11

r 474-20

avers
b 320-20

avert
o 40-20

avoid
S 153-30

153-31

ph 169-14

/ 230-15
234-14

b 329-18

p396- 5
396- 9

avoidance
g 543-10. The o" of justice and the denial of truth

ap 571- 5 necessary to ensure the o" of the evil?

await
a". In some form, every pioneer of truth.
It Is better to o' the logic of events
a* the certainty of iiltimate perfection.

a 28-30
m 6fr-22

sp 97- 3

awaited
a 20-20

awaiting
ph 183- 9

scourge and the cross o* the great Teacher.

-13
-26
-28

awaits
m 67

6 291-

291

awake
pr 4-22

sp 75-13
75-31

ph 190-29

/ 249-27
b 291-23
323-19

p 420-30
442-32

r 491-18
491-28

awaken
b 291-10
327-30

9553- 3

awakened
p 417-21
r 493-28

a* its germination according to the laws of

439-28 a' the sentence which General Progress

sp

the mariner works on and o' the issue.

No resurrection from the grave a' Mind
No final judgment a' mortals,

until we a" in His likeness.
that I may a" him out of sleep."

— John 11

when we a' from earth's sleep to the
when I a-, with Thy likeness.— Psa?. 17; 15.

than are the thoughts of mortals when a-.

As man falleth asleep, so shall he a'.

When the sick or the sinning a- to realize
tell your patient that he must a'

either when asleep or when c".

that matter is a' at one time and
o', we dream of the pains and pleasures of

need not fancy that . . . death will a" them
o' the man's dormant sense of moral
which should o' thought to a higher and

from which the patient needs to be o*

If Jesus o" Lazarus from the dream,

11.

awakening
/ 230- 4 the a" from this mortal dream, or illusion,
230- 6 This a' is the forever coming of Christ,

6 339-16 against his own a" to the awful unreality
556-29 when that a' comes, existence will be

awakenings
sp 82-27 Different dreams and different a'

awakens
ph 196- 6

312-21

award
pr 5-14

away
pref vii-17

pr 8-22
a 21-10

22-18
27-2S
35- 5

38-24
45-17
48- 8
87- 8
87-31
89-29
9-5-29

5 122-25
131-23
147-12
150-16
152- 4
155- 6

ph 168- 7

172-25
187-27
191-15

f 201- 8

206-20
212-15
232-29
237-13
238-12
239- 5
241-10
241-14
247-11
250-25

C 261- 2

261- 9

261-24
2S5-31

6 208- 8
273-11
276-22
278- 3

288-16
29i- 7

296-26
299-29
312-28
323-21
323-26
323-30
334-18

O 347-23

p 362-14
365- 3

376-10
376-12
377- 8
401-19
403-20
416-31
428-12
439-10

1462- 9
r 479-13
484- 4

493-22

g 510-12
621-13
522- 9

53[f- 4
536- 8

539- 7

548-11
.556- 9

ap 570-10
571-31
572-21
573-31
574-U

Better the suffering which a' mortal mind
C. S. c" the sinner, reclaims the

Saints and sinners get their full a*.

Contentment with . . are cnmibling a'.
If we turn a- from the poor.
He constantly turns a' from material sense.
When the smoke of battle clears a-.

They fell a* from grace because they
turned a- from material things,
material pains and material pleasures to pass a*,
Christ hath rolled c the stone from
turned forever a' from earth to heaven.
Though individuals have passed a",
which are thousands of miles a*
had the right to take it o".

dreaming a' the hours.
To material sense, the severance . . . takes o*
which taketh a' the ceremonies and doctrines
centuries had passed a"'since Jeaus practised
to take a" the sins of the world.
Mind takes a" all its supposed sovereignty.
Even when you take a- the
you take a- from Mind,
you take a- a portion of the
U you take a- this erring mind.
Truth . . . chasing a' the darkness of error.
a new creature, in whom old things pass c
and then taking it a- by death?
take a- this so-called mind instead of a piece of
so-called pleasures and pains of sense pass a'
snatches a' the good seed before it has
To fall a- from Truth in times of persecution.
Take a" wealth, fame, and social

revenge, and so forth, steal a- the treasures of
Take a' the spiritual signification of
the beauty of material things passes a',
Take a- the m.ortal mind, and matter has no
Look a' from the body into Truth and
If one turns a' from the body
Breaking c from the mutations of time
if theywrench a' false pleasurable beliefs
looking a- from matter to Mind .

and thus tears a- the foundations of error.
a- from materiality to the Principle
Divine metaphysics explain^ o" matter.
the tumult dies a' in the distance.
loss of one finger would take a' some quality
foundations which time is wearing a".
will melt a- the shadow
and so turns a' from the intelligent and
towards Soul and a' from material sense,
takes a- all sin and the delusion that
We are either turning a' from this utterance,
taking a" the sins of the world.
If C. S. takes a- the popular gods,
and his bare feet a' from it.

the heavenly homesick looking a' from earth,whom you declare to be wasting a"
blood never gave life and can never take it a*,
come back no better than when they went a'.

forcing impurities to pass a\
sweeps a- the gossamer web of mortal illusion.
Turn their thoughts o' from their bodies
sweep a' the false and give place to the true.

frightening a" Materia Medica, who was then
If the student goes a* to practi.se
Take a- so-called mortal mind, which constitutes
bigotry, nor envy can wash a' its foundation,
takes a' this physical sense of discord,
and turn o" from a false material sense.
should look o' from the opposite supposition
as having broken c from Deity
and the first earth were passed a' ;

— Rev. 21 .• 1.

the sea, . , is represented as having passed a*.
as if . . . matter can both give and take a'.

only as the clouds of corporeal sense roll o".

for the former things wiU have passed a\
to be carried a- of the flood.— Rev. 12; 15.

He takes a' mitre and sceptre.
and the first earth were ppssed a' ;

— Ret. 21 ; 1.

and all tears will be wiped a\
carried John a' in spirit.

awful
a 48-28 Ignorant of the consequences of his a' decision

50- 7 wrung from Jesus' lips the a- cry,
s 110- 8 I beheld, as never before, the a' unreality
151-14 the a' and oppressive bondage now enforced

/ 207- 9 We must learn that evil is the o' deception
223-30 but the fl' daring of sin destroys sin,
22&-30 I saw before me the a- conflict,

b 307-31 Above error's a din, blackness, and chaos.
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awful
b 30*- 8
33»-16

r 47a-28

g 536-10

ap 563-16
566-18

awry
630O- 1

t 451-U

This O' demand, "Adam, where— Gen. 3: 9.

against liia own awakening to the a' unreality
the 0' fact that unrealities seem real

The way of error is a- to contemplate,
beholds its a- character ; but he also sees
An a" guide, in smoke and flame.

Human logic is a* when it attempts to
will either . . . or be turaed sadly a*.

axe
a 27-18 He laid the a: of Science at the root
6 303-16 Divine Science lays the a' at the root of the
3oS- 1 Is the woodman's a-, which destroys a tree's

axiom
an 105-28 foretells its doom, and coafirms'the ancient a";

axis
s 121-27 besides turning daily on its own a-.

b 310-12 when the earth has again turned upon its a:

B
Baal

sp 83- 3

(7 524-2

babbling
ph 19^ 2

babe

the worshipoers of B' failed to do •

seen in the Phoenician worship of B',

After the b- boy had been taught to speak

pref vii- 6 the Betiilehem &•, the human herald of

ph 191-25 chattering with no more intelligence than a b'""
21 nor would I keep the suckling a lifelong 6".

to meet the simplest needs of the b'

plunged his infant 6", only a few hours old,

p 371
413- 6

g 556-31

Babel
gl 581-17

babes
m 62- 8

S 131-21
354-22

definition of

If parents create in their b' a desire for
hast revealed them unto 6" :

— Luke 10; 21,

and out of the mouth of 6' He
Babylonian

s 161- 8 Hebrew captives, cast into the B' furnace ,

back
a 23-16

sp 75- 9

5 115-10
135- 3

ph 195- 3

19^18
/ 209-22

6 30»-20
321-10

O 3G0-19

p 377- 7

378-12
425- 1

MaO- 8

g 543- 1

557-19

ap 569-22

backward
sp 74-20 a 6' transformation is impossible in Science,

backwardness
ap 571- 4 Why this &•, since exposure is necessary

bad
5 156- 3

157-19

/203- 9
C 260-22
b 329-18
330-22

p 377-18
384-24
393- 7

413-10
1446- 2

r 489-32

bade
sp 79-18 Paul 6- men have the Mind that was
*s 117-29 Jesus b' his disciples beware of the
b 321-10 ft" him come back and handle the serpent,
o 342-13 He 6" the seventy disciples, as well as the

badly
pr 6-8
/ 237- 2

baggage
g 514-17

balance
O 40-8

pft 186-28

/239- 6

p 392- 7

<449- 8

balanced
m 61-13

p 405-16

bald
sp 9^23

go not b- to error, nor become a sluggard
from the spiritual sense of existence 6" into

when translating material terms &• into

Jordan, that thou wast driven 6"?— Psal. 114; 5

he asked to be taken 6' to his dungeon,
thought passes naturally from effect 6" to
translation of man and the universe b' into

they were to be brought b" through great
bade him come b' and handle the serpent,
you will be thrown b- and forth,

they come 6- no better than when they went
sent it cowering b' into the jungle,
or some of his progenitors farther 6*

never fail to stab their benefactor in the b'.

sinful micconception of Life . . . falls 6" upon
Divine Science rolls b- the clouds of error
comes b' to him at last with accelerated force,

and what made them good or 6*

If He could create drugs intrinsically 6',

they would not go on from b' to worse,
evolves 6' physical and moral conditions.
Until one is able to prevent b' results,
Mind is not both good and b',

that it may not produce blindly its b' effects.

to destroy the &• effects of your beUef.
remote, and exciting cause of all 6' effects

good or & effects on the health of children,

perhaps communicating his own & morals,
sometimes good and sometimes b:

Calling on Him to forgive our work b- done
A little girl, ... 6' wounded her finger.

They carry the 6* of stern resolve.

Divine Science adjusts the 6" as
The b- of power is conceded to be
weigh not one jot in the 6- of God,
must be cast out to readjust the &•

Right adjusts the b' sooner or later.

better &• minds, and sounder constitutions,
until you have b' your account with God.

are seen to be a b* imposition.

baneful
ph 181-17 ignorant of the 6" effects of magnetism,
p 400-30 Scriptures plainly declare the 6' influeuce of

408-12 b- effects of illusion on mortal minds
418- 1 shield them from the b' effects of

t 449-19 The 6" effect of evil associates is

g 525-21 Whatever is valueless or b'. He did not make,
banish

/ 208-32 6" all thoughts of disease and sin

o 353-25 grave does not b' the ghost of materiality.
p 381-27 Let us b' sickness as an outlaw,

391- 9 J3" the belief that you can possibly entertain a
r 488- 4 When, . . . you are able to b' a, severe malady,

banished
s 158-14 Apollo, who was &• from heaven

banishes
s 128-25 should not resist Truth, which 6*— yea,

banishment
/ 226- 2 the b' of a world-wide slavery,

banner
/ 224-28 On its b' is the Soul-inspired motto,
225- 8 time bears onward freedom's &•.

p 426-26 and would enable us to hold the 6' of
r 492-32 Victory would perch on neither b\

baptism
a 35-19 Our b' is a purification from all error.

m 56- 1 When our great Teacher came to him for 6',

/ 241-27 The b- of Spirit, . . . signifies that
242- 2 Through repentance, spiritual 6', and

ap 558-17 It brings the 6' of the Holy Ghost,
565-20 the fiery 6' will burn up the chafif of error

gl 581-23 definition of

Baptist
(see John the Baptist)

Baptist's
a 53- 4 He did not fast as did the B' disciples ;

baptize
o 18- * for Christ sent me not to b-, but— I Cor. 1 ; 17.

ap 562- 2 Messiah, who would b' with the Holy Ghost,
56^20 according to the Re velator, . . . will &• with fire ;

baptized
a 20-11 He knew that men can be 6", .• . . and yet be

31-19 are 6' with his purity ;

b 333-25 which 6" these seers in the divine nature,

bar
/ 234-11 as watchfully as we 6- our doors against the

p 432- 5 whereas Mortal Man, the prisoner at the b',

434-13 now summoned to appear before the 6" of Justice
434-22 The prisoner at the b' has been unjustly
437- 8 At the & of Truth, in the presence of

437-24 question of expelling C. S. from the &,
437-30 unjust usages were not allowed at the 6' ot.

440- 5 arraigns before the supreme b' of Spirit
440-26 standing at the 6- of Truth, and
441- 6 not permitted to enter any suits at the 6" of

t 452- 1 Instruct him how to b' the door of his thought
barbarism

ph 173-31 more fatal to health . . . tlian are the Idola of r
barbarisms

ph 195-23 It is the tangled b- of learning which

barbarity
a 43-24 Out of reach of the b' of his enemies,

ap 564-16 brutal b' of his foes could emanate from

barbarous
p 381-16 but He Is not the author of 6' codes.

bard
ph 190-21 Hebrew 6*, swayed by mortal thoughts,

bare
pr 8-25 and ask that It may be laid. 6- before UJ,

sp 75- 1 This simple truth lays b- -the mistaken
p 362-14. and his b' feet away from it.

t 459-15 the b- process of mental healing
.g 638-24 she conceived, and 6' Cain,— Gen. 4; 1.
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Bar-jona. simcn
S 137-22
137-27

bark
/ 254-27

barometer
S 122-18

barrel
s 156-8

barren
pr 4- 2
a 36-11
s 146- 9
o 354r-15

p 537-16

'Blessed art thou, Simon B' -.— Matt. 16; 17.

called only by his common names, Simoa B\

If you launch your 6' upon tie

The b',
— that little prophet of storm and

the patient looked like a 6\

cannot conceal the Ingratitude of 6" lives,

pour his dear-bought bounty into & Uvea.
Such systems are O' of the vitality of

Surely it is not enough to cleave to 6' and
Error tills its own &• soU

barrenness
p 366- 8 while his own' spiritual &' debars him

barrier
m 60-17

barriers
c 266-30

basal
ph 189-29

base
S 162-10

p 422-16
430-6

based
pref x-10

s 114- 7
124- 1

147- 3
164-12

ph 178-15
191-25
191-26

/ 209-27
249- 1

b 268-16
269-26

becoming a &• against vice, a protection to

does not cross the 6" of time into

lower, 6" portion of the brain,

etir the human mind to a change of 6',

changes the material 6' of thought,
enlarge its borders and strengthen its 6*

302-18
304- 3
312-23

O 341- 5
341-15

r4S4- 1

496-18

g 522-27

bases
6 279-28
340-21

p 378-21

p 551-25

basic
s 164-21

p405- 1

r470- 6

basis

A few books, . . . &• on this book,
unscientific definition of mind is 6" on
6- on Truth, the Principle of all science,

upon which Jesus' healing v/as &•,

But all human systems &• on
and 6- on Science or the divine Mind,
Science of being reveals man . . . as 6" on
sense defines mortal man as 6" on matter,
b- on the hypothesis of material law or

relinquish all theories &• on sense-testimony,
their arguments are b- on the

.„„ .» All other systems— systems &• wholly or
273- 9 because they are not b' on the divine law.
274-14 are 6' on spiritual understanding,

This statement is 6' on fact, not fable.

6' on a material sense of tilings,
theories are &" on finite premises,
are generally b' on detached sentences
which is &• on divine Principle,
will never be 6' on .a divine Principle . . . until
rule of healing, b' upon Its divine Principle,
b' on some hypothesis of error,

there are not two V of being, matter and mind,
divine Principle ... 6" the Science of being,
represented by two material erroneous 6\
so long as it b' creation on materiality.

the truth of its &" proposition
The b' error is mortal mind.
the b- error of idolatry.

and support
/ 229- 3 but is their 6' and support.

better
g 553- 7 Mortal thought must obtain a better h\

boQudless
c 258-15 rising higher and higher from a boundless O",

change our
' ""

change our &• from sensation to C. S.,p 370-30
establish a

6 335- 6 would
false
m 60-26

5 523- 3

higher
t 453-10

Impossible
r 492-31

Us
an 102- 4

material
(see materSal)

metaphysical
h 268- 8 slowly yielding to the idea of a metaphysical O",

mortal
. p 424- 6 and we must leave the mortal b' of belief

naturalist's
e 553-15 Why, then, is the naturalist's 6* so

no
sp 84-27 spiritualism has no b" upon which to buUd.

no other
/ 201-19 Christian perfection is won on no other o'.

. establish a 6' for pantheism.

ghysical
sense, . . . places it on a false 6*.

lecause of its false b\ the mist of

and a higher 6" is thus v/on ;

uniting on some impossible 6*.

Its b- being, a belief and this belief

basis
uo real

r 480-23 evil Is but an illusion, and it has no real b\
of aU health

b 339-25 6- of all health, sinlesshess, and
of Christian Science

a 44-10 He met and mastered on the b- of C. S.,
p 388- 7 John testified to the divine 6" of C. S.,

412-30 met ... on the aforesaid b- of C. S.
of evidence

g\ 581-19 on the 6' of evidence obtained from the
of health

s 120-22 Truth, which is the only &• of health ;

of his spirituality
355-10 controlled ... on the ft" of his spirituality.

of Immortality
gl 585-12 £lia8. . . . the ft' of immortality,

of matter
ph. 195-13 'We should forsake the ft' of matter

ft 316-30 resting on the ft' of matter,
of one God

ph 183- 4 thus departing from the 6' of one God,
of operation

p 423-19 making Mind his 6' of operation
of physical sense

s 124-16 but when explained on the ft' of physical sense
of practice

( 456-21 So long as matter is the ft' of practice,
of Science

ph 182-17 to those who heal the sick on the ft' of Science.
of sensation

ph 178-18 Mortal mind, acting from the ft' of sensation in
of thought

c 259-14 as the ft' of thought and demonstration.
of true heallne

ph 192-29 Christianity Is the ft' of true healing.
of true religionm 68-1 understanding. . . will be the 6' of true religion.
one

ft 269-14 categories of metaphysics rest on one 6'

same
p 383-14 mind and body rest on the same ft'.

scientific

sp 71-22 having no scientific ft' nor origin,
94-29 Our Master read mortal mlndon a scientific ft',

s 138- 9 On this spiritually scientific ft' Jesus

p 414^20 on the Chriatianly scientific ft' of being.
spiritual

(see spiritual)
sure

t 460- 2 rest his demonstration on this sure ft'.

this
pre/ -vlli-ie On this ft' C. S. will have a fair fight.

S 1^-16 On this ft' it saves from starvation by
148-23 how from this 6' of division and discord

sp 71-27

ph 170- 2

178-28

/ 234-13
244- 5

C 255-17
O 360-31
r 478- 7

482-28

ff 524-20
528-25
639-13
539-32

bathed
p 363-27

bathes
g 516-13

bathing
P382-8

baths
ph 174- 6

/220- 2

battle
a 22-18

37-14
f 254- 7

ft 268-12
292- 2

r 483-16

battle-axe
p 389-27

battling
/ 236-30

bay
pr 5-19

The ft* and structure of spiritualism are
"Truth is not the 6' of theogony.
Ign^orant of the methods and the ft' of
on the 6' of the Golden Rule ;

On their ft' Jesus demonstrated Life,
cannot be made the 6' of any true idea
on the very ft' of Jesus' words and works.
What ft' is there for the theory
heals the sick on the ft' of the one Mind or God.
could a material organization become the ft' of

he Is supposed to become the ft' of the
How then has man a ft' for wrong-doing?
the 6' of his marvellous demonstrations.

She ft' his feet with her tears

Love, ... 6' all in beauty and light.

Constant ft' and rubbing to alter the secretions

to flannels, to ft', diet, exercise, and air?

said : . . . I take cold ft', in order to overcome

'When the smoke of ft' clears away,
not amid the smoke of ft' is merit seen
not until the ft' between Spirit and flesh

woman goes forth to ft' with Goliath,
final J.rump will sound which will end the ft'

Science has called the world to ft; over this issue

totters to its falling before the ft' of Science.

While age Is . . 6' with false beliefs.

fiourlsh "like a green ft' tree ;"— Psa/. 37 ; 35.
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bayonet
/ 225-11

22&-12

beam
/ 205-28
t 455-U

beaming
p 442-12

beams
pref vii- 3

vU-10
(7 504- '8

bear
•

pref xii-24
a 31- 2

s 120-15

/ 201- *

202- 6
254-30

b 298-10
330- 9

p 411-10
417-28
436-13
441-13

t 451-18

cp 561-31

beards
5 549-25

beareth
b 272- 7

bearing
p^l ISO- 9

/ 252-31
b 299-19

p 391-31
438-12

r 494-28

e5i&- 6

bears
ph 197- 9

/ 207-31
225-7

b 271- 1

361-29

b^ast
any

g 529-14

ap 564-32

every
g 518-9
527-22

fcroctciis
SP 78- 2

p 378-15

Science, heeding not the pointed &•, marches on.

not through human warfare, not witn o ana

Selfishness tips the b- of human existence

"First cast out the 6' out of— Matt. 7. a.

countenance 6- with health and happiness.

beholds the first faint morning b",

should dawn the morning &'
, .

solar b- are not yet included in the record

is jovful to &• consolation to the sorrowing

Pride and fear are unfit to b" the standard of

nor can the material senses ft- reliable

6- in my bosom the reproach— Fsal. p9-
"U-

If men would bring to b- upon the study of

Taice it up and 6- it, for through it you wm
spiritual sense can b" witness only to irutn

and the letter and the spirit b' witness,

b- witness to the truth,

Explain ... as soon as they can it.

Such acts b- their own justification.

Material Law is a liar who cannot b; witness

thev b- as of old the fruits of the Spirit.

to 6- witness of that Light.' —John 1; 8.

and b- the lion of materialism in its den.

else it b- not much fruit, for the

the seed within itself b- fruit
.

Spirit, b- opposite testimony, saith :

a tree, b- the fruits of sin,

and b- the fruits of Spirit.

and b- false witness against Man.
b- Truth's signet, its lap piled high with

given you every herb b- seed,— Oen. i. -ia.

which b- the fruit of sin, disease, and

which b- no resemblance to spinluahty
time b- onward freedom's banner,

seed of Truth springs up and b- much fruit.

That which when sown b' immortal iruit.

more subtle than any b' of the^Gfn. 3:1.

"more subtle than any b" of the— oen. i . i.

And to every b- of the earth,— Gen. 1 : 30.

formed every b" of the field,— Gen. 2; 19.

the gnarled oak, the ferocious 5",

man's gaze, fastened fearlessly on a ferocious

beautiful

^i

'

248- 9 supplying it with b" images of thought
» 276-14 and presents them as b' and immortal.

277-31 mortal phenomenon, . . . sometimes 0-,

280- 6 All things b' and harmless are ideas of Mmd.
304-20 Harmony in man is as b' as in music,

p 412-14 feet "b- upon the mountains,"— Isa. 52: 7.

t 457-16 both sides were b- according to their degree ;

r 477-28 when they called a certain b" lake

485-25 its own b' images, but it effaces tnem

g 527- 3 to make it b' or to cause it to live and grow.
527- 5 but ever b" and complete,

ap 566-12 the b- description which Sir Walter bcott

575-22 "B- for situation, tlie joy of the.— Psal. 48; 2

gl 593- 1 The love of the good and b,,

beautifully
sp 77-24 would grow b' less

, .

</ 543- 7 becomes more Jr apparent at error s demise.

beauty
all

sp 89-19 It possesses of itself all b- and poetry,

and fragrance . , , ,

ph 175-11 The joy of its presence, its b- and fragrance.

*°sp^*'76-23* possessing unlimited divine b" and goodness
b 304- 4 which hide spiritual b" and goodness.

g 503-22 immortal forms of b' and goodness.

and holiaess , ^ j v, , _

/ 246-25 unfolds wisdom, b", and holmesa.

bathes all In „ . . , , i,,

g 516-13 bathes aU in b" and light.

/ 247-26 arches the cloud with the bow of 6",

demonstrates the ,..,.«.
a 26-19 musician demonstrates the b- of the music

s 121-13 So we have goodness and b' to gladden the

when he would outline grace and b'.

Scriptures, which grow in b- and consistency

an abuse of natural b" to say that a rose.

/ 244-24
b 327-14

p 378-15

g 513-16
513-22
543- 9
551- 7

ap 567-27

beasts
/ 244-14

ff 539-18

beat
f 203-30

beatific
C 266-2S

beatified
b 303-19

beatitudes
t 446-25

not a b-. a vegetable, nor a migratory mind.

Sin is the image of the b-

often causes the b- to retreat in terror,

b- -of the earth after his kind :— Gen. 1 .-24.

God made the b- of the earth— Gen. 1; -o.

sets upon error the mark of the b".

the bird is not the product of a b'.

b- and the false prophets are lust ana

is like the b" and vegetables,
the serpent, to grovel beneath all the

sin, sorrow, and death b' in vain.

he reflects the b" presence,

b- understanding of the Science of Life.

i «u-.iu divine b', reflect the spiritual light

Beaumont's "Medical Experiments'
ph 175-24 B- "M- E'" did not govern the digestion.

beautifies ^, . ^.
g 516-19 b- the landscape, blesses the earth.

beautiful

grace and
c 263-14

grow in,

o 341- 7

natural
ph 175- 9

of holiness
S 135-12

/253-2
of this text

ap 574-16

recipe for

/ 247-31

secret
pr 15-25

sense of

/ 246-14

This is "the b- of holiness,"— Psal. 29: 2.

The b- of hoUness, the perfection of being,

b- of this test is, that the sum total of

recipe for b- is to have less illusion

Christians rejoice in secret b' and bounty.

the transient sense of b- fades,

tremulous with , . ^ , _ :.i, »,.

s 142-13 making dome and spire tremulous with o ,

32-25 it was natural and b-.

60- 6 The b" in character is also the good,
61-15 often these b" children early droop and die,

63- 5 The b", good, and pure constitute his ancestry,

74-17 The caterpillar, transformed into a b" insect,

ph 190-15 springing from the soil with b" green blades,

/240- 8 The stars make night b",

246-21 and limiting all that is good and b".

246-24 is always b' and grand.
248- 5 that a friend can ever seem less than o\

a
m

sp

m 57-15

/ 247-10
247-10
247-21

g 509-26

became
a 34-18

47- 6

S 111-27

ph 193-13
200- 1

/ 245- 5

b 314-28
316- 1

321-26
326-27

o 351- 8

p 411-17
t 460-31

g 524-15
544-4

ap 574-U

because
pref viii-10

x-20
pr 5-28

9-6
10-27
11-20
12-19
12-29
13-25
14-20
14-21

a 21- 3

21- 7

27-25

B- wealth, or fame is incompetent
B-, as well as truth, is eternal ,

but the b- of material things passes away,
B- is a thing of life, which dwells forever in

in which b", sublimity, purity, and hoUness

they b- more spiritual and understood better

they b- better healers, leanmg no longer on
this fact b- evident to me,
the breathing b- natural ; he was a-sleep.

the gods b- alive in a nation s belief.

she b- uisane and lost all account of time.

the more odious he b- to sinners

he b- the way of salvation to all who
the inward voice b- to him the voice of God,
and his hfe b" more spiritual.

The author b' a member of the orthoaox

and straightway b" whole.

the teaclung b" clearer, until finally the

and man b' a living soul.— Gm. 2:7.

In God's creation ideas b' productive.

It exalted him till he b- conscious of the

6- of these practitioners?
b- there is so little faith in

b- he fancies himself forgiven
Do we love our neighbor better O' oi

&• ye ask amiss,— Jas. 4:3.

6" sin brings inevitable sufiermg.
b- it has no intelligence.
If the sick recover b" they
B- of human ignorance of the

b- I go unto my— ^obn 14.- 12.

b- the Ego is absent from the body,
b' you are a better man.
b" of another's goodness.
They fell away from grace b' they
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m

sp

because
a 28-27

29-9
32-1
38- 1

39-24
41-29
42-21
43-21
63-6
53- 9
53-12
5^27
60- 9

60-20
62-31
82-10
82-15
86-15
87-24
91-10
94-10

95-20
99-16

an 103-13
3 117- 1

117-25
118-28
119-23
129- 2

133-19
134-23
134-24
134-25
141- 6
144-23
146-4
146-18
149-13
149-14
150-32
153-25
153-26
154-14
157-4

ph 168-15
178-9
181-16
184-21
184-22

185-28
186-11
186-12
186-13
198-29
199- 6
199-12

/205-5
207-2
210-21
210-30
212-9
212-25
215-9
215-27
216- 1

227-10
231-20
236-28
238-20
243-28
245-21
253- 8

C 253-10
6 273- 9
274- 8
278-29
289-32
291-16
292-13
292-21
292-24
301-14
302-20
302-22
305-27
310-30
311- 7
312- 2
314- 1

314-23
316-18
317-16
317-17
329-7

6" it ia honored by sects and societies,
&• then our labor is more needed.
b' they have not known— John 16; 3.

B' men are assured that
unreal, b' impossible in Science.
B' it demanded more than they
B' of the wondrous glory which
rose higher in demonstration &" of
b' he waa their friend ;

B' the divine Principle and practice
were unknown to the world b'

b' another supplies her wants.
b' the mother-love includes purity
B' the education of the higher
B' mortals believe in material laws
b' different states of consciousness are
b' both of us are either unconscious or
&• it Is unusual to see thoughts,
b' you do not think of it.

6' Science exposes his nothingness ;

b' he made nimself the Son of God."— John
19 : 7.

&• even human invention must
errs 6' it is human.
b- Mind-science is of God
b' an individual may be one of
6' of opacity to the true light,
6* these definitions portray law as
6' it is opposed to the nature of Spirit,
b' its logic is as harmonious as the
&• Judaism engendered the
not &• this Science is supernatural
nor 6' it is an infraction of
b- it is the immutable law of God,
B' his precepts require the
B' divine Science wars with so-called
B' our systems of religion are governed
B' truth divests material drugs of
it is & you have not demonstrated the
b' you have not obeyed the rule
b' they are ignorant that the human mind
We weep 6' others weep, we yawn b- they yawn,
we have smallpox 6' others have it ;

6" no cholera patient had been in that bed.
6' its one recognized Principle of healing is

B' man-made systems insist that
is not dangerous b- of its priority
you manipulate &• you are ignorant of
not 6' a law of matter has been
b' a law of this so-called mind has been
b' erroneous methods act on and through
&• it is the absence of truth.
b' it is the absence of something.
6' it presupposes the absence of God,
B' the muscles of the blacksmith's arm
B' nobody believes that mind is producing
Not 6' of muscular exercise,
all 6" of their blindness,
B' God is Spirit, evil becomes
B", in obedience to the immutable law
B* immortal sense has no error of sense.

B' the memory of pain ia more vivid
B' all the methods of Mind are not
6' matter and mortality do not reflect
B' he understood the superiority and
6" of his faith in Soul and his
&• some public teachers permit
To hold yourself superior to sin, 6"

Jesus loved little children 6' of their
b' we suffer severely from error.
b' they declare nothing except God.
Years had not made her old, 6"

6" I AM THAT I AM.
b- he has not tasted heaven.
6- they are not based on the divine law.
not reaUy natural nor scientific, 6'

We define matter as error, 6' it is the
B* Life is God, Life must be eternal,
immortal, b' sin is not there
b' this so-called mind has no
Even b- ye cannot— John 8; 43.

6- there is no truth in— John 8 : 44.

seems to mortal sense transcendental, 6*

b' the Soul, or Mind, of the spiritual man
6" this real man is governed by
B' man is the reflection of his
b- Mind is Spirit, which
Soul is immortal 6' It is Spirit,
b' such so-called knowledge is reversed
no more perfect 6" of death
B' of mortals' material and sinful belief,
rose higher to human view &• of the
no less tangible 6" it is spiritual
6' his life is not at the mercy of
B' you cannot walk on the water

because
b .32-.>-l9 denies the rule of the problem b'

3Ji)-23 one Mind only, b' there is one God.
335- 2 no evil in Spirit, & God is Spirit.
335-20 B- Soul is immortal, it does not
.341- * b- I tell you the truth,— John 8 ; 45.
343-21 6' meekness and spirituality are
344- 6 and that this claim is made &•

344-29 Is it &• allopathy and homoeopathy
346-20 &• Truth is error's antidote.
346-23 b' matter has no sensation,
348-17 6- I desire to have no faith in evil
349-17 b- one is obliged to use material terms
350-16 often refused to explain his v.ords, 6'
351-22 B" such starting-points are neither
352- 1 6- they did not sufficiently understand
352-27 b- there are no such things.
355-27 &• . . . are God's immortal keynotes,
358-21 6" there are few who have gained a
359- 6 Is this 6" the patients have more faith
350- 1 b- drawn from Truth,

p 364-30 &• much is forgiven them.
367-30 B- Truth is infihite,
367-31 B- Truth is omnipotent
368-24 B' matter has no consciousness
371-23 &• this teaching is in advance
37.3- 7 partly 6' they v.ere

willin;j to
374- 6 B- mortal mind seems to be conscious,
374-24 vour steps are less firm &• of your
375-31 0' it is a stage of fear so excessive
376-18 B' the so-called material body
377-16 B" a belief originates unseen,
379-10 and died b- of that beUef,
383-13 b- mind and body rest on the
385-27 &• you have partaken of salt fish,
386-11 not b- of the climate, but
387- 3 B" mortal mind is kept active,
387-13 6- they faithfully perform the
387-16 it is not & they occupy the most
387-24 but grows stronger b' of it.

38;^ 6 6" it knows less of material lav/.

388-24 B' sin and sickness are not qualities of
390- 6 b', to the mortal senses, there is

390-22 6- you know that God is no
393- 4 & mortal mind is ignorant of itself,
396-17 not &• the testimony of gin ... is true,
397-27 b' they combine as one.
401- 1 '& of their unbelief"— Matt. 13 : 53.
401- 9 b' the truth of being must

'

,

402-27 b' their belief is not better instructed
407-31 &• its method of madness is in
411- 8 &• the student was not perfectly attuned
415- 7 b' thought moves quickly or slowly,
426-30 b' matter has no life to surrender.
433-19 B' he has loved his neighbor as himself,
442- 2 b' there are no such laws.

( 447-23 b' there is no sin.

456-27 B- it is the voice of Truth
456-30 B" it was the first book . . . containing
457- 4 B' this book has done more for
457-15 6" each of them could see but one face
461- 6 6* a part is proved and that
461-13 b' Science reverses the evidence before
461-20 b- of the different effects
464-26 "The hireling fleeth, ft-

— John 10 .• 13.

T 468- 4-6- it kills itself.

468- 5 b' error is unlike Truth.
468- 6 B- Soul is immortal,
409-18 6' there is but one God ;

471-15 6' tiie evidence ... is fully sustained by
472-19 Error is unreal 6' untrue.
472-30 6" they are not of God.
475-U b- he IS spiritual and perfect,
479-27 b- it reflects no light.
479-29 b" it has none of the divine hues.
481-21 b' of their admitted actuality.
483-22 B" the Science of Mind seem's to
4S5- 8 & of their uselessness or their
489-25 b' matter has no sensation.

g 501- 3 b' the spiritual import of the Word,
507-19 do not yield fruit b- of any
507-20 b- they reflect the Mind which
517-16 &• there is but one God.
520-25 not 6" of seed or soil,
520-25 6- growth is the eternal mandate of Mind,
520-28 B- Mind makes all,
.')23- 3 B' of its false basis, the mist of
523-17 6" the Supreme Being is therein called
523-19 6' Deity therein is always called Jehovah,
527-20 EvU is unreal 6' it is a he,
529-28 6' we know that they are worthless
532-15 b- I was naked

-.

— Gen. 3 ; 10.

535-19 B- thou ha.st hearkened— Gen. 3.- 17.
644-11 man exists 6' God exists.
545-19 6" they cannot possibly be
654- 6 6" being is immortal, like Deity,
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because
g 554-10
555-14
55&-26
557-10

ap 559-27
560-27
561- 6
567-U
568-22
571- 5

57J-19

t- IT, 13 destitute of any knowledge
6- error is neither mind nor the
B' mortal mind must waken to

has its sufTering b' it is a false belief.

&• you must share the hemlock cup
B'it has hid from them the true idea

B' of his more spiritual vision,

&• the dragon cannot war with them.
6- he knoweth that— Rev. 12: 12.

B- people like vou better when
B" St. John's corporeal sense of the

beck
21-26 the wotldly man is at the 6' and call of error,

beckons
sp 76- 3

becloud
sp 9J-31

beclouds

and the band which 6' them,

This belief tends to 6' our apprehension

6 315-17 sin, which 6- the spiritual sense of Truth
;

become

a
Til

sp

7-28
14-12
22-16
5»- 8
61-18
62-lH
6i-3l
73-31
84- 9
89- 5

96- 8

97-10
an 105-19

i- 112- 7

139-26
158-23
160-16
160-20
160-24

ph 172-16
182- 1

/ 201- 9
234- 9
24C^-23

251- 5

C 264-15
b 270-25
2S2-20
295-22
30^12
311-23
321- 9
323-32
336-22

O 352-19
354-26
356- 2

p368- 3
369- 6

380- 2
397-30
409- 7

420-16
422- 9

428-27
431-28
432-17

( 455-32
r 467-11

g 523-27
524-16
524-20
524-21
525- 1

528- 1

528-25
630- 2

536-31
537-31
545- 3

547-21
550- 8
550- 9

552-20
553- 9

553-22
555-26

ap 573-26

gl 5S7-17
590-26

By it we may 6- involuntary hypocrites,
B" conscious for a single moment tliut Life

go not ba«k to error, nor b' a s^lucgard in

compact which mi&ht otherwise b unbearable
b- parents in their turn,
should b" men and women only through
marriage will b' purer when the scum
nor the finite b' the channel of the infinite.

men 6' seers and prophets
the devotee may h' unwontedly eloquent.
Earth will b' dreary and desolate,

the blow of the other will b' harmless.
words of Judge Parmenter . will 6"

6" adherents of the Socratic,

b- "the head of the corner."— i\/ai7. 21
•

42.

until . . men and women 6' loathsome sots.

when the cords contract and f»" immovable'.'

Can muscles, . . . &• cramped despite the
and 6" rigid of their own preference,
in order to b' man.
will diminish your ability to 6' a
"all things are b' new."— II Cor 5: 17.

&• more lamiliar with good than with evil,

we must b' dissatisfied with it.

neither should a fever &• more severe
multitudinous objects . . . will b' visible.

T-hey think sickly thoughts, and so b" sick.

nor can non-intelligence 6" Soul.

in order to b' a better transparency for Truth.
He was to b' the father of those, who
it will b" the law of Life to man.
When, . he saw it b' a serpent.
Willingness to b- as a little child

lose the deific character, and b' less than
at any moment they may b- its helpless victims ,

Sin should b' unreal to every one.
material thoueht must b- spiritualized
truth will b' still clearer
in that proportion does man b" its master
b" a fever case, which ends in a belief called
b- more manly or womanly.
the more prolific it is likely to b' in sin and
ready to b' receptive to the new idea.

the book will b' the physician,
man's immortality will b' more apparent,
testifies .

— .1 have lost my healthy hue and b'

Judge asks if . it is possible for man to b'

the more impossible it will b' for
Mankind will b- perfect in proportion as this
The different accounts b" more and more closely
Did the infinite Principle b' a finite deity.
How then could a material organization b' the
How could the non-intelligent b" the medium of
Does Mind. God, enter matter to b" there a
Was it requisite. . that dust should b' sentient.
Afterwards he is supposed to b' the basis of
increases in falsehood and his days b" shorter
the man is b" as one of us,— Gen Z: 22.

lest man should improve it and b' better ;

the man is b' as one of us."— Grn. 'i: 22.

implies that the great First Cause must b'

God cannot b" finite, and be limited

Spirit cannot b- matter, nor can
may b" wild with freedom
or

'

. harmony will never b' the standard of
that theory is sure to b" the signal for
of aught that can b' imperfect,
we can b' conscious, here and now, of
Go<i . . cannot b' finite and imperfect.
statements of the Scripiures b' clouded

becomes
sp 72-28

97- 7

97-11
97-16

S 123- 8
128-12
128-20
146-11
157-12
160- 7

160-J2

ph 168-15
199-13

/ 207- 2

C 263-15
b 290-26
291-25
297-29
312- 6

319-18
327-12
342-17

p 377-12
388-23
396-16
400-15
400-25
420-28
424- 2

/ 460-19
r 467-12
4»0- 4

g 513-13
524-10
531- 1

531- 6

543- 6

544-31

ap 565- 2

becometh
m 56- 3

becoming
m 60-16

sp 96-12

/ 239-18
b 297-24
324- 7

p 395-32
406-32

/ 458-24

bed
sp 90-17
S 154-U
154-15
156- 7

ph 193- 1

p 390-17
427-26

bedside
ph 193-10

Beelzebub
a 28-20

53- 1

p 422- 2

ap 564- 2

Beethoven
/ 213-23

befogged
/ 205-15

befool
p 440- 6

before
pref ix-23

ix-26
xi-U
1-*
1-13
3- 4
6-23
8-25
9-15
11-10
13-15
19-30
20- 8
20-30
32-29
33- 9
3.5-12

36- 5

37- 8

The joy of intercourse b" the jest of sin, whea
the more impotent error b' as a belief.

The more destructive matter b', the more
the riper it b- <or destruction.
reverses the order of Science". . .so that man 6*

b" more elastic, is capable of greater
An odor b' beneficent and agreeable only
is made the servant of Science and religion b'

the drug b" more like the human mind than
the inanimate arug b" powerless.
the heart b" as torpid as the hand.
man-made systems insist that man 6*

his arm b" stronger.
evil b" more aoparent and obnoxious
He b' a general mis-creator, who
b' thus only when he reaches perfection.
Mind never b' dust.
Until belief b" faith, and faith b*

b- nothingness, as the sense-dream vanishes
when it b' fairly understood that the
and it b' his torment.
then there is no . . law, and truth b-

Through different states of mind, the body 6"

and this b- self-evident, when we learn that
refutation b" arduous, not because the
This task b' easy, if you understand
the image which b' visible to the senses.

If it b- necessary to startle mortal mind
the child b" a separate, individualized
it b' a tedious mischief-maker.
perfect in proportion as this fact 6' apparent.
Where the Spirit of God is, . . . evil b- nothing,
until divine Science b' the interpreter.
God b'

" a man of war,"— Eiod. 15: 3.

it supposes that . . . matter b" living,
error, . . . that non-intelligence b"

b' . . apparent at error's demise.
It declares . . . that matter b- spiritual.
and b" the great red dragon,

it b- us to fulfil all.— A/aK. 3: 15.

b' a barrier against vice,
even now b' tne arena for conflicting forces.
If divine Love is b- nearer, dearer,
and Truth, ... is b" understood.
Unless the harmony and immortality of man

are b-

would prevent the brain from b- diseased,
b" a fool or an object of loathing ;

thus b" a law unto himself.

The looker-on sees the body in b\
made to believe that he occupied a b' where
because no cholera patient had been in that b\
and yet, as she lay m.her b", the patient
Mr. "dark . . . had been confined to his b"

nor laid upon a b' of suffering in payment of
Called to the b' of death, what material remedy

I went to his b\

saying
•

. . B' is his patron,
casteth out devils through B',"-
Jesus said . "If I by B' cast out-
and cast out devils through B".

Luke 11 : 15.

-Matt. 12:27

pr

This was even more strikingly true of B',

B" in error (the error of believing that

is taught how to make sleep b- reason

b' a work on the subject could be
B' writing this work,
b' which ain and disease lose their
b- ye ask Him.-- Malt. 6: 8.

exalted b' they take form in words
Who would stand b' a blackboard, and pray
b- he cast it out.
that it may be laid bare b' us,
b" we can enjoy the fruition
demands restitution b' mortals can
knows our need b" we tell Him
no other gods b- me,"— Exod. 20: 3.

kingdom of God b" you."— Matt. 21 : 31.

race that is set b- us ;"— Heb. 12: 1.

on the night b" his crucifixion.
Their Master had explained it all 6*,

They how b" Christ, Truth,
suflRcient sufTering, either b" or after
falls only b' the sword of Spirit.
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before

m

sp

39-28 the interval 6' it3 attainment
41- 2 Into which Jesus has passed 6" us '

41-23 6' it was understood,
4J- 4 his material disappearance 6' their eyes
44- 1 &• the thorns can be laid aside
44-19 that he might employ his feet as 6".

45-29 same body that he had 6' his cruciflxlon,
48-20 wus silent b' envy and hate.
49-26 priests and rabbis, 6' whom he
49-31 0- the face of the— Lam. 3 ; 35.

5()- 2 a sheep 6' her shearers— Isa. 53 : 7.

50-20 6" the evidence of the bodily senses,
59-25 understanding should exist 6' this unioB
64- 4 undefiled 6- God— ^as. 1 ; 27.

76- 1 those who have gone 6'.

76-31 must be overcome, ... 6' inunortality appears.
82-20 6' the change we call death,
86-32 b' the artist can convey them to canvas.
87-31 forms rise 6" us, which are
89-16 tongue grows mute which 6' was eloquent.
95-5 B' error is wholly destroyed,
97-27 all matter will disappear b' the

Cn 104-11 they say it has been discovered 6',

lOi-27 leaving the case worse than b'

106-24 I tell yop 6-,
— Ga/. 5; 21.

5 110- 8 I beheld, as never 6",

116-6 b' the corporeal human senses,
119-26 the evidence &' the senses
121- 4 }} he spalce, astrography was
125-30 will find his flower & its seed.
129-16 torment us 6- the time?"- AXiz«._8: 29.

131- 7 false evidence 6' the corporeal senses
137- 5 immaculate Teacher stood 6' them,
137-26 B' this the impetuous disciple had
143-12 b' it could be considered as medicine.
161-21 she knelt 6' a statue of Liberty,.
164-14 6' all mankind is saved

J»h 168-25 b- iha so-called disease made its

169- 5 6" the patient felt the change ;

174-29 holding it ft- the thought of both
175-29 as innocent as Adam, 6" he
176- 3 &• inquisitive modern Eves took
176-11 was not paraded 6' the imagination.
180-19 even b' they go to work to
181- 2 B' deciding that the body, matter, is

185- 7 B' this book was published,
187-32 a body hke the one it had &• death.
191-20 is not mute b' non-intelligence.
196-28 and from the image brought 6' the mind ;

198-15 is formed b' one sees a doctor
198-15 &• the doctor undertakes to
199-30 fear must have disappeared &• his

/ 213-30 B- human knowledge dipped to its
214- 6 evidence b' his material senses,
215-20 flee as phantoms of error 6" truth
219-18 b' it can be made manifest on the body,
222-30 and eat what is set b' you,
226-22 I saw 6' me the sick,
226-29 I saw b' me the awful conflict,
233-11 b' we arrive at the demonstration of
234-14 avoid casting pearls b' those who
234-25 Sin and disease must be thought b' they
237- 7 It might have been months or years 6"

237-13 snatches away the good seed &" it

238- 1 not rightly valued O' they are understood.
238-27 People with mental work b' them
245- 9 she stood daily 6' the window
247-20 6' they are perceived humanly.
248-15 What is the model ft- mortal mind?
248-21 The world is holding it 6' your gaze
251- 4 should not grow more painful &• it suppurates,
251- 5 neither should a fever become more severe &"

251-29 b- we can attain harmony.
254- 9 6' the spiritual facts of existence are

c 264- 2 &• the permanent facts and their
264-14 which o' were invisible,
265-25 6- we discover what belongs to

6 272- 3 6- Truth can be understood.
272-18 your pearls 6- swine."— A/aH. 7 ; 8.

280-19 no other gods 6- me !"— Eiod. 20 ; 3.
290- 4 are' not in the least understood b-

290- 7 as material as 6' the transition,
297-13 that disappears which 6' seemed real
303-31 6- the material senses yielded to
314-21 presented to her, more than ever 6",
317-13 6- it hated you -."—John 15; 18.

317-23 had loved *• the tragedy on Calvary.
320-32 in celestial perfection &• Elohim,
321- 9 Moses fled &• it ;

322- 8 b' harmonious and Immortal man
322-10 & this recognition of divine Science
324-17 certainly 6' we can reach the goal
333-19 &• and after the Christian era,
333-29 "B- Abraham was,— John 8 ; 58.

334-19 &• the human Jesus was incarnate

before
6 340-15
o350:-26

. 356- 3

p 363-27
365-18
368-5
368-7
371-17
372-25
372-26
374-11
-384-29
384-30
389-26
396-12
397-32
400- 5

400-13
415-28
417-18
418-32
426- 6
427-11
427-17
429- 8
429-19
429-22
434-13
437-9
437-10
440- 5
440- 7
441-33

t 452- 5

453-14
461-13
464-24

r 467- 4

471- 7

480-31
480-32
486-15
487- 5
492- 3

/c 499- *

g 509-24
515-28
620-19
520-20

no other gods 6" me."— Exod. 20 .• 3. .

b- the Science of being can be denJonstrated.
&• the spiritual fact is attained.
b' she anointed them with tl:e oil.
like dew 6" the morning sunshine.
Error is a coward b- Truth.
nearer than ever b' to the apprehensioa
b' he can get rid of the illusive
shall deny me 6- men,— Ma«. 10; 33.

deny b- my Father— Matt. 10 ; 33.
b' It is consciously apparent on the
the evidence 6" the senses
b' the divine rights of intelligence.
This belief totters to its falling' b' the
6' a crisis is passed.
You will understand . . . better than &•,
must be held in subjection b' its

b' It has taken tangible shape in
B" the thoughts are fully at rest.
The evidence &• the corporeal senses
flee 6- the light of Truth.
when she has the high goal always b' her
b' Life can be understood
the same after as b' a bone is broken
We look 6' our feet, and
Tf man did not exist b' the
must have lived &• birth,
to appear 6" the bar of Justice
6' the Judge of our higher tribunal,
&• its jurors, the Spiritual Senses,
b- the supreme bar of Spirit
b' sacrificing mortals to their false gods.
b' the tribunal of divine Spirit.
6" it has a chance to manifest itself.

6" he can know others and
because Science reverses the evidence 6' the
ignorance, envy, fall b- an honest heart.
no other gods O" me."— Exod. 20; 3.

evidence o" the five corporeal senses.
As vapor melts 6' the sun,
would vanish b' the reality of good.
the same immediately af'er death as b\
botli b' and after that which is called death.
there should be but one fact b- the
I have set b' thee an— Rev. 3; 8. •

b' it was in the earth."— Gen. 2; 5.

compare man b' the mirror to his
6- it was in the earth,— Geji. 2; 5.

herb of the field ft- it— Gen. 2 ; 5.

521-29 opposite of scientific trutn as & recorded.
526- 4 b' it was in the earth."— Gen. 2 ; 5.

532-19 b' Truth, error shrank abashed
535-13 other creations must go down 6" C. S.
543-17 evidence b- the material senses.
548-12 &• Life is spiritually learned.
549- 5 after it has grown to maturity, if not b',
553-17 Adam was created 6" Eve.
653-29 6' they think or know aught of their
656-27 6" it cares to solve the problem of

ap 563-25 stood b- the woman— Rev. 12 . 4.

664-21 &• the tribunal of so-called mortal mjnd,
666-10 moves 6' them, a pillar of cloud
566-17 Her fathers' God &• her moved,
668-17 6- our God day and night.— Rev. 12 ; 10.

668-27 than has ever 6' reached high heaven,
578-13 prepareth a table b' me— see Psal. 23; 5,

gl 579- I have set b' thee an— Rev. 3 ; 8.

685-20 human belief &• it accepts sin,
693- 5 6' the conscious facts of spiritual Truth.
695-14 when he went 6' Jehovah,
595-19 Time. . . . that which begins &•, and

beforehand
p 396-10 Never say 6' how much you have to

began
pref vitl-28

ix- 1

S 133-15
156-14

ph 200- 2

/ 24,5-32

249-15

p 429-20

g 532-27
634-26
657-23

begets
ph 169-12

g 550-26

begin
/ 234-19
246-27
252- 8
254-13

As early as 1862 she ft- to write down and
She also &" to jot down her thoughts on the
when . . . their demoralization b\
b' to fear an aggravation of symptoms
Pagan worship b' with muscularity.
The infinite never & nor will it ever end.
God is the Infinite, and infinity never 6",
before the material organization 6",

error b' and will end the dream of matter,
since the Christian era 6'.

as if he 6' materially right.

faith in rules of health or in drugs b'

A serpent never 6" a bird.

We must &• with this so-called mind and
and 6' the demonstration thereof,

they &• to disappear,
but to 6" aright and to continue the strife
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begin
C 25^-32
263-28
262-29

b275-H
283- 1

322-29

p 411-27
429- 4

429- 6

r 467-30

g 531-26
549-14

beginning
and end

b 282- 8
338- 5

9 J- 580-22

any
p 429-23

from the
sp 89-31

pfl 186-32
&26*-*
292-23
296-31

p 409-23
441-33

r 476-16

g 539- 3

ap 564-29
567-26
580-31

In the
an 103- 9
s 140-28

ph 188- 6
6 308- 7

p 37S- 3

T 479-18

g 502-22
531-15

Its

no

and thus &' to comprehend in Science
To 6' rightly is to end rightly.
Every concept wliich seems to 6' with the

you must 6' by reckoning God aa the
As mortals b' to understand Spirit, they
Then we b- to learn Life in divine Science.

Always b' your treatment by allaying the
We must b\ however, with the more simple
and the sooner we b' the better,
v.e b- with Mind, which must be understood
Does Life b' with Mind or with matter?
successive generations do not 6" with the

which has both 6' and end.
belief— that man . . . has b' and end,

supposition that Life • . has b' and end ;

for if Life ever had any 6',

"a murderer from the 6"
"— John 8; 44.

human mind has been an idolater from the O',

That which was from the b;— I John 1 ; 1.

a murderer from the b',
— John 8 ; 44.

Mortal belief is a liar from the &•,

are counterfeits from the b\
"a murderer from the b."— John 8; 44.

They were, from the &• of mortal history,
"a murderer from the 6'."— John 8; 44.

From the b' to the end, the serpent
he must be a lie from the 6".

a murderer from the 6',
— John 8: 44.

As in the 6', however, this liberation

In the 6" God created man
is an unconscious error in the b',

belief will be afraid as it was in the b',

announced as partners in the 6".

"In the &• God created the— Gen. 1.- 1.

In the b- God created the— Gen. 1; 1.

If, in the b', man's body originated in

t 463-15 Its &• will be meek, it« growth sturdy,

6 307-25 Truth has no 6-.

g 502-24 Ttie infinite has no 6'.

Of the Old Testament
g 501- 2 starts with the &• of the Old Testament,

of the world
s 129-14 not since the 6- of the world -."—Matt. 24 ; 21.

of wisdom
p 373-16

sclent iflc

/ 219-31
this word

g 502-24
to end

s 139- 4
r 478-24

ap 559-21

fear of the Lord is the b' of wisdom,"-
111 ; 10.

• Psal.

this scientific 6' is in the right direction.

This word 6' is employed to signify the only.

From b- to end, the Scriptures are full of

From b- to end, whatever is mortal
Read this book from b' to end.

with Genesis
502- 1 A second necessity for 6" with Genesis is

without
/25J- 6
b 282- 7

333-18

p 399-32
r 468-27

g 521- 5

(?/585- 6

&331- 9

r 469- 6

g 528-19
53&-28
550-17

©1585-23
592-4

beginnings
p 384-14

begins
m 57-29

/ 216-12
c 262-30

6 297-23

p 410-29
r 475- 3

9 529-31
539- 3

544-31
550-11

gl 595-19

life, without & and without end,
represents the infinite without b' or end ;

without 6" of years or end of days,
without &• with so-called mortal mind,
Life is without &• and without end.
narrative of being that is without &• or end.
which are likewise without 6" or end.

falsely testifies to a 6" and an end.
If Life ever had a 6', it would also have
B' creation with darkness instead of
As both mortal man and sin have a 6',

as 6' and ending, arid with birth, decay.
Eve. A 6' ; mortality ;

the belief that life has a b'

will prove to himself, by small &*

and 6" to unfold its wings for heaven.
6' at once to destroy the errors of mortal Sense

concept which seems to begin with the brain
6" falsely,

in which spiritual evidence, ... 6' to appear,
Christian scientific practice 6" with
declares that man b' in dust or as
6' his reign over man somewhat mildly.
Error b' by reckoning life as separate
Error 6' with corporeality as the producer
ends, even as it &, in nameless nothingness?
that which 6- before, . . . what is termed death,

begotten
c 257-19
b 282-30
325-24

beguiled
g 533-28

beguiles
(7 533-14

begun
sp 96-22
b 326-18

behalf
pr 12-27

/226- 5

p 364- 5

389- 3
431-11

t 455-13

behavior
p 441- 8 to give heavy bonds for good b\

beheaded

"who hath b' the drops of dew,"— Job 33; 28.
for it is not 6' of the Father.
But he, who is b' of the behefs of the

She says, "The serpent &• me,— Gen. 3; 13.

first voluble lie, which 6' the woman

This mental fermentation has 6',

You have 6" at the numeration-table of C. S.,

Does Deity interpose in 6' of one worshipper.
The voice of God in b' of the African slavj
to lay down his mortal existence in 6' of

given in 6' of tlie control of Mind over
arrested Mortal Man in &• of tl:e state
to use the energies of Mind in your own 6",

5 136-27

beheld
a 45-23
s no- 8
c -259-16
6 326-23
326-30

r 476-32
478- 5

ap 561- 9

?/583-8

behest
iii- *

g 533- 2

behests
T 495-29

behind
pr 7-2
s 138- 4
6 299- 1

353-24

p 362-15

g 542- 6

behold
pref vii-11

a 39-18

sp 93- 7

93- 8

ph 190-28

/ 243-23
C 264- 5
264-29

b 280-19
334-27
346-18
347-13
347-28
357- 5

360-26

P438-5
J: 499- *

g 517-21
518- 5
518-25
525-24
534- 3
536-31
54^ 3

ap 562-30
574-22
574-26
575- 2

gl 579- *

585-11

beholding
m 65-16
b 323- 9

g 528-22

ap 573- 4

beholds
pref vii- 2

sp 9.5-26

98- 4

S 126- 5

r 479-10

ap 563-16
571-26

"John have I &• : but who is this?"— Luke 9 ; 9.

b- the final proof of all that he had taught.
Thus it was that I 6", as never before,
then mortals have never b- in man the
Saul of Tarsus & the way— the Christ, or
He b- for the first time the true idea of Love,
Jesus 6' in Science the perfect man,
never 6" Spirit or Soul leaving a body or
The Revelator b' the spiritual idea
some of the ideas of God i»" as men,

This is Thy high 6- :

Had he lost man's rich inheritance and God's &•

and follow the &• of God,

"Get thee 6- me, Satan."— i\/a«. 16; 23.

lay b' Peter's confession of the
It has &" it no more reahty than
those things which are & "— Phil. 3; 13.

to come & the couch
Though error hides &• a he

The Wisemen were led to 6' and to follow
b-, now is the day of salvation,"— // Cor. 6; 2.

"B', now is the accepted time ;
— II Cor. 6: 2.

6", now is the day of salvation,"— II Cor. 6: 2.

As for me, I will b- Thy face— Psal. 17; 15.

"of purer eyes than to b" evil,"— Hab. 1 ; 13.

sometimes b' in the camera of divine Mind,
we shall b' and understand God's creation,
b' the zeal of belief to establish the
b\ I am alive for evermore,— Rev. 1 : 18.

"fraught with falsities painful to b"?
they would b" the signs of Christ's coming,
mortals will b' the nothingrness of sickness
"of purer eyes than to b- evil."— Hab. 1 ; 13.

B\ He putteth no trust in— see Job 4; 13.

B', I give unto you power— Luke iO; 19.

b', I have set before thee an open— Rev. 3 ; 8.

Who shall b- it?

And God said, B', I have given— Gen. I ; 29.

and, b', it was very good.— Gen. 1 ; 31.

"and, b", it was very good."— Gen. 1;3!.
and to b" at the sepulchre the risen Saviour,
B-, the man is become as— Gen. 3; 22.

"B", the man is become as— Gen. 3; 22.

and b' a great jed dragon,— Rev. 12 ; 3.

at last lifted the seer to b- the great city,
and vou will b- the soft-winged dove
and 0' the Lamb's wife,— Love wedded to

b', I have set before thee an open— Rev. 3; 3.

of whatever the material senses b' ;

B- the world's lack of Christianity
B' the infinite tasks of truth,
B' the creations of his own dream
b' what the eye cannot see,

wakeful shepherd 6' the first

when he b' the light which heralds

prophet of to-day b" in the mental horizon
when man b' himself God's reflection,

image of mortal thought,. .isaU that the eye 6'.

}>nd b' its awful character ;

thoughts which he 6- in mortal mind.
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The Divine B' must be reflected by man,
false notions about the Divine it'

Being
DiTine

pr 3-12
357-18

omnipresent
r 466- 1

. omniscient, and omnipresent J5;,

Supreme
sp 93-23
S 117- 9

127-18
f 202-24
h 2?V-22

ff 523-18
524-8
527-29

the name of the Supreme B\ ,

the Supreme J3' or His manifestation ;

Supreme B', Mind, exempt from all evil.

Our beliefs about a Supreme B- contradict
the Supreme B\ or divine Principle,
the Supreme B' is therein called Elohim.
They called the Supreme B- by the
Is the Supreme a- retrograding,

b 290- 1 Life is the everlasting I am, the B'

being
actuality of

b 296-16 spiritual sense, and the actuality of b\
aD

s l3l- 5 God, the divine Principle of all 6'.

/ 244- 1 God is good and the fount of all b',

b 302-22 God, the divine Principle of all b',

p 407-23 In Science, aU b' is eternal,
414-27 God, in whom all 6' is painless and permanent.

/ 460- 7 the nature and essence of all b',

g 528- 1 all 6' is the reflection of the eternal Mind,
ambiguities of

s 114-27 disentangles the interlaced ambiguities of 6 ,

and Deity
g 554- 6 6' and Deity are inseparable.

Insis of
p 414-21 rests on the Christianly scientific basis Of b\

cannot be lost

/ 215- 6 6' caimot be lost while God exists.

capacities of
ph 200- 6 illustrated the grand.human capacities of &•

celestial
a 26-17 to reveal the Science of celestial 6-,

b 337-18 and perfection is the order of celestial 6*

cbarms of
/ 247-29 are poor substitutes for the charms of b',

circumference of
/ 204- 1 is at once the centre and circumference of 6' .

circumference of his
c 262-16 the absolute centre and circumference of his 6'.

ooezists with
/ 216-12 radiant sun of virtue and truth coexists with b\

conception of
sp 84-24 true conception of 6' destroys the belief of
S-148-12 instead of from the highest, conception of 6".

C 260-12 seen as the only true conception of b\
b 324-29 which is the true conception of 6',

concord of
s 129-26 or leam from discord the concord of 6' 7

consciousness of
c 261-28 you will rise to the spiritual consciousness of 6',

continuity of
s 123-29 the scientific order and continuity of b'.

corporeal
sp 71-31 a corporeal 6", a finite form,
s 140- 4 That God is a corporeal b\ nobody can truly
b 309- 2 for the messenger was not a corporeal b',

ap 577- 8 God as Father-Mother, not as a corporeal b'.

deflection of
g 502-U This deflection of 6', rightly viewed, serves to

demonstration of man's
b 290- 3 Principle, rule, and demonstration of man's b'

divine Principle of
g 530- 6 sustained by God, the divine Principle of b'.

economy of
p 423-25 Both . . . are now at work in the economy of b'

entire
s 151-27 the entire b- is found harmonious

eternal
/ 232- 8 the claims of harmonious and eternal b'

g 521- 3 spiritual harmony and eternal b'.

fact of
/ 228- 5 if this great fact of &" were learned,
249-26 night-dream is sometimes nearer the fact of 6"

6 285- 5 the great fact of b' for time and eternity.
320-18 text declares plainly the spiritual fact of 6",

facts of
s 120- 9 arrive at the fundamental facts of 6\
147-22 enables you to grasp the spiritual facts of b'

f 221-18 beliefs of mortals, and not the facts of &
242-22 the facts of b' are commonly misconstrued,

b 279-18 the immortal facts of 6' are seen,
293-16 perpetuating the eternal facts of 6'.

312- 3 reversed by the spiritual facts of 6'
315-22 enabled him to demonstrate the facts of 6 ,

323- 3 not . . glean from C. S. the faicts of 6' without
p 370- 4 gather the facts of ft' from the divine Mind.

42*-10 in order that the spiritual facts of 6' may

being
facts of

p 428-2S and the immortal facts of b' are admitted,
r 471- 9 afford no indication of the grand facts of b' ;
491—12 cannot connect mortals with the . . . facts of 6',

g 546-24 facts of 6 , . . shine in the darkness,
ap 574-12 became conscious of the spiritual facts of 6*

gl 5S4-16 for it contradicts the spiritual facts of b'.

functions of
p 387-14 faithfully perform the natural functions of b\

glorified
b 291-11 not . . . death will awaken them to glorified b:

God's
r 470-24 Man is the expression of God's b\
481- 3 God's & is infinity, freedom, harmony,

happiness of
m 60-26 not discerning the true haopiness of 6-,
6 286- 1 relates most nearly to the happiness of -b'.

barmonious
m 68-32 the unbroken links of eternal, harmonious b'

p 376-24 the true facts in regard to harmonious &',
412-25 Realize . . . the fact of harmonious b',

harmony of
(sec harmony)

bis original -

sp 97-20 in the likeness of Spirit, his original b\
human

pr 2-20 as one pleads with a human &•,

sp 82-27 as it would be between a mole and a human &•

Idea of (see also true Idea of)
a 55- 8 the healing Christ and spiritual idea of b'.

T 477-17 the immortal idea of b', indestructible

Identity of
T 475-17 conscious identity of 6' as found in Science,

Image of His
b 313-22 and an image of His b-."— seeHeb. 1 ; 3.

Immortal
ph 178-27 understanding of the status of immortal b\

190-18 it never merges into immortal 6',

p 420^32 harmonious facts of Soul and immortal b'.

individual
p 427- 5 Man's individual &• can no more die nor

Infinite

ph 189-24 constantly ascend in infinite b\
Is eternal

s 122-27 Life goes on unchanged and b' is eternal.

Is holiness
r 492- 7 B' is holiness, harmony, immortality.

Is immortal
g 554- 6 because & is immortal, like Deity,

is Spirit
a 29-26 the full recognition that 6" is Spirit.

Is sustained
/ 221-22 Science, in which b' is sustained by God,

keynote of
/ 240-14 and you lose the keynote of b',

law of

ph I86-727 and if so, harmony cannot be the law of b\
r 485-22 by fulfilling the spiritual law of b',

law of his
7n 63-11 and Life is the law of his 6'.

Life and
an 103-31 Life and b' are of God.
o 355-13 the harmonious and true sense of Life and 6"

material
ph 172-11 this supposed chain of material &•

172-15 If man was first a material 6",

mysteries of
sp 90-29 improve our time in solving the mysteries of &'

narrative of
g 521- 4 inspired record closes its narrative of 6-

one's
m 60-2 Science inevitably lifts one's 6' higher

our
/ 208- 6 and move, and have our 6'."— Acts 17 ." 28.

c 264-12 in whom we have our b\
o 361-20 and move, and have our 6-."— Acts 17 : 28.

p 381-19 we live, move, and have our 6' in

<; 536-13 and move, and have our b\"— Acts 17 ; 28.

perfection of
/ 253- 2 The beauty of holiness, the perfection of b\

perpetuates'
/ 235-23 divine Truth which is Life and perpetuates 6",

possibilities of
/ 203-14 brings out the possibilities of b'.

Principle of
pr 6-16 we must understand the divine Principle of b'.

a 25-19 demonstrated . . . the Principle of &'.

b 286-10 [the divine Principle of b]
gl 579-11 faith in the divine Life and. . .Principle of b\

Principle of bis
/ 202-16 in accord with the divine Principle of his b', ,

problem of
(see problem)
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being
real

a 26-29 It was the divine Principle of all real 6'

s 108-22 all real b' is in God. the divine Mind,
129-22 ontology,— "the science of real 6-."

p 371-15 no more comprehends his real 6" than
r 491-22 material man as never the real b'

realism of
s 144-20 and is not a factor In the realism of 6\

realities of

/ 212-29 The realities of 6", its normal action, and
229- 6 but if sin and suffering are realities of b',

c 264-20 Spirit and are the only realities of 6"

reality of
{see reality)

reality or
g 53S-14 is significant of eternal reality or 6\

recognition of
ap 573-25 such a recognition of 6' is, . . possible

Science of
{see Science)

scientific

/ 333-12 the demonstration of scientific 6",

c 259-12 The Christlike understanding of scientific 6'

i 271- 2 chain of scientific 6" reappearing in all ages,
332- 2 indicate the divine Principle of scientific 6',

r 494-24 unbroken reality of scientific b'

scientific statement of
r 468- 8 What is the scientific statement of 6' 7

sense of
a 41- 7 into the spiritual sense of b\

55- 1 anv other sense of b' and religion than theirs?
ph 172-14 only as the false sense of 6' disappears.

191-13 the spiritual sense of 6"

c 265-10 This scientific sense of b', forsaking matter
b 295-14 the real sense of &•, perfect and forever intact,
298-24 and to the spiritual sense of 6".

.309- 5 gave him the spiritual sense of 6'

T 490-26 u.shers in the spiritual sense of b',

g 545-22 entertained a false sense of b\
.548-17 true ideas of God, the spiritual sense of 6'.

.550-12 The true sense of b' and its eternal perfection
solution of

b 314- 8 Our Master gained the solution of b\
source of
m 63-10 Spirit is his primitive and ultimate source of b' ;

/ 213-32 the one Mind and true source of 6',
spiritual

{see spiritual)
star of
pref vii-10 and shine the guiding star of &•

state of
r 476-14 They never had a perfect state of 6',

superabundance of
/ 201-U superabundance of 6- is on the side of God,

true
s 126- 9 never projected the least portion of true b'
129-19 are antagonistic to true b'

r 496-19 overlying, and encompassing all true b'.
true Idea of

b 325- 8 Jesus gave the true idea of 6'.

3-5-3-29 true idea of & is .spiritual and immortal,
truth of

{see truth)
understanding of

/ 211-12 in the spiritual understanding of &•?
6 330- 2 understanding of b- supersedes mere belief.
r 495-22 Let C. S support your understanding of 6',

nniversal
g 519- 9 the ideas of God in universal b-

verities of
p 397-24 familiar with the great verities of b\

ferity of
p 414-26 Keep in mind the verity of b\
r 468- 7 for sin is not the eterna"l verity of b\

will be recognized
sp 90-12 6- will be recognized as spiritual,

Tvill be understood
sp 91-13 his genuine 6- will be understood.
/ 214-16 b- will be understood and found to be

your
/ 227-29 and defaced the tablet of your b'.

sp 7fr- 6 When 6" is understood. Life will
76-26 constitutes . . . man. whose b- is spiritual.

s 151-18 Fear never stopped b- and its action.
/ 215- 4 then 6- and immortality would be lost,
228- 6 nothing inharmonious can enter 6",
244-20 If man . . . springs from matter into 6-,
247-19 B- possesses its qualities before they

c 265- 7 must near the broader interpretations of 6-,
275-10 To grasp the reality and order of 6-
275-14 All substance, intelligence, wisdom, b',
279-28 there are not two bases of 6-,
292- 5 compass the heights and depths of 6*
305- 8 Man, . . . reflects the central light of 6-.

being
351-21 especially if we consider Satan as a b' coequal
361-18 Father and son, are one in b'.

p 416-32 Teach them that their b' is sustained by
g 531-14 will recognize his God-given dominion and b:

being (ppr.)

pr 3-1 without b' reminded of His province.
a 21-25 B" in sympathy with matter,

4.5t12 6' reconciled, we shall be saved— .Rom. 5.' 10.
m 68- 3 for fear of 6' thought ridiculous.
sp 72-21 God, good, b' ever present, it follows

75-29 the moment when the link . . . is & sundered.
81-18 Man . . . cannot help b' immortal.
98-29 and 6' practical and complete,

an 102- 4 Its basis b- a belief and this belief
s 113-18 God, Spirit, b- all, nothing is matter.
124— 1 b' based on Truth, the Prmciple of
126-17 Shall Science explain cause and effect as 6'
142-28 God b' All-in-all, He made medicine ; but
145- 2 without b- able to explain them.
163-23 we cannot help b' disgusted with

ph 168-27 Disease b" a belief, a latent illusion
184- 2 The premises b- erroneous.

/ 203- 7 If God were understood instead of 6' merely
206-17 Spirit, not matter, b' the source of supply.
209- 1 Man, b' immortal, has a perfect . .' . life.

210-25 What is termed matter, b- unintelligent,
222-22 far from b- the image and likeness of
230-31 b- the remote, predisposing, and
237- 3 On b' questioned about it

2.50-.30 not b' at the mercy of death,
254- 8 To stop eating, drinking, or b" clothed

c 257-13 is'very far from b' the supposed substance of
b 279-12 and they have the advantage of b- eternal.
280-27 b' perpetual in His own individuality,
287-14 God b" everywhere and all-inclusive.
293-19 the great difference b" that electricity is not
295-12 but infinite Spirit b- all,

308-22 and Truth, b' thereby understood,
313-21 "Who, b' a brightness from His— see Heb. 1 : 3,
314-31 as b' in supposed accord with the
315-30 b" conceived by a human mother,
316- 4 The real man O' linked by Science to
325- 4 is b' ushered into the undying realities of
334-31 Spirit b' God, there is but one Sp'rit,
335-16 Soul and Spirit b" one,
337-27 b- the opposite of the real or the spiritual
339- 3 B' destroyed, sin needs no other
339- 9 evU, b' contrarj- to good,

o 341-14 cannot prevent that from b' scientific

p 363-12 they were wondering why, b' a prophet,
413-26 that mind b' laden with illusions
430-27 evidence for the prosecution b' called for,
433- 1 testimony for the plaintiff, . . . b' closed,
438- 9 Instead of b" a ruler in the Province of

/ 455- 7 Hence the necessity of b' right yourself
r 472- 9 Sickness, sin, and death, b' inharmonious,
477- 7 Soul, b- Spirit, is seen in nothing imperfect
479-31 b' understood by the things that— Rom. 1 .• 20.

g 504- 6 questions as to the divine creation b-

506- 4 matter, not b' the reflection of Spirit,
513-27 So-called mortal mind— b" non-existeni
516- 3 so you, b' spiritual, are the reflection
.525-10 the primary sense b" image, form. ;

544- 6 Mind, instead of matter, b' the producer,
557-25 b' in accordance with the first chapter of the

ap 562-22 And she b" with child cried,— Rev. 12 : 2.

567-25 therefore, in his pretence of b' a, talker,
fr 600- * b' fruitful in every good work,—'

Col. 1 ; 10.

beings
all

/ 460- 4 necessary constituents and relations of all b',"
corporeal

sp 70-10 supposition that corporeal b' are spirits,
entities and

/ 204- 8 antagonistic entities and &•,
exalted

g 513- 7 lead on to spiritual spheres and exalted 6'.

human
b 298-25 Angels are not etherealized human b\

inhabited by
sp 91- 3 inhabited by b" under the control of supreme

mortal
g 554- 5 nor are there properly any mortal b',

spiritual
c 264-32 universe of Spirit is peopled with spiritual 6'

upward-soaring
b 299-12 These upward-soaring b' never lead towards

Belial
ph 171-24 than between B' and Christ.
/ 216-26 "What concord hath Christ with B-V—

II Cor. 6 .• 15.

e 539-26 what concord hath Christ with BV—
II Cor. 6:15.
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belied
an 104- 6 and b' by wolves in sheep's clothing.

belief
abandonment of a

p 374-31 expels it through the abandonment of a &",

abandon the
g 534- 1 Hence she is first to abandon the b- in the

according to
ph 15S-10 When sick (according to 6)

170- 1 according to 6", poisons the human system.
183- 8 Can the agriculturist, according to b\

p 425- 7 the leading points included (according to 6')
aches again in

/ 212- 3 sometimes aches again in 6",
scute

/ 247- 1 acute 6" of physical life comes on at a remote
all

s 116-18 even to the extinction of all 6' in matter,
o 353-22 we must yield up all & in it and be wise.

p 418- 4 depends on mentally destroying all 6" in
555- V destroys forever aU b' in

ancient
ap 587-18 That false claim— that ancient b\

another
r 491-20 this belief culminates in another b',

arise from the
sp 94-15 arise from the & that the infinite ia

p 421- 4 physical ailments . . . arise from the b' that
ask how

g 553-31 you may also ask how b' can affect
banish the

p 391- 9 Banish the 6' that you can possibly
basis of

p 424- 6 and we must leave the mortal basis of 6'

beUever and
r 487-18 The believer and 6" are one and are mortal.

bestows
r 488-22 apart from what &• bestows upon them,

better
p 442-21 changes a belief of sin . . . into a better 6',

blind
pr 12-11 which acts through blind b',

12-23 The common custom . . . finds help in blind b^

a 34-22 dulness and blind 6" in God
sp 83-10 a blind &• without understanding,
s 124- 4 a law of mortal mind, a blind 6",

132-21 blind 6' shuts the door upon it,

bJindness of
T 486-18 Alas for the blindness of &", whicU

called death
p 380- 2 fever case, which ends in a 6" called death,

change of
ph 169- 1 change of 6' from a material to a spiritual

changes In
pr 12-24 Changes in 6" may go on indefinitely,

change the
p 398-27 change the 6" of disease to a
r 491- 5 Change the 6", and the sensation changes.

chronic
/ 247- 2 Is not so disastrous as the chronic &•.

cling to a
• / 237-26 They . . . cling to a 6' in the life and

controlled by
b 304-2S Controlled by 6-, instead of understanding,

corporeal
gl 587-21 Ham (Noah's son). Corporeal b- ;

689- 1 IssACHAR (Jacob's son). A corporeal 6' ;

coapled with the
p 389- 2 for the penalty is coupled with the b'.

customary
/ 229-17 This customary 6' is misnamed material law,

darkness of
ap 569-17 dwellers atill in the deep darkness of b'.

defined as a
s 129-11 Pantheism may be defined as a b' In the

destroys the
a 37- 1 which destroys the 6" called sin

sp 84-24 true conception of being destroys the 6" of
destroy the

p 368-30 can destroy the 6' in material conditions.
375-23 Destroy the 6', show mortal mind that
424-29 you must destroy the 6' in these ills

T 473- 7 Christ came to destroy the 6' of sin.

491- 6 Destroy the b', and the sensation disappears.
destruction of the

/ 219-19 the destruction of the &• will be the
disease being a

ph 168-27 Disease being a &", a latent illusion
doctor's

ph 198-24 moulded and formed by his doctor's 5"

doctrlae, or
a 26-28 Our Master taught no mere . . . doctrine, or 6\

dream or
r 491-22 The dream or &• goes on,

drive
/ 251- 8 as to drive &• into new paths.

BELIEF

belief
~~~~

educated
a 39-10 The educated 6- that Soul is in the body
r 489- 9 Any hypothesis which ... is an educated 6*.

element of the
r 480- 8 Nerves are an element of the b' that

embodied in the
sp 93-29 this is the error embodied in the b' that

errins
r 472-29 seem real to human, erring 6',

erroneous
ph 184-11 never honoring erroneous 6' with the
6 297-12 Erroiifeous b' is destroyed by truth.

p 389- 5 every erroneous 6', or material condition.
415-16 till it can master an erroneous b\
420-23 but erroneous 6', taken at its best,

g 541-16 erroneous 6" that life, substance, and
544-28 erroneous b' reverses understanding and

error of
(see error)

error of a
a 47-32 Jesus realized the utter error of a 6' In
g 526-12 error of a 6' in intelligent matter.

errors of
sp 96-23 until all errors of 6' yield to understanding.

t 450-25 knows that they are errors of b',

evolves, in
s 108-27 this false sense evolves, in b', a

experiences of
b 322-26 The sharp experiences of b' in the

faith and
pr 12-18 borrows Its power from human faith and b;

false

sp 97-14 The nearer a false &• approaches truth
an 103-20 the false 6' that mind is in matter;
ph 168-14 through just this false 6'.

184-17 Whatever is governed by a false b'
194- 8 When one's false b' is corrected,

/ 222-32 We must destroy the false ft- that
283-21 false ft- as to what really constitutes life
297-14 seemed real to this false b-,
298- 5 false 6' silences for a while the voice of
298- 6 false 6" cannot destroy Science
304- 3 It is ignorance and false &•,

346-24 hence pain in matter is a false 6\
p 370- 4 turn from the lie of false 6- to Truth,

376-22 destroy the patient's false 6' by
379-14 he would have risen above the false 6*.
383-27 the illusive physical effect of a false b',
393-30 A false 6" is both the tempter and the tempted,

r 480-24 Evil is a false b-.

g 546- 1 false 6' that spirit is now submerged In
557-10 human propagation ... is a false b\

gl 582- 7 pride ; envy ; fame ; illusion ;
a false 6" ;

finite
b 280- 9 Finite b- can never do justice to Truth
280-10 Finite 6- limits all things,
322-12 that finite 6' may be prepared to relinquish

•
gl 585-24 a finite b' concerning life, substance, and

formed by education
ph 194-30 material sense . . . a &• formed by education

forms of

g 531- 4 in all the subsequent forms of b\
freed from the
ph 178-24 freed from the b' of heredity,

fuihis
b 297-32 A mortal 6- fulfils Its own conditiona.

general
s 15&- 4 it is the law of a general b\

155-11 When the general 6' endorses the inanimate
155-17 This erroneous general 6", which

g 554-29 general 6" that the lower animals are less sickly
give up the

b 283- 2 they give up the 6- that there la

p 397-28 Give up the b' that mind is,

her
sp 89- 9 Destroy her b- in outside aid,

89-10 The former limits of her b' return.

ph Mb- 4 changed the action of her 6' on the lungs,
/ 245-23 bodily results of her 6" that she was young
p 379-21 from her b- that blood is destroying her life.

379-23 her b' produces the very results she dreads.
389-29 In her b' . . . had chronic liver-complaint,

bis
ph 197-31 his 6' In its reality and fatality will harm his

199-27 His &• that he could do it gave
b 325- 2 loses his &• in death,
d 346-23 there is no reality in his b' of pain,
p 425-21 God Is more to a man than his b'

human
{see human)

illusion of
r 490-31 Under the mesmeric Illusion of 6',

improved
b 296-28 An Improved 6' Is one step out of error.
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belief
Improved

p 442-19 An improved &• cannot retrograde.
In a bodily soul

c 257- 9 it is the 6" in a bodily soul and
In a diseased brain

p 421- 2 insanity implies 6' in a diseased brain,
in a human doctrine

b 286- 2 To seek Truth through 6- in a human doctrine
In a material basis

6 26S- 6 B' in a material basis, from which
In % seir-made

6 282-10 a 6' in a self-made and temporary
in consumption

p 375-32 &• in consumption presents to mortal thought
In death

(see death)
In disease

s 145-12 Christ, Truth, subdues the human b' in disease.

p 377-31 It is latent 6' in disease, as well as
414- 2 the foundations of the 6' in disease
41!>- 3 or even create the 6" in disease,

r 482-31 mortal mind . . . causes the 6" in disease.
In error

b 297-27 A belief in Truth is better than a 6" in error,
In evil

g 540- 7 stirring up the 6' in evil to its utmost,
In feebleness

f 219-17 for the &• in feebleness must obtain in
In Illusion

g 555-32 not the 6' in illusion or error
In many gods

gl 591- 2 mythology,— &• in many gods.
In material life

pr 6-13 until 6' in material life and sin is destroyed.
g 5.33-23 6' in material life and intelligence is

In material origins
/ 213-31 into b' in material origins

In material suffering
p 405-30 B' in material suffering causes mortals to

In matter
gl 581-10 understanding . . . destroying 6- in matter.

in "original sin"
gl 579-15 a falsity ; the & in "original sin,"

in other gods
g 535-12 A 6' in other gods, other creators,

in pain
s 153-19 The boil simply manife.'ts, . . . a &" in pain,

153-24 that is, its own b' in pain.
in sickness

pr 12- 9 casting out a &• in sickness.
14-15 If suffering from a b' in sickness,

/ 218-24 Treat a 6' in sickness as you would sin,
b 297-10 a health-belief or a 6 in sickness

p 430- 9 B' in sickness and death, as certainly as
In sin

/ 219-29 Entire immunity from the 6" in sin, .suffering,
25.3-16 overcome the b' in sin, disease, or
253-28 b- in sin and death is destroyed

b 289- 3 debris of error, b' in sin, sickness, and
290-16 If the change . destroyed the & in sin,

p 430-10 6" in sin, tends to shut out the true' sense
r 497-11 But the 6' in sin is punished
gl 584-18 a b" in sin, sickness, and death ;

in something
sp 92-26 is laid on a & in something besides God.

In the experience
6 291-10 need not fancy that &' in the experience of

in their reality
o 352-27 If 6' in their reality is destroj-ed,

in the material origin
g 549-31 coming down to a & in the material origin of

In the necessity
/ 251-18 a b' in the necessity of sickness and death,

in the plagues
s 133- 9 saved the Israelites from &• in the plagues.

in the unknown
pr 12- 9 a 6" in the unknown casting out a

Intruding
p 393- 2 we admit the intruding 6', forgetting

in Truth
6 297-26 A 6' in Truth is better than a belief in error,

involves
g 526- 9 B' involves theories of material hearing,

is changeable
sp 96-23 B- is changeable, but

Jew's
o 361-11 Thus he virtually unites with the Jew's 6-

latent
p 377-31 It is latent & in disease, as well as

leads to
sp 92-30 leads to 6' in tiie superiority of error.

lord of the
g 518- 2 He is lord of the b- in earth and heaven,

lost In the
t 45&-U If you are yourself lost in the 6' and fear of

belief
man's

s 159-30 Ignorant of the fact that a man's &• produces
ph 175-23 A man's b' in those days was not so severe upoa

material
(see material)

matter is a
ph 190- 3 all this while matter is a b',

melts
p 442-21 b' melts into spiritual understanding,

mere
a 23-16 Faith, if it be mere b\ is as a pendulum
6 330- 2 understanding of being supersedes mere b'.\

r 487-22 Mere b' is blindness without Principle
mistaken

p 377-27 a mistaken ft" or conviction of the
g 554-19 Mind sets at naught such a mistaken 6".

Mohammedan's
ph 166-12 Mohammedan's 6" is a religious delusion ;

mortal
{see mortal)

mortal in
r 486-22 will continue mortal in 6" and subject to chance

nation's
ph 20O- 2 the gods became alive in a nation's b-

new
/ 251-11 they have but passed the portals of a new b\

no
a 19-31 Thou Shalt have no 6' of Life as mortal ;

not
pr 15-29 Practice not profession, understanding not b',

nourishes the
pr 5-25 If prayer nourishes the &• that sin is

of corporeal sense
sp 77- 5 continues to be a 6* of corporeal sense

of danger
p 374-23 You cannot forget the b' of danger,

of disease
ph 178- 8 remote cause or b' of disease is not
p 380-18 The body is affected only with the &• of disease

398-27 change the & of disease to a belief of health.
of grief

p 386-27 under the influence of the b- of grief,
of t^vlng died

sp 74-14 the b' of having died and left a material body
of health

p 398-27 change the belief of disease to a &• of health.
of intense pain

ph 195- 1 gave him a b' of intense pain,
of life

sp 74-10 When here or hereafter the ic of life in matter
89-30 incident shows that the 6' of life in matter waa

/ 203-21 when evil has overtaxed the b' of life

( 450-31 all evil combines in the b' of life,

g 542- 1 The b' of life in matter sins

gl 584-14 until every b' of life where Life is not
of material mind

g 529-30 Adam, . . . stands for a &• of material mind.
of mortal mind

/ 229-29 transgression of a 6" of mortal mind,
251- 3 The so-called &• of mortal mind

6 292-13 Matter is the primitive b' of mortal mind,
p 384-10 this is but a 6" of mortal mind,

of pain
/ 247-32 to retreat from the 6' of pain or pleasure
346-23 there is no reality in his &• of pain,

p 416- 3 the b' of pain v/ill presently return, unless
t 464-18 when the b- of pain was lulled,

of sickness
/ 229-30 which causes the b' of sickness.

of sin
a 38-27 To those buried in the 6' of sin and self,

ph 18S- 4 The 6' of sin, which has grown terrible in
b 313-14 brought the b' of sin and death
p 442-20 Christ changes a 6' of sin or of sickness into
r'473- 7 Christ came to destroy the b' of sin.

of substance-matter
6 314- 4 had relinquished the b' of substance-matter,

of the disease
p 377-20 when the b' of the disease had gone.

of the eternity
b 278-23 b- of the eternity of matter contradicts

of the flesh
b 310-22 It is the h' of the flesh . . . which sins.

old
b 281-30 The old ft- must be cast out

one
or 12- 8 This, however, is one b- casting out another,
p 370-16 produce^ through one b\
gl 583-28 one 6' preying upon another.

584-13 that which frets itself free from one &•

one's
/ 234-32 and do no more harm than one's b' permita.

only in
b 328- 8 mortals get rid of . . . only in 6-.
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belief
only In

gl 591-15 feels, hears, tastes, and smells only in 6'.

opposite
/ 205-11 the opposite & is the prolific source of
6 338- 4 opposite 6"— that man originates in matter
p 370-16 it removes through an opposite 6",

385-30 opposite b' would produce the opposite result.
425-31 protest against the opposite b' in heredity.
427- 2 can never change in Science to the opposite 6"

originates un.seen
p 377-16 Because a &• originates unseen, the

palsy Is a
p 375-21 Palsy is a &• that matter governs mortals,

pantheistic
6 279-24 infected with the pantheistic 6' that

patient's
ph 16S-23 A patient's b' is more or less moulded

perpetuates the
pr 2-20 perpetuates the 6" in God as humanly

phase of
p 419-22 mortal mind Is liable to any phase of 6*.

ptiyslcal
p 395-27 erroneous ... to feel these ills in physical 6'.

418-26 Include moral as well as physical O' in

gl 582- 4 Benjamin ... A physical o' as to life,
586-18 Flesh. An error of "physical 6' ;

plane of
sp 75-19 would have stood on the same plane of b'

popular
s 155-21 must mightilv outweigh the power of popular 6"
b 316-15 and the blindness of popular b\

postulate of
sp 91-25 The first erroneous postulate of 6' is,

potent
g 553-25 this potent 6' will immediately supersede

proceeds from the
sp 88-32 When eloquence proceeds from the b' that

produces the
ph 184- 6 B' produces the results of belief,

product of
T 490- 3 Will-power is but a product of b',

relinquish the
o 357- 9 If mankind would relinquish the b' that

removing the
p 421-14 removing the b' that this chemicalization

results of
ph 184- 6 Belief produces the results of 6',

reverse the
Reverse the &•, and the results would be

Levi ... A corporeal and sensual 6' ;

Canaan (the son of Ham). A sensuous 6'

Pharisee. Corporeal and sensuous b' ;

p 408-26
sensual

gl 590-11

sensuous
(;;,582-24

592-27

separated by
ap 562-13 separated by 6- from man's divine origin

separate from the
pr 14-25 Entirely separate from the 6- and dream of

sichness is a
T 493-19 Sickness is a &•, which must be annihQated

simply a

sp 71- 3 simply a &', an illusion of material sense.
sinful

b 314-23 Because of mortals' material and sinful b',
strays into a sense

b 311-15 b' strays into a sense of temporary loss
such

6 280-11 Such 6' can neither apprehend nor worship
such a

pr 13-22 doubts and fears which attend such a b',
sp 83-11 for such a b- hides Truth
s 155-14 such a 6' is governed by the majority;
/ 245-24 manifested the influence of such a b-.

tenacity of
p 396-18 on account of the tenacity of &• in its truth,

that
a 41-31 that 6', . . . has never made a disciple who
p 379-11 and died because of that b\
g 5.').{-32 precedes the development of that b\

that all musi die
sp 75-21 out of the 6' that all must die,

that another mind
sp 89- 4 in the &• that another mind Is speakln?

ttiat everything
g 531- 2 the 6- that everything springs from dust

tliat existence
p 427- 9 The &• that existence Is contingent on matter

that tiiod

/ 204-30 6- that God- lives in matter is pantheistic.
o 357- 9 the b' that God makes sickness,

that he dies
r 486-11 The 6- that he dies will not establish hla

that IniiammattGn
p 375 - 3 thp !»• that i/iSammation and pain must

belief
that life

sp 'ify- 8 the 6- that life, or mind, was ever in

/ 223-32 b- tliat life and intelliKence are in
6 289- 4 b' that life and sensation are in the body
318-20 error— or 6' that life is in matter

T 485-19 The b- that life can be in matter
487-23 The ft' that life is sentient and

g 541-16 erroneous b' that life, substance, and
gl 587- 9 Mythology ; a 6' that life, substance,

588-17 even the b' that life, substance, and
592- 1 b' that life, substance, and intelligence are
592- 4 the b' that life has a beginning

th.tt man
a 42-19 6" that man has existence or mind separate
sp 91- 5 rid ourselves of the b' that man is separated
b 301-20 The 6' that man has any other substance,
320-21 the b- that man is flesh and matter,

p 427- 2 the opposite 6' that man dies.

gl 592- 5 6" that man is the offspring of mortals ;

that niaterlal bodies
sp 73-19 The ft" that material bodies return to dust,

that matter
s no- 3 contradict forever the 6' that matter can
b 289-21 The 6- that matter has life results,
294- 9 The &• that matter thinks, sees, or feels
294-10 b- that matter enjoys and suffers.

p 369-11 the &• that matter is substance,
372-10 the 6" that matter is the medium of man,
375-21 Palsy is a 6" that matter governs mortals,

r 491-17 The b- that matter and mind are one,
g 543-28 The b' that matter supports life

ap 563-11 the & that matter has power of its own,
gl 586-20 a 6" that matter has sensation.

that Mind
6 292- 8 the b- that Mind, . . . can be fettered

that mind
an 103-20 It is the false b- that mind is in matter,
b 298-15 expresses the &• that mind is in matter.
308- 1 the 6" that mind is in matter,

p 379-31 through the 6- that mind is in matter
397-28 Give up the &• that mind is, . . . compressed

gl 587- 1 a &• that mind is outlined and limited ;

that one man
sp 73- 8 The 6' that one man, as spirit, can

that pain
b 303-21 The 6" that pain and pleasure, . . . mingle

that sensation
gl 591-27 the b' that sensation is in ipatter,

that Soul
a 39-10 educated &• that Soul is in the body
6 280-22 the b' that Soul is in body,

that Spirit ^ ,

sp 93-21 The 6" that Spirit is finite as well as infinite

that spirit
sp 73-22 Equally incorrect is the 6' that spirit is confined

g 546- 1 6" that spirit is nov/ submerged m
that substance

ap 563- 8 the 6' that substance, . . . can be material.

that the body governed
/ 226-23 the b: that the body governed them,

that the human race
gl 585-25 b' that the human race originated materially

thst the uoivcfsc
sp 83-16 The b' that the universe, including man,

their
sp 81- 6 their 6' in mediumship would vamsh.

p 389-23 Their b' in material laws and in

402-27 because their 6" i's not better instructed

g 536-28 They give up their b' in perishable life

sp 80-30 This &• rests on the common conviction that

83-18 this b' belittles omnipotent wisdom,
89-16 the body responds to this b',

92-27 This &• tends to support two opposite powers,
93-30 This 6" tends to becloud our apprehension of

an 102- 4 Its basis being a belief and this 6' animal,
103-22 This b- has not one quality of Truth.

S 124— 8 this b' mistakes effect for cause
143-21 Controlled by this b', you continue in the
153-19 this &• is called a boil.

c 2.57-10 This 6" is shallow pantheism.
2.58- 7 The insufficiency of this b' to supply the

b 279-25 this b' contradicts alike revelation and
302-12 and this 6' is all that will ever be lost,

p 374-20- this &• helps rather than hinders disease.

384-12 has only to enter his protest against this 6*

389- 4 control of Mind over this 6-

389-26 This 6' totters to its falling before the
389-31 symptoms connected with this b'.

423- 2 this b- should not be communicated to the

T 469-28 This &• that there is more than one mind
478-24 this 6- is mortal and far from actual.

489- 9 In infancy this 6' is not equal to guiding the

489-11 as consciousness develops, this 6' goes out

490- 3 this b' conmiits depredations on harmony.
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belief
this

r 491-20 this b' culminates in another belief,

<r 533-17 According to this b\ the rib taken from
54&- 3 this & alone is mortal.

understanding and
b 288-12 the conflict between .'. . understanding and b',

understanding or
b 324-11 understanding or 6', Spirit or matter.

unexpressed
p 423- 6 Remember that the unexpressed b' oftentimes

universal
a 42- 5
s 155-15

unreal
o 353-30

until the
b297-2
297- 4

The universal 6" in death is of no advantage.
The universal & in physics weighs against

the ghost, some unreal b\

nothing can changethis state, until the ft'changes.
until the &' on this subject changes.

whatever the
p 418-^17 Whatever the b' is, if arguments are used

which breeds
m 62- 7 a &• which breeds disease.

which unites
/ 229- 9 the &• which unites such oppositea aa

without understanding
sp 83-10 a blind 6' v.-ithout understanding,

Error is a b' without understanding.r 472-18
wrong

/ 25^-23

your
ph 168- 8

p 384-24
385-24
386-22

t 461-17
zeal of

6 280-20

m
sp

62- 6
68-25
74-11
74-12
74-15
78-6
97- 7

97-17
an 103- 4

104-24
104-24

S 129-12
144-11
155-13
164-22

ph 172-19
184- 7

187-30
189-26
192- 1

198- 2

/ 205-24
212- 5

220-26
b 279-16
285-16
286- 5
295- 1

297-20
297-29
312-11
321-13
346-14
.358-26

p 380- 3

386- 5

386-12

392-17
398-25
402-32
409-U
416-13
418-18
422-32
42.T-20

r 4.50- 3

r 467-19
487-13
488- 7

448-12
491- 4
49.S-20

497-12

g526-8
5.3.5-2

Cl 579-17

you can alter this wrong 6- and actioa

Your &• militates against your health,
to destroy the bad effects of your b\
will suffer in proportion to your 6' and fear.

your suffering was merely the result of your b'

you should tell your & sometimes,

zeal of & to establish the opposite error

master the 6' in so-called physical laws,
the b- that agamoger.esis applies to tha
error which has held the b'

dissolves with the 6",

6- of still living in an organic, material body.
How unreasonable is the 6" that we are
the more impotent error becomes as a &".

The more material the b\ the more
Its basis being a &• and this belief animal.
If he heals sickness through a b\
and a &• originally caused the sickness.
Pantheism ... a 6' which Science overthrows.
The more material a 6', the more obstinately
a &• held by a minority,
mortal thoughts in b- rule the materiality
The b' that there is Soul in sense or Life in
penalties it affixes last so long as the b'

the human mind still holds in 6- a body,
first the &• of inanimate, and then of
The b- that a pulpy substance under the skull
has in 6" more power to harm
a &• in many ruling minds hinders man's
limb . . . amputated has continued in 6" to pain
The &• that either fasting or feasting makes
In proportion as the 6" disappears that life
The b' that a material body is man
We must not . . . depend upon 6' instead of
The b' that a severed limb is aching in the
Faith is higher and more spiritual than b'.

Until 6" becomes faith, and faith becomes
The 6" of that mortal that he must die
Matter was shown to be a 6" only.
the b' that we suffer from the sins of others.
a 6" that in the removal of disease
which b' must be finally conquered by
&• says that you may catch cold
not because of the climate, but on account of

the 6-.

You will call it neuralgia, but we call it a ft-.

faith, cooperating with a 6" in the healing
a & without a real cause.
The b\ that the unconscious substratum
unless the b' which occasions the pain has
the 6' must be repudiated.
The &• that he has met his master in
What if the b' is consumption?
& in a mysterious, supernatural God,
The b' that the greater can be in the lesser
You speak of b'. Who or what is it that
Hebrew and Greek words often translated 6'

appear ... to approve and endorse b',
a b' without actual foundation
6' in, that which Life is not.

punished so long as the &• lasts.
B' is less than understanding.
The seed . . . of &• and of understanding,
a curse ; a 6' in intelligent matter,

beUef
gl .587-11 the 6- that infinite Mind is in finite forms ;

592- 6 the b' that there can be more than one creator ;
594- 3 the b' in more than one God ;

beliefs
all the

a 5.3-29 had not conquered all the ft- of the flesh
r 493-17 superior to all the 6' of the five corporeal senses,

and opinions
gl .590- 5 mortality ; 6- and opinions ;

begotten of the
b 325-24 begotten of the 6- of the flesh

carnal
c 263-11

changes Its
5 125- 2

cherished
s 141- 8

chronic
/ 246-32

different
sp 74-22

diseased
p 404-10

dismal
6 272-27

doctrinal
r 496-31

dying
sp 76-18

erroneous
C 267-21

evil
5 115-21

11.5-25

/ 206-32
c 266-26

false

sp 79-17
99-20

s 162-16

ph 171-25
171-27

/ 234-10
2.36-31

237-31
b 274-21
278-13
327- 6

p421- 1

g 556- 5
fatal

p 368-10
former

/ 460-30

ghostly
353-14

held In the
p 413-32

his
p 371-15

his own
p 372-12

human
(see human)

Inharmonious
/ 251-30 Inharmonious 6', which rob Mind,

in slcl<ness

p 391- 3

Instdions
p 376- 9 hidden, undefined, and insidious b'.

man-made
r 466-26 the outcome of all man-made &•.

material
(see material)

materialistic
s 132-16 retained their materialistic 6' about God.
6 298-22 and admit no materialistic 6'.

316-28 spiritualizing materialistic b',
mortal

(see mortal)
of mortal mind

sp 89- 3 shows that the 6' of mortal mind are loosed.
b 274-19 simply the manifested 6' of mortal mind,
p 425-14 this is but one of the 6" of mortal mind.

of the human mind
ph 187-10 &• of the human mind rob and enslave it,

opinions and
6 273-30 conflicting mortal opinions and b'

Carnal 6' defraud us.

as mortal mind changes its b\

to set aside even the most cherished b'

Acute and chronic 6' reproduce their own types.

different 6', which never blend.

all sorts of evil are diseased 6',

the dismal & of sin, sickness, and death.

if by that term is meant doctrinal 6'.

Suffering, sinning, dying b' are unreal.

inverted thoughts and erroneous &•

Evil b\ passions and appetites, fear.
Second Degree: Evil b' disappearing.
There are evil b\ often called evil spirit.^) ;

evil 6- which originate in mortals are hell.

Jesus cast out evil spirits, or false 6'
some others who eschew their false 6'
false b- of a so-called material existence.
so-called laws of matter are nothing but false b'

These false 6' are the procuring cause
and guard against fal.'ie 6' as watchfully
or battling with false b\
they hug false b' and suffer the delusive
These false b- and their products
one of the false b' of mortals,
destroy the false b' of pleasure, pain,
the insane suffer, from false b'.

These false 6' will disappear.

Against the fatal 6" that error is as

As former 6' were gradually expelled

not wholly outlived the sense of ghostly b'.

malady, timorously held in the b-

The adult, in bondage to his 6',

bind himself with his own &•,

Blot out its b' in sickness and sin.

opposite
sp 75-29

other
/ 208-32

our
/ 202-24

P 385-10

when the link between their opposite 6'

and of other 6' included in matter.

Our 6' about a Supreme Being contradict
forestalls the penalty which our 6' would.
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beliefs
oQtgiow t&efjr

sp 77-27 Spiritualists Would outgrow their b'

a 28-12 we cannot hold to b' outgrown ;

psfilons
1 450-27 Who, that haa felt the perilous b- in

p£esso£sble
c 265-32 if they wrench away false pleasurable b'

present
/ 223-17 Dropping their present b', they

remove Its

p 421- 8 in order to remove its &•,

self-imposed
/ 221-18 the self-imposed 6" of mortals,

sick
p 366-25 The sick are terrified by their sick b',

sinful
a 53-32 Had he shared the sinful b' of others,

/ 241-32 than for sinful b- to enter the kingdom of

S<
366-26 sinners should be aSrighted by their sinful b' ;

bona
f 237-10 more stubborn 6" and theories of parents

thelT
p 396-23 explain to the sick the power which their 6*

403-1 So the sick through their 6" hare
thelT ovm.

f 226-27 I wished to save from the slavery of their own &•

t&sse
•

sp 79-12 C. S. removes these 6" and
tJsose

a 54- 1 he would have been less sensitive to those o*.

tradUioEa!
o 352-21 ghosts are not reaUties, but traditional b\

GDjOSt
p 1iiS>-22 The false and unjust &• of your

a
sp

43-31
88-14-
99-26

S 155-10

/232-4
.0 343-19

p 425-10

gl £95-18

believe
pr 1-*

1-*
23-^27

23-29
23-32
24-12
29-13
38-10
38-14
38-19

41-30
52-28

m 62-31

sp 71-26
93-10

3 110-30
119-26
147-15
150-18
154-10

ph 168-17
108-18
177-31
178- 2

186-30
189- 4

/ 203-^17

203-22
21?/-21

215-15
218-19
218-25
222- 6
253-18
253-22
253-25

c2(5?- 1

b 271-18
277-29
285-32
302-30
311-20
312-18
312-20
318- 1

321-27
321-28
328-23

O 341- *

errors growing from such 6'.

B' proceed from the so-called material seciSes,
until the 6' of material existence are
and the b' which are in the majority rule.

The b' we commonly entertain about happiness
that sin, sicloiess, and death are 6"

hemorrhage, and decomposition are 6",

thoughts, b-, opinions, knowledge ;

:31.

17.

but shall b' Uiat those things— Mark 11 : 23.

b' that ye receive them,— Mark 11 ; 24.

"Lord, I b- ; help thou mine— Mark 9; 24.

"B" . . .and thou shall be saved 1"— Acts 16

Hebrew verb to b' means also to be firm
He . . . will 6' our report,
"The disciples of Jesus b- him the Son
signs shall follow tnem that b'

;
— Mark 16

but them— "them that b'"— Mark 16; 17.

as should b' "through their word."— John
17:20.

enough for them to 6" in a national Deity ;

signs shall follow them that b\"— Mark 16; 17.

Because mortals b' in material laws
I never could &• in spiritualism.
If we 6' otherwise, we may be
apprehended by as many as b' on Christ
to 0" that the earth is in motion
never &• that you can absorb the
would have one b' that both matter and
A man was made to b' that he
are we to 6" it?

Are we to 6" an authority which denies God's
In such cases a few persons b' the potion
b' the arsenic, the strychnine, or
Since it must 6' in something besides itself,

we still b' that there is solar light and heat.
We are prone to 6' either in more th?.n one
then mortals 6" that the deathless Principle,
In legerdemain and . . . mortals 6'

We are sometimes led to b' that darkness is

If you do 6" in God, why do you substitute
Resist the temptation to 6" in
to b' that proper food supplies nutriment
If you &• in and practise wrong knowingly,
Also, if you &• yourself diseased.
Do not 0' in any supposed necessity for sin,

They 6" themselves to be independent workers,
for them also which shall b-— Jokn 17 : 20.

Nothing we can say or &• regarding
essential to understand, instead of 6",

though mortal sense would fain have us so 6".

So long as we b' that soul tan sin
Mortals try to 6' without understanding
Mortals 6; in a finite personal God ;

For him to b' in matter was no task,
if they will not 6- thee,— Exod. i: 8.

will 6" the voice of the latter sign."
— Excd.t:^.

signs shall follow them that b'.
— Mark 16." 17.

ye b- me not.— John 8; 45.
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402-19
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pr 14-19
a 22-27

42-30
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why do ye not b- me?— John 8; 46.
when you b- that nitrous-oxide gas has
the opponents of C. S. 6' substance to be
should be told not to 6" in ghosts,
signs shall follow them that ft- ;

— Mark 16 .• 17.

signs shall follow them-tJiat b- :—Mark 16; 17.
Once let the mental physician b- in the
How, then, , . . can we b' in the reality and
Nothing is m.ore disheartening than to b' that
or you will never 6' that you are quite free
but if you b' in laws of matter
If you 6' in inflamed and weak nerves,
to 6' in the real existence of a tumor,
operator would make his subjects 6- that they
"iou will have humors, just so long as you 6"

you wUl never b- that heart . . . can destroy
It is a sin to 6* that aught can overpowerDo you 6- this?
but I do b' that the real man is immortal
If you 6' that you are sick,
sick are not healed by . . . drugSi aa they &•
still 6* there is another power.
Is it possible, then, to b- that the
Matter cannot b', and Mind understands.
The body carmot b'.
the English verb 6* ;

infidelity to 6" that so great a work
is to teach mortals never to &• a lie. .

It Is 6* by many that a certain magistrate.
Heretofore they had only 6' ;

His disciples 6- Jesus to be dead
for they &• his body to be dead.
Mortals 6' in God as humanly mighty,
one individual who b' in agamogenesig ;Had Jesus &• that Lazarus had
Is the wise man of to-day b\
Lastly, they say they have always 6- it.'*
and straightway 6' that they were healed
some of tne people 6' that Jesus was a
Then It is b- that exposure to the
Had Blondin 6- it impossible
understood instead of being merely b\
had been kept alive, as was &•, only by
Pharisees, who 6- error to be as immortal 33
It were well had Christendom 6"
Mind must be not merely 6-,
would not be 6; for an indefinite
I as a Christian Scientist 6- in the Holy Spirit,
are 6" to be here without their consent
it is 6' that the misfortune is a material effect.
conscious mortal mind is b- to be superior
His parents . . . have so 6'.
The conservative theory, long 6", la

They 6' in the existence of matter.
The rabbins 6-' that the stones in

The 6* and belief are one and are mortal.

The Bible declares that all &• are

Who 6- him?
so long as he 6- In the pleasures of sin?
b- that this wonder emanates from spirits
Mortal mind sees what it b-

as Certainly as it 6' what it sees.
If one 6' that he cannot be an orator without
Mohammedan 6" in a pilgrimage to Mecca
The popular doctor b- in nis prescription,
pharmacist b' in the power of his drugs
man b' himself to be combined matter and
He 6' that Spirit is sifted through matter,
nobody 6' that mind is producing such a
Spirit . . . never 6-, but knows ;

mis-creator, who 6" he is a semi-god.
inebriate 6' that there is pleasure in
thief &• that he gains something by stealing.
The Jew b' that the Messiah or Christ
the Christian 6' that Christ is God.
The Jew who 6' In the First Commandment
Christian who 6' in the First Commandment
6' that matter, not mind, has helped him.
If your patient b- in taking cold,
manifests only what mortal mind b\
he 6" that something stronger than Mind
If man 6' in death now, he
Who or what is it that 6'7
The world 6" in many persona ;

"He that 6' on me,— John 14; 12.

Whosoever 6" that wrath Is righteous
"He that 6" on me,— John 14; 12.

"He that 6" on me,— John 14; 12.
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believeth
5p 93-4 "He that ft- on me.— ./ohn U; 12.

vh 170-11 "TVTiosoever liveth and ft- in me— •/"p 11 . 26.

b 31&- I "Whosoever liveth and ft- in me— John 11 : 26.

324-32 "He that ft- in me— see John 11 .- 26.

326- 4 "He that ft' on me,— John 14 ; 12.

believing
tn «*- 6 can never . . . while ft- that man Is a creator,

jp 89- 6 ft- that somebody else possesses her tongue

4 134-29 There is divine authority for ft- m the

15&-11 B- then somewhat in the ordinary theories

vh 187- 1 ft- In more than the one Mind.

/ 205- 7 When will the error of ft- that there is

205-15 the error of ft- that matter can

21S-14 ft- that the body can be sick independently
245- 6 B- that she was still living in the same hour

245-25 She could not age while ft- herseK young,
ft 290-29 no more spiritual for ft- that his body died

p 385-23 Saying this and ft- it,

388- 9 Idolaters, ft- in more than one mind,
397-11 by ft- them to be real and continuous.

T 487-16 this precludes the need of ft-.

Ol 582- 1 definition of

beUUle
c 255-11 to ft- Deity with human conceptions.

g 536-22 Their narrow limits ft- their gratifications

belittles _, ^
sp 83-19 this belief ft- omnipotent wisdom,

belly
ap 659-18 it shall make thy ft- bitter.— Bev. 10: 9.

belong . . ». ,

s 112- 7 forfeit their claims to ft- to its school,

123-25 did not specially ft- to a dispensation now ended,

124-21 They ft- to divine Principle, and support the

124-29 they ft- wholly to divine Mind,
130-25 such as they ft- to the heavenly kingdom.

ph 192-17 Moral and spiritual might ft- to Spirit,

/ 207-24 disease, and death ft- not to the Science of being
b 275-15 immortality, cause, and effect ft- to God.
286-32 and ft- not to the divine Mlna.
287- 2 but ft-. . . . to the nothingness of error.

p 369-24 preventive and curative) arts ft- emphatically to

r 472-10 nor ft- to His government.
476-19 the facts whicn ft- to immortal man.

belonged . ^ .^ „ v
6 333- 5 ft- to Mm in common with other Hebrew

belonging ^ .v ^ .,

sp 73-25 the sensations ft- to the body.
g 529-11 ft- to no lesser parent.
551-21 all peculiarities of ancestry, ft" to either sex,

belongs
a 28-25 To suppose that persecution ... ft- to the past,
s 144-14 Human will ft- to the so-called

/ 230- 1 If sickness Is real, it ft- to Immortality :

c 258-27 To him ft- eternal Life.

26-5-26 even before we discover what ft- to wisdom
T 475-22 reflects spiritually all that ft- to his Maker.
490-11 since all power ft- to God. good.

ap 572-10 ft- not to His children,

beloved
o 23- 6 That God's wrath should be vented upon His ft"

36-13 forsaken by all save John, the ft- disciple,
ft 319-32 meaning by that what the ft- disciple meant

ap 566-15 When Israel, of the Lord ft-.

576- 9 describing this holy city, the ft- Disciple writes :

bench
p 430-26 and Judge Medicine is on the ft-.

beneath
a 36-14 in silent woe ft- the shadow of his cross.

55-16 gathering ft- its wings the sick and sinning.
b 280-11 would compress Mind, which is infinite, ft- a
281-18 supposed to exist in matter or ft- a skull bone
313-24 He plunged ft- the material surface of things,

t 451-17 they come from above, not from ft",

516-13 The grass ft- our feet silently exclaims,
520-28 creating thought is from above, not from ft'.

523-11 In error everything comes from ft-,

539-18 to grovel ft- all the beasts of the field.

benediction
a 44- 2 laid aside for a crown, the ft- follow,

48-11 fell in holy ft- on the grass of Gethsem2,ne,
S 132-iO In other words, he gave his ft- to

137-22 This assertion elicited from Jesus the ft",

benedictions
ft 317-11 blessed ft" rest upon Jesus' followers :

benefactions
pr 3-22 for a liberal outpouring of 6".

benefactor
( 450- 8 they never fail to stab their 6" in the back.

beneficent
.<! 128-20

p 394-31

beneficial
vr 12- 5
s 156- 3

p 367-27

BEST

An odor become'' ft' and arreeable
till they feel its ft" influence.

.The ft" effect of such prayer for the sick

what made them . . ft- or injurious?
increase the ft- effects of Christianity.

beneficially ^ , ^
p 397- 2 acting ft- or injuriously on the healtn,

benefit
any lasttne , , . ^ „

pr 7-10 But does it produce any lasting ft-?

any seeming
.. . . j ,

an 101-31 Any seeming ft" derived from it is

Kfeat
ap 570-27 the great ft" which Mind has wrought.

to man , , , ,

r 471-22 Are doctnnes and creeds a ft- to man?

pr 2- 2

11- 6

S 151-12

ph 185-28

/238- 3

p 392-12
395-16

<447- 5
449-10

ap 567-20

benefited
pr 2- 4

ft 324-30

p 375-14
< 443-15
463-32

benefiting
ap 571-10

benefits
s 149-28

/ 238-17
245- 2

p 372-31

or to ft- those who hear us,
this may be no moral ft- to the criminal,

enlarged power it corifers to ft- ihe race

may seem for a time to ft- the sick,

wait till those whom you would ft- are ready
Whatever ft- is Drodueed on the body,
Prayers, in which ... do not ft- the sick.

except it be to ft- them.
than for you to ft" yourself by injuring others.

either to ft- or to injure men

Are we ft- by praying?
if . . . you cannot be ft- by what I say.
No person is ft- by yielding his

and think they can be ft- by
said to the author. "The world is ft- by you,

for the sake of doing right and ft" our race.

would make plain to ft" understanding

The ft- thought of Jesus,
the Chief Justice . . . with ft- and imposing

Whatever guides thought spiritually ft-

when we attempt to claim the ft- of

ft- of destroving that illusion, are illustrated

prevents the honest recognition of ft- received,

benevolence ^ ^ ,^m 58-15 With additional joys. *" should grow more'

p 433-21 guilty of ft" in the first degree,

benighted
pref yii- 7

benign
p 365- 7

440-34

Benjamin
gl 582- 4 definition of

Benjamin Franklin
an 100-15 B' F' was one of the commissioners.

bereft
p 374-27 body, when ft- of mortal mind, at first cools.

Berna, Monsieur . j^ ,, „
an 101-14 facts which had been promised by Monsieur B"

beset
a 20-29 sin which dothso easily ft- us,— Heft. 12: 1.

22-15 If your endeavors are ft- by fearful odds.

s 152-12 Such errors ft" every material theory,

p 426-21 destroy the great fear that ft" mortal existence.

beside
p 414-22

421-17
'

435-19

g 514-13

ap 578- 7

besides
sp 92-27 a belief in something ft" God.

_

s 121-26 ft" turning daily on its own axis.

p/j 181-25 unnecessary to resort to aught ft;

188-31 Since it must believe in something ft- itself,

g 548-31 ft" the ordinary process of generation,

besottedness ^_, , ^ •. .1
ft 322-19 cannot make the inebriate leave ma ft-, unta

besought ^ ^ ., . t, , .1,

s 158- 2 pagan priests, who ft- the gods to heal the

p 395-15 but is ft- to take the patient to Himself,

pref v)ii-15 confers the most health and makes the ft- men.

pr 10-30 it is not always ft- for us to receive.

11- 6 at ft-, it only saves the criminal from
11-32 It is ft" expressed in thought and in life.

a 52-!.^ putting to shame and death the ft- man that

52-19 "man of sorrows" ft- understood— Isa. 53; 3.

none else ft" Him."— Deut. 4; 35.

and that there is none ft- Him.
Watching ft- the couch of pain
ft- the still waters."— Psal 23; 2.

ft- the still waters.- Psal. 23; 2.
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best

sp »1- 7
X 1 1 1-20

I2.'>- 2

ph 170-15
17&-20

/ 201- 1

C259- 7

266-12
b 317- 7

360-29

p 3t>4- 2

383-8
385-10
394- 3
403-22
416-28
420-23
439-31

g 523-15
556-16

bestial
6 293-22

bestow
pr
a

2-10
25-27
25-31
36-23
48-15

/ 202- 7

/ 455-23

bestowals
pr 13- 3

bestowed
a 42-22

bb- 7

p;j200- 6

p 387-28
393-14

(7 533-3
541-9

bestows
pr 6-6

11-17
14-19

b 275-19
r 488-22

9 555—26

ap 573- 8

Bethlehem
pref vii- 6

betoken
sp 82-27

betray
C26&-13
ff 542-8

betrayal
a 33-4

47-11
47-23

sp 94-19

betrayed
p 439-^5

betrayer
a 43-14

47-19

betraying
p 436- 3

betrays
ph 192-25

t 456-16
r485- 6

ap 560-30

better
pr 2- 2

4-18
5-28
7-20
9-6
9- 9
21- 4

25-16
34-19
47- 6
47-23

m 57-17
61-12
63- 2
06-22
66-25
91-23

At the. \iery h- onrt on Its own tliporien,
for the ft- essay on Natural Science,
What is now considered ihe ft' condition for
The ft' interpreter of man'-s needs said
while divine Mind is its ft' friend.
The ft' sermon ever preached Is

was ft' expressed in Christ Jesus,
to accept what ft' promotes your growth.
Whosoever . . declares ft' the power of C S

.

the Galilean Prophet, the ft' Christian on earth,
riRhtfully regarded as the ft' man that ever
takes the 6' care of his body when he
penalty which our beliefs would attach to our i/'

13 ft' of all, for this understanding is

and this is ft adapted for healing the sick.
tell them only what is 6' for them to know.
erroneous belief, taken at its b , is not
We send our ft' detectives to whatever
according to the ft' scholars, there are
to him who understands ft the divine Life.

wind, wave, lightning, fire, ft' ferocity

nor can the infinite do less than ft all good,
and all the emotional love we can ft' on him,
our Master worked and suffered to 6'

as for this world to ft on the righteous their
Truth and Love ft' few palms until
half the faith they ft' upon the so-called pains
does not 6 His highest trusts upon the

universal in its adaptation and ft'.

glory which God ft' on His anointed,
than the later centuries have ft' upon
capacities of being ft' by Imniortal Mind.
protecting power 6' on man by
the ability and power divinely ft' on man.
This had never neen ft' on Adam.
the homage ft' through a gentle animal

God is not separate from the wi.sdom He ft'.

Truth 6' no pardon upon error,
Hence the hope of the promise Jesus ft' :

no.good is. but the good God ft'

apart from what belief ft' upon them,
when we admit that God ft' the power to
that consciousness which God ft ,

sp

the B' babe, the human herald of

different awakenings ft' a differing

Friends will ft- and enemle.s will slander,
Truth causes sin to ft itself, and

anticipating the hour of their Master's ft',

hatred towards that just man etl'ected his ft',

and so he plotted the ft' of Jesus
evoked denial, ingratitude, and 6',

You 6' Mortal Man, meanwhile declaring

the treason and suicide of his 6',

placed a gulf between Jesus and his ft',

After 6* him into the hands of your law,

ft" its weakness and falls, never to rise,

dishonesty in your theory and practice ft' a
which ever ft' mortals Into sickness, sin, and
6' at once a greater ignorance

Do we pray to make ourselves 6'

but the longing to be ft' and holier,
and that man is made ft' merely by
a higher experience and a 6' life
Do we love our neighbor 6' because of this

prayed for something ft', though we give no
can finally say, . . because you are a 6' man.
Jesus presented the Ideal of God ft' than
and understood ft' what the Master had taught.
they became ft' healers, leaning no longer on
world generally loves a lie ft' than Truth ,

should never weigh against the ft' claims of
ft' balanced minds, and sounder constitutions.
would never think that flannel was ft' for
It is 6' to await the logic of events
If one is ft' than the other, as must always
that the spiritual facts may be ft' apprehended.

better
sp
s

'>4.-:?5

114-18
l;i6-20

!5!-25
151-31
l,V)-32

157-32

ph 168-31
17.5- 5

1S6-'^'J, 30
194- 7

l'J6- 6
108-12

/ 210-18
220- 8
220-27

222- 1

224- 5
235- 4
•239- 9

C"258- 6

269-16
ft 285-21
288- 8
295-22
297-26
207-26
315-5
323-24
333-14
355- 6

p 367- 5
370- 1

375- 9

377- 7

383-25
389-11
394- 1

394-19
397-31
401-28
402-27
404-32
405-22
407-18
420-21
425-23
429- 6
438- 1

442-21
t 452-15
T 466-30
473-23
485-16
486-17
489- 1

g 537-31
553- 7

554-21
557-15

ap 560-25
571- 6

ff/,583- 2

586- 5

between
pr
a

m

sp

16- 5
22- 3

23-16
30-10
30-23
34-29
36-16
47-17
47-19
53-21
57-12
63-12
73-32
74-13
75-28
81- 2
82-23
82-26
83-22
83-24

an 100- 8
S 110-32

126-15
141- I

143-14
145- 9
145-28

ph 171-23

this hisight ft' enabled hirn to diroi't
if a ft- word or phrasR could he .lugge.'ilpd, 1 1

apprehended their Master ft' than did others ;

her affections need ft'-guidance.
The ft' and more successful method
is it safe to say that the less . . . the ft' 7
Mankind is the 6' for this spiritual and
v/hich will be ft' understood nereafter,
there will be ft' constitutions and le^s di.iease.
If mortal mind knew hov/ to be ft', it would be ft'

and determines a case for 6' or for wor.se.
B' the suffering which av/akens
It is ft' to prevent disease from forming
a ft' understanding of Soul and salvation.
Instinct is ft' than misguided reason,
belief that either fasting or feasting makes
men ft'

as we ft' apprehend our spiritual existence
we .shall ft' understand tlie Science
B' suffer a doctor infected v/ith smallpox to
and we get 6' views of hum-inity.
unsatisfied human craving for something 6',
and to bring out ft' and higher results,
the 6' understanding that Science gives
is 6' than all burnt offerings,
become a ft' transparency for Truth.
Some thoughts are ft' than others,
belief in Truth is 6' than a belief in error.
His ft' understanding of God was a rebuke to
contemplation of something 6' than disease or
but Christ Jesus 6' signifies the Godlike,
proofs are 6' than mere verbal arguments
6' than hecatombs of gushing theories.
To be . whole, man must be ft' spiritually
proves this when his patient says, "I am 6,"
they come back no ft' than when they went
Does his assertion prove . . . man to be tlia ft"

the ft' results of Mind's opposite evidence,
to be hopeful is still ft' ;

their denials are 6' than their affirmations,
understand yourself and your Maker ft'

it is ft' for Christian Scientists to leave
their belief Is not ft' instructed by
unless it makes him 6' mentally,
ft' to be exposed to every plague on earth than
he will get the 6' of that desire,
ft' than any drug, alterative, or tonic.
Consciousness constructs a ft' body when
and the .sooner we begin the 6'.

was ft' authority than Blackstone :

changes a belief of sin or . . into a 6' belief,
B' is the frugal intellectual repast
making mankind ft' physically, morally, and
a 6' understanding of God
come naturally Into Spirit through 6' health
If . then death Is not an enemy but a O'

less mind there Is manifested In matter the ft'i

lest man should improve it and become ft' ;

Mortal thought must obtain a ft' basis,
Jesus defined this . . ft' than we can,
the less a mortal knows of sin, the ft'

all who have spoken something new and ft"

Becau.se people like you 6' when you
whose 6' originals are God's thoughts,
makes Him 6' known as the Ali-in-all,

distinguishes 6' Truth that Is sinless and
ft' sin and the hope of forgiveness,
swinging ft' nothing and something,
mediator, or way-shower, ft' God and
difference 6' the offspring of Soul and
contrast 6' our Lord's last supper and
distance ft' Christianity and sensualism
distance ft' Judas and his Master,
a gulf ft' Jesus and his betrayer,
distance 6'' the individual and "Tnith.
The attraction ft' native qualities will

establishes very unfair differences 6'

6' so-caUed material existence and
ft' persons in such opposite dreams
the link ft' their opposite beliefs

ft' the so-called dead and the living.
Communion ft' them and ourselves Vvfould

ft' a mole and a human being.
B' C. S. and all forms of

impassable as that ft' Dives and Lazarus.
"There exists a mutual influence ft' the
No analogy exists ft' the "vague hypotheses
ft' C. S. on the one hand and
This indicates the distance 6' the
Driven to choose ft' two diihculties,
not ft' material methods, but ft'

the warfare ft' Spirit and the flesh

No more ?vmpathy exists ft- the flesh and
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between
ph 171-24

173- 2
Ifl.'i-lS

/202-3
236-30
240-31
241- 8

?'.o- 2
2M- 7

.b 273-12
28.S-3
28*- 4
288- 6
28S-11
293- 5
294-19
298-16
312-27
315-Sl
31.5-32

316-13
316-14
332-16
333- 1

3.38-24

O 345-21
34.5-24

3.^;6-18

360-20

p 3.89-25

403- 2

t 444-26
457-14
462-10
.505-21

506- 2

52.3-10

5»J- 9

534-10
534-14
5.38- 8
538-9

ap 567-12

gl .586-16

beware
S 117-29

ph 196-14

p 382-U

beyond
pr

a
m
sp

1.3-5
13- 6
27-2
41- 1

41- 3
44-22
46-24
50-26
67-23
98-15

S 116-18
125-7
125-19
127-8
151- 6
156-29

ph 177- 4
187-19
19t-19

/ 213-22
241-23

C264- 7
b 284-25
298-18
302-16
306-6
312-24
328-32

P38&-26
394-10
409-30
413-5
426-25
429-9

g 512- 1

514-4

bias
P38I-3

Bible
pre/ viii-30

pr 16-12
• C 24- 8

39-13

than & Belial and Christ.
.6" humanity and the brute,
It was ;>• three and four o'cloek
unity which exists 6- God and man
While ace is halting b' two opinions
how to divide 6" sense and Sou!,
is seen & the cradle and the grave,
s\vinginp: 6" evil and good,
not until the battle b' Spirit and flesh is

the enmity 6" Science and the senses.

suppositional warfare b- truth and error
the mental conflict b' the evi(ience of
this warfare b' the Spirit and fiesh
the conflict &• tnith and error,
forms no link &• matter and Mind.
b- immortal man, representing Spirit, and
This human belief, alternating fc' a
divides faith and understanding b'

the mediator ft- Spirit and the flesh,
b' Truth and error,
warfare b' this spiritual idea and
6" spiritual clear-sightedness and
one mediator 6- God and men,— / Tim. 2: 5.

& God and man in His image.
would impose &" man and his creator,

incongruiiy b- God's idea and
b' God's man, made in His image, and
6" error and Truth, 6' flesh and Spirit,
swinging &• the real and the unreal.
b- pain and pleasure, good and evil,
b' voluntary and involuntary mesmerism
6' me and thee, and b' myherdmen— Gai. 13.'8.
led to a quarrel b' two knights
dividing his interests 6" God and
line of demarcation &• the real and
b' the false and the true,
which God erects b- the true and false,

put enmity ft- thee and— Gen. 3; 15.

b- thy se«d and her seed ;
— Gen. 3 : 1.5.

Apostle Paul explains this warfare 6" the
distance 6' Truth and error,
6" the material and spiritual,
conflict b- the flash and Spirit.
b' Truth and error, &• Spirit and

Je.sus bade his disciples b- of the
The command was a warning to b\ not of Rome,
b' of making clean merely the outside of

In public prayer v/e often go 6- our
6" the honest standpoint of fervent desire.
was intended to prove b' a que.stion
hope must be cast 6- the veil of matter
this advance &• matter must come
It was a method of surgery b' material art,
and progressive state 6" the grave.
was terrible b' human conception.
Grace and Truth are potent b' all

B" the frail premises of human beliefs,
matter is ru)thing 6- an image in mortal mind.
Neither . . . ror overaction is b- God's control ;

6" the cognizance of the material senses
there can be nothing 6- illimitable divinity.
has an absolute need of something b- itself
the next stately step b- homoeopathy.
I have demonstrated this 6- all cavil.
it attributes to ... an ability &• itself.
It proves & a doubt that education
He was a musician 6- what the world knev/.
One's aim, a point b' faith, should be'
Mortals must look 6- fading, finite forms,
b- the cognizance of these senses,
never reaches 6- the boundary of the
is always &• and above the mortal illusion
and demonstrated this 6- cavil.
which cannot penetrate 6' matter.
reaching ft- the pale of a single period
it V. ould be foolish to venture b- our
admission that any bodily condition is 6- the
and expect to find 6- the graveA single requirement, ft- what is necessary
would raise the standard of health . . far & its
we look 6- a single step in the h"ne of
aspirations soaring b- and above corporeality
nothing exists b' the range of

the 6' of education enforces this slavery.

the B' was her sole teacher ;

some doubt among B' scholars, whether the
make the B- the chart of life.
The B' calls death an enemy,

Bible
m says the B' ;" —
sp 90- 5

an 104-10
s 110-14

126-29
131-11
140- 5

141-20
146-23
Ifil- 7

/ 241-13
242—21

C 263-17
b 319-22
310-24
320- 4

328-18
.3.1.5-10

342- 9

344-32

p406- 1

4.35-29

437-33
438- 1

441- 3

r 480-26
497-4

g 537-22
546-22

ap 572- 4

577-31

gl 579- 5

biblical
(7 526-24

bicuspids
/247- 6

bid
p 36.3-14

394-20

bidden
5 130-4
160-18

6 307-28

bidding
b 321-14

bids
pr 5-8
a 2»- 8

big
pref vii- 2

bigot
a 52-30

bigoted
a 48- 2

p 366-21

bigotry
M.50- 1

464-23
^484- 3

gl 597-13

58-32 "She that is married .

/ Cor. 7:34.
is what the B- demands.
First, people say it conflicts with the B\
the B- was my only textbook.
The B- has been my only authority.
The central fact of the B' is the
The B' represents Him as saying :

The B- declares that all believers are
derives its sanction from the B',
nullify the . . . flames, as in the B' case of
The B- teaches transformation of the
According to the B\ the facts of beingHe might say in B' language ;

the original language of the B'
the spiritual meaning of the B',
Metaphors abound in the B-,
Our missionaries carry the B" to India,
as the B- declares, without the Logos, the
in the face of B' history and in defiance
In the B- the word Spirit is so commonly
The B- contains the recipe for all healing.To him I might say, in B' language,
read from the supreme statute-book, the B",
remarking that the B- was better authority
explaitied from his statute-book, the B',
The B" declares • '

All things were — John 1 : 3.
we take the inspired Word of the B' as our
Subsequent B' revelation is coordinate with
for they contain the deep divinity of the B'.
both the first and last books of the B\
the acme of this Science as the B" reveals it.

the metaphysical interpretation of B" terms.

This second 6" account is a

incisors, cuspids, 6\ and one molar.

the woman's Immoral status and b' her depart.
Will you b' a man let evils overcome him,

WhPH all men are 6' to the fea.st,
or has it b' them to be impotent?
nor b' to obey material laws which

The serpent, evil, under wisdom's &•, was

Temptation ft" tis repeat the offence.
It ft- us work the more earnestly in times of

to-day is ft" with blessings.

The 6", the debauchee, the hypocrite,

staves of ft" ignorance smote him sorely,
swallow the camels of ft" pedantry.

whose 6" and conceit twist every fact

weapons of ft", ignorance, envy, fall

neither pride, prejudice, ft", nor envy, can
tore from 6" and superstition their coverings.

Bill of Bights
s 161-14 harmony with our Constitution and B' of R-,

billows
/240-4

bind
a 44-16

/ 229-16

p 366-31
372-12
399-31

binds
sp 96- 2

/225- 1

ap 575-31

giant hills, winged winds, mighty 6",

6" up the wounded side and lacerated feet,
to ft" mortals to sickness, sin. and death.
we must first learn to ft" up the broken-hearted.
ft" himself with his own beliefs,
first 6" the strong man?"— A/o/f. 12; 29.

unwillingness ... ft" Christendom with chains.
W^hat is it that 6" man witli iron shackles
which 6" human society into solemn union ;

biographical
pref viii-25 6" sketch, narrating experiences which

bird
s 121-H 6" and blossom were glad in God's sunshine.
c 261-28 even as the ft" which has burst from the egg
g 550-26 A serpent never begets a ft",

551— 7 the 6" is not the product of a beast.
552- 1 question. Which is first, the egg or the b'1

birth
any

/ 206-2.'; Can there be any 6" or death for man,
as untimely

c 265-16 senses represent 6" as untimely



birth
before

p 429-22
bnman

ph 190-14
new

M63-17
g M8-15

origin and
a 30-11

prior to his
ph 178-14

spiritual
M63-12

time-tables
/ 246-18

BIRTH

If . . . we must have lived before 6',

Human 6', growth, maturity, and decay

When this new ft- takes place,
This is the new b' going on hourly.

Had his origin and ft- been wholly apart

produced prior to his ft- by the fright

this idea ... in the travail of spiritual ft".

of
Time-tables of ft' and death are

50 BLESSING

ph 185-13 They have their ft- in mortal mind,
191-12 even to the ft- of a new-old idea,

/ 244-13 Man undergoinp; ft-, maturity, and decay
244-24 He has neither ft- nor death.

* 288-25 spiritual real man has no ft-,

302-11 the ft-, sin, sicliness, and death of

305-28 not subject to ft-, growth, maturity, decay.
t 463- 7 To attend properly the ft- of the new child,

463- 9 that the ft- will be natural and safe.

g 529- 5 instruments . . . assist the ft- of mortals.

.539-31 Science of creation, so conspicuous in the ft-

,>i44- 7 B-, decay, and death arise from the

548-20 statements now current, about ft- and
549-14 not begin with the ft- of new individuals,

5.W-18 as begi'nning and ending, and with ft-, decay,
ap 562-23 travailing in ft-, and— .Res. 12:2.

""" ""
joy that the ft- goes on ;

of

562-27

birthright
/ 226-20

(7 518- 1

man's ft' of sole allegiance to his Maker
His ft- is dominion, not subjection.

birth-throes
g 557- 6 Mind controls the b- In the lower realms

bit
/ 222-25 if eating a ft' of animal flesh could
237- 6 "Mamma, my finger is not a ft- sore."

bite
534-27

ap 563-20

bites
/216-7

bitter
a 32-12
ft 287-13
t 455-30
r 489-23

ap 559-18
559-23
559-28

bitterness
a 43-22

54-21
s 139-13

blacli
ph 195- 7

r 479-27

The serpent, material sense, will ft- the heel

that he may ft- the heel of truth

Error ft- the heel of truth, but cannot kill

The cup shows forth his ft' experience,
pweet water and ft-?"— Jas. 3; 11.

cannot send forth both sweet waters and ft',

fountain sendeth not forth sweet waters and 6".

and ifshall make thy belly ft-, —Rev. 10:9.
murmur not ... if you find Its digestion ft-,

share the hemlock cup and eat the ft- herbs ;

because of the cup of 6' he drank.
His earthly cup of ft' was drained

wisely to stem the tide of sectarian ft'.

blasphemes
sp 88-23 Excite the opposite development, and he ft'.

blasphemies
an 100- *

thefts, false witness, ft- -.
— Matt. 15 : 19.

blast
t 451-32 malpractice terds to ft- moral sense.

Masts
m 57-25 The wintry ft- of earth may uproot the
/ 220-12 snowbird sings and soars amid the ft- ;

blaze
ft 29fr-l5 and they must go out under the 6' of Truth,

blazons
/ 247-26

bleeding
pr 10- 2
a 41- 9

p 379-10
379-13

blend
m 58- 7

.59-13

sp 74-23

gl 588-14

blending
ft 308-11
316-22

ff 552-25

blends
C263-7

bless
pr 9-12

13-17
O 30-29

50-11
m 60-29
c 283-14

p 397- 7

t 4.53-19

blessed
2-6

6' the night with starry gems,

even though with 6' footsteps,
though it be with ft- footprints,
fancied himself ft- to death.
Had he known his sense of 6' was an

they should be concordant In order to 6'

their sympathies should ft- in sweet confidence
different beliefs, which never ft-,

numbers which never ft' with each other,

a 6' of false claims, fa!.<;e pleasure,
Christ Illustrates that ft' with. God,
ft' tints of leaf and flov/er show the

When mortal man ft' his thoughts of

and ft' them that curse us ;

God will ft- It, and we shaU incur less

Only in this way can we ft- our enemies,
to sustain and ft- so faithful a son.
infinite resources with which to ft- mankind,
injuring those whom he would ft-.

actually injuring those whom we mean to 6',

You uncover sin, ... in order to ft- the

pr

All that he ate, except his ft- crust.
We admit that ft' is not a color,

blackboard
pr 3-4 Who would stand before a 6', and

t 453- 2 among the examples on the ft',

blackness
ft 307-31 Above error's awful din, 6', and chaes,

blacksmith's
ph 198-29 Because the muscles of the ft' arm

199-13 but by reason of the ft' faith in

Blackstone
p 438^ 2 the Bible was better authority than B" :

blade
sp 70-12

ph 191-

from a ft- of grass to a star.

By its own volition, not a ft- of grass springs-21

blades
ph 190-15 grass

blam-2worthy
p 414—30 whereas imperfection is b'.

with beautiful green 6',

blanches
p 433-14

blandly
t450-7

blank
C265-7

blanket
ph 179-17

His sallow face 6' with fear,

while looking you ft- In the face.

Is ft- of our Father,
32-15 Jesus took bread, and ft- it— Matt. 26: 26.

36- 2 in the ft- company of Truth and Love
40-31 nature of Christianity Is peaceful and ft-,

49-18 Forsaken by all whom he had ft-,

s 132- 9 And ft- is he, whosoever— Mall. 11 .- 6.

137-22 "B- art thou, Simon Bar-jona :— Matt. 16.- 17.

c 267-28 "B- is the man that endureth— Jas. 1 ; 12.

6 317-11 ft- benedictions rest upon Jesus' followers :

.324- 5 "B- are the pure in heart :— Matt. 5; 8.

338-29 notwithstanding God had ft- the earth
338-31 not the ideal man for whom the earth was ft'.

o -341- 9 "B- are the pure in heart :
— Matt. 5 .- 8.

g 512-17 And God ft- them, saying,— Gcti. 1 ; 22.

517-25 And God ft- them, and— Gra. 1 ; 28.

518-17 ft- is that man who seeth bis brother's need
532-10 Adam and his progeny were cursed, not 6' ;

537-28 ft' the earth and gave it to man
548-25 would have 6' the human race more

op 558- * B- IS he that readeth, and— Rev. 1 ; 3.

571- 8 requires the spirit of our ft- Master
573-18 but as the ft- child of God.

blessedness
pr 2-30 the source of all existence and 6'." ""

the source and means of all goodness and ft'.

Spiritual living and ft- are the only
their real spiritual source to be all ft-.

Would existence , be to you a ft- 7

that he will take cold without his b',

blasphemer
sp 94-27 what would bo said ... of an infidel 6'

10-25
C 264-25
ft 329-27

blesses
pr 8-23
a 30-18

33-23

sp 78-28
an 103- 8

/ 205-16
234- 5
507- 6

512-20
516-19
517-30

blessing
pr 3-10
a 20-17

50-17

/238-3
r488-6
g 545-20

ap 570-23

gl 589-21

the reward of Him who 6' the poor.
which ft- even those that curse it.

It ft- its enemies, heals the sick.

Spirit ft- man, but man
ft- the whole human family.
we find that whatever ft- one ft- all,

ft- the human family with crumbs of comfort
Spirit names and ft- all.

Spirit ft- the multiplication of its own
beautifies the landscape, ft- the earth.
Divine Love 6' its own ideas.

In order to receive His ft',

returning 6' for cursing, he taught mortals
be shorn of its mighty ft- for the human race.

wait till those . . are ready for the ft-,

you receive the ft' of Truth.
yet this opposite, . . . impudently demands a ft".

Those ready for the ft' you impart
pure affection ft' its enemies.



BLESSINGS ."il

blessings
aU

pr 3-28 yet return thanks to God for all &.
great

a 25-30 else we are not Improving the great 6"

Infinite

pr 15-30 and they assuredly call down infinite 6'.

b 325- 8 which results in infinite b' to mortals.
our

pr 3-32 ptat the finger on the lips and remember our &•.

spiritual
a 53-17 spiritual &• which mipht flow from such
a 512-15 spiritual b', thus typified, are the

pref vii- 2

pr 3-24
4-14
4-i4
10-23

C 266-16
343-11

r 489-16

Ol 597- 7

blest
Hi-*

m 57-31

blight
/ 246-31

blignted
sp 77-29

78- 1

blighting
/ 236-22

bUnd
pref xl-20

pr 12- 7

i3-30
a 23-28

27- 4

5 124-11
132- 6

P^J 167- 4
183-28
192-11
194-12
196- 2

/ 210-13
223-13
226-25

6 316-31
324-21
337-3
342-25
343-11
350-15

p 391- 7
398-27
439-18

J444- 2
459-17

r 487-11
490-8

g 536-19

Vl 582- 2

to-day is big with b-.

shall avail ourselves of the 6' we have,
are made manifest in the b' they bring,
b- which, even if not acknowledged in
we do not always receive the b' we ask for
the foregoing prophecy and its b\
and the blind look up to C. S. with 6",

channel to man of divine b'

lojig petitions for 6' upon material methods,

Aiid I am b- 1

Marriage is unblest or b\ according to

rather than into age and 6'.

a state resembling that of b- buds,
The decaying flower, the 6" bud,

b- the buddings of self-government.

And recovering of sight to the 6',
— Luke i: 18,

through a 6" faith in God.
6" to the reality of man's existence,
expresses the helplessness of a b' faith ;

how that the b- see,— Luke 7; 22.

In a word, human belief is a 6' conclusion
the & receive their sight— A/a(^ 11 ; 5.

If we rise no higher than 6' faith,
the law which gives sight to the 6',

a 6' miscalled force, the offspring of will
if mortal mind says, "I am deaf and b,"
It is but a &• force.

gave sight to the b\ hearing to the deaf,
•'If the 6- lead the b.— Matt. 15.- 14.

The lame, the deaf, the dumb, the 6',
b' to the possibilities of Spirit
was made 6', and his blindness was felt ;

6" mortals do lose sight of spiritual
the lame to walk, and the b' to see.
The sick, the halt, and the &• look up to C. S.
Unless the works are . . . the words are 6".

Instead of b' and calm submission
a b' faith removes bodily ailments for a season,
the 6- Hypnotism, and the masked
these very failures may open their &• eyes.
putting a sharp knife into the hands of a &• man
apprehension of this gave sight to the b'
Will— 6-, stubborn, and headlong
The b' leading the b\ both would fall.
not a faltering nor a 6' faith,
jB' enthusiasm ; mortal will.599-5

(see also belief)
blinded
• ,. / 223-17 but more arc 6- by their old illuBionfl,

blindly
6 305-32 not so 6- as the Pharisees.

_.. P 3^-18 that it may not produce 6- its bad effects.
blindness
mortal

p 374-13 This mortal 6- and its sharp consequences
pagan
ph 187- 8 With pagan 6-, it attributes to

ph 194-11

/205- 6
C 263-30
b 316-15
324-22

t448- 2
448-15

r 486-18
486-29
487-22

bUss
aU

/25S-5
attain the

C 262-22

not necessary to ensure deafness and 6*
all because of their b',A sensual thought, ... is dense 6-
between spiritual clear-sightedness and the 6-
Paul was made blind, and his 6' was felt ;B- and self-righteousness cling fast to
upon your 6- to evil or upon the
Alas for the 6- of belief, which
then palsy, 6-, and deafness would
Mere belief is &• without Principle

include and impart all 6-,

and attain the 6" of loving unselfishly.

BLOTS

bliss
boundless

r 481- 4 freedom, harmony, and boundless 6'.
eternal-

ap 577-10 there is no impediment to eternal 6',

spiritual
gl 582-15 a sense of Soul, which has spiritual 6"

a 36- 2 never find &• . . . simply through translation
39-12 out of mortality into immortahty and b'.

ph 175-32 "Where ignorance is b\ 't is folly to be wise,"
f 203-25 not a stepping-stone to Life, immortality, and 6-
328- 1 the grandeur and b' of a spiritual sense,
337- 7 Sensualism is not 6", but bondage.

ap 574-15 the spiritual outpouring of b- and glory,
gl 587-26 spirituality; b-; the atmosphere of SouL

blister
ph 198-17 by a counter-irritant,— perhaps by a b\

Blondin
ph 199-25 Had B' believed it impossible to walk the rope

blood
all the

p 376-14 than in all the &, which ever flowed through
and nerves

s 160-19 Can muscles, bones, 6-, and nerves rebel
bayonet and

/ 226-12 won, . . . not with bayonet and 6-,
brother's

g 541-28 The voice of thy brother's 6-— Gen. 4 .• 10.

consumption of the
p 376-11 with consimiption of the b',

drink his
a 25-11 they truly eat his flesh and drink his b-,

essence of
a J5- 3 The spiritual essence of b' is sacrifice.

flesh and
a 25-10 His true flesh and 6" were his Life ;

s 137-23 flesh and 6" hath not revealed it— Matt. 16; 17.
b 321- 4 "Flesh and 6- cannot inherit the— / Cor. 15.- 50.
r 478-29 conferred not with flesh and &."— Gal. I ; 16.

her
p 379-15 inspecting the hue of her 6*

379-21 not dying on account of the state of her 6',
his

a 30-16 by man shall his 6' be shed."— Gen. 9:6.
p 379-18 when not a drop of his b\ was shed.

human
a 25- 6 than can be expressed by our sense of human 6*.

humor In the
p 424-32 may tell you that he has a humor in the b-;

man's
o 30-15 "Whoso sheddeth man's 6",— Qen. 9; 6.

material
a 25- 6 -The material b- of Jesus was no more eflScacioi;3

of the Lamb
ap 56S-18 by the &• of the Lamb,— Rsv. 12; 11.

of the martyrs
a 37- 5 "The b' of the martyrs is the seed of

passage of the ^

ph 187-14 opening and closing for the passage of the 6*,
rushes madly

p 373-27 When the 6" rushes madJy through the veins
shared the

a 33-28 Have you shared the b' of the New Covenant,
went down in

/ 225-20 but oppression neither went down in 6-,

S 143-19
151-19

ph 172-23
172-32

/ 220-31
b 308-10

p 372- 8
376-11
379-21
408-20

r 475- 7

bloodshed
sp 94-14
s 139-10

blossom
m 62-23
s 121-11

g 518-21

gl 596-27

blot
P391-3

blots
P437-6

but you conclude that the stomach, 6*,

b\ heart, . . . have nothing to do with Life,
Brain, heart, 6", . . . the material structure?
(heart, b\ brain, acting through the
controls the stomach, bones, lungs, heart, b',
the head, heart, stomach, b', nerves,
can form 6", flesh, and bones.
should be told that b' never gave life

her belief that &• is destroying her life.-

does not distribute drugs through the 6',

brain, b', bones, and other material elements.

Tyranny, intolerance, and &•, wherever found.
Reforms have commonly been attended with o*

The divine Mind, which forms the bud and b-,
bird and 6" were glad
as the b' shines through the bud.
maketh the valley to Dud and b- as the rose.

B- out the images of mortal thought

It &• the fair escutcheon of omnipotence.



BLOW 52 BODY

tlu' flifht of oiir^ nnd Ihf h" of (hf other
Then, when the winds of Oo'i 6',

Divine Science deals its chief b' at

blow
.-jp 97 10

/ 201-15

(; 535-10

bloweth
si 598- 3 6- where it listeth.— John 3; 8.

blue
/ 220- 9 violet lifts her &• eye to greet the early spring.

blunder
s 123- 5 Ptolemaic b' could not affect the harmony of
g 549- 7 a &• which will finally give place to

blundering
p 386-16 A 6" despatch, mistakenly announcing

blunders
/ 230-19 Does wisdom make b-

bluntly
pref x-12 b- and honestly given the text of Truth.

blush
sp 92-25 We should 6' to call that real which

Board of Health
p 432-22 by the officer of the B- of H-,

432-28 with a message from the B' of H'
boast

/ 450-18 evil wiU 6' itself above good.
bodies
sDlmal

an 100- 9 Animal 6' are susceptible to the influence of
celestial

an 100- 9 celestial 6', the earth, and animated things,
s 123- 1 theory as to the relations of the celestial 6",

/20l>-20 and revolutions of the celestial 6-,

(7 509-13 creates no other than heavenly or celestial b-,
material

sp 73-19 The belief that material 6" return to dust,
minds and

s 110-26 power of C. S. to heal mortal minds and 6".

/ 210-15 action of . . Mind on human minds and b'

p 408-13 effects of illusion on mortal minds and 6\
mortal

sp 92- 8 decompo.=ltion of mortal 6' in what is termed
o 341- * shall also quicken your mortal b-— Rom. 8; 11.

organic
sp 74- 4 must be free from organic b' ;

our
c 261-31 We should forget our 6' in remembering good

our own
p 402-22 we rarely remember that we govern our own 6'.

spiritual
sp 73-20 belief that . . . rise up as spiritual b-

terrestrial
5 123- 3 the greater error as to our terrestrial 6\

their
sp 90-21 yet their &• stay in one place,
p 396-23 which their beliefs exercise over their b\

409-15 knowing how to govern their 6'.

416-31 Turn their thoughts away from their 6*
tbeir own
ph 199-15 Mortals develop their own 6'

/ 228-16 Then they will control their own b'
these

g 551-18 transmitted through these b- called eggs.
unseen

p 429-17 with 6" imseen by those who think that
your

b 325-22 "Present your 6- a living— Rom. 12 .• 1.

sp 87-10
87-22

bodiless
s 116-22

bodUy
a 43- 2

45-13
50-20

sp 76-24
80- 5

S 136- 8
161-24

ph 166-19
172- 1

/ 217-10
219- 3
228-21
245-23-

C 257- 9
t> 302-27
334-12

p 368-20
382-32
387-32
389- 9

Though 6" are leagues apart
the b" which lie buried in its sands :

God is not corporeal, but incorporeal, . . . b\

they did understand it after his 6' departure.
Three days after his b- burial
before the evidence of the 6" senses,
without a single b- pleasure or pain,
for the support of b- endurance.
divine power to save men both &• and spiritually.
ordinary practitioner, examining b' symptoms,
thrusting Him aside in times of &• trouble,
which he has through the b- senses,
unnatural mental and &• conditions,
applies to all b- ailments,
we shall never depend on &• conditions.
The b- results of her belief that she was young
belief in a 6" soul and a material mind,
not in any &• or personal likeness
Jesus appeared as a b' existence.
That Life is not contingent on b' conditions
The ailment was not b\ but mental,
to defend himself, . . . from b' suffering.
Matter does not inform you of b- derangements ;

bodily
p .Wi- 4 To cure a b- ailrarnl, cvi.Ty broken moral law

ahould
392-26 conclusions as you wish realized in & results,
394-10 The admission that any b' condition
397- 9 You cause 6' sufferings and increase them
398-28 faith removes b' ailments for a season,
413-20 I insist on ft- cleanliness within and without.
416- 1 as if it were a st^parate &• member.

( 448- 5 Evil which obtains in the b- senses.

Body
p 432-11

437- 1

438-10
439- 7

body
absent from the

pr 14- 4 are not "absent from the 6-"— II Cor,
14-22 because the Ego is absent from the 6',

/ 216-29 to be absent from the b,— II Cor. 5 ; 8.

p 383-10 to be absent from the b,— II Cor. 5 .• 8.

gl 581-25 to be absent from the b;— II Cor. 5; 8.

action of the
/ 239-25 and produces every discordant action of the b

I am Mortality, Governor of the Province of B".
Nerve, testified that he was a ruler of B\
Instead of being a ruler in the Province of B .

absent from the Province of B\

5:8.

affects the
S 149-18

/ 222- 4

p 397- 2

affect the
p 402-21

and mind
ph 190- 5
b 302- 3

and Soul
r 477-19

"We know that mind affects the 6"

learned that food affects the b' only as
not seeing hov/ mortal mind affects the &•,

and in this way affect the &•,

producing mortals, both b' and mind :

The material b' and mind are temporal,

Question.— What are 6' and Soul?
apparent on the

p 374-12 before it is consciously apparent on the b',

appearance in the
ph 168-26 made its appearance in the b\

argued that the
p 435- 5 False Belief has argued that the &• should

as matter
/ 214-31 evident that the b' as matter has no sensation

belief that the
/ 226-23 in the belief that the &• governed them,

believing that the
/ 218-15 believing that the 6' can be sick independently

better

p 425-23 Consciousness constructs a'better 6- v/hen
braiEi or

p 401-24 produce any effect upon the brain or b'

brings to the
s 162- 4 C. S. brings to the 6- the sunlight of Truth,

burled the
sp 75-19

bury the
p 429-18

called man
sp 81-21

ph 190-13
called the

6 313-29
cannot believe

r 487-17 The ft-

cannot be saved
sp 98- 7 B' cannot be saved except through Mind.

canuot die
p 426-30 Man is immortal, and the b' cannot die,

cannot suffer

p 392-32 then the b- cannot suffer from them.

plane of belief as those who buried the 6-,

unseen by those who think that they bury the b'.

give to the worms the 6' called man,
and the bulk of a 6\ called man.

Jesus called the 6', which by

cannot believe.

cause the
p 415-27

clean
p383- 3

will apparently cause the b' to disappear.

We need a clean &• and a clean mind,
coming from the

p 38.5-31 coming from the 6' or from inert matter
complaint from the

p 391-29 contradict every complaint from the b',

concerning the
/ 219-15 never afQrm concerning the 6" what we

condition of the
/ 217-17 conquered a diseased condition of the b' through
p 408-30 that condition of the b' which we call sensation

control over the
ph 166- 7 thus the conscious control over the &• is lost.

p 400-27 a loss of control over the b'.

controls the
p 400- 1 mind, which directly controls the 6'

control the
sp 93- 2 recognize Soul as . . . able to control the 6'

p 379- 1 If disease can attack and control the ft-

conversation about the
c 260-26 by conversation about the 6',

correKpouds with
p 412-26 until the 6' corresponds with the
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corrupt . . ., , . . ,,.

p 404- 9 A corrupt mind is manifested m a corrupt o .

dead
s 113- 7 the letter is but the dead 6- of Science,

p 416-21 only in mortal mind, as the dead b' proves ;

derangement of the
p 423-28 abnormal condition or derangement of the O"

delacb sense from the
c 261-21 Detach sense from the b', or matter,

divine
ap 55^25 when you eat the divine O' of

dosing the
,

-
.,

ph 169-14 and by dosing the ft- in order to avoid it.

cCTccts on the
o 330-25 known by its effects on the ft-

V 370-20 very direct and marked effects on the b'.

374- 5 Hatred and its effects on the ft" are removed
eSects upon the ^ .

nh 176-10 seen in its glorious effects upon the &•.

effect upon the
p 39»-2l and produces a new effect upon tae o-.

even In . i ,

p 404-31 nor Mind can help hun even m O, unless

eiperiences no pain
c 261-10 the &• experiences no pain.

explanation of
, _ .,

ph 2C0- 9 wise not to undertake the explanation of o-.

ex?os« the
p 386- 5 Expose the 6' to certain temperatures,

fc-eds the -

, , . ,^

/ 24S- 8 Immortal Mind feeds the 6' with
fettered by the

, , . ^ ,. .

6 292-10 belief that Mind, . . . can be fettered by the &" ,

finite ^ ,.

b 30*-25 impossible for . . . Soul to be m a fimte o-

fise from
p 405-31 to flee from &• to Spirit,

foe of the , . ..

ph 176-20 Mortal mind is the worst foe of the C,
functions of the : . t

p 373-22 expressed ... in the fimctiqns of the 0".

governed by the
c 257-10 belief in ... a soul governed by the O'

governing the
p 370- 8 proves that fear is govemmg the b'.

government of the
'

^^ . .

ph 167-27 scientific government of the 6' must be attamed
182-18 Mind's government of the ft- must supersede

t 462-30 It urges the government of the 6"

governs the
. „ . ^ , ,,

s 111-28 Mind governs the 6-, not partially but wholly.
162-13 the fact that Mind governs the &•,

ph 180-14 Ignorant that the human mind governs the O".

govern the
/ 251-15 learn how mankind govern the o',

251-18 should learn whether they govern the 6"

greater than ,, ,.

f 233-12 Soul is Spirit, and Spmt is greater than o .

guillotined .

p 427-17 bone is broken or the 6" guiUotmea.
had been nafeed , .

(1 532-28 In the allegory the 6' had been naked,
fcealer of the . ,_ v

6 326-15 healer of mortal mind is the healer of the O".

fceai the
.^ , ^ t.

s 146-14 even the might of Mind— to heal the ft-

p 3S9-32 In other words : How can I heal the b', withotit

his
a 45-26 for they believed his b' to be dead.

46-13 his &• was not changed until he
53-25 Jesus bore our sins in his b\

sp 75-16 not by an admission that his b' had died
75-18 that Lazarus had lived or died in his 6",

ph 188-16 the dreamer thinks that his & is material

/ 216-17 his &• is in submission to everlasting Life

b ;w)-29 no more spiritual for believing that his 6' died

200-31 His &• is as material as his mind, and vice versa.

314-13 When Jesus spoke of reproducing his &",

314-16 their material temple instead of his 6'.

320-31 if disease and worms destroyed his 6", yet
p 3?A- 8 takes the be,<;t care of his b' when he

388- 9 when dire inflictions failed to destroy his 6'

414- 1 held in the beliefs concerning his 6'.

416-22 mortal has resigned his b' to dust,
r 486-14 his 6" was the same immediately after death

hisovFn
, ,^. .

s 150-28 doctrine . . . then thrust oUt of his own b'

baman ...m 6a-24 v/ill care for the human b\ even as it

s 125- 4 now considered . . . health in the human &•

t 458-13 trying to sustain the human &•

Imaged on the
p 379-31 ths fever-picture, . . . imaged on the b-

Isuprovcs under
p 370- 5 The 6" improves under the same regimen

body
Indifference to the

/ 216- 2 his faith in Soul and his indifference to the b'.

Influences the
s 143-18 You admit that mind influences the 6*

Inharmonious
ph 166-16 From it arises the inharmonious b\

Innocent
p 437-16 the helpless innocent b- tortured,

Instead of

/ 223- 5 illusion that he lives in 6' instead of in Soul,
315- 8 He knew that the Ego was Mind instead of 6'

p 419-17 Observe mind instead of 6',

g 536-15 governed ... by 6' instead of by Soul,
intact in

r 492- 1 the dream leaves mortal man intact in &•

is affected
p 3SO-17 6- is affected only with the belief of disease

is controlled
pr 14-17 when the b' is controlled by spiritual Life,

is devoid
p 399-21 Without this force the 6' is devoid of action.

Is disintegrated
p 429-20 after the 6" is disintegrated

Is not controlled
s 143-24 b' is not controlled scientifically by a

Is not first

/ 207-15 B" is not first and Soul last.

Is the substratum
p 371- 2 The b' is the substratum of mortal mind,

Its own
ph 196- 5 power of mortal mind over its own 6"

Justice to the
p 434-32 Denying justice to the b',

keeping the
p 413-18 only for the purpose of keeping the b' clean.

keep the
p 383-19 mind must be clean to keep the 6' in proper

leaving a
. . ^

r 478- 6 has never beheld Spirit or Soul leaving a &•

lies listless

/ 2.50-20 To the observer, the b- lies listless,

light of the
p 393-25 "the light of the 6- is the eye."— AfaH. 6: 22.

limited
b 284- 7 would seem to spring from a limited b' ;

3.35-18 never ... in a limited mind or a limited 6'.

little

p 413-22 need not wash his little &• all over each day
look away from the

c 261- 2 Look away from the 6" into Truth and Love,
lost from the

r 491-24 memory and consciousness are lost from the 6'.

makes . . . tributary
s 119-31 C. S. . . . makes 6' tributary to Mind.

making the
o 34- 4 making the &• "holy, acceptable— Rom. 12 ; 1.

manifestatloa In the
s 154- 8 and its consequent manifestation in the O'.

manifest on the
/ 219-18 before it can be made manifest on the 6",

r 493-22 It is fear made manifest on the b'.

man's
/ 216-28 When you say, "Man's b- is material,"

g 531-15 If, in the beginning, man's b- originated In

masters of the
/ 228-23 but we shall be .masters of the b',

mastery of the
p 406-30 destroyed only by Mind's mastery of the O:

material
{see material)

Mind and ....
b 285-13 Spirit and matter. Mind and b\

mind and
s 149-29 benefits mind and b'.

151- 1 ignorant that the human mind and b' are myths.
157-27 but thev leave both mind and 6' worse
157-29 the entire corporeality,

— namely, mind and b',

158-12 truth which heals both mind and 6\

ph 169- 1 process which mortal mind and 6" undergo
177- 8 Slortal mind and b' are one.

b 293- 9 This so-called mind and 6" is the

316-10 manifest . . . upon the human mind and b',

p 383-13 because mind and b' rest on the same basis.

388-32 the harmonious functions of mind and b\
405-15 will be executed upon mortal mind, and 6'.

406- 9 healing of mortals, both mind and 6".

409- 4 Mortal mind and b- combine aa one.
Mind controls ...

sp 79-28 asserting that Mind controls b' and Oram.
mind or ..

p 365-31 unchristian practitioner is not giving, to mma

r 473- 1 Inharmony of mortal mind or 6- is Ulusioo,
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Mind over
ph 169-16 understood the control of Mind over 6",

p 380-10 against the control of Mind over 6',
mortal

(see mortal)
mortality of tbe
ph 191-27 infers the mortality of the 6-

move the
a 104-32 human mind must move the 6" to a wicked act

my
a 32-17 Take, eat , this is my 6-.— Afaii. 26:26
p 374- 9 until it appeared on my &•?"

3S3- 5 One says
• "I take good care of my b\"

no heed to the
p 400-21 giving no heed to the b\

not In

?T
13-32 not cognizant of life in Soul, not in b'.

in the
r 467-17 Science reveals Spirit, Soul, as not in the b',

outlined on the
ph 196-30 which is afterwards outlined on the b\

outline on the
r 485-25 If thought yields . . it cannot outline on the 6'

outside, the
g 510-17 representation of Soul outside the 6",

over the
ph 167-28 to gain control over the 6"

194- 9 Truth sends a report of health over the &'.

/ 217-26 learn the power of Mind over the b'

218-16 no jurisdiction over the b\
p 382-27 supporting the power of Mind over the 6"

417-29 control which Mind holds over the 6"

parted from the
p 401-22 If the mind were parted from the 6",

pass from the
n 375- 2 Heat would pass from the 6 as painlessly as

patient's
s 152-17 to ascertain the temperature of the patient's b' ;

physical
s 124-32 The elements and functions of the physical b'

poor
p 383-30 pinching and pounding the poor b',

portion of the
p 425-28 or any portion of the &

portions of the
p 421- 4 belief that other portions of the &•

possible for the
sp' 90-12 will be found to be equally possible for the &•

produced on tbe
p 392-13 Whatever benefit is produced on the b',

puts the
p 399- 7 and puts the b' through certain motions.

reach the
ph 170-15 and reach the b- through Mind.

reconstruct the
p 422-19 changes . . . serve to reconstruct the b\

redemption of our
c 255- * to wit, the redemption of our b' — Rom. 8 ; 23.

relieve the
s 157-26 quiet mortal mind, and so relieve the 6' ;

rendered pure
p 383- 3 a &• rendered pure by Mind

responds
sp 89-15 the b' responds to this belief,

results upon the
p 384-13 and its results upon the b',

same
a 45-29 He presented the same b' that he had before

says of the
/ 218- 5 what the human mind says of the &•,

sees the
sp 90-17 The looker-on sees the b" in bed.

sensationiess
b 280-26 man has a sensationiess b' ,

senses and the
b 317-26 testimony of the material senses and the 6",

sensibly with the
pr 14— 1 If we are sensibly with the b'

sensuous
/ 203-19 We imagine that Mind can be . in a sensu-

ous 6".

Sick
c 260-20 sick b- is evolved from sick thoughts.

slave to the
pi 582-27 and would make mortal mind a slave to the 6".

solid

/ 242-15 Self-love is more opaque than a solid 6'.

Soul and
s 114-25 It lifts the veil of mystery from Soul and h"

119-30 reverses the seeminK relation of Soul and 6"

122-30 make the same mistake regarding Soul and 6'

soul and
s 123- 6 as does the error relating to soul and b\

ph 19(>-11 able to destroy both soul and 6— Matt 10.' 28.

b 338- 6 belief . . . that he is both soul and b',

body
steers the

p 426- 4 divine power, which steers the 6- into health.
stimulus of the

p 420-22 Mind is the natural stimulus of the b',
stimulus to the

p 420-19 It imparts a healthy stimulus to the b',

superimposed upon the
p 425-11 images superimposed upon the 6" ;

sustain the
p 417- 5 power of Mind to sustain the b\

teaching tliat the
p 396-21 all teaching that the & suffers,

temple also means
ap 576-15 The word temple also means b\

temple, or
p 428-13

termed the
p 409-12

that
sp 72- 5

73-25
SO-18

ph 188-17
r 478-18

this
ph 187-32

/ 208-27

p 368-22
this temple

a 27-12
r 494- 2

establish in truth the temple, or b',

substratum of mortal mind, termed the &•,

that &• would disappear to mortal sense,
belief sensations belonging to that b'.

but the supposed inhabitant of that 6"

thinks the suffering is in that b\
That 6' is most harmonious in which the

This &• is put off only as
A mortal man possesses this b',
when we learn that life and man survive this 6',

'

Destroy this temple [6], — John 2 .• 19.

Destroy this temple [b'],
— John 2: 19.

transformation of the
/ 241-13 transformation of the 6' by the reriewal of

treat the
ph 174-25 Then, if sick, why treat the 6' alone

triumph over
a 42-16 the proof of his final triumph over b'

triumph over the
/ 242- 8 and the final triumph over the 6"

washing the
/ 241-27 washing the b- of all the impurities of flesh,

when bereft
p 374-26

when the
p 391-18

whole
/ 219-12

will reflect
6 324- 9

will then utter
pr 14-14 the 6

would respond
p 411- 5 the 6

your
m 62-14

sp 79-24

ph 165- *

/ 208-30
227-28

p 393-11
393-21

6', when bereft of mortal mind, at first cools,

When the 6' is supposed to say, "I am sick,"

makes the whole b' "sick,— Isa. 1 ; 5.

the 6' wUl reflect what goferns it,

will then utter no complaints.

would respond more quickly,

less thought "for your b' what ye— Matt. 6 ; 25.

says : . . . Your &• is weak, and it must be
nor yet for your b', what ye— Mott. 8; 25.

You embrace your 6" in your thought,
crippled your capacities, enfeebled your 6',

Take possession of your 6',

Your b- would suffer no more from tension

pr 12- 7
a 39-10

42-24

sp 89-29
an 105-12
s 107-16

120- 2

122-31
130-22
151- 3
152- 7

160-12
164-23

ph 16.5- *

174-27
176- 2

177-10
177-13
179-14
180- 3

181- 3
187-.30

187-32
189-10
194-21
198-14

/ 204-31
206- 9
209- 3

211- 7

211-26
216-15
217-20

making it act more powerfully on the b'

The educated belief that Soul is in the &•

Let men think they had killed the &• I

Cain . concluded that if life was in the b'.

Can you separate the mentality from the b-

false consciousness that life inheres in the 6-,"

never . while we admit that soul is in b'

Thev insist that soul is in &•

ability of Spirit to make the 6' harmonious,
this one factor they represent to be 6',

/'Esculapius of mind as well as of 6",

When this so-called mind quits the 6",

miscalled life in the b- or in matter.
and the &• than raiment?— Matt. 6.' 25.

Why declare that the 6' is diseased,
The action, of mortal mind on the b'

Matter, or 6-, is but a false concept
the 6' is a sensuous, human concept.
the b- then seems to require such treatment.
it should be taught to do the & no harm
Before deciding that the b', matter,
the human mind still holds in belief a 6-,

a 6' like the one it had before death.
to explain the effect of mortal mind on the ft"*,

mortal mind manifests itself in the 6'

afterwards to appear on the 6' ;

The error, which says that Soul is In b',

both upon the 6" and through it.

belief which makes the b' discordant
The sensations of the 6' must either be the

then, when the b' is dematerialized,
understanding makes the 6" harmonious ;

Wken mentality gives rest to the &•,
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/21&- 3

21S- 5

218- 9
219-16
223-12
240-13
24S- 1

253-24
C 260-31
261-9

6 280-23
288-23
289- 5
291- 3

293- 8
297- 6
302-28
308-11
313-31
314-18
318-32
323-22
325- 6

329-14
337- 3

p 375- 5
375-22
376-17
377-12
379-28
380-32
382-11
383-7
386-14
388-10
391-12
393-4
396-29
399-12
400-14
400-23
400-31
411-26
416-17
415-22
425-14
429-14
429-14
431-11
432- 8
435- 3

435- 7

r 476- 7

478-13
485-20
531-16

ap 576-20

gl 595- 7

the 6' is as material as the wheel.
the b', like the inanimate wheel.
The b' is supposed to say, "I am ill."

We shall not call the &' weak.
If Spirit were once within the b\
to be governed by matter or Soul in b',

belief of pain or pleasure in the b'

without hindrance from the 6".

If we look to the 6' for pleasure, we find pain ;

If one turns away from the b'

the belief that Soul is in b'.

Soul is sinless, not to be found in the b- ;

belief that life and sensation are in the 6'

that the so-called death of the b'

substratum is named matter or 6' ;

this testimony manifests itself on the b'

the & presents no proper likeness of divinity,

looking for happiness and life in the 6',

and the &" no more perfect because of death
the ft", which they laid in a sepulchre.
The b' does not include soul,

removes thought from the b', and elevates
life obtained not of the &• incapable of

not tarry in the storm if the 6' is freezing,
as material sensation, or a soul in the b\
the separation of heat from the b\
beUef that matter . . . can paralj-ze the 6'.

If the 6" is material, it cannoi, . . . suffer

Through different states of mind, the 6'

pictures drawn oa the b" by a mortal mind.
Every law of . . . the b', supposed tc govern,
no thought . . . for the 6-."— I.!/*:c 12:22.

influence of the divine Mind on the b-

corresponding effects of Truth on the 6',

thought that they could kill the & with matter,

prevent the development of pain in the b\
The 6' seems to be self-acting, only because
never giving the ft" life and sensation.
mortal mind sends its despatches over its &•,

beforeit has taken tangible shape in . . . the &',

We see in the b' the images of this mind,
baneful influence of sinful thought on the b".

is imaged forth on the b'.

even as the b', which has
b' is no longer the parent, even in

If the b" is diseased, this is but one of the
affirms that mind is subordinate to the b',

affirms . . . that the b' is dying,
in behalf of the state (namely, the b')

my residence in matter, alias brain, to 6'.

Has the b' . . . committed a crumnal deed?
The b" committed no offence.
Error will cease to claim that soul is In b'.

Who can see a soul in the b' ?

belief that life can be in matter or sou! in b'.

If . . . mind was afterwards put into b"

with "no temple [b] therein"— Rev. 21 ; 22.

Temple. B' ; the idea, of Life, substance.

boil
5 153-16

153-17
153-20
153-21

boiling
/243- 5

boldty
a 18-10

bondage
continued

/ 227-12
human

/ 227- 8

land or
ap 566-16

oppressive
s 151-15

out of
ap 559-30

ph 191-17

/ 225-30
226-29
227-22

6 337- 7

p 368-13
371-14

bonds
b284- 9

p 372-12
434-29

441-8

You say a b' Is painful ;

The b' simply manifests, . .

and this belief is called a b"

and it will soon cure the b".

a belief in pain,

which delivered men from the 6' oil,

Jesus acted b', against the accredited evidence

ignorance . . . the foundation of continued b'

law of the divine Mind must end htiman b\

Out of the land of b' came,

oppressive b' now enforced by false theories,

prefigured this perilous passage out of b"

from self-imposed materiality and b'.

are still in b' to m.aterial sense,
hold the children of Israel in b'

Escape from the b" of sickness, sin, and
Sensualism is not bliss, but b"

hope of freedom from the b' of sickness
The adult, In b" to his beliefs.

It can never be in b',

and then call his b' material and
not proved "worthy of death, or of bv

23 .-29.

to give heavy b" for good behavior.

•— Acts

bone
ph 193- 5 said the b' was cartons for several inches.

193- 7 the evidence of this condition of the b'.

b 280-11 would compress Mind, . . . beneath a skult b\
281-19 mind supposed to exist . . . beneath a skull b-

p 402-19 whether it be a broken b', disease, or sin.
423- 2 and may not be able to mend the b\
423-32 The so-called substance of b' is formed first by
427-17 Man is the same after as before a b' is broken

g 533-22 the rapid deterioration of the b' and flesh

bone-disease
p 422-22 Let us suppose two parallel cases of b\

bones
broken

p 401-29
402- 6

carious
S 162- 9
162-22

flesh and
a 45-27
b 313-30
O 352- 7

p 372-
muscles and

sp 84-21 nor upon muscles and 6" for locomotion,
nerves nor

/ 219-11 Not muscles, nerves, nor 6',

adjustment of broken b' and dislocations
broken b'. dislocated joints, and

restores carious b- to soundness,
carious b' have been restored to healthy

"Spirit hath not flesh and b\— Luke 24.- 39.

Jesus called . . . "flesh and b'."— Lukr 24; 39.
a mortal and material belief of flesh and ft",

One theory about . . . blood, flesh, and b\

S 143-19
160-19

ph 172-23
173-19

/ 216-16
220-31

p 423-29
424- 4

r47&- 7

Book
p 441-31

book
Uttle

ap 558- 6
559- 1

559-17

the stomach, blood, nerves, b'.

Can muscles, b', blood, and nerves rebel
Brain, heart, blood, b', etc.,

measuring human strength by b" and sinews,
makes the nerves, b", brain, etc., servants,
controls the stomach, b\ lungs, heart,
B' have only the substance of thought
and its ownthoughts of b'.

made up of brain, blood, b% and

is recorded in our B' of books as a liar..

he had in bis hand a little b* open :
— Rev. 10 ; 2

angel had in his hand "a little b","— Rev. 10; 2

"Go and take the little b.— Rev. 10; 8.

of Eccleslastes
b 340- 4 This text in the b- of Eccleslastes

of Genesis
£7 502- 9
521-19
523-16

of Hebrews
ap 575-12

of Job
b 321- 2

Spiritually followed, the b' of Genesis is

about creation in the b" of Genesis,
in the early part of the b" of Genesis.

as we read in the b" of Hebrews ;

as may be seen by studying the 6" of Job.
of Eevelatlon

ap 558- 1 in the tenth chapter of his ft" ol Revelation :

perusal of the
t 446- 9 Perseverance In the perusal of the b'

Did this same b' contain the revelation of

books, however, which are based on this b'

she had never read this b' throughout
it will be seen why the author of this b"

contained in this b', Science and Health r

This b' may be distorted by shallow criticism
in the si'stem taught in this b\
It is his theology in this b-

never . . . by a simple perusal of this 6" .

endeavored to make this b'the iEsculapius of
Before this b' was published,
Until the author of this b' learned the
If the reader of this b' observes a great stir

sometimes seem worse while reading this b\
borrowed from this b" without giving it credit,
this b" has done more for teacher and
the system stated in this b"

If one of the statements in this b' is true,
Read this b- from begtcming to end.

same
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books
p 441-31
t 457- 6

ap 572- 3

bol-ders
p43a-6

bore
a 20-14

50-30
53-25

p363- 1

born
a 30- 5

m 57-19
61-17

S 100-26

/ 227-17
250-10

C 258-27
b 274-10

29.5-32

296-4
332- 9

t 463-14
463-18

(7 529- 3
• 535-17

552-15
557-20

ep 563-26

<// 598- 4

borne
a 33-10
S 109-24

p 383-18

borrow
a 21-32

borrowed
S 112-12
c 267-22

p 367- 6
t 457- 3

511- 2

borrows
pr 12-17

op 562- 9

bosom
a 29-27

sp 87-22

/ 201- *

b 321-21
334- 5

ap 569-22

Boston
pref xi-29
on 105-19

is recorded in our Book of {>' as a liar,

than has been accomplished by other o\
in both the first and last b' oi the Bible,

Faith should enlarge its &'

Jesus b' our infirmities ;

The real cross, which Jesus 6' up the hill of grief,
Jesus b' our .'.ins in his body.
She b- an alabaster jar

B' of a woman, Jesus' advent in the flesh

Happiness is spiritual, fi'of Truth and Love.
like tropical flowers b' amid Alpine snows.
"Unto us a child is 6',

— Isa. 9.' 6.

Paul said, "I was free b."— Acts 22/28.
which is never 6" and never dies.
Never 6" and never dying.
Ideas, on the contrary, are 6" of Spirit,
error theorizes that spirit is b' of matter
Progress is & nf experience.
Jesus was 6" of Mary.
conceived and 6" of Truth and Love,
the C. S. infant is b' of the Spirit, 6" of God,
that man should be 6" of woman,
the heritage of the first 6' among men
"Man that is &" of a woman— Job 14; 1.

lifts the curtain on man as never 6'

her child as soon as it was 6".— Rev. 12 ; 4.

every one that is 6
•

of the Spirit
— John 3: 8.

had &• this bread from house to house,
When a new spiritual idea is 6' to earth,
could not be b' by the refined.

would b' the psissport of some wiser pilgrim,

&• from that truly divine Science
Thought is &• from a higlier source
better than . . . stereotyped 6" speeches.
6" from this book without giving it credit,
and radiates their &• light,

b- its power from human faith and belief,
the universe 6" its reflected light,

dwelt forever an idea in the 6' of God,
of the tall ships that float on its b',

hnw I do bear in my b'— Psal. 89; 50.

when Moses first put his hand into his 6'

Christ, dwells forever in the ft- of the Father,
sin, which one has made his &• companion,

Massachusetts Metaphysical College in B',
these words of Judge Parmenter of B'

Boston Herald
an 102-24 an e.xtract from the B'

botanic
p 416-10

botanist
S 1.5.5- 8

ap 560-19

both
prcf viii- 9

viii-13

fl 18- 5
23-10
24-26
39-24
50-12
57-10
59- 3

59-32
60-10
73- 9
77- 7

80-21
80-31
82-15
8.5-23

8.5-30

88-25
91-27
91-29
99- 8

an 103-11
103-21
104- 4

S 113-2^
114-1

m

sp

H-

allopathic, homoeopathic, 6', eclectic

The chemist, the h\ the druggist,
The 6' must know the genus

physics teach that 6' Spirit and matter
oy healing b' disease and sin ;

His mission was 6' individual and collective.

eventually 6" sin and suffering will fall

Then we must differ from them b\
ft- are unreal, because impossible in Science.
The appeal of Jesus was made 6" to
B' sexes should be loving, pure, tender,
enduring obligations on ft' sides.

it never would, if ft' husband and wife were

purity and constancy, ft' of which are immortal.
0' the individuality and the Science of man,
6' here and hereafter.
mind-i)ower which moves 6' table and hand.
6' visibly and invi.sibly,
because ft' of us are either unconscious or
B' Jew and Gentile may have had
great Teacher knew ft' cause and effect,
for 6" arise from mortal belief.

erroneous postulate is, that man is ft'

erroneous pastulate is, that mind is ft'

worketh in you ft' to will and — Phil, 2; 13.

a knowledge of ft' good and evil,
false belief that mind is . . . ft' evil and good ;

are ft' comprehended, as they will be
B' are not, cannot be, true.

Usage classes ft' evil and good together

both
114-8
126-18
128-31
136- 5

1.36-8
148-12
148-13
150-19
157-27
157-31
158-11
162-18

ph 167-15
170-28
174-29
177- 9

180- 1

182- 9
186-26
188-15
190- 5

196-n
/206- 8
208-14
216-20
216-'20

218-12
223-18
229-11
234-15

6 270- 6
281- 7

282- 8

283-15
287- 6

287-29
293-11
294- 6
30.3-13

303-13
.303-15

307-21
320- 7

320-10
330-22
330-25
.333-19

338- 5'

338- 6

O 346-30
350-12
855-24
360-5
360-15

p 366-28
368- 6
370-17
370-23
372-20
373-21
376-22
37S-14
379- 2

393-30
39.5-10

396- 3
399-12
402-30
403-12
404-27
405-15
406- 3

406- 9
420-17
421-32
422-22
423-15
423-24
427- 7

t 4,50-23

4.54-18

45,5-30

456-23
4,57-12

457-15
458- 7

461-i!3

462-30
r 482- 4

487- 5

g 504- 6

512-23
513- 1

524-19
52&-3

BOTH

and calls mind ft' human and divine,
as being 6' natural and spiritual?
If 6' the major and the minor propositions
and heal 6' the sick and the sinning.
power to save men 6' bodily and spiritually,
B' anatomy and theology define
define man as 6' physical and mental,
would have one believe that 6' matter and
but they leave 6' mind and body worse
Science ft' neutralizes error and destroys it.
truth which heals ft' mind and body.
in cases of 6' acute and chronic disease
If God made man ft' good and evil,
or as ft' material and spiritual,
the thought of ft' physician and patient?
ft' must be destroyed by immortal Mind.
are 6' prolific sources of sickness.
We cannot obey ft' physiology and Spirit,
If pain is as real as . .ft' must be nnmortal ;

In ft' the waking and the sleeping dream,
producing mortals, 6' body and mind ;

able to destroy ft' soul and body— ^lall. 10; 28.
ft' upon the body and through it.

absurd to suppose that matter can ft' cause and
tosuppose that man, . is ft' matter and Spirit.
to suppose that man, ... 6' good and evil.
What renders ft' sin and sicl^ness difficult of
ft' shall fall into the ditch."— iV/a«. 15; 14.
calls 6' the offspring of spirit,
robbing 6' themselves and others.
hence 6' cannot be real.

presupposes man to be ft' mind and matter.
the finite, which has ft' beginning and end.
They speak of 6' Truth and error as mind,
supposes man to be ft' mental and material.
ft' good and evil.
ft' strata, mortal mind and
If man is 6' mind and matter,
6' spiritually and materially,
or by ft' God and man,
can never make ft' these contraries true.
as 6' good and evil,

Scriptures have ft' a spiritual and literal
must rest upon 6' the literal and moral ;"
Mind is not 6' good and bad,
The notion that ft' evil and good
6' before and after the Christian era,
belief . . . that he is ft' soul and body,
ft' good and evil, ft' spiritual and material
We cannot serve ft' God and mammon
ft' of which must be understood.
misapprehension ft' of the divine Principle and
those which are ft' mental and material.
B' you cannot have.
calm in the presence of 6' sin and disease,
B' truth and error have come nearer
but it uses the same medicine in 6' cases.

According to ft' medical testimony and
can we believe in the reality and power of 6"

you must rise above ft' fear and sin.

by 6' silently and audibly arguing the
and ft' win hght for nothing.
for ft' are errors,
false belief is ft' the tempter and the tempted,
same Principle cures 6' sin and sickness.
ft' for one's own sake and for that of the patient.
so-called mind is 6' the service and message
cannot produce ft' disorder and order.
ft' have their origin in the human mind,
B' cures require the same method
B' will be manacled until the last farthing Is

Sin and sickness are ft' healed by the same
healing of mortals, ft' mind and body.
Truth overcome--^ ft' disease and sin
are ft' forty, and that their combined sum
cases of bone-disease, ft' similarly produced
as ft' his foe and his remedy.
B' Science and consciousness are now at work
for 6' are immortal.
heals them ft' by understanding God's power
the true incentive in 6' healing and teaching.
cannot send forth 6' sweet waters and bitter.

you must ft' understand and abide by the
we cannot scientifically 6' clire and
ft' sides were beautiful
6' a mental and a material standpoint.
B' sin and sickness are error,
ft' in health and in sickness.

hypothesis that soul is ft' an evil and a gqod
ft' before and after that which is called death.
ft' spiritual and material
are menial, ft' primarily and secondarily.
ft' this mortal mentality, so-called, and its

Mind had made man, 6' male and female.
already created man, ft' male and female
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both
g 52^10
531- 7

531-27
536-19
53S-27
539- 6
542-21
551- 1

555-21
555-22

ap 561- 3

572- 3

577-25

gl 587-10
58S-18
59&- 5

bottles
5 114-21
6 281-27

bottom
an 104-13

ph 184- 9

Boiiillaud
an 101- 9

bound
pr 6-24

sp 77- 4

/ 227-27
r 495-10
49.5-12

ap 559-10

boundary
m 58-22

sp 97-15
6 298-18

ap 577-12

bounded
sp 84-19
C 256-13
6 301-32

bounding
/ 237- 4

boundless
a 22-24
c 258-15
b 323-11
r 481- 4

bounds
g 550- 8

bounty
pr 15-25
a 36-11

bow
a 35-12

p/l 174- 5

/ 214-18
247-26

g 530-21

bowed
a 32-13

36-13

gl 598-11

bowels
pft 176- 8

179-28

p413- 7

415-21

box
ph 170-30

boy
ph 193- 2

195- 2

p 398- 2

boyhood
a 52- 1

ph 193-23

boys
6 333- 6

p 379-16

Brahman
p 362-n

brain
and nerves

5 122-12
6 290-11

and viscera
p 415-24

body and
sp 79-28

b' man and woman proceed from God
error, . . . that mind and soul are ft' right and
Certainly not by ft', since
The blind leading the blind, ft' would fall.

As 6' mortal man and sin have a
as if '. . . matter can ft' give and take away.
ft' for what it is and for what it does.
ft' the material senses and their reports are
as if man were the offspring of ft' Mind and
of ft' Deity and humanity.
destroys ft' faith in evil and the
in ft' the first and last books of the Bible,
ft' within and without,
belief that . . . are ft' mental and material ;

belief that . . . are ft' mental and material.
the original word is the same in ft' cases,

poured into the old 6' of the letter,

does not put new wine into old 6',

C. S. goes to the ft' of mental action,

probing the trouble to the ft',

among whom were Roiix, B\ and Cloquet,

at a single ft"

he said that Satan had ft' her.
Neither do other mortals . .

The illusion . . . has ft' you,
"whom Satan hath ft',"

— Luke 13; 16.

opens the prison doors to such as are ft',

to the globe's remotest ft'.

the centre, though not the ft-, of the affections,
without passing the ft' where,
never reaches beyond the ft' of the
This spiritual, holy habitation has no ft"

Mind is infinite, not 6" by corporeality.
The everlasting I am is not ft' nor
Immortality is not ft' by mortality

B" off with laughing eyes,

ft" freedom, and sinless sense,

higher and higher from a ft' ba-sis.

until 6' thought walks enraptured,
freedom, harmony, and ft' bliss.

cannot be limited within material 6".

Christians rejoice in secret beauty and 6",

pour his dear-bought 6" into barren lives.

They 6" before Christ, Truth,
that man should ft' down to a flesh-brush.
We 6' down to matter, . . . like the pagan
arches the cloud with the ft" of beauty,
saying, . . . B" down to me and

he 6" in holy submission to the di'vine decree,
a few women who 6' in sOent woe
"He ft- his head,— Jo/jn 19: 30.

left the stomach and 6" free to act
to move the ft", or to produce sleep
Mind regulates the condition of the stomach, 6*

the action of the lungs, of the ft",

is the Pandora 6", from which

caused by a fall . . . when quite a 6".

After the babbling 6" had been taught to
as when he said to the epileptic ft".

From early 6" he was about his

ever since the injury was received in 6".

in common with other Hebrew 6" and men,
think of the experiment of those Oxford ft',

the household of a high-caste B".

sections of matter, such as 6" and nerves,
manifested through ft" and nerves, is false.

Including 6" and viscera.

Mind controls body and 6*.

brain
called

ph 18.5-29 material stratimi of the human mind, called 6",
can give no Idea

ph 191- 1 The ft" can give no idea of God's man.
congestion of the

p 408-23 as would congestion of the 6",
consult your

ph 165-18 Then you consult your ft" in order to
diseased

p 421- 3 insanity implies behef in a diseased ft",

effect upon the
p 401-23 could you produce any effect upon the 6" or

Is not mind
p 372- I Remember, ft" is not mind.

named
ft 295-26 The theoretical mind is matter, named ft",

or matter
c 259-24 B" or matter never formed a human concept.

portions of the
g 531- 8 It IS well that the upper portions of the ft"

prevent the
p 395-31 would prevent the ft" from becoming diseased,

proceeding from the
sp SS-12 proceeding from the ft" or from matter,

size of a
ph 190-12 presently measure mind by the size of a ft"

size of the
ph 155- 7 To measure . . by the size of the b'

softened
p 387- 4 must it pay the penalty in a softened 6"?

substratum of
p 408-29 thought in the corporeal substratum of 6"

your
sp 79-24 says : . . . Your 6" is overtaxed.

s 127-20
151-19

ph 172-23
172-32
189-16
189-29
190- 7

/211- 1

216-16
C 262-29
6 294-13

p 408-17
408-25
409- 6
409- 9

414-10
432- 8

r475- 7

478-14
gl 587-13

nerves, ft", stomach, lungs, and so forth.
The blood, heart, lungs, ft", etc.,

B", heart, blood, . . . the material structure?
heart, blood, ft", acting through the
it is as truly mortal mind, . . as is the material ft-

the lower, basal portion of the 6",

neither ... is found in ft" or elsewhere in
If ft", nerves, stomach, are intelligent,
it makes . . . bones, 6", etc., servants.
Every concept which seems to begin with the ft"

saying ; . . . Nerves feel. B" thinks and sins.
Can drugs go of their own accord to the 6"

with the mmd than is the ft".

animate error called nerves, ft", mind,
mortal mind— alias matter, ft"

impossibility that matter, ft", can control
for I convey messages from ... ft", to body.
Man is not matter ; he is not made up of ft".

Does ft" think, and do nerves feel,

theories that hold mind . existing in ft",

brain-lobes
p 395-30 The knowledge that 6" cannot kill

r 478-22 and 6" cannot think

bralnology
ph 171-10

ft 295-28

brake
a 32-16 6" rt, and gave it to the disciples,— A/aK. 26." 26.

branch
p 402- 2
t 462-24

brave
S 120-32
144- 7

bravely
m 67- 9 He answers ft", but even the dauntless

brazen
s 133-11 The Israelites looked upon the 6" serpent,

breach
s 112-30

p 382-18

bread
and vesetables

/ 221- 3_ he ate only 6" and vegetables,

not needing to study ft"

B" teaches that mortals are created to suffer

surgery is the ft" of its healing which
This ft" of study is indispensable

chained the limbs of the ft" old navigator,
when dawns the sun's 6" light.

Inculcates a 6" of that divine commandment
"more honored in the ft' than the obser^-ance,'

breaklDK of
a 46- 7

dally
pr 17-4

diet of
/ 220-22

Jesus took
o 32-15

of Life
/ 222-10

our
a 35-26

and by the breaking of 6".

Give us this day our daily ft" :
— Matt. 6; 11.

clergyman once adopted a diet of 6' and water

Jesus took 6", and blessed it.— MaH 26; 26.

feeds thought with the ft" of Life.

Our ft" "which cometh down— John 6; 33.
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bread
slice of

/221- 7 only a tbin slice cf 6" without water.
tbeir

a 33- 6 Their 6' indeed came down from heaven.
this

a 31-23 "As often as ye eat 'this 6-,— / Cor. II ; 26.

33-10 this b- was feeding and sustaining them.
33-U They had borne this &• from house to house,

Q.se of
a 32-21 lost, if . . .confined to the use of b- and wine.

a 31-19 we drink of his cup, partake of his b',

32-23 yet Jesus prayed and gavje them b'

33-32 Are all who eat 6' and drink wine
m 68-20 when casting my 6' upon the waters,

p 410-10 "Man shall not live by b alone.— Matt. 4: 4.

g 535-26 sweat of thy face shall thou eat ft-,— Gen. 3 : 19.

breadth
g 520- 3 The depth, 6-, height, might, majesty,

break
a 39-25 To 6' this earthly spell, mortals m.ust

41-12 cannot forever &• the Golden Rule
/ 225-18 potent to b' despotic fetters

234-29 to look with desire . . was to &" a moral precept.
239- 7 B' up cliques, level wealth with honesty,

p 412-17 must &• the dream of the material senses.

420-28 to b- its dream of suffering,
( 448-27 ventures not to b' its rules,

449- 2 AVith . . . wrists manacled, it is hard to b'

ap 569-15 Alas for those who &• faith with divine Science

breakage
p 402-15 no &• nor dislocation can really occur.

6 308-24 "Let me go. for the day b' "—Gen. 32 ; 26.

breakfast
a 34-30 his last spiritual &• with his disciples

breaking
a 33-11 &• (explaining) it to others,

46- 7 and by the &• of bread.

sp 96-15 The b- up of material beliefs

c 261-24 B' away from the mutations of time and sense,
o 349- 5 "Through 6" the law,— Rom. 2 ; 23.

p 363- 3 B" the sealed jar, she perfumed Jesus' feet

381-11 cannot in reality suffer from ic anything
breaks

/ 241- 6 Sin 6- in upon them,
h 301-21 belief . . . b' the First Commandment,
p 396-30 It 6' the dream of disease

r 489-13 it 6" all the commands of the
494-23 6' their illusion with the unbroken reality of

g 542-25 to advance itself, &• God's conunandments,

breast
gl 595-14 which were to be on Aaron's 6"

breast-plate
gl 596-12 the b' of the high-priest

breath
pr 2-8 God is not moved by the b- of praise
s 120-30 When Columbus gave freer 6' to the globe,

ph 175-13 and the b' of new-mown hay
184-30 Her b' came gently.
192-15 the devouring flame, the tempest s O'.

/ 225-21 nor did the b' of freedom come from
g 516-15 sends her sweet b' to heaven.

524-15 into his nostrils the b' of life ;
— Gen. 2: 7.

525-2 animated by the &• of God?
breathe

t 452-14 Never b' an immoral atmosphere, unless

breathed
ph 184-28 always 6- with great difficulty when
g 524-14 and 5- into his nostrils— Gen. 2 ; 7.

gl 598-14 common statement, "He &• his last.'

breathes
sp 76- 4 forgets all else and 6" aloud his rapture.

g 548- 3 and b- through the sacred pages

breathing
ph 185- 2 Tier difficulty in 6- had gone.

193-12 and the &• became natural ;

/ 225-17 b- the omnipotence of divine justice,

breeds
m 62- 7 master the belief . . . which o- disease.

brethren
a 31- 7 and who are my 6-,"— Matt. 12 .• 48.

s 107- * But I certify you. b-, that— Gal. 1 : U.
137-17 Kimon replied for his 6-,

t 444- 8 their 6" upon whom they may call.

444-27 for we be 6- ."— Gen. 13 ; 8.

444-30 are discordant and ofttimes false O".

r 470- 2 the whole family of man would be &• ;

ap 568-16 accuser of our 6- is cast down,— Rev. 12; 10.

bridal
m 65- 3 May Christ. Truth, be present at every 6- allar
/ 238-13 From out the b- chamber of wisdom

bride
m . 58-24 Said the peasant 6- to her lover .

g 548- 1 Spirit and the 6- say. Come !— Rev. 22; 17.

ap 561-12 a 6' comi.ng down from heaven,
561-13 "the 6" and "the Lamb"— see Rev. 21; 9.
574- 8 I win show thee the 6",— Rev. 21 ; 9.

gl 582-14 definition of

bridegroom
gl 582-17 definition of

bridge
sp 74-26 There is no 6' across the gulf which
gl 598-26 would b' over with life discerned spiritually

brief
pr 16- 7 taught his disciples one b- prayer,
a 42-12 his 0' triumphal entry into Jerusalem

ph 194- 3 Reviewing this b' experience,
/ 206-20 for the b' space of a few years
334— 9 Jesus, whose earthly career was 6'

p 433-16 A b' consultation ensues,
r 496-31 a b' exposition of the Important points,
g 502- 3 real prelude of the older Scriptures is so 6"
521- 7 We leave this b\ glorious history

ap 565-14 had a b' history in the earthly

briefly
g 547-17 B-, this is Darwin's theory,

bright
a 34-31 in the 6- morning hours at the joyful meeting
s 121-11 earth and heaven were b\
f 246-15 dawn . . with b' and imperishable glories.

ap 558-12 but a 6" promise crowns Its brow

brightens
c 265-27 b' the ascending path of many a heart.

g 516-18 b' the flower, beautifies the landscape,

brighter
a 32-26 refresh his heart with b', with spiritual views,
r 496-13 b- "unto the perfect day."— Prov. 4 ; 18.

brightness
s 139-11 even when the end has been 6' and peace ;

b 313-10 "the 6- of His [God's] glory,— Heb. 1 ; 3.

313-21 "Who, being a b- from His glory,— see Heb. 1 ; 3.

ap 565- 5 loathing the 6' of divine glory.

brim
pr 5-16 Ingratitude and persecuti6n filled it to the b- ;

bring
pr 2-16 but it tends to 6' us into harmony with it.

2-29 The unspoken desire does b' us nearer the
4-14 are made manifest in the blessings they b\
4-25 and patience must b- experience.
11-21 Petitions b- to mortals only the results of
11-30 will b- us into all Truth.

a 34-16 they will b- In the millennium..

sp 97-22 they b' error from under cover.
s 128-30 addition of two sums . . . must always 6"

/ 202- 6 If men would b' to bear upon the
212-19 b' the rose Into contact with the olfactory
230- 5 will &• us into health, holiness, and
230-13 so as to & about certain evil results,

c 260-16 and to b' out better and higher results,
261- 5 you will b' these into your experience

b 300-10 will b- to light the true reflection of God
o 351-16 cannot b' out the practical proof . . . while

p 374- 4 but the truth of being, . . . will &• relief.

386-18 same grief that the friend's real death would b'.

392- 3 Only wliile . . . remains can it 6' forth death.
400-27 to 6' out the harmony of being.
405-29 penalties you incur and the iUs they b'.

422-15 meet and b' out a third quality,
424- 9 to change the . . . and thus b' out harmony,

r 483-22 seems to 6" into dishonor the ordinary scientific

492-12 and b- Immortality to light.

g 504-24 The rays of infinite Truth, . . . b' light
507-11 Let the earth b' forth grass,

— Gen. 1; 11.

511-19 Let the waters b' forth— Gen. 1 ; 20.

513-14 Let the earth b' forth— Gen. 1 ; 24.

53.5- 8 in sorrow thou shalt b' forth— Gen. 3 ; 16.

535-24 thistles shall it b' forth to thee .— Gen. 3; 18.

550-27 nor does a lion b- forth a lamb.
557-18 "In sorrow thou shalt b' forth— Gen. 3; 16.

ap 570- 2 will &• the hour when the people will chain,

bringeth
c 257-20 &•

'

'forth Mazzaroth In his season,"— Job 38 ; 32.

p 442-15 as of one "that 6' good tidings."— Isa. 52; 7.

bringing
o 35-23 by b- forth the fruits of Love,
m 57-13 b- sweet seasons of renewal

/ 210-14 b- to light the scientific action of

249- 6 6' us into newness of life

360-15 You are b' out your own ideal.
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m
sp

bringing
p 435-12
< 454-32
o529- 1

540- 8

ap 561-15

gl 58^17

brings
pr 11-11

11-20
37-2
37-13
69-15
72-13
77- 6

4 132-13
157-29
162-4

ph 169-24
196-9

/ 203-13
206-27
221-31
224-28
224-30
248-U

b 272-10
276-12
293-29
305-26
336-28
338- 2

348-23

p 401-18
404- 7

4M-19
407-27
422-10

/ 446-27
r 487-31
496-14
530-6
540-31
555- 4

ap 558-17

gl 596- 4

brinlf
/ 235-22

broad
1 451-13

broadcast
m. 65-13

ph 197-18

broaden
/ 235-32

6' Joy Instead of grief,
auxiliaries to aid in b- thought Into accord
b' forth fruit of its own kind,
when &" it to the surface and
God and hia Christ, b' harmony to earth.
and 6" to light idan's immortality.

Broken law 6" penalty ... to compel this
because sin 6' inevitable suffering.
Does not Science show that sin b' suffering
Consciousness of right-doing &• its own reward

;

6- the sweet assurance of no parting,
Truth . . . b- to light immortality.
Error b' its own self-destruction
divine Principle which b' out all harmony.
6" out the proof that Life is continuous
C. S. 6" to the body the sunlight of Truth,

'

mortal mind, -not matter, which b: to the sick
Sin alone b' death, for sin is the only
Spiritual perception 6" out the possibilities of
He destroy^ them, and b' to light Immorlality.
ftvwith it another lesson.
Truth &• the elements of liberty.
power of God &• deliverance to' the
which each day 6' to a nearer tomb.
spiritual sense of the Scriptures & out the
b' objects and thoughts Into human view
C. S. b" to light Truth and its supremacy,
destroys all error and 6" immortality to light.
Science of being . . . b' Immortality to light.
&• to light the only living and true God
while complaining of the suffering disease 6',
b' sin and sickness to the surface,
suffering which his submission to such habits 6",

cuts down every tree that 6' not forth good fruit.
b' the divine Mind, Life not death,
tremor which Truth often 6' to error
exercise of will 6- on a hypnotic state,
6" out the enduring and harmonious phases
what the understanding of God &• to man.
The earth, . . . b' forth food for man's use
he b' a material offering to God.
6* the physical organism under the yoke of
It 6' the baptism of the Holy Ghost,
but C. S. & God much nearer to mail.

To the tremblers on the 6- of death,

"wide is the gate, and 6* ia—Matt. 7; 13,

b' powers of evil so conspicuous to-dav
departments of knowledge now &• in the earth.

brother
g 541-14 rose up against Abel his b-,— Gen. 4 ; 8.

541-20 Where is Abel thy 6- ?— Gen. i: 9.

541-26 the human duty of man towards bis b:

brotherliood

m
sp

their listeners will ... 6- their concepts.

broadening
c 258-14 developing Itself, 6* and rising

broader
access to b* and higher realms.
must near the 6' interpretations of being.

5 128-17
C265-7

broadest
sp 97-21
S 111-30
147-8

broken
pr 11-10
a 38- 8

»n 66- 7

ph 184-25

p 364-27
384-25
385-26
392-4
401-29
402- 6

402-19
427-17

<447- 1

g 522- 9

ap 563-14

b' facts array the most falsities against
submitted ... to the b' practical tests,
submitted to tha b- practical test.

B- law brings penalty
b' by the demands of divine Science
a b' reed, which pierces the heart.
what is termed a fatally b- physical law.
by their genuine repentance, by their b' hearts,
that you nave b" no law,
not the penalty for having b' a law of
b' moral law should be taken into account
adjustment of b- bones and dislocations
b" bones, dislocated joints, and
whether it be a b' bone, disease, or sin.
the same after as before a bone is b-

heavenly law is b' by trespassing upon
as having b' away from Deity
belief . . . the Ten Commandments can be b'.

brolsen-hearted
p 366-31 must first learn to bind up the b\

bronchial
ph 175-28 the refinement of inflamed b- tubes.

brood
/ 234-18 6" of evils which infest it would be cleared out.

brother {see also brother's)
c 267-15 as for that of b' and sister.

267-17 mv b', and sister, and mother."— Matt. 12: 50.

p 366-15 "He that loveth not his b"— / Johni: 20.

b 340-24
r 467-12
470-3
518-16
541-17-

brother's
t 455-16

g 518-18
541-4
541-21
541-2S

brought
a 19-15

29-22
44-25
50- 1

61-10
65-29
86-18

an IOC- 1

S 110-9
115- 7

121-30
136- 7
14S^ 1

159- 7
164-27

ph 168-13
196-28

/ 240-29
b268- 1

292-30
30J-12
306-15
309-20
315-10
318-14
335-24
351-32

p 363-21
388-20
414-30
426-28
428-22
429-2
436-18

T 475-17
496-26
505-28
508- 9
512- 5
527-23
528-13
532-7
538-21
540-25
540-27
648-27
551-21
553-18

CO 565- 6
559-31
574-21

0? 582-23

brow
ph 193- 9

/ 245-15
t 451- 6

ap 558-12

bruise
(? 534-11
534-11
534-29

bruised
pref xi-21

bruises
/216-8

brusque
p 365-1

brutal
a 43-13

p405-2
ap 564-16

brutality
a 40-22

constitutes the b' of man ;

true b" of man will be established.
b" of man would consist of Love and
The rich in spirit help the poor in one grand &'
ruptures the life and b" of man

mote out of thy 6' eve."— Matt. 7: 6,
seeth his b" need and supplieth it,

Jealous of his b- gift.Am I my 6' keeper?— Cm. 4.- 9;

The voice of thy b' blood— Gen. i: VO:

b' to material beliefs not peace,
b" forth her child by the revelation of Truth
divinity b' to humanity the understanding
b' as a lamb to the slaughter,— Isa. 53; V.

every mountain of selfishness be b' low,
mental chejnicalization, wtiich has b"

apparitions b' out in dark seances
b- into notice by Mesmer in Germany
equipollence of God b' to light
C. S. as b' forth in my discovery.
thus b- nearer the spiritual fact.

Despite the persecution this b" upon him.
When his students b" to him a case
The case was b' to trial.

then shall be b- to pass the saying
—/ Cor. 15 ; 51

b- yourself into the slough of disease
from the image b' before the mind ;

until all error is finally b" into subjection
In the material world, thought has b' to light
connection with his God, which Jesus b' to light.
spiritually conceived and 6' forth ;

to be b" together again at some . . . time
to be b' back through great tribulation,
b" upon him the anathemas of the age.
b' the belief of sin and death
Life as Immortality b* to light.
their prayer b" down no proof that it was heard
and so b' home the lesson to all,
which is "b" to desolation."— Alatt. 12; 2.5.

unreal, and is not b* about by div^ne Love.
Sin b" death, and death wUl disappear with'
The great spiritual fact must be b" out
this Life must be b' to light
But they b- with them Fear,
"conceived hi sin and b- forth In iniquity."
then shall be b" to pass the saying—/ Cor. 15 ; 54.
It is the reality bf aU things b- to light.
the earth b- forth grass, — Gen. 1 ; 12.

which the waters b" forth— Gen. 1 : 21.
and b' them unto Adam— Gen. 2; 19.

and b" her unto the man.— Gen. 2: 22.
when eating its first fruits b- death?
b' into view only as the unreal
Cain b* of the fruit of the— Gen. 4; 3.

b' of the firstlings of his flock,— Gen. i: 4,
Modem discoveries have b' to light
b' down from generation to generation?"
the maternal egg never b' forth Adam.
And she b" forth a man child,— Rev. 12; 5.
b' forth the man child.— Rev. 12; 13.

b' also the experience which at last

Immortality b- to light.

The dew of death was on his b\
youth sat gently on cheek and b'.

with the crown of Love upon her b',
a bright promise crowns its b'.

it shall b- thy head,— Gen. 3; 15.

and thou shall b- his heel.— Gen. 3: 15.

the woman, this idea, will b' the head of

To set at liberty them that are b\— LtiKe 4 : 18.

Truth b- the head of error

and the b* business visitor

The malignity of b' persecutors.
Hatred inflames the b" propensities.
b' barbarity of his foes could emanate from

lesser apostles of Truth may endure human b*
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brute

m 63-7
ph 173- 3

6 277-16

bud
m 62-23

68-24

sp 78- 1

g 518-21

gl 596-26

/r 600- *

Buddhism
ph 173-32

budding
p 413-28

buddings
/ 236-22

buds
sp 77-29

ph 191-22

5 549-12

buffeting
t 460-22

buUd
sp 84-27
s 137-31

/ 201- 7

235- 3

p 421-27
/450- 9

builder
6 314-14

p 428-13
428-17

ap 575-10

builders
s 139-26

building
/ 241-26

builds
sp 83-11

ph 177-11

el 581-19

built
O 35-20
S 127-31
138-15

/ 226-14
226-15

b 269-28
t454- 8

r484- 4

bulk
ph 190-12

bullet
358-2

bundle
S149- 6

buoyant
S 109-16

buoys
a 24-9

His origin is not, ... in 6' instinct,
distinguish between humanity and the 6',
nor the man by the &•.

which forms the b- and blo.ssora,
perpetuation of the floral species by b' or
The decaying flower, t,he blighted b',
as the blossom shines through the b\
maketh the valley to b' and blossom as the rose.
and the pomegranates b' forth.

— Song 7: 12.

call into action less faith than B'

convey ... to children's &• thoughta,

blighting the b' of self-government.

a state resembling that of blighted 6",
Jiot a spray 6" within the vale,
sometimes through eggs, sometimes through 6",

6" them with the cold assertion,

spiritualism has no basis upon which to b'.

I will b- my church ;— Matt. 16; 18.

AVe cannot 6' safely on false foundations.
if virtue and truth b' a strong defence.
you should not b- it up byA third class of thinkers »• with solid masonry.

knowing, as he did, that Mind was the 6",
"whose b- and maker is God."— iff6. 11 ; 10.

the eternal &, the everlasting Father,
b' and maker of this New Jerusalem is God,

stone which the 6" rejected"— Malt. 21 ; 42.

comer-stone of all spiritual b' is purity.

hides Truth and 6' on error.
so-called mind b' its own superstructure.
The higher false knowledge &

Our church is 6" on the divine Principle, Love.
in so far as this is b' on the false hypotheses
the foundation on which Jesus 6".

God has 6' a higher platform of human rights,
and He has b' it on diviner claims.
not houses b' on the rock.

path which leads to the house b' without hands
for it is b' upon the rock, Christ.

and the b' of a body, called man.

Can a leaden 6' deprive a man of Life,

a 6" of speculative human theories?

search was sweet, calm, and 6" with hope,

the b' and healing currents of Truth

burden
a 50-26

burial
a 3&-8

4.5-13

/ 232-30

gl 582-21

buried
a 38-26

sp 75-19
87 -23

6299- 8

p 429-15

buries
g 537-16

burlesque
sp 92-18

bum
a 46- 6

ap 566-20

burned
5 134-11
161- 3

J7 535-4

burning
ap 566-24

burns
s 161- 5

burnt
6 286-8

burst
c 261-29
6 288-15

bursting
/ 252-28

bury
35,5-11

p 367- 2

429-18
T 469-21

business
Father's

a 25-9
52- 1

neighbor's
m 64-13

m 63-30
s 128- 7

p365- 1

busy
ph ISO- 6

buyer
p439- 3

by-and-by
a 21-31

bygone
s 134- 1

byways
s 158-19

The 6' of that hour was terrible

or the 6- of mind in matter.
Three days after his bodily 6*
unquestionable signs of the 6" of error
definition of

To those 6- in the belief of sin and self,
same plane - . . as those who &• the body,
the bodies which lie 6' in its sands ;

has 6" its fondest earthly hopes,
afianns . . . that it must be 6-

and 6' itself in the ground,

a 6' of God's man

by the words, which made their hearts &•

fiery baptism will 6-up the chaff of error

the followers of Christ were 6-, crucified, and
You say, "/ have & my finger."
the one to be 6', the other to be garnered

A 6* and a shining light I

mortal mind, and not matter, 6* it.

is better than all 6" offerings.

even as the bird which has 6' from the egg
lightnings and thunderbolts of error .may 6"

Like 6" lava, I expand but to my own despair,

let the dead 6- their dead."— Alait. 8; 22.
nor 6' the morale of C. S.

unseen by those who think that they 6' the
We 6" the sense of infinitude, when we admit

as he went daily about his Father's b-.

he was about his "Father's 6'."— Luke 2: 49.

never well to interfere with your neighbor's 6V

enter into 6' agreements, hold real estate,
& men and cultured scholars
the cook, and the brusque & visitor

when he sees his would-be healers &•,

False Belief, . . . is a &• for this firm.

B', ashamed of his zigzag course.

To-day the cry of 6" ages is repeated,

the 6" of this wilderness world,

Caesar
a 20- 1

(7 540-17

Caesar's
a 20- 2

g 540-18

He rendered "unto C'—Matt. 22.- 21.

Science renders "unto C'— Malt. 22; 21.

the things which are C' ;
— Matt. 22;

the things which are C' ;
— Matt. 22 ,

21.

21.

C

Cain {see also Cain's)
sp 89-27 C* . . . concluded that if life was in the body,
g 538-24 she conceived, and bare C",— Gen. 4; 1.

540-25 C- brought of the fruit— Gm. 4 ; 3.

540-28 C' is the type of mortal and material man,
641- 4 Jealous . . . C" seeks Abel's life,

641—7 but unto C", and to his offering,
— Gen. 4; S.

541-14 C' rose up against Abel— Gen. 4 ; 8.

541-19 the Lord [Jehovah] said unto C'.— Gen. 4; 9.

642-15 Therefore whosoever slayeth C\— Gen. 4; 15.

542-17 set a mark upon C\— Gen. 4 ; 15.

542-27 C" went out from the presence— Gen. 4; 16.

Cain's
g .541- 3 more . . . than does C- fruit.

541-10 than for the worship expressed by C' fruit?

calamities
/ 223-28
r 486-32

calculate
sp 85- 1

s 162-32
6 319- 5

calculated
s 111-21 an essay c- to offset the tendency of the ago

calculations
/.209-26 mundane formations, astronomical c",

even according to the c of natural science.

Marvels, c". and sin wiU much more abound
these c" often drive mortals to seek and

read the stars or c an eclipse.
"it is impossible to c the mischief which
To c one's life-prospects from a

p 429-24

calculus
/ 209-29

g 520-15

calendar
a 20- 9

g 520-11

calendars
/246-5

swallowed up in the infinite c of Spirit,
and thought accepts the divine infinite c\

Jesus' history made a new c,
according to the c of time.

Life and its faculties are not measured by c"
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p'-
a

sp

calf
(I 514-24 And llic f arnl Iho younK lion,— Isn II

'

fi.

California
. a 21-10 while I am en route for C\

call
last

b 291- 7 but ihis last c of wisdom cannot come till

lesser
6 291- S 111! mortals have . . . yielded to each lesser c

mental , , ,

sp Sti- S His quick apprehension of this mental c-

midnight ,. .. j u
p 365- 6 preparing their helpers for the midnight c,

of error
. , j

a 21-26 worldly man is at the beck and c- of error,

they assuredly c down infitiite blessings.
which we c' the Christian era .

"C- no man your father upon— i\ia(( 23; 9.

I will c- for ihte:'— Acts 24: 25.

as before the cliange we c death,
The Scotch c such vision 'second sight,

We should blush to c that real which
multitudes consider that w^hich they c- science

tlie substratum . . . wtiich we c' matter;
if man passes through what we c death
and so continue to c' upon matter
c into action less faith than Buddhism
We c the body material ,

but
We shall not c the body weak,
not alone hereafter in what men c Paradise.
V>'e c- the absence of Truth, error.

U says : . . put spirit into what I c matter.

Would any one c it wise and good
What you c matter was originally
and then c' his bonds material and
When ... we c these conditions disea.se.

You will c- it neuralgia, but we c it a belief.

condition of the body which we c' sensation

a disease which moderns would c dementia.

may c the disease by name when you mentally
The material body, which you c me,

they should early c an experienced
their brethren upon w^hom they may c\
the sufferer could c" a surgeon,
Does that which we c' dead ever see

Did infinite Mind create matter, and c it

C- the mirror divine Science,
and c" man the reflection.

to see what he would f them :
— Gen. 2: 19.

including those which we c- human.
and c tills sham unity man,

WhenGod c'the author to proclaim His Gospel
".\Iany are c ,

but few are— Matt. 22; 14

which has since been c the ascension.

which destroys the belief c sin

Could it be c- supernatural for the

disciples at first c" him a spirit, ghost,
his final demonstration, c" the ascension,

c Jesus a glutton and a wlne-bibber.
one possible moment, when . . . those c dead.
over its lower substratum, c' matter.

give to the worms the body r man,
material personalities c spirits,
mortal mind, whose touch c for aid.

and at another are c- spirits.
the imaginary line C" the equator
animal magnetism, recently c' hypnotism,
the opposite ot Truth,— r error,

his name shall be c Wonderful."— Jsa. 9; 6.

I beheld, . . . the awful unreality c evil.

Or shall all that , . be c" supernatural.
C. S. eschews what is c" natural science,

and when Truth casts out the evil c' disease,
the impetuous disciple had been c
bv what men c" miracles ;

The divine Mind never c- matter medicine.
and this belief is c a boil.

restored what is c the lost substance of lungs.
as surely as it heals what is c functional,
in defiance of what is c material law,
material stratum of the human mind, c brain,
human belief c" mortal maji
and the bulk of a body, c man.
I wag c to visit Mr. Clark in Lynn,
belief gave his thought-forces, c muscles,
an intelligence or Mind c God.
cannot therefore be mind, though so c
There are evil beliefs, often c evil spirits ;

supposition of reality is c a deceiver,
the London medical magazine c The Lancet.
and that one is c man

;

prior to the change c death.
Natural science, as it is commonly c",

cal

l,>-30

20- 9

31- 4
40- 7

82-20
87-13
92-25
98-25

5 157-14

ph 172- 9

17:5-27

173-32
189-15

/ 219-16
h 2HS- 4

287- 9

307-12
356-27

p 372- 4
372-12
373-28

392-16 17

408-30
411-14
412-10
410-16
420- 6

f 444- 9

464-16
r 479-16

g 5M-27
515-29
515-30
527-24
549-20
555-20

led
prcf .'cl-22

a 27-25
34-28
37- 1

44-20
45-25
46-26
52-31
75-26
80-24
81-22
84-26
86- 5

88-17
90- 9

an 101-30
s 10f>-24

lOS-27
lift- 9

126-19
127-30
13.5-14

137-26
139- 7

143-10
1.5.3-19

162-23
162-26

ph 168-2;
185-29
190- 8

190-13
192-32
199-28

/ 204-13
204-15
206-32
213- 2

24,5- 4

250-14
254-17

6 274- 7

sp

called
b 274-26

2,81-14

2K5-10
2110-16

293- 9
293-10
29.3-25

295-25
302-26
309-10
309-15
313-29
319-11
331-27
339-8
343-18

p 362-12
374-13
380- 2

398- 1

398-11
409- 6

411- 4

411-24
414-14
427-26
430-27
431- 1

431-20
432- 9
432-21
4.36-19

437-20
t 447-10
r 469-16
477-28
478-28
482-16
483-16
485-27
487- 6

g 504- 3

504- 4

506- 8

506-22
506-23
508- 1

520-10
522-13
523-17
523-18
52:5-19

52.3-20

523-26
524- 7

524-17
527-24
532-13
534-16
53.5-30

536- 1

551- 5

.551-18

ap 567-15
568- 5

572-24

gl 5SO-17
580-18
586-10

calling
pr 6-7
a 31- 9

A- 148-20
154- 6

ph 175-16

/ 251-31
b 2.8.3-30

p 422- 1

491- 9

g 52.8-23

528-26
532-20

calls
a 39-13
m 60-24

sp 73- 3
S 114- 2

114- 8
124-27

ph 170- 4

187-29

/ 229-11
287-18
307-32

CALLS

The ronvcntional firm, c
• matter nnd mind,

The oMf Ego, the one Mind or Spirit c God,
the unlikiniss c sin, sickne.ss, and
If the change c' death destrovetl the

the more ethereal is c minu.
the illusion c a mortal.
The manifestations of evil, . . . are C
All that is c mortal thought
infinite Principle. C" Person or God.
He was no longer c Jacob, but Israel,
were to be c' the children of Israel,

Jesus c- the body, which by spiritual power
material means (commonly c nature)
constitute the triune Person c God,
Spirit, alone created all, and c it good.
I)roving by what are wrongly c" miracles,

(.Mary Magdalene, as she tias since been C')

state of mortal iniml, though it is c matter.
wtiich ends in a belief c" death.
Sometimes Jesus c a disease by name,
synagogue ruler's daughter, whom they C' dead
a'niniate error c' nerves, brain, mind.
If the stuilent silently c the disease by
The mpntal state is c a material state.

whether it is c- dementia, hatred,
C- to the bed of death, what material remedy
The evidence for the prosecution being c

must remain silent until c' for at this trial,

The next witness is c :

Another witness is c" for by the
I was c' for, shortly after the
result which they were c' to prevent.
False Belief, c C. S. to order
heal the sick when c- upon for aid,

opposite of infinite. Mind— c- detil

when they c a certain beautiful lake

and c' me by His grace.— Gai. 1 ; 15.

Jesus c- himself "the Son of ma.n." —Matt. 9;B.

Science has c the world to battle

delineates foreign agents, c' disease and sin.

both before and after that which is c death.

God c- the light Day.— Gen. 1 ; 5

and the darkness He c" Night.— Gen. 1 ; 5.

God c- the firmament Heaven.— Gen. 1 ; 8.

God c- the dry land Earth
-.

— Gcn. I; 10.

the waters C He Seas :•
— Gen. 1 ; 10.

human or material belief, c" mortal man.
The numerals of infinity, c" seven days,
c- life and intelligence in matter.
One is c" the Elohistic,

Supreme Being ia therein c Elohim.
The other document is c the Jehovistic,

Deity therein is always C Jehovah,
the creator is c- Jehovah, or the Lord.

c- the Supreme Being by the national name or

that He should now be c' Jehovah?
Adam c" every living creature,— Gen. 2; 19.

Lord God [Jehovah) c" unto Adam,— Gen. 3; 9.

material intelligence c- energy
God c- the dry land Earth .

— Gen. 1; 10.

the waters c' He Seas."— Gm. 1 ; 10.

cannot produce its opposite . . . c' matter.
transmitted through these bodies c eggs,

that old serpent, c- the devil,— Rev. 12; 9.

Science is able to destroy this lie, c evil.

stage in human experience c' death,
the opposite of Love, c' hate ;

usurper of Spirit's creation, c' . . .matter;
the divine Principle, commonly c God.

C- on Him to forgive our work
no record of his c' any man by the name or

c that 7nan which is not the counterpart,
c- up the fear that creates the image of disease

If a random thought, C' itself dyspepsia,
beliefs, which rob Mind, c- it matter,
bv c a curve a straight line

and then c' the process mathematics.
thd latter c it.self right.
and c- them real and God-given,
c- them tnankind,— that is, a kind of man.
the divine voice c out to the corporeal senses.

The Bible c" death an enemy.
An ill-attuned ear c discord harmony.
Spiritualism C one person, . . . material,

c- sick and sinful humanity mortal mind,
and c- mind both human and divine.

Human knowledge c" them forces of matter;
The discord which c' for material methods
this so-called mind then c" itself dead ;

f
• both the offspring of spirit.

Evil c- itself something, when it 13 notUing.
the voice of Truth still C" :
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PT

m

calls
b 311-28
312- 4

p 39!>-18

g 507-30

calm
sp 99-23
S 109-15

ph 198- 5

/243- 1

o 358-15

p 360-27
391- 7

393-32
415-25
421-21

r 495-18

(7 506-U

calmly
a 41-8

calomel
ph 198- 1

Calvary
a 30- 9
b 317-23

op 575-31

cambric
p 379-15

came
pre/ vii- 5

ix-12
ix-3l
xi-23
5-29
6-26
27-?9
30-19
33- 7

47-23
56- 1

5 108- 1

109-23
131-17
134-12
135-16

ph 169- 8
184-30

/2I4- 2
214-13
224-27

6 319-22

p362- 7

354-21
389-28
398- 5
439- 7
439-23

r473- 7
474-18

d 529- 2
529- 4
533-22

ap 565-16
672-26
574-6

camel
/ 241-31

<449- 9

camels
5 140-15

/ 202- 2

p 366-20

camera
C254- 6
6 305- 5

campaign
r 492-17

Canaan
ffZ 582-24

cancel
pr &-22

cancelled
PT &-26

cancels
a 22-31
O 361- 3

p 404-15

They are only what mortal belief c them.
That whjch material sense c intangible,
manages it, and then c" it material,
inverts this appearing and c ideas material.

The c\ strong currents of true spirituality,
c, and buoyant with hope,
The patient may seem c under it, but he is not.

unchanging c and glorious freedom of
It presents the c and clear verdict of Truth
c in tlie presence of both sin and disease.
Instead of blind and c- submission to
It is well to be c in siclcness ;

c" and iastruct mortal mind with immortal
C' the excitemeiit sometimes induced
nor doubt overshadow your . . . c trust.
The c and exalted thought or

The God-inspired walk c oa

harm his patients even more than his c

his struggles in Gethsemane and on C',
whom .they had loved before the tragedy on C"
Cross of C", which binds human society

the hue of her blood on a c" handkerchief,

yet it traversed the night, and c where,
she "lisped in numbers, for the numbers C"

"

she c" at length to its solution ;

c also tlie charge to plant and water His
c" to "destroy the works of the— / John 3; 8.

He c- teiiching and showing men how to

the essential religion he c- to establish

Christ Jesus c" to rebuke rabbinical error
Their bread indeed c down from heaven.
each one c to a violent death except
When our great Teacher c' to him for baptism,
Whence c to me this heavenly conviction,
The revelation . . . c" to me gradually
"He c unto his own,— John 1 ; 11.

it c- about that human rights were
"it c" to pass, when the devil was— Luke 11 ; 14.

But it always c about as I had foretold.
Her breath c" gently.
they c as sound to the primitive prophets.
They go out as they c in,

as he c of old to the patriarch at noonday
The divine Science . . . c" through inspiration,
A "strange woman" c in.— Prov. 23; 27.

spiritual purgation which c through the
case of convulsions, . . . c under my
rent him sore and c out of him,— Mark 9: 26.

when a message c from False BeUef,
You c- to his rescue, only to
Christ c- to destroy the belief of sin.

Jesus c to destroy sin, sickness, and death ;

there c" a suggestion of change in tlie

It c- about, also, that instruments were
which c- from Adam to form JEve.
Out of the land of bondage c\
Through what sense c this vision to St. John?
c unto me one of the seven angels— Rev. 21 ; 9.

"easier for a c to go through the— Matt. 19; 24.

"easier for a c" to go through the— Xvlatl. 19 ; 24.

iatrainlng out gnats and swallowing C".

straining out gnats and swallowing c.
while they swallow the c of bigoted pedantry.

we sometimes behold in the c" of.
A picture in the c ... is not the original.

Discussing his c. General Grant said :

definition of

not to be used as a confessional to c' sin.

If prayer nourishes the belief that sin Is c,

Mercy c* the debt only when justice approves.
c the disagreement, and settles the
and reformation c the crime.

cancer
p 390-28 whether it is c\ consumption, or smallpox.

395-25 a tumor, a c", or decayed lungs,
cannibal

/ 214-25 spread their table with c- tidbits

cannon's
/ 225-21 nor did . . . freedom come from the c mouth.

canon
p 382-18 so-called law of matter a c "more honored

canvas
sp 86-32 before the artist can convey them to c".

capabilities
b 312-25
322- 9

capable
sp 89-22

92- 5

92- 6

S 128-13
160-23

ph 174- 7
179- 2

182- 8

/ 205-10
230-12

O 355-27
357- 3

357-11

P 393-13
432- 5

435- 6
r 480-20
480-22
481-15

g 532-23

capacious
p 425-29

capacities
sp 94-31

ph 200- 6

/ 202-22
227-28

C 258-22
«445- 8

capacity
sp 85- 3
s 128-11

ph 165- 6
179- 8

/ 209-31
223- 4

357- 8
r 475-31

g 519-12

A personal sense of God and of man's c"
is obtained and his c" revealed.

We are all c of more than we do.
c of experiencing pleasure and pain
c of imparting these sensations.
is c of greater endurance,
never c of acting contrary to
Nothing save divine power is c" of
the sudden cures of which it is c ;

c of producing the highest human good?
Will-power is c of all evil.
to suppose Him c of
V/ithout this ... no one is c of impartial or
for doing what He created man c of
or makes man c of suffering
God has made man c" of this,
whereas Mortal Man, . . . is c- of falsehood.
Mortal Mind, which alone is c of sia
never made man c" of sin.
seems to make men c of wrong-doing.
declaring . . . good and evil to be f of
Is Mind c" of error as well as of truth.

If you have sound and c" lungs

union with the infinite c- of the one Mind,
and illustrated the grand human c"

the finity of error and the infinite c of Truth,
crippled your c\ enfeebled your body.
The human c- are enlarged and perfected
Unfold the latent energies and c-

which demonstrates the cot Soul,
ability to exceed their ordinary c".
To measure intellectual c by
tlie spiritual c" to apprehend thought
a conscious, constant c to understand God.
fetters of man's finite c are forged by
Truth creates neither a lie, a c to lie, nor a liar.

norcanGod, . . . engender the c' or freedom to
Human c is slow to discern and to grasp

capitalization
b 319-31 by special and proper c

captive
/ 224-30 power of God brings deliverance to the c*

p 434- 1 open wide those prison doors and set the c" free.
T 495-13 sets the c" free pnysically and morally.

captives
pref xi-19 deliverance to the c [of sense],

— Luke 4 . 13.

s 161- 8 Bible case of the three young Hebrew c\

captivity
s 133-15 Even In c among foreign nations,
/ 227-20 but evil and error lead into c\

cardinal
a 52-22 These were the two c points of Mind-healing,

ap 577-13 but its four c" points are :

care
best

p 383- 8 Scientist takes the best c- of his body when he
God'sm 66-U Trials are proofs of God's c
good

p 383- 5 One says : "I take good c- of my body."
His

gl 589-11 man is His idea, the child of His c:
loving

t 454-27 Let your loving c and counsel support all their

omnipotent
/231-25 To fear sin is to • . . distrust His omnipotent c".

unselfish
m 69-17 Tender words and unselfish c

pr 9-29 since you do not c to tread in the footsteps of
m 62-23 divme Mind, . . . will c for the human body,
ph 188-20 sickness and c, are traced upon mortals
b 272-13 the c our Master took not to impart to dull ears
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career
derlous

s 164- 1

earthly
a 30-23
6 334- 8

glorious
a 32-32

bts
a 51-4

sacred
a 37-20

sinless
a 26-24

that
a 37-22

n 40-19

careful
S 1.53-29

ph 196-12
t 444-18

careless

said : . . . Dark and perplexed, our devious c"

throughout the whole earthly c of Jesua,
the fleshly Jesus, whose earthly c was brief.

in the twilight of a glorious c

the sublimest influence of his c.

would gladly have turned his sacred c into

the precious import of our Master's sinless c

take up the more practical import of that c I

If a c" so great and good as that of Jesus

we shall be more c" of our mental conditions,
A C" study of this text shows
be c" always to "ju'lge righteous

— John 7; 24.

or by c or malicious students.
Did the c' doctor, the nurse, the cook.

She had no C' face,

but nothing can abolish the c of marriage,
the annoyances and c of domestic economy,
not in the medley where matter c for matter,
before it c" to solve the problem of being,

"She that is married c— I Cor. 7: 34.

and c not for the sheep."— John 10; 13.

but in c for an infant
and c only for the fees.

restores c* bones to soundness.
c- bonea have been restored to healthy
said the bone was c" for several inches.

His affections were pure ; theirs were c".

over the c or mortal mind.
"The c mind is enmity— Rom. 8; 7.

C' beliefs defraud us.

This c material mentality, misnamed mind.
What we term mortal mind or c mind.
Their c" minds were at enmity with it.

enrages the c mind and is the main cause of
cause of the c mind's antagonism.
overcomes faith in a c" mind.
"The c mind is enmity— Rom. 8; 7.

carnivorous
g 514-20 The individuality created by God is not c,

carpet
s 154-29 thinks she has hurt her face by falling on the c

carried
5 133-22

ph 171-19
6 314-25

p 387- 7

ap 570-10
574-11

carries
sp 90-18
s 153-27

/ 204-10
241- 7

6 294- 5

carry
pr 10-17
s 116-15

ph 176-26

/ 243-21
6 328-18

g 514-17

carve
/ 248-28 c them out in grand and noble livea,

carves
6 299- 2 when he c" his "Statue of Liberty,"

case
any

s 149-13
belief in the

ph 198-24 formed by his doctor's belief in the c,
Bible

s 161- 7 as in the Bible c.of the three young Hebrew

s 110-21
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case
S 148- 1

15»- 7

ph 189-21
193-30

p 396-11

401-19
412-28
420-20
422-13
425- 6
431- 2
433-15
434-15
434-24
43&-27
438-21

cases
ail

ph 17&-21
both

p 370-17
<?/ 598- 6

certain
m 56- 5

majority of
m 60-19
r 482- 2

most
s 140-2

other
r 482- 8

paraliel
p 422-22

same
359-5

such
s 177-31
343- 1

p 394-32
433-11

« 443-1?
446-10

these
prcf x-17

When his students brought to him a c
The c- was brought to trial.

The reverse is the c with all the formations of
and what his physician said of the c.
Never say . . . how much you have to contend
with in a c",

as is the c' with a fermenting fluid.

If the c is that of a young child or an infant,
or diminishes ... as the c" may require,
If such be the c, explain to them the
If the c- to be mentally treated is consumption,
would be allowed to testify in the c"

The c" is given to the jury,
the c for Mortal Man vctsus Personal Sense
Mortal .Man has had no proper counsel in the C
Judge Medicine sat in judgment on the c,
the facts in the c show that this fear is a

Should all c of organic disease be treated by

but it uses the samie medicine in both c
the original word is the same in both c*,

Jesus' concessions (in certain c)

This, however, in a majority of c,
gives the exact meaning in a majority of c".

more than it is needed in most c

In other c", use the word sense,

suppose two parallel c of bone-disease,

Yet Scientists will take the same c,

In such c a few persons believe the potion
The people are taught in such c to say, Amen.
faith is not the healer in such c\
The jurjr must regard in such c" only the
should give up such c",

has generally completely healed such c.

These c for the most part have been
n'ell-authenticated
prcf x-16 thousands of well-authenticated C" of healing,

s 162-18

ph 176-23

p 430-17

cast
pr 1-*

6-23
a 35- 5

41- 1

S 161- 8

ph 168- 6

/ 242-24
244-28

b 271-26
272-17
321- 8

p362-*
366- 4
366- 6

422-3

431-11
441-15

t 447-30
460-32

T 494-31

ap 663-24
567-23
568-16
569-30

cast out
7- 5

34-15
41-32
49- 4

51-31
56-12
79-17

S 1.30-18

135-15
136- 4
137- 2
138-11
138-22

ph 170-20
185-22
188-27

pr
a

m
sp

irj c of both acute and chronic disease
c' of hysteria, hypochondria, and
a^ c" are tried in court.

and be thou c" into the sea ;
— Mark 11 .• 23.

uncovered and rebuked sin before he c it out.
and c their net on the right side,

hope must be c beyond the veil of matter
captives, c into the Babylonian furnace ;

Whatever influence you c" on the side of matter,
for my vesture they did c" lots."— John 19.' 24.

Such admissions c" us headlong into darkness
or to c" them on the right side for Truth,
neither c ye your pearls before — Matt. 7: 6.

When, led by wisdom to c down his rod.
Why art thou c down,— Psal. 42 ; lU
first c moral evils out of himself
enable him to c physical evils out of his patient;
by whom do your children c" them out ?"—Matt.

12 ; 27.

arrested Mortal Man . . . and c him into
nor can Disease c him into prison.
A sinner is afraid to c" the first stone,
shadow of old errors was no longer c" upon
should be said . . . they c" fear and all evil
and did c them to the earth :

— Rev. 12 ; 4.

The words "c unto the earth"— Ret}. 12.' 13.

accuser of our brethren isc down,— Rev. 12; 10.

saw that he was c unto the earth,— Rev. 12 ; 13.

when he c out devils and healed the sick
heal the sick, c out evils,
c- out evils and heal the sick.
healed the sick, c out evil,
c" out evil, and raise the dead.
the corporeal .sense of creation was c out,
.lesus c out evil spirits, or false beliefs.
beliefs must be denied and c" out
When Christ c out the devil of dumbness,
a divine Principle, which would c out error
c" out evil, raise the dead

;

diseases were c" out neither by corporeality,
easier for Christianity to c" out sickness than
Jesus healed the sick and c" out error,
Jesus c" out evil and healed the sick,
must be uprooted and c out.

cast out
ph 191-31
6 281-31
322- 1

O 342-12
348-12

p 362- *

392- 6
411-16
418-27
422- 3

442-13
/ 445-23
455-14
4.55-15

462- 5
r 494-30

ap 564- I

567-14
567-16
567-17
567-22
567-27
570- 8

570-12

casteth
a 52-32

ph 180-24

p 373-18
406-10
410-19

casting

Truth is able to c out the ills of the flesb.
The old belief must be c out
to heal the sick, and c" out evils
should c- out evils and heal the sick.
delusions, were c out and the dumb spake.
In my name shall they c nut devils :—Mark 16 ; 17.
must be c out to readjust the balance for God.
Thereupon Jesus c" out the evil,
C" out all manner of evil.
"If I by Beelzebub c out devils,— RIatt. 12; 27.
Divine Love had c out fear.
hatred, and revenge are C" out by the
"First c" out the beam— Matt. 7; 5.

Shalt thou see clearly to c out— Alatt. 7 : 5.
c- out error, heal the sick.
Our Master c out devils (evils) and healed the
and c out devils through Beelzebub.
And the great dragon was c" out.— Rev. 12 ; 9,

he was c" out into the earth,— Rev. 12 ; 9.

his angels were c out with him.— Rev. 12 ; 9,
and it is c out by Christ, Truth,
His angels, . . . are c out with their author.
c out of his mouth water— Rev. 12; 15.

the dragon c out of his mouth.— Rev. 12 ; 16.

"He c out devils through— Luke 11 ; 15.

influence of divine Love which c" out fear,
"perfect Love c" out fear."— I John i: 18.
"Perfect Love t' out fear."— / John 4; 18.

perfect Love c out fear.— I John 4 ; 18.

pr

a

m
sp
s

pr
a

12-8
12- 9
33- 8
34- 3
35-24
41-15
42-32
46-11
68-20
97-31
135-29
136-13
138-13

ph 182- 2
184- 9

/210-8
234-14

b 271-10
316-28
332-15

O 347-17

p 392- 7
r 482-16

gl 5S3- 8
583-18

casts
14-28
25-15
33-24

S 135-13
135-14
143- 3

ph 183-26
189- 7

/230- 8
275-32
282- 1

O SfjO-ll

t 448-10
r 472- 3.
473-30
482-26
495- 2

497-11

catalepsy
/ 217-11

cataleptic
s 128-24

cataplasms
s 158-16 Drugs, c

cataract
ph 192-14

catarrii
/220- 4

220t-12

220-15

p386- 6
386-9

This, however, is one belief c out another,
a belief in the unknown c" out a
healing the sick and c" out error.

by c out error and making the
c out error and healing the sick.
c out error and healing the sick,
by c" out error, healing the sick,
again seen c out evil and healing the sick.
when c- my bread upon the W'aters,

apostolic work of c out error and healing the
c" out error and healing the sick,
c out evils and healing the sick?
c out the errors of mortal mind.
The act . . . of c" out error with Truth,
finding and c out by denial the error
c out evils, and destroying death,
avoid c" pearls before thosS who trample them
Truth, c: out all inharmony.
healing the sick, c" out evils,

healing the sick and c out evils,

healing the sick, and c out evils.
C' out evil and fear enables
the truth c out all error.
c" out error and healing the sick ;

c" out devils, or error, and healingr the sick»

understanding c* out error and heals the sick,
c" out error, and triumphs over death.
c out error, raises the dead from trespasses
when Truth heals- the sick, it c" out evils,
and when Truth c" out the evil called disease,
Christ c out evils and heals the sick.
Truth c out all evils and
above the cruder theories . . . and c" out a fear.
which c out error and heals the sick.
It c out error and heals the sick.

Truth c- out evils and heals the sick.
Truth c out error and heals the sick.
and C" thee down from the pinnacle.
c out suppositional error and heals the sick.
which heals the sick and c" out error.
Sickness is part of the error which Truth c' out.
Truth c" out error now as surely as it did
spiritual understanding that c" out evil

even of c and hysteria ;

waking him from a c nightmare,

and whiskey are

It is the headlong c", the devouring flame.

have continual colds, c\ and cough."
he has no c- from wet feet,

leaves c to the latter.

belief says that you may catch cold and have C" ;

C, fever, rheumatism, or consumption.
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catch
/ 205-16
o 349-26

p 386- 6
427-32

catches
s 145- 2

categories
b 269-13

caterpillar
sp 74-17

Catholic
/23&-9

cattle
/ 223-25
r 475-25

g 513-15
513-23
514-16
515-14

caught
5 145- 1

154-13

pk 171- 2

6 304-22
333-24

r 471-25
477-26

ap 565- 8
565-27

causation
all

ph 180-12

p 379- 7
417-13

mental
p423- 9

physical
6 2S6-12

spiritual
ph 170-22

170-23

/20»-25
230-12

5 552- 7

causative
ph 195-12

Cause
9 547-20

cause (noun)
and cure

/220- 6
and effect

sp 83-31
85-30

5 U4-23
126-17
161-30

/ 211-18
6 275-15

p 370- 9
374-25

5 556-20

any
P419-8
t 445-31
464-13

any other
/ 207-21

common -

a 52-18
divine

6 286-24

excltli^
ph 178-11

/ 230-32

p393- 7

we can c clear glimpses of God only aa
Mortal thought does not at once c" the higher
belief says that you may c cold
will waken ... to c" this trumpet-word

natural musician c the tones of harmony,

c of metaphysics rest on one basis,

The c, transformed into a. beautiful insect.

Losing her crucifix, the Roman C' girl said,

and over the c-,"—Gen. 1 ; 26.

and over the c,— Gen. 1 . 26.

c\ and creeping thing,
— Gen. 1 ; 24.

and c" after their kind,— Gen. 1: 25.

"the c- upon a thousand hills."— Psal. 50; 10.

and over the c,— Gen. 1 ; 26.

or whether they c its sweet tones,
had not c the cholera by material contact,
mankind has c their moral contagion.
If mortals c- harmony through
c" glorious glimpse3 of the Messiah, or Christ,
until she c the first gleam of that which
Indians c some glimpses of the underlying
c- up unto God, and to His throne.— Rev. 12 ; 5.

and to be c up unto God,

not take the ground that all c' is .

recognizing all c as vested in divine Mind.
all c is Mind, acting through spiritual law.

Scientist, commences with mental c

Physical C" was put aside

Spiritual c- is the one question
spiritual c relates to human progress.

Mind, ttot matter, is c\
arranging law and c so as to
material nypotheses deal with c"

whether it is mortal mind

aa

that is c

evolution implies that the great First C- must

to look in other directions for c and cure.

from which c and effect are interpreted.
The great Teacher knew both c and effect,
C. S. explains all c" and effect as mental,
Shall Science explain c and effect as being
looked as deeply for c and effect into

'
'

nature of all so-called material c and effect

immortahty, c, and effect belong to God.
law of c- and effect, or like producing like,
and ignorance of mental c" and effect.

In sleep, c' and effect are mere illusions.

If your patient from any c suffers a relapse,
will prevent ... the ultimate triumph of anyc"
If from an injury or from any c",

there can be no effect from any other c,

error and evil again make common C

they lack a divine C
predisposing cause and the exciting c* are
the exciting c of all suffering,
remote, and exciting c' of all bad effects

from effect to
T 467-24

.
We reason imperfectly from effect to c.

main
o 345-30

material
/ 211-18

p 416-11
meet tbe

P419-9
mental

S 157-^
ph 187-17

p 374-25

5

the main c* of the carnal mind's antagonism.

nature of all so-called material c
wiU tell you that the troublesome material c"

meet the c mentally and courageously,

C. S. deals wholly with the mental c'
Anatomy allows the mental c of the latter

Ignorance of mental c° and effect.

cause (noun)
no

/ 2.53-12

p .385-23

of disease
ph 174-30

/ 230-32

p 370-21
« 445-26
463- 1

one primal
/ 207-20

only
/ 207-23
C 262-30
6 286-24

p 415- 2

or approacb
p 374-17

or effect
m 67-32

/ 207-18

you see there is no c' . . . able to
learn at length that there is no c for grief,

should understand that the c of disease
c" of disease must be obliterated
since mortal mind must be the c" of disease
is the c- of disease rather than its cure.
deals with the real c- of disease.

There is but one primal c".

this great and only c.
Divine Mind Is the only c
and since God, Spirit, is the only C,
Immortal Mind is the only C" ;

Ignorance of the c or approach of disease

from any such c or effect,

amalgamation of Truth and error in c or effect.

predisposing
ph 178-11 predisposing c and the exciting cause are

procuring
ph 171-27

p 411-20
real

p 402-32
M63- 1

remote
ph 178- 8

seeks
6 279-31

shows the
a 53-19

spiritual
s 111-23
6 268- 5

313-26
their

p 421-24
to effect

r 467-29
universal

6 331-19
without

p 386-23
Without a

ap 564-28

5 124- 9

ph 187-19
189-10
195-18
198-32

C 262-31
6 268- 9
313-17

o 357-28

p 377-22
377-26
393-32
415^ 3
422-11

r 480-17

5554- 2

cause (verb)
pr 6-11

sp 93-14
5 160-15

ph 165-16
175-14
177-28

/ 206-30
208-15
230-18

6 318-13

p 370-13
374- 7

397-9
403- 5
414-10
415-27
419-12

t 457-13
463-18

5 527- 3

ap 570-10

caused
a 46-18

49- 4
51-29

m 64- 1

68-21

the procuring c of aU sin and disease,

procuring c" and foundation of all sicicness

a belief without a real c.
deals wjth the real c of disease.

The remote C" or belief of disease

Pantheism . . . seeks c" in effect.

Science shows the c of the shock

rather than to a final spiritual c,
to the spiritual c- of those lower things
and found the spiritual c\

sometimes explain the symptoms and their c"

Reasoning from c to effect

divine Principle, Love, the universal c,

had said, . . . "Your sorrow is without c,"

•'They hated me without a c-."— John 15 .-25.

this beUef mistakes effect for c
the c of all materiah.'itic action?
though the c be unseen,
thought passes naturally from effect back to c-.

If matter were the c of action,
C" does not exist in matter,
looking ... to Mind as the c of every effect.

and the c given for the exaltation of Jesus,
if another mighty and self-creative c exists

and you remove the c of all disease
The c of all so-called disease is mental,
the sin and the sinner, the disease and its c.
disease is neither a c" nor an effect.

Patients, unfamiliar with the c of this

would make matter the c as well as the effect

even the c of all that exists.

To c" suffering as the result of sin,
nor creates aught that can c" evd.
to convey the mandate of mind . . . and so c
You say that . . . c distressed stomachs and
to fancy that the perfume of clover . . . can c
does human belief, you ask, c' this death?
God does not c man to sin, to be sick, or to die.

to suppose that matter can both c" and cure
no more . . . than goodness can c evil

We must c* the error to cease

by using the same drug which might c the

say : "How can my mind c a disease I never
You c- bodily sufferings and increase them by
should and does c the perpetrator to suffer,

impossibihty that matter, . . . can suffer or C
apparently c the body to disappear.
nor fear has the power to c disease or a relapse.
cannot . . . both cure and c" disease
can c- the mother no more suffering.
to make it beautiful or to c it to live and grow.
that he might c her to— Bev. 12 ; 15.

Jesus c him to examine the nail-prints and the
and c- the disciples to say to their Master :

c- the selfish materialist to hate him ;

c by the selfishness and inhumanity of mao.
it may have f the good to ponder
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m
sp
S

caused
an lW-24
s 164-18

ph 18»-12
193- 1

b 312-13

p 377-15
37»-17
399- 5
411-19

r 434-19

g 520-21
52S-10

causeless
p 386-32

causes
pr 12-20
a 22-7

39-10
68-23
93-13
111-23
139- 1

142-17

pk 170-19
188-23
198-20

/ 208- 7

211-25
229-23
229-30

b 278-20
318- 7

342-25
344-12

p 377- 3

378- 1

378-15
379- 5

387-25
399-4
401- 8
40.5-30

«449- 3

458-32
r 482-31

g 517-30
,542- 8
550-19

causeth
s 140-28

causing
a 22- 4

sp 93-15

p 415-18
422-17

g 520-31

caustic
p;i 198-17

caution
gl 58S-12

cave
s 164-2

caverns
sp 87-20

cave's
a 45- 1

caviS
pA 177- 4
6 306-6

cavity
/ 247- 9

cease
s 126- S

140-16
160-24

/ 204-32
21&-5
219- 2
228-12
234-21

C 262-20
6 288-14
290-24
318-14
327-13
346-14

p 370-28
301-16
418-14

f 467-12
476- 7

and a belief originally c- the sirkneas,
c by a majority of human beliefs

first c the condemnation of man to till the
c" by a fa)l upon a wooden spike
you say that matter has c" his death.
A sudden joy or grief has c what ia termed
Oxford boys, who c the death of a man,
can matter cure what matter haa c?
Jesus c" the evil to be self-seen
are really c by the faith in therrj
had note it to rain— Gen. 2; 5.

c" a deep sleep to fall upon Adara,— Gen. 2: 21.

that lamentation is needless and c\

It is a mortal belief, . . . which c a drug to
This c them, even as drowning men,
c" moi-tals to regard death as a friend,

salutary c sometimes incur these effects.

Good never c evil,
to attribute physical effects to physical c'

c" the wicked to "forsake his way,— Jsa. 55; 7.

c" the left to let go its grasp
what then c" it? Not divine law.
What c disease cannot cure it.

c a vigorous reaction upon itself,

this seeming power, . . . which c disease
If . . . organism c the eyes to see
If God c man to be sick,
which c the belief of sickness.
it would follow that there are two eternal C,
senses are saying that matter c disease
It c' the deaf to hear,
understood . . . that error c disease,
If grief c suffering, convince the sufferer that
and c" the two to appear, conjoined,
often c" the beast to retreat in terror.

where the ordinary physician looks for c.
mortal mind, . . . c" all things discordant.
but if the material body c- disease,
If faith in the truth . . . c chemicalization
Belief in material suffering c" mortals to
A little leaven c the whole mass to ferment.
Christianity c men to turn naturally from
but c the belief in disease.
c- them to multiply,— to manifest His power.
Truth c sin to betray itself,

and c our standard to trail in the dust.

c no evil, disease, nor death.

selfishness and . . . c constant retrogression,
does not create a mind susceptible of c evil,
c a pale or flushed cheek.
c it to depend leas on material evidence,
never c man to till the ground,

by the application of c or croton oil,

ignorance ; error ; desire ; c\

groping of Homer's Cyclops around his C."

ignorant of the gems v.fithin lis c,

great stone must be rolled from--the c mouth ;

I tave demonstrated this beyond all C*.

and demonstrated this beyond c.

upper and lower teeth without a decaying c\

for mortality will c when man beholds
only as we c to worship materially.
If muscles can c to act and btecome rigid
must unsay it,and c from such utterances ;

Here theories c\ and Science unveils the
and the mortal dream will forever c.
It will c when man enters into his heritage
or sin and sickness will never c.
supposed pain and pleasure of matter C to
conflict between truth and error, . . . will C,
sin and error ... do not c at that moment.
We must cause the error to c
way to escape the misery of sin is to c sinning.
only as we c to manifest evil or the belief that
and then they c to improve.
will c in proportion aa the sin ceases.

sickne.ss, sin, and death should c through C. S.
as this fact becomes apparent, war will c
Error will c to claim that soul is in body,

ceased
S 160-17

ceaseless
b 322-27

ceases
m 57-28

68-31

sp 97-16
b 276-18
O 346-20

p 391-16
r 468-29

ceasiBg
pr 15-21

celebrate
a 35-14

celebrated
an 104- 8

g 549-24

celestial
a 26-17
m 61- 7

an 100- 8
s 123- 1

/ 209-19
C 267-25
b 298-26
299-29
320-32
337-17

o 509-13
509-14

ap 572-29

cell
ph 191-23

p 433-27

Has mortal mind c" speaking to them,

disappointments and c woes,

until it c to sigh over the world
Proportionately as human generation C,
without passing the boundary where, ... it C
c to be any opportunity for sin and death.
If a dream c. it is self-destroyed,
will cease in proportion as the sin c.
One c" in proportion as the other is recognized.

We must 'Ipray without c. / Thess. 5; 17.

They c- their Lord's victory over death,

Agassiz, the c naturalist and.author.
In one instance a c naturalist, Agassiz,

to reveal the Science of c being.
The attainment of this c condition would
c bodies, the earth, and animated things.
theory aa to the relations of the c bodies,
distances, and revolutions of the c bodies,
all error disappears in c Truth.
Angels . . . are c visitants,
and reveal the c peaks.
stand in c' perfection before Elohim,
perfectidn is the order of c being
Spirit creates no other than . . . c bodies,
stellar universe is no more c than our earth.
terrestrial or c, material or spiritual?

not a flower starts from its cloistered c
The prisoner is then remanded to his c

cell-division
68-24 perpetuation of the floral species by bud or Cm

cement
m hi- 1

ap 571-19

censure
pr 3-29

9-3
central

5 121-25
131-10

./ 209- 6

224-16
238-31

6 305- 7

310-15
t 454-30

centre
a 20-25
m 58-22

60-18

/204- 1

C 262-15

centred
351-27

centuries
ago

a 4ft- 8

sp 82- 5
93- 2

5 138-26

/ 224-12
r 487-11
49&-3

coming
6 321-30

labor or
m §7-27

later
o 65-7

three
a 41-18

pref viii-17
a 55-15

sp 98-22
5 147-11

/ 224-11
6 328-16

centurion
s 133- 5

century
C 55- 2

S 134-20
147-6

Chastity is the c of civilization
The c" of a higher humanity will

the sharp c" our Master pronounces on
The wrong lies in unmerited c\

The sun Is the c stillness;
The c fact of the Bible is the
the c sun of its own systems of ideas.
Of old the cross was truth's c sign,
The cross is the c emblem of history.
Man, . . -. reflects the c" light of being,
God, ... as the c- Life and intelligence
the c point of C. S.

The truth is the c of all religion.
c", though not the boundary, of the affections.
Marriage . . . a c for the affections.
God is at once the c and circumference of being,
absolute c and circumference of hJs bfeing.

Israelites c their thoughts on the material

which Identified Jesus thus c ago,
Chaucer wrote c ago.
Remember Jesus, who nearly nineteen c ago
to-day as readily as it was proved c ago.
C" ago religionists were ready to hail an
gave . . . hearing to the deaf c ago,
as surely as it did nineteen c ago.

And so it was In the coming c\

does not put to silence the labor of c".

no more Injustice than the later c" have

lost, about three c after the crucifixion.

Sickness has been combated for f hy doctors
immortal idea is sweeping down the c

,

For c"— yea, always— natural science .

though c had passed away since
In the record of nineteen c.
For c" It ^as been dormant,

There was also a certain c of whose faith

advancing c, . . .. to-day subjects to
and unequalled success in the first c\
Late In the nineteenth c I demonstrated
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century
b 333-17 marked the first c" of the Christian era,
o 355-19 systematic healing power since the first C".

p 383-22 eating or smoking poison for half a C',

ap 56(}- 2 in connection with the nineteenth c*.

cerebellum
p 401-26 or restore will ... to cerebrum and c'J

cerebro-spinai
ph 175- 7 c- meningitis, hay-fever, and rose-cold?

cerebrum
p 401-26 . or restore will and action to c* and

ceremonies
a ZWU He attached no importance to dead c\
m 64- 9 seems on most occasions to be the master of c,
s 131-23 which taketh away the c and doctrines
135-27 was not a creed, nor a system of c,

/ 228-32 excel the influence of their dead faith and c*.

^l 597- 3 consisted mostly of rites and c\

ceremony
s 152-18 sick man supposed this c waa intended to

certain
pref ix-10 As a c poet says of himself,

Lx-12 C' essays written at that early date
pr 6-29 It is believed by many that a c- magistrate,
a 27-32 to kUl him according to c" asstimed
m 56- 4 Jesus' concessions (m c caGes)

57- 6 through c elements of the feminine,
sp 81- 8 can only prove that c individuals

91-22 C- erroneous postulates should be
s 122-11 so-called senses . . . ordain c" sections of
133- 5 There was also a c" centurion of whose faith
154- 4 a law of mortal mind that c diseases
161-16 "Man is endowed by his Maker with c

ph 177- 6 as c as the evidence of my own existence.
179-13 preference of mortal mind for a c method

/ 228- 3 c idiosyncrasies of mortal mind
230-13 to bring about c evil results,
251- 7 Fright is so great at c stages of
349-28 To a c extent this is equaUy true of

p 362— 2 was once the honored guest of a c Pharisee,
370-11 which might be produced by a c drug,
375-22 making c portions of it motionless.
878- 1 associates sickness with c circumstances
379- 9 on whom c English students experimeated,
386- 5 Expose the body to c temperatures.
386- 9 So long as mortals declare that c states.of
396- 8 nor draw attention to c symptoms
399- 3 You say that c material ComDinationa
399- 8 and puts the body through c' motions.
400-32 recorded that in c" localities he did not
417-30 by c- fears and false conclusions,
418- 9 unerring, and c effect of divine Science.
422- 6 and c moral and physical symptoms seem
422-27 and renders them fatal at c points,
424-20 While it is c that the divine Mind caa
430-29 I was present on c" nights
4.37-33 c- extracts on the Rights of Man,

t 443-16 c ordinary physical methods of
449-24 C" minds meet only to separate
459-30 treats disease with more c' results

T 477-28 when they called a c beautiful lake
478- 9 and by a c class of persons,
484-17 C- results, supposed to proceed from drugs,

g 509- 7 presented to them the c sense of eternal Life.
548-30 "C" animals, besides the ordinary
549- 3 the multiplication of c animals

ap 569-14 in a sweet and c sense that God is Love.
570- 5 c active yet unseen mental agencies

gl 581-21 the more c is the downfall of its structure.

certainly
pr 10-26 or we should c receive that for which we ask.
a 24- 1 This c applies to Truth and Love
m 63-28 c the wronged, and perchance impoverished,
sp 80-28 produces table-tipping as c" as table-setting,

86-30 as c as it beUeves what it sees.
90-31 c- shall know this when man reflects God.

an 101-16 c' not conclusive in favor of the doctrine of
s 154- 1 and c" we should not be error's advocate.

ph 170- 8 Christian ideas c present
177- 2 as c as it produces hysteria, and

1 233- 7 demands of us only what we can c fulfiL
o 324-17 c- before we can reach the goal of Spirit,
o 352-31 c not irrational to tell the truth about ghosts.
353-U omnipotent Truth c does destroy error.

p 363-31 C' there was encouragement in
393-26 he f means that, light depends upon Mind,
4.30-10 BeUef in sickness . . . as c as belief in sin,

r 483-20 God c- revealed the spirit of C. S..

p 531-27 C" not by both, since flesh wars against Spirit

certainty
sp 81-11 this fact affords no c of everlasting life.

97- 4 cheerfully await the c of ultimate perfection.
a 108-13 to multiply With mathematical c

certainty
/ 245-19 a Franklin might work with ipore c
p 389-14 then discuss the c that food can kill man.
r 496-17 enables you to demonstrate, with scientific c*.

certify
s 107- * But I c- yov, brethren,— Gal. 1 .- 11.

cessation
ap 573-27 a c" of death, sorrow, and pain,

chafed
p 383-16 symbolized, and not c, by its surroundings ;

chaff
6 269^ 6 Jesus' demonstrations sift the c from the wheat,
r 466-28 to separate the c- from the wheat.

ap 565-21 fiery Dapcism will burn up the c- of error

chain
ph 172-11 this supposed c of material being.

172-13 divine Science reveals the eternal c
b 271- 2 the c- of scientific being reappearing-

ap 570- 2 people wLU c", with fetters of some sort,

chained
s 120-31 c the limbs of the brave old navigator,
p 380-16 Gazing at a c" lion, crouched for a spring,

chains
sp 96- 3 unwillingness . . . binds Christendom with C*.

p 380-19 ignorant of the truth which c disease.
t 449- 2 manacled, it is hard to break another's c".

chair
c 261-17 and sat aching in his c til! his cue was spoken,

Chaldean Wisemen
s 121- 7 The C" W- read in the stars the fate of

challenge
6 2oS-lO Materialistic hypotheses c metaphysics

chaUenges
s 162- 3 agrees only with health and c disease.

chamber
/ 238-14 From out the bridal c of wisdom

chambers
b 299- 6 artist's own observation and "c of imagery."
p 365-26 finds its way into the C" of disease

chance
m 58-29 Wealth may obviate . . . the c for ill-nature

ph 176- 9 and gave the gospel a c to be sesn
p 424— 8 in order to change the notion of c
t 452- 6 before it has a c to manifest itself,

r 486-22 subject to c- and change.
chances

sp 77-30 where the cvof the departed for improvement
p 394-25 material means the only refuge from fatal c?

change (noun)
accomplish the

sp 77- 3 Neither do other mortals accomplish the c
another

g 529- 7 Another c" will come as to
ss radical

a 24-17 a c as radical as that which has come
before the

sp 82-20 as before the c we call death,
called death

/ 254-17 may not be achieved prior to the c called death,
6 290-16 If the c called death destroyed the

Chance and
r 486-22 mortal in belief and subject to chance and c\

great
a 34-17 views of atonement wiU undergo a great c,

needed
6 291-25 and growth shall effect the needed c

of air
f 219-27 impute their recovery to c of air or diet,

of base
s 162-10 stir the human mind to a c of base,

of belief

ph 169- 1 c of belief from a material to a spiritual brais.

subject to
b 297-18 but subject to c* and dissolution.

suggestion of
g 529- 2 a suggestion of c in the modus operandi,

this
p 431-29 nothing on my part has occasioned this c.

what produces the
p 398-18 What produces the c- 7

a 34-27 €• which has since been called the ascension.

ph 169- 6 before the patient felt the c- ;

194- 6 A c in human belief changes all the
b 297- 9 a c- in either a health-belief or
t 446- 7 the c- may either arise from the

change (verb)
pr 2-15 Prayer cannot c the Science of being,

2-26' Do we expect to c perfection? .

11-27 Prayer cannot c" the unalterable Truth,
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change (verb)
5 125- I physical body and of the physical world will c
125-25 "A3 a vesture shalt Thou c— Psal. 102 : 26.

/ 240-11 C' this statement, suppose Mind to be
253-19 you can at once c your course

c 260-19 Mortals must c their ideals

b 281-32 which is to c" our standpoint,
297- 1 nothing can c" this state, until
297-12 C- the evidence, and that disappears which
307-11 It says : . . . Truth shall c- sides

o 359-13 must c the human concept of life,

p 370-30 naturally and genuinely c' our basis
375- 7 C' the mental state, and the
398-26 c the belief of disease to a belief of health.
419-13 or to c- itself from one form to another.
419-32 disease or its symptoms cannot c forms,
424- 8 in order to c the notion of chance
427- 1 this fact can never c" in Science to

r 481-11 contradictions ... do not c the unseen Truth,
491— 5 C' the belief, and the sensation changes.

p 522-32 Does the unerring Principle ... c" or repent?
544-10 Matter cannot c" the eternal fact

changeable
sp 96-24 Belief is c,
g 537-29 and divine. Love,

changeableness
s 140-24 wrath, repentance, and human c*.

changed
pref X- 2

c 35-4
46-15

3p 96- 9
S 125- 8
125-25
162-19

ph 185- 1

185- 3

193-10
5 291- 6
308-30
209- 9
326-26

p 373-32
411-17
416-14
432-29

p629- 6

631-23
548-21

changeless
sp 96-24 spiritual understanding Is c

changes
pr 12-24
S 118-23
118-24
125- 1

125-12
125-21
125-23
153- 3
162- 7

ph 194- 6

/224- 6
238- 4

b 297- 2
297- 5

310-32
319-28
322- 3

p 398-29
422-16
422-18
442-20

r 491- 5

543- 6

changeth
s 140-26
b 310-18

(7 515- 9

changing
sp 78-4

79- 6
C255- 1

2.55- 5

fc279- 1

321-32
r 494-26

(7 511-17

channel
sp 73-31
M60-28
r48<l-16

pi 593-14

Is represented as c.

she would not have them c\
they c their methods,
proved . . . that his body was not c
seedtime and harvest (though in c forms),
normal and natural to c mortal thought,
and they shall be c."— Psal. 102:26.
Secretions have been c.
The wind had not c.
My metaphysical treatment c the action of
In a few moments his face c" ;

W.e know that all will be c
then his name v/aa c to Israel,
This c" the man.
Then the man was c\
when by mental means the circulation Is c,
and the insane man was c"

unless the belief . . . has meanwhile been c".

but my" appearance . . . c" the purpose
suggestive obstetrics has c.
Has man . . . c the method of his Maker?
will be c" with the progress of information."

C' In belief may go on Indefinitely,
c the whole of mortal thought,
as yeast c the chemical properties of meal.
as mortal mind c its beliefs.

As human thought c from one stage to
with c of time and tide, cold and heat,
will find that these c cannot affect his crops.
or c one of the symptoms of disease.
It c the secretions, expels humors,
A change in human belief c all the physical
the Science which governs these c\
Science is working c in personal character
until' the belief c\
until the belief on this subject c
These c are the mutations of material sense,
A misplaced word c the sense
When understanding c the standpoints
hypnotism c" such ills Into new and
c the material base of thought.
These c which go on in mortal mind
Christ c a belief of sin or of sickness
Change the belief, and the sensation C
it is the idea of Truth and c" not,

divine Love, which c" not and
Soul c- not.
the power which C" the serpent into a staff.

the c" deflections of mortal mind ;

by c the patient's thoughts regarding death.
Eternal Truth Is c the universe..
c" chaos into order
the erring, c\ and dying,
by c water into wine,
the mortal testimony, c, dying, unreal
The c" glow and full effulgence

nor can the finite become the c of the infinite,

through the meagre c afforded by language
How then c^n this sense be the God-given c I

RivEB. C pf thought. *

channels
s 108-32

/ 205-26
h 276-21

p 373-28

g 506-19

chaos
c255- 5

b 307-31

p372- 6
r 479-23

ap 570-21

chaotic
s 121- 5

Chapman,
s 163-19

chapter
first

6 313- 6

g 502-13
505-3
521- 8

623-22
526- 7

635-29
537-10
537-24
557-28

ap 561-29

gl 590-21
last

s 117-11
b 272-11

previous
r 493-12

same
6 313- 9

gl 598- 7

second
g 521-26
522-25
526-15

seventh

p362- 1

tentb
ap 558- 1

third
gl 598- 2

tbis
r465- 1

gl 579- 4
twelfth
ap 559-32

568-5
twelve

(7 523-28

(7 523-26

p/ 585-15

588-26
590-14
593- 3
594-18
594-25

chapters
ap 568- 7

gl 590-23

character
apostle's

ap 560-23
awful

ap 563-16
beautiful In
m 60- 6

Christian
6 291- 9

delflc -

6 336-22
divine.

pr 4-21

(7 540-23
elevate

r 492-11
finite In

sp 71-29
God's

/ 208-12
b 283-22

bis.
a 53- 9

human
ap 565-22

Individual
t 449-24

set my thoughts to work in new c,
and leads human thought into opposite C"
is turned into new and healthy c,
languidly creeps along its frozen c,
gathers unformed thoughts into their proper c,

changing c" into order
Above error's awful din, blackness, and c",
likened by Milton to "c and old night." \

JDarkness and c are the imaginary opposites of
the deep waters of c and old night.

and before he spake, astrography was c,
Dr.
Dr. C\ . . . in a published essay said :

said of him in the first c of Hebrews :

as given in the first c of Genesis,
have no record in the first c of Genesis,
(as stated in the first c of Genesis)
Throughout the first c of Genesis
contradicts the teaching of the first c.
In the first c of Genesis we read :

In the first c of Genesis,
recorded in the first c of Genesis,
the first c- of the Old Testament.
In the first c of the Fourth Gospel
not used in the first c of Genesis,

in the last c of Mark's Gospel
referred to in the last c of Mark's Gospel.

is touched upon in a previous c"

another passage in the same c,
as in other passages in this same c"

second c of Genesis contains a statement
latter part of the second c of Genesis,
the second a of Genesis.

in the seventh c of Luke's Gospel

in the tenth c of his book of Revelation :

John's Gospel, the third C, where we read :

This c- is from the first edition of
On this account this c is added.

The twelfth c* of the Apocalypse,
The twelfth c of the Apocalypse typifies

to the end of c twelve.

fourth verse of c two to c five,
Error. See c on Recapitulation, page 472.

See c on Recapitulation, page 469.
Life. See c" on Recapitulation, page 468.

Principle. See c on Recapitulation, page 465.
Souls. See c on Recapitulation, page 466.

Substance. See c on Recapitulation, page 468.

following c depict the fatal effects
introduced in tlie second and following c",

hid from view the apostle's c",

and beholds its awful c" ;

The beautiful in c is also the good,

in the growth of Christian c
lose the deiflc c, and become less than God.

to assimilate more of the divine c,
representing error as assuming a divme c,

will purify and elevate c
limited and finite in c" and quality.

not in accordance with the goodness of God's c,
detracts from God's c" and nature,

was the very opposite of his c\

melting and purifying even the gold of human C\

a good detective of individual c.
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character
infinite

c 257-28 or Mind would lose its infinite c"

lovely
7« 68-17 she was unmarried, a lovely c,

no
p 400-17 disease . . . has no c nor type,

nurseries of
/ 235-10 Nurseries of c" should be strongly garrisoned

of Judas
c 260- 5 while holding in thought the c" of Judas.

of Mind
s 142-31 the nature and c' of Mind, God.

origin and
g 539-17 this lie as to man's origin and c"

perception of
s 128- 9 enlarges their perception of c,

personal
/ 238- 4 Science is working changes in personal c

straightforward
ph 168- 1 fair seeming for straightforward c",

this

pref sii- 3 hers was the only College of this c

pr &-7
a 28-15
m 67-19
b 313-14
o 357-18

indexes which do not correspond with their c.
Neither the origin, the c", nor the work
notion that animal natures . . . give force to C"

is, in the Greek Testament, c\-
false notions about the Divine Being and C

characteristic
s 152-31 the general symptoms, the c signs,
b 305-12 Gender also is a quality, . . . a c of .

ap 566-30 Michael's c is spiritual strength.
characteristics

sp 95-18 and is one of the special c thereof.

g 512-12 consequently reproduce their own c*.

characterized
sp 76-17 c by the divine Spirit as idea, not matter,
s 112-21 c in the epistle to the Hebrews.

characters
/ 235-18

gZ 588-13

charge
pref xi-23
m 61-25

355- 3

p 398- 3

441- 9

g 512-11

ap 564- 7

charged
a 49-19

p 430-18
436-27

charges
/ 220-19
b 307-16

p 438-16

g 533-15

ap 564- 3

chargeth
o 360-27

charitable
354-31

< 444-13

chanty
pref xii-23

pr 8-19
m 64-15
6 270-23
O405-8
t 447-12

gl 592-25

charming
{/515- 7

charms
/ 247-23
247-29

chart
a 24-8

charter
pref xii-18

chartered
pref xi-31

charters
pre/ xii- 1

chase
/ 250-29

chasing
ph 191-15

will degrade the c it should inform and elevate,

unchanged forever in their individual c"

the c to plant and water His vineyard.
more solemn c\ than the culture of your
The c" of inconsistency
I c" thee, come out of him,— Mark 9: 25.
He concluded his c thus :

angels of His presence, v/hich have the holiest c",

to c the innocent with the crime.

c with the grandest trust of heaven,
c with having committed liver-complaint.
and substantially c the jury, ... to find

and then c them to something else,
Error c its lie to Truth
on three distinct c of crime,
c God and woman with his own dereliction,
evil still c the spiritual idea with

His angels He c/ with frailty.
— see Job 4; 18.

opponents of divine Science must be c, if

Students are advised . . . to be c" and kind.

In the spirit of Christ's c\
are like c in one respect,
aid her sympathy and c would afford.
Meekness and c" have divine authority.
to conquer . . . revenge with c",

Ignorance, subtlety, or false c
Oil. Consecration ; c- ; gentleness ;

a wise idea, c in its adroitness,

reflects the c of His goodness
poor substitutes for the c of being,

and make the Bible the c of life.

She retained her c, and as its President,

enabled her to get this institution c-

No C" were granted . . . after 1883,

Mortal thoughts cone another like snowflakes,

c" away the darkness of error.

chastened
a 35- 2 hearts c" and pride rebukefl.
/ 241- 4 he who refuses obedience to God, is c by Lovet

chasteneth
/ 241- 1 "Whom the Lord loveth He c/'—Heb. 12; 6.

chastisements
b 323- 6 Through the wholesome c of Love,

chastity
m 57- 1

6 272-21

p405- 7

chattering
ph 194-25

Chaucer
sp 82- 5

cheat
/ 252-19
b 298-20

cheats
9 536-22

checic
sp 97- 2

/203- 2

6 283- 5

p 376-28
376-29

checked
ph 165-13

cheek
/ 245-15

p 415-19
t 444-20

cheeks
ph 175-27

cheer
m 59-13

cheerful
S 149-20

p 395-19

cheerfully
sp 97- 3

chemical
S 118-24

chemicalization
mental
m 65-29

ph 169-4
p 401-18
r 453- 8

moral
sp 96-21

(7 540-11
this

p 421-15

C" is the cement of civilization
it is c- and purity, in contrast with the
to conquer lust with c'

a mental Infant, crying and c

C' wrote centuries ago,

c\ lie, commit adultery, rob, murder,
joy is no longer a trembler, nor is hope a C.

Their supposed joys are c\

those who discern C. S. will hoW crime in C*
as though evil could . . . c- the reward
and there is no inertia to retard or c
inquire when it will be safe to c a fever,
you caimot c" a fever after admitting

has not c" sickness.

5 .-39.

youth sat gently on c and brow.
causing a pale or flushed c.
shall smite thee on thy right c,— Matt.

empurpled the plump c" of our ancestors,

blend in sweet confidence and c,

advise our patients to be hopeful and c
The nurse should be c", orderly,

c await the certainty of idtimate perfection,

as yeast changes the c properties of meal.

The mental c\ which has brought
has occurred through mental c.
Mental c brings sin and sickness to the surface,
Mental c" follows the explanation of Truth,

Mortal error wiU vanish in a moral c.
In moral c, when the symptoms of evil.

ph 168-31
168-32

p401- 8
401-16
421-21

chemist
S 155- 8
163-10

chemistry
ph 195-17

p 422-16

Chemosh
ff 524-3

cherish
pr 13-16
m 68- 7

s 153-32

p 405-10

cherished
5 141- 8
6 330- 5

p 411-25

cherishing
p 401- 4

cherub
(7 538- 5

Cherubims
g 537- 6

chewing
p 407- 4

by removing the belief that this c produces

Here let a word be noticed . . . c.
By c I mean the process which mortal mind
If faith in the truth of being, . . . causes c
What I term c is the upheaval produced
Calm the excitement sometimes induced by c.

The c\ the botanist, the druggist,
surgeon, apothecary, man-midwife, c,

astronomy, natural history, c, music,
mental and moral c changes the

in the Moabitish god C',

If we c- the desire honestly and silently
c nothing which hinders our highest selfhood,
nor society should ever tempt us to c error
if you would not c an army of conspirators

to set aside even the most c beliefs
c- sanguine hopes that C. S. would meet wltl)
Whatever is c' in mortal mind

c" evil passions and malicious purposes.

Truth places the c wisdom at the gate

He placed at the east . . . C'.— Gen. 3:24.

c a leaf naturally attractive to no
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chide
347-32 which they C" us for naiaing nothing

chief
6 28S-20 The c stones in the temole of C. S.

o 34»-l3 The c- difficulty . . . lies in this,

t 458- 2 The c plank in this platform is the doctrine

g 535-10 Divine Science deals its c blow at the

Chief Justice
p 440-33 the C- J- of the Supreme Court,

a 24-21 C as providmg a ready pardon for

p 401-31 mental healer confines himself c- to

g £01- 3 c because the spiritual import of the Word,

cMId {see also chUd's; Eddy, Mrs. Ma?y Baker)
at prayer

s 119-20 or prostrates in death the c at prayer,
being vfitb

. , „ „ »
op 562-22 And she being with c- cued,— iJer. 12; 2.

e?ery
a 37-23 duty and privilege of every c\ man, and

ber
a 29-22 brought forth her c" by the revelation of Truth,
m 60- 9 affection cannot be weaned from her c,
s 154-19 govern her c more than the child's mind
154-25 not a Christian Scientist, . . . who says to here :

154-30 moaning more childishly than her c\
f 20&-19 giving the mother her c
o 352-12 Would a mother say to her C,

ap 563-26' to devour her c as soon as— Rev. 12: 4.

565- 8 her c was caught up unto God,— iJec. 12 : 5.

Inspire the
771 61-21 what noble ambition, can inspire the c

Is born , , „ .
s 109-26 "Unto us a c" is born,— Isa. 9; 6.

s 154-16 If a c" is exposed to contagion or infection,
Uttle

b 323-32 Willingness to become as a- little c
p 382-23 the kingdom of God as a little c-,

— Luke\8: 17.

g 514-25 And a little c" shall lead them.— Isa. U ; 6.

male
ap 555-10 Eerod decreed the death of every male c

new
To attend properly the birth of the new c,

man's real existence as a c" of God
but as the blessed c of God.

man is His idea, the c of His care.

M53-7
Of God

6 288-32

ap 573-18
of His care

gl 5S9-10

parent and
p 418-20 This materialism of parent and c is

qiiite a
/ 221- 1 I knew a person who when quite a c

anti! the
g 557- 1 until the c could remain under water

yonng
ph 191-11 "where the young c- was,"— A/aH. 2 .• 9.

p 412-28 If the case is that of a young c" or an infant.

A f drinks In the outward world
with which the c can meet and master
Some day the c" will ask his parent ;

the c may oak, "Do you teach that
and says, "My c" will be sick."
the c- forgets all about the accident,
no more comprehends . . . than does the c ;

A c" may have worms, if you say so,

the C" becomes a separate, . . . mortal mind.
If a C" is the olTspring of physical sense
If . . . the c- must have a material.

pref Ix- 3
771 62- 6

69-20
69-23

5 154-17
155- 1

p 371-16
413-31
424- 2

r 479- 1

479- 2

childhood
339-22 In c, she often listened with joy to

childhood's
/ 221-27 feeling c* hunger

childish
o 352-22

childishly
S 154-30

childless
b 306-12 and the Father would be c,— no Father.

children (see also children's)
beautiful

often these beautiful c" early droop and die.

watering the very roots of c* tlmldUy,

moaning more C" than her child,

m 61-16

bring forth
p535- 8
557-18

children
beaith of

p 413-11
her
m 63-32
6 317-11

His
ap 572-10

His eternal
<? 529-11

in sorrow t/hou shalt bring forth c" ;

— Gen. 3;

thou shalt bring forth c\"— Gen. Z: 16.

edncatton of
m 62- 4 The entire education of c should be

16.

God's
7n 69- 7
6 303- 5

« 444-28
r 476-23

God's £• already created will be cognized
Multiplication of God's c comes from
Immortals, or God's c" in divine Science,
When spftaking of God's c,

good or bad efifects on the health of c\

'and own her c free from interference,
"wisdom is justified of her c."— Malt. 11; 19.

belongs not to His c.

and are His eternal c*.

in knowledge
771 62-17 should be allowed to remain c in knowledge,

Uttle
s 130-24 our Master's love for little c,
/ 236-28 Jesus loved little c because of

of divine Love
g 529-22 to tempt the C" of divine Love?

of earth
6 309-14

of God
/ 227-25
r 470-16
476-12
476-13

qp 572- 8
of Israel

/ 226-29
6 309-16

ap 566- 1

ff/583- 5

of men
s 107- 9
148-9

p 409-22
« 444-29
r 476-28

C" of earth who followed his example

liberty of the c- of God,"— Rom. 8 .• 21.

The c" of God have but one Mind.
immortals, or the c of God, will appear
Mortals are not fallen c of God.
In Science we are c of God ;

hold the c* of Israel in bondage,
were to be called the c of Israel,
As the c of Israel were guided
definition of

delivering the c" of men from every ill

imperfect so-caUed "c of men"— Psal. 14;

but mortals, or the "c of m^n"— Psal. 14;

God's children, not the c of men,
of the wicked one

r 476- 2 They are the c of the wicked one,
produced on

p 371- 6 similar to that produced on C
promising

771 61-14 promising c" in the arms of gross parents,
should be alfowed

771 62-16 C- should be allowed to remain
should be assured

o 352-22 c" should be assured that
should be taught

/ 237-15 C- should be taught the Truth-cure,
should be told

o 352-26 c should be told not to beheve m ghosts,
should obey

/ 236-21 C- should obey their parents ;

temperature of
p 413- 8 the temperature of c and of men.

their
/ 236-23

g 557- 4
these

6 309-17
tired

6 322-28

Parents should teach their c- . . . the truths of
learn how to develop their c properly

If these c* should go astray.

turn us like tired c tothe arms of divine Love.
transmitted to

77» 61-28 Nothing unworthy
to C-.

should be transmitted

your
/ 237-19 keep out of the minds of your c*

p 422- 3 by whom do your c cast— iV/o«. 12; 27.

m 69-26

/ 230-25
236-25

C 267-10
352-17

p 371-11
414- 2

gl 582-28

children's
77» 62-11

/ 211-20
O 352-20

p 413^28

child's
pref x- 1

s 154-19

chill
p 378-28

chilled .

p 431-26

chills
c- 256-26

p 366-10
375- 8
375- 7

384-17

"The c of this world marry,— Luke 20; S4.

soothing syrups to put c to sleep,
C" are more tractable than adults,
forever Father must have had c" prior to Adam.
C", . . . ought to fear a reality which can barm
As frightened c look everywhere for the
and thus are c" educated into discord,

definition of

their C" fretfulness or frivolity,
the c- teeth are set on edge."— Ezek. 18; 2.

instead of increasing c fears
these actions convey . . . to c" budding thoughts,

the memorials of a c" growth,
more than the c mind governs Itself,

to c- harmony with a long and cold nigbt of

dry, hot, and C' by turns

it c- the spirit of Christianity.
mental penury c his faith and understanding.
C" and heat are often the form in which
and the c' and fever disappear.
followed by c, dry cough, influenza.
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chiseling
/ 24S-U moulding and c- thought.

chloroform
c 261-19 a3 if he had inhaled c\

choice
p 409-19 except throagh fear or c\

chok&
/ 237-11 often c the good seed in the minds of

p 405- 9 C- these errors in their early stages,

cholera
s 154-11 where a c patient had died.

154-14 had not caught the c by material contact,
154-14 no c patient had been in that bed.

choose
a 30-30 "We cannot c for ourselves,
s 143-14 Driven to c" between two difficulties,

r 481- 1 How important, then, to c- good
chords

b 304-25 To be master of c and discords,

chose
a 47-13 He C" his time, when the

4S-18 and c not the world's means of defence.

chosen
a 27-2S "Manyarecalled, but fewarec-."— Afa«.22;14.

g 554-23 "Have not I c you twslve,— John 6: 70.

Christ (see also Christ's)
slso in

r 467-16 having that Mind which was also in C'.

atonement of _ .

o 1*-13 atonement of C' reconciles man to God,
Belial and ^

ph 171-24 than between Belial and C'.

s 110-31 apprehended by as many as believe on C'

bow before
a 33-12 They bow before C", Truth, to receive jnore of

came to destroy .,,,».
r 473- 6 C- came to destroy the behef of sm.

cast out by . . , . ,

ap 567-22 cast out by C-, Truth, the spiritual idea,
cast out tbe devil

s 135-15 When C' cast out the devil of dumbness,
casts out evils

3 143- 3 C' casts out evils and heals the sicK.

coming of . . ^
f 230- 7 This awakening is the forever coming of C,

consecration to
a 2S-10 one's consecration to C' is more on the

deatbless , , . _
a 23-13 the divine Principle of the deathless C",

demonstrated
b 332-19 Jesus demonstratsd C' ;

demonstrate tSie
b 285-30 how to demonstrate the C', Truth,

destroyed by . ^ ^
pr 5-24 Sin is forgiven only as it ia destroyed by C,

discerning
a 35- 6 Discerning C-, Truth, anew on the shore of

divine idea or
6 334- 2 but that the divine idea or C' was and is so

divine Principle of
a 1&-14 for the divine Principle of C' is God,

divinity of tbe
o 25-31 The divinity of the C' was made manifest in the

doctrines of _
s 134-16 how can they illustrate the doctrines of C'

dwells forever
b 334- 4 C-, dwells forever, in the bosom of the Father,

dwelt forever
a 29-26 The C- dwelt forever an idea in the

endowed with tbe
o 30- 7 although he was endowed with the C\

eternal
a 38-23 The eternal C-, . . . never suffered.
b 334-14 the eternal C" and the corporeal Jesus

eternity of tbe
6 334-29 a mystical statement of the eternity of the C\

even
a 19- 5 Even C" cannot reconcile Truth to error,

even so In
g 545-31 even so in C- [Truth] shall all be— / Cor. 15 ; 22.

faltb In tbe
s 134- 9 The new faith in the C", Truth, so roused the

follow
a 27-28 those who profess to follow C'
b 326- 3 If we wish to follow C', Truth, it must be
p 434- 7 Others say. ... let us follow C."

followers of
pr 5-15 The followers of C" drank his cup.
s 134-11 the followers of C' were burned, crucified,
143- 4 Anciently the followers of C', or Truth,

followla^
ph 179- 3 and following C- in the daily life.

Christ
fulness of

g 519-21 the stature of the fulness of C"7— Eph. 4; 13.

gain tbe
, „ .

6 326-13 if we would gain the C- as our only Saviour.

God's idea
ap 565-16 for C', God's idea, will eventually rule

bad come ^ „ ^ .

a 27- 2 intended to prove . . . that the C- had come :

batb rolled away ^ ^
a 45-17 C- hath rolled away the stone from the door

heart of , ^
ap 568-28 and nearer to the great heart of C" ;

herald of
pref vii- 7 the human herald of C", Truth,
bid with

b 325-18 "hid with C- in God,"— Col. 3 : 3.

t 445-14 "hid with C* in God,"— Col. 3; 3.

His
ap 561-15 God and His C-, bringing harmony to earth.

568-15 and the power of His C" :— Rev. 12 ; 10.

If we deny
pr 6-2 The Scriptures say, that if we deny C-,

illustrates
b 31fr-21 C- illustrates that blending with God,
332-32 Thus it is that C' illustrates the coincidence,

inseparable from
r 482-21 He was inseparable from C", the Messiahi

invisible
b 334-10 The invisible C' was imperceptible

Is the divine idea . ^ ^
b 332-19 he proved that C' is the divine idea of God
r 473-16 Jeaus is the human man, and C" is the divine

idea ;

is tbe ideal
r 473-10 C- is the ideal Truth,

is tbe true idea
b 332- 9 C' is the true idea voicing good,

is "tbe way
353-10 admit that C" is "the vrsLy.

— Jokn 14: 6.

r 4S2-15 It is, since C' is "the way"— <7o^ 14; 6.

is Truth
a 18-15 C- is Truth, which reaches no higher than

is without beginning
6 333-17 the C- is without beginning of years

b 313- 2 The term Christ Jesus, or Jesus the C'
333-14 name of our Master. . . . was Jesus the C" ;

r 473-17 hence the duality of Jesus the C'.

law of
ph 182-32 law of C\ or Truth, makes all things possible
p 434- 6 "The law of C' supersedes our laws ;

learned through
sp 84-29 and is learned through C' and C. S.

leave all for

pr 9-25 Are you willing to leave all for C',
s 141- 9 that is, ... to leave all for C'.

, , _
ph 192- 6 not . . . Scientists until we leave all for C*.

o 354- 7 to enable them to leave all for C', Truth?
leaves all for

/ 238-24 He who leaves all for C"
life of

, . ^
s 149-14 have not demonstrated the life of C',

like
f 249-18 Life is, like C', "the same— Heb. 13 ; 8.

living
a 31-15 It is the living C", the practical Truth,

manifestation of
s 141-24 Neither can this manifestation of C" be

merits of
/ 202-12 redeemed through the merits of C',

Messiah or _
b 333-24 glorious glimpses of the Messiah, or C:
o 361- 1 The Jew believes that the Messiah or C'

gl 594-16 Son. The Son of God, the Messiah or C*.
Mind of
pref ix-19 still . . . waiting for the Mind of C'
mission of , ^ ,

T 474-30 The apostle says that the mission of C" IS

nothing left but
/ 238-10 said. "I have nothing left but C'.'

one _
r 497- 6 we acknowledge His Son, one C ;

or Truth
a 33-23 It gives all for C-, or Truth.

34-15 cast out evils, and preach C\ or Truth,
s 135-30 not merely in the name of C\ or Truth,
142- 4 Anciently the followers of C". or Truth,

ph 182-32 law of C-. or Truth, makes all things iwssible
b 289-14 C-, or Truth, overcame . . . death
326-23 Saul . . . beheld the way— the C", or Truth

p 391-14 C-, or Truth, will destroy all other
r 485-21 mortal error which C", or Truth, destroys

plainly declared
b 320- 2 C- plainly declared, "I am the way,—Jonn 14; a
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Christ
pbtnt themselves In

, . ^
a 54- 9 All must sooner or later plant themselves in C\

presence of , _
o 351-14 the living, palpitating presence of C\

presents
6 316-20 C- presents the indestructible man,

profess to follow
a 27-28 Why do those who profess to follow C' reject

raiment of . ^ » , „ „„
c 267-27 glistering," like the raiment of C'.— Luke 9 : 29.

o 341- * He that raised up C- from the dead— Rom. 8:11.

b 333-23 to all prepared to receive C', Truth.

regarded
& 313-16 regarded C- as the Son of God,

represented . ^ , -, .

6 316-12 Jesus represented C", the true idea of God.
ruling of the

, .. , ^ _
s 141-22 do not now, understand this ruling of the C-

;

says
b 286-11 for C- says, "I am the way."— Jo/in 14; 6.

Science of
. ^ . , ^

a 55-18 when man shall recognize the Science of C"
s 118- 2 the spiritual leaven signifies the Science of C"

spirit of
t 402- 5 and imbibes the spirit of C',

spirit of tbe
s 131-23 As aforetime, the spirit of the C\

the heating ^ . .

o 55- 8 the healing C' and spiritual idea of being.
the way throngh

ph 171- 5 even the way through C\ Truth,
t 444-17 be faithful in pointing the way through C",

this . ^ .
a 26-12 This C', or divinity of the man Jesus,

Tbon art tbe
s 137-18 "Thou art the C-.— Matt. 16; 16.

to find
b 316- 6 lose sight of mortal selfhood to find C",

ondcrstandlng of
sp 76-28 the final understanding of C' in divine Science.

anveiled the
a 38-25 He unveiled the C', the spiritual idea of

we need
a 39-7 We need "C\ and him crucified."— I Cor. 2 ; 2.

what concord hatb
/ 216-26 "What concord hath C- with— II Cor. 6; 15.

<7 539-26 what concord hath O' with— II Cot. 6; 15.

will command
ap 570-25 and C" will command the wave.

a

m
sp

5-29
18-*
18-17
26-10
34- 5
49-21
65- 3
79-13
85-14

5 107- *

107- 1

118- 8
127- 9
132-30
133-4
137-20
142- 8
142- 9
145-12
•14^31

eft 200-26
2CO-28

/ 231- 1

242- 9
251-13

6 2G8-*
270-23
286-10
290-21
316- 7

324-27
32,5-10

331-30
332-11
333- 3

333- 8
333- 9
333-20
333-26
3.34-17
334-19
337-10

An apostle says that the Son of God [C'] came
For C' sent me not to baptize,— / Cor. 1 ; 17.

C', Truth, could conciliate no nature above his
The C" was the Spirit which Jesus impUed
If C', Truth, has come to us in demonstration,
He was to prove that the C- is not subject
May C", Truth, be present at every bridal altar
bade men have the Mind that was in the C'.
is not this the C-T'— Johni: 29.

but by the revelation of Jesus C'.— Gal. 1 ; 12.

In the year 1866, I discovered the C' Science
second appearing in the flesh of the C ,

The terms . . . C* Science or C. S.,
with the truest conception of the C- 1

"Is not this the C' 7"— John 4; 29.

C-, the spirit of God, of Truth, Life, and Love,
seek the undivided garment, the whole C",
C", Truth, alone can furnish us with
as immortal Mind through C\ Truth,
and demonstrate truth according to C'.
Jesus C-, and him crucified."— I Cor. 2; 2.

Jesus C', and him glorified.
must be obliterated through C'
and C' in divine Science snows us this way.
is an error that C', Truth, alone can destroy.
and with His Son Jesus C'.— / John 1 ; 3.

It has nothing in C".
C\ Life, Truth, Love ;

shaU be unrighteous still, until . . . C", Truth,
C-, Truth, was demonstrated through Jesus
"If C- [Truth] be not risen,— / Cor. 15; 14.

C', who is our life, shall appear— Col. 3 ; 4.

C' the spiritual idea of sonship ;

The C' is incorporeal, spiritual,
word C' is not properly a synonym for Jesus,
C' is not a name so much as the divine title of
C' expresses God's spiritual, eternal nature.
the Cr, as the spiritual idea.
The divine image, idea, or C' was, is, and
while the spiritual self, or C\ continues
taliing away the sins cf the world, as the C*
in conformity with C*.

Christ
6 337-18 demonstrates Life in C", Life's spiritual ideal,

o 347-14 C', as the spiritual or tnie idea of God,
347-24 it is C-, Truth, who destroys these
361- 2 the Christian believes that C" is God.
361- 4 C", as the true spiritual idea, is the ideal of
361-12 Jesus C' is not God, as Jesus himself declared,

p 364-26 do they show their regard for Truth, or C',
387-10 This is what is meant by seeking Truth, C',
391- 5 delivered to the judgment of Truth, C',
410- 9 the only true God, and Jesus C-,— John 17; 3.

428-25 sooner or later, through C' and C. S.,
430- 5 immortal manhood, the C' ideal, will appear.
433-31 Ah ! but C\ Truth, the spirit of Life
442-20 C- changes at belief of sin or of sickness
442-22 C\ Truth, gives mortals temporary food

r 473-13 C\ the true idea of God,
484- 5 • for it is built upon the rock, C'.
493-29 the C' could improve on a false sense.
•496-16 C\ which enables you to demonstrate,
497-16 we acknowledge that man is saved through C",

g 540- 1 C" is the offspring of Spirit,

ap 568-31 by which we lay down all for Truth, or C\
575-18 the Word, C", Christianity, and divine Science ;

577-15 second, the C', the spiritual idea of God ;

gl 583-10 definition of

{see also Messiah, Saviour, Son)

Christ-cure
p 367-24' The infinite Truth of the C- has come
( 456-17 gross ignorance of the method of the C\

Christ-element
6 288-29 The C" in the Messiah made him the

Christendom
sp 96- 2 unwillingness . . . binds C' with chains,
s 126-32 If C- resists the author's application
b 328-26 It were well had C' believed and
343-23 C" generally demands so much less.

Christ-example
s 138-21 to follow the C", and to heal the sick

Christ-healing
a 44-25 the understanding of the C"
s 136- 2 a spiritual foundation of C*.

Christian (see aZso christian's)

pr 7-23 ventilation of fervent sentiments never makes
a C'.

a 40- 3 The advanced thinker and devout C",
s 138-25 The C' can prove this to-day
148-22 tries to explain how to make this man a C',

to the C- the only true spirit is Godlike,
enables one to be C'.
How can a, C\ . . . think of the latter as real
the Galilean Propnet, the best C' on earth,
while to-day, Jew and C" can unite in
the C' believes that Christ is God.
C- who believes in the First Commandment
but the C' alone can fathom it.

/ 203-11
238- 9
353- 7

360-29
360-30
361- 1

361- 9

g 556-15

Christian (adj.)
aporstles

349-22
character

b 291- 9
churches

s 131-13

conversion
/ 217- 7

demand
a 37-32
m 66-22

the prophecy concerning the C' apostles,

each lesser call in the growth of C' character.

Must C. S. come through the C- churches

Paul's peculiar O" conversion and experience.

Why has this C- demand so little inspiration
if there is no C', demand for it.

demonstration
s 141- 4 requisite for C' demonstration.

duties
o 31-12 First in the list of C" duties,

effort
a 38- 1 to stir mankind to C- effort?

encouragement
p 367- 3 C" encouragement of an invalid,

era
(see era)

evidence
r 487-19 C' evidence is founded on Science

erperience
a 29- 7 C' experience teaches faith in the right

explanations
r 499-23 scientifically C" explanations of the

healing
(see healing)

history
has sadly disappeared from C' history,
the Christ-idea in C' history ;

6 328-15

ap 577-17
Ideas

ph 170- 8
Idolatry

6 340-26

C- ideas certainly present . . . the Principle

annihilates pagan and C- idolatry.
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Christian (adj.)

martyr
a 28-22 Remember, thou C' martyr,

martyrs
p 3S&- I The C' martyrs were prophets of C. S.

marTel s
r 474-11 C' marvels . . . will be misimderstood

meaning
g 506-27 the scientifically C' meaning of the text.

metaphysics
s 15^16 high and mighty truths of C' metaphysics.

Mind-heaitng
sp 98-16 demonstration of C' Mind-healing stands

opponents
354-12 On the other hand, the C' opponents of C. S.

perfection
/ 201-18 C' perfection is won on no other basis.

power
/ 233- 2 rather than professions of C' power.

record
g 531-30 the scientifically C' record of man

Ecicntiflc praci'ice
p 410-29 C scientific practice begins with

Scientist
(see Scientist)

Scientists
{see Scientists)

sentiment
pr 7-16 to induce or encourage C' sentiment.

sermons
345- 8 C" sermons will heal the sick.

service

p 43&-U Giving a cup of cold water . . . is a C' service.

p 403-21 The most C' state is one of rectitude and
system

s 150- 2 this C" system of healing disease.

tbougbt
pref x-26 unbiased C' thought is soonest touched
Tlews

C 502-16 scientifically C' views of the universe

sp 94- 6 C' and scientific statement of personality
98-32 is not ecclesiastical but C\

s 112-15 and are not scientifically C".

o 354-31 must be charitable, if they would be C\
p 365-21 then he is C' enough to practise
/ 458-11 It is anything but scientifically C' to
459-29 the C' and scientific expounder

Christian Church
a 41-15 in the C" C' this demonstration of

Christianity (see also Christianity's)
all

s 135-18 precedent for aU C\ theology, and healing.
antithesis of

s 133-19 Judaism waa the antithesis of C",
banner of

p 426-27 would enable us to hold the banner of C' aloft

causes men
t 45S-32 C" causes men to turn naturally from

Christ's
6 271- 2 Christ's C" is the chain of scientific being

demonstration of
/ 228-31 when they saw the demonstration of C"

easier for
s 138-22 It is easier for C" to cast out sickness than sin.

effects of
p 367-27 and increase the beneficial effects of C:

El Dorado of
pr 9-21 This is the El Dorado of C-.

element of
s 146- 3 Why has this element of C' been lost?
b 328-17 a lost element of C\
o 347-18 restoring an essential element of C',

faith in
s 127- 2 she will not therefore lose faith in C',

gains
/ 238-24 forsakes popularity and gains C\

history of
p 387-27 The history of C' furnishes sublime proofs

is not false
/ 232-13 C- is not false,

is the basis
ph 192-29 C' is the basis of true healing.

lack of
m 65-17 Beholding the world's lack of C'

left out of
a 55-13 curative mission, . . . cannot be left out of C\

love of
/ 235-32 Love of C", rather than love of popularity,

measured
s 142- 5 measured C" by its power over sickness, sin,

more
T 4S7- 7 more C' in seeing and hearing spiritually

Christianity
mast be Science

s 135-21 It has been said, . . . that C' must be Science,
nature of

a 40-31 The nature of C' is peaceful and blessed,
new step in

sp 98- 1 persecutions which attend a new step in C' ; .

not proceed from
sp 88-24 These effects, however, do not proceed from C',

opponents of
s 134-10 roused the hatred of the opponents of C',

our
ph 167-10 our health, our longevity, and our C'.

perceive
6 322- 6 perceive C", or Truth, In its divine Principle.

popularm 67-26 the limited demonstration of popular C'
practical

/ 224-22 A higher and more practical C',
o 341- 4 from a theoretical to a practical C\

practice of
r 473-19 introduced the teaching and practice of C',

preaching
6 324-24 healing the sick and preaching C'

primitlTem 64- 9 master of ceremonies, ruling out primitive C\
proof of

(see prcoC
pure

6 329- 2 healing elements of pure C' will be
reappearance of the

sp 98- 5 reappearance of the C" which heals the sick
robs

s 134-18 robs C' of the very element, which gave
Science and

/ 231-13 If God makes sin, . . . Science and C' are

helpless ;

p 371-25 Mankind wUl improve through Science and C".
Science must be

s 135-22 and Science must be C',
Science of

(see Science)
Science to

s 127- 1 application of the word Science to C',
o 341-13 the appUcation of the word Science to C'
T 483-14 she amxed the name "Science" to C\

soul of
s 140-17 Spiritual devoutness is the soul of C".

spirit of
c 256-27 . it chills the spirit of C\

statement In
/ 207- 6 every scientific statement in C' has its proof.

support of
342- 4 are summoned to the support of C\

true
359-18 True C' is to be honored wherever found,

will demonstrate
r 466-29 C" will demonstrate this declaration

a 28-26 and that C' to-day is at peace with the world
36-16 moral distance between C' and sensualism

sp 97-29 C- is again demonstrating the Life that i3

98-23 C" not excepted.
s 127- 3 nor will C' lose its hold upon her.

133-25 planted C' on the foundation of Spirit,
135-26 C" as Jesus taught it was not a creed,

/ 224-12 sects many but not enough C\
232-16 In our age C" is again demonstrating

6 274-13 C" and the Science which exjwunds it

342-18 If C- is not scientific,
353-31 Mortal beliefs can neither demonstrate C'
358-22 the great import to C" of those works

p 372-18 C. S. and C' are one.
372-19 How, then, in C' any more than in C. S.,

373- 2 the physical exemption which C' includes,
1 451- 6 C-, with the crawn of Love upon her brow,
462-17 C\ and persistence alone win the prize,
464-21 In founaing a pathological system of C',

r 483-32 G- will never be based on a divine . . . until

ap 575-18 the Word. Christ. C", and divine Science :

577-16 C-, which is the outcome of the divine Principle

Christianity's
a 39- 3 until C' last triumph.
r 473-20 the proof of C" truth and love ;

Christianization
pr 1- 8 the C' and health of mankind.
6 272-19 It is the spiritualizatlon of thought and C'

Christianly
353- 1 C' scientific real is the sensuous unreal.
355- 3 C- scientific methods of dealing with sin

p 414-20 rests on the C" scientific basis of being.
421-25 It is no more C' scientific to see disease

1 448-16 A dishonest position is far from C' scientific.

458-23 The C' scientific man reflects the divine law,
</ 546-27 system stated in this book is C' scientific

ap 572- 5 C- and scientifically reduced to its native
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Christian's
361- 8 Thus the Jew iinites with the C" doctrine

Christians
pr 9-2S Then why . . . ask to be C', since

15-25 C' rejoice in secret beauty and bounty,
a 21- 6 C- do not continue to labor . . . because of

2»- 1 C' must take up arms against error
33-27 C', are you drinking his cup?
37-21 May the C' of to-day take up the
37-25 C' claim to be his foUowers,

* 138-18 C* are under as direct orders now,
146- 2 The ancient C" were healers.

/ 2<2-3l and require of C' the proof which be gave,
o 326-28 wrong that he had done in persecuting C",
o 354- 4 Why then do C" try to obey the Scriptures
p 373- 1 If we are C' on all moral questions,

Christian Science
(see Science)

Christian Science Journal
vret xii-12 sole editor and publisher of the C' S' J',

Christian Scientist
(see Scientist)

Christian Scientist Association
pre/ xii- 9 President of the first C' S' A',

Cliristian Scientists
(see Scientists)

Christ-idea
s 112-21 divine Principle of healing and the C*
6 31&-17 The C', . . . rose higher to human view

ap 570-19 to drown the C- 1

sn-n the C' in Christian history ;

Christ Jesus
pref vii- 8 the way of salvation through C- J-,

a 30-19 C" J' came to rebuke rabbmical error

pft 180-29 as taught and demonstrated by C' «/•.

/ 23^26 C' «/, the true idea of spiritual power.
243-10 which was also in C- J"— Phil. 2 ; 5.

244-11 law of the Spirit of life in C" J"'— Rom.. 8 : 2.

c 259- 7 The divine nature was best expressed in C" </,
b 270-31 The life of C' J' was not miraculous,
276- 9 which was also iaC J."— Phil. 2 ; 6.

313- 2 The term C' J', or Jesus the Christ
315-16 God's spiritual idea as presented by C" J'.
332-17 one mediator . . . theman C" tT"."— I Tim. 2:5.
332-29 incarnate in the good and pure C- J\
333-12 life of which C" «/" was the embodiment.
333-14 but C' J' better signifies the Godlike.
338-32 The ideal man was . . . known as C" J',

o 350- 9 grow into that stature of manhood in C' J'

p 381-31 &• «/• overruled the error which would impose
r 483-20 the ancient worthies, and to C' J',
497-15 man's unity with God through C" J',
437-25 which was also in C" </• ;

Christlike
s 138-20 to be C\ to possess the Christ-spirit,
146-12 and religion becomes C'.

c 259-11 The C' understanding of scientific being
Christllness

o 342-26 Who would be the first to disown the C' of

ChrisUy
/ 242-28 restores every part of the C' garment
p 365-19 If the Scientist has enough C' affectioa

Christ-man
6 316-17 the C', rose higher to human view

Christ-power
s 134-15 Devoid of the C',

15(>-16 C- to take away the sins of the world.

Christ-princijjle
a 34- 2 and leave all for the C"T

Christ's
pre/ xii-23 In the spirit of C" charity,

a 18- * they that are C- have crucified— Gal. i:7A.
19- 1 C' purpose to reconcile man to God,
22- 6 Waking to C" demand, mortals experience
22- 9 through C" precious love these efforts are
55-24 drinketh of C" cup now,

sp 95-26 the light which heralds C' eternal dawn
98-19 C" revelation of Truth, of Life, and of Love,
98-27 Mystery does not enshroud C' teachings,

s 110-29 and demonstrated according to C' command,
/ 226-13 but through C- divine Science.
234- 6 crumbs, of comfort from C- table,
236- 9 attacks on . . . who reiterate C" teachings

6 271- 1 C- Christianity is the chain of scientific being
315-12 hid from their sense C' sonship with God.
347-14 they would behold the signs of C' coming.
355-17 declines to admit that C' religion has

p 410-30 C" keynote of harmony,
4.36-11 Giving a cup of cold water In C' nam.e,

( 458-29 C' way is the only one by which mortals are

Christ's
ap 569-12 He that touches the hem of C" robe

570-17 Give them a cup of cold water in C' name,
gl 583- 9 Childbsn or Isbael. . . . C- offspring.

Christ-spirit
s 138-20 to be Christlike, to possess the C\
141-16 the C' v/hich governed the corporeal Jesus.

chronic
s 162-18 in cases of both acute and c- disease

ph 176-30 the less distinct type and c form of disease.
178-18 that C case is not difficult to cure.

/ 246-32 Acute and c beliefs reproduce their own types.
247- 2 and is not so disastrous as the c behef.

p 369-17 Jesus never asked if disease were acute or c,
37.3- 9 to lift a student .out of a c" sin.

389-30 In her belief the woman had c" liver-complaint,
390-28 approaching symptoms of c or acute disease,

chronicles
g 522- 8 second record c man as mutable and

cliTonolpgical
/ 246^17 C- data are no part of the vast forever.

chronoIogicaMy
s 143-28 If Mind was first c, is first potentially,

chrysalis
b 297-21 It is a c" state of human thought,

Church
a 28- 9 While respecting aU that is good in the C'-

37- 6 blood of the martyrs is the seed' of the C'."
41-16 in the Christian C' this demonstration of

o 351- 9 a member of the orthodox Congregational C"
gl 58,3-12 definition of

583-14 The C' is that institution, which affords proof
church
her
pref xii-20 as auxiliary to her c.
bis

s 136- 1 Jesus established his c and
my

s 137-32 upon ... I will build my c" \—MaU. 16; 18.
our

a 35-20 Our c is built on the divine Principle,
this

o 35-21 We can unite with this c only as

/ 224-20 opposition from c, state laws, and the press,
o 351-11 prayers of her devout parents and the c ;

Church Councils
s 139-15 The decisions by vote of €• C*

church-dome
g 516-17 The sunlight glints from the c\

churches
s 131-14 Must C. S. come through the Christian c
131-16 but the c seem not ready to receive it,

/ 235- 7 and the readers in c
church-members

o 358-29 Is it likely that c have more faith in

Church of ClJTist, Scientist
pref xii- 8 pastor o£ the first established C" of C', S' ;

circle
m 58-20 amusement outside the home c"

b 282- 5 a c' or sphere and a straight line.
282- 6 The c represents the infinite
310-16 around which c harmoniously all things

circulated
t 460-29 by her manuscript c" among the students.

circulation
pref lx-13 are still in c among her first pupils ;

ix-25 copies were, however, in friendly c
ph 185- 8 other books were in c, which discussed
p 373-32 when by mental means the c- is changed,

415-18 It either retards the c or quickens it,

circumference
/ 204- 1 is at once the centre and c of being.
c 262-15 the absolute centre and c of his bemg.

circumscribe
m 61- 1 We cannot c happiness within the

circumscribed
pr 2-21 perpetuates the belief in God as humanly C",
b 284- 5 if the infinite could be c' within the finite,
g 550- 1 a c' and non-intelligent egg.

circumstance '

m 61-14 If some fortuitous c places
f 25(^32 nor . . . that happiness is ever theisport Of C.
297- 3 no c can alter the situation, until

p 377-30 any c is of itself pov/erless to produce
378- 6 and meet every c v.ith truth.
419-16 Meet every adverse c as its master.
426- 1 or disease arising from any c".

ap 674-28 c, which your suffering sense deema
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circumstances
pr &- 7 we are placed under the stress of c.

patience salutary under such c",

under c where demonstration v/aa

sustrans man under all c
,

which associates sickness with certain c
liable under some c" to impress it

under stress of c ,

under ordinary c a resort to
Under such c, to say that there is no evil,

have grown or been formed under c which
under all c", overcome evil with good.

their c" of the common report about him.

Thousands of instances could be c
Why are the words . . . more frequently c*

m 66-28
5 147- 9

b 31JI- 9

p 37»- 1

412-12
440-14

I 443- 6

44S- 8

(7 553-12

ap 571-15

citation
S 137-14

cited
sp 7?- 5

358-19

cities
b 30O- 6 which makes trees and c seem to be

citizen
p 438-11

citizens
/ 227-24 C" of the world, accept the

City
great

ap 574-22 lifted the seer to behold the great c

heavenly
ap 576- 3

577-24

boly
ap 57&- 8

of Lynn
s 158-31

of our God
ap 558- *

577-19
Of the Spirit

ap 575-25
our

ap 575-18 The four sides of our c
sacred

ap 575- 7 This sacred c , described in the Apocalypse

Nerve was an insuboTdinate c

This heavenly c, . . . this New Jerusalem,
their honors within the heavenly c'.

describing this holy c, the beloved Disciple

A woman in the c of Lynn, Massachusetts,

to be praised in the c of out God.— Psal. 4S.' 1.

This c- of our God has no need of sun

It is indeed a c" of the Spirit,

are

a 41-26
s 149-32

p 367-20
t 459-19

ap 574-15
575-12
575-17
875-21
57^24
577-2d

CivU
pT 7- 1

m 63-12
6 340-27

civilization
m 57- 1

63-14
63-17

Vh 173-30
173-32
174- 4

civilized
ph 174- 2

Civilly
gl 5S7- 4

clad
h 320-32
( 463-15

ap 561-26
571-18

claim
any

/ 448-30
audible

gl 594- 9
false

/ 233-13

g 523- 4

523- 8

564-14

ap 564-22
567-18

first

gl 594- 5

594- 7

his
S 131-30

Persecuted from c to c, his apostles
there is hardly a c, village, or hamlet,
A c" that is set on an hill— Mall. 5; 14.

in the crowded streets of a c
the c" which "lieth foursquare."— Rev. 21:16.
"a c" which hath foundations."— Heb. 11; 10.

the description of the r as foursquare
This c is wholly spiritual, as its four sides
the c of the great King."— Psal. 48: 2.

and nothing can enter that c\ which

The only c sentence which he had for error
C' law establishes very unfair differences
whatever is wrong in social, c, criminal.

Chastity is the cement of c*

c mitigates it in some measure.
than does either C. S. or c".

idols of c are far more fatal to health
idols of c call into action less faith
Is c only a higher form of idolatry,

as consciously as do c* practitioners

nghts 01 woman acknov/ledgea morally, c,

still c in material flesh,
The new idea, . is c" in white garments.
The spiritual idea is c with the radiance ofC in the panoply of Love,

nothing short of right-doing has any c to

first audible c that God was not omnipotent

false c of error continues its delusions
mist of obscurity . . deepens the false c,
arise from a mist or false c,
as he grows up into another false c,
the false c of mind in matter
That false c — that ancient belief,

the first c that there is an opposite of Spirit,
the first f that sin, sickness, and death

established his c to the Messiahship.

claim
Its

f 210-28 and appears to itself to make good its c".

g 513- 2 this mortal mentality, so-called, and its c",

knowing the
/ 450-29 Knowing the c of animal magnetism,

of sin
p 390-20 Suffer no c of sin or of sickness to grow
/ 447-24 To put down the c of srn, you must detect It,
461-27 must first see the c' of sin, and then destroy it.

strong
s 130-26 If thought is startled at the strong c of Science

this
o 344- 6 this c- is made because the Scriptures say

unreality of the
b 2«o-ll The unreality of the c" that a mortal

usurps
g 513- 2 the C" usurps the deific prerogatives

a 37-26
m 64-30

ph 186-23

/ 238-16
b 283-16
311-29
312-19
315- 7

329-25
j-476- 7

478-8

claimants
S 164-11

claimed
a 28- I

sp 78-26
83- 4

3 136- 5
344- 4

r 469-19

claiming
b 330-29

p 436-32

ap 567-19

gl 591-25

claims

Christians c- to be his followers.
Spirit will ultimatelv c its own.
If we . . . discord has a.3 lasting a c upon U3
when we attempt to c the benefits of an
They c that to be life which is but the
lose aU supposed consciousness pr c" to life
Mortals c that death is inevitable ;

and laid no c' to any other.
maintains the c" of Truth by quenching error.
Error will cease to c- that soul is in body,
except the C" of mortal belief?

more scientific than are false c*

Pharisees c to know and to teach the divine will,
c to be the agents of God's government.
c- that they could equal the work of wisdom.
He c no . . . action, nor life separate from God.
should be added that this is c to represent
and if mortals c" no other Mind

nothing c to be something,
C- to protect Mortal Man
c that there is inteUigence iii matter
Nothing c' to bs something.

assert it

p 395- 9 assert its C over mortality and disease.
better

77! 57-17 the better c of Intellect, goodness, and virtue
confirms its

sp 94-17 The progress of truth confirms its c",
diviner

He has buUt it on diviner c"/ 225-15
false

PT 7-7
b 273-27
308-12
357-23

p 438-12

deprives material sense of its false c*.

the raise c" of material sense or law.
a blending of false c".

They are false c, which will eventually
putting in false c to office

'g 538-16 the false c" that misrepresent God, good.
forfeit their

s 112- 6 forfeit their c to belong to its school,
of Christian Silence

p 371-23 when urging the c" of C. S. ;

of efll
s 130-29 astounded at the vigorous C" of evil
t 447-20 Expose and denounce the c of evil
448- 1 To assume that there are no c of evil

g 529-28 have faith to fight all c of evil,
of God

a 23-20 and establishes the c" of God.
of good

ph 167- 8 Our proportionate admission of the c of good
of matter

/ 242- 6 Denial of the c' of matter
r 491-14 which annuls the c* of "matter,

of medicine
a 44-11 all the c" of medicine, surgery, and hygiene.

of mortality
ph 182- 6 the c- of mortality, . . . appertain to matter.

of mortal taind
an 103- 6 The destruction of the c" of mortal mind

of Truth
sp 92-28 instead of urging the c of Truth alone.

parental
m 63-20 property, and parental c" of the two sexes.

resisted
/ 223-30 as truth urges upon mortals its resisted c- ;

surrenders Its

g 552-30 matter always surrenders its c when
these

/ 22ft-15 These C are not ma^e through code or creed.
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claims
your

( 455-10 and support your c by demonstration.

S 112-27 if any so-called new school c to be C. S.,
148-25 c to rule man by material law,
151-31 mortal mind c to govern every organ

ph I'll- 1 Matter, which .- . . c- to be a creator, is a fiction,
193-25 his physician C to have cured him,

J 227- 6 the c of the enslaving senses must be denied
232- 7 the c of harmonious and eternal being

b 273- 1 Matter and its c of sin, sickness, and death
o 344- 1 it c" God as the only absolute Life and Soul.
g 512-29 and c God as their author ;

523- 7 the lie c" to be truth.
529-28 have faith to fight all c of evil,

clairvoyance
sp 85- 2 This Mind-reading ia the opposite of c*.

95^16 This kind of mind-reading is not c,
clairvoyant

sp 87-17 to read the human mind, but not as a c.
an 101-11 the phenomena exhibited by a reputed c.

clamor
b 327-15 rushes forth to c* witb midnight and tempest.

clap
/ 220-10 The leaves c* their hands

Clark, Mr.
ph 192-32 I was called to visit Mr. C' in Lynn,

193- 8 Mr. C- lay with bis eyea fixed and sightless.

class
S 151- 9 philanthropy of the higher c- of physicians,
161-30 if this old c of philanthropists looked
164- 9 the cultured c of medical practitioners

Z) 290-14 To the spiritual c, relates the Scripture:
/ 450- 1 There is a large c of thinkers whose
450- 5 Another c\ still more unfortunate, are
450- 8 A third c of thinkers build with solid masonry.
:454-25 at the close of a c term,

r 478-10 and by a certain c of persons,
class-book

r 465- 2 the author's c, copyrighted In 1870.

classes
s 114- 1 Usage c- both evil and good together
g 549-10 are supposed to have, as c,

classic
sp 82- 6 What is c study, but discernment of
b 332-7 quoted with approbation from ac poet :

classification
s 124-31 so restores them to their rightful home and c
127- 6 everything entitled to a c" as truth,
164- 5 "No systematic or theoretical c' of diseases

p 407-31 Sin is spared from this c, only because

classified
c 255- 7 anciently c as the higher criticism,
T 473- 6 are to be c as effects of error.

g 556- 4 mortal and material concepts c,
classifies

/ 213- 7 and then c" it materially.
g 513-17 Spirit diversifies, c, ana individualizes

classify
an 106-17 c- all others as did St. Paul
ph 187-24 The human mind tries to C" action
T 483- 5 We c disease as error,
495- 8 c sickness and error as our Master did,

ap 560-20 in order to c" it correctly.

clauses
341- 5 generally based on detached sentences or c

claw
T 489- 2 When the unthinking lobster loses its C",
489- 2 the c grows again.
489- 7 would be replaced as readily as the lobster'.s c\

clay
ph 173- 7 supposition, . . . the potter is subject to the f,
f 243-16 The c cannot reply to the potter.
310- 9 The potter is not in the c ;

310- 9 else the c would have power over the potter,
r 490-23 along with the dissolving elements of c".

clean
p 382-12 beware of making c" merely the outside

383- 3 We need a c body and a C" mind,
383-19 This shows that tne mind must be c"

413-18 only for the purpose of keeping the body C,
t 452-22 and afterwards we must wash them c.

cleanliness
p 413-16 "C- is next to godliness,"

413-20 I insist on bodily c within and without.

cleanse
a 25- 7 no more efficacious to c from sin

37-11 c and rarefy the atmosphere of material senge

cleansed
a 27- 5 the lame walk, the lepers are c\— Luke 7: 22.
s 132- 7 the lame v/alk, the lepers are c,— Matt. 11; 5,

133-32 Creeds and rituals have not c their hands
clear

o 50-11 who could withhold a c token of his presencem 65-21 until we get at last the c straining of truth,
an 104-31 Is it not c- that the human mind must
ph 182-16 c- to those who heal the sick on the basis of
/ 205-16 we can catch c glimpses of God only as
325-20 Paul had a c sense of the demands of Truth

o 358-15 It presents the calm and c verdict of Truth
p 388-28 a c comprehension of the Uving Spirit.

398- 6 c" evidence that the malady was not material.
418- 8 and a c perception of the unchanging,
418-12 It must be c" to you that sickness

{ 444-31 The teacher must make c to students
459- 4 Paul and John had a c apprehension that,

r 495-17 Let neither fear nor doubt overshadow your C
sense

g 523-16 c evidences of two distinct documents
cleared

f 234-18 brood of evils which infest it would be C" out.
h 288-16 may burst and flash tUl the cloud is c

clearer
a 55-12 in a c light than mere words can possibly do,
s 121-20 rebuked by c views of the everlasting facts,

/ 239- 7 Take away wealth, . . . and we get c" views
c 262-14 These c, higher views inspire the Godlike maa
b 313-20 The passage is made even'c in
o 361-22 to give a c and fuller expression
p 368- 8 truth will become stUl c

372- 9 Science of being, . . . would be c" in this age,
/ 460-31 the teaching became c, until

g 501- 7 whereas the New Testament narratives are C
504-19 spiritually c views of Him,
533- 5 This c" consciousness must precede an

ap 568-28 rises c" and nearer to the great heart of Christ ;

clearest
g 517-13 Love imparts the c idea of Deity.

clearly
b 275-21 shows c- that all is Mind,
t 455-15 then shalt thou see c'— Afatt. 7:5.
r 479-31 invisible things . . . are c seen,— Rom. 1:20.

ap 568-32 . This rule c- interprets God as divine Principle,
clearness

p 380-25 this evidence will gather momentum and C,
clears

a 22-18 When the smoke of battle c away,

clear-sightedness
6 316-14 between spiritual c and the blindness of

cleave
o 354-15 Surely it is not enough to c to barren and

clergy
a 20-12 partake of the Eucharist, support the c,
o 348-10 it is a pity that the medical faculty and c

clergyman
/ 220-22 A c" once adopted a diet of bread and water
359- 3 Let any c try to cure his friends by their faith

clergymen
/ 235-28 C\ occupying the watchtowers of the world,

clerical
/ 236- 1 should stimulate c- labor and progress.

climate
p 377-10 when their fear of c" is exterminated.

386-11 not because of the c\ but on account of the
392-21 If you decide that c or atmosphere is unhealthy,
394-24 unless it can be aided by a drug or c"t

climates
p 377- 6 Invalids flee to tropical c"

377-10 prove that they can be healthy in all c*.

climax
6 322- 7 This must be the c
g 543- 2 error, after reaching the c of suffering,

climb
b 326- 7 must not try to c-.the hill of Science by
g 514- ,8 In humility they c the heights of holiness.

clime
a 46-10 has spoken ... in every age and c*.

climes
/ 225-29 Men and women of all c and races

cling
/ 237-26 C" to a belief in the life and intelligence of

c 263- 9 c: to earth because he bas not tasted heaven.
2«>_il even if you c to a sense of personal joys,

b 283-23 lost to all who c" to this falsity.
328- 9 and must therefore c to mortals until,

t 448- 2 Blindness and" self-righteousness c fast to
r 49&-14 c- steadfastly to God and His idea.
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clings
s 146-15

cUp
pr 4-31

cliques
/239- 8

cloaked
gl 597- 8

clock
o 360-19

cloister
c 263-25

cloistered
ph 191-23

Cloquet „ .„ , „„ . „.
an 101- 9 among whom were Roux, BouiUaua, ana o ,

must c- the lips and sUence the material senses.

a sad supper taken at the c of day,
C- your eyes, and you may dream that you
C' your eyes again, and you may see

c- the eyes, and forms rise before us,

we shall not hug our tatters c" about U3.

Will you open or c- the door upon this

getting Mortal Man into c" confinement
at the c- of a class term.
The serpent is . . . c upon the heel of harmony.

Scholasticism C" for salvation to the person

creeds c" the strong pinions of love.

Break up c, level wealth with honesty,

but c- the crime, latent in thought.

Like a pendulum in a c

peers from its c with amazement

not a flower starts from its C" cell.

close

a
sp

l.V-15

32-31
71-10
71-14
87-30

/ 201-16
224-25

p 431-18
t 4.H-25

ap 564-29

closed
pref xii-14

pr 15- 5

15-11
a 33- 1

4&-27

ph my- 4
171- 7

193-12
o 350-20

p 433- 2

440-33
r 491-23

g 528-11

closely
m 57-27

sp 97- 5

g 523-28

closes
m 69-11
s 144-28

g 521- 4

ap 577-29

closet
pr 14-31

15- 3

15-15

closing
ph 187-13 opening and c for the passage of the blood,

clothe
and c religion in human forms.
human faith may c it with angelic vestments,
as able to feed and c man as He doth the lUies.

She c- her College, October 29, 1889,

C- to error, it is open to Truth,
the door of the erring senses must be C.
and this supper c forever Jesus' rituahsm
which c- the earthly record of Jesus,

c- the eyes of mortals to man's God-given

gates of Paradise which human beliefs have c,
The eyeUds c gentlv and
and their eyes they have c ;— Aiatt. 13 : 15.

testimony for the plaintiff, . . . being c.
Here the counsel for the defence c'

belief goes on, whether our eyes are c" or open.
and c- up the flesh instead— Gen. 2: 21.

serves to unite thought more c" to God,
In reality, the more c' error simulates truth

become more and more c intertwined

neither c man's continuity nor his sense of

pride, or prejudice c the door
Here the inspired record c its narrative

C' with St. John's Revelation

enter into thy c,— Alatt. 6: 6.

The c- typifies the sanctuary of Spint,
to pray aright, we must enter into the C"

clouds
gathering . , ,

g 547-13 the gathering c', the moon and stars,

murky , ^
s I2a-21 in the midst of murky c and drenching ram.

varying , .,,.,•»
6 311- 1 the varying c of mortal beuei.

pr 4-32

sp 93-19

g 530-U

clothed
/254-9
p 442-25

ap 558- 4

558- 9

560- 7

561-11

clothes
m 62-24
s 146-19

/ 212-23

g .507- 4

clothing
an 104- 7

p 442-23

ap 567-29

cloud
/ 210-21
247-26

b 2&S-16
295-23
298-4

ap 558- 4
558-10
566-10

clouded
Ol 590-26

To stop eating, drinking, or being c materially
and man is c and fed spiritually.
c- with a cloud :

— Rev. 10; 1.

This angel . . . c" with a cloud, prefigures
a woman c v/ith the sun,— Rev. 12 ; 1.

the spiritual ideal as a woman c in hght,

even as it c the lUy ;

truth . . . c- Spirit with supremacy.
God alone makes and c' the lUiea of the field.

Spirit duly feeds and c" every object,

belied by wolves in sheep's c
'Truth, gives mortals temporary food and C
These wolves in sheep's c are detected

as a sunbeam penetrates the c\
arches the c with the bow of beauty,
may burst and flash till the c is cleared
like a c melting into thin vapor.
As a c- hides the sun it cannot extinguish,
clothed with a c" :

— Rev. 10; 1.

This angel . . . clothed with a c, prefigures
a pillar of c by day and of fire by night,

statements of the Scriptures become c

m 67- 4 the c- lower, the wmd shrieka

s 122-17 On the eye's retina, . . . c" and ocean meet

/ 245-21 coaxed the enamoured lightning from the C".

o 354-20 which are like c- without rain.

a 548- 9 when c cover the sun's face !

548-U seen only as the c of corporeal sense roll away.
557-19 Divine Science rolls back the c of error

clover
ph 175-13 proiane to Taney that the perfume of C

coalesce
s 143-32 may try to make Mind and drugs c;

coalition
/ 218-10 The reports of sickness may form a c with

coated
p 379-26 The quickened pulse, c- tongue, febrile heat.

Coated Tongue
p 431-21 IamC'-7'\ I am covered with a

coaxed
/ 24.5-20 c the enamoured Ughtning from the clouds.

coddling
ph 175-20 people had less time for selfishness, c-,

code J ,. I. J
/ 226-16 These claims are not made through c or creed..

codes
ph 183- 3 and demand obedience to materialistic C",

/ 225-18 Human c', scholastic theology,
234-21 The present c of human systems disappomt

b 340-27 civil, criminal, political, and rehgious C' ;

p 381-16 but He is not the author of barbarous c*.

coequal „ ^
o 351-21 if we consider Satan as a bemg c m power

coeternal ^ . ^ ». . ,, ^
b 336-11 coexistent and c" with that Mmd.

c 267-12 man and the spiritual universe C with

b 270- 1 theory, . . . that Mind and matter c"

279-13 Spirit and matter can neither c nor cooperate,

336-30 God and man c" and are eternal,

r 471-16 the evidence that God and man c-

coexistence . ,, ^ ^
6 269- 3 supposed c- of Mind and matter

coexistent ^ v, ^ . ,i, ^ ^m 69- 1 not of the earth earthly but c- with God,
b 336-11 c- and coeternal with that Mind,
r 478- 1 for man is c with God.

. ,. ^ ,

a 516-21 Man ... as c" and eternal with God
520- 9 Principle and its idea, man, are c'

557-21 as never dying, but as c-with his creator.

gl 581-U God and man c and eternal ;

coexists . ^ J a , c, .

s 120- 5 and man c* with and reflects Saul,

/ 246-12 sun of virtue and truth c with being,

c 266-31 but he C" with God and the universe.

coffee
sp 80- 3 A cup of c- or tea is not the equal of truth,

p 406-29 tobacco, tea, c", opium,

cognizable ^. . ,^

sp 86-28 as readily as from objects c" by the senses.

cognizance
bcvoDcl tii0

s 128-19 beyond the c- of the material senses

b 28J-25 beyond the c" of these senses,

cannot take . » ^ , . « o„:,:*
g 543-10 corporeal senses cannot take c or bpirit.

6 292-14 this so-called mind has no c of Spirit.

have no , , ,, ^
c 2.58-21 so-called senses have no c of eitner

of good or evU , j „„:t

ph 171-32 error . . . that the c- of good or evil,

an 105-16 When our laws eventually take c of

taken no . ...
/ 245-22 she had taken no c- of passmg time

tdkc DO
sp 72- 2 of which corporeal sense can take no C".

75-7 or the material senses could take no c ol

ph 191- 2 It can take no C" of Mind.
b 273- 4 physical senses can take no c- or ooa
r 479-15 and matter can take no c of matter.
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corporeal senses can take no c" of spiritual
the corporeal senses can take no c of Spirit,
the material senses can take no c of Spirit

that of which immortal Mind takes no c ',

is. not c- of life in Soul,
The mind may even be c of a present flavor
consciousness is c" only of the things of God.
camiot be c" of good or of evil;

c" only that which is the opposite of Spirit.

God's children already created will be c*

the existence C' by the physical senses,
The objects c by the physical senses

cognizance
take no

r 48&-.21

531-29
546-17

takes no
gl 591-14

cogoizant
'

pr 13-32

sp 88- 6
b 276-11
2S5- 1

cognize
359-17

cognized
m 69- 8
SD 75- 4
b 311-26

cognizes
b 306-24 which c Life as permanent.

cohesion
s 124-20 C-, and attraction are properties of Mind.,
b 293-16 whose adhesion and c are Life,

coiled
sp 92-11 a serpent c around the tree of knowledge.

coincide
sp 80-13 but I cannot c with their views.

93-10 Divine logic and revelation c.
ph 167-21 can no more unite . than good can C" With

<7 522-23 convince reason and c with revelation

coincidence
ph 194- 4 I cannot fail to discern the c- of
b 332-32 illustrates the c\ or spiritual agreement,

ap 561-16 John saw the human and divine c,
561-23 illustrates the c" of God and man

coincides
o 353- 9 C. S., understood, c with the Scriptures,

cold
and heat

s 125-22 c and heat, latitude and longitude.
effects of

ph 184-19 "We say man suffers from the effects of c*,

heat and
p 374-25 Heat and c are products of mortal mind.

matter cannot take
p 377- 2 convince him that matter cannot take C,

(his
,/ 202-32 Common opinion admits . . . that this c* may

pref vii-16 and the c conventionality of materialism
s 113- 8 is but the dead body of Science,— pulseless, C,

ph 179-16 that he will take c without his blanket,
195- 5 Outside of dismal darkness and c silence

/ 202-31 Common opinion admits that a man may take C"

220- 2 We hear it said : . . . I take c baths,
220- 3 to overcome a predisposition to take C ;

224-19 C" disdain, stubborn resistance,

p 377- 1 If your patient believes in taking C,
378-28 a long and c night of discord.
384- 9 though they expose him to fatigue, c\ heat,
386- 6 belief says that you may catch c and
429-11 corpse, deserted by thought, is c and decays,
436-11 Giving a cup of c" water m Christ's name,

t 460-22 c- assertion, "Nothing ails you."
ap 570-17 Give them a cup of c water in Christ's name,

coldness
Hi 593-18 Rock. . . . C" and stubbornness.

colds
f 220- 3 "We hear it said : . . . I have continual c",

220-16 C', coughs, and contagion are engendered solely

collapse
s 124-27 "Withdraw them, and creation must C".

/ 209-10 The world would c without Mind,
collect

m 63-30 should be allowed to c* her own wages,
collective

a 18- 6 His mission was both individual and c*.

collectively
m 58-10^ con3titn.te individually and c

.College
pref xii- 3 hers was the only C' of this character

xii- 7 were taught by the author in this C*.
xii-14 She closed her C", October 29, 1889,
xii-19 reopened the C' in 1899

colleges
pref xi-30 a law relative to c* having been passed.

color
/ 247-24 in expression, form, outline, and c".

b 301- 3 mirror, repeats the c, form, and action
310- 7 seen in all form, substance, and c",

338-13 signifying the red c" of the ground,
r 47'J-27 We admit that black is not a c",

g 512-22 From . . . the one Mind emanate all form, C,
Colossians

6 325-10 In C' (iii. 4) Paul writes :

Columbus
s 120-30 "When C- gave freer breath to the globe,

combat
6 268-11 challenge metaphysics to meet in final c*.

269-29 The theories I c- are these :

p 396-25 to c" their erroneous sense,

combated
pre/viii-17 Sickness has been c for centuries

combination
c 256-24 No form nor physical c is adequate to

p 399- 9 not a secretion nor c" can operate, apart from

combinationis
p 399- 3 You say that certain material c produce

combine
b 275-13 Spirit, Life, Truth, Love, c as one,
288- 9 Superstition and understanding can never C.

p 397-28 because they C" as one.
409- 4 Mortal mind and body c" as one,

combined
pr 1- 6 Prayer, watching, and working, c" with
s 163-18 war, pestilence, and famine, all c\"

ph 171-18 believes himself to be c- matter and Spirit,
p 421-32 and that their c" sum is fifty,

combines
/ 450-30 all evil c in the belief of life, ... in matter,
r 466- 3 Hence God c all-power or potency,

combustion
s 161-10 might produce spontaneous c".

come
pref vii-13 The time for thinkers has c.

x-29 or discerning the truth, c not to the light

pr I- * shall c- to pass;— Mark 11; 23.

8- 4 little hope for those who c only spasmodically
12-23 should c' from the enlightened understanding.
13- 4 c ye to the waters."— Isa. 55; 1.

16-30 Thy kingdom c-.— Matl. 6 ; 10.

16-31 Thy kingdom is c;
fl 18- * until the kingdom of God shall c-.— Luke 72: li.

22-13 "Occupy till I c" 1"— Luke 19; 13.

24-18 change as radical as that which has c over
27- 3 intended to prove . . . that the Christ had c" :

31-24 show the Lord's death till he c-."— I Cor. 11; 26.

34- 5 Truth has c to the understanding
34- 6 If Christ, Truth, has c' to us in demonstration,
38-14 in all time to C-.

40-29 has c- so generally to mean public worship
41- 3 must c- through the joys and triumphs of the

m 56-10 and His kingdom is c
sp 80- 6 A communication purporting to c from the

85-12 "C\ see a man, which— ./oftn 4; 29.

86-11 Opposites c from contrary directions,

80- 6 from wliich loaf or fish could ct
90-28 recognition of Spirit must finally c%
92-32 Do you say the time has not yet c

an. 100-19 we have c to the unanimous conclusio'na

s 112-18 with this infinitude c" spiritual rules,

125-21 The seasons will c and go
129-16 c- hither to torment us— Ma«. 8; 29.

130- 5 bidden to the feast, the excuses c".

131-13 Must C. S. c- through the Christian churches

131-14 This Science has c- already, ,, „ ,, ,
131-31 "Art thou he that should c-."— MaU. 11; 3.

133- 2 "Art thou he that should c ?"— Matt. 11 ; 3.

134-8 and so has c- always to mean
141-10 revelation (such is the popular thought !) must c

144- 2 "Why should we . . . since no good can c' of it/

ph 173-26 Human reason and religion c" slowly to the

182-27 Pleas for drugs and laws of health c from
192- 7 They C" from the hearing of the ear,

/ 212- 8 "Whv need pain, ... c" to this mortal sense?

223-32 until "He c" whose right it is. —• Ezek 21 : 2..

225-21 nor c«d the breath of freedom c" from the

238- 6
" C- out from among them,— 21 Cor. 6:17.

238-14 there will c" the warning,
c 266- 7 Then the time wOl c when
b 280- 6 only reflections of good can c.

283-10 which act, react, and then c to a stop.
285-17 time has c" for a finite ... to give place
291- 8 last call of wisdom cannot c- till

304- 7 nor things present, nor things to c\—Bom. 8;33.

321-10 bade him c- back and handle the serpent,
321-27

•' It shall c" to pass, — Exod. 4 ; 8.

322-11 before this recognition of divme Science can c
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come
b 324-30 if the idea . . . c- not to your thougbt,
333-21 has c with some measure of power and grace

o 361- 1 Jew believes that . . . Christ has not yet c" ;

3G1- 8 God is c- and is present now and forever.

p 362-15 to c" behind the couch and reach his feet.

367-24 Truth of the Christ-cure has c to this age
368- 6 Both ti'uth and error have c nearfer than ever
358-15 When we c to have more faith in the truth
376- 8 diseases deemed dangerous sometimes c from
377- 7 they c back no better than when they went
393- 1 issues of pain or pleasure must c through
398- 3 I charge thee, c out of him,— Mark 9 ; 25.

398-30 The Science of Mind must c to the rescue,
4il- 1 thing which I greatly feared is c"— Job 3; 25.

t 451- 3 to c out from the material world
451-17 they c from above, not from beneath,

r 474-20 "I am not c- to destroy,— A/q«. 5; 17.

478-11 to go into the house or to c out of it,

4S5-15 c- naturally into Spirit thirough better health
g 501- 7 and c nearer the heart.
519-18 "we all c* in the unity of the faith,— Eph.i: 13.

529- 7 Another change wUl c as to the
543-10 They cannot c" into His presence,
548- 1 The Spirit and the bride say, C I— Rev. 22 ; 17.

555-17 c from the deep sleep which
556-22 Oblivion and dreams, not realities, c" with sleep.

ap 558- 3 mighty angel <r down from heaven,— Rev. 10 ; 1.

567- 4 Truth and Love c" nearer in the hour of woe,
568-14 Now is c- salvation, and strength,— Rev. 12 ; 10.

568-22 the devil is c down unto you,— Rev. 12; 12.

574- 8 C- hither, I will show thee— Rev. 21 : 9.

575- 1 thought gently whispers : "C- hither I

Cl 585-13 "Elias truly shall first c'—Rfatt. 17 ; 11.

585-18 a type of the glory which is to c' ;

comeliness
/ 247-19 C- and grace are indenendent of matter.
b 281-15 supplies all form and c*

comes
pr 5-8

• a 42- 8

Sp 75- 2

76-32
84-28
85-5

S 112-16
113- 5
115- 3
118-32

ph 174-31
178-20
188-28
189-25

/ 202-19
223-16
230- 9

233-26
239-27
247- 1

250-12
C 264-27
265-25
265-10

b 280-16
289- 1

290-12
291-29
303- 6
318-19
327- 1

339-24
347-15
358-25

p 382-16
387-21
434-2

r 465-27
473-10
479- 6
483- 1

490-10

C 523-11
529-21
556-29

ap 558- 9
569-22

gl 583-10

comet
s 121-15 is S3 the wandering c or the desolate star

Cometh
pref vii- 3

a 31-25
31-31
35-26

and woe c in return for what is done.
c in darkness and disappears with the light.
assumption that man dies . . . but c to life as
recognition of Spirit . . . c not suddenly
All we correctly know of Spirit c" from God,
This Soul-.sense c to the human mind when
c one Principle and its infinite idea,
but its spirit c only in small degrees.
through which the understanding . . . c",
the natural order of heaven c down to earth.
its cure C" from the immortal divine
this so-called mind, from which c' all evil.
When darkness c over the earth.
From mortal mind c the reproduction of the
when God's kingdom c on earth ;

the assurance wnich c' of understanding ;

salvation which c" through God,
Justice often c too late to secure a verdict.
If it c from erring mortal mind,
acute belief of physical life c on at a remote
a ray oflight which c" from the sun,
which c from an all-absorbing spiritual love.
The aspiration after heavenly good c"

When this hour of development c,
belief c to have "gods many— / Cor. S: 3.

real existence as a child of God c to light.
Hence Truth c to destroy this error
judgment-day of wisdom c hourlyc from no power of propagation m
behefs, from which c so much suffering,
Reform c" by understanding that
gives place to . . . and God's kingdom c*

Christ, . . . c- now as of old,
c- through rousing within the sick
the devotee . . . who c to teach the
supposition that death c in obedience to the
on the wings of divine Lcve, there c a despatch:
Science of Christianity c" with fan in hand
that c- to heal sickness and sin
On the contrary, if aught c from God.
Then c- the question.
From this also c" its powerlessness.
In error everything c from beneath.
Whence c a talking, lying serpent
but when that av/akening c,
message which c from God,
c- back to him at last with accelerated force,c to the flesh to destroy incarnate error.

ere c\ the full radiance of a risen day.
"The hour c, and now is,

— John i: 23.
yea. the time c\— John 16:2.
"which c- down from heaven,"— John 6; 33.

Cometh
m 64-18

sp 78-29
93- 6

S 132-27

/ 224-21}

225- 1

&28&- 9

325-26

g 550- 3

ap 575- 4
575- 8

comfort
an 101-29

ph 197- 6

/234- 6

ap 678-12

comforted
a 33-12

sp 78-30

Coxnforter
a 55-28

55-29
5 123-22

127-29
b 271-20
331-31
332-21

r 497- 7

comforts
gl 582-12

coming
pref xi-18

a 52-14

sp 83- 7

an 102-17
5 132-11
150- 7

150- 8

/ 215-17
230- 7

245-10
b 321-29
o 347-14

p 3&5-31

ff 549-31

ap 561-12
561-32
574-13

command
apostolic

t 451- 3

Christ's
s 110-29

direct
342-10

first
6 280-18

follow the
f 228-20

God's
(7 530- 6

Scriptural
/238- 6

6 276- 8

single
(7 524-18

spiritual
•

ph 168-19
this

pr 9-19
a 38-2

the time c of which Jesus spake.
cannot "tell whence it c."— John 3; 8.

"But the hour c, and now is,— John 4 ; 23.
"When the Son of man c\— Luke 18; 8.

who c" in the quiet of meekness.
Whence c it?
Master said, "No man c unto— John U; 6.
time c" when the spiritual origin of man
If this be so, whence c Life, or Wind,
Then c the marriage feast,
and c" "down from God,— Rev. 21 ; 2.

Discomfort under error is preferable to c\
costs many a man his earthly days of c.
crumbs of c from Christ's table,
Ilove's] rod and [love's] stafi' they c" me.—

Psal. 23 ; 4.

and now it c themselves.
By it the sick are healed, the sorrowing are c,

"He shall give you another C-,— John 14; 16.

This C- I understand to be Divine Sci>.'nce.

through the teachings of the C',
the C' which leadeth into all truth.
Our Master said, "But the C'— John 14; 25.
divine Science or the Holy C".
the Holy Ghost, or C', reveaUng the
the Holy Ghost or divine C' ;

that which c, consoles, and supports.

c- now r.3.wa3 promised aforetime,
word concerning the c Prince of Peace.

good and evil elements now c to the surface.
Its aggressive features are c to the front.
such effects, c from divine Mind,
Its appearing is the c" anew of the gofpel of
This c", as was promised by the Master,
at the «r of v/hich darkness loses the
This awakening is the forever c of Christ.
before the window watching for her lover's c\
And so it was in the c centuries,
would behold the signs of Christ's c\
Any supposed information, c from the body
c down to a behef in the material origin of
the spiritual ideal . . . c down from heaven,
John the Baptist prophesied the c of the
c down from God, out of heaven,"— Rev. 21 ; 2.

the constant pressure of the apostolic c
demonstrated according to Christ's c\

in defiance of the direct c of Jesus,

as Jehovah's first c" of the Ten :

If we foUow the c of our Master,

The earth, at God's c, brings forth food

To obey the Scriptural c.
In accordance with the Scriptural c" :

With a single c, Mind had made man,

spiritual c relating to perfection,

This C includes much.
Because men are assured that this c

ph 196-14 The c" was a warning to beware,
/ 225- 9 c their sentinels not to let truth pass
o 342-11 to which c" was added the promise
p 403-14 You c- the situation if you understand
r 467- 5 Therefore the c means this :

ap 570-25 and Christ will c the wave.

commanded
a 37-27 do they follow him in the way that he c 7

and C" even the winds and waves
And the Lord God [Jehovah] c— Gen. 2; 16.

whereof I c thee— Gen. 3; 11.

which I c- thee, saying,— Gen. 3 : 17.

m 67-22

g 527- 6
533- 7
535-21

commandest
p 435-30 and C

commanding
p 439- 7 c- him to take part In the homicide.
442-U His form waa erect and c.

to be smitten— Acts 23 ; 3.
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15.

Commandment
m 6*-21 "Do you keep the First C?
b 301-22 not spiritual and breaks the First C;
340-16 The First C' is my favorite text.

340-21 The divine Principle of the First C'

361-6 The Jewwho believes in the First C"

361-10 The Christian who believes in the First C'

commandment
a 19-29 Jesus urged the C-, „ ^ „„ ,.m 56-18 C-, "Thou Shalt not commit— Exod. 20; 14,

s 112-30 inculcates a breach of that divine c
6 30&- 4 art thou . . . keeping His cV

Commandments
ap 5K}-13 belief that ... the Ten C' can be broken.

commandments
pr 4- 5 To keep the c" of our Master

4-11 "If ye love me, keep my c."— John 14; li

a 25-20 "If yglove me, keep my c\"— John 14; 15.

./ 241-22 "If ye love me, keep my c-."— John 14; 15.

h 340- 8 Fear God, and keep His c- :— Eccl. 12 ; 13.

340-11 love God aind keep His c- :

g 542-26 to advance itself, breaks God's c\

commands
o 20-26 It c" sure entrance into the realm of Love.

26- 6 if we follow his c' faithfully ;

37-27 Hear these imperative C •-

/ 222-28 contrary to His C-.

o 355-16 according to the c of our Master,
p 405- 5 C. S. c man to master the propensities,
r 489-14 it bseaks all the c" of the Mosaic Decalogue

commemorate
a 32- 9 Eucharist does not c- a Roman soldier's oath,

35-12 the morning meal which Christian Scientists c'.

commemorated
a 33-31 can you then say that you have c Jesus

34-11 If all . . . had really c- the sufferings of Jesus

commemoration
a 34- 6 no other c Is requisite, .

34-13 If all who seek his c" through material symbols
commences

ph 189-29 c" In the lower, basal portion of the brain,

p 423- 9 c with mental causation,
430-20 patient feels ill, ruminates, and the trial c\

commend
t 457-25 some learners c diet and hygiene.

commendation
p 365-20 such c- as the Magdalen gained from Jesus,

commended
a 35-28 draught our Master drank and c to his

p 434-32 that court c man's Immortal Spirit

commending
sp 92-14 serpent in the act of c to

conament
pr 8-12 what must be the c upon him?

8-14 there would be no occasion for C".

a 55- 3 subjects to unchristian c' and usage
g 523- 2 of the Scriptural account now under C.

commercialism
ph 195-28 Literary c is lowering the intellectual

commingle
ph 198-26 His thoughts and his patient's c,
/211- 3 if . . . Truth and error, c"

281- A Spirit and matter no more c than .light ana
296-24 When the evidence . . .seems toe-,

T 492-22 The notion that mind and matter c-

g 539-20 false to say that Truth and error c
commingling , ^ ^, ,

r 481-15 declaring ... good and evil to be capable of c
conomission

a 54-13 In witness of his divine c,
an 100-14 Under this order a c wad appointed,

100-16 This c- reported to the government
104-30 as well as the c of a crime,

p 433-22 this has led him into the c' of the

commissioners
an 100-15 Benjamin Franklin was one of the c\ '

commissions
t 455-24 When He c a messenger,

commit
m 56-18 "Thou shalt not c adultery,"— Exod. 20.- 14.

on 105- 2 The hands, without . . . could not c a murder.
105-10 Can matter c a crime?
105-23 to c- fresh atrocities as opportunity occurs

/ 252-19 cheat, lie, c adultery, rob, murder,
o 356-25 Does divine Love c a fraud on humanity
p 406-17 moral man has no fear that he will c a murder,

432- 7 I knew the prisoner would c it,

436-30 deeds which the divine law compels man to C.
I 4S1-18 If you c- a crime, Should you acknowledge

commits
pref xii-26 she. c"' these pages to honest seekers for Truth,

r 490- 4 this belief c depredations on harmony.
conamitted

s 161-22 "Liberty, what crimes are c in thy name I"

p 408-11 people who are c to insane asylums
430-18 is charged with having c liver-complaint. .

431- 8 At last he c" liver-complaint,
434-28 shows the alleged crime never to have been C.
435- 4 Has the body or has Mortal Mind c" a
435- 7 The body c" no offence.
435-14 If liver-complaint was c" by trampling on

committee
an 101- 8 a c" of nine persons was appointed,

committing
p 436-17 to prevent his c* liver-complaint,
t 459-14 C' the bare process of mental healing to

common
pr 12-22 c" custom of praying for the recovery
a 52-18 make c cause against the exponents of truth.
sp 80-30 This behef rests on the c conviction that

92-17 for the c conception of mortal man
an 101-17 nothing in c with either physiology or

106- 2 to drop from the platform of c" manhood
S 137-14 implied in their citation of the c" report
137-27 had been called only by his c names,
153- 5 Natrum murialicum (c table-salt)

/ 202-31 C" opinion admits that a man may take cold
294- 2 These senses indicate the c human belief,
333- 5 in c- with other Hebrew boys and men,
342-30 according to the c theories,
357- 1 In c justice, we must admit that God

p 363- 3 which is in such c" use in the East.
333-17 were released ... by their c creditor.

365-11, 12 and c sense and c humanity are
383-32 c notion that health depends on inert matter
388-12 Admit the c hypothesis
407-32 in consonance with c mortal beUef.

t 459- 7 Then he wUl have nothing in c' with
r 488-12 Scriptures often appear in our c version

g 523-20 or Lord God, as our c version translates it.

540- 9 reducing it to its c denominator,
gl 598-14 the phrase is equivalent to our c statement,

comnaonly
s 116-24 As the words ... are c and i^norantly

139- 9 Reforms have c been attended with bloodshed
ph 183-20 mortals c recognize as law that which hides

/ 232- 4 The beliefs we c entertain about happiness
242-22 the facts of being are c misconstrued,
243-13 That those v/onders are not more c repeated

b 274- 7 Natural science, as it is c called,
284-26 by the effects c attributed to them.
310-18 We are c" taught that there is a human soul
319-11 material means (C" called nature)
333- 4 though it is C' so used.

o 344-20 are not included in the c" accepted systems ;

344-32 the word Spirit is so c" appUed to Deity,
gl 586-10 the divine Principle, c" called God.

Common Version
b 313-13 "express image" in the C' V-— Heb. I ; 3.

Commonwealth
pref xi-29 imder the seal of the C',

commotion
p 422-11 Patients, imfamiliar with the cause of this c

commune
a 35-13 and silently to c with the divine Principle,

sp 73-29 mistake to suppose that . . . can C" togetlier.
74-31 so-called dead and living cannot C" together,
75-26 one possible moment, when those . . . can C
76-13 can no longer c" with matter ;

84-15 to c more largely with the divine Mind,
comimuned

sp 73-15 If Spirit, or God, c* . . . through electricity

communicable
sp 72-25 but evil is neither c nor scientific.

72-29 when evil and suffering are c\
74- 3 To be on C" terms with Spirit,

communicate
sp 78-22 How then can it C" with man through

82-14 we do not c' with the dreamer by our side

communicated
/ 212- 2 is not c- through a nerve.
213-18 as c through the senses of Soul

p 423- 3 this belief should not be c' to the patient,

communicates
sp 85-31 truth c- Itself but never imparts error.

communicating
( 446- 2 perhaps c Jils own bad morals,
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communtcation. ,, ^ ...
sp 73-32 There is no c between so-caUed material

78-12 even were c possible
80-6 Ac- purporting to come from

communications
sp 77-22 Even if c- from spirits to mortal consciousness

77-23 such c- would grow beautifully less

78-13 C- gathered from ignorance are permcioua

communicator
sp 72-30 divine law is the c of truth,

81-32 deceased person, supposed to be the C",

communicators
sp 72- 9 So-caUed spirits are but corporeal c.

communing ...

sp 78- 8 belief . , .. that at the same time we are c with

communion . ^ ^ j
a 30- 1 Mary's self-conscious c" with God.

35-25 Our Eucharist is spiritual c with the one Ood.

sp 72- 7 condition precedent to c" with Spirit

74-13 No correspondence nor c" can exist between

82-23 C- . . .would be prevented bv this difference.

g 539-24 "What c" hath light with— // Cor. 6; 14.

community . ^
an 103- 2 in families and therefore m the c:

t 44&- 3 a c- unprenared for self-defence.

456- 9 which most of them hold in the c;

commute ^. „
p 378- 5 will enable you to c" this self-sentence,

comoact
m 59- 7 compromises will often maintain a c

companion
ap 569-22 The sin, which one has .made his bosom C",

companionship
a 21-24 and our c" may continue.

,

m 60- 5 formation of a happy and permanent c\

company
a 21-28 c- is alluring and the pleasures exciting.-

36- 2 in the blessed c of Truth and Love
m 66-27 the other pre-eminently needs good c-.

c 261-15 actively as the youngest member of the C.

compare ^ , ^ ,

g 515-28 Now c man before the mirror

comparison
c 256-17 in c" with the sublime question.
b 297-25 Human thoughts have their degrees oi c\

comparative
pref ix-29 her c ignorance of the stupendous

compass . . ^ . ,

/ 2337I9 c the destruction of sin and sickness

h 292- 5 Divine Science alone can c' the heights

compassed
b 302- 1 Soul is not C" by finiteness.

compassion ^ . ~ *
s 115-26 Moral. Humanity, honesty, affection, c ,

compassionately
p 363- 9 He regarded her c.

365-22 and deal with his patients C" ;

compel
pr 11-11 in order to c- this progress.

p 390-10 Truth will at length c us all to exchange the

440-23 human mental legislators c' them to

compelled , ..

s 159- 5 she was c by her physicians to take it.

p 436-25 they were c to let him be taken

compels . , . •»

p 436-30 deeds which the divine law c- man to commit.

compensated
s 163-27 if it were not more than c by

compensation
ap 574-19 has full c" in the law of Love.

gl 581-15 Hope and faith ; spiritual c ;

compilation
/ 241-15 that c" can do no more for mortals

complain
tn 62-11 those parents should not. in after years, C

62-30 and produce the ills of which we c
complaining

o 348-22 while c" of the suffering disease brings,

p 395-17 An iU-terapered,c or deceitful person

complaint
/ 221-16 without a vestige of the old C".

p 391-29 Mentally contradict every C"

complaints
pr 14-15 the body will then utter no c*.

/ 237-31 would rid them of their c\

6

complete
pref ix-15 and are not c Bor satisfactory expositions

a 25- 1 Thomas was forced to acknowledge how c-

sp 98-28 not . . . fragmentary, but practical and C"
;

98-29 Tind being practical and c,
s 147-14 this volume contains the c Science or

353-15 eternity, immortality, c reality.

p 417-28 the c- control which Mind holds over the
1 457-27 which they mean to c" with Mind,
g 519- 9 the ideas of God in universal being are C
527- 5 but ever beautiful and C".

completed
a 41-15 c- his earthly mission :

ap 562- 5 Revelator c" this figure with woman,

completely
s 137-13 Jesus c- eschewed the narrow opinion
I 446-10 has generally C healed such cases.

completeness
m 57- 5 Union of . . . qualities constitutes c*.

complex
p 393-27 not upon the c humors, lenses, muscles,

compliance
p 433- 7 In c- with a stern duty, his Honor.

complicated
an 102-20 weaving webs more c and subtle.

g 549-19 the most c corporeal structures,

complication
p 389-31 suffering from a C" of symptoms

component
a 28-16 Not a single c part of his nature

g 550-18 decay and dissolution as its c" stages

composed
r 478-25 is c of material human beliefs

<; 551-19 c- of the simplest material elements,

composing
/ 209-17 aggregated substances c the earth,

compositions
pref viii-30 but these c were crude,

compound
r 468-23
475-14

g 507-18

gl 585- 8
591- 5

compounded
/ 209-16 c- minerals or aggregated substances

ap 577- 7 this c" spiritual mdividuahty reflects

comprehend
pr 2-25 anything He does not already c- 7

sp 98-11 which the material senses cannot c",

for how could such a .sinner c-

but they did not c: all that he said

mortals do not c even mortal existence,

the language which human thought can C.
and thus begin to c" in Science

Few persons c what C. S. means by
said ... I do not c what you say about error.

comprehended ^ ^
an 104- 4 When C. S. and animal magnetism are both c;.

Neither can this manifestation . . . be C', until

These states are not c,
and Soul-existence, . . .'is not c.
and are c in and formed by Spirit,
the darkness c it not."— Jnhn 1 ; 5.

Unless the works are c- which his

is no more seen nor c by mortals,

comprehending
./ 219-25 not c- the Principle of the cure,

p 441- 1 c- and defining all law and evidence,

g 546-25 though the darkness, c" them not,

comprehends
o 347-21 which the darkness C" not.

and c- the theology of Jesus
no more c his real being than .

Through spiritual sense only, mane . . . ueiiy.
divine Principle, or Spirit, c and expresses
That which spiritual sense alone c,

comprehensible
• s 11.5- 6 to make them C to any reader,

146-32 to a form c" by and adapted to

universe, . . . is a c idea.
He is the c idea of God.
multipHcation of the c' idea man.
to spiritual sense, it is a c' idea.

_

Man. The c idea of infinite Spirit :

s 136-24
136-30

ph 187- 3

/210- 4
c 258-32
b 301- 5

g 555- 8

5 141-24
149- 9

ph 167- 5
6 303-9
325-31

O 350-13

<7 520- 8

p 369- 8
371-15

r 481- 8

a 518-27
gl 596- 1

comprehension
p 388-28 and a clear c- of the living Spirit,
t 462- 1 requisite for a thorough c of C. S.

r 488-24 Mind alone possesses . . . perception,

comprehensiveness
s 128-10 gives them acuteness and c

compress ^ ,^ ^,. .

280-10 limits all things, and would c Mina,

and c;
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compressed
c 256-13 nor c" within the narrow limits of

p 397-29 Give up the belief that mind is, , , . c within

comprised
s 127- 7 c" in a knowledge or understanding of God,
288-31 Sin. sickness, and death are c' in

compromise
t 443- 6 those, who make such a c\

compromised
prsf x-u The author has not c" conscience

compromises
m 59- 7 Mutual c" will often maintain a compact

computed
s 129- 4 or of a properly c sum in arithmetic

con
Any conclusion pro or c",
be the fable pro or c",

—s 120-25
129- 9

conceal
pr 4- 1

t 447-13

g 542-10

concealed
(7 542- 7

concealment
dl 598-28 Veil.

conceals
6 326- 1

concede
pll 186-22

conceded
pk 168-28
C 267- 8

- p 396-15

conceding
p 394- 5

conceit
t 450- 2

ap 571-27

conceive
b 318- 2

331-23

conceived
a 29-17

/ 211-30
b 303-11
303-12
315-30

t 462-20
463-14

r 476-16

(7 538-24
540-28
545- 6

we cannot c the ingratitude of barren lives,
false charity does not forever c" error;
dispositioa to excuse guilt or to C" it

error cannot forever be c*.

A cover ; c ; hiding ; hypocrisy.

false sense : . . c scientific demonstration.

If we c the same reality to discord as to

balance of power is c to be with matter by
It is generally c that God is Father,
is not a difficult task in view of the c" falsity

By c" power to discord,

whose bigotry and c twist every fact
Thus he rebukes the c of sin,

for him to c" of the substantiality of Spirit
to c' of such omnipresence and individuality

Virgin-mother c this idea of God,
be c of as immortal.
is spiritually c" and brought forth;
statement that man is c and evolved
being c by a h.uman mother,
Anatomy, when c of spiritually, la

c" and born of Truth and Love,
"c in sin and brought forth in iniquity."
and she c, and bare Cain,— Gen. 4: 1.

mortal and material man, c* ia sla
never had been divinely c\

conceives
/ 213- 6 Mortal mind c" of something as

conceiving
g 513-19
gi 582-14

concept
corporeal

gl 589-16
every

c 262-29
faUse

ph 177-10
human

{see human)
Jewish

0^ 576-28 The term Lord, .

material
b 297-17 only fact concerning any material c
334-16 material c, or Jesus, disappeared,

mental
sp 87-24 Do not suppose that any mental c is eono
p 376-19 the so-called material body is a mental C"

perfect
and form the perfect c*.

are as eternal as the Mind c them.;
c man in the idea of God ;

JESU3. The highest human corporeal c

Every c* which seems to begin with the brain

Matter, or body. Is but a false f

. expresses the Jewish c,

is.

The true c is never lost.

an unreal c of the so-called mortal mind,

in your c", the tooth, the operation.

t 454-23
true

sp 87-25
unreal

an 102- 7

your
o 348-27

conception
common

sp 92-17 the "common c of mortal man
divine

b 315-25 The divine C of Jesus pointed to this
faint

a 47- 3 gave them a faint c" of the Life which
false

b 281-20 false c as to man and Mind.
285-16 is a false c of man.

conception
finite

c 258- 2 A mortal, corporeal, or finite C" of God
b 285-18 time has come for a finite c ... to give place

highest
s 148-12 instead of from the highest, c of being.
b 327- 9 Evil is sometimes a man's highest c of fight,

bis
/ 248-13 in order to perfect his c".

299- 3 embodies his c- of an unseen quality
baman

a 50-27 The burden . . . was terrible beyond human c*.

ph 185-14 puts forth u human c in the name of Science
g 505- 7 by which human c", material sense,

Mary's
b 332-2S Mary's c" of him was spiritual,

material
/ 213- 9 apart from this mortal and material c.
g 536-24 erroneous, material c' of life and joy,

mental
p 403-31 mental c and development of disease

of God
s 133-29 Jewish c of God, as Yaw ah,

ph 185-19 rests on the c of God as the only Life,
of mortal mind

b 274- 4 c- of mortal mind, the offspring of sense,
proper'

g 555-24 and set aside the proper c" of Deity,
thy

g 535- 7 thy sorrow and thy c :
— Gen. 3: 16.

true
sp 84-24 true c of being destroys the belief of
C 258-23 gains the true c of man and God.
2tO- 2 the true c or understanding of man,
260-12 as the only true c" of being.

b 324-29 which is the true c of being,
t 456-14 separates himself from the true c of C.S.

truest
s 132-29 or endow him with the truest r of the Christ T

unconflned
b 323-11 c* unconflned is winged to reach the divine

conceptions
diviner

c 260-10 human beliefs will be attaining diviner.e*,
erroneous

s 116-25 confused and erroneous c of divinity
finite

g 545- 1 through mortal and finite C
higher

/ 247-17 reflecting those higher c of loveliness
human

c 255-12 to belittle Deity with human C.
257-16 material senses and human c would

material
sp 87- 1 So is it with all material c*.

I 463- 9 detach mortal thought from its material c;
our

pr 3-17 How empty are our c of Deity t

/ 244- 7 If we were to derive all our c"

spiritual
349-16 inadequate to the expression of spiritual c*

c 260- 7 The c of mortal, erring thought

concepts
m 62-26

/ 235-32
239-24

C 256-15

259-30
264- I

p 426-31

g 616-31
531-13
536- 7

556-4

thrusting in the laws of erring, human c*.

and broaden their c".

It forms material c and
nor can He be understood . . . through

mortal c\
demands spiritual thoughts, divine c\
the fleeting c" of the human mind,
human c named matter, death, disease,
genders are human c".

exchanging human c for the divine
as a symbol of tempest-tossed human C*
mortal and material c classified,

concern
sp 84-16 foretell events which c* the universal

concerned
s 121-25 so far as our solar system is c,

concerning
a 47-14 people were in doubt c Jesus' teachings.

52-14 word c the coming Prince of Peace.

sp 89-13 Scriptural -word c a man,'
92-22 Until the fact r error . . . appears,

s 133-22 c- God, man, sanitary methods, and
/205- 6 their false sense c" God and man.
219-14 never affirm c the body what we do not wish
220-28 c" which God said.

b 297-17 The onlv fact r any material concept is,

o 349- 4 rabbis of the present day aak c our healing
349-22 the prophecy c the Christian apostles,

p 383-27 confirming the Scriptura. conclnsion c- a man,
412- 7 c- the truth which you think or speak.
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concerning
p 413-;}2 held 111 ttio beliefs c his bo'Iy.
/ 448- 9 tell the truth r the lie.

r 481-16 c- this "tree of the knowledge— Gm. 2; 17.

494-25 Which of these two theories c" man
g 524-25 or is it a lie c man and God?
ql 585-24 a finite belief c life, substance, and

concession
sp 84-25 for without the c of material personalities

concessions
a 33- 1 closed forever Jesus' ritualism or c to matter.
m 56- 4 Jesus' c- . . .to material methods were
p .^98- 7 the c- Which Jesus was willing to make
/ 456-18 Science makes no c- to persons or

conciliate
a 18-18 Christ, . . . could c no nature above his own,
/ 238-22 Attempts to c society and so gain

conclude
5 143-19 but you c that the stomach, blood, nerves,
/ 217- 4 than to c- that individual musical tones
p 387- 6 we c that intellectual labor
r 467-24 We reason imperfectly . . . when we C that

concluded
sp 89-28 Cain very naturally c that if life

/ 222-26 c" that God never made a dyspeptic,
p 441- 9 He € his charge thus :

concludes
ap 566-19 we may also offer the prayer which c" the

concluding
ap 573-24 This is Scriptural authority for c

conclusion
any

s 120-25 Any c pro or con, deduced from supposed
blind

s 124-11 In a word, human belief is a blind c
fair

g 555- 3 A fair c' from this might be,
false

g 525-27 the falsa c of the material senses.
no otiier

sp 109-10 This proof once seen, no other c can be reached.
premise or

s 129- 6 can tolerate no error In premise or c.
scientific

b 279-26 A logical and scientific c is reached
Scriptural

p 383-27 the Scriptural c concerning a man,
this

p 425-^ 2 Mortal mind, not matter, induces this C"

s 128-32 c", if properly drawn, cannot be false.

ph 167-17 error m the premise must appear In the c
f 231-17 Therefore we accept the c that discords
b 277-28 error In the premise leads to errors in the C"

278-24 and leads to the c that if man Is

279- 6 The doom of matter establishes the c*

316-16 which led to the c that the
340- 7 "Let us hear the c of the whole— Eccl. 12; 13.

340- 9 Let us hear the c" of the whole matter :

o 347-10 the c would be that there is nothing
433- 6 His c- is, that laws of nature render

conclusions
absolute

s 109-21 and I won my way to absolute c
doctrines and

g 545-14 into all human doctrines and c\
false

s 121-22 deluded the judgment and Induced false C*.

/ 204- 3 All forms of error sunport the false c
p 417-30 by certain fears and faiae c,

his
403-30 truth or error which Influences his c

human
b 298- 1 are the vague realities of human c,

logical
6 270-10 are scientific and logical c- reached.

my
s 1C8-12 My c were reached by allowing the

one's
c 259-32 Deducing one's c as to man from

our
p 397- 5 By not perceiving ... we are misled In our c

spiritual
6 300- 2 it attempts to draw correct spiritual c"

such
p 392-25 Admitting only such c as you wish

their own
p 418- 2 the baneful effects of their own c

unanimous
an I0O-19 we have come to the unanimous c"

sp 84- 2 nor with the c of mortal beliefs,

pfi 184- 2 premises being erroneous, the c are wrong.

conclusions
b 269-13 does not enter Into metaphysical premises or c.
338-10 premise.'? and c of material and mortal

<7 547-10 strengthens the thinker's c as to the

conclusive
an 101-14 promised by Monsieur Berna . . . as c",

101-16 are certainly not c in favor of the doctrine
s 159- 8 The evidence was found to be c,

conclusively
s 108-18 proves C" that three times three
123-U The verity of Mind shows c-

/ 204- 6 that mortal error is as c mental
concomitant

T 484-28 Question.— Is materiality the c-

concomitants
ph 196-16 sin, and death are not c of Life or Truth.

concord
pref viil- 7 and gives sweet c to sound.
m 60-25 calls discord ha^mo.^y, not appreciating c.
s 129-25 Can v.'e . . . learn from discord the c of being?

148-23 c and unity of Spirit and His likeness.

/ 216-20 "What c- hath Christ with— II Cor. 6: 15.

240-11 In the order of Science, . . . all is one grand c
t 453- 4 when he distinguishes c from discord.
g 539-25 what c' hath Chriat with— // Cor. 6; 15.

concordant
m 58- 6 they should be C" In order to blend properly.

concords
s 130-14 good and its sweet C have all-power.

concur
6 319-14 Spirit and matter neither c" In man nor la

condemn
pr 11-9 which has the right to acquit or c\

341- 1 strictures on this volume would c
p 43.3-23 which material laws c" as homicide.

435-33 If they c him not, neither shall
435-34 neither shall Judge Medicine c" him ;

437- 7 a determination to c" Man
t 444-19 and never to c rashly.
g 522-31 Does the creator c His own creation?

condemnation
sp 85-28 never spared hypocrisy the sternest c\
ph 183-12 error, first caused the c of man
/ 232-24 sealed God's c of sin, sickness, and death.
g 545- 7 The c of mortals to till the ground

condemnations
o 342- 5 unqualified c of scientific Mind-healing,

condemned
a 43-22 Human law had c him,
s 144-15 belongs to the . . . senses, and Its use Is to be c".

p 436-28 taken Into custody, tried, and c\
440- 2 when It c* Mortal j.lan on the ground of

/ 443- 9 at times severely c by some Scientists,
459-10 c for failing to take the first step.

g 539-16 God c this lie as to man's origin

condemning
g 539-17 by c Its .symbol, the serpent,

condemns
s 132-22 and c the cure of the sick and sinning If It

/ 448- 6 but which the heart c", has no foundation ;

(7 532-11 c" material man and remands him to duat.

condition
abnormal

p 423-27 Ossification or any abnormal c^
action and

f
420-27 power over every physical action and c\

s 125- 2 What is now considered the best c
bodily

p 394-10 The admission that any bodily c
celestial
m 61- 7 The attainment of this celestial c

diseased
ph 193-22 The diseased c' had continued there
/ 217-17 have once conquered a diseased c

earttiiy
a 30- 6 partook partly of Mary's earthly c,

elastic
s 161- 1 the supple and elastic c of the healthy limb,

material
sp 74- 5 and their return to a material c,
p 389- 5 and every erroneous belief, or material c

410-15 The more difficult seems the material C"
mental

ph 181-19 you must Improve your mental c-

p 397- 8 Suffering is no lees a mental c than
moral

s 139-32 The moral c" of such a man demands
natural

b 321-23 restor'Hi his hand to Its natural C"
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condition
negative
uh 173-15 to pass through a negative c would be

of matter
s 120-15 Health is not a c" of matter, but of Mind ;

6 321-20 and not a c of matter,
p 371- 1 to discover the c of matter,

of mortality
/ 215-23 Every quality and c- of mortality Is lost,

old
sp 74-12 and never returns to the old c\

original
sp 74- 7 the restoration to its original c of the

our own
o 348-24 by so doing our own c can be Improved

physical
a 46-20 Jesus' unchanged physical c after what
b 297-11 change in . . . affects the physical c
p 411-25 cherished In mortal mind as the physical c*

primitive
/ 244-17 hypothesis that he returns . . . to hia primi-

tive c ;

proper
p 383-20 must be clean to keep the body in proper c",

quality or
/ 230- 3 to destroy a quality or c of Truth?
299- 4 his conception of an unseen quality or C,

regrulates the
p 413- 7 Mind regulates the c of the stomach,

sinless
344- 5 sinless c of man in divine Science,

source and
ph 181- 2 God, la the source and c- of all existence

spiritual
1 460-27 to impart, . . . from hef own spiritual c",

subjective
ph 189-32 matter Is the subjective c' of mortal mind.

superinduced

tba
sp 89-15 without study or a superinduced c.

f 217-18 that c never recurs,

tbel
» 408-29 that c of the body which we call sensation
ir

tbis

/ 211- 2 if they talk to us, tell us their c,
p 394-23 Will you tell the siclc that their c Is hopeless.

ph 193- 7 the evidence of this c" of the bone.
o 349-21 Out of this c grew the prophecy
p 371-19 the only way out of this c".

sp 72- 6 A c' precedent to communion with Spirit
ph 182-30 To admit that sickness is a c over which

188-14 recognizes his c to be wholly a state of

p 392-27 When the c is present which you say induces

conditional
r 486-19 belief, which makes harmony c upon death

conditions
sU

/ 220-30 Mortal mind forms all c of the mortal body,
bodily

/ 217-10 unnatural mental and bodily c\
228-22 never depend on bodily c, structure, or

p 368-20 That Life is not contingent on bodily C"

can make no
s 120-12 No I formatter can make no c for man.

discordant
p 369- 2 he is liable to admit also . . . discordant C",

diseased
p 403- 2 induced their own diseased c\

excited
p 417-10 there will be no reaction from . . . excited c\

false

p 368-26 and these false c are the source of
bealtby

s 162-22 carious bones have been restored to healthy C*.

Its own
b 297-32 A mortal belief fulfils its own c.
p 422-26 holding that matter forms its own c

material
(see material)

mental
s 153-29 we shall be more careful of oiir mental C,
154- 3 Disease arises, like other mental c\
159-12 Is it skilful ... to take no heed of mental C"

moral
s 125- 5 Moral c will be found always harmonious
c 260-23 evolves bad physical and moral c\

normal
p 412-26 corresponds with the normal c" of health

of matter
s 162-15 faculties of Spirit exist without the c of matter

of sin
g 556-10 Mortal belief infolds the c of sin.

opposite
SD 74-27 the g^lf which divides two such opposite c

conditions
phyetcal

sp 77-8 mortal mind creates its own physical C.
s 150-27 physical c" all hia earthly days,

these
p 373-29 we call these c disease.

unsuitable
( 455- 5 unsuitable c for healing the sick.

untoward
p 385-16 and all untoward c, if without sin,

ways and
b 317-15 not only In all time, but in all ways and c:

o 343-22
.
the c- of its acceptance,

p 368-29 its c- are illusions,
413- 4 contemplation of physical wants or c
413- 5 Induces thosa very c".

549- 3 takes place apart from sexual c.
conduct

p 384-23 If . . . you are not fit to c* your own case
confer

m 61- 2 The senses c- no real enjoyment,
s 132-28 Did the doctrines . . . c" healing power

conferred
r 478-29 I c" not with flesh— Gal. 1 : 16.

gl 581- 1 the name often c' upon him in Scripture,
confers

pref vlii-14 Christian healing c" the most health and
a 49- 1 once admit that evil c no pleasure,
Sp 89-23 influence or action of Soul c; a freedom,
s 151-11 the enlarged power it c to benefit the race
157-24 Erring mortal mind c the power

/ 217- 2 through the understanding which Science C
c 265-12 but c" upon man enlarged individuality,
b 298-30 Human conjecture c' upon angsls its ov/n forma
p 366-19 Love which alone c the healing power.

404-23 show him that sin c" no pleasure,
418-20 Truth Is aflBrmative, ana c- harmony,

ff 512-26 c" animal names and natures upon its

555-27 or that Truth c- the ability to

confess
pr 8-24 We c" to having a very wicked heart
p 374-18 You c to ignorance of the future
g 533-27 finds woman the first to c her fault.

confessetli
t 448-18 whoso c and forsaketh them— Prov. 23; 13.

confession
s 138- 4 Peter's c- of the true Messiah.

confessional
pr 5-22 Prayer Is not to be used as a c

confidence
m 58-18 the sweet Interchange of c and love ;

59-13 their sympathies should blend in sweet c*

68-10 The presence of mistrust, where C" is due,
s 155- 7 Individual c in the drug,
p 368- 3 The c Inspired by Science lies In the fact

397-21 In exact proportion to your ... c in God
t 443- 7 tends to deter those, . . . from entire c la

confident
s 132- 2 c* that this exhibition of the divine power

confides
a 23-31 and c" all to God.

confine
,m 58-17 jealousy, which would c" a wife or' a husband

confined
a 32-21 If the sacrament is c to the use of bread and
sp 73-22 incorrect Is the belief that spirit

is c
ph 193- 1 c- to his bed six months with hip-disease,

/ 214- 5 If Enoch's perception had been c to the
331- 1 Life is no more c" to the forms

p 390-16 and then you will not be c' to a sick-room
429-32 That statement Is not c' to spiritual life,

r 467-23 Spirit, Soul, Is not c in man,
g 508-19 The word is not c" to sexuality,

confinement
p 431-18 getting Mortal Man Into close r

confines
s 108-19 When apparently near the c- of

p 401-31 c- himself chiefly to mental reconstruction

confirm
ph 199-22 Exceptions only c this rule,

/ 243-12 in order to c" and repeat the

p 432-24 was required to C" his testimony.
confirmation

r 488- 2 result of our teachings is their 8ufl3eient c*.

confirmed
a 54-27 and history has c" the prediction.
sp 94-18 our Master c his words by his works.
s 131-26 The mission of Jesus c prophecy,

f/l 581- 1 This view of Satan is c Dy the
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confirming
p 383-27 c" the Scriptural conclusion concerning a man,

confirms
pr 6-32 language of our Master r- this description.
m 69-14 unfolds all creation, c" the Scripturea,
sp 94-17 The progress of truth c its claims,
an 105-28 and c the ancient axiom :

s 120-28 c- that testimony as legitimate
p 370-13 This c- my theory that

conflict
m 69-19 and not c with the scientific sense of God's
sp 96-31 During this final c, vvickcd minds will
/ 226-30 I saw oefore me the awful c\
288- 4 the mental c between the evidence of the
288-11 the c between truth and error,

ap 567-12 Thus endeth the c' between the

conflicting
sp 96-13 even now becoming the arena for c forces.
6 273-29 c- mortal opinions and beliefs
o 355-14 relative value of the two c theories
t 447- 7 c selfish motives, and ignorant attempts

conflicts
an 104-10 First, people say it c with the Bible,
o 361-14 This declaration of Jesus, understood, c" not

conformi
p 412-22 c" the argument so as to destroy the evidence
t 445- 1 Scientist must c to God's requirements.

conformity
b 337- 9 in c with Christ.

confounded
o 358- 6 Such doctrines are "confusion worse c."
gl 597-25 hence it should not be c'- with the

confounds
o 346- 1 I regret that such criticism c man with Adam.

confronts
t 452-13 When error c you, withhold not the rebuke

confused
s 116-26 c" and erroneous conceptions of divinity
g -506-25 the human concept and divine idea seem c

confusion
b 304-28 liable to be misapprehended and lost in c".
o 358- 5 Such doctrines are "c worse confounded."
gl 581-21 higher false knowledge builds . . . the more c

congestion
p 408-23 as perceptibly as would c of the brain,

congestive
p 384-18 c" symptoms in the lungs, or hints of

congratulate
t 448-14 do not c yourself upon your

congregate
gl 595- 9 superstructure, where mortals c for worship.

Congregational Church
351- 8 author became a member of the orthodox C' C'

conjectural
ph 176-19 weigh down mankind with . . . c- evils.
/ 229-20 laiv of mortal mind, c" and speculative,

conjecture
6 298-.30 Human c confers upon angels its own forms
330-17 linowiedge of it is left either to human c or

conjectured
/ 245-16 c that she must be under twenty.

conjectures
b 304-32 So man, ... is abandoned to c,
g 504-26 human doctrines, hypotheses, and vague C"

conjoin
m 57- 9 These different elements c" naturally

conjoined
p 378- 2 and causes the two to appear c\

conjugal
m 65-29 has brought c- infidfeUty to the surface,

66-17 Amidst gratitude for c feUcitv,
66-18 Amidst c infelicity, it is well to hope,

conjure
p 403-23 Never c' up some new discovery from

connate
pref v)ii-20 the response deducible from two c facts,

connect
a 37- 9 human links which c one stage with another
T 491-11 Matter cannot c mortals with the true origin

connected
s 145-20 Indeed, its . . . effects are indissolubly f .

p 389-31 complication of symptoms c- with this belief.
408-25 less Intimately c with the mind than

connection
sp 98-25 that which they call science has no properc with
ph 178-10 c" of past mortal thoughts with present.
b 292-30 real man's indissoluble c with his God,
350-28 that life-link forming the c through which

ap 560- 1 in c- with the nineteenth century.

conquer
b 317-20 enables him to c- sin, disease, and
324-16 in which we must c' sin, sickness, and death,
339-31 You c error by denying its verity.

p 393- 9 and can c sickness, sin, and death.
394-26 Is there no divine permission to c discord
405- 7 to c lust with chastity,
419-28 you must c' your own fears

conquered
o 53-29 he had not c* all the beliefs of the flesh
/ 217-16 When you have once c a diseased condition
231- 4 Unless an 111 is rightly met . . . the ill is never C.

b 309- 8 He had c material error with
p 380- 3 must be finally c by eternal Life.

400- 8 This error c, we can despoil
405-27 You are c' by the moral penalties you incur
407- 7 is c- only by a mighty struggle.
425-24 when faith in matter has been c\

ap 564-16 met and c sin in every form.

conquering
/ 253-14 I hope that you are c this false sense.
c 262-23 and c all that is unlike God.

conquers
p 378-26 and finally c It.

conquest
p 418- 2 Show them that the C" over sickness,
ap 568-26 What shall we say of the mighty c" over all sin?

conscience
pref x-U The author has not compromised c

a 28-11 In c\ we cannot hold to beliefs outgrown ;

an 106- 9 self-government, reason, and c\
/222-3I "asking no question for c- sake."—/ Cor. 10.*25.

p 405-23 to endure the cumulative effects of a guilty c\
conscientious

pr 12-13 pravers were deep and c protests of Truth,
s 16-3- 8 said : "I declare my c opinion,
t 451-19 every c" teacher of the Science of Mind-healing,

conscientiously
343-30 Whoever Is the first meekly and c

conscious
pr 14-12 Become. c' for a single moment that
sp 82-19 and were in as c" a state of existence
s 125-13 of c pain and painlessness,

ph 166- 6 thus the c' control over the body Is lost.

/ 209-31 a c, constant capacity to understand God.
213-25 Mental melodies . . . supersede c soimd.
250- 9 which never errs, and is ever c' ;

h 302- 6 c- infinitude of existence and of all identity
p 374- 6 Because mortal mind seems to be c",

379-29 images, . . . frighten c thought.
390-32 Rise in the c strength of the spirit of Truth
400-14 before it has taken tangible shape in c thought,
409-13 independently of this so-called c mind,
409-16 c mortal mind is believed to be superior
42.3-24 the stimulus of courage and c power.
435- 6 would console c" Mortal Mind,

r 475-18 c" identity of being as found in Science,
484-14 the c- and unconscious thoughts of mortals.

g 521- 2 above earth . . . to c' spiritual harmony
ap 569- 8 when we are c" of the supremacy of Truth,

573-26 can become c, here and now, or a cessation of
.574-12 It exalted ,him till he became c" of the

gl 593- 5 the c- facts of spiritual Truth.

consciously
sp 87- 6 to be Individually and c present.
ph 174- 2 as c' as do civUized practitioners by their

199-18 whether this development is produced c or
6 308-15 talked with God as c as man talks with man.
p 374-11 before it is c apparent on the body,

403-- 4 voluntary mesmerism is Induced c"

ap 576-24 man possesses this recognition' of harmony C
consciousness

ablding^
p 405-24 The abiding c of wrong-doing

corporeal
m 67-27 Spiritual, not corporeal, c" Is needed.

develops
r 480-10 and as c* develops, this belief goes out,

difiering
sp 82-28 Different dreams . . . betoken a differing c*.

disappear from
o 347-29 and sickness will disappear from c".

divine
g 531-13 exchanging human concepts for the divine C.
gl 598-23 One moment of divine c\
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consciousness
eternal .„ . , ^

c 263-31 instead of a acientific eternal c of creation.

s 107-15 Feeling so perpetually the falae c that life

ap 575- 1 Arise from your false c

nl 598-28 and man would be in the full c ol

boMer
p 419-30 rise into higher and hoher c.

buman
{see human)

b 29J- 4 the least material fonn of illusive c\
Immortal

b 279-11 Ideas are tangible and real to munortal C,
r iS6- 9 in order to possess immortal c.

isidivSdual
sp 7C-16 but he will be an individual c',

Is cognisant , ^ .

b 276-10 c is cognizant only of the thmgs of God.
ir.an's

b 336-14 man's C and individuality are reflections

ap 576-22 is within reach of man's c here,
Btaterial

77ft 196-14 the word soul means . . . material c.
b 295-27 material c\ the exact opposite of real Mind,

Eiaxes of
sp 82-17 different ma^es of c-.

memory and
r 491-23 memory and c are lost from the body,

mortal
sp 77-22 if communications from spirits to mortal c were
6 278-14 exists osly in a supposititious mortal c".

295-13 mortal c wUi at last yield to the
no

/ 2C6- 2 no c* of the existence of matter or error.

243-25 Truth has no c of error.

245-n Having no c" of time,

p 368-25 Because matter has no c" or Ego,
BO otiicr

/ 242-11 to have no other c of hfe
c 264-19 finding all in God, . . . needing no other C\
b 323- 5 and to possess no other c but good.
g 536- 9 and there is no other c.

of existence
p 428-24 We must hold forever the c" of existence,

of right-doing
a 37-13 C' of right-doing brings its own reward ;

of Trutli
/ 218- 7 The c- of Truth rests us

pure
gl 582-17 the pure c" that God, . . . creates man

Science and
p 423-24 Both Science and c" are now at work

Ectentiiic

ap 573-13 Accompanying this scientific c
spiritual

{see spiritual)
stages of

ap 573-11 Indicates states and stages or c*.

state of

sp 82-21 their state of c" must be different from ours.

states of
, , J

sp 82-11 because different states of c are Involved,
82-13 cannot exist in two different states of c at the

supposed
s 120-26 matter's supposed c of health or disease,
6 311-29 aU supposed c or claim to life or existence,

that
ap 573- 7 that c" which God bestows,

this clearer
g 553- 5 This clearer c must precede an understanding

trac
6 302-26 Man's true c is in the mental,
p 391-30 rise to the true c" of Life as Love,

nplutg
g 605-16 understanding which uplifts c"

Tanlsta from
sp 77-15 for this dream ... to vanish from C,
p 415-29 the limbs wiU vanish from c'.

pr 14-27

sp 74-32
6 278- 4

278-16
283-32
307-32

p 407-28
409-10
422-17
425-23

r 480-10

ap 573-23
578-17

the c" of man's dominion over the whole earth.

for they are in separate states of existence, or c\

Spirit IS the only substance and c"

we lose the c" of matter.
Are mentality, immortality, C,
C-, wiiere art thou?
brings . . . Life not death, into your C
cannot dictate terms to c
giving more spirituality to C"

JC' constructs a better Dody when
C-, as well as action, Is governed by Mind,
involve the spiritual idea and c of reality.

[the c] of Ilove] for ever.— Psal. 23; 6.

consecrate
p 428-15 We should c" existence, ... to the eternal

consecrating
p 388- 2 Through the uplifting and c" power of

consecration
pr 3-16 demands absolute c of thought, energy, and
a 28-10 one's c to Christ is more on the ground of
c 262- 1 C' to good does not lessen man's dependence
262- 3 Neither does c diminish man's obligations

p 367-14 from the summit of devout c,
gl 592-25 Oil. C" ; charity ; gentleness ;

consecutively
pref xii-21 she had never read this book throughout c

consent
s 152- 1 and must by its own c yield to Truth.
/ 221-30 without the c of mortal mind,
229-16 By universal c\ mortal belief has

p 371-10 Mortals are believed to be here without their C'
379- 2 without the c of mortals,

consentaneous
g 553-23 If c human belief agrees upon an OTum

consequence
sp 81-30 and follows as a necessary c*
s 158-32 was etherized and died in c,
352-13 and sick in c of the fear :

consequences
a 48-28 ignorant of the c" of his awful decision
/ 237-32 they hug false beliefs and suffer the delusive C",
322-24 refraining from it only through fear of c"

p 374-14 This mortal blindness and its sharp c
436-22 He must obey your law, fear its c\

ap 570-18 and never fear the c".

consequent
an 104-16 and the c wrongness of the opposite
« 115- 4 the c difficulty of so expressing
154- 7 and its c manifestation in the Dody.
355-25 a c inability to demonstrate this Science,

r 474-10 and c maltreatment which it receives.

consequently
an 103-29 and c no transference of mortal thought
ph 178- 5 C', the result is controlled by
b 270-24 Mortals think wickedly ; c they
r 470-27 and c a time v,'hen Deity was
g 512-12 and c" reproduce their own characteristics.
513-28 c not within the range of immortal existence
538-29 have a beginning, they must c have an end,

conservatism
ph 167-29 timid c is absolutely inadmissible.

p 364-19 through material c and for personal homage?
t 452-20 We soil our garments with c\

conservative
r 492-29 The c theory, long bsheved,

consider
m 68-13 C" its obligations, its responsibiUties,
sp 83- 1 it is wise earnestly to c whether it is the

98-24 Even now multitudes c that which they call
s 119- 8 and c" matter ... in and of itself,

/ 214-20 to fear and to obey what they c a material body
o 347-12 Critics should c" that the so-called mortal man

351-20 if we c" Satan as a being coequal in power
p 382-17 c the so-called law of matter

consideration
tn 67-19 The notion ... is too absurd for c,
s 157- 1 Homoeopathy takes mental symptoms largely

into c
t 445-32 for the petty c of money,
g 532- 9 the prediction In the story under C".

considerations
m 60-21 the higher nature Is neglected, and other c,

considered
a 38- 7 and so It will be c, when the
m 66-27 Socrates c' patience salutary under such
sp 91-22 Certain erroneous postulates should be here C"

98-23 has not been c" a part of any religion,
s 125- 2 What is now c the best condition

136-17 These prophets were c" dead,
139-16 what should and should not be c Holy Writ ;

143-12 before it could be c" as medicine.
159-16 they would have c" the woman's state of

ph 170-22 Spiritual causation is the one question to be c\
p 431- 9 c criminal, inasmuch as this offence is

436-24 the penalty they c justly due,
(7 521-24 presented In the verses already c",

considering
o 352- 6 evidently c It a mortal and material belief

g 517-11 not as much authority for c God masculine,
617-12 as we have for c Him feminine,
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consigns

sp 77-28
(7 542-24

consist
/233-3
r47()-3

consisted
gl 5a7- 3

Spiritism c" the so-called dead to a
To envy's own hell, justice c" the lie

These proofs c' solely in the destruction of sin,
brotherhood of man would c of Love and Truth,

Judaic religion, c* mostly of rites and

without seam or rent,

grrow in beauty and c from one grand root,
C' is seen in example more than in precept,
as to the propriety, advantage, and c" of

consistency
/ 242-26 one web of c
O 341- 7
354-18

«443-3
consistent

pr 9-32 C' prayer is the desire to do right.m 65- 7 If the foundations of human affection are C
/ 254- 2 Individuals are c who, watching and
t 458-27 honest and c in following the leadings of
g 547-16 Darwin's theory ... is more c than most

consistently
pr 9-10 by Jiving c with our prayer?

consistetli
g bUr- 9

consisting
/221-7

consists
s 123-19

ph 184-8
6 323- 3
t 462-21

p503- 1

Life c not of the things which a man eatetb.

this meal c of only a thin slice of bread

The revelation c of two parts :

remedy c- in probing the trouble to the bottom
This strife c in the endeavor to forsake error
and c" in the dissection of thoughts
c" of the unfolding of spiritual ideas

consolation
pre/ xii-25 and is joyful to bear c to the sorrowing

console
P435-6
ap 574- 4

consoles
gl 582-12

Reverend Theology would c
adapted to c the weary pilgrim.

that which comforts, c", and supports
consolidation

ph 185-30 which is but a mortal c of

consoling
pr 7-29 and c ourselves in the midst of

consonance
ph 16S-16 all in c" with the laws of God,
p 407-32 is in c" with common mortal belief.

consonant
g 501-13 is c" with ever-present Love.

conspicuous
771 65-13 broadcast powers of evil so c to-day
g 539-31 so c- in the birth of Jesus,

conspiracies
/ 246-19 c" against manhood and womanhood.

conspiracy
b 339-15 He is joining in a c against himself,
p 434-26 we shaU unearth this foul c

438-16 c- against the rights and life of man.
conspirators

a 49- 8 Were all c save eleven?
p 405-10 if you would not cherish an army of c

conspired
a 47-10 Judas c against Jesus.

constancy
m 60- 9 mother-love includes purity and c%
r 488-10 understanding, trust, c, firmness.
gl 582- 1 Believing. Firmness and C" ;

constant
pr 15-27 purity, and affection are c prayers.
a if2r- 4 sensuality causing c retrogression,

23— 5 The atonement requires c self-immolatioQ
24- 1 to believe means also to be firm or to be c\m SS- 1 To happily existence by c intercourse

s 130- 1 petty intellect is alarmed by c" appeals to Mind.
/ 209-31 conscious, c capacity to understand God.
p 382- 8 C- bathing and rubbmg to alter the

385-15 C' toil, deprivations, exposures, and
( 451- 2 the c pressure of the apostolic command

constantly
a 21-10 He c" turns away from material sense,

ph 189-23 we c ascend in infinite being.
/ 235-14 uplifting thoughts . . . c imparted to pupils,
p 403-16 Mortal mind is c" producing on mortal bodv

413-25 c directing the mind to such signs,
t 453-11 with some . . . symptoms c reappear.
r 492-14 New thoughts are e- obtaining the floor.
g 524- 6 c went after '"strange gods."— Jer. 5; 19.

548-32 increase their numbers naturally and c
Ol 598- 8 our Master had c to employ words of

consternation
p 434- 3 C- Ma the prison-yard.

constituent
/ 209-17 relations which c- masses hold to each other,

constituents
m 58- 9 these c of thought, mingling,

t 460- 4 the necessary c and relations of all beings,"
constitute

a 53-26 mortal errors which c- the material bony,m 5S- 9 c- Individually and collectively true happiness,
63- 6 The beautiful, good, and pure c his ancestry.

6 274-21 false beliefs and their products c- the flesh,
331-26 Life, Truth, and Love c- the triune

p 430-24 Greed and Ingratitude, c- the jury,
r 470- 5 unity of Principle and spiritual power which c
488-14 Do the five corporeal senses c man?

g 503- 9 divine Principle and idea c spiritual harmony,
516- 5 Life, intelligence. Truth, and Love, which c"

constituted
/ 229-15 mortal belief has c itself a law
p 437-27 judicial proceedings of a regularly c" court.
r 466- 9 personalities c" of mind and matter,

constitutes
m 57- 4 Union of the . . . quaUties c completeness,
sp 76-25 c" the only veritable, indestructible man,

85- 7 Such intuitions reveal whatever c" and
ph 172— 1 c' his happiness or misery.

173- 1 When we admit that matter . . . c* man,
183- 5 To suppose that God c laws of inharmony
194-19 education c" this 8o-call«i mind,

b 283-21 false belief as to what really c' life
289- 6 overcome by the understanding of what C maa
297- 9 the understanding of what c health ;

301-13 c the only real and eternal entity.
305-15 c the underlying reaUty of reflection.
316-21 whom Spirit creates, c, and governs.
340-23 c the brotherhood of man ;

r 479-14 which c- matter's supposed selfhood,
g 527-16 C evil and mortal knowledge.

ap 560-14 c" the kingdom of heaven in man.

constituting
s 110- 2 filling all space, c" all Science,
p 388-19 c- a "kingdom divided against— A/a«. 12 .•25.

393-28 iris and pupil, c" the visual organism..
Constitution

s 161-14 in harmony with our C" and Bill of Rights,
constitutions

m 61-13 better balanced minds, and sounder c.
ph 175- 6 there will be better c" and less disease.

197-26 Many of the efleminate c" of our time

constructing
g 522-27 supposedly cooperating with matter in c*

construction
r 489-27 no organic c* can give it hearing

constructor
p 369-12 or the c- of any form of existence.

constructs
p 399-17 It c a machine, manages it,

402-14 mortal mind c" the mortal body
425-23 Consciousness c a better body when

gl 580-29 not one who c and sustains reaUty
construe

a 30-30 though they may not so c our words.

construed
p 436-31 c obedience to the law of divine Love aa

consult
a 21-17 We have separate time-tables to c,
s 160-27 Why then c" anatomy to learn

ph 165-18 Then you c" your brain in order to
171- 9 not needing to c' almanacs for the

/ 222-29 c- matter not at all,

consultation
p 433-16 A brief c' ensues,

consulted
s 159-14 as if matter were the only factor to be c ?
t 443- 1 When the discoverer of C. S. is c

consulting
5 163-22 "C" the records of our science,
/ 222-15 c the stomach less about the

consume
pr 10-28 that ye may c it upon your lusts."— Jas. 4 ; 3.

/ 205- 4 drop with drunkenness, c with disease,
p 425-19 and know that there is nothing to C",

consuming
/ 252-30 shine with the resplendency of c" fire.

ap 558-19 described by John the Baptist as c" error,
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consummate
a 51-19 His C" example was for the salvatioa of
r 493-30 Who darea to doubt this c teat

consummation
a 48-15 until the c of a life-work.

sp 96-25 As this c" draws nearer,
p 367-28 I long to see the c of my hope,

consumption
ph 184-27 A woman, whom I cured of c",

p 375-32 The belief in c presents to mortal thought
376-11 whom you declare to be wasting away with C
384-26 neither rheimiatism, c\ nor any other
386-10 catarrh, fever, rheumatism, or c",
390-28 whether it is cancer, c", or smallpox.
392-17 If you think that c is hereditarj- in your
425- 6 If the case to be mentally treated is c,
425-20 What if the belief is c' 7

426- 1 Discard all notions about . . . inherited c",

consumptive
/ 243-18 dizzy, diseased, c\ or lame.
p 375-26 C" patients always show great hopefulness

contact
sp 86- 2 Supposing this . . . occasioned by physical c'

s 154-14 he had not caught the cholera by material c,
ph 196-27 not from infection nor from c with material
/ 212-19 bring the rose into c with the olfactory nerves

contagion
5 153-28 When this mental c' is understood,
154-16 If a child is exposed to c or Infection,
154-22 Then it is believed that exposure to the C

ph 171- 3 mankind has caught their moral c.
176-31 Truth handles the most malignant c

f 220-16 Colds, coughs, and c are engendered
p .384- 9 though they expose him to fatigue, cold, heat, C.

392-29 whether It be air, exercise, heredity, c\

contagious
s 154- 5 that certain diseases should be regarded as c,

contain
c 257-30 require an Infinite form to C infinite Mind.
b 271-29 The Scriptures c it.

(7 546-21 for they c' the deep divinity of the Bible.

(ip 559- 2 Did this same book c the revelation of

contained
sp 93-30 belief that the infinite can be c" In the finite,

s 110-18 the Science c in this book,

containing
sp 80- 9 Yet the very periodical c- this sentence
p 363- 2 c costly and fragrant oil,

398-16 sometimes not c" a particle of medicine,
t 456-31 c a thorough statement of C. S.

contains
s 147-14 this volume c" the complete Science

153-27 mortal mind, . . . c and carries the infection.

p 399-27 The one Mind, God, c no mortal opinions;
406- 1 The Bible c the recipe for all healing.

t 456-28 voice of Truth to this age, and c the
r 466-16 c the point you wUl.most reluctantly admit,
521-27 The second chapter of Genesis c"

547- 2 c" the proof of all here said of C. S.

gl 579- 4 It c- the metaphysical interpretation
contaminated

b 287-32 Truth cannot be c by error.
304-20 Truth is not C" by error.

contemplate
g 536-10 The way of error Is awful to c*.

contemplates
p 415- 8 leaps or halts when it c" unpleasant things,

contemplation
b 276-22 towards the c of things Immortal
32^23 c" of something better than disease or sin.

p 376- 3 patient turns involuntarily from the c of it,

413- 3 undue c of physical wants
g .550-16 continual c of existence as material

553- 4 a higher and purer c" of man's origin.

contempt
p 437-21 called C. S. to order for c of court.

contend
p ,380- 9 we virtually c against the control of Mind

394-22 against whom mortals should not c
396-11 Ivjever say . . . how much you have to c with

eohtending
sp 79-27 c- for the rights of Intelligence
p 380- 8 C' for the evidence or indulging the

400-18 c persistently for truth, you destroy error.

content
/ 240-23 If at present c with idleness,

contentment
pref vii-15 C" with the past and the cold conventionality

< 452-16 Better is the frugal intellectual repast with c

contents
s 130-19

contest
sp 99-20

contests
ap 567- 7

context
S 127-12
o 341- 6

(?501- 5

continent
ap 55^ 9

contingent
p 368-20

427-10

g 509-21
552- 7

continual
/220- 3

240-14

g 550-16

continually
s 144-19 Will-power
145-29

/ 248-21
248-27

b 291-29
320-29

p 377-17

cannot add to the c' of a vessel already full.

Therefore my c- is not with the individual.

The Gabriel of His presence has no c.

according to the requirements of the c\
clauses separated from their c.
seems so smothered by the immediate c*

scientific thought reaches over c and ocean

Life is not c on bodUy conditions
belief that existence is c on matter
are no more c" now on time or
hypotheses deal with causation as c" on matter

We hear it said : . . . I have c- colds,
and there is c discord.
c contemplation of existence as material

, produces evil c,
mortal mind must c weaken its own
The world is holding it before your gaze c.
and look at them c",

judgment-day of wisdom comes hourly and C',
whereas this passage is c" quoted
mental state should be c watched

424-17 by c" expressing such opinions as may
t 462- 6 add c to his store of spiritual imderstanding,

continuance
p 397-10 by admitting their reality and c\

continuation
p 399-19 c" of, the primitive mortal mind.

continue
O 21- 6

m

sp

not c" to labor and pray, expecting because of
21-24 and our companionship may c".

29- 4 C' this warfare until they have finished their
56-13 marriage will c, subject to
59-25 should exist before this union and c ever after,
64-27 Until . . . marriage wUl c\
96-10 will c" unto the end,
96-19 disturbances will c until t"he end of error
96-22 fermentation has begun, and will c until
99-22 and shall c to labor and to endure.

s 124-19 is, and must c to be, an enigma.
143-21 by this belief, you c in the old routine,

ph 173-27 and so c to call upon matter to

/ 203-26 will c to kill him so long as he sins.
205- 1 else God will c- to be hidden from humanity,
227- 8 or mortals wiU c" unaware of man's inalienable
254-13 but to begin aright and to c the strife

c 267- 5 are in and of Spirit, . . . and so forever c\
b 285-24 shall c" to seek salvation
o 353- 5 and they will so c', till the testimony of
353-18 All things will c to disappear, until
353-20 We must not c to admit the somethingness
353-27 so long will ghosts seem to c\

p 403-18 and it will C" to do so, until
422-8 C" to read, and the book will become the

physician,
t 449- 6 in order to c in well doing,
r 472-22 we should C" to lose the standard of
486-21 So long as . . . mortals will c mortal in belief

g 507-28 and must ever c" to appear
continued

sp 81- 8 have a c* existence after death
s 156-19 I did so, and she c to gain.

ph f93-22 The diseased condition had c there

/ 212- 5 amputated has c in belief to pain the
222-19 ancf yet he c' ill all the while.
227-12 ignorance . . . the foundation of c bondage

b 334-15 c- until the Master's ascension,

p 438-14 Turning .ouddenly to Personal Sense, . . . C.S. c".

433-18 Then C. S. c" :

g 521-20 but the c" account is mortal and material.

continues
pr 5-27 He grows worse who C in sin

a 19-20 but if the sinner c to pray and repent,,
identity, or idea, of all reality c forever ;

Existence c to be a belief of corporeal sense
This c- until the leaven of Spirit

Physiology c' this explanation,
false claim of error c its delusions
c" to exist in the eternal order of
c" after, what is termed death, until

sp 71- 5

77- 5

s 118-23

ph 173-18

/ 233-13
b 334-17

gl .595-20

continuing
1)302-14 C our definition of man.
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continuity
m 69-11 neither closes man's c nor hi.i sense of
s 12.'J-29 the scientific order anfl c" of being.

124-25 Spirit is the life, substance, and c of
/ 246-30 loveliness, freshness, and C",

b 325-14 understood in all its perfection, c% and might,
g 513-20 existence and c" . . . remain in God,

continuous
s 157-30 proof that Life is c and harmonious,
p 397-12 by believing them to be real and c.

contract
m 58-12 Never c the horizon of a worthy outlook
s 160-16 when the cords c and become immovable?

contracted
s 160-31 l3 a stiff joint or a c muscle

contradict
an 105- 7 would be to c precedent
s 110- 2 c forever the belief that
llS-29 Therefore they c the divine decrees
122- 5 great facts of Life, . . . c- their false witnesses,
149-22 The logic is lame, and facts c" it.

/ 202-24 c- the practice growing out of them.
232-14 but religions which c its Principle are false.

b 277-22 suppositions c" even the order of material
o 358- 6 If two statements directly c" each other
p 389-22 Materialists c their own statements.

391-29 Mentally c every complaint from the body,
407-21 If delusion says, "I have lost my memory," c it.

r 489-21 An affirmative reply would C" the Scripture,

contradicting
b 297-22 c- the testimony of material sense,
298-13 Spiritual sense, c the material senses,

gl 596-26 C. S., c' sense, maketh the valley to bud
contradiction

s 163-28 SO much absurdity, c, and falsehood.
c 257-31 phrase jn^ni/e/orm involves a c" of terms.
r 472-17 Error is the c" of Truth.
g 504-28 and the c of Spirit is matter,
526-23 in c" of the first creation?
545-26 Hence the seeming c' in that Scripture,

contradictions
s 129- 2 So in C. S. there are no discords nor c,
b 289-28 spiritual fact and the . . . are c" ;

3.35-31 and must be c" of reality,
r 481- 9 The various c of the Science of Mind

contradictory
o 341- 8 appear c when subjected to such usage.
345-14 in this volume of mine there are no c
358-8 Is Science thus c?
358-13 C. S. is neither made up of c aphorisms

r 492-15 These two c theories
g 537-27 made to appear c" in some places,
548- 9 Is C. S. C?

contradicts
sp 93-18 Whatever c the real nature of the divine
s 119-25 one finds that it c the evidence before the senses
152-13 in which one statement c another

ph 170-11 not only c human systems, but points to
178-20 but this so-called mind, . . . c" itself,

/213- 1 Whoever c" this mortal mind supposition
278-23 c- the demonstration of life as Spirit,
279-25 c alike revelation and right reasoning.
281- 8 Divine Science c the corporeal senses,
287- 7 Divine Science C" this postulate
303-14 but the statement . . . c this
345-11 mind which c itself neither knows Itself nor
355- 8 Truth which c the evidence of error,

r 485- 5 Whatever c' this statement is the false sense
493- 4 science c" this, and explains the solar system

g 526- 7 c- the teaching of the first chapter,
529-26 and should rejoice that evil, . . c itself
538-20 Until that which c" the truth of being

gl 584-16 for it c the spiritual facts of being.
contradistinction

s 114- 5 in c- to the divine Mind, or Truth
p 418- 5 Stick to the truth of being in c to the error
g 522- 1 it is the false history in c to the true.
538-22 the unreal in c" to the real and eternal.

contraries
b 30.3-15 can' never make both these c* true.
p 372-21 and hope to succeed with c?
r 466-11 contrasting pairs of terms represent c",

contrarieties
s 163-29 To harmonize the c of medical doctrines la

contrariwise
s 130-28 ought we not, c, to be astounded at the

contrary
pref xi- 4 On the c", C. S. rationally explains

a 21-20 On the c, if my friends pursue my course,
44—24 On the c\ it was a divinely natural act,
.<3-13 above and c to the v/orld's religious sense.

contrary
sp 71-31 a theory c* to C. S.

8.V-21 It is c to C. S. to suppose that life
8(J-n Opposites come from'c "directions,

J 123-32 On the c, C. S. is pre-eminently scientific,
129-10 with your preconceptions or utterly c to them.
150-21 and c to the law of divine Mind.
160-23 never capable of acting c" to mental direction.

ph 172-18 On the c", man is the image and likeness of
173-14 Matter is Spirit's c\
183- 7 however much is said to the c".

/ 222-28 c- to His commands.
230-U It would be c' to our highest ideas of God

b 270- 5 One is c" to the other
273- 2 claims of sin, sickness, and death are c* to God,
274- 9 Ideas, on the c, are born of Spirit,
275-30 c- to the one Spirit.
339- 9 evil, being c to good, is unreal,

o 349- 8 annulled material law by heaUng c to it.

p 431- 3 Notwithstanding my rules to the c,
434- 4 Some exclaim, "It is c to law and justice."
435-31 to be smitten c" to the law?"— Acts 23: 3.
441-29 a verdict c" to law and gospel.

t 456- 3 but c- to its spirit or rules,
r 479- 5 On the c-, if aught cornea from God,

contrast
a 34-29 'WTiat a c' between our Lord's last supper and
b 272-20 in c with the results of the ghastly farce
272-22 in c with the downward tendencies and

contrasting
r 466-10 these c pairs of terms represent

contrasts
/ 252-15 c- strikingly with the testimony of Spirit.

contributing
o 356-13 not c in any way to each other's happiness

contribution
gl 595-22 Tithe. C' ; tenth part ; homage ;

contrition
p 364- 9 or the c of the MagdalenT

control (noun)
absolute

ph 177- 6 divine Mind's healing power and absolute c*
attested the

sp 80-23 attested the c of mortal mind over its

complete
p 417-28 the complete c which Mind holds over the body.

conscious
ph 166- 6 thus the conscious c" over the body is lost

despotic
an 102-27 It implies the exercise of despotic C',

divine
pr 9-23 recognizes only the divine c- of Spirit
p 400-28 Without divine c there is discord,

God's

his
s 125- 7 Neither ... is beyond God's C ;

a 25-22 Though demonstrating his C" over sin and
r 482-22 enabled Jesus to demonstrate his c" over matter.

hypnotic
p 402-31 the person imder hypnotic c

Jesuj'
p 36»-ll All these deeds manifested Jesils' c*

loss of
p 406-27 a loss of C over the body.

Mind's
ph 171-12 Mind's c" over the universe, including man,

no
s 151-22 it has no c" over God's man.

ph 182-31 To admit that . . . God has no C",
normal

p 406-30 normal c* is gained through divine strength
other

sp 73-12 Any other c or attraction of so-called spirit
took

p 431-23 hypnotized the prisoner and took c" of his mind,

a 30-27
sp 91- 3

ph 167-28
169-16

/ 217-22
217-24

b 322- 5

P 380-10
389- 4

394-11
429- 5

t 462-28
g 514-26
544-16

allow Soul to hold the c, we shall loathe sla
beings under the c" of supreme wisdom?
impossible to gain c" over the body in any
If we understood the c" of Mind over body,
as you understand the c which Mind has over
will be able to demonstrate this c.
gain the reality of Life, the c of Soul over sense,we virtually contend against the c- of Mind
it will be given in behalf of the c of Mind
that any bodily condition is beyond the c
the more simple demonstrations of c.
It teaches the c of mad ambition.
Understanding the c which Love held
under the c' of the one Mind.
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control (verb)
sp 73- 8 belief that one man, as spirit, can c" another

74-19 nor. . . return to fraterni7J>, with ore" the worm.
93- 1 as substantial and able to c" the body?

/22*-15 Then they will c their own bodies
•

228-23 and form and c it with Truth.
234-26 You must c evil thoughts
234-27 or they will c" you in the second..

p 375-13 while the hypnotist ... in order ta c* mm.
377-29 and incompetent to c' it.

378- 7 Disease is less than mind, and Mind co,n C" it.

379- 1 If disease can attack and c" the body
392-26 you will c" yourself harmoniously.
414-10 impossibility that matter, brain, can C

r 485-29 as much as nerves C" sensation

controlled
pr 14-17 c by spiritual Life, Truth, and Love.

sp 73-15 communed with mortals or c them
84- 9 c" not by demons, spirits, or demigods,

$ 125-18 man cannot be c" by sin or death,
136-19 believed that Jesus was a medium, c* by
136-25 Herod doubted if Jesus was c by the
143-20 C- by this belief, you continue in the old routine.

143-24 body is not c' scientifically by a negative mind.

ph 178- 5 c by the majority of opinions,
184-16 C- by the divine mtelUgence,

6 292-10 belief that . . . Life be c" by death.
303- 4 c- by Mind, the Principle . , , . . .^

304-16. Harmony is produced by its Principle, Is c" by It

304-28 C- by belief, instead of understanding,
318-30 as numbers are c and proved by

o 356- 9 and c sickness, sin, and death
r 485-28 heathen gods of mythology c'war . . as much as

controlling
TO 63- 3 never think that flannel was better . . . than

thee* ,,. J

p 379- 6 jurisdiction of the world is m Mind, c every
t 451-28 action of one mortal mind c- another

gl 583-27 so-called mortal mind c' mortal nund ;

controls
sp 73-11 God c- man, and God is the only Spirit.

79-28 asserting that Mind c- body and brain.

s 121-24 simple rule that the greater c" the lesser.

145-17 that in it Truth c error.

/ 220-31 c the stomach, bones, lungs, heart,
319-19 Mind c man and man has no Mind but God.

p 40O- 1 mortal mind, which directly c' the body?
g 557- 6 Mind C" the birth-throes in the lower

conTenient
a 40- 6 when I have a C" season— .Acfs 24; 25.

sp 72-19 Error is not a c sieve through which

convening
pref xii-10 Christian Scientist Association, c* monthly ;

conventional
6 274-25 The c firm, called matter and mind,

conventionality
pref vii-16 and the cold c of materialism

conversation
a 21- 3 overcoming error in your daily walk and c,
c 26(V-26 by c- about the body,

conversing
p 424-24 thinking about your patients or c with them,

conversion
/ 217- 7 Paul's peculiar Christian c and experience,

convert
b 272- 1 how shall they preach, C, and heal multitudes,

p 365-27 c into a den of thieves the temple
converted

a 38-30 and be c', and I might heal you.
350-22 should be c, and 1 should heal—Matt. 13: 15.

convej;
pref ix- 7

sp 86-32
3 160-14

/ 212-26
212-27

p 413-28
432- 7

conveyed
/ 243-19
r488- 8

conveying
349-13

conveys
/ 214-15
243-19

ll3«>-4
P421- 6

stammeringly attempts to c" his feeling.
before the artist can c them to canvas.
to c the mandate of mind to muscle
the lips or hands ... in order to c thought,
we say . . . the undulations of the air c sound,
these actions c mental images to
c" messages from my residence in matter.

If this information is c,
c- by the English verb believe ;

The chief difficulty in c- the teachlnga

c" the Impressions of Mind to man,
mortal mind c it.

This text . . . c- the C. S. thought,
c the true definition of oU human belief In

conviction
sbldins

p .390-21 DlFtnlfls U with an ab!dfj)g c- tbat It

consmen
sp 80-30 common c* that mind and matter cooporato

deep-lying
pref xii-15 with a deep-lying c" that the next two yeara
beavenly

s 108- 1 Whence came to me this heavenly c,
honest

p 418- 7 Plead with an honest c- of truth
soUd

( 460-16 ifl more than fancy ; it Is solidC
sp 90-25 This c shuts the door on death,
s 108- 1 a c antagonistic to the testimony of the
p 377-27 c" of the n.^cessity and power of

384-25 When the fear subsides and the c abides
404-19 This C-, that there is no real pleasure in sin,

convictions
pr 13- 5 In public prayer we often go beyond our C,
s 134- 8 one who suffers for his c*.

r 494-18 helping . . . human sense to flee from its own <r

convince
a 46-17 To c" Thomas, of this, Jesus caused him

an 101^22 c her that it is not a remedial agent,
b 327-27 c- the mortal of his mistake
p 377- 1 mentally c' him that matter cannot take cold,

377- 3 If grief causes suffering, c the sufferer that
g 522-23 c" reason and coincide with revelation

convinced
pre/ x-27 soonest touched by Truth, and c of It.

a 35- 2 C" of the fruitlessness of their toil

46- 3 This c them of the truthfulness of

/ 240-25 c of the error that is to be overcome.
o 346-22 When a sufferer is c that

ap 564-10 The author is c that the accusations

convinceth
341- * Which of you c me of sin?— John 8 ; 46.

convincing
a 43-11 Jesus' last proof was the highest, the niost C,
p 404- 7 c him that there is no real pleasure in

convivial
a 32-10 wine, used on c occasions and In Jewish rites,

convulsed
ph 195- 6 Every sound c him with ^nguish.

convulses
sp 80T-25 It is mortal mind which c its

/ 223-14 The question, . . . c the world.

convulsions
p 389-28 A case of c, produced by

cook
p 364-32 Did the careless doctor, the nurse, the c,

cools
p 374-27 body, when bereft of mortal mind, at first c,

cooperate
sp 80-31 belief . . . that mind and matter c*

6 270-2 theory,. . .that Mind and matter coexist and C.
279-13 Spirit and matter can neither coexist nor c,

cooperates
r 490- 9 Will . . . c" with appetite and passion.

cooperating
p 398-25 So also faith, c with a belief in

g 522-26 Spirit as supposedly c with matter

cooperation
s 144- 4 needs no c from lower powers,
o 348-16 I deny His c- with evil,
r 490-10 From this c arises Its evil.

coordinate
sp 84- 1 Science is immortal and C neither with
T 468- 2 never can be c with human illusions.

472- 7 making it c with all that is real

g 537-22 c- with the Science of creation

copartnership
b 274-28 destroy the imaginary c;
o 356-17 There is neither a present nor an etemaJ c

cope
p 423-22 has rendered himself strong, ... to c wltn

Copernicus
s 121- 4 C- mapped out the stellar system,

copes
p 378-26 Sickness is not a . . . power, which c" astutely

copies
pref ix-25 c* were, however, In friendly circulation.

copious
pref ix-27 she made c notes of Scriptural exposition,

copy
*p SI- 2 They c" or reproduce them, even when
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copyist
pr 16-13 addition to the prayer by a later c" ;

copyrighted
Tpref ix-20 Her first pamphlet on C. S. was c in 1870 ;

r 465- 2 the author's class-book, c' In 1870.

corals
sp 87-21 the sea is ignorant ... of the c*.

cords
s W2-20 The strong c of scientific demonstration,

160-16 what does anatomy say when the c contract
r 474- 7 worse c than those which cut the flesh.

Corinthians
b 321- 3 As Paul says, in liis first epistle to the C\

corner
s 139-27 become "the head of the c-."— Afa». 21 ; 42.

p 380- 6 Truth is the rocli of ages, the headstone of the c\
corner-stone

/ 241-26 c' of all spiritual building Is purity.

corporeal
pr 12-16 Prayer to a c" God affects the sick like

13-20 If w"e pray to God as a c" person,
13-28 is represented as a c creator ;

14- 2 If we . . . regard omnipotence as a c\
m 67-27 Spiritual, not c", consciousness is needed.

*p 70-10 Tne supposition that c beings are spirits,
71-31 a c being, a finite form,
'72- 9 So-called spirits are but c communicators.
74-28 and the physical, or c\
76-18 Neither will man seem to be c,

S 116- 6 the evidence before the c human senses,
116-21 God is not c", but incorporeal,
116-22 Mortals are c\ but God is incorporeal.
140- 4 That God is a c' being, nobody can truly affirm.
141-16 the Christ-spirit which governed the c Jesus.
144-21 Truth, and not c will, is the divine power

ph 167- 1 Should v/e implore a c God to heal
c 255-14 That God is c or material, no man should
258- 1 A mortal, c\ or finite conception of God

b 284- 6 If God were limited . . . God would be C",
285-23 By interpreting God as a c Saviour
309- 2 the messenger was not a c being,
312-14 People go into ecstasies over the sense of a c
328-2 silences the material or c.
332-17 The c man Jesus was human.
334- 3 not that the c" Jesus was one with the
334-14 the eternal Christ and the c" Jesus

p 402- 9 forsake its c, structural, and material basis,
408-28 in the c" substratum of brain

/ 443- 5 a resort to faith in c means
453-19 You uncover sin, ... to bless the c man ;

g 549-19 the most complicated c structures,
550-18 contemplation of existence as material and C"

ap 561-20 material and C' selfhood disappear,
577- 8 God as Father-Mother, not as a c' being.

gl 587-21 Ham (Noah's son). C" belief ;

589- 1 IssACHAR (Jacob's .son). A c" belief ;

589-16 Jesds. The highest human c concept
589-23 JcDAH. A c- material belief
590-11 Levi (Jacob's son). A c and sensual belief ;

591- 1 physical sense of God as finite and c
592-27 PHAnisEE. C" and sensuous belief ;

(see also mortal, sense, senses)

corporealities
sp 71-28 Its spirits are so many c,

corporeality
abo?e

g 512- 2 aspirations soaring beyond and above c
applied to

dl 599- 3 YoTT. As applied to c, a mortal ; finlty.
entire

s 157-28 C. S. Impresses the entire c,
governed by

g 536-15 governed by c instead of divine Principle.
groundwork of

sp 84- 6 a groundwork of c- and human belief.
idabSllty of

r 494-16 Jesus demonstrated the inability of c\

6305- 8 there is no c; in the mirrored form.
nor mind

gl 584-17 error ; neither c nor mind ;

not bounded by
sp 84-20 Mind is infinite, not bounded by c*.

s 138-12 diseases were cast out neither by c", . . . nor
140-11 warring no more over the c",

ph 192- 8 from c instead of from Principle,
b 2S4-lCr nor be fully manifested through c*.

g 517- 7 mortally mental attempt to reduce Deity to c.
544-32 Error begins with c as the producer

gl 582-21 C- and physical sense put out of sight and
593-12 Reuben (Jacob's son). C- ; sensuality;
594-22 Spikitb. Mortal beliefs ; c- ;

corporeally
s 148-10 as created c instead of spiritually

corpse
b 312- 8 The senses regard a c, not as man.
p 408-19 Drugs do not affect a c\
429-u c". deserted by thought, Is cold and decays,

correct
m 60-27 Science wiU c the discord,
s 116-11 A c- view of C. S.

128-32 If both . . . are c the conclusion. If properly
ph 167- 7 only as we live above corporeal sense and c it.

180-22 to c" this turbulent element of mortal mind
/ 206-30 Mind does not make mistakes and . . . c them.
219- 7 and then say the product is c\
235- 9 their learning or tnair c reading.

c 264-13 As mortals gain more c views of God
b 284-17 c" testimony as to spiritual life,' truth, and
30O- 2 it attempts to draw c" spiritual co;iclusion8
355-27 cabable of impartial or c" criticism,
361-24 must be c in order to be Science

p 408-14 supposition that we can c" insanity by
425-24 C' material belief by spiritual

t 453- 1 to distinguish the c from the incorrect
r 477- 3 this c" view of man healed the sick.
488-13 and one error will not c" another.
492-13 a statement proved to be good must be C".
494-20 serves to c the errors of corporeal sense ;

g 547- 8 given you the c interpretation of Scripture.
ap 560-18 without a C" sense of its highest visible idea,

corrected
pr 11-14 never pardons our sins . . . till they are c"

ph 194- 8 When one's false belief is c\
f 251-29 Ignorance must be seen and c
b 298-11 until this sense is c" by C. S.

correcting
p 386-20 c the mistake, heals your grief,

corrective
p 423-10 This c Is an alterative,

correctly
sp 84-28 All we c know of Spirit comes from God,

.347-10 Had he stated his syllogism c\
t 449-17 to teach this subject properly and C

ap 560-21 in order to classify it c".

correctness
a 50-23 and that all evidence of their c*

p 386-29 although the c of the assertion

corrects
pref viii- 7 science of music c false tones and gives
pr 6-3 Divine Love c and governs man.
s 121-23 and c these errors by the simple rule that
/ 233-22 the spiritual idea which c" and destroys theD3.
c 259-28 c error with truth and demands
b 294-31 The Science of Mind c" such mistakes,

correlated
b 276-10 Man and his Maker are c in divine Science,
288- 1 the c" statement, that error, . . . is unreal.

correlation
cp 561-14 the c" of divine Principle and spiritual idea,

correlative
b 316-31 blind to the possibilities of Spirit and its c truth.

correspond
pr 8-8 indexes which do not c with their character.
s 158-13 history of material medicine may c' with
294- 1 physical senses . . . c with error.

b 365-23 the result will c with the spiritual intent.

g 512- 1 c to aspirations soaring beyond and above

correspondence
sp 74-13 No c- nor communion can exist between
b 271- 3 maintaining its obvious c" with

corresponding
a 23-22 words c" thereto have these two definitions,
p 386-14 and the C" effects of Truth on the body,

corresponds
p 412-26 until the body c- with the
g 509- I This period c" to the resurrection,
517- 9 The Ideal man c' to creation,
517-10 The ideal woman c" to Life and to Love.
552-14 Human experience . . . c" with that of Job,

corroborative
g 549- 1 This discovery is c" of the Science of Mind,

corrupt
/ 204-20 Judging them by their fruits, they are c.
241- 6 "where moth and rust doth c\"— Matt. 6: 19.

p 404- 9 A c" mind Is manifested in a c body.

corruptible
s 164-25 "When this c" shall have— / Cor. 15; 54.

T 496-24 "when this C' shall have— / Cor. 15; 54.
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cost
ph 197- 8 But the price does not exceed the original c".

costly
p 36^ 2 €• and fragrant oil,— sandal oil perhaps,

costs
ph 197- 6 c many a man his earthly days of comfort.

couch
o 342-22 from the c of pain the helpless invalid.

p 362-13 he reclined on a c
363- 1 to come behind the c" and reach his feet.

435-19 Watching beside the c" of pain

cough
/ 220- 4 continual colds, catarrh, and c\"
p 384-17 followed by chills, dry c\ Influenza,

coughs
/ 220-16 Colds, c, and contagion are engendered

Councils
i 139-15 The decisions by vote of Church C-

counsel (see also counsel's)
his

p 442- 9 We noticed, as he shook bands with his c.
Master's

t 443-12 our motto should be the Master's c\
no proper

p 434-24 Mortal Man has had no proper c in the case.

opposing
p 437-20 Here the opposing C", False Belief, called

profound
ap 5T2- 8 simple and profound c of the inspired writer.

p 434-10 where C. S. is allowed to appear as c-

434-16 Mortal Man's c regards the prisoner
439- 3 the c for the plaintiff. Personal Sense,
440- 4 machinations of the c False Belief,
440-33 Here the c for the defence closed,

t 454-27 Let your loving care and c support all their

counsellor
p 435- 4 €• False Belief has argued that

counsel's
p 434-17 The c" earnest, solemn eyes,

counted
pr 9-26 for Truth, and so be C" among sinners?

countenance
p 362- • Who is the health of my f— Psal. 42 ; 11.

442-12 his c beaming with health and happiness.
counter

/ 233-28 The c fact relative to any disease

counteract
p 424:-13 if one doctor should administer a drug to c"

counteracting
pJ 581- 6 purity, and Immortality, c all evil,

counteracts
p 414- 7 salutary action of truth, which c' error.

counterfeit
s 148-21 but tfie c, of God's man.
* 285- 9 man's c', the inverted likeness,
293-24 manifestations of evil, which c divine justice,

gl 580-16 Life's c\ which ultiriiates in death ;

counterfeits
e 267-22 beliefs must be f of Truth.
b 28fr-26 They are but c of the spiritual
293-13 so-called gases and forces are c of
293-17 c- the true essence of spirituality
337-23 poor c of the invisible universe and

p 409-22 are c from the beginning,
T 476- 1 Mortals are the c of immortals.

gl 583- 1 c of creation, whose better originals are

counter-irritant
ph 198-16 undertakes to dispel It by a c\

counter-Irritants
p 374- 2 Anodynes, c, and depletion

counterpart
s 148-20 calling that man which is not the C,

counterpoise
p 368- 1 Evil is but the c" of nothingness.

countless
503-17 reflecting Him in c spiritual forms.
517-18 God has c ideas, and they all have

country
/ 225-14 The history of our c\ like all history,

counts
p 426- 7 than when she C her footsteps

coupled
pr 11-29 prayer, c with a fer\'ent habitual desire
p 389- 1 for the penalty is c" with the belief.

{il 690-18 unless specially c with the name God.

courage
snJmal

a 28-32
48-23

moral
a 29- 1

b 327-23
327-26

p 404-24

g 514-10

gl 692-11
more

V 417- 6
sublime

a 49-11
their

p 417- 8

There Is too much animal c In society
thus rebuking resentment or aoimEi c.

and not sufficient moral c\
Moral c- is requisite to meet the wrong
man who has more animal than moral c,
this knowledge strengthens his moral c
Moral c is "the lion of the tribe— Rev. 5: 5.

MosEB. A corporeal mortal ; morale;

Never tell the sick that they have more c than

his divine patience, sublime c\

their strength is in proportion to their c\

m 57- 7 while the feminine mind gains c and strength
sp 97-23 It requires c" to utter truth ;

p 375-27 always show great hopefulness and c\
423-23 the stimulus of c and conscious power.

courageously
p 419- 9 meet the cause mentally and c\

course
advancing

t 452-11 Your advancing c may provoke envy,
free

an 106- 4 to work against the free c of honesty
bis

a 21-14 till at last he finishes his c with joy.
sp 96-26 he who has shaped his c in accordance

t 458-26 The Christian Scientist wisely shapes his c\
Its

p 376-30 after admitting that it must have its c.
my

a 21-21 On the contrary, if my friends pursue my c\
only

p 392- 8 The only c is to take antagonistic grounds
our

6 307-23 and so weighs against our c* Spiritward.
sucb a

t 453-27 for such a c Increases fear,
their

a 29- 5 until they have finished their c.
ph 174-19 rebuking in their c all error

true
p 419- 4 Your true c is to destroy fhe foe,

yourm 67-8 "Do you know your c 7

/ 253-19 ycu can at once change your c
slgzag

a 21-32 By-and-by, ashamed of his zigzag c, he would

s 119- 2 of c* we cannot really endow matter with
( 443- 8 WhUe a C of medical study is

gl 693-15 RivEB. ... it typifies the c of Truth ;

court
m 58-26 a wife ought not to c vulgar extravagance or

p 430-18 case to be on trial, as cases are tried in c".

434-30 the lower c has sentenced Mortal Man to die,

434-32 Denying Justice to the body, that c commended
436-33 that c' pronounced a sentence of death
437-21 called C. S. to order for contempt of c
437-27 proceedings of a regularly constituted c\

courtesy
p 364-15 a special sign of Oriental c\

Court of Error
p 432- 9 Another witness Is called for by the C' of E'

434-12 who were at the previous C' of E\
435-30 the C' of E' construed obedience to the
437-17 the terrible records of your C' of E\
437-31 bar of Truth, which ranks above the lower

C- of E-.
441-18 the decrees of the C- of E- in favor of Matter,
441-27 Your personal jurors in the C" of £•

Court of Material Error
p 440-29 suits to be tried at the C- ofM' E\

Court of Spirit . , , ^ „ ^ ^
p 434- 9 permission Is obtained for a trial In the C" ofS'

437-10 our higher tribunal, the Supreme C- ofS',
437-18 1 ask that the Supreme C- of 5' reverse tliia

437-28 But Judge Justice of the Supreme C of S'

Court of Truth
p 438-26 When the C' of T' summoned Furred Tongue

court-room
p 430-24 The c is filled with Interested spectators,

courts
an 104-29 c recognize evidence to prove the motive

105- 3 C' and juries judge and sentence mortals
105-12 the body over which c. hold jurisdiction?
106-14 c reasonably pass sentence, according to
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covenant
m A&-15

64-30
r2o5-U

cover
pr »-19

sp 97-22

g 548-10

el 596-2S

covered
pr 8-17

p 431-21

coveretli
p 44S-17

covering
p 413-14
/ 446-30

coverings
/ 241-11

gl 597-U
covers

pr 16-11

/ 247-27

p 421-16

covetous
m 64-14

coward
p 368- 5

cowering
p 37)^-12

cradle
sp 95-29

/244-8
cradled

pref vii- 6

craftiness
an 103- 5

cramped
s 160-20

cranium
sp 92- 9

ph 173-23

craving
c 258- 4

cravings
m 60-32
S 108- 8

g 501-17

craze
p 408- 8

create
in 62- 8

sp 03-15
s 151- 4

157-18

p?! 177-21

/203- 6
204-24
251-32

C 263- 4

263-12
b 278- 2

279-14
279-15
287-12
356-21
356-24
356-28
357-31

p 419- 3

o 504-27
522-21
526-23
528- 6
528-17
532- 1

532- 3
540- 5

543-26
544-15

el 579-12
583-25

created
m 68- 6

69- 7

S 125-10
140-29
148-8

Infidt^lity to the marriage c
•

is the
ensure the stability of tne marriage c\
Mortal man has made a c" with hia eyes

they "<• the multitude of sins."— / Pet. 4:8.
they bring error, from under c".

when clouds c the sun's face !

Veil. Ac"; concealment
; hiding ; hypocrisy.

"there is nothing c- that shall— Afatt. 10; 26.

I am Coated Tongue. I am c with a

"He that c his sins shall not— Proc. 28; 13.

c it with dirt in order to make it thrive
C' iniquity will prevent prosperity

Stripped of its r •, what a mocking
tore from bigolr/ and superstition their c,

gave that prayer which c all human needs.
and c earth with loveliness.

great fact which c the whole ground,

debarred by a c domestic tyrant

Error is a c before Truth.

sent it c back into the jungle.

the world is asleep in the c of infancy,
is seen between the c and the grave,

in c obscurity, lay the Bethlehem babe,

defines it as dishonesty and c.

become c despite the mental protest?

Mind is not an entity within the c

according to the development of the C ;

unsatisfied human c" for something better.

Higher enjoyments alone can satisfy the c*

immortal c, "the price of learning love,"
more native to their immorial c"

general c' cannot, in a scientific diagnosis.

If parents c in their babes a desire for
Good does not c a mind susceptible of
could not possibly c a remedy outside of itself,
If He could c" drugs intrinsically bad, then
and c" the so-called laws of the flesh,
shows that matter can neither . . . c noi
the notion that they can c"

imprison themselves in what they c".

would not or could not c.
producing evil when he would c" good,
nothing in Spirit out of which to c matter..
and one can no more c- the other
than Truth can c" error, or tice versa.
Did God. Truth, c- error? No !

is it possible for Him to c man subject to
Does God c a material man out of Himself,
to c the primitive, and then punish its
can Life, or God, dwell in evil and c it?
hate will perpetuate or even c" the
Did infinite Alind c matter, and call it light?

represented as entering matter in order to c"
Did He c" this fruit-bearer of sin
cannot be true that man was ordered to c*
and thereby c" woma'n ;

Did God at first c one man unaided,
in order to c" the rest of the human family?
"I make peace, and c" evil, — Isa. 45: 7.
did it leave aught for matter to c"?
No mortal mind has the might or right

to c or
the purpose of Love to c trust in good,
could not c" ... an element the opposite of

we shall learn how Spirit, . . . has c men and
God's children already c will be cognized
the prior states which human belief c and
In the beginning God c" man in His,
described manaa c by Spirit.

created
S 148-10

161- 6

ph 173-29

/ 205-13
206-22
252-12

C 256- 6

263-20
&279- 9

294-27
295-12
295-29
306-30
307-27
335- 7

335- 8
33;^- 8

0344- 7

,3.'>7- 2
r 479-18

g 502-22
507-23
512- 4

514-20
516-24
516-25
516-26
520-17
521-14
526-16
526-17
528- 3
531-31
536-16
543-24
545-10
553-17

gl 580-14
.580-26

581-12
584-22

creates
m 69-22

69-24

sp 77- 8
93-13

S 122- 2

154- 7

157-20

ph 173- 7

179-13
187- 6

C 257-12
b 280- 7

286-14
295- 5

316-20
331- 7

O 357- 8

p 400-22
r 471- 3

472-25

g 503-23

as c corporeally instead of spiritually
Holy inspiration has c" states of mind which
the error which the himian mind alone has C".
God € all through Mind,
Is God creating anew what He has already c"l
the eternal verity, man c by and of Spirit,
All things are c spiritually.
but one creator, wtio has c all.

Matter is neither c" by Mind nor
God c" man.
immortals, C in God's own image;
Brainology teaches that mortals are c to- suffer
God's man, spiritually c\ is not material
Man was not c from a material basis,
Spirit, God, has c all

Spirit never c matter.
Spirit, alone c all, and called it good.
God has c" man in His own image
for doing what He c man capable of doing,
"In the beginning God f the— Cm. 1; 1.

In the beginning God c the— Cm. 1; 1.

Mind and the universe c by God.
And God C' great whales,— Gc/i. 1 : 21.

individuality c" by God is not carnivorous.
So God c- man— Cm. 1 ; 27.

in the Image of God c He him ;
— Cen. 1 : 27.

male and female c" He them.— Cen. 1 : 27.

when they were c,— Cm. 2 ; 4.

supposition that man is c- materially,
God pronounced good all that He c\
and the Scriptures declare that He c" all.

record declares that God has already t" man,
c- by Mind in the image and likeness of God€ by flesh instead of by Spirit,
man, whom God c with a word,
Man, c by God, was given dominioa
Adam was c before Eve.
image and likeness of what God has note,
supposition . . . creator entered what He c,
spiritual realities of all things are c by Him
self-made or C" by a tribal god

507-24
509-13
513-26
520-23
523-25
538-19
540- 2
546- 5

gl 582-18

creating
/ 206-21
231-15
249- 5

6 338-19

ff 515- 6
520-27
534- 5

gl 591-26

creation
account of

g 523-24

If the father replies, "God c* man through
"Do you teach that Spirit c" materially,
mortal mind c its own physical conditions.
nor c" aught that can cause eviL
and .so c" a reign of discord,
calling up the fear that c the image of disease
If He c drugs at all

supposition, that Spirit is within what it c*
c a demand for that method,
so-called material sense c its own forms of
Mind c His own likeness in ideas.
Mind c and multiplies them,
divine Principle, Love, c and governs all

God c" and governs the universe,
man, whom Spirit c\ constitutes, and governs.
If He dwelt within what He c'.
Truth c neither a lie, acapacity tolie, noraliar.
we prove that thought alone c the suffering.
all that He c are perfect and eternal.
That which He c" is good.
Mind c" no element nor sj-mbol of discord and

503-24 God C" neither erring thought, mortal life,
SOU- 9 divine Mind, not matter, c all identities.

Infinite Mind c and governs all,

Spirit c" no other than heavenly
God c" all forms of reality.
God c- all through Mind, not through matter,
it is Elohim (God) who c.
in which God c' the heavens, earth, and man.
Spirit c- neither a wicked nor a mortal man.
If mind, God, c" error,
c man as His own spiritual idea.

la God c: anew what He has already created?
c- and governing man through perpetual
"male and female" of God's c—Cen. 1 : 27.,
was deemed the. agent of Deity fn c" man,
serpent of Cod's c is neither subtle nor
the immortal c" thought is from above,
to manifest the deathless man of God's C-*.

mythology ; error c other errors ;

the splrltuaDy scientific account of c,
accurate Tiews of

c 255- 9 accurate views of c- by the divine Mind.
all
m 69-14 unfolds all c, confirms the Scriptures,

basis of the
g 528-26 supposed to become the basis of the c" of

consciousness of
c 263-31 scientific eternal consciousness of c.
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creation
corresponds to

g 517- 9 The Ideal man corresponds to c,
eountprfeits of

gl 583- 1 Sensual and mortal beliefs ; counterfeits of c,
divine

(.see divine)
divine Principle of

g 546-10 Is the divine Principle of c misstated?
eilstcnce and

gl 580-11 opposed to . . . spiritual existence and C ;

fact of
r 471-20 spirituality ... is the only fact of c-

g 529-10 usher in . . . the glorious fact of c\
facts of

539-28 power to expound the facts of c\
544-19 The facts of c, as previously recorded,

first

526-24 in contradiction of the first c" 7

God's
m 69- 6 Mortals can never understand God's c while

69-19 not conflict with the scientific sense of God's c.
5 110- 5 the radiant reality of God's c,

157-16 If drugs are part of God's c\
c 260-11 the immortal and perfect modeTof God's c
262-10 the nature and quality of God's c"

264-30 we shall behold and understand God's C",
b 307-23 seems ... a part of God's c\
g 519-13 slow to discern and to grasp God's c
544- 3 In God's c ideas became productive,

ap 577-11 the perfectibility of God's c".

gl 588-16 All the objects of God's c reflect one Mind,
590-12 denial of the fulness of God's c ;

His
/ 231-29 and know that they are no part of His c
T 472-24 All reality is in God and His c,
g 502- 8 inverted images of the creator and His c".

507-27 expresses Science and art throughout His c,
516- 5 are reflected by His c' ;

•

523- 6 declares . . . that error can improve His c
524-24 yet God is reflected in all Hia c.
524-24 Is this addition to His c real or unreal?
554-20 defined this opposite of God and His c

gl 579-17 opposite of good,— of God and His c" ;

His own
g 522-31 Does the creator condemn His own C"7
527-19 the tree of death to His own c ?

Ulustratioa of
b 315-26 and presented an illustration of c"

line of
g 557-12 as the line of c rises towards spiritual man,

man, and
r 489-30 wrong sense of God, man, and c is nonsense,

material
ph 177-15 Scriptural allegory of the material c,
g 522-24 declarinK this material c false.
544- 1 record of a material c which followed the

material vievr of
g 521-25 opposite error, a material view of c,

method of
ap 568-10 first the true method of C" Is set forth

Mind's
g 509-26 the days and seasons of Mind's c,

new
c 263-21 Whatever seems to be a new C", is but

not
c 263-28 mortal sense of persons and things Is not c

objects of
c 264-14 multitudinous objects of c", which before

of tlie world
r 479-31 from the c of the world,— Rom. 1 .* 20.

one
g 502-29 There is but one creator and one c"

order of
g .508-23 In the ascending order of c

record of
g 504- 9 not yet Included in the record of c,
521-15 turn our gaze to the spiritual record of C,
526- 3 previous and more scientific record ofc"

reflects ttie
6 305-14 though he reflects the c of Mind,

Science of
g 509-29 Knowing the Science of c,
537-23 Science of c recorded in the first chapter
539-23 arguing for the Science of c,
539-30 The Science of c, . . . inspired his wisest

scientific
g 545-21 translators of this record of scientific c"

sense of
m 56-11 the corporeal sense of c- was cast out,

Spirit's
gl 580-18 the usurper of Spirit's c\

spiritual
(see spiritual)

theories of
c 255- 7 The mythological human theories of c.

creation
theory of

g 547-11 conclusions as to the scientific theory of C".
this

g 502-29 This c consists of the uniolding of spiritual
truth of

sp 93-17 and not the truth of c.
c 263- 6 spiritual man alone represents the truth of r\

vast
/ 209- 7 the life and light of all its own vast c ;

whole
c 255- * we know that the whole c groaneth— Rom. 8 ; 22.

would simulate
b 281-25 out of which error would simulate c

s 124-27 Withdraw them, and c must collapse.
c 256-32 c- is the infinite . . . idea emanating from thi3
b 321-20 leprosy was a c of mortal mind
g 504-15 a revelation instead of a c"

507- 8 and c would be full of nameless offspring,
507-28 C- is ever appearing,
521-19 if there is nothing more about c in the book of
627—26 the lie represents God as repeating c,
528-19 Beginning c with darkness instead of light,
537-11 C- IS there represented as spiritual,
539-20 false to say that Truth and error commingle in C,
544- 2 a c so wholly apart from God's,
551-25 so long as it bases c on materiality. .

553-27 superstition about the c" from dust
554-18 the c of whatever is sinful and mortal ;

555-22 C' rests on a spiritual basis.

creations
crude

c 264- 3 The crude c of mortal thought
His
ph 187- 5 ignorant ... of the all-knowing Mind and of

His C-.

b 331- 6 Life is Mind, the 'reator reflected in His c".

gl 580- 4 the opposite of Spirit and His c ;

Innumerable
r 479-23 the only facts are Spirit and its innumerable c.

of God
f 205- 8 error . . . that sin, sickness, and death are c of

God,
c 265- 1 Soul, where the c of God are good,

of matter
b 287- 5 but c of matter must return to dust.

g 523- 7 The c of matter arise fronj a mist
of Spirit

286-25 temporal and material are not then c of Spirit.
287- 4 All c" of Spirit are eternal ;

of Truth
b 287- 4 error, which simulates the c" of Truth.

other
g 535-13 belief In . . . other c must go down

Spirit's
•

g 525- 4 not the validity of Spirit or Spirit's C".

c 263- 4 The c of mortal mind are material.

g 528-23 Beholding the c" of his own dream
543-23 the c of erroneous thought, not of

creative
sp 71- 8 God, the c', governing, infinite Principle

89-25 Matter is neither inteUieent nor c.
b 302-32 is but the reflection of the c- power
317- 3 usurped the throne of the c divine Principle,

r 475-21 no life, intelligence, nor c power of his own,
g 502-27 c" Principle — Life, Truth, and Love — is God.
507-15 universe of Spirit reflects the c" power
513-21 God, who is the divinely c" Principle thereof.
531-23 Has man sought out other c" inventions,
549-29 forsakes Spirit as the divine origin of c Truth,
556-19 Sleep is darkness, but God's c" mandate was,

gl 582-19 God is the only c" power.
creativeness

o 357-14 the c" and authgrity of Deity,
creator
but one
m 69-14 to understand that there is but one c,
c 263-20 There can be but one c, who has created all

g 502-29 There is but one c and one creation.
coexistent with his

„ g 557-21 as never dying, but as coexistent with his c".

corporeal
pr 13-27 Father of all is represented aa a corporeal c ;

grand
s 143-26 Mii)d is the grand c;

Infinite Mind is tlie

c 256-32 Infinite Mind is the C,
SBseparable from his

T 491-16 man . . . inseparable from his C"

Is called

g 523-26 the c is called Jehovah, or the Lord.
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creator
man and his

6 338-25 would impose between man and his c*

not a
c 259-26 Vibrationis not intelligence ; hence it ia not a c\
b 305-14 The verity that God's image is not a c.

not the
/ 207- 8 God is not the c" of an evil mind.

of ideas
/ 249-12 the c" of ideas is not the creator of illusions.

of UIuElons
/ 249-13 the creator of ideas is not the c* of illusions.

of man
r 470-21 God is the c of man,

one
o 356-32 Then there must have been more than one c,
gl 592- 7 belief that there can be more than one c ;

prerogative of bis
g 530-10 presuming not on the prerogative of his c",

substance and
c 257- 7 theory that Spirit is not the only substance and c

the only
a 31-10 He recognized Spirit, God, as the only c,
b 331-19 the "universal cause, the only c,

wisdom of the
6 273-24 and impugn the wisdom of the c*

m 69-7
69-21
69-22

a 119- 9
119-11
127-4

ph m- 1

c256- 7

6 277-10
27»- 1

3a3-24
331-5

a 502- 7

507-22
608- 6
514-6
522-31
531-17
633-12

gl 579- 9
580-26

583-20

creators
J7 535-12

creature
any other

6304-8
every

a 37-30
S 138-28

p 418-28

never . . . while believing that man is a c\
Do you have one God and c,
or is man a c?"
to leave the c out of His own universe ;

and regard God as the c of matter,
the c of the spiritual universe,
Matter, which . . . claims to be a c, is a fiction,
Mind, not matter, is the c.
and error has no c.
Is Spirit the source or c* of matter?
belief that . . . man ... is himself a c*.
Life is Mind, the c" reflected in
inverted images of the c and His creation.
implies a mortal mind and man a. c*.

'substance of ... a flower is God, the c" of it.

in which arid of which God is the sole c".

Does the c" condemn His own creation?
If, . . . afterwards put into body by the c",
as if He were the c of evU.
surrendering to the c the early fruits of
supposition that . . .c" entered what He

created,
definition of

A belief in other gods, other c.

nor any other c*,— Rom. 8; 39.

preach the gospel to every c* V'—Mark 16: 15.

preach the gospel to every c" I
— Mark 16; 15.

. .. 'Preachthego3peltoeveryc-."—Aforit 16:15.
tnharmonloas

a 123- 9 weak and inharmonious c in the universe.
Ilrlng

^. 512r- 6 and every living c that moveth,— Gen. 1:21.
513-15 bnng forth the living c" after his— Gcti. 1:24.
627-25 whatsoever Adam caUed every living c",— Gen.

£ : 19.

moTlns
g 611-20 moving c that hath life,— Gen. 1 ; 20.

new
/201-8 Truth makes a new C-,

6 299-31

p 407- 4

creatures
6 298-32

^514-28
549-9

credit
pr 8-^
3 112-29
154-6

p 417- 3
<457-3

creditor
p 363-18

credits
a 27-23

«f 528-15

credulity
j> 370-27

crediolous
/ 212-21

If man were solely a c* of the
attractive to no c except a loathsome

human c" with suggestive feathers ;
All of God's c", . . . are harmless,
C' of lower forms of organism

do we listen . . . and c what Is said?
without giving that author proper c\
this law obtains c through association.
Give sick people c for sometimes knowing
borrowed from this book without giving It C,

released by their common c*

Tradition c* him with two or three hundred
Here falsity, error, c Truth, God, with

fails at length to inspire the c* of the sick'.

In legerdemain and c frenzy.

creed
highest

r 471-29
orthodox

r 471-24

rellgloas
r 496-29

s 135-27

/ 226-16
234- 2

O 351-12
M50- 2
458-21

creeds
pr 4-31
a 18-11

sp 98-12
98-16

S 133-32

/239- 4
T m-22

creepeth
r 475-27

g 513-24
615-15
518-10

creeping
r 475-26

g 513-15
515-4
515-14

creeps
p 373-28

cried
a 39-18

p398- 5

flp 562-22

cries
pr 13-3
/ 227-22

p 365- 6

crieth
9 541-28

crime
advocating

s 153-31

alleged
p 434-28

cIoaKed the
gl 597- 8

diminish
m 61- 8

Invoke
ff 542-12

looms of
a 102-18

mental
an 105-17

second
p 43^23

this
an 106-14

p 433-24

sp 97- 1

an 104-30
105-4
105-10
105-14

/ 236-13

p 404-15
432- 6
432-22
438-16
438-20
440-5
440-25

t 461-19
ap 564-r 7

564-23

crimes
a 40-16
S 161-22

p 440-10

criminal
pr 11- 6

11-7
a 40-16

an 102-23
105-13
106-1

her highest c has been divine Science,

The author subscribed to an orthodox c
Have Christian Scientists any rehg^ious c"7

Christianity as Jesus taught it was not a c.
These claims are not made through code or C,
as ritualism and c" hamper spirituality,
spiritual sense of the c" was discerned
Their c teaclies belief in a
ritualism and c are summoned to give placo

Long prayers, superstition, and c
against Pharisaical c and practices,
C\ doctrines, and human hypotheses
above the loosening grasp of c,
C" and rituals have not cleansed their
those who are in advance of c\
Are doctrines and c a benefit to man?

that c" upon the earth."— Gen. 1 : 26.

everything that c" upon the earth— Gen. 1: 25-

that c- upon the earth.— Gen. 1:26.

everything that c upon the earth,— Gen. 1 : 30

over every c* thing— Gen. 1 : 26.

cattle, and c" thing,
— Gen. 1:24.

c over lofty summits,
over every c thing— Gen. 1 : 26.

languidly c" along its frozen channels,

"Now," c the apostle,— II Cor. 6: 2.

c, and rent him sore— Mark 9 : 26.

And she being with child c,— Rev. 12: 2.

It is the open fount which c,
C. S. raises the standard of liberty and C
than all c" of "Lord, Lord I"

c unto Me from the ground.— Gen. 4 ; 10.

as we would avoid advocating c*.

alleged c* never to have been committed.

but cloaked the c*, latent in thought,

would Improve our progeny, diminish c,

tend to perpetuate sin, invoke C,

The looms of c, hidden in the dark

laws eventually take cognizance of mental c-

led him Into the commission of the second c,

incurs the divine penalty due this C.
For this c Mortal Man is sentenced

will hold c !n check.
motive as weU as the commission of a C.
in order to restrain c\
Can matter compiit a c?
and human law rightly estimates c,
strongest educator, either for or against C*.

as . . . reformation cancels the c\
I was witness to the c of liver-complaint..
shortly after the report of the c",
on three distinct charges of c,
on the night of the c"

Truth arraigns ... to answer for his c.
render obedience to these laws punishable as c.
if you commit a c, should you acknowledge
to charge the innocent with the c.
Its own c- of defying Immortal Mind.

c of his Implacable enemies less criminal?
"Liberty, what c are committed in thy name I"

Good deeds are transformed into c,

this may be no moral benefit to the c,
it only saves the c from one form of
crimes of his implacable enemies less c 7

apathy on the subject which the c desires.
Mortal mind, not matter, is the c
c* misuse of human will-power.
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criminal
ph 198- 4
* 316-26

p 431- 9

432-14
435-4
437- 5

437-15
t 461-20

ap 564-12

cripple
ph 172-29
6 294-14
t 460-21

crippled
/ 227-28

cripples
t 448-10

crisis
p 396-12

421-11
t 446-8

critic
346- I

347- 3

criticising
o 345-10

criticism
S 110-20
C 255- 7

O 346- 1

355-27

criticisms
341-4

critics
O 347-12

347-31

as a c' hears his death-sentence.
That man was accounted a c
c, political, and religious codes ;

which I considered c", inasmuch as
treated as a c" and punished with death.
or has Mortal Mind committed a c deed?
He also testified that . . . Man . . . was a c*.

Soul a c" though recommended to

acknowledge to yourself that you are a C'7

instigated by the c' instinct

the unfortunate c may present more
saying : . . . Injury can c and matter can kill

it starts a petty crossfire over every c

c your capacities, enfeebled your body,

Evasion of Truth c" integrity,

f
rowing worse before a c is passed,
f a c occurs in your treatment,

or it may mark the c of the disease.

as is alleged by one c.
It is said by one c\ that to verify this

It is sometimes said, In c* C. 8.,

This book may be distcrted by shallow C
anciently classified as the higher c,
such c confounds raan with Adam,
capable of impartial or correct C",

These c- are generally based on

C' should consider that the so-called mortal man
c" will then see that error is indeed the

crop
p/j 183- 9 Can the agriculturist. . . . produce a C without

18S—25 you have an abundant or scanty c
crops

s 125-24 these changes cannot affect hia c,

cross
rup Is the

a 35-27 Our cup is the c".

foot of the
a 42-14 sadly followed him to the foot of the c*.

galiows and the
s 134-13 hallowed by the gallov/s and the c\

bis
a 34- 1 willing truly to drink his cup, take his C,

36-14 beneath the shadow of his c".

manger and the
s 142-15 In vain do the manger and the c- tell their

material
a 50-32 Nat the spear nor the material c

on the
a 49-28 mocked him on the c, saying derisively,

real
a 50-30 Therealc", which Jesus bore up the hiU of grief,

sccu?ge and the
a 20-20 scourge and the c awaited the great Teacher.

take up the
pr 15-19 We must resolve to take up the C-,

a 34-!4 If all who seek . . . will take up the c
taking up the

ph 179- 3 this can be done only by taking up the c
women at the

fl 49- 1 The women at the c" could have answered

pr 9-15

/ 224-16
238-31
254-30

C 256-30
6 264-14

There is a c to be taken up
Of old the c- was truth's central sign.
The c is the central emblem of history. .

Your good will be evil spoken of. This is the c
He does not c the barriers of time
saying : . . . The stomach can make a naan'c

cross-bearing
a 36-28 toil, sacrifice, c, multiplied trials,

o 343- 8 without this c, one might not

crossfire
t 460-21 it starts a petty c over every cripple

Cross of Calvary
ap 575-31 C- of C\ which binds human society

cross-questioning
g 533-26 Truth, c man as to hia

croton oil
ph 198-18

crouched
p 380-16

crowded
t 459-19

crown
« 29- 6

44- 2
S 116-14

/ 254-31
C 267-30
t 451- 6

ap 560- 8

562-15
565-13

crowned
a 22- 9

45- 4
S 141-12
141-18

/24.3- 8

ap 562-11

crowning

turning him loose in the c streets of a city.

they will have the c" of rejoicing.
before the thorns can be laid aside for a C",

They neverc the power of Mind as the Messiah
for through it you win and wear the c\
he shall receive the c" of life,-

— Jas. 1 ; 12.

with the c of Love upon her brow,
upon her head a c-of twelve stars.— Rec. 12; 1,
These are the stars in the c of rejoicing.
and deprive Herod of hia c.

these efforts are c with success.
c- with the glory of a sublime success,
as kings are c" from a royal dynasty.
Its only c head is immortal sovereignty,
It c the demonstrations of Jesus
The spiritual idea is c with twelve stars.

s 117-22 his mighty, c, unparalleled, and

by the application of caustic or c o'.

Gazing at a chained lion, c for a epdiig.

crowns
ap 558-12

562-31

crucified
C 18- *

28- 6
39- 7

43-18
s 134-11

ph 200-26
fc 334-30

crucifix
/2S8-9

crucifision
a 24-20

24-27
27-11
32-29
41-18
45-29
46- 2

5 137- 5

b 316-18
317-29

r 497-20

g 555-31-

ap 564-11

crucify
sp 94- 9, 10

« 134- 2

gl 597- 9.

crucifying
6 316-17

crude
pref viii-31

/224- 4

C 264- 3

g 502-14

Cruden
(7 526-29

cruder
ph 189- 6

cruel
6 290-30

cruelty
a 51-25

crumbling
pref vii-16

crumbs
/234- 6

crusade
/226- 7

crush
p 407-10

crust
ph 195- 7

cry
fl 50- 8

51-1
S 129-15

134- 1

ph 194-29

p 442- 7

ap 559-17

but a bright promise c its brew.
and seven c" upon his heads. — Bev. 12: 3.

have c- the flesh— Gal. 5 ; 24.
he would not have been c.
We need "Christ, and him c\"— I Cor. 2 ; 2.
wiilch Jesus taught, and for which he was c,
burned, c\ and otherv.'ise persecuted ;

Jesus Christ, and hun c\"— / Cor. 2: 2.

a reference to the human sense cf Jesus c.

Losing her c", the Roman Catholic girl said,

Does erudite theology regard the c of Jesus
The efficacy of the c lay in the
proved by his reappearance after the c*
on the night before his c\
lost, about three centuries after the c\
the same body that he had before his c,
until they saw him after hia c
not spiritually discerned, . . . until after the C",
rose higher to human view because of the c,
proof that he was unchanged by the c",
the c of Jesus and his resurrection •

able to present. himself unchanged after the c\
author is convinced that . . . even hia c

said : "C" him, c him— John 19.' 6.

the cry . . . i3repeated,"C' himi"— o^oftnl9;8.
to spring into aciion and c God's anointed.

by c the flesh.

but these compositions were c\
As the c footprints of the past disappear
The c creations cf mortal thought
thus the c forma cf human thought

The name Eden, according to C',

raises the human thought above the c theories

and learning that his c" mind died not.

pride, envy, c', and vengeance,

and the cold conventionality . . . are c away,

with c of comfort from Christ's table,

the voice of the herald of this now c"

4

they c out happiness, health, and manhood.

All that he ate, except his black c\

wrung from Jesus' lips the awful c\
wrung from his faithful lips the plaintive C,
and earth will echo the c\

To-day the c of bygone ages is repeated.
And with no lanjruage but a c\
and there resounded . . . tlie c\ Not guilty.
Then will a voice from harmony c :
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cryingm 6*- 1 Want of uhifonn justice is a c evil

ph 194-24 a mental infant, c and cliattering
194-27 An infant c* in the night,
194-23 An infant c for the light,

/ 208-19 voice of one c" ia the v/ildemess"— Matt. 3; 3.

cue
c 261-17 sat aching in his chair till his c was spoken,

culirdnate
(7 54^21 Here these material researches c-

culminates
r 491-20 this belief c in another belief,

culminating
s 155- 4 law of a general belief, c in individual faith,
gl 597-10 martyrdom of Jesus was the c" ain of Pharisaism

culmination
p 380-27 reaches its c of scientific statement and

cultivated
6 271-14 the result of their c" sniritual understanfling

cultivating
ph 197-16 We should master fear, instead of c it.

cultivation
(7 527- 5 Man is God's reflection, needing no c\

culture
m 61-25 a more solemn charge, than the c of your
sp 95-12 Whoever reaches this point of moral c
f 235-13 spiritual c\ which lifts one higher.

cultured
s 123- 7 business men and c* scholars
164- 9 the c class of medical practitioners

c 255- 8 c* scholars in Eome and in Greece,
cultus

s 133-23 sanitary methods, and a religious c.
cumulative

p 405-23 the c effects of a guilty conscience.
CUD

Christ's
a 55-25 drinketh of Christ's c now,

6itnk this
a 31-23 and drink this c',— I Cor. II ; 26.

earthly
a 54-21 His earthly c of bitterness was drained

hemIo€k
ap 559-28 you must share the hemlock c

his
pr' 5-15 The followers of Christ drank his c*.

10- 9 and are willing to drink hia c,
a 31-19 we drink of his c\ partake of his bread,

S3-14 drain to the dregs his c of sorrow.
33-27 Christiana, are you drinklug his c- 7
33-21 have commemorated Jesus m hia c 7
34- 1 willing truly to driak his c,
34-12 and drunk of his c",
51- 5 This dread added the drop of gall to his c.
54-27 those who followed him should drmk of his c\

Jcsas'
pr 10- 6 If good enough to profit by Jesus' c

Master's
b 317- 8 will drhik of his Master's c.

my
ap 578-14 my c* runnefh over.— Psal. 23: 5.

of bitterness
a 43-21 because of the c- of bitterness he drank.

of coffee
sp 80- 3 A c- Of coffee or tea is not the equal of truth,of cold water '

^ !?^U S?'^"^ * <^" o^ '^o'd water in Christ's name,
ap 5/0-17 Give them a c of cold water in Christ's name.of our Lord '

o 32-11 nor was the wine, used .

of wine
the c of our Lord.

a 32- 8 to pass each guest a c of wine.
our

a 35-27 Our c- Is the cross,
same

a 48-13 when he drinks from the same c,

a 25- 7 all have the c* of sorrowful effort to drink
32-11 The c- shows forth his bitter experience,
?^~!?

the c- which he prayed might pass from him,
J2-17 took the C-, and gave thanks,— MaK. 26; 27.
53- 7 hence the c" he drank.m 67- 1 The c- our Father hath given.

cups
b 322-20 Then he turns from his c",

curable
t 461-22 rendijrs your case less c;

curative
a 55-11 that c mission, . . . cannot be left out
*
!!?~.l

**^®
-T*^^* effective c- agent in medical practice.

145-15 or rehance on some other minor c".

curative
a 14&-17

152-29
156- 1

157-9
p 363-24

cure (noun)
any

348- 6
cassc and

/220-7
effecting s

t 460-21
Its

ph 174-31

p 395-23
< 445-26

of disease
pref xi- 4

S 147- 4
149- 3

t 457-31
of Sin

s 149- 4
of the sick

S 132-22
b 285-27

Principle cf
/ 219-20

rsdicttl

p 398-31

/ 218-13
223-29

p 370-15
402- 5

t 457-13
457-27

r 4S8-. 4

cure (verb)
an 101-28
s 149-21
151-22
153-21
161-27

ph 174-22
178-17
180-31
188-24
197-23

/ 208-15
221- 2
233-29
359- 3

p 366- 3
373- 5
373- 6
375-25
377- 8

378-20
392- 4
399-5
412-16
417-24
417-31
424-28

cured
771 68-19

Science, the c agent of God,
skeptical as to material c". methods.
If drugs possess . . . intelligent c qualities,
rests on Mind alone as the c Principle,
(that is, the preventive and c) arts

Ought we not, then, to approve iany c, which

to look in other directions for cause and c\

Instead of scientifically effecting a c,

and its c comes from the Immortal divine Mind,
and then to attempt its c through Mind,
and is the cause of disease rather than its c.

results in the c of disease,
its present application to the c* of disease,
as far outweighs drugs in the c of disease
Let this Principle bo applied to the c- of disease

as in the c of sin.

and condemns the c of the sick and sinning if it

and resort to matter . . . for the c of the sick.
the
not comprehending the Principle of the c,

come to the rescue, to work a radical c\

What renders . . . sickness difficult of c is,
In seeking a c" for dyspepsia
faith in the drug is the sole factor in the C".
well-authenticated records of the c
cannot . , . both c and cause disease
intending thereby to initiate the c"

the c shows that you understand this

seems to alleviate or to c disease,
remarked . . . mind can never c organic
human mind has no power to iaU or to C
and it will soon c the boil.
the very disease he is trj'ing to C,
belief is all that enables a drug toC
that chronic case is not diiEcult to C.
dissolve a tumor, or c organic disease.
What causes disease cannot c It.

would not c dyspepsia at this period.
to suppose that matter can both cause and c
adopted the Graham system to c dyspepsia.
The counter fact ... is required to c- it.

Let any clergyman try to c" his friends by
to c his patient, the metaphysician must
easier to c the most malignant disease than
easier . . , than it is to c" sin.
and you c the palsy.
Then is the time to c them through C. S.,
drilling and drugging, adopted to c" matter,To c a bodily ailment,
can matter c what matter has caused?
To prevent disease or to c it,
since it is demonstrable that the way to c-
divine Mind can c by opposite thoughts.To prevent or c scrofula

149-23
149-24
152-15
153-10
156-27,

ph 169-19
181-27
184-27
193-25
355-30

p 373-19
383- 1

389-32
398-10
400-4

cures
s 109-18
138-10

ph 179- 1

/208- 8
344-29
359- 5

p 395-10
404-27

(7 548-29

and a Christian Scientist c her.
author has c what Is termed organic disease
as readily as she has c purely functional disease,
once apparently c a case of paralysis
c" a patient sinking in the last stage of typhoid
employing no other means, and she w^ c:
aU disease is c" by divine Mind.
if they are c", they generally know it
A woman, whom I c" of consumption*
his physician claims to have c hi.Ti,
and evidenced by the sick who are c"
The fear occasioned by ignorance can be c ;
waa c- when I leame<l my way in C. S."
I c her in a few minutes.
Often he gave no name to the distemper he c*.
and therefore the disease is thoroughly c.

c- were produced in primitive Christian healing
explained his c\ which appeared miraculous
perform the sudden c of which it ia capable ;

which causes disease and c it ?
while C. S. c- its hundred
will take the same cases, and c* will follow.
The same Principle c both sin and sickness.
Both c require the same method
for it c" on a divine demonstrable Principle
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curing
p 414- 8

current
sp 97- 9
an 106- 5

p 379-22

p 648-20

currents
o 24-9
sp 99-23

ph 185-10

curse
pr 9-13
a 30-18
* 340-28

p 557-17

gl 579-17

cursed
(? 632-10
635-22
641-29

curses
g 524-27

cursing
a 20-1?

curtain
g 557-20

curve
6 282-14
282-15
282-22
283-30

cuspids
/247-6

The arguments to be used in c insanity

and the electric c swift,

push vainly against the c* running heavenward.
The so-called vital c does not affect

many general statements now c,

healing c of Truth are pointed out.

The calm, strong c" of true spirituality,
discussed . . . the earth's magnetic c

and bless them that c- us ;

Love, which blesses even those that C" it.

equalizes the sexes ; annuls the c" on man,
the c- will be removed which says to woman,
Adam. Error ; , . a c ;

Adam and his progeny were c,
c- is the ground for thy sake ;— Gen. 3 .• 17.

And now art thou c from theearth.—Gen. 4; ;i.

for God presently c the ground.

returning blessing for c, he taught mortals

and lifts the c on man as never bom

finds no abiding-place in a c",

a c finds no adjustment to a straight line.

Even though they seem to touch, one is still a C"

by calling a c a straight line

incisors, c*, biscusplds, and one molar.

custody
p 435-25

439-13

custom
pr 12-22
a 32- 7

ph 176- 7

/ 247-12

p 362-13

customary
/ 229-17

p 363- 6

cut
pref vii-24

a 27-19
s 141- 7

/ 212-11
r 474- 8

cuticle
p 382-10

cuts
p 404-18

Cutter
ph 170- 8

175-22

cutting
/ 224-19

cycles
s 135-31
b 319-13

Cyclops
s 164-2

compelled to let him be taken into C,
Health-officer had Mortal Man la c".

This common c of praying for the recovery of

Among the Jews it was an ancient c
The primitive c of taking no thought about
C', education, and fashion form the
According to the c of those days,

This c belief is misnamed material law,
as was c with women of her grade.

and to c" the rough granite,
to c down the false doctrine of pantheism,
c off the right hand and pluck out the right
a finger which had been c off for months,
worse cords than those which c the flesh.

or to remove unhealthy exhalations from the c

c down every tree that brings not forth

Did Jesus . . . less than Graham or C' ?

was not discussed according to C'

modem lash is less material . . . but It is equally
as c".

as must be the case In the c of divine light,
the infinite c of eternal existence,

the groping of Homer's C" around his cave."

D
daily

pr 4-19
17-4

a 21- 1

25-9
40-30

5 121-27

ph 179- 3

/220- 1

245- 9
b 272-20
283-28
350- 4

p 413-12
413-19
431- 6
431-29

C 557- 1

dam
6 338-15
338-21

damnation
s 150-25

damned
a 38-6

damp
ph 17fr-26

damsel
p 398-12

Dan
<7f 583-2C

dance
/ 250-28

expressed in d- watchfulness and In
Give us this day our d" bread ;

— Matt. 6/ 11.

If Truth is overcoming error in your d' walk
as he went d" about his Father's business.

pubUc worship instead of d' deeds.
besides turning </ on its own axis.

and following Christ in the d" life.

We hear it said ; "I exercise d- in the open air.

she stood d" before the window watching
It is the , . . Christianization of d' life.

We must . . . live it in d' life ;

or as very far removed from d' experience.
d' ablutions of an infant are no more natural
without scrubbing the whole surface d'.

the prisoner attended to his d' labors,
testifies : . . . I practise d' ablutions
and repeated this operation d'

it reads, a d\ or obstmction.
Here a d" is not a mere play upon words ;

predestination of souls to d* or salvation.

doctrine few to be saved, while the rest ate

!)• atmosphere and freezing snow

"D\ I Bay unto thee, arise!"— A/flrk 5:41.

definition of

goes on the d- of mortalUpon this stage
mind.

danger
belief of

p 374-23 You cannot forget the belief of d",

disease and
p 411-29 their exemption from disease and d'

great . .

t 445-27 great d' in teaching Mind-healing indiscrimi-

nately,
hopeless

p 375-28 when they are supposed to be in hopeless d*.

humanity sees
p 371-12 sick humanity s6es d" in every direction,

seen the
«p 571-14 unfaithful stewards who have seen the d'

pr 7-27 The d" from prayer is that it may

danger
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darkness
accustomed to

. , - . j u..
t 452- 9 ejes accustomed to a" are pslnecl py

amid the ,j .,. j.

sp 95-24 Led by a solitary star amid the a ,

r 479-2a D- and chaos are the imaginary opposltea

and dogma ^ . ,

/ 244-28 cast US headlong mto a- and dogma.
and doubt ,. . .

g 551-24 D- and doubt encompass thought,
and light , . .

sp 74-21 D- and light, infancy and manhood,
believe that

, , ^ ,. ,. . j. ,„

/ 215-15 sometimes led to beheve that a is

cannot see In
t 452- 8 we cannot see in d'.

conies In .^. .. ,. , .

a 42- 8 comes in d' and disappears with the light.

ap 569-17 They are dwellers still in the deep d- of belief.

vh 195- 5 Outside of dismal d' and cold silence

fall In the ^, j , i, •„ .>,„ j.
t 483- 4 and so he may stumble and fall in the a .

b 310-11 d- flees when the earth has again turned

elves piace ^ . , . i- v.
pre/ xi-13 as necessarily as d- gives place to light

Induces fear
p 371-14 D- induces fear.

Itebt and ^ . ,

ph 186-10 light and d', cannot mmgle.
b 281- 5 no more commingle than light ana fl .

f 474-32 for light and d" cannot dwell together,

ligbt destroys
sp 72-10 As light destroys a"

loses the appearsace
/ 215-18 d- loses the appearance of reality.

mateHsI
g 504-JO not implied by material d' and dawn.

obscures Ught
ff 504-29 and d* obscures light.

of error , ,

ph 191-15 chasing away the d- of error.

of vacuity . . ^ ^ -

r 480-6 there remains only the o' of vacuity
or gloom.

/ 248- 7 Instead of lapsing into d- or gloom.
salth to the , .

g 503-13 saith to the d' upon the face of error.

Science affirms
/ 215-16 Science afhrms d- to be only a

sblne In the
, ^ ,_..... .,

g 546-25 like rays of light, shine in the a ,

sblneth In ......
b 325-31 the light, "shineth in d-,— John 1 : 6.-

shining la
, . . , ^

347-21 andis theiightshimngind-,

g 556-10 Sleep la d", but God's creative mandate was,

tons from
t 459- 1 as the flower turns froin d- to light.

waHfeth In
m 56-16 pestilence that walketh in d',— PJO/. 91: fl.

irslldna: In

p 374-22 It is like walking in d'

wss upon the face
r 479-20 d- was upon the face of— Gen. 1 ; 2.

41 £03- 7 d' was upon the face of— Gen. 1 : 2.

sp 72-10 and in the place of d- all is light,
74-24 that d- can represent light,

ph 188-28 When d" comes over the earth,

b 325-31 d' comprehended it not,"— John 1 .' 5.

33*-18 "(?• . . . upon the face of^ Gcti. 1 : 2.

O 347-21 which the d- comprehends not.

p 371-17 adult must be taken out of his d",

373- 2 but are in d' as to the physical exemption which
r 475- 1 Light extinguishes the d',

a 503-27 divided the light from the d'.—Gen. 1 : 4.

504- 4 and the d- He called Night.— Gen. 1 ; 5.

504-29 contradiction of Spirit is matter, d',

511-10 to divide the light from the d' -.— Gen. 1 .• 18.

528-19 Beginning creation with d" instead of light,

539-25 "What commumon bath light with d'7— II
Cor. 6; 14.

'

^ ^ . ,..

g 546-25 though the d", . . . may deny their reality.

gl 592-21 Night. U" ; doubt ; fear.

596-20 Vallbt. Depression ; meekness ; d\
597-16^ WiLDBSNBBs. Lonellness ; doubt ; d\

Darwin
g &43-40 May not D" be right In thinking that

651-10 Mr. D- admits this, but he

Darwin's
g 547-15 D- theory of evolution
647-17 Briefly, this is £>• theory,

dai^hing
gl 593-15 muddy, foaming, and d", it is a type of error.

data
/ 246-17 Chronological d' are no part of the vast forever.

date
, ^

pref bt-12 Certain essays written at that early d"

sii- 3 Up to that d', hers was the only College of

an 104- 4 as they will be at no distant d'.

dates

an lOO- 2 first brought into notice by Mesmer ... in 1775.

1784
an 100-12 In 1784, the French government ordered the

1837 , .

an 101- 8 In 1837, a committee of mne persons was
4 0CO

pref viii-28 As early as 1852 she began to write down
1866
pref vui-26 experiences which led her, in the year 1866,

s 107- 1 In the year 1866, I discovered the Christ Scieaco

1867
pref ix-24 From 1867 until 1875, copies were,

ix-29 This was during the years 1867 and 1868.

xi-27 in Lynn, Massachusetts, about the year 1867.

f ogQ
pref lx-29 This was during the years 1867 and 1868.

pref lx-21 Her first pamphlet . . . copyrighted in 1870 :

r 465- 2 the author's class-book, copyrighted in 1870.

1875
pref ix-24 From 1867 until 1875, copies were,

X- 4 Science and Health was published in 1875.

r 465- 4 she revised that treatise for this volume in 1875.

pref . lx-22 but It did not appear in print until 1876,

1880
s 161-11 In 1880, Massachusetts put her foot on a

1881
pref xl-27 In 1881, she opened the . . . Metaphysical

CoUege
1883
pref xii- 2 No charters were granted . . . after 1883,

1S89, October 29 ^ „

pref xii-14 She closed her College, October 29, 1889,

1891
pref xll-18 preparation of the revision ... in 1891.

1899
pref xii-19 reopened the College in 1899

1907, June 10
». V. J

pref xii-20 UntU June 10, 1907, she had never

/ 237- 9 mental height their Uttle d- . . . attained.

p 398-10 To the synagogue mler's d",

daughters ^ .^ ^
g 503- 5 highest ideas are the sons and d' of God.
615-22 family name for all ideas,— the sons and d" or.

dauntless ^^. ,^
m 67- 9 even Jhe d" seaman is not sure of his safety ;

David
vh 200- 4 law of Sinai lifted thought into the song of D'.

*^fc 499_ * He the.', hath the key of D; — Rev. 3 .• 7.

gl 67^ « He that hath the key of D.—Jiec. 3 ; 7.

Davy, sir Humphry „ ^ ^
s 152-14 It is related that Sir Humphry D'

pref vil- 9 across a night of error should d* the morning
beams

a 3^-10 in the d- of a new light

sp 95-23 Midnight foretells the d*.

96-26 the light which heralds Christ's eternal d'

96-11 "The darkest hour precedes the d'.

f 246-15 should d- upon the enraptured sense

b 298- 3 They d" in faith and glow full-orbed

354-24 With the d" Truth will waken men spiritually

g 504-20 not Implied by material darkness and d'.

506-13 Thus the d' of ideas goes on,

dawned
t 457- 7 Since the divine light of C. S. first d*

dawning ^ , ,

g 546-23 . C. S. is d* upon a material age.

s 144- 7 Withdraws the star, when d- the sun's brave

vh 191-10 Principle of man d- upon human thought.

Day
b 308-25 the light of Truth and Love d- upon

a 43-10 which so illuminated the Pentecostal D;
tf 604- 3 And God caUed the Ught D.—Gen. 1 ; 6.
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day

ap 56&-17 before our God d- and night.— Rev. 12; 10.

close or
, , , _,

a 32-31 a sad supper taken at the close of a-,

each
a 21-13 gain a little each d- in the right direction,

/ 248-11 which each d' brings to a nearer tomb.

p 413-23 need not wash his little body all over each d'

every
sp 70- 1 Every d- is a mystery.
/ 233- 1 Every d' makes its demands upon us
c 2()1-16 he hobbled every d' to the theatre,

p 413-14 taking a fi.sh out of water every d'

fifth

g 513- 5 and the morning were the fifth d.— Gen. 1 .• 23.

first

g 50i- 5 and the morning were the first d\— Gen. 1 ; 5.

gl 584- 3 and the morning were the first d\"—Gen. 1 ; 5.

fourth
g 511-16 andthemoraingwerethefourthd".— Gen. 1; 19.

future
s 150-24 and will be to all others at some future d\

gala
/ 252-23 says: . . . make my short span of life ope gala o".

Ood's
gl 584- 7 This unfoldmg is God's d",

happy
o 55-17 My weary hopo tries to realize that happy d",

Its ,. . ,

sp 95-21 even human invention must have its a\
later

, .

pr 7-32 or mean to ask forgiveness at some later d\
next

ph 195-18 The next d* I saw him in the yard.
of salrattcn ^^ ^

a 39-19 now is tlii? d- of salvation,"— II Cor. 6 ; 2.

sp 93- 8 now is the d' of salvation,"— II Cor. 6: 2.

of Spirit , . . , ^ .
g 505- 1 No . . . planetary revolutions form the d* of

Spirit.
of wrath . . . ,,.„,...

6 33^15 "wrath against the d" of wrath."— Bom. 2; 5.

one
s 155-20 she would give up her medicine for one d',

g 504-22 "one d' is with the Lord as— // Pet. 3: 8.

gl 598-21 "One d' is with the Lord as— // Pet. 3; 8.

orh of
, ^ . ^ ,

ph 188-31 The human eye knows not where the orb of a' is,

189-12 when the orb of d' disappears,
^^' ^ J- .

pr 5-18 giving us strength according to our d\
pcrfecl

p S3S-29 In that perfect d' of understanding,
r 496-13 brighter "unto the perfect rf-."— Prov. i: 18.

ap 562-20 shines Unto the perfect d'"— Prov. i:. 18.

present
o 349- 4 the rabbis o£ the present d- ask

risen
pref vii- 4 ere cometh the full radiance of a risen d'

g 505- 9 and themoming were the second d'.— Gen. 1; 8.

seventh
g 519-22 And on the seventh d' God ended His— Gen. 2: 2.

519-24 He rested on the seventh d-— Gen. 2: 2.

sixth
g 518-26 and the morning v/ere the sixth d".— Gen. 1 ; 31.

some
m 69-20 .Some d- the child will ask his parent :

/ 228-14 Mortals will some d' assert their freedom
suppositional

g 533-25 but error has its suppositional d'

that
sp 95-21 we want that d' to be succeeded by C. S.,
b 292- 3 "but of that d' and hour,- Mo«. 24 ; 36.

their
a .'i2-26 speaking not for their d' only
c 264- 2 They have their d" before the permanent facts

third
s 156-23 but on the third d" she again suffered,

g 508-27 and the morning were the third d'.— Gen. I ; 13.

509- 6 he rose from the grave,— on the third d'
this

pr 17- 4 Give us this d* our daUy bread ;
— ?/Iatt. 6: 11.

s 116-15 nor do they carry the d' against physical
ph 174-13 the d- is at hand"— Rom. 13; J2.

197-iO "In thed- that thou eatest— Gen. 2; 17.

b 303-24 "Let me 50, for the d- breaketh :"— Gen. 32 ; 25.

310-11 D- may aechne and shadows fall,
r 481-18 "In the d' that thou eatcst— Gctx. 2; 17.

g 509-10 to divide the d' from the night .— Gen. 1 ; 14.

510-14 the greater Ught to rule the d",— Gen. 1 ; IP.
511- 9 and to rule over the d'— Gm. 1 ; 18.

f)20-17 in the d" that the Lord God— Gen. 2 ; 4.

627- 9 in the d' that thou eateat— Gen. 2 ; 17.

day
g 530-14 in the d' ye eat thereof,— Gen. 3 ; 5.

i>3Z- 8 "In the d' that thou eatest— Gen. 2; 17.

543-31 "In the d" that the Lord God— Gen. 2-; 4.

ap 566-10 a pillar of cloud by d" and of fire by night.
575-20 shaU not be Shut at all by d' :

— Rev. 21 ; 25.

gl 584- 1 definition of

day-dreams
sp 88- 1 In our d" we can recall

Day of Pentecost
a 47- 9 an overwhelming power as on the D: of P'.

days (see also days')
ancient

o 349- 3 As Paul asked of the unfaithfuJ. in ancient d\
Ancient of

s 146-29 as ancient as "the Ancient of d-
"— Dan. 7; 9.

and seasons
g 509-25 the d" and seasons of Mind's creation,

and years
g 509-11 and for d\ and years.

— Gen. 1 ; 14.

earthly
s 150-27 by physical conditions all his earthly d',

ph 197- 6 costs many a man bis earthly d' of comfort.

{7 536-21 "of few d", and full of trouble."— «7oi) 14 ; 1.

552-15 of few d', and full of trouble."— Job 14; 1.

bis
ph 190-23 As for man, his d- are as grass :— Psal. 103; 15.

r 476-24 "As for man, his d' are as grass :
— PsaL 103; 15.

g 530- 1 increases in falsehood and his d" become
latter

sp 83- 9 in order to escape the error of these latter d*.

b 320-31 yet in the latter d' he should stand
length of

6 283-25 demonstrated in length of d-,

of my life

ap 578-16 foUow me all the d- of my life ;— Psat. 23.* 6.

our
p 409-29 We cannot spend our d' here in ignorance at
r 487-28 lengthens our d- by strengthening our trost

seven
g 520-10 The numerals of infinity, called seren d',

six
a 21-30 After following the sun for six «,

these
g 520-12 These d" will appear as mortality disappear?,

s 107-18 the prospect of those d- in which we must say,
129-13 In those d- there will be

'

ph 175-23 man's belief in those d- was not so severe upon
p 362-13 According to the custom of those d',

ap 562- 1 John saw in those d' the spiritual idea
three

a 27-13 in three d" I [Spirit] will raise it up."—John 2 ; 19.

45-13 Three d" after his bodily burial he
b 314-15 in three d' I will raise it ux),"~John 2: IS.

r 494- 3 in three d' I [Mind] vtin— John 2 ; 19.

two
s 156-22 she could get along tv/o d" without globules ;

/ 202-17 The d* of our pilgrimage will multiply
h 333-18 without begirming of years or end of d\
g 535-23 all the d- of thy life -.—Gen. 3 ; 17.

days'
o 44- 7 His three d- work in the sepulchre

daystar
pref vii-U follow this d" of divine Science,

dead
are raised .,,.»„»

a 27- 5 the deaf hear, the d- are raised,— Luke 7 ; 22.

s 132- 7 the deaf hear, the d' are raised— MaK. II ; 5.

Lazarus from the
s 134-27 and he raised Lazarus from the d-,

taIsp^ the
m 67-22 raised the d", and commanded even the winds
b 273-26 healed the sick, and raised the d-

fftlscs the
a 33-24 raises the d- from trespasses and sins,

raise the
, ,

a 51-32 cast out evil, and raise the d".

s 137- 3 cast out evil, raise the d' ;

b 329- 8 Because you cannot . . . raise the d",

raising the ,.-.,,
a 43- 1 healing the sick, and ra:aing the d'.

b 316-29 casting out evils, . . . and raising the a-,

p 369- 9 raising the c"-, and walking over the wave.
430- 3 healing the dying and raising the a-.

so-called
sp 74-30 so-called d- and hving cannot commune

75- 3 The ao-called d', in order to reappear
75- 7 could talce no cognizance of the sc-called a\
77-28 Spiritism consigns the so-called d' to a
81- 2 between the so-called d' and the living,

a 23-15 "Faith without works is d-."—Jas.2: 20.
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de£d
a 31-14 He sittached no Importance to d" ceremonies.

34- 3 Then why ascribe this inspiration to a d- rite,

44-28 His disciples believed Jesus to be d' while ha
45-20 for they believed his body to be d\

m eo-29 and the resurrection from the d',
— Luke 20 ; 35.

sp 75-26 those livia? on the earth and those called d",

5 !I3- 7 Without this, the letter is but the d' body
13S-17 These prophets were considered d\
I&4-13 vre should not be d\

pk 1S7-29 this so-called mind then calls itself d' ;

f 2i6-) 3 Who shsU cay that man . . . may be d' to-
morrow?

228-3! excel the influence of their d' faith and
251-10 (1) that they are not d' ;

b 295-30 It further teachej that when man is d\
312- 9 People say, "Man is d' ;"
31&-29 those d' in trespasses and sins,
33i-20 I am he that livsth, and was d'— Ret. I ; 18.

o 341- * raised up Jesus from the d'— Bom. 8 .• 11.

Zil~ * He that raised up Christfrom the d'— Bom. 8 ; U.
355-10, 11 let the d' bury their d-."—Matt. 8 ; 22.

p 365-27 Unscientific methods are finding their d- level.

398- 6 and he was as one d","— RIark 9 ; 26.

393-11 synagogue ruler's daughter, whom they called d"

358-12 "she is not d". but sleepeth,"— Luke 8 ; 52.

416-21 only in mortal mind, as the d" body proves ;

427-32 its own material declaration, "I am d","
433-25 sentenced to be tortured until he is d',

r 479-16 Does that which wo call d" ever see,

deadened
a 55- 2 from a d- sense of the invisible Cod,

deadly
b 328-24 if they drink any d* thing,— Afarfc 16 : 18.

p 362- *
if they drink any d' thing,— Mark 16 .• 18.

t 458-20 Sin makes d" thrusts at the Christian Scientist

deadness
p S99-21 this d" shows that so-called mortal life

deaf
a 27- 5 the d' hear, the dead are raised,— Luke 7 : 22.

5 132- 7 d- hear, the dead are raised— Matt. 11 ; 5.

ph 183-28 heaVing to the d", voice to the dumb,
194-12 if mortal mind says, "I am d' and blind,"

/ 210-13 hearing to the d\ feet to the lame,
213-24 Beethoven, who was so long hopelessly d'.

228-25 The lame, the d\ the dumb, the blind.
o 342-25 causes the d" to hear, the lame to walk,
p 398- 2 "Thou dumb and d' spirit,— Mark 9 ; 25.
t 444-23 If . . . medical schools turn a d' ear to
r 487-11 gave . . . hearing to the d' centuries ago,

deafness
ph 194-11 not necessary to ensure d' and blindness :

r 486-29 then palsy, blindness, and d* would
deal

s 148-19 and d'— the one wholly, the other primarily
p 365-22 and d' with his patients compassionately ;

g 552- 7 hypotheses d' v/ith causation as contingent on
dealet

p 438-28 is not an importer or d' in fur,

dealing
o 349-18 in d" with spiritual ideas.
355- 4 methods of d- with sin and disease

t 446- 3 and in this way d' pitUessly with
deals

s 157- 2 C. S. d- wholly with the mental cause
p 423-15 The matter-physician d- with matter
t 453- 1 discerns and d' v/ith the real cause of disease.
g 535-10 Divine Science d- its chief blow at the

dealt
b 329- 3 will be fairly d" with ; they will be sought and
t 460-17 d" with through right aoprehension of

dear
pr 9-30 in the footsteps of our d- Master?
a 34-24 for soon their d- Master would rise

/ 253- 9 I hope, d' render, I am leading you into
o 360-13 D- reader, which mind-picture or
p 366- 1 sense of the d- Father's loving-kindness.
g 547- 6 You can prove for yourself, (P reader,

ap 573-29 Take heart, d' sufferer, for this reality
574-25 Think of this, d' reader, for it will

dear-bought
a 36-11 that he might pour his d- bounty into

54-11 liberally pour his d" treasures

dearer
/ 239-19 If divine Love is becoming nearer, d',

dearest
m 58-21 Home is the d' spot on earth.

Death
p 432-21 I am D-. I was called for,

439- 6 D- testified that he was absent

Death
p 439- 9 At this request D- repaired to the spot
439-22 his stniggies against uver-cci i~-Iaint find D\
4AO-10 a verdict delivering MortPJ Man to D'.

death
after

a 24-24 only for the presentation, after d\
35-16 hisprobation in the fiesh after d",
36- 6 sumcient suffering, either before or after d",

sp 81- 9 a continued existence after d'
b 291-24 so shail he be after d-, until
p 409-28 will not depend on it after d-.

429-21 If we live after d' and are immortal,
r 486-15 body was the same immediately after d'

and finUeness
r 469- 5 £>• and finiteness are unknown to Life.

and matter
r. 486-19 conditional upon d- and matter,

and mortality
b 295-31 resurrected from d' and mortality.

and th'3 grave
a 39-14 Jesus overcame d" and the crrave

45- 7 in his victory over d- and tne grave.
49-24 over sin, sickness, d\ and the grave.

s 137- sickness, sin, disease, d', and the grave.
an enemy

a 39-13 The Bible calls d' an enemy,
announcing the

p 383-17 mistakenly announcing the d' o* a friend,
because of

b 314- 1 no more perfect because of d*
bed cf

p 427-26 Called to the bed of d-, what material
before

ph 187-32 a body like the one it had before d'.
belief called

p 330- 3 which ends in a belief called d',
belief in

a 42- 5 The universal belief in d" is of no advantage,
b 289-22 law of mortal mind, in a belief in d'.
325- 2 he who perceives . . . loses his belief in d\

p 426-11 If the belief in d' were obliterated,
430- 8 When man gives up his belief in d".

birth and
/ 245-18 Time-tables of birth and d" are so many

birth nor
/ 2-14-24 He has neither birth nor d".

birth or
/ 205-25 Can there be any birth or d" for man,

bleeding to
p 379-10 fancied himself blesding to d",

bring fortli

p 392- 3 Only while ... sin remains can it bring forth d:
briolc cf

/ 235-22 To the tremblers on the brink of d',
brought

p 426-28 Sin brought d% and death will disappear with
g 532- 7 when eatmg its first fruits brought d- ?

called
/ 254-17 prior to the change called d',
b 290-16 If the change called d' destroyed the belief
r 487- 6 both before and after that which is called d".

ap 572-24 stage in human experience called d',
can never

sp 76-29 D- can never hasten this state of
caused the

p 379-17 Oxford boys, who caused the d" of a man,
cessaclon of

ap 573-27 conscious, here and now, of a cessation of d\
decay, and

g 544- 7 Birth, decay, and d" arise from the
decreed the

ap 565-10 Herod decreed the d' of every male child
deny

• 5 113-19 Life, God, omnipotent good, deny d",
despair and

p 433-15 a look of despair and d* settles upon it.

destroyed by his
a 50-24 and that allevidence .. .wasdestroyedby his d'a

destroying
/ 210- 8 casting out evils, and destroying d*,

dew of
ph 193- 9 The dew of d" was on his brow.

discord and
s 124-10 and holding fast to discord and d".

/ 224-10 life and oeaee instead of discord and d'.
disease and

(see disease)
disease, nor

s 140-27 causeth no evil, disease, nor d'.

p 368-22 disease, nor d" can be spiritual,
disease, sin, and

sp 78- 3 like the discords of disease, sin, and d',
b 275-29 such as matter, disease, sin, and d',

p 412-15 and to destroy disease, sin, and d'.
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death
dream of

p 427-20 dream of d- must be mastered by Mind
429-17 Mortals waken from the dream of d"

eDd In
6 331- 5 subject to their limitations and would end In d\

ends In
, . . ^ , ^

b 307-16 false sense of an existence which ends in O".

309-29 such so-called life always ends in d'.

error and ^ ^
a 44- 1 must seal the victory over error and d',

g 539-10 such as evil, matter, error, and d't

evidence of
gl 5S4-15 Any material evidence of d- is false,

experience of
6 291-10 belief in the experience of d-

faith In
p 426-23 The relinquishment of all faith in d'

fear of
gl 596-25 destroy . . . the fear of d\

foundations of
ph 171-16 destroying the foundations of d\

frighten Into
sp 79- 4 error that tends to frighten into a*

has no dominion
o 347- 7 all is Life, and d- has no dominion.

hastening to

sp lir- 7 belief that we are . . . hastening to a\
health-laws, and

p 413-27 illusions about disease, health-laws, and d\
Ignominy and

an 105-27 down to the depths of ignominy and d-.

Illusion of
/ 251- 9 In the illusion of d\ mortals wake to the
r 493-29 awakened Lazarusfromthedream, illusion, of d',

Instantaneous
p 377-16 has caused what is termed instantaneous d\

Instant of
b 290-24 which possess us at the instant of d'

Instead of
/ 253-30 which is the law of Life instead of d\
p 435-14 and life instead of d'.

Interval of
gl 598-27 would bridge over . , . the interval of d\

Is not the result
r 486-12 D- is not the result of Truth

Is swallowed up
s 164-28 D- is swallowed up in victory"— I Cor. 15; 54.

r 496-27 D' is swallowed up in victory."— I Cor. 15; 54.

Is the Illusion

p 428- 3 Life is real, and d- is the illusion.

Jesus*
a 24-23 Does spiritualism find Jesus' d- necessary

Jesus overcame
o 39-14 Jesus overcame d- and the grave

life and
(see life)

Life destroys
h 339- 2 Divine Life destroys d'.

Life over
p 406-23 Life over d', and good over evil,

master of
6 316-19 proved that Truth was the master of d'.

matter and
6 289-29 Matter and d' are mortal illusions.

must be overcome
sp 76-30 for d' must be overcome, not submitted to,

never see
sp 70- * he shall never see d-.— John 8 ; 51.

f 217-13 he shall never see d- !"— John 8 ; 51.

p 428- 8 he shall never see d\"— John 8; 51.

429-32 he shall never see d\"— John 8; 51.

438- 7 he shall never see d\— John 8 ; 51.

no
.
b 288-26 no birth, no material life, and no d".
331-16 all is. Life, and there is no d'.

p 387- 2 and know that there is no d'. .

426-13 understanding obtained that there is no d',
428- 1 "There is no a', no inaction,
429- 3 by the understanding that there is no d',

no partaersbip with
/ 243-27 Life has no partnership with d".

no reality In
p 427- 9 learning that there is no reality in d*,

not
r 485-18 Not d', but the understanding of Life,

not subject to
sp 74- 2 spiritual life which is not subject to d*.
b 288-25 that Life is not subject to d" ;

not the
b 271-24 the eternal life, not the d- of Jesus,
296-11 not the d- of organic matter,

of these errors
6 290-25 but endure until the d" of these errora.

OTercome
p 427-18 If man la never to overcome d', why do the

death
ovensomos

b 289-15 Truth, overcame end still overcomes d"
315-24 heals sickness, and overcomes d'.

persecuted unto
s 134- a were so often persecuted unto d',

physical
an 101-25 lead to moral and to physical d'.

power of
r 473-15 and destroying the power of d".

power over
a 26-25. and of his demonstration of power over d'.

punishable with
p 431-10 this offence is deemed punishable with d'.

£>unlshed with
p 432-15 treated as a criminal and punished with d\

regarding
sp 79- 6 changing the patient's thoughts regarding d".

resort to
b 306- 4 and then resort to d- to reproduce

resulted in the
o 342-32 if their treatment resulted in the d" of a patient

resulting In
gl 591-10 Matter. . . . life resulting in d',

second
sp 77-12 "the second d' hath no power."— Rev. 20; 8.

b 290-14 the second d" hath no power."— Rev. 20 ; 6.

seemed to be
a 46-21 unchanged . . . after what seemed to be d'

[seeming]
a 45-11 by the [seeming] d- of His Son,— Rom. 5; 10.

sentence of
p 433-19 the solemn sentence of d- upon the prisoner.

436- 3 for which Mortal Man is under sentence of d*.
436-33 pronounced a sentence of d' for doing right.

shadow of
ap 578-11' valley of the shadow of d",— Psal. 23 ; 4.

gl 596-22 valley of the shadow of d,— Psal. 23; 4.

shall not see
6 325- 1 "He . . . shall not see d'."— see John 11 ; 26.

shame and
a 52-16 putting to shame and d- the best man that

shuts the door on
sp 90-26 This conviction shuts the door on d',

sickness and
(see sickness)

sickness, sin, and
(see sickness)

sickness, sin, nor
p 381-18 In . . . Love there is no sickness, sin, nor d;

sickness, sin, or
t 463-23 manifested in forms of sickness, sin, or d'

sla and
(see sin)

sin, disease, and
(see sin)

sin, disease, or
/ 253-17 overcome the belief in sin, disease, or d\
253-26 Do not believe in . . . sin, disease, or d',

p 380- 9 the demands of sin, disease, or d-.

sin or
s 125-19 cannot be controlled by sin or d\

sin, sickness, and
(see sin)

ap 567- 8 there is no error, no ain, sickness, nor d*.

sin, sickness, or
r 472-27 the only reality of sin, sicV.ness, or d" ia

gl 585-21 before it accepts sin, sickness, or d' ;

so-called
b 291- 3 suppositions. . . that the so-called d' of the body

sorrow and
/ 203-30 waves of sin, sorrow, and d- beat in vain.

spiritual
6 310-24 and spiritual d" is oblivion.

sting of
r 496-20 "The sting of d- is sin ;— / Cor. 15; SO.

stung to

ap 569-26 The dragon is at last stung to d*

submissive to
6 314-31 submissive to d' as being in supposed accord

suffering, and _ .

/ 219-30 from the belief in sin, suffering, and d*

supposed ^ ,

gl 598-11 In the record of Jesus' supposed d-, we read :

supposition that
p 387-21 supposition that d' comes m obedience to

termed
v. . . j j

sp 92- 8 decomposition ... in what is termed d'.

b 290- 4 before what is termed d- overtakes mortals,

gl 595-20 continues after, what is termed d', until

p/i 177-28 does human bel.«f, you ask, cause this d-?

b 312- 9 but thisd- is the departure ol a mortal's mind,
tree of

g 627-18 the tree of d- to His own creation?
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death
triamphlog orep

/ 232-19 heaJiDg the sick and triumphing over d'.

triumph orer
a 54-16 and triumph over d" through Mind,

triumphs over
a 25-16 casts out error, and triumphs over d".

31-22 the divine Principle which triumphs over d*.

oltlmates In

gl 580-17 Life's counterfeit, which ultimates in d- ;

untU
m 6S-12 "until d' do us part."

unto the
ap 568-19 loved not their lives unto the d- — Ret. 12; 11.

vanish In
g 555-30 which seemed to vanish in d'

victory over
a 35-15 They celebrate their Lord's victory over d',

45- 7 in his victory over d' and the grave.
p 427-21 shall obtain the victory over d" in proportion

violent
a 47-29 each one came to a violent d" except

Trarnins people against
sp 7*- 3 Warning people against d' is an error

was occasioned
s 15&- 9 d' was ocasloned, not by the ether,

we call

sp 82-20 as before the change we call d',

ph 172- 9 if man passes? through what we call d"

we find „ , ,

c 260-32 If we look to the body ... for Life, we find d-
;

win be found
a 42- 6 D' will be found at length to be a

will be obsolete
sp 90-13 and d" will be obsolete,

will disappear
p 42^28 d' will disappear with the disappearance of sin.

will oceur
sp 77- 9 D- will occur on the next plane of existence

sp

31-24
39-11
39-15
47-29
73-23
90-14

S 108-25
113-20
115-24
119-20
151-17

ph 172-10
186-25.

196-9
/ 202-20
203-24
206-21
216-25
219-1
221-13
239-28
244-19.
250-31
251-24

C 255-18
* 289-18
291-23
292-10
2S3-10
304-6
304-14
306-3
303-5
312-13
3i2-19
360-28

p S86-18
407-27
409-Sl
428-18
426-31
427-7

427-13
427-19
43.3-30

434-29
f 481-14
483-15
43G-I7
487-4

g 522-30

ff/5Si-9
633- 2

59i-U

the Lord's d- till he come."— / Cor. 11 .• 26.

causes mortals to regard d' as a friend.
To him, therefore, d' was not th3 threshold

except St. John, of whose d" we have no record.
beUef that spirit ... is freed by d',

some insist that d- is the necessary prelude to'

called error, sin, sickness, disease, d',
'

sin, evil, d', deny good, omnipotent God,
hatred, revenge, sm, sickness, disease, d'.

or prostrates m d- the child at prayer,
Mortal belief says that d' has
and d- is the Rubicon of spirituality?
If d" is as real as Life, immortality is a myth.
Sin alone brings d', for sin is the only
true way leads to Life instead of to 2',

£>• is not a stepping-stone to Life,
and then taWng it away by d' ?

while health v/ould seem the exception, d" the
sorrow, sin, d', will be unknown,
informed him that d' was indeed his only
it is discordant and ends in sin, sicloiess, d'.

If man flickers out in d"

reveals Life as not being' at the mercy of d',
the healer of sin, disease, d\
The senses represent ... d- as irresistible,

what appears to the senses to be d- is but
As d- findeth mortal man, so shall he be. . . until
belief that . . . Life be controlled by d".

The d- of a false material sense and of sin,
"Neither d", nor life,

— Rom. 8: 38.

can never produce-mind nor life' result In d".

They would first make life result inrd*,-

taught them how d* was to be overcome
you say that matter has caused his d".
Mortals claim that d* is Inevitable ;

the Jews put to d- the Galilean Prophet,
same grief that the friend's real d* would bring.
and brings . . .. Life not d", into
£>• wUl not "make us harmonious and Immortal
are not saved from sin or sickness by d',
human concepts named' matter, d', olsease.
If man believes In d" now, he must disbelieve

in it .

/)• is but another ph9se of the dream,
that shall be destroyed is d-"— / Cor. 15: 28.

to prepare the frightened sense . , . for d'.
not proved "worthy of d\ or— Acts 25: 31.

declaring existence to be at the mercy of d".
If d' restores sight, sound, and strength
If . . . then d' is not an enemy
never attainable through d-, but gained by
Does Life, Truth, and Love produce d-j
definition of
revenga ; sin ; sickness ; d; ;

Mattbb. Mythology ; . . . d' In life j

death
gl 592-10

. .59.5- 6

deathless
a 2S-13

44— 9
m 69-16

sp 72- 6

/ 203-22
C 266-29
6 335-32

p427- 9
r 487- 3
487-28

ff 509- 3
534-5

DECAY

Mortal Mivd. . . . sin ; sicknes."? ; d'

Tarf.s. . . .sin; sickness; disea.^6; d-

the divine Principle of the d" Christ,
He proved Life to be d"

and of man d' and perfect
would disappear to mortal sense, would De a'.

tiiat the d- Principle, or Soul,
Man is d'. spiritual.
The Ego is d- and limitless,
since the truth of being is d\
Life is d'. Life is the origin and
trust in the d' reality of Life,
the d- Life, or Mind,
to manifest the d" man of God'a creating.

death-pallor
ph I93r-ll its d- gave place to a natural hue.

death-process
b 289-20 to . . . the real universe there is no d:

death-sentence
ph 198- 4 as a criminal hears his d\

death-valley
s 108-20 within the shadow of the d".

debarred
m 64-14

p362- 7

debars
p 366- 8 d" him from giving drink to the thirsty

debased
/ 235-16
h 31&-10

debate
p 434- 8 After much d* and opposition,

debauched
s 136-21 That a wicked king and d- husband

debauchee
a 52-30 The bigot, the d-, the hypocrite,

debility
p 442-10

debris
&289-2

debt
pr 4-7
a 22-31

23-4
p 363-24

debtors
pr 17- 6
p363-ia

debts
pr 11-2

17-6.
decadence

/ .244-30

Decalogue
S 112-31
r 489-14

A wife is sometimes d'
Heedless of the fact that she was d'

while the d' and unscrupulous mind,
all that is material, untrue, selfish, or d',

all sallowness and d- had disappeared,

can never rise from the temporal d* . . unta

our proper d' to him and the only worthy
Mercy cancels the d' only when justice
One sacrifice, ... is insufficient to pay the d"

Why did he thus summarize her d"

as we forgive our d".— Matt. 6: \2.

He described two d", one for a large sum

"Forgive us our d*,"— Matt. 6: 12.

And forgive us our d',
— Matt: 6 ; 12.

pictures age as helplessness and d\

commandment in the Hebrew D\
it breaks all the conamands of the Mosaic D'

decapitates
c 266- 3 sword of Science, with which Truth a' error,

decay
age and

/ 247-30

age or
/ 247-14

and death
0544-7

shining resplendent and eternal over age and d'.

Immortality, exempt from age or d;

Birth, d', and death arise from the
and'dlssolutlon

g 550-18 d", and dissolution as Its component stages
discord and

6 280-2
r 468-18

(7 503-24
laws of

/ 244-14

Symbols and elements of discord and d*
eternal and incapable of discord and d\
creates no element nor symbol of discord and d*.

beasts and vegetables,— subject to laws of d".

maturity, and
s 124-18 represented as subject to growth, maturity, and

d',

ph 190-14 Human birth, growth, maturity, and d-

/ 244-13 Man undergoing birth, maturity, and d*

matnrtty, nor
6 310-31 neither growth, maturity, nor d- In SouL

not subject to
ph 200t13 and not subject to d* and dust.

m 6.6-13 when these d'. Love propagates anew the
68-11 and scatters love's petals to d".

b 305-28 not subject to birth, growth, maturity, d:
318-12 and doom all things to d\
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germinateg in eges and must d"

the material seed must d"

The d- flower, the blighted bud,
upper and lower teeth without a d' cavity.

the one unused talent d' and is lost,

corpse, deserted by thought, is cold and d",

somebody, . . must have known the d"

her sister testified that the d" protested

pride, envy, d', hatred, revenge,
and to overcome d' with honesty.
To talk the right and live the wrong is foolish d\

Animal in propen.sity, d' in sentiment,
the testimony of the d" senses,
d" person should not be a nurse.

it is wise not to try to d' ourselves
material sense, . . . would d" the very elect.

or is said to be d'

awful unreality by which he has been d'.

d' by your attorney. False Belief,
subtle degree of evil, d" and deceiving.

hed- himself."— GoZ.
d- the whole world :-

6:3.
Rev. 12 ; 9.

decay
551-30

decayed
p 395-25 a tumor, a cancer, or d' lungs,

decaying
sp 7S- 1

/ 247- 9

decays
b 323-18

p 429-11

decease
s 164-18 The seeming d, caused by a

deceased
sp 81-32
s 159- 3

deceit
s 11&-22

p405- 8
< 448-31

deceitful
/ 252-21

p395- 4
395-17

deceive
pr 8-16
c 266-23

deceived
/213-3
b 33»-17

p440- 8
I 451-26

deceiver
/ 213- 3 Whoever contradicts this ... is called a d

deceivetli
o 345-27

ap 567-15

deceiving
/ 451-26 subtle degree of evil, deceived and d'

deception
in 59-25

/ 207- 9

deceptive
an 101-27 this appearance is d'. since

decide
a 50- 3

ph 195-11

p 392-21
t 463-21

decided
ph 176-29

/ 221- 5

p 374- 1

432-29
441- 5

« 453-12

decides
p 385-20

418-19
435-24
441-19
441-25

deciding
ph 181- 2 Before d" that the body matter, is disordered,

decision
o 48-29

/ 216-22

p 380-13
389- 2

437-19

decisions
s 139-15
6 304-26

p 392-22
440-30

Declaration
an 106- 6 C. S. has its D* of Independence.
s 161-16 that immortal sentiment of the Z>',

declaration
o 361-13 This d' of .lesus, under.=!tood, conflicts not

that remarkable d" to the woman.
Thought will waken from its own material d'

Christianity will demonstrate this d'

What would be thought of the d' that a
Here is the emphatic d" that God creates all

This opposite d\ . contradicts the
Eve's d", "I have gotten a man— Gen. 4: 1.

even the d' from heaven, supreme harmony.

for d" is fatal to happiness.
evil is the awful d" and unreality of existence.

Who shall d- what truth and love are?
The point for each one to d" is,

If you that climate is unhealthy.
To d' qmckly as to the proper treatment of

Hence d' tvpes of acute disea.se
he d- that his diet should be more rigid,
which mortal mind has d" upon as essential
he d' at once that the prisoner should die.
He also d" that the plamtiff, Personal Sense,
I have never witnessed so d' effects from

Mind d- whether or not the flesh shall
and to wjiatever d- its type and symptoms,
d" what penalty is due for the sin,

Spirit d' in favor of Man and against Matter.
Supreme Bench d' in favor of intelligence,

his awful d' against human rights and
If the d- were left to the corporeal senses,
d' which the defendant knows will be
If this d- be left to C-'. S.,

I ask that the Supreme Court reverse this d'.

The d' by vote of Church Councils
Left to the d- of material sense.
Your d" will master you,
the just and equitable d' of divine Spirit

p 363-22
427-31

T 466-29
478- 9

p 520-23
526- 6
538-30

ap 573-14

declare
prcf vii-25

n 50- 3
m 69-24
s 163- 8

ph 174-26
181-14

/ 243-29
b 268- *

286-17
287-21
307- 9

318- 6

320-30
330-19
3,31-14

p 373-17
376-10
381-18
386- 8

391-25
397-17
397-22
400-30
439-27

r 466-28

g 519-17
525-25
526-17
539-16
546-11

ap 569-24

gl 596- 9

declared
m 64-19
5 133- 6

137-19
162-32
163- 5

ph 165- 2

/ 234-28
h 280-17
303-32
320- 3

338-27
352- 5
.361-13

p 437-25

9 522-16
525-17

declares
s 124-28
141-20
151-26

ph 169-19
173-17

/ 220- 9

b 307- 7

317- 7

320-17
335-10

O 347- 4

p 391-17
393-25
414-21
414-23
429-12

r 475- 1

476- 3

477-12
480-26
485- 4

g 507-23
522-29
523- 4
526- 4
528- 2
544-29
548-29
551-29

declaring
• a 19-12

ph 180-18

/ 206-23
229-13

o 352-20

p 364-11
439-26

t 447-28
r 481-14

g 522-24
528-21

decline
6 310-11

Future ages must d' what the pioneer has
"Who shall d" his generation?"— /ya. 53; 8.

or do you d' that Spirit is infinite,
said : "I d' my conscientious opinion,
Why d' that the body is diseased.
It is foolish to d' that you
because they d" nothing except God.
d' we unto you,— / John 1 ; 3.

The Scriptures d' all that He made to be good,
Scriptures d" that man was made in God's
It says : . . . I d' that God makes evil miuda
Scriptures d' that God niade all,

as if Job intended to d-

God is what the Scriptures d' Him to be.
Scriptures also d' that God is Spirit.
Scriptures also d\ through the ex.alted thought
invalid, wiiom you d' to be wasting away
Scriptures d" that we live, move, and
So long as mortals d- that certain states of the
Disease has no intelligence to d' it.self

D' that you are not hurt and understand. why,
which the Scriptures d" Him to be.

Scriptures plainly d" the baneful influence of
Our higher statutes d" you all,
Science will d' God aright.
How shall we d' Him, till,

The corporeal senses d' otherwise ;

the Scriptures d' that He created all.

Scriptures d' that God condemned this lia
Has God no Science to d" Mind,
Scriptures d' that evil is temporal.
Him d' I unto you."— Acts 17: 23.

when he d" that in the resurrection
centurion of whose faith Jesus himself d",
The Messiah is what thou hast d\
He d' that "it is impossible to calculate the
d' himself "sick of learned quackery
Evil d" that eating this fruit would
Jesus d' that to look with desire on
Moses d' as Jehovah's first command
d" that nothing could alienate him from God,
Christ plainly d', "I am the way,— John 14.- 6.

Jehovah d' the ground was accursed ;

Our Master d' that his material body
Jesus Christ is not God, as Jesus himself d',

They d' that C. S. v/as overthrowing
this state of things is d' td be temporary
In the Gospel of John, it is d" that

d' that they belong wholly to divine Mind,
The Bible d' that all believers are
rriust be put off, as St. Paul d\
d' that all disease is cured by divine Mind.
Anatomy d' man to be structural.
Instinct is better ... as even nature d'.

d" that there is more than one intelligence
Whosoever . . . d" best the power of C. S.,
Here the original text d' plainly the
for, as the Bible d\ without the Logos,
C. S. d- that whatever is mortal or discordant
Injustice d" the absence of law.
When Jesus d" that "the light of— Afatt.d: 22.

d", "The Lord He is God— Deut. 4; 35.

C. S. d- that Mind is substance.
Science d- that man is su'oject to Mind.
Scripture d- tliat there is "no night— Rev. 22 .• 5.

which d' that man begins in dust or
d' ttie corporeal .senses to be . . . illusions.
Bible d' : "All things were made by— John 1 . 3.

d- that Mind, not matter, sees, hears, feels,
'The scientific divine creation d'

Scripture . . d' God's work to be finished.
and finally d" that God knows error
more scientific record of creation d'

the record d' that God has already created man,
It d" mind to be in and of matter,
Agassiz d' . '. "Certain animals,
error d' that the material seed must

d" precisely what would destroy sicknes?,

by d' disease to be a fixed fact,
d" that His work w.as finished.
d- Him good in one instance and evil in another.
increasing children's fears by d' pho.sts to be
and d' the absohition of the penitent..
meanwhile d' Disease to be God's servant
by d' there is no sickness,"
d- existence to be at the mercy of deatn,
d' this material creation false.

and d' what great things error has done.

Day may d* and shadows fall,
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o 355-17 popular religion, d" to admit that

declining
/ 246-13 Manhood is . . . undimmed by a a" sun.

decomposed ^ ^ . ^ . ^.

p 420-15 affirms . . . that it must be buried and a

decomposition , ^ ,u
so 92- 7 the d- of mortal bodies in what is termed death.

p 373-24 The inflammation, d', or deposit will abate.

425-10 tubercles, hemorrhaffe, and d- are beliefs,

T 488-26 not at the mercy of organization and a',

decree
a 32-14 he bowed in holy submission to the divine d*.

p 440-20 You cannot trample upon the d' of the

decreed
/ 221-19 He learned . . . that God never d- disease,

ap 565-10 Herod d' the death of every male chad

decrees
s 118-30 they contradict the divine d"

/ 229-28 should not if we could, annul the d' of

p 381- 3 Ignorant of . . . we submit to unjust (f.

435-11 The law of our Supreme Court d' that

441-18 the d- of the Court of Error in favor of Matter,

decrepitude
/ 245-30 plain that d- la not according to law,

decries
o 342- 8 He that d- this Science

dedicated ^ ^ „ ^ , ,, .,

gl 596- 7 d- "to the unknown Cod. —Acts 17 ; 23.

deduced _, ,
s 120-25 Any conclusion pro Or con. d' from
6 288- 7 from which may be d: all rationality.

274- 8 d- from the evidence of the material senses.

deducible , . , .

prcf viii-20 the response d' from two connate facts,

deducing
c 259-32 D' one's conclusions as to man

deductions . . ...
b 273- 7 D from material hypotheses are not scientinc.

(7 553-16 why are his d' generally material?

deed

p 440-15 what greater justificalion can any d' have,

criminal .^^ . . .
, ..»

p 435- 4 Has the body . . . committed a crimmal d 7

crood

p 435-15 trampling on Laws of Health, this was a good d',

435-12 Laying down his life for a good d",

a 45- 8 Jesus' d" was for the enlightenment of men

o 343- 3 and for provmg my word by my d

tbougiit and
, ^ •,, , ,

a 19-18 every good thought and d", will help. us

9? 595-15 holiness and purification of thought and d'.

word or
, ^ »i,m 59-21 how slight a word or d" may renew the

/ 205-19 some word or d' which indicates the true idea,

\

a 31-17 to all who follow him in d-. j > .t,

/ 203-16 man tlie image of his Maker in d' and m tnitn.

deeds
be^t'

p 385-11 penalty which our beliefs would attach to our
best d".

daliy . . j ., .

a 40-30 public worship instead of daily d".

cood
VT 4-5 patience, meekness, love, and good d'.

a 41-27 his apostles still went about doing good d",

p 435-12 but good d' are immortal, bringing joy
436- 2 he was an eye-witness to the good d'

440-10 Good d- are transformed into crimes,

bis
a 26-26 proved by his d- that C. S. destroys sickness,

c 262- 8 the old man with his d',"— Col. 3 : 9.

6 295- 9 The old man with his d' must be put off.

o 350-12 His words were the offspring of his d',

of kindness
p 384- 8 for honest labor, or for d" of kindness,

of violence , . . ^.

an 105- 4 to prevent d' of violence or to punish them.
our

354-21 If our words fail to express our d',

p 359-10 All these d' manifested Jesus' control

the very
p 436-29 the very d' which the divine law compels

wlclced
b 314-12 material views were the parents of their wicked

deeds
without

354-19

pr 1-14
o354r-)0

p 430- 4

deem
6 28.3-19

p 441-10

deemed
s 158-10
6 338-19

p 376- 8
431-10

g 525-28
550-27

deems
ap 574-29

deep
pr 12-13
5 125-27

129-22

ph 184-30
6 307- 1

338-18
r 479-20

(?503- 7

528-10
646-21
556-18

ap 569-17
570-21

deepen
sp 99-25

deepens
3 523- 4

deeper
6 329-29

deeply
pr 7-10
s 161-30
/ 4.53-28

deep-lying
prcf xii-15

defaced
/ 227-28

defeat
s 122- 5

/ 239-13
o 357-32

p 390-31
422-32

< 446-18

defeats
a 39-29

defence
a 48-18

/235- 3

o 343-23

p 434-21
440-33

defend
p 377-29

387-31
r 445- 2

451-22

defendant
p 380-12

380-13
430-21

defending
o 348-21

defiance
a 43-25

ph 168-21

/228- 1

342- 9

deficiency
p 388-16

deficient
p 366-13

defies
an 105-9

defile
an 100- *

defileth
ap 577-26

Inconsistency ia shown by words without d'.

"before they take form in words and in d\
find their immortality in d",

must put off itself wiih its d",

and d' this the manifestation of the one Life,

plea of False Behef we d' unworthy of

This was d' progress in medicine ;

dust was d' the agent of Deity
diseases d' dangerous sometimes come from
this offence is d" punishable with death.
death must be d' as devoid of reaUty
Amalgamation is d" monstrous

which your suffering sense d' wrathful

d' and conscientious protests of Truth,
dominion over the atmosphere and the great d'.
We must look d" into realism
The inspirations were d" and natural.
the Adam-dream, tiie d" sleep,

upon the face of the d-,"— Gen. 1 ; 2.

upon the face of the d-."— Gen. 1 ; 2.

upon the face of the d'.— Gen. 1 ; 2.

caused a a- sleep to fall upon Adam,— Gfn. 2 ; 21«

for they contain the d" divinity of the Bible.
the d' sleep which fell upon Adam?
are dwellers still in the d' darkness of belief.

the d- waters of chaos and old night.

spirituality, . . . must d' human experience,

mist of obscurity . . . d' the false claim.

the d' the error into which mortal mind

Looking d' into these things, we find

looked as d" for ca,use and effect

impresses more d' the wrong mind-picture.

with a d- conviction that the next two years

and d- the tablet of your being.

great facts of Life. . . . d- this triad of errora,

success in error is d' in Truth.
Can matter . . . d' omnipotence?
to d' the passage of an inhuman law.
This mental state invites d\
A wrong motive involves d\

attended with doubts and d- as well as triumphs.

and chose not the world's means of d"

if virtue and truth build a strong d'.

would it not be well to abandon the d".

and opens the argument for the d- :

Here the counsel for the d" closed,

a fear that Mind is helpless to d' fnc

faith and understanding whereby to d' himself;

students to d- themselves against sin,

in order to d' himself from the mfluence of

as though the d' should argue for the plaintiff

decision which the d- knows will be

Mortal Man is the d"

d- the supposed rights of disease,

acting under spiritual law in d- of matter
in d- of what is called material law,

and in d" of all material conditions,

and in d" of the direct command of Jesus,

a d- or an excess, a quality or a quantity.

is d" in human affection,

d- justice and is recommended to mercy.

ihe things which d- a man.— MaU. 15: 20.

"d-, ... or maketh a Ue."— Rev. 21 : 27,
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define ^. ^ _,

SB 81-25 so-called laws of matter, which a- man as

s 148-13 anatomy and theology d' man as

ph 173-24 physiology, phrenology, do not d' the
b 278-29 We d- matter as error, because it is the
318- 5 Corporeal senses tf diseases as realities ;

T 485- 1 If error is necessary to d' or to reveal

gl 59fr- 3 Paganism and agnosticism may d' Deity as

defined
a &t- 3 Out of . . his pure affection, he d' Love
s 117-30 which he d' as human doctrines.

129-11 Pantheism may be d' as a belief in the

p 408-12 distinctly d" instances of the baneful
I 460- 3 Ontology is d' as "the science of

g 507- 7 Without natures particularly d\
517- 6 may be d" as a mortally mental attempt
554-20 Jesus d" this opposite of God and His creation

defines
an 103- 4 d' it as dishonesty and craftiness.

ph 191-25 Physical sense d' mortal man as based on matter,

/ 205- 2 Material-sense d' all things materially,

p 410- 5 d- everlasting life as a present knowledge of

r 488-17 d' these so-called senses as mortal beliefs,

defining
p 441- 1 comprehending and d' all law and evidence,

definite
pref ix- 8 the tongue voices the more d- thought,

s 147-26 but he left no d- rule for

/ 206-22 The Scriptures are d' on this point,

p 410-20 Here is a d" and inspired proclamation of C. S.

definitely
g 523-29 after which the distinction is not d" traceable.

definition
s 114- 6 spiritually unscientific d- of mind
c 257- 3 then all is Mind ; and this d" is scientific.

6 270-20 establish the d' of omnipotence,
302-14 Continuing our d" of man,
338-25 The dissection and d' of words,

p 421- 6 the true d' of all human belief in ill-health,

g 517- 2 d" has been wealcened by anthropomorphism.
gl 579- 2 material d" of a Scriptural word

definitions
a 23-22 two d", trustfulness and trustworthiness
S 118-26 The d' of material law, as given
118-28 these d' portray law as physical,

deflection
g 502-11 This d' of being, rightly viewed,

deflections
sp 78- 4 changing d' of mortal mind ,

b 305-20 the <r of matter as opposed to the Science of

defonned
s 160-25 If muscles can cease to act . . be d" or

p 418-30 tubercles, inflammation, pain, d' joints,

deformity
ph 178-13 Perhaps an adult has a d"

/ 244- 2 He does not produce moral or physical d" ;

244- 2 therefore such d- is not real,
248-24 the angular outline and d" of matter models.

c 263-13 forming d" when he would outline grace
defraud

c 263-11 Carnal beliefs d* U8.

defrauds
r 489-13 Corporeal sense d' and lies ;

defying
ap 564-23 uncover Its own crime of d" immortal

degenerating
g 545- 5 material man was fast d'

degrade
/ 235-18 will d' the characters it should Inform

degree
first

s 115-20 First D- : Depravity.
p 433-17 "Guilty of liver-complaint in the first d\"

433-21 guilty of benevolence in the first d",

blgtaest
s 193-16 are in the highest d* uncertain ,

ap 564-18 the highest d" of human depravity
llmrted

b 313-28 was possessed only in a limited d"

second
s 115-25 Second D' : Evil beliefs disEvppearing.

sinaU
r 492- 8 knowledge of this, even in small d',

some
a- 37-24 It is possible, . to follow in some d'

mbtle
t 451-26 especially any subtle d' of evil,

sufQclent
I 454-14 H<?, who understands in a sufQcient d'

degree
their

1 457-16 both sides were beautiful according to their i' ,

third
3 11&- 1 Third D- : Understanding.
11&- 4 In the third d- mortal mind disappears.

s 153- 1 frequently attenuated to such a d' that

ph 189-16 it is as truly mortal mind, according to its d',
b 337-1(1 man is in a d' as perfect as

p 407-19 and ascend a d- in the scale of health,
t 454- 6 The understanding, even in a d",

degrees
pref L\-31 d' by which she came at length to its solution ;

s 113— 5 but its spirit comes only in small d".

/233- 9 is seen and acknowledged only by d".

h 297-25 Human thoughts have their d" of comparison.
327-31 by d- he wiU learn the nothingness of the

p 407-30 .Ail sin is insanity in different d'

deific
6 334-24 but undying in the d' Mind.
336-22 else God would . . . lose the d- character,

r 482- 7 where the d' meaning is required.
g 513- 2 for the claim usurps the d" prerogatives
513-12 the motions and reflections of d* power
514- 1 could not by simulating d" power

ap 576-29 not yet elevated to d- apprehension

deify
/ 251-31 and d" their own notions,

deities
g 524- 5 and in a thousand other so-called d'.

Deity
allness of

c 267- 6 The allness of D' is His oneness.
a national

a 41-31 enough' for them to believe in a national D" ;

and humanity
g 555-22 of both D' and humanity.

applied to
s 116-26 person and personal . , . when applied to D\
345- 1 word Spirit is so commonly applied to D',

authority of
357-14 the creativeness and authority of D',

being and
g 554- 7 being and D' are inseparable.

conception of

g 555-24 and set aside the proper conception of D',
conceptions of

pr 3-17 How empty are our conceptions of D- 1

constitute
g 516- 5 Truth, and Love, which constitute D',

define

gl 596- 3 Paganism and agnosticism may define D' as
explains

g 545- 1 Error . . explains D' through mortal and
faith In

s 146- 7 faith in drugs the fashion, rather than faith iQ
D\

hieroglyphs of
/ 240- 7 The floral apostles are hieroglyphs of D'.

humanlzatlon of
g 517- 3 anthropomorphism, or a humanization of D\

human sense of
ap 576-31 human sense of D' yields to the divine sense,

Idea of
6 339-21 has yielded to a more spiritual idea of D\
g 517-14 for Love imparts the clearest idea of D'.

loves ^
r 481- 9 Through . . man comprehends and loves D'.

misconceptions of
sp 94-13 the misconceptions of D' there prevalent.

name for
6 332- 4 Father-Mother is the name for D-,

perfection of
g 546- 8 error would dethrone the perfection of D'.

seal of
g 511-11 divine Science, which is the seal of D-

signifies
r 466-20 Soul or Spirit signifies D' and nothing else.

Spirit, or
gl 588-23 if used with reference to Spirit, or D-

spiritual sense of
ap 578- 3 the incorporeal or spiritual sense of D' :

was satisfied

g 519- 3 D- was satisfied with His work.
wholeness of

r 465-14 the nature, essence, and wholeness of D'.

pr 12-27 Does D- interpose in behalf of one worshipper,
s 111-15 physical hypothese.<! as to D\
C 2.55-12 to belittle D' with human conceptions.

2.59- 1 Man is not absorbed in D\
263- 3 orginators of something which D' would not
265-11 by no meaua suggests man's absorptiou into D'
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Deity
A 284-15

. -338-19
351-21

357-27
r 470-27
475-20

a 517- 7

522-9
523-19
531-3
545-15
550-24
554- 6

gl 591-19

deity
ph 18&-^1

j; 524-17

delay
p 407- 9
434-2

delicious
r 491- 2

deUght
ph 179-18

526-30

delineate
/ 208-30

delineates
6 310- 3

r 485-26

Can D' be known through the material senses?
matter or dust-was deemed the agent of D-
if we consider Satan . coequal in power

with D-,
Can D- be almighty, if another mighty and
and consequently a time when £)' was
has not a single quality underived from D- ;

attempt to reduce £)• to corporeality,
as having broken away from D'
because D' therein is always called Jehovah,
springs from dust instead of from D'
and do not accord infinity to D'.
An egg is an impossible enclosure for D\
because being is immortal, like D-,
D\ which outlines but is not outlined.

it enthrones matter as d\
Did the . . . infinite Principlebecome a finite d',

Every hour of d- makes the struggle more
"£>• the execution ; the prisoner.ia not guUty."

A d' perfume" will seem intolerable.

the wild animal, .

The name Eden,
sniffs the wind with d'.

. means pleasure, d'.

should d' upon it thoughts of health,

fancies that it d- thought on matter,
d- foreign agents, called disease and sin.

delineations
ph 198-11 and then fills in his d- with

deliver
pr 16-15 In the phrase, "D- us from evil,"— AfaH. 6

"£)• us from the evil one."
but d' us from evil ;

— Matt. 6.' 13.

Love is not hasty to d' us from temptation,
Even this . . . would ultimately d- mankind
your adversary will d' you to the judge
They will d' you to the judge,
The judge will d' you to justice.
These angels d' us from the depths.

deliverance
pref xi-i9 d- to the captives [of sense],— Luke 4" "~

Final d' from error, whereby we
power of God brings d' to the captive.

13.

16-16
17- 8

a 22-20
s 151-14

p 391-23
405-11
405-13

ap 567- 3

a 22-23

/ 224-30

delivered
m 67-28

ph Ite-*
/243-5
p391-4
ap 562-23

562-25
563-26

deliverer
/ 226-32
6 308-32

dellvereth
pr 17-10

delivering
a 107-9
P440-9

delivers
p 404-32

deluded
s 121-21

delusion
artifice aad

sp 83-4
first

(7/594-7
give up the

ph 191- 4

great
ap 570-28

18.

Man d' from sin, disease, and death
d' them from their destructions.— Psal. 107; 20.
which d- men from the boiling oil.

Then, when thou art d' to the judgment
and pained to be d\— Rev. 12; 2.

waitmg to be d" of her sweet promise ;

which was ready to be d',
— Rev. 12 ; 4.

trusting Truth, the strong d-.
Then Jacob questioned his d',

but d' us from sin, disease, and death.

d' the children of men from every ill

a verdict d' Mortal Man to Death.

and so d" him from his destroyers.

d' the judgment and induced false conclusions

artifice and d' claimed that they could equal

the first d- that error exists as fact ;

As mortals give up the d' that

should also know the great d' of mortal mind,
of material sense

6 330-26 a d' of material sense,
of suffering

ph 184-24

pure
ap 567-21

religious
ph 166-13

6 301-24
307-1
319- 1

323-26

by destroying the d- of suffering

That false claim . . . is pure d", the red dragon ;

Mohammedan's belief is a religious d* ;

D\ sin, disease, and death arise from
d" that life and intelligence proceeded from
The d' that there is life in matter
the d' that there are other minds.

delusion
0348- 9

p 407-21

0/593-13
delusions

/ 204-10
233-14

6 328-12
348-12

delusive
sp 70- 3

/ 237-32
249-11

demand
awful

6 308- 8
Christian

a 37-32
TO 66-22

Christ's
a 22- 6

divine
/ 253-32
h 329-23

eternal
gl 595-11

first
r 467- 3

frivolous
ph 195-30

Its

ph 199-11
moral

sp 92-23
no

p 435-22

perpetual
c 255- 4

spiritual
P385-8

a 22-11
m 65-18
5 152-32

ph 179-13
183- 3

6 308- 7

p386- 7

ff 524-30

demanded
a 41-29

p 390-18

one disease can be just as mu<ih a d' a.s another.
If d" says, "I have lost my memory,"
d" ; mortality ; error.

carries out the d- of sin, sickness, and death.
error continues its d" until
the Science which destroys human d'

d-, were cast out and the dumb spake.

cannot inform us what is real and what is d-,

hug false beUefs and suffer the d- consequences.
Any other theory ... is d' and mythologicaL

This awful d*, ... is met by the admission

Why has this Christian d- so little inspiratioa
if there is no Christian d' for it.

Waldng to Christ's d", mortals experience

divine d', "Be ye therefore— Matt. o:'48.
Science is a divine d', not a human.

the eternal d" of divine Science.

The first d' of this Science is,

to meet a frivolous d' for amusement

by reason of its d- for and supply of power.

Until .... the moral d' will not be met,

no d", human or divine, renders it just to

the perpetual d' of Truth and Love,

spiritual d*. , . . supplies energy and endurance

the d* of Life and Love,
human mind will at length d' a higher affection.
signs, which d' different remedies ;

creates a d- for that method,
d' obedience to materialistic codes,
hide from the d", "Where art thou?" — Gen.Z: 9.

no such result occurs without mind to d* it

and eventually ejected at the d- of matter?

d' more than they were willing to practise,
the last penalty d' by error.

demanding
/ 226- 9 d- that the fetters of sin, sickness, and

demands
acquiescence with the

a 48-27 acquiescence with the d- of Jesus' enemies.
different
m 59-12 the different d" of their united spheres,

eternal
ph 184-13 the only legitimate and eternal d- on man,

he uttered the
6 314-27 he uttered the d- of its divine Principle,

Its

/233- 1

Its own
r 489-14

meet the
m 57-18
c 257-25

Every day makes its d' upon U3

to meet its own d\

fame is incompetent to meet the d* of the
to meet the d- of human want and woe,

of Christian Science
6 327-17 the strict d' of C. S. seem peremptory ;

of divine Science
a 38- 8 is broken by the d- of divine Science,

the d- of divine Science/241-2
of God

s 129-32

ph 182- 5

of Truth
ph 170-14
6 325-20
« 450-13

spiritual
r48a-10

pr 3-15
11- 9
23-30
40-25
99- 5

s 139-32

ph 183-21

/233-8
254-20

the d' of God must be met.
The d' of God appeal to thought only ;

The d' of Truth are spiritual,
Paul had a clear sense of the d- of Truth
They do not . . . whine over the d- of Truth,

not be ignorant of the moral and spiritual d*

sp

d' absolute consecration of thought, energy, and
The moral law, . . . always d' restitution
d- self-reliant trustworthiness.
d- that all men should follow the example
to escape from sin. is what the Bible d\
d- the remedy of Truth
rightly d' man's entire obedience.
d- of us only what we can certainly fulfil.

This task God d' us to accept lovingly
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demands

c 256-19 Who is it that, d' our obedience?
259-29 d' spiritupJ thoughts, divine concepts,
261-32 Good if' of man every hour,

o 343-23 Christendom generally d' so much less.

p 380- 8 indulging the d" of sin, disease, or death,
r 467- 1 What are the d- of the Science of

g 532-30 but now error d' that mind shall
545-20 impudently d' a blessing.

gl 592-15 justice d- penalties under the law.

demarcation
6 294-19 The lines of d- between
g 505-21 Understanding is the line of d'

gl 586-16 line of d' between Truth and error,

dematerlallzation
/ 211-29 only through d' and spiritualization

dematerialized
/ 211-27 then, when the body is d", these faculties,

dementia
b 330-31 d', insanity, inanity, devil,

p 411-14 a disease which moderns would call d".

414-14 d\ hatred, or any other discord.
423-29 as directly the action of mortal mind as is d°

demerit
t 449-23 according to personal merit or d\

demerits
344-16 rules which disclose its merits or d',

demigods
sp 84-10 controlled not by demons, spirits, or d',

demise
g 543- 7 more beautifully apparent at error's d-.

demon
p 411-15 d', or evil, replied that his name was Legion.

demons
sp 84-10 controlled not by d\ spirits, or demigods,

demonstrable
sp 99- 3 ethics, and superstition afford no d'
an 106-16 sanction only such methods as are d'

s 108- 6 unfolding to ma the d- fact that
111- 2 and the d- truths of C. S. ;

112- 4 C. S. is d-.

ph 171-13 Mind's control over the universe, ... is d'

b 323-15 Truth is d' when understood,
o 344-12 the opponents of a d' Science
p 417-23 it is a- that the way to cure the patient
r 487-20 is founded on Science or d- Truth,
g 546-29 it cures on a divine d' Principle

demonstrably
s 134-21 The true Logos is d' C. S.,
6 337-31 you ascertain that this Science is d' true,

demonstrate
a 19-24 Those who cannot d", at least in part,

25^25 that they might d" this power as ne did
30- 3 and could d' the Science of Love
51-22 to d" his divine Principle.

sp 98-14 much less can they d' it.

s 111-13 its rules d' its Science.
,130- 8 when you can d' the actuality of Science.
141-23 they cannot d" God's healing power.
147- 2 This system enables the learner to d"

149-31 dismi.ss superstition, and d' truth
150-14 these signs are only to d" its divine origin,
162-28 to d- the higher rule.

ph 182-26 ability to d' Mind's sacred power.
/ 217-24 you will be able to d' this control.
254-18 not the power to d' what we do not

b 274-12 and they d- Truth and Life.
283-29 unless we so do, we can no more d'

285-30 will seek to learn, . . . how to d' the Christ.
31.5-22 enabled him to d' the-facts of being,

o 352- 2 to d' His power to heal,
353-31 Mortal beliefs can neither d' Christianity nor
355-25 a consequent inability to d' this Science.

p 429-26 and do not d' the facts it involves.
t 447-32 to know it, he must d" his statement.
452-26 Such a practice does not d" the .Science
456-20 or he cannot d' the divine Principle.
460-12 is the one most difficult to understand and d",

482- 5 any student, . . . can d" C. S.,

482-13 Whoever would d- the healing of C. S.
r 4C6-29 Christianity will d' this declaration
482-22 enabled Jesus to d' hi.s control over matter.
493-15 enables the healer to d' . . . the Principle
496-17 enables you to d-, with scientific certainty,

g 639-28 more than human power to ... d' the one Mind
demon.stratcd

pref ix-23 this Science must be d' by healing,
a 18- 3 taught and d- man's oneness with the Father,

24-28 affection and goodness it d' for mankind.
25-18 he d' more spiritually than all others
30-22 d' throughout the whole earthly career of Jesus,

demonstrated
a 41-20 or d- the divine healing of ab.solute Science.

44- 4 and the suprem.acy of Spirit be d".
45- 6 Our Master fully and finally d' divine Science
54-- 2 he d' the divine Life.
77-11 Then, and not untU then, will it be d*
93- 3 Jesus, who . . . d" the pov,'er of Spi^-it

s 109- 8 its divine Principle is d- by healing the sick
afterv.ards the truth of C. S. was d'.
will forever remain to be discerned and d'.
Jesus d- the power of C. S.

spiritually discerned, taught, and d-

any reader, who has not personally d- C. f^.

I have d- through Mind the effects of Truitl
if Science, when understood and d\ will
the divine origin of Science is d"
I d- the divine rules of C. S.
our great Master d- that Truth could save
because you have not d' the life of Christ,
the healing power of Trutli is Vifidely d'
I have d' this beyond all cavil,
as taught and d" by Christ Jesus.
I have d' this as a rule of divine Science
It has been d' to me that Life is God
d' by the destruction of siri, sickness, and
the divine Principle, Love, as d' by Jesus.
On their basis Jesus d' Life,
the divine Science, which their Master d'
C. S., a3 d' by Jesus,
Jesus d- this great verity.
practically d" in length of days.
Truth d- !S eternal life,

and d- this beyond cavil.

Christ, Truth, was d' through Jesus
It was scientifically d" that leprosy
the Science of being was d' by Jesus,
good is not understood until d'.

Science . . . will be understood and d*.

infallibility of divine metaphysics will be d'.
Jesus d' Christ ;

d- in the life of which Christ Jesus was
d' according to a divine given rule,
its nothingness is not saved, but must be d*
before the Science of being can be d'.
for the truth he spoke ana d,'
d- in heahng the sick, raising the dead,'
the power of God is understood and d"
Jesus d' this, healing the dying
God is to be understood,,adored, and d' •

to imagine that Jesus d' . . only for a
494-16 Jesus d' the inability of corporeality,
495- 5 hence its healing power is not fully d'.

as d' by the Galilean Prophet
statement of C. S., if d- by healing.
Then is the power of Truth d'.
Until the majesty of Truth should be d'
this divine Principle, understood and d',
understood and d' as supreme over all ;

sp

110-17
110-24
110-25
110-28
115- 7

126-24
130-11
146-24
147- 6
149- 1

149-13
150- 4

ph 177- 4
180-29
184-23
193-32

/ 201- 2
230-10
244- 5

b 271-15
272-31
274-16
283-25
289- 1

306- 6
316- 8
321-19
321-30
323-16
325-29
330-10
332-19
333-12
341-15
346-11
350-26
360-30

p 369- 9
406- 8
430- 2

T iT2- 3
494-11

497-17
(/547- 2

ap 559-15
564-19
572-13

gl 593-21

demonstrates
a 26-19

42-25

sp 85- 3

an 103-14
s 147-31
6 294-31
306- 7
337-14
337-18
339-12
340-17
340-22
343-17

'

351- 4-

P 372-14
375-11
405-20

g 505-23

musician d' the beauty of the music
This d- that in C. S. the true man
which d" the capacitj^ of Soul,
is of God and d" the divine Principle,
divine Principle of goodness and d" its rules.
Truth d: the falsity of error.
Life d' Life.
C. S. d- Uiat none but the pure in heart
d' Life in Christ, Life's spiritual ideal.

Science d' the unreality of evil,

my favorite text. It d" C. S.

by which man d" health, holiness, and life

he also scientifically d' this great fact,
divine Principle which d" C. S.,

When man d- C. S. absolutely,
d" that divine Mind heals,

d; the government of God,
and d' the divine sense.

demonstrating
pr 5-2 keeps him from d' his power over error.

a 2.5-22 Though d" his control over sin and disease,
29-23 d- God as the Father of men.
43-23 but he was d" divine Science.
44-29 d- within the narrow tomb the power of Spirit

sp 97-29 Christianity is again d' the Life that
i- 117-17 and d- Life and Truth in himseff
137- 1 teaching and d' the truth of being.
147-27 but he left no definite rule for d' this

/ 224-22 d' justice and meeting the needs of mortals
232-16 Christianity is again d' the power of
254-14 to begin aright and to continue the strife of d'

b 314- 8 d- the existence of but one Mind
315-32 Explaining and d' the way of divine Science,

o 351-25 d" the all-inclusiveness of harmonious Tinth.
/ 4,56-12 Principle and method of d- ('. S.

456-32 it gave the first rules for d' this .Science,
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demonstraviag ..

r -192-23 d- harmony and immortality.

496-11 d- the healing power of Truth and Lover

g 519-14 d- its spiritual origin.

demoGstration
""^

pT'l^ 7 the actual d- and understanding of Life

alike in ,-, - j.
s 135-25 and they are alike m d .

^"••o'fl^lrd^anfSuafunderstanding are., .keynotes,

*°f7vi^l3^ question, What is Truth, is answered by d',

fc«B'^„*^28 We should find this out, and begin the d'

Christian^ More ... is requisite for Christian &.

**'H°[50-U now, as in the time of its earUer d',

fatal to its ^ ^ , .^ •. j. .

5 129-19 and fatal to its a ,

a 43-17 final d' of the truth which Jesus taught,

46-26 his final d, called the ascension,
_

48-30 hastening the final d- of what hie 13

53-30 nor had he risen to his, final o"

p 429- 6 final d- takes time for its accomplishment.

a 28-11 is more on the ground of d- thaa

blKber in . , . , . j ^ >

a 43-21 Jesus rose higher m d' because ol

**'^
0**50-15 Had . . . Love forsaJien him in his highest dt

bis . J -t.

a 26-M his d- of power over death.
, ^ »

31-18 following his d' so far as we apprehend it,

b 309-13 followed his d' of the power of Spint
312-31 and his d" of divine Principle
314-25 The higher his d" of divine Science

t 446-15 or his d' is p'rotracted, dangerous, and
460- 1 and rest his d' on this sure oasis.

Instead of , , , , ^ ^ t j.
b 2'iS- 5 and so depend upon belief instead of a ,

342- 2 proof and d', instead of opinioa
its

s 111-27 and its d" in healing the sick,

/ 241-30 approaching spiritual Life and its -a*.

r ^83-17 to battle over this issue and its d\ ....
ap 561-18 divinity embracing humanity m Life and Its a\

judgment and
, ... ^ j j.

I 455-19 may be mistaken m judgment and a ,

ficsscf
s 103-:U and the lesser d- to prove the greater,

m 67-25 the limited d' of popidar Christianity
mar the , j, , ,

s 139-24 could neither . . . mar the d- of Jesus, nor

my . .

s 109- 1 led up to my d" of the proposition
of Christian healing .^,_.,. . ,•

/ 238-32 lodestar in the d' of Christian healing,

of Christianity ^ _, , ^^ . .. ..

/ 228-30 when they saw the d* of Chnstiamty
of Christian Science

t 445- 7 to hinder the d' of C. S.

of divine Love ^ ^ . ^, ,

s 135-28 but It was the d- of divine Love
/ 241-20 the reflection and d' of divine Love,

of divine power , ^ . j. .

a 27- 7 Tell John v/hat the d' of divme power is,

of divine Principle
6 312-31 and his d" of divine Principle

©f divine Science
h 314-25 The higher his d- of divine Science

gl 583-17 and the d" of divine Science,
of eternal Life

b 279-20 d- of eternal Life and Truth and Love.
of heallQg

a 41-17 this d' of healing was early lost,

of life

o 45-19 through the revelation and d' of life in God,
f 214- 7 nor been guided into the d" of life eternal.

278-24 the d- of fife as Spirit,
of power . „ . . , , .

pr 10-11 the unction of Spirit in d' of power
a 26-25 and of his d" of power over death,

of Science
b 273-27 His acts were the d' of Science,

of sclentiflc being
/ 233-U the d- of scientific being,

of Spirit
pr 14- 5 in the d" of Spirit.

Of the divine nature
pr 4-23 through d' of the divine nature ;

P 42S- 3 A d- of the facts of Scul in Jesus' way

demonstration
nf t.hls Scleoce

t 457-23 and advance rapidly in the d' of. this Science,

of Truth
pr 2-17
O 37-24
S 135-30
< 445-12

Mssibie
t 456-15

present
s 123-24

proof and
o342- 2

reason, and
s 109-21 through divine revelation

rules for the
s 113- 2 rules for the d

Goodness attains the d". of Truth.
^ ^ ,.

the d- Qf Truth and Life, of health and holiness,

not merely in the name . . . but in d- of Truth,

spiritual understanding and d" of Truth

separates himself . . . from its possible d\

The proof, by present d", that the

The hour has struck when proof and d',

reason, and d',

of this divine Principle.

the Science and d- of spiritual good
Science and

/243- 2

sclentlflc

Sp 99-28
s 142-21
6 326- 2

p 376-32
t 448-25

Scientist's ^ t. • • i«
t 457-29 The Scientist's d" rests on one Principle,

subject to J ..• » * J.
o 361-25 must be correct . . . and subject to a .

teaching and . , ^ ,, j j. , /^„j
6 270-18 nature of the teacnlng and d of God,

the scientific d" of divine Spirit
The strong cords of scientific d\
A false sense . . . conceals scientific dv

to paralyze mental and scientific d".

must always hinder scientific d\

their
a 26- 8

s 112-18
this
pref viii-14

a 41-17
o 346-17

and abide by the divine Principle of your d".

Moral ignorance or sin affects your d'.

Impelled the idea to rise to the zenith of d',

in proportion to their d' of his love,

spiritual rules, laws, and their d",

this d shows that Christian healing
this d- of healing was early lost,

How then can this d" be

tbougtit and
c 259-14 the basis of thought and d .

your
t 456-24
r483-U

zenith of

ap 565-26

pr 16- 3 The highest prayer . . . is d".

O 25-13 Jesus taught the way of Life by d",

34- 6 If Christ, Truth, has come to us m fl",

34- 7 for d- is Immanuel, or God with us,

SP 94- 8 with the d' which accompanied it,

98-16 d- of Christian Mind-healing stands

s 147- 9 under circumstances where d- was^
147-18 the d- of the rules of scientific heaimg

/ 226-16 in d- of "on earth peace,— Lufc« 2; 14.

239- 1 the d- by which sin and sickness are destroyed.

b 270-19 the d- which was to destroy sin,

274-25 establishing it by d'.
, ^ . , . .

290- 3 If the Principle, rule, and d' of man s being
329-13 We must prove our faith by d-.

t 455-10 and support your claims by d\

r 473-26 Jesus established what he said by fl".

gl 592-12 a type of moral law and the d- thereof ;

demonstrations
*"*'

/ 243-12 the ancient d" of prophets and apostles.

bis
c 266-24 his d\ which dominate the flesh.

Jesus*
f 210- 6 are set forth in Jesus' d'. ^ , .

b 269- 5 Jesus' d- sift the chaS from the wheat,

marvellous ..... i, j.

g 540- 1 and was the basis of his marveUous d .

natural ...
s 131-28 natural d" of the oivme power,

s 122- 9 practically exposed ... by the d' of Jesus ;

/ 243- 8 It crowned the d- of Jesus with

^'"'p'm- 5 We must begin, . . . with the more simple d'

a 47- 2 discernment of Jesus' teachings and d',

s 126-28 the teachings and d" of our great Master

131-28 d- which were not understood.

g 549- 8 give place to higher theories and d".

demonstratively
358-10 sustains logicaUy and d" every point

demonstrator
a 42-15 The resurrection of the great d

48-19 great d" of Tmth and Love was sdent

49-14 The meek d- of good, .

b 329-10 Be thankful that Jesus, who was the true d of

demor^zat^ion ^^^^ ^^^^^^^^ ^^^^ ^ ^^^.^ ^. ^^^^^
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instead of its d- opposite.
demoralized

p 407-25 the perfect model
demoralizes

9 5o3-14 beguiles the woman and d' the man.
den

p 365-28 convert into a d' of thieves

g 514-27 Daniel felt safe in the lions' d*.
549-2& and beards the lion of materialism in its d-

denial
evoked

sp 94-19 His healing-power evoked d". Ingratitude,
of Truth

p 372-27 In C. S., a d- of Truth is fatal,

g 542-U The avoidance of justice and the d' of truth tend

sp 91-17 d' of material selfhood aids the discemraent
5 134-17 D' of the possibility of Christian healing

ph 184- 9 casting out by d- the error of belief

/ 205-29 D' of the oneness of Mind
242- 6 D' of the claims of matter is a great step

gl 590-12 d' of the fulness of God's creation ;

denials
s IlJ-22 Which of the d- in proposition four Is true?
p 394-19 their d" are better tnan their affirmations.

denied
$ 130-18 these material beliefs must be d- and cast out
/ 227- 6 claims of the enslaving senses must be d*
o 342-18 Shall it be d' that a system which,
r 479-28 So evil should be d' identity or power,

denies
s 120-23 and thus Science d' all disease,

ph 168-18 Are we to believe an authority which d"
b 318-22 The Science of Mind d' the error of
329-19 and d' the rule of the problem

r 492-25 Science of Mind, which d- this notion.

gl 580-28 An adversary is one who opposes, d", disputes,

denominated
pref viii-27 the discovery of the system that she d* C. 8.

denomination
o 380-31 can unite in doctrine and d*

denominator
g 540- 9 reducing It to Its conmion d", nothingness.

denounce
t 447-20 Expose and d' the claims of evil and disease

dense
c 263-^30 A sensual thought, ... Is d* blindness

denunciation
o 341-18 misrepresentation and d" cannot overthrow it.

denunciations
o 342-31 no d' would follow them, even If

g 522-22 God's glowing d' of man when not found in

deny
pr 6-2 The Scriptures say, that if we d' Christ,

6- 2 "he also v/ill d" us."— II Tim. 2: 12.

15-18 we must d' sin and plead God's allness.
a 54-32 Would they not d- him even, the rights of
s 111-10 some may d- its right to the name of Science.
113-19 Life, God, omnipotent good, d' death, evU,
113-20 Disease, sin, evil, death, d' good.
132-11 any one who should not d' that

ph 189- 8 mortals should no more d' the power of C. S.

189-11 than they should d' the existence of the sunlight
/ 232-U prevalent theories practically d" this,
h 270-10 Few d" the hypothesis that
309-22 led to d' material sense, or mind in matter,
348-16 I d' His cooperation with evil,

354- 8 Why do they use this phraseology, and yet d'
C. S.,

357-15 to d- that God made man evil

p 368-29 D' the existence of matter, and
371-25 we should not d" our need of its spiritual
372-25 "Whosoever shall d" me— Matt. 10 : 33.

372-28 him will I also d" before my— Matt. 10; 33.

380-10 and d' the power of Mind to heaJ.
390- 4 We cannot d' that Life Is self-sustained, ,

890- 5 never d' the everlasting harmony of Soul,
395- 2 They admit , . . whereas they should d' it

412-11 call the disease by name when you mentally
d- it:

( 450-32 who will d' that these are the errors which
4.53- 1 You do not d' the mathematician's right

(7 546-26 though the darkness, . . . mayd' their reality.

denying
a 53-23 weep over the warning, instead of d' the truth
s 122-19 d* the testimony of the senses,

ph 182-25 by . . . d" man's God-given ability to
b 339-32 You conquer error by d' its verity.
o 342- 7 the sad effects on the sick of d' Truth.

p 390-25 divine authority for d- that necessity
434-32 Z>' justice to the body.

depart
a 41- 6 we must d' from material sense
s 112- 5 Those who d- from this method
352-28 terror of ghosts will d' and health be restored.

p 363-14 detect the woman's immorsil status and bid
her'd",

r 475-29 The real man cannot d' from holiness,

departed
sp 72-25 may flow from the d- to mortals ;

77-19 Of what advantage, ... to us, or to the d",
77-25 The d' would gradually rise above ignorance
77-30 chances of the d" for improvement
78- .9 If the d' are in rapport with mortality,
82- 9 If spiritual life has been won by the d",
82-18 even if our d- friends were near us
88-31 said to be . . . received from . . . d' spirits.
88-32 the belief that a d' spirit is speaking,

s 133-14 but when they d' from the true idea,
b 321-11 handle the serpent, and then Moses' fear d\

departing
sp 75-32 the d' may hear the glad welcome of

76- 1 The ones d' may whisper this vision,
s HI- 8 though d' from the realm of the physical,

ph 183- 3 thus d' from the basis of one God,
( 457-24 D- from C. S., some learners commend diet and

department
1 462-19 as they usually do in every d* of life.

departments
ph 197-17 d' of knowledge now broadcast in the earth.

departs
s 112-23 Any theory of C. S,, which d- from

142-30 d' from the nature and character of Mind,
g 547- 5 not one d' from the stated system and rule.

departure
a 43- 2 they did understand it after.his bodily d'.

sp 91- 7 great point of d' for all true 'spiritual growth,
/ 213-11 Every si,ep towards goodness is a d' from
312-10 death is the d' of a mortal's mind,
312-12 belief of that mortal , . . occasioned his d" ;

depend
a 44-14 He did not d' upon food or pure air

ph 168-12 and d- upon them to heal you,
181-18 not sufficiently spiritual to d' on Spirit.

f 228-21 we shall never d' on bodily conditions,
286- 5 and so d' upon belief instead of

P 409-28 -will not d' on it after death.
422-17 causing it to d' less on material evidence.

ap 569-27 periods of torture . . . must d" upon sin's obdu-
racy.

dependence
s 152-23 Every material d" had failed her
c 262- 2 Consecration to good does not lessen man'd d:

dependency
b 335- 5 would reduce God to d- on matter,

dependent
sp 84-20 not d- upon the ear and eye for sound or sight

89-18 Mind is not necessarily d" upon
s 160- 9 motion of the arm is no more d" upon

ph 170-29 but in either case d" upon his

b 292-17 so-called life of mortals is d- on matter.
311- 3 d' on matter for manifestation,

p 401-21 medicine is d" upon mental action,
r 489-17 How can man, . . . be d" on material means
g 509- 3 d* upon no material organization.

depending
6 314-29 those who, d' on doctrines and material laws

depends
sp 81-28 man's Immortality d- upon that of God,

95-15 d- upon his genuine spirituality.

ph 192-22 Your influence for good d' upon ,

b 296-20 d- upon the tenacity of error.

p 383-32 notion that health d' on inert matter
393-26 certainly means that light d' upon Mind,
409-27 no right to say that life d' on matter
418- 3 d" on mentally destroying all belief in

depict
c 260- 4 or the painter can d- the form and face of Jesus,

g 537-20 this second account , . . Is to d- the falsity of

ap 568- 8 The following chapters d" the fatal effects of

depicts
b 319- 3 Science d" disease as error,

ap 571-25 In significant figures he d" the thoughts

depleted
p 416-25 the mental process by which they are d",

depletion
p 374- 2 Anodynes, counter-irritants, and d'

deplorably . ,

s 143-. 8 The sick are more d' lost than the sinning, if

deplore
ph 195-24 barbarisms of learning which we d*.
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deport
m 67-13 Thus should we d' ourselves on thfi

ph. isa-ll Pfaysici&ns should not d thetrjsplveg as If

deposed
p 43&- 2 d' that he was an eye-witness

deposit
m 63-3t allowed to . . . hold real estate, d' funds,
p 37S-25 decomposition, or d' will abate.

depraved
s 115-22 d- will, self-justification', pride, envy,

ph 188- 8 Passion, d' aopetites, dishonesty,
p 406-28 The d' appetite for alcoholic drinks,
t *50- 5 so d' that they appear to be innocent.

depraving
/ 226- 4 under more subtle and d' forms.

depravity
s 115-20 First Degree: D-.

ph 195-27 impossible ideals, and specimens of d',

cp 564-18 the highest degree of human d'.

depredations
r 490- 4 this belief commits d- on harmony.

depress
p 394- 6 majority of doctors d' mental energy>

depressed
p 420-18 The fact . . . reassures d- hope.

depressing
s 109-16 The search was sweet, . . . not selfish nor d\
p 384- 3 relieve our minds from the d- thought

depression
gl 596-20 Vallet. D' ; meekness ; darkness.

deprivations
ph 172-31 teaching us by his very d-,

p 385-15 Constant toil, d\ exposures, and

deprive
o 358- 2 Can a leaden bullet d- a man of Life,

ap 565-12 and d' Herod of his crown.

deprived
sp 98-29 are not d" of their essential vitality.

/ 215-13 is never for an instant d' of the light and
304-10 Love cannot be d' of its manifestation,

p 403-19 d' of its imaginary powers by Truth,
435-35 liberty of v/hich he has been unjustly d\
440-32 the rights of which he has been d-.

r 490-13 mortals are more or less d- of Truth.

deprives
pr 7- 6 d' material sense of its false claims.
s 143-22 d- you of the available superiority of divine

deptli
6 304-7 nor height, nor d-,— Kom. 8:39.
o 520- 3 The d-, breadth, height, might, majesty,

depths
an 105-27 down to the d- of ignominy and death.

/ 213-30 Before human knov,-ledge dipped to its d*

o 292- 5 compass the heights and d- of being
ao 567- 3 These angels deliver us from the d\

De Ouincey
s 113-14 De Q' says mathematics has not a

derange
p 414-10 impossibility that matter, brain, can . . d-

mind,
deranged

p 421- 4 belief that other portions . . . are d-.

derangement
p 421- 4 £),... is a word which conveys the

423-27 abnormal condition or d- of the body
derangements

p 389- 9 Matter does not Inform you of bodily d" ;

dereliction
g 533-16 charges God and woman with his own d",

derisively
a 49-29 mocked him on the cross, saying d',

derivation
b 338-26 aside from their metaphysical d',

derivative
o 356-29 to create the primitive, and then punish its d' ?

p 399-19 is but a d" from, and continuation Of,

derivatives
sp 93-25 The modifying d* of the word spirit

derive
/ 244- 7 If we were to d' all our conceptions of man
p 408-21 d- a supposed effect on intelligence

derived
a 18-18 d' from the eternal Love.

32- 6 our English word sacrament is d' from
44-21 in his proof of man's truly d" power .

sp 72-23 In Science, individual good d' from God,
88-28 the possibilities d' from divine Mind,

Any seeming benefit d' from it \9

no power except that which Is d" from Mind.
d" from the traditions of the elders

power, d- from the Holy Ghost."
support which they d" from the divine law,
is d- from two Greek words,
possesses nothing which he has not d- from God.

is what is meant by the d- of the Holy Gho3t,
line of scholarly and ecclesiastical d',

'

yet he cannot d
Naturalists d'

the world,
the origin of mortal and

He never d- diseasis, . . . but he healed disease,
remains to be discerned, d\ and transmitted.
Neither anatomy nor theology has ever d'

A minutely d" disease costs many a man his
d' two debtors, one for a large sum and
the species d",— a talking serpent,
whose flames of Truth were prophetically d*

Instigated by the criminal instinct here d".

This sacred city, d' in the Apocalypse

when he beholds . . . and d- its eflfulgence?
Anatomy d' muscular action as
A New Testament writer plainly d' faith,
d" the gradations of human belief,
which he d" as the city which

The act of d- disease
further d- this holy city.

ph 170-28
194-26

ap 566-12
575-13
575-16

derived
an 101-31

.5 U.V27
354-16
358-28

p 385-6
517- 5

539-12

derives
s 146-23 Divine Science d' its sanction from the Bible,

descending
ap 574-27 soft-winged dove d- upon you.

descent
a 43- 8
s 141-12

describe
pref i-x- 6

g 552-32

described
sp 79-20

87- 9

S 148- 7

ph 197- 5

p 363-15

«; 529-25

ap 5.'i8-18

564-12
575- 7

describes
sp 95-27
5 152-10
6 279- 3

g 551-12

ap 574-15

describing
sp 79- 1

ap 576- 8

description
pr 6-32 strong language of our Master confirms this d-----

j.^^ ^. ^j in^in as purely physical, or
and realizing Tennyson's d" :

If we remember the beautiful d
The d' is metaphoric.
d- of the city as foursquare has a profound

descriptions
ph 179-32 £)• of disease given by physicians

196-23 forcible d- and medical details,
197- 1 and by printing long d' which

g 553- 2 and accompany their d- with

desert
ap 559-12

566- 5
570-15

deserted
p 429-11 The corpse, d- by thought. Is cold

desertion
a 42-13

47-27
50- 5

deserts
m 63-28 If a dissolute husband d" his wife,

deserves
/ 251-26 nothing la left which d- to perish or

deserving
a 22-20
6 296-ai

design
a 35-30
6 271- 4

designate
s 114-17
123-17

ap 571-13

designated ^. , ,.

s 158^ 3 d- Apollo as "the god of medicine.

designates ^ , , ., .»,
/ 454-19 inspires, illumines, d", and leads the way,

designed
/ 233-30 d- to rebuke and destroy error.

designs
s 157-20 If He . . . d- them for medical use,

gl 583-23 error, working out the d" of error ;

desirable
pref x-31 but sound morals are most d'.

a 27-23 but only eleven left a d- historic record.

m 65-25 never d- on its own account.

p 426- 9 When the destination is d-.

heard In the d" and in dark places of fear,

through the great d' of human hopes,
weary wanderers, athlrst in the d-

followed by the d- of all save a few friends.
The disciDles' d- of their Master
last supre"me moment of mockery, d"

and receive according to your d'.

a liar from the beginning, not d" power.

The d- of Love is to reform the sinner,

uniting all periods in the d' of God.

to d- that which has no real existence.

to d- the scientific system of divine healing.
d' those as unfaithful stewards who
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desire
rberlsb the

pr ia-16

eRersry, and
pr 3-16

fervent
pr i- 3

13- 6

for holiness
pr 11-22

habitual
pr 11-30

Leart's
sp S8- 3

bumble
r 448- 5

lack of
/ 243-15

look with
/ 234-28

no
( 445-14

such a
pr 11-31

that
p 407-18

thy
(7 535- 8

to do right
pr 9-32

unspoken
pr 2-28

wandering
m 58-19

wrong
p 407-17

pr

If we cherish the d- honestly and

consecration ot thought, energy, and d'.

prayer of fervent d- for growth in grace,
beyond the honest standpoint of fervent d\

a d' for holiness is requisite

prayer, coupled with a fervent habitual d'

the poet Tennyson expressed the heart's d',

the Publican's wail . . . won his humble d\

arises not so much from lack of d'

Jesus declared that to look with d' on

there will be no d- for other healing methods.

Such a d- has little need of audible expression.

and he will get the .better of that d-,

thy d- shall be to thy husband,— Gen. 3 .• 16.

Consistent prayer is the d- to do right.

The unspoken d" does bring us nearer the

a wandering d' for incessant amusement

Let the slave of wrong d' learn the

1-*
i-il
2- 5

.8-22
^9-26
10- 1

10-29
11-24

m 62- 8

c 261-12
b 322-32

34S- 1

348-17

p 398-22
426-20

gl 586-12

desired
s 136-28

ph 188-32
C 260-16

e 530-23

de.slres
our

pr 1-12
13-12
15-22

purer
p 407-15

real

pr 10- 4

right
ap 566-

Stronger
c- 285-24

pr 7-29

sp 73-21
an 102-23
C 257-26
t 458-16

desolate
sp 96- 8
s 121-15

desolation
p 3F8-20

gl 599- 8

despair
pr 8- 3

ph 170-31
174-26

/ 252-29

p 376- 4

382-31
433-14

despaired
b 321- 6

What things soever ye d'— Mark 11 ; 24.

!>• is prayer ; and no loss can occur
the d- which goes forth hungering after

does not always mean a d' for it.

Do you really d' to attain this point?
Prayer means that we d' to

That which we d' and for which we ask,
but if we d" holiness above all else.

If parents create in their babes a d'

Under the strong impulse of a d' to perform
easier to d' Truth than to rid one's self of

and which we d' neither to honor nor to fear.

I d' to have no faiih in evil or in

and the d' for strong drink is gone.
It will master either a d- to die or a dread of

ignorance ; error ; d" ; caution.

No wonder Herod d' to see the new Teacher.
Astronomy gives the d' information
distrust 01 one's ability to gain the goodness d'

saying, . . . more to be d' than Truth,

no loss can occur from trusting God with our d',

public expression of our d- increase them?
m so far as we put our d' into practice.

lifting humanity above itself into purer d",

leave our real d' to be rewarded by Him.

the spiritual idea guide all right d"

gained stronger d' for spiritual joy?

uttering d" which are not real

with material sensations and d",

apathy on the subject Vvfhich the criminal d"

to still the d-, to satisfy the aspirations?
the author d" to keep it out of C. S.

Earth will become dreary and d\
as the wandering comet or the d' star

which is "brought to d."— Matt. 12.- 25.

Emptiness ; unfaithfulness ; d'

We never need to d' of an honest heart ;

all ills have gone forth, especially d'.

administer a dose of d' to the mmd?
says : . . . I expand but to my own d',

latent fear and the d' of recovery
hopeless suffering and d\
a look of d- and death settles upon it.

d" of making the people understand

despairing
n 50- 9 This d" appeal, if made to a

ph 166-24 the d' invalid often drops them,
p 379-14 Let the d' invalid, . . . think of the experiment

ds.spalringly
p 3S9-:

despatch
p 386-16

'3S6-20
434-2

One instant she spoke d' of herself.

Matl. 6 ; 24.

Thess. 5 : 3).

A blundering d', mistakenly announcing
Another d', correcting the mistake,
on the wings of divine Love, there comes a d'

despatches
P 399-11 mortal mind sends its d- over its body,

despise
ph 182-14 "hold to the one, and d- the

r 490-19 D" not prophesyings."— /

despised
a 20-18 "D-

52-13 "£)•

despite
sp 81-24

82-14
S 136- 6

160-21
r 474-24

despoil
p 400- 7

despoils
an 102-32

and rejected of men,"— Isa. 53; 3.

and rejected of men,"— Isa. 53; 3.

d" the so-called laws of matter,
d' his physical proximity, because both ot U3
D- the persecution this brought
and become cramped d- the mental protest?
£)• the hallowing influence of Truth

we can d- "the strong man"— Matt. 12; 29.

despondent
C. S. d' the kingdom of evil,

p 43J-24

despotic
an 102-27

/ 225-18
225-25

despotism
an 102-31

p 375-15
r 473-18

Ol 590-13

destination
p 426- 8 When the d

destiny
c 266- 5
6 281-10

destitute
6 275-25

p 437-12

<7 554,-10

554-11

destroy
pr 5-30

6-27
16-5

a 19-13
27-12
53-27
73-30

took control of his mind, making him d'.

It implies the exercise of d' control,
potent to break d" fetters
d" tendencies, inherent in mortal mind

Its so-called d- is but a phase of

yielding his mentality to any mental d'
In an age of ecclesiastical d\
Levi (Jacob's son). . . . ecclesiastical d'

is desirable.

man's higher individuality and d".

whence its origin and what its d' ?

human theories are d' of Science,
d' of intelligence and truth
d' of any knowledge of the so-called
d' of any knov/ledge of its origin

"d- the luorks of the devil."— / Johri 3 ; j».

how to d' sin, sickness, and death.
and must d- sin and death.

declaring precisely what would d' sickness,
"D- this temple [body],

— John 2: 19.

and could d' those errors ;

This error Science will d\
73-17 would d' the supremacy of Spirit.
fii-'>.7 cannot d- the divine Principle of Science,

and discern the error you would d".

£> her belief in outside aid,

hypnotizer employs one error to d' another.
"Whom the gods would d', they first

It must d- the entire mass of error,
v/ill surely d' the greater error
and demonstrated, wiU d" all discord,

theology which the impious sought to d\
By trusting matter to d' its own discord.
You weaken or d' your power
The only power of evil is to d" itself.

It can never d' one iota of good.
Every attempt of evil to d' good, is a failure,
able to d- both soul and body— Afa«. 10; 28.

help to abate sickusss and to d' it.

matter can neither . . . create nor d'.

begins at once' to d- the errors
and so d- this illusion.
We must d' the false belief that
Would you attempt . . . to d- a quality
beliefs v/hich divine Truth and Lovo d'

or that they could d' human life
;

designed to rebuke and d- error,

no mortal nor material power as able to d'.

an error that Christ, Truth, alone can d".

d' sin, sickness, and death,
d' the imaginary copartnership.
Hence Truth comes to d- this error

suffering or Science must d- all illusiona
belief cannot d' Science armed with faith,
which cannot d' the right reflection.

9P

81-27
85-12
89- 9

an 104-23
1C5-29

5 118-11
123- 2
130-12
139- 3

145-8
ph 181-12

186-19
186-20
186-21
196-11
196-24

/ 203- 6
216-13
217-27
222-32
230- 3
231-19
232-20
233-30
249- 8
251-14

6 270-20
274-28
280-12
296- 7
298- 6
293-25
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destroy
6 30J-1S
314-14
327- 6

O 343-20
3J3-12
357-15

p 374-15
37&-22
37&-26
378-10
378-18
384-24
38.S- 8
388-15
?8S-21

391-14
394- 2

398-21
400-19
404- 5
404-11
40.5-19

40.5-25

408-17
412- 3

412-15
412-22
414-13
417-17
418-17
418-27
419- 5
421-26
423-10
425-17
425-28
426-17
426-21
428-19

/ 447-19
450-26
461-27

r 474- 2
474-19
474-20
474-22
474-.30

490-24
492-11
493-18
494- 2
495- 7

49.5-19

496- 1

p529- 8
534-28
542-19
544-15
545-10
548-14

op 56*- 4
57.5- 4

C/ 5a3-ll
696-24

(sec also belief)

destroyed
pr 5-24

6-14
a 23- 1

27-16
39- 9
50-24
73-18
76-10
81- 4
98- 6
97-15
122-32
131- 6

Science will eventually d- this illusion
and said, "D" this temple.— John 2: 19.

Mind can and does d" the false beliefs of
illusive errors— which he could and did d'.

omnipotent Truth certainly does d' error.
how dare v.e attempt to d-"what
can d" all ills which proceed from mortal mind.
d' the patient's false belief
D' fear, and you end fever.
Remove the error, and you d' its effects.

exercised over mortal beliefs to d' them ;

or to d- the bad effects of your belief.

when dire inflictions failed to d' his body.
admission . . . that food has power to d-

If food was prepared by Jesus ... it cannot d'

Let your higher sense of justice d" the
Truth, will d- all other supposed suffering.
Truth can d' its seeming reality,
d' the illusion of pSeasure in intoxication,

contending persistently for truth, you d' error.
d' these errors with the truth of being,
d- them only by destroying the wicked motives
This is sin's necessity,— to d' itself.

tends to d- the ability to do right.
d' the so-called inflammation of
and d- the human fear of sickness.
to unclasp the hold and to d' disease,
so as to d' the evidence of disease.
d' ail error, whether it is called

you d' the evidence, for the disease disappears.
if arguments are u.sed to d' it,

in your efforts to d' error.
Your true course is to d" the foe.
If you would d" the sense of disease,
the truth of being, to d' the error.
can never d' God. who is man's Life.
will never believe that heart . . . can d' you.
learned that disease cannot d' life.

d" the great fear that besets mortal existence.
mortal sense cannot impair nor mortal belief d*.

truth and . . . understanding, which d" disease.
errors of belief, which Truth can and will d".

first see the claim of sin, and then d' it.

d" all error, evil, disease, and death.
Jpsus came to d' sin, sickne.is,
"I am not come to d\ but to— Matt. 5: 17.

the evils which .Tesus lived to d"
"d" the works of the devil."— / John 3; 8.

d' all material sense with immortal teatimony.
progress will fina'ly d" all error,
and able to d" all Uls.
"D- this temple [body],— John 2: 19.

If sickness is true you cannot d'
can d' any painful sense of, or belief in,
will soon ascertain that error cannot d' error.
will d' the dream of existence,
will struggle to d' the spiritual idea of Love ;

Let Truth uncover and d' error
No mortal mind has the inight . . . to d"
so improve material belief . . . as to d"

helps error to d" error,
Science is able to d* this lie, calied evil.
this revelation will d' forever the
comes to the flesh to d" incarnate error.
d' the unrest of mortal thought.

sp

Sin is forgiven only as it is d- by Christ,
belief in material life and sin is d"
Wrath which is only appeased is not d".
The I ... is not in matter to be d\
We must have trials . . . until all error is d".
was d' by his death.
If . . . omnipresent Spirit would be d".
and the belief . . . will be d\
this latter evidence is d" by Mind-science.
Before error is wholly d\
having been d" by divine Love,
Astronomical science has d' the false theory
When once d' by divine Science,

163-17 except, indeed, that it has already d'

ph 168-29 if the error of belief was met and d'
177- 9 both must he d* by immortal Mind.

/ 203-21 overta.xed the belief . . . and d' it,

210- 9 last enemy that shall be d,"— / Cor. 15: 26.
229- 3 proved that matter has not d'them,
231- 5 not d" in the mind of mortals, but seem
23.'?- 5 by the power of Spirit, as Jesus d" them.
2.39- 1 bv which sin and sickness are d\
253-28 The belief in sin and death is d" by the

c 267- 1 Every object in material thought will be d",
6 274-29 formed only to be d" in a manner . unknown.
290-16 If the change called death d" the belief
232- 1 When the last mortal fault is d',

8

destroyed
& 294-17
297-12
311-13
320-31
321-14
328- 9
3;}8- 8
339- 3

340-29
o 352-28

p 369-21
379-32
381-13
389-U
400- 2
400-27
406-29
411-19
411-22
418-16
421-20
426-32
427-19

t 452-32
461-30

r 488-30

Ol 593-22

destroyer
a 4S-14

p 435-16

destroyers
p 405- 1

destroying
pr 6-12

10-13
40-rj
157- 3
IfiO- 1

ph 171-16
1.S4-24

/210- 8

241-21
245- 2

248-10
6 316-11

3.32-15

339- 5

p 368-19
369- 2

379-22
401- 8
401- 9
401-17
404-11
418- 3
422-10

t 448-14
461-23
46.3-23

T 473-14

ap 565-26

gl 581-10
589-17

destroys

a
s

a

sp

1.5-13

23-10
26-26
36-32
72-10
72-12
84-24
91-19
98- 6

S 128-25
130- 8
143- 1

157-31

ph 171-29
172-26
182-10
185- 5

/ 203-14
206-27
216- 8

22.3-30

231- 4
233-22
243-31
252-10

b 275-27
276-26
286-30
288-31

d- by Truth through spiritual sense
Erroneous belief is d" by truth.
Evil is d' by the sense of good.
if disease and worms d" his body,
serpent, . . . was d' through understanding
These errors are not thus really d',
error which must be d" by Truth.
Being d\ sin needs no otherform of forgiveness.
leaves nothing that can ... be punished or d\
If belief in their reality is d',
man has not two lives, one to be d'
is d- through Science,
The so-called laws of mortal belief are d' by
pseudo-mental testimony can be d" only by
When disea.se is once d" in
must be d' by the divine Mind
d' only by Mind's mastery of the body.
caused the evil to be self-seen and so d".
false sense mentally entertained, not d'.

one disease would be as readily d- as another.
and when the fear is d'.
The human concepts . . . are all that can be d".
last enemy that shall bed"— / Cor. 15 ; 26.

the wrong power would be d\

you will hot feel it, and it is d\
but they cannot be disturbed nor d",
sin, sickness, and death d".

exalting ordeal of sin's revenge on Its d'7.
a d' of Mortal Man's liberty

and so delivers him from his d\

is the means of d' sin.

overcoming . . . and thus d' aO error.
God's method of rf" sin.

mental cause in judging and d' disease.
should address himself to the work of d" It

and d" the foimdations of death
by d" the delusion of suffering
casting out evils, and d' death,
healing sickness and d" sin.

the benefits of d' that illusion,
and d' the woes of sense

healing sickness and d" sin.
d' sin, disease, and death.
Does not God's pardon, d- any one sin,

healing the sick and d- error.
and this hinders his d- them.
her belief that blood is d' her life.

which you impart mentally while d" error,
(as when an alkali is d- an acid),
d' erroneous mortal belief.
d' the wicked motives which produce them.
d' all belief in material pleasure or pain.
which Truth often brings to error when d" it

d" his own power to heal and his own healtl^
to recognize your sin, aids in d" it.

is the first step towards d" error.
and d' the power of death.
d" sin, !5ickness, and death,
understanding of Spirit, d- belief in matter.
d" error and bringing to hght man's

divine Principle, Love, which d" all error
an error of sinful sense which Tnith d".

He proved by his deeds that C. S. d" sickness,
the law of righteousness which d' the
As light d' darkness
Trutn d- mortality, and brings
d- the belief of spiritualism at its very
d" the erroneous knowledge gained from
Christianity which heals the sick and d' error,
d- with the" higher testimony of Spirit
divine.Science, which d" all discord.
Truth d- only what is untrue.
Science both neutralizes error and d' it.

The opposite truth, . . . d- siri, sickness.
If . . . the surgeon d" manhood,
for one absolutely d* the other,
C. S. d" material beliefs
d' reliance on aught but God,
d" them, and brings to light immortality.
Truth . . . d' error.
but the a-svful daring of sin d' sin.
If God d' not siri, sickness, and death, they
the spiritual idea v.'hich corrects and d' them.

They are inharmonies which Truth d'.

understanding of Truth which d' error.

It d- the false evidence that misleads
The latter d- the former.
But by this saving error, the lie, d' itself.

d" what mortals seem to have learned.
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destroys
b 289-16 a mortal belief, or error, which Truth d*

292- 8 only as it d' all error and
293- 6 material mindlessness, . . . d' itself.

299-24 Truth never d' God's idea.

305-26 d- all error and brings immortality to light.
31.5-23 spiritual Truth d' material error,
323-27 The true idea of God . . . d- mortality.
328-11 d- human delusions about Him
339- 2 Divine Life d' death, Truth d' error,
.339- 3 and Love d' hate.

o 346-15 Disbelief in error d- error,
347-24 Christ, Truth, who d' these evils,
3.50-30 Soul rebukes sense, and Truth d- error.
358- I axe, which d' a tree's so-called life,

p 395-12 faith in God d' all faith in sin
420- I nor go from one part to another, for Truth d'

422-20 Thus C. S., . . . d- sin and death.
t 452-14 withhold not the . . . explanation which d' error.
452-28 Acting from sinful irtotives d- your power
454- 6 d' fear, and plants the feet in the true path,

T 472-U His law, rightly understood, d' them.
474-31 Truth d' falsity and error,
483-18 heals the sick, d' error, and
485-22 error v/hich Christ, or Truth, d'

g 556- 7 d' forever all belief in intelligent matter.
ap 561- 3 d- both faith in evU and the

destructible
o 360- 7 renders these ideals imperfect and d' ;

destruction
attempt the

a 51- 9 to attempt the d' of the mortal body
element of

ph 196-10 sin is the only element of d\
error's

o 357-12 and error's d' ensured ;
final

b 339- 6 and involve the final d' of all sin?
of all evil works

pr 5-31 seek the d' of all evil works,
of error

sp 91-13 The d" of error is by no means the
b 272-26 triumphs of C. S. are recorded in the d' of error
329-26 pardon of divine mercy is the d' of error,

r 474-24 hallowing influence of Truth in the d' of error,

ap 559-16 made manifest in the d" of error.
of evil

a 53-24 sacrifice which goodness makes for the d" of evil.

of sin
pr 5-20 the d" of sin through suffering.
/ 201- 2 the d' of sin, sickness, and death.
233- 3 proofs ... in the d" of sin, sickness, and
233-19 compass the d' of sin and sickness

b 291- 4 aught but the d' of sin,
339- 1 d' of sin is the divine method of pardon,

r 497-10 God's forgiveness of sin in the d.of sin

pangs of
b 296-20 how long they will suffer the pangs of d\

ri|5e for
ap 5S5- 4 against spirituality, and ripe for d".

tbat wastetb
m 56-17 d- that wasteth at noondaj'."— Psdl. 91 ; 6.

sp 91-14 is by no means the d" of Truth or Life,
97-17 the riper it becomes for d\

on 103- 6 The d' of the claims of mortal mind
ph 173-16 For positive Spirit to . . ..would be Spirit's d".

194-10 D" of the auditory nerve
/ 219-19 d- of the belief will be the removal of Its effects.
t 451-13 the way, that leadeth to d-.— Matt. 7 : 13.

gl 586-13 remorse ; lust ; hatred ; d' ;

597-29 D-
; anger; mortal passions.

destructions
ph 165- * delivered them from their d'.— Psal. 107; 20.

destructive
sp 93-17 D- electricity is not the offspring of

97-11 The more d- matter becomes,
/ 210-32 it is without a d' element.
b 273-31 atmosphere of mortal mind cannot be d"
t 445-25 The human wUl . . . is d' to health,
545-17 false view, d" to existence and happiness.

desultory
354-15 to cleave to barren and d" dogrmas,

detach
c 261-21 D" sense from the body, or matter,
1 463- 8 you should so <i" mortal thought from its

detached
o 341- 5 criticisms are generally based on d- sentences

detail
pref x-14 or treat in full d' so infinite a theme.

details
ph 19&-23 forcible descriptions and medical d*.

detect
p 363-13 d- the woman's . . . status and bid her depart,

363-26 did his insight d- this unspoken moral uprising?
t 447-25 To put down the claim of sin, you must d" it,

detected
c 267-20 more than Is d- upon the surface,

ap 587-29 d- and killed by mnocence, the Lamb of Lov9
detection

/ 252-20 elude d" by smooth-tongued villainy.
detective

t 449-24 a good d- of individual character.
detectives

p 439-31 We send our best d- to whatever locality
deter

t 443- 6 tends to d" those, who make such a
deterioration

g 533-22 the rapid d- of the bone and flesh

determination
a 28- 6 d' to hold Spirit in the grasp of matter
p 437- 7 Jt indicates . . . a d- to condemn Man

determine
pft 173- 3 or d- when man is really man

determined
s 101-28 even if it were not already d' by mortal mind.

ph 200-25 "For I d- not to know— / Cor. 2 : 2.
200-27 I am d- not to know

determines
sp 86-23 Education alone d- the difference.
ph 167- 8 d- the harmony of our existence,

186- 7 the thoroughness of this work d' health.
194- 7 and d' a case for better or for worse.

/ 254-22 the spiritual which d' the outward and actual.
p 403-27 The human mind d' the nature of a case,
g 508-13 God d' the gender of His own ideas.

dethrone
p 378-23 to dispute the empire of Mind or to d*
g 545- 7 would d' the perfection of Deity.

dethrones
s 148-25 Physiology exalts matter, d' Mind, and

detracts
6 283-22 so d' from God's character and nature,

detrimental
t 446-28 d- to health and integrity of thought.

develop
pref viii- 4 To d- the full might of this Science,
ph 199-15 Mortals d' their own bodies
g 557- 4 learn how to d' their children properly

developed
a 29-29 though at first faintly d".

an 105-22 Whoever uses his d' mental powers like an
ph 198- 7 which has already d" the disease

198-30 muscles of the blacksmith's arm are strongly d;
p 416-19 and been d" according to it,'

g 550- 9 nor can Spirit be d- through its opposite.

developing
c 258-13 forever d' itself, broadening and
p 381- 5 or that some disease is d' in the system,

development
explanation and

an 102-26 not ... an easy explanation and d\
greater

sp 82-32 hastening to a greater d" of power,
hour of

c 266-10 When this hour of d" comes,
man's
ph 172- 3 Theorizing about man's d' from

of disease
p 400-15 and you prevent the d' of disease.

403-31 mental conception and d- of disease
of pain

p 391-12 you can prevent the d' of pain in the body.
opiMsite

sp 88-22 Excite the opposite d\ and he blasphemes.
precedes tlie

(7 553-32 -which precedes the d* of that beUef.

spiritualm 66-U Spiritual d' germinates not from
g 547-27 not in material history but in spiritual d'.

this ^ . ,

ph 199-17 whether this d' is produced consciously or

g 530- 2 In this d", the immortal, spiritual law

ph 173-23 according to the d: of the cranium ;

189-i!3 the d- of embryonic mortal mind
/ 244-31 everlastine grandeur and immortauty or d',

p 392-19 liable to the d" of that thought
419-17 lest aught unfit for d" enter thought.

dl 588- 7 the d- of eternal Life, Truth, and Love.
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develops
s 13^15 d- the lafpnt abilities ... of man.
r 48»-U

"

BS consdousness d". this belief g"** oo*.

deviations
g 502- 7 mortal d' and inverted iraagea

devil
cast out the _ . ^ . . . ,.

s 135-15 When Chnst cast out the d- of dumbness,
flesh, and the

354- 5 "the world, the fleah. and the d:

sp 70- * Now tee know that thou hast .4 d'.— John 8; 52.

Is come down „ .„ .„
ap 568-21 the d- is come down unto you,— Rev. 12 : 12.

knoweth
ap 56»-23 for the d' knoweth his time is short.

or evil ,,. ,

r 469-15 d* or evil— is not Mmd,
ap 563-19 seri>ent, whose name is d" or evil,

• 351-19 a personal dv and an anthropomorphic God
works of the'

pr 5-30 "destroy the worfcs of the d-."— Uohn 3.- 8.

T 474-31 "destroy the works of the d'."— I John 3; 8.

3 135^6 when the d* was gone out,— Luke 11 .• 14.

b 292-22 Ye are of your father, the d*— John 8 ; 44.

330-31 dementia, insanity, inanity, d",

t 450^ 4 belief ... in a natural, all-powerful d\
c 539- 2 In the words of Jesus, it (evil, d) is

•

554-23 and one of you is a dV'— John 6; 70.

654-25 Jesus never intimated that God made a d',

554-26 "Ye are of your father, the d-."— John 8; 44.

ap 567-15 that old serpent, called the ,d-,
— Bev. 12 ; 9.

567-19 that old serpent whose name is d' (evil),

fjl 580-30 Jesus said of the d', "He was— John 8 ; 44.

584-17 definition of

devils
pr 7- 5 he cast out d' and healed the sick and sinning.
a 49-5 "Even the d' are subject unto U3— JLufcflO;l7.

52-32 "He casteth out d' through— Luke 11 ; 15.

O 348-12 when d\ delusions, were cast out
» 362- In my name shall they cast out d' :—Mark 16 ; 17.

422- 3 "If I by Beelzebub cast out d-,— Matt. 12: 27.

r 494-30 Our Master cast out d' (evUs) and healed the

ap 564- 1 and cast out d- through Beelzebub.

gl 583-18 casting out d', or error, and healing the sick.

devious
s 164- I said : . . . our d' career resembles

devised
s 142- 2 the old systems, d' for subduing them,

ph 183-14 nor d' a law to perpetuate error.

devoid
» 134-15 D- of the Christ-power, .

p 399-21 Without this force the body is d' of action,
r 480- 9 whereas matter is d' of sensation.

fl 525-29 as d' of reality as they are of good,
649-22 false systems, . * . are d' of metaphysics.

devolved
50&-28 Upon Adam d* the pleasurable task

devote
/ 237-25 They d' themselves a little longer to their

devoted
s 109-14 d' time and energies to discovering a
gl 582- 6 so-called mortal mind, d' to matter ;

devotee
sp 89- 6 the d' may become unwontedly eloquent.
p 382-15 than Is the d- of supposed hygienic law,

devotion
a 49- 2 They knew what had inspired their d\

ph 199-21 d' of thought to an honest achievement
/ 241-19 The substance of all d- is

devour
ap 563-26 for to d' her child as soon as— Ree. 12; 4.

564- 1 which would impel them to d* each other

devouring
ph 192-14 It is the headlong cataract, the d- flame,
b 329-15 nor should he remain in the d" flames.

devout
pr 4-29 silent prayer, watchfulness, and d' obedience

7-21 with more d- self-abnegation and purity.
40- 3 The advanced thinker and d- Christian,

C 351-11 as did the prayers of her d' parents
p 367-14 from the siiinnit of d' consecration.

devoutness
s 140-17 Spiritual d" is the soul of Christianity.

dew
ph 193- 9 The d* of death was on his brow.
c 257-20 hath begotten the drops of d,"— Job 33 ; 28.

p 365-18 like d° before the morning sunshine.

diagnosis
s 157- 1 Horncecpathy ... in Us d- of di3<?a.'<p.

161-28 treating the case according to his physical d'

p 370-20 A physical d' of dise.ase
408- 9 th'.s general craze cannot, in a scientific d',

(463-3 under influences not embraced' in bis d't

diametrically
352- 8 the Jews took a d* opposite view.

diamond
g 521-16 the point (Sf a d'" and the pen of an angel.

diapason
ap 559-14 to utter the full d' of secret tones.

diathesis
p 424-32 a humor in the blood, a scrofulous d*.

dictate
/ 228-23

p 409-10

dictated
s 158- 4 supposed to have d' the first prescription.

Dictionary, smith's Bible
6 320- 8 In Smith's Bible £> it is said :

dictum
iUir- 6

we shall be masters of the body, d' its terms,
matter, . . . cannot d' terms to consciousness

did
is the d- of Scripture.

die

_ 18- 6 He d- life's, work aright
25-26 demonstrate this power as he d*
26- 2 gratitude for what he d' for mortals,
30-16 Not so d' Jesus, the nev/ executor
51-20 only through doing the works wtiich he d'
51-24 in all that ne said and d-.

53- 3 as d' the Baptist's disciples ;

55- 8 Perhaps the early Christian era d*

sp 79-19 Jesus d' his own work
83- 3 What the prophets of Jehovah d",

85-13 all things that ever I d" -.—John 4 : 29.

86- 4 Jesus knew, as others d" not,
an 106-18 classify all others as d' St. Paul
s 136-30 apprehended their Master better than d* others ;

136-31 d" not comprehend all that he said and d',

139- 7 so d" Joshua, Elijah, and Elisha.
141-21 outsiders d' not then, and do not now,
152-16 This he d' merely to ascertain the
156-18 I d' so, and she continued to gain.

ph 168-20 He d- the will of the Father.
193-18 and. take supper with his family. He d* so.

193-29 but what I saw and d' for that man,
/ 232-17' demonstrating ... as it <*• over nineteen

hundred
6 314-13 knowing, as he d', that Mind was the builder,
328-13 explain it practically, as Jesus d",

329-11 Be thankful that Jesus, . . . d- these things,
o 351-10 as d' the orayers of her devout parents
359-10 while they, the patients, d- not.

p 364-28 show their regard ... as d" this woman?
400-32 in certain locahties he d' not many

t 444-24 part from these opponents as d- Abraham
r 494- 3 and he d' this for tired humanity's reassurance.
495- 3 as surely as it d" nineteen centuries ago.
495- 8 classify sickness and error as our Master d-.

m
sp

61-16 often these beautiful children early droop and d\
75-22 waken . . . out of the belief that all must d',

94-10 by our law he ought to d\— John 19; 7.

s 164-17 If you or I should appear to d\
164-19 human beliefs that man must d",

ph 170-11 beheveth in me shall never d-,"— John 11 ; 26.

197-10 thoushalt surely d-.'"- Gen. 2: 17.

/ 206-31 does not cause man to sin, to be sick, or to d\
210-26 cannot say, "I si:ffer, I d-, 1 am sick,

221-12 and finally made up his mind to d',

6 277-3 "Thou Shalt surely d- ;"
— Gen. 2; 17.

289-23 So man, tree, and flower are supposed to d- ;

295-29 teaches that mortals are created to . . . d".

310-23 If Soul sinned. Soul would d-.

312-12 The beliof of 'that mortal that he must d-

315- 2 believeth in me shall never d'."— John 11 ; 25.

323-20 d- there annually from serpent-bites
p 375- 1 mortal mind, not matter, which says, "I d."

381-15 types of disease, with which mortals d-.

387-13 Our thinkers do not d- early because they
40^-25 no more fear that we shall be sick and d-.

426-20 It will master either a desire to d- or a dread
426-30 Man is immortal, and the body cannot d-,

427- 6 Man's individual being can no more d- nor
432-30 he decided at once that the prisoner should d:
434-31 lower court has sentenced Mortal Man to d',

435- 5 argued that the body should d-,

435-12 whosoever sinneth shall d" ;

435-18 Laws of Health should be sentenced to d\
436-29 His Honor sentenced Mortal Man to d-

r 481-19 thou Shalt surely d-."— GCTi. 2; 17.

486- 6 To d\ that he may regain these senses?
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die
g 527-10 thou shalt surely d-.— Gnn. 2 : 17.

529-20 neither shall ye touch it, lest ye d\— Gm. 3 ; 3.

MO-H Vo shall not surel v rf- :
— Gen. 3 ; 4.

5-32- 9 thou Shalt surely d\"— Gcn. 2: 17.

545-31 "As in Adam [error] all d\— I Cor. 1.5; 22.

gl 580-20 saith, "Thou shalt surely d-."— Gen. 2: 17.

died
a 46- 3 until they . . . learned that he had not d'

sp 73-4 but another, who has d'- to-day
74-15 belief of having d' and left a material body
75-15 the understanding that Lazarus had never d\
75-16 not by an admission that his body had d"

75-17 Had Jesus believed that Lazarus had . . d'

75-24 those who have thought they d',

s 154-11 a bed where a cholera patient had d'.

154-13 the symptoms . . . appeared, and the man d\
158-32 was etherized and d- in consequence,
159-20 sequel proved that this Lynn woman d" from

6 290-29 believing that his body d-

290-30 learning that his cruel mind d' not.

p 379-10 fancied himself bleeding to death, and d-

382-2(5 wrote to me: "I should have d', but for the

die.<$

sp 75- 2 mistaken assumption that man d' as matter
ph 168-16 becomes sicli and useless, suffers and d',

177-26 swallowed through mistake, and the patient d'

f 202-17 God, neither sins, suffers, nor d'

204- 2 It is evil that d' ; good d- not.
250-11 which is never born and never d'.

b 275- 1 Matter has no life to lose, and Spirit never d'.

285- 8 material personality which suffers, sins, and d" ?

288-16 the tumult d" away in the distance.
o 349-11 neither Life nor man d", and that God is not the

p 374-29 Nothing that lives ever d", and vice versa.

427- 2 the opposite belief that man d'

r 486-li In reality man never d'.

4S6-11 The belief that he d" will not establish his
491-21 another belief, that man d'

g 54:j- 5 not the real man, who d'.

556-11 d' to live again in renewed forms,
diet

ph 174- 6 to baths, d', exercise, and air?
197-23 Their d' v/ould not cure dyspepsia at this

/ 219-28 and impute their recovery to . . . d',

220-22 once adopted a d' of bread and water
221- 5 decided that his d- .should be more rigid,

t 4o7-;5 some learners commend d' and hygiene.

dietetic
p 389-13 d- theories first admit that food sustains

dietetics
/ 220-25 never to try d" for growth in grace.

differ
a 24-26 Then we must d" from them both.
b 273- 8 They d' from real Science because they
t 461-20 Your responses should d because
r 488- 8 words often translated belief d' somewhat

difference
a 30-23 showing the d' between the offspring
sp 82-24 would be prevented by this d\

86-23 Education alone determines the d".

b 293-19 d' being that electricity is not
p 403- 2 d- between voluntary and involuntary

421- 2 The only d- is, that insanity imphes
differences

m 63-12 Civil law establishes very unfair d'

different
a 21-18 separate time-tables to consult, d' routes
ni 57- 9 These d' elements conjoin naturally

58- 6 Tones of the human mind may be d'-

59-12 d- demands of their united spheres,
sp 74-22 d' beliefs, which never blend.

82-10 d" states of consciousness are involved,
82-12 cannot exist in two d' states of consciousness
82-16 through d' mazes of consciousness.
82-21 their state of consciousness must be d'

82-27 JD' dreams and d" awakenings
S 139-18 the thirty thousand d' readings in the
119- 8 the d' mental states of the patient.
152-32 symptoms, . . . wliich demand d- remedies ;

161-32 upon d" terms than does the metaphysician ;

163-24 hypotheses obtruded upon us at d' times.
h 293- 7 are but d' strata of human belief.

p 377-12 Through d' states of mind,
407-30 All sin is insanity in d' degrees.
408-27 and the results would be perceptibly d"

( 461-21 because of the d* effects they produce,
r 493- 5 the solar system p.s working on a d' plan
p 52;i-27 The d' accounts become more and

525- 8 the term man in d' languatT<-s.
546-31 a tliousarid </• exampie!; of one rule,
W^-10 tliiee d' luethod.s ol leproilucliou

different
<7 .M2-27 The intermixture of d' species,

ap 566-30 a.ssigns to the angels, . . . d' offices.

gl 598- 6 jet it has received d' translations,

differing
_sp 82-28 betoken a d' consciousness.

/ 444-14 tovvards d' forms of religion and medicine,
444-15 those who hold these d- opinions.

differs
s 123-30 C. S. d" from material science,

difficult

sp 82- 3 It is no more d' to read the absent mind
86-22 why is it more d' to see a thought than
91- 9 d- for the sinner to accept divine Science,

s 147-32 Jesus never spoke of disease as ... d' to heal.

ph 178-17 that chronic case is not d' to cure.

/ 218-13 renders both sin and sickness d' of cure
225-25 aboUtion of mental slavery is a more d' task.

b 318- 4 but for him to conceive of . . . was more d\
o 350-17 d' in a material age to apprehend spiritual
p 382-20 more d' to heal through Mind than one who

396-15 not a d' task in view of the conceded falsity
398-29 changes such ills into new and more d' forms
410-15 The more d" seems the material condition
424-22 d- to make yourself heard mentally while
425- 6 finds the path less d" when she

t 448-32 I'ettered by sin yourself, it is d' to
449-18 than it does to heal the most d' ca.se.

452- 2 a task not d', when one understands
460-11 the one most d- to understand and
462-16 There is nothing d' nor toilsome in this task.

difficulties
m 60-11 maternal affection lives on under whatever d\

63-22 without encouraging d- of greater magnitude,
S 143-14 Driven to choose between two d',
149-21 remarked . . . mind can never cure organic d"

"

p 377-25 organic diseases as readily as functional d\
394-16 that he should not try to rise above his d\

difficulty
s 115- 5 and the consequent d" of so expressing

115- 9 The great d* is to give the right impression,
ph 184-28 breathed with great d" when the wind was

185- 1 so her d' in breathing had gone.
185- 3 The wind had not produced the d*.
348- 8 Here is the d' : it is not generally
349-13 chief d' in conveying the teachings of

p 403- 8 the d' is a mental illusion,
427-22 great d' lies in ignorance of what God l3.

diffusive
m 58-16 benevolence should grow more d"

dig
sp 79-10 d' up every seed of error's sowing

digest
ph 175-21 The exact amount of food the stomach could d*

digested
sp 84-31 If . . . thoroughly learned and properly d\
p 390- 2 she said, "My food is all d",

digestible
ph 197-25 and the most d- food in the stomach.

digestion
ph 175-25 "Medical Experiments" did not govern the d*.

176-12 There v/ere fewer books on d*

ap 559-23 if you find its d' bitter.

dignified
s 118-21 In all mortal forms of thought, dust is d* as

dignify
s 149-27 predictuig disease does not d* therapeutics.

dignity
s 158-17 stupid substitutes for the d- and potency
/ 236- 7 emolument rather than the d" of God's laws,

g 527-30 and is man giving up his d' If

dilenima
s 119- 8 To seize the first horn of this d*

119-11 while to grasp the other horn of the a'

diligence
g 514-15 d\ promptness, and perseverance

dim . , ^
s 147-23 hitherto unattained and seemmgly d".

g 513- 8 To material sense, this divine universe is d*

diminish
m 61- 8 d- crime, and give higher aims to ambition.

ph 181-32 will d' your ability to become a Scientist,

/ 202-18 The days . . . will multiply instead of d'

248-31 sin, disease, and death will d-

c 262- 3 Neither does consecration d' man's obUgationS
p 410-28 will d-, until the practitioner's

diminished ^ ,. . ^ ,

s la5-2'J homcEopalhy. and nave d- drugging;
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diminishes
sp 96-28 As material kaowJedge rf- and'" ""

Homoeopathy d' tbe drug,
thought increases or d' the secretions,-
It increases or d- the action, as the case may
thia fear greatly d' the teadency towards s.

5 155-25
» 415-20

420-20
423- 4

riimini shinj
/224-X

dimly
s 117-28

din
6 307-31

dipped
/ 213-30

dire
ph 19&- 4

p 388- 8

direct
sp 94-25
an 105- 1

S 13S-19
148- 5

ph 189-31

/ 2?&- 1

235- 8

249-31
b 273-26
28i-17
342- 9

p 370-19
t 457-20

directed
ph 169-23

p 378-30
r 494-19

directing
p 413-25

direction
another

pTi 198-19
any

pft 177-23
6 280- 9
t 44.5-17

457-9
erery

p 371-13
406-21

< 458-18
mental

s 160-24

and the power o' sin d\

human reason d' reflects and

Above error's awful d-, blackness, and chaos.

Before human knowledge d' to its depths

can save hiip from the rf
"
effects of knowledge,

c" imJictions failed to destroy his body.

enabled him to d' those thoughts aright ;

The hands, without mortal mind to d' them,
under as d' orders now, as they were thea,
but acted in d' disobedience, to them,
keeping- always in the d- line of matter,
by fiealing in d' opposition to them
selected with as d' reference to their morals
>He is the d' opposite of material sensation,
in d' opposition to material laws,
which receive no d" evidence of Spirit,
in defiance of the d' command of Jesus,
produce very d- and marked effects on
ho excellence without labor in a d" line.

towards which human faith or endeavor la d'
if such a power could be divinely d\
Reason, rightly d", serves to correct

constantly d" the mind to such signs.

Again, giving another d' to faith,

in any d" against God,
can never do justice to Truth in any d*.

or limit in anj' d' of thought the omnipresence
this newly discovered power in any d"

sick humanity sees danger in every d',
to avail ourselves in every d'

sword of Truth must turn in every d"

dirt
p 383-14 To the mind equally gross, d

easiness.
413-14 and covering It with d' in order to
413-21 I am not patient with a speck of d- ;

gl 595-24 Uncleanliness. Impure thoughts ;

sin; d'

gives no un-

error:

never capable of acting contrary to mental d'.

of mortal mind
s 160-10 no more dependent upon the d' of mortal mind,

opposite
ph 195-10
P 388-14

right
a 21-13

21-31

ph 172- 5

/ 219-32
248-26

p 401- 3

this
p 419-4

unerring
p 424-9

Whlcberer
p 392-23

disable
p 378-27

disabled
p 373-25

disabuse
s 130-15

disagree
p 390-27

disagreement
o6i- 3 cancels the d'

never endowed matter with power to d" Life

the d" organ will resume its healthy functions,

would d" the human mind of material beliefs

disappear
pref .xi-12

a 34-27

sp 72- 6
87-27

/ 203-29
211-21
224-4
228-10
24S-32
252- 8

b 295-14
319-18
324- 3

O 347-29
30.5-18

357-23

p 375- 8
S95-14
415-27
425-13
426-28
427- 6
442-22

r 47S-11
476-18
480-30
485- 8

g 509-28
556- 6

ap 551-21
572-18

ffi584-4

'Agree to d" with approaching symptoms

and settles the question.

and d- as naturally and as
he would d" to material sense
that body would d" to mortal sense,
will d- before the suprem.acy of Spirit.
should d- on the shore of time ;

Sympathy with error shoulil d\
As the crude footprints of the past d*
and fleshly ills will d-.
will diminish untU they .finally d:human beliefs . . . begin to d".
mortal consciousness will at last . . . d\
Mystery, miracle, sin, and death will d*
and joy to see them d',
and sickness will d' from' consciousness.
Ail things will continue to d', until
are false claims, v.hich will eventually d\
a,nd the cbill.^ and fever d-

jn 64- 3

p 394- 9
t 451-15

directions
sp 86-11
/220- 6
&329- 9

directly
ph 177-29

187-15
1S2-31

/ 220-32
6 311-19
O 358- 6

p 397-11
40O- 1

423-«8
P 533-11

directs
S 160-26
/ 254-11

those very senses, trained in an opposite d".

another admission in the opposite d",

gain a little each day in the right d\
imagine himself drifting in the right d'
amounts to nothing in the right d'
this scientific beginning is in the right d\
we must first turn our gaze in the right d',
it does nothing in the right d" and

Errors of all sorts tend in this d*.

the proper sense of God's unerring d*

Your decisions . . . whichever d- they take.

in the d' taught by the Apostle James,
to act in the d' which Mind points out.
walks ia the d' towards whicn he looks,

Opposites come from contrary d",
to look in other d' for cause and cure,
great might of divine Science in these d"

as d' as if the poison had been
as d" as does tne hand,
receives d' the divine power.
as d' as the volition or will moves the hand.
d' opposite to the immortal reality of being.
If two statements d' contradict each ether
as d" as you enhance your joys by
mortal mind, which d' controls the body
as d" the action of mortal mind as is dementia
to trace all human errors d" or indirectly

as they please or as disease d",
seek Truth righteously. He d' our path.

and the chills and fever dv
sin, disease, end death will d\
win apparently cause the body to d".
Then these iUs v.-ill d\
death will d' with the disappearance of sin.
can no more die nor d' in unconsciousness
and sin, disease, and death d'.
Mortals will d', and immortals, . will appear
Sin, sickness, and death must d*
understood as nothingness, they would d'
soon to d' because of their uselessness
anpear in man and the universe never to d'.
These false beliefs will d\ when the
material and corporeal selfhood d',
seen and acknowledged that matter must d\
The objects of time and sense d'

disappearance
a 43- 3 his material d* before their eves
p 426-29 death v.'ill disappear with the d' of sin.
gl 593- 4 d- of material sense

disappeared
ph 199-30 His fear must have d' before his
b 328-15 has sadly d' from Christian history.
334-16 material concept, or Jeaus, d',

p 436- 5 the Health-agent d",
438-27 he d" and v^as never heard of more.
442-10 all sallownees and debility had d\

gl 580-27 and then d" in the atheism of matter.

disappearing
an 102-16
s 115-25

gl 589-24
590-24

disappears
a 42- 8

m 69-10

sp 89-10
97-13

S 116- 4
131- 7

1.55-27

156-30

ph 172-14
1.S9-12

190-18

/ 207- 4
222- 1

230-27
251-26
252-11

C 264-21
267-25

b 274-32
'279-16
281- 5
29.^ 1

297-13

mild forms of animal magnetism are d*,
Second Degree: Evil beliefs d".

material belief progressing and d* ;

is d' from the recorder's thought,

comes in darkness and d" with the light.
as the false and material dr.

Destroy her belief . . . and her eloquence d;
its mortal zenith in illusion and forever d'.

In the thiM degree mortal mind d',
false evidence before the corporeal senses d'
the potency . . . increases as the drug d'.

matter d" from the remedy entirely,
only as the false sense of being d\
existence of the sunlight when the orb of day d'.
This mortal seeming . . finally d\
until it d' from our lives.

this phantasm of mortal mind d'
We think that we are healed when a disease d',
improves mankind until error d',
until the entire lAortal, material error finally d".
Matter d' under the microscope of Spirit.
in which all error d" in celestial Truth.
ihatter, ... in the light of divine metaphysics, d:
In proportion as the belief d- that life
When one appears, the other d\
mortality d" in presence of the reality.
that d' which before seemed real
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disappears
p 368-23 material belief in them d-

368-31 When fear d', the foundation of disease is gone.
406-13 Then error d'. fc'in and sickness will abate
406-16 all that is unlike the true Ulieness d'.

417-17 you destroy the evidenca, for the disease d".

442-24 material, transformed with the ideal, d',

T 491- 6 Destroy the belief, and the sensation d'

g 520-12 These days will appear as mortality d-,

520-14 in which all sense of error forever d'

gl 595-21 mortal d' and spiritual perfection appears.
597-18 in which a material sense of things d\

disappoint
/ 234-22 The present codes of human systems d-

disappointed
/ 245- 5 i3" in love in hfer early years,
t 452-25 and you will be d'

disappointments
m 57-31 d- it involves or the hopes it fulfils.

6 322-27 as vyeU as our d' and ceaseless woes,

disarm
ph 178-25 and we d- sin of its imaginary power

disarmed
6 290-31 imtil evn is d- by good.

disarms
p 394-11 d' man, prevents him from helping hmiseli,

disarrangement
p 421- 5 d-, is a word which conveys the true definition

disasters
s 119-12 to make Him responsible for all d\

disastrous
/ 247- 2 is not so d* as the chronic belief.

disbelief
a 29- 7 faith in the right and d- in the wrong.
o 345-15 £)• in error destroys error,

p 397-20 in exact proportion to your d- in physics.

disbelieve
p 427- 8 If man believes in death now, he must d- in it

t 453- 3 You do not .d' the musician when he

disbelieving
a 50-27 The distrust of mortal minds, d- the purpose

discard
/ 213-32 which d- the one Mind and true source of

p 425-32 £>• all notions about lungs, tubercles,

discern
a 22-18 you will d* the good you have done,

sp 84-23 by which -ft-e d' man's nature and existence.
85-11 and d' the error you would destroy.
85-21 ye can d- the face of the sky ;— Matt. 16 : 3.

85-22 not d' the signs of the times?"— A/oi«. 16 ; 3.

91-16 Absorbed in material selfhood we d' . . . faintly
95- 9 able to d' the thought of the siclc

95-14 to d' thought scientifically, depends upon
97- 1 those who d' C. S. wiU hold crime in check.

ph 194- 3 I catmot fail to d' the coincidence of

/ 233-17 Ye who can d' the face of the sky,
233-19 hov/ much more should ye d' the sign

c 258-31 you can d' the heart of divinity,
b 310-30 which material sense cannot d\
315-13 They could not d' his spiritual existence,

o 345-23 ought to be able to d' the distinction
t 455-27 if he is taught of God to d" it.

g 509-31 can d" the face of the sky ;— Matt. IS; 3.

510- 1 not d- the signs of the times?"— A/a«. 16.- 3.

510- 4 To d' the rhythrn of Spirit and to be holy,
519-12 Human capacity is slow to d" and to grasp
534- 2 and to d' spiritual creation.

discerned
m 56- 9 Until the spiritual creation is d- intact,

65- 6 spiritual and eternal existence mav be d'.

68-32 the unbroken hnks . . . will be spiritually d' ;

sp 85—17 In like manner he d' disease
87- 9 to be d', described, and transmitted.
98-12 which can only be spiritually d\

s 110-23 forever remain to be d' and demonstrated.
110-27 and must again be spiritually d\
137- 4 not spiritually d\ even by them, until

ph 168-24 I have d" disease in the human mind,
/ 210- 5 Principle and proof of Christianity are d' by
6 275-31 Truth, spiritually d\ is scientifically
302-7 thereby d' and remains unchanged.
330-15 nor . . . can be d' by the material senses.
351-12 spiritual sense of the creed was d'

t 461-10 nor is it d' from the standnoint of
g 509- 2. Spirit is d- to be the Life of all,
512-24 d- only through the spiritual senses.

gl 585-10 with which can be d' the spiritual fact
598-27 bridge over v/ith life d' spiritually

discernible
sp 76-27 a perfection d' only by those who

discermng
pref x-28 or d" the truth, come not to the light

o 35- 6 £>• Christ, Truth, anew on the shore
m 60-25 not d' the true happiness of being,
s 143-22 never d' how this 'deprives you
/ 227-14 £)• the rights of man, we cannot

discernment
a 47- 1 d' of Jesus' teachings and
sp 82- 6 d' of the minds of Homer and Virgil,

91-18 aids the d' of man's spiritual and
94-30 An approximation of this d'

ph 171- 4 Through d" of the spiritual opposite
346-16 and leads to the d" of Truth.

g 505-20 Spiritual sense is the d" of spiritual good.
ap 561- 4 leads to the d- of the divine idea.

gl 586- 3 Etes. Spiritual d",

discerns
1 452-33 d' and deals with the real cause of disease.

discharge
ph 193-20 The d- from the sore stopped,
r 478-19 d' of the natural functions is least iioticeabl&

Disciple
ap 576- 9 the beloved D' writes:

disciple (.sea also Eddy, Mrs. Mary Baker)
beloved

a 36-13 the beloved d", and a few women
b 319-32 what the beloved d" meant in one of hl3

doubting
b 317-30 To this dull and doubting d' Jestis remained a

lin!>etuoas
s 137-25 Before this the impetuous d' had

mightiest
a 48-12 shall the humblest or mightiest d* murmur

Simon the
p 362- 4 though he was quite imlike Simon the d'

a 21- 9 If the d' is advancing spiritually,
28-29 encountered by prophet, d', and apostle,
41-32 belief, . . . never made a d' who could cast out

s 141- 6 Because his precepts require the d" to
b 271-11 In Latin the word rendered d- signifies
324-19 Paul was not at first a d' of Jesus

disciples (see also disciples')
Baptises

53- 4 He did not fast as did the Baptist's d" ;a
bis

pr
a

16- 7 Our Master taught his d* one brief prayer,
32-28 The Passover, which .Jesus ate with his d"

34-30 his last spiritual breakfast with his d"

38-13 He was addressing his d', yet he did not say,
42-28 Jesus had taught his d" the Science of

44-28 His d' believed Jesus to be dead while he
45-14 after his bodily burial he talked with his d*

45-24 Even his d' at first called him a spirit,

46-28 above the physical knowledge of his d%
52-26 prophetically said to his d",

85- 3 his d" answered, "The multitude— Luke 8; 45.

s 117-29 Jesus bade his d" beware of the leaven of

132-31 once pointed his d- to Jesus as
. . ,

6 271- 7 Jesus instructed his d' whereby to heal the Sict

313-28 only in a limited degree even by his d'-

317-21 presented himself to his d- after his

p 367-18 of which Jesus spoke to his d".

388-21 If food was prepared by Jesus for his d',

his Immediate , . . ,..,..
b 328-29 Had it been given only to his immediate a*,

sp

his own
a 24-31

Its
349-20

of Jesus
a 29-13

other
a 27-24

seventy
342-13

32-16
32-21
34-18
43- 5
49- 4

86-10
136-24
136-29

sp
s

disciples'
a 35- I

47-27

sp 85- 8

discipline
771 66-28

his own d' could not admit such an

this sense must be gained by its d'

"The d* of Jesus believe him the Son of God."

credits him with two or three hundred other d'

He bade the seventy d", as well as

brake it, and gave it to the d\— Matt. 26: 26.

The d- had eaten, yet Jesus prayed and
Through all the d- experienced,
all enabled the d- to understand
and caused the d" to say to their Master :

more spirilus! susceptibihty than the d\
what the d" did not fully'understand?
The d- apprehended their Master better

and his d' grief into repentance,
The d- desertion of their Master
The d' misconception of it uncovered

Xantippe a d' for his philosophy.
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disciplined
/ 202-10 until d' by the priaoa and the scaffold ;

disclose
o 344-16 rules which d- its merits or demerits,
t 447-13 evil will in time d- and punish itself.

discloses
/ 202-21 experience d' the finity of error

discolored
p 385-21 d', painful, swollen, and inflamed.

discomfiture
ph 169- 7 to his d% when he was incredulous.

discomfort
a 53-16 The world could not interpret aright the d'

53-iS which might flow from such d'.

an 101-28 Z?' under error is preferable to comfort.

discontented
b 305- 2 A d\ discordant mortal is no more a man than

ap 559-27 do not be surprised nor d' because you must

discord
accepts the

5 14S-17 drops the true tone, and accepts the d\
all

sp 96-20 all d' will be swallowed up in spiritual Truth.
s 130-'8 divine Science, which destroys all d",
130-12 Science, . . .will destroy all d\

T 481-23 human verdicts are the procurers of all d\
and death

s 124-10 limitine Life and holding fast to d' and death.
/ 224-10 life and peace instead of d' and death.

b -280- 2 Symbols and elements of d' and decay
r 458-18 eternal and incapable of d- and decay.
g 50S-24 no element nor symbol of d' and decay.

asd dismay-
sp 96-13 On one side there will be d' and dismay ;

scd mortality
b 338- 7 terminates in d' and mortality,

any other
p 414-14 dementia, hatred, or any other d\

apparent
p 390- 8 ignorance . . . which produce apparent d',

calls
m 60-24 An ill-attuned ear calls d- harmony,

can sever establish
o 356- 7 D- can never establish the facts of harmony.

conceding power to

p 394- 5 By conceding power to d',
continual

/ 240-14 and there is continual d-

division and
s 148-23 how from this basis of division and d'

educated into
p 414- 3 and thus are children educated into d'.

error and
p 423-21 superior to error and d',

fearful
m 65-11 The union of the sexes suffers fearful d'.

forsake
p 400-10 only as they forsake d",

buman
b S06-32 parent of aU human d' was the Adam-dream,

Isistead of
/ 224-10 life and peace instead of d' and death.
253-30 law of . . . harmony instead of d',

. Is the notliliiKness
b 276-26 D' is the nothinffness named error.

is unnatural
b 304-21 and d' is imnatural, unreal.

Is unreal
b 276-15 D- is unreal and mortal.
p 414-23 harmony is universal, and d' is imreal.

Its own
s 14fr- 8 By trusting matter to destroy its own d;

learn from
s 129-25 or learn from d- the concord of being?

marvel at
ap 563- 1 Human sense may well marvel at d',

mortal
sp 98- 3 the elevation of existence above mortal d'
c 262-27 foimdation of mortal d' is a false sense

eight of
p 378-28 chill harmony with a . . . night of d"

no
6 331-16 in Spirit . . . there can be no d' ;

CO rule of
/ 219-20 Science includes no rule of d'.

Of every liiad

p 394-26 conquer d- of every kind with harmony,
of every name

o S55-U Let 0" 01 every name and nature
opposite

/ 207-30 the opposite d, . . .is not reaL

discord
or barmony

/ 213-28 discoursing either d' or harmony
overcomes

s 134-22 natural law of harmony which overcomes d;
physical sense of

r 493-23 takes away this physical sense of d',
producem 58- 5 lU-arrahged notes produce d'

reign of
s 122- 2 and so creates a reign of d',

seeming
p 390- 7 to the mortal senses, there is seeming d:

silence
r 495-23 and silence d' with harmony.

the unreal
ap 563- 2 harmony is the real and d' the unreal.

the unreality
o 352- 3 to make . . d* the unreality.

will correct the
m 60-27 Science will correct the d'.

ph 170- 4 The d' which calls for material methods
186-23 If we concede the same reality to d* as to
186-23 If ... d' has as lasting a claim

/ 228-18 and d' as the material unreahly.
c 255- 5 and d' into the music of the spheres.
6 305- 2 subjected to material sense which is d'.
305- 3 mortal is no more a man than d' is music.

o 351-24 proves the nothingness of error, &,
p 368-12 beliefs . . . that d' is as normal as harmony,

379-32 belief that . . . d' is as real as harmony,
400-28 Without divine control there is d',

t 453- 4 when he disting^uishes concord from d'

discordant
ph 184-18 'VVTiatever is governed by a false belief is d'

f 208-28 and he makes it harmonious or d-

209- 3 mortal belief which makes the body d'
213-15 towards the finite, temporary, and d\
2.39-25 produces every d' action of the body.
239-27 It is d- and ends in sin, sickness, death.

6 305- 3 d- mortal is no more a man than
318-17 so far as he is d\ he is not the image of God.
337-13 while error is mortal and d".

o 347- 5 whatever is mortal or d' has no origin,
p 369- 2 to admit also the reality of all d" conditions,

387-26 which causes all things d".

t 444-30 mortals, . . , are d' and ofttimea •

discords
pref viii— 5 d' of corporeal sense must yield to

sp 78- 2 like the d' of disease, sin, and death,
s 129- 2 So in C. S. there are no d'

155-22 to offset the d" of matter and the Uls of flesh,

ph 183- 5 d" have no support from nature or divine law,
/ 231-16 God is not the author of mortal d\
231-17 d' have only a fabulous existence,

6 304-25 To be master of chords and d',

discount
pr 5-10 there is no d' in the law of Justice

discourage
p 424-18 such opinions as may alarm or d',

discouraged
s 130- 2 d- over its slight spiritual prospects.
b 329-17 To be d-, is to resemble a

discouragement
/ 254- 6 or attain slowly and yield not to d'.

discouraging
p 394-13 such admissions are d",

396- 7 Never startle with a d' remark
t 447-18 without frightening or d- the patient

discoursing
/ 213-27 d- either discord "or harmony

discover
s 129- 7 d' it by rsversing the material fable,
c 260-14 at work to d" what God has already done ;

265-25 we d" what belongs to wisdom and Love.

p 369-15 in order to d' some means of heaUng it.

370-32 to d" the condition of matter,
t 462-22 to d- their quality, quantity, and origin.

g 548- 5 we d" man in the image and likeness of God.
discoverable

sp 87- 4 lost to . . . the mind in which they are <f"

discovered
pre/ viii-31 the first steps of a child in the newly d'

an 104-11 Next, they say it has been d- before,

s 107- 1 In the year 1866. I d- the Christ Science
126-23 just as I have d' them.
147-28 This rule remained to be d- in C. S.

b 321-17 when he d- that what he apparently saw
p 408- 4 nor d- to be error by many who are sick.

/ 457- 8 this newly d' power in any direction
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discoverer of Christian Science
{see Eddy, Mrs. Mary Baker)

discoveries
s 112-28 and yet uses another author's a-

g 548-27 Modern d' have brought to light important

discovering
s 109-14 devoted . . . energies to d" a positive rule.

discovers
g 549-24 d- the pathway leading to divine Science,

discovery
author's
pref vii-27 Since the author's d- of the might of

his ^ ^
s 121- 2 if his d' had undermined the

s 107- 3 and named my d" C. S.
, j

108-30 My d", that erring, mortal, misnamed rmnd
109-11 For three years after my d",

111-26 After a lengthy examination of my O'

115- 8 as brought forth in my d-

new
p 403-23 Never conjure up some new d"

of the system . . ^ c,

pref viii-26 d' of the system that she denommated C. fc>.

r 483-13 After the author's sacred d',

spiritual

my

this
p 380-22 Many years ago the author made a spiritual d' ,

s 153-13 This d- leads to more light.

g 549- 1 This d" is corroborative of the Science
549- 2 this d- shows that the multiplication of

s 123-20- d- of this divine Science of Mind-healing,
c 263-21 the d- of some distant idea of Truth ;

p 411- 3 My first d' in the student's practice

discredit
m 68-25 I d- the belief that agamogenesis applies to

discrimination
m 63-19 d- as to the person, property, and

discuss
p 389-14 then d- the certainty that food can kill man.

discussed
ph 175-22 was not d' according to Cutter

185- 8 which d' "mental medicine" and "mind-cure,

discussing
/ 237-16 kept from d' or entertaining theories or
r 492-17 £)• his campaign. General Grant said :

disdain
/ 224-19 Cold d-, stubborn resistance,

Disease
p 439-26 meanwhile declaring D- to be God's servant

439-32 reported to be haunted by D',
439-33 they learn that D' was never there,
441-15 nor can D' cast turn into prison.

disease

ph 176-29 Hence decided types of acute d-

p 390-28 approaching symptoms of chronic br acute d",

advanced stages of

p 391- 8 the incipient or advanced stages of d\
afflrmatlon of

p 392-11 physical affirmation of d' should always
agrees with the

s 162- 2 the matter-physician agrees with the d',

aU
s 120-23 and thus Science denies aU d", heals the sick,

ph 169-18 not only reveals the origin of aU a'

169-19 declares that all d' is cured by divine Mind.
176-25 AU d- is the result of education,

/ 218-32 all d', pain, weakness, weariness,

p 377-22 you remove the cause of all d"

392- 6 Fear, which is an element of all'd^

slleTlatlDK . „ . .- J
an 100- 6 as a means of alleviating d".

and death . , ..
s 116-17 belief in matter, evil, d', and deatn,

ph 176-15 d- and death, will lose their foothold.

/ 207-23 d-, and death belong not to the Science of

215-19 So sin and sorrow, d' and death,
c 260-21 d\ and death proceed from fear.

p 401- 6 but it engenders d' and death.
414- 2 foundations of the belief in d' and death,

I 450-20 enlisted to lessen evil, d', and death ;

T 474- 3 destroy all error, evil, d', and death.

g 547-32 lifts humanity out of d' and death
and its cause

p 393-32 the sin and the sinner, the d' and its cause.

and mortality . . ^ , . ,^
g 557-15 the less a mortal knows of sin, d", and mortality,

disease
and sin

pTef viii-13 by healing both d' and sin ;

/ 208-32 banish all thoughts of d' and sin

p 420-17 Truth overcomes both d' and sin

r 485-27 and delineates foreign agents, called d' and sin.

antidote to
s 155-30 if drugs aref an antidote to d\ why lessen the

any
/ 233-29 The counter fact relative to any d"

any other
p 384-27 rheumatism, consumption, nor any other d'

appetite and
p 398-23 Appetite and d" reside in mortal mind,.

approach of
p 374-17 Ignorance of the cause or approach of d*

arises
s 154- 3 D' arises, like other mental conditions,

being a belief

Sh
168-26 £> being a behef, a latent Ulusioa

ef in
{see belief)

belief of
ph 178- 9 The remote cause or belief of d- is not
p 380-18 body is affecte'd only with the belief of d'

398-27 and change the belief of d' to a belief of health.
belief of the

p 377-20 when the behef of the d' had gone.
belief produces

s 159-30 belief produces d' and all its symptoms,
breeds
m 62- 7 master the belief . . . which breeds d\

called a
p 398- 1 Sometimes Jesus called a d" by name,

called the
p 411- 4 studeat silently called the d" by name,

call the
p 412-10 call the d- by name when you mentally deny It :

case of
s 155-21 in order to heal a single case of d-

ph 196-25 ^lany a hopeless case of d" is induced by

p 374- 7 the sick say : "How can my mind cause a d-

cause of
{see cause)

causes
ph 188-24 What causes d- cannot cure it.

/ 208- 7 What then is this . . . which causes d'

318- 8 senses are saying that tnatter cau-ses d'

o 344-12 understood . . . that error causes d',

p 399- 4 but if the material body causes d\
chains

p 380-19 mind ignorant of the truth which chains a'.,

challenges
s 162- 3 agrees only with health and challenges d*.

chambers of
p 365-26 finds its way into the chambers of d'

chronic
s 162-18 in cases of both acute and chronic d"

chronic form of
ph 176-31 less distinct type and chronic form of d\

classify
r 483- 5 We classify d" as error,

consume with
/ 205- 4 drop with drunkenness, consume with d',

consumption, or
p 426- 1 notions about ... consumption, or d'

crisis of the
1 446- 8 or it may mark the crisis of the d\

crop of
ph 188-25 an abundant or scanty crop of d',

cure
an 101-26 seems to alleviate or to cure d\
f 208-15 absurd to suppose that matter can . . . cure d".

cure of
prcf xi- 4 results in the cure of d'.

s 147- 5 its present application to the cure of d'.

149- 3 far outweighs drugs in the cure of d"

t 457-31 Let this Principle be appUed to the cure of d"

declaring ^ - .

ph 180-18 by declaring d' to be a fixed fact,

depicts
b 319- 3 Science depicts d' as error,

describing
sp 79- 1 The act of describing d* ... is not scientific.

descriptions of
ph 179-32 Descriptions of d' given by physicians

destroy , , ,

p 412-15 and to destroy d\ sin, and death,
I 447-20 truth and . . . which destroy d".

destroying .... ^ ^ ,

s 157- 3 m judging and destroying d".

destroys , .,.,...
p 420- 1 nor go from one part to another, for Truth de-

stroys d\
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disease
developed the

, , , ^ , . .u j
ph 19S- 7 his fear, which has already developed the a

development of

p 400-15 you prevent the development of d'.

403-31 mental conception and development of d'

diagnosis of ..... . , j
s 157- 1 Homoeopathy . . . m Us diagnosis of d-.

p 370-20 A physical diagnosis of d' . . . tends to

dlsapp^rs , , , ._ ...
/ 230-27 We think that we are healed when a d- disap-

pears,
p 417-17 you destroy the evidence, for the </• disappears.

discords of ...
sp 78- 2 like the discords of d', sin, and death,

disquisitions on
p 371- 5 Disquisitions on d' have a mental effect

dread
. , ^ ^

b 321-23 white as snow with the dread o",

dream of
p 39&-30 It breaks the dream of a'

eradicate the
,. ^ .

ph 180-20 before they go to work to eradicate the d-

error and ^ ^ . , j j
pr 5-32 all evil works, error and a" included.

error, or
, , ^ ^

p 400-lS By lifting thought above error, or d\ and
every , ,

. .

p 400-16 if you understand that every a- is an error,
411-32 it alleviates the symptoms of every d\

evidence of
. ^ , j

p 412-23 so as to destroy the evidence of a"

evil and
t 447-21 E.Tpose . . . the claims of evil and d'

evil called ,

s 135-14 and when Truth casts out the evil called d',

exemption from
p 411-29 their exemption from d' and danger.

s 153- 3 it is not the drug which expels the li"

exTilanation of"

p 374-10 The author ... in her explanation of d-

fastens
p 385-28 fastens d" on the patient,

fear of
ph 169-13 by exciting fear of d',

188-27 Sin and the fear of d' must be uprooted
197-31 should suppress his fear of d\

p 373-14 The fear of d' and the love of sin are
377-32 fear of d', v/hich associates sickness with
400- 3 the fear of d- is gone, and therefore

t 455-U lost in the behe' and fear of d" or sin,

fear of the
ph 196-28 but from the fear of the d'

feelings or
p 396- 6 inquiries relative to feelings or d\

fetters of
t 449- 1 to free another from the fetters of d\

forms of
P 398-29 more difficult forms of d\

fosters
ph 159-12 faith ... in drugs begets and fosters d'

foundation of

p 368-31 When fear disappears, the foundation of d" is

gone.
t 453-27 increases fear, the foundation of d',

functional
s 149-24 as readily as she has cured purely functional d',

God never decreed
/ 221-19 that God never decreed d",

has no intelligence

p^378- 3 . £)• has no intelligence.
391-24 JD' has no intelligence to declare itself

419-12 £»• has no intelligence with vt'hich to move
heal
pref x-21 His disposition and power to heal d\

/ 202-29 and yet we rely on ... to heal d', as if

healed
sp 79-22 He never described . . . but he healed d'.

p 386-13 healed d" through the action of Truth.
healing

s 150- 3 through this Christian system of healing d".

lieals
t 445-24 cast out by the divine Mind which heals d'.

health or
s 120-27 matter's supposed consciousness of health or d",

he discerned
sp 85-17 In like manner he discerned d*

binders
p 374-21 this belief helps rather than hinders d\

holds
p 395-27 Mental practice, which holds d' as a

illusions about
p 413-27 iliusicns about d', health-laws, and death.

disease
image of

s 154- 7 the fear that creates the image of d'

p 400-12 Eradicate the image of d' from the

Images of
ph 175- 1 We should prevent the images of d' from

197- 2 which mirror images of d' distinctly in thought,
Imbecility or

ph 197-15 removed from imbecility or d\
Incipient stages of

p 390-30 Meet the incipient stages of d" with
Increase

s 159-32 is liable to increase d' with his own mind.
Induce

p 370-22 physical diagnosis . . . tends to induce d\
417-30 Show them how mortal mlad seems to induce d'

Induces
p 392-28 the condition . . . which you say induces d'.

Injuries, and
p 402-17 You say that accidents, injuries, and d- kill

Insist that
p 409- 3 insist that d' is formed by mortal micd.

Is abnormal
s 120-14 health is normal and d" is abnormal.

Is an experience
r 493-20 D' is an experience of so-called mortal mind.

Is an image
p 411-23 £)• is an image of thought externalized.

p 373-21 D- is expressed not so much by the lips as in

Is less than mind
p 378- 7 !> is less than mind, and Mind can control it.

is mental
b 270-28 d- is mental, not material.

p 377-26 cause of all so-called d- is mental,
Is unreal

/ 229-32 the truth that d" is unreal.

Itself

p 419-11 Neither d' itself, sin, nor fear has the power
leads to

, , , ^
s 120-29 confirms that testimony . . . and so leads to d-.

less

ph 175- 6 there will be better constitutions and less d\
g 554-32 This would indicate that there is less d"

less for the
p 421-12 treat the patient less for the d- and

load with
, ^ , ^ . ^ ^

ph 176-17 Human fear of miasma would load with d'

malignant , ,. , .

p 373- 6 It is easier to cure the most malignant rf- thaa
method of treating

o 344-26 to investigate this method of treating d't
methods of treating

344-19 There are various methods of treating d',

minutely descrltied

ph 197- 5 A minutely described d' costs many
mortality and

p 395-10 its claims over mortahty and d-.

name of a
p 411-13 once Jesus asked the name of a d~

name of the
, ^ . . ,. j

p 396-10 avoid speaking aloud the name of the o*.

never described
sp 79-21 He never described d',

never spoke of . , ,

s 147-32 Jesus never spoke of d" as dangerous
no hereditary . ^ j.

p 412-32 knows that there can be no hereditary d',

DOT death
.. ^ ^ ^

s 140-27 causeth no evil, d", nor death.

p 368-22 Neither evil, d", nor death can be
not aggravate the ^ ,. , . .u j

p 401-12 This fermentation should not aggravate the d",

one
ph 176-24 One d" Is no more real than another.

o 348- 9 one d' can be just as much a delusion as another.

p 418-15 one d' would be as readily destroyed as another.

r 483- 4 exchanging one d" for another.

s 149-23 The author has cured what is termed organic d*

162-25 C. S. heals organic d" as surely
ph 176-21 Should all cases of organic d' be treated by

177- I Human mind produces what is termed organic d"

180-32 dissolve a tumor, or cure organic d",

p 428-30 The author has healed hopeless organic d\
origin of

. ^ . , • • . ^
p 374-18 no argument against the mental origin of d',

origin of all- . „ ^

ph 169-18 reveals the origin of all d" as mental,
or Its symptoms

p 419-32 d- or Its symptoms caimot change forms,

b 323-24 contemplation of something better than d- or sia

p 402-19 whethf-r it be a broken bone, d', or sin.

1 455-U the beUef and fear of d' or sia.
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disease
outUnes of ., . ^

£h
175- 2 we should efface the outlines of a-

» or . .

p 421-15 belief that . . produces pam or o'

physical , ...
s 150-14 the metaphysical healing of physical a' ;

poTcer of
p 376-31 To fear and admit the power of a'.

predicting
s 14^27 predicting d- does not dignify therapeutics.

prevent . , , ^. , ^ .

ph 170-18 If there are material laws which prevent a-,

198-12 It is better to prevent d- from forming ia

p 412-16 To prevent d' or to cure it,

pTeventlng
s 147-28 this Principle of healing and preventing d\

p 399- 4 You say . . . material combinations produce d' ;

predates , ^ ^

/ 208-16 absurd to suppose that . . . God, produces a-

b 270-27 If a sense of d' produces suffering

palmonarym 63- 2 for warding off pulmonary d-

f 203- 1 that this cold may produce fatal pulmonary d' ;

p 392-20 in the form of what ia termed pulmonary d',

question of
p 406-18 he should be as fearless on the question of d'.

regarding , ^ j. j. j
p 403-24 Never conjure up . . forebodings regarding d'

432-13 says : . . . there is a statute regarding d\
relative to

. . ^

ph 198-10 who outlines his thought relative to d',

removal of
o 358-27 In the removal of d-

vemove ...
p 400-20 When we remove d- by addressing the

render
p 433- 6 that laws of nature render d*

reports
p 409-13 belief, that . . . body, suffers and reports d*

resist. , , , . „
p 420-11 they can resist d' and ward it off,

says to
s 144-22 says to d", "Peace, be still."— il/arA: 4 : 39.

eeader of
s 158- 8 Apollo was also regarded s-s the sender of d",

sense of
b 270-27 If a sense of d- produces suffering

p 421-27 If vou would destroy the sense of d\
SliouJd not Impiant

ph 180-17 Doctors should not implant d- in the thoughts
siclaiess and

ph 179-23 the promoters of sickness and d*

sin and
{see sin)

sin, and deatli

sp 78- 2 like the discords of d-, sin, and death,
b 275-29 so-called powers, such as. . .d', sin, and death,
p 412-15 and to destroy d\ sin, and death.

stn, . . . and deatli
(see sin)

sin or
p 396-17 not because the testimony of sin or d" is true,

6ln» ... or deatti

/ 253-16 overcome the belief in sin, d', or death.
253-25 supposed necessity for sin, d\ or death,

p 380- 9 the demands of sin, d', or death,
elougli of

ph 168-13 already brought yourself into the slough of d"

GO-called
ph 168-26 before the so-called d' made its appearance
p 377-26 cause of all so-called d' is mental,

SiDlI of
ph 188-24 The soQ of d* is mortal mind,

some
p 381- 5 or that some d" is developing

8IIG£lk to
p 395- 7 speak to d" as one having authority over it.

mbject to
s 150-19 believe that both ... are subject to d',

sofifering and
f 221-17 He learned that -suffering and d" were the

supposed
p 418-19 the negation must extend to the supposed d"

supposed rights of
o 348-22 defending the supposed rights of d\

Symptoms of
s 153- 4 or changes one of the symptoms of d\
p 390-12 When the first symptoms of d' appear,

398-18 are known to relieve the symptoms of d\
system of treating

s lH-30 my metaphysical system of treating d"

tattling about
s 155-31 we shall avoid loquacious tattling about d',

disca.se
their

p 416-27
the very

S 161-27
this

s 154-12

ph 174-27

p425- 8

thought of
ph 198-15

p 396- 2

thoughts of
ph 196-21

/ 208-32
to see

p 421-25

If they ask about their d",

would naturally induce the very d'

Immediately the symptoms of this d' appeared,
Why . . . picture this d' to the mind,
leading points included . . in this d".

The thought of d' is formed before
never hold in mind the thought of d",

so efface the images and thoughts of d',
banish all thoughts of d' and sin

It is no more Christianly scientific to see d'
transsiission of

/ 228- 3 The transmission of d* or of certain
treatment of
pref viii- I in the treatment of d- as well as of sin,

its application to the treatment of d'

and recommend them for the treatment of d'f
is unfitted for the successful treatment of d\

S 126-23
157-22

P369-4
treats

b 318-24
I 459-30

types of
p 381-15

396- 3
unreal

p 417-24 the way to cure
unreality of

p 417-26
t 461-29

nnsee the
t 461-29 you must mentally unsee the d' ;

weariness and
ph 183-16 supposed laws which result in weariness and d'

what Is termed
ph 188- 3 What is termed d" does not exist.

'When treating
p 424-27 well to be alone with . - - when treating d\

Medical science treats d" as though
treats d' with more certain results

cannot legislate the times, , - - and types of d',
all forms and types of d',

. is to make d' unreal

understand the unreality of d' in Science,
to prove , , the error or unreality of d".

will vanish
p 365-17

yoke of
(7 555- 5

d' will vanish into its native nothingness

physical organism under the yoke of d'

you overcome
p 392- 2 it is through divine Mind that you overcome d*.

s 108-25
113-20
113-20
115-23
137- 6
159-21
160-26
162-24

ph 168-24
169-10
176-26
195-20

f 230-18
251-24

b 318-24
318-25
S20-30
345-32

34S-4
34S- 6
348-22
353- 2

p 368-28
389-15
3P9-16
371-30
373-11
373-29
378-22
.379- 1

395-21
400- 2
400- 3
4C9- 2

411-14
411-21
412-21
415- 2
417-21
419-12
4iiM4
420-25
421-18
426-17

called error, sin, sickness, d% death,
omnipotent good, deny death, evQ, sin, d". .

£)•, sin, evil, death, deny good, omnipotent God,
hatred, revenge, sin, sickness, d", death.
the victor over sickness, sin, d\ death,
and not from the d' or the operation.
If muscles can cease to act ... as d" directs,
I have restored . . . where d" was organic.
I have discerned d' in the human mind^
d' hag a mental, mortal origin,
d- can carry its ill-effects no farther than
Such books as will rule d' out of mortal mind,
no more . . . than . . . and health occasion dv
the healer of sin, d', death.
as tliough d' were real.
If d- is right it is wrong to heal it.

even if d' and worms destroyed his body,
not ... to "educate the idea of God, or treat

it for d,"
even while treating them as d' ;

making the d" appear to be . . an illusion?

complaining of the suffering d" brings,
Sin, d\ whatever seems real to

mortality (and therefore d')

never . . . made a reality of d-

Jesus never asked if d- were acute
and healtli instead of d'.

the sick recover more rapidly from d' than
we call these conditions d'.

D' is not an intelligence to dispute
If d- can attack and control the body
It is mental quackery to make d' a reality
When d" is once destroyed
therefore the d- is thoroughly cured.
"But if d" obtains in matter, why do you msist
a d" which moderns would call dementia.
D' is always induced by a false sense

Argue . . . that the patient has no d",

d' is neither a cause nor an effect.

£)• should not appear real to the physician.
Neither . . . has the power to cause d' or a
If d- moves, mind, not matter, moves it ;

they can meet d' fearlessly, if

There is no d\
d' cannot destroy life.
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disease ^ j .», j.

p 426-31 human concepts named matter, aeatn. a .

432-14 he upon whose person & is found
t 457-13 cannot . . . both cure and cause d'

gl 595- 5 Mortality ; error ; sin ; sickness ; a* :

disease-beliefs ^ . „.

p 409- 7 the more prolific it is likely to become in sin

and d'.

diseased
s 164-15 and all d- thought-germs are exterminated,

o/i 174-27 Why declare that the body IS a-, .

193-21 The d- condition had continued there ever since

/ 209- 3 beUef which makes the body discordant and a-

217-17 When you have once conquered a a- condition

237-20 either sinful or d' thoughts.
243-18 dizzy, d', concumptive, or lame.

253-22 Also, if you believe yourself d',

V 376-24 representing man as healthy instead or d\
395-32 would prevent the brain from becoming d',

403- 2 induced their own d" conditions.

404-10 malice, and all sorts of evil are a\ behefs,

421- 2 insanity impUes belief in a d' brain,

425-14 If the body is d\ this is but one of the

428- 1 no inaction, d' action, overaction, nor
432-17 become d", transgress the laws, and

T 487-31 This Principle makes whole the d",

diseases

ph 176-11 A ghastly array of d- was not paraded

s 154- 5 Since it is a law of mortal mind that certain d'

classification of -c .• t A.
s 164- 5 "No systematic - classification or a

6 318- 5 Corporeal senses define d" as reaUties ;

p 424-29 scrofula and other so-called hereditary d',

p 414- 6 it yields more readily than do most d' to the

p 377-24 You also remove, what are termed organic d'

other
p 376- 2 more terrifying than that of most other dr.

414- 9 The arguments . . . are the same asm other a/ :

6 320-29 hope in Him who healeth all our d' ;

Tiolence of
. , . ^ . .v. a .»

prcf viii-23 increased violence of d- smce the flooa.

p 39ft- I a moral cSence is hideed the worst of.d*.

S 138-1 1 He showed that d- were cast out
150-32 are flooding the world with d",

f)h 165-13 D- have multipUed, since man-made material

195-32 sorrows and d- among the human family.
197- 1 It does this by giving names to d'

p 376- 7 d- deemed dangerous sometimes come irom
I 453-26 nor give names to d',

disentangles . .

s 114-26 d" the interlaced ambiguities of being,

disgrace . ,. ,
s 120-32 d- and starvation stared him m the face ;

disguise . „ , ^ ,

/ 254-26 What is there to stnp off error s d' 7

o 343-14 Jesus strins all d" from error,

t 454-13 the great truth which strips all d* from error.

T 472-29 until God strips off their d'.

disgusted
s 163-23 we caimot help beuig d* with the

disgusting . . , . ^
. p 407- 5 PufBng the obnoxious fumes Is at least a

disheartening
p 380-28 Nothing is more d- than to believe

dishonest ^ . ^ .

ph 192-15 all that is selfish, wicked, d", and impure.

/ 252-18 and says : J am wholly d\
t 448-16 A d- position is far from Christianly

dishonestly
s 130- 7 It is vain to speak d" of

dishonesty
en 103- 4 further defines it as d- and craftiness.

104-19 d', sensuality, falsehood, revenge,

ph 188- 9 Passion, depraved appetites, d-, envy,
b 330-29 d-, selfishness, envy, hypocrisy, ,

p 404-29 envy, d", fear, . . . make a man siCK,

t 45-3-16 T>' is human weakness,
456-16 Any d" in your theory and, practice
434-28 Neither d- nor ignorance ever founded,

dishonor
. . ^. r.«,i

/ 22S-26 to acluiowledge any other power la to a ^'^^
r 485-22 Science of Mind seems to bring into d' the

\

dishonorest „ „ „„
o 349- 6 breaking the law, d' thou GodT"— Rom.%: 23.

dishonors
ph 1S3-30 If C. S. d- human belief,

disinclined
/ 218-14 sinner, d" to self-correction.

disintegrated ^ ^ ^ . ^
p 429-20 he could not exist after the body is a-

dislocated , . , . ^
p 402- 6 broken bones, d" jomts, and spmal verteor®.

dislocation
p 402-15 no breakage nor d' can really occur,

408-22 d" of the tarsal joint would produce

dislocations ^ ^ , ^
p 401-30 the adjustment of broken bones and a

dismal ^ , ., ,^ ,

ph 19»- 5 Outside of d" darkness and cold silence

b 272-27 the d* beliefs of sin, sickness, and death.

dismay .„ ^ .., a ^. .

sp 96-14 On one side there will be discord and a ,

dismiss ..

s 14^30 d- Superstition, and demonstrate truta

p 390-21 D- it with an abiding conviction

t 454-25 Do not d" students at the close of a

dismissal . , .^^ , . ^ ..

/ 218-25 Treat a belief m sickness . .. with sudden a .

disobedience ^ , ,

a 19-27 If living in d' to Him, we ought to feel no
s 148- 6 but acted in direct d' to them.

/ 227-31 d- to which would have made man ill,

p 436-31 construed ... as d* to the law of Life.

440- 3 on the ground of hygienic d",

440-12 d- to the so-called laws of Matter
440-13 d" to God, or an act of homicide.

disobey , ^ ^ ^
p 372-16 nor d* the law of God.
r 483-10 you must not be ignorant of . . . nor a'

tflisobcved
ph 184-23 a law of this so-called mind has been d;.

p 385-27 a law of mortal mind which you have d".

disorder .,..., >
s 135- 7 The miracle introduces no d ,

ph 184-10 beUef which produces a mortal d',

p 402-30 Science cannot produce both d- and order.

404-14 you can remove this d" as God's law is

415-25 To remove the error producmg d-,-you must

disordered , ^ ^ ». ,».

vh 181- 3 Before deciding that the body, matter, is a

p 408-18 the so-called inflammation of d" functions,

c no- 4 When we endow matter. . .we d- the Almighty,
o 342-2S Who would be the first to d- the Chnstlmess or

disDel
ph 198-16 and before the doctor undertakes to d' it

dispelling
6 332-13 d- the illusions of the senses ;

dispels ^ J ,
• ,

sp 80-15 Science d- mystery and explains
283- 1 Truth is the light which d" error.

dispensation , , ^ , .

s 123-26 did not specially belong to a d- now ended,

150-10 for its establishment as a permanent or

6 270-16 hence their foresight of the new d' of Truth.

p 389- 1 the food or this thought must be d" with,

/ 205-17 catch clear glimpses of God only as the misfs d',

display , ^ .^
m 60-23 personal adornment, d", and pride,

b 317-32 Nothing but a d- of matter
i„«,»,t„

p 367-12 the arrogance of rank and d- of scholarship,

displayed
s 121- 9 d* upon the empyrean,
121-31 d- in the . . . government of the universe.

163-25 Nowhere is the imagmation d- to a greater

p 378-31 less wisdom than we usually find d- m
displeasure , . .^ , .„ r ,»

542- 2 It incurs divine d", .and it would kill Jesus

ap 57t- 9 to tell a man his faults, and so nsk human d

(7 514- 7 infinite ideas nm and d- themselves.

b 304-19 is not, therefore, at the d- of physical sense.

305- 1 placed at the d" of illusions,

disposes
r 473- 4 The Science of Mind d- of all eviL
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disposition
pref x-21 so little faith in His d- and power to heal
m 59-24 to grumble over incompatibility of d'.

s 130- 2 The licentious d' is discouraged
b 324- 3 this d- helps to precipitate the

<7 542- 9 the d- to excuse guilt ... is punished.

dispossesses
p 375-12 d- the patient of his individuality

disprove
s 164-20 does not in the least d' C. S. ;

disputations
o 342- 1 Paul alludes to "doubtful d."— Rom. 14; 1.

dispute
p 378-22 Disease is not an intelligence to d' the

390-12 d- the testimony of the material senses
r 490- 2 but the grand truths of C. S. d' this error.

492-16 will d' the ground, until one is

disputed
/ 227- 4 and that, even as oppressive laws are d'

disputes
gl 580-29 An adversary is one who opposes, denies, d\

disputing
g 539-22 D' these points with the Pharisees

disquieted ^ ,

p 362- * And why art thou d' within me?— Psal. 42 : 11.

disquisitions
p 371- 5 D' on disease have a mental effect similar to

387-20 instead of reading d' on the

disregard
m 64-27 Let not mortals permit a d" of law
/ 210-10 his d- of matter and its so-called laws.,

disregarded
/ 227-32 Jesus would not have d' those laws

p 365-12 if . . . common sense and common humanity
are d',

disregarding
t 445-28 thus d- the morals of the student

disrobe
/ 201-14 Let us d- error.

dissatisfied
/ 240-23 we must become d' with it.

dissection
6 338-25 The d' and definition of words,
t 482-21 and consists in the d" of thoughts

disseminating
an 100-10 d- itself through the suhstaace of the

dissent
s 155-12 individual d* or faith, unless it rests on Science,

dissimulation
r 483-31 fulfil one's mission without timidity or d",

dissipates
sp 79-30 It d- fatigue in doing good.
p 375- 2 as painlessly as gas d" into the air

dissolute
m 63-28 If a d- husband deserts his wife,

dissolution
6 290-18 If . . . happiness would be won at the moment

of d-,
297-18 but subject to change and d".

g 550-18 birth, decay, and d' as its component stages

dissolve
ph 180-31 To reduce inflammation, d' a tumor,
/ 242-16 d- with the universal solvent of Love

dissolves
sp 74-11 the error which has held the belief d'

s 162- 8 d- tumors, relaxes rigid muscles,

dissolving
/ 224- 5 disappear from the d- paths
r 490-22 along with the d' elements of clay.

dissuade
ph 175-12 and d" any sense of fear or fever.

distance
focal

b 301-27 supposed standpoint outside the focal d' of

great
a 53-21 the great d' between the individual and Truth.

InSnlte
o 47-17 the infinite d- between .Tudas and his Master.

g 538- 8 the infinite d' between Truth and error,
moral

a 3&-16 moral d- between Christianity and sensualism
not

/ 209-15 Nearness, not d*, lends enchantment
spiritual

a 47-20 this spiritual d' inflamed Judas' envy.

an 105-30 The d- from ordinary medical practice to C. S. la

distance
s 141- 1 This indicates the d' between the
b 288-17 the tumult dies away in the d\

distances
/ 209-19 d-, and revolutions of the celestial bodies,

distant
a 24-15 The time is not d' when the
sp 82- 1 it is as easy to read d- thoughts as near.
an 104- 4 comprehended, as they will be at no d' date,
c 263-22 the discovery of some d- idea of Truth ;

g 513- 9 To . . . sense, this divine universe is dim and d',

distemper
p 398-10 Often he gave no name to the d- he cured.

distinct
sp 70-13 divine Mind maintains aU identities, as d'

ph 176-30 the less d' type and chronic form of disease.

/ 204—28 never . . . has a mind of his own, d' from God,
214- 2 the impressions from Truth were as d" as sound,
217- 9 prove Mind to be scientifically d' from matter,

b 306-22 not more d' nor real to the material senses
335- 3 theory, that Spirit is d" from matter

p 438-16 on three d" charges of crime, to wit :

g 523-15 clear evidences of tv/o d' documents

distinction
s 118-27 and its d' from humanity.
o 345-23 ought to be able to discern the d'

g 52.3-29 after which the d" is not definitely traceable.

distinctive
ap 560- 4 the d' feature has reference to

distinctly
sp 83-30 are d" opposite standpoints,
ph 197- 2 which mirror images of disease d' in thought.
b 314-26 and the more d" he uttered the demands o(

p 398-26 Keep d" in thought that man is

408-11 so many d" defined instances of the
415-32 leaving the pain standing forth as d* as

distinguish
ph 173- 2 we fail to see how anatomy can d*

t 453- 1 to d' the correct from the incorrect

distinguislied
sp 88- 9 How are veritable ideas to be d'

b 320- 5 d' theologians in Europe and America
g 551- 9 One d" naturalist argues that

distinguishes
pr 16- 5 It d- between Tnith ' and the falsity of

I 453- 3 when he d' concord from discord.

distinguishing
g .506- 1 d- between the false and the true.

distorted
s 110-20 This book may be d' by shallow criticism,

b 322-22 incurred through the pains of d" sense.

distressed
ph 165-17 d" stomachs and aching heads.

distribute
p 408-20 Truth does not d" drugs through the blood,

distrust
a 50-27 d- of mortal minds, disbelieving the purpose
/ 231-25 and d' His omnipotent care.

234- 3 If we trust matter, we d' Spirit.

c 260-15 d' of one's ability to gain the goodness
o 351- 3 When we lose faith . . . we d' the divin,e

distrusted
t 459-22 when the latter is d' and thwarted

disturb
/ 254-25 what is there to d' the waters?

disturbance
p 421-13 the mental d' or fermentation,

disturbances
sp 95-18 These d' wiU continue until the end of error,

disturbed
p 379-29 The images, held in this d" mind,

400-20 by addressing the d' mind,
421- 6 human belief in ill-health, or d' harmony.

r 488-29 but they cannot be d- nor destroyed,

disturbs
p 388-31 If mortals think that food d- the

ditch
/ 223-19 both shall fall into the d'."— Matt. 15 ; 14.

diurnal
s. 121-17 The earth's d- rotation is invisible

diverged
a 21-19 Our paths have d' at the very outset,

diversifies
g 513-17 Spirit d', classifies, and individualizes

Dives
sp 83-25 as impassable as that between £>' and Lazarus
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divest
ftp ftO- 8-

b 319-29

p 428- 8

divested
6 291-30

divests
s 146-18

divide
/ 240-31
250- 1

6 280-14
338-14

g 505- 5
509-10
511- 9

divided
s 118-27

/ 233-25
252- 2

6 269- 2

2S4-24
O 354-27

p 388-19
389-17

(7 503-27
505-13
510-22

gl 681-17

divides
sp 74-25
b 312-27

dividing
t 462-10

Divine
Being

pr 3-12
o 357-18

Love
p 439-29

Science
a 55-29
S 127- 9

/>• yourself of the thoufrht tbat
to </ sin of any supposed mind or reality.
To d' thought of false trusts

by which mortal man is d' of all material error.

d' material drugs o* their imaginary power,

how to d- between sense and Soul,
run into error when we d' Soul into souls,
seeks to d" the one Spirit into persons and
D' the name Adam into two syllables,
and let it d- the witers from— Gen. 1 ; 6.

to d" the day from the night ;

— Gen. 1 : 14.

d" the light from the darkness :
— Gen. 1 ; 18.

a kingdom necessarily d' against itself.

When numbers have been d' according to
"If a kingdom be d' against— Mark 3; 24.

Pandemonium, a house d- against itself,

represented as d- into intelligent gods.
It is in itself inconsistent, a d' kingdom,
"kingdom d" against itself,"— Matt. 12 ."25.

and the kingdom d' against itself,

d' the light from the darkness.— Gen. 1 ; 4.

d" the waters which were under— Gen. 1 ; 7.

already d' into evening and morning ;

kingdom d- against itself, which cannot stand ;

There is no bridge across the gulf which d'

It d' faith and imderstanding

<f- his interests between God and mammon

The D' Being must be reflected by man,
false notions about the D' Being

sentence which . . . D' Love will pronounce.

This Comforter I understand to be D- Science.
The terms £)• Science, Spiritual Science,

sp 99-16 C. S. is unerring and D' ;

f 205-32 Vv'hen we fully understand our relation to the £> ,

divine
aciion

an 104-15 indicates the rightness of all d" action,
agent

t 444— 4 suffering is oft the d" agent in this elevation.
aid

o 354- 6 Why do they invoke the d' aid to enable them to
All-power

/ 454- 6 The understanding, ... of the d' All-power
anointing

p 367-26 through silent utterances and d" anointing
art)it;ament

555- 4 human belief, and not the d' arbitrament,
sutiiorltr

sp 76-21 man is immortal and lives by d" authority.
s 134-29 There is d' authority for believing in the
b 270-23 Meekness and charity have d" authority.
o 354-28 Its supposed realism has no d" authority,
p 381-30 a sentence never inflicted by d' authority.

382- 2 lacking d' authority and having only
390-25 have a' authority for denying that necessity

basis
p 388- 7 Apostle John testified'to the d- basis of C. S.,

beatitudes
t 446-25 Not human platitudes, but d" beatitudes,

beauty
sp 76-23 possessing unlimited d' beauty and goodness

blessings
r 489-16 channel to man of d- blessings

body
ap 559-25 when you eat the d' body of this Principle,

cause
6 286-24 they lack a d' cause.

character
pr 4-21 to assimilate more of the d- character,
g 540-23 error as assuming a d- character,

coincidence
ap 561-16 John saw the human and d' coincidence,

Comforter
r 497- 7 the Holy Ghost or d- Comforter ;

commandment
s 112-30 inculcates a breach of that d- commandmeci,

commissioa
a 54-13 In witness of his d' commission,

conception
b 315-25 The d" conception of Jesus pointed to

divine
concepts

c 269-29 demands spiritual thoughts, d- concepts,
consciousness

g 531-13 human concepts for the d" consciousness.
One moment of d' consciousness, or thegl 598-23

control
pr 9-23

p 400-28

creation
g 504- 6
507-22
514- 2
521-23
525- 6

decree
a 32-14

decrees
s 118-30

demand
/ 253-32
329-23

displeasure
g 5-12- 2

ear
pr 7-23

economy
b 327-21

Efeo
6 336- 6

energies
ph 185- 4

energy
/ 249- 6
« 445-21

Esse
sp 93-19

Exemplar
pr 5-31

force
s 134-19

glory
6 323-12

ap 565- 5

good
/ 203-31

goodness
m 66-15

recognizes only the d- control of Spirit,
Without d- control there is discord.

All questions as to the d- creation
The scientific d" creation declares
could not . . . invert the d' creation.
The Science and truth of the d" creation
a human, not a d', creation.

bowed in holy submission to the d' decree.

they contradict the d- decrees

d' demand, "Be ye therefore— Matt. 5 ; 48.

Science is a d' demand, not a human.

incurs d" displeasure, and it would kill Jesus

The "d" ear" is not an auditory nerve.

place nor power in the human or the d' economy.

The d' Ego, or individuaUty, is reflected

filling it with the d" energies of Truth.

Let us feel the d- energy of Spirit,
the unlabored motion of the d" energy

contradicts the real nature of the d" Esse,

We should follow our d- JExemplar,

the^ery element, which gave it d' force

Is winged to reach tjie d- glory,
loathing the brightness of d" glory.

d' good, does not kill a man in order to

unfolds new views of d' goodness and love.

goyernment
/ 225- 3 is opposed to the d' government.

beallng
a 41-20

55-22
5 123-17

141-27
C 259-12
O 347-19

heights
6 325-26

ap 566-11

help
p 393- 3
t 453-17

hues
r 479-29 because it has none of the d' hues

Idea
sp 8S-18
b 332-20
334- 1

t 463- 7

r 470-22
473-16
482-21

g 506-25
507-31

ap 560-29
560-30
561- 4

561-25

gl 589-17
Ideal

s 119-20 is not the d- ideal of ommpresent Love.

Image
/ 205-19 perceive the d' image in some word or dee<J
c 258-17 man as the true d- image and likeness,
6 301-17 man is the d' image and likeness,
332-12 yea. the d- i.mage and likeness,
333-26 The d" image, idea, or Christ

Individuality
b 303- 8 reflect the one d" individuality

the d- healing of absolute Science.
The time for the reappearing of the d" healing
the scientific system of d' healing.
The adoption of ... d' healing will

undersiandUig of . . . d' healing includes

namely, apoiitolic. d' healing?

the d* heigh'.s of our Lord.
Science . . . leading to d- heights.

through d" help we can forbid this entrance.

Dishonesty . . . which forfeits d' help.

To love one's neighbor as one's self, is a d' idea ;

Christ is the d" idea of God
the d" idea or Christ was and is so
birth of the new child, or d- idea.
the d" idea or reflection, man,
Jesus is the human man, and Christ is the d' idea;
the d' idea of God outside the flesh.

Here the human concept and d' idea seem
misinterpreted, the d' idea seems to fall

ignorant of the d" idea he taught.
Ignorance of the d' idea betrays at once
leads to the discernment of the d' idea.

as the divine Principle and d" idea.

Jesus. . . . corporeal concept of the d' idea.

Influence
pref xi-16

/ 236-16
Intelligence

ph 184-16

a d' influence ever present in

or through d' influence.

Controlled by the d' intelligence,
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divine
Justice

p 437- 9

jastice
an 105-24

/ 225-18
b 293-25

law
a 30-17

sp 72-30
S 108- 5

134-25

ph 170-19
183- 6

/ 205-22
227-27

b 273- 9

p 372-13
385- 7
43&-9
436-29
440-19

1445-15
458-24
459-29

g 522-32
540- 7

laws
S 107- 2

Life
pT 10-16

14-26
a 25-11

54- 2

5 138- 6

b 331- 1

339- 2

ff 538-12
556-16

gl 57^10
596-23

light
s 135-32
t 457- 7

likeness
6 300-22
o 35fr-23
r 491-16

logic
sp

Love

72-21
93-10

sp

6-3
14-11
19- 4
19-10
23-25
26- 9
38-26
40-25
43-14
48-29
54-17
55-20
97-15
98- 3

S 13.V-29

140-26

ph 180-23

/ 218-23
224-31
239-18
240- I

241-20
243- 4

C 256-18
257-18
26&- 9

b 28.')-24

288- 8

304-10
309- 3

322-29
325-18
337- 8
340-12

o 356-25

p 363-24
36.5-15

367- 9
375-20
411-10
412-14
414-30
417-2

in the presence of d" Juaticc,

D' justice will manaele hirn.

breathing the omnipotence of d" justice,
manifestations of evil, which counterfeit d"

justice,

Not so did Jesus, . . . present the d: law of Love,
d' law is the communicator of truth,
It was the d' law of Life and Love,
nor because it is an infraction of d" law.
Not d' law, for Jesus healed the sicii

discords have no support from nature or d' law,
the d' law of loving our neighbor as ourselves
The illusion of material sense, not d' law,
because they are not based on the d- law.
and then . . . name them d" law.
the d' law, rising above the human.
acting within the limits of the d' law,
deeds which the d" law compels man to commit.
in obedience to d- lav/?

You render the d' law of healing obscure
Christianly scientific man reflects the d' law,
(that is, the student . . of the d' law)
Does the unerring Principle of d' law change
the prophet referred to d' law

the Christ Science or d' laws of Life,

a higher understanding of the d- Life.

Life d\ revealing spiritual understanding
and they . . . who partake of that d" Life.

he demonstrated the d" Life.
It was now evident to Peter that d' Life,
God is d' Life, and Life is

D' Life destroys death,
a figure of d" Life and Love,
to him .who understands best the d' Life.
Abbaham. Fidelity ; faith in the d' Life
d' Life and Love illumine it,

as must be the case in the cycles of d' light.
Since the d' light of C S. first dawned

and of man as reflecting the d" likeness,
man who is made in the d" likeness
establishes man forever in the d' likeness,

it follows in d' logic that evil,
£> logic and revelation coincide.

D' Love corrects and governs man.
to be absolutely governed by d" Love,
Man cannot exceed d' Love,
by the law of Spirit,

— the law of d" Love.
understands d' Love and hov/ to
till all are redeemed through d' Love.
the Christ, the spiritual idea of d- Love.
d' Love, demands that all men should
were overruled by d' Love
decision against human rights and d- Love,
highest proof he could have offered of d" Love.
and the healing power of the d" Love
having been destroyed bv d' Love,
above mortal discord and in the gift of d' Love.
demonstration of d" Love casting out error
The C S God is universal, eternal, d' Love,
influence of d' Love which casteth out fear

turning in time of need to God, d- Love,
No power can withstand d'- Love
If d- Love is becoming nearer, dearer.
Nature voices natural, . . . law and d" Love,
reflection and demonstration of d' Love,
The d' Love, which made harmless the
What is infinite Mind or d' Love?
d' Love,— is the father of the rain,

seeming vacuum is already filled with d" Love.
not as the saving Principle, or d- Love,
faith in and the understanding of d" Love.
d' Love cannot be deprived of its manifestation,
incorporeal impartation of d Love to rnan,
turn us like tired children to the arms of d' Love.
with Truth in d- Love,
harmonize with his Principle, d' Love ,

£) Love is infinite.

Does d- Love commit a fraud on humanity
Why did he thus summarize her debt to d' Love?
reaches his patient through d' Love,
parodies on . . . C. S., aflame with d' Love.

restoring him physically through d" Love.
If Spirit or the power of d' Love bear witness

power of C. S. and d' Love is omnipotent
unreal, and is not broue;ht about by d" Love.
healtii, peace, and harmony in Gcd, d' Love.

divine
Love

p 420-26
424-25
434- 1

436-31
442-12

t 454-22
r 494-10
494-14

g 517-30
529-22
537-27

ap 560-12
574-10
578- 5

nun^estation
gl 583-10 Christ.

mercy
6 329-35

g 542-12

d" Love gives them all power over
the oneness and the allnesa of d' Love ;

Swift on the wings of d' Love, there comes
construed obedience to' the law of d" Love
D- Love had cast out fear.
Wait patiently for d" Love to move upon
D' Love always has met and always will
in every hour, d" Love supplies all good.
D' Love blesses its own ideas,
serpent to tempt the children of d" Love?
d' Love, which blessed the earth
great miracle, to human sense, is d" Love,
this message from d" Love, carried John
[D' love] is my shepherd ;

— Psal. 23 : 1.

The d" manifestation of God,

The pardon of d' mercy is the destruction of

jeopardize self-control, and mock d' mercy.
message

b 332-10 the d' message from God to men
messages

ap 566-29 assigns to the angels, God's d' messages,
metaphysics

s lU-U The Principle of d- metaphysics is God ;

the practice of d' metaphysics is the
D- metaphysics reverses perverted and
God is the Principle of d" metaphysics,
•fundamental propositions of d" metaphysics
d" metaphysics of C. S., like the method in
£)• metaphysics is now reduced to a system,
in the understanding of d' metaphysics,
the problem of being in d" metaphysics ;

in the light of d" metaphysics,
D- metaphysics, as revealed to
£) metaphysics explains away matter,
the infallibility of d" metaphysics will be
show our need of d' metaphysics,
your fidelity to d' metaphysics,
rules of d" metaphysics as laid down
•shown by d' metaphysics to be a mistake,

111-12
111-14
112-32
113- 9
113-26
146-31

ph 192-29

/ 217-21
b 274-32
275-20
278- 3

330- 9

p 374-14
397-20

t 459-32

(^549- 6
metliod

/ 240-29
6 339- 1

an 568- 6
MlEd

The d- method of paying sin's wages
The destruction of sin is the d" method
typifies the d- method of warfare in Science,

1-10 are not unknown to th^ d" Mind.
2-19 The mere habit of pleading with the d" Mind,

a 3S-20 d- Mind is the immortal law of justice
m 62-22 The d" Mind, which forms the bud

68-29 an impartation of the d" Mind to man
sp 70-12 The d' Mind maintains all identities,

83- 1 whether it is the human mind or the d' Mind
8-1-11 prerogative of the ever-present, d' Mind,
84-15 to commune more largely with the d' Mind,
85- 6 when the latter yields to the d" Mind.
88-11 Ideas are emanations from the d- Mind.
83-28 It shows the possibilities derived frorti d' Mind,

an 102-11 or the attraction of God, d" Mind.
104-15 as the emanation of d' Mind,
104-19 The medicine of Science is d" Mind ;

s 108-10 for the d- Mind cannot suffer.

108-22 all real being is in God. the d" Mind,
109- 5 the only realities are the d' Mind and idea.

Ill- 5 the hurhan mind, to be opposed to the d' Mind,
114- 5 in cofitradistinction to the d" Mind,
124-29 they belong wholly to d' Mind,
127-24 all truth proceeds from the d- Mind.
127-27 Science is an emanation of d" Mind,
128- 2 the might of d" Mind.
132-11 such effects, coming from d- Mind, prove
140- 8 we know Him as d' Mind, as Life,

143-10 The d- Mind never called matter medicine,
143-23 the available superiority of d" Mind.
149-25 with -no power but the d" Mind.
149-26 Since God, d' Mind, governs all,

150-21 contrary to the law of d" Mind '

151-"21 the real man is governed by the d- Mind.
151-23 The d- Mind that m.ade man maintains His
151-26 All that really exists is the d" Mind and its

152- 3 The immortal d' Mind takes away all its

153-14 the d- Mind is the healer
157-10 acknowledging that the d" Mind has all power,
158-17 the dignity and potency of d" Mind
160- 2 through the power of the d' Mind.
162-11 may yield to the harmony of the d' Mind.

ph 166-26 invalid's faith in the d' Mind is less than in

167-27 must be attained through the d" Mind.
169-20 all disease is cured by 0/ Mind.
169-30 other powers than the d- Mind, is anti-Christian.

174-32 and its cure comes from the immortal d' Miad,
176-14 human mind gives place to the d- Mind,
1/6-20 while d' MindT is its best friend.

17S-15 based on Science or the d' Mind,
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divine
Mind
ph. 17S-2?

180-^
182-2
182-22
183-21
187-22
189-22
194- 4

/ 204-26
209- 8
210-15
216-17
£18-16
219-13
225-28
227- 7

229-30
236-10
239-26
251-20
251-23

C 255-10
259-28
262-30
264- 6

267- 5

b 269-14
270-18
270-30
284-29
286-32
293-14
307-25
310-6
318- 8
319-19
327- 5
331-13

p 366-17
370- 5
372- 9
375-12
379- 8

380-24
383- 7

392- 1

392-' 2
393-16
396-32
400-10
400-27
403-13
407-27
417-31
424-21
430-14
441-26

t 445-23
462-27
458-13
458-27
459-13
450-7

T 469- 4
470-29
471-29

484-16
493-20
493-31

p 503-20
505- 9
508- 2

608-15
511- 5

519-26
546- 6
551-14

qp 570-31
577-21

name
r 483-30

nature
pr 4-24
a 25-13

sp 83-14
s 140-10

ph 179-11
c259- 7

b 333-25
509-27
524-31

order
a 20-21

yield to the eternal Truth, or the d- Mind.
found in the Science of d- Mind as taught

healing the sick through d- Mind alone.

Mortals entreat the d- Mind to heal

D- Mind rightly demands man's entire

The d- Mind includes all action and volition,

all the formations of the immortal d- Mind.
the spiritual idea of man with the d- Mmd.
the image or reflection of d" Mind ;

and man is tributary to d' Mind.
scientific action of the d' Mind on human
governed by the law of d- Mind,
believing . . . that the d' Mind has no
whereas d- Mind heals. ,- ,. ^ i,»- j
rooted out through the action of the d- Mind.
law of the d- Mind must end human bondage,
not of a law of matter nor of d- Mind,
d- Mind heals sickness as well as sin

If action proceeds from the d- Mind,
understanding that the d- Mind makes perfect,
find the d- Mind to be the onlyMind,
views of creation by the d" Mind.-
are transmitted by the d- Mind
D- Mind is the only cause or Principle
sometimes behold in the camera of d- Mind,
They are in and of Spirit, d' Mind,
rest on one basis, the d' MiQd.
demonstration of God. d' Mmd,
the d- Mind alone heals.

are spiritual, emanating from d" Mind.
belong not to the d' Mmd.
counterfeits of the spiritual forces of d' Mind,
The d- Mind is the Soul of man,
but all might is d' Mind.
saying . . . the d' Mind cannot or will not
understood that the d" Mind controls man
d' Mind can and does destroy the false beliefs

except the d' Mind and His ideas.

lacks faith in the d" Mind. "

father
the facts of being from the d' Mind,

cience of being, in which all is d" Mind.
Scientist demonstrates that d' Mind heals,
all causation as vested in d' Mind,
the d' Mind produces in man health,

exalting influence of the d' Mind on the body
you master fear and sin through d" Mind ;

through d- Mind that you overcome disease,

firm in your understanding that the d' Mind
not by matter nor by the d' Mind,
acknowledge the simremacy of d' Mind,
must be destroyed by the d' Mind
and can be healed only by the d' Mind,
brings the d' Mind, Life not death,
and now d' Mind can cure by opposite thoughts,
the d' Mind can remove any obstacle,

allegory illustrative of the law of d' Mind
no law outside of d" Mind can punish
hatred, and revenge are cast out by the d" Mind
the Science by which d' Mind heals the sick,
the d' Mind is ready to take the case,
consistent in following the leadings of d' Mind,
resting on the omnipotence of the d- Mind,
on the d- Mind and Love's essential qualities.
Life is d' Mind.
his perfect Principle, the d' Mind,
import. ... of all that proceeds from the d'

Mind.
Drugs. . . oppose thesupremacy of the d" Mind,
belief, whichmust be annihilated by the d' Mind,
willingness of d' Mind to hold man forever intact
Immortal and d" Mind presents the idea of God :

The d' Mind, . . . create^ all identities,

only as the d- Mind is All and reproduces all

the pure thought emanating from d' Mind.
The d- Mind supports the sublimity,
can never impoverish, the d' Mind.
If . . . error must exist in the d' Mind,
does not acknowledge the method of d- Mind,
the power of good resident in d' Mind,
and d' Mind is its own interpreter.

through the d' name and nature.

through demonstration of the d" nature ;

his d- nature, the godliness which
manifestation of power is from the d" nature
as we apprehend the d' nature
but reflecting the d" nature.
d- nature was best expressed in Christ Jesus,
the d" nature, the essence of Love,
purity, and holiness— yea, the d' nature
lose therein the d" nature and omnipotence?

well knowing that to obey the d' order

divine
order

sp 73-17
071.106-12

r 471- 2

g 531-17

origin
s 146-22
146-24
150-15

b 272-24
298-23

g 539-27
549-28

<7P 562-13

pardon
a 40-11

patience
a 49-11

penalty
an 106-13

perfection
r 470-25

permission
p 378-29

394-25

possibilities
&326- 1

power
a 27-7

49-28
52-25

S 109-23
131-28
132- 3
135-10
136- 7
144-21

ph 169-28
170-32
174- 6
192-31

/ 227-11
h 309-19
316-27
320-26

p 426- 3
r 494-12
519-13
5.34-15

541-23

powers
/249- 9

precepts
5 141- 5
6 276-4

presence
pr 12- 4

Principle
pref viii- 4

x-22

pr

sp

the d' order and the Science of
when the d' order is interfered with,
but holds the d- order or spiritual law.
If , . . . why is not this d' order still maintained

practically prove its d' origin and eflScacy.
d' origin of Science is demonstrated through
these signs are only to demonstrate its d' origin,
d- origin and operation of C. S.

Spiritual ideas lead up to. their d' origin.
The d' origin of Jesus gave him more than
forsakes Spirit as the d" origin of

separated by belief from man's d' origin

This is my sense of d' pardon,

privations, sacrifices, hia d' patience,,

incurs the d' penalty due this crime.

did not express the d' perfection.

Such a power, without the d' permission, Is

Is there no d' permission to conquer discord

A false sense . . . hides the d* possibilities.

Tell John what the demonstration of d" power
had given the highest proofs of d- power,
human ability to reflect d' power,
gradually and apparently through d* power.
natural demonstrations of the d' power,
exhibition of the d' power to heal
alone is worthy of the exercise of d' power.
he used his d" power to save men
Truth, . . . is the d" power which says to disease,

except by means of the d" power.
which taKes d' power into its own hands
Nothing save d" power is capable of
receives directly the d' power.
an ignorance of d" power,
thus losing the d' power which heals the sick
could prove God's d" power by healing
gives a profound idea of the a- power to heal

d- power, which steers the body into health.

Jesiis demonstrated the d' power to heal

grasp God's creation and the d" power
the idea of d' power, which Jesus presented.
At first it usurps d' power.

subject to thed- "powers that he."— Rom. 13 : 1.

Few understand or adhere to Jesus' d- precepts
When the d' precepts are understood,

no power to gain more of the d' presence than

live in obedience to its d- Principle.
The d- Principle of healing is proved

xi-10 d' Principle, before which sin and disease

3- 8 Shall we ask the d' Principle
6- 4 d' Principle alone reforms the sinner.

6-16 we must understand the d' Principle of being.
11-12 d- Principle never pardons our sins . . . till

12-20 not d- Principle or Love, which causes a
13-25 human ignorance of the d" Principle,
J5-12 d- Principle, Love, which destroys all error.

18-14 d- Principle of Christ is God,
19^ 8 Love, the d' Principle of Jesus' teachings,
19-25 d' Principle of the teachings and practice
20-31 'seek the rf- Principle and Science
25-14 understand how this d' Principle heals

25-26 understand its d' Principle.
26-29 It was the d- Principle of all real being
28-13 by understanding more of the d" Principle
29-27 d- Principle of the man Jesus,
30- 3 demonstrate the Science ... or d" Principle.
31-21 d- Principle which triumphs over death.
35-14 commune with the d' Principle, Love.
35-20 Our church is built on the d- Principle, Love.
39-26 d- Principle of all that really exists

45-21 at-one-ment with . . . his d' Principle,
47- 7 leaning ... on the d" Principle of their work.
50-13 appeal . . . was made both to his d" Principle,
51-23 but to demonstrate his d' Principle.
51-26 aimed at the d- Principle, Love.
53- 9 the d- Principle and practice of Jesus
71- 6 d- Principle of all, is not in Spirit's
72- 3 The d- Principle of man speaks through
79-14 resting on d' Principle, ... in its revelation oi

81-22 producing, governing, d' Principle lives on,
81-27 cannot destroy the d- Principle of Science.

83-28 gains the d Principle and explanation of

84-28 All . . . comes from God, d" Principle,
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divine
Principle

sp 90-30
91- 6

9*-22
99- 3

an 103-14
S 107- 6

109- 8
112-21
113- 1

113- 3

115-13
117-20
120-20
121-29
123-27
124-15
124-21
127-18
130-10
131- 5
132-12
133-16
136- .3

141-15
141-25
146-16
147- 2
147-25
147-30
148-18
162-27

p7l 167- 3
171-14
191- 9
195-14

/ 202-16
207-14
230- 9
232-17

C256- 7

b 270-13
272-28
272-29
272-32
273- 6
275- 9

275-11
275-17
281-12
283-24
283-27
285-22
285-30
286-10
286-14
299-14
302-21
303- 1

303-30
304-17
304^31
305-10
305-25
306-27
312-31
314-27
316-22
317- 3
318-29
319- 8
322- 7,

322-12
'

328- 6

329-24
330-20
330-20
331-18
331-27
332- 1

332-21
333-27
335-25
336-25
340-20

O ?41-15
345-18
351- 4
35,5-24

p 390- 8
406- 4

419-27
/ 445-25
456- 5
456-20

through an apprehension of d- Principle.
obey only the d' Principle, Life and Love.
acknowledge the d' Principle which had healed
afford no demonstrable d- Principle by which
is of God and demonstrates the d' Principle,
revelation of the absolute d- Principle
until its d- Principle is demonstrated
the d- Principle of heahne and the Christ-idea
can be but one d" Principle of all Science ;

rules for the demonstration of this d' Principle-.
God : D' Principle, Life, Truth, Love, SoQl,
inadequate to interpret the d" Principle
the d- Principle of Science, reversing the
imitates the action of d" J^rinciple,
illustrated an ever-operative d' Principle.
interpreted by Science from its d- Principle,
They belong to d" Principle, and support the
C. S. reveals God, . . . as d" Principle, .

in perfect harrhony with God, d' Principle,
in harmony with God, the d' Principle
d- Principle which brings out all harmony.
d" Principle wrought wonders for the people
his religion had a d" Principle,
foUowed the understanding of the d" Principle
until its d' Principle is scientifically
to the person, instead of to the d' Principle,
to demonstrate the d' Principle,
taught the generalities of its d' Principle
Science alone reveals the d" Principle
Anatomy and theology reject the d- Principle
a fuller understanding of the d' Principle
should we understand the . . . d" Principle
Jesus illustrated the d' Principle
d" Principle of man dawns upon human thought,
metaphysical Science and its d' Principle.
in accord with the d' Principle of his being,
perfect Father, or the d' Principle of man.
the d- Principle, Love, as demonstrated by
demonstrating the power of d" Principle,
Love, the d' Principle, is the Father and
is the eternal Mind or d" Principle,
The d- Principle of the universe must
God is the d- Principle of all

reveals the natural, d' Principle of Science.
without the d' Principle of divine Science.
God is Love, and therefore He is d" Principle.
the d- Principle of all that really is.

the infinite d' Principle, Love.
perfect Mind, Spirit, d' Principle.
The d' Principle, or Life, cannot be
We must receive the d' Principle
the Supreme Being, or d" Principle,
seek to learn, . . . from the d' Principle, God,
[the d- Principle of being]He knew that the d- Prmciple, Love, creates
guide to the d" Principle of all good,

•

God, the d- Principle of all being,
the creative power of the d' Principle
nor separated from its d" Principle.
D- Principle is the Life of man.
So man, . . .. thrusting aside his d' Principle
his d' Principle, not in a mortal body.
Love, the d' Principle that obtains in
the immutable, harmonious, d' Principle,
and his demonstration of d' Principle
uttered the demands of its d- Principle,
blending with God, his d' Principle,
the throne of the creative d- Principle,
In Science man is governed by God, d" Principle,
Having faith in the d- Principle of health
perceive Christianity, ... in its d- Principle.
turn our thoughts towards d" Principle,
Understanding little about the d" Principle
its d* Principle never repents,
Spirit is d' Principle, .

d" Principle is Love,
He is d- Principle, Love, the universal
tl^at is, the triply d- Principle, Love.
indicate the d' Principle of scientific being,
revealing the d- Principle, Love,
inseparable from the d- Principle, God.
Mind is the d' Principle, Love,
God, the d" Principle of man.
The d- Principle of the First Commandment
that . . . which is bfised on d' Principle,
can heal the sick on the d' Principle of
tlie d- Pripciple which demonstrates C. S.,
the d- Principle and practice of C. S.
ignorance of God, the d' Principle,
tree is typical of man's d- Principle,
tram.ples upon the d' Principle
hidir)? the d' Principle of harmony,
Strtt adherence to the d- Princiole and
or he cannot demonstrate the d" Principle.

divine
Principle

t 456-24 the d- Principle of your demonstration.
458-12 to think of aiding the d- Principle of healingjA^oo has labored to expound d- Principle,

this declaration and its d" Principle,
Life is d- Principle, Mind, Soul, Spirit,
the d- Principle of man remaining perfect.The relations of ... d- Principle and idea,God as d' Principle, Love,
all is Spirit, d- Principle and its idea,
inseparable as d- Principle and idea.

481-28 Soul is the d' Principle of man
484- 1 based on a a- Principle end so found to be

reduce to practice the real man's d' Principle,
Adhere to the d- Principle of C. S.
based upon its d- Principle, Love,
The d- Principle and idea constitute.
the creative power of the d* Principle,
This d- Principle of all expresses Science
incorporeal and d' Principle, Love.
Now compare man ... to his d- Principle, God.
The d- Principle, or Spirit, comprehends
be as perfect as the d" Principle is perfect.
the d- Principle to be lived and loved.
sustained by God, the d" Principle of being.
by corporeality instead of d" Principle,
Error begins with . . . instead of d- Principle,
Is the d' Principle of creation misstated?
When you approach . . . this d- Principle,
without ... we can never understand the d'

Principle,
a greater ignorance of the d' Principle
d' Principle and spiritual idea,
as the d' Principle and divine idea,

yield to the activities of the d' Principle
be found in its d' Principle,
he is killed by the d- Prmciple.
This rule clearly interprets God as d- Principle,
this d- Principle, understo.od and demonstrated,
the d' Principle .of harmony, is ever with men,
which is the outcome of the d' Principle
God, the d- Principle, creates man
rests upon and proceeds from d' Principle.
d'Princiole of all that is real and good ;

the d- Principle, commonly called God.
Heaven. . . . government by d' Principle ;

I, or Ego. £) Principle ; Spirit ;

There is but one I,- or Us, but one d- Principle,
incorporeal and eternal Mind ; d' Principle ;

God is the d' Principle of all existence,
the only Spirit, Soul, d' Principle,
not that which is in man, but the d' Principle,
Divine substance ; Mind ; d- Principle ;

Unqoduness. Opposition to the d' Principle

464-22
r 466-30
468-26
470-21
470-32
473-23
475- 3
476- 5

490-17
495-28
496-18

{7 50.3- 9

507-16
.507-25

512- 3
515-29
518-27
518-29
524-11
530- 5
536-15
644-32
546- 9

ap 559-24
560-19

560-31
561-14
561-24
562-15
565-27
567-10
569- 1

572-13
573-15
577-16

Ol 582-18
583-n
583-21
586- 9
587-26
588- 9
588-11
588-20
589- 9
591-16
591-18
594-19
595-25

proof
/ 215-23

Providence
p 424-10

paritose
sp 83-27

reality
sp 95-22

record
s 139-21

reflection
C 259-18

remedy
b 326- 7

reveiation
5 109-21

ap 561-20

rigiit
/ 227-26

rights
/ 253-10

p 384r-31

toek
b 297-28

rules
s 147- 6
t 462- 3

Science
(see Scienee)

sense
g 505-24

ap 576-31

sentence
pr 11-19

service
a 40-28

sonsliip
6 316- 7

source
ph 167-14

189-23

With its d- proof. Science reverses the

Under d' Providence there can be no accidents.

The latter is a revelation of d' purpose

to be succeeded by C. S., by d- reality.

material sense stole into the d" record,

true likeness carmot be lost in d' reflection.

and find the d' remedy for every ill,

d' revelation, reason, and demonstration.
In d' revelation, . . . the spiritual idea ia

be free I This is your d" right.

into the understanding of your d' rights,
quail before the d" rights of intelligence,

no mortal testimony is founded on the d' rock

the d' rules of C. S.

any student, who adheres to the d' rules

the d- sense, giving the spiritual proof
human sense of Deity yields to the d" sense,

not to annul the d" sentence

It is sad that the phrase d- service has

and to recognize the d' sonship.

the d' source of all health and perfectioa.
They proceed from the d' source :
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divine
sources

p 405-32

soTereigD
g 523-31

Spirit
a 29-24

30- 7
4&- 7

sp 76-17
97-18
99-28

S 125-18
138-13
14S-28

p 412-17
440-30
442- 1

appeal to d" sources outside of themselvea.

the d' sovereign of the Hebrew people.

The Holy Ghost, or d.- Spirit, overshadowed the
endowed with the Christ, the d' Spirit,
The d- Spirit, which identified Jesus thus
characterized by the d' Spirit as idea,
until d' Spirit, supreme in its domain,
the scientific dempnstration of d' Spirit
When subordinate to the d' Spirit,
nor by hygiene, but by the d' Spirit,
it ignores the d' Spirit as unable
power of . .'. d' Spirit, must break the dream
the just and equitable decisions of d' Spirit
before the tribunal of d' Spirit.

g 5aG-29. God made man ... to reflect the d' Spirit.
522-15 opposed to the supremacy of d' Spirit ;

this indicates that the d' Spirit, or Father.532-11
state

6 291-14
Statutes

ph 184-14

p 440-26

strength
p 406-31

Student
s 117-18

substance
b 300-28
r 468-24

gl 594-19

theology
/ 234-22
r 469-29

thought
s 118-14

g 514-15
title

6 333-8
Truth

pr 4-1
a 18- 2

26-14
an 106-11,

ph. 180-32

/ 231-18
235-23
350-24

p388- 3

t 453-29
459-27

r 472- 3

a d- state of Mind in which all

enforcing obedience through d' statutes,
in accordance with the d' statutes,

normal control is gained through d' strength

As a d' student he unfolded God to man,

reflects and expresses the d" substance
reflecting the a- substance of Spirit.-
Spirit. D' substance ; Mind f

the weary searcher after a d" theology,
as pernicious to d' theology as

means of d' thought, which include

figurative transmission from the d' thought

not a name, so much as the d* title of

While the heart is far from d* Truth
whereby man reflects d' Truth, Life, and Love.
£) Truth, Life, and Love gave Jesus authority

foverned
by his Maker, d" Truth and Love.

have found d" Truth more potent than
mortal beliefs which d' Truth and Love destroy,
d" Truth which is Life and perpetuates being,
D' Truth must be known by its effects

upUfting and consecrating power of d' Truth,
the d' Truth that makes man free.
Guided by d' Truth and not guesswork,
d- Truth casts out suppositional error and heals

nnderstanding
g 536- 8 The d imderstanding reigns, is all.

universe
(7 513- 8

utteRtnce
s 127-28

Testare
f2i3r-%7

Tolce
^ 532-20

way
C 266-19

wUI
O 28-1

r 474-22
wisdom
m 66-20

p 386-24
Word

r48fr-2r

To material sense, this d- universe is dim

It is a d utterance,— the Comforter

appropriates no part of the d vesture,

error shrank abashed from the d- voice

Universal Love is the d- way in C. S.

Pharisees claimed to know and to teach the d'

will,
real or the offspring of the d- will?

wait patiently on d- wisdom to point out
d' wisdom will then be understood.

were made by Him [the d- Word] -.—John 1 ; 3.

a

sp

12-12
33-19
43-27
51- 8
53-14
98-32
99-15

S 109- 9
114- 9
126- 8
142-17
147-11

ph 177- 5

200-20

/ 213-29
h 269-22
275-19
277-25
2S7'-10

O

the d" healing Principle as manifested In
human element in him struggled with the d'.
The d* must overcome the human at every point.
identity in the likeness of the d' ;

as humanly mighty, rather than as d',
not human but d\ not physical but
that which is spiritual and d\
and thus proved absolute and d'.
and calls mind both human and d*.
All Science is d\
causes the left to let go its grasp on the d\
Truth had lost none of its d- and healing
The evidence of d' Mind's healing Dower
suppositional antipode of d" infinite' Spirit,
hand, which sweeps over it, is human or d\
testimony of . . . neither absolute nor d".
no life is Life but the d* ;

the opposite of the real la not d\
la Science, Truth is d',

divine
b 297-31 has little relation to the actual or d\
301-12 He reflects the d\
302-25 He is therefore the d', infinite
305-30 mortal dreams are of hxmian origin, not d'.
312-29 the intelligent and d' healing Prmciple
335-18 Spirit is eternal, d\
335-28 immutable, immortal, d", eternal.

o 34H6 according to a d' given rule,

p 396-23 Give them d' and wholesome understanding,
435-22 no demand, human or d', renders it just
442- 3 our Government is d".

{ 445-17 when you weigh the human in .the scale with
the d-,

462-33 Are thoughts d' or human?
r 465- 9 God is incorporeal, d-,
473-31 Jesus proved the Principle, . . . to be d\
483- 6 and this Mind must be d", not human.
492-27 the Principle of this Science is d-,
497-14 the evidence of d", efficacious Love,

g 520-14 accepts the d' infinite calculus.
524-16 Did the d' and infinite Principle become a
542-21 let human justice pattern the d\
546-29 for it cures on a d' demonstrable Principle
554- 4 God, who is its d' immortal Principle.

gl 583-24 the human yielding to the d' ;

-590- 6 hypotheses ; that which is not d*
692-16 Mother. God ; d' and eternal Principle ;

divinely
Until we are thus d- qualified
d- minatural. Such a theory Is man-made,
Jesus' Ufe proved, d" and scientifically.
On the contrary, it was a d* natural act,
to be d- inspired,

— yea, to reach the
So d' imbued were they with the spirit of
by which mortals are d" driven to a
Jesus the God-crowned or the d' royal man,
if such a power could be d' directed,
the ability and power d' bestowed
the d" creative Principle thereof.
and never had been d' conceived.
In this d- united spiritual consciousness,
Mibaclb. That which is d- natural, but

pr
a

sp

10- 8
23- 7

42- 1

44-24
84-17

5 145- 3

152-26
6 313- 5

p 378-30
393-14

g 513-21
545- 6

ap 577- 9

gl 591-21

diviner
s 107-12

/ 226-15
c 260-10
6 285-20

p 369- 7

(; 548-23

ap 563-2

diving
C 262-10

divinity
conceptions

5 116-26

deep
g 546-22

essence or
g 537- 9

gleams of
s 112-13

Ullmitable
s 127- 8

likeness of
6 302-29

one
ap 571-21

.raindrops of
6 288-17

a 22-28
25-31
26-13
44-24

5 116- 9
132-19

C 258-32
6 281-16
306-10
332-30

t 458-14

g 522-10

ap 561-17

divisibility
6 280-13

division
s 148-23
r 478- 1

divisor
el 59&-30

are inspired with a d' nature and essence ;

He has built it on d' claims.
beliefs will be attaining d' conceptions,

five
place to a d' sense of intelligence

le enters into a d' sense of the facts.
Had the naturalist, ... gained the d' aida
to a d° sense, harmony is the real

d' into the shallows of mortal belief.

of
confused and erroneous conceptions of d'

they contain the deep d* of the Bible,

knowledge of evil was never the essence of d'

opinions may have occasional gleams of d",

there can be nothing beyond illimitable d".

the hody presents no proper likeness of d%

will unite all interests in the one d".

the raindrops of d' refresh the earth.

believeth . . . that d- is appeased by
The d" of the Christ was made manifest la

This Christ, or d- of the man Jesus,

d- brought to humanity the understandmg
may be to us what d' really is

from doctrines of physics or of d" ;

you can discern the heart of d',

reflects reality and d" in individual
If . . . there would be no d- reflected.

He expressed the highest type of d",

£)• is always ready.
Existence, separate from d", . . . impossible.
in the man Jesus, as d- embracing humanity

finite sense of the d' of Soul

from this basis of d" and discord

But there is. there can be, no such a*

mortal thought, the d- of which is the aolar year
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divorce
m 59-29
b J0&-I4

divorced
s 155- 7

r 477-31

divorces
m 65- 8

dizzy
/ 243-17

do
pr 2- 1

2- 8
2- 9

2-11
3- 1

3- 8
4-27
6- 9

8- 6

8-32
9-J6
9- 7

9-26
9-32
10-22
10-31
11-25
11-30
13-13
14-20

fl 18- 8
18- 8
19-24
21- 6
25-29
27-28
31- 8
32- 1

42-31
48-31
51-21
52-27
55-12
59- 1

62-15
82- 2

83- 3

85- 8
89-22
93- 5

95-13
99— 8

an 103-32

. 106-25
S 109-29
117- 9
119- 2

135-20
137-10
141-22
141-29
144- 2

151-20
161-15

ph 166-21
169-32
174- 2

174- 8

180- 3

180-18
192-23
198-14
199-27

/ 214-21
231- 8
234-31
237-27
237-29
241-15
249-19
253-19

C 263-18
263-19
267-16

^268- *

280- 9
283-28
292-23
305-17
305-18
322-23
326-5
340-32

m

sp

but the frequency of d- shows
and then are separated as by a law of d'

have not yet d the drug from the general faitb.

man, d' from Spirit, would lose his entity

D" should warn -the age of some

do not inform us that they are d',

D' we pray to make ourselves better
to d more than He has already done,
nor can the infinite J' less than
We can d- more for ourselves by
He who is immutably right will d' right
Shall we ask the divine Principle . . . to d' His
Audible prayer can never d- the works of

supposition that we have nothing to d' but
which d' not correspond with their character
£> we not rather ^ive thanks that
D' we love our neighbor better because of this
/> we pursue the old selfishness,
D- you really desire to attain this point?
Consistent prayer is the desire to d' right.
we d' not always receive the blessings we ask for
D" you ask wisdom to be merciful
We must be willing to d" this,
desire to know and d' the will of God,
£> we gain the omnipotent ear sooner by
works that I d" shall he d' also ;

— John 14 12.

to show them how to d' theirs,
but not to d" it for them
enables man to d- the will of wisdom.
Christians d' not continue to
We must go and d- likewise,
Why d- those who profess to follow Christ
they who d- the will of his Father
these things will they d' unto you,— John 16 ; 3.

works that I d' shall he d- also."— John 14; 12.

what the true knowledge of God can d'
which he did and taught others to d'.

works that I d- shall he d- also ;"
— John 14 12.

clearer light than mere words can possibly d',
and this is the pleasantest thing to d-
will d' much more for the health of
as we d' of one present.
the worshippers of Baal failed to d- ;

enabling one to d" good.We are all capable of more than we d'
works that I d- shall he d' also,"— John 14. 12.

cannot inj-ure others, and must d' them good.
both to will and to d" of His— Phil. 2: 13.
In C S., man can d' no harm,
they which d- such things— Gal. 5. 21.
If any man will d- His will,

— John 7 : 17
mortals alone d' this.
that is, when we d' so in our theories,
What cannot God d- ?

what is it that is able to d' the work,
did not then, and d- not now, understand
Let our pulpits d- justice to C S,

Why should we wish to make them d- so,
brain, etc., have nothing to d- with Life,
they will d' less violence to that immortal
He can d- all things for us in sickness
The good that a poisonous drug seems to d'
as consciously as d" civilized practitioners
doing so much for man as he can d' for himself.
should be taught to d- the body no harm
as they so frequently d", by declaring
The good you d' and embody gives you
but to d' this requires attention.
His belief that he could d" it gave
more than they d' a spiritual God.
What God cannot d", man need not attempt.
d' no more harm than one's belief permits.
and expect this error to d" more for them
the only, living and true God can d".
can d" no more for mortals than
nothing to d- with Life.

change your course and d' right.
"The good that I would, I d' not :— Rom. 7 .• 19.
evil which I would not, ihat I d\"— Rom. 7 .• 19.

whosoever shall d- the will of— Matt. 12 ; 50.
Here I stand. I can d- no- otherwise ;

Finite belief can never d" justice to
unless we so d", we can no more demonstrate
lusts of your father ye will d-.—rJohn 8; 44.
Son can d' nothing of himself,— John 5: 19.

what he seeth the Father d' :
— John 5: 19.

A man who likes to d- wrong
works that I d" shall he d- also."— John 14: 12.

what frail mortals are trying tod?

do
o 340-27

357- 4

359-32

p 364-14
365- 4

370-25
371-28
379- 2
383- 6
385-17
385-18
389-10

can d- so only as thought is educated
and knew from the outset that man would d-
When others see them as I d-,
his rich entertainer had neglected to d",
this knowledge would d' much more
and d- no more for the patient.
father to the fact that Mind can d- it ;

If disease can attack . , . sin can d' the same.
To d' this, the pure and exalting influence
Whatever it is your duty to d',

you can d' without harrn to yourself.
It is supposed to d" so.

402-26 handle themselves as they should d'.
403-18 and it will continue to d- so, until

tends to destroy the ability to d- right.
yields more readily than d' most diseases
To d' this, the physician must
If they are unwillmg to d- this
that they should d- unto you,"
"Shall not the Judge. . .d- right?"— Gen. 18 .-25.

ignorant attempts to d' good may render you
the good you know and d" not.
It is C. S. to d- right,
feeling that you have no more to d-'for them.
and so d- all his students and patients.
to d- this orally through the meagre channel
as they usually d- in every
not take her place, even if willing so to d".
to d' unto others as we would have them d'

saying, ... I can d' what God has not done
the propensity or power to d- evil?
I the Lord d" all these things ;"

— Isa. 45 ; 7.

doctor (see also doctor's)
another

p 424-14 a remedy prescribed by another d'.
faith of the

p 398-19 It is the faith of the d*
materialistic

ph 198- 9 The materialistic d*. though humane,
one

p 424-13 If one d' should administer a drug to
popular

ph 166- 9 popular d' believes in his prescription,

405-25
414- 6
417-25
420- 7
43.5-21

442- 4
t 447- 8
448-16
448-29
454-26
456-26
460-27
462-18
464- 9

r 497-26

g 530-20
539-14
540- 6

S 155- 9

ph 193- 8
197-31
198-15
198-16
198-24

/235- 4

p 364-32

doctored
347- 8
347-11

doctoring
p 365-10

doctor's
ph 166-13

197-30
198- 4
198-24

doctors
pref viii-17

ph 180-17
198-27

/ 221-12

p 394- 6
417- 4

doctrinal
a 37-20
s 132-23
o 361- 3
r 496-31

doctrine
Christian's

o 361- 8
erroneous

g 526-20
false

a 27-20
forms of

a 20- 3
bis

s 132- 2
human

6 286- 2

my
S 10^28

old
a 38-5

one
a 23-12

the d\ and the nurse equip the medicine with
The d' went out.
The d" should suppress his fear
is formed before one sees^a d"
before the d' undertakes to dispel It

even though the d" says nothing to support
Better suffer a d' infected with smallpox
Did the careless d', the nurse, the cook,

infers that if anything needs to be d',
there ia nothing left to be d"

physical thought-taking and d" ,

the d' and pharmacist's is a medical
The d' mind reaches that of his patient.
A patient hears the d- verdict
moulded and formed by his d' belief

by d* using material remedies ,

D- should not implant disease in the
importance that d' be Christian Scientists,

having exhausted the skill of the d\
.majority of d" depress mental energy,
sometimes knowing more than their d\

into a mutilated d' platform,
on any but a material and a d" theory.
C. S. intervenes, explains these d" points,
if by that term is meant d' beliefs.

Thus the Jew unites with the Christian's d'

erroneous d' that the knowledge of evil

to cut down the false d' of pantheism.

He at last paid no homage to forms of d'

his works instead of referring to his d\

To seek Truth through belief in a human «!•

"My d' is not mine, but His— John 7 : 16.

than the old d" of foreordination,

"He that taketh cue d', firm in faitb.
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doctrine
rejected

s 150-25

a 2&-28
an 101-16
S 10»-30
150-26
150-29

b 279-22
304- 9

o 360-31
t 443-22
454-12
458- 3

doctrines
and creeds

r 471-22
human

s 117-31

g 504-25
545-14

man-made
a 38- 8
s 134-14

medical
s 163-30

of Christ
s 134-16

of John
s 132-28

of men
s 131-24

of physics
S 132-18

Old
360-12

such
358- 5

varied
b 319-15

rejected d' of the predestination of

bur Master taught no mere theory, d-,

not conclusive in favor of the d'

he shall know of the d\— John 7; 17.

The d- that man's harmony is governed by
d- of the superiority of matter
Every system of human philosophy, d'.

This 'is the d' of C. S. :

Jew and Christian can unite in d"

all longsuffering and d."— II Tim. 4; 2.

is the d- of absolute C. S.,

The chief plank in this platform is the d'

Are d- and creeds a benefit to man?

which he defined as human d".

3 thousand years of human d',

errors send falsity into all human d'

lethargy of mortals, produced by man-made d',

Man-made d' are waning.

To harmonize the contrarieties of medical d'

how can they illustrate the d- of Christ

Did the d' of John the Baptist confer

taketh away the ceremonies and d" of men,

from d- of physics or of divinity ;

my old d' or human opinions."

Such d* are "confusion worse confounded."

varied d" and theories, which presuppose

Truth, independent of d* . . . knocks at the
Creeds, d, and human hypotheses
to those who, depending on d"

human theories, d', hypotheses ;

pref vii-14

sp 98-12
b 314-29

gl 590- 6

document
g 523-19 The Other d- is called the Jehovistic,

documents
ff 523-16

does
evidences of two distinct d'

pr

a
m
s

^4
12-18
26-17
63-17
123- 6

162- 1'

ph 187-15
196-32

/ 212-23
218- 1

b 335-20
O 342- 8

356-30

p 36fr-28
371-16
373-11
376- 7

379-22
387-19
401- 3

413- 9

1449- 4
449-17
456-22
458-24

r 48^28
g 515-26
541- 3

542-22
550-27
551-13

CZ 585-23

doest
c 259-23

doeth
a 31-32
C 256-20
b 305-18
305-19

dogma
ph 195-24

/ 244-28
0342-3

the falsehood which d' no one any good.
The drug d- nothing, because it has no
to prove what God is and what He d' for man.
than d- either C. S. or civilization.
as d" the error relating to soul and
but upon different terms than d" the
as directly as d' the hand.
It d- this by giving names to diseases
and this He d" by means of Mind,
Mortal mind d' the false talking.
Soul . . . d' not exist in mortality
decries this Science d' it presumptuously,
follow its antecedent? ltd'.

knowing, as he d\ that Life-is God
no more comprehends . . . than d' the child ;

than d' the sinner from his sin.

and d' its work almost self-deceived.
The so-called vital current d' not .affect
That man . . . who d" the most good.
It d' nothing in the right direction
Mind regulates . . . and matter d" not.
A grain of C. S. d- wonders for mortals,
than it d- to heal the most difficult case.
Truth d- the work.
He d' violence to no man.
it d- this in the way of His appointing,
lift a weight, your reflection d- this also.
more nearly resembles . . . than d' Cain's
penalty, both for what it is and for what it d'.

nor d' a lion bring forth a lamb.
but it d" not acknowledge the method
that which d- not last forever ;

What d- Thou?"— Dan. 4: 35.

think that he d' God service ;— i/ohn 16: 2.

"d- according to Hie will— Dan. i: 35.

what things soever He d',
— John 5: 19.

these also d- the Son likewise,"— «/o7in 5: 19.

the mere d', the speculative theory,
cast us headlong into darkness and d\
demonstration, instead of opinion and d\

dogmas
364-lS

dogs
6 272-17

doing
a

sp

22-14
36-29
41-27
51-20
55-21
79-30
79-30

S 155-12.
158-28

ph 165- 4

174- 7

181-26

/ 202-32
20J-2
230-15
254-15

C 266-20
266-21
348-24

357-2, 3

p 384- 7

387-22

410-27
432-16
435-20
436-34

t 448-31
449- 6

r 483-29

g 527-27

ap 563-28
571- 9

doleful
/ 203-28

doling
p 367- 7

dolorous
g 552-12

domain
sp 80-17

97-18

dome
S 142-12

domestic
m 59-10

64-14

dominant
ap 559- 4

domlQate
c 266-25
« 446-16

dominates
sp 97-19

dominion
and power

S 143-30

God-given
ph 165- 5

/ 228-13

p 381-21

g 531-14
Us

r 485-24

to cleave to barren and desultory d-,

not that which is holy unto the d',— Malt. 7: 6.

and "be not weary in well d-."— II Thess.Z: 13.

in return for our efforts at well d'.

apostles still went about d' good deeds,
only through d- the works which he did
what it has done and is d- for mankind,
need "not be weary in weU d."— Gal. 6:9.
It dissipates fatigue in d- good,
inanimate drug as d' this or that.
Homoeopathy, . . . is d' this.

Instead of so d\ it closed the eyes of mortals
Nothing save divine power is capable of d"
that you are d" something for them,
in the act of d- good,
and check the reward for d' good,
for d' what they could not avoid d'.

demonstrating the great problem ... is d' much,
sinner makes his own hell by d- evil,
and the saint his own heaven by d' right,
by so d" our own condition can be improved
for d' what He. created man capable of d',
God never punishes man for d' right,
supposition . . . that God punishes man for d

good,
to promote right thinking and d\
The Judge asks if by d- good to his neighbor,
d" "unto others as ye would that they should
pronounced a sentence of death for d' right.
d- one's self the most harm,
in order to continue in well d\
by d- many wonderful works
but d' so materially, not spiritually,
but d' this in the name of good.
d- right and benefiting our race.

and of fearful and d- dying

and the d" of arguments,

no member of this d" and fatal triad.

d' of reason into the realm of mysticism,
until divine Spirit, supreme in its d°,

making d' and spire tremulous with beauty,

annoyances and cares of d' economy,
debarred by a covetous d- tyrant

d' power of which was upon the sea,

his demonstrations, which d- the flesh.

Good must d" in the thoughts of the healer.

untH divine Spirit, d' all matter.

give to Mind the glpry, honor, d\ tind power

manis God-given d- over ihe earth.

God-given a- over the material senses,
will sooner grasp man's God-given d\
recognize his God-given d' and being.

If thought yields its d' to other powers,
over all the earth
an 102-14 has d' over all the earth .

/ 202-22 God gives man d' over all the earth.
316-23 gives man d- over all the earth.

g 516-20 reflects God's d' over all the earth.
531-32 and having d' over all the earth.
533- 2 God's behest, d' over all the earth?

over all things
b 307-26 gives man d' over all things.

over error
p 380-21 and prove man's d" over error.

over the atmosphere
s 125-26 mariner will have d' over the atmosphere

over the fish

/ 222-23 "d- over the fish of the sea,— Gen. 1 : 26.

r 475-24 d- over the fish of the sea,— Gen. 1 : 26.

g 515-12 d- over the fish of the sea,— Gen. 1 : 26.

517-27 d- over the fish of the sea,— Gen. 1 : 28.

over the whole earth
pr 14-27 man's d- over the whole earth.

545-U was given d' over the whole earth.
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dominion
OTer the works
ph 200-14 d- over the worka of Thy hands.— Psal. 8; 6.

and so gain d' over mankind,
all is Life, and death has no d".

and let them have d\— Gcn. I: 26.

"Let them ha.ve d- ."— Gen. 1 ; 26.

His birthright is d', not subjection.

whatever has been successfully d" for the
to do more than He has already d'.
His work is d\
our gratitude for all that he has d".

woe comes in return for what is d".

badly d" or left undone,
simply by asking that it may be d\
Thy will be d" in earth, as it is— Mail. 6; 10.

you will discern the good you have d',

"Not my will, but Thine, be d' I"— Luke 22 : 42.

otherwise the healing could not have been d'

"Well d-, good and faithful— A/a«. 25.- 23.

what it has d' and is doing for mankind.
"These ought ye to have d\—Matt. 23: 23.

although they know not how the work is d\
mischief which Hippocrates .has d'.
Much yet remains to be said and d"
can be d' only by taking up the cross
We say,"My hand hath d' it."
he could never have d- it.

God's will must be universally d\
In proportion as this is d", man and the
to discover what God has already d' ;

This is d' through self-abnegation.
He learned the wrong that he had d'
as the Christ has always d",
He even said that this poor woman had d'

acknowledgment of Truth and of what it has d'
if the teaching is faithfully d\
The wrong d' another reacts most heavily
this book has d- more for teacher and student,
to be well d", the work must be d' unselfishly.
that so great a work as the Messiah's was d"

declaring -what great things error has d".

saying, ... I can do what God has not d"

Mind, spake and it was d\

cannot fail to foresee the d- of all oppression.
Its
rebukes . . sin, and foreshadows its d\

The aggravation of error foretells its d',

hastening on to physical and moral d\

when nearing its d'. this evil increases

d" of matter establishes the conclusion
his
precipitates his d' or sunshine gladdens

/ 238-22
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down . J ..I J
b 321- S led bv wisdom to cast a- his rod,

o 361-32 brought d" no proof that it was heard

D 362- *
VV/jv art thou cast d\0 my soul—Psa'. 42-11.

364- 5 to lay d' his mortal existence in behali

394-15 advice to a man who is d" m the woria,

404-18 cuts d- every tree that brings not forth

436-12 Laying d" his life for a good deed,

To put d- the claim of sin, you must
and casts fhee d' from the pinnacle,

metaphysics as laid d- in this work,

and advance from the rudiments laid n .

Has God taken d' His own standard,

leopard shall lie d" with the kid ;- Isa. 11 .6.

saying, through the material senses .... cow
c- to me . ,.

535-13 A behef in other gods, . . .must go a

547-22 or go d- into dust and nothingness. _

coming d' to a belief in the material origin^

brought d- from generation to generation f

angel come d' from heaven,— Rev. 10. i.

a bride coming d- from heaven,

accuser of our brethren is cast d".— h,ev. .i.

the devil is come d" unto you,— Ker. \i.. \i-

by which we lay d aU_ for Truth,
"New Jerusalem, coming d" from— nev. zi .

"d- from God, out of heaven,"— tlei). 21. J.

will lay d- their honors within the

to lie d- in green pastures !— ^sa( « ^.

f 447-24
448-10
460- 1

462-15
r 470-19
n 514-23
530-21

549-31
551-21

GP 558- 3

561-12
668-16
568-22
568-31
574-13
575-8
577-23

10.

578^ 6

vh 176- 5 unmanly Adams attributed their own d

gl 581-21 more- certain is the d" of its structure.

downward , ^ ., » , „„ „„j
6 272-22 in contrast with the d" tendencies and

Dragon, Ked
gl 593- 7 definition of

dragon
ag^iQst the

ap 567-11

cannot war
av 567-11

cast out
GP .570-12

fougbt
av 566-27

Truth and Love prevail against the d'

the d- cannot war with them.

the d- cast out of his mouth.— Rev. 12: 16.-

^^ .. a- fought, and his angels,— Rev. 12; 7.

foDght against the
, . , ,^ ., r> ,n

ap 566-26 his angels fought against the d" ;— Bev. 12 ,

av 567-14 the great d' was cast out,— i?ec. 12 : 9.

borns of the . , , ., ..^ ^ i- *

av 563-11 The ten horns of the d- typify the beUer

7.

old
av 570-18

red
av 562-30

563- 8
565- 2

567-21
show the

op 567-24

What if the old d- should send forth

and behold a great red d,— Ret. 12; 3.

The great red d- symbolizes a lie.

and becomes the great red d',

false claim ... is pure delusion, the red a"

„f, „„. -. show the d' to be nothingness,
stood before the

, »> .» ^

av 553-25 and the d' stood before thewoman— Rev. 12 ; 4.

ap 563-TD This d" stands for the siim total of human error.

warreth not long ,, . ,

cp 567- 9 Against Love, the d' warreth not long.

ap 5S4- 5

564^14
569-25
569-29

drain
a 33-14

drained
a 54-21

drank
pr 5-15
a 35-28

43-22
52- 5

53- 7

/ 221- 3

draught
pre/ be- 4

a 35-28

p 384-16

draugbts
/ 234-1

draw
6 300-2
IT 396- 8

animal instinct of which the d' is the type,
the d' as warring against innocence.
The d- is at last stung to death by his own
And when the d- saw that he was— Rev. 12 ; 13.

and d' to the dregs his cup of sorrow.

cup of bitterness was d" to the dregs.

The followers of Christ d' his cup.
draught our Master d' and commended
because of the cup of bitterness he d' .

His senses d- in the spiritual evidence
hence the cup he d\
d" nothing but water.

A child drinks . . . and rejoices in the d"

d' our Master drank and commended
If exposure to a d" of air while in a

Spiritual d- heal,

it attempts to d' correct spiritual conclusions
nor d" attention to certain symptoms aa

drawn ... ..

a 48-26 Pilate was d" into acquiescence with the

s 117-24 Evidence d" from the five physical sen.ses

129- 1 conclusion, if properly d", cannot be false.

/ 247-16 models of spiritual sense, d" by perfect Mind
6 274-11 not mere inferences d' from material premises.

o 360- 1 real andeternal because d" from Truth,

V 379-27 pictures d' on' the body by a

379-30 the fever-picture, d" by millions of mortals,

draws
sp 9G-25 As this consummation d' nearer.

a 51- 5 This d- added the drop of gall to his cup.
6 321-22 White as snow with the d' disease,

p 426-20 master either a desire to die or a d" of the grave,

dreads , ,. v j.

p 379-24 her belief produces the very results she d .

415- 9 looks upon some object which he d'

dream
according to the ... . ,

/ 250-17 according to the d- he entertains m sleep.

another , ^ ., „, ..

sp 75-30 we pass from one dream to another a ,

o 346-20 If a d- ceases, it is self-destroyed,

dreamer and , ,

g 530-28 therefore the dreamer and d- are one,

/ 223-26 startle . . thought from its erroneous d-

ficsbly

ph 196- 7 awakens mortal mind from its fleshly d",

has no reality , ^ „.
g 530-28 The d" has no reahty, no intelhgence,

his own . .. J.

g 528-23 Beholding the creations of his own d

"
r 490-30 oblivion, nothingness, or an illusion or d".

leaves mortal man , • . . •„ k„j„
r 492- 1 when the d" leaves mortal man intact m body

mortal
(see mortal)

**

p*427-29 The d- of death must be mastered by Mind
429-17 Mortals v.-aken from the d" of death

p 396-30 It breaks the d- of disease to understand that

**

^5 529^^ destroy the d- of existence, remstate reality,

sv 77-13 period required for this d' of material life,

**^

^*f^5 'Sifate from the . . d" of material living.

*
^53^-27 error began and will end the d" of matter.

cf mortal eslstence , , ^ ,
. . „„„

/ 250-23 in the waking d- of mortal existence,

**

p^ 18S-11 Mortal existence is a d" of pain and

**

p/i*188-12 a d- of sin, sickness, and death ;

of suffering , . » .

p 420-29 to break its d" of suffermg,

*'^%p 75-30 we pass from one d" to another dream.

*'
'*r 491-22 The d- or beUef goes on, whether our eyes are

^^427-13*^ Death Is but another phase of the d" that

phases^or^h|^^^ and apathy are phases of the d that

"'^^^"^-ig ^produced physicaUy by the pleasure of a d".

*"^*'p 417-20 *To the C. S. healer, sickness is a d-

^'*oS'fJ-15 In both the waking and the sleeping d-,
.n 2W^23 any more reality in than m the sleeping d T

r 494^22 as the experiences of the eleepmg d" seem real

*™M12-24 and that sickness is a temporal d*.

****o^-2rThe d- that matter and error are something

***

SP 77-13 this d- oi material life,, embracing its

vh 196- 8 which tend to perpetuate this d'.

r 491-31 that this d' . . . may not be mortal man?

'*"/ 2M^-18 When that d" vanishes, the mortal finds

m 62-16 will do much more , . than you d'-

sr, 71-10 Close your eyes, and you may d" that you

pft 188-13 is Uke the d" we have in sleep,

/ 250- 6 Mortal existence is ad;;. ^^^^^
D 412-n break the d" of the material ^nses.
? 491^28 aw^e. we d' of the pains and pieaaurea
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dream

r 493-28 awakened Lazarus from the d',

g 528- 7 this supposition was a d', a myth.
556-24 of which mortal and material life is the d\

dreamed
/ 249-20 You say, "I d- la8t night."

dreamer
SB 82-14 not communicate with the d' by our side
pn 188-16 the d' thinks that his body is material
b 322-21 as the startled d' who wakens from aa
r 491-31 this dream— rather than the d-
492- 2 the so-called d' is unconscious?
530-28 therefore the d" and dream are one,

dreamers
/ 249-23 Mortals are the Adam d-.

dreaming
sp 95-29 in the cradle of infancy, d* away the hours.

dream-land
g 543-11 and must dwell jn d', until mortals

dream-narrative
g 530-26 The history of error is a d\

dreams
different

sp 82-27 Different d- and different awakenings betoken
mortal

b 305-29 These mortal d' are of human origin,
opposite

sp 74-14 between persons in such opposite d" as
our

sp 82-16 unconscious or are wandering in our d'

f 212- 1 We suffer or enjoy in our d',

sp 71-18 From d' also you learn that
90-16 In d- we fly to Europe and meet a

/ 249-22 and His likeness never d\
250- 8 Spirit is the Ego which never d',

p 386- 1 an illusion of mortal mind,— one of its d\
397-26 when they . . . enjoy, or suffer in d-.

g 505- 2 mortal mind, sleep, d", sin,
556-22 Oblivion and d', not realities, come with sleep.

dream-sensations
/ 250-19 experiencing none of these d\

dream-sliadows
p 418-31 pain, deformed joints, are waking d',

dreamy
sp 88- 1 and this not in d' sleep.

dreary
sp 96- 8 Earth will become d" and desolate^

dregs
. a 33-14 drain to the d' his cup of sorrow.

54-22. cup of bitterness was drained to the d:
drenching

s 122-21 midst of murky clouds and d' rain.

dress
ph 193-17 I told him to rise, d' himself, and take supper
g 526-27 into the garden of Eden, to d" it— Gen. 2: 15.

527-2 God could not put Mind into matter . . . tod'it
drew

6 321-22 and d' it forth white as snow
ap 563-23 And his tail d' the third part— Rev. 12 ; 4.

drift
pref x-12 has not compromised . . . to suit the general d'

/ 205-25 hinders man's nonnal'd' towards the one Mind,
250-30 like snowflakes, and d" to the ground.

drifting
a 21-31 if he can only imagine himself d' in the

drilling
p 378-19 d- and drugging, adopted to cure matter,

drink
pr 10- 9 Until we are . . . willing to d' his cup,
a 18- * / will not d- of the fruit of— Luke 22 ; 18.

25-11 they truly eat his flesh and d- his blood,
26- 7 all have the cup of sorrowful effort to d'
31-18 we d' of his cup, partake of his bread,
31-23 and d' this cup,— / Cor. 11; 26.

32-18 £) ye all of it."— MaH. 26.- 27.

33-17 "D- ye all of it."— Matt. 26; 27. '

33-32 Are all who eat bread and d' wine in memory
34- 1 Are all . . . willing truly to d' his cup,
54—27 those who followed him should d' of his cup,m 62-14 or what ye shall d " ;— Matt. 6 ; 25.

67- 2 shall we not d" it and learn the lessons
s 158-22 acquires an educated appetite for strong d',

ph 165- * or what ye shall d-;—Malt. 6 ; 25.

170-17 or what ye shall d-."— Matt. 6 ; 25.

/ 222-15 less thought about what he should eat or d',
317- 8 will d- of his Master's cup.
328-24 and if they d" any deadly thing.— Mark 16 ; 18.

p 362- * and if then d- any deadly thing,— Mark 16; 18.

drink
p 365- 8 debars him from giving d' to the thirsty

398-22 and the desire for strong d" is gone.
431- 5 the prisoner gave him <v.

g 530- 9 or what ye shaU d,"— Matt. 6 ; 25.

ap 570-16 waiting and watching for rest and d\
drinketh

a 55-24 d- of Christ's cup bow,
drinking

a 33-27 Christians, are you d' his cup?
/254- 8 To stop eating, d", or being clothed

drinks
pref ix- 3 child d' in the outward world through the eyes

a 48-12 when he d' from the same cup,
p 406-28 The depraved appetite for alcoholic d',
t iMr- 2 the use of tobacco or into.xicating d' is not

drive
/ 251- 8 to d' belief into new paths.
o 357-31 Can matter d" Life, Spirit, hence, and so defeat
T 487- 1 these calamities often d' mortals to seek
fl 538- 3 d' error out of all selfhood.

driven
s 135- 3 Jordan, that thou wast d- back?— Psal. 114; 5.

143-14 £)• to choose between two difficulties,
152-26 mortals are divinely d- to a spiritual source

droop
m 61-16 often these beautiful childten early d' and die.

drooping
w» 68- 3 or else joy's d- wings trail in dust.

drop
a 51- 5 This dread added the d- of gall to his cup.

an 106- 2 to d- from the platform of common manhood
s 153- 8 and yet, with one d' of that attenuation
/ 205- 4 stumble with lameness, d- with drunketmess,
c 255- 2 d' off their mental swaddling-clothes,
262-21 They will then d" the false estimate of life

o 361-16 As a d' of water is one with the ocean*
p 379-17 when not a d" of his blood was shed.

dropped
/ 222-20 Now he d' drugs and material hygiene,
b 296- 5 the mortal is d- for the immortal. .

dropping
/ 228-17 D- their present beliefs, they will "recognize

drops
s 148-16 d- the true tone, and accepts the discord.

ph 166-24 the despairing invalid often d- them,
c 257-20 'who hath begotten the d- of dew,

"— Job 38 ; 28.

g 520-27 Mortal thought d" into the ground,
549-31 He absolutely d' from his summit,

dropsy
s 156- 5 A case of d\ . . . fell into my hands.

dross
m 66-32 furnace separates the gold from the d'

drove
g- 537- 5 So He d' out the man :— Gen. 3 ; 24.

drown
ap 570-19 a new flood to d' the Christ-idea?

570-20 He can-neither d' your voice with its roafi

drowning
a 22- 7 This causes them, even as d' men,

ap 569-19 to lift their .heads above the d' v/ave.

drug {see also drug's)
administer a

p 424-13 if one doctor should administer a d' to
any

p 420-21 better than any d\ alterative, or tonic.

applying the
p 401-24 by applying the d- to either?

causes a
pr 12-21 which causes a d' to be apparently

certain
p 370-11 might be produced by a certain d\

confidence In tlie

s 155- 7 take away the individual confidence in the d",
diminishes the

s 155-26 Homoeopathy dimmishes the d',

disappears
s 155-27 the potency . . . increases as the d' disappears

divorced the
s 155- 7 you have not yet divorced the d' from

does nothing
pr 12-18 The d" does nothing, because it has no

enables a

ph 174-22 belief is all that enables a d" to
exterminates the

s 157- 8 C. S. exterminates the d",
faith In the

p 370-14 faith in the d" is the sole factor In the cure.
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drug
^^

s ist-fa When the general belief endoraes the inani-

mate d'

160- 7 the inanimate d' becomes powerless.
b 312-30 and so turns ... to the inanimate a*.

like a
pr 12-17 affects the sick like a d',

may eventually lose „ , .. j „ a,
p 370-24 a d- may even'iuaUy lose its supposed power

mentaiizes a
, ,. .

s 157-11 Homoeopathy mentalizes a o"

no efficacy in a
, . ~ • _ j.

s 153-15 learned that there is no efficacy in a a

^ph 169-32 good that a poisonous d' seems to do is evil,

prescribes the ... -._ xi. j ^
p 399- 6 Mortal mmd prescribes the a , and

/ 202-28 yet we rely on ad-. to heal disease,

same , ,

p 370-12 are removed by using the same d'

ph 178- 3 the strychnine, or whatever the d' used,

s 152-32 but the d" is frequently attenuated

153- 2 it is not the d' which expels the disease

157-12 d' becomes more like the human mmd
157-24 the power which the d" seems to possess.

158-30 of a higher attenuation than the d\
163-U man-midwife, chemist, druggist, or d"

vh 169-22 however much we trust a d-

p 394-24 unless it can be aided by a d\
401-25 Would the d' remove paralysis

s 155-29 homoeopathv, and have diminished d' ;

p 378-19 hygienic drilling and d', adopted to

s 155- 9 The chemist, the botanist, the d .

153-11 chemist, d", or drug on tae face ox the earth,

drug's , ,. .

s 157-14 and the d- power o! action is

drugs
and hygiene

drugs
o ^45- 6 and work through- d' to heal the sick?

took no
, . „ ,-

a 44-13 He took no d- to allay inflammatioa.
"se of , ^ . J

sp 7»- 8 more samtary than the use of d",

s 155- 3 When the sick recover by the use of d',

with
/ 230- 2 Would you attempt with d\ or without,

ph 186-23 not only without, d;, but without hypnotism,

s 155-29 but if d- are an antidote to disease,

155-30 If d- are good things, is it safe to

155-32 If d- possess intrinsic virtues or

156- 2 Who named d', and what made them good
157-16 If d- are part of God's creation,

157-18 then d- cannot be poisonous. „ . .

157-19 If He could create d' intrinsically bad,
157-20 If He creates d" at all . . . why did JeSUS not
158-16 £>, cataplasms, and whiskey are

ph 166-11 beUeves in the pov/er of his d'

165-27 less than in d", ah-, and exercise,

169-11 faith in rules of health or m d- begets
/ 222-20 he dropped d- and material hygiene,

230-23 never really healed by d", hygiene,
251-16 faith in hygiene, in d\ or in wiU-power.

p 408-16 Can d- go of their own accord to the brain

t 463-26 nor did he use d;.

r 483- 1 Then comes the question, how do d",

484-18 results, supposed to proceed from d',

drug-systems
s 158-25 £>• are quitting their hold on matter

oft 167-12 D- and hygiene cannot successfuUy usurp
r 484-15 D- and hygiene oppose the supremacy of tne

and Inert matter • j, „
r 484-17 D- and inert matter are imconscious, mmdless.

does noi distribute .^ . j x,. u -lu ui j
p 408-20 Truth does not distribute d' through the blood,

does not employ .

s 143- 5 God does not employ d' or hygiene,

do not affect

p 408-19 D' do not affect a corpse,

s 145-14 whether faith in d', trust in hygiene,
146- 7 have rendered faith in d" the fashion,

ph 181-30 If you have more faith in d' than in Truth,

ffivins . .

p 413-24 Giving d' to infants, noticmg every symptom
bygiene and ,, , ^ j ^

/ 222-19 the strictest adherence to hygiene and d ,

inanimate , . . . ^ j. . .x,„
an 106- 1 from the use of mammate d to tne

s 160- 5 d- lose their healing force, for they have no
material ... . ^. .

s 146-18 truth divests material d" of then
matter or . ^ xx j

t 463-29 are not healed by inanimate matter or a ,

Mind and
, ,,. ^ . j ,

s 143-32 may try to make Mmd and d' coalesce,

s 158- 9 from image-gods to vegetable and mineral d'

never gave . ^ , ,
p 369-18 never gave d\ never prayed to know a

never taught that ^ .,_... j
/ 232-19 Jesus never taught that d', food, air,

outweighs . ^ j - ^^ j
s 149- 3 Mind as far outweighs d' m the cure ol

physician prescribes
ph 198-19 the physician prescribes d' , until the

plpag fof

ph 182-27 Pleas for d' and laws of health come from

prescribed no
, ^ , , ,.

s 148- 4 prescribed no d". urged no obedience to

msh sftcp

ph 168-11 When sick (according to beUef ) you rush after d'

substitute ^ ... . J * XX.

/ 218-20 why do you substitute d' for the

substitutes ,. . . x-x X J « XI,

s 146-13 Material medicine substitutes d- for the

/ 237-T 8 beforeherparents would have laid aside their d* ,

drunk
a 34-11

p 406-32

drunkard
6 322-17

If all who ever partook of . . and d- of his cup,
There is no enjoyment in getting d",

The d- thinks he enjoys drunkenness,

drunkenness ^ ^ ,., ^ , ^
an 106-23 d-, revellings and such like -.

— Gal. 5;

/ 205- 4 drop with d", consume with disease,

b 322-18 The drunkard thinks he enjoys d".

21.

dry
p 379-26 coated tongue, febrile heat, d" skin,

384-17 followed by chiUs, d' cough, influenza,

431-26 I am Sallow Skin. I have been d', hot,

f 491- 1 swimming when he is on d' land.

a 506-16 and let the d- land appear :— Gen. 1 : 9.

506-22- And God called the d" land Earth -.

— Gen
507- 1 In metaphor, the d- Zend illustrates

535-30 And God called the d- land Earth ,
— Gen

557- 4 develop their children properly on d" land.

This d- personality of the unseen and the seen,

Angela announced . . this d- appearing,

I.-IO.

1 ; 10.

dual
& 334-12
r 482-24

duality
r 473-16

due
pr 6-1
o 36- 7

41-13
m 68-10

sp 88-27
an 101- 2

106-14
5 143-30

151- 8
162-29

ph 184-32

/ 219-28
6 338-32
0 341-12

355-23

p 385-14
396-19
435-25
436-24

dull
b 272-14
317-29
350-19

dulness
a 34-22

hence the d- of Jesus the Christ.

We cannot escape the penalty d' 'or sta.

To remit the penalty d" for sin, would be

he cannot forever . . . escape the penalty a".

mistrust, where confidence is d",

It is d- to inspiration rather than to
are d' to manipulations, ,

incurs the divine penalty d- this crime.

everlastingly d- its holy name.
Great respect is d- the motives and
With d- respect for the faculty.
She looked and saw that it pointed d' east

not rendering to God the honor d- to Him
The ideal man was revealed In d" time, .

Proof is essential to a d' estimate of this subject.

wholly d' to a misapprehension .

from aU penalties but those d- for wrong-doing.
d- to the force of education
decides what penalty is d" for the sin,

from the pehalty they considered justly d'

not to impart to d- ears and gross hearts the

To this d- and doubting disciple

and their ears are d' of hearing,
— Matt. 13; 15.

u >«-i^ raise themselves and others from spiritual d'

b 272-15 which d' and grossness could not accept.

g 507- 3 Spirit d' feeds and clothes every object,

dumb ^ . - r M.T
a 50- 2 sheep before her shearers is d-,--/sa. 53. 7.

s 135-17 "it came to pass, ... the d- spake.
— LuKe 11 . 14.

ph 183-29 voice to the d-, feet to the lame. •

/ 226-25 The lame, the deaf, the d-, the blmd.
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dumb
o 342-23 It speaks to the d- the words of Truth,

348-=-J3 when devils, . . were cast out and the id' spake.
p 398- 2 "Thou d- and deaf spirit,— A/arfc 9 ; 25.

dumbness
s 135-16 When Christ cast out the devil of d',

dungeon
ph 194-22 Incarcerated in a </, where neither sight nor

195- 3 he asked to be taken back to his d',

duodecillions
5 108-17 three times three d'must be nine d',

duplicity
gl 589- 4 Jacob. A corporeal mortal embracing d',

duration
sp 77-17 will be of longer or shorter d*

during
pref ix-28 This was d- the years 1867 and 1868.

xii- 6 D' seven years over four thousand students
pr 9-2 £)• many years the aiithor has been most grateful
a 47-31 £)• his night of gloom and glory
sp 96-31 D- this final conflict, wicked minds will
an 101-10 which tested d" several sessions
s 107- 4 graciously preparing me d' many
/ 254-16 D' the sensual ages, absolute C. S.
306- 9 d- that moment there would be no

p 431- 5 £)' ail this time the prisoner attended to

dust
and Dothiagness

g 547-22 or go down Into d' and nothingness.
atom of

c 263-29 like an atom of d' thrown into the
decay acd

ph 200-13 and not subject to decay and d\
decomposed Into

p 429-16 buried and decomposed into d- ;

dBSt to
s 126- 3 The problem of nothingness, or "dust to d',"

ap 567-25 show the dragon to be nothingness, duat to d' ;

gl 580- 1 "dust to d" ;" red sandstone ; nothingness ;

ephemeral
c 267- 4 Start not from"matter or ephemeral d".

faUinto
an 103-28 singe their own wings and fall into d\

formed from
/ 214-10 represented in the Scriptures as formed from d\
o 281-26 through a man formed from d\

ground and
. g 537-17 since ground and d' stand for nothingness.

iQjected Into
g 524-30 Is Spirit, God, injected into d",

matter or
ph 173-18 If . . . he is a portion of matter, or d".
b 338-19 matter or d- was deemed the agent of Deity

non-inteUIgent
g 531-16 If, . . . body originated in non-intelligent d-,

primarily
g 543-20 who shall say that h3 is not primarOy d- 7

remands him to
g 532-12 condemns material man and remands him to d'.

returning to
g 522-17 this man to be mortal,— d* returning to d".

returns to
b 277- 4 the Scripture says that d- returns to d-.
543- 3 error, . . . yields to Truth and returns to d" ;

return to
sp 73-19 The belief that material bodies return to d-,
/ 214-12 originate in matter and return to d",
b 278-26 originated in matter and must return to d",
287- 5 but creations of matter must retflrn to d".
536-29 ttifi mortal and material return to d",

traUln
m 58- 4 or else joy's drooping wings trail In d'.

trail in the
g 550-20 causes our standard to trail in the d'.

turns hope to
c 263-16 . His "touch turns hope to d",

s 118-20 In all mortal forms of thought, d- la

/ 244-15 If man were d' in his earliest stage
c 263-16 the d' we all have trod."
b 291-25 Mind never becomes d\
286- 1 error . . . man has a resurrection from d' ;

338-13 red color of the ground, d', nothingness.
p 416-22 has resigned his body to d',
r 476- 3 declares that man begins in d"
485-30 belief . . . that man springs from d'

g 524-14 formed man of the d" of the ground,— Gen. 2 : 7.

524-31 Does Spirit enter d', and lose therein the
628- 1 Was it requisite . . . that d- should become
6S1- 3 the belief that everything springs from d'

dust
g 535-27 d' thou art, and unto d'-'-Gen. 3; 19.

545-29 "£)• [nothingness) thou art.— Gen. 3; 19.
545-?9 unto d- [nothingness] shalt thou— G£?n. 3; 19
552-24 is not in egg nor in d'.

553-27 superstition about the creation from d'
gl 584-28 definition of

585-27 beUef . . . that man started first from d".

duties
a 31-12 First in the list of Christian d-, he taught

duty
pr &-14 v^e shall never meet this great d- simply by
a 37-22 it is the d" and privilege of everym 67-12 firm at the post of d', the mariner works on
b 340- 6 especially when the word d", which is not in the
340- 9 for this is the whole d- of man."— Eccl. 12; 13.

p 385-17 Whatever it is your d" to do, you can do
433- 7 In compliance with a stern d-, his Honor,

r 496- fi in C. S. the first d" is to obey God,
g 541-25 Now it repudiates even the human d" of man

dwarfing
t 445-11 d' the spiritual understanding

dwell
sp 82-23 nor are they in the mental realm in which we d-.
b 284-14 Can the infinite d' in the finite
o'341- * But If the spirit . . . d' in you.— Bom. 8: II
357-30 if so, can Life, or God, d' in evil

r 466-12 which neither d" together nor
474-32 light and darkness cannot d' together.
478-21 How can inteUigence d' in matter

g 510- 3 more . . than to d' on the objects of sense I

514-22 woLf also shall d' with the Iamb,— Isa. 11 ; 6.
534-22 that the spirit of God d' in you."— Rom. 8; 9.
543-11 must d- in dream-land, until mortals
550-31 originate the impure . . and d" in it.

ap 568-20 heavens, and ye that d" in them.— Rev. 12; 13.
578-17 and I wUl d' m the house— Psal. 23 ; 6.

dweller
b 301-31 an unsubstantial d" in material forms,

dwellers
ap 569-16 d' still In the deep darkness of belief.

dweileth
o 341- * by His spirit that d- in you.— Rorri. 8: 11.

dwelling
a 23-13 has the Holy Ghost d" in>him."

sp 78-31 the invisible good d' in eternal Science.
b 308- 1 Art thou d' in the belief that mind id

311-14 false estimates of soul as d' in sense
311-15 and of mind as d" in matter,

o 349-24 while d' on a material plane,
g 503-23 God, Spirit, d' in infinite Ught and

dwelling-places
s 142-24 meet d' for the Most High.

dwells
/ 247-22 which d' forever in the eternal Mind
284- 2 It is not rational to say that Mind d' In
334— 5 Christ, d' forever in the bosom of the Father,

(7 514- 6 Mind, joyous in strength, d' in the realtn of
Mind.

gl 580-24 supposition . . . Soul d" in hiaterial sense ;

dwelt
a 29-26 The Christ d- forever an idea
b 331- 6 If He d" within what He creates,
g 542-28 and d- in the land of Nod.— Gen. 4: 16.'

dying
a 42-20 existence . . . separate from God Is a d" error.

sp 76-18 Suffering, sinning, d- beUefs are unreal.
78-11 mortal, sinning, suffering, and d\

ph 193- 4 phvsician, who said that the patient was d'.

f 203-28 an3 of fearful and doleful d'

c 258-28 Never born and never d\
259-11 presented man as fallen, sick, sinning, and d'.

6 279- 1 the erring, 'changing, and d\
293-11 A sinful, sick, and d' mortal is not

p 368-17 more faith in living than in d\
373- 7 The author has raised up the d',

^

379-20 not d- on account of the state of her blood,
428-31 and raised the d- to life and health
429-15 Mortal mind affirms . . . that the body to d*,
430- 2 healing the d' and raising the dead.
441-16 refuses to recognize Man as sick or d\

r 494-27 mortal testimony, changmg, d'. unreal.

g 556-13 is not to be gained by d'.

657-21 man as never bom and as never d',

dynasties
ap 577-23 Mighty potentates and d' will lay down

dynasty
s 141-13 as kings are crowned from a royal d'.

141-17 For this Principle there is no d'.
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dyspepsia
ph 175- 7

175-16
197-23

/ 221- 2
221-4
222-29

In old times who ever heard of d\
If a random thought, calling itself d\
Their diet would not cure d' at this period,
adopted the Graham system to cure d".

His d- increasing, he decided that his diet
In seeking a cure for d'

dyspeptic
/ 222-22
222-27

He learned that a d' was very far from
finally concluded that God never made a dv

dyspeptics
ph 197-26 With rules of health there would still be d'

E
eacb
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earth
cast onto tbe
ap 567-24 The words "cast unto the e'"— Rev. 12: 13.

saw that he was cast unto the e",
— Ber. 12:13.569-30

children of
b 309-15

cling to
C 26^10

the children of e' who followed his example

cling to e' because he has not tasted heaven.
composing tbe

/ 209-17 aggregated substances composing the e',

covers
/ 247-27 and covers e* with loveliness.

dearest spot on
m 58-22 Home is the dearest spot on e',

dominion over tbe
ph 165- 6 man's God-given dominion over the e".

down to
s 118-32 natural order of heaven comes down to e\

every plague on
p 405-22 better to be exposed to every plague on e*

f&cc of tbe
s 163-11 druggist, or drug on the face of the e',

faltb on the
s 132-27 shall he find faith on the e- ?"— Luke 18 : 8.

first

ff 535- 3

ap 572-21
from

o 48- 8 turned forever away from e- to .heaven,
from the

a 621-21
641-29
546-13

glories of . , J
c 264-30 all the glories of e* and heaven and man.

barmony on
s 122-7 the actual reign of harmony on c

barmony to . ^ . j
sp 72-31 communicator of . . . harmony to e" and

ap 561-15 God and His Christ, bringing harmony to e

has no repayment . , ..

sp 97-32 E- has no repayment for the persecutions
heaven and

(see heaven)
heaven and the

r 479-19 created the heaven and the e:— Gen. 1 : 1.

created the heaven and the e\— Gen. 1 : 1.

the first heaven and the first c"— Bev. 21 : 1.

the first heaven and the first «•— Rev. 21 : 1.

went up a mist from the c,— Gen. 2 : 6.

now art thou cursed from the e\— Gen. 4: 11.

went up a mist from the c "— Gen. 2: 6.

establishment of the kingdom of heaven on e",

proclaiming the kingdom of heaven on c.

(7 502-23
heaven on

s 110-12

ph 174-20
,

heavens and
ap 573- 7 heavens and c" to one human consciousness,

573-20 John's corporeal sense of the heavens and e'

heavens and the
g 519- 7 heavens and the e' were finished,— Gen. 2: 1.

helped the woman
ap 570-10 And the e" helped the woman.— Rev. 12: 16.

Inhabitant of the
b 317-31 the Master remained an inhabitant of the c.

Inhabitants of the
c 256-22 the inhabitants of the e' ;— Dan. 4: 35.

Inhabiters of tbe
ap 568-21 inhabiters of the e* and of the sea !— Bev. 12 : 12.

Inherit tbe
g 516-15 "The meek shall inherit the e-."— Psal. 37: II.

Instead of tbe
s 121-19 instead of the e* from-west to east.

In tbe
g 509-24
520-19
526- 5

before it was in the e*."— Gen. 2: 5.

before it was in the e',— Gen. 2: 5.

before it was in the e\"— Gen. 2: S.

launched tbe
s 124-23 which launched the e- In its prbit

let tbe
<7 507-U

513-14
material

C 264- 1

melted
sp 97-28 uttered His voice, the e- melted."— Psal. 46: 6.

multiply in the
512-19 let fowl multiply in the e-.—Gen. 1 : 22.

Let the e' bring forth grass,
— Gfvt. 1 : 11.

Let the e' bring forth the Uvlng— Gen. 1 :

the mortal body and material e\ are the

24.

new
sp 91- 2 "a new heaven and a new e\"— Rev. 21 : 1.

g 536- 2 a new heaven and a new c" :
— Rev. 21 : 1.

556- 8 Then will the new heaven and new e- appear,
ap 572-20 a new heaven and a new e- :

— Rev. 21 : 1.,

672-25 he already saw a new heaven and a new e'. .

572-29 Were this new heaven and new e- terrestrial

673-22 he could see the new heaven and new e',

opened her mouth
ap 570-11 and the c" opened her mouth,— Rev. 12: 16.

our
g 509-14 stellar universe is no more celestial than our e'.

548- How little light or heat reach our e- when

earth
over the

ph 188-28
189-3

pilgrim on
/ 254-31

When darkness comes over the c-,

explanation of the sun's influence over tbe e\

. . example

Pilgrim on c, thy home is heaven ;

received tbe barmony
o 54- 6 e- received the harmony his

refresh the
b 28S-18 Then the raindrops of divinity refresh the e*.

replenish the
g 511- 5 "multiply and replenish the e\"^Gen. 1 : 28.

517-26 multiply, and replenish the e',— Gen. 1 :'2S.

return to
a 24-25 as a proof that spirits can return to c 1

sp 73- 6 and supposedly will return to e- to-morrow,
revolution of the

6i3l0-l3 not affected by the revolution of the e-.

revolves
s 121-28

salt of tbe
p 367-19

'

suffering on
p 386-25 Error,

sufferings upon
s 158-15 and endured great sufferings upon e\

taint of
m 66-14 joys of Spirit, which have no taiat of e:

thou
s 135- 5 Tremble, thou e-, at the— Psal. 114: 7.

to believe that the
s 119-26 to believe that the c is in motion

the e" revolves about the sun once a year,

'Ye are the salt of the «•."— Matt. 5 : 13.

. produces all .the suffering on c\

Truth on
b 281- 3

upon the
a 31- 5
r 475-727

a 507-13
610- 7
611-8
513-24
515-15
617-29
618-10
520-21

ap 559- 7

was blessed
6 338-31

enter into the kingdom of Truth on «'

no man your father upon the e- :
— Matt. 23 : 9.

that creepeth upon the e\"— Gen. 1 : 26. •

seed is in itself, upon the e" :
— Gen. 1 : 11.

to give Ught upon the e' :
— Gen. 1 : 15.

to give light upon the e",— Gen. 1 : 17.

that creepeth upon the e"— Gen. 1 ; 25.

that creepeth upon the e'.— Gen. 1 ; 28.

that moveth upon the e\— Gen. 1 : 28.

that creepeth upon the e',
— Gen. 1 ; 30.

not caused it to rain upon the e\— Gen. 2: 5,

The angel's left foot was upon the e' ;

not the ideal man for whom the e' was blessed.
was without fom

r 479-19 the e' was without form,^ Gen. 1 : 2.

the e' was without form,— Gen. 1 : 2.o50»-«
whole

pr 14-28

ph 191-14

(/ 545-11

ap 575-23

man's dominion over the whole e'.

Thus the whole c wiU be transformed by
was given dominion over the whole e'.

. . _ the Joy of the whole e-,
— Psal. 48 : 2.

will become dreary
sp 96- 7 £ will become dreary and desolate,

will echo
s 129-15 and e' will echo the cry,

will help tbe woman
ap 570-22 In this age the e" will help the woman ;

pr 17- 1
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Eddy, Mrs. Mary Baker
autbor

s 114- 2 a" calls sick and sinful humanity mortal mind,
114-31 what is termed by the a" mortal mind.
123-17 The term C. S. was introduced by the a-

130-23 a- has often remembered our Master's love
149-22 a- has cured what is termed organic disease
JoO-23 it is as evidently erroneous to the a\
'!52- 5 The a' has endeavored to make this book the
153- 5 The o" has attenuated Natrum muriaticum
162-17 a- has restored health in cases of

c 263-15 The a' has experienced the foregoing
6 330- 3 Until the a- . . . learned the vastness of C. S.,

o 351- 8 The a' became a member of the orthodox
p 373- 6 The o" has raised up the dying,

374- 9 The a' has answered this question
377-19 c" never kn&w a patient who did not
380-22 years ago the a" made a spiritual discovery,
386-12 The a- has in too many instances
394-17 Experience has proved to the a- the fallacy
402- 4 it is but just to say that the a- has already
428-30 The a' has healed hopeless organic disease,

( 444-13 Students are advised by the a- to be
445-31 the a' trembles whenever she sees a
446-11 Whoever practises the Science the a* teaches,
453- 5 a' understands what she is saying.
457-8 Since the divine light . . . dawned upon the a",

458-18 a- desires to keep it out of C. S.

460-25 When . . . was a fresh revelation to the a-,

463-32 It has been said to the a',
464- 4 Gould her friends know how little time the a-

464-22 the a" has labored to expound
r 471-23 a' subscribed to an orthodox creed in early
g 546-21 To the a\ they are transparent,
547- 7 so ascertain if the a' has given you the correct

op 564-10 The fl" 13 convinced that the accusations
matfear's

pref vii-27 Since the a" discovery of the
viii-24 In the a* work,Retrospection and

an 101-21 The w own observations of the worldngs of
3 112-28 and yet uses another a' discoveries

126-32- If Christendom resists the a' application
129-30 a' small estimate of the pleasures of the table.
152-21 The a' medical researches and experiments

t 446- 5 thorough perusal of the a' publications
452-24 simply by repeating the a' words,

r 455- 1 from the first edition of the a- class-book,
483-13 After the a' sacred discovery,

g 556-28 hence the a' experience ;

cblld
pref vili-31 the first steps of a c- in the newly
disciple
pref ix-17 finds herself a willing d- at the heavenly gate,

discoverer of Christian Science
o 359-20 the d- of C. S. early received

p 42S- 5 The d" of C. S. finds the path less difficult

t 443- 1 When the d- of C. S. is consulted by
g 555- 6 An inquirer once said to the d- of C. S. :

editor
pref xii-12 sole e- and publisher of the C. S. Journal,
ber
pref viii- 1 h- system has been fully tested

viii-26 experiences which led h\ in the year 1866, to
viii-29 the results of h- Scriptural study,
viii-30 the Bible was h' sole teacher ;

is- 1 She also began to jot down h- thoughts
ix-13 still in circulation among h- first pupils ;

ix-20 H' first pamphlet on C^ S. was copyrighted
ix-29 h' comparative ignorance of the stupendous
x-16 she and h' students have proved
x-17 proved the worth of h' teachings.
x-27 Only those quarrel with ft" method who
x-28 do not understand h' meaning,
xi-31 enabled h' to get this institution chartered
xii-U pubUsher of h' own works ;

xii-!4 She closed ft- CoHege, October 29. 1889,

xii-16 conviction that the next two years of A" life

xii-18 She retained h' charter,
xil-20 as auxiUary to h: church.
xii-22 in order to elucidate h' idealism

an 101-22 convince h' that it is not a remedial agent,
s 127- 1 or questions h' use of the word Science.
127- 4 nor will Christianity lose its hold upon h-.

152-22 prepared h- thought for the metaphysics of
152-24 material dependence had failed h' in h' search
1.52-28 //• experiments In homoeopathy
152-28 had made /»• skeptical as to

o 351-10 h' own prayers failed to heal h'

351-11 as did the prayers of h' devout parents
359-21 early received h' reUglous education.
359-23 falling from the lips of h- saintly mother,

p 374-10 The author ... in /i' explanation of disease
402- 4 the author has' already in h' possession
402- 5 records of the cure, by herself and h' students
426- 8 when ahs has the high goal always before ft"

Eddy, Mrs. Mary Baker
ber

p 426- 7 than when ^he counts ft' footsteps
I 443- 2 consulted by ft' followers as to the
457-10 H- prime object, since entering this field
460-26 impart, . . . from ft" own spiritual condition,
460-29 by ft' manuscript circulated among the students.
460-30 beliefs were gradually expelled from ft' thought,
464- 3 Could ft' friends know how little time
464- 5 except through ft' laborious pubhcations,
464- 9 Others could not take ft" place.
464-10 She therefore remains unseen at ft" post,

r 471-29 Since then ft' highest creed has been
tiers

pref xii- 3 ft" was the only College of this character
Iierself

pref ix-17 she stUl finds ft" a willing disciple
p 402-* 5 records of the cure, by ft" and her students

464- 5 in which to make ft' outwardly known
I am blest

iii- * And I am blest I

I am leading
/ 253- 9 I hope, dear reader, I am leading you

I am not patient with
p 413-21 / am not patient with a speck of dirt ;

I as a Cliristian Sc?.ent!st
o 359- 8 / as a Christian Scientist believed in the

I ask
/ 250-22 Now I ask. Is there any more reality in the.

p 371-22 No impossible thing do I ask
I began

s 153-13 BeUeving then somewhat in . . , I began to
I bebeld

s 110- 8 Thus it was that I beheld, as never before,
I cannot attest

pft 193-28 / cannot attest the truth of that report,
I cannot coincide

sp 80-13 but / cannot coincide with their views.
I cannot fall to
ph 194- 3 I cannot fail to discern the coincidence

I combat
b 269-29 The theories / combat are these :

I cared
ph 184-27 A woman, whom I cured of consumption,
p 389-31 / cured her in a few minutes.

I demonstrated
s 147- 6 I demonstrated the divine rules of C. S.

I deny
o 348-16 I deny His cooperation with evil,

I desire
o 348-17 I desire to have no faith in evil

I did so
s 156-18 / did so, and she continued to gain.

I discovered
s 107- 1 In the year 1866, / discovered the Christ Scienco

I discredit
m 68-25 I discredit the belief that agamogenesis

I do aver
o 348-29 I do aver, that, as a result of teaching C. S.,

I do believe
( 461- 2 but / do beUeve that the real man is immortal

I do not maintain
t 461- 1 I do not maintain that anyone can

I entertain do
sp 80-12 I entertain no doubt of th6 humanity

I find
s 111- 3 /find the will, . . . opposed to the divine Mind

113-24 / find that God is true,
I had foretold

'

'

. .

ph 169- 9 But it always came about as I had foretold.

I have been informed
ph 193-24 Since his recovery / have been informed that

I have demonstrated
s 126-24 / have demonstrated . . . the effects of Truth

ph 177- 4 / have demonstrated this beyond all cavil.

184-23 / have demonstrated this as a rule

ph 168-24 / have discerned disease in the human mind,
I have discovered , ^

5 126-23 just as I have discovered them.
I iMive fonnd ...

s 123-26 / have found nothmg m ancient or in

ph 180-32 / have found divine Truth more potent
^

I have had
, . _,

s 128-30 I have had no. other guide
I have healed

o 359- 7 I have healed infidels

I have made , , ^^ _ ^ .....
/ 233-27 tests / have made of the effects of truth

I have named
, ^ ^ . ,. , , ,m 08-19 I have named her case to mdividuals,

I have narrated
ph 193-30 occurred just as / have narrated.

I have never supposed
348-25 I have never supposed the world would
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I have never witnessed , . . j « .„/,«„,

I 4oa-ll / have never witnessed so decided enects rrom

I bave not seen

ph 193-19 Since then I have not seen nim,

I have restored , . » „ j ,v,o.
s 162-22 / have restored what is called the

*o'361-21 / have revised Science and Health only to

I have said
. , ^ ^. .

ph 169- 6 and I have said to the patient,

I have seen
ph 169- 4 J have seen the mental signs,

/ 212-10 / have seen an unwitting attempt
247- 3 I have seen age regain two of the elements

I have set forth
, .v. ^ c

s 126-22 I have set forth C. S.

I here present , „ .„
p 430-13 I hers present to my readers an aUegory

T253- 9 I hope, dear reader, I am leading you into

253-14 I hope that you are conquering this false

I Insist , ,., , ,.

p 413-20 I insist on bodily cleanliness

£ kc€D
p 371-21 nor would / keep the suckling a

s 162-1"° /kindly quote from Dr. Benjamin Rush,

I knew
s 109-16 I knew the Principle of all harmonious

/ 221- I I knew a person who when quite a ctiua

247- 4 A woman of eighty-five, whom I knew,

*"s'l08-21 / learned these truths in divine Science :

ph 194-14 (as I learned in metaphysics)

**p^67-27 I long to see the consummation of my hope,

I love
sp 99-21 I love mankind, and shall continue

'p^l6&-32 By chemicalization I mean the process

ph 1P3- 3 On entering the house I met his physician,

I must know ,. o • <
s 109-19 but I must know the Science 01

I name , .t. *

ph 169-10 I name these facta to snow that

/ 210-23 I name it mortal.

I never could
. , ^ ... -. ,

sp 71-25 I never could beheve m spiritualism.

I never knew ^ . j • j i 1, .
m 68-16 I never knew more than one mdividual who

s 156- 8 I prescribed the fourth attenuation of

/ 22&-31 but I pressed on through faith in God,

345- 1 I regret that such criticism confounds

354-28 I rejoice in the apprehension of this grand
I rescued . . ^,. .

p 382-24 One whom I rescued from seemmg. . .obuvion,

1 sat
ph 184-29 I sat silently by her side a few moments.

I saw ^ , . . .

ph 193-18 The next day / saw him m the yard.
193-29 what I saw and did for that man,

/ 226-22 J saw before me the sick,

226-29 I saw before me the awful conflict.

227- 3 / saw that the law of mortal beUef

\ say
6 329- 7 proves the truth of all that / say of it.

I say with Paul ^ , ^ , „

/ 216-23 I say with Paul : Be "willing— // Cor. 5; 8.

I should appear , , , , ...
s 164-17 If you or I should appear to die,

1 sought
s 109-11 I sought the solution of this problem

1 sneak
pr 1-5 1 speak from experience.

I submitted . ^ . ^ . , .

s 111-29 I submitted my metaphysical system

p 401-16 What I term chemicalization is the upheaval
I then

343- 1 Shall I then be smitten for heaung
1 then requested

ph 184-31 I then requested her to look at the

I therefore ,, „ ,,

6 269-22 I therefore plant myself unreservedly on the

I told
ph 195-17 I told Slim to nse, dress hunself ,

Eddy, Mrs. Mary Baker
I understand ^ , . ^ ^ t j.t.

pr 16-24 let me give what / understand, to be the

O 40-11 which / understand to mean God's method
55-29 This Comforter I understand to be Divme

Science.

I was called

ph 192-32 I was called to visit Mr. Clark
I went , ^. ^ , J,

ph 193- 9 I went to his bedside.

I wished , , ^,. , «
/ 226-26 I wished to save from the slavery, or

I won my way . », , . , „
s 109-20 I won my way to absolute conclusions

I would not transform
, . ,

p 871-20 I would not transform the infant at once into

pr 16-24 let m" give what I understand to be the

s 107- 4 God had been graciously preparing m-
108- 1 Whence came to m" this heavenly conviction,.
108- 5 unfolding to m- the demonstrable fact that

109-23 revelation of Truth . . . came to m" gradually
1 10-18 No human pen nor tongue taught m' the Science.

111-28 this fact became evident to rw,
113-10 in the four following, to m-, self-evident

156-17 It then occurred to m' to give her

156-21 After trying this, she informed ny that

156-26 and receiving occasional visits from m',

ph 169- 5 assuring m" that danger was over,

177- 6 is to m' as certain as the
193-32 It has been demonstrated to m*

/ 226-22 I saw before m- the sick,

226-30 I saw before m' the awful conflict,

226-32 to guide W into the land of C. S.,

p 382-25 One whom I rescued . . . wrote to m' :

messenger .^ . ,

t 455-24 When He commissions a m", it is one who
mine

345-14 but in this volume of m' there are no

my
jii_ * Oh ! Thou hast heard w prayer ;

a 40-10 This is m' sense of divine pardon,
55-15 M' weary hope tries to realize

m 68-20 when casting nf bread upon the waters*

sp 99-20 m- contest is not with the individual,

s 108-12 J\/" conclusions were reached by ,

108-30 A/- discovery, that erring, mortal . . . mma
108-32 set m- thoughts to work in new channels,
109- 1 and led up to m' demonstration of the

109-11 For three years after m' discovery,

109-20 I won nv way to absolute conclusions

110-14 the Bible was m' only textbook.

111-26 After a lengthy examination of m- discovery
111-29 I submitted m" metaphysical system
115- 8 C. S. as brought forth in m' discovery.

126-27 nothing. . .on which to found m- own, except
l''6-29 The Bible has been w only authority.

156- 6 A case of dropsy fell into m- hands.

Vh 177- 6 as certain as the evidence of w own existence.

185- 3- JVf" metaphysical treatment changed the

/ 219- 2 M- method of treating fatigue applies

237- 1 little girl, . . . listened to m- explanations,

b 299- 7 M- angels are exalted thoughts, _

340-16 The First Commandment is m' favorite text.

o 343- 3 and for proving m" word by m" deed

p 367-28 I long to see the consummation of m- nope,
370-14 This confirms m' theory that faith in the drug
389-29 case of convulsions. . . . under m' observation.

411- 3 Af •
first discovery in the student's practice

t 456-25 requires m' work Science and Health

b 269-22 I therefore plant m' unreservedly on the

/ 455-21 0- who has grown into such a fitness for it

455-25 When He commissions a messenger, it is o' who

^p*e/*'ii- 8 p- of the first established Church of Christ,

vref xii- 9 P- of the first Christian Scientist Association,

xii-19 and as its P-, reopened the College

publisher
vref xii-10 p- of her own works ',,.„„, ,

xii-12 sole editor and p- of the C. S. Journal,

vref viiI-27 the system that S" denominated C. S.

Tiii-28 As early as 1862 s" began to write

tx- 1 5- also began to jot down her thoughts on the

Ix-U s- "lisped m numbers, for the numbers came.

ix-17 s- still finds herself a willing disciple

lx-22 s- hr.d learned that this Science must
lx-26 s- mide copious notes of Scriptural exposition,

Lx-31 s- came at length to its solution ;

lx-32 s- values them as a parent may treasure the

X- 2 and s- would not have them changed.
x-13 S- has made no effort to embellish,

x-16 5" and her students have proved
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she
pref xi-28

xii- 8
xii-13
xii-18
xii-20
xii-26

5 127- 2

127-10
149-23
152-24
153-10

6 330- 5

O 351- 9

359-22
359-25
359-26

p 373- 8
42&- 6

426- 7

t443- 4
443- 9
445-32
453- 5
45.7- 8
457- 9

460-25
460-27
464- 8
464-10

r 465- 3
471-24
471-31
483-13

writerTs
ap 577-28

yoa
p 382-26
M64- 1

464- 2

464- 2

P55S-8
your

Z464- 1

©555^ 7

yourself
t 464-2

Eden
m 68-11

ph 176-18

t 526-27
526-29
526-30
537- 4
537- 6

edge

Mary Baker

In 1881, s- opened the . . . College
Meanwhile S' was pastor of the
S- closed her College, October 29, 1889,

S' retained her charter^
s* had never read this book throughout
S" commits these pages to honest seekers
«• wiU not therefore lose faith in

The terms . . . s" employs interchangeably,
as readily as s' has cured purely functional
and s" can now understand why,
s' has cured a patient sinking in the last stage
s" cherished sanguine hopes
s' learned that her own prayers
In childhood, s" often listened with joy
s" pondered the meaning of that Scripture
that Scrip lure s' so often quotes :

while s- has struggled long, and
when s" has the nigh goal always before hex
tljan when s' counts her footsteps
s" tries to show them that
«• feels, as s' always has felt, that all are
the author trembles whenever s' sees a
author understands what s" is saying.
s' has never used this newly discovered power in

never used ... in any direction which s"

s" had to impart, while teaching its grand facts,
and s" had to do this orally
would understand why s' is so secluded.
5" therefore remains unseen at her post,
5* revised that treatise for this volume
until S' caught the first gleam of

which, . . . s" has named C. S.

s' aflised the name "Science" to Christianity,

The w present feeble sense of C. S.

but for the glorious Principle y teach,
"The world is benefited by y,
it feels your influence without seeing y.
Why do V not make yourself more widely
known?"

I do not comprehend what y say about error."

it feels y influence without seeing" you.
"I like y explanations of truth,

Why do you not make y more widely known?"

mistrust, . . . withers the flowers of E'
would load with disease the air of E\
put him into the garden of E\— Gen. 2 : 15.

name E', according to Cruden, means pleasure.
In this text E" stands for the mortal, . . . body,
forth from the garden of JS',

— Gen. 3 ; 23.

at the east of the garden of E'— Gen. 3 ; 24.

the children's teeth are set on c-."— Ezek. 18 ; 2.

walking in darkness on the e' of a precipice.
/ 211-21

p 374-22

Edinburgh
/ 208-17 John Young of E- writes :

edition
pref X- 3 The first e" of Science and Health was

r 465- 1 This chapter is from the first c" of

editor
(see Eddy, Mrs. Mary Baker)

educate
If Christian- Scientists e- their own offspring
they can e" others spiritually
You can even e- a healthy horse so far
not . . . to "e' the idea of God,

rr 69-17
'69-18

ph 179-15
345-31

educated
a 39-10
S 158-22

ph 195- 8
C 260-24
O 349-27

p 414- 2
r 484-20
489-9

education
academic

/ 235-12
bias of

p 381-3
entire
m 62- 4

force of
p 396-19

formed by
ph 194-31

e* behef that Soul is in the body
acquires an e' appetite for strong drink.
All that gives pleasure to our c- senses
Selfishness and sensualism are c in
as thought is c" up to spiritual apprehension,
and thus are children c into discord,
false human consciousness is c to feel,

hypothesis which supposes ... is an c belief.

it is not so much academic e',

the bias of e' enforces this slavery.

The entire e- of children should be

due to the force of «•

a belief formed by e' alone.

education
religious

,0 359-22 early received her religious e'.

right
/ 234-23 adequate to the right e- of human thought.

this
c 260-27 this c is at the expense of spiritual growth.

m 60-20 the e- of the higher nature is neglected,
sp 86-23 E' alone determines the difference.
ph 176-26 All disease is the result of e',

194-19 e' constitutes this so-called mind,
/ 247-12 e", and fashion form the transient standards o(

educational
sp 89-18 not necessarily dependent upon c processes.
/ 226-27 the € systems of the Pharaohs,

educator
/ 236-12 A mother is the strongest e;

efface
ph 175- 2 we should c the outlines of disease

196-21 c the images and thoughts of disease,
b 318- 3 to know that nothing can e' Mind
318-15 would €• the pure sense of omnipotence^

p 396- 2 e" from thought all forms and types of
396-25 e' the images of sickness from mortal mind.

effaced
/ 240-20 until all wrong work is e' or rectified.
327rl4 to be e' by the sweat of agony.

g 543- 5 The image of Spirit caimot be e',

effaces
r 485-26 e' them and delineates foreign agents,

effect
alterative

/ 224- 2 the world feels the alterative c of truth
p 421-22 alterative c produced by Truth upon error,

any
p 401-23 If . . . could you produce any e" upon the brain

appear In
a 40- 2 and it will not appear in e\

baneful
/ 449-19 The baneful e' of evil associates is

beneficial
pr 12- 5 The beneficial e" of such prayer for the sick

cause and
(see cause)

cause or
m 67-32 from any such cause or e\
f 207-18 amalgamation of Truth and error in cause or e'

cause to
r 467-29 Reasoning from cause to c in the Science

certain
p 418- 9 unerring, and certain e' of divine Science.

every
b 268- 9 Mind as the cause of every c.

p 379- 7 controlling every e- and recognizing aU
healing

s 141-14 the healing c followed the understanding
152- 9 Truth has a healing e', even when

Its
p 404- 1 familiar with mental action and its e*

material
p 403- 9 believed that the misfortune is a material e'.

medical
/ 463-30 Such seeming medical e' or action is

mental
p 371- 5 Disquisitions on disease have a mental c*

mistakes
s 124- 8 this belief mistakes e" for cause

new
p 398-20 and produces a new e- upon the body.

no
/ 207-21 there can be no c from any other cause,
p 408-29 imconscious thought . . . produces no e',

none
/ 232-23 never tried to make of none c the sentence

of Illusion
an 101-31 In no Instance . . . other than the e' of illusion.

of mortal mind
ph 189-10 explain the e- of mortal mind on the body,
c 261- 8 The e' of mortal mind on health and happiness

of this Science
s 162- 9 The e' of this Science, is to stir the

only
p 401-21 The only e- produced by medicine is

physical . , .

p 383-26 prove the iUusive physical c of a false belief,

produce the
/ 211-15 produce the e- seen in the lachrymal gland?

same
t 458- 9 will finally have the same e- as

seeks cause In
b 279-31 Pantheism, . . . seeks cause in c",

supposed
p 408-21 derive a supposed c on intelligence
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effect
whatever

35&-25 it is said : "Rest assured that whatever c

sp 95- 1 The c of his Mind was always to heal
an 101-29 In no instancs is the e- of animal magnetism,
s 155- 5 according to this faith wUl the e- be.

ph 179-30 may erelong reap the e- of this mistake.
195-18 passes naturally from e' back to cause.

b 291-24 until probation and growth shall e' the
The e", which mortal mind produces through
disease is neither a cause nor an e*.

We reason imperfectly from e' to cause,
when we conclude that matter is the e- of Spirit ;

would make matter the ca,use as well as the e'

p 370-15
415-3

r 467-24
467-25
480-17

effected
a 47-11
o348- 6

p 413-18

effecting
t 460-20

effective
5 112-1

effects
bad

p 377-18
384-24
393- 7

413-10

^bapeful
ph lSl-17

p 408-12
418- 1

beneficial
p 367-27

cumulative
p 405-23

decided
t 453-12

different
t 461-21

dire
ph 196- 4

elevatins .

s 146-21

fatal
p 384-22

ap 568-8
gIo?lous

ph 176-10

good
p 397-19

bealing
p 398-26

Its
an 101-23

/ 219-20
6 283- 8

290-13
316-10
350-25

p 374- 5
378-18
404-13

g 540-15
material

sp 78-22

hatred towards that just man e" his betrayal.
any cure, which is c by making the
e" without scrubbing the whole surface daily.

Instead of scientifically e' a cure,

most e" curative agent in medical practice.

that it may not produce blindly its bad e\
or to destroy the bad e- of your belief,

remote, and exciting cause of all bad e"

good or bad e' on the health of children.

ignorant of the baneful e' of magnetism,
baneful e* of illusion on mortal minds
the baneful e' of their own conclusions.

increase the beneficial e" of Christianity.

the cumulative «• of a guilty conscience.

I have never witnessed so decided e* from

because of the different e- they produce.

save him from the dire e* of knowledge.

elevating e" practically prove its divine origin

if you believe in laws of matter and their fatal c
the fatal e' of trying to meet error with error.

in its glorious e* upon the body.

good e" to be in exact proportion to your

belief in the healing e" of time and

its e" upon those who practise it,

wUl be the removal of its e".

Matter and its e"— sin, sickness, and
and its e\— sickness, sin, and death.
manifest by its e' upon the human mind and
known by its e' on the body
Hatred and its e' on the body
Remove the error, and you destroy its c.
whUe its e" still remain on the individual,
uncovers so-called sin and its e",

, mate-communicate with man through
rial e- ?

of Christian Science
i> 288-10 When the. . . e* of C. S. are fully apprehended,

e' of C. S. are not so much seen as felt.323-28
of error

an 101-28
6 273-30
r 473- 6

g 537-21
of fear

p 373-20
of medicine

s 153-15
of Sin

gl 588- 3

of Truth
S 126-24

p 386-14
of truth

/ 233-27

only
p379-5

on the body
o 350-25

p 370-19
374-5

error cannot remove the e- of error,
beliefs emit the e' of error at all times,
are to be classified as «• of error,

the falsity of error and the e' of error.

to remove the e* of fear produced by sin,

Professor in London, said : "The e" of medicine

Hell. self-imposed agony ; c of sin ;

the e" of Truth on the health, longevity,
the corresponding e' of Truth on the

scientific tests I have made of the e' of truth

Christian Scientist 'finds only e", where the

known by its e" on the body
produce very direct and marked e' on the body.
Hatred and its e" on the body are removed

effects
physical

(see physical)
qualities and

ph 177-21 qualities and e' of what is termed matter,
sad

o 342- 7 the sad e" on the sick of denying Truth.
such

' s 132-11 any one who should not deny that such c",
suffers from the
ph 184-19 We say man suffers from the e* of cold,

their
/ 217-16 are superior to others, is seen by their e'.

p 409- 1 errors it includes and of their e\
these
m 68-23 salutary causes sometimes incur these e*.

sp 88-23 These e", however, do not proceed from
those

p 386-10 those £• will follow,— not because of the climate
violent

an 101- 1 that the violent e', which are observed

sp 78-31
s 156-21
159-21

ph 181-22
6 284-26

effectual
pr 11-18

S 108-4
140-2

p 372-29

effeminate
ph 197-26

efficacious
a 25- 7

r 497-14

These are the e' of one universal God,
give up'her medicine for one day, and risk the e\
died from e- produced by mortal mind,
satisfied with good words instead of e\
the e" commonly attributed to them.

but wipes it out in the most e' manner,
c" woricing of His power."— Eph. 3; 7.

e" in the treatment of moral ailments,

acknowledgment of Truth . . is an e" help.

Many of the e* constitutions of our time

The material blood of Jesus was no more e*

the evidence of divine, e' Love,

efficaciously
/ 456-21 e' treated by the metaphysical process.

efficacy
admits the

p 401-27
aid Its

a 19-20

Until the advancing age admits the e'

healing
S 147-n

loses its

p 370-26
no

pr 12-17
s 153-15

origin and
S 146^22

test Us
344-15

imderstand Jesus'
its c" ;

atonement for sin and aid

a 24-27
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egg

g 553-18 the maternal c never brought forth Adam.
non-intcUigent

g 550- 2 a circumscribed and non-intelligent c.
nor in dust

g 552-24 redeeming power, ... is not in e- nor in dust.
nacleas, or

g 549-16 with the formation of the nucleus, or e',

of niglit
g 552- 5 That the earth was hatched from the "e- of

night"
'

parent of the
g 552- 4 . Who or what produces the parent of the C ?

c 251-29
r 4S5-20
a 543-19
543-25

547-12
550-23
.552- 1

. 552- 1

652-14

av 561- 9

gl 585-28

eggs
g 549- 4
549-12
551-10
551-18

Ego
but one

/ 249-32
divine

6 335-6
eternal

6 314- 6

Is deathless
6 335-32

Is Mind
/216-U

one
6 281-14

understand
/ 204-21

pr 14-21

sp 70- 9

/250- 7

250-11
6 281- 9
306-11
315- 7

p 368-25

gl 588- 9
588-21

Ego-God
6 281-11

Ego-man
b 281-11
281-11

egotism
t 452-17

egotists
c 263- 1

egregious
o 355-22

Egypt
s 133- 8

Vh 185-16

/ 221-27

eight
p 421-31

eighty-five
/ 247- 4

either
pr 12-21
a
m

even as the bird which has burst from the c*

belief . . . mansprings.from dust orfrom ane'.
If man is material and originates in an e\
Did man, whom God created . . . originate in
an e" ?

•

able to see in the «• the earth's atmosphere.
An e' is an impossible enclosure for Deity.
Which is first, the c or the bird?
is answered, if the c produces the parent,
mortal life, which starts from an e",

Agassiz, . . . saw the sun in an e'

second from a rib, and third from an e''.

The supposition that life germinates in e'

sometimes through e', sometimes through buds,
naturalist argues that mortals spring from e'

transmitted through these bodies called e".

sp

36- 5,
61-22
63-17
73- I

77-20
82-15
83-22
86-19
93-11

an 101-18
103-23

and there is but one E'.

The divine E', or individuality. Is reflected

Thus he found the eternal E\ and proved that

The E' is deathless and limitless.

The understanding that the E' is Mind,

The one E', the one Mind or Spirit called God,
tbe
When will the ages understand the E\

[because the E' is absent from the body,
the £ and the Father are inseparable.
Spirit is the E- which never dreams,
Sniritual man is the likeness of this ^•.
What is the «•, whence its origin
The E- would be unexpressed.
He knew that the E' was Mind Instead of
Because matter has no consciousness or E',
definition of
I AM. . . . divine Principle ; the only E'.

Ego-iBan is the reflection of the E- ;

E- is the reflection of the Ego-God ;£ is the image and likeness of

than the luxury of.learning with e* and vice.

Mortals are e".

the most e" fallacies ever offered

In E', it was Mind which saved the Israelites
the necromancers of E' strove to emulate
he thought of the flesh-pot's of E\

asserting that the products of e" multiplied by

A woman of c, . .
,.
had a return of sight.

drug to be apparently e- poisonous or sanative
suffering, e' before or after death,
propensities that must e" be overcome or
less rights than does e' C. S. or civilization.
In «• case, one does not support the other,
the illusion c of a soul inert or of a
because both of us are e' unconscious or
to suppose that life is c material or
e' involve feats by tricksters, or
e" our logic is at fault or
nothing m common with e* physiology or
It is f ignorant or malicious

either
s 119- 6 They c presuppose the self-evolution

153-14 From it may be learned that e'
159-17 They would c have allayed her fear or

ph 168- 5 removal of a single weight from e' scale
170-29 but in e' case dependent upon his
171- 9 e- of his life or of the weather,
181-18 In e" case you must improve your

/ 203-17 We are prone to believe c in more than one
211- 7 The sensations of the body must e- be
213- 6 conceives of something as e- liquid or sohd,
213-28 discoursing e' dispord or harmony
220-26 The belief that c fasting or feasting makes
232- 7 no scatheless and permanent evidence of e\
236-12 strongest educator, e' for or against crime.
236-15 e" after a model odious to herself or
237-20 keep out . . . c sinful or diseased thoughts.
240-24 sooner or later, e' by suffering or by Science,
249-13 E- there is no omnipotence, or omnipotence is

c 258-21 so-called senses have no cognizance of e"
b 291-27 for the grave has no power over c.
296- 6 £• here or hereafter, suffering or Science must
297-10 a change in e- a health-belief or a
323-30 We are e' turning away from this utterance, or
324-16 conquer sin, sickness, and death, c here or
330-17 knowledge of it is left c to human conjecture or

o 353- 9 «• in the form of sickness or of sin?
This ideal is e* temporal or eternal.
E- Spirit or matter is your model.
Can matter, . , . e' feel or act without
coming from . . ; as if c were intelligent,
e" the food or this thought must be
no law of His to support the necessity e" of sin or
by applying the drug to e" ?
e' retards tne circulation or quickens it,
not to be communicated to the patient, e- ver-

bally or
€• by giving antagonistic advice or
master e" a desire to die or a dread of the grave
e' when asleep or when awake,
may e" arise from the alarm of the physician, or
wiU e' make shipwreck of their faith or
c with a mistaken or a wicked purpose,
there is no good aspect, e' silvern or golden,
cannot be true e' of man or of his

Sleep shows material sense as e' oblivion,
does not necessarily refer e' to masculinity or
Who dares to say c" that God is in matter or
must &: return to Mind or
E' Mind produces, or it is'produced.
peculiarities of ancestry, belonging to e' sex,
claiming that there is intelligence in matter e*

360-16
360-17

p 384- 2
385-32
388-32
390-24
401-24
415-17
423-3

424-18
426-20
442-31

t 446- 7

451- 9
451-29
457-18

T 488-19
490-29

g 508-18
531-21
647-21
551- 3

551-21

ap 567-20

ejected
g 524-30

ejection
sp 97- 2

p/r 171-20

elaborate
pref x-14

elaborated
S 141-14

elastic
5 128-13
161- 1

elasticity
ph 198-20

elders
a 41-28

354-16

El Dorado
pr 9-21

ap 559-30

elect
C 266-23

election
a 38-6

elective
m 63-20

electric
sp 78-22

97— 9

p 393-23

electricity
destructive

sp 93-17

and eventually e* at the demand of matter?

They wUl aid in the e- of error,

exposed to e* by the operation of

She has made no effort to embellish, e',

Jesus €• the fact that the healing effect

becomes more e*. is capable of greater
supple and e* condition of the healthy limb,

until the e' of mortal thought haply causes a

The truth taught by Jesus, the e- scoffed at.
derived from the traditions of the e'

This Is the E- D- of Christianity,
into the £• £)• of faith and hope.

material sense,

old doctrine of .

would deceive the very e',

the e' of a few to be saved,

If the e' franchise for women will remedy

through e\ material effects?
and the e' current swift,
or the e- wire which you stretch.

Destructive e- Is not the offspring of

hypnotism and
sp 78-26 hypnotism and e' are claimed to be

spirits and
sp 80-29 believes that . . . emanates from spirits and e*

trust ta
ph ISI- 9 When you manipulate patients, you trust m ff
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electricity
wires nor . j *

sp 78-19 Spirit needs no wires nor e- in order to

so 7S-16 through «• or any other form of matter,

ph 178-30 may attempt to unite with it hypuotism, . . . c ;

b 293- 3 £ is not a vital fluid.

293-17 £ is the sharp surplus of materiality
293-19 e- is not intelligent,

t 450-32 e", animal nature, and orgamc liie,

element
destnictl?e

/ 210-32 it is without a destructive e:
essential , , ^,_ x- .

o 347-18 restoring an essential e- of Christiamty,
fleshly

b 332-31 Into the real and ideal man the fleshly e- cannot

grossest ^ _> , J
ap 565- 9 Led on by the grossest e' of mortal mmd,

buEtaa . ^. ^ , J •u
a 33-18 When the human e- m him struggled wun

6 328-17 has been dormant, a lost e' of Christianity.

mental , . , j
s 157- 5 whole force of the mental e- is employed

native , ^ . ,

p 3S3-15 It is the native «• of such a mmd.

6 311- 7 it is Spirit, which has no e* of self-destruction.

g 503-23 no e" nor symbol of discord and decay.
no tcaterial , , . • , .

ph 191- 7 will include m that likeness no material e .

of error
t 463-12 has not a single e" of error,

OfCTll , ., .

g c.39-11 God could never impart an c of eyil».

of progress
/ 233- 5 This is an e* of progress,

only
ph 195- 9 for sin is the only e" of destruction.

swinish , , .^

6 273- 8 the swinish e' m human nature uproots it.

the veiy , , , . .

s i3t-19 robs Chiistiamty of the very e', which

s 145- 3 Why has this e' of Christianity been lest?

tarbi;!cat ^. . , .

ph 180-23 they should try to correct this turbUicnt c"

b 310-24 Sin is the e- of self-de.stniction,

p 392- 6 Fear, which is an e' of all disease,
413-16 more vigorously in its own e\

T 480- 8 Nerves are an e' of the belief

gl 583-25 not create an atom or an c the opposite of

elementary
p 372- 5 error in solution, e- mortal mind,
ap 559- 5 upon the sea,— upon c, latent error,

elements
certain . . , . . .

m 57- 6 through certain c of the feminine,

dlfTerent
m 57- 9 These diflerent e* conjom naturally

disMlvlns
r 490-22 along with the dissolving c of clay.

sp Si-7 evil e" now coming to the surface.

healing . .„ ,

b 329- 2 the healing e' of pure Chnstianity will be

Infinite
, ,,. _,

g 512-21 From the Infinite e' of the one Mmd
material , . . ,

b 284-25 Even the more subt ile and misnamed material e'

T 475-^ 7 blood, bones, and other material e\

g 551-20 composed of the simplest material e',

mortal
p 374-29 is resolved into its primitive mortal c.

ap 559-2« partaking of the nature, or prunal c, of Truth

symbols and
b 280- 2 Symbols and e' of discord

s 124-32 The e- and functions of the physical body
/ 224-28 Truth brings the e' of liberty.
247- 3 two of the e' it had lost, sight and teeth.

h 309-18 not in e- which are not spiritual,
r 479-25 and thev are the e' of nothingness.
481-24 Sin has the e' of self-destniction.

g 507- 3 while vcaler symbolizes the f of Mind.

elevate
m 58- 2 intercourse with those adapted to e' it,

{235-18
will degrade the characters it should . . e\

318-27 and are not adapted to e- mankind,
r 49^11 will purify and e- character.

10

elevated
a 45-20

ap 576-28

elevates
6 323-22

elevating
m 57-24
s 146-21
341- 3

C^ 583-15
585-14

elevation
pr 7- 9

m 63-24

sp 98- 2

p 426-25
t 444- 4

eleven
a 27-23

49-8
Ellas

5 136-15
13&-19

ap 562- 3

pi 585- 9
58^13

elicited
s 137-21

EUjah
s 139- 7

eliminate
348-18

eliminated
6 273-15

Elisha
s 139- 8

Elohim
6 320-32

g 515-16
515-17
523-18
523-25

gl 591- 4

Elohistic
(7 523-17
538-18

Eloi, Eloi,
- C 51- 1

elongated
s 162-21

eloquence
sp 88-26

88-31
89-9

eloquent
sp 89- 5

hath «• them to possible at-one-ment
Jewish concept, not yet e" to deific apprehecsioa

e' even mortal mind to the contemplation

enlarging, purifying, and e- it.

e" effects practically prove its divine origin
e' them from a theoretical to a practical
and is found e" the race.
FiBE. . . . affliction purifying and c" man.

it gives momentary solemnity and e' to thought,
the e' of society in general
the e' of existence above mortal discord
health and morals far beyond its present e',

suffering is oft the divine agent in this e'.

but only e" left a desirable historic record.
Were all conspirators save c 7

some, E' ; and others. Jeremias,— Matt. 16: 14.

controlled by the spirit of John or of E\
As E' presented the idea of the fatherhood
definition of
"£ truly shall'first come and— Matt. 17; 11.

This assertion e' from Jesus the benediction,

so did Joshua, E', and Elisha.

Is it not well to c from so-called mortal mind

till the errors of sense are e*.

so did Joshua, Elijah, and E\

stand in celestial perfection before E',
The eternal E' includes the
The name E' is in the plural,
the Supreme Being is therein caUed E'.
it i8.£- (God) who creates.

one Spirit, or inteUigence, named £\ or God.

One is called the E\ because
no record in the E' introduction of Genesis,

lama sabachthani
the plamtive cry, "£•, £•, /• s"?"— Afarfelo; 34.

shortened limbs have been e\

E' re-echoes the strains of Truth and Love.
When e' proceeds from the belief that a

Destroy her belief in . . . and her e- disappears.

else

the devotee may become unwontedly e'.

89-17 the tongue grows mute which before was c.

pr 3-12 reflected by man,— e- man is not the image
11-24 if we desire hoUness above all e",

a 25-29 e" we are not improving the great blessings
m 53-3 or e- joy's drooping v/ings trail in dust.

sp 76- 4 forgets all e- and breathes aloud his rapture.

«< 89- 7 beheving that somebody e- possesses
her tongue

s 109-13 searched the Scriptures and read little e' ,

119-7 or e- they assume that matter is the product of

135-22 e' one or the other is false and useless ;

143- 6 c Jesus would have recommended and

ph 168- 8 which would othen^ise outweigh all e'.

182-28 or e" from igriorance of C. S. and its

197-31 e- his behef in its reality and fatality will

/ 205- 1 e- God will continue to be hidden from
205-5 e" it will misguide the judgment
208-18 "God is the father of mind, and of nothing e'.

220-19 and then charges them to something e\
c 26-5-22 e- it is a new multipUcation or self-division

b 272- 7 e- it beareth not much fruit,

289- 9 He is little e' than the expression of error.

310- 9 € the clay would have power over the potter.

331-22 reflected by . . . and by nothing e\
335-20 for Spirit is more than all e".

33fr-21 e- God would be manifestly finite,

p 414-22 there is none «• beside Him."— Deut. i: 35.

435-26 For naught e' can he be punished,
r 465-20 Soul or Spirit signifies Deity and nothing e\

478-25 of material human beliefs and of nothing e\

481- 3 tributary to God, Spirit, and to nothing «-.

Q 551-28 All must be Mind, or e' all must be matter.
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elsewhere
ph 190- 7 neither ... is found in brain or e' in matter

195- 4 said that he should never be happy e".

b 277- 3 and e' the Scripture says that

C? 598- 7 and e- in the New Testament.
elucidate

pref xii-21 in order to c her idealism,
r 465- 5 to e" scientific metaphysics.

elucidates.
gl 579- 3 often e- the meaning of the inspired

elucidation
o 349-18 The e' of C. S. lies in its spiritual sense,

elude
/252-19 and says: . . . I e- detection by smooth-tongued
p 440- 1 he could not possiljiy c their search.

emanate
/ 229- 7 whence did they e- 7

23&- 2 Truth should e' from the pulpit,
b 273- 2 contrary to God, and carmot e- from Him.
g 512-22 From . . . Mind «• all form, color,

ap 564-17 barbarity of his foes could e' from
emanates

sp 80-29 believes that this wonder e* from spirits
g 504- 1 from which e" thie true idea,

emanating
s 118-15 e- from the invisible and infinite power
c 257- 1 infinite image or idea e' from this Mind.
b 284-29 spiritual, e- from divine Mind.
g 508-15 the pure thought e' from divine Mind.

emanation
an 104-15 as the e* of divine Mind,
s 127-26 Science is an e- of divine Mind,
g 519- 5 the c", of His infinite self-containment

emanations
sp 88-11 Ideasare'e* from the divine Mind.

336-16 They are the e' of Him who is Life,

emancipate
/ 223-23 They will e- humanity, and supplant

emancipated
g 546- 2 at some future time to be e' from it,

emasculation
6 271- 5 Neither e", illusion, nor insubordination

embellish
pref x-14 She has made no effort to e",

embellishments
/ 247-28 c of the person are poor substitutes

emblem
/ 238-31 The cross is the central e- of history.

embodied
sp 93-29 this is the error e- in the belief that

p 372-11 belief . . . that man can enter his own e'

embodies
b 299- 3 which e* his conception of an unseen quality

embodiment
/ 225-16 proportionate to its e' of right thinking.
333-13 the- life of which Christ Jesus was the e".

350-27 Hence its e' in the incarnate Jesus,
T 491-25 apparently with their own separate e*.

ap 563-15 lifts the veil from this e' of all evil,

embody
ph 192-23 good you do and c gives you the only power

embrace
pr 7-15 may e' too much love of applause
/ 208-29 You e" your body in your thought,
c 258- 2 finite conception oi Cfod cannot e' the

embraced
t 463- 3 under influences not c" in his diagnosis,
g 503- 2 which are e- in the infinite Mind

embracing
sp 77-14 c its so-called pleasures and pains,
/ 208-10 «• sin, sickness, and death

ap 561-17 in the man Jesus, as divinity e' humanity
gl 589- 4 A corporeal mortal e' duplicity.

embryo
/ 23&-13 Her thoughts form the e' of another
r 47&- 4 declares tnat man begins ... as a material C";

gl 583- 2 God's thoughts, not in e\ but in maturity ;

embryology
g 550-25 E- supplies no instance of one species
553- 1 in the various forms of c,

embryonic
ph 188- 6 an e' thought without motive ;

189-28 the development of «• mortal mind
190- 1 formation of so-called e" mortal mind,
190- 8 This e- and materialistic human belief

g 54/-14 the germinating speck of so-called e' life

embryonic
g 548-29 facts in regard to so-called e- life.
550-22 If Life is God, . . . then Life ia not e*.

ap 561- 6 at a point of so-called e' life.

emeralds
sp 87-19 The mine knows naught of the e* within

emerge
r 485-14 E- gently from matter into Spirit.
g 549-17 one or more individualities subsequently e" :

552-16 Mortals must e- from this notion

emergence
g 553-25 as the point of e" for the human race,

emergency
p 406- 5 which is equal to every c,

emerging
s 148-U as e- from the lowest, instead of from

emigrant
p 383-12 A Mnt may be taken from the e,.

emit
6 273-30 beliefs e- the effects of error at all times,
g 504-26 vague conjectures e- no such eflulgenc«,

emits
c 262-25 even as light c- light without effort ;

Emmaus
a 46-^ 5 In the walk to E', Jesus was known

emolument
/ 236- 6 c . . . which many leaders seek?

emotion
pr 7-18 produces material ecstasy and e-.

ph 180-16 reservoir already overflowing with that e\
emotional

pr 14- 7 is to have, not mere «• ecstasy or faith,
a 25-27 ail the e- love we can bestow on him, will nevsr

emphasize
g 516-27 To e- this momentous thought,

emphasizes
s 116-20 C. S. strongly e- the thought that

emphatic
g 520-23 Here is the e- declaration that God

emphatically
. p 369-24 preventive and curative) q,rts belong e- to C. S.

empire
p 378-22 not an intelligence to dispute the €• of Mind

empires
pref vii-20 Though e- fall, "the Lord shall— Exod. 15; 13.

sp 94-12 The eastern e" and nations owe their
s 121- 8 the fate of c and the fortunes of men.

employ
a 44-18 that he might «• his feet as before.
s 143- 5 God does not e' drugs or hygiene,

157-21 why did Jesus not e' them
ph 181-11 and for that reason, you e' matter
/ 218-21 and e- means which lead only into
235-19 Physicians, whom the sick e' in their

.p 390-31 as a legislator would e" to defeat the passage of
418-23 By the truthful arguments you e-,

gl 598- 9 to e" words of material significance

employed
an 102-28 abused by its possessor, than otherwise e\
s 112- I proved itself, whenever scientifically e',
• 116-25 are commonly and ignorantly e',
143- 7 else Jesus would have . . . c them
156- 7 Tapping had been e', and yet,
157- 5 whole force of the 'mental element is e'

ph 185- 8 under whatever name . . . they are e' ;

o 349-25 material terms must be generally e".

p 403-10 The human mind is e- to remove the illusion
422-24 A surgeon is e" in one case,

g 502-25 word beginning is e- to signify the only,
gl 590-15 this term is sometimes c as a title,

employers
p 439- 5 advertises largely for his e\

employing
s 156-26 e' no other means, and she was cured.
p 421-29 or by c a single material appUcation

employs
an 104-23 The hypnotizer e* one error to destroy
5 127-10 The terms . . . C. S., or Science alone, she C

empowers
ph 199-10 and e' man through its mandate,

emptied
/ 201-14 They must first be e-.

emptiness
gl 599- 7 JS" : unfaithfulness ; desolation.
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empty ,y^,,
pr ^17, How e- are our conceptions or Deity i

a 54-11 e- or sin-filled human storehouses,

/ 231-20 and e" it of sin and sickness,

emptying
ph 186- 2 e" his thought of the false stunulua

empm-pled
pk 17&-26 e' the plump cheeks of our ancestors,

empyrean
s 121-10 was to them displayed upon the e ,

emulate '

„^.
a 37-16 learn to e* him in all his ways

vh 185-17 strove to e- the wonders wrought by Moses.

g 515- 2 enables its possessor to e- the example ot

emulations ^^ ^ , r .«
an 106-22 hatred, variance, e*. wrath,— ta/. a. ^.

enable .

or 4-29 watchfulness, and devout obedience e' us to

17- 2 E'ws to know,— as in heaven, so on earth,

a 42-29 He was here to e' them to test his

o 354- 6 to e- them to leave all for Christ,

V 365- 9 e- them to rise above the supposed necessity

366- 5 e- him to cast physical evils out of his patient ;

378- 5 € you to commute this self-sentence,

426-26 would e- us to hold the banner of Christiamty

enabled .... x. ^ a
vref xi-30 e' her to get this institution charterea

a 24-30 e* their Master to triumph over the gcave,
28-14 c to heal the sick and to triumph over sin.

30- 9 this e- him to be the mediator.

35- 7 e' to rise somewhat from mortal sensuousness,

43- 4 e' the disciples to understand what Jesus

51-30 which «• Jesus to heal the sick,

54-24 it e' them to understand the Nazarena
sv 94-25 €• him to direct those thoughts aright ;

'b 315-21 e" him to demonstrate the facts of bein^,
324-23 e- him to follow the example and teachmgs

r 482-22 e' Jesus to demonstrate his control over matter.

a 534- 3 This hereaftsr e' woman to be the

534- 5 This e* woman to be first tointerpret

enables
, ^ , . „

pr 3-11 e' us to work out our own salvation,

10-14 It is striving that e- us to enter.

a 19-23 and e- man to do the will of wisdom.

sv 84-14 ""Acquaintance with the Science of being t'

87-15 Science e- one to read the human mind,
87-17 It € one to heal through Mind,

s 147- 1 This system e- the learner to demonstrate
147-21 and e" you to grasp the spiritual facta

vh 174-22 belief is all, that e- a drug to euro
'

/ 238- 8 e- one to be Christian.

h 317-19V ou-iv and «• him to conquer sin,

o 350- 9 e- them to interpret his spiritual meaning.
p 392- 8 e- truth to outweigti error. ^^
r 493-14 e' the healer to demonstrate . . . the Prfnclple
496-18 e* you to demonstrate, with scientific certainty,

<7 515- 1 e' Its possessor to emulate the example of Jesus.

enabling
sp 85- 8 e* one to do good, but not evil.

p 440-23 beliefs . • . compel them to e* wicked laws ot

enactment . , . ^
p 384-11 belief of mortal mind, not an c* ot wisdom,

enactments
P 381-20 Think less of the e- of mortal mind,-

enamoured
/ 245-20 coaxed the e* lightning from the clouds.

enchantment ;

/ 209-15 Nearness, not distance, lends e- to this view.

enclosure
, . ^ ,

g 550-23 An egg Is an impossible c for Deity.

encompass
g 551-25 Darkness and doubt e* thought, so long as

encompassing
r 496-19 overlying, and e* all true being.

gl 585-16 Divine Science e' the universe and man ;

597-29 God's spiritual government, e' aU things.

encounter
/ 254-28 If you launch your bark . . . you will e" storms

encountered
a 28-29 The trials c* by prophet, disciple, and

encourage ^ , .

pr 7-16 to Induce or e* Christian sentiment,

p 396-11 nor e- In the patient's thought the

encouragement
ft 339-11 siimer can receive no e' from the

p 363^1 there was e- in the mere fact that

367- 4 tender word and Christian e- of an Invalid,

encourages
. ^ , „,

ft 320-28 and e- mortals to hope In Him

encouraging
m 63-22 without e- diflaculties of greater

end (noun)
beginning; and

ft 282- 8 the finite, which has both beginning and e\
338- 5 belief— that man . . . has beginning and e',

gl 580-22 supposition that Life ... has oeginning and e' ;

beginning or ^ . r, ... ^ . .

ft 282- 7 represents the infinite without beginning or e-;

521- 5 narrative of being that is without beginning
or €'.

gl 585- 6 which are likewise without beginning or e\

beginning to
s 139- 4 From beginnmtg to c, the Scriptures
T 478-25 From beginning to c, whatever is mortal

ap 559-21 Read this book from beginning to c.
no

ap 565-15 there shall be no e-,"— Luke 1 .• 33.

of error
sp 95-19 We welcome . . . the e- of error,

96-19 disturbances will continue until the e* of error,

tbeir
pr 5-20 the Psalmist could see their e;

pr 5- 6 To this e- we are placed under the
a 22-12 for to this e' God worketh with you.

until the .,. .. ^ .

sp 96-19 disturbances will continue until the e" of error,

g 533-25 and multipUea until the e" thereof.

unto the
sp 96-10 will contmue unto the e*,

i 445-23 e-sen imto the e- of the world."— Mait. 28 : 20

without
/ 253- 6 life, without beginning and without e*,

T 468-27 Life is without beginning and without e'.

sp 96-27 he . .' . will endure to the e'.

s 139-10 even when the e- has been brightness
/ 212-11 attempt to scratch the «• of a finger which
c 259-30 to the a" that they may produce harmonioufl

b 331-10 testifies to a beginning and an «•.

33^18 without beginmng of years or e' of days.

p 401-11 to the e- of producing a liigher

r 484-28 thus putting an «' t6 the hypotheses
a 501-14 wtiich subserve the c of natural good,
523-28 intertwined to the e' of chapter twelve,
538-29 they must consequently have an.e',

ap 564-30 From the beginmng to the e", the serpent
569-20 What must the e' be?

gj 592- 5 a beginning and therefore an e' ;

end (verb)
/ 214-27 when a wound on the retina may e* tne
227- a law of th"e divine Mind must e-human bondage,
^5-32 infinite never began nor will it ever e*.

249-15 infinity never began, will never e',

e 262-28 To begin rightly is to e- rightly.
ft 292- 2 will e- the battle of Truth with error

331- 5 subject to theirlimitations and wouldrln death.

p 376-27 Destroy fear, and you e- fever.

427-15 Nothing can . . . e' the existence of man
r 491-12 facts of being, in which all must e-.

a 532-27 error began and will e' the dream of matter.

636-20 Passions and appetites must f in pain.

endeavor
sp 96-31 wicked minds will f to find meanff

vh 169-2i towards which human faith or e- is oirecteo.

ft 323- 4 This strife consists in the «• to forsake error

p 368-14 has little inspiration to nerve e*.

endeavored
o 27-31 e- to hold him at the mercy of mattw
s 152- 5 author has «• to make this book the .Ssculaplus

of

endeavoring
/ 246- 7 and e" to reach Spirit

p 426- 8 in e- to reach it.

432-26 e- to assist the prisoner to escape

endeavors
a 22-15 If your c- are beset by fearful odds,

/ 253-20 right e- against sin or sickness,

p '426-14 Man should renew his energies and c,

ended
s 123-26 not specially belong to a dispensation now «-,

g 519-22 God e- His work which ^Gm. 2; 2.

endeth ^ „ . j
ap 567-12 Thus $• the conflict between the flesh ana

ending
p 429-23 it must also have an e.',

T 469- 6 it would also have an e-.

Q 550-17 as beginning and e-, and with birth, decay, ana
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endless
a 18- 5 and for tliis we owe him €' homage.

endorse
r 488-12 appear ... to approve and c belief,

endorsed
a 42-11 e' pre-eminently by the approval of God,

endorses
s 15^U When the general belief c the

endow ^ ,

s 11&- 1 When we e" matter with vague spiritual power,
11*- 3 of course we cannot really e- matter with
132-29 or e" him with the truest conception oi the
357-13 but if we theoretically e- mortals with

endowed
a 3*- 6 e- with the Christ, the divine Spirit,

an 106- 7 God has e" man with inalienable rights,
s 161-16 "Man is e' by his Maker with
b 312-32 Jesus' spiritual origin . . . richly e' him
p 378-27 God never e- matter with power to disable Life

t 461- 9 morally advanced and spiritually e',

g 548-26 Natural history is richly e' by the labors

endowment
sp 88-29 said to be a gift whose e- is obtained from

endowments
r 488-25 mental e- are not at the mercy of

endows
p 380-30 to believe . . . that God e- this opposing power
g 522- 6 e' man out of God's perfection and power.

ends ^ ^
/ 239-28 discordant and e- in sin, sickness, death.

251- 6 neither should a fever . . . before it e".

c 261-26 the solid objects and e' of life

307-15 false sense of an existence which e" in death.
309-29 so-called life alv/ays e- in death.
340-24 constitutes the brotherhood of man ; e' wars ;

p 330- 2 which e- in a belief called death,
(7 550-11 which e\ even as it begins,

ap 561- 2 which works out the e' of eternal good
endued

a 55-25 e- with the spirit ... of Christian healing.
t 445-10 possibihties of man e' with divine Science.

endues
g 547-18 Darwin's theory,— that Mmd . . . e" matter with

endurance
sp 80- 6 or for the support of bodily e'.

s 128- 8 C. S. enhances their f and mental powers,
128-13 more elastic, is capable of greater e",

p 385- 8 supplies energy and e' surpassing all other
387- 6 When we reach our limits of mental c.

endure
a 39- 3 Indignities as he received, his followers wLU €'

40-21 e- human brutaUty without murmuring,
sp 96-27 he . . . will e- to the end.

99-22 and shall continue to labor and to e\
b 290-24 but e- until the death of these errors.

p 385- 5 which ordinary people could not e\
405-23 than to c" the cumulative efifects of a

endured
a 36-10 Jesus € the shame, th.at he might
s 158-14 Apollo, . . . € great sufferings upon earth.
b 239- 2 e- the lash of their predecessors,

endureth
.pref xii-24 "hopeth all things, c all things,"— I Cor. 13 ; 7.

c 267-28 "Blessed is the man that e"— Jas. 1 : 12.

enduring
m 59- 2 a full recognition of its c obUgationa

65- 8 they will be strong and c.
'

c 259-27 Immortal ideas, pure, perfect, and e',
261- 4 Hold thought steadfastly to the f,

r 488- 1 e' and harmonious phases of things,

enemies (see also enemies')
blessing Its

gl 589-22 pure affection blessing Its f.
b!css our

a 30-29 Only in this way can we bless our c,
bis

a 43-24 Out of reach of the barbarity of his' e",

51- 6 Jesus could have withdrawn himself from his e".

Implacable
a 40-16 the crimes of his Implacable c

Jesus'
a 48-27 acquiescence with the demands of Jesus' C".

loTc our
/ 234-12 We should love our e'

mtne
av 578-14 in the presence of mine e" :

— Psal. 23; 6.

Of Christian Science
o 314-15 until the e' of C. S. test its efficacy

physical
3 lliJ-16 nor do they carry the day against physical e",

Thine c liavc reproached,— Psal. SO; 51.

enemies
Tbloe

/201-*

a 33-23
4.T-U
48-21

c 2e»-i3
< 449-26

enemies'
a 51-13

enemy
a 39-13

/210-9
p401- 2

427-19
438- 6

r 48S-17

energies
divine

ph 186- 4 fiUing it with the divine e' of Truth.
bis

p 429-14 Man should renew his e- and endeavors,
latent

( 445- 8 Unfold the latent e' and
recuperative

/ 252- 5 and of the recuperative e- of Truth
spiritual

p 387- 9 spiritual e* can neither wear out nor
i?asted

a 44-15 to resuscitate wasted e\

It blesses its c, heals the sick,
"For if, when we were e',— Bom. 5: 10.

Peter would have smitten the e' of
Friends will betray and e- wiU slander.
They are c without the preliminary offence

could give his temporal life into his e' hands ;

The Bible calls death an e',

last e' that shall be destroyed,"— I Cor. 15; 26l

Any human error is its own e',

last e- that shall be destroyed— / Cor. 15: 26.

over all the power of the e' :
— Luke 10 ; 19.

If . . . then death is not an e"

s 109-14 devoted time and e- to discovering
t 455-12 and if, . . . you fail to use the e- of Mind

energy
pr S-16 absolute consecration of thought, e', and
/249- 6 Let us feel the divine e' of Spirit,

p 385- 8 The spiritual demand, . . . supplies e*

394- 6 majority oi doctors depress mental c,
t 445-21 the unlabored motion of the divine e'

463-10 Though gathering new e\ this idea cannot
g 534-16 material inteUigence called e'

enfeebled
/ 227-28 crippled your capacities, e' your body,

enforce
r 488-13 to e' the necessity of understanding.

enforced
s 151-15 bondage now e' by false theories,

enforces
p 381- 3 the bias of education e" this slavery.

enforcing
ph 184-14 € obedience through divine statutes.

engaged
p 385- Q philanthropists e' in humane labors

g 543-14 against which divine Science is e" In a

engender
r 475-30 nor can God, . . . e- the capacity or freedom

to sin.

engendered
s 133-20 e- the limited form of a national
/ 220-16 are e- solely by human theories.

engenders
t 401- 6 not a healer, but it e* disease and death.

England
s 111-20 offered in Oxford University, £•,
163-7 WUham IV, King of £-,

English
a 23-21 In Hebrew, Greek, Latin, and E\ faith and

32- 5 our £" word sacrament is derived from it.

ph 176- 1 "Where ignorance is bliss, . . . says the IS' poet,
/ 245- 3 a sketch from the history of an £• woman,
o 349-15 like all other languages, E' is inadequate
p 379- 9 on whom certain E- students experimented,
r 488- 9 conveyed by the E- verb believe;

engraved
g 521-15 should be c' on the understanding

engulfed
p 382-25 in which the senses had c him,

enhance
p 397-11 as directly as you c your joys by

enhances
s 128- 8 C. S. e" their endurance and mentaj powers,
/ 209-14 immanent sense of Mind-power c" the gloiy of

enigma
sp 70- 1 Mortal exi.stence is an e-.

s 124-19 is, and must continue to be, an c".

enigmatical
r 467-26 shows material existence to be e\
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enjoined .... ,. ,

a 55- 4 the idea of Christian heaiing e" by jesu3 ;

p 441- 7 but be e- to keep perpetual silence,

t 463-25 He never e" obedience to the laws of nature,

before wc can C the 'ruition of our hope
human mind, . . . is supposed to feel, suCer, e".

Matter, which can neither suffer nor e.
We suffer or e- in our dreams,
would e- more than threescore years and ten

A mortal m.ay be weary or pained, e- or suffer,

walk, see, hear, e-, or suffer in dreams.

enjoy
pr 0-15

ph 17&-28
181-7

/ 212- 1

246-22
250-16

p 397-26

enjoyed , ,. ,_ ^
/ 221-25 but he never e- his food as he had

,

enjoymentm 61- 3 The senses confer no real «•.
.

p 397- 8 Suffering is no less a mental condition than is f.

406-32 There is no e" in getting drunk,

enjosTnents
m 60-32 Higher e' alone can satisfy the cravmgs

enjoys
b 294-10
322-17

p 414-25

gl 582-16

enlarge
ph 199- 3

p430- 5

enlarged
a 46-32
S 151-11'

C 258-22
265- 5

265-12

g 557-13

enlarges
s 12S- 9

ph 199-10

enlarging
m 57-23

enlighten
pr 2- 3

9 510- 9

enllglitened
pr 12-24 help should come from the c" understandin"'.

15-31 Trustworthiness is the foundation of e' faith.

enlightening
g 538-12 e- and sustaining the universe.

enlightenment
a 45- 8 Jesus' deed was for the e' of men
t 462- 7 understanding, potency, e-, and success.

g 556-17 Did . . . the e" of the race come from the

enlisted
ph 168- 9 when it ought to be e' on the side of health.

t 450-19 Chiiptian Scientist has e- to lessen evil,

enslave
ph 187-11 beliefs of the human mind rob and e* it,

enslavement
/ 228-11 The e' of man is not legitimate.
p 373-15 are the sources of man's e'.

407- 6 Man's e' to the most relentless ma3ter3

enslaves
/ 225- 2 Whatever c" man is opposed to the

enslaving
/ 227- 6 claims of the c senses must be denied

ensnare
an 102-21 they c the age into indolence,

ensue
m 65-20 There will e* a fermentation over this

belief that matter c and suffers,

drunkard thinks he e- drunkenness,
matter neither feels, suffers, nor e'.

has spiritual 'oliss and e' but cannot suffer.

might be thought true that hammering would e-

Faith should e" its borders

they were roused to an e- understanding
and were in possession of the e* pov/er
The human capacities are e- and.perfected
treasures of Truth and Love are e'.

but confers upon man c- individuality,
towards e' understanding and inteUigence ;

€• their perception of character,
Mind alone e" and empowers man

Love enriches, the nature, c.

Do we pray . . . to «• the infinite

Truth and Love e" the understanding,-

ensues
p 433-16

gl 581-21

ensuing
p 397-19

ensure
m 64-29

ph 194-11

cp 571- 5

ensiired

A brief consultation c", and the jury
confusion c, and the more certain is tho

you wiU find the c good effects to be

e" the stability of the marriage covenant,
are not necessary to e" deafness

to e' tne avoidance of the evilnecessary

o 357-13 and error's destruction e' ;

enmity
s 131-10
b 273-12
315-14

g 534- 9
534r-19

Enoch's
/214-5

enough
p- 10- 6

a 2&-22
41-30

/ 224-12
345-16
354-15
355-32

p 365-19
365-21

{7 520- 5

enrages
o 345-29 €' the carnal mind and is the main cauao

enraptured
/ 246-15 should dawn upon the c sense

until boundless thought walks e*.

carnal mind is e* against God."— Rom. 8.* 7.

Kence the «• between Science and the senses,
Their carnal minds were at e' v/ith it.

I will put e' between thee and— Gen. 3; 15.

carnal mind is e" against God ;
— Bom. 8 ; 7.

If E' perception had been confined to the

If good e* to profit by Jesus' cup
it is e' if thou art found worthy to unloose the
It was e' for them to believe in a national Deity ;

sects many but not e" Christianity.
well €• to pass judgment upon them.
Surely it is not e' to cleave to

Strangely e\ we ask for material
If the Scientist has e- Christly affection to
Christian e" to practise scientifically
That is e- 1

6 323-11

enrich
sp 79-52

enriches
m 57-23

361-29

en route
a 21-15

enshroud
sp 98-27

neither does withholding e' us.

Love e' the nature, eiJar^g, purifying,
e- mankind only when it is understood,

to Europe, while I am e" t- for California,

Mystery does not e* Ciirisfs teachings.

ensures
c 2G0-17

entangled
/ 227-27

enter
pr 10-15

14-31
15- 9
15-14

a 21-10
40-22
40-32

m fr-dO
66-10

sp 70- 6
S-9-12

/228- 6
238-18
241-32

b 269-12
281- 2

332-32

336-20

p 372-11
382-23
384-11
398- 3
399-29
419-18
440-28
441- 6

t 451-12
r 481- 6
fl 524-31
525- I

544-30

ap 577-26

entered
m 59- 1

sp 79-11

gl 580-26

entering
ph 193- 2

t 457-11
r 47^ 5

g 522-20

enters
/ 228-12
b 277-28
336- 2
336- 4

p 369- 7

442-16

(7.503-12
529-22
530-31
538-20

gl 580-23

entertain
sp 80-12

/ 214-18
232- 5

6 299-17

and e" failure at the outset.

bound you, c" your free limbs.

It is striving that enabipj us to c*.

e' into thy closet,— Mat:. 6: 6.

To £• into the heart of prayer,
we must e' into the clcset and shut the door.
ha is striving to e' in.

rejoicing to e" into fellowsiiip with him
but in order to c into the kingdom,
e" into business agreements, hold real estate.

Through great tribulation v/e e- the kingdom.
can never e" the atmosphere of Spirit.
None may pick the lock nor e' by some other
nothing inharmonious can e' being,
to e- unla-m'uUy into the labors of others.
than for sinful beliefs to e' the kingdom of

matter does not e" into metaphysical premises
by which we e" into the kingdom of Truth
Into the . . . ideal man the fleshly element
cannot e".

A portion of God could not e- man ;

belief . . . that man can c his own embodied
shall in no wise e- therein."— Luks 18; 17»

and man has only to e' his protest
and e- no more into him."— Mark 9: 25.

"How can one e" into a— Matt. 12:29.

lest aught unfit for development e" thought,
forbidden to e" against Mortal Man
not permitted to e' any suits at the bar of Soul',

strive, to e" the narrow path of Life,

free "to e' into thelioliest,"— Heb. 10; 19.

Does Spirit « dust, and lose therein
Does Mind, God, e' matter
to e- man's nostrils so that .

nothing can e" that city, which

Matrimony should never be e- into withotjt
imderstood that Spirit never e- matter

supposition . . . creator e' what He created.

On e* the house I met his physician.
Her prime object, since c" this field of labor,

never beheld Spirit . . . leaving a body or e- it.

Spirit is represented as e" matter

It will cease when man c into his heritage
in every statement into which it e\
Mind never e" the finite.

Good-.never c" into evil.

He €• into a diviner sense of the facts.

Neither animal magnetism nor hypnotism 0'

No supposition of error e- there.

e- into the metaphor only aa evU.

Second, it supposes that mind c matter.
Until that . . . c" into the arena,

supposition, . . . that the infinite e' the

I «• no doubt- of the humanity and
We bow down to matter, and e" -anitc thcugntB
beliefs we commonly e- about haEPiness
and y/e e- "angeJs unawares.' ^ ^eo. u: i.
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Banish the belief that you can possibly
spirit of Truth and Love which you e',

by which men may e' angels,
or e" a false estimate of anyone whom

entertain
p 391-10 Banish the belief that you can possibly e' a

418-24

(7 548-16

ap 560-16

eatertalned
a 54-32 if he e' any other sense of being
p 411-22 always induced by a false sense mentally e",

g 545-22 The translators . . . e' a false sense of being,
ap 574-30 an angel e" unawares.

entertainer
p 364-13 had done what his rich e- had neglected to do,

entertaining
/ 237-17 kept from discussing or e' theories
b 280-31 The only excuse for e' human opinions

entertains
/ 250-17

p 422-27

enthroned
/ 252-25
C 266-26
6 306-26
f 454-10

enthrones
ph 1^6-31
p 394-12
< 446-21

ap 571-32

enthusiasm
gl 599- 5 Zeal,

entire
m 62-4
S 118-11
151-27
157-28

ph 183-21

/ 219-29
244-21
252-11

c 262- 7
b 277-17

p 371-31
384-32
408-7

/443- 7
461- 7

r494- 1

496- 5

p502- 4
537-12

according to the dream he e' in sleep.
€• fears and doubts as to the ultimate

and says : . . . I am e' in the gorgeousness of
infinite Mind e" Is heaven.
Science, still e\ is unfolding to mortals
hate has ... no kingdom. I<ove is e*

it e' matter as deity.
and e' master through error.
To understand God . . . e- faith in Truth,
He e" pure and undeflled reUgion,

Blind c : mortal will.

The c" education of children should bo
It must destroy the e' mass of error,
e" being is found harmonious
C. S. impresses the e" corporeality,
man's e' obedience, affection, and strength.
E' immunity from the belief in sin.
If . . . God is without His e' manifestation,
c mortal, material error finaUjr disappears,
ascribes to Him the e' glory.
throughout the e* round of nature.
Truth is an alterative in the e' system,
over the e' functions and organs of the
throughout the e' round of the material senses,
«• coimdence in omnipotent Mind
illustrates and proves the «• Principle.
and to govern man's e- action?
and governs the e' universe.
preponderance of unreality In the e'

represented as spiritual, e*, and good.

entirely
pr 14-25 E' separate from the belief and dream or
s 156-30 matter disappears from the remedy e-,

o 353- 6 testimony of the physical senses yields e'

material theory, winch is e" a false view,5 545-16

entireness
6 293-30

entities
/204-8

entitled
a 42-10
S 127- 6

ph 183-31
b 312-32
r 493-12

entitles
M56-8

entity
all

P369-5
eternal

b 301-13
lose his

r 477-31
man's

356- 6
no real

/250-7
(7 506- 4

nor power
g 555-13-

real
ph 186-17

without
r 470-28

the e' of God, good, and the nothingness of evil.

antagonistic c and beings.

Though €• to the homage of the world
c to a classification as truth,
the one Mind only is e' to honor,
richly endowed him and e' him to
in a previous chapter e' C. S. Practice.

This alone e* them to the high standing

loses to htmian sense all e' as man,

constitutes the only real and eternal e*.

man, divorced from Spirit, would lose his e*.

sickness, and death do not prove man's- e"

mortal existence has no real e'.

Therefore matter, . . . has no real e'

C. S. attributes to error neither e* nor power,

It says : "I am a real c".

If . . . Deity was unexpressed— that Is, with-
out e:

sp 92- 9 Mind is not an e- within the cranium
o 359-12 to man's existence or e',

p 399-25 This misnamed mind is not aa e:

entrance
a 20-26 It commands sure e- into the realm of Love,
p 393- 3 through divine help we can forbid this e\

entreat
ph 182-22 Mortals e* the divine Mind to heal the sick,

entry
a 42-12 his brief triumphal e' into Jerusalem

enumerates
s 152-30 Jahr, . . . e' the general symptoms,

enunciator
g 524-22 How could . . . error be the e- of Truth?

environment
sp 87- 8 their mental e* remains

environments
c 258-10 which must escape from its e*

g 521- 2 lifts man above the sod, above earth and its e:

Envy
p 430-23 Hypnotism, E--, Greed and Ingratitude,

envy (see also envy's)
and bate

,

a 48-21 was silent before e* and hate.
t 462-27 selfishness, malice, c, and hate.

bigotry, nor
r 484- 4 neither pfide, prejudice, bigotry, nor c"

or Jealousy
m 64- 8 Pride, e", or jealousy seems on most occasions

a 47-20
51-25

S 115-22'

ph 188- 9

/218-U
241- 3
241- 9

b 289-10
330-30

p 404-29
407-7
419- 2

t 445-22
452-12
404-24

ap 564-25
al 582- 6

589-2
589-14
593-8

envyings
an 106-23

envy's
g 542-24

ephemeral
C 267- 4
r 485- 9

epileptic
P398-2

epistle
an 106-18
s 112-22
b 313-16
321- 3

g 534-18

epistles
b 31^32

epizootic
ph 179-18

epochm 67-32

equal
m 67-10

sp 80- 3

83- 4
5 117- 5

133-24
6 314- 9
368-11
406- 5

418-10
r 489- 9

ap 550-23.
574-23

equalizes
6 340-28

equalling
S 108-16

this spiritual distance inflamed Judas' e\
motives of his persecutors were pride, e',
pride, e", deceit, hatred, revenge,
dishonesty, e", hatred, revenge
malice, lust, appetite, c, hate."
incurs the hostility of e' ;

Falsehood, e-, hypocrisy, malice, hate,
To suppose that sin, lust, hatred, e-,

dishonesty, selfishness, e", hypocrisy,
e-, dishonesty, fear, . . . make a nian Sick,
passion, selfishness, e', hatred,
Lurking error, lust, e', revenge, malice, or
Self-seeking, e-, passion, pride, hatred,
Your advancing course may provoke e',

weapons of bigotry, ignorance,, c, fall

death, e", hatred, and revenge,— all evil,
pride; «• ; fame; Ulusioii;'
e' ; hatred ; selfishness ; self-will ; lust.

sensuaUty ; e' ; oppression ; tytanny.
animal magnetism ; .e" ; revenge.

e', murders, drunkenness,— Ga7. 5." 21.

To e" own hell, justice consigns the

offspring of God start not from matter or C" dust,
c* views of error ought to be obliterated

as when he said to the «• boy,

in his great e* to the Galatians,
characterized in the e' to the Hebrews,
the author of this remarkable e'

Paul says, in his first e' to the Corinthians,
Paul says in his e' to the Romans :

what the beloved disciple meant in one of his e'.

The c* is a humanly evolved ailment.

The e' approaches when the understanding

nautical science is not e' to the Science of
A cup of cofifee or tea is not the e- of truth,
artifice and delusion claimed that they could c*

one alone and without an e\
made "himself c with God,"— John 5." 18;

but one Mind without a second or e'.

beliefs . . . that evil is e- in power to good
is e" to every emergency,
if your fidelity is half e- to the
In infancy this belief is not e' to
made him c to his great mission.
the four c sides of which v/ere heaven-bestowed

c the sexes ; annuls the curse on man,

three multiplied by three, e' mne.
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equally
so 73-21 E- incorrect is the belief that spirit

90-11 will be found to be e- possible for the body
ph 167-24 or to expect to work e' with Spirit and matter,

/ 211-11 l3 it not e- true that matter does not
221-21 and it is e" far from Science,
224-lS is less material . . . but it is e' as cutting.
231-26 To hold yourself superior to . . . is c" wise,

o 349-29 To a certain extent this is «• true of all

p 383-14 To the mind e- gross, dirt gives no uneasiness.
424-15 It is e- important in metaphysical practice
438-19 Another witness, e' inadequate, said

equals
/ 231- 9 no lesser power e' the infinite All-power ;

equator
sp 90- 7 the imaginary line called the c

equip
s 1.5.S- 9 c" the medicine with their faith,

equipoise
s 124-22 support the c of that thought-force,

equipollence
s no- 9 The e- of God brought to Ught another

equipped
b 328-15 man's power, when he is e- by God,

equitable
p 440-30 just and e* decisions of divine Spirit

equity
p 435-24 Supreme Judge In e" decides what penalty

equivalent
pr &-13 wUl furnish more th^n its c of pain,
Ol 598-13 c" to our common statement,

equivalents
g 525- 7 some of the e" of the term man

era
Cbris£!an

a 20-9 which we call the Christian «• ;

55- 6 Perhaps the early Christian c did Jesus
s 138-17 Jesus established in the Christian e-

139- 8 The Christian e' was ushered in with
6 333-17 marked the first century of the Christian ,e*,

333-20 both before and after the Christian e%
f 474- 5 accorded to Truth in the early Christian c
g 534-26 since the Christian e" began.

new
a 43-18 opened a new e' for the world.

spifitusim 65-16 struggling against the advancing spiritual e'.

eradicate
s lis- 1 and it will c sickness and sin

ph 180-20 even before they go to work to c" the disease

p 400-12 E' the Image of disease from the

eradicated
t 446-32 Ignorance of the error to. be e*

erase
sp 81-20 E' the fibres which express number,

2S0- 2 was and is and shall be, whom nothing can e\

ere
pref vii- 3 e' cometb the full radiance of a

erect
p 442-11 His form was c and commanding',

erected
s 161-21 a statue of Liberty, e' near the guillotine :

erects
g 523-10 which God e" between the true and false.

erelong
ph 179-30 may c* reap the effect of this mistake.

192-25 which e' betrays its "weakness and falls,

err
b 272- 9 "Ye do e", not knowing the— Matt. 22 .' 29.

g 555-27 or . . . confers the ability to c
errmg

pr 15-10 the door of the e' senses must be closed.
m 62-28 the laws of e\ human concepts.
s 108-30 My discovery, that e', mortal, . . . mind
151- 5 €', finite, human mind has an absolute need
157-23 E- mortal mind confers the Dower which

ph 13&-15 The e- human mind is inharmonious
186- 7 E- human mind-forces can work only evil
187-27 If you take away this e* mind,
188- 1 only as the mortal, e- mind yields to God,
192-11 £• power is a material belief,

/ 202-29 sensel?33 matter or e- mortal mind
206- 3 €', human thought acts-injuriously
211-22 the tbousjhts of one « mind
239-27 If it comes from e' mortal mind,
253-12 outside of e\ mortal, material sense

c 260- 7 The conceptions of mortal, c thought
b 279- 1 the e-, changing, and dying.

you must not forget that e" human opinions,
Any attempt 'to heal mortals with e"

seem real to human, e' beUef,
corporeal senses to be mortal and e' illusions,
thus helping e- human sense to flee from
God creates neither e' thought, mortal life.

The mortal, e", and finite are human beliefs,

supposititious minds, . . . e' and mortal;

erring
«447- 6
459-12

T 472-23
477-13
494-17

g 503-24
505-30

gl 587-14

erroneous
sp 71-22 spirituaUsm will be found mainly e',

91-19 and destroys the e' knowledge
91-22 Certain e" postulates should oe

s 112-29 is e\ for it mculcates a breach of
116-26 confused and e* conceptions of divinity
121-23 Science shows appearances often to be e',
150-23 it is as evidently e' to the author,
155-16 e" general belief, which sustains medicine

ph 177-16 e- theory of life and intelligence in matter,
184- 2 The premises being e-, the conclusions
185-26 £ mental practice may seem
185-28 because e' methods act on and through the

/ 204-18 Such theories are evidently e-.

223-26 slumbering thought from its e" dream
c 267-21 inverted tnoughts and e- beliefs
6 277-32 sometimes beautiful, always c
o 352-24 traditional beliefs, e- and man-made,
p 372- 2 mortal body is only an e- mortal belief

375-16 unscientific mental practice is e-

378-20 represented by two material e- bases.'
395-23 It is no less e- to believe in the
396-25 with which to combat their e- sense,
401-17 Truth is destroying e" mortal belief.

r 472-21 absurdity— na,Tae\y, e' truth. ^

, 478-18 The assertion that there can be ... is e'.

480-15 Inharmony has no Principle ; its action is e*

487—24 The belief that life is sentient ... is c\
g 522-18 In this e' theory, matter takes the place of
526-20 e' doctrine that the knowledge of evil is

536-24 Mortal mind accepts the e-,

543-23 creations of «• thought, not of matter.
554- 9 following from a misconception of life, is e',

gl 588-17 whatever reflects not this one Mind, is . . , e',

(see also belief, postalate)

erroneously
b 274-17 what we e" tsrm the five physical
282-25 mortal thought, always governing itself e'.

Error (see also Error's)
Court of

(see Coart)

p 438-24 Personal Sense, who is in partnership with E'
438-31 the firm of Personal Sense, £•, & Co.,

error (see also error's)
aboQBds _ ...

/ 202-25 E- abounds where Truth should

p 400-18 By lifting thought above e\ or disease,

accompanies
6 287-17 Neither . . . nor truth accompanies e",

action of ...
r 484-22 the voluntary or mvoluntary action of e'

Adam— alias
g 528-24 Adam— alias e-— gives them names.

adasiant of
/ 242-18 the adamant of e\— self-will,

Aflam or ^ , ^ ^
ph 177-16 Adam or e', . . . had the naming of

g 534-13 unfolded the remedy for Adam, or e* ;

adhere to
ph 131-23 if you adhere to e- and are afraid to trust

a 29- 2 take up arms against e* at home and abroad.

ssgravatJon of ...„.„
an 10*-27 The aggravation of e* foretells its doom.

aU
pr 10-13 and thus destroying all e-.

1.5-13 divine Principle, Love, whicn destroys all e\
a 35-19 Our baptism is a purification from aU e\

r9- 5 He overcame the world, the flesh, and ill c',

39- 9 until all e- is destroyed.
s 132-25 salvation from all e, physical and mental.

ph 174-19 rebuking in their course all e-

f 227- 3 the law of mortal belief included aJ e%
240-28 until all e- is finally brought into

251-23 leads the human mind to relinquish all e*.

c 287-25 all e- disappes^rs in celestial Truth.
b 292- 8 only as it destroys all e'

294- 5 carries within itself the seeds of all e\
303-19 through the self-destruction of all e-

305-26 destroys aU e" and brings immortahty to Ught.

p 414-13 destroy all e-, whether it is called

r 474- 2 destroy all e\ evil, disease, and death.
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r 482-15 the truth casting out all e'.

492-12 Thus progress will finally destroy all e',

543-17 All e" proceeds from the evidence before the
545-28 Truth has but one reply to all e-,

accient
p 3S9-24 the ancient c" that there ig fraternity between

and death
g 539-10 such as evil, matter, c, and death?

and discord
p 42^-21 superior to e- and discord,

£nd disease
pr 5-32 destruction of all evil works, e' and disease

sad eril
a 52-17 e' and evil again make common cause
b 372-26 In the destruction of c and evil,

and batred
g 522-30 produce death, c, and hatred?

and c]ortaIlt7
6 292- 3 the battle of Truth with $' and mortality ;

and s2n
6 299-17 lose all satisfaction in c and sin

and Truth
356-13 as the two opposites,— aa e- and Truth,
356-18 between e" and Truth, between flesh and Spirit.

animate
D 409- 6 Its final statement,— animate c"

antidote for
r 495-10 and find a sovereign antidote for e"

any
p 372-30 If pride, superstition, or any e-

assumption of
g 546- 7 ttiis assumption of c would dethrone the

attributes to
g 655-13 C. S. attributes to e' neither entity nor power,

back to
a 22-16 go not back to e-, nor become a sluggard In the

basic
p 405- 1 The basic c is mortal mind.
T 470- 6 was the basic c of idolatry.*

befofged In
/ 205-15 Befogged In e' (the error of believing that

bcirins
g 539- 3 E' begins by reckoning lUe as separate
544-31 E' begins with corporeality as the producer

belief In
b 297-27 belief in Truth Is better than a belief in e-,

belief, or
6 289-16 a mortal belief, or e\ which Truth destroys
gl 589-20 Truth rebuking mortal belief, or e',

beliefs that
p 368-10 Against the fatal beliefs that e- Is as real

believed
b 305- 1 believed c to be as Immortal as Truth.

1)1tcs the ii6®l

/ 216- 7 E- bites the heel of truth, but cannot klil triith.

brings to
p 422-10 tremor which Truth often brings to e'

bsllds on
sp 83-11 belief hides Truth and builds on e\

buTtal of
/ 232-30 unquestionable signs of the burial of e*

caUed
s 108-24 that the opposite. of Truth,— called e',

call of
a 21-26 the worldly man Is at the beck and call of c,

cannot produce
p 420- 8 e- cannot produce this unnatural reluctance.

cannot remove
an 101-27 e- cannot remove the effects of error.

cannot support
r 481-27 since Truth cannot support e\

capable of
g 532-23 Is Mind capable of c as well as of truth,

casting oat
a 33- 8 healing the sick and casting out e\

34- 4 Inotead of shov/in?, by casting out e'

35-24 casting out e- and healing the sick.
41-15 casting out e' and healing the sick,
43- 1 must understand ... by casting out e\

Sp' 97-31 apostolic work of casting out e" and healing
s 135-29 casting out e* and healing the sick,

ph 182- 3 The act of . . . Cfvstine out e" with Truth, shows
gl 583- 9 casting out e" and healing the sick ;

cast out
s 136- 4 divine Principle, which would cast out e"

ph 170-20 Jesua healed the 8icl< and cast out e",
t 462- 6 can demonstrate C, S., cast out e',

casts out
pr 14-29 This understanding casts out c*

a 25-15 casts out e\ and triumphs over deaih.
33-'24 casts out e\ raises the dead from treSpasees

f230-8 casts out c- and heals the sick.
275-32 It casts out e' and heals the sick.

error
casts out

o 350-11 Truth casts out e- and heals the sick.
f 473-30 which heals the sick and casts out c,
495- 2 Truth casts out e' now as surely as

causes disease
o 344-12 understood . . . that e* causes disease.

chaff of
ap 565-21 fiery baptism will bum up the chaff of «•

charges its lie
b 307-18 E- charges its lie to Truth

claim of
/ 233-13 false claim of e' continues its delusions

closed to
pr 15- 6 Closed to e', it Is open to Truth,

clouds of
g 557-19 Divine Science rolls back the clouds of e'

conquer
339-31 You conquer e' by denying its verity.

conquered
p 400- 6 This e' conquered, we can despoil

consuming
ap 558-19 prophetically described ... as consuming c".

contaminated by
b 28V-32 Truth cannot be contaminated by e-

convinced of the
/ 240-25 convinced of the e' that is to be overcome.

corrects
c 259-29 which corrects e' with truth

correspond with
6 294- 1 physical senses . . . correspond with e\

counteracts
p 414- 7 salutary action of truth, which counteracts c\

create
b 279-15 no more . . . than Truth can create e\
287-12 Did God, Truth, create c"?

creates
g 546- 8 If Mind, God, creates e', that . . . would

darkness of
ph 191-15 chasing away the darkness of e\

debris of
b 289- 3 temporal dSbris of c", belief In sin, sickness,

deliverance from
a 22-23 Final deliverance from c",

delusion that
gl f94- 7 first delusion that e' exists as fact ;

demanded by
p 3PO-18 the last penalty demanded by e-

demands
g 532-29 e" demands that mind shall see and feel through

designs of
gl 583-28 Dan . , . error, working out the designs of c" ;

destroy
/ 233-30 Is designed to rebuke and destroy e\
o 353-12 omnipotent Truth certainly does destroy C-
p 400-19 lifting thought above . . . you destroy e:

418-27 in your efforts to destroy e\
r 496- 1 error cannot destroy e".

a 542-19 Let Truth imcover and destroy e*

548-14 Every agony of : . . helps error to destroy t\
destroying

p 368-19 healing the sick and destroying «•.

401- 8 If . . . destroying e\ causes chemicalization
t 463-24 first step towards destroying «•.

•"

gl 589-17 rebuking and destroying e" and bringing
destroys

sp 98- 6 which heals the sick and destroys e\
/216-8 Truth . . . destroys c-.

252-10 understanding of Truth which destroys e',
b 339- 3 Truth destroys e', and Love destroys hate.
O 346-15 Disbelief in error destroys c,
350-30 Soul rebukes sense, and Truth destroys c

t 452-14 the explanation which destroys «•.

r 483-18 heals the sick, destroys e\
destroy the

p 423-10 the truth of being, to destroy the e\
destruction of '

(see destruction)
devils, or

gl 583-18 tnereby casting out devils, or «',

disappears
/ 251-26 Improves mankind until «• disappears,
c 267-25 e' disappears in celestial Truth.
p 403-13 Then e- disappears. Sin and sickness will abato

disbelief in
o 346-15 Disbelief in c destroys error,

discern the
sp 85-U end discern the «• you would destroy.

discomfort under
an 101-28 Discomfort under e' is preferable to comfort.

disease as
6 319- 3 Science depicts disease as e\
r 483- 6 We classily disease as c,

disease is an
p 400-16 if you understand that every disease Is an e;
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error
dispels

b 283- 1 Truth ia the light which dispels e\
dooiinlon orer

p 380-21 and prove man's dominion over e'.

drive
g 53*- 3 drive e' out of all selfhood.

drSog
a 42-20 belief . . . separate from God is a dying e".

effects of
an 101-23 error cannot remove the effects of e-.

b 273-30 beliefs emit the effects of e- at all times,
r 473- 6 are to be classified as effects of e\
g 537-21 to depict . . . the effects of e\

effort of
g 554-17 first effort of e" has been and is to impute

efforts of
/ 223-20 The efforts of e' to answer this question

ejection of
sp 97-2 They will aid in the ejection of e\

element of
( 463-12 has not a single element of e-,

end of
sp 95-20 We welcome . . . the end of e',

96-19 disturbances will continue until the end of

escape the
sp 83- 8 to escape the e' of these latter days.

every form of
p 418-29 Speak the truth to every form of e\

evidence of
o 353- 8 Truth which contradicts the evidence of e*,

evil and
/ 227-19 evil and e* lead into captivity.

evil or
T 489-25 the only source of evil or e-.

evolved by
g 523- 4 the mist of obscurity evolved by c*

excision of
t 462-25 indispensable to the excision of e',

excludes itself

g 537-14 £• excludes itself from harmony.
experience of

/ 237-18 To prevent the experience of e*

expression of
b 289- 9 He is Uttle else than the expression of e:

exterminator of
r 469-13 The exterminator of e" ia

face of
g 503-13 saith to the darkness upon the face of e",

fact concerning
sp 92-22 Until the fact concerning e* . . . appears,

falls
a 37- 8 c" falls only before the sword of Spirit.

falsity and
r 474-31 Truth destroys falsity and e\

falsity of
b 294-32 Truth demonstrates the falsity of e\

f
537-21 to depict the falsity of e'

b 303-24 The belief that ... is a fatal e-.

fear of
p 380-21 Truth can prevent the fear of «•,

felt the power
a 20-19 when e' felt the power of Truth/

flnltyof
/ 202-21 earthly experience discloses the finlty of e-

forms of
/ 204- 3 All forms of e' support the false conclusions
c 264-24 proved them to be forms of e\

forsake
b 323- 4 In the endeavor to forsake e-

faandatlons of
b 273-12 tears away the foundations of e\
o 357-12 the foundations of e- would be sapped -

from ... to Truth
p 370-31 from e- to Truth, from matter to Spirit.

from ... to truth
sp 77- 3 the change from e* to truth

foudamcntal
rn f.5- 9 some fundamental e- in the marriage statd.
ph 171-31 fundamental e" Uea in the supposition

give up
b 330- 1 in proportion as mortals give up c

greater
an 104-25 the greater c overcoming the lesser.

104-26 greater e- thereafter occupies the groimd,
s 123- 2 wUl surely destroy the greater e-

greater than
/ 223-iO Remember that truth Is greater than e',

•growth of
ph 188-22 Sickness Is a growth of e*.

gutlt and
ap 538- 1 Innocence and Truth overcome guilt and c

Jus no creator
b 277-10 and e" haa no creator.

error
has no footholdf

b 282-18 e- has no foothold in Truth.
bead of

/ 216- 8 Truth bruises the head of e-

helps
g 548-14 helps e" to destroy error,

he vanquished
a 54- 5 With the affluence of Truth, he vanquished e\

bides
g 542- 5 €' hides behind a lie and excuses guilt,

bis
b 308-21 smote the sinew, or strength, of his e',
308-26 perceiving his e" and his need of help,

history of
g 621-29 history of e' or matter, if veritable, would
522-13 the history of c in its externalized forms,
525-26 if we give the same heed to the history of e*

530-26 The history of e- is a dream-narrative.
human

b 294- 1 the avenues and instruments of human e-,

p 401- 2 Any human e- is its own enemy,
ap 563-10 dragon stands for the sum total of human e'.

husbandman of
ph 180- 2 mortal mind is the husbandman of e\

hypothesis of
g 522-28 is based on some hypothesis of «:,

Ignorance of the
•/ 446-31 Ignorance of the e* to be eradicated

Illusion of
g 538-16 is significant of the illusion of e\

illusion or
g 556- 1 and not the beUef in illusion or e:

Impossible for
t 448-22 well knowing it to be impossible for c", evil.

Impotence of
t 454- 5 which illustrates the impotence of e*.

impotent
sp 97- 7 the more impotent e' becomes as a belief.

g 555-18 Only impotent e' would seek to unite

Impurity and
m 65-22 impurity and e' are left among the lees.

tn action
/ 207- 7 Error of statement leads to e- in action.

Incarnate
gl 5S3-11 comea to the flesh to destroy incarnate «•.

Infers from
b 282-32 rule of inversion infers from e' its opposite,

in solution
p 372- 4 matter was originally e' in solution.

Id the premise
ph 167-16 an f in the premise must appear in the
6 277-27 This e- in the premise leads to errors in

involves
b 301- 8 but his sense of substance involves e-

Involving
b 286-23 temporal thoughts are human, involving c.

Is s coward
V 368- 4 £• is a coward before Truth.

is always
g 554- 8 S" is always e'. It is no thing.

Is a supposition
r 472-14 £• is a supposition that pleasure and pain,

is false
6 287-22 E' is false, mortal beUef ;

ts llsiited
r 466-14 Truth is limitless ; e- is limited.

is mortal
b 337-12 while e" is mortal and discordant.
r 466-13 Truth is immortal '; e' is mortal.

is non-Intelligent
r 466-14 e- is non-inteUigent.

Is nothing
o 346-10 we need to understand that e" is nothing.

Is not real

/ 251- 1 £• is not real, hence it ia not
Is not tree

t 461-25 €• is not true, hence it ia unreal.
Is opposed

p 406-20 E' is opposed to Life.

Is reduced
sp 91-11 «• is reduced to its native nothingness.

Is self-destroyed
p 368- 8 still clearer as e- is self-destroyed.

Is unlike Truth
r 458- 5 because e* is unlike Truth.

Is unreal
c 265-21 the e* Is unreal and obsolete.

p 368- 4 in the fact that Truth is real and e- Is unreal
r 466-15 Truth is real, and e- is unreal.
472-18 E- ia unreal because untrue.

Its

sp '97-18 the more obvious its «',

s 144-12 the more obstinately tenacious its «• ;

ph 197-29 belief loses some portion of its e'.

ft 323-13 belief may be prepared to relinquish Its e\
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error
Jmowleds^ of

/ 252- 9 A knowledge of e and of its operationa
g 533-27 cross-Questioning man as to hia knowledge of c",

latent
av 55^ 5 upon elementary, latent c,

leading
p 377-21 Remove the leading e" or governing fear

iesmed fiom
6 28S-32 what mortals seem to have learned from e\

level of
ph 173- 9 supposition, . . . Truth is reduced to the level

of e-,

love rcbuMng
g\ 594-15 love rebuking e* ; reproof of sensualism.

lurklBg:
V 419- 2 Lurking e\ lust, envy, revenge, malice,

made <ip of
h 295-25 mortal thought is made up of c*

make nothing of
sp 92-24 the ability to make nothing of «• will be

manifestation of t&e
g 532-28 Fear was the first manifestation of the e'

mass of
s 118-U It must destroy the entire mass of e-,

mateFlal
/ 252-11 mortal, material e- finally disappears,
291-31 mortal man is divestisd of all material e*

309- 8 He had conquered material e' with the
315-23 spiritual Truth destroys material e",

matter and
ph 181-31 will incline you to the side of matter and e".
•

o 347-26 dream that matter and e" are something
matter as

6 278-29 We define matter as C", because it is the
matter or

s 145-27 towards other forms of matter or e",

/ 206- 3 no consciousness of the existence of matter or c.
methods of

t 451-25 may perceive the nature and methods of c
mirage of

/ 244- 3 is not real, but is illusion, the mirage of e*.

mortal
(see morts&l)

ffictive-power of
gl 597-20 Will. The motive-power of e* ;

mmeh
h 295-21 lost much materiality— much c

mast be mortel
T 468- 6 If Truth is Immortal, e* must be mortal,

named
h 276-27 the nothingness named e*.

r 471- 6 The iinlikeness of Truth,— named. e',

gl 594- 2 the opposite of Truth, named e" ;

nature of
g £55- 9 This is the nature of c\

neutralisses
s 157-31 Science both neutralizes e* and destroys It.

neatralizlng
s 162- 6 alterative, neutralizing «• with Truth.

never impart'S
sp 85-32 truth communicates itself but never imparts e\

never made
ph 183-14 Truth never made c necessary,

night of
pre/ vii- 9 till across a night of e*

no
s 129- 5 can tolerate no c in premise or conclusion.

131- 3 There is no e* in Science,
f 210-31 immortal sense has no e* of sense,
278- 8 even as in Truth there is no e\
283-12 It admits of no e*, but rests'upon

t 450-29 Who,. . . can say that there IS no «' of belief?
r 475- 2 To Truth there, is no e-,— all is Truth.

ap 567- 8 there is no e', no sin, sickness, nor death.
no coDsc'oasness of

/ 243-25 Truth has no consciousness of c*.

no home In
6 282-18 Truth has no home in e\

nor obeying
/ 244- 6 never fearing nor obeying e* In any form.

no sense of
/ 210-31 It has no sense of e* ;

not
p 420- 3 Truth not f. Love not hate, , . . governs man.

not contaminated by
h 304-20 Truth is not contaminated by c*.

nothingness of
(see nothingness)

not Tmth
p 386-25 JB*. not Truth, produces all the suffering
r 474-27 e-, not Truth, is the author of the unreal,

now simnlates
g 528-20 e- now simulatea the work of Truth,

of Ztctlora

g 650-15 Error of thought Is reflected in e- of action.

error
of auy Und

sp 9.J-11 JS'of any land cannot hide from the law of God.
of any sort

/ 232-32 nor opportunity in Science for e' of any sort.
of belief

ph 168-28 if the «• of belief was met and destroyed
184-10 casting out by denial the e- of beUef

/ 208- 8 What is it but an e- of. belief,
t 450-29 Who, . . . can say that there is no f of belief f
r 486-21 So long as this e- of belief remains,

of believing
/ 205- 7 When will the e* of believing that there is

205-15 e' of believing that matter can be intelligent
o^sprlng of

gl 589- 2 A corporeal belief ; the offspring of e* ;

of measuring
/ 246-20 Except for the e" of meesuring and limiting

of mortal belief
a 20-14 he knew the e" of mortal belief,

of physical beiJef
gl 586-18 Flebh. An e' of physical belief ;

of sensation
6 318-22 denies the c" of sensation in matter,

of statement
/ 207- 6 E- of statement leads to error in action.
h lll-i?) Matter is an e' of statement.

of the ages
/ 241-17 e' of the ages is preaching without practice.

of thought
g 650-15 E' of thought is reflected in error of action.

one
an 104-23 hypnotizer employs one c to destroy another.
s 143-13 the human mind uses one c to
r 486-13 one e' wiU not correct another.

only
gl 5S5-21 the only c of which is limitation ;

oppose
s 145-25 Other methods imdertaketo oppose «• with

opposiag
sp 93-16. evil is the opposing c and not the truth

opposite
b 280-20 the opposite c of many minds.
g 521-25 now the opposite e\ . . . is to be set forth.

or unreality
/ 461-26 the e' or UErealit.v of sin,
461-28 the e" or unreality of disease,

out of
b 296-28 An Improved belief is one step out of e*,

outweigh
p 392- 8 enables truth to outweigh ev

overcoming
a 21- 1 If Truth is overcoming c in your daily walk

an 104-25 the greater e* overcoming the lesser.

overruled the
p 381-31 Christ Jesus overruled the e- which would

pantheistic
6 307- 3 This pantheistic e*, or so-called serpent,

partakes of Its own
b 307-19 Thug 6' partakes of its own nature

part of the
T' 482-26. Sickness is part of the e* which Truth casts out.

part with
p 430- 4 Mortal mind must part with e',

phantoms of
/ 215-20 and flee as phantoms of e' before truth ,

picture of
g 526-25 second biblical account is a picture of e*

pierces the
/ 210-20 Truth pierces the e* of mortality

policy of
t 452-23 take no risks in the policy of ^\

power over
pr 5- 2' from demonstratLag his power over c".

praittlcal
I 452- 4 Incorrect reasoning leads to practical c,

proves that
b 338- 9 proves that e* has been ingrafted into the

quenching
6 329-25 maintains the claim of Truth by quenching e*.

rabbinical
a 30-20 Christ Jesus came to rebuke rabbinical c

reap the
t 4S2-12 he will inevitably reap the c* he sows.

rejection of
a 20-15 [the rejection of c"]

relies
b 277-19 E' relies upon a reversal of this order,

relinquish its
b 322-13 belief may be prepared to relinquish its e*.

relinquishment of
pr 7-6 relinquishment of e" deprives material sense

remedy for
» 113- 1 Truth is God's remedy for c" of every kind,

remove
a 40- 1 Remove e- from thought.
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**

d^TtJ-K to remove the e- which the human in«id

o 378-10 Remove the e-, and ycu destroy its eSects.

415-25 To remove the e- producing diaoraer,

repeats _ , ., ,,
o 28-28 £ repeats itself.

'^^^e®5M-l6 E- replies, "God made jdu."

"^^ MO^If^representing e- as assuming a divine character,

^^^d 2^20^rl5resenting the e- that life and inteUigence

'^^^f^U myth represents e- as always asserting its
*

546^13 represents e- as startmg from an idea of good

^^% 31^ 4 e- reversed as subserving the facts

reverse of
, , . . „

p 442-ia but the reverse of e- is true.

™°/2^ 1 We run into e- when we divide Soul into souls.

p 478-23 £• says, "I am man;"

*^p 569-18 They are in the surging sea of e:

"**9*535- 2 The seed of Truth and the seed of e; ,

self-destKjying „ „ . ^

g/ 581-17 Babel. Self-destroying e ;

^
6 29357* they show the self-destruction of e*

^''"?30^2"7* It is a self-evident e- to suppose that there

**°^ 5*^14 hi which aU sense of e- forever disappears

fieroents of . i. . ..

^ 587-15 the serpents of e". which say.

^^572-15 open the seven seals of e- with Truth,

should not seem , . .,

s 131- 1 e- should not seem so real as truth.

^'"Tf32-'l9^^hamed before Truth, e- shrank abashed

*'*^*^49l-*8'*classL^v sickness and e- as our Master did.

*'^
VaJ5-29 Selfishness tips the beam . . . towards the side

of e-,

^'^ef*59f-23 Seat,. The signet of c" revealed by Truth.

*""s^^*7- 5*™he more closely e- eimulatea truth

**°
1^90-23 sm and c- which possess us at the instant of

ph 183-11 Scriptures inform us that sin, or e-,

sowetb ttee wisMi

/ 210-24 E- soweth the wmd

***f^M "From that standpomt of e; they could not

6tat«
of^^^ ^^ ^^^^^ of e- is the mortal dream of life

*
9* 59*2- 7 idolatry ; the subjective states of e- ;

*
/ 214-13 still the e-, not the truth of behig.

*
^^"^^28 before it was grasped by the stronger c.

*"p^ m^2i Submission to e- superinduces loss of power.

^^%r *'5-23 Such an c would impede true religion.

suffering is an . . , ,

a 23- 9 suffering is an e* of sinful sense

suffer seversiy from
/ 238-21 because we suffer severely from e'.

^^^^r 49i-22 understanding will supplant e- with Truth,

suppose ^ . , ,

/ 250- 2 and suppose e- to be mind,

supposed reality of ,.» » .

gl 596-25 and the supposed reahty of e .

™^
&"^7-^ £• supposesman to be bothmental and material.

suppositional .^. ,

/ 208- 1 obtained from suppositional e ,

r 472- 4 casts out suppositional e' and heals

Bupiwsition of ... . „ *v„,„
g 503-11 No supposition of $ enters there.

™
/^5^24 If you venture upon the quiet surface of c"

^^°'?^ll-21 Sympathy with e- should disappear.

264-25 and are in sympathy with e".

error

*^^'S^ Adam, the synonym for c. stands for a

so 77-18 accordmg to the tenacity of f.
b 296-21 depends upon the tenacity of C".

^'™r580-16 the oppoSer of Truth, termed e* ;

an 103-19 hypnotism is the specific term for e*,

*^*'r'48W4"'forbidden fruit ... is the testunony of e',

*
b 3''0-22 according to that e* man is mortal

g 646- 6 that e" must exist in the

b 320-16 [or, in their e- they are] ....
p 405-31 causes mortals to retreat from their e ,

*
^/^J^Sl e- theorizes that spuit is bom of matter

42-20 This e- Jesus met with divme Science

sp 73-29 This e- Science will destroy.

7 237-27 and expect this e.- to do more for them than

b 277-27 This e" in the premise leads to errors m
280-16 Through ttiis e', human beUef comes to have

290-12 Hence Truth comes to destroy this e-

295-11 to escape from the mortality of this e-.

307-14 This e- has proved itself to be error.

p 400- 6 Tliis e- conquered, we can despou
T 470- 7 This e- assumed the loss of

486-21 So long as this e" of beUef remains,

490- 2 grand truths of C. S. dispute this e".

o 526-12 Sickness, and death, foUow m.the trahi of this C*

543- 2 This e, . . . yields to Trjth

sp 93-29 and this is the e" embodied hi the beUef

g53I-5 This is thee-,— that mortal man

*'*"6 288-15 lightmngs and thunderbolts of e- may burst

« 453-24 Our Master treated e- through Mhid.

p 425-12 they should be treated aa e*

treatment of . x * » ...

t 463-21 as to the proper treatment of c

"'^"^o'slSe" cahn and clear verdict of Truth agahist e;

truth against ^ , _.

p 405-12 the arbiter of truth against e .

Truth and
(see Truth)

truth and
(see truth)

Truth controls _
s 145-17 in it Truth controls e\

'^^''c'26'6^^8word ... with which Truth decapitates e;

TFuth destroys , _ . „ »,„,„
6 339- 3 Truth destroys e', and Love destroys hate.

350-30 Soul rebukes sense, and Truth destroys e-.

/ 211- 5 say whether Truth or e- is the greater?
b 324-10 whether it be Truth or e-,

™p ^1^30 hi proportion to the truth or c* which

Truth over , .„ ^^
s 111-13 the power of Truth over e ;

p 378-17 represents the power of Trjth over e ,

406-22 the supremacy of Truth over e-,

r 484-25 Science . . . over material sense, and 1 rutn

over e',

truth regarding
1 461-25 The truth regardhig c" is, that

'^^p i2\^? alterative effect produced by Truth upon e*.

*^p ^68- I'^atal effects of trying to meet e" with error.

^;*5e3-17 foamhig, and dashing, it is a type of e".

unconscious . . .,. v _t„„;„..

ph 188- 6 is an unconscious e' m the beginmng,

"°^^*92-21 Uncover e-, and it turns the Ue upon you.

"°^m"\* Truth should not seem so . . . unnatural as e;

"°'9'542- 8 Truth, through her eternal laws, unveils e:

"**
a' 47-32 Jesus realized the utter e- of a belief In any

^*'*2'^'l' Truth and Life must seal the victory over e-

^^^485-10 ephemeral views of e" ought to be obUterated

j *'ap'559-8 esercised upon visible e- and audible sin.
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error
voluntary

r 4£l- 8 made up of involuntary and voluntary e\
warfare against

ap 568-32 in our warfare against e\
wars with

s 144-24 even as Truth wars with e\
waves of

I 455- 9 in order to wallc over the waves of e'

way of
g 536-10 The way of e' is awful to contemplate.

way to extract
/ 201-17 The way to extract c from mortal mind

we find
c 260-32 If v/e look to the body ... for Truth, we find e: ;

we treat
o 346-19 We treat c through the understanding of Truth,

whfit is
r 472-13 Question.— Wh&t 13 e- J

which impedes
pr 2-21 an c which impedes spiritual growth.

which prevents
D 409-14 the f which prevents mortals from knowing

wtlrul
p 369-30 No man is physically healed in wilful e'

will cease
r 476- 7 E- win cease to claim that soul is in body,

will never save
o 24- 2 Finoneas in e* will never save from sin,

will not expel
T 482-27 £• will not expel e:

world of
pr 13-30 world of e' is ignorant of the world of Truth,

would establish
ap 568- 2 ever since e" would establish material belief,

would simulate
b 281-25 out of which e* would simulate creation

wrestled with
gl 583- 7 who, having wrestled with c, sin, and

wrestling with
b 308-16 Jacob was atone, wrestling with e\

Tlclds
b 329-31 till e- yields to Truth.

pr

sp

7- I The only civil' sentence which he had for e'

11-17 Truth bestows no pardon upon c,
19- 5 cannot reconcile Truth to e",

30-25 between the 'offspring . . . of Truth and of C.
36- 7 would be for Truth to pardon e'.

52-12 foresight of the reception e* would give him.
72-19 E' is not a convenient sieve
71-11 the e- which has held the belief dissolves
77— 6 E' brings its own self-destruction
79- 3 Warning people against death is an e' that
92-29 The mistake of thmking that e* can be real,
92-31 leads to beUef in the superiority of e\
96- 6 Before e' is wholly destroyed, there wUl be
97-22 they bring e' from under coverl
97-24 the louder will e* scream,

3 123- 6 the e' relating to soul and body,
126- 2 E- -will be no longer used in stating truih.
145-25 Other msthods . . . oppose error with <r,

154- 1 Neither . . . should ever tempt us to cherish e'

ph 183-15 nor devised a law to perpetuate e\
188-23 E- rehearses e\
191-30 Truth never mingles with C

/ 201-14 Let us disrobe C
204-31 The e", which says that Soul is In body,
231-13 If . . . truth results in e\ then
239-12 success in e' is defeat in Truth.
245- 1 The c of thinking that we are growing old,
251-13 Sicloiess, as well as sin, is an e'

b 269-10 The first is e' ; the latter is truth.
281- 7 E- presupposes man to be both mind and
282-26 E' IS the so-caUed intelligence of mortal mind.
286-29 e" must also say, "I am true."
286-30 e-, the Ije, destroys itself.

287- 9 We call the absence of Truth, e:
287-18 nor is e- the .offshoot of Mind.
287-25 The supposition that . . . Is an e',

288- 2 e'. Truth's untikencss. is unreal.
291-31 As for spiritual e- there is none.
294-11 This mortal belief, misnamed man, is e ,

299-26 Corporeal sense, or e', may seem to hide Truth,
307- 5 that is, I will make e' as
307-14 This error has proved itself to be e\
318-14 We must cause the e* to cease
318-20 as the c . . . yields to the reality of
322-32 than to rid one's self of e\
329-29 e- Into which mortal mind is plunged,
338- 8 the e' which must be destroyed by Truth.
338-22 it stands for obstruction, e-,

343-14 Jesus strips all disguise from C,
347-17 Is it e' .which is restoring an
347-31 These critics wiU then see that c" la
351-17 while e* seems as potent and r^al

error
O 353-22

p 367-30
367-32
368-16
369-32
391-13
392-5
394-12
398-5
401-H
402-22
406-19
408- 1

408-4
418-6

t 447-13
450-13
452-12
454-13
454-15
458- 9
461-24
463-22

r 467-20
469-17
472-16
472-17
472-18
472-20
473- 5
474-25
476- 6
483-14
485- 1

486-13
496- 1

^523-5
5:?^ 5
523-11
624-22
528-15
528-22
632-27
533-24
637-16
642-6
642-9
545-15
645-31
&4S-3
551-29
555- 8
655-11
655-14

ap 5G8- 8

gl 579-15
682-7
682-25
583-27
684-17
585-15
685-25
686-11
588- 1

891-26
693-6
693- 7

693-13
696-6
595-19
695-24
598-17

Error's
p 438-24

error's
sp 79-10
S154- 1

/ 254-26
6 307-31
O 346-20
357-12

i7 543- 7

ap 659- 5

564-3

Inc*,

When we learn that e' is not real,
e' should be known as nothing.
€', Truth's opposite, has no might.
more faith in the truth of being than .

It is e* even to murmur
It is e" to suffer for aught but your own sins.
taken into account and the e' be rebuked.
enthrones matter through e\
spirit [e] cried, and rent him— Mark 9; 26.
truth of being must transform the e-

The e', mesmerism— or hypnotism.
Resist evil— e' of every sort— and it will
Every sort of sickness is e*,
nor discovered to be e"

in contradistinction to the «• that Ufe,
false charity does not forever conceal c ;

They do not incline longingly to «•,
When e' confronts you, withhold not the rebuke
truth which Strips all disguise from e'.

points out to his student c as well aa truth,
Another plank in the platform is this, that e'
Both sin and sickness are e",

whether e' is manifested in forms of
belief that the greater can be in the lesser is an e*

evil— is not Mind, is not Truth, but e*.

E' is neither Mind nor one of Mind's faculties.
E- is the contradiction of Truth.
.B" is a belief without understanding.
If e' were true, its truth would be e'.
Truth, God, is not the father <rf e:
must e' stUl.be immortal?
E-, urged to its final limits, is
affixed . . . the name "c" to corporeal sense.
If e' is necessary to define or to reveal
Death is not the result of Truth but of e\
soon ascertain that e" cannot destroy error.
and finally declares that God knows e*

and that e' can itnprove His creation;
In e' everything comes from beneath,
How could ... c be the enunciator of Truth?
Here falsity, e', credits Truth, God, with
and declanng what great things e' has done..
« began and will end the dream of matter.
but e' has its suppositional day
E' tUls its own barren soil
€• cannot forever be concealed.
sets upon e' the mark of the beast.
E- tills the whole ground
"As in Adam [e'J all die,— 7 Cor. 15: 22.
C. S. separates e* from truth,
e' declares that the materiel seed must
not comprehend what you say about e'."
E' would have itseh" received as mind,
c" is neither mind nor the outcome of Mind.
fatal effects of trying to meet error with e\
AOA.M. E' ; & falsity ;

€• masquerading as the possessor of life,

the 6' which would make man mortal
«•, working out the designs of error ;

Devii,. JE-vll ; a he ; e' ;

definition of
e- ; the behef that the human race
Ignorance : «• ; desire ; caution.
Mortal behef ; «• ; lust ; remorse ; hatred ;

*• creating other errors ;

PuBSE. Laying up treasures In matter ; e'.

Red Draoon. £• ; fear ; infiammatioa ;

sensuahty ; delusion ; mortaUty ; e\
Tabes. MortaUty; e' ; sin; sickness;
beUefs, opinions, knowledge ; matter ; e' ;

Impure tnoughts ; e" ; sin ; dirt.

£' ; fornication ;- temptation ; passioa.

and smuggles E' goods into market

dig up every seed of e' sowing.
we should not be e' advocate.
What is there to strip off e' disguise?
Above e' awful din, blackness, and chaoSt
because Tnith is e' antidote.
and c" destruction ensured ;

more beautifully apparent at c" demise.
the source of all e" visible forms
e" own nature and methods.

errors
all Its

ph 177- 3 It must relinquish all its e\
all sorts of

c 257-22 Fipite mind manifests all sorts of «',

both are
p 379- 3 both are e-, announced as partners

casting out the
, , ...

a 138-13 casting out the e* of mortal mind.
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errors
correct tl«

r 494-20 ecrvc3 to correct the <•• of corporeal sense ;

destroy tbc
, , . _, ,

/ 216-13 begina at once to destroy the c of mortal sense

destroy those .

, , ,

a 53-27 He knew . . . and could destroy those e' ;

fevers are
p 379-25 Fevers are c of various types.

fondament2l •
.

• „
g 545-13 Such fundamental e- send falsity mto all

history of the . ^
an 101- 5 in the history of the e- of the human mmd,

fauman
g 533-10 Here there is an attempt to trace all human e'

Ignorant of the
p 408-32 ignorant of the e- it includes

Illusive
o 343-19 Illusive e'— which he could and did destroy.

leads to ...
6 277-27 This error in the premise leads to e- m

mortal . , ^ ^
a 53-26 mortal e" which constitute the material body,

multitudinous
a 43-30 and the multitudinous e- growing from

of all sorts
p 419- 3 £• of all sorts tend in this direction.

of belief

sp 96-23 until all e' of belief yield to
t 450-25 knows that they are e* of belief,

offending , , _ ,.

p 392-31 Exclude from mortal mind the oflfendmg e* ;

of sense
/ 240-27 In trying to undo the e- of sense
273-14 tiU the e- of sense are eliminated.

p 406-11 The Science of being unveils the e' of sense,
old

t 450-32 finally the shadow of old c was no longer cast

other
gl 591-27 mythology ; error creating other e" ;

such
5 152-11 Such e" beset every material theory,

these
s 121-23 and corrects these c by the simple rule that

/ 232-21 nor did he illustrate these e' by his practice.
290-25 but endure until the death of these e-.

32S- 8 These e' are not thus really destroyed,
356-21 as He is of experiencing these c.

p 404- 5 meet and destroy these e' with the truth
405- 9 Choke these e" in their early stages,

triad of
s 122- 5 facts of Life, . . . defeat this triad of e",

o 356-22 subject to this triad of e\

a 30-26

/ 207-25.
C 267-24
6 294-17
t 451- 1

(// 594-24

errs
sp 99-16
f 250- 9
t 456-12

erudite
a 24-20

erudition
sp 88-27

escape
pr 6- 1

fl 36- 7

41-12
4&-13
83-8
99-4
99- 5

an 103- 7

5 128-21
151-16

/ 227-22
c 258-10
6 295-10
316- 3
327-12

p 432-26

ap 571-12

escaped

sp

If we have triumphed sufiBciently over the c
They are the e\ which presuppose
by reversal, e' serve as waymarks to the
even the e" that are destroyed by Truth
the £ v/hich Truth must and will annihOate
the opposites of God ; e' ; hallucinations.

the human sense of things c"

which never «, and is ever conscious ;

greatly e\ ignorantly or intentionally,

Does €' theology regard the crucifixion

It is due to inspiration rather than to e\

We cannot c the penalty due for sin.

£• from punishment is not in accordance with
cannot forever break the Golden Rule and c the
or even wish, to e' the exalting ordeal
to e' the error of these latter days.
divine Principle by which mortals can e'

to e' from sin, is what the Bible demands.
by which man can «• from sin
its « into the surrounding atmosphere.
from which multitudes would gladly e\£ from the bondage of sickness, sin, and
which must e" from its environments
in order to e- from the mortality
mortals may learn how to e' from evil.

way to e- the misery of sin is to cease sinning.
endeavoring to assist the prisoner to c
E' from evil, and designate those as unfaithful

an 105-22 Whoever uses his powers like an e' felon

escapes
S 128-13

/ 203-23
e' . . . from itself, and requires less repose,
then mortals believe that . . . Soul, e- from

eschew
sp 99-20

eschewed
s 137-13

eschews
s 112-13

127-30

ESTABLISH

eome others who c their false beliefs.

Jesus completely c the narrow opinion

divine Science which e' man-made systems,
C. S. e' what is called natural science,

escutcheon
p 437- 6 It blofs the fair e* of omnipotence.

esoteric
an 101-32 proportional to one's faith in e- magic-

Esoteric Magic
p 441-22 Hypnotism, Oriental Witchcraft, and E' M'

especially
s 117-21
127-15

ph 170-31
&340- 5
348-24
351-20

p 362- 8
363-11
414-4
418-23

« 444-32
451-25

(7 554-31

miraclea (marvels) wrought by Jesus and e'
term C. S. relates c to
aU ills have gone forth, e' despair.
conveys the C. S. thought, e- when the
e' wHen by so doing our own condition
e' if we consider Satan as a
e- under the stem rules of rabbinical law,
those aroimd him ... e' his host,
treatment of insanity Li e" interesting.
e" by the spirit of Truth and Love
the Science of healing, c its etlhcs,
« any subtle degree of evil.
c those of the human form.

Esquimaux
sp 82-29 do we look for help to the E-
ph 174- 1 £• restore health by incantations

essay
S 111-20
111-21
163-21

essays
pref lx-12

Esse
sp 93-19

essence
nature and

5 107-12
6 270- 6
«460- 7

of divinity
g 537- 9

of Love
6 333-25

for the best c on Natural Science,
an e' calculated to offset the tendency
Dr. Chapman, ... In a published e- said :

Certain e* written at that early date

the real nature of the divine E',

Inspired with a diviner nature and e* ;

in Its very nature and e' ;

the nature and c of all being,

was never the e- of divinity

In the divine nature, the e* of Love.
of this Science

6 271-23 Sermon on the Mount Is the e' of this Sclencei
real

6 292-32 mortal man is not the real €• of manhood,
resembles its

sp 97- 6 resembles its e*, mortal mind,
same in

6 331-29 same in e\ though multiform in oflBce :

spiritual
a 25- 3 The spiritual c" of blood Is sacrifice.

true
6 293-18 counterfeits the true c of spirituaUty or

r 465-13 the nature, c", and wholeness of Deity.
essential

a 27-29 the e' religion he came to establish
so 98-30 they are not deprived of their e' vitality.
's 117-10 God's e- language is spoken of
6 285-32 It is e- to understand, instead of believe,
331-32 the threefold, e' nature of the infinite.

o 341-12 Proof is c to a due estimate of this subject.
347-18 restoring an e" element of Christianity,
349-10 Two €• points of C. S. are,

p 374- 1 mortal mind has decided upon as f for health.
t 460- 8 the divine Mind and Love's e" qualities.
g 553-13 e- to their maintenance and reproduction,

establish
a 27-29 the essential religion he came to e*

s 108- 9 e- the truism that the only sufferer Is

112-25 affords no foundation upon which to e" a
ph 189- 9 the power of C. S. to c harmony

196-18 no relation to God wherewith to e-

f 203- 8 this understanding would e' health.
6 270-20 e- the definition of omnipotence,
280-20 But behold the zeal of belief to e-

335- 5 would . . . «• a basis for pantheism.
356- 7 Discord can never e' the facts of harmony.

p 373-22 E' the scientific sense of health,
414-11 truth and love will «• a healthy state,
428-13 Thus we may e' in truth the temple, or body,

t 464- 7 to e- the stately operations of C. S.,
r 486-11 The belief that he dies will not e- his

ap £68- 3 ever since error would e' material belief.
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established
VTCf xii- 4 •which had been C" In the United states.

xii- 8 TOstcr of the first e' Church of Christ, Scieatlat^

pr 3-6 The rule is already e', and it in our task
a 20-10 but he e" no ritualistic worehip.

24- 5 (e" by hierarchies, and instigated
5 131-30 e- his claim to the Messiahship.
13S- I Jesus e' hia church and maintained
138-17 Jesus e' in the Christian era the
162-24 healthy organizations have been e'

C 255-» * Thy throne is e- of old :.— Psal. 93 ; 2.

o 348-11 Jesus e- this foundational fact,

p 384-28 In Science this is an e- fact

r 467-13 true brotherhood of man will be e\
47^-26 Jesus e- what he said by demonstration,

establislies
a 23-19 and e* the claims of God.
m 63-12 civil law e' very imfair differences

b 279- 6 The doom of matter e- the conclusion
r 491-15 e- man forever In the divine Lilisness,

establishing ^, .

s 135- 8 e- the Science of God's unchangeable law.

6 274-24 c it by demonstration.

establishment
's 110-il the «• of the kingdom of heaven on earth.

150- 9 for its e* as a permanent dispensation

estate
c 258-30 Impossible'. . . to fall from his high e'.

g 514-21 the millennial e" pictured by Isaiaa :

548- 7 man has never lost his spiritual e-

esteemed
a 49-32 e' Jesus as "stricken, smitten— Isa. 53 : 4.'

s 129-31 small e- of the pleasures of the table.

c 262-2! win then drop the falsa «• of Ufe and
o 341-12 Proof is essential to a due e- of this subject,
360- S all is won, by a right e' of what is real."

ap 560-16 or entertain a false e' of anyone whom
estimates

an 1C5-14 and human law rightly e* crime,
b 311-14 false e' of soul as dwelling in sense

estimation
a 47-24 in order to raise himself in popular e\

b 330-32 witk all the e- that word includes.

eternal
and harmonioGS

b 320-18 man's c* and harmonious existence as image,
and leaJ . , ^ ,

b 3CO-13 temporal and unreal never touch the e' and real.

r 494-27 The other is the e- and real evidence,
as God _ .

g 554- 3 universe, inclusive of man, is as e* as God,
as the M*nd

g 513-18 as c* as the Mind conceiving them ;

/ 232- 8 the claims of harmonious and s' being
C 521- 3 conscious spiritual harmony and ,e' being.

belt^ Is
3 122-2? Life goes on unchanged and being is e\

p 407-23 In Science, all being is e', spiritual,

ap 577-10 no Impediment to c bhss,
builder

p 428-19 the e- builder, the everlasting Father,
csuscs

6 278-20 it would follow that there are two e- courses,
chain

ETERNAL

eternal
Eloklm

g 515-16 The e' Elohim includca tho
entity

b SOI-lS constitutes the only real and e' entity.-
ever present aad

6 303-29 Life and the universe, ever present, and c\
eststeDce

jn 65- 6 spiritual and e* existence may be discerned.
6 319-13 the infiziita cycleg of e' existence,

p 387-20 adhering to the realities of e- existence,
fact

p 544-10 Matter cannot change the e* fact
fscts
6 293-16 Life, perpetuating the c facts

Fatlier-Motlier
6 335-26 nothing unlike the e- Father-Mother, God.

G<i>d

p 415- 4 Mind In every case is thec God,

,B
h 172-12 divine Science reveals the e* chain

c&ildren
g 529-11 His c- children, belonging to

Christ
a 38-23 Thee* Christ never suffered.
6 334-14 the e' Chiist and the corporeal Jesus

coexistent aBd
C"5l6-22 Man ... as coexistent and e' with God
520-10 Principle and . . . are coexistent and €\

gl 581-11 God and man coexistent and e- ;

eonsclonsness
c 263-30 a scientific er consciousness of creation.

copartnership
o 356-17 neither a present nor an c copartnership

dawn
sp 95-26 the light which heralds Christ's c" dawn

demand
gl 59.5-11 the C" demand of divine Science.

demands
ph 184-13 the only le^tlmate and e- demands

distinct and
sp 70-13 maintains all Identities, ... as distinct and e*.

'Eg»
b 314- 6 Thus he found the e* Ego,

/ 213-14 attraction towards inflnite and e- good
340-19 have no other spirit or mind but God, e' good,

ap 561- 2 which works out the ends of e" good
good arad

b 269-20 this advantage . . . they are good and e'.

Eiiariiisnioiis sud
sp 83-14 Ideas are spiritual, harmonious, and e''.

an 102- 2 all that is real, harmonious, and e',

s 114-29 man, is spiritual, harmom"ous, and e:
151-28 is found hai-monious and e'.

ph 184-17 man is harmonious and e".

/ 209-24 the imiverse will be found harmonious and e',

232-" 8 the claims of harmonious and e' being
b 336-26 are inseparable, harmonious, and e'

T ilZ- 8 that which is harmonious and e'.

473-25 AH reality is . . . harmonious and e\
harmony

(see ha^QsoBy)
history

r 471- S unchanged In lis e* history.
honors

a 39- 4 He won e' honors.
IndestmctSble.aiid

a 51-14 his spiritual life, indestructible and. «•,

p 402-13 Maa is indestructible and e'.

r 477-17 imniortal idea of being, indestructible and c
IndivldE&litT

sp 91-19 man's spiritual and e' Individuality,
o 2S2- 9 self-existent and c individuality or Mind

,-

Inteipretatio!!
t 461-14 the e' Interpretation of God and man.

In the i2ea¥£SE3
1 454.- 9 "«• in the heavens."— IT Cor. 6:1.

law
p 385-n Let us remember that the c law of right,

a 542- 7 Truth, thiough her e* laws, xmveila error.

Life
(see lASs)

Ufe
(see life)

Life Is

/ 246-27 Life Is e: We should find this out,
lilcesiess

/ 246- 5 are the e* likeness of their Maker.
p 395- 5 immortality and e' likeness to God.

Love
a 19- 1 derived from the e- Love

a 29-32 Spirit is harmonious and man e\

ph 191- 6 this e' man wiU include in that likeness
b 311-31 the spiritual, e' man is not touched by

mandate
g 620-26 growth Is the e' mandate of Mind.

manSfestatloDS
b 275-16 the e* manifestations of the infinite divine

man is

g 538-30 the sinless, real man Is e:
means

t 444-10 right use of temporary and c means.
Mind

(see Mind)
nature

b 333- 9 Christ exprssses God's spiritual, «• nature.
noon

/ 246-12 Manhood Is its e' noon,
not

b 279- 9 and is therefore not e:
ap 569-25 Scriptujes declare that evil is temporal, not e:

order
6 334-18 exist hi the e- order of divine Science,

perfect and
m 69-16 and of man . . . perfect and e:.

/ 205-13 and made aU perfect and e-.

c 260- 8 the ideal of all that is periect and e*.
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eternal
perfect and ^ , „

b 280- 3 not products of tho . . . perfect, and e' All.

Goers thoughts are perfect and e\
not the likeness of God, the perfect and e\
all that He creates are perfect and e",

that which is perfect arid e" ;

The true sense of being and its e" perfection

If . . . he -wrould have no c Principle
man's e- Principle is ever-present Life.

faith in the divine Life and in the e- Principle
MoTHEB. God ; divine and e" Principle ;

man Is the likeness of God, pure and e".

It is the primal and c quality of

All the real is c".

while all that ia real Is c.

they are nor tLe e" realities of Mind.

significant of e' reality or being.

286-21
292-12

r 471- 4
gl 583-22

perfection
g 550-13

Principle
6 299-32
312-20

gl 57^11
692-16

pore and
r 467-15

quality
r469-9

real and
(see real)

real is

o 353-16
r 474-29

realities
sp 78- 5

reality
g 538-14

reflection , ^ . . ^ .

b 296- 3 man is the spiritual, e* reflection of God.
resplendent and . .

/ 247-29 shining resplendent and e* over age and decay.

$p 78-32 the invisible good dwelling in f Science.

s 150- 5 demonstrated as an immanent, e' Science,

c 258-29 under the government of God in c Science,

scientific nor
b 297-18 it is neither scientific nor e\

self-exlstent and
b 278-19 seU-creative, self-existent, and €\
282- 9 eelf-existent and e' individuality or Mind ;

g 555-18 God, the self-existent and e-.

sinless and
& 304-15 The perfect man ... is sinless and c*.

spiritual and , j.m 65- 6 spiritual and «• existence may be discerned,
man's spiritual and e" individuality,
immortal man, spiritual and 6% is found to be
mental picture is spiritual and e".

but counterfeits of the spiritual and e'.

the real man is spiritual and e\

Things spiritual and e" are substantial.
Immortal man is . . . always spiritual and e'.

the opposite of the real or tne spiritual and e'.

in support of spiritual and e' truths,
heed to C. S., which is spiritual and c.

sp 91-19

ph ieo-19
c 264—7
b 286-26
302-4
335-14
336-18
337-28
356- 1

p 410- 2

substance
6 299-25
301-11

temporal or
o 360-17

things
6 337-24

«• substance, which cannot destroy the
and reflects the e' substance, or Spirit,

This ideal is either temporal or e\

£ things (verities) are God's thoughts

contradicts this c" truth.

Truth
(see Truth)

truth
6 303-14 statement

ahchangeable and
s 120- 4 Spirit, is God, unchangeable and c ;

unfallen and
r 476-32 man In God's Image Is unfallen and e',

unfoldins
6 335-23

verities
s 110-4
r 476-13

verity
/ 252-12
6 296-2
r 468-7
480-28

5 802-25
wonder

p 603-15

pr 13-29
m 68-31
s 115-16

140-25
145-23

ph 173-20

/ 247-10
C 267- 2

267- 8
b 275-5
278-32

we gain the e- unfolding of Life

These e" verities reveal primeval existence
the only and e' verities of man.

the c verity, man created by
whereas Science unfolds the «• verity,
sin is not the e' verity of being.
This is the e" verity of divine Science.
«• verity and unity of God and man.

Hence the e* wonder.

Ignorant ... of man's e' Incorporeal existence,
the unbroken links of e\ harmonious being
spiritual idea, individual, perfect, e'.

C. S. God is universal, e', divine Love,
Ignorance of the laws of e' and unerring Mind-
Man is spiritual, individual, and e*

Beauty, as well as truth, is e" ;

the spiritual Idea, ... is e\
God is Father, e\ self-created. Infinite.
This shows that matter ... Is not C".

Spirit is substantial and e\

eternal
6 279-12 and they have the advantage of being e\
287- 5 All creations of Spirit are c" ;

290- 1 Because Life is God, Life must be e',

334- 1 not that the human Jesus was or is e',
335-18 Spirit is e\ divine.
335-28 immutable, immoital, divine, e'.

335-29 Nothing unspiritual can be real, ... or C.
336- 5 never . . . the e- into the temporal,
336-30 God and man coe-^dst and are e\
468-17 Answer.— Substance is that which is e*

475-18 the reflection of God, . . . and therefore is e* ;

486-24 spiritual senses of man, are e'.

gl 580-22 false supposition that Life is not e',
587- 6 all-acting, all-wise, all-loving, and e* ;
590- 2 the realm of unerring, e', and

eternality
s 123-28 indicates the e* of the scientific order

eteriially
s 118-11 «• glorified in man's spiritual freedom.

143-29 If Mind was . . . and must be first e',

f 240-17 revolutions of the universe of Mind go on e',
h 302- 9 when God is all and e- his.
r 495-19 hfe harmonious— as Life e' is

eternity
ail

g 519- 2 from all e" knoweth His own ideas.
bciisf of tii6

6 278-23 The belief of the e- of matter
foretaste of

gl 598-24 spiritual understanding ... a foretaste of C.
glory of

g 502-17 lUuminating time with the glory of e*.

heaven and
g 503-10 spiritual harmony,— heaven and €'.

no part of
r 458-29 and time is no part of e'.

seal Gf
a 44- 8 His three days' work ... set the seal ofc on time.

statement of the
6 334-29 statement of the e' of the Christ,

time and
6 2S5- 6 the great fact of being for time and e'.

type of
gl .tS5- 5 a tjTJe of c and Immortality,

wlJl reveal
g 520-13 and they wiU reveal c, newness at Life,

work of
pr 3-15 to understand God is the work of e'.

353-15 Time has not yet reached e',

r 468-28 B-, . . . expresses the thought of Life,
469- 1 e- is forever infinite.

g 517-22 Even e' can never reveal the whole of God,
gl 599- 1 iS' is God's measurement of

ether
s 159- 2 a needed surgical operation without the e'.

159- 4 protested against inhaling the e'

159- 9 occasioned, not by the e\ but by fear
159-19 would have performed the operation without e'.

ethereal
f 249-30 makes its mundane flights quite e*.

h 293- 9 the more e" is called mind.

ethereallzed
6 298-25 Angels are not e" human beings,
gl 598-15 was indeed air, an e" form of matter,

etherization
p 415-27 £• will apparently cause the body to

etherized
s 158-32 A woman in the city of Lynn, . . . was e"

ethical
s 145-18 From this fact arise its c as well as its

145-19 its e" and physical effects are

ph 185-24 the reverse of e' and pathological Truth-power.
p 429-30 not understood generally by our e" instructors.

ethics
so 99- 2 e', and superstition afford no demonstrable
o 348-30 €' and temperance have received an impulse,
/ 444-32 the Science of healing, especially its e",
464-29 a scientific system of e'-

Eucharist
a 20-11 pattake of the E\ support the clergy,

32- 9 But the E' does not commemorate a
35-25 Our £ is spiritual communion with

Euclid
6 329-18 who attempts to solve a problem of E;

Euphrates
gl 585-16 definition of
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Europe
a
sp

21-15
74-25
80-16

6 320-6
evade

/ 230-24

evangel
6 308-24

ap 559-20

If my friends are going to E-,
that we are in E' when we are in
In dreams we fly to E' and meet a
distinguished theologians in E' and America

These merely c the question.

Then said the spiritual e" :

Mortals, obey the heavenly e'.

Evangelist's
/ 231-31 planted on the E' statement that

evangelized
/ 254-19 But the human self must be e\

evaporates
p 375- 3 as painlessly as gas . . . when it e'

q 557-16 When the mist of mortal mind c,
evasion

t 448-10 E- of Truth cripples integrity.

Eve (see also Ere's)

92-12 serpent . . . speaking to Adam and E'.
which came from Adam to form E'.
And Adam knew E- his wife ;—.Gct*. 4; 1.

Adam was created before E'.
E' was formed from Adam's rib,
definition of

m

sp

sp
533-23
638-23
653-17
553-19

Ot 585-23

even
pref vill- 6

pr 4-14
9-19
10-2
13-14

a 19- 6
20- 1

20-18
22- 7

24-32
28-3
28-18
30-18
37-28
38-4
43- 1

45-24
46-16
47- 1

48-13
49-5
50-21
54-32
'57-22

62-24
65-23
67- 9
67-22
77-22
78-12
80-22
82-18
87-3
88-6
95-20
96-12
97-18
98-24

S 111-15
113-11
116-16
126- 6
131-21
133-15
136-25
137- 4
139-10
141-8
144-4
144-24
148-14
146-21
147-11
150-29
151-13
152-9
155-6
161-28

ph, 171- 5
177-28
177-28
179-15
180-19
185-18
i87-3
191-12

c as the science of music
blessings which, e' if not acknowledged In
e' the surrender of all merely material
e- though with bleeding footsteps,
E' if prayer is sincere,
E' Christ cannot reconcile Truth to error,
there is one Life,— c" God, good
e' the nature of God ;

causes them, e' as drowning men.
After the resurrection, e- . . . Thomas
E' many of his students stood in his way.
E' his righteousness and purity
which blesses e- those that curse it.

e" as your Father which is in— Molt. 5: 48.

e' more pernicious than the old doctrine of
e' as they did understand it

E- his disciples at first called him a spirit,
or, in other words, rose e' higher
e' to the spiritual interpretation and
or e' wish, to escape the exalting ordeal
"E- the devils are subject— Luke 10; 17.

E' what they did say,
— that Jesus' teachings

Would they not deny him e* the
e" though it meet no return.
e' as it clothes the lily ;

fermentation e' of fluids Is not pleasant.
but e' the dauntless seaman
commanded c the winds and waves
E' if communications from spirits to
e- were communication possible
E' planchette— the French toy
e' if our departed friends were near us
c when they are lost to the memory of
The mind may e' be cognizant of a
c" human invention must have its day.
This material world is c" now becoming
It ceases to be e* an illusion,
E- now multitudes consider that which they call
e* as the explanation of optics rejects
E' if reversed, these propositions will
e- to the extinction of all belief in matter,
c as man sees his reflection in a glass.
€• SO, Father, for so It seemed— Luke 10; 21.
E' In captivity among foreign nations,
But e" Herod doubted if Jesus
not spiritually discerned, c by them,
e" when the end has been brightness
to set aside e" the most cherished beliefs
«• if these so-called powers are real.
e" as Truth wars with error,
e* the might of Mind
e' when its elevating effects
e' though centuries had passed away
e' the doctrine of the superiority of matter
E' this one reform In medicine
e" when not fully understood.
E' when you take away the individual confidence
e' If It were not already determined
C" the way through Christ, Truth,
e' though physician and patient are
E' so, and as directly as If

You can e' educate a healthy horse bo far
c" before they go to work to eradicate
*• as the necromancers of Egypt
mortals do not comprehend e- mortal existence,
e* to the birth of a new-old idea.

even
ph 193- 6

197-32
198-24

f 213-23
215-29
216-32
217-11
220-8
227- 4
233-12
234-2
244-29
252- 7

C255-*
259-20
261-28
262-25
263- 2

265-25
266-10
267-27

b 276-20
277-22
278- 7
282-21
284-24
291-30
292-21
29t-17
301- 1

302-20
302-31
309-23
311-23
313- 7
313-20
313-28
318- «
320-18
320-30
323-23
324-25
334-19
336-10
338-22
341- 6
342-31
348-4
349-29
357-15
359-11
361-17

p 364-12
368-12
369-52
375-27
378-2
397-29
393-27
400-24
400-31
404-31
407-15
414-22
416-17
416-23
419-3
427- 3

429-23
440-13

/ 446-22
454- 6
457-26
464-9

f 470- 1

471-9
478- 4
478-12
485-23
486- 7
491-29
492-8
494-21
486-22
497-22

g 502-14
603-20
509-18
817-22
620- 1

641-12
641-25
642- 9
644-17
645-31

He f showed me the probs,
will harm his patients e' mora than
e' though the doctor says nothing
6' more strikingly true of Beethoven,
E' the faith of rus philosophy spumed
and have but one Mind, «• God;
e' of catalepsy and hysteria ;

Instinct is better . . . as e* nature declares.
e' as oppressive laws are disputed
not e" "the Son but the Father -"— Mark 13 ; 32.
e* as ritualism and creed hamper
E- Shakespeare's poetry pictures age as
When false human beUefs learh e' a little
c" we ourselves groan— Rom. 8; 23.
«• as your Father which is in— Matt. 5; 48.
c* as the bird which has burst from the egg
e" as light emits light without effort ;

and e' privileged originators
e' before we discover what belongs to wisdom
c" if you cUng to a sense of personal joys,
E' In this world, therefore,
e" as our Father in heaven is perfect,
contradict e' the order of material so-called
c as in Truth there is no error,
E- though they seem to touch,
E' the more subtUe and misnamed
e' the judgment by which mortal man
E- because ye cannot hear my— John 8: 43.
e' the errors that are destroyed by
e' as the human likeness
e' as the Father is perfect,
E- in C. S., reproduction
e" as the gospel teaches.
€' the higher law of Soul,
€' thy God, hath anointed thee— Heb. 1: 9.
€' clearer in the translation of the
only in a limited degree e" by his disciples,
e' while the corporeal senses are sayingc man's eternal and harmonious existence
e' if disease and worms destroyed his body,
and elevates e* mortal mind to the
Asia Minor, Greece, and e- in imperial Rome.
e' before the human Jesus was incarnate
6" the infinite expression of infinite Mind,
«• the supposed separation of
E' the Scriptures, . . . appear contradictory whenc if their treatment resulted in the
e' while treating them as disease ;

all learning, e- that which is wholly material.
or e' to deny that God made
£• though you aver that the
€' so God and man. Father and son.
He e' said that this poor woman
e' the hope of freedom from the
It is error c to murmur
e" when they are supposed to be In hopeless
«• as poetry and music are reproduced
belief that mind is, e" temporarily,
E' a blind faith removes
« as in optics we see painted on the retina
E- our Master felt this.
€' in body, unless it makes him. better mentally,« into spiritual power and good-will to man.
E' 80, harmony is universal,
e" as the body, ... is material.
no longer the parent, e' in appearance.
hate will perpetuate or e' create the
«• the law of the spirit of Truth,
e' according to the calculations of
E' penal law holds homicide, . . . to be
e- unto the end of the world."— Ufatt. 28; 20.
The understanding, «• in a degree.
They e" practise these, intending
could not take her place, c" if willing so to do.
With one Father, e- God,
e" as these so-caUed senses receive no
E' according to the teachings of natural science,
nor were they c visible through the windows?
In which man is perfect, c as the
E' then he must gain spiritual understanding
e' though he does not understand C. S.,
a knowledge of this, e' In smaU degree,
« as the experiences of the sleeping dream
c with the spiritual law which says
e- the allness of Soul, Spirit,
E' thus the crude forms of human thought
c" as He opens the petals of a
C" as nebulee Indicate the Immensity of
E" eternity can never reveal the whole of God,
sweetest rest, e' from a human standpoint,
e' the human concept of Love
Now it repudiates c" the human duty
E' the disposition to excuse guilt
under the control of the one Mind, e' God.
e- 80 In Christ— / Cor. 15; 22.
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even
a 549-27 e" this great, observer mistakes nature,

650-11 ends, «• as it begins, in nameless nothingness?
550-13 should appear now, e- as it will hereafter.

552- 8 e" where the proof requisite to sustain this

554^ 2 e' the cause of all that exists,

550-22 E' so goes on the Adam-belief,

ap 564- 6 to kill . . . e- their fellow-mortala,

564-11 and e" his crucifixion

565-22 purifying e' the gold of human character.

573-14 e' the declaration from heaven,
577- 1 e' as the material sense of personality

gl 588-13 e' as numbers which never blend

588-17 €• the belief that life, substance, and

evening
aud morning .... .

g 510-22 already divided into c and morning ;

and the mornlKg .i, c * /-.^ , . r

p 504- 4 e' and the morning were the first— Gen. 1.5.
'

e' and the morning were the second— Gen. 1 ; 8.

e- and the morning were the third— Gen. 1 .• 13.

e- and the morning were the fourth—Gen. 1 : 19.

e' and the morning were the fifth— Gen. 1 : 23.

C" and the morning were the sixth— Gen. 1 ; 31.

c and the morning were the first— Gen. 1 : 5.

500- 9

508-26
511-15
513-4
518-25

gl58i-Z

gl 586-. 1

evenings
g 504-17

evenly
ph 168-4

event
a 24-31

45-24

events
m 60-12

66-23

sp 84-16
85-18

eventually
a 23-10

an 105-16

/ 244-17
6 303-18
O 357-23

p 370-24
r 492-23

9 524-30

cp 565-16
569-20

ever
pref
pr
a

m
sp

xi-17
5-9
34-10
41-20
52-18
59-25
71-30
72-21
76-9
85-13
91- 2

S 118-10
129-5
148-7
153-32
164- 6

ph 175- 7

193-22
200-10
200-17

/ 201- 1

219-21
245-32
248-4
250- 9
25tf-32

C 260-25
b 277- 1

300-21
302-13
306-28
313-24
314-21
333-27
353- 4
355-22

p 364-2
368-7
374-29
376-14
364-27
387-8

11

definition of

taking place on so many c and mornings.

If the scales are c adjusted,

could not admit such an e' to be possible,
misconstrued that e".

From the logic of e* we learn that
It ia better to await the logic of £•

to foresee and foretell e' which concern the
6' of great moment were foretold by the

e- both sin and suffering will fall at the feet of

When our laws e" take cognizance of

hypothesis that he returns e" to his

wlQ «• destroy this illusion

false claims, which will e- disappear,
a drug may e' lose its supposed power
must e' submit to the Science of Mind,
and e' ejected at the demand of matter?
will e- rule all nations and peoples
must c expiate their sin through suffering.

€• present in human consciousness
So it will $• be, till we learn that
If all who e- partook of the sacrament
No ancient school . . . e* taught or
the best man that e" trod the globe.
before this union and continue e' after,

presupposes Spirit, which is e' infinite,

God, good, being e' present, it follows
belief that life, . . . was e" in a finite form,
told me all things that e- I did :—Johni: 29.

Have you e' pictured this heaven and
this leaven of Truth is e' at work.
Truth is e- truthful.
Neither anatomy nor theology hag C" described
Neither sympathy nor society sboiild $• tempt
e' yet promulgated, is true.
In old times who c heard of dyspepsia,
€' since the injury was- received in boyhood.
Life is, . . . and e' will be independent of
the real man was, is, and e* shall be perfect,
The best sermon e' preached is

"The wish," . . . "is $ father to the thought."
infinite never began nor will it e' end.
One marvels that a friend can c seem less

which never errs, and is e' conscious ;

nor . . . e" the sport of circumstance.
by the thoughts e' recurring to one's self,
but matter is e* non-inteUigent
the realization of God as «• present
this belief is all that will e' be lost.

Life and the universe, c present
Jesus . . . was the most scientific man that c*

presented to her, more than e- before,
and e- will be inseparable from the
senses and Science have e* been antagonistic,
e" offered for acceptance," •

the best man that e' trod this planet.
truth and error have come nearer than e'

Nothing that lives e- dies,
than in all the blood, which e- flowed
neither . . . will e- result from exposure to the
immortal Allnd is e- active.

ever
p 429-22 for if Life c* had any beginning,
t 444- 7 If Christian Scientists e- fail to receive
464-28 Neither dishonesty nor ignorance e' founded,

r 469- 6 If Life c had a beginning,
470- 9 the loss of Love as c present and
470-24 If there c was a moment whea
470-30 If man e' existed without this
471-18 God is infinite, therefore e- present,
478-10 when no such persons were e' seen to go Into
479-16 Does that which we call dead e' see, hear,
485- 6 which e' betrays mortals into sickness, sin, and

g 507-28 Creation is e- appearing,
507-28 and must e' continue to appear
627- 5 but e' beautiful and complete.
531- 9 as if hope were c prophesying thus :

534-28 than there has e' been since tne

ap 568- 1 E- since the foundation of the world,
568- 2 c since error would establish material belief,'
568-27 A louder song, sweeter than has e' before
572-14 can c furnish the vision of the Apocalypse,
573-16 the divine Principle of harmony, is e- with men,
578-18 in the house ... of [love] for e\— Psal. 23 ; 8.

ever-agitated
/ 254-27 the e* but healthful waters of truth,

everlasting
a 23-11 will fall at the feet of e' Love.

33-15 With the great glory of an e- victory
45- 4 subhme success, an e' victory.

sp 81-11 this fact affords no certainty of e' life.

99-27 sin, disease, and death give e' place to
5 121-20 clearfer views of the e- facts,

121-31 the e- government of the universe.

/ 216-18 in submission to e- Life and Truth and Lov9.
244-31 e- grandeur and Immortality of development,

C 255- * Thou art from e-. — Psal. 93 : 2.

256-13 The e- I am is not bounded nor
b 286-27 are the antipodes of e' Truth,
290- 1 the e- 1 am, the Being who was and Is

p 390- 5 should never deny the «• harmony of Soul,
410- 5 defines e' life as a present knowledge of
428-17 the eternal builder, the e" Father,

r 489-12 yields to the reality of e' Life.

g 556-12 life e" is not to be gained by dying.
ap 568-30 Love sends forth her primal and e" strain.

gl 594-20 God ; that only which Is perfect, e\

everlastingly
s 143-30 power e- due Its holy name.

evermore
6 334-27 and, behold, I am alive for e*,— Rev. I ; 18.

ever-operative
s 123-27 they illustrated an e* divine Principle.

ever-presence
s 107- 8 e-, delivering the children of men

ap 567- 2 the e- of ministering Love.

ever-present
pr 16-31 Thjj kingdom is come ; Thou art e'.

a 52- 9 the e' rebuke of his perfection and purity.
sp 84-11 prerogative of the e\ divine Mind,
s 108-23 Truth, and Love are all-powerful and e' ;

130-32 no longer Imagine evil to be e'

ph 180-25 the e" Mind who understands all things,
/ 218-23 divine Love, who is an e' help
c 256-11 rather than the one e' I am.
b 297-24 and Truth, the e-, is becoming; understood.
312-20 man's eternal Principle is e- Life.

p 377- 5 he should rejoice always in e- Love.
r 496- 4 this e- omnipotent Mind is reflected

g 501-13 is consonant with e" Love.
503-14 light of e- Love illumines the universe.
504-14 fiU immensity and are e'.

ap 567- 7 To infinite, e* Love, all is Love,

every
pr

I.

m

sp

6-12 E' supposed pleasure In sin

13- 4 "Ho, e- one that thirsteth,— Tsa. 55: 1.

19-17 E- pang of repentance and suffering,
19-17 e- effort for reform,
19-18 € good thought and deed,
20-28 "Let us lay aside e' weight,— Heb. 12

23-19 Spirit, which rebukes sin of e' kind
28-31 await, in some form, c pioneer of truth.
30-28 loathe sin and rebuke it under «• mask.
37-23 privilege of «' child, man, and woman,
37-30 preach the gospel to «• creature \"—Mark 16 .• IV
43-27

"• ^"" " "~

45- 2
45- 2

46-10
61- 9
61-9
85-3
70- I

77-24

divine must overcome the human at e" i)olnt.'_

but Jesus vanquished e' material obstacle,
overcame e' law of matter,
spoken ... in e" age and clime.

E' valley of sin must be exalted,
and e' mountain of selfishness be brought low.
May Christ. Truth, be present at «• bridal altar
E- day is a mystery.
less with e- advanced stage of existenco.
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every
sp 79-10 and dig up e' seed of error's sowing-.

98-20 for 3 man to understand and tc practise.
an J02-19 e' hour weaving webs more complicated

104- 9 "E- great scientific truth goes through three
105-13 Mortal mind, ... is the criminal in e' case ;

S 107-10 delivering the children of men from e' ill

113-24 "but e- tmortal] man a liar."— R(/m. 3: i.

122-22 instances . , . which e' thinker can recall

134- 2 At e' advancing step,
138-27 Our Master said to e' follower :

138-28 preach the gospel to e" creature !
— Mark 15 : 15.

143- 1 Truth is God's remedy for error of e- kind,
144-28 c" man will be his own physician,
148-14 e' function, formation, and manifestation.
149- 5 more excellent way is divine Science in e' case.

151-20 E- function of the real m.an is governed by the
151-31 mortal mind claims to govern c organ
152-12 Such errors beset e' material theory,
162-23 E' material dependence had failed nef
158-25 Evidences of progress . . . greet us on c- hand.
162-13 not in one instance, but in «• fnstance.

ph 179-12 E' medical method has its advocates.
186-15 E' mortal must learn that there is neither
186-20 E' attempt of evil to destroy good
188-13 e' one recognizes his condition to bo
194-13 E' theorv opposed to this fact
19S- 6 E' sound convulsed him with ang:uish.
197- 4 E' one hastens to get it.

/ 207- 5 e- scientific statement in Christianity has
208- 9 a law of mortal mind, wrong in e" sense,
213-11 £• step towards goodness is a departure from
215-23 E' quality and condition 6f mortality
224- 2 feels the . . . effect of truth through e' pore.
224- 7 E' sensuous pleasure or pain is self-destroyed
233- 1 E' day makes its demands upon us
236-20 availability of good as the remedy for e- woe.
239-24 produces e- discordant action of the body.
242-28 while inspiration restores e" part of the
243- 7 can heal the sick in e- age

c 261-18 he hobbled e' day to the theatre,
261-32 Good demands of man e' hour,
262-28 E' concept which seems to begin with the brain
267- 1 E' object in material thought

b 268- 9 Mind as the cause of e- effect.

277-28 e: statement into which it enters.
279-22 E' system of human philosophy,
230-22 urges through e' avenue the belief
299-14 c real individuality, image, or
307-21 e' sin or supposed material pain
323- 4 the endeavor to forsake error of e' kind
326- 7 and find the divine remedy for e- iU,

o 354-26 Sin should become unreal to e' one.
355-U Let discord of c name and nature
358-11 and sustains . . . e' point it presents.

p 370- 1 To be e- whit whole,
371-13 sick humanity sees danger in e' direction,
371-32 and can make it "e* whit whole."— John 7 : 23.
378- 6 and meet e- circumstance with truth.
379- 7 Mind, controlling e- effect
380-32 E' law of matter or the body,
389- 4 cerroneous belief, or material condition.
391-29 Mentally contradict e* complaint
392- 4 e' broken moral law should be taken into

account
394-28 conquer discord of e' kind with harmony,
400-16 understand that e' disease is an error,
405-22 better to be exposed to e' plague on earth
406- 5 equal to e* emergency,
406-19 Resist evil— error of e' sort
406-21 to avail ourselves in c direction
407- 8 E' hour of delay makes the
407-24 perfect, harmonious in e' action.
408- 1 jB" sort of sickness is error,
410-10 «• word that proceedeth out of— Matt, i: i.

410-14 .
E' trial of our faith in God makes us

411-31 alleviates the S3miptom3 of e' disease.
413-14 taking a fish out of water e' day
413-24 noticing e" symptom of flatulency,
415- 3 Mind in e' case is the eternal God,
418-28 "Preach the gospel to e- — Mark 16 ; 15.

418-29 Speak the truth to e' form of error.
419-16 Meet e" adverse circumstance as its master.
420-26 «• physieal action and condition.
423-11 reaching to «• part of the human system.
431- 4 prisoner watched with the sick c night

t 448-19 Try to leave on e* student's mind
450- 2 twist e\ fact to suit themselves.
451-19 E' Christian Scientist, e" conscientious teacher
451-25 nature and methods of error of e' sort,
458-18 sword of Truth must turn in e* direction
460-21 starts a petty crossfire over «• cripple
462-14 abide strictly by its rules, heed c statement,
462-18 as they . . . do In e- department of life.

463- 2 phenomena, wMch fluctuate e' Instant
f 471-21 but c- [material] man a liar."— Rom. 3 ; 4.

every
r 475-28
4S2-25
486- 6
494-10
494-14
507- 4
512- 4
612- 6
615-14
£17-28
618- 6
618- 8
618- 9
518-11
520-19
620-19
826-4
527-20
627-22
527-22
527-24
533-24
537-7
542-1
647-4
548-13

ap 564-16
565-10
56^ »

gl 584-14
598- 4

/r 600- *

(see also tree)

everything
beUef that

g 531- 2
God saw

g 518-24
Kood In

ph 176-13
He sav7

g 525-23

and over c creeping thing —Gen. I ; 28.
to the hungering heart in s' age.
until e- corporeal sense is quenched.
and always will meet «• human need.
in 6' hour, divine Love supplies all good.
Spirit duly feeds and clothes e' object,
c living creature that moveth,— Gen. 1 : 21.
«• winged fowl after his kind :

— Gen. 1 ; 21.
and over e- creeping thing— Gen. 1 ; 26.
and over e* living tning— Gen. 1 . 28.
e" herb bearing seed,— Gen. 1 .- 29.

And to e- beast of the earth,— Gen. 1 ; 30.
and to e- fowl of the air,— Gen. 1 ; 30.

I have given c green herb— Gen. 1 ; ciO.

and e" plant of the field— Gen. 2; 5.

and e" herb of the field— Gen. 2; 5.

"c plant of the field— Gen. 2: 5.

Evil is . . . false in e* statement.
formed e' beast of the field,— Gen. 2: 19.

and e- fowl of the air
;

—'Gen. 2 ; 19.

Adam called e" living creature,— Gen. 2:
belief ... is growing worse at «• step,
sword which turned e' way,— Gen. 3 ; 24.

The belief of life in matter sins at e- step.
€• one must be true, for not one departs from
E' agony of mortal error helps error to
met and conquered sin in e* form.
decreed the death of e' male child
E' mortal at some period,
€• belief of life where Life is not yields to
So is e- one that is born of the— John 3 .• 8.

being fruitful in c good work,— Col. 1 : 10.

the belief that c" springs from dust

And God saw e' that He had made,— Gen. 1 ; 3l.

19.

'sermons In stones, and good in e",

He saw c* which He had made,
opposition to

s 114-32 the usual opposition to e' pew,
relating to God

s 127-13 stand for e- relating to God,,
sacrifice

pr 11-25 we shall sacrifice c* for it.
'

that creepeth
^.613-23 and e- that creepeth upon— Gen. 1:25.
518-10 and to e- that creepeth— Gen. 1 ; 30.

s 127- 5 e' entitled to a classification as truth,
f 243-28 annihilation to e" unlike tnemselves,
269-32 The first theory, that matter is er,

270- 3 (1) that e- is matter ; (2) that e' is Mind.
301-28 with e- turned upside down.
331-18 E' in God's universe expresses Him.

g 523-11 In error e' comes from beneath,
525-20 E' good or worthy, God made.

everywhere
lii- Thou here, and e*.

e', when honestly applied-
If Spirit is all and is c, \

God being e' and all-inclusive,
now and Forever, here and e\
As frightened children look e' for the
God is e\ and nothing apart from Him is present
shaU see this true likeness and reflection e*.

s 147- 8

/ 223- 8
b 287-14
o 361- 5

p 371-11
r 473- 8

i7 516-8

Eve's
^ 538-30

Eves
ph 17&- 3

evidence
absolute

S 142-10

E' declaration, "I have gotten— Gen, 4; 1.

modern £* took up the study of medical works

Truth, alone can furnish us with absolute e",

according to the
p 423-17 according to the c which matter presents.'

accredited
a 18-10

aU
a 50-23

all the
p 384-28

basis of
gl 681-1»

change the
b 297-13

Cbrlstlan
r 437-19

against the accredited e* of the senses,

and that all a' of their correctness'

all the €• before the senses can never overrule.

on the basis of c obtained from the

Change the «", and that disappears

Christian «• Is founded on Science
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evidence
clear

p 398- 6 clear e- that the malady was not material.
COOtradicts tbe

3 119-26 contradicts the e" before the serises

o 353- 8 which contradicts the e' of error,
destroy the

p 412-22 conform the argrument so as to destroy the e"

417-17 you destroy the e", for the. disease disappears.
false

$ 120-24 heals the sick, overthrows false e',
131- 6 false £' before the corporeal senses disappears.

/ 252-15 The false e' of material sense contrasts
275-27 It destroys the false e- that misleads
287-29. false e' will finally yield to Truth,

p 420-31 Turn his gaze from the false e- of the senses
feasible

345-20 the'only feasible e- that one does understand
fuU

a 42-17 and gave full c of divine Science,
fumlsb tbe

ph 189-17 is supposed to furnish the c of
Immediate

ph 188-29 physical senses have no immediate e* o*
Immortal

a 29-31 immortal e* that Spirit is barmonlous
latter

sp 81- 4 this latter e* is destroyed by Mind-science.
law and

p 441- 1 comprehending and defining all law and c,
material

a 52- 7 the material e' of sin, sickness, and death.
p 422-18 causing it to depend less on material e".

gl 584-15 Any material e' of death is false,
no

pr 9-9 though we give no e' of the sincerity of
o 356- 4 material existence affords no e" of spiritual

no direct
b 284-17 which receive no direct c* of Spirit,

not so mucb
sp 81- 1 There is not so much e' to prove

of matter
s 128-26 the so-called c" of matter.

of Personal Sense
p 433-11 e' of Personal Sense against Mortal Man.

of Spirit
296-23 When the e' of Spirit and matter,

of tbe material senses
6 274- 9 deduced from the «• of the material senses,

of tbe- pliysical senses
s 114- 7 based on the e' of the physical senses,
122- 1 e' of the physical senses often reversea

of the senses
a 18-10 against the accredited e" of the senses,

p 386- 2 the e- of the senses is not to be accepted
420-31 Turn his gaze from the false e' of the senses

of the spiritual senses
b 288- 4 the e- of the spiritual senses

of things
r 468-21 the c* of things not seen."— Beb. 11 •• 1.

of this condition
ph 193- 7 c" of this condition of the bone.

of this revelation
s 108-12 allowing the e' of this revelation to multiply

only
/ 207-32 The only c of this inversion is

permanent
/ 232- 6 no scatheless and permanent c* df either.

real
r 494-27 The other is the eternal and real e\

recognize
an 104-29 Our courts recognize «• to prove the

reverses the
s 116- 5 Science so reverses the e' before the
/ 215-22 reverses the e- of material sense.
( 461-13 because Science reversea the c before the

rises above tbe
( 448-12 rises above the c* of the corporeal senses ;

sclentiflc
p 380-23 scientific c of which has accumulated

sensible
s 109- 7 not, .. . . seen to be supported by sensible e\

spiritual
a 52- 6 drank in the spiritual e" of health,
b 297-22 spiritual e\ contradicting the testimony of
gl 585- 9 spiritual e' opposed to material sense ;

stronger
pr . 7-2 stronger c that Jesus' reproof was pointed
o 353- 7 having the stronger e" of Truth

SuCQcient
p 363-29 was her grief sufficient e* to warrant

tbis
p 380-26 this c" wiU gather momentum

to the senses
p 370-10 furnishes the e* to tbe senses,

evidence
worthy

pr ir-i the only worthy e* of our gratitude

a 23-18 Faith, ... is the e- gained from Spirit,
42-18 e* so important to mortals.
50-20 before the e- of the bodily senses,.

5 117-24 E- drawn from the five physical senses
159- 7 The c was found to be conclusive,
164-21 rather does it e- the truth of

ph 177- 5 The c of divine Mind's healing power
177- 6 as certain as the e" of my own existence.

{214-
5 e- before his material senses,

303-30 When the «• before the material senses yielded
o 359-14 The e' of the existence of Spirit,
p 380- 8 Contending for the e- or indulging the

389-12 better results of Mind's opposite e\
417-18 The e' before the corporeal senses
428-26 The e- of man's immortality will become
430-27 «• for the prosecution being called for,

f 471- 7 €' before the five corporeal senses,
471-14 the e" as to these facts is not supported by
471-16 the e' that God and man coexist
478- 3 What e' of Soul or of immortahty
493- 6 AU the e- of physical sense
497-13 the «• of divine, efficacious Love,

g 543-17 All error proceeds from the e' before the
gl 590- 4 £ obtained from the five corporeal senses ;

evidenced
355-29 and e- by the sick v/ho are cured

evidences
s 158-24 E' of progress and of spiritualization
c 264-25 the only e', by which tve can recognize
b 289-17 destroys with the spiritual e" of Lrfe :

p 395- 8 master the false e' of the corporeal senses
428- 9 false trusts and material e'

g 523-15 clear e' of two distinct documents
evident

m 68-25 perpetuation of the floral species by bud . . .
is e',

sp 82- 1 must have known the deceased . . . is e*,
s 111-27 became e- to me,— that Mind governs
138- 6 It was now e' to Peter that divine Life,

/ 214-30 €• that the body as matter has no sensation
345- 4 As it is e- that the likeness of Spirit cannot

evidently
5 150-23 and it is as e* erroneous to the author,
/ 204-18 Such theories are e" erroneous.
352- j6 e- considering it a mortal and material belief

evil (see also evil's)

ail
. s 127-19 Supreme Being, Mind, exempt from all e\
ph 178-20 this so-called mind, from wMch comes all e',

f 20fr-10 Will-power is capable of aU e*.

t 450-30 claim of animal magnetism, that all e'

r 473- 4 The Science of Mind disposes of all e'.

494-32 they cast fear and all c out of themselves
ap 563-16 lifts the veil from this embodiment of all e",

563-28 winding its way amidst all c,
564-25 hatred, and revenge, — all e",

— are typified
gl 581- 6 couuteracting all e', sensuaUty, and

all manner of
p 418-27 Cast out all manner of e\

all sorts of
p 404-10 Lust, malice, and all sorts of e'

and error
/ 227-19 but e* and error lead into captivity.

and fear
p 392- 7 Casting out c and fear enables

8Qd good
sp 91-29 postulate is, that mind is both e' and good ;

an 103-21 belief that mind is . . . both e' and good ;

8 114- 1 Usage classes both e' and good together
/ 246- 2 not a pendulum, swinging between €• and good,
b 330-25 The notion that both e" and good are real

acd hate
t 448-22 Impossible for error, c", and hate to accomplish

and materiality
b 277-u e' and materiality are unreal

and matter
b 277- 9 c and matter, are mortal error,

and suffering
sp 72-29 when e* and suffering are communicable.

ascendency over tbe
m 61- 5 must have ascendency over the e*

attempt of
ph 186-20 Every attempt of «• to destroy good is a failure,

avoidance of tbe
ap 571- 5 necessary to ensure the avoidance of the c

becomes more apparent
/ 207- 2 € becomes more apparent and obnoxious

becomes nothing
r 480- 4 e- becomes nothing,— the opposite of
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evU

/ 243-23 "of purer eyes than to behold e',"— Hah. 1 ; 13.

o 357- 5 "of purer eyes than to behold e\."— Hab. 1 ; 13.

beUefln . ,

g 540- 7 stirring up the belief in e- to its utmost,
blindness to

t 448-15 upon your blindness to e'

calls Itself
b 287-18 JS' calls itself something, when it is nothing.

cannot be
sp 91-30 whereas the real Mind cannot be e*

can only seem
r 470-14 e- can only seem to be real by giving reahty to

casting out
, ^ ,. .». ,

a 4&-11 again seen casting out e' and healing the sick.

p 392- 7 Casting out c and fear enables
cast out

a 4^4 healed the sick, cast .out e',

51-31 enabled Jesus to heal the sick, cast out e',

s 137- 2 heal the sick, cast out e\ raise the dead ;

ph 185-22 Jesus cast out c and healed the sick,

east out tbe
p 411-16 Thereupon Jesus cast out the c,

casts out
r 497-11 understanding that casts out e' as unreal,

casts out the „ , ,.
s 135-14 when Truth casts out the e* called disease,

causing , .^, .

sp 93-16 not create a mind susceptible of causmg c,
cease to manifest

346-14 only as we cease to manifest fi*

claims of
, , .

s 130-30 astoimded at the vigorous claims of e*

( 447-21 Expose and denounce the claims of e*

448- 1 To assume that there are no claims of e'

g 529-28 faith to fight all claims of e',

coincide with
ph 167-22 no more . . . than good can coincide wltn e .

confers no pleasure
a 40- 1 once admit that e' confers no pleasure,

constitutes
g 527-17 constitutes e' and mortal knowledge.

create
g 540- 6 "I make peace, and create e'.— Isa. 45; 7.

cryingm 64- 1 Want of uniform justice is a crying e'

ph 165- 2 E' declared that eating this fruit would open
degree of

t 451-26 subtle degree of e\ deceived and deceiving.
deliver as from

pr 16-15 "Deliver us from e","— Matt. 6 ; 13.

17- 9 deliver us from e" ;—Matt. 6 : 13.

demon» or
p 411-15 demon, or e', replied that his name was Legion.

destruction of
a 53-24 sacrifice ... for the destruction of e\

devil or
r 469-18 detil or c— Is not Mind, Is not Truth,

ap 563-19 that old serpent, whose name is devil or c,
clement of

g 539-11 God could never Impart an element of c,
error and

a 52-17 error and c* again make common cause
b 272-26 recorded In the destruction of- error and e',

escape from
6 316- 3 may learn how to escape from e\

ap 571-12 Escape from e", and designate those as
flesh, and

pr 10-13 overcoming the world, the flesh, and c,
foreshadowing

sp 84- 6 not by foreshadowing e' and mistaking fact

foundation of
sp 92-26 The foundation of e* is laid on a belief in

from good to
sp 77- 2 Bald : "I cannot turn at once from good to e\"

good and
(see good)

flood or
ph 172- 1 and that the cognizance of good or c*.

/ 205-16 believing that matter can be . . . good or «').
240-18 Mortals move onward towards good or c

b 340- 1 their Imaginary power for good or e\
good over

p 406-23 Life over death, and good over c,
has no history

g 538-21 e" has no history,
has no power

p 398-32 E- has no power, no Intelligence,
bas no reality

sp 71- 2 E- has no reality.
bas tried

ap 56^ 3 e- baa tried to slay the Lamb ;

evil
Inventions of

ap 563- 7 showing its horns in the many inventions of e'.

Is a negation
ph 186-11 E' is a negation, because it is the absence of

Is but an illusion
r 480-23 Hence, e" is but an illusion,

Is destroyed
b 311-13 E' is destroyed by the sense of good.

Is nothing
6 330-27 E' is nothing, no thing, mind, nor power.

Is not Mind
/ 207- 8 Indeed, e- ia not Mind,
r 469-16 e"— is not Mind, ia not Truth,

Is not mind
p 398-32 fact remains that c is not mind.

Is not power
an 102-30 Mankind must learn that e' is not power.
ph 192-24 E- is not power.

Is not supreme
/ 207-10 E- is not supreme ; good is not helpless ;

Is self-assertive

ph 186-17 E' is self-assertive.

Is sometimes
6 327- 9 £ is sometimes a man's highest conceptioa

Is temporal
ap 569-25 e' is temporal, not eternal.

Is unreal
t 447-31 He may say, as a subterfuge, that e" ia unreal,

g 627-19 £ is unreal because it is a lie.

Its
r 490-10 From this cooperation arises its e\

knowledge of
g 526-21 erroneous doctrine that the knowledge of C 13

527-14 a knowledge of e' would make man mortal.
537- 9 knowledge of e' was never the essence of

lapse Into
r 470-17 How can good lapse into e\

lessen
t 450-20 has enlisted to lessen e',.

lie, called
ap 568- 5 Science is able to destroy this lie, called e'.

manifestations of
b 293-24 manifestations of e', which counterfeit divine

master
p 404-25 increases his ability to master e'

itte
the opposite of matter and c".

matter and
gl 583-23 Creatob. .

matter, or
sp 92-16 knowledge gained from matter, or c",

gl 594- 6 claim that there is . . . matter, or c- ;

medium of
sp 91-31 Mind cannot be evil nor the medium of e\

mention of ...
g 526-14 first mention of e' is in the legendary-

named
r 469-28 believe there is another power, named e'.

gl 594-10 claim . . . there was another power, named c*,

never causes
sp 93-13 Good never causes e',

never enters Into
6 336- 4 Good never enters into e*,

never produce
b 304-13 good can never produce e* ;

DO
s 140-27 Love, : . . causeth no e\ disease, nor
/ 207- I for there ia no e" in' Spirit.
210-30 immortal sense includes no e' nor pestilence.

b 278- 8 in Truth there is no error, and in good no e".

335- 2 There is no c in Spirit, because God is Spirit.

t 448- 8 Under such circumstances, to say that there ia

no e\
453-22 thanks God that there is no e*, yet serves evil

ap 578-11 I will fear no e- :-- Psal. 23 ; 4.

gl 596-22 1 will fear no e'."— Psal. 23 : 4.

no ioiTger Imagine
s 130-32 no longer imagine e' to be ever-present

nothingness of
b 269- 8 the unreality, the nothingness, of e-.

293-31 entireness of God, good, and the nothingness
of e-.

ap 563-17 but he also sees the nothingness of e*

not supported by
r 471-15 evidence ... Is not supported by c,

one
pr 16-19 one e-, is but another name for

r 476- 2 children of the wicked one, or the one e',

only
vh 186- 8 Erring human mind-forces can work only »'

g 529-23 enters into the metaphor only as e\
or matter

t 454-11 e- or matter has neither intelligence nor power,
overcome ...

ap 671-16 imder all circumstances, overcome e' wita
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evil
Bareirt of . . „

r 480-25 The flupposititioua parent of c i3 a lie.

personification of
an 103- 3 Paul refers to the persomflcation of c as

personified ^ ^ , .

o 357- 7 Jesus said of persomfied e', that it was

point out the
ap 571- 1 they are not so willing to point out the c

psvduces
s 144-19 It produces e' continually,

/ 231-12 If God makes sin, if good produces e-,

producing , . . ^ ,, ^
.

c 263-12 producing e* when he would create good,
o 343-16 impossibility of good producing c ;

prolific of . ,.„ ,
( 457-17 mental malpractice, prolific of e",

remedy the , .„ j >,.m 63-21 If . . . franchise for women will remedy the e*

repetition of ....
sp 73-14 known by its fruit, — the repetition of e:

represents
b 28a-10 the straight line represents e',

'eslst . , ^
p 40d-19 Resist e- — error of every sort

resisting ^ . . ,^
t 44&-24 Resisting e", you overcome it

sense of „ , „ -

b 325- 3 He . . . loses all sense of c,
g 540-15 that Truth may annihilate all sense of c*

fieryes
t 453-22 yet serves e* in the name of good.

Bbalt not know
a 19-32 thou Shalt not know e\ for there Is one Life,

sin, and _, » », j
b 315- 8 matter, sm, and c* were not Mmd ;

Bcurce of ^ .
r 489-24 The corporeal senses are the only source of e*

statement about
g 544-n The first statement about e-,

still charges . , . ^

ap 564- 3 e- still charges the spiritual idea with

symptoms of . .„ .

g 640-12 when the symptoms of e", illusion, are aggra-
vated,

tempted with . . . ^
g 527-13 "God cannot be tempted with e-,— Jas. 1: 13

this
m 65-31 will assuredly throw off this e-,,

ap 565- 2 nearing its doom, this e' increases
to accomplish more

sp 96-32 wicked minds will endeavor ... to accomplish
more €• ;

nnlmpqrtant and
r 48»- 8 If the unimportant and c* appear,

uareallty called
s 110- 9 the awful unreality called e*.

unreality of
/ 205-21 the nothingness and unreality of e^
339-12 Science demonstrates the unreality of e',

339-19 Only those, . . . understand the unreality of e\
Victory over

ap 571-18 the occasion for a victory over e*.

will boast
t 450-18 unless . . , «• will boast itself above good.

would appear
/ 216-22 e- would appear to be the master of good,

Vould vanish
r 480-31 e* would vanish before the reality of good.

pr
a
m
sp

5-27
42-27
65-13
68-22
72-22
72-25
76-10
93-U
93-16

an 102-32
103-17
103-21
104-17
105-9

S 113-19
113-20
111- 5
116-17
119-22

ph 167- 8
169-32
186-16
186-18
186-19
186-24

If prayer nourishes the . . . prayer is an e\
governed by God— by good, not e*— and ia

powers of e' so conspicuous to-day
and the e" to hatch their silly innuendoes
e-, the suppositional opposite of good,
c is neither communicable nor scientific.

belief ... in a finite form, or good in e*,
nor creates aught that can cause e\
e- is the opposing error and not the truth
C. S. despoils the kingdom of e',

£• is a suppositional lie.

false belief . . . that e- is as real as good
e', occultism, necromancy, mesmerism,
e'j which is the real outlaw,
deny death, e\ sin, disease.

e', death, deny good, omnipotent God, Life.
human mind and e' in contradistinction to
extinction of all belief in matter, c,
e- should be regarded as unnatural,
admission of the claims of good or of e*

good that a poisonous drug seems to do is C,
there is neither power nor reality in e\
should .strip c of aU pretensions.
The only power of e' is to destroy itself.

If e'^is as real as good, e* is also as

evil
/ 203- 1 as though e* could overbear the law of Love,
203-20 when c has overtaxed the beUef of life

204- 1 It is e' that dies ; good dies not.
204-13 e\ is the unlikeness of good.
204-32 The error, which says . . . good is in e",
207- 9 e' is the awful deception and unreality
207-15 nor is e' mightier than good.
229-13 declaring Hun good in one instance and e' In
230-18 no more . . . than goodness can cause e* .

234-10 more familiar with good than with c,
236-22 insubordination is an e',

244-27 He does not pass . . . from e' to good,
244-27 He does not pass . . . from good to e'.

c 263-18 thee- which I would not, t/wJ I do."— iJ<w;t.'/; 19,
266-20 sinner makes his own hell by doing e",
266-22 material- sense, aiding e- with e-,

b 277- 7 Good cannot result in e-.

277-21 asserts . . . that good is the origin of e*.
285- 2 cannot be cognizant of good or of e",
288-22 that Life is God, good, and not e- ;

290-31 no purer until e' is disarmed by good.
292-15 To mortal mind, ... e' is real.

292-22 of yoiir father, the devil le],— John 8 ; 44.
307- 7 JS- still affirms itself to be mind,
30&- 2 Art thou dwelling in the beUef . . . that e' la

mind,
311- 6 Hence e- is not made and is not real.

•

321-13 The serpent, e-, under wisdom's bidding, waa
327- 2 there is no abiding pleasure in e',
327-20 e- has in reality neither place nor power
339- 9 V, being contrary to good, is unreal,
348-16 I deny His cooperation with e",
348-17 I desire to have no faith In e*

35Q-25 Does e' proceed ftom good?
357-16 deny that God made man evil and made e' good
357-30 can Life, or God, dwell in e-

p 367-32 E' is but the counterpoise of nothingness.
368-11 beliefs . . . that e" is equal in power to good
368^22 Neither e', disease, nor death can be
404-12 If the e- is over in the repentant mortal mind,
411-19 Jesus caused the e* to be self-seen

t 447-13 6' will in time disclose and punish itself.
448- 5 E' which obtains in the bodily senses,
448- 7 if e* is uncondemned, it is undenied
448- 8 Under such circumstances, to say . . . is an e*
452- 3 € has in reality no power.

r 459-22 when we admit that, . . . c" has a place
469-23 e: can have no place, where
470-13 e-, the unlikeness of God, is unreal.
474- 3 destroy all error, e\ disease, and death.
474-?6 If c is real, Truth must make it so ;

479-28 e* should be denied identity or power,
480-21 the opposite of good— that is, e*
480-23 jB- is a false belief.

g 501-18 the history of perpetual e'.

526-22 Was e- instituted through God, Lovef
527-19 Has e* the reality of good?
529-26 should rejoice that e, . . . contradicts itself
632-23 Is Mind capable . . .of e- as well as of good.
633-12 as if He were the creator of e\
537-10 e- has no local habitation nor
538-21 e- is brought into view only as the unreal
539- 2 In the words of Jesus, it (e-, devil) is
539- 9 'such as c, matter, error, and death
540-13 may think . . . the Lord hath wrought an e' ;
555-20 error would seek to unite . . . good with e',

ap 559-13 the "seven thunders" of e",
— Rev. IQ; 3.

561- 3 destroys both faith in c and
561- 4 and the practice of e-,

567>^19 serpent whose name is devil (e-),

gl 579-^16 e- ; the opposite of good,— of God
584r-17 Devil. JS" ; a he ; error ;

evil (adj., adv.)

pr 4-25 goodness will "be e' spoken of,"— Bom. 14: 16.
5-32 seek the destruction of all e* works,

sp 70-11 that there are good and e- spirits, is a mistake.
79-17 Jesus cast out e- spirits, or false beliefs.
83- 6 incredible good and e' elements
85-«9 enabling one to do good, but not e'.

an 100- * out of the heart proceed e- thoughts,— Matt. 15:19.
s 115-21 E' beliefs, passions and appetites, fear,
115-25 Second Degree: E- beliefs disappearing.

/ 206-32 There are e- beliefs, often called e- spirits ;
207- 8 God is not the creator of an e- mind.
229-24 If . . . its opposite, health, must be c*,
230-13 so as to bring about certain e- results,
234-26 You must control e- thoughts in the
234-31 E- thoughts and aims reachTio farther and
234-32 E- thoughts, lusts, and malicious purposes
254-29 Your good will be e' spoken of.

c 266-26 €• beliefs which originate in mortals are hell.
b 274— 6 symbolizes all that is «• and perishable.
307-10 It says : . . . God makes e* minds and e' spiritsk
357-16 deny that God made man e*
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evil (adj., adv.)

p 401- 5 cherisbing e

405- 3
"

413- 1

t 449-19
449-20
45S-4

r 482- 4

496- 2

533-18
539-14

ap 563-13

paaeiona and malicious purposes.
The i'lcUiTgence of e- motivea and aims
and caniiot Uansmit good or e- intelligence
The baneful effect of e- associates

The inoculation of e- human thougnts
one good and the other «•,

hypothesis that soul is both an e- and a good
there is no transfer of e" suggestions
the rib . .- . has grown into an e- mind,
the propensity or power to do e' ?

and that by means of an «• mind in matter

gl 594-22 Mortal beliefs ; corporeality ; e* minds ;

evil-doer
., . v. .,,

ph. 1S&-22 aids in petemptonly pumshms the e

evil one
pr 16-J6

16-18

evil's
ap 571- 2 expose e* hidden mental ways or

evils
aU

ph 183-26
brood of

/ 234-18

casting out
5 136-14

/210- 8

6 316-28
332-15
347-17

cast out
34-15
41-32

6 322- 1
' 342-12

casts out
S 135-13
143- 3

b 282- 1

conjeetuFal
ph 176-19 superimposed and conjectural C".

moral "
must first cast moral c out of himself

"Deliver us from the e- o\"
C S. teaches us thai "the e'

Truth casts out all e- and

the brood of e- which infest it

casting out e' and healing the sick

casting out e', and destroying death,
healing the sick, casting out e\
healing the sick and casting out e",

healing the sick, and casting out e\

cast out e\ and preach Christ, or Truth,
cast out e' and heal the sick.

to heal the sick and cast out e'

students should cast out e' and heal the sick,

when Trjth heals the sick, it casts out e',

Christ casts out e' and heals the sick.

Truth casts out e' and heals the sick.

exact
s 113-13 showing mathematically their e- relation
161- 4 an e* statement, more e' than you suppose ;

ph 175-20 The c amount of food the stomach could digest
6 295-27 The theoretical mind is . . . the e* opposite

in e- proportion to your disbelief in pnysics,
gives the e" meaning in a majority of cases,
which is the c opposite of scientific truth
Although presenting the e' opposite of Truth,

p 397-19
r 482- 1

g 521-28
523- 6

exaction
m 58-13

exactly
o 350- 5 C. S. takes e' the opposite view.

exaggerated
ph 195-26 Novels, remarkable only for their e' pictured.

the selfish e' of aU another's time

until the lesson is sufficient to e"

not to e' personality.
you:

p366-4
physical

p366- 6

these
/ 207- 1

219-31
O 347-25
r 481-21

394-20
r 474-21
494-30

evince
355-7

evoke
p 365-13

evoked
sp 94-19

evolution
5 135- 9

ph 189-30

g 547-16
547-20
651-12

evolve
sp 86-13
b 335-19

ff 524-28

evolved
»7l 69- 3

sp 86-20

ph 179-19
C 260-20
6 303-13
r 475-30

p523-3
532-17
544-22
545-13

evolves
sp 71-18
5 108-27
C 260-22
6 295- 7
r468- 1

evolving
t28a-25

cast physical e' out of his patient ;

but these e' are not Spirit,

may look for an abatement of these c* ;

it is Christ, Truth, who destroys these e',

hypotheses . . . assume the necessity of these $'

WiU'you bid a man let e" overcome him.
Is it possible, then, to believe that the e'

Our Master cast out devils (e-)

prayers which e' no spiritual power to heal.

with which to e* healing from the

His healing-power e" denial, ingratitude,

Spiritual €• alone Is worthy of

€', keeping always in the direct lirte of matter,
Darwin's theory of c from a material basis
Material «• implies that the great First Cause
£• describes the gradations of human belief.

Mortals e- images of thought.
Nothing but Spirit, Soul, can e' Life,
Could Spirit e- its opposite, matter,

man and the universe are c from Spirit,
e- involuntarily by mortal mind.
The epizootic is a humanly c ailment,
A sick body is e' from sick thoughts,
statement that man is conceivea and C
nor can God, by whom man is e',

the mist of obscurity e- by error
e' through material sense,
these gods must be «• from materiality
the theory of man as c from Mind.

Images, which mortal mind holds and e'

e\ in beilief, a subjective state
e" bad physical and moral conditions,
filled with spiritual ideas, which He e',

intelligence, v/hich e' its own unerring idea

C" anlmaJ qualities In their wings ;

exalt
c 266-14
M64-23

exaltation
a 49-21

46-22
6 313-17
314-2

gl 581-14

exalted
pr 1-13
a 38-16
m 61- 9

/ 203-12
6 299- 7

p 363-13
373-17

g 506-11
513-7

ap 574-11

9^598-25

exalting
a 48-13

p383- 6

exalts
s 148-25 Physiology e" matter, dethrones Mind,

examination
s 111-26 After a lengthy e' of my discovery

induced by a single post moriem e',
summoned Furred Tongue for e-,

microscopic e' of a vulture's ovum.

was followed by his c above all

and this e' explained his ascension,
the cause given for the e' of Jesus,
(his further spiritual e'),

temptation overcome and followed by e%

that they may be moulded and e*

right hand of the Lord is e\"— Psal. US; 18.

Every valley of sin must be e'.

This thought incites to a more e' worship
My angels are e' thoughts,
wondering why, being a prophet, the e" guest
through the e' thought of John,
e' thought or spiritual apprehension
lead on to spiritual spheres and e' beings.
It e' him till he became conscious of the
This e' view, obtained and retained

c" ordeal of sin's revenge on its destroyer
the pure and e' influence of the divine Mind

We should e' ourselves and
caused him to e- the nail-prints and the
They e' the lungs, tongue, and pulse
Physicians e' the pulse, tongue, lungs,

c in the light of divine Science,
e' in the light of divine metaphysics,

ph 196-26

p 438-26

ff 547-9
examine

pr 8-28
a 46-18
5 159-24

p 370-32

examined
C 267-19
6 274-31

examining
s 161-24 ordinary practitioner, e- bodily symptoma,

example
consummate

a 51-19 His consummate c was for the
emulate the

g 515- 2 to emulate the e' of Jesus.

following the
vh 192-28 following the e' of our Master

follow the
a 40-26
6 324-23

glorified
o 54- 7 the harmony his glorified e' introduced,

great
<7 555-28

ap 577-19
bis

pr 4-7
9-30

a 54-20
6 309-15
329-11

r 473-21
Jesus'

pr 4-30
r 494- 7

o 349- 9 We propose to follow the Master's e:

g 546-32 proving of one e* would authenticate
teaching and

a 54- 8 Who is ready to follow his teaching and e'T
this

s 161-13 If her sister States-follow this e-

all men should follow the e- of our Master
to follow the e' and teachings of Jesus,

Our great c", Jesus, could restore
forever interprets this great e'

To keep the commandments . . . and follow his e\
If unwilling to follow his e'.

They would not accept . . . nor follow his e\
the children of earth who followed his e'

and left his e' for us.
but to reach his e' and to test its

enable us to follow Jesus' c".

God, who needed no help from Jesus' e"

a 37-24 to follow . . . the e' of the Master
a 113-28 For 6' : There is no pain in Truth,
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example ,^. ,^ „.
f 236-10 in support of his proof oy e

b 3''0-25 For e", the text. "In my Qesh—Joo. 19 . 26.

354-18 Consistency is seen in e' more than m
examples

343-29
M53- 2
546-32

exceed
a 19-4
s 128-11

pft 197- 7

excet
/ 228-31

excellence
/249- 4
1 457-20

excellent

which allows worda, ... to follow such e* I

among the e- on the blackboard,
a thousand diflerent e- of one rule,

Man cannot e* divine Love,

abihty to e- their ordinary capacity.
But the price does not e- the origmal coat.

e- the influence of their dead faith and

producing His own models of e'.

no e- without labor in a direct line.

S149-4
3GO-22

except
a 47-29

Sp 98-8
S 126-27
143-27
149-10
163-16

ph 169-20
169-26
181-13
195-7

/ 243-29
246-20

b 271-32
272-2
331-13
331-24
360- 5

p 371-13
375-29
381-11
399-30
400-17
407- 5

409-18
410-26
425-26

t447-5
453-25
459- 5

464- 5

r 473-31
478- 7

ap 564-17

excepted
sp 98-24

exception
/ 216-25
t 457-19

exceptions
ph 199-22

excess
p 388-16

excessive
p 375-31

exchange
360-7

p 390-10

exchanges
6 269-15

The more e' way is divine Science

as given in the e' translation of the

, S.

:29.

each one came to a violent death e' St John,

Body cannot be saved e' through Mind.
e- the teachings and demonstrations of

no power e- that which is denved from

they are left v/ithout explanation e' m O
e- indeed, that it has already destroyed
There can be no healing e' by this Mmd,
sick are never reaUy healed e' by means of the

when you resort to any e- spiritual means.
All that he ate, e- his black crust,

they declare nothing e- God.
£ for the error of measuring
e- they be sent?"— Rom. 10; lo.

, . ,
how shall they preach. . . . e- the people hear?

nothing possesses reaUty. . .e' the divme Mmd
e- as infinite Spirit or Mind.

,
. . . . . ,

repUes . . . I have no mind-ideals e' those which

looks for re'iief in aU ways e- the right one.

seems anomalous e- to the expert m C. b.

e- a moral or spiritual law. ,r » io
e- he first bind the strong man?"— MafJ. 12

e- what mortal mind assigns to it.

no creature e- a loathsome worm,
e- through fear or choice.

in any way e- to promote right thinking
You will never fear again e' to offend God,
e- it be to-benefit them.

» ..t * v i

e- that you must not tell the patient that he Is

achieves no worldly honors e- by sacrifice,

e- through her laborious pubUcationa,
Few, however, c his students
e- the claun of mortal beUef?

e* the highest degree of human depravity.

not . = . a part of any religion, Christianity not e\

health would seam the e',

C. S. is not an e- to the general rule,

E' only confirm this rule,

through a deficiency or an c,

fear so e* that it amounts to fortitude.

replies : . . . yet I would not e*

to e-.the pleasures and pains of sense for the

exciting
a 21-29

ph 169-13
178-11

/ 230-32

P393-7
exclaim

p 397-13 you think or e-, "I am hurt !"

434- 4 Some e", "It is contrary to law

exclaims
g 516-14 grass beneath our feet silently e

exclude
ph 170- 9

p 392-31

excluded
/ 237-21

(7 543-16

excludes
S 123-13

ph 185-20

g 537-14

exclusively
sp 93-24 It meazis quantity

excuse
b 280-30 The only $• for entertaining human opinions,

g 542-10 Even the disposition to e- guilt or to

The company is alluring and the pleasures f.

by c" fear of disease, and by dosing the body
predisposing cause and the c" cause are ment;;!
the c cause of aU suffering,

remote, and e' cause of all bad eSecta

certainly present what human theories c*

E- from mortal mind the offending errora ;

should be e* on the same principle
are never e' by falsity.

«• matter, resolves things into thoughts,
e' the human mind as a spiritual factor

Error e- itself from harmony.

and applies e* to God>

excuses
s 130-4
g 542- 6

executed
p 405-14

411-23

execution
p 434- 2

bidden to the feast, the e" come,
hides behind a he and e' guilt,

will be c* upon mortal mind and body.
e- at the hands of our sheriff. Progress.

there comes a despatch : "Delay the c
executioner . .

p 385-13 the law which makes sm its own e\

executor
a 30-17

p 439-27

Exegesis
g 502-21

exegesis
g 502-18

Exemplar
pr 5-31

p395- 6

ap 577-19

Not so did Jesus, the new e- for God,
and the righteous e' of His laws.

chapter sub-title

In the folloTving e', each text is

We should follow our divine E',
Like the great E\ the healer should

„j. „. . .„ this great example and the great E-

exemplification . ^ ^ ^
18- 1 the e- of man's unity with God,

its e' of human probation, and35-16

exempt
s 127-18

/ 247-14

exemption
p373- 2

411-28

exempts ..... ^
p 385-13 €• man from all penalties but those duo

exercise
air, and

p7l.l66-27
/ 232-19

and air
ph 174- 6

faith In
ph 199-13

muscular
ph 199-12

e' the objects of sense for the

exchanging
T 483- 4 e' one disease for another.
a 531-11 e" it for spiritual perception,

531-12 c human concepts for the divine consciousness.

excision
t 462-25 -indispensable to the e* of error.

excite
, . , . ^

E' the organ of veneration or religious faith,

£• the opposite development, and he
sp 88-20

88-22

excited
p 377-23

415- 1

417-10

the morbid or e- action of any organ.
Inflammation is fear, an e- state of mortals
no reaction . . . from «• conditions.

excitement
an 101- 3i or to the e' of the imagination
p 42J-21 Calm the e' sometimes induced by

Mind, e- from all evil.

ImmortaUty, e- from age or decay,

physical e' which Christianity Includes,

their e' from disease and danger.

less than in drugs, air, and e',

Jesus never taught that drugs, food, air, ana C

to flannels, to baths, diet, C", and air?

the blacksmith's faith in e',

,but^ _ Not because of muscular e*

of despotic control
an 102-26 It imphes the e' of despotic control,

of divine power , ....
s 135- 9 worthy of the e- of divme power

of faith
ph 170- 5

of wU
« 446-27

perpetual
r487- 9

plans the
p399-7

sp 75-32

pft 165-7

result of the e* of faith in material

e* of will brings on a hypnotic state,

the perpetual e- of the Mind-faculties

Mortal mind plans the c.

P'
181-32
198-31
199- 5

/ 206-12
220-1

can then e- Jesus' spiritual power
To measure . . . strength by the e' of muscle.

Any hypnotic power you may e- will diminish

does not follow that er- has produced this

trip-hammer is not increased in size by e'.

while the e- of the sentiments
We hear it said : "I e- daily
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exercise
p 392-28 whether it be air, f, heredity, contagion,

393-10 E- this God-given authority
396-23 power which their behefs e' over their
435-19 in the e' of a love that

/ 455-13 it, . . you can e" little or no power for

exercised
m 64- 3 Our forefathers e' their faith In the
/ 206- 4 e- only in subordination to Truth ;

o 355-18 has e- any systematic healing power
p 378-18 e' over mortal beliefs to destroy them ;

ap 559- 7 C" upon visible error and audible sin.

exerted
an 100- i so-called force, which he said could be e'

exhalations
p 382- 9 or to remove unhealthy e* from the

exhausted
/ 221-12 having e' the skill of the doctors,
p 416-12 when the soporific influence of the opium is e',

exhaustion
g 519-27 No e' follows the action of this Mind,

exhibit
s 120-19 or to e- the real status of man.

exhibited
an 101-11 phenomena e' by a reputed clairvoyant.

exhibiting
p 404- 6 e' to the wrong-doer the suffering which

exhibition
s 132- 3 €• of the divine power to heal
loO- 6 Science, instead of a phenomenal e\
163-25 so ample an e" of human invention

exhibits
ap 568-11 first e' the true warfare and then the false.

exhort
t 443-21 "Reprove, rebuke, c— IJ Tim. i: 2.

exist
m 57-20 It is unselfish ; therefore it cannot c* alone,

59-25 A mutual understanding should e'

sp 70-15 Does life or soul e' in the thing formed?
74-13 No correspondence nor communion can c be-

tween
82-12 cannot e" in two different states of

5 153-22 The fact that pain cannot e- where
162-14 indestructible faculties of Spirit e- without

ph 188- 3 What is termed disease does not e'

/213- 8 Immortal and spiritual facts e' apart from
c 262-31 Cause does not e" in matter, in mortal mind,
b 281-18 The mind supposed to e' In matter
310- 4 Didit e' prior to thought?
319-16 presuppose life and intelligence to e' la
327- 5 neither . . . e' in or of matter,
334-17 continues to e' in the eternal order
335-21 Soul . . does not e' in mortality.
337-25 as they e' in the spiritual realm of the real.
352-14 Would a mother say , . . They e', and are to be

feared ;.

p 429-19 If man did not e' before the material
429-20 If ... he could not e" after the body

t 461- 1 I do not maintain that anyone can «• In the
r 488-30 since they c in immortal Mind, not in matter.
g 545- 6 If . error must e' in the divine Mind,
gl 581-13 the spiritual reaUties : . . c forever.

existed
b 302-15 harmonious and immortal man has e- forever,
r 470-30 If man ever «• without this perfect Principle

existence
all

pr 2-29 the source of all c and blessedness.
ph 181- 2 God, is the source and condition of all e'
b 280-27 God, the Soul of man and of all e-,

gl 588-12 Mind, governing all c ;

589-10 God is the divine Principle of all e*,
and continuity

g 513-19 f, and continuity of all indivi'duality
and happiness

g 545-17 destructive to e- and happiness.
and Intelligence

g 510-17 giving e" and intelligence to the universe.
and utility

an 100-18 "In regard to the e' and utility of
belJtf that

p 427-10 belief that e' is contingent on matter
bodily

b 334-12 Jesus appeared as a bodily c.
chain of

ph 172-12 Science reveals the eternal chain of e*
consciousness of

p 428-24 must hold forever the consciousness of e*,
consecrate

p 428-15 We should consecrate c,
•

ex8.stence
c-t>nteinpiatIon «r

g 550-16 contemplation of c as material
continued

sp 81- 9 a continued c after death
continues to be

sp 77- 5 E- continues to be a belief until
declaring

r 481-14 declaring c to be at the mercy of death,
demonstrating tiie

6 314- 9 demonstrating the e- of but one Mind
deny the

ph 189-11 than they should deny the «• of the sunlight
p 368-29 Deny the e* of matter, and you can

dream of
g 529- 8 wiU destroy the dream of e\

dream that
p 427-13 the dream that e' can be material.

eartbly
p 387-15 the shortest span of earthly e',

elevation of
sp 98- 2 the elevation of c above mortal discord

eternal
m 65- 6 spiritual and eternal e' may be discerned,
b 319-13 the infinite cycles cf eternal e\
p 387-20 By adhering to the realities of eternal e',

evidence of the
o 359-15 The evidence of the e' of Spirit,

fabulous
/ 231-18 discords have only a fabulous e",

facts of

sp 95-31 Material sensq does not unfold the facts of $' ;

/254- 9 before the spiritual facts of e' are gained
g 552-11 spiritual scientific facts of e' include no
gl 597-19 spiritual sense unfolds the great facts of e*.

form of
p 369-13 or the constructor of any form of C".

g 541- 2 A lamb is a more animate form of e',

grades of
g 551-12 through all the lower grades of e\

happiness and
o 356-14 each other's happiness and e\
p 407-20 the scale of health, happiness, and C.
r 487- 2 find a higher sense of happiness and e\

harmonious
b 320-19 man's eternal and harmonious e- as image,

harmony of our
ph 167- 9 determines the harmony of our c",

has no real
s 114-17 to designate that which has no real e'.

b 287-23 it is iUusion, . . . and it has no real e-.

gl 684-11 Matter has no life, hence it has no real e',

human
ph 190-22 saddening strains on human f :

/ 205-28 Selfishness tips the beam of human e'

Ignorant of the
g 512-30 albeit God is ignorant of the e- of both

Immortal
g 514- 1 not within the range of immortal e'

Incorporeal
pr 13-29 man's eternal Incorporeal c*.

Infantile
g 554-13 unconscious of his fcetal and infantile e' ;

Infinitude of
b 302- 7 conscious Infinitude of e- and of all Identity

Inimical to
p 389-21 cannot ... be inimical to e-.

Intelligent
sp 73-27 any part of the reality of intelligent f,

life or
b 311-29 lose all . , . claim to life or e',

manifestation of
g 555-29 individualized manifestation of e',

man's
pr 13-31 blind to the reality of man's e',

b 306-20 Science proves man's e" to be intact.
o 352- 9 spiritualitv, was the reality of man's e\

359-12 you aver that . . . are indispensable to man's «'

r 470-31 If . . . then man's e' was a myth.
material

(see material)
misapprehension of

ph 191- 9 is found to be a misapprehension of e',
mortal

{see mortal)
my owii

ph 177- 7 certain as the evidence of my own e\
nature and

sp 84-23 by which we discern man's nature and e\
necessity of

ap 560-13 the grand necessity of e' is to gain the
no other

b 310-28 Spirit, which has no other e-,

r 492- 5 In reality there is no other f,
no proof of the

an 100-20 no proof of the e* of the animal magnetic
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existence
nor realness

o 347- 5 has no origin, c, nor realness.
not the fact, of

s 127-20 matter i3 the falsity, not the fact, of e* ;

of man
p 427-15 Nothing can . . . end the c of man In Science.

origin or
b 2S7- ! They are without a real origin or e*.

g 554-12 of its origin or e'.

or mind
a 42-19 belief that man has e* or mind separate

personal
sp 82- 7 of whose personal c" we may be in doubt ?

pbenomemi of
p 430- 2 includes all the phenomena of c.

plane of
sp 77- 9 Death wiU occur on the next plane of e'

ap 573- 3 The Revelator was on our plane of e*,

piznes of
/ 22&- 3 found on higher planes of c

primeval
s 110- 4 These eternal verities reveal primeval e'

Principle of
c 262-31 the only cause or Principle of e*

real
b 288-32 man's real c as a child of God
317-32 Nothing but . . . could make e' real to Thomas.

p 395-24 to believe in the real e- of a tumor,
reality nor

6 331-12 nothing possesses reality nor c except
reality of

/ 215- 9 Mortals are unacquainted with the reality of e',

reflected In
g 516-10 Life is fefiected in e",

rightful
6 281-24 without actual origin or rightful e'

scale of
b 290- 6 no higher spiritually in the scale of e*

sense of
sp 75- 9 from the spiritual sense of e'

s 122-28 Temporal life is a false sense of e'

g 639- r This false sense of e- is fratricidal.

ap 566- 8 from a material sense of c to the
spiritual

(see spiritual)
stage of

sp Tt-^ less with every advanced stage of e'.

fiH-lb If man were dust in his earliest stage of e*,

250-28 Upon this stage of $' goes on the dance of
state of

(see state)
states of

sp 74-32 they are in separate states of e',

stllf In the
sp 75- 4 Still in the e* cognized by the physical senses,

supposed
s 126- 1 its supposed organic action or supposed c*.

r 470- 5 supposed e' of more than one mind
sustain

b 274- 2 and thus invigorate and sustain e\
thoughts of

c 263- 7 blends his thoughts of e- with
to bapptfym 58- 1 To happify e' by constant intercourse with
true

c 264-28 by which we can recognize true e"

b 233- 2 belief that there is any true e- apart from God.
unreality of

/ 207-10 evil is the awful deception and unreality of c.
Teritles of

(7 543-15 great verities of e- are never excluded by
views of

/ 246-29 shape our views of e- into loveliness,
world's
pref ix- 5 He is as sure of the world's c as
your own

p 374-20 and incapacity to preserve your own C,

ph 175-30 of the e- of tubercles and troches,

/ 206- 3 no consciousness of the e' of matter or error.
215-25 antipode of immortal man in origin, in e', and
216-24 would appear ... to be the rule of c,

e 266- 6 Would e- without personal friends be
b 307-15 transient, false sense of an « which
p 358-27 Admit the e" of matter, and

425-16 matter never sustained e'

t 445- 6 No hypothesis as to the €• of another power
p 522-10 E-, separate from divinity, . . . impossible.

545-23 They believed in the c of matter,
556-29 €• will be on a new standpoint.

existent
s 120-22 reveals man as harmoniously c in Truth,
b 302-18 illusion of any life, . . . as e* in matter.
308-18 a mortal sense of life, ... as e' in matter
311-18 mortal dream of life ... as e- in matter,

r 472-15 supposition that pleasure and pain, . . are e* In

existing
gl 587-13 theories that hold mind to be ... e- in brain,

exists
a 39-26 divine Principle of all that really e*
m 64-29 a worse state of society than now e'.

an lOO- 8 propositions . . . "There e- a mutual iafluence
s 110-32 No analogy e- between the vague hypotheses
151-26 All that really e- is the divine Mind

ph 171-23 No more sympathy c- between the flesh and
177- 8 Neither e- witnout the other,
188-31 knows not where the orb of day is, nor if it e*.

/202- 3 The scientific unity which e- between
215- 6 being cannot be lost while God e\
253-28 for no such law e-.

c 258-15 Mind manifests all that e-
6 271- 6 Neither ... e" in divine Science.
272-30 the divine Principle . . . of aU that really e'.

278-13 e' only in a supposititious . . . consciousness.
311-10 Sin e- . . . only so long as the
340-13 all that really e- is in and of God,

o 357-28 if another mighty and self-creative cause e'

g 514- 4 nothing e' beyond the range of . . . infinity,
520- 7 can repeat only an infinitesimal part of what e\
531-22 Who dares to say . . . that matter e" without
544-11 fact that man e' because God e*.
5.54- 2 even the cause of all that c,

gl 592- 8 that which neither e' in Science nor
594- 7 the first delusion that error c as fact

-,

exit
s 117-22 and triumphant c" from the flesh,

expand
/ 252-28 and says : . . . Like bursting lava, I e'
c 264-17 this understanding will e- into

expands
c 255- 3 thought e' Into- expression.

expansive
ph 195-20 study, and original thought are e'
c 265-14 confers upon man ... a more e* love,

expect
pr 2-26 Do we e" to change perfection?
ph 167-23 or to e- to work equally with Spirit and matter,
/ 219-10 and then e* that the result wUl be harmony.
237-27 and e' this error to do more for them than

p 409-30 cannot ... e" to find beyond the grave a
t 452-23 £• to heal simply by . . . and you wUl be disap-

pointed.

expectation
c 260-26 and by the c* of perpetual pleasure or pain
p 363-30 suflScient evidence to warrant the e'

396-12 nor encourage . . . the e" of growing worse
426- 9 e' speeds our progress.

expected
m 59-10 nor should woman be c to tinderstand political

expecting
a 21- 6 not ... to labor and pray, e* because of

ph 177-27 though physiciaii and patient are e* favorable

expedients
1 443-22 If the sick find these material c* unsatisfactory,

expel
r 482-27 Error will not e* error.

expelled
o 346-29 Material beliefs must be c
t 460-30 As former beUefs were gradually e'

expelling
p 437-24 rose to the question of «• C. S. from the bar,

expels
5 153- 3 it is not the drug which e* the disease

162- 7 It changes the secretions, c humors,
p 374-31 then e' it through the abandonment of a belief,

expense
c 260-28 this education is at the e* of spiritual growth.

experience
author's

g 556-28 hence the author's e* ;

bitter
a 32-12 The cup shows forth his bitter 6',

brief
ph 194- 3 Reviewing this brief C,

Christian
a 2^7 Christian c teaches faith in the right

daily
o 350- 4 or as very far removed from daily e:

earthly
/ 202-21 earthly e- discloses the finlty of error

fruits of
gl 579- 9 surrendering to the creator the early fruits or e'.

higher
pr 7-20 a higher c and a better life
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experience
Jttuman

sp 99-25 spirituelity, . . . must deepen human e',

g 552-13 Human «• in mortal life,

ap 572-24 transitional stage in human e' called death,
Individual

a 26- 5 yet Jesus spares us not one individual e",

p 370-24 medical testimony and individual e'.

In practice
t 461-32 student's spiritual growth and e' in practice

360- 4 other artist replies : "You wrong my e*.

of death
b 291-10 belief in the e- of death

of error
/ 237-18 To prevent the e- of error and its sufferings,

personal
pref x-23 in the personal c of any sincere seeker
single

b 290- 7 on account of that single e',

speak from
pr 1-5 1 speak from c.

stage of
m 66-15 Each successive stage of e' unfolds new views

teaches us
pr 10-22 E- teaches us that wB do not always

your
/ 24S-23 and adopt into your e- the angular
c 261- 6 and you will bring these into your e'

pr 4-26 and patience must bring e-.

a 22-7 Wakmg to Christ's demand, mortals e' suffering.
36- 2 They, who know not purity and affection by e\
39-22 now is the time in which to e' that salvation

w 65- 1 E- should be the school of virtue,
s 122-21 E' is full of instances of similar illusions,

/ 217- 8 Paul's peculiar Christian conversion and e',
238-17 an e- we have not made our own,
240-31 learning from c how to divide between

6 296- 4 Progress is bom of e'.

p 394-17 E- has proved to the author the
421-26 than it is to e' it.

/ 443-14 If patients fail to e' the
r 493-20 Disease is an e- of so-called mortal mind.

ap 574-21 brought also the e- which
experienced

a 34-18 Through all the disciples e\
38-21 Jesus « few of the pleasures

/ 213-20 Mozart e' more than he expressed.
c 266-15 The author has f the foregoing prophecy
p 385-16 can be e- without suffering,

420- 6 should early call an e- Christian Scientist

experiences
pref viii-26 e' which led her. In the year 1866,

s 108- 7 human c" show the falsity of ail material things ;

c 261-11 If one turns away from. . . the body e' no pam.
b 322-26 The sharp e- of belief in the
r 494-21 as the c of the sleeping dream seem real

experiencing
sp 92- 5 is not only capable of e'

f 250-19 e' none of these dream-sensations,
o 356-20 as He is of e' these errors.

experiment
an 101- 6 an important e' upon the power of
p 379-16 think of the e- of those Oxford boya,

experimental
/ 230-16 cannot be, the author of c sum.

experimentally
t 456- 9 reputation « justified by their efforts.

experimented
p 379- 9 A felon, on whom certain English students e\

Experiments, Beaumont's Medical
ph 175-24 Beaumont's "Medical £•" did not govern the

experiments
s 152-21 The author's medical researches and e'

152-28 Her «• in homceopathv had made her skeptical
162-12 E- have favored the fact that Mind governs

expert;
p 375-29 seems anomalous except to the e- in C. 8.

expiate
ap 569-20 eventually €' their sin through suffering.

explain
a 27-17 Jeaus' parables «• Life as never mingling with

sp 8^ 6 Science only can €' the incredible good
s 126-17 Shall Science c cause and effect
145- 3 sweet tones, . . without being able to e" them.
148-22 Then theology tries to e- hoW to make

ph 189- 9 to e- the effect of mortal mind
20O- 8 VvTioever is incompetent to e' Soul

b 328-19 can it be said that they e- it practically,
o 350-16 The Master often refused to «' his words,
p 388- 4 a victory which Science alone can c.

explain
p 396-22 At the right time e' to the sick the

414-15 e- C. 8. to them, but not too soon,
417-27 E' audibly to your patients,
421-23 sometimes e* the sym.ptoms and their cause
422-13 e' to them the law of this action.
438-29 we have heard Materia Medica e' how

r 487-22 without Principle from which to f tlie

490-28 Sleep and mesmerism e- the mythical nature
493- 9 Question.— Will j-ou e' sickness

g 510-20 it cannot e' them.

explained
o 33- 9 Their Master had «• it all before,

46-22 and this exaltation f his ascension,
s 124-16 but when €' on the basis of physical sense
131-26 €• the so-called miracles of olden time
138-10 On this spiritually scientific basis Jesus «•

b 334-28 [Science has e- me]."
o 350-14 Unless the works . . . which his words e',
350-31 the Word was materially e',

p 420-14 This fact of C. S. should be e' to Invalids when
441- 2 e' from his statute-book, the Bible,

g 501-15 e' by that Love for whose rest the
510-20 Geology has never e' the earth's formations ;

explaining
a 33-U breaking («•) it to others,
b 292-19 E' the origin of material man
315-32 E' and demonstrating the way

explains
pref xi- 5 C. S. rationally e' that all other
sp 80-16 and e- extraordinary phenomena ;

89-23 e' the phenomena of improvisation
s 114-23 C. S. e" all cause and effect as mental,
148- 8 The former e- the man of men,

b 278- 3 Divine metaphysics e' away matter.
343-15 e- the impossibility of good producing evil ;

361- 2 Here C. S. intervenes, c these

p 433- 5 e" the law relating to liver-complaint,
r 470-U Divine Science e- the abstract statement
493- 5 science contradicts this, and « the

p 511- 3 and so e' the Scripture phrase,
.522-11 Science e' as impossible.
634-14 and the Apostle Paul «• this warfare
545- 1 Error . . . c Deity through mortal and finite

explanation
easy

an 102-26 not lending itself to an easy e*

her
p 374-10 in her e' of disease as originating in

of body
ph 20O- 9 would be wise not to undertake the f of body.

of optics
« 111-15 even as the c of optics rejects the

Principle and
sp 83-28 gains the divine Principle and e- of all things.

scientific
a 23- 9 but its scientific c is, that

this
ph 173-18 Physiology continues this e\
b 302- 6 not lost, but found through this c

without
s 149-10 they are left without c except in C. S.

year
/ 237-29 Impatient at your C",

ph 189- 2 the c of the sun's influence over the earth,

p 385- 5 €" lies in the support which they derived from
414-17 until your patients are prepared for the e\

t 4-52-13 withhold not the rebuke or the f
• which destroys

453- 9 chemicalization follows the «" of Truth,
g 504-21 Here we have the e- of another passage

explanations
/ 237- 1 had occasionally listened to my e\
r 482-13 Is it important to understand these e*

490-23 The scientifically Christian e' of the
g 555- 7 said . . . "I like your c of truth,

explication
sp 83-16 since Science is an e- of nature.

(7 501- 6 often seems so smothered ... as to require e" ;

exploiting
/ 457-31 without c Other means.

explored
s 121- 6 the heavenly fields were incorrectly f.

exploring
a 26-4 in speechless agony c the way lor us,

exponent
a 49- 9 Had they forgotten the great e- of Godt

exponents
a 52-18 common cause against the e* of truth.
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though they c him to fatigue, cold, heat,
£;• the body to certain temperaturea, aad
£• and denounce the claima of evil

e" evil's hidden mental ways of

c nineteen hundred years ago
If a child is e' to contagion or infection,
« to ejection by the operation of
better to be e" to every plague on earth
this falsity is e' by our Master

because Science c his nothingness ;

she made copious notes of Scriptural e\
The following is a brief e' of

not complete nor satisfactory c" of Truth.

Then it is believed that e" to the contagioQ
If e- to a draught of air while in a
such symptoms are not apt to follow e* ;

nor any other disease will ever result from «•

Why this backwardness, since c is necessary

have been able to undergo .

Constant toil, deprivations, e*,

fatigues and e-

l;3.

expose
P384-8
386-5

t 447-20

ap 571- 2

exposed
S 122- 8
154-16

ph 171-19

p 405-22

«;53&-21

exposes
sp 91-10

exposition
pref ix-27

r 496-31

expositions
pref ix-16

exposure
s 154-22

p 384-16
384-21
384-27

ap 571- 4

exposures
p385-4

385-15

expound
« 464-22

(7 539-28

expounder
i 459-29

expounds
b 274-14

express
pr 4-10

8-15

sp 81-20
98-13

f 223- 7

h 313-11
313-12
331-32
332-30
336-24

O 354-21
r 465-13
470-25
470-26

expressed
pr 4- 4 c in patience, meekness, love, an4

4-19 «• in daily watchfulness and in striving
11-32 It is best e- in thought and in life,

a 25- 5 infinitely greater than can be e- by our

sp 72-17 Perfection is not e- through imperfection.
88- 2 for which the poet Tennyson e'

s 111- 5 as e- through divine Science.
119-^18 spiritual and is not e- in matter,

ph 178-22 divine Mind, e- in Science.

/ 210- X Its ideas are e- only In
213-20 Mozart experienced more than he e-.

C 259- 7 divine nature was best e- in Christ Jesus,
b 293-21 fury of mortal mind— e' in earthquake,
304-30 music is, must be, imperfectly e\
313-11 and the express [«•] image— Heb. 1 ; 3,

332- 6' As the apostle e; it in words which
332-29 He e' the highest type of divinity,

p 364-27 «• by meekness and human affection,
373-21 Disease is e' not so much hy the hps as in
392-13 must be e" mentally,
423- 7 more strongly than the e- thought,

f 471-28 the spiritual import, e' through Science,

p 508-16 The feminine gender is not yet e*

519-10 are complete and forever e\
620- 3 Unfathomable Mind is e\
641-10 the worship e" by Cain's fruit 't

expresses
pr 3-26 Action e* more gratitude than speech.
a 23-28 e' the helplessness of a blind faith ;

38-16 It e' spiritual power ;

/ 208-26 A material body only e* a material and
c 258-13 God e" in man the infinite idea
h 298-15 Material sense e' the belief that
300-28 reflects and eMhe divine substance
3lO-'lO God is His own infinite Mind, and e' all.

331-17 Everything in God's universe e- Him.
333- 9 Christ «• God's spiritual eternal nature.

p 376-21 only what that so-called mind e-.

T 467-31 understood through the idea which e.' it

468-28 Eternity, not time, e' the thought of Life,
<177-30 Separated from man, who c Soul, Spirit would
4&4-13 The physical universe c" the conscious

has labored to e* divine Principle,

gave htm more than human power to fi*

the Christian and scientific e*

Christianity and the Science which c it

is not of itself sufiBcient to e- loyal and

fratitude,
and love which our words e*

Irase the figures which e' number,,
human hypotheses do not e' C. S. ;

Matter does not «• Spirit,

ancl the e* [expressed] imase— Heb.
the phrase "c image"— Heb. 1; 3.

e' in divine Science the threefold,

highest type . . . which a fleshly form could e'

and nothing less can «' God.
If our words fail to e" our deeds,
also intended to c the nature, essence,
If there ever was a moment when man did not e'

then there was a moment when man did not c

expresses
g 507-26
518-27

ap 576-27

expressing
sp 89-20
s 114-19
115- 5

p 424-17

g 507- 5

expression
audible

pr 11-32

fervency of

pr 8-21
fuller

o 361-22
Infinite

ft 336-10
Of Soul

r 477-25
Of Spirit

r 484-30

perfect
gl 591-19

public
pr 13-12

verbal
pr 3-25

EXTRACTS

This divine Principle of all c Science
Spirit, comprehends and e- aU,
Tne term Lord, . . . e" the Jewish concept,

beauty and poetry, and the power of e' them,
in e' the new tongue we must
difficulty of so « metaphysical ideaa
e" such opinions as may alarm
tenderly e' the fatherhood and

Such a desire has little need of audfble e\

with whatever fervency of e"

to give a clearer and fuller e*

even the infinite e- of infinite Mind,

Man is the c of Soul.

the understanding and e' of Spirit?

of whom man is the fuU and perfect e" ;

Can the mere public e" of our desires

Gratitude is much more than a verbal e- of

peculiarities of c, recollected sentences.
The e' mortal mind is really a solecism,
reflects the charms of His goodness in e\
thought expands into e'.

He is little else than the c of error.

English is inadequate to the c of
Man is the e' of God's being.

sp 86-26

/ 210-19
247-23

C255- 3
6 289- 9

O 349-16
r 470-23

expressions
g 518-22 All the varied e" of God

expressive
6 320- 5 names are often e* of spiritual ideas.

extend
p 418-18 negation must e- to the supposed disease

extended
a 43-20 perpetuated and e' it.

extends
5 128-16
145-29

6 328-31

extent
S 139-22
163-25
349^28

exterminated
s 164^15 diseased thought-germs are e\
p 377-11 when their fear of climate is e\

exterminates
s 157- 8 C. S. €' the drug, and rests on Mind

extermination
g 543-15 is engaged in a warfare of e\

exterminator
r 469-13 The e' of error is the great truth

externalized
o 360-13 which mind-picture or e* thought

an image of thought e".

e\ yet subjective, states of faith and
gives the history of error in its e- forma.

It e' the atmosphere of thought,
and «• throughout all space.
purpose of his great life-work e' through time

darkening to some « the inspired pages.
Nowhsre is displayed to a greater c
To a certain e" this is equally

p 411-26

g 512-15
522-13

externals
pr 8-8 such e' are spoken of by Jesiis as

extinct
sp 74-11
6 309-30

extinction
s 115-16 even to the e" of all beUef in matter,

extinguish
6 298- 5 As a cloud hides the sun it cannot «•.

extinguished
a 51-18 no more

extinguishes
r 474-32 Light c the darkness,.

When . . the belief of Ufe in matter is C",

Life is never for a moment e\

than God could be e\

extract
an 102-24

/ 201-17

extracted
/ 212- 3 tooth

extracts
p 437-33 certain e' on the Rights of Mad

an e' from the Boston Herald :

The way to c error from mortal mind la to

e' sometimes aches again in beUef.
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extraordinary
sp 80-16 dispels mystery and explains f phenomena ;

extravagance
m 58-26 a wife ought not to court vulgar e-

extreme
ap 570- 6

670- 7

extremity
ph 166-25
C 266-14

eye (.see also eye's)
beholds

T 479-10 An image
blue

/ 220- 9 The violet lifts her blue e' to greet the
brother's ,, . ,

t 455-16 mote out of thy brother's e'. — Matt. 7: 6.

ear and
sp 84-20 not dependent upon the ear and €' for

guided by the

£429-
8 When walking, we are guided by the c*.

not seen
ph 179- 7 Immortal Mind heals what e' hath not seen ;

£• hath not seen Spirit, nor hath ear heard
"e- hath not seen nor ear heard."— / Cor. 2: 9.

reveals what "e- hath not seen,"— / Cor, 2; 9.

shocked Into another e' mortal mood,
for one c follows another.

In his e- and only as a last re.sort,

"mah's e- is God's opportunity "

Is all that the e' beholds.

No human «• was there to pity.
The human.e' knows not where the orb of day is,

to go through the e- of a needle,"— Afa«. 19 . 24.

to go through the e' of a needle,"— Afa«. 19 : 24.

C 255-18
M59- 2

554- 1

buman
a 49-16

ph 188-30
muie

c 262-18 but now mine e- seeth Thee."— Job. 42 ; 5.

of a needle
/ 241-31
t 449-10

physical . ,

s 121-18 is invisible to the physical e\

s 141- 7 cut off the right hand and pluck out the right e",

testimony of tiie j , j ^ .u
s 121-21 false testmiony of the e' deluded the

thine own , , „ , ,
1 455-15 the beam out of thine own e' ;— Matt. 7 .• 5.

tbroush the
b 284-22 They can neither see Spirit through the e- nor

twinkling of an , „ t ^ .^ ^^
b 291- 6 "in the twinkling of an e-,'

— I Cor. 15; 52.

a 30-15 "An e- for an e-,"—Matt. 5: 38.

b 330-13 E- hath neither seen God nor His image
p 378-11 By looking a tiger fearlessly in the c",

378-13 may Infunate another by looking it in the e-,

393-26 "the light of the body is the e-,— Matt. 6; 22;

r 486- 4 Suppose one accident happens to the e',

ap 57»- 4 while yet beholding what the $ cannot see,

eyelids
ph 193-11 e- closed gently and the breathing became

eye's
s 122-16 On the e- retina, sky and tree-tops

eyes
blind

t444- 2

causes tbe
/ 211-25

close the
sp 87-30

close your
sp 71-10

71-14

having
a 3S-28

p/586-6
his

ph 193- 8
19J-13
195- 1

/ 221-23
c 255-11

laughing
/ 237- 5

man's
ph 165- 3

mortal
& 334-20

of purer
/ 243-22
357- 4

opened tbe
a 49- 3 opened the e' of their understanding,

open the
t 451-24

ap 570-30
our

6 268-*
r 491-22

people's
/220- 5

solemn
p 434-18

their
a 43-4

350-19
350-21

through the
pref ix- 4 drinks in the outward world through the c
your

g 530-15 then your e- shall be opened ;— Gen. 3 : 5.

530-20 and saving, . . . "I can open your e\

ap 574-26 it will lift the sackcloth from your e-,

these very failures may open their bUnd e\

If . . . material organism causes the e' to see

We have but to close the e", and forms rise

Close your «•, and you may dream that you
Close your c again, and you may

Having c" ye see not,

"Having e-, see ye not?"— Mark 8; 18.

Mr. Clark lay with his c' fixed and sightless.
In about ten minutes he opened his e'

His e" were inflamed by the hght.
These truths, opening his e\
Mortal man has made a covenant with his e*

Bounding off with laughing e', she presently

declared . . . this fruit would open man's e*

Jesus was incarnate to mortal e\

"of purer e- than to behold evil,"— Hab. 1 .* 13.

"of purer c than to behold evil."— Hab. 1 ; 13,

obligated to open the e' of his students
wUling to open the «• of the people to the

which we have seen with our e\— I John 1 ; 1,

goes on, whether our e' are closed or open.

Such admissions ought to open people's e*

earnest, solemn e*, kindling with hope

his material disappearance before their «•

and their e' they have closed ;
— Matt. 13 .• 15.

they should see with their e',
— Matt. 13 .• 15.

sp 76- 3

ph 165- 4

189- 3

M52-8
(7 530-23

0^586-3

eye-witness
p 436- 2 be was an e

at Niagara, with < open only to that wonder,
it closed the e' of mortals
If the f see no sun for a week, we still

e- accustomed to darkness are pained by
saying, . . . more pleasant to the c
definition of

to the good deeds

F
fable

s 12ft- 8
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V 43&-16 in the perturbed /• of these worthies,

gl 596-29 The Jewish women wore veils over taeir /

p 421*10 showing him that it was to /• recovery.

fac-similes . ^. , ,

sp 8&-25 Portraits, landscape-pamtmgs, /• of

fact
* °

472-28 the awful/- that unrealities seem real

based on . . . . . . , .

6 302-18 This statement is based on/', not laDie.

**°
s'^Sl-lO, The central /• of the Bible is the

conccFnlng'error . _ . „„™„i_
sp 92-22 UntU the /• concemmg error— namely,

**"^ ^3-28 The counter / relative to any disease

demonstfable , . » t,i /•. *!,«*
s 108- 6 unfolding to me the demonstrable/- that

elaborated^the^^ elaborated the /• that the healing effect

*^
p 384-28 In Science this Is an established /•

*
g 544-10 Matter cannot change the eternal /•

*'
t 450- 2 twist every /• to suit themselves.

^^28'-13 Mind and . . . never unite in figure or in /•.

m 65-25 Matrimony, which was once a fixed /• among us,

ph 180-19 by declaring disease to be a fixed /•,

**""
^8^12* Jesus estabUshed this foundational /•,

gm- 9 losher in Science and the glorious /• of creation,

^'^s 169- 6 This great /• is not, however, seen to b©
137-17 and his reply set forth a great /• :

vh 199- 9 Hence the great /• that Mmd alone

f 228- 4 impossible if this great /• of bemg were learned,

i 285- 5 the great /• of being for time and eternity.

339-26 the great / that God is the only Mmd ;

o 343-18 scientifically demonstrates this great /•,

p 398-32 The great /• remains that

412- 1 The great /• that God lovingly governs all,

421-16 great /• which covers the whole ground,
430-12 When will mankind wake to this great /•

liarmony Is ths . , . ^i. ^

p 412-23 Mentally insist that harmony Is the /•,

lieedless of the
, , ^ . . j v j

p 352- 7 Heedless of the /• that she was debarred

3^9-30 Ignorant of the /• that a man's belief produces

p 402-24 mesmerism . . . illustrates the /• just stated.

Iminortal , . , , .i, . _* i <•.

b 327- 4. Science, which reveals the immortal /
la metaphysics ^ . . ,„ . ^ j .

s 154- 9 This /• In metaphysics is Illustrated by
In Sci6ncc

ap 573- 6 This testimony . . . sustains the /• in Science,

knowledge of the
, j , .»,„ <.

ph 199-19 of less importance than a knowledge of the / .

matter of ., ^ , .^. ,.
r 486-32 as a matter of /•, these calamities often

mere . . ^i. ^
p 363-32 there was encouragement m the mere /

mistaking , . ., j . . , .,

sp 84- 5 not by foreshadowmg evil and mistaking ;

of being , .

/ 228- 4 if this great /• of being were learned,

249-26 is sometimes nearer. the/' of being than
b 28&- 5 the great /• of being for time and eternity.

320-18 declares plainly the spiritual /• of being,

r 492- 3 should be but one /• before the thought,

an 101- 5 one more /• to be recorded In the history of

b 297-17 The only /• concerning any material concept la,

T 471-20 spirituality of the universe is the only /•

reicains , . .
s 164-23 the forever /• remains paramount
b 289-23 the / remains, that God's universe is

ficicDdflc
m 69- 2 The scientific /• that man and the universe

/ 207-27 The spiritual reality is the scientific /•

£> 295-13 will at last yield to the scientific /•

epiiitaal
(see spiritual)

SQcb a
a 152-19 Such a /• illustrates our theories.

fact
this

sp 81-10
s 111-27
134-32
145-17
151-29
154- 9

vh 194-14

/207-5
320-21

p 420-13
427- 1

r 467-11

whereas the
pref viii-10

/ 211-28

FACTS

this /• affords no certainty of
this /• became evident to me.
This /• at present seems more mysterious than
From tlids /• arise its ethical as well as

acknowledge this /• , yield to this power.
This /" in metaphysics is illustrated by
theory opposed to this/- . . . would presuppose
This /• proves our position,
avers that this /• is not forever to be humbled
This /• of C. S. should be explained to invalids
If it is true tbat man lives, this /• can never
in proportion as this/' becomes apparent,

whereas the /• is that Spirit is good and real,

whereas the /• is that only through

sp 73- 6 The /• is that neither the one nor the other

s 116-17 They never. . . insist upon the/' that God is all,

127-20 It teaches that matter is the falsity, not the /•,

143- 2 Hence the/' that, to-day, as yesterday, Christ

153-22 The /' that pain carmot exist where there is no
154-13 /' was, that he had not caught the cholera by
162-12 Experiments have favored the /' that Mind

f 222-12 availed himself of the /' that Mind governs
238-29 To reconstruct timid justice and place the/*

b 270-29 Hence the /' that the human mind
289-14 The/' that the Christ, or Truth, overcame
339-11 can receive no encouragement from the /•

p 368- 3 confidence inspired by Science lies in the /•

368-29 has a foundation in / .

371- 1 when In /' all is Mind.
371-28 father to the /' that Mind can do It ;

374-12 is in /' the objective state of mortal mind,
388-22 The /• is, food does not affect the. absolute

408- 2 This view is not altered by the /' that

408- 7 mistakes fable for /• throughout the entire

412-25 Realize the presence of health and the /'

414-11 the /' that truth and love will establish a
420-17 /' that Truth overcomes both disease and

T 486- 1 matter is without foundation in /',

gl 586- 7 Fan. Separator of fable from /' ;

694_ 7 the first delusion tbat error exists asy
factor

pref X- 8 this mind is not a / in the Principle of C. S.

s 109- 2 as the leading/' in Mind-science.

144-20 is not a /' in the realism of being.
151- 2 as if there was but one /' in the case ;

151- 3 but this one /' they represent to be body,

159-14 as if matter were the only /' to be consultea

vh 185-21 excludes the human mind as a spiritual /'

p 370-14 faith in the drug is the sole /' in the cure.

factors ^ ^ ,
r 492-30 theory, ... Is that there are two y,

facts

sp 97-21 The broadest /• array the most falsities

pref viii-21 the response deducible from two connate /',

gl 593-5 the conscious /• of spiritual Truth.

demonstrate the , .... ,

p 429-27 and do not demonstrate the /• it mvolves.

eternal , ^ . .

b 293-16 perpetuating the eternal /*

A^Avia s%lug
s 121-20 rebuked by clearer views of the everlasting /•,

fundamental , , , r , .<• . v, •

s 120- 9 arrive at the fundamental /' of being.

/ 244- 4 Divine Science reveals these grand /'.

t 460-26 she had to impart, while teaching its grand /',

r 471- 9 afford no indication of the grand /' of being ;

^"^s 122- 4 the great /• of Life, rightly understood,

gl 597-19 spiritual sense unfolds the great /' of

Immortal , , ...
6 279-17 the immortal /' of being are s^n,
p 428-28 the immortal /' of being are admitted.

'"^'5^28 Important /' in regard to so-called embryonic

a *5S- 5 but this does not affect the invincible /'.

"*"? «7^li''Malntahi the/' of C. S.,- that Spirit Is God^
of being

(see l)eing)
of creation ^ .». , » .-

(7 539-28 power to expound the/' Of creation,

544-19 The / of creation, as previously recorded.

of divine Science , „ . . , ^ v j„i.»„^
r 471-13 / of divme Science should be admitted.
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facts
of existence

sp 95-30 does not unfold the /• of existence ;

g 552-11 spirituaJ scientific / of existence

gl 597-19 unfolds the great /• of existence.

cf barmony , . , . .

o S56- 7 Discord can neyer estabjosh the /• oi hannony.
ef BIlEd

b 2S8-18 as well ss on the /• of Mmd.
283-10 They are not /• of Mind.

g 616- 7 subordinate ... to the /• of Science,
ef Soul . , , . .

p 420-31 the tiannonlous /• of Soul and immortal bemg.
4?^ 4 demonstration of the / of Soul in Jesua' way

Of Spirit ^ , ,

/ 215-10 matter and mortality do not reflect the /' of

Spirit.
6 281-30 as we graap the /• of Spirit.

only
r 479-22 the only /• are Spirit and its innumeraWo

permanent
c 264- 2 before the permanent /" . . . appear.-

prtBDal , , , . J.

sp 87-15 lor It presents primal/- to mortal mind.
gpiritoal

(sec spiritual)
snbserring the

6 319- 4 error reversed aa subserving the /'

s 139-20 these /• show how a mortal and material seoso

ph 169-10 I name these /' to show that disease has
r 471-14 the evidence as to these /• is not

p 376-23 true /• In regard to harmonious being,
two

/ 251-10 mortals wake to the knowledge of two /• :

failed
s 152-24
O 351-10

p388- 8
427-27

< 464-15

failing
ph 166-23

/ 220-23
t 459-10

fails
s 148-27 When physiology /• to give health or life

149- 8 sucx5ceas In one instance /• in another»
It succeeds where homoeopathy/',
because he/' in his tirst effort.

Quackery likewise /• at length to

Every material dependence had /• her
learned that ber own prayers /• to heal her
when dire inflictions/ to destroy his body,
when all such remedies have /•
and the Scientists had /' to relieve bim,

F' to recover he-ilih through adherence to
Finding his health /•, he gave up his

lest you yourself be condemned for /• to

an 101-13
S 149-22

/ 237-23
O 341-17
343- 8

p 369- 8
438-21

r 476-.J9

496-22

faculties
s 162-14

/ 211-27
211-30
214-32
215-5
246-4

r 472-17
488-24

faculty
an 100-13
S158- 5
162-29

b 327-29
o 348-10

p 407-22
r490-5
ff 528-31

fade
sp 81-19

fades
/24ft~14

fadlBg
3 150-30

/ 247-11
C 263-32
264- 7

O 357-22

fail
sl4*-12

ph 173- 1

194-3
/ 227-14
354-21

p 372-22
/ 443-14
444- 7

448-28
450- 8
455-12

av 569-15

failed
pref x-20

a 4^14
3p 83- 3
S14S-2

"The /• which had been promised by
The logic is lame, and /• contradict it.

Some invalids are unv/iUing to know the /•

The /• are so absolute and numerous
tmfair to impugn and misrepresent the /•,

He enters into a diviner sense of the/",
the /• In the case show that this fur
the /• wluch belong to immortal man.
belief, at war with the /• of immortal Life,

The hidestructible /• of Spirit exist without
then, when the body is demateriaUzed, these /'
these /• be conceived of as immortal.
there is no oblivion for Soul and its /•.
with all the / of Mind ;

Life and its /• are not measured by
Error Ls neither Mind nor one of Mind's/'.
Micd alone possesses all /•,

ordered the medical /• of Paris to
A case of dropsy, given up by the f;
With due respect for the /•,

Reason is the most active human /•.
It is a pity that the medical /• and clerg^y
No / of Mind is lost.

Human wUl is . . . not a /• of Soul. -

this may be a useful hint to the medical /*.

grass Beemeth to wither and the flower to /%

the transient sense of beauty /*,

the doctrine of . . . is /• out.

/• and fleeting as mortal beli^.
The /• forms of matter,
Mortals must look beyond /•, finite forms,
wrong notions . . . are /• out.

If you /• to succeed in any case, It is )>ecause
we / to see how anatomy can
I cannot /• to discern the coincidence
cannot /" to foresee the doom of all oppression.
If our words /• to express our deeds.
Its false supports/ one after another.
It patients /• to experience the
If Christian Scientists ever /• to receive
he cannot /• of success in healing.
never /• to stab their benefactor in the back.
and if, knowing the remedy, you / to uaa the
and /• to strangle the serpent of sia

till aH physical cupports have /•,

pereecutoro had / to hide immortal Truth
the worshippers of Baal / to do ;

•

brought to bim a ca^e they bad /- to heel.

157-3
6 329-19

p 370-27

failure
ph 186-21

199-23
c 260-17

failures
/ 240-19
na-i

fain
6 302-29

faiut
pref vli- 3

a 47- 3

s 144-10

/ 218-29
219-12
254-4

faintly
a 29-29

sp 91-17

ap 577-32

fair
pref viii-16

S 122-20
141-30

Every attempt of evU to destroy good is a /',

/• is occasioned by a too feeble faith,

distrust . . . ensures /• at the outset.

past /• wUl be repeated until all wrong workts
these very /• may open their blind eyes.

mortal sense would /• have ua so believe.

beholds the first /• morning beams,
a/' conception of the Life which is God.
and afford /• gleams of God, or Truth,
they shall walk, and not/-."— Isa. 40; 3!.

"sick, and the whole heart /• ;"— Isa. 1 ; 5.

walk, and not/-,"— Isa. 40; 31,

though at first /• developed.
and reflect but /• the substance of Life or
one word shows, though/, the light whichC S.

On this hasLs C. S. will have a /• fight,

barometer, . . . points to /• weather in

_ _ - Let it have /• representation by the press.

ph 167-32 /• seeming for straightforward character,
191-22 not a leaf unfolds its /- outlines.

It blots the /• escutcheon of omnipotenoe.
would, by /- logic, annihilate man
A /- conclusion from this might be,
a city of the Spirit, /•, royal, and square.

Unless an Ul is rightly met and /' overcome
one must pay fully and /• the
when it becomes / understood that the divine
elements of pure Christianity will be /-

never . . . fears to have /• understood.
When you look it /• in the face,

p437- 6
r 490-21

(7 555-3
ap 575-25

fairly
/231-3
240-28

6 319-19
329-2

t 457-10

ap 558-14

fairness
/ 248- 9 feeds the body with supernal freshness and/*,

faith
absolate

PT 1-2
zSX

p 395-12
426-23

and belief

pr 12-18
and piety

sp 98-26

absolute/- that all things are possible to God,

destroys all / in sin and in
The reUnquishment of all /• In death

borrows its power from human /- and belieL

no proper connection with /' and piety.
and UQderstandlns ^ ^

s 107-13 fresh pinions are given to / and imderstanding,
It divides /• and understaJiding between
mental penury chills his /• and understandiQg.
gives man /' and understanding whereby to

f 312-27

pS56-10
^7-30

arnsed wltb
6298- 7

article cf
s 145-32

Science angaed with f; hope, and fruition.

Our Master's first article of /• propounded to
blacksmltb's . ^ ^, , ... , ^ .

ph 199-13 but by reason of the blacksmith s /- in
blind

pr 12- 8
a 23-28

ph 167- 4

p 398-28

01582-2
bicali

ap £89-15
dawn In

6 298-3
dead

/ 228-32
desf.rilfcs

6 279-4
dissent or

5 155-12

through a blind /• In God.
expresses the helplessness of a blind /• ;

If we rise no higher than blind /-,

blind /- removes bodily ailments for a seasoi),
not a faltering nor a blind /-, but the

Alas for those who break /• with divine Science

They dawn in /- and glow fuU-orbed

influence of their dead /• and ceremonies.

New Testament writer plainly dejcribes /•,

individual dissent or/*, imless it rests on
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faith
ecstasy or

pr lir- 7 to to have, not mere emotional ecstasy or /*,
El Bo^^o of

ap 53S-30 out of bondage into the El Dorado of/ and
enJigbteaed

or 1&-31 the foundation of enlightened /•.

feeble
ph 199-24 failure is occasioned by a too feeble /*.

fetter ,

/ 226-19 fetter / and ispiritual undsrstanding.
firm in

a 23-13 Said : "He that taieth one doctrine, firm in /•

general
a 155- 8 not yet divorced the drug from the general /•.

b 319-10 lower appeal to the general /"

great
s 133- 7

'

'I have not found so great /•,— Matt. 6 ; 10.

half tbe
/ 202- 7 half the /• they bestow upon tho

bis
s 146- 1 he proved his /• by his works.

ph 180- 6 his /• in their efforts is somewhat helpful
/215- 1 his/- in Soul and his indifference to the. body.
p 366-10 raental penury chills his /

fiope and
pr 9-18 enjoy the fruition of our hope and /•.
a 45-18 from the door of human hope and /•,

gl 581-15 AsHEB (Jacob's son). Hope and /• ;•

584-27 Dove. . . . parity and peace ; hope and/\
human

(see boman)
implicit

a 25-26 Implicit /• In the Teacher and all the
In a carnal mind

_p 395-11 Science overcomes /• In a.carnal mind,
in Deity

s 146- 7 faith in drugs the fashion, rather than/' in Deity.
individual

s 155- 4 general belief, culminating in individual /•,
in drugs

5 145-14 whether /• in drugs, trust in hygiene,
146- 7 have rendered /• in drags the fashion,

ph 181-30 If you have more /• in drugs than in Truth,
In God

(see God)
In bygiene

/ 251-15 whether through /*. in hygiene,
in matter
pref xi- 7 the fruits of human /• in matter,

s 130-21 Laboring long to shalie the adult's /• In matter
145- 6 The first idolatry v^as /• in; matter.

ph 170- 6 /• in matter instead of in Spirit.

p 425-24 when /• in matter has been conquered.
Inspires

g 547-32 which lifts humanity . . . and inspires /',
in the divine Principle

b 319- 7 Having /• in the divine Principle
In tbe drag

p 370-14 /• in the drug is the sole factor in the cure.
in tbe riglit

a 29- 7 Christian experience teaches /•.In the right
in tbe truth

p 358-15 When we come to have more / In the truth
401- 7 If /• in the truth of being, which you impart

in Trutb
6 286- 7 gives full /• in Truth,
t 446-21 strengthens hope, enthrones /• in Truth,

InraUd's
ph 166-26 The invalid's /• in the divine Mind

In words
/ 210- 1 superiority of faith by works over/- in words.

Is blgber
6 297-20 F' is higher and more spiritual than belief.

Jobn's
s 133- 3 Was John's/' greater than that of the

Iseep tbe
o 29-5 If they keep the/', they will have the

kept the
a 21- 3 I have kept the /',''.— JI Tim. 4 : 7.

lacks
p 366-17 physician lacks /• in the divine Mind

less

ph 173-32 call into action less /• than Buddhism
/ 222-13 he also had less /• in the so-called pleasures

little

pref x-21 because there is so little /• in His
p 394-30 the sick usually have little /• in it till they

living
b 30d- 3 art thou in the living /• that there is

lose
s 127- 2 she will not therefore lose /• in Christianity,
o 351- 3 When we lose / in God's power to heal,

materiial

ph 180-21 through the material/' which they Inspire.

faith
jnore

sp 89- 6

ph 181-30
358-29
359- 6

p36S-i5
36S-16
368-16
368-17
373-3

my
0343- S
r 487-26

new
S134-9

no
ph 169-17

348-17
r486-2

one kind of
a 23-24

one's
a 22-25

an 101-32
our

6 329-13
340- 2

p 410-14
410-17

FAITH

Having more / in others than in herself.
If you nave more/' in drugs than in Truth,
Is It likely that church-members have more/" la
Is this because the patients have more /• in
When we come to have more /• in the truth
more / in Spirit than in matter,
more /• In living than in dying,
more /• in God than in man,
we must have more /• in God on this subject

show thee my/- by my works."— ifas. 2: 18.
show thee my /• by my works."— Jas. 2; 18.

The new/- in the Christ, Truth,

we should put no / in material means,
I desire to nave no/- in evil or
you can have no /' m falsehood when

One kind of /• trusts one's welfare to others.

nor by pinning one's /-without works
proportional to one's /• in esoteric magic.

'The prayer of/ shall save— Jas. 5 ; 15.

Excite the organ of veneration or religious/*,
reform in religious /- will teach men

We must prove our/- by demonstration.
untU we lose our /- in them
Every trial of our /- in God makes us stronger,
the stronger should be our /-

point beyond
/ 241-23 One's aim, a point beyond f-, should be

prayer of
pr 12- 1

religious
sp 88-21
s 139-12

resort to
t 443- 5 a resort to /• in corporeal means

shall be find
s 132-27 shall he find f- on the earth?"— LuJce 18; 8.

significance of
r 488-10 they have more the significance of /-,

steppiQg-stone to
pref vii-18 no longer the stepping-stone to /-.

strong
ap 567- 5 strong /• or spiritual strength wrestles

sui^erlority of

/ 209-32 It shows the superiority of /• by works
that

359- 4 WUl that /• heal them?
their

a 49-3
m 64- 3
S 155-10
359-4

t 451-10
this

S155-5
ph 181-30
r 487-30

thy
343-4

r 487-25
to uplift

r 497-21

onfilnchlng
p 426-27

unity of the
g 519-19 come in the unity of the /-,

— Eph. 4 ;

uplifting
s 109-19 Christian healing by holy, uplifting /- ;

irltbout works
a 22-26 nor by pinning ones /• without works

23-15
' F' without worlis'is dead."— Jas.

~

inspired their devotion, winged their/'.
Our forefathers exercised their /-

equip the medicine with their/-,
try to cure his friends by their/- in him,
will either make shipwreck of their /- or

according to this /- wiU the effect be.
this /- wulincline you to the side of
This /• relies upon an understood Principle,

"Show me thy/- without thy— Has. 2;

'Show me thy/* without thy— cTas. 2.'

served to uplift/- to

with unflinching /- in God,

18.

IS.

•13.

•26.

pref xi- 7 /• in the workings, not of Spirit, but
pr 11-22 only the results of mortals' own /'.

16- 3 The highest prayer is not one of /- merely ;

a 23-16 F-, if it be mere belief, is as a pendulum
23-17 F', advanced to spiritual understanding,
23-21 /- and the words corresponding thereto
23-25 Another kind of /- understands divine Love

sp 86- 7 he was answered by the /- of a sick woman.
an 106-28 gentleness, goodness, /-,

— Gal. 5 : 22.

s 115-27 compassion, hope, /-, meekness, temperance,
125-14 changes . . . from /- to understanding.
133- 6 also a certain centurion of whose f'

160- 7 IJpjsupported' by the/- reposed in it,

ph 169-11 /- in rules of health or in drugs begets
169-14 The /- reposed in these things should find
170- 5 the exercise of /- in material modes,
198-19 giving another direction to/-, the physician

/ 206-12 hope, /-, love— is tbe nrayer of the righteous.
215-29 Even the /- of his philosophy spumed
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faith

430- 6
r 482-25
4S4-19

g S12-16
529-28

ap 561- 3

gl 579-10

faithful
a 44-3

49-18
50-12

If you are without /• in God's wllllngii«afl
settle all quf-gtions through /• ia

Until belief becomes /•, arid /• beromefl
involves intuition, hope, /", understanding,
limits /• and hinders spiritual
more receptive of spiritual power and of /•

shows that /" is not the healer in such cases.

punctual, patient, full of/'.
It is the/- of the doctor and the
So also /", cooperating with a belief in

424-30 / in the possibility of their transmission.
429-27 We must have/' in all the sajangs of our Master,

F' should enlarge its borders

angels whisper it, through /', to the hungering
are really caused by the /' in them
externalized, yet subjec.tive, states of/'
/• to fight all claims of evil,

destroys both /' in evil and the practice

/• in the divine Life and in the eternal Principle

/ 215-18
C288- 7

297-29
298-14
312-26

p 382-14
394-32
395-20
398-19
3S8-25

"Well done, good and /' servant,"— Matt. 25; 23.

this /• sentinel of God at the highest post
— — to sustain and bless so /' a son.
50-32 wrung from his /' lips the plaintive cry,

c 267-30 when he is tried, [proved /'],
— Jas. \ : 12.

but the /• Mary saw him ,

"/' over a few things,"— Matt. 25: 21_.

Let us be /' in pointing the way
' 'Thou hasf been /' over a few— Matt. 25 : 23.

& 314-20
323-17

« 444-16

ap 569- 8

faithfully
a 26-6
p 373-12

387-13

if we follow his commands /' ;

if the teaching is /' done.
do not die early because they /' perform the

faithfulness
a 34-26 As the reward for his/', he would disappear to

/ 225- 6 the fewness and /' of its followers.

faithless
s 148- 2 "0 /• generation,"— Mark 9 ; 19.

fall
pref vil-20 Though empires/-, "the Lord shall— Exod. 15 :18.

a 23-U will/' at the feet of everlasting Love.
an 103-28 singe their own wings and /' into dust.

ph 193- 2 caused by a /' upon a wooden spike

/ 22a-18 both shall /' into the ditch."— A/o«. 15; 14.

227- 1 into the land of C. S., where fetters/'
238-12 To /' away from Truth in times of persecution,

c 258-29 it were impossible for man, . . . to /' from his

b' 282-28 Whatever indicates the /' of man
310-11 Day may decline and s'nadows /',

p 380- 4 Sickness and sin /' by their own weight.
380- 6 on whomsoever it shall /',— Matt. 21 ; 44.

441-11 now and forever, /' into oblivion,

{ 463- 4 he may stumble and /' in the darkness.

464-24 weapons of bigotry, . . . /' before an

p 507-31 misinterpreted, the divine idea seems to/'
628-10 a deep sleep to /' upon Adam,— Gen. 2 : 21.

536-19 The blind leading the blind, both would /'.

fallacies
355-22 and the most egregious /• ever offered

fallacy ^ ,

/ 237-24 the /• of matter and Its supposed laws.

p 394-17 the /' of material systems in general,
r 46&-24 have perpetuated the/' that intelligence,^

fallen
c 259-10 thoughts which presented man as/',
r 470-20 Has God taken down His . . . and has man/"?

Mortals are not /• children of God.

false

476-13

faUeth
b 291-19
291-22

falling
a 32-32
S 154-29
O 359-23.

p 389-26
< 449-12

falls
a 37- 8 error /' only before the sword of Spirit.

ph 192-26 betrays itsweakness and /', never to rise,

/ 249-29' It /' short of the skies, but makes its
h oni.oo "Aa the tree f-, so it must lie."

/• back upon itself.

"In the place where the tree /',
— Eccl. 11 ;

As man /' asleep, so shall he awake.

with shadows fast /' around ;

thinks she has hurt her face by /•

/' from the Ups of her saintly mother,
This belief totters to its /•

Man's moral merciuy, rising or/'.

3.

b 291-22

ff 543- 1

false
prf/ viii- 7

a 27-20
as the science of music corrects /• tones

_. ..„ to cut down the /' doctrine of pantheism,
50-23 they did say,— that Jesus' teachings were /',

m 60-26 physical sense, . . . places it on a /' basis.

62-29 /' views of life hide eternal harmony,
63- 7 We ought to weary of the fleeting aad /•

09-10 as the /• and material disappears.

sp 70- 5
•H- \2

'J9-2I

an 100- *

5 107-15
108-25
121-22
12-2- 5
123- 1

127-31
128-28
129- 1

135-23
151-15
1(54-11

ph 163-20
175-30
177-10
180- 3
186- 2

192- 5

19fr- 7

/201- 7
201-10
204- 3
204-23
218- 1

229-21
232-14
232-15
238-28
242-3
252- 7

C 262-21
265-32

6 278- 9

281-19
281-29
285-16
287-22
290-12
293-12
296-11
308-12
308-18
311-14
315-11
324- 2
355-21
357-17
357-21
358-7

p 388-26
.372-22
380-U
389-15
3SO-14
395- 8
403-17
404- 8
417-30
428- 9
428-12
437-13
438-12
440-7
440-22

(444-30
447-12
458-25
459-20

r 484-19
484-28
489-25

fl506-2
510-12
522- 1

622-4
522-24
523-3
623-10
625-27
627-20
539-19
545-17
545-19
549-22

cp 560-16
567-28
568-11
568-12
575- 1

«Z 680-21

681-W

FALSE

Wliatcver ia /' or sinful can ncv«?r enter
owe their /• government to the misconcpplioni
not with the individual, but with the/' system.
thefts, /' tvitness, blasphemies :

— Matt. 15; 19.

Feeling so perpetually the /' consciousness
testimony of /• material sense,
deluded the . . . and induced /' conclusions.
contradict their /• witnesses, and reveal
science has destroyed the /' theory
/' hypotheses that matter is its own lawgiver,
not upon the judgment of /" sensation.

conclusion, if properly drawn, cannot be/'.
else one or the other is /' and useless ;

bondage now enforced by /' theories,
more scientific than are /' claimants

authority which Jesus proved to be /'

before he ate the fruit of /' knowledge,
body, is but a /" concept of mortal mind.
and to uproot its /' sowing.
by emptying his thought of the /' stimulus
quit our rehance upon that which is /'

/pleasures which tend to perpetuate this
We cannot buUd safely on /' foundations.
/' appetites, hatred, fear, all sensuaUty,
All forms of error support the /• conclusions
F' and self-assertive theories have given
Mortal mind does the /' 'talking,

/' law should be trampled under foot.

Christianity is not /',

religions which contradict its Principle are/'.
no time lor gossip about /' law or testimony.
their material beliefs and /' individuality.
When /' human behefs learn even a httle

They will then drop the /' estimate of life

if they wrench away /' pleasurable beUefa
a /' supposition, the notion that there is

/' conception aa to man and Mind.
Our /' views of matter perish
is a /• conception of man.
Error is /', mortal beUef ;

That Life or Mind is finite ... is /'.

both strata, . . . are /' representatives of man.
The death of a /• material sense

/' pleasure, pain, sin, sickness, and death."
matter with its /• pleasures and pains,
/' estimates of soul as dwelling in sense
The opposite and /' views of the people
Gladness to leave the /' laJidmarks
"absolutely /', and the most egregious fallacies

/' notions about the Divine Being
must have originated, in a /' supiwsition,
one is true, the other must be /'.

these / conditions are the source of ail seeming
Its /' supports fail one after another.
This /' method is as though .the defendant
This/' reasoning is rebuked' • •

the /' process of mortal opinions
leaving Soul to master the /' evidences

'

producing . . . the Results of /' opinions ;

there is no real pleasure in /' appetites.
by certain fears and /' conclusiops.
To divest thought of /' trust?
we shall sweep away the /•

Nerve, . . . to be a /' witness.
and bearing /' witness against Man.
before sacrificing mortals to their /' goda.
The /• and unjust behefs of your
are discordant and ofttimes /' brethren.
Ignorance, subtlety, or /' charity
Neither is he a /' accuser.
a /' practitioner will work mischief,
/' hiim;in consciousness is educated to feel.

involved in all /• theories and practices.
C. S. shows them to be /',

distinguishing between the /• and the true.
turn away from a /-material sense.

/• history in contradistinction to the true.
If one is true, the other is /',
in declaring this material creation /'.

Because of its /' basis, the mist of

which God erects between the true and /'.

favors the /' conclusion of the
it is a he,— /• in every statement.
It is f- to say that Truth and error commingle
a /' view, destructive to existence
this opposite, in Its /' view of God and man,
as nnist necessarily attend /' systems,
a/' estimate of anyone whom God has appointed
The beast and the /' prophets are lust and
first the true method . . . and then the /•.

exhibits the true warfare and then the/'.
Arise from your /' consciousness
The name Adam represents the /• suppositioa
The higher/' knowledge builda
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false
gl 584-16 Any material evidence of death is /,

588-17 whatever reflects not this one Mind, is/"
597-12 It revealed the /• foundationa
Isee also belief, beliefs, claim, claims, evidence, sense,

testimonf)
False Belief

p 430-21 F' B- is the attorney for Personal Sense.
Counsellor F' B' has ar^ed that
Here the opposing counsel, F' B\
a foreign substance, imported by F- B\
F' B', the counsel for the plaintiff,
when a message came from F" B",
machinations of the counsel, F' B\
deceived by your attorney, F' B\
The plea of F' B- we deem unworthy
Let what F' B' utters, . . . fall into oblivion,
Your attorney, F' J3\ is an impostor.

435- 4
437-20
438-22
439- 2

439- 7

440-4
440- 8
441-10
441-11
441-28

falsehood
capable of

p 432- 5

no faith in
r486-2

the prisoner at the bar. Is capable of /'.

you can have no faith in /"

pt 9-4 the / which does no one any good.
an 104-20 sensuality, /•, revenge, malice,
s 163-29 so much absurdity, contradiction, and /*.

ph 186-18 This /• should strip e\il of all pretensions.
/ 238-30 and place the fact above the /•,
241- 9 F", envy, hypocrisy, nlalice,

t 450- 6 They utter a /', while looking you blandly
g 530- 1 increases in /• and his days become shorter.

falsehood's
r 486- 3 when you have learned /• true nature.

falsely
c 262-30
6 305-31
331- 9

p 372-24

falsities
sp 78- 3

97-21
6 307-20
O 346-18
354-3

falsity
and lUnslon

g 55t-28 and is simply a /• and illusion.

conceded
p 396-15 not a diflBcult task in view of the conceded /•

matter is the
s 12''-19 It teaches that matter is the /•,

of error
b 294-32 Truth demonstrates the /• of error.

of material belief
c 258- 8 proves the /• of material belief.

which seems to begin with the brain begins/'.
The Sadducees reasoned /• about the
/ testifies to a beginning and an
/• parading in the vestments of law.

They are the /• of sense.
The broadest facts array the most /•

partakes of its own nature and utters its own/".
"fraught with/' painful to behold"?
"utter/' and absurdities,"

send
(7 545-14

their own
/252-8

this
6 283-24
301-30

(/ 539-21

pr 15- 6
Sl08- 7

/ 253-15
6 317-4
•464-26
r 474-31

a 522- 3
528-15
537-21
543-16

gl 579-15

faltering
J 455- 4

Ol 582- 1

fame
m 57-15

/239- 5

gl 582- 6

familiar
sp 70-*

89-12

/234- 9
6 320-11

p 397-23
403-32

t 403- 5

ap 576-15

12

errors send /' into all human doctrines

learn even a little of their own /",

lost to all who cling to this/'.

This/' presupposes soul to be an
this /• is exposed by our Master

Truth that Is sinless and the /' of sinful sense.

experiences show the /• of all material things ;

Knowing the /' of so-called material sense,
insisted on the might of matter, the force of /",
F' has no foundation.
Truth destroys /• and error,
proves the/' of the second.
Here /', error, credits Truth, God, with
to depict the /' of error
are never excluded by /'.

a/" ; the belief in "original sin,"

a /• and doubting trust in Truth
not a /' nor a blind faith, but the perception

Beauty, wealth, or /' is incompetent to meet
Take away wealth, /•, and social organizations,
pride ; envy ; /' ; illusion ; a false belief ;

tlirm that have /' spirits,— Isa. 8: 19.
This /• instance reaffirms the
become more /' with good than with evil,
the/' text. Genesis vi. 3.

To heal the sick, one must be /' with
/• with mental action and its effect
should also be/' with the obstetrics
was/' with Jesus' use of this word,

families
an loa- 1 promotes affection and virtue in /"

family
harmonious

t 444-29 God's children . . . are one harmonious /' ;

his
ph 193-18 dress himself, and take supper with his /".

human
(see human)

universal
ap 577- 4 one Father with His iiniversal /',

whole
r 470- 1 the whole /' of man would be brethren ;

your
p 392-18 If you think that ... is hereditary in your /',

pr

sp

g 515-21

famine
sp 96-16
s 163-18

famished
pr 17- 5

famous
s 161-20
162-30

(7 548-18

fan
r 466-27

ffZ586- 7

fancied
/ 252-28

p 379-10

fancies
pr 5-28
6 310- 2

fancy
s 136-20

ph 175-13
191-28

6 291-10
299- 1

t 443-19
460-16

far
3-32
10- 2

15-22
31-18
34-25
52- 2
53- 4
79-21
90-21

5 118- 3

121-25
124-24
127-31
146-27
149- 3

ph 173-30
174-12
179-16

/ 221-22
222-22
222-23
229- 9
257-13

6 300- 9
31S-17

O 350- 4
354-23

p387- 7
426-25

t 448-16
r 478-24

g 548-23

farce
6 272-20

farm
s 130- 5

far-off
sp 90-16

farther
pr 5-19

6-18
s 124-24

ph 173- 4
176-27
197-14

/ 234-31

p425- 1

Man is the /' name for all ideas,

may seem to be /' and pestilence,
war, pestilence, and/", all combined."

feed the /• affections ;

the words of the /' Madame Roland,
I kindly quote from Dr. Benjamin Rush, the/'
of the origin of mortals, a /' naturalist says :

Science of Christianity comes with /• in hand
definition of

and says : ... all my /' joys are fatal.

/• himself bleeding to death,

because he /' himself forgiven.
The hhman belief /' that it delineates

This ghostly /' was repeated by Herod
profane to /' that the perfume of clover
illusive senses may /' affinities with
Mortals need not /' that belief in the
suggestive feathers ; but this is only /'.
other systems they /' will afford relief.

Sickness is more than /' ;

While the heart is /' from divine Truth
walk in the light so /" as we receive it,

in so /' as we put our desires into practice.
so /" as we apprehend it,

ascend /' above their apprehension.
His pursuits lay /' apart from theirs.
so /• removed from appetites and passions
so /' as can be learned from the Gospels,
mentally travel /" and work wonders,
an inference /' above the merely
so / as our solar system is concerned,
"Thus/' and no farther."
in so /' as this is built on the false

/ anterior to the period in which Jesus lived.
Mind as /" outweighs drugs in the cure of
The idols of civilization are /' more fatal
"the night is/' spent,— Rom. 13.' 12.

educate a healthy horse so /' in physiology
and it is equally /' from Science,
He learned that a dyspeptic was very /• from
/• from having "dominion— Gen. 1 ; 26.

Not / removed from infidelity is the belief
the substance of an idea is very /• from
So /" as the scientific statement as to
so /' as he is discordant, he is not the imag©
very /' removed from daily experience.
The night of materiality is /' spent,
has been carried sufficiently /' ;

/' beyond its present elevation, ,

A dishonest position is /" from Christianly
this belief is mortal and /' from actual.
so /' apart from his material sense of

the ghastly /' of material existence ;

One has a/', another has merchandise.

we fly to Europe and meet a /' friend.

looking /', the Psalmist could see their end,
higher we cannot look, /' we cannot go.
"Thus far and no /'."
or determine when man . .- . has progressed /"

can carry its ill-efferts no /" than
the / mortals will be removed from imbecility
reach no /' and do no more harm than
or some of his progenitors /• back
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farthing
pr 5-11 "the uttermost /•."— Matt. 5; 26.

/ 240-28 one must pay fully and fairly the utmost /',

p 390-17 in payment of the last /•,

40»-15 will be manacled until the last /- is paid,

fashion
pT 4-21 will mould and /• us anew,
TO 68-4 They are slaves to/', pride, and sense.
s 146- 7 have rendered faith in drags the /•,

/ 247-12 Custom, education, and / form the

fashionable
o 344-30 more /• and less spiritual?

fashions
g 516- 9 God /• all things, after Hi3 own

fast
a 32-32 with shadows /• falling around ;

53- 3 He did not / as did the Baptist's disciples ;

s 124-10 and holding/- to discord and death.

/ 254-21 abandon so /• as practical the material,

p 392-14 thouKht should be held /• to this ideal.

t 448- 3 Blindness and . . . cling /• to iniquity.
464-20 hold /• that which is good."— I Thess.S: 21.

g 545- 5 material man was / degenerating
gl 597-^ 5 if only he appeared unto men to /*.

fasten
p 439-23 to /• upon him an offence

fastened
p 378-14 / fearlessly on a ferocious beast,

fastens
p 395-28 /• disease on the patient,

fasting
/ 220-26 The behef that either /• or feasting makes
221-20 never ordained a law that /• should be

fat
g 540-27 his flock, and of the /• thereof.— Gen. i : 4.

fatal
pr 7-32 Hypocrisy is /• to religion.
m 59-26 for deception is /• to happiness,

69-30 / mistakes are undermining its foundations.
s 129-19 and /• to its demonstration ;

ph 173-30 The idols of civilization are far more /•

/ 203- 1 admits . . . that this-cold may produce /•
252-28 and says:. . . all my fancied joys are/'.

b 286- 6 this is/' to a knowledge of Science.
303-24 The beUef that . . . is a / error. •

p 368-10 /• beliefs that error is as real as Truth,
372-27 a denial of Truth is /•,

384-22 if you beheve iii laws of matter and their /•
394-25 Are material means the only refuge from /•
422-27 holding that matter . . . readers them /•

g 552-12 no member of this dolorous and /• triad.

ap 560-26 but has been /• to the persecutors.
568- 8 /• effects of trying to meet error with error.

fatality
sp 79- 2 its symptoms, locality, and /•

ph 197-32 his beUef in its reality and /• will harm

fatally
ph 184-25 termed a /• broken physical law.

fate
a 40-21 could not avert a felon's /•,

49-15 methis earthly /• alone with God.
s 121- 2 but sterner still would have been his /', if

121- 7 read in the stars the /• of empires
ph 176- 5 attributed their own downfall and the/' of

Father (see also Father's)

and Motber
c 256- 7 the F- and Mother of the universe,
g 530-11 recognizing God, the F- and Mother of all,

and 8on
361-18 F' and son, are one in being.

bosom of tbe
b 334- 5 dwells forever in the bosom of theF;

Cometh unto tbe
b 286- 9 "No man cometh unto the F-— John 14 : 6.

Ego and tbe
sp 70- 9 the Ego and the F' are inseparable.

eyerlastins
p 428-17 the eternal builder, the everlasting F\

(vAd And tbo
m 64- 5 imdefiled before God and the F-,— Jas. l.*27,

God as the
a 29-23 demonstrating God as the F' of men.

God Is his
m 63-10 God is his F', and Life is the law of his being.

beavenlF
a 40-25 Our heavenly F', divine Love, demands that
p 387-29 bestowed on man by his heavenly F\

Father
bis

a 30- 3
31- 8

m 63-10

p410- 6
In secret

pr 15- 7

his F' or divine Principle.
they who do the wiU of his F'.
God is his F', and Life is the law of his being.
knowledge of his F' and of himself.

The F' in secret is unseen to the
inspired by the

s 133-27 taught as he was inspired by the F*
Is perfect

b 302-20

my
pr 14-21
a 26-12

sp 79-20
S 137-24
c 267-16
f>3!5- 3
333-29
333-30

O 861-15

p 372-26

man as perfect, even as the F' is perfect.

because I go unto my F-,"— John 14 ; 12.

"I and my F- are one."— John 10; 30.

"My F- worketh hitherto,— John 5; 17.

my F- which is in heaven ;"
— Matt. 16: 17.

the will of my F' wiiich is in— Matt. 12 : 50.

"I and my F- are one,"— John 10; 30.

"I and my F' are one ;"
— John 10; 30.

"My F- is greater than I."—-John 14; 28.

"I and my F- are one,"— John 10; 30.

before my F' which is in heaven."—Matt. 10 :

not known the
a 32- 1 they have not known the F-— John 16 ; 3.

numbered by the

33.

p 367
ofaU

prm
a

our
pr

-16 with those hairs aU numbered by the F'.

13-26 the F' of all is represented as a corporeal
64-26 Until it is learned that God is the F- of all,

31-11 the only creator, and therefore as the F- of all.

2- 6 the desire ... is blessed of our F\
13-11 our F-, who seeth In secret, will reward
16-26 0\iT F- which art in heaven,— Matt. 6 ; 9.

67- 1 The cup our F' hath given,
even as our F' in heaven is perfect.

He did the wiU of the F\

demonstrated man's oneness with the F\
not that the corporeal Jeaus was one with the F',
the Son must be in accord with the F',

b 276-20

the perfect
/ 207-14 the perfect F', or the divine Principle of man,

will of the
ph 168-21

with tbe
a 18-4
6334-4
337-9

worship the
a 31-27 shall worship the F' in spirit— John i: 23.

sp 93- 7 shall worship the F' in spirit
— John i: 23.

s 140-21 shall worship the F"-in spirit
— John 4; 23.

yonr
pr 1- * Your F' knowethxdhat things ye— MaW. 6;8,
a 31-5 one is your F\ which is in heaven."— Ma(f. 23:9.

37-28 your F' which is' in heaven— Malt. 5 ; 48.

c 259-20 your F' which is in heaven— Matt. 5 ; 48.
'

b 326-21 your F' will open the way.

pr

a
sp
s

14-32
15- 1

41-25
77-16
131-19
131-22

/ 233-13
C 257-14
267- 8
267- 9

6 268- *

282-31
305-18

306-11, 12

314- 6
325-17
334- 6

O 357-29
r 467-10
470- 1

485-23

g 518-17
532-11
536-12

ap 569- 2
577- 3

gl5S&-9
father
name of

a 31-10
not the

sp 89-27
C 257-15
r473-5

of mind
/ 208-17

pray to thy F' which is in secret '.-"Matt. 6:6.
and thy F\ which seeth in secret,— Matt. 6: 6.

then sat down at the right Jiand of the F\
neither the Son, but theF*.."— Marfc 13; 32.

"I thank Thee, O F-, Lord of— Luke 10; 21.
even so, F\ for so it seemed good— Luke 10 ; 21.

not even "the Son but the F' ;"
— Mark 13; 32.

H.ence the F' Mind Is not the father of matter.
It is generally conceded that God is F",
If this is so, the forever F' must have
our fellowship is with the F',— / John I ; 3.

for it is not begotten of the F'.
but what he seeth the F" do :

— John 5; 19'.

and the F- would be childless,— no F\
proved that he and the F' were inseparable
found, in His hkeness, perfect as the F\
not that the F' is greater than Soirit,
Has the F- "Life in Himself,"—John 5; 26.

all men have one Mind, one God and F',
With one F', even God, the whole family of man
"F" which is in heaven— Matt. 5; 48.

all having the same Principle, or F' ;

the divine Spirit, orF", condemns materialman
gravitation and attraction to one F',

• Life, represented by the F' :

as one F- with His universal family,
definition of

no record of his calling anyman by the name off.

and man is not the /• of man.
the Father Mind is not the /• of matter.
Truth, God, is not the/- of error.

John Young, . . .writes: "God ia the/' of mind,
of mythology

b 294-23 belief in them to be the /• of mythology.



FATHER

father
prlmcral ^ .^ , , ,

g 5o3-J3 or from the rjb of our primeval /•.

a 31- 5 '"Call no man your/- upon— Afatt. 23 : 9.

6 292-22 Ye are of your /, the devil— John 8 : 44.

292-22 the lusts of your /• ye will do.— John 8 ; 44.

5M-26 "Ye are of your /', the devil."— JoAn 8 ; 44.

179 FEAR

a 50-10 would impugn the justice and love of a /• who
Trt 69-22 If the/' replies, "God creates man through
/ 219-21 "is ever/- to the thought."
c 257-19 divine Love,— is the f of the rain,

b 292-26 a liar, and the/- of it."— John 8; 44.

309-12 He was to become the /• of those, who
o 357- 8 "a liar, and the /- of it."— John 8 : 44.

p 371-27 is /• to the fact that Mind can do it ;

g 533-30 "Neither man nor God shall /- my fault.
'

551- 1 the material senses must /• these

564-22 "He is a liar, and the/' of it."— John S: 44.

556-31 It is related that a/- plunged his infant

ffl 580-31 he is a Uar and the / of it. — John 8 .• 44.

fatherhood
g 507- 5 the /• and motherhood of God.
519-11 the /• and motherhood jof Love.

ap 562- 4 Aa Eliaa presented the idea of the /• bt God,
fatherless

m 64- 5 To -visit the /• and widows— JSs. 1 : 27.

Father-Mother
pr 16-27 Our F' God, all-harmoniaus.
b 331-30 God the F' ; Christ the spiritual idea
332- 4 F- is the name for Deity,
335-28 nothing unlike the eternal F\ God.

g 516-23 the infinite F- God.
ap 577- 8 reflects God aa F-, not as a

Father's
a 25-^ 9 as he went daily about his F' busmess.

52- 1 he was about his "F- business."— Luke 2:49.

p 366- 2 sense of the dear F' loving-liindness.
442-27 it is your F" good pleasure— Luke 12 ; 32,

fathers
/ 211-W - "the /• have eaten sour grapes,— Ezek. 18; 2,

fathers'
ap 566-17 Her /• God before her moved.

fathom
c 262- 9 We cannot /• the nature and quality of

g 519-17- What can /• infinity 1

556^15 the Christian alone can'/' it.

fatigue
gp 79-30 It dissipates /' in doing good.
ph 165-16 You say that indigestion, /-, sleeplessness, ,

184-19 We say man suffers from the effects of

/ 217-20 the next toil will /• you less,

217-25 scientific and permanent remedy for/*
218-30 applying it hterally to moments of /',

219- 3 My method of treating/- applies to •

p 384- 8 though they expose him to /-, cold. heat.

fatigued
/ 2l»- 3 You do not say a wheel is /• ;

fatigues
/ 217-29 You say, "ToQ /• ms."
p 385- 4 undergo without sinking /• and exposures

fatllng
g 514-24 young lion, and the/- together ;— Isa. U ; 6.

fault
pr 8-31 If a friend informs us of a /-,

$p 93-12 otherwise, . . . our logic is at /'

292- 1 When the last mortal/- is destroyed,
g 533-27 finds woman the first to confess her'/'.

533-30 "Neither man nor God shall father my /-."

faults
ap 571- 9 to tell a man his /-, and so risk

favor
a 36-17 preclude C. S. from finding / with the

an 101-16 not conclusive in /- of the doctrine of

p 380-13 in /' of a decision which the defendant
441-19 decrees of the Court of Error in /' of Matter,
441-19 Spirit decides in /- of Man
441-25 The Supreme Bench decides in /- of

t 458- 7 This theory is supposed to /•

favorable
ph 177-27 physician and patient are expecting /
p 422- 8 these indications are /-.

422-12 ignorant that it is a /• omen,
423- 5 tendency towards a /• result.

favored
s 162-12 Experiments have /• the fact that

favorite
s 121- 2 If his discovery had undermined the /•

b 340-18 The First Commandment is ray / text

/- the false conclusion of the

they brought with them F-, the sheriff.
It was F- who handcuffed Mortal Maa
You aided and abetted F-
neither can F- arrest Mortal Maa

favors
g 525-27

Fear
p 436-18

435-20
439-24
441-14

fear (noun)

aod sin .

p 373-21 you must rise aoove Dotft f and sin.
392- 1 you master /- and sin through divine

and trembling
a 23-26 with/- and trembling."— Phil. 2: 12.

sp 99- 6 with /- and trembling,"— Phil. 2; 12.

p 442-26 with /- and trembling :"— Phil. 2 ; 12
belief and

p 385-25 wiU suffer in proportion to your belief and /•,
t 455-11 lost in the belief and /- of disease

blanches with
p 433-14 His sallow face blanches with /-,

calling up the
s 154- 6 calling up the /• that creates the

castcth out
ph lSO-24 divine Love which casteth out /-.
V 373-18 "perfect Love casteth out /-."— I John 4; 18.

406-10 "Perfect Love casteth out /-."- / John 4: 18.

410-19 perfect Love casteth out /•.
— / John 4 .- 18.

cast out
o 442-13 Divine Love had cast out /•.

darkness induces
p 371-14 Darkness induces/-.

dark places of
ap 559-12 heard in the desert and In dark places of/',

destroy
p 376-25 Destroy /*, and you end fever.

destroys
t 454- 7 destroys /•, and plants the feet in tne true

disappears
p 368-31 When/- disappears, the foundation of

doubt or
t 445- 7 No hypothesis . . . should interpose a doubt or/"

cffi&c t s of

p 373-20 the effects of /- produced by sin,
• 380-15 The physical effects of /- Illustrate

erU and
p 392- 7 Casting out evil and /• enables

exciting
ph 169-13 by exciting/- of disease, and by dosing the body

fruits of
, g 532-18 the immediate fruits of /- and shame.
governing

p 377-21 Remove the leading error or governing /•

great
p 420-21 and thus destroy the great /• that besets

ber
r s 159-18 They would either have allayed her /- or

bis
ph 197-31 should suppress his /• of disease,

198- 6 his/-, which has already developed the
199-30 His /- must have disappeared before his

p 405-18 good man flnalljr can overcome his /• of
423- 2 The belief . . . increases his /- ;

436-23 and be punished for his /-.

bope and
b 298-17 hope and /•, life and death,

buniao
ph 176-17 Human /' of miasma would load with disease

p 412- 3 and destroy the human /- of sickness.

ap 563- 5 We may well be perplexed at human /- ;

566- 3 dark ebbing and flowing tides of human /-,

Ignorance or
ph 18S-23 springiog from mortal ignorance or /•.

Increases
t 453-27 for such a course increases /*,

inflammation Is

p 414-32 Inflammation is /-, an excited state

p 376- 4 the latent /• and the despair of recovery
made manifest

r 493-21 It is /• made manifest on the body.
master ...

ph 197-16 We should master/-, instead of cultivating

p 392- 1 you master / and sin through divine

more . ,

ph 180-15 may unwittingly add more /• to the

mortal , , ,

p 377-27 disease is mental, a mortal/-,
Moses*

b 321-11 and.then Moses' /• departed,
321-25 God had lessened Moses' /•

no

I

p 393-18 Have no /• that matter can ache,
408-17 has no /- that he will commit a murder,
410-18 "There is no /' in Love,— / John 4 : 18.
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fear (noun)
nor doubt , . . , ,

r 49^17 Let neitbcr/' nor doubt ovcrshaaow
of climate

p 377-10 when their /• of climate Is exterminated.
of coasequences

b 322-24 only through /• of consequences
of death

gl 696-25 destroy ... the /• of death,
of disease

(see disease)
of error , ^ .

p 380-20 power of Truth can prevent the /• of error,
of Its stlug

p 42&-24 and also of the /• of Its sting
of patients

p 411-27 by allaying the /• of patients.
of punishment

b 327-22 F- of punishment never made man truly honest.
of Hl6 d I SCflSO

ph 196-27 induced . . . from the /• of the disease
of the Jjntd

p 373-15 "The/- of the Lord is the— Psal. Ill ; 10.

or fever
ph 175-12 and dissuade any sense of /• or fever.

or sin
p 392- 3 Only wliile /• or sin remains can it

patient's
ph 168-25 and recognized the patient's /• of it,

pride and , . ; .

a 31- 1 Pride and /• are unfit to bear the standard of

proceed from
c 280^22 disease, and death proceed from /•.

removing the
, , -^ ^

p 411-32 If you succeed in wholly removing they,
seeallngs of

ph 188-26 according to the seedlings of/*,
stage of

p 375-31 a stage of /• so excessive that it amounts to
this

p 381- 9 This /• is the danger
423- 4 this /• greatly diminishes the tendency

nil! soothe
p 398-28 will soothe /• and change the belief of disease to

your
p 374-24 your steps are less firm because of your /•,

pi
s

68-3
: 115-21
125-14
151-18
159- 9

ph 180-22
189- 7

/ 201-10
209- 4
222-27
230-26

b 327- 6
O 352-13
352-30

p370-8
373-19
377-28
384-24
391-32
392- 5
404-29
409-19
411-21
419-11
421-20

« 445-19
r 494-31

(7 532-28

gl 588-11
586-13
692-21

. 593- 7

fear (verb)
s 1,56-14

ph 190-11

/ 214-20
231-22
231-27

6 340- 7

348- 2
352-17

p 376-30
406-25
419-25
425-26
436-22
442-27

( 444-21
452-10

for /• of being thought ridiculous.
Evil beliefs, passions and appetites, /",

changes . . . from /• to hope
F' never stopped being and its action.
not by the ether, but By /• of inhaling it. ,

Instead of furnishing thought with /•,

and casts out a/'.
false appetites, hatred, /•, all sensuality.
In proDortion as ignorance, /•, or

while/-, hygiene, physiology, and physics
satisfy mortal belief, and quiet /•.

destroy the false beliefs of pleasure, pain, or /
sick in consequence of the /• :

no longer seeming worthy of /' or honor.
proves that /" is governing the body.
The /• occasioned by ignorance can be cured ;

also a /• that Mind is helpless
the/' subsides and the conviction abides
F- is the fountain of sickness,
F", which is an element of all disease,

envy, dishonesty, /•,... make a man sick,
never yields to the weaker, except through / or
foundation of all sickness is /•, ignorance, or
Neither disease itself, sin, nor /• has the power
when the /• is destroyed, th6 inflammation
C. S. silences human will, quiets/'
they cast /• and all evil out of
F' was the first manifestation of the error of
definition of
F' ; remorse ; lust ; hatred ; destruction ;

Night. Darkness ; doubt ; /'.

Red Dragon. Error ; /' ; Inflammation ;

to/' an ageravatlon of symptoms from
"F- him which is able to— Matt. 10; 28.

to /• . . . what they consider a material body
To/' sin is to misunderstand the power of Love
To /' them is impossible, when you
F' God, and keep His— EccL 12.' 13.

and which we desire neither to honor nor to/'.
Children, like adults, ouoht to /' a
To /' and admit the power of disease,
and no more /' that we shall be sick

Never/' the mental malpractitloner.
You will never /' again except to offend God,
He must obey your law, /' its consequences,
"F' not, little flock ;— Luke 12; 32.

F' not that he will smite thee again
you should not / to put on the new.

fear (verb)

ap 670-lS
678-11

(jl 506-22

feared
/ 215-28
O 352-15

p 411- 1

413-31

feareth

and never/' the consequence".
I will /' no evil :— Psal. 23 ; 4.

1 will/' no evil."— Paal. 23; 4.

Socrates /' not the hemlockpolson.
Would a mother say . . . lliey exist, and are

to be /' ;

"The thing which I greatly /•
— Job 3 ; 25.

may be reproduced in the very ailments/'.

fearful
pr 6-31
a 22-15
m 66-11

/ 203-28
i 415-15

fearing
/244-6

feariess
p 408-18

g 614-11

feariessly
p 378-11

378-16
420-25

fears
certain

p 417-30
children's

o 352-20
doubts and

pr 13-22
entertains

p 422-27
her own

S 154-18
his

p 367- 6
mental
ph 199-20

ph 187- 8
352-23

p 392-30
419-29

t 457- 9

feasible
m 63-23
o 345-19

feast
a 32- 8
5 130-4

ap 575- 4

feasting
/ 220-26

featliers
6 299-1

feats
sp 86-19
ph 199-19

feature
ap 560- 4

features
an 102-17

febrile
p 379-26

fed
fl 33- 5
tn 62- 9
6 273-25

p 442-25

feeble
pref ix-14

ph 199-23
C 262-11
t 454-27

ap 577-28

feebleness
/ 219-17

feebly
s 117-27

feed
pr 17- 5

(7 530-11

feeding
a 33-10

/234- 7

410-19 He that /• Is not made perfect— / John 4 ; 18.

left this record : "His rebuke Is/'."
If your endeavors are beset by /' odds.
The union of the sexes suffers /' discord,
of /' and doleful dying '

render mortal mind temporarily less /•.,

never /• nor obeying error in any form.

should be as /• on the question of disease.
Free and /' it roams In the forest.

By looking a tiger /• In the eye.
man's gaze, fastened /' on a ferocious beast,
Tell the sick that they can meet disease/', If

seems to Induce disease by certain /•

but instead of Increasing children's /'

doubts and /• which attend such a belief,

entertains /• and doubts as to the ultimate

The law of mortal inind and her own /•

patience with his /• and the removal of them,

latent mental /• are subdued by him.

and then worships and /• them. '

assured that their f- are groundless,
shut out these unhealthy thoughts and /'.

you must conquer your own /'
never ... in any direction which she /'

A /• as well as rational means of improvement
practical proof is the only /• evidence

ancient custom for the master of a /•
When all men are bidden to the/',
Then cometh the marriage/'.

The belief that either fasting or /•

with suggestive /' ; but this is only fancy.

either Involve /• by tricksters, or
The /• of the gymnast prove that

the distinctive /• has reference to

its agg:ressive /• are coming to the front.

coated tongue, /' heat, dry skin,

heavenly manna, which of old had /'

to be always/', rocked, tossed, or talked to,

/' the multitude, healed the sick,

until . . . man is clothed and /' spiritually.

/• attempts to state the Principle
failure is occasioned by a too /' faith.

We must reverse our/' flutterings
loving care and counsel support all their/'
The writer's present/' sense of C. S.

for the belief in /' must

dimly reflects and /' transmits Jesus' works

/• the famished affections;
as able to /' and clothe man

this bread was /' and sustaining them.

/• the hungry and giving living waters
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feeds
/ 222- 9 and /• thought with the bread of Life.

248- 8 Mind /" the body with supernal
(? 507- 4 Spirit duly / and clothes every object,

feel
pr 8-14 If we /• the aspiration, humility, gratitude, _

a 19-27 in disobedience ... we ought to r no security,

sp 8fr-16 though we can always /• their influence.

8&-22 more difficult to see a thought than to /• one?
3 153-23 where there is no mortal mind to /'it

ph 176-28 The human mind, not matter, is supposed to/',

193-14 and said : "i /• like a new man.

/211- 2 if they . . . report how they/',
249- 6 Let us /' the divine energy of Spirit,

c 264-26 and /' the unspeakable peace which comes
b 284-23 nor can they /', taste, or smell Spirit.

294-13 error, saying : . . . Nerves/-. Brain thinks
346-25 Do you /' the pain of tooth-pulling, when you

p 376-26 impossible for matter to suffer, to /' pain
384- 2 Can matter, . . . either/' or act without
394-31 till they /' its beneficent influence.

39^26 to /' these ills in physical belief.

i 461-30 unsee the disease ; then you will not /• it,

r 478-14 Does brain think, and do nerves /',

479-11 Matter cannot see, /', hear, taste,

479-12 cannot /' itself, see itself, nor understand
479-16 see, hear, /', or use any of the
4S4-20 human consciousness is educated to/'.

g 532-30 error demands that mind shall . . . /' through
matter,

feeling
pref ix- 8 attempts to convey his /'.

sp 86-21 is no less a quality of physical sense than /'.

87-27 by friendship or by any intense /'

s 107-15 F' so perpetually the false consciousness

/ 221-27 /' childhood's hunger and undisciplined by
p 393-11 and govern its /' and action.
1 454-26 Do not dismiss students . . . /' that you

feelings
p 396- 6 Make no unnecessary inquiries relative to /•

5/587-23 He.\rt. Mortal/', motives, affections,

feels
sp 86-30 It /', hears, and sees its own thoughts.
ph 166- 3 Mind is all that /',' acts, or impedes action.

/ 224- 2 the world /' the alterative effect of truth
h 294- 9 The belief that matter thinks, sees, or /'

p 401-14 and mortal mind only /• and sees materially.
414-25 matter neither/', suffers, nor enjoys.
430-19 The patient /' ill, ruminates,

t 443- 9 she r, as she always has felt, that all

451-23 He /' morally obligated to open the eyes of
464- 1 /• your influence without seeing you.

r 467-28 Matter neither sees, hears, nor/'.
485-5 Science declares that Mind, . . . sees, hears,/',

gl 591-15 /', hears, tastes, and smells only in belief.

fees
t 445-28 danger in . . . caring only for the /•»

feet
bare

p 362-14 and his bare /• away from it.

guest's
p 364-14 wash and anoint his guest's /•,

his
a 44-19 that he might employ his /• as before.

p 363- 1 to come behind the couch and reach his/'.
363-27 She bathed his /' with her tears
442-14 his/' "beautiful upon the— Iso. 52.' 7.

ap 558- 5 and his /• as pillars of fire :
— Rev. 10; 1.

(see also sub-lille under his)
Us

ap 558-16 Its /' are pillars of fire, foundations of Truth
Jesus'

p 363- 4 she perfumed Jesus' /• with the oil,
lacerated

a 44-17 bind up the wounded side and lacerated /•,
Master's ,

a 28-24 to unloose the sandals of thy Master's /' I

of everlasting Love
a 23-U will fall at the /• of everlasting Love.

our
/ 224- 7 and shall plant our /' on firmer ground,
p 429- 8 We look before our/',
<7 516-14 The grass beneath our/' silently exclaims,

patient's
/ 235-25 the patient's /' may be planted on the rock

to the lame
ph 183-29 voice to the dumb, /' to the lame.
/ 210-13 hearing to the ileaf , /' to the lame,

under her
ap 560- 8 and the moon under her/',— Rev. 12; 1.

661-27 and matter is put under her/'.
652- 7 The moon is under her /•.

feet
under his

ph 200-15 hast put all things under his /."— Psal. 8; ft

/ 230-21 and can man put that law under his /•
under the

ph 182-22 puts matter under the/' of Mind.
iret

/ 220-12 he has no catarrh from wet /',

t 454- 7 and plants the /' in the true path,
felicity

m 66-17 Amidst gratitude for conjugal/',
fell

a 27-26 Thej; /' away from grace because
47-25 His dark plot /' to tlie ground,
47-26 and the traitor/' with it.

48-10 Remembering the sweat of agony which /*
5 133-10 and manna / from the sky.
156- 5 A case of dropsy, . . . /' into my hands.

g 556-18 the deep sleep which / upon Adam'?
557-23 but Immediately /' into mental sin ;

fellow-being
p 366-12 physician who lacks sympathy for his /•

fellow-beings
pr 13-16 before we tell Him or our /' about it.

fellow-countrymen
g 509-31 Jesus rebuked the material thought of his /• :

fellow-man
s 128-23 If one would not quarrel with his /•

p 435- 8 in obedience to higher law, helped his /',
440-18 for ministering to the wants of his /'

fellow-men
t 447- 9 or judging accurately the need of your /'.

fellow-mortals
ap 564- 6 incites mortals to kill . . . even their /•,

Fellow of the Royal College of Physicians
s 164- 3 F- of the R- C' of P-, London,

fellows
b 313- 8 oil of gladness above thy /•.

— Ilcb. 1 ; 0.

fellowship
pr 8-7 They hold secret /' with sin,
a 40-23 rejoicing to enter into /' with him
6 268- * may have /' vHlh us :— / John 1 . 3.

268- * our f- is with the Father,— / John 1 ; 3.

276- 5 unfold the foundation of /',

felon
an 105-23 like an escaped /' to commit fresh atrocities

p 379- 9 A/', on whom certain English students

felon's
a 40-21 If a career so great . . . could not avert a/' fate,

felt
a 20-19 and when error /• the power of Tmth,

52- 9 Their imperfections and impurity /' the
53-28 but at the time when Jesus /' our infi-rmities.

sp 88-19 can never be seen, /', nor understood through
ph 169- 6 before the patient /' the change ;

c 285-23 Who that has /' the loss of human peace
b 323-29 The effects of C. S. are not so much seen as /'.

324-22 was made blind, and his blindness was/' ;

p 395-22 to hold it as something seen and /'

400-31 Even our Master /• this.

404-17 The temperance reform, /' all over our land,
t 443-10 she always has /', that all are privileged to
449-20 baneful effect ... is less seen than y.
450-27 Who, that has /' the perilous beUefs in

g 514-27 Daniel /' safe in the lions' den,

female
/ 249- 5 "male and /'" of God's creating— Gen. 1 ; 27.

g 508-21 a neuter gender, neither male nor /•.

508-22 Mind . . . names the /' gender last

508-24 The . . . individual idea, be it male or /',

£16-25 male and /' created He them.— Gen. 1 ; 27.

524-19 Mind had made man, both male and /'.

525-16 and He shaped them male and /'.

528- 4 has already created man. both male and/'
ap 577- 5 presents the unity of male and /'

feminine
m 57- 4 Union of the masculine and /' qualities

57- 7 through certain elements of the /',

57- 7 the /' mind gains courage and strength
64-24 masculine wisdom and /' love,

g 508-16 /• gender is not yet expressed in the text.

511-28 taking form in masculine, /', or neuter gender.
516-30 Masculine,/', and neuter genders
517-13 as we have for considering Him /',

femininity
g 508-19 does not necessarily refer to either ... or /•.

ferment
t 449- 3 A little leaven causes the whole mass to /•.
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fermentation
m 65-20 There will ensue a

/•
over this

65-23 The /• even of fluids is not pleasant.

sp 96-22 This mental / has begun,
p 401-12 This /• should not aggravate the disease,

421-13 more for the mental disturbance or /•,

fermenting , ^ ..
p 401-20 as is the case with a y fluid.

ferocious , , , .^ , ». *

sp 78-2 the blighted bud, the gnarled oak, the/- heast,

p 378-15 fastened fearlessly on a /• beast,

ferocity
6 293-22 lightning, fire, bestialy

fervency . . ^ ^ .

pr 8-21 Praying for humility with whatever y
fervent

, ^ ^ ^, ,
PT 2-12 We can do more for ourselves by humble y

4- 3 the prayer of / desire for growth in grace,
7-22 A self-satisfled ventilation of/' sentiments
8-10 If a man, thoug'^. apparently /• and prayerful,
11-29 prayer, coupled with a / habitual desire

13- 6 beyond the honest standpoint of /• desire,

op 565-21 with the /• heat of Truth and Love,

fervor
sp 89-24 and the / of untutored ups.

festive
/ 240- 4 /• flowers, and glorious heavens,

festivity , ^ , ^ ^ ,
p 362- 6 as if to interrapt the scene ox Oriental /•.

fetter
/ 22&-19 material medicine and hygiene, /• faith

fettered
sp 77-21 a so-called mind /• to matter.

,. ,. ,

b 292- 9 belief that Mind. . . . can be /• by the body,
t 448-32 F' by sin yourself, it is difficult to

gl 584-13 free from one belief only to be /• by another,

fetterless
sp 84-17 yea, to reach the range of/- Mind.

fetters
/ 225- 4 the /• of man's finite capacity are forged by
225-19 potent to break despotic /•

226-10 demanding that the /• of sin, sickness,
226-20 Science rends asunder these/', - , .,

227- 1 to guide me into the land of C. S., where/' fail

249-29 It throws off some material /'.

t 449- 1 to free another from the /' of disease,

op 570- 2 the people wiU chain, with /' of some sort,

feuds
a 62-15 Herod and Pilate laid aside old /• in order to

fever
chills and ^ , j.

p 375- 8 Change the . . . and tne chilis and /• disappear.
fear or

, . . ,

ph 175-12 and dissuade any sense of fear or /-.

typhoid , .

s 153-U patient sinking in the last stage of typhoid /'.

you end
p 376-27 Destroy fear, and you end /'.

/ 251- 5 neither should a /' become more severe

p 375- 6 often the form in which /• manifests itself.

376-18 cannot, for that very reason, suffer with a/'.
376-28 when it will be safe to check a /' .

376-29 in Science you cannot check a /' after admitting
380- 2 a /' case, which ends in a belief called
388-10 catarrh, /', rheumatism, or consumption,

fever-picture
p 379-30 the/', drawn by millions of mortals

fevers
p 379-25 F' are errors of various types.

few
pT9f ix- 6 He finds a/' words, and with these he

X- 9 A / books, however, which are based on this

x-19 F' invalids will turn to God till ail

a 27-26 "Many are called, but / are— Matt. 22: H.
36-13 He was forsaken by all save . . . a /• women
?8- 6 old doctrine . . . the election of a/ to be saved,
38-21 Jesus experienced /' of the pleasures of the
42-13 the desertion of all save a /• friends,
48-15 Truth and Love bestow/ palms until
'>4-22 adhered to him only a/ unpretentious friends,

.•: 141- 4 F' understand or aahore to Jesus' divine

ph 177-31 In such cases a /• persons believe the potion
1S4-29 I sat silently by her side a / momenta.
JOT-lO In a/' moments his face changed ;

195- 3 babbling boy . . . taupht to speak a /' words,
/ 206-20 for the brief space of a / years
225-1/ A /• immortal sentences, breathing the omni-

potence of

b 270-10 F- deny the hypothesis that

few
b 301- 5 F- Dersons comprehend what C. S. mesns by
323-17 If "faithful over a/' things,"

— Ma«. 25 ; 21.

358-21 /• who have gained a true knowledge of

p 389-32 I cured her in a /' minutes.
t 450-15 F- yield without a struggle, . .

r 473-31 F', however, except his students unoerstood

g 536-21 "of /• days, and full of trouble."— i7o6 14 ; 1.

552-15 of/' days, and full of trouble."— Job 14; 1.

55^32 plunged his infant babe, only a / hours old,

ap 539- 6 faithful over a /' things,— AfaH. 25 ; 23.

fewer
ph 175- 4 Wlien there are / prescriptions,

176-12 There were /' books on digestion

fewness
/ 225- 5 the /• and faithfulness of its fgllowcrs.

fibres , .

r 483-23 Nerves have no more sensation, . . . than the /-

fiction
sp 84- S foreshadowing evil and mistaking fact for /',

p/j 171- 1 Matter, which . . . claims to be a creator, is a/,
195-25 the speculative theory, the nauseous /'.

fidelity , , ^
a 49-13 gratify his last. ..yearning with one sign of /' 7

sp 95- 7 our /' to Truth and Love ;

p 397-20 and your /' to divine metaphysics,
418-10 if your /' is half equal to the truth of

t 449-15 in proportion to your honesty and /',

gl 579-10 Abraham. F' ; faith in the divine Life

field
beast of the

, , , - >~ « ,«
g 527-22 formed every beast of the/',— Gen. 2. 19.

529-14 more subtle than any beiist of the /'
— Gen. 3 ; 1.

ap 565- 1 "more subtle than any beast of the/'." —Gen.
3.'1.

beasts of tlie
. , „ ,^ . ^ - .i, ^.

g 539-19 to grovel beneath all the oeasts of the / .

flower ol tEie
, r^ , ,„~ ,.

ph 190-24 As a flower of the /', so he—Psal. 103 .'15.

r 476-25 as a flower of the /', so ho— Psal. 103 ; 15.

herb of the , . , ., y^„ „ . c
o 520-20 herb of the /' before \ t grew :

— Gen. 2 .5.

635-25 thou Shalt eat the herb of the/' -.— Gen. 3; 18.

p 419- 5 leave the /' to God, Life, Truth, and Love,

Ulies of the
, , , .. i-,: , *i, <.

/ 212-23 makes and clothes the hlies of the / ,

*^^°
514-13 Undisturbed it lies in the open /', or rests in

fiSAnti of i>h3

a E09-24 the "plant of the /' before it— Gen. 2 ; 5.

520-19 every plant of the /' before it— Gen. 2 ; 5.

526- 4 "every plant of the / beforo it— Gen. 2 ; 5,

t!i"s
t 457-11 since entermg this /' of labor,

fields
, ,

.

s 121- 5 the heavenly /' were incorrectly explored.

fierce
sp 97- 8 According to human belief, the lightning is /*

fiery . . , . , ,

s 133-17 ia the /'furnace and in kings palaces.

/ 243- 6 from the /' furnace, from the jaws of the hon,

ap 565-20 /' baptism will burn up the.chan of error

fiftll

sp 92- 3 /• erroneous postulate is, that matter holds

g 513- 5 and the morning were the /' day.— Gen. 1 ; .3.

fifty ,. ^
p 422- 1 and that their combined sum is J ,

pnf viii-16 On this basis C. S. will have a fair/.

a 21- 3 "I have fought a good /— II Tim. i . 7.

f 225- 8 The powers of this world will r, ana

b 3P9-12 a soldier of God, who had fought a good / .

p 378-14 and both will / for nothing.

T 492-18 "I propose to / it Out on this line,

4<)'2-20 You mu.st / it out on this line.

g 529-28 faith to/' all claims of evil,

figiiting
/ 216-10 On which side are we / 7

ap 567- 1 He leads the hosts . . . and /' the holy wars.

^*
b 276-31 grapes from thorns nor / from thistles.

figurative
^^ ^^^ ^ transmission from the divine thought .

iip'urititvcly
b 299-13 is / represented in Scripture as a tree,
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figure
6 282-13
52»-26
538-11

ap 562- 6

figured
6 282- 4

figures
sp 81-20

ap 571-25

fiU
ph 19&-27

/ 201-13

tf 504-13
512-18
520-4

filled
pref X- 6

pr 5-16
C266-9
6 295- 6
315-15

B 430-25
r 469-24

filling
sno-2

ph 185- 3

fills

pftl90-9
• 198-11
6 331-22

P434-3
filth

p 383-12

final
a 22-23

35-17
42-16
43-17
45-23
46-26
48-30
53-30
76-28
9&-10
95-31

5 107- 5
111-23
128- 1

ph 188-10

/219-5
242- 7

b 268-10
268-14
288-10
291-28
292- 1

339-6
p409- 5

429- 6
r476- 6
9 50&-7

finally

sp

o 21- 2
45-6

sp' 90-28
96-4

5 125-31
156-19

ph 178-21
181-19
190-18

/ 221-11
222-26
240-28
248-32
252-11

C260-U
264-4

6 287-29
310- 6

p 371- 3
.378-26
380- 3
405-18

t458- 9
460-31

r 476-17
492-11
523-4
549-7

ap 565-17
570-5

never unite in /" or in fact.

evil, by whatever /• presented.
The sun, . . . ia a /• of divine Life and Love,
completed tliis / with woman, typifying the

are /• by twp geometrical symbols.

Erase the /• which expresa number.
In significant / he depicts the thoughts which

/• our young readers with wrong tastes and
We cannot / vessels ah^ady full.

Truth, Life, and Love /• immensity
and /• the waters in the seas ;

— Gen. 1 .• 22.

majesty, and glory of infinite Love/ all space.

/• with plagiaricms from Science and Health.
Ingratitude and persecution /" it to the brim ;

but this seeming vacuum is already /"
The universe is /• with spiritual ideas.
Their thoughts were /• with mortal error,
court-room is /• with interested spectators,
where all space is /• with God.

Spirit.possessing all power, /• all space,
/• it with the divine energies of Truth-

/• itself with thoughts of pain and pleasure,
/• in his delineations with sketches from
He / all space, and it is impossible to
Consternation /• the prison-yard.

whose /• does not affect his happiness,

F' deliverance from error, whereby wo
spiritual and / ascension above matter,
proof of his / triumph over body and
r demonstration of the truth which Jesus
/• proof of .all that he had taught.
In his /• demon.stration,- called th©
hastening the / denT,onstration of what life is

nor had he risen to his /" demonstration
those who have the /• understanding of Christ
until the /; spiritualization of all things.
During ttiis /• conflict, wicked minds
for the reception of this /• revelation of the
rather than to a / spiritual cause,
material conditions, and that these are /"
from shame and woe to their/' punishment.
Mind should be, and is, supreme, . . . and /'
and the /• triumph over the body.
'challenge metaphysics to meet in/' combat.
In this f

•

struggle for supremacy.
When the/ physical and moral effects of C S.
No /• judgment awaits mortals,
then the f trump will sound
and involve the /• destruction of all sin?
the nearer matter approaches its /• statement,
The /• demonstration takes time for its
Error, urged to its /• limits, ia
and makes Truth /•.

can /• say, "I have fought a— II Tim. 4: 7,
Our Master fuUy and /• demonstrated
recognition of Spirit must /• come,
Love wUl /• mark the hour of harmony,
will /• be proved nothing more than
F' she said that she woidd give up her
must /• yield to the eternal Truth,
till you /• attain the understanding of C. S.
This mortal seeming . . . /• disappears,
and /• made up his mind todie,
/• concluded that God never made a dyspeptic,
error is /• brought into subjection
will diminish until they /" disappear.
entire mortal, material error /" disappears',
God's creation will / be seen as the
must / give place to the glorious forms which
false evidence will/" yield .

Thought will /• be understood and seen
this so-called mind must /• yield to the
and /• conquers it.

death, which beUef must be /• conquered by
The good man /• can overcome his fear of
that error will /• have the same effect as
/ the shadow of old errors was no longer cast
Mortality is /• swallowed up in immortality.
Thus progress will /• destroy aU error,
and /• declares that God knows error
a blunder which will / give place to
imperatively, absolutely, /•
wiU /• be shocked into another extreme

find
pr
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finished
a 2*- 4

/20ft-2S
^519- 8
522-29

finishes
a 21-14

finite
sp

until they have/' their course.
declaring that His worli was /',

the heavens and the earth were /',
— Gen. 2: 1.

the Scripture . . . declares God's worli to be/".

till at last he /• his course with joy.

71-29
73-22
73-31
76-7
93-21
93-28
93-30

5 133-21
151- 5

/ 213-15
2t4-18
223-4
223-13

C256- 1

256-25
256-31
256-32
257-22
257-24
257-32
25*- 2

264- 8

6 280- 9

280-10
280-24
281-28
282- 8
284-5

284-14
285-18
286- 4

290-10
30^25
312-21
312-23
312-28
322-12
335-22
336-2
336-22
339-22
343- 6

r 466-21
468-30

a 505-30
524-16
545- 1

550- 8

553-23
Ol 5S0- 7

580-23
585-24
587- 2
587-12
587-18
591- I

limited and /• in character and quality.
belief that spirit is confined in a /•,
nor can the/ become the channel of the infinite.

as neither material nor/", but as infinite,
beUef that Spirit is /" as well as infinite
F- spirit would be mortal,
belief that the infinite can be ... in the /'.
It was a /• and material' system,
erring. /", human mind has an absolute need of

towards the /", temporary, and discordant.
arid entertain /" thoughts of God
the fetters of man's /" capacity are forged by
If . . . Spirit would be/'.
The /• must yield to the infinite.

A / and material sense of God leads to

originating from a / or material source
must be limited and /".
F" mind manifestsall sorts of errors.
Who hath found /• life or love sufiicient
F' man cannot be the image and likeness of
A mortal, corporeal, or /• conception of God
Mortals must look beyond fading, /" forms,
F' belief can never do justice to 'Truth
F' belief limits all things,
and that infinite Spirit, and Life, is in /" forms.
does not put . . . the infinite into the /".

the /", which has both beginning and end.
if the infinite could be circiunscribed within

the /•,
Can the Infinite dwell in the /'
The time has come for a /• . . .to give place
through the/", mutable, and mortal.
That Life or Mind is/" and physical . . . is false,

impossible for . . . Soul to be in a /" body
Mortals believe in a /" personal God ;

theories are based on /" premises,
matter and Spirit, the /" and the infinite,
that /" belief may be prepared to relinquish
for Spirit is not /".
Mind never enters the /".
else God would be manifestly /',
untU the /" gives place to the infinite.
Is not /" mind ignorant of God's method?
There is no /" soul nor spirit.
Time is /" ; eternity is forever infinite,

mortal, erring, and /" are human beUefs,
Did the divine . . . become a /" deity,
through mortal and /" conceptions.
God cannot become /", and be limited
appearance of its method in /" forms
a so-called /" mind, producing other minds,
supposition ... that the infinite enters the /",
a /" belief concerning life, substance, and
Ghost. ... a supposition that spirit is/',
belief that infinite Mind is in / forms ;

and cannot become /" and imperfect,
a physical sense of God as /" and corporeal.

{see also form, sense)
finiteness

c 255-16 physical /•, cannot be made the basis of
256-29 F' cannot present the idea or the vaatness of

b 284- 2 not rational to say that Mind . . . dweUs in/'
Soul is not compaased by /".
Death and /" are unknown to Life.
a beUef In intelligent matter, /", and mortality ;

firm
6 274-25

p 374-24
393-16
438-31
439- 4

firmament
above the

g 505-15 waters which were above the /•
God called the

g 50fr- 8 God called the/" Heaven.— Gen. 1 : 8.

God made the
, g 505-13 And God made the f-,— Gen. 1 : 7.

of the heaven
g 509-10 lights in the/" of the heaven,— Gen. 1

lights in the/" of the heaven,— Gen. I

The conventional /", called matter and mind,
your steps are less /" because of your fear,
Be/" in your understanding that the
the /• of Personal Sense,' Error, & Co.,
Personal Sense, is a buyer for this /•

— Gen. 1: 7.

610-6
511- 7

open
g 511-21
511-29

14.

15.

set them in the /' of the heaven,— Gen. 1 ; 1.7.

in the open /• of heaven.— Gen. 1 ; 20.

.__ __ fly above the earth in the open /•
or understanding

g 523- 9 and not from the /', or understanding,
under the

g 505-14 waters which were under the /•
— Gen. 1 ;

(7 505-4
505- 8

gl 586-15

firmer
/224-7

firmly
s 147-19
< 454-28

firmness
o 24- 2

r 488-U
ff/582- 1

first
pref vii- 3

viii-31
LX-13
ix-20
x-3
xi-25
xii- 5
xii- 8
xii- 9
xii-13
16-19
29-29
31-12
40-9
45-25
62-32
87-14
91-25
92-14

an 100- 1

104-10
105-29

S 115-20
116-8

pr
a

sp

302- 1

r 469- 5

Vl 580-1

finlty
/ 202-21
229- 8

gl 585-22
594- 5

599-3
fire

sp 72-32

/ 252-30
b 293-22
t 457-21

ap 558- 6
658-16
565-20
566-10

gl 586-13

firm
a 23-13

23-32
tn 67-12
«13S-8

earthly experience discloses the /• of error
Mind signifies God,— infinlty,*not /".

/• ; the opposite of infinity.
the first he of limitation ; /• ;

As appUed to corporeaUty, a mortal ; /'.

As readily can you mingle /' and frost as
with the resplendency of consuming /".

wind, wave, lightning, /', bestial ferocity
One cannot scatter his /', and
and his feet as pUlara of /• :

— Rev. 10: 1.

Its feet are pillars of /', foundations of
Tliis immaculate idea, . . . will baptize with/'
a pillar of cloud by day and of /' by. night,
definition of

"He that taketh one doctrine, /' In faith,
Hebrew verb to believe means also to be /'

/• at the post of duty, the mariner works on
a /' foundatioQ in the realm of harmony.

God said. Let there be a/"— Gen. I .' 6.

Spiritual understanding, ... is the/',
definition of

and shall plant our feet on /' ground.

demonstration of the rules . . . -will plant you/'
until your students tread /' in the straight and

F' in error wUl never save from sin, disease,
understanding, trust, constancy, /",
Believing. J^' and constancy ;

beholds the /' faint morning beams,
/ steps of a chUd in the newly discovered
stUl in circulation among her /' pupils ;

Her/" pamphlet on C. S. was
The/' edition of Science and Health was
The /' school of C. S. Mind-healing
the United States, where C. S. was/- introduced,
the/' established Church of Christ, Scientist ;

the /' Christian Scientis't Association,
the /' periodical Issued by Christian Scientists,
is but another name for the / Ue
though at /• faintly developed,
F" in the hst of Christian duties, he taught
/• removing the sin which incurs the penalty.
Even his disciples, at /• called him a spirit,
this does not make materiaUty /•
when really it is /' sight instead of
The /' erroneous postulate of beUef is,

commending to our/' parents the knowledge of
Mesmerism . , . was/' brought into notice by
F', people say it conflicts with the Bible.
"Whom the gods would destroy, they/'
F' Degree: Depravity.
"The last shall be /', and the/' last,"— Matt.

20 ; 16.

116-12 Includes vastly more than Is at /' seen.
119-8 To seize the/' horn of this dilemma
134-20 its astonishing . . . success in the /' century.
142- 9 the whole Christ, as our/' proof of Christianity,.
142-26 Which was/'. Mind or medicineT
142-27 If Mind was /' and self-existent,
142-28 Mind, . . . must have been the/' medicine.
14.'J-28 was /' chronologically, is /' potentially,
143-29 and must be /' etepnally,
145-32 Our Master's /' article of faith propounded to-

146-5 The/' idolatry was faith In matter.
'158- 5 He was supposed to have dictated the /*
163- 1 /' marking Nature with his name,

pTt 166-28 or he would have resorted to Mind /'.
172-15 If man wa^ /' a material being,
177-13 from /' to last, the body is a
183-11 sin, or error, /' caused the condemnation of
189-26 /' the behef of Inanimate, and then of

/ 201-13 They must /' be emptied.
204-12 The /' power is admitted to be good,
204-16 a supposed mixture of the /' and second
207-15 Body is not /' and Soul last,
22-5- 5 You may know when /' Truth leads by
230-12 to suppose Him capable of /• arranging
234-26 control evil thoughts in the /' instance,
237-16 taught . . . C. S., among their/' lessons,
248-25 must /' turn our gaze in the right direction,

b 269- 3 From /' to last the supposed coexistence of
269-10 The /' is error ; the latter is truth.
269-32 The /' theory, that matter Is everything,
380-18 Jehovah's /' command of the Ten :
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first
b 28&-12 Physical causation was put aside from /• to
306- 3 They would /• make life reault in death,
321- 3 Paul says, in his / epistle to the
321-21 when Mosea /• put his hand into his bosom
321-28 to the voice of the /• sign,— JEiod. 4; 8.

324-19 Paul was not at /• a disciple of Jesus
324-20 When the truth r appeared to him in Science,
325-30 When /• spoken in any age. Truth,
32fr-31 He beheld for the /• time the true idea of Love,
329-19 because he fails in his /" effort.

333-17 the /• century of the Christian era,
334-26 "I am the /• and the last :— Rev. 1 : 17.

o 342-28 Who would be the f- to disown the Christllness

343-30 /• . . . to press along the line of gospel-healing.
355-18 any . . . healing power since the /• century.

p 366- 4 must /• cast moral evUs out of himself
386-31 we must /• learn to bind up the broken-hearted.
374-27 body, when bereft of mortal mind, at /• cools.

Our dietetic theories /• admit that food sustains
When the /• symptoms of disease appear,
/ bind the strong- man?"— Mart. 12; 29.

In the /• instance it is understood
My /• discovery in the student's practice
Argue at /• mentally, not audibly,
so-called substance of bone is formed / by
but it should have been his /' and only resort.

433-17 "Guilty of Uver-complaint in the/' degree."
433-21 guilty of benevolence in the /• d^rae,

A sinner is afraid to cast the /' stone. ,

The /• impression, made on a mind which
"F- cast out the beam out of— Matt. 7; 6,

F- : Because it is the voice of Truth
Second: Because it was the/" book
Hence it gave the / rules for
Since the divine Ught of C. S. /• dawned
condemned for failing to take the /' etep.
you must /' see the claim of sin,
the /• step towards destroving error.
This chapter is from the / edition qj
although /• and last it is the most
The /• demand of this Science is,

until she caught the /• gleam of that which
To the ignorant age In which it /• appears,
Human hypotheses / assume the reality of.

in C. S. the /• duty is to obey God,
/•, in light ; second, in reflection ;

and the morning were the /• day.— Gen. I; 5.

The Science of the /• record proves the
The /• record assigrns all might and
/• mention of evil is in the legendary
in contradiction of the/' creation?
This is the / record of magnetism,
surgery was /• performed mentally
The /• system of suggestive obstetrics has
F\ this narrative supposes that
Did God at /• create one man unaided,
when eating its/" fruits brought death?
Fear was the /• manifestation of the error of
The / impression material man had of himself
the snake-talker utters the / voluble lie,
finds woman the / to confess her fault.
Hence she is /• to abandon the belief
enabled woman to be /• to interpret the
the heritage of the /• bom amongmen
the /• heaven and the /• earth—iRev. 21 ; 1.

At /• it usurps divine powei:.
It is supposM to say in the /• Instance,
The/" statement about evil,
the /• suggestion of more than the one Mind,
If Mind is /", it cannot produce its opposite

551- 5. If matter is/", it cannot produce Mind.
551-32 Which is /•, the egg or the bird?

or important to their origin and /'
/• effort of error has been and is

To mortal sense Science -seems at / obscure,
It will be indeed sweet at its /• taste,
represented /'by man and,. . .last by woman,
/ the true method of creation is set forth
the Revelator /• exhibits the true warfare
in both the /• and last books of the Bible,
the /• heaven and the / earth— Rev. 21 ; 1,

/, the Word of Life, Truth, and Love ;

nothingness ; the/- god of mythology ;

and the morning were the /• day."— Gen. 1 .• 5.

"Elias truly shall/- come and— Matt. 17: 11.

/ from dust, second from a rib,
the /• statement of mythology and idolatry ;

animal magnetism ; the / lie of limitation ;

/• claim that there is an opposite of Spirit,
/ delusion that error exists as fact ;

/ claim that sin, sickness, and death are
/- audible claim that God was not omnipotent

389-13
380-12
399-30
403-7
411-3
412-20
423-32
427-28

< 447-30
449-22
455-14
456-27
456-30
456-32
457- 7

459-11
461-27
463-23

r465- 1

466-17
467-3
471-25
474- 8
481-20
496- 6

fl 503-21
501- 5
622- 3
622- 5
526-14
526-24
628-18
528-28
620- 5
530-29
632- 1

632- 7
632-26
532-31
633-13
533-27
534- 1

534-8
535-17
536-3
541-22
641-24
544-17
544-17
651-4

553-14
554-17

00^568-11
659-22
565-18
668-10
568-11
572- 3

672-20, 21
577-13

^1580- 2
584-3
585-13
585-27
594-3
594-4
594-5
694- 6
694-7

First Commandment

594-8
(see also chapter)

First Cause
g 547-20 evolution Implies that the great F* C'

m 69-20
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able to nullify the ax^tion of the /•,

nor should he reinain in the devouring /•,

not from the sun nor from volcanic/-,
/• of Truth were prophetically described

flames
s 161- 7
6 324-15

504-10

ap 55S-18

flaxDing
g 537- 6 a/" sword wtich turned every way,— Gcti. 3 ; 24.

flannel
TTi 63- 2 You would never think that /• was

flannels
ph 174- 5 to /", to baths, diet, exercise, and air?

fiasb
b 288-15 burst and /• till the cloud is cleared

flashing
p 439-16 his words /• as lightning

flatteries
/ 238- 8 this frown, more than /•,.

flatulency
p 413-25 noticing every symptom of /',

flavor
sp S&- 6 mind may even be cognizant of a present /•

fled
When, . . . he saw it become a serpent, Moses/'
woman/' into the wilderness,— Rev. 12: 6.

b 321- 9
ap 565-29

fieddest
S135-2

flee
O thou sea, that thou /' 7

— Psal. 114 ; 5.

/ 215-20 /• as phantoms of error before truth and
p 377- 6 Invalids /• to tropical climates"' "

causes mortals . . .to/' from body to
Resist evil . . . and it will /' from you.
dark images . . which /' before the light of
thus helping erring human sense to /' from

405-31
406-19
418-32

r 494-18

flees
b 310-11 darkness /• when the earti has again

fleeth
/ 464-26 "The hireling /', because he is an— John 10 ; 13.

fleeting
m 60-13

66-18
68- 7

S 163-31

f 241- 7

247-U
- C264^1'

flesh
advent In the

a 30- 5 Bom of a woman, Jesus' advent in the /'

and all error
a 39-5 He overcame the world, the /', and all error,

selfishness and Impurity alone are/',
it is well to remember how /' are human joys.
We ought to weary of the /• and false

as to arrange the /' vapors around us.
Sin . . . carries off their /' joys.
fading and / as mortal belief.

/' concepts of the human mind.

and blood
a 25-10
s 137-23
b 321- 4
r 478-29

and bones
a 45-27
6 313-30

o 352- 7

p372- 8
and evil

pr 10-13
and matter

b 320-22
and Spirit

ph 167-20
171-23

O 356-12
356-18

ap 567-12

His true /' and blood were his Life ;

/' and blood hath not revealed it— Matt. 16.' 17.

"F- and blood cannot inherit the— I Cor. 15 : 50.

conferred not with/' and blood."— Gal. 1; 16.

"Spirit hath not /• and bones,— Luke 24 : 39.

Jesus called the body, . . . "/' and bones."—
Luke 24 .' 39.

mortal and material belief of /' and bones,
can form blood, /'; and bones.

overcoming the world, the /', and evU,

the belief that man is /' and matter.

The /• and Spirit can no more unite
No more . . . between the / and Spirit

spoke of / and Spirit as the two opposites,
between error and Truth, between/- and Spirit,
endeth the conflict between the /' and Spirit.

and the devil
o 354- 5 "the,world, the/', and the devil"

animal
/ 222-25 if eating a bit of animal /' could overpower

belief of the
6 310-22 It is the behef of the /' and of

beliefs of the
a 53-29 he had not conquered all the beliefs of the /'

b 325-25 But he, who is begotten of the beliefs of the /'

bone and
g 533-22 rapid deterioration of the bone and /' which

comes to the
gl 583-11 comes to the /' to destroy incarnate error.

constitute the
b 274-21 beliefs and their products constitute the /',

crncified the
a 18- * cTutified the f' with the affections and— Gal.5:2i.

crucifying the
b 316-17 conclusion that ... by crucifying the /'.

flesh
cut the

r 474- 8 worse cords than those which cut the /'.
dominate the

c 266-25 his demonstrations, which dominate the /'.
exit from the

s 117-23 and triumphant exit from the /'.
Ills of

s 155-23 the discords of matter and the ills of/",
b 277-21 produces all the ills of /•,

lUs of the
ph 191-32 able to cast out the ills of the/'.
b 320-27 divine power to heal the ills of the/',
gl 581-16 the ills of the /' rebuked.

Impurities of
/ 241-28 washing the body of all the impurities of /',

in my
b 320-25 "In my /' shall I see God,"— Job 19: 26.

let not the
a 33-20 Let not the /', but the Spirit, be represented

lust of the
/ 223- 3 shall not fulfil the lust of the f-."—Gal. 5 ; 16.

<;/ 584-20 hypnotism; the lust of the/',
manifest In

b 334-15 the corporeal Jesus manifest in /',
material

b 321- 1 still clad in material /',
matter, or the

a 35-17 final ascension above matter, or the /:,
mortal

sp 81-10 their aflBliation with mortal /• ;

not in the
'

g 534-22 But ye are not in the /',
— Rom. 8 : 9.

not the offspring of
b 289-31 Man is not the offspring of/', but of Spirit,

offspring of the
gl 594-17 The son of man, the offspring of the /',

opposed to
s 114- 4 meaning . . . the/' opposed to Spirit,

outside the
T 482-22 the divine idea of God outside the /'.

overcome the
6 289- 7 Then Spirit will have overcorne the /'.

piece of the
/ 212-16 this so-called mind instead of a piece of the /',

pierced bis
a 50-30 sharper than the thorns which pierced his /'

probation In the
a 35-15 his probation in the /' after death.

Spirit against the
o 347- 2 and the Spirit against the f-."— Gal. 5; 17.

Spirit and
/ 254- 7 until the battle between Spirit and /' is fought
288- 7 and this warfare between the Spirit and /'

g 530-25 Thus Spirit and /• war.
Spirit and the

s 145-28 warfare between Spirit and the /' goes on.
6 315-31 the mediator between Spirit and the /•,

Spirit over the
6 316- 9 to prove the power of Spirit over the/',

strength and
/ 222-17 he recovered strength and /' rapidly

warfare with the
b 324-15 It is a warfare with ihe /',

Word was made
o 350-24 "The Word was made /'."— John 1 .• 14.

worlis of the
an 1C5-20 the works of the /' are manifest,— Gal. 5 .' 19.

wound the
p 385-19 If you sprain the muscles or wound the /',

a 25-11 they truly eat his /• . . . who partake of
31- 4 Jesus acknowledged no ties of the /'

s 107-10 from every iU "that/' is heir to."
118- 7 second appearing in the /' of the Christ.

ph 167-20 The "/' lusteth against the Spirit."— Gaf. 5; 17.

177-22 create the so-called laws of the/-,
200-22 the /- that warreth against Spirit.

/ 217-14 know we no man after the/- I"— II Cor. 5: IS
235-25 when the soul is willing and the/- weak,
244-10 the worms would rob him of the /'
253-31 of Spirit instead of the /'.

b 274-22 and the /' wars against Spirit.
310-21 If Soul could sin, Spirit, Soul, would be /"
311-10 All sin is of the/'.
316-30 satisfied with the/', resting on the basis
320-13 with men, for that he also is /',"—Gen. 6.' 3.

320-17 they are [or, in their error they are) but /."
347- I "The/' lusteth against the Spirit,

— Gal. 5; 17.

356-15 the /• profiteth nothing." — John 6 ; 63.

p 385-21 Mind decides whether or not the /• shall
t 461- 1 not . . . exist in the /' without food
g 528-11 closed up the /' instead thereof ;

— Gen, 2: 21.
531-27 Bince /- wars against Spirit
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8;8.
flesh

534-21 they that are in the /• cannot— Horn.
536-16 Created by / instead of by Spirit,

gl 584-12 The /•, warring against Spirit ;

586-18 definition of

flesh-brush
. ph 174- 5 that man should bow down to a /*;

fleshliness
c 266-17 teaches mortals to lay down their/*

fleshly
pref xi- 8
m 57-27
s 155-24

ph 196- 7

/ 222- 9

228- 9
314- 3
317-30
332-30
332-31
334- 8

flesh-pots

i
221-26 be thought of the /" of Egypt,
ility

ph 199-28 gave his

flickers
/ 244-19 If man /• out in death or

flight
sp 97-10
c 261-30

flights
/ 249-30 but makes its mundane /• quite ethereal

flimsy
an 103-26 whose /" and gaudy pretensions,

float
sp 87-11

87-22

flock
p 442-27

(; 540-27
541- 1

Bocks
m 61-26 stock to increase your/' and herds?

flood
pref viii-23

ap 570- 9
570-10
570-12
570-19

flooding
s 150-31 hosts of jEsculapius are /• the world

flood-tides
/ 201-18 pour in truth through /• of Love.

floor
r 492-14 New thoughts are constantly obtaining the /".

floral
m 68-24

/240-6
florist

s 125-30 • the /• will find his flower before its seea.

flour
sp 90- 1 and wheat to produce /*,

flourish
pr 5-19 /• "like a green bay tree ;"— Psal. 37; 35.

fr 600- * kt us see if the vine f- ,
— Song 1 : 12.

flourlsheth
ph 190-24 a flower of the field, so he /•.— Psal. 103 ; 15,

a flower of the field, so he/v— PsoZ. 103; 15.

not of Spirit, but of the / mind
severance of /• ties serves to unite thought
less weight into the material or /• scale
awakens mortal mind ffom its /" dream,
whereas Truth regenerates this/" mind.
and /• ills will disappear.
waited until the mortal or /• sense
remained a /" reaUty, so long as

highest type . . . which a /• form could express
Into the . . . ideal man the / element cannot
infinitely greater, than the /• Jesus,

muscles, their/'

yet in C. S. the /• of one and the blow of the
and preens its wings for a skyward /.

/ in the general atmosphere of
of the tail ships that /• on its bosom.

"Fear not, little /• r— Luke 12 ; 32.

brought of the firstlir^s of his/',— Gen.
offering from the firstlings of the /'.

4; 4.

increased violence of diseases since the /'.
castout of hismoutb waterasa/',-~ Rev. 12; 15,
to be carried away of the/.— Ret. 12; 15w
swallowed up the/ which the— Rev, 12; 16.

What if the old dragon should send forth ahgw/'

The perpetuation of the/' soecies by bud or
The /• apostles are hieroglyphs of Deity.

r 476-25

flow
a 5a-18

sp 72-24

flowed
s 133- 9
p 376-15

flower •

brightens the
g 516-19 brightens the /', beautifies the landscape,

decaying
sp 78-1

bis
s 125-30

leaf and
g 552-25

new-blown
p 413-23 in order to keep it ^weet as the aew-blown /

spiritual blessings which might / from
individual good . . . may /• from the departed

In the wilderness, streams /• from the rock,
than in all the blood, which ever/' through

The decaying /', the blighted bud,

the florist wiU find his / before its seed.

The blending tints of leaf and /•

flower
tree, and

6 289-23

Sp

a
m

71-U
71-12
81-19

ph 190-24
191-23

C 265-18
M59- 1

T 476-25

5 508- 6

flowers
22-25
57-25
61-17
68-10

/ 212-22
240-4

flowery
a 41-11

flowing
a 25-8
r 487-20

ap 566- 2

?I5S9-8
flows

s 139-13

p 552-22

fluctuate
M63-2

fluid
an 101- I

6 293-3
338-16

p 401-13
401-20

fluids
m 65-23

{? 510-23
510-24

flushed
p 415-19

flutterings
C 262-U

fly
sp 90-16

g 511-21
511-29

flying
6 298-27

foam
/ 203-27

foaming
gl 593-16

focal
6 301-27

focus
s 122-15

<7 504-24

foe
ph 176-19

p419- 5

423-15

ap 571-11
571-12

foes
a 44- 6

ap 564-17

foetal
J7 553-20
554-13

foetus
m 62- 2

follow
pre/ vii-11

4-6
4-30
5-31
9-30
22- 2
26-6
27-28
31-16
37-23
37-26
38-10

pr

So man, tree, and /'are supposed to die ;

you may dream that you see a/',
the /• is a product of the so-called mind,
seemeth to wither and the /' to fade.
As a /• o! the field, so he— Psal. 103 ; 15.

not a /• starts from its cloistered cell,

or a /• withered by the sun
as the / turns from darkness to light,
as a/ of the field,— Psal. 103; 15.

substance of a thought, a-seed, or a/,

is not reached through paths of /•

may uproot the / of affection,
like tropical / bom amid Alpine snows.
mistrust, . . . withers the/' of Eden
credulous frenzy, . . . spirits produce the /'.
festive /' and glorious neavens,

nypocrite may have a f' pathway here, bufc

than when it was /' in his veins
Truth, /' from inunortal Mind,
the dark ebbing and /• tides of human fear, ,

spiritual peace, /' from the understanding

sectq,rian bitterness, whenever it /• inward.
From a inaterial source/' no remedy for

among phenomena, which /• every instant

no proof . of the animal magnetic /' ;

Electricity is not a vital /',
This suggests the thought of something /*,
should be as painless to man as to a/",
as is the case with a fermenting /',

The fermentation even of /' is not pleasant.
and the allusion to /'

by the resolving of /' into solids,

causing a pale or /' cheek.

We must reverse our feeble /•

In dreams we /' to Europe
fowl that may /• above the earth— Gen, I; 20,

The fowls, which /' above the earth

/ on spiritual, not material, pinions,

The /' and fury of illegitimate living

/', and dashing, it is a type of error.

supposed standjKiint outside the /' distance

The optical /' is another proof of the
when. gathered into the/' of ideas

Mortal mind is the worst /' of the body
Your true course is to destroy the/,
as both his /' and his remedy.
Who is telling mankind of the / in ambush?
Is the informer one who sees the /• ?

the tomb gave Jesus a refuge from his /',
The brutal barbarity of his /'

from Adam's rib, not from a /' ovum,
unconscious of bis /• and infantile existence ;

. The /• must be kept mentally pure

The Wisemen were led to behold and to /'

and /• his example, is our proper debt to him
enable us to / Jesus' example.
We should /• our divine Exemplar,
If unwilling to / his example,
to find and / the right road.
if we /' his commands faithfully ;

Why do those who profess to /' Christ
to aU who / him in deed.
It IS possible, . . . to /' in some degree
do they / him in the way that he commanded?
"These signs shall f' them that— Mark 16: 17.
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sp

foliow
O 38-13

40-26
44- 2

52-28
54-8
54-20

-18
96- 5

a 138-21
139-30
151-30
161-13

ph 198-30

/ 227-22
228-20
248-22

C 266-24
b 278-20
324-23
326-3
328-22

O 342-31
343-29
345-5
349-8
355-10
356-30
359-5
359-26

C362-*
384-21
386-11
434- 6

r 495-29
<7 526-12

op 578-16

Cl 591- 2

594-12

followed
O 42-13

42-14
46-21
54-26

5 141-15
6 309-13
309-15

p 384-17
502-9
502-18
524- 1

544— 1

ap 575-28

gl 581-14

follower
5 138-27

followers
ber

<443-2
bis

a 31-12
33- 3

35-29
37-26
3»-2

S 136-3
0350- 8

r 494-31
Its

/225-6
Jesus'

b 317-12
324-20

Of Christ
pr &-15
S 134-10
142-4

persecuted
a 33-6

professed
a 37-ie

a 38-3

following
pr 10-11
a 21-29

31-17
an 102-23
S 110-13
110-29
113-10
117-13

154-9

he did not say, "These signs shall /• you,"
should /• .the example of our Master
laid aside for a crown, the benediction /',
"These signs shall/- them that—Mark 10:17.
Who is ready to /• his teaching and example?
would not accept . . . nor /• his example.
In like manner it would /•, even if our
spiritualization wiU/% for Love is Spirit,

to/' the Christ-example, and to heal the sick
it does not /• that the profane or atheistic

yield to this power, and /• the leadings of
If her sister States /• this example .

does not / that exercise has produced thia
and cries: "F" mel
If we/' the command of our Master,
are liable to /• those lower patterns,
Mortals must/' Jesus' sayings and
From this it would /' that there" are
spiritual light soon enabled him to /' the
If we wish to/' Christ, Truth, it must be
"These signs shall/' them that—Mark 16:17.
no denunciations would /' them, even if

mistake which allov/s words, . . . to /' such
does it not /' that God cannot be in His
We propose to/' the Master's example.
"F- me; and let the dead bury— Matt. 8.' 22.

Does subsequent /' its antecedent?
will take the same cases, and cures will /'.

"And these signs shall/' them— Mark 13:17.
And these signs shall f' them—Mark 16: 17.

•such symptoms are not apt to /' exposure"
effects will /', . . .on account of the belief,

law of Christ supersedes our laws; let us/'
and /' the behests of God,
sickness, and death, /' in the train of this error

foodness
and mercy shall /' me— Psal. 23 ; 6.

rom this/' idolatry and mythology,
Shbbp. . . . those who /' their leader.

was /• by the desertion of all save a few
who sadly /' him to the foot of the cross,

was /' by his exaltation above all

He said that those who /' him should .

/' the understanding of the divine Principle
those, who through earnest striving /' hia

the children of earth who /' his example
/' by chUls, dry cough, ii\fluenza,

Spiritually/', the book of Genesis is thie

/• by its spiritual interpretation
The idolatry which /' this material
record of material creation which /' the
who /' it to the manger of Jesus ;

temptation overcome and /' by exaltation.

Our Master said to every /• :

consulted by her /• as to the

he taught his /' the healing power of
His /', sorrowful and silent,

draugijt our Master . . . commended to his/*.
Christians claim to be his /
Such indignities . . . his /' wiU endure until

He taught his /' that his religion
his/' must grow into that stature
.It should be said of his /' also,

by the fewness and faithfulness of its /•.

benedictions rest upon Jesus' /• :

but a persecutor of Jesus' /'.

The/* of Christ drank his cup.
the /' of Christ were burned, crucified, and
Anciently the/' of Christ, or Truth,

the persecuted /' of Truth.

When will Jesus' professed /• leam to

a select number of /•.

and "with signs /'."— Marfc 16: 20.
After /• the sun for six days,
/' his demonstration so far as we
The /' is an extract from the Boston Herald ;

In /' these leadings of scientific
with "signs/-."

— Mark 16 .'.20.

are summarized in the four/',
attained through "signs /.''— Mark 16: 20.

fact In metaphysics is illustrated by the /'

following
ph 179- 3 /' Christ in the daUy life.

192-27 / the example of our Master
h 270- 2 One only of the /' statements can be true :

288-21 are to be found in the /' postulates :

32»- 1 of a single period or of a limited /-.
330- 8 When the /' platform is understood

p 363-21 /• it with that remarkable declaration
t 458-27 honest and consistent in /' the leadings of
r 470-12 the /' self-evident proposition :

The /' is a brief exposition of
In the/' exegesis, each text is

The /' are some of the equivalents of
/• translation is from the Icelandic :

/* from a misconception of life,

/• chapters depict the fatal effects of
In the /• Psalm one word shows,
introduced in the second and /' chapters.

.496-31

Q 502-18
525-7
525-12
654-9

flp568-7
577-32

{7f 590-23

follows
sp 72-21 God, good, being ever present, it/*

80- 7 communication purporting to . . . reads as /* ;

and /• as a necessary consequence
His propositions were as /' :

reported to the government as /• :

Their report stated the results as /* :

when he wrote as /* :

From this it /' that business men
for from this premise it /• that
quoted as /', from the original Hebrew :

From this it /' that nothing possesses
From this is/' that Adam was not the
from this it /* that whatever is laid off m
there /' the necessity for another admission
and unless this result /', the teacher is

chemicalization /' the explanation of Truth,
It /• that man is a generic term.
No exhaustion/' the action of this Mind,
Another question/' : Who or what
narrative/' the order used in Genesis,
for one extreme/' another.

81-29
on 10O-7

100-17
101-12
106-19

S 128- 6
130-13

b 320-14
331-12
338-30
353-29

p 3S*-13
t 449-31
453- 8

(7 516-29
519-27
552-3

ap 568- 9

570-.7

foUy
ph 175-32

p 426-15

fondest
h 299- 9 has buried its /* earthly hopes.

food
amount of

ph 175-21 exact amount of/* the stomach could digest
and clotbiog

p 442-23 Truth, gives mortals temporary /• and clothing
and raiment

1 461- 2 without /• and raiment ;

brings fortb
a 530- 7 earth, at God's command, brings forth /*

"Where ignorance is bliss, 't Is /* to be wise,"
and see the /' of hypocrisy,

digestible
ph 197-25

good for

(7 526-1
my

p390-2

and the most digestible/' in the stomach,

pleasant to the sight, and good for/' ;
— Gen, 2 : 9.

she said, "My/' is aU digested, and
partaking of

p 431- 6 partaking of /* at irregular intervals,
proper

/ 222- 6 one of which is to beUeve that proper /•

simple
ph 197-21 told that the simple /* our forefathers ate

a 44-14 He did not depend upon /' or pure air

ph 176- 8 custom of taking no thought about /*
195^16 furnishes /' for thought.

/ 221-25 -but he never enjoyed his /* as he
221-29 understanding, that neither/' nor
222- 4 This person learned that /*
222-11 F' had less power to help or to hurt
232-19 Jesus never taught that drugs, /',

p 388-12 Admit the common hypothesis that /*
388-15 another admission . . . that /' has power
388-20 If /' was prepared by Jesus for his
388-22 The fact is, /' does not affect the absolute
388-31 If mortals think that /* disturbs
388-32 either the /* or this thought must be
389- 8 mortal mind, which reports /' as undigested.
389-13 theories first admit that /' sustains
389-14 theories . . . discuss the certaintv that /' can
389-19 If God has, . . . instituted laws that /•
389-21 cannot annul . . .by an opposite law that /*
413-8 regulates the condition of the. . . bowels, and/',

fool
p 407- 1 becoming a /* or an object of loathing ;

foolish
a 32-23 This would have been /• in a literal sense ;•

ph 181-14 It is /• to declare that you
/ 202- 1 / as straining out gnats and swallowing camels.
238-25 Society is a /' juror, listening only to one side
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foolish
p 38S-28 but it voatd be /• to venture beyond our

388-27 /• to 8to0 eating until we gain perfectioQ
I 448-31 To talk the right and live the wrong i3 /• deceit,

foot
a 42-U who sadly followed him to the /• or the cross.

s 113-14 not a /" to stand upon which ia not purely
161-11 put her/- on aproposed tyraanical law,

/ 229-22 should be trariipled under /*.

234-15 those who trample them aader/%
ap 558- 7 his right /• upon the sea,~ Rev. JO; 2.

55&- 7 and his left /• on the earth,— Eev. 10; 2.

559_ 4 "right /'" or dominant power— Rev. 10 ; 2.

55^ 8 The angel's left /• was upoa the earth ;

foothold
ph 17&-16 disease and death, will lose their/*.
b 282-18 and error lias no / in Truth.
g 53»- 1 has given the understanding a /• In C. S.

fcoting
m 65-26 must lose Its present slippery /*,

footprints .

a 41- 9 walk calmly on though it be with bleeding /•,

/ 224- 4 As the crude/ of the past disappear

footsteps
bleMlns

pr 10- 3 even though with bleeding /•,
ber

p 42^ 7 than when she counts her /•
htu&an

/ 254- 1 the human /• leading to perfection
of thought

p/i 174- 9 The/- of thought, rising above
of Truth •

ph 192-27 We walk In the /• of Truth and Love
/ 241-24 should be to find the /• of Truth,

tread In the , . . .

pr 9-29 since you do not care to tread In the /•

/ 201- * the /• of Thine anointed.— Psal. 89 ; 51.

t 454-28 care and counsel support all their feeble /',

forbade
, a 48-22 Jesus /• him, thus rebuking resentment

forbearance
1 444-21 Fear not that he will smite thee again for thy /•.

Forbes, sir John
s 164- 3 Sir John F; M.D., F.R.S..

forbid
p 3S3- 3 forgetting that ... we can /• this entrance.

forbidden
/ 234-23 to look with desire on /• objects
p 440-23 I ask that he be /• to enter
T 481-12 /• fruit of knowledge, ... Is the testimony of

p 528-31 when the /• fruit was bringing forth

forbore
a 19-12 The Master/* not to speak the whole truth,

force

ap 569-23 comes back to Mm at last with accelerated /•,
bllad

ph 198-2 It is but a blind /•
divine

s 134-19 the very element, which gave it divinp/"
beating

s 160-5 drugs lose their healing /•,

physical
r 484-15 Physical /• and mortal mind are one.

whole
« 157- 6 the whole /• of the mental element is

Without this
p 399-20 Without this /• the body is devoid of action,

a 25-20
m 67-18

sp 80-15
an 100-4
ph 192-11
c 266-12
b 317-4
p39ft-19
0555- 1

forced
a 25-1
S 159- 6

forceps
348-28

Hence the /• of his admonition,
notion that animal natures . give/ to char-

acter
It is mysticism which gives soiritualism its-/,
he regarded this so-cdUed /• >which he said
a material belief, a blind miscalled /,
Love Y'iU /' you to accept what best promotes
insisted on the might of matter, the/' of falsity,
due to the / of education
in proportion as the /• of mortal mind is less

unbelieving Thomas was
/•

to acknowledge
Her hands were held, and she was/' Into

the operation, and the /• are unchanged.

forces
ap 98-13 becomine the arena for conflicting/";
3 I24r28 We tread ou /
124-23 Human knowledge ca1I3 them / of matter ;

b 293-13 The material ao-callcd gases and/-
293-14 counterfeits of the spiritual /• of divine Mind,

ap 559-14 stirs their latent /• to utter tne

forcible
pr 7- 5 showing the necessity for such /• utterance,
ph 196-22 /• descriptions and medical details.

forcing
p 401-19 /• impurities to pass away,

forebodings
p 403-24 Never conjure up some new discovery from

dark./*

forefathers
771 64- 2 Our /• exercised their faith

ph 175-17 had tried to tyrannize over our/*,
197-17 It was the Ignorance of our/
197-21 We are told that the simple food our /• ate

foregoing
/ 245-28 One Instance like the /* proves
c 266-18 The author has experienced the /• prophecy

forehead
g 555-10 The mark of Ignorance is on Its /*,

foreign
s 133-16 Even In captivity among /• nations,
p 438-22 show that this fur is a /' substance,
r 485-26 and delineates /• agents, called disease and sin,

foreknowledge
a 41-23 but this /• hindered him not.

foremost
s 144- 3 If Mind Is /• and superior, let us rely

foreordlnatlon
a 38- 5 more pernicious than the old doctrine of /*,

foresaw
a 41-22 Jesus /* the reception C. S. would have
s 139-25 J- that "the stone which the— A/a«. 21; 42,

foresee ^
sp 84-15 to /* and foretell events which
/ 227-14 we caimot fall to /* the doom of all oppression.

foreseeing
a 31-28 /* the persecution which would attend the

foreshadowed
b 288-13 /• by the prophets and inaugurated by Jesus,
322-16 necromancy of yesterday /• the mesmerism

foreshadowing
sp 84- 4 not by /* evil and mistaking fact for

foreshadows
/ 223-31 and /• the triumph of truth.

ap 571-27 rebukes the conceit of sin, and /• its doom.

foresight
a 52-12 prophet's /• of the reception error would give
sp 84- 3 ancient prophats gained their / from

270-15 hence their /• of tne

forest
le new dispensation

g 514-12 Free and fearless It roams In the /•.'

forestalls
p 385- 9 /• the penalty which our beliefs would attach to

foretaste
ap 573-28 This is' Indeed a/* of absolute C. S.

gl 508-24 imderstanding of Life and Love, is a /• of

foretell
sp 84-46 /* events which concern the universal welfare.

foretelling
s 118- 7 /• the second appearing in the flesh of

foretells
sp 95-23 Midnight /• the dawn.
an 105-28 The aggravation of error/* its doom,

foretold
sp 85-19 events of great moment were/' by the

95-24 the Magi of old / the Messiahship of TrutO.
ph 169- 9 But it fQways came about as I had /•

forever
at peace

/ 215- 1 Spirit's senses . . are /* at peace.
cease

/ 219- 2 and the mortal dream will /• cease.
Christ dwelt

a 29-26 The Christ dwelt /• an Idea In the bosom
closed

a 33- 1 and this supper closed / Jesus* ritualism
continue

c 267- 5 They are In and of Spirit, . and so/ continue.
continues

sp 71- $ Identity, or idea, of all reality continues / :
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forever
contradict

s 110- 3 cdatradict /• the belief that

destroys
s 128-25 /• destroys with the higher teatimony of Spirit
<7 5ot>- 7 destroys / all belief in intelligent matter.

disappears
sp 97-13 its mortal zenith in illusion and / disappears.
g 52(>-ll in which all sense of error /• disappears

dwells . . , ,. .

/ 247-22 Beauty . - . dweUs /• in the eternal Mind
b 334-5 Christ, dwells/- in the bosom of the Father,

exist
gl 5S1-13 are created by Him and exist /•.

expressed
ff 519-10 ideas of God . . . are complete and /'expressed,

intact
b 295-15 the real sense of being, perfect ana/" intact,
r 481-12 Truth, which remains/" intact.

493-31 /• intact in his perfect state,
lost

b 331- 8. and the Science of being would be/" lost

man has existed
b 302-15 harmonious and immortal mai» has existed /•,

near
gl S9&- 6 better known as the All-in-all, /• near.

not
fr" 320-15 said. My spirit shall not /• rule

320-21 this fact is not /'to be humbled by
now and

sp 92-10 not an entity . . . sinning now and /*.

O 361- 5 the ideal of God now and /•,

361— 9 God is come and is present now and /•. .

p 441-11 Let what False Belief utters, now and/',
g 521-10 joyfully acknowledging now and /'

opposed
g 530- 4 /' opposed to mortal, material sense,

permanent , , ,

b 290-18 happiness would be . . . / permanent ;

g 603- 3 in the infinite Mind and /' reflected.

remain
5 110-23 the Science and truth therein will /' remain

silenced
sp 97-25 inarticulate sound is /' silenced in oblivion.

silences
s 124-13 which immortal Spirit silences /•.

the same , , . , , , .,^

a 51-15 his spiritual life, . . . was found /' the same.

to-day and
(see toHlay)

unchanged
gl 58»-i3 tinchanged /' in their individual characters,

unlimited
b 288-28 /• imlimited by the mortal senses.

vast
/ 246-18 Chronological data are no part of the vast /'.
c 266-31 into the vast /• of Life,

r 479-21 In the vast /, in the Science and truth of

frarrlng . ^ . »_ ,. .^
b 278-20 wamng /' with each other ;

will destroy , . , ,

ap 575- 6 will destroy /' the physical plagues
will stand

/ 229-25 all that He makes is good, and will stand /•

pref vii-21 "the Lord shall reign /'."— Bxod. 15 .' 18..

pr 17-13 the power, and the glory, /'.— A/aH. 6; 13.

a 41-12 cannot /' break the Golden Rule and escape the
48- 8 turned /' away from earth to heavep,
55-28 that he may abide with you /•."

— John 14.; 16.

m 58-17 which would confine . . . /' within four walls,
64-32 the voices of physical sense will be /' hushed.

s 164-23 the /• fact remains paramount
/ 208-24 which cannot be lost nor remain /' unseen.
210-11 Soul and its attributes were

/;
manifested

230- 6 This awakening is the/' coming of Christ,
C 258-13 the infinite idea/' developing itself,

267- 9 If this is so, the /' Father must have
b 284-19 The answer to all these questions must /' be
336-12 He has been /' in the eternal Mind,

o.343-12 Truth will not be /' hidden by
p 428-24 We must hold /' the consciousness of

441-16 / in the image and likeness of his Maker.
t 447-rl2 subtlety, or false chaYity does not /• conceal
r 469- 1 Time is finite ; eternity is /' infiinite.

471-17 Man is, and /' has been, God's reflection.
491-16 establishes man /' in the divine likeness,

g 515-16 eternal Elohim includes the / universe.
516-22 Man and woman . . . /' reflect,
537- 2 and eat, and live /' -.— Gen. 3 ; 22.

542- 6 error cannot / be concealed.
556-12 only to go out at last /' ;

fl 585-24 that which does not last /' ;

forfeit
s 112- 6 / their claims to belong to its. school.

forfeits
t 4.53-17 Dishonesty is human weakness, which /*

forgave
p 363-20

forged
/ 223- 4 the fetters of man's finite capacity are /• by

forget
C 261-10
261-31

b 309-17

p 374-23
t 447- &

forgets
sp 75- 4 /• all else and breathes aloud his rapture.
^ 155- 1 Presently the child /• all about the accident,

forgetting
sp 89- 3

ph. 165-19

353-23
p 393- 2

forgive
pr 6-7

- 11-2

'He to whom he/' most."— Luke 7: 43.

with such absorbed interest as to /' it.

We should / our bodiesin remembering good
and /• that Life is God, good.
You cannot /• the belief of danger.
In mental practice you must not /' that

F- her .ignorance in the belief that
your remedy lies ih /' the whole thing;
^7' those things which— Ebil. 3 .• 13.

/• that through divine help we can forbid

Calling on Him to /' our work badly done
Jesus' prayer, ."i^" us our debts,"— Matt. 6:

17- 6 / us our debts, as we/' our— Matt. 6: 12.

forgiven
pr 6-23 Sin is /• only as it is destroyed

5-28 because he fancies himself /'.
a 24-22 and are willing to be /' ?

/ 202- 1 supposing that sin can be /' when
p 333-23 "Thy sins are /'."

— Luke 7; 48.

364-31 because much is /' them.

12,

forgiveness
or mean to ask /' at some later day.
specified also the terms of /".

Vibrating . . . between sin and the hope of./'.

Being destroyed, sin needs no other form of /'.
We acknowledge God's /' of sin in the

To suppose that God/' or punishes sin according

When/ the adulterous woman he said.

Had they /' the great exponent of God?
leagues apart and their associations /•,

supplies all /' and comeliness
seen in all /•, substance, and color,
all /, color, quality, and quantity.

pr 7-31
11-3

a 22-4
J 339- 4
r 497- 9

forgives
pr 6-19

forgiving
pr 11-3

forgotten
a 49-8
sp 87-10

form (noun)
alarming

p 395-29 may appear in a more alarming/'.
aU

b 281-15
310- 7

g 512-22
and action

b 301- 3 repeats the color, /', and action

c 260- 4 or the painter can depict the /' and face of Jesus,
animate

g 541- 2 A lamb is a more animate/' of existence,
another

s 159-28 allowing another/' of matter.

any
S 154-1
/244- 6

p 369-13

any other
sp 73-16

chronic
ph 176-31

gl 598-15 waa indeed air, an etherealized /' of matter,

to cherish error In any /',
never fearing nor obeying error in any /'.

or the constructor of any /' of existence.

electricity or any other/' of matter,

less distinct type and chronic /' of disease.

every
p 418-29

ap 564-16
finite

sp 71-8
71-31
76-9

S 116-30
C 257-27

g 527- 2

fleslily
b 332-30

higher
ph 174- 4

bis
p 442-11

buman
C 2.55-16

b 315-29

ff 554-31

Speak the truth to every /• of error.

Jesus . . . met and conquered sin in every /'

infinite Principle outside of finite /',

a corporeal being, a finite /',

belief that life, or mind, was ever in a finite /',

An infinite Mind in a finite /• is ah
Infinite Mind cannot be limited to a finite /',

God could not put . . . Spirit into finite /'

highest type of divinity, which a fleshly/' could

Is civilisation only a higher /• of idolatry.

His /' was erect and commanding.

The human /', or physical finiteneas, cannot
Wearing in part a human /'

especially those of the human /'.
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form (noun)
Inflnlte

c 257-30 It would require an infinite /• to contain

257-31 phrase infinite /• involves a contradictioa
limited

, ^ , ,. .

s 133-20 limited /• of a national or tnbal reugion.
mzUcSoas

an 103-24 malicious /• of hypnotism ultmiates in

Wzn and , .

a 517- 6 ttvo Greek words, signifying man and /•,

Piaterlal , . , ^ -^^ -a
c 25S- 9 Man Is more than a material /• with a mina
b 2S0-26 Instead of possessing a sentient material /•.

293- 4 least material/" of illusive consciousness,

mlrrorel .. . ^ j *
6 305- 9 Aa there Is no corporeality In the mirrorea / •»

new^ - , ...
sp 74- 9 has a new /• and state of existence.

no
a 2&-31 His proof of Christianity was no / or system
c 25&-24 No /• nor physical combination is adequate

no other , , . .
6 339- 4 sin needs no other /• of forgiveness.

of matter
(see" matter)

pr 11- 7 It only saves the criminal from one f' of

s 145-26 they increase the antagonism of one /•

159^28 how much . . . one /• of matter is

p 419-14 or to change itself from one /• to another.

c 256-16 precise /• of God must be of small importance

serpentine
ap 563-27 The serpentine /• stands for subtlety,

some
a 2S-31 await, in some/-, every pioneer of truth.

takln2
vh 175- 1 prevent the Images of disease from taking /•

g 511-28 taking/' in masculine, feminine, or neuter

s 12&- & mortal mind will be without /• and void,

r 479-19 And the earth was without /•,
— Gen. 1 : 2.

g 503- 6 And the earth was without /•,
— Gen. 1 : 2.

pr 1-13
5 119-15
146-32
147-29

/ 247-23
c 261-22
6 332-25
353-9

p 367- 1

375-6
392-19

g 525-10

form (verb)
' m 62-5
ph 170- 3

172-10

/ 218-10
228-23
236-13
247-13

exalted before they take / In words
In the / and under the name of natural law.
to a / comprehensible by and adapted to
A pure affection takes /• in goodness,
in expression, /•, outline, and color.

which is only a /• of human belief,

appear to mortals in such a /•

either in tba /• of sickness or of sin?

under tlie napkin of its /•,

often the / in which fever manifests Itself.

in the /• of what is termed pulmonary disease,

the primary sense being image, /•;

formations
Its

/209- 5
246- 1

C 264-20

p 402-10

Mind, supreme over all its /•

Mind and its /• can never be annihilated.

Spirit and its /• are the only realities

p iu--iu its /• will be apprehended in Science,

g 557-25 proclaims the Science of Mind and its /•

Its own , . . -

b 309-32 never absorbed nor limited by its own /•

mundane
/ 209-25 Material substances or mundane /•,

not In Spirit's . , .„..,,
sp 71- 7 divine Principle of all, is not in Spirit s/'.

g 507- 2

formed
sp 70-16

86-31
94-15

ph 194-30

the absolute/" instituted by Mind,

such as to /" habits of obedience
.

Modes of matter / neither a moral nor a

Spirit can /" no real link in this supposed
The reports of sickness may /" a coalition with
and / and control it with Truth.

/" the embryo of another mortal mind,
/•the transient standards of mortals.

248-26 We must /" perfect models in thought
p 372- 7 can /" blood, flesh, and bones.

•"' "' and Spirit will /" you anew,
and /• the perfect concept.
No solar rays . . . /" the day of Spirit,
bone and flesh which, came from Adam to /"

425-25
« 454-23

p605- 1

633-23

formal
s lis- 4 above the merely ecclesiastical and /•

formalism
c 255-26 • material sense of God leads to/"

formation
m 60- 5 /• of a hanpy and permanent companionship.

61-29 / of mortals must greatly improve
sp 71-13 a /• of thought rather than of matter.
s 148-15 for every function, /", and manifestation,

the /• of so-called embryonic mortal mind.
Indicates a supposed f" of matter
"Was It requisite for the / of man
with the /" of the nucleus, or egg.

ph 190- 1

p 510-23
527-30
649-15

formations
eU the

ph 189-22 The reverse Is the case with all the /" of

earth's
g 510-20 Geology has never explained the earth's / ;

barmonlous
ph 198-22 a picture of healthy and harmonious /•

Does life or soul exist in the thing f-7
Pictures are mentally / before the artist can
belief that the infinite is /• after the pat tera
a belief /• by education alone.

i9§-i5 thought of disease is /• before
198-23 moulded, and /• by his doctor's belief

200-12 man is the idea of God, not /• materially

/ 2!4- 9 represented in the Scriptures as /• from
c 259-25 Brain . . . never /" a human concept.
b 274-26 firm, called matter and mind, God never/*.
274-29 / only to be destroyed
281-25 through a man / from dust.
303- 9 /• by Spirit, not by material sensation.
303-17 illusion that life, or mind, is /• by

p 396-31 understand that sickness is / by the human
mind, .

409- 3 why do you insist that disease Is j
"

by
423-32 so-called substance of bone is /• first Iw the

f 524-13 /" man of the dust of the ground,— Gen. 2; 7.

527-22 /• every beast of the field,— Gen. 2 ; 19.

553-12 /• under circumstances which
553-19 Eve was /• from Adam's rib,

553-29 You may say that mortals are /" before they

former
sp 89-10 The /• limits of her belief return.

S 148- 8 The f" explains the men of men,
156-13 ier /• physician had prescribed these remedies,

ph 187-17 of The latter action, but not of the f-.

f 237-21 excluded on the same principle as the /".

e 276-26 The latter destroys the /". ,

t 460-29 As / beliefs were gradually expelled

g 556- 8 for the /" things will have passed away.
ap 573- 1 They could not be the /",

forroldable
b 317-19 more real, more /• In truth,

forming , . .

ph 198-13 to prevent disease from /• In mortal mind
c 263-13 /• deformity when he would outline grace

350-28 Jesus,— that life-link /• the connection

g 505-13 / each successive stage of progress.

forms (-noun)

all

sp 83-23 Between C. S. and all /• of superstition

/ 204- 3 All /• of error support the fal.se conclusions

p 396- 3 efface from thought all /" and types of disease.

g 513-26 God creates all / of reaUty.
cannot change . . i, » <.

p 419-32 disease or its symptoms cannot change ; .

f*flAQGTCd
sp 96-9 seedtime and harvest (though in changed/-),

cmdc
g 502-14 Even thus the crude /" of human thought

depraying . .

/ 22»- 4 under more subtle and depraving /

*"< 444-14 not only towards differing /• of religion

p 398-29 changes such ills Into new and more difficult f
externalized , , ^ ,• j ..

g 522-13 history of error In Its externalized / .

finite
c 264-8
b 280-24

g 553-23

gl 587-12
eiorious . ..-.,• r.

c 261- 5 must finally give plac^to the glonous /

hideous , . .J ^
f 248-19 vicious sculptors and hideous / .

&uman .... ^
pr 4-32 and clothe religion in human r

Immortal . .

Immortal /• of beauty and goodness.

Mortals must look beyond fading, finite /'.

belief that . . Life, is in finite/-,

appearance of its method in finite /'

belief that infinite Mind is in finite r

g 503-22
In all their

t 447-21

Individual
{J 512-13

evil and disease in all their/-.

Their individual /• we know not.
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forms (noun)
Its

r 484-23 action of error In all Its /• ;

lower
g 549- 9 Creatures of lower /• of organism are

material
b 301-31 presupposes soul ... in material /*,

mild
an 102-16 The mild /• of animal magnetism are

modes and
o 406- 8 In place of modes and /',

multirarlous
r 477-21 in multifarious / of the living Principle,

myriad
6 30&-2I The myriad /• of mortal thought,
p 404— 4 servant of any one of the myriad /• of sin,

new
/ 225-27 always germinating in new /• of tyranny,
g 541-22 Here the serpentine lie invents new /

of doetrlae
a 20- 3 He at last paid no homage to /• of doctrine

of error
/ 204- 3 All /• of error support the false conclusions
c 264-24 who proved them to be /• of error

of matter
s 145-27 towards other /• of matter or error,

ph 172-16 must have passed through all the /• of matter
c 263-32 fading /" of matter, the mortal body

Of Mind
& 303- 3 reflection, ... of the multitudinous/* of Mind
g 505-10 they are/" of Mind, the ideas of Spirit
507-17 reproduces the multitudinous /• of Mind

of sickness
t 463-22 whether error Is manifested in /• of sickness,

of sin
348-20 will show itself in /• of sin, sickness, and

p 404- 4 servant of any one of the myriad / of sin,
of thought

s 118-20 In all mortal /• of thought, dual is

ph 187- 7 material sense creates its own /• of thought,
6 298-31 confers upon angels its own/' of thought,

of worship
pr 10-17 One of the /• of worship In Thibet

physical
c 262-32 Cause does not exist ... in physical /•.

qualities, and
ph 177-19 Indicated matter's properties, qualities, and /•.

renewed
g 555-11 dies to live again in renewed /•,

severest
s 162-19 chronic disease In their severest /•.

Soul-created
6 306-23 than are the Soul-crealed /• to spiritual sense,

spiritual
g 503-17 reflecting Him In countless spiritual /•

subsequent
g 531- 4 maintained in all the subsequent /• of belief.

various
/ 248-14 "We are all sculptors, working at various /•,
g 553- 1 In the various /• of embryology.

Visible

ap 559- 6 the source of all error's visible / 7

71- 9 outside of finite form, which /• only reflect.
87-30 close the eyes, and /• rise before us,

b 331- 2 Life is no more confined to the /• which reflect

p 421-28 should not build it up by wishing to see the /•

forms (verb)
m 62-22 divine Mind, which /• the bud and blossom,

this Mind /• its own likeness.

/• all conditions of the mortal body.
It / material concepts and
/• its offspring after human Illusions.

b 293- 5 /• no link between matter and Mind,
337-U as perfect as the Mind that /• him.

holding that matter/' its own conditions
the substance of thought which /• them.
God / and peoples the universe.
This Mind /• ideas, its own images,
subject to- the Mind which /• them,
God is the Life, or intelligence, which /• and

sp

f 216-32
220-30
239-24

C 259-22

P 422-26
423-30

O 509-16
511-1
615- 9

formulated
s 144- 8 mortal beliefs /• in human philosophy,

ph 175- 2 efface the outlines of disease already /*

fornication
an 106-21 Adultery, /•, unclcanness,— Gal. 5: 19.

gl 598-17 Error ; /• ; temptation ; passion.
fornications

an lOO- * murders, adulteries, /•,
— Matt. 15 : 19.

forsake
5 130-31
139- 1

160-4
ph 195-13

no longer think It . . . unnatural to / It,

causes the wicked to "/' his way,— Isa. 55;
When mortals/' the material for the
We should /• tne basis of matter

forsake
/ 239-14
6 290-28
323-4
326-12
339-18

p370- 2
400-10
402-8

forsaken
a 36-12

49-17
50-8
50-14

/ 202- 1

forsakes
/ 238-24

(7 549-28

forsaketh
« 448-18

forsaking
C 265-10

p393-2
<459-6

forth
pr 2-5

2-28
15-19

a 27-22
29-22
3a-12
35-23
45- 3
49- 7
57-22
115- 7
126-13
126-22
127-21
137-17

ph 170-31
185-14
191-32
196-31

/ 210- 6
235- 1

239-30
239-31
241-10

C 257-20
b 268-12
287-13
303-12
321-22
327-15
345-8
360-20

m
s

fl 392-3
398-14.
404-19
404-29
411-26

415-31
440-24
442-14

t 455-29
r 476-17
489-23

a 507-11
508- 9

5U-19
612-5
512-29
513-14
521-26
529- 1

530- 7
535- 8
635-24
537- 1

537- 3

550-27

,
553-18
557-18

ap 565- 6
568-10
668-29
669-31
570-19
574-21

/r600-*

"Let the wicked/" his way,— Isa. 55; 7.

The murderer, . . . does not thereby /• sin.
strife consists in the endeavor to /•We must /• the foundation of

Only those, who repent of sin and /• the
we must f the mortal sense of things,
only as they/- discord,
mortal mind will/- Its corporeal, structural.

He was /• by all save
F" by all whom he had blessed,

"My God, why hast Thou/- me?"— ilfarJ: 15 ; 31.

Had Life, Truth, and Love /" him
supposing that sin . . . when it is not /•,

/• popularity and gains Christianity.
this great observer mistakes nature, /• Spirit

whoso confesseth and /• them— Prov. 28 ; 13.

This scientific sense of being, /• matter for
like a watchman / his post,

gain heavenly riches by /• all worldliness.

the desire which goes /• hungering after
which is pouring/' more than we accept?
and' go /' with honest hearts to work
Jesus sent /' seventy students at one time,
brought /• her child by the revelation of Truth,
The cup shows /' his bitter experience,
by bringing /' the fruits of Love,
and stepped /• from his gloomy resting-place.
Where were the seventy whom Jesus sent /'?

Human affection is not poured /• vainly,
C. S. as brought /• in my discovery.
nor sent / a positive sound.
I have set /• C. S. and its application to
nerves, brain, stomach, lungs, and so/',
and his "reply set /' a great fact :

from which all ills have gone /',

puts/' a human conception in the name of

Mind, God, sends/' the aroma of Spirit,
The press unwittingly sends /• many sorrows

They are set /; in Jesus' demonstrations,
cannot go /', like wandering pollen.
The perfect Mind sends/' perfection.
Imperfect mortal mind sends /' its own
hypocrisy, malice, hate, revenge, and so /•,

bringeth "/' Mazzaroth in hia— Job 38: 32.

womain goes/' to battle with Goliath.
"Doth a fountain send /' at the— Jas. 3:11.
Is spirituallv conceived and brought f-;

drew it/' white as snow with the dread disease,
rushes /' to clamor with midnight and tempest.
When. . . His absoluteness is set/'.
Like a pendulum . . . you will be thrown back

Bi^nd f, . .^. . , , ,.

Only while. . . sin remains canit bring/' death.

"Stretch/- thine hand,"— JV/oH. 12: 13.

every tree that brings not /' good fruit,

envy,' dishonesty, fear, and so/'.
Whatever is cherished ... is imaged /' on the

leaving'the pain standing /• as- distinctly as

wicked laws of sickness and so/"
Mortal Man, no longer sick . . . walked/',
the same fountain cannot send /' both

^^

"conceived in sin and brought /' in iniquity,
sendeth not/' sweet waters and bitter.

Let the earth bring/- grass,— Gen. 1 : 11.

And the earth brought /' grass,— Gen. 1 : 12.

Let the waters bring f-—Gen. 1 : 20.

which the waters brought f-
— Gen. 1 : 21.

this so-called mind puts/' its own qualities,

Let the earth bring f-
— Gen. 1 : 24.

a material view of creation, is to be set /'.

bringing/- fruit of its own kind, . , . .

The earth, at God's command, bringg /' looa

In sorrow thou shalt bring/'— Gen. 3: 16.

thistles shall it bring/'- Gen. 3: 18.

lest he put /• his hand,—-Gen. 3: 22.

sent him /• from the garden— Gen. 3 . 23.

nor does a lion bring /- a lamb,
the maternal egg never brought /-Adam.
"In sorrow thou- shalt bring/;— Gen. 3: 16.

And she brought /' a man child,-- Rev. 12. 5.

first the true method of creation is set / .

Love sends/- her primal and everlasting strain,

which brought/- the man child.— i?e». 12. IJ.

What if the old dragon should send / a new
which poured /' hatred and torment,

and the pomegranates budf-.— oong 7. "•
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forthwith

p/i 182-23

fortitude
ph 198- 6

p 375-32

fortuitous
m 61-14

fortunes
5 121- 8

forty
p 421-32

fossils
s 147-21

fosters
ph 169-12

9 555-32

fought
a 21- 2

/254-7
6 309-11

ap 566-26
566-27

foul
p 431-21

434-26
437- 5
438-20

found
pref viii- 2

viii-25

a

m
sp

7-3
28-23
30-32
42-7
51-15
66-31
71-22
90-U
94-14
97-19

5 113-12
125-4
125-5
125- 8
126-26
126-27
128-7
133- 6
150- 1

151-27
159-8

ph 166-31
179-10
180-28
180-32
188- 2
190- 7
190-19
191-8
195-5
19&-3

/ 209-24
214-16
226-3
232-8

C 257-24
6 276-4
288-21
288-23
291-17
297-16
302-2
302-5
307c-14

312-5
313-25
314-5
325-14
325-16

0344- 9
359-18

p 419-31
432-14

r 475-17
481-31
484- 1

489-4
493-17

,7 522-22
524-6
533-21
543-22
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and / shut out the aid of Mind

His/* may sustain him. hut his fear,
fear so excessive that it amounts to/*.

If some /• circumstance places

the fate of empires and the/ of men.

asserting that the products . . .. are both/-,

the perishing/' of theories already antiquated,

/• disease by attracting the mind to the
Truth /• the idea of Truth,

"I have /• a good fight— // Tim. 4 .- 7.

not until the battle between Spirit and flesh is/
a soldier of God, who had / a good fight.
Michael and his angels /•

— Rev. 12 ; 7.

the dragon /•, and his angels,
— Res. 12 : 7.

covered with a /• fur,
we shall unearth this /• conspiracy against the
Tliis is a /• aspersion on man's Maker.
a garment oi /• fur was spread over him

fully tested and has not been /• wanting ;

may be /• a biographical sketch, narratmg
is / in his own words,
if thou art /" worthy to unloose the sandals
In meekness and might, he was / preaching
Death will be /• at length to be a mortal dream,
his spiritual life, . . . was /• forever the same.
It never leaves us where it /• us.

spiritualism wiU be / mainly erroneous,
will be / to be equally possible for the body.
intolerance, and bloodshed, wherever/',
and man is/; in the likeness of Spirit,

'

these propositions will be /• to agree in

may no longer be/' indispensable to health.
Moral conditions wiU be/' always harmonious
man will be /' normal and natural
I have / nothing in ancient or in modem
nothing ... on which to /• my own, except
have /• that C. S. enhances their
"I have not/' so great faith,— Afatt. 8; 10.

hardly a . . . hamlet, in which are not to be/'
the entire being is/' harmonious
The evidence was /' to be conclusive,
/ to be harmonious and immortal.
as man is /', . . . reflecting the divine nature.
The only way to this living Truth, . . . is/' in
I have /' divine Truth more potent than
and man is /' in His image.
and yet neither . . . is / in brain
immortal man, . . . is/' to be the real man. .

theoretical life-basis is / to be a
Outside of dismal darkness . . . he/' no peace.
but he has not yet /' it true that
man and the universe will be /' harmonious
will be understood and /" to be harmonious.
a world-wide slavery, /• on higher planes
Security . . . is /• only in divme Science.
Who hath /• finite life or love sufficient
"I have/' a ransom."— Job 33; 24.

are to be /• in the following postulates :

Soul is sinless, not to be /' in the body ;

man is /' having no righteousness of his own,
and man /' to be immortal.
Principle is not to be /• in fra^entary Ideas.
The identity of the real man is not lost, but /'
Its life is / to be not Life, but only a transient.
Is /• to be substance.
He . . . /' the spiritual cause.
Thus he /' the eternal Ego,
then shall man be /; in God's image.
Then shall man be /, in His likeness,
God's likeness Is not / in matter,
Christianity is to be honored wherever/',
If it is /• necessary to treat against relapse,
he upon whose person disease is /• shall be
conscious Identity of being as /• in Science,
/ that it is the sense of sin which is lost,
and 30 / to be unerring.
It would be /• that the senses of Mind are
Mind must be / superior to all the beliefs
denunciations of man when not /• In His Image,
It was also/' among the Israelites,
/' in the rapid deterioration of the
Minerals and vegetables are /'.

found
ap .56.5-27 be/' in its divine Principle.

.566-28 neither was their place/"' any more— lirv. 12; 8.

gl 580-12 are/- to be the antipode of God,
583-15 The Church . . , is /• elevating the race,

foundation
cause and

p 411-20 procuring cause and /' of all sickness
firm

s 138- 8 a firm /• in the realm of harmony.
Its

r 484- 4 nor envy can wash away its /',
no

s 112-25 affords no /' upon which to establish
c 255- 9 they afforded no / for
/ 448- 6 Evil . . . which the heart condemns, has no/ :

464-26 Falsity has no /•.

no sclentIQc
an 102- 1 Animal magnetism has no scientific/*,

of disease
p 368-31 When fear disappears, the /' of disease is gone.
t 453-27 such a course increases fear, the /' of disease,

of evil

sp 92-26 The /• of evil is laid on a belief
of Spirit

s l33-26i planted Cliristianity on the /• of Spirit,
spiritual

s 136- 2 a spiritual /• of Christ-healing.
gl 593-18 Rock. Spiritual / ; Truth.

599-6 ZioN. Spiritual /• and superstructure ;

without
sp 93-20 T^Tiatever contradicts the ... is without /•.
r 486- 1 is without / in fact,

without actual
r 491- 4 shows it to be a belief without actual /"

pr 15-31
s 138-14

/ 22,7-12
C 262^27
6 276- 5

287-23
317- 2

326-12
334-21

p 368-29

ap 588- 2

the / of enlightened faith.
the /• on which Jesus built.
the /' of continued -bondage
The /• of mortal discord is a false sense
they unfold the /" of fellowship,
without spiritual identity or jr,
"secret from the /• of the— Alatt. 13; 35.

forsake the /" of material systems,
slain from the /' of the world,"— Bia. 13; 8.
has a /• in fact.
Ever since the /• of the world,

foundational
o 348-12 Jesus established this /• fact,

foundations
false

We cannot build safely on false /*.
It revealed the false / and

fatal mistakes are undermining its /'.
When ... its /• are gone.

supposed material /' of life and intelligence.

Sin, disease, and death have no/' In Truth,

and destroying the /' of death.

thus tears away the /' of error,
the /• of error would be sapped

Its feet are pillars of fire, /' of Truth and Lova

Other /' there are none.

If the /' of human affection
/• which time is wearing away.
the / of the belief in disease and death,
thus sapping the /' Of immortality,
"a city which hath /•."— Heb. 11 ; 10.

hypotheses .~ .< . that law Is /" on material

/• on long observation and reflection,

no mortal testimony is/' on the divine rock.
Neither dishonesty nor ignorance ever/'.
Christian evidence is /' on Science

Jesus purposed /' his society.
In /' a pathological system of Ghrlstlanlty,

Shall we plead for more at the open /',

It is the open /' which cries,

opposite sources never mingle In /' or streara-

God is good and the/' of all being,
the metaphors about the /' and stream,

/201-7
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fountain

a 18-17

ph 190-30
6 287-12

p 391-32
t 455-29
r 489-22

four
prcfx'n- 6

711 58-17
S 113-10
113-22

ph 193-15

ap 574-23
575-18
.575-21
577-13

foursquare
ap 574-16

575- 8
575-17

fourth
sp 91-32
S 156- 9

g 511-16
523-25

ap 577-17

The /• can rise no higher than its source.
For with Thee is the/- of life;— Psal. 36; 9.

"Doth a/- send forth— Jas. 3: 11.

Fear is the / of sickness,
the same /• cannot send forth both
same /• sendeth not forth sweet waters and

During seven years over / thousand students
which would confine. . .forever within/' walls,
/" following', to me, self-evident propositions.
Which of the denials in proposition/' is true?
between three and /' o'clock in the afternoon
city, the /' equal sides of which v.'ere

The /• sides of our city are

wholly spiritual, as its /' sides indicate,
its /• cardinal points are :

city which "lieth /•."— Bee. 21 ; i6.

as one that "lieth /'"— Rev. 21 ; 16.

description of the city as/- has a profound

The
the

if erroneous postulate is,

/ attenuation (jf Argentum nitratum
1 .• 19.and the morning were the / day.^— Gen.

From the /• verse of chapter two
/', C. S., which to-day and forever interprets

Fourth Gospel
ap 561-30 In the first chapter of the F- G- it is written,

fowl
of the air

/ 222-24
T 475-25

g 515-13
517-28
518-9
527-22

winged
ff512-6

and over the/' of the air,— Gen
and over the/* of the air,— Gen.
and over the /• of the air,— Gen.
and over the/' of the air,— Gen.
and to every /• of the air,

— Gen.
and every /• of the air ;

—Gen. 2 .

1 .• 26i
1:26.
I ; 26.

1 ; 28.

1 ; 30.

19.

every winged /• after his kind :
— Gen. 1 : 21,

g 511-20 /• that may fly above the earth— Gen. 1 : 20.

512-19 let /• multiply in the earth.— Gm. 1 ; 22.

fowls
s 125-27 over the fish of the sea and the /• of the air.

/ 237-13 "the /- of the air,"— Luke 8 : 5.

5 511-29 The/', which fly above the earth

fraction
s 108-18 not a/* more, not a unit less.

fragmentary
sp 98-28 they are not theoretical and /•,
b 302- 2 Principle is not to be found in /• ideas.

fragrance
ph 175-11 The joy of its presence, its beauty and /•,

fragrant
o 363- 2 jar containing costly and /• oil,

frail
sp 98-15 Beyond the /• premises of human beliefs,
o 346-32 is not this what /' mortals are trying to do?
t 459-15 /' mortals, untaught and unrestrained by C. S.,

frailty
ph 194-18 the /• and inadequacy of mortal mind.
c 266-30 He 13 above sin or /'.
o 360-27 His angels He chargeth with /'.

— 5e? Job i : 18.

frame
p 415-30 the whole/- will sink from sight

franchise
m 63-20 If the elective /• for women will remedy

Franklin
/ 245-19 useful

Ijint, upon which a F: might work
Franklin, Benjamin

an 100-15 Benjamin F' was one of the conmaissioners.

fraternity
p 389-24 error that there is /• between pain and pleasure,

fraternize
sp 74-19 nor does the insect return to /* with or

fratricidal
g 539- 2 This false sense of existence is /•.

fraud
o 356-26 Does divine Love coimnit a/- on humanity

fraudulent
/ 252-22 deceitful in sentiment, /• in purpose,

fraught
o 346-17 How then can this . . . be "/• with falsities

free
lii- • the truth shall make you /•.

— John 8 ; 32.

pr 6-10 supposition that ... we shall be/- to repeat
11-14 leaves the offender/- to repeat the offence,m 63-32 and own her coildren/- from interference.

free
sp 74- 4

00-25
an inti- 3
s 114-27

i.sa-22

ph 171- 8
176- 8
191-16

/206-6
223-21
22&- 4
227-16
227-17
227-18
227-19
227-25
227-27
244-12

p 381-24
434- 1

442-8
r 443-18
448-32
453-30

r 481- 6

495-13

g 514-11

gl 584-13

freed
sp "73-23

73-24

ph 178-24

To be . . . persons must be /- from organic
sets man/- to master the infinite idea.
to work against the /- course of honesty
and sets /' the imprisoned thought.
human view infringes man's /' moral agency ;

find himself unfallen, upright, pure, and/',
left the stomach and bowels /' to act
The human thought must /' itself from
else it will misguide the judement and /' the
Spiritual rationality and /' thought accompany
Truth makes man /'.
God made man /',
Paul said, 'I was /' born."— Acts 22.- 28.
All men should be /'.
Love and Truth make /',
Citizens of the world, accept the. . .and be/' I

has bound you, entangled your/' limbs,
hath made me/' from the law of— Rom.
quite / from some ailment.
can ... set the captive /-.

prisoner rose up regenerated, strong, /•.
leave invalids /- to resort to whatever
to /' another from the fetters of disease.
the divine Truth that makes man /'.

/' "to enter into the holiest,"— Hcb. 10;
sets the captive /' physically and morally.
F' and fearless it roams in the forest.
that which frets Itself/ from one belief

8:2.

19.

belief that spirit ... is /' by death,
belief . . . that, when it is/' from the
we are /' from the belief of heredity,

freedom (see also freedom's)
assert their

Mortals will some day assert their /•/ 228-14
boundless

a 22-24
breatli of

/ 225-21

capacity or
r 475-31

confers a
sp 89-23

glorious
/248- I

heritage of
/ 228-12

hope of
p 368-13

human
/242-7

moral
m 5S-12

right to
f 227- 5

spiritual
S 118-12

p366-5

boundless /-, and sinless sense,

nor did the breath of /• come from the cannon's

nor . . . engender the capacity or/' to sin.

Influence or action of Soul confers a /-,

and glorious /• of spiritual harmony.

when man enters into his heritage of /•,

even the hope of /• from the bondage

towards the joys of Spirit, towards human /•

There is moral /' in SouL

and mortals are taught their right to /•,

eternally glorified in man's spiritual /',
and thus attain the spiritual /-

strength and .

t 454-20 strength and /- to speech and action.
universal

/226-8
Wild with

ff 552-21

/ 225-31
226-11
236-28

r 481- 3

freedom's
/22&-7

freely
sp 89- 8

g 527- 8
54S-2

freer
s 120-30

frees
b 291- 3

freezing
ph 175-26
b 329-14
r 490-32

French
sp 80-22
an 10(^-12

frenzy
/ 212-21

frequencym 59-28

sounded the keynote of imiversal /-,

may become wild with /•

ignorant how to obtain their /-.
and- that its /' be won,
because of their/- from wrong
God's being is infinity, /•, harmony,

time bears onward / baimer.

belie^ving that . . . she talks /•.
thou mayest /• eat :

— Gen. 2 ; 16.

take the water of life/-."— Rev. 22: 17.

When Columbus gave /- breath to the globe,

suppositions . - . death of the body/- from sin

Damp atmosphere and /• snow
should not tarry in the storm if the body is /',
will think that he is/- when he is warm,

Even planchette— the F- toy which
In 1784, the F' government ordered

In legerdemain and credulous /•,

the/ of divorce shows that the
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frequent
ap 56&-22 In shade and storm the/" night,

frequently
s 153- 1 /• attenuated to such a degree that

ph 180-18 Doctors should not ... as they so/* do,
o 368-19 more / cited for our instruction

fresh
an 105-23 to commit /• atrocities as opportunity occurs
s 107-12 / pinions are given to faith and understanding,
t 460-24 Science of Mind was a /• revelation

freshness
/ 246-23 still maintain his vigor, /•, and promise.
246-30 into loveliness, /•, and continuity,
248- 9 Mind feeds the body with supernal /•

fretfulness
m 62-U their children's /• or frivolity,

frets
gl 584-13 that which /• itself free from one belief only to

friend
absent

sp 82- 2 We think of an absent /• as easily as
best

ph 176-20 while divine Mind is its best /•.

better
r 486-17 If . . then death is not an enemy but a better /•

far-off
sp 90-16 Indreamswefly to Europe and meet a far-off/".

of man
a 49-15 the highest instructor and /• of man,

of Mortal Man
p 433-32 the spirit of Life and the /" of Mortal Man,

of publicsDS
a 53-1 and is the "/" of publicans and— Luke7:U.

our
sp 75-12 "Our/" Lazarus sleepeth -.—John 11 : II.

sick
p 430-30 when the prisoner, . . . watched with a sick/".

their
a 53- 7 He rebuked sinners . . . because he was their /" ;

pr 8-31 If a f" informs us of a fault,

a 28-20 a glutton and a /" of the impure,
34- 8 if a /• be with us,
34- 9 why need we memorials of that /• ?

39-11 Causes mortals to regard death as a /•,

/ 248- 4 One marvels that a /• can ever seem less than
p 386-17 mistakenly announcing the death of a/",

friendly
pref ix-25 copies were, however, in /• circulation.

p 438-31 to be on /• terms with the firm of

friend's
p 386-17 grief that the/" real death would bring.

friends
departed

sp 82-19 even if oUr departed /• were near us

a 42-13 the desertion of all save a few /•,

give to

pref viii-29 give to /" the results of her Scriptural study.
ber

bis
t 464- 3 Could her/" know how little time

a 46- 5 Jesus was known to his /" by the words, which
o 359- 3 Let any clergyman try to cure his /" by
p 436-23 His /• struggled hard to rescue the

make
g 552-10 Mortal theories make /" of sin.

my
a 21-15 If my /" are going to Europe,

21-21 On the contrary, if my /" pursue my course,
our

p 386-31 So, when our /• pass from our sight
personal

c 265- 6 Would existence without personal /• be
prisoner's

p 4.32-25 One of the prisoner's /", Materia Medica,
professed

p 436-16 professed /", Materia Medica and Physiology,
unpretentious

a 54-23 only a few unpretentious/",

c 265-13 F" will betray and enemies will slander,
friendship

sp 87-26 by /" or by any intense feeling

fright
s 151-18 belief says that death has been occasioned by/".

ph 178-14 by the/" of his mother.
/251- 7 F" is so great at certain stages of

frighten
sp 79- 3 fs an error that tends to /•

p 379-29 The images, held . . . /" conscious thought.

frightened
s 154-17 the mother is /" imd says,

•0 352-12 child, who is/- at imaginary ghosts
p 371-11 As /" children look everywhere for

433-28 to prepare the /" sense ... for death,
t 460-15 to the/", false sense of the patient.

frightening
p 439-10 /" away Materia Medica,
/ 447-18 without /" or discouraging the patient

frivolity
m 62-11 their children's fretfulness or/",

frivolous
m 60-22 /• amusements, personal adornment,
ph 195-30 to meet a /" demand for amusement

front
an 102-17 .its aggressive features are coming to the/*,
b 301- 3 form, and action of the person in /• of the

frost
sp 72-32 As readily can you mingle fire and /"

frosts
c 265-19 and nipped by untimely /" ;

frown
/ 238- 8 To obey . . . is to incur society's /" ;

238- 8 but this/", more than flatterfes,

frozen
p 373-28 languidly creeps along its /" channels,

frugal
t 452-16 Better is the /• intellectual repast

fruit
bearing

ph 180-10 seed within itself bearing /" after its kijad>
bears the

ph 197- 9 hears the/" of sin, disease, and death,
bringing forth

g 529- 1 bringing forth /" of its own kind,
Cain's

g 541- 3 more nearly resembles . . . than does Cain's /".
541-11 than for the worship expressed by Cain's /"?

forbidden
r 481-12 The forbidden /" of knowledge,
g 529- 1 when the forbidden /" was bringing forth

good
p 404-19 every tree that brings not forth good /".
t 459-27 tree must, be good, which produces good /".

immortal
o 361-29 That which when sown bears immortal /",

Imown by his
b 299-23 tree is known by his f-"—Matt. 12 ; 33.

linown by its

sp 73-13 belief, which ought to be known by its /",
known by their

an 106-17 demonstrable in Truth and known by their /",
much

b 271- 1 seed of Truth springs up and bears much /".
not much

b 212-1 else it beareth not much/",
of false Imowiedge

ph 175-30 Adam, before he ate the/" of false knowledge,
of the ground

g 540-25 brought of the /• of the ground— Gen. 4 ; 3.

of the Spirit
an 106-27 the /" of the Spirit is love,— Gal. 5 .• 22.

of the tree
g 529-18 but of the /" of the tree which— Gen. 3 ; 3.

of the trees
g 529-17 We may eat of the /" of the trees— Gen. 3 ; 2.

of the Tine
a 18- * J will not drink oj the f- of the vine,— Luke 22: ii,

this
ph 165- 2 Evil declared that eating this /" would open

yield
g 507-19 tree and herb do not yield /" because of

yielding
g 507-13 yielding /" after his kind,— Gen. 1 ; II.

508-11 and the tree yielding f-.
— Gen. I ; 12.

the fount and stream, the tree and its/".

the/" tree yielding fruit— Gen. I ." 11.

the /" of a tree yielding seed ;— Gen. 1 ; 29.

p 389-17

g 507-12
518- 7

fruitage
o 348-27 the full /" of C. S.,

fruit-bearer
g 526-23 Did He create this /• of sin

fruitful
g 512-17
517-26
550-28

//•600-*

Be/", and multiply,— Gen. 1 ." 22.

Be/", and multiply,— Gen. 1 ." 28.

Amalgamation ... is seldom /",

being /• in ei-ery good work,— Col. 1 ." 10.
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fruition
pr 9-15 before we can enjoy the /• of our hope
b 298- 7 Science armed with faith, hope, and/'.
298-14 faith, underatanding, /•, reality.

fruitless
pr 6-28 He said of the /' tree,

p 375-17 should be understood and so rendered /'.

frultlessness
a 35- 3 Convinced of the /• of their toil

fruits
early

gl 579- 9 surrendering to the creator the early /• of
first

g 532- 7 when eating its first /• brought death
Immediate

g 532-18 produced the immediate /• of fear and shame.
Immortal

r 494-29 its lap piled high With immortal /'

Its

p 426-14 this would be . . . known by its /•.
or hnman faltb
pref xi- 6 the/- of human faith in matter,

of Lore
a 35-24 by bringing forth the /' of Love,

of sin
6 299-19 bearing the /• of sin,, sickness, and death.

of Spirit
p 391-32 and bearing the/" of Spirit.

of the Spirit
t 451-18 they bear as of old the /• of the Spirit.

present
o 349- 1 If such are the present /•, what will the

tbeir
/ 204-19 Judging them by their /•, they are corrupt.
o 342-28 "By their /• ye shall know them"— Mall. 7 ; 20.

/r 600- * by their / ye shall know them.— Malt. 7 : 20.

your
r 496-13 Your /• will prove what the

the / of other people's sins, not of his own.
The belief that ... is one of the /•

sin, and death are not the /• of Life.

to/' all righteousness."
— Matt. 3; 15.

not /• the lust of the flesh."— Go/. 5; 16.

demands of us only what we can certainly /".

not come to destroy, but to/'."— Atatt. 5: 17..

Oae must /' one's mission without timidity

He/' his God-miasion, and then
The promises will be /'.

Scripture of Isaiah ia renewedly /' :

can remove this disorder as God's law is/'
"Truth is here and has /' its perfect work.
This prophecy has been /".

literally/', when we are conscious of

F' the different demands of their united
"is the/' of the law,"— Rom. 13; 10.

by /• the spiritual law of being,

disappointments it Involves or the hopes it /"
A miracle /' God's law, but doea not violate
and /• these sayings of Scripture,
A mortal belief /' its own conditions,
ends wars ; /' the Scripture,
Love/" the law of C. S.,

ere cometh the /" radiance of a risen day.
To develop the /' might of this Science,
or treat in /' detail so infinite a theme.
/' "and running over."— Luke 6; 38.

Saints and' sinners get their/' award,
/ . . . of all uncleanness."— AfaK. 23; 27.

with the /' recognition that being is Spirit.

a/' understanding of the divine Principle
/ punishment this side of the grave
bestow on the righteous their /' reward.
History is /' of records of suffering.
a /' salvation from sin, sickness, and death.
and gave /' evidence of divine Science,
If his / recognition of eternal Life had
a /' recognition of its enduring obligations
/• many a league in the line of light ;

Experience is /• of instances of similar
cannot add to the contents of a vessel already/'.
the Scriptures are /' of accounts of the
Obedience to material law prevents /"
We cannot fill vessels already /'.

when there is no /' reflection of the
hia /• set of upper and lower teeth
he was in the /' possession of hia

a 38-22
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fundamental
m 6.^ 9

S 113-9
120- 8

ph 167-29
171-31

« 460-10

(7 545-13

funds
m 63-31

fUBgUS
s 160-30

fur
p 431-21

438-20
438-22
438-28
438-29

furnace
m 66-31
S 133-17
161-8

/243-6
furnish

pr &-13
a 51-10
5 135-19
142-10

ph 189-17

ap 572-14

furnished
sp 99- 9

b 317-28
r 472-11

furnishes
m 63-13

ph 195-15
195-16

/ 245-18
6 336-27

some /• error in the marriage state,

f- propositions of divine metaphysics
tirrive at the /• facts of being.
On this/' point, timid conservatism is

/• error lies in the supposition that

Yet this most / part of metaphysics
Such /• errors send falsity into

deposit /, and own her children free from

Is man a material /• without Mfiid

covered with a foul /•,

said that ... a garment of foul /'

this / is a foreign substance,
is not an importer or dealer in /•,

explain how this/" is manufactured,

/• separates the gold from the dross

in the fiery /• and in liings' palaces,

captives, cast into the Babylonian /• ,

from the fiery /•, from the jaws of the lion,

will /• more than its equivalent of pain,

that he might /• the proof of immortal life.

'•Can God/- a table in the— Psal. 78: 19.

Truth, alone can /• us with absolute evidence,

is supposed to /• the evidence of

/ the vision of the Apocalypse,

Truth has / the key to the kingdom,
to him Jesus /• the proof
Jesus /• proofs of these statements.

C. S. /• no precedent for such injustice.
Whatever /• the semblance of an idea

/ food for thought.
This instance of youth preserved /•

The Science of being /• the rule of

furnishes
p 370-10

387-27
t 461-14

ap 571-23

furnishing
ph 180-21

p 439- 4

Furred Tongue
p 438-26 summoned F

Homnfeopathy /• the evidence to the
The history of Christianity/" sublime

/" the eternal interpretation of God and

/• the mirror in which mortals may see

Instead of /• thought with fear, they should

keeps a/" store, and advertises

and /• defines it as dishonesty
f- steps towards the banishment of

'it /" teaches that when man is

(his /• spiritual exaltation).
It /" suggests the thought of that
We /" recommend that Materia Medica
/" describing this holy city.
What /" indication need we of the

T" for examination,

further
an 103- 4

/22o- 2

6 295-29
314-2
338-17

p 441-20

ap 576- 8
576-18

furthermore
771 64-17 F", the time cometh of which

/ 203-27 The foam and /" of illegitimate living
b 293-21 There is no vapid /" .of mortal mmd

fustian
s 142-16

future
pref vii-25

a 24-19

sp 84- 6
84-13

5 150-24
158-12

6 306-15

p 374-19
M59-9
546- 2

tell their story to pride and /".

F" ages must declare what the pioneer has
in regard to predestination and /" punishment,
predicting the /" from a groundwork of

to linow the past, the present, and the/".
and will be to all others at some /" day.
The /" history of material medicine
at some uncertain /" time and in a manner
You confess to ignorance of the /"

Judge not the /" advancement of C. S. by the
at some /• time to be emancipated

future-world
a 39-20- not that now men must prepare for a/*

G

m
sp
s

Gabriel
ap 567- 1

567-6
Gad

gl 585-21

gain
pr 11-23

12-4
13-13
14-3
15-29
21-13
65-U
69-4
72- 7

156-19

ph 167-28

/ 238-22
254-4

C 260-15
2e4- 8
264-13
265-7
266-17

h 322- 5

326-13
328-10
335-23

O 355- 1

p 388-28
M59- 6
r486- 7

g 501-10

ap 560-13

gained
a 23-18

sp 84- 3
91-20
92-15

S 111-32

/ 254-10
C 265-23
b 269-27
272- 3
274- 3

290-19

G" has the more quiet task
The G' of His presence has no contests.

definition of

a desire for holiness is requisite in order to 0'

mere request . . . has no power to g-

Do we 9" the omnipotent ear sooner by words
whose ear we would e",

g- the ear and right hand of omnipotence
g- a little each day in the right direction.

To g' C. S. and its harmony,
g- the sense of health only as
is the 9" of spiritual life.

I did so, and she continued to g'.

impossible to g- control over the body in

Attempts to ... 9" dominion over mankmd,
9" good rapidly and hold their position,
distrust of one's ability to g" the goodness
if they would g- the true sense of things.
As mortals g' more correct views of God
g- some proper sense of the infinite,

lay down their fleshliness and <?"

we shall 9" the reality of Life,
if we would g- the Christ as our only Saviour,

they 9" the true understanding of God
we 9" the eternal unfolding of Life

they should 9" the spiritual meaning of C. S.,

foolish to stop eating until v/e 9"

he must 9" heavenly riches by
Even then he must 9" spiritual understanding
recompensing human want. . .with spiritual g\
necessity of existence is to g' the true idea

the evidence g' from Spirit,
ancient prophets g" their foresight from
erroneous knowledge 9" from matter
a knowledge 9" from matter, or evil,

this system has gradually 9" ground,
facts of existence are g- step by step,

9" stronger desires for spiritual joy ?

knowledge 9" through the material senses

spiritual sense of truth must be 9"

knowledge 9" from the five senses
Perfection is 9" only by perfection.

gamed
& 299-18
314- 8

326-16
349-20
358-21

p 365-21
405-30

«449- 6

r 474-15
482- 7

487-4
490-20

g 532- 6
536-25
547-25
548-22
556-13

gaining
a 47- 5

ph 198- 7

6 324- 8
327- 2

327-28

gainsm 57-7
sp 83-28

/ 238-24
C 258-23
6 294-29

gala
/ 252-23

Galatians
an 106-19 St. Paul in his great epistle to the G",

Galilean Prophet
o 360-28 the Jews put to death the G" P",
r 497-18 as demonstrated by the G" P"

Galilean Sea
a 34-32 joyful meeting on the shore of the G" S' I

Galilee
sp. 90- 4

Knowledge 9'" from material sense is

Our Master 9" the solution of being,
purpose and motive to live aright can be g'
this sense must be 9" by its disciples
Is it not beca-jse there are few who have 9'

such commendation as the Magdalen 9"

normal control is 9" through divine strength
but more of C. S. must be 9"

glorious Principle of these marvels is 9".

9" by substituting the word God,
9" by walking in the pathway of Truth
knowledge 9" from the so-called material senses

9" from the five corporeal senses.
the true idea is 9" from the immortal side.

only by this understanding can truth be 9".

9" the diviner side in C. S.,

hie everlasting is not to-be 9" by dying.

After 9* the true idea of their glorified Master,
already developed the disease that is 9"
are not 9" the true idea of God ;

also by g' an affection for good
seeking material means for 9" happiness.

the feminine mind 9" courage and strength
man 9" the divine Principle and explanation
forsakes popularity and 9" Christianity,
in proportion as humanity 9" the true
thief believes that he 9" something by stealing

says : my short span of life one 9" day.

gaU

on the shores of G",
s 147-13 and in the valleys Of G".

a 51- 5 This dread added the drop of g- to his cup.
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gallows
s IJ'Wa hallo-.vpd by the g' and the croas.

garden
culture of j-our
m 61-26 the culture of your g' or the raising of stock

of Eden
g 526-27 and put him into the g' of Eden,— Gen. 2: 15.

537- 3 forth from the g- of Eden,— Gen. 3 ; 23.

537- 6 at the east of the g- 6f Eden— Gen. 3: 24.

a 47-31 night of gloom and glory in the g',

g 526- 2 in the midst of the g-,— Gen. 2 ; 9.

527- 7 Of every tree of the g'— Gen. 2: 16.

529-16 of every -tree of the gt—Gen. 3; 1.

52^18 fruit of the trees of the g- .— Gen. 3; 2.

529-19 in the- midst of the g-,
— Gen. 3; 3.

532-15 I heard Thy voice in the g-,
— Geri. 3 ; 10.

garment
s 142- 8 We must seek the undivided g',

ph 170-27 at least to touch the hem of Truth's g'.
197- 4 Parisian name for a novel g'.

f 242-28 every part of the Christly g- of righteouaness.
p 438-20 said that ... a s' of foul fur

garments

sp
s

"let thy g- be always white."— Ecd.
We soil our g- with conservatism.
The new idea, . . . clad in white g'

C 267-27
t 452-20
463-15

garnered
g 535- 5^ the other to be g' into heavenly places.

garrisoned
/ 235-U should be strongly g- with virtue.

gas
34fr-26

p 375- 2
399-8

9:8.

gases
b 29S-13

gash
p 393-23

gastric
ph 17.5-24

p 399- 8

gate
pref ix-18

S 142-14
t 451-12

g 535-16
538- 5

gates
s 137-32
146-20

ph 171- 6

ap 571-28
575-19
575-26
577-24

gateway
g 537-15

gather
s 129-24
b 27fr-30

p 370-4
380-26

g 539-24

gathered
sp 78-14

g 504-23
506-16
527-16

gathering
a 55-16
t 463-10

g 506-23
53.5-30

547-13

gathers
b 299-15

(7 506-18

gaudy
an 103-26

gave
pr 16-10
a 26-15

29-18
32-16
32-18
32-22
33-16
41-14
43-4

when you believe that nitrous-oxide g' has
painlessly as g' dissipates into the air
No gastric g' accumulates, . . . apart from

The material so-called g' and forces

than the trunk of a tree which you g'

not ao severe upon the g' juices.
No g' gas accumulates, . . . apart from

a willing disciple at the heavenly g',
the poor and the stranger from the g',
for "wide is the </,— Matt. 7: 13.

When will man pass through the open g' of C. S.
Truth places the cherub wisdom at the g' of

and the g- of hell— Afa«. 16; 18.

"stranger that is within thy g-,"— Exod. 20; 10.
man will reopen . . . the g' of Paradise
has opened wide the g' of glory,
"and the g- of it shall not be shut— Rev. 21 ; 25.

Northward, its g' open to the North Star,
Its g- open towards light and glory

Trutfi guards the g- to harmony.

Can we g- peaches from-a pine-tree,
Divine Science does not g' grapes from
g' the facts of being from the divine Mind.
Gradually this evidence will g' momentum
"Do men g- grapes of thorns?"— MaH. 7; 16.

Communications g' from ignorance are
when g- into the focus of ideas,
!r together unto one place,— Gen. 1 : 9.

perception, g- from the corporeal senses,

g' beneath its wings the sick and sinning..
Though g- new energy, this idea cannot
the g- together of the waters— Gen. 1 ; 10.
the g- together of the waters— Gen. 1 ; 10.
the ff' clouds, the moon and stars,

whither every real individuality, . . . g\
Spirit, God, g- unformed thoughts Into

'whose flimsy and ^* pretensions,

then he g' that prayer which covers all

Truth, Life, and Love g' Jesus authority over
and g- to her ideal the name of Jesus •.

and g- it to the disciples,— Matt. 26; 26..

g- thanks, and g- it to them— Matt. 26; 27.
yet Jesua prayed and </• them bread.
he g- thanks and said,
proofs of Truth, . . . which Jesus g-
fl" no hint of the unchanging love of God.

gave
a 42-17

41- 5
47- 2

80-29
120-30
132-10
134-19
137-28

ph 176- 9
193-11
194-31
195- 9
199-27

/ 210-13
220-24
242-32

b 308-22
309- 4
32.5- 8

p 364-20
309-18
376-12
398- 9
431- 5

M56-32
r 471-27
487-11

g 528- 4
5.33- 8
537-28
539-27

gl 598-11
598-15

gavest
g 533- 8
533-16

gaze
/ 248-21
248-25

C 261-27
264- 9

p 378-14
420-30

g 521-14

and g- fuU evidence of divine Science,
lonely precincts of the tomb g- Jesus a refuge
g' them a faint conception of the Lifa
if life wag in the body, and man g- it.
When Columbus g- freer breath to the globe,
In other words, he g- his benediction to
the very element, which g- it divine force
the Master <?• him a spiritual name
and g' the gospel a chance to be seen
its death-pallor g- place to a natural hue.
g' him a belief of intense pain.
(/ him pain through those very senses.
His belief that he could do it g'
g- sight to the blind, hearing to the deaf,
he g' up his abstinence,
require of Christians the proof which he g-
g' him spiritual strength in this Peniel of
g' him the spiritual sense of being
Jesus g- the true idea of being,
such seekers as he g- small reward
never g- drugs, never prayed to know if
should be told that blood never g- life
Often he g- no name to the distemper
the prisoner g- him drink.
it g- the first rules for demonstrating this
and (/ the spiritual Import,
apprehension of this g- sight to the blind
That Adam g- the name and nature of animals, i

she g- me of the tree.— Gen. 3; 12.
and g' it to man for a possession.
The divine origin of Jesus g' him
and g- up the ghost ;"— J^oftn 19; 30.
What Jesus g' up was indeed air.

The woman whom Thou g- to be— Gen. 3 ; 12.
"The woman, whom Thou g- me, is responsible."

holding it before your g' continually.
first turn our g- in the right direction.
Fixing your g- on the realities supernal,
Where shall the g- rest but jn the
A man's g', fastened fearlessly on a
Turn his g' from the false evidence of the
turn our g' to the spiritual record of creation.

gazmg
p 380-15 G' at a chained lion, crouched for a spring,

gems
the sea is ignorant of the g' within
adorned with g' of scholarly attainment,
blazons the night with stairy g'.

G- also is a quality, not of God, but
God determines tlie g- of His own ideas.
G' is mental, not material,
feminine g" is not yet expressed in the text.
G' means simply kind or sort,

grammars always jecognize a neuter g-,
names the female g' last in the ascending
masculine, feminine, or neuter g--

sp 87-20

/ 235-17
247-27

gender
b 305-12

j; 508-13
508-13
508-16
508-17
508-20
508-22
511-28

genders
g 516-30 Masculine, feminine, and neuter g' ard

genera
r 482-18 As woman is but a species of the g;

general
pref x-12 to suit the <?• drift of thought,

d 32- 4 required to swear allegiance to his g'.m 63-25 the elevation of society in g-

sp 83-17 belief that . . . man, is governed in g'bj
87-11 in the g' atmosphere of human mind.
96- 7. interruptions of the g' material routine.

s 152-31 Jahr, . . . enumerates the g' symptoms,
155r 4 it is the law of a g' belief,
155^ 8 not yet divprced the drug from the g' faith.
155-11 When the </" belief endorses the
155-17 erroneous (/• belief, . . . works against C. S.

c 263-15 . He becomes a g' mis-creator,
b 306-16 this is the g' religious opinion of mankind,
319-10 the g' faith in material means

p 394-18 the fallacy of material systems in g-,
408- 8 this g' craze cannot, . . . shield the
411-5 as a ? rule the body would respond more quickly,
412- 6 the peculiar or g- symptoms of the case

t 457-19 C. S. Is not an exception to the g' rule,
g 548-19 "

It is very possible that many g- statements
553-21 adopted by g' mortal thought
654-29 It is the ff- belief that the lower anixnals

General Grant
p 492-18 Discussing his campaign, C G- said :

generalities
s 147-25 taught the g' of its divine Principle
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generally
a 28-18 nor the work of Jesus was g' uiidersiood.

40-29 hiis come so g" to mean public worship
47-22 woTlfl o" Jovea a lie better than Truth ;

s 132-19 and it has not yet been g- accepted.
142- 6 modern religions g' omit all but one of these

164- 9 It is just to say that g- the

ph 181-27 if they are cured, they g- know it

c 267- 8 It is g- conceded that God is Father,
b 270-12 it is g' admitted that this intelligence is

o 341- 5 criticisms are g' based on detached sentences
343-23 Christendom g' demands so much less.

348- 8 it is not g' understood how
349- 2 when this Science is more g' understood
349-25 material terms must be g- employed.

p 429-29 not understood g- by our ethical instructors.

/ 446- 9 has g- completely healed such cases.

g 553-16 why are his deductions 9' material?

General Progress
p 439-29 awaiting the sentence which G- P- and

generating
w 62- 1 only be permitted for the purpose of g'.

generation
a 29-21 put to silence material law and its order of g',

50- 3 "Who shaU declare his g-V— Isa. 53; 8.

m 56- 7 the legal and moral provision for g-

62-16 will do much more for the health of the rising g'

68-31 Proportionately as human g' ceases,

Sp 85-25 Jesus knew the o' to be wicked
s 148- 2 "O faithless g-."— Mark 9: 19.

t 446-13 pours light and healing upon this g\
g .548-20 general statements . . . about birth and g",

548-31 besides the ordinary process of <;,

551-22 are brought down from g- to g'7"

generations
ph 174-15 marking out the path for g' yet unborn.
c 260- 9 Through many g' human beliefs will

b 33.3-19 Throughout all g' both before and after

g 520-16 These are the g' of the heavens— Gen. 2 ; 4.

549-14 successive g' do not begin with the birth

generic
c 2.59- I begin to comprehend . . . the g' term man.
T 475-15 (?• term for all that reflects God's image
g 516-29 It follows that man is a g- term.

ap 561-22 woman in the Apocalypse symbolizes g' man,

generlcally
c 267- 6 G' man is one, and specifically man means
erous
s 129-30 The ff" liver may object to the-

i 450-10 They are sincere, g", noble,

Genesis
And the Apocjilypsc

g 546-18 G- and the Apocalypse seem more obscure
beginning with

g 502- 1 second necessity for beginning with G" is

book of
g 502- 9 Spiritually followed, the book of G' is the
521-19 more about creation in the book of G'.
523-17 in the early part of the book of G'.

first chapter of
g 502-14 as given in the first chapter of G'.
505- 3 have no record in the first chapter of G*.
521- 8 (as stated in the first chapter of G')
523-22 Throughout the first chapter of G'
535-29 In the first chapter of G' we read :

537-10 In the first chapter of G', evil has no
537-24 recorded in the first chapter of G'.

gl 590-22 not used in the first chapter of G-,
narrative In

s 157-17 (according to the narrative in G)
order used In

ap 568- 9 The narrative follows the order used in G\
Science of

g 525-22 In the Science of G- we read
second account In

g 537-20 this second account in G'
second chapter of

g 521-26 second chapter of G' contains a statement of
522-25 latter part of the second chapter of G",
526-15 is in the . . . second chapter of G\

spoken of in
ph 180-10 the seed within itself . . . spoken of in G'.

to Revelation
s 139-24 seen from G' to Revelation,

to the Apocalypse
ap 564-24 From G' to the Apocalypse,

(7 5.38-18 in the Elohistic introduction of G-,
ap 564-31 In G\ this allegorical, talking serpent

568-10 In C', first the true method of creation is

572-4 Thus we see, . . . in G' and in the Apocalypse,
genial

ap 575-30 southward, to the g' tropics.

genius
g 548-27 endowed hy the labors and g' of great raon.

Gentile
sp 85-23 Both Jow and G' may have had acute

gentle
g 541-10 the homage bestowed through a g' animal

gentleness
an 106-28 longsuffering, g-, goodness, faith,— Gal. 5:22.

gl 592-25 Oil,. Consecration ; charity ; g' \.

gently
ph 184-30 Her breath came g-.

193-12 The eyelids closed g- and
/ 245-15 youth sat g- on cheek and brow.
r 485-14 Emerge g' from matter into Spirit.

ap 574-30 Then thought s" whispers : •Come hither I

genuinem 60- 1 if both . . . were g' Christian Scientists.

sp 91-13 his g' being will be understood.
95- 2 only g" Science of reading mortal mind.
95-15 depends upon his g' spirituality.

s 112-26 to establish a g' school of this Science.
6 291- 2 suppositions . . . that happiness can be g' in
294-25 Man's g' selfhood is recognizable only in

p 364-26 by their g' repentance, by their broken hearts,
375-17 g- Christian Scientist is adding to his

r 477-16 the g" and perfect man,
489- 7 not witii an artificial limb, but with the g'

genuinely
p 370-29 should naturally and g' change our basis

genus
6 277-16 the order of g' and species is preserved

ap 560-20 botanist must know the g' and species

geology
g 510-19 G- has never explained the earth's formations ;

552- 6 Heathen- philosophy, modern g-, and

geometric
/ 21.5-11 not subordinate to g' altitudes.

geometrical
b 282- 4 are figured by. two g* symbols.

geometry
6 283-30 than we can teach and illustrate g" by

germ
/ 24&- 7 Man is by no means a material g*

o 361-25 A g- of infinite Truth, ... is the

g 549-18 simple ovum as the g\ the starting-point,
5.50- 1 he virtually affirms that the g- of humanity
551-31 resulting g- is doomed to the same routine.

Germany
an lOO- 2 brought into notice by Mesmer in G-

germinated
sp 74- 9 The seed which has g- has

germinatesm 66-U Spiritual development g" not from seed

g 546- 4 Spirit, God, never g\
549- 4 supposition that life g- in eggs

germinating
/ 225-29 always g" in new forms of tyranny,
g 547-14 g- speck of so-called embryonic Ufa

germination
ph 183- 9 g- according to the laws of nature?

gestation .
. .

m 62- 3 the period of g' have the sanctity of virgimty.

get
pref xi-31 enabled her to g- this institution chartered

or 5-14 Saints and sinners g- their full award,
7-2 "G- thee behind me, Satan."^i\/««. 16.' 23.

12-31 If . . . only petitioners . . . should g- well.

a 39-25 mortals must g' the true idea and
m 65-21 we g- at last the clear straining of truth,

s 156-22 informed me that she could g" along two days
ph 197- 5 Every one hastens to g" it.

/ 231- 2 or the so-called physical senses will g' the
239- 7 and we g' clearer views
239- 9 and we g" better views of humanity.

b 328- 7 mortals g- rid of sin, sickness, and death only
339-28 To g- rid of sin through Science,

p 371-17 before he can g- rid of the illusive sufferings
407-18 and he will g- the better of that desire.

412-19 g- its name, and array your mental plea against
( 447-26 and thus g" the victory over sin

g 5.53- 7 0" nearer the truth of being,
fr 600- * Lcl U.S g- up early to the vineyards :— Song 7 : 12.

Gethsemane
a .30- 9 This accounts for his struggles in G-

48-11 in holy benediction on the grass of G-.
gl 586-23 definition of

getting
p 406-32 There is no enjoyment in g- drunk,

431-17 g- Mortal Man into close confinement
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ghastly
ph 175-10 A g' array of diseases was rot paraded
b 272-20 the g' farce of material exiaXence ;

ghost
a 45-25 disciples at first called him a spirit, 0', or
o 353-25 grave does not banish the g' of materiality.

353-30 the ff", some unreal belief.

p 371-12 children look everywhere for the imaginary g',

gl 587- 1 definition of
598-12 and gave up the g- ;"

— John 19; 30.

598-12 but this word g' is pneuma.
ghostly

sp 8&-17 Haunted houses, g- voices,
s 136-20 This g- fancy was repeated by Herod
o 353-13 not wholly outlived the sense of g' beliefs.

ghosts
o 352-13 child, who Is frightened at Imaginary g-

352-14 Would a mother say . . . "I know that g- are
352-21 by declaring g- to be real, merciless, and
352-23 that p' are not realities,

352-28 should be told not to believe In g',

352-28 terror of f will depart
352-32 not irrational to tell the truth about g'.
353-27 so long will g- seem to continue.

ghost-stories
p 371- 6 by telling g- In the dark.

giant
/ 240- 3 Arctic regions, sunny tropics, g' hills,

gift
sp 8*-29 though It Is said to be a O'

9S- 3 assured ... in the g' of divine Love,
s 108- 3 "the g- of the grace of God— Eph. 3; 7.

135-27 nor a special g- from a rituaUstic Jehovah ;

6 271-13 was not a supernatural g' to those learners,

g 541- 4 Jealous of his brother's g\
541- 5 Instead of making his own g' a higher tribute

Gihon
gl 587- 3 definition of

girl
/ 237- 1 A little g-, who had occasionally listened to
238-10 Losing her crucifix, the Roman Catholic g' said,

give
pre/TliI-29 began to write down and g' to friends the

pr 3-19 we try to g- information to this iriinite Mind.
9- 1 Do we not rather g' thanks that we
9- 9 though' we g' no evidence of the sincerity of
11-28 nor can prayer alone g' us an understanding
15-24 Here let me g- what I imderstand to be the
17- 4 G- us this day our daily bread ;

— Mall. 6: 11.

17- 5 G- us grace for to-day ;

a 24- 5 willingness to g' up human beliefs
30- 1 could (7" a more spiritual idea of life than other
51-12 Jesus could g' his temporal life into his
52-13 foresight of the reception error would g' him.
55-27 "He shall g' you another— John 14: 16.

m 61- 8 celestial condition would . . . g; higher alms
65- 4 and to <;• to human life an inspiration
67-18 notion that animal natures can possibly g' force

sp 81-21 «/• to the worms the body called man,
64-21 but one returned to g' God thanks,
99-27 g' everlasting place to the scientific

S 115- 9 difficulty is to g' the right impression,
138-24 more willing . . . than are sinners to g' up the
141-30 G- to it the place in our institutions of learning
143-29 Q- to Mind the glory, honor, dominion, and
148-27 When physiology fails to g- health or life by
152- 7 that it may g' nope to the sick
156-16 unwUling to g' up the medicine
156-17 occurred to me to g' her unmedicated pellets
156-20 she would g' up her medicine for one day,

ph 169-27 the action of Truth, . . . can g- harmony.
191- 1 The brain can g' no idea of God's man.
191- 4 As mortals g' up the delusion that
192-21 senses must g- up their false testimony.

/ 203-31 does not kill a man in order to g' him eternal
214-25 would spread their table . . . and <7" thanks.
216-30 G' up your material belief of mind in matter,
219- 8 No more can we say . . . muscles g' strength,
219- 9 No more can we say . . . nerves g' pain or
223-17 and try to "g- it pause."
249- 2 g- up imperfect models and Illusive ideals ;

253- 4 saith : . . . I o" immortality to man,
253- 6 saith : . . . I p' life, without beginning
253- 7 sait'n : . . . I am supreme and g' all,

c 260- 7 conceptions of mortal, errinp; thought must p'way
b 268- 5 things which g' Impulse to mquiry.
272-17 "G- not that which is holy— Mall. 7: 6.

283- 2 they g' up the belief that there is

284-17 Can the ... (7' correct testimony
313- 2 to 0" the full and proper translation of
330- 1 as mortals g" up error for Truth

O 353-19 We must g- up the spectral at all points.
354-13 opponents of C. S. neither g- nor offer any

give
360- 8
361-21

p 396-23
397-28
410- 1

417- 3
417-31
438- 5
440- 9
441- 8
442-28

i443- *

443-18
453-25
454-20
464-17

T 489-27

(7 510- 7
511- 8
524-28
625-25
636-27
539- 6

ap 56S-24
570-16
670-24

gl 596-15
598-16

given
pref

replica : . . . mine g' me such personal pleasure,
to <7" a claarer and fuller expression .

G- them divine and wholesome understanding,
G' up the belief that mind is.

If here we g- no heed to C. S.,
G' sick people credit for sometimes knowing
G" your patients an underlying understanding
Behold, I g- unto you power— Luke 10; 19.

were influenced to g- a verdict
to g' heavy bonds for good behavior,
to g- you the kingdom."— Luke 12 ; 32.
G' instruction to a wise man,— Prov. 9: 9^
(7" up such cases, and leave invalids free to
nor g- names to diseases.
Right motives g' pinions to thought,
would g' him a hypodermic injection,
no organic construction can g' it hearing
to g- light upon the earth :

— Gen. 1 ; 15.

to g- light upon the earth,— Gen. 1 ; 17.

Could Spirit . . . g' matter ability to sin and
if we g' the same heed to the history of
They g' up their belief in perishable life
as if . . . matter can both g' and take away.
For victory over a single sin, we g' thanks
G" them a cup of cold water
Those ready for the blessing , . . will g" thanks,
illuminations of Science g' us a sense of the
for never did he g' up Spirit, or Soul.

(.see also place)

a

m

sp
s

x-13
Xli-16
9-11
49-27
60-20

55-*
67-2
69-U
69-27
69-29
98- 7

107-13
108- 4

118-25
133-31

137-12
156-5

ph 175- 6
179-32

f 204-23
b 313-17
328-28

O 341-16
360-22
361-30

p 382- 5
389- 3

428-28
433-15

g 502-13
518- 5
518-11
534-30
638-26
545-11
547- 8

ap 571-14

Giver
s 112-19

gives
prcf viii- 7

xi-13

pr

a
m
sp

6- 6
7- 8
7-12
33-22
58- 3
80-14
83-19

5 128-10

Vh 168- 5
176-14
183-23
183-27
187- 7

188-31
192-23
195- 8

/ 202-22
217rl9
246-U

6 285-21

bluntly and honestly g' the text of Truth.
next two years of her life should be g- to
If selfishness has p' place to kindness,
to whom he had g' the highest proofs
If his fuU recognition . . . had for a moment

P" way
nor are g- in marriage,— Mall. 22; 30.

The cup our Father hath g-, shall we not drink
or to be "g" in marriage"— Matt. 22; 30.

and are g' In marriage :
— Luke 20; 34.

nor are g' in marriage."— Luke 20; 35,
no other sign shall be g'.
fresh pinions are g' to faith
the grace of God g' unto me by the— Eph. 3 ; 7.
definitions of material law, as p"
Jewish conception of God, . . . has not quite p*

place
rejection of the answer already p*
case of dropsy, g- up by 'the faculty,
and less thought is p' to sanitary subjects,
Descriptions of disease p" by physicians
theories have p' sinners the notion that
the cause g' for the exaltation of Jesus,
Had it been p' only to his immediate disciples,
demonstrated according to a divine p* rule,
as g- in the excellent translation of
hence the many readings p" the Scriptures,
If half the attention g' to hygiene were g- to
it will be p' in behalf of the control of Mind
more apparent, as material beUefs are p" up
The case is p' to the jury,
as g- in the first chapter of Genesis.
Behold, I have p" you— Gen. 1 ; 29.

I have p' every green herb— Gen. 1 ; 30.

The spiritual idea has g- the understanding
This account is g\ . . . of mortal man,
Man, . . . was p* dominion over the whole
so ascertain if the author has p" you the
and yet have g' no warning.

like the great G', are "the same— £feft. 13; 8.

p' Sweet concord to sound.
as necessarily as darkness p' place to light
talents He p" we must improve.
g' momentary solemnity and elevation to
p* occasion for reaction unfavorable to
it p" all for Christ, or Truth.
Unity of spirit p' new piniqns to joy.
It is mysticism which g- spiritualism its force.

belittles omnipotent wisdom, and p" to matter
C. S. . . . p' them acuteness and
0" preponderance to the opposite.human mind p" place to the divine Mind,
Obedience to Truth p" man power and strength.
the law which p' sight to the blind,
material sense . . . p" them material names.
Astronomy p' the desired information
p' you the only power obtainable.
AH that p' pleasure to our educated sensea
God p" man dominion over all the earth.
When mentality p" rest to the body,
robs youth and p' ugliness to age.
the better understanding that Science g'
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gives
6 286- 7

307-26
316-22
320-26
323-25
339-23
383-15
387-30
420-26
430- 8
442-23

T 467-26
482- 1

509-15
609-18
516-16
518-13
522-12
528-24

Ol 586- 7

giveth
g 518-19

giving
pr 5-18
a

m

sp

19- 7

25-23
36-27
64-15
64-20
79-31
80- 2

S 112-28
128-17

ph 196-32
198-18

/ 206-19
210-15
221-24
234- 7

C266- 4

b 299-15

p 365-30
366- 8
396-29
400-21
407-12
413-24
422-16
424-19
436^11

t 457- 3

r 470-15

g 505-24
510-17
527-29
530-18
538-11

gl 579- 6

glad
sp 75-32
S 121-11

gladden
S 121-13

gladdensm 67-16

gladly
a 37-19
5 151-16

gladness
6 313- 8
324- 2

p 367-U

glances
/ 247-25

g 516-17

glancing
/ 220-30

gland
/ 211-15

glandular
ph 175-li

glass
S 12&- 7

h 295-18
295-18

gleam
r 471-25

Ql 682-11

understanding of Truth g- full faith la Truth,
and g' man dominion over all things.

g' man dominion over all the earth.

g' a profound idea of the divine power
true idea of God g' the true understanding
until the finite g' place to the infinite.

To the mind equally gross, dirt g' no uneasiness.

g- man faith and understanding
divine Love g' them all power over
When man o" up his belief in death,
Christ, Truth, g- mortals temporary food
Spirit j7" the true mental idea.

g- the exact meaning in a majority of cases.

This text g- the idea of the rarefaction of

understanding g- gleams of the infinite only,
The great rock g' shadow and shelter.

God g- the lesser idea of Himself
This secoud record unmistakably g- the
Adam— alias error— g' them names.
that which g' action to thought.

Love g' to the least spiritual idea

{?• us strength according to our day.
reconciling man to God by g' man
</• the requisite proofs of their own piety.
g- ua only toil', sacrifice, cross-bearing,
g- the ready aid her sympathy and
no more marrying nor g' in marriage,
G" does not impoverish us in the service

strength is not lessened by g' utterance
witiiout ff" that author proper credit,

g' mortals access to broader and highe
It does this by g' names to diseases

Again, g' another direction to faith,

g- the mother her child

g- a better understanding of Soul
•'g- God thanks ;"— see Eph. 5 ; 20.

and g' living waters to the thirsty.
g- place to man's higher individuality
By g' earnest heed to these spiritual guides
unciiristian practitioner is not g-

debars him from <;• drink to the thirsty
never g' the body life and sensation.

g- no heed to the body.
<?• strength to the weakness of mortal mind,
G' drugs to infants,

g' more spirituality to consciousness
either by g' antagonistic advice or
G' a cup of cold water in Christ's name,
borrowed from this book without g- it credit,
seem to be real by g' reality to the unreal.
<; the spiritual proof of the universe
g' existence and intelligence to the universe.
and is man g- up his dignity?
error . . . g' the lie to divine Science
The sun, g' light and heat to the earth,
Bible terms, g" their spiritual sense,

g' welcome of those who have gone before,
bird and blossom were g'

goodness and beauty to g' t&e heart ;

or sunshine g' the troubled sea.

would s" have turned his sacred career into
from which multitudes would ff" escape.

the oil of g' above thy fellows.— Heb. 1 .• 9.
G- to leave the false landmarks
the oil of g- and the perfume of gratitude.

Love ...<;• in the warm sunbeam.
The sunlight . . . g- into the prison-cell,

a kitten g' into the mirror at itseU

the effect seen in the lachrymal ff" 7

5" inflammation, sneezing, and nasal pangs.

even as man sees his reflection in a g:
The light and the g' never mingle,
the g- is less opaque than the walls.

until .she caught the first g' of
a 0' of the infinite idea of the

gleams
s 112-11
144-10
509-18
538- 8

glean
6 32S-2

glides
/ 240-19

g 516-18

glimpses
f 205-17 we can catch clear g- of God only as
333-24 caught glorious g' of the Messiah,

r 477-27 Indians caught some g' of the underlying
glints

The sunlight g- from the chiirch-dome.

opinions may have occasional g' of divinity,
and afford faint g- of God, or Truth,
understandins gives g' of the infinite onl7,
the sword of Truth g- afar

they will not be able to g' from C. S. the

towards good or evil as time g- on.
The sunlight . . . g- into the sick-chamber,

g 516-17

glistering
C 267-25

gloaming
p 371-18

gloat
a 36-25

globe
a 52-17
s 120-31
6 313-24
t 459-31

globe's
ap 559-10

globules
s 155-22

gloom
a 34-32

47-31

ph 174-14

/ 248- 8

gloomy
a 45-3

glories
/ 246-15
C 258- 2

264-30

"white and g'i" like the raiment— Lukei: 29.

Illusive sufferings which throng the g".^

g- over their offences to the last

the best man that ever trod the o'.
When Columbus gave freer breath to the g',
the most scientific man that ever trod the g\
than any other healer on the g\

to the g- remotest bound.

she could get along two days without g' ;

His g' had passed into glory.
During his night of g' and glory
are our guardians in the g'.
instead of lapsing into darkness or g'.

stepped forth from his g' resting-place.

with bright and imperishable g\
the g- of limitless, incorporeal Life and Love,
all the (?• of earth and heaven and man.

glorification
a 43-15 to the g- of the man

glorified
a 45-30

47- 5
54- 6
54-29

S 118-12

ph 200-29
b 291-11

299-10

g 516-22

glorious
a 29-15

32-32
5 IIO-IO

ph 176-10

/ 202-13
227-24
240- 5
248- 1

C264- 5

6 28»-27
308-27
333-24

o 359-31

p 382-26
r 473-32
474-14

g 521- 7
529- 9
545-27

ap 568- 7

glory
bliss and

ap 574-15 the spiritual outpouring of bliss and g\
crowned with the

a 45- 4 crowned with the g' of a sublime success,
divine

b 323-12 is winged to reach the divine g\
ap 565- 5 loathing the brightness of divine g'.

entire
c 262- 7 but it ascribes to Him the entire g:.

gates of
ap 571-29 he has opened wide the gates of g\

gloom and
a 47-31 During his night of gloom and g'

and 30 g' the supremacy of Mind
After gaining the true idea of their g' Master,
the harmony his g' example introduced.
If that Godlike and g- man were
eternally g' in man's spiritual freedom.
Jesus Christ, and him g\
not fancy that . . . will av/aken them to g' being
they point upward to a new and g' trust,
forever reflect, in g' quality,

g' perception that God is the only author
in the twilight of a g' career

brought to light another g' proposition,
seen in its g' effects upon the body.
For this g' result C. S. lights the torch
"g- liberty of the children of— Bom. 6; 21.
festive flowers, and g' heavens,
g' freedom of spiritual harmony.
must finally give place to the g- forma
Science reveals the g- possibilities of
did not loosen his hold upon this g- light until

caught p- glimpses of the Messiah,
spiritual ideals, indestructible and g'
but for the g' Principle you teach,
his teachings and their g- proofs,
until the g' Principle of these marvels is gained.We leave this brief, g' history of
usher in Science and the g' fact of creation,
so <?• in its spiritual signification.
warfare in Science, and the g- results
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glory
God»s

ft 3ia-ll "the brightness of His [God's] g,— Heh. 1 ; 3.

great
a 33-15 With the great g' of an everlasting victory

imperishable
/ 253- 3 the perfection of being, imperishable g',

6 313-21 being a brightness from His g',— sec Heh. 1 ; 3.

light and
ap 575-10 represents the liRht and <?• of divine Science.

577-25 Its gates open towards light and g'

living . , .

a 39-17 was not the threshold . . . into living g'.

noontide
p 367-23 but radiate and glow into noontide g'.

of eternal life

a 54-26 and to share the g- of eternal life.

of eternity
g 502-17 illuminating time with the' g- of eternity.

of infinite Love
g 520- 4 majesty, and g' of infinite Love fill aU space.

of Mind ^ ^ ,,,. J
/ 209-14 sense of Mind-power enhances the g- of Mind.

throne of
, ,. .

a 26- 4 his loving pathway up to the throne of g',

type of the
gl 585-18 a type of the g- which is to come ;

wonder and
g 501-11 that amplification of wonder and g'

ivondrous
o 42-22 the wondrous g' which God bestowed on

Pr
a

17-13
35- 1

45-16
5 143-30

/ 247-14
6 325-12

ap 56fr- 8

glow
sp 89-U

ft 298- 3

329- 3

p 367-23

g 511-17

glowing
g 522-21

glutton
a 28-20

52-31

gluttony
/ 221-32

gnarled
sp 78-1

gnats
s 140-14

/20i- 2

p 366-20

go
pr

sp

6-18
11-4
11-10
12-25
13- 5

14-21
15-19
20- 7

22-16
25-29
27- 3

37-29
40- 6

75-13
79- 9

an 10.5-32

S 12.5-21

132- 4
138-27
142-17

ph 180-19

/202- 9

214-13
23.5- I

240-16
241-31

C 261-13
b 2:16-15

308-24
300-17
312-14

O 342-10

V 406-53

and the power, and the g-, forever.— MaH. 6 : 13.

His gloom had passed into g',

G' be to God, and peace to the
the g\ honot, dominion, and power
Immortality, . . . has a g- of its own,
[be manifested! with him in g\"— Col. 3: 4.

the g' prepared for them who love God.

She says, "I am incapable of words that g\
and g' full-orhed in spiritual understanding.
wiU ff" in all the grandeur of universal goodness,
but radiate and g' into noontide glory.
The changing g' and full effulgence of

God's g' denunciations of man when not

saying : He is a g'

the hypocrite, called Jesus a g' and a

(7* is a sensual illusion,

the g' oak, the ferocious beast,

straining out g' and swallowing camels,

straining out g' and swallowing camels.
Such so-caUed Scientists will strain out g',

farther we cannot g'.

"G-, and sin no more."— JoTm 8.* II.

beforemortalscan "p" up higher."— I/Wfce 14: 10.

Changes in belief may g- on indefinitely,
we often g' beyond our convictions,
because I g- unto my Father,"— John 14; 12.

and g' forth with honest hearts

publicans and the harlots g-
— MaU. 21 ; 31.

g- not back to error,
We must g' and do likewise,
".G- your way, and tell John— Luke 7: 22.

"G- ye into all the world,— Marfc 16: 15.

"G- thy way for this time ;— Acts 24 :.25.

but I ff", that I may awake him— John 11: 11.

Science must p-'over the whole ground,
to g' in healing from the use of inanimate drugs
The seasons will come and g'

"G" and show John again those— Matt. 11 ; 4.

"G- ye into all the world,— Mark 16: 15.

causes the left to let g" its grasp on the
even before they g' to work to eradicate

they would not p" on from bad to worse.
They g' 6ut as they came in,

cannot g- forth, like wanderine pollen,
revolutions of the universe of Mind g' on
to g- through the eye of a needle,"— Matt. 19 : 24.

to g' upon the stage and sustain his

they must o' out under the blaze of Trutb,
"Letmep'.fortheday breaketh ;"

— Gc«.32: 26.

If these children should g- astray.
People g- into ecstasies over the sense of a
"G- ye into all the world,— Aforfc 16: 15.

and this growth will g' on until

go
p 408-16
420- 1

422-18
<449- 9

451-14
r 478-11

p 519-14
535-13
547-22
5.56-11

ap 559-17

goalm 61-32

/ 233-14
6 .324-17

o 3.59-19

p 426- 6

ap 560-15

Can drugs g' of their own accord to the brain
nor g' from one part to another.
These changes which g" on in mortal mind
to (/• through the eye of a— Matt. 19: 24.

many there be which g' in— Malt. 7: 13.

ever seen to g" into the house
the divine power and presence which g'with It,

belief . . . must g' down before C. S.
or g' down into dust and nothingness.
only to g- out at last forever ;

"G- and take the little book.— Rev. 10; 8.

If the ... is requisite to reach this g',
until the g' of goodness is . . . won. '

certainly before we can reach the g- of Spirit,
but when shall we arrive at the g' which
when she has the high o' always before her
g- is never reached while we hate our

goblet
s 153- 8 one drop of that attenuation in a g' of water,

God (see also God*s)
acceptable unto

a 34- 4 "holy, acceptable unto G"— Rom. 12 : 1.

ft 325-23 holy, acceptable unto G,— Rom. 12 : 1.

account with
p 405-17 until you have balanced your account with G\

advising
pr 3-3 not sufiBcient to warrant him in advising G\

afHuence of our
s 140-12 but rejoicing in the affluence of our G\

agent of
s 146-17 his Science, the curative agent of G\ is silenced.

alienate him from
b 304- 1 nothing could alienate him from G',

all-inclusive
a 52-21 the mighty actuality of all-inclusive G",

allmess of
t 450-22

ap 563-18
alone with

O 49-16

p 424-26

understanding . . . the allness of G",
the nothingness of evil and the allness of G\

met his earthly fate alone with G\
well to be alone with G' and the sick when

and" His Christ
ap .561-15 G- and His Christ, bringing harmony to earth

and His creation
r 472-24 All reality is in G" and His creation,

g 554-20 opposite of G' and His creation
gl 579-16 the opposite of good,— of G" and His creation;

and His idea
sp 71- 2 nothing is Spirit,

— but G" and His idea.
an 103-16 good is the infinite G' and His idea,
s 116- 8 so that G- and His idea may be to us

ph 167-25 but one way— namely, G' and His idea

p 372- 9 all is divine Mind, or G' and His idea,
r 495-15 cling steadfastly to G' and His idea.

and His reflection
6 314- 7 inseparable as G" and His reflection

and His thoughts
s 114-11 noumenon and phenomena, G' and His thoughts.

and mammon
o .346-31 We cannot serve both G- and mammon

dividing his interests between G' and mammon.i 462-10
and man

s 111- 7
? 202- 3
205- 6

232-3
C 258- 6
264-13

ft 303-14
333- 1

336-28
336-30
338-3

O 361-17
t 454-17
461-14

r 470-19
470-32
471-16

g 502-28
545-20
546-15

ap 561-24
577- 2

gl &si-n
589-24

and men
a 30-10
ft 332-17

and Satan
, p 380-25

and Soul
ft 335-16

Science of G' and man is no more supernatural
unity which exists between G' and man
their false sense concerning G" and man.
Many tlieories relative to G" and man
material belief In a physical G' and man.
gain more correct views of G" and man,
or by both G' and man,
agreement, between G' and man in His image.
G' and roan are not the same,
G- and man coexist and are eternal.
the only living and true G" and man
even so G' and man. Father and son.
Love for G" and man is the true incentive
the eternal interpretation of G' and man.
standard of perfection was originally G' and man.
relations of G' and man, . . . are indestructible
evidence that G" and inan coexist
the eternal verity and unity of G' and roan,
in its false view of G' and man.
It supposes G' and man to be
G' and man as the divine Principle and
the incorporeal sense of G' and man
G- and man coexistent and eternal;

spiritual understanding of G" and man

mediator', or way-shower, between G' and men.
mediator between G" and men,'— / Tim. 2: 5.

pain and pleasure, good and evil, G' and Satan.

G' and Soul are one,
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God
and the real man

r 47&- 4 G- and the real man are inseparable
angels of
m 56- * as the angels ofG' in heaven.— Matt. 22; 30.

anthropomorphic
/ 224-14 were ready to hail an anthropomorphic G\
c 257-18 would say that an anthropomorphic G-,
b 317- 5 and proclaimed an anthropomorphic G\
o 351-19 a personal devil and an anthropomorphic G'

g 517- 5 such a phrase as "an anihropomorphic G\"
apart from

sp 91-26 belief . . something apart from G'
f 22S-25 There is no power apart from G'.
283- 3 belief . . . true existence apart from G".

applied to
s 116-28 If the term personality, as applied to G\ means

approval of
a 42-12 endorsed pre-eminently by the approval of G\

at-one-ment with
a 19-22 in the atonement,— in the at-one-ment with G".

attraction of
an 102-11 or the attraction of G , divine Mind.

attribute of
6 319-30 to name Love as merely an attribute of G' ;

attributes of
r 465-14 attributes of G are justice, mercy wisdom,

avail themselves of
pr 13- 1 all may avail themselves of G''

becomes
g 524-10 G" becomes "a man of war,"— Exod. 15 .' 3.

before
m 64- 5 before G- and the Father,— Jas 1 .• 27.

before our
ap 56S-17 before our G- day and night.— Rev 12; 10.

behests of
r 495-29 and follow the behests of G-

belief in
pr 2-20 belief in G' as humanly circumscribed,
a 34-22 from spiritual dulness and blind belief in G'

beliefs about
s 132-16 retained their materialistic beliefs about G-

belief that
/ 204-30 belief that G' lives in matter is pantheistic.
o 357-10 relinquish the belief that G' malces siclsness,

believed in
a 53-14 Mortals believed in G' as humanly mighty,

believe in
/ 218-19 If you do believe in G'

belongs to
r 490-11 since all power belongs to G' good^,

belong to
b 275-15 cause, and effect belong to G"

bestowed
a 42-22 glory which G' bestowed on His anointed,

bestows
6 275-19 no good is. but the good G' bestows.
ff 555-25 when we admit . . that G' bestows the power to

ap 573- 8 that consciousness which G" bestows,
blending with

b 316-22 illustrates that blending with G-,
blessed them

g 512-17 And G' blessed them, saying,— Gen. 1 : 22,
517-25 And G blessed them,— Gfn. 1

•

28.

bom of
/ 463-18 born of the Spirit, bom of G',

bosom of
a 29-27 dwelt forever an idea in the bosom of G*,

brings
gl 596- 4 C S. brings G- much nearer to man,

called

pref xi-22 When G' called the author to proclaim His
/ 204-13 good, an intelligence or Mind called G'
h 281-14 The one Ego, the one Mind or Spirit called G"
331-27 constitute the triune Person called G-

g 504- 3 And G' called the light Day,— Gen. 1 ; 5
506- 8 And G" called the firmament— Gen. 1 ; 8
506-22 G called the dry land Earth ,— Gen. 1

•
10

535-29 G- called the dry land Earth -.— Gen. 1 ; 10

gl 586-10 the divine Principle, commonly called G-
can never destroy

p 425-17 can never destroy G' who is man's Life.
cannot l>«come

g 550- 7 G- cannot become finite, and be limited
cannot be tempted

g 527-12 "G- camiot be tempted with evil,— Jos. 1 13
cannot mistalie

t 455-20 but G" cannot mistake.
cannot please

g 534-21 in the flesh carmot please G\— Rom. 8 ; 8.

caught up unto
ap 565- 8 child was caught up unto G-,— iJer 12-5

565-27 and to be caught up unto G-,
certainly revealed

T 483-20 to Christ Jesus. G- certainly revealed the spirit

God
charges

g 5.33-15 Adam, . charges G' and woman with
child of

b 289- I man's real existence as a child of G-

ap 573-18 regarded ... as the blessed child of G*.
children of

(see children)
Christian Science

s 140-25 The C. S. G' is universal, eternal,
city of our

ap 558- * to be praised in the city of our G\— Psal. 48: 1.

577-20 This city of our G' has no need of sun or
claims

ZH- 1 claims G" as the only absolute Life and Soul,
g 512-30 and claims G" as iheir author ;

claims of
a 23-20 and establishes the claims of G\

claim that
gl 594- 9 first audible claim that G' was not omnipoterrt

coexistent with
m 69- 1 not of the earth earthly but coexistent with G",
r 478- 2 for man is coexistent with G\

coexists with
c 266-32 but he coexists with G' and the universe.

coexist with
c 267-12 man and the spiritual universe coexist with G".

combines all-power
r 466- 3 Hence G" combines all-power or potency,

comes from
sp 84-28 All we correctly know of Spirit comes from G",
r 479- 6 if alight comes from G", it cannot be mortal

ap 558- 9 This angel or message which comes from G",
communion with

a 30- 1 Mary's self-conscious communion with G\
conception of

s 133-29 The Jewish conception of G', as Yawah,
ph 185-19 rests on the conception of G' as the only Life,
c 258- 2 mortal, corporeal, or finite conception of G-

confides all to
a 23-31 includes. . understanding and confides all to G".

connection with bis
6 292-30 real man's indissoluble connection with his G',

contrary to
6 273- 2 Matter and its claims . . are contrary to G',

controls man
sp 73-10 G" controls man, and

created
s 140-29 In the beginning G" created man
b 294-27 G- created man.
T 479-18 "In the beginning G" created the— Gen. I; 1.

g 502-22 In the beginning G' created the— Gen. 1; 1.

512- 4 And G" created great whales,— Gen. 1 ; 21.

516-24 So G' created man in His own— Gen. 1 ; 27.
543-24 Did man, whom G" created with a word,

created all

/ 205-12 G' created all through Mind,
created by

g 507-23 Mind and the universe created by G'.
514-20 individuality created by G' is not carnivorous,
545-10 Man, created by G\ was given dominion

creates
m 69-22 If. the father replies, "G" creates man through
b 295- 5 G' creates and governs the universe,
g 503-24 G' creates neither erring thought, mortal life,
513-26 G- creates all forms of reality.
520-23 declaration that G- creates aU through Mind,
538-19 G" creates the heavens, earth, and man.

creations of
c 266- 1 where the creations of G' are good,

daughters of

g 503- 5 highest ideas are the sons and daughters of G\
515-22 the sons and daughters of G'.

declare that
b 307- 9 It says : . .1 declare that G' makes evil minds
318- 6 Scriptures declare that G" made aU,
331-14 Scriptures also declare that G- is Spirit.

g 539-16 Scriptures declare that G' condemned this lie

demands
/ 254-20 This task G' demands us to accept lovingly

demands of
s 130- 1 the demands of G' must be met.

ph 182- 5 The demands of G' appeal to thought only ;

demonstrating
a 29-23 demonstrating G' as the Father of men.

demonstration of
b 270-18 nature of the teaching and demonstration of G",

deny tliat
o 357-16 to deny that G' made man evil

dependence on
c 262- 2 does not lessen man's dependence on G\

derived from
sp 72-24 In Science, individual good derived from G',
g 539-12 nothing which he has not derived from G',

design of
b 271- 5 uniting all periods in the design of G*.
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God
determines

(7 '508-13 G" determines the gender of His own Ideas.

did not express
r 470-27 If ... a moment when man did not express G",

dishonor
/ 228-27 to acknowledge any other power is to dishonorG'.

dlshonorest thou
o 34»- 6 dlshonorest thou G' 7"— Rom. 2 ; 23.

disobedience to
.

p 440-13 disobedience to G', or an act of homicide.
disthictfrom , „ ^ „ ,,. j

/ 204-28 never . . . distinct from G", the all Mmd.
divided the light

g 503-27 G' divided the light from the— Gen. 1 ; 4.

does not cause . , ,

/ 206-30 G- does not cause man to sm, to be sick, or
does not employ

s 143- 5 It is plain that G' does not employ drugs
down from

ap 574-14 coming down from G,— Rev. 21 ; 2.

575- 9 "down from G", out of heaven,"— Rev. 21 : 2.

ended His woric . . . „ ^ _ ..

g 519-22 G- ended His work which He— Gen. 2 : 2.

enmity against ^ ,. », « .
s 131-10 carnal mind is enmity against G-."- Rom. 8 : 7.

9 534-19 carnal mind is enmity against G' ;
— Bom. 8:7.

«ntirenes8 of , ^
6 293-30 universal harmony, the entireness of G;

equipoUecce of
, ^ ,. ^^

s 110- 9 The equipollence of G' brought to ught
equipped by . . ^

6 328-15 man's power, when he is eqmpped by G;
erects

g 523-10 which G' erects between the true and false.

eternal . ^ , _
p 415- 4 Mind in every case is the eternal G",

eternal as . _
g 554- 3 universe, Inclusive of man, is as eternal as G',

gl 594-11 claim that . . . was as real and eternal as G',

eternal with
, . . , ^

g 516-22 woman as coexistent and eternal with G"
e^en

a 2I>- 1 for there is one Life,— even G\ good.
/ 216-32 and have but one Mind, even G' ;

r 470- 1 With one Father, even G\ the whole family of

g 544-17 All is imder the control of the one Mind, even.G-.
exclusively to

, , ^
sp 93-25 and applies exclusively to G\

executor for
, , , . „

a 30-17 Not so did Jesus, the new executor for G',
exists

/215- 6 but being cannot be lost while G' exists.

(7 544-11 man exists because G' exists.

exponent of
a 49- 9 Had they forgotten the g:reat exponent of G*7

expresses
c 258-13 G' expresses In man the infinite Idea

expressions of
g 518-22 All the varied expressions of G* reflect

talth In
pr 12- 8 through a blind faith in G\
s 130-21 and to inculcate a grain of faith In G',
f 220-31 but I pressed on through faith in G',

p 368-17 more faith in G" than in man,
373- 4 then we must have more faith in G'
395-12 and faith in G' destroys all faith in sin
410-14 Every trial of our faith in G" makes ua
426-27 with unflinching faith in G',

bshions
g 516- 9 G- fashions all things, after His own

fatherhood of
ap 562- 4 the idea of the fatherhood of G*,

Father-Mother
pr 16-27 Out Father-Mother G', all-harmonious,
g 516-23 the infinite Father-Mother G\

fear
6 340-7 Fear G-, and keep His— JBccf. 12:13.

flUed with
r 469-24 where all space is fiUed with G\

forms
g 509-16 G' forms and peoples the universe.

fally apprehend
/ 231-28 impossible, when you fully apprehend G'.

gives man
/ 202-22 G- gives man dominion over all

gives the lesser
g 518-13 G- gives the lesser idea of Himself

gleams of
s 144-10 and afford faint gleams of G*, or Truth.

glimpses of
/ 205-17 we oan catch clear glimpses of G' only aa

glory be to
a 45-ltt Glory be to Q-, and peace to the

God
governed by

a i2-'J7 in C. 8. the true roan Is governed by O*
ph 180-25 When man is governed by G',
/ 215-12 Whatever is governed by G% is never . . ,

deprived
b 304-15 governed by G, his perfect Principle

318-29 In Science man is governed by G',
p 409-20 The animate should be governed by G'
r 495- 2 whenever man is governed by G'.

government of
c 258-29 under the government of G' in eternal Science,
p 405-20 demonstrates the government of G',

governs all
an 102- 2 G' governs all that is real, harmonious, and

governs the universe
an 102-13 since G' governs the universe ;

grace -of

s 108- 4 grace of G" given imto me by the— Eph. 3; 7.

goest of
/ 264-32 stranger, thou art the guest of G:

had blessed
6 338-29 notwithstanding G' had blessed the eartli

harmony and
b 340- 3 make life Its own proof of harmony and G',

harmony in
r 417- 2 peace, and harmony In G",

harmony with
s 130-10 reality is in perfect harmony with G',
131- 5. in order to be m harmony withG',

has almighty power
/ 202-27 We admit that G' has almighty power,

has appointed
ap 560-17 false estimate of anyone whom G' has appointed

has built
/ 226-14 G- has built a higher platform of human rights,

has countless ideas
g 517-18 G° has countless ideas, and they all have

has created
344- 7 Scriptures say that G" has created man In His

has endowed man
an 106- 7 G' has endowed man with inalienable hehts.

6 322-14 G" has sentenced sin to suffer.

has set His signet
r 472- 6 G' has set His signet upon Science,

hath said
g 529-19 G- hath said. Ye shall not eat of It,— Gen. 3: 3.

have mercy
p 433-25 "May G- have mercy on your soul," is the

h^Ais the filck

ap 570-26 When G' heals the sick or the sinning,
her fathers*

ap 566-17 Her fathers' G- before her moved,
be seTTfid

o 52- 4 He served G' ; they served mammon.
highway of our
m 61-11 that the highway of our G' may be prepared

honor
r 483-27 And C. S. does honor G*

honors
r 483-26 if any system honors G-, It ought to receive aid,

hope thou in
p 362- Hope thou in G-; for I shall vet— Psal. 42 : 11.

Ideal of
a 25-16 Jesus presented the ideal of G' better than
o 361- 5 Christ, ... is the ideal of G' now and forever,

idea of
a 29-17 The Virgin-mother .conceived this idea of G",

43-15 glorification of the man and of the true idea of G',
54-10 plant themselves in Christ, the true idea of G\

s 132-25 this rejection ... of the true idea of G',

ph 200-12 man is the idea of G-, not formed materially
c 258-12 this reflection is the true idea of G".

262-14 above the mortal to the immortal idea of G*.

b 289- 8 A wicked mortal is not the idea of G'.

303-29 Spiritual man is the image or idea of G\
316-12 Jesus represented Christ, the true idea of G\
316-24 The spiritual idea of G", as presented by Jesus,

323-24 true idea of G- gives the true understanding
324- 9 are not gaimng the true idea of G' ;

332-20 Christ is the divine idea of G'

o 345-32 notthepuTwseofC.S. to "educate the idea of G*i
347-15 as the spiritual or true idea of G-,

T 473-14 has presented Christ, the true idea of G',
475-15 He is the compound Idea of G',
476-10 and man is the idea of G-.

477-12 C. S. reveals man as the Idea of G",
482-21 the divine idea of G- outside the flesh.

503-20 divine Mind presents the idea of G' :

524- 9 true idea of G' seems almost lost.

ap 661-23 generic man, the spiritual idea of G* ;

577-15 the Christ, the spiritual idea of G" ;

gl 582-15 conceiving man in the idea of G- ;

685-17 Eui'HBATiCB . . . the true idea of G" ;
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God
^/ 235-11 It would be contrary to our highest Ideas of G'

g 510- 3 seek to apprehend the spiritual ideas of G',

519- 9 ideas of G in universal being are complete
548-17 true ideas of G , the spiritual sense of being.

gl 583- 8 some of the ideas of G' beheld as men,

g 501-12 and which G: illustrated by light and harmony.

image of
. ^ ^ . , r^m 67- 1 may be graven with the image of G .

vh 173-24 image of G\ the real immortal man.
c 259- 6 In divine Science, man is the tnie image or G'.

259-17 never beheld in man the reflex image of G".

b 285-12 claim that a mortal is the true image of G"

289- 6 what constitutes man as the image of G-.

300- 8 who cannot be the image of G-.
,

318-17 so far as he is discordant, he is not the image or G'.

p 437- 4 Man was made in the image of G',

(7 502-10 the hlstors- of the untrue image of G-,

515-25 in the image of G' cieated He him ;— Gen. 1 ; 27.

Imparts .

<7 515-23 All that G- imparts moves in accord

Imply that „..,,. ,.

6 331-11 Scriptures imply that G- is AU-in-aU.

g 537-30 would imply that G" withheld from man
™''"

5W-17 to impute toG- the creation of whatever is slaful

Infinite . , . .r. . ^ •. ^.
an 103-16 The maximum of good is the inhnite t»

c 258- 1 the image and likeness of the infinite G".

6 277-12 and cannot be the outcome of an infinite G",

287-11 and the infinite G- can have no unlikeness.

335-13 invisible and indivisible infinite G".

340-23 One infinite G . good, unifies men and nations ;

p 381-19 and have our being in the infinite G",

r 497- 6 one supreme and infinite G'.

*'a'5l-23 He was inspired by G', by Truth and Love.

Intelligence or ^.
b 307- 8 declares . . . more than one Intelligence or G .

s 127-27 and is alone able to interpret G- aright.

Interprets „ ^ . ,

r 471-26 that which interprets G' as above mortal sense.

ap 569- 1 clearly interprets G" as divine Principle,

In tbe bands of

9 521- 9 in the hands of G\ not of man.
Invisible . ^ , .,_, ^

a 55-3 a deadened sense of the invisible G",

b 305- 8 the central light of being, the invisible G*.

337-21 man, as the reflection ot the invisible Q-,

Is able
, ,

.
, ,.

359-24 "G' 19 able to laise you up from sickness ;

Is All ,. . ,
b 339- 7 Since G" is AU, there is no room for ^
p 365-29 knowing. . . . that Life is God and G' is All.

g 532-24 G 'is All and He Is Mind
Is all

s 115-18 Theynever insist upon thefactthatG-laall,
6 302- 9 when G is all and eternally his

Is AU-ln-all
s 113-16 G- is All-in-aU.

b 331-11 The Scriptures imply that G' la All-in-all.

p 425-20 since Spirit. G", is All-in-all.

r 468-11 for G- is All-in-all.

g 503-13 Word of God. saith . . . "G- Is All-ln-ail,"

Is come , „ .

o 361- 8 the Christian's doctrine that G- is come
Is divine Life

b 331- 1 G- Is divine Life,

Is everywhere
r 473- 8 G" is everywhere, and nothing apart from

Is Father
c 267- 8 It is generally conceded that G" is Father,

Is good
pr 3-18 G' is good, omnipotent, omnipresent,
a 19-28 although G" is good.
s 113-17 G- is good Good is Mind.

/ 243-32 G' is good and the fount of all being,
328- 5 G' is good and the only real Life.

p 399- 1 G' is good, and therefore good is

Is his Father
m 63-10 G- is his Father, and Life is the law of his being.

Is incorporeal
s 116-22 Mortals are corporeal, but G' is incorporeal.
r 465- 9 G" is incorporeal, divine, supreme,

Is individual
b 331-18 G- Is individual, incorporeal.
336-32 G- is individual and personal in a scientific

Is Indivisible
b 335-19 G" is Indivisible. A portion of God could not

Is infinite

pr 17-14 For G' is infinite, gll-power,

/ 223- 7 G" is'lnflnite omnipresent Spirit.

God
Is Infinite

b 278-10 Spirit, G', is infinite, all.

312-21 G- is infinite Love, which must be unlimited.
330-11 G' is infinite, the only Life, substance,

r 469-22 when we admit that, although G" is infinite,

471-18 G' is infinite, therefore ever present.
492-25 G" is infinite ; hence all is Mind.

Is intelligence .x. , -, .,

pr 2-23 G- Is mtelligence. Can we inform the Infinite

t 445-31 when I remember that G- is just,"

Is liOV6

pr 2-23 G- is Love. Can we ask Him to be more?
6-17 "G- is Love." — / Jo/in 4; 8.

a 42- 1 Jesus' life proved, . . . that G- is Love,
b 275- 8 G- is Love, and therefore He is divine
302-25 G' is Love. He is therefore the divine,
312-16 G- is Love, and without Love, God, immortality

carmot
ap 569-14 in a sweet and certain sense that G" is Love.

Is love , . . „
6 320-1 "G- is love."— /./o/in 4.- 8.

/ 239-30 Mind sends forth perfection, for G' is Mind.
6 311- 4 G is Mind : all that Mind, God, is, or

330-22 Mind is not both good and bad, forG" is Mind ;

r 492-25 G" is Mind, and God is infinite;

Is more ^ ._...,..
p 425-21 G' is more to a man than his beuef.

Is natural good . . , t.

s 119-21 G- is natural good, and is represented only by
Is not corporeal .

s 116-21 G- is not corporeal, but incorporeal,
is not influenced

pr 7-23 G" is not influenced by man.
Is not man

, , „ .

r 480-19 Man is not God, and G" is not man.
Is not moved ^ ^ ,_ .

•

,

pr 2-8 G' is not moved by the breath of praise
Is not separate ti .. .

pr 6- 5 G' is not separate from the wisdom He bestows.

Is "of purer eyes rr v , „
/ 243-22 G' is "of purer eyes than— Hao. 1 ; 13.

o 357- 4 G- is "of purer eyes than— Hab. 1 : 13.

Is omnipotent
pr 17- 2 G- is omnipotent, supreme.
s 130-12 since you admit that G' is omnipotent ;

p 394-28 Life is God, and that G' is omnipotent.
Is One

s 117- 3 whereas G- Is One,— not one of a series, but
Is 0D6

c 267- 5 G- is one. The allness of Deity is His oneness.

gl 587-17 G' is one God, infinite and perfect.

Is our Life „ , t ./
s 107-17 In reality G- is our Life,

,. „ ,

p 388-24 self-evident, when we learn that G' is our Life.

Is our refuge , ^ ^ .»..,,....
t 444-11 "G- Is our refuge and strength,— Psal. 46: 1.

g 524-23 yet G" is reflected In all His creation.

Is revealed . , ^ ^ , , .

/ 24l-2i the Horeb height where G' is revealed ;

300-31 G- is revealed only in that which
. g 51 1-12' G- Is revealed as infinite light.

Is seen . , .^ .. , ,

6 300-29 G- Is seen only in the spiritual universe

•s Spirit I. . .u ,

s 117- 6 G- is Spirit : therefore the language of

/-207- 2 Because G' is Spirit, evil becomes
331-14 Scriptures also declare that G- is Spirit.

335- 2 There is no evil In Spirit, because G- is Spirit.

Is substance . .i. .. • ,

b .301-17 G' is substance and man is the divme image
Is the creator

r 470-21 G- is the creator of man.
Is the Father , , „ , .. -r, .^ . „m 54-26 CJntU it is learned that G- is the Father of all,

Is the infinite ^ . ^ ,

/ 249-14 G- Is the infinite, and Infinity never began.
Is the lawmaker

p 331-15 G- is the lawmaker,
is the Life ,,. . , ^ ..

g 550- 5 G- is the Life, or intelligence, which forms

. ap 558-15 for G' "is the light thereof."— Rev. 21 : 23.

Is tbe only Life
, ^ . ,,. , t •.

b 289- 4 until he learns that G" Is the only Life.

324-14 the understanding that G' is the only Life.

r 472- 1 Science teaches man that G- is the only Life,

Is the only Mind
, ,_ . ^ , .i. , »,• j

b 308- 5 the lesson Is learned that G- Is the only Mind
339-26 the great fact that G is the only Mind ;

Is the only power
p 41»-27 for G' Is the only power.
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God

Is the only Spirit
sp 75-11 G- is the only Spirit.

Is tbe power
a 27- 8 G- is the power in the Messianic work.

Is tbe Principle
s 112-32 G- is the Principle of divine metaphysics,
r 476- 9 G- is the Principle of man,

is to be understood
r 472- 2 G- is to be understood, adored, and

Is true
s 113-24 I find that G- is true.

Is Truth
6 312-18 yet G- is Truth.

Jehovah
g &43-32 the Lord God [Jehovah G] made— Gen. 2 : 4.

kingdom of
(see IdngdoDi)

kingdom of our
ap 56S-10 and the kingdom of our G',— Rev. 12; 10.

IfTiowlcHftr^ of
a 4&-31 what the true knowledge of G- can do for man.
s 133-31 not quite given place to the true knowledge of G'.

<7 540-21 a false sense which hath no knowledge of G.'

fr 600- * increasing in the knowledge of G.— Col. 1; 10.

known to , , . ^
pr 15-26 hidden from the world, but known to G:

knows our need
. „ „•

pr 13-15 G- knows our need before we tell pmi

s 132-32 Jeaus as "the Lamb of G' ;"— John 1 : 29.

ap 564-13 speaks of Jesus as the Lamb of G"

gl 590- 9 definition of

law of
(see law)

laws of ^ y . ^
£ 12»- 5 refers only to the laws of G*

ph 16&-17 ail in consonance with the laws of G*,

leadeth us
pr 17-10 And G* leadeth us not into iemptalum,

leave the field to ^ ,.. r^ ^
p 419- 5 leave the field to G\ Life, Truth, and Love,

less than
, , .». .-r

/ 203-18 to believe ... in some power less than G*.

b 336-23 else God would . . become less than G".

g 543- 1 misconception of Life as something less than G',

I-Ue as
, ^ . , . ^

gp 7^ 4 those who are ignorant of Life as G\
b 310-27 and if Spirit should lose Life as G',

a 45-19 the revelation and demonstration of life in G',

6 324-18 the goal of Spirit, or life in G\
Life Is

(see Life)

V 24ft-lt Any other theory of Life, or G-, Is delusive

b 283-14 They insist that Life, or G', is

o 357-30 and, if 80, can Life, or G', dwell in evil

g 543-29 belief . . . would make Life, or G', mortaL
Life which Is ,,. t ,...>-• ^

a 47- 3 faint conception of the Life which is G\
ap 561-20 understanding the Life which is G\

likeness of
sp 71-19 neither ... is the image or likeness of G\

81-17 Man in the likeness of G"

/ 206-26 the spiritual iriiage and likeness of G?
222-23 far from bein^ the image and likeness of O',

b 285- 9 not man, the image and likeness of G",
287-20 not the image and likeness of G- ;"

292-11 sick, and dying mortal is not the likeness of G',
299-15 individuality, image, or likeness of G',

303-23 belief . . . material man is the likeness of G'
315-17 The likeness of G- we lose sight of through

p 414-27 man is the image and likeness of G',
r 467-15 man is the likeness of G\ pure and eternal,
475- 9 man is made in the image and likeness of G'.

d 531-32 man . . .in the image and likeness of G"
.548- 6 man in the image and likeness of G".

nl 591- 6 the spiritual image and likeness of G* ;

likeness to

pr 13-15 man's likeness to G* and of man's unity
p 395- 5 man's immortality and eternal likeness to G".

Lord our
c 256-12 the Lord our G- is one Lord."— Deut. 6: 4.

love
pr 4-17 Simply asking that we may love G' wUI never

ph 167-19 you must love G' supremely.
b 326- 9 man cannot love G' supremely . . . while
340-10 love G' and keep His commandments :

«444-5 to them that loveG-,"— TJoOT. 8.-2S.

ap 566- 9 glory prepared for them who love G\
love of

a 42- 4 gave no hint of (he unchanging love of 0'.
b 301-9 from the love of G."— Rom. 8; 39.

God
lovingly governs

p 412- I great fact that G' lovingly governs all,
made

/ 231-20 because G- made you superior to it

(? 505-13 AndG- made the firmament,— Gen. 1; 7.

510-13 And G- made two great lights ;

— Gen. 1 ; 16.

513-22 And G- made the beast of— Gen. 1 ; 25.

525-20 Everything good or worthy, G' made.
526- 4 G" made "every plant— Gen. 2; 5.

made all

/ 229- 7 G' made all that was made,
h 318^ 6 Scriptures declare that G' made all,

made Man
p 434-31 but G' made Man immortal

made man
ph 167-15 If G" made man both good and evil,

/ 227-16 G- made man free.

g 516-28 G- made man in His own image,
maintained by

g 531-18 divine order still maintained by G*
maker is

p 428-14 "whose builder and maker is G:"— Heb. U." 10.

makes
g 532- 3 G" makes and governs all.

man and
c 258-24 gains the true conception of man and G:
g 524-26 or is it a lie concerning man and G"?

manifestation of
b 29.5-16 manifestation of G' through mortals is as
gl 583-10 Christ. The divine manifestation of G*.

man is not
/ 250-12 Man is not G', but like a ray of
r 430-19 Man is not G°, and God is not man.

man nor
g 533-30 "Neither man nor G* shall father my fault.'*

man of
6 314-10 Jews, who sought to kill this man of G;

man-projected
s 140-23 tribal Jehovah was a man-projected C*.

man to
a 18-13 reconciles man to G', not God to man ;

19- 2 Christ's purpose to reconcile man to G",
19- 7 Jesus aided in reconciling man to G'

sp 94- 8 and of the relation of man to G",
s 114-26 It shows the scientific relation of man to Q;

material view of
g 521-27 this material view of G' and the imiverse,

meaning of
c 261-23 you may learn the meaning of G',

message from
6 332-10 the divine message from G- to men

Mind Is

sp 91-31 nor the medium of evil, for Mind is G*.
b 275-22 that all is Mind, and that Mind is G",

310-29 Mind is G', and God is not seen by
r 469-13 Answer.— Mind is G".

Mind or
p 372- 9 all is divine Mind, or G* and His idea,
r 482-29 on the basis of the one Miad or G:

misrepresent
g 538-17 the false claims that misrepresent G',

motherhood of
g 507- 6 the fatherhood and motherhood of G'.

mouth of
p 410-11 proceedethoutof themouthofG',"— Matl.i:i

named
ph 200-24 the infinite Spirit, named G*.

r 469-11 Life, Truth, and Love,— named G\

s 118-31 the law of Love, in which nature and G' are
nature of

a 20-18 even the nature of G- ;

g 537-32 but this is not the nature of G",
never decreed disease

/ 221-19 that G- never decreed disease,
never endowed matter

p 378-26 G' never endowed matter with power to
never made

/ 222-26 concluded that G" never made a dyspeptic,
g 540-20 "G" never made you, and you are a false sense

never slumbers
/ 249-21 G- never slumbers, and His likeness

no law of
p 391-13 No law of G" hinders this result.

no part In
, ^ . , /,

a 19-26 Those who cannot . . . have no part in C.
no relation to ^ ^ . ,

ph 196-17 They have no relation to G- wherewith
nothing except

/ 243-29 because they declare nothing except G'.

notions alMut
o 357-20 wrong notions about G' must have

not originate in
. . . -

r 472-10 sin, and death, ... do not ongmate m G'
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obedience to

. . ^ , j . . j
a 25-18 By his obedience to G\ he demonstrafwi

»/i 183-13 obedience to G- will remove this necessity.

/ 241- 4 be who refuses obedience to G", ia chasteaed

r 49&- 7 first duty is to obey G-,

r 4SS-2I at another the medium for obeying G' ?

obligations to ,...,; . i- ••

c 262- 4 Neither does . . . dimmish man s obhgations
toG-,

obnosioas to ^ „
g 533-21 Matenabty, go obnoxious to G-, i3

p 425-27 You will never fear again except to offend G',

offering to
. -

, « • *^n.
g MO-31 he brmga a material offering to G\

a 20-30 Manas the offspring of G-, as the idea of Spirit,

c 267- 3 offspring of G' start not from matter or

p 39&-27 man is the offspring of G', not of man ;

s 135- 6 presence of the G" of Jacob."— Psal. 114 ; 7.

of nature . ,
a 44-20 for the G' of nature to sustam jesu3

omnipotence of
, -, . ^ j

o 345- 7 When the omnipotence of G' is preacnea
/ 445-18 omnipresence and omnipotence of G'.

omnipotent . , ^ . .»./-».
s 113-21 evil, death, deny good, onmipotent G",

a 35-26 spiritual communion with the one G'.

m 69-21 Do you have one G' and creator,

sp 94- 1 Jesus taught but one G', one Spirit,

s 113- 1 As there is but one G', there can be but
vh 167-18 To have one G" and avail yourself of the

183- 4 thus departing from the basis of one G",

•191- 5 delusion that there is more than . . . one G',

/ 204-21 When will the ages . . . realize only one G",

205-26 hinders man's normal drift towards the . . .

oneG-, ,,. J
249- 3 let us have one G", one Mind,

c 25fr- 9 The theory of three persons in one G*

b 276- 1 Having one G, . . . unfolds the power that
301-22 Thou Shalt have one G\ one Mind.
SOS- 4 there is and can be but one G",

330-24 one Mind only, because there is one G'.

332-16 one G', and one mediator— / Tim. 2; 5.

334-32 but one infinite and therefore one G-.

O 347- 9 writer infers that ... it must be the one G",

356-32 Then there must have been . . . more than one G'.

357-20 As there is in reality but one G", one Mind,
361-U unites with the Jew's belief in one G",

p 382-15 "of SDiritual power and of faith in one G',
419-25 tor there is but one Mind, one G'.

r 465-18 Is there more than one G'
467-10 aU men have one Mind, one G" and Father,
469-18 but one Mind, because there is but one G' •

g 515-18 does not imply more than one G",
517-17 because there is but one G-.

532-25 and there is but one G\ hence one Mind
544-27 nor the image and lil;enes3 of the one G;.

Ql 580- 3 not God's man; who represents the one'G*
580-26 that the one G' and creator entered
587-17 God is one G", inflnite and perfect,
501-17 substance, Life, Truth, Love ; the one G" ;

594- 4 the belief in more than one G' ;

one absolute
r 465-12 They refer to one absolute G'.

one omnipresent
o 361- 7 a monotheist ; he has one omnipresent G*.

on tlie side of
/ 201-12 superabundance of being is on the side of G",

opposed to
s 151-25 The human mind is opposed to G-

ph 192-20 can have no power opposed to G',
ap 569- 5 mbrtal belief in a power opposed to G".

opposes
357-25 If what opposes G* is real,

i^posite of
6 282-29 the fall of man or the opposite of G'
g 554-20 Jesus defined this opposite of G'
gl 591-13 the opposite of G" ;

592- 4 and therefore the opposite of G*.

Opposites of
gl 5ftl-23 the opposites of G' ; errors ; hallucinations.

opposite to

p 380-29 to believe that there is a power opposite to G",
or good

(see good)
origin of

g 555-17 Is like inquiring into the origin of G',
or Spirit

gl 580-13 the antipode of G". or Spirit ;

God
our ismoraaee of

p 390- 7 It is cur ignorance of G', the divine Principle,
outcome of

/ 250-13 man, the outcome of G', reflects God.
patient

/ 242-16 In patient obedience to a patient G-,
people of

s 133-17 wrought wonders for the people of G-
b 288-19 a rest to the people of G"— Heb. 4 ; 9.

perfect
c 259-13 perfect G" and perfect man,— as the basis
b 337- 6 not the . . . lilieness of Spirit, the perfect G"

perfection of
c 262- 6 C. S. takes naught from the perfection of G',

Person or
b 302-2& infinite Principle, called Person or G'.

possible to
pr 1- 3 faith that all things are possible to G\

pours the ricties

pr 5-16 G" pours the riches of His love into the

power of
s 146-14 medicine substitutes drugs for the power of G'
f 224-30 The power of G' brings deliverance to

p 406- 8 the power of.G' is understood
power witti

b 308-31 "power with G' and with men."— Gen. 32 .-28.

pray to
pr 13-20 If we pray to G' as a corporeal person, this will

prepared of
ap 565-30 she hath a place prepared of G'.— Rev. 12 : 6.

prepares the soil

o 361-28 untU G' prepares the soil

presence of
g 543- 9 shut out from the presence of G'.

priests unto
s 141-21 "kings and priests rmto G:"— Eev. 1 : 6.

prince of
b 309-11 Israel,— a prince of G*. or a soldier of God,

proceed from
g 529-1 1 both man and woman proceed from G'

pronounced good
g 526-15 G' pronounced good all that He created,

prove wliat
a 26-17 to prove what G' js and what He does for man.

quality of
g 506- 5 Understanding is a quality of G\

realization of
b 300-21 through the realization of G* as ever present

realm of
r 481- 6 the holiest,"- the realm of G-.— Heb. 10 : 19.

recognizing
g 530-10 recognizing G-, the Father and Mother of all,

reconciled to
a 45-11 we were reconciled to G' by— Rom. 5:10.

reflecting
6 337- 2 man, reflecting G', cannot lose hia

r 489-17 How can man, reflecting G', be dependent on
reflection of

(see reflection)
pcScctioDS of

b 336-15 man's ... are reflections of G*.

sp 70- 8 man, made in God's likeness, reflects G'.
90-32 shall know this when man reflects G\

f 250-13 man, the outcome of God, reflects G\
286-20 spiritual universe is good, and reflects G"
305-10 man, like all things real, reflects G",
306-19 cannot be separated .... if man reflects G*.

r 478-27 That only is real which reflects G'.

g 502-28 The universe reflects G".
525- 5 Man reflects G' ;

ap 577- 8 reflects G' as Father-Mother,
relating to

s 127-13 terms stand for everything relating to G\
relation to

/ 215-26 in existence, and in his relation to G'.

231-24 Science of being in man's relation to G",
6 316- 7 the leaX man and his relation-to G\

relizncc on
ph 170- 1 It ro'bs man of reliance on G",

remain in . . _
g 513-20 continuity of all individuality remain in G*,

remembering tliat

p 419- 6 remembering that G' and His ideas alone are

rendering to , „.
/ 219-28 not rendering to G* the honor due to Hun

rcDrcsditdtivc of
a 52-24 The highest earthly representative of G\

represents _, ^ ,
g 527-11 Here the metaphor represents O", Love, as
527-26 the lie represents G' as repeating creation.

requires
/254- 6 G- requires perfection, but not until the

rests in
Q 519-25 O- rests In action.
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rftum thanks t/» „.„.,

pr 3-28 and yet return thanks to G' for all blesaingg,

rcTeals ^ , .

s 127-17 C. S. reveals G", not as the author of sin,

said
ph 197- 8 G- said of the tree of knowledge,
/ 220-29 G- said, "Thou ahalt not eat of it."— Gcti. 2; 17.

r 475-23 And G" said : "Let us make man— G«7i. 1 .• 26.

ij 503-18 And G- said, Let there be light -.— Gen. 1 . 3.

505- 4 And G" said. Let there be a.— Gen. 1 : 6.

60ft-15 And G- said. Let the waters— Gen. 1 ; 9.

507-11 And G- said, Let the earth— Gct;. 1 ; 11.

509- 9 And G' said, Let there be lights— Gen. 1 : 14.

511-19 And G- said, Let the waters— Gen. 1 ; 20.

513-14 And G- said, Let the earth— Gcti. 1 : 24.

515-11 And G" said. Let us make man—Gen. 1 ;26.

517-25 G- said unto them, Be fruitful,— Gen. 1; 28.

518- 5 And G' said. Behold, I have given— Gen. 1: 29.

525-13 G- said, Let us make man after our mind
529-15 Yea, hath G" said, Ye shall not eat— Gen. 3; 1.

saw everytbing . ^ „ ^ , m
g 518-24 And G' saw everything that He— Gen. \: i\.

saw that It ^ ^ , ,«
g 506-24 and G' saw that it was good.— Gen. 1 ; 10.

508-11 and G- saw that it was good.— Gen. 1 ; 12.

511-10 and G' saw that it was good.— Gen. 1 : 18.

512- 7 and G' saw that it was good.
— Gen. 1 ; 21.

513-24 and G' saw that it was good.— Gen. 1 .• 25.

615- 1 ' 'And G- saw that it was good."— Gen. 1 ; 25.

saw the Ugbt
g 503-26 And G" saw the light,— Gen. 1 : 4.

Sclecce Is of
. . „ ^ .

g 551-16 all Science is of G', not of man.
ScicQcc of

s 111- 7 Science of G' and man is no more supernatural
111-10 as the Science of G-, Spirit, must,

seeh tiato their
sp 70- * Should not a people seek unto tneir G-r— Isa.

8; 19.

selects
t 455-20 Q- selects for the highest service

scose of
c 256-25 material sense of G- leads to formalism
b 279-30 starting from a material sense of G\
312-24 A personal sense of G' and of man's

r 489-30 A wrong sense of G-, man, and creation la

ap 577- 2 incorporeal sense of G' and man
gl 590-24 when the spiritual sense of G' and of Infinity

591- 1 a physical sense of G- as finite and corporeal.
sentence of , ^ ^. ^ , .

/ 232-24 the sentence of G-, which sealed

seot from . „ ^ .. . .

ap 561-31 "There was a man sent from G—John 1 : 6.

seHkinel of ^ , . ,

a 49-18 faithful sentinel of G- at the highest post

separate from
a 42-20 belief that man has . . . mind separate from G"
s 136- 6 He claimed no . . . life separate from Q-.

shaped man „ , ^
g 525-14 and G* shaped man after His mind ;

smile of . . „ ,

ph 175-10 to say that a rose, the smile of G\ can produce
soldier of . „ ^ ,^. . „

b 309-11 Israel,— a prince of God, or a soldier of G-,
Son of

(see Son)
sonship with

b 315-12 hid from their sense Christ's sonship with G\
eons of

b 315-20 the liberty of the sons of G\
Soul as

310-14 Science reveals Soul as G-, untouched by sin

SoaU or
sp 72-11 Soul, or G-, is the only truth-giver toman.
T 468-22 the synonym of Mind, Soul, or G*.

Spirit and
o 345- 1 Spirit and G- are often regarded as

Spirit is

(see Spirit)
spirit of

s 137-20 Christ, the spirit of G-, of Truth, Life, and
T 480- 3 Where the spirit of G" is,

g 503- 8 the spirit of G" moved upon the— Gm. 1 : 2.

534-22 the spirit of G" dwell In you."— Rom. 8 ; 9.

Spirit, or
sp 73-15 If Spirit, or G', communed with mortals

r' 482-11 Soul is properly the synonym of Spirit, or G' ;

spiritual
/ 214-21 more than they do a spiritual G".

EUi>ematuraI
t 450- 4 belief In a mysterious, supernatural G',

supposes
g 538-31 supposes G' to be the author of slu

Gort
supremacy of

s 130-27 claim of Science for the supremacy of G',
sustained by

/ 221-22 in which being is sustained by G',

g 530- 5 In divine Science, man is sustained by G",

symbol of
g 517-20 The only proper symbol of G' as person is

tallied with
6 303-15 talked with G' as consciously as man tallis with

taught of
t 455-26 if he is taught of G" to discern it.

term for
6 286-17 In the Saxon . . . good is the term for G-.

thanks
t 453-21 masquerader in this Science thanks G- that

the All-in-aU
s 127- 4 If G\ the All-in-all, be the creator of the

the Father-Mother
b 331-30 G- the Father-Mother ; Christ the

the living
s 137-18 the Son of the living G- V'—Matt. 16 : 19.

theories concerning
s 133-23 special theories concerning G',

those who scoff at
o 358-15 nor of the Inventions of those who scoff at G'.

thoughts from
6 298-28 Angels a?e pure thoughts from G-, winged with

to Ignore
ph 165-17 To ignore G" as of little use la sickness is a

to man
a 18-14 reconciles man to God, not G' to man ;

19- 2 to reconcile man to God, not G' to man.
an lot- 1 true thoughts, passing from G- to man.
s 117-17 As a divine student he unfolded G- to man,
/ 206-15 In the scientific relation of G" to man,
b 284-30 Thought passes from G- to man,
332- 2 relation of G' to man and the universe.

to suppose that
pr 6-19 To suppose that O' forgives . . . according
ph 183- 5 To suppose that G" constitutes laws of

towards , ^ „ , .

/ 213-12 and is a tendency towards G-, Spirit.

p 430- 9 he will advance more rapidly towards G-,

tributary to
r 481- 2 is tributary to G\ Spirit, and to nothing else.

tri-unity of . ^ „ . ,

b 340-18 It inculcates the tri-umty of G-, Spirit,
true

/ 237-29 the only living and true G- can do.

b 338- 3 brings to light the only living and true G-

p 410- 8 know Thee, the only true G\— John 17 ; 3.

trust
a 20-21 to obey the divine order and trust G\

understand , .

pr 3-15 to understand G- is the work of eternity,
a 22-29 does not understand G".

/ 209-32 constant capacity to understand G".

o 352- 2 they did not sufficiently understand G*
( 446-21 To understand G' strengthens hope,
r 486-29 If. . . medium through which to understand G',

understanding of
, . . . ^

a- 33-30 a new and higher understanding of G*

so 76-13 When advanced to . , . the understandmg
nf C^'

79-13 through 'the higher understanding of G",

3 127-7 a knowledge or understanding of G-,

b 275-26 The true understanding of G" is spiritual.

315- 5 His better understanding of G- was a rebuke to

328-11 they gain the true understanding of G"

p 428-32 the understanding of G' as the only Life.

T 473-23 a better understanding of G" ... is required.
496-14 prove what the understanding of G" brings

ap 567- 6 prevails through the understanding of G-.

576-25 in proportion to his understanding of G\
gl 589-24 understanding of G' and man appearing.

understanding that
, „ . . , , -,

6 324-14 the understanding that G' is the only Life.

gl 589- 9 the underatanding that G' is the divine

s 132-12 comingfromdivlneMind, prove theunityofC*,
g 502-26 eternal verity and unity of G* and man,

unl^ with . .. y-,

a 18- 2 exemplification of man's unity with G",
r 497-15 unfolding man's imity with G'

unlTersal . , „
sp 78-31 These are the effects of one universal G".

unknown
p 428-16 not "to the unknown G"— Acts 17; 23.

gl 596- 8 dedicated "to the unknown G."— Acts 17: 23

uniaiown to
p 424- 5 Accidents are unknown to G",

unlike
/ 249-16 and Includes nothing unlike G-.

c 262-23 and conquering all tnat is unLke G".
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nnllkeness of

T 470-U the unllkeneas of G-, Is unreaL
nnsustalned by

/ 212-18 undirected and uosustalned by O;
unto

a 20- 2 unto G- the things that— AfaW, 22; 21.

(7 540-18 unto O- the things that— Afalt. 22:21.
verities cf

a 28- 6 and taught the unseea verities of Q',
voice of

/ 225- 5 voice of G- In behalf of the African slave
h 321-2H became to him the voice of G",

wait on
6 323-10 we pause,— wait on G*.

walked with
/214-7 "walked with G-,"— Gen. 5:24.

M2-24 not to remove the waymarks of Q*.
we approach^ 9*- 7 We approach G-. or Life, in proportion to
what Is

r 465- 8 Question.— What is G* 7

Whole of
. . ^

517-23 can never reveal the whole of 0%
win arrest
an 105-24 G' will arrest him.

will bless
. . ,

pr 13-17 G- will bless It, and we shall Incur lesa mx.
will heal

pr 12-3 A mere request that G' will heaJ the sick
r 495-1 G- will heal

"

Will never place
r 495- 1 G' will heal the sicic through man,

a 31- 2 G- will never place It In such hands.
will not punish , . .

357- 1 we must admit thai G* wUl not punish man for

Will of
pr 11-30 habitual desire to know and do the will of G%
ol 597-22 "For this is the will of O:"— I Tliess. 4: 3.,

Will overtam
/ 223-31 G- will overturn, until

will redeem
o 354-21 G' will redeem that weakness,

will save us
pr 2-18 A request that G" will save ua

will smite
p 43»-20 G- will smite you, O whlted walla,

will stIU guide
t 444- 9 G* will stlU guide them Into the right use of

will supply
ap 571-18 Know thyself, and G' will supply the wisdom

Will sustain

pr 10- 7 G' will sustain us under thes3 sorrows.
will turn to
pref x-19 Few Invalids wUl turn to G* till all

winds of
f 201-15 Then, when the winds of G- blow,

wisdom of
ol 597-21 The might and wisdom of G\

without
r 48&-31 "having no hope, and without G'— Eph. 2: 12.

g 531-22 or that matter exists without G' 7

With us
pref xI-18 Immanuel, or "G" with us,"— Matt. 1: 23.

a 34- 8 Immanuel, or G" with us;
s 107- 8 Immanuel, "G" with U3."— Matt. 1 : 23.

Word of

/ 231-32 made by Him [the Word of G] ;—John 1 : 3.

335-11 the Logos, the .lEon or Word of G',

g 503-13 Divine Science, the Word of G", saith to the
525-18 all things were made through the Word of G',

worketh with you
a 22-12 to this end Q- worketh with you.

work of
a 521- 6 All that is made is the work of Q\

worKs
c 263- 8 When mortal man

worship
ap 57&-13 no material structure in which to worship G",

worship of
ph 200- 5 the worship of G' In Spirit instead of matter,

would reduce
6 335- 5 would reduce G" to dependency on matter,

would rob
/ 214-23 for mortal Illusions would rob G',

yields to

ph 188- 1 only as the mortal, erring mind yields to G-,

pref vlI-17 Ignorance of G" Is no longer the stepping-stone
pr 1-12 no loss can occur from trusting G' with

2-31 Asking G' to be G" is a vain Repetition.
2-31 G- Is the same yesterday, ana— Heh. 13: 8.

8-16 If we feel the aspiration, . . . this G' accepts ;

»-17 "love the Lord thy G'— Matt. 22 : 37.

12-10 Prayer to a corporeal G' affects the^ick like a
14

. works only as G" works.

God

m

sp

18-14
18-16
27-20
2&-16
31^10
31-32
36-31
4:— 2
46-17
4»-32
60-8
50-13
51-17
68-*
57-28
So-14
70- 7

71-7
72-21
76-7
78-24
81-29
89-21
91-6
92-27
93-26
93-27
94-21
0^ 7

an 103-14
103-32

S 107-3
107-14
108-22
109-17
109-30
111-12
113-18
113-19
115-13
116-28
119-11
119-17
llfr-24

120-5
124-15
133-24
133-28
135-19
135-20
140-4
140-30
142-28
142-31
143-0
148-31
149-26
151-20
181- 1

ph 166-26
167- 1
177-23
180-27
181- 1

182-30
186-14
191-02
192-10
193-27
198-15

/ 202-17
203-7
203-15
203-31
203-32
203-32
204-24
205-1
205-9
205-31
206-19
206-21
206-24
206-26
207-8
208- 1

208-7
208-15
208-17
212-22
213-9
214-19
215-20
210- «

the divine Principle of Christ Is O",
how canQ- propitiate Himself?
doctrine of pantheism,

— that G", or Life,
G' Is the only author of man.
He recognized Spirit, 0\ as the only creator,
wUl think that he doethO- service ;

— Johnii:2,
Can G' therefore overlook the law of

priest and rabbi affirmed O' to be
nigher In the understanding of Spirit. O'.
"stricken, smitten of O."— l3a. 53:4.
"My G-, why hastThouforsaken— AfarlfclS: 34.
his divine Principle, the G' who Is Love.
no more . . . than O" could be extinguished.
Wkal therefore G- hath joined— Matl. 19 ; 6.

unite thought more closely to G',
to understand that there Is but one creator, (7«
Man Is never G',
Soul Is synonymous with Spirit, G\
O", good, being ever present, It foliowa
Life wiU be recognized ... as G',
G' Is not In the medley Where matter
man's Immortality depends upon that of Q',
G', Is heard when the senses are silent.

belief that man Is separated from Q\
a belief In something besides O*.
refer only to quality, not to G\
He la not G", Spirit.
but one returned to give G* thanka.
It Is G- which worketh In you— Phil. 2: 13,

because Mind-science Is oi G'
Life and being are of G".
G" had been graciously preparing me
acquaint themselves Intelligently with G*.
all real being Is in 0-,
I knew the Principle . . . to be O",
whether It be of G\ or whether— John 7 : 17.

The Principle of divine metaphysics Is O" ;

G", Spirit, being all, nothing Is matter.
Life, G", omnipotent good, deny death, evil,
G- : Divine Principle. Life. Truth, Love,
G" t* Infinite Person,— In the sense of
other horn of the dilemma and regard G' as
In one sense G* is identical with nature,
It is opposed to the nature of Spirit, G'.
man coexists with and reflects Soul, G-.

Interpreted . . . from its divine Principle, G',
he made "himself equal wlthG',"—tAo/in 5 ; 18.

no . . . substance outside of G-.

"Can G- furnish a fable in the— Psal. 78: 19.

What cannot G' do?
That G' is a corporeal being, nobody can truly
would . . . make G" in their own human image.
O' being All-in-all, He made medicine ;

the nature and character of Mind, G".

If the sick cannot rely on G" for help
admits G" to be the healer of sin but not
Since G\ divine Mind, governs all,

nothing to do with Life, G*.
is G* the lawgiver? >

only as a last resort, turns to O".
Should we Implore a corporeal G" to heal
against O', Spirit and Truth.
with G' all things are possible.
since Mind, G", Is the source
To admit that. . . Is a condition over which G'
It presupposes the absence of G\
G\ sends forth the aroma of Spirit,

Spirit Is not separate from G\
"It was none other than G' and
beware, not of Rome, Satan, nor of G', but of
with the divine Principle of his being, G\
IIG- were understood Instead of being merely
destroys reliance on aught but G\
G-, divine good, does not kill a man la order to
G" alone Is man's life.

G" Is at once the centre and
notion that they can create what G' cannot,
else G' will continue to be hidden
error of believing that . . . tre creations of G',
not of Spirit, G", good, but of
Does G' send sickness.
Is G- creating anew what He has already
nothing is new to G',
Instead of G" sending sickness and death,
G" Is not the creator of an evil mind.
error, which affords no proof of G\
this seeming power, Independent of G\
absurd to suppose . . . G', produces disease
John Young . . . writes : "G" Is the father of
G- alone makes and clothes the lilies

G", good, is self-existent and 8elf-expre33e<l,
finite thoughts of G' like the pagan idolater.
are the suppositional absence of Life, G",
What has touched Life, O', to sucti strango
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/ 21&-23 turning In time of need to G\
221-24

'

'giving G- thanks ;"— see Eph. 5 : 20.

222-16 consalting the stomach less . . . and G" more,
224-32 supposed power, which opposes Itself to G"?
227-30 If & had instituted material laws
229- 8 Mind signifies G-,— infinity,
229-23 If G- causes man to be sick,
230- 9 salvation which comes through G\
230-16 G", good, can no more produce sickness than
231- 4 If G' destroys not sin, sickness, and death,
231- 7 What G' cannot do, man need not attempt.
231- 8 If G' heals not the sick, they are not healed,
231-10 G\ Truth, . . . does heal the sick
231-12 If G- makes sin, if good produces evil,

231-16 O- is not the author of mortal discords.
232- 4 neither make man harmonious nor G- lovable.
232- 9 "with G- all things are— JVfor,'; 10; 27.

238-10 "If G- be for us, who can be— Ram. 8 ; 31.

239- 6 -weigh not one jot in the balance of 0\
239-18 whom we acknowledge and obey as G-.

241-29 signifies that the pure in heart see G-
242- 5 "they shall all know Me IG],—Jer. 31 ; 34.

242-12 no other consciousness of life— than good, G*
244-20 If . . there must be an instant when G"
253- 4 saith : . . . aU are Mine, for I am G".

253-26 G' never requires obedience to a so-called

254-11 When we wait patiently on G- ^ ,^ ^
C 255-14 That G' Is corporeal ... no man should amrm.
256-16 precise form of G- must be of small importance
258-18 no more . . . than we know of G-.

259-23 G-, Spirit, works spiritually, not materially.
260-14 to discover what G" has already done ;

264-18 finding all in G", good,
b 268- * I can do no olherwise ; so help meO't
269- 9 Human philosophy has made O* manlike.
272-29 G' Is the divine Principle of all

273- 4 physical senses-can tafte no cognizance of G*
273-21 G" never ordained a material law to annul
273-23 would oppose the supremacy of Spirit, G\
274-28 firm, called matter and mind, G" never formed.
275- 4 matter did not originate in G\ Spirit.
276- 7 G-, Spirit, is All-in-all,

, , , „ , . ,

275-11 begin by reckoning G' as the divine Principle
275-14 are the Scriptural names for G\
276- 7 all have one Spirit, G\
276-11 Is cognizant only of the things of G*.

276-17 If G' is admitted to be the only Mind
277- 7 As G" Himself is good and is Spirit,

279-19 their only Idea or intelligence is in O*.

280-26 G', the Soul of man and of all existence,
283-20 deem this the manifestation of the one Life, G".

284- 4 If G- were limited to man or matter, or if the
284- 5 If G" were limited . . . G- would be corporeal,
284-21 The physical senses can obtain no proof of G".

284-32 Intercommunication is always from G' to
285-15 Is G" a physical personality?
285-23 By interpreting G* as a corporeal Saviour
285-30 seek to learn, . . . from the divine Principle, G",
286-23 since G\ Spirit, Is the only cause,
287-11 Did G-, Truth, create error? No I

287-13 G' being everywhere and all-Inclusive,
298-23 lead up. to their divine origin, G\
SCO- 4 no true appreciation of infinite Principle, Q',
300-24 If ... G^ would have no representative,
300-25 and matter would be identical with G\
302-21 Soul, or Mind, of the spiritual man Is G-,
303-25 G\ without the Image and likeness of Himself,
305-12 Gender also is a quality, not of G", but a
305-14 he reflects the creation of Mind, G-,
305-22 deflections of . . . are all unlike Spirit, G\
306- 8 If O", . . . were parted for a moment from
306-19 cannot be separated for an instant from G\
307r-13 as much as O", Spirit, who is the only Life."
310-10 G' Is His own infinite Mind, and expresses all.

310-29 Mind is God, and O' is not seen by
311- 6 all that Mind, G-, is, or hath made,
312-17 without Love, G", immortality cannot appear.
312-21 Mortals believe in a finite personal G' ;

313- 7 Therefore G-, even thy G\ nath— Heb. 1 ; 9.,

319- 9 understanding G\ sustains man
319-20 Mind controls man and man has no Mind but G".
320-26 "In my flesh shall I see G\"— Job 19.- 26.

321-24 G- had lessened Moses" fear by this proof in
322-31 by searching find out Q-V'— Job 11 ; 7,

324- 6 for they shall see G\"— MaU. 5 ; 8.

325-18 "hid with Christ In G\"— Col. 3 ; 3.

330-13 Eye hath neither seen G- nor His
330-14 Neither G- nor the perfect man can
330-19 G' is what the Scriptures declare Him to be,
331- 7 If ... O" would not be reflected but absorbed,
333-27 inseparable from the divine Principle, G\
334- 5 dwells forever in the bosom of the Father, G',
334- 7 Spirit, which is 0\
334-^1 Spirit being Q; there Is but one Spirit,

Goa
6 335-7
335-28
336-13
330-19
336-21
336-24
336-25
336-30
337-16
338-23
339-8
339-10
340-13
340-19

O 341-10
342-17
34.5- 5
347- 6
348-15
348-18
349-11
356-19
356-24
357-26
358- 3
358-4
360-24
361- 2
361-12

p 362-
366-16
369-19
389-28
380-30
381-1
384- 8

387-22
388-15

339-18
390-22
392- 7

393-13
394-22
395-15
397-21
399-27
413-2
414-21
421-17
427-22
427-22
433-29
435-2
435-27
440-21

J 445-14
450-28

r 465-18
468-28
467-18
469-14
470-17
470-19
471- 3

471-21
472-29
472-30
473-4
473-12
474-18
475-19
475-30
478-16
478-27
480-3
480-11
480-14
480-18
480-24
481- 8
481-26
482- 7

489-20
494- 6

C601-*
602-28
603-28
608-10
508-18
608- 6
611- 7
612-30
614-5

Spirit, G-, haa created all in and of Himself.
can produce nothing unlike the eternal . . . Q',
He has been forever in the eternal Mind, Q" ;

A portion of G' could not enter man ;

else Q- would be manifestly finite,
and nothing less can express G\
G\ the divine Principle of man,
G' is the parent Mind, and man Is

none but the pure in heart can see G',
the supposed separation of man from Q\
G\ Spmt, alone created all.

Therefore evil, . . . cannot be the product of O".
all that really exists is in and of (f,
man shall have no other spirit or mind but G\
for ihey shall see 0-"—Matt. 6 ; 8.

If . , . Science Is not of G\ then there la no
G' cannot be in His unlikeness
Nothing really has Life but G\
Are we . . . Imputing too much power to G",
no faith ... in any power but G",
G' is not the author of sickness.
G* is as Incapable of producing sin, sickness.
Does G" create a material man out of Himself,
If ... G' is not supreme and infinite.
Can a leaden bullet deprive a man of . . . G\
If G' is at the mercy of matter, then matter is
mortal man be more just than G'?— Job 4; 17.

the Christian believes that Christ Is G\
Jesus Christ is not G\ as Jesus himself declared,
healthof my countenance and my G'.— Psai. 42:11.
G" whom he hath not seen?"— I John 4.- 20.

to know if G" were willing that a man should
psychology, or the Science of Spirit, G",
to believe that . . . G' endows this opposing
null and void by the law of Life, G".
G" never punishes man for doing right,
supposition. . . that G' punishes man for doing
hypothesis . . . food has power to destroy

Life, G\
If G- hss, . . . Instituted laws that food shall
G" is 'no more the author of sickness than
must be cast out to readjust the balance for G'.
G- has made man capable of this',

G", against whom mortals should not contend
Prayers, in which G- is not asked to heal
confidence in G' as All,
G', contains no mortal opinions.
G\ the only Mind, does not produce pain
"The Lord He is G— Dcut. 4; 35.

0\ Spirit, is all, and that there is none beside
in ignorance of what G- Is.

G', Life, Truth, and Love make man undying,
to prepare the frightened sense of Life, 0\
Spirit which is G- Himself
according to the law of Spirit. G\
Mortal Man has his appeal to Spirit, G',
"hid with Christ in G,"— Coi. 3; 3.

beliefs in . . . intelligence sei)arated from G",
and this one is G\ omnipotent, omniscient.
Science will declare G- aright,
G" as not in man but as reflected by man.
the great truth that G'. good, is the only Mind,
G\ tne Mind of man, never sins
Has G" taken down His own standard,
G" and all that He creates are perfect
"Let G' be true, but every— Rom. 3:4.
until G' strips off their disguise,
not true, because they are not of G\
Truth, G\ is not the father of'error.
and attributes all power to 0\
If ... G' must be their author,
that which has no separate mind from G* ;

nor can G\ by whom man is evolved.
No, not if G' is true and mortal man a liar.
"But when it pleased G\— Gal. ) .• 15.

and there is no place vhere G' is not.
Consciousness, as we'l as action, ... is in G',
Harmonious action proceeds from Spirit, G\
thus attempting to separate Mind from 0\
G' is not its author.
never helps mortals to understand Spirit, G\
If sin is supported, G' must uphold it,

gained by substituting the word G',
the medium for sinning against G",
G-, who needed no help.from Jesus' example
6y the name of G- Almightu ;

— Exod. 6; 3.
The creative Principle . . . isG-.
a-. Spirit, dwelling in infinite light and
G\ unites understanding to eternal harmony.
Spirit, G-, gathers unformed thoughts
The only intelligence or substance ... Is G',And G' set them in the firmament— Gen 1

•
17

albeit G- is Ignorant of the existence of botli
of which Q- u the sole creator.
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God
G-.g 515-29 Now compare man before tlie mirror to

516-10 Truth in truthfulness, G' in goodness,
517-12 not a3 much ... for considering G' masculine,
517-15 if G- is personal, there is but one person,
522- 6 assigns all might and government to G',

523- 5 and finally declares that Q- knows error

523-25 it is Elohim (G") who creates.

524-27 for G' presently ourses the ground.
524-29 Is Spirit, G\ injected into dust,
525- 1 Does Mind, G\ enter matter to become there a
625- 3 animated by the breath of G"?
525-29 as devoid of reality as they are of good, G\
526-22 Was evil instituted through G', Love?
527- 1 G' could not put Mind into matter nor
627-17 But is it true that G', good, made
528- 3 G- has already created man,
528- 7 cannot be ... in partnership with G' ;

528-15 error, credits Truth, G\ with inducing
530-14 for G' doth know that in the day —Gen. Z: 5

530-20 saying, ... I can do what G- has not done
531-21 Wno dares to say either that G is in matter or
532- I Did G' at first create one man unaided,
536-11 The illusion of sin is without hope or G'.
536-18 starting from matter instead of from G\
539-10 G' could never impart an element of evil,

541- 9 Had G' more respect for the homage
516- 4 Spirit, G\ never germinates, but is

546- 5 If Mind, G', creates error, that error must
546-10 Has G' no Science to declare Mind,
551-27 by searching find out G-?"—Job II; 7.

554-16 Error replies, "G- made you."
554-25 Jesus never intimated that G' made a devil,
SSa-.W Knowing that G' was the Life of man,
557-26 when G\ Mind, spake and it was done.

ap 560-25 something new and better of G"
573-15 G\ the divine Principle of harmony,
575-11 builder and maker of this New Jerusalem Is G\

gl 580-14 image and likeness of what G" has not created,
582-18 pure consciousne.ss that G', . . . creates man
582-19 &• is the only creative power.
583-24 G', who made all that was made
687- 5 definition of
587-19 Good. G- ; Spirit ; omnipotence ;

588-20 I Am. G' ; incorporeal and eternal Mind ;

690-19 unless specially coupled with the name G\
691- 4 Spirit, or intelligence, named Elohim, or G".
591-18 the divine Principle, or G\
692-18 Mother. G' ; divine and eternal Principle ;

694-20 G" ; that only which is perfect,

(see also All, All-ln-al!, AU-JoTtag, All-pow£r, All-

wise, Almlgbty, Being, Cause, Comforter, creator.
Deity, E^o, Ego-God, Eloblm, Esse, Father, Father-
Mother, First Caiise, Giver, <5©dhead, God-power,
God -principle, HCi. Elm, Elmself, His, Holy Ghost,
HoJy One, Holy Spirit, I, E AM, Immanael,
Justice, King, Life, Life-principle, Light, Logos,
Lord, Love, Maker, Me, E^lnd, Most High, Mother,
My, One, Person, PrincSple, Providence, Buler,
Soul, Spirit, Sun of Righteousness, Supreme
Being, Supreme Lawgiver, Supreme Buler, Thee,
Thou, Thy, Truth, Us, Wisdom, Wooderful,
Vford)

god
a 103- 3 "the g- of thig world,"— II Cor. 4: 4.

5 140-31 What is the g- of a mortal, but
158- 3 designated Apoilo aa "the g' of medicine."
158- 8 also regarded as . . . "the g' of pestilence."
158-13 may correspond with that of its material g-,

ph 165- 3 would open man's eyes and make him as a g\
187- 9 attributes to some material g' or medicine

g 524- 3 in the Moabitish g' Chemosh,
624-11 "a man of war," a tribal g-

— Exod. 15; 3.

530-21 saying, . '. . and have another g\
544-26 man, m this allegory, is neither a lesser g' nor

gj 580- 2 the first g- of mythology ;

584-22 saith : "I am . . . created by a tribal i?-

God-bestowed
g 526-21 doctrine . . . evU Is as real, hence as G", as

God-created
g 555-12 as If it were as real and G- as

God-crowned
b 313- 4 Jesus the G' or the divinely royal man,

God-glven
ph 105- 4 man's G- dominion over the earth.

182-25 denying man's G' ability to

/ 228-13 his G- dominion over the material senses.

p 378-24 Sickness is not aG', . . . material powei,
381- 2 Ignorant of our G' rights,
381-21 will sooner grasp men's G' dominion,
387-10 nor . . . trespass upon G- powers
393-10 Exercise this G' authority.

God-glven
r 489-15 can this sense be the G' chatmel to

^528-24 calling them real and G',
53I'-14 man will recognize his G' dominion

Godhead
c 255-17 true idea of the Infinite G\

God-Inspired
a 41- 8 The G* walk calmly on

GodMke
a 54-29 If that G- and glorified man were

ph 200-19 man is . . . upright and G'.

/ 203-12 the only true spirit is G'.
c 262-14 higher views inspire the G' man to reach
b 269-10 C. S. ma.kes man G-.
333-15 but Christ Jesus better signifies the G;

godliness
a 26-14 the (7' which animated, him.
s 145-21 the mystery which g- always presents to

p 413-16 "Cleanliness is next to g\"

God-mission
a 41-24 He fulfilled his G", and then

God-power
s 138- 3 the G- which lay behind Peter's confession

God-principle
r 473- 7 The G' is omnipresent and omnipotent.

God's
allness

pr 15-18 we must deny sin and plead G- allness.

anointed
gl 597- 9 which was ready to . . . crucify G" anointed.

appointing
s 131-15 after the manner of G' appointing,
6 326- 4 in the way of G' appointing.

attributes
6 301- 1 which manifests G' attributes and power,

behest
g 533- 2 Had he lost man's rich inheritance and G' behest,

being
r 470-24 Man is the expression of G- being.
481- 3 G- being is infinity, freedom, harmony, and

care
m 66-11 Trials are proofs of G" care.

character
/ 208-12 the goodness of G- character
h:

'

2S3-22 false belief . . . detracts from G" character and
Children
m 69- 7 G' children already created will be cognized
b 303- 5 Multiplication of G' children comes from
t 444-28 Immortals, or G' children in divine Science,
r 476-28 speaking of G" children, not the children of

command
g 530- 6 the earth, at G- command, brings forth

commandments
g 542-25 to advance itself, brealis G' commandments.

condemnation

/ 232-24 G' condemnation of sin, sickness, and
coniroi

s 125- 7 Neither ... is beyond G" control ;

creation
(see creation)

creative mandate
555-19 G' creative mandate was,

g 514-28 All of G- creatures, ... are harmless.
creatuFes

514-;

day
ffi 584- 7 This unfolding is G* day,

divine messages
ap 566-29 to the angels, G' divine messages,

divine power
b 316-27 prove G' divine power by healing the sick,

dominion
<7 516-20 reflects G' dominion over all the earth,

forgiveness-
r 497- 9 We acknowledge G- forgiveness of sin in the

fulness
b 33&-20 neither could G' fulness be reflected by

glory
b 313-10 "the brightness of His [GJ glory,— Heb. 1 : 3.

government
(see government)

gracious means
pr I- 7 G' gracious m.eans for accomplishing

healing
s 141-23 they cannot demonstrate G- healing power

Idea
6 299-24 Truth never destroys G- idea,
o 345-22 incongruity between G' idea and poor humanity,
p 406-24 until we arrive at the fulness of G- idea,

ap 565-16 G' idea will eventually rule all nations
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Infinite space Is peopled with G" ideaa,
The successive anpeariiiK of G" ideas is

G- ideas reflect the immortal,
G- ideas "multiply and— Gen. I ; 28.

God's
ideas

.')0:v-i5

504-16
505-28
511-4

Identities
sp 70-14 The questions are : What are G- identities?

Image
(see ImaKe)

Infinite ideas
(7 511-17 full effulgence of G* Infinite Ideas,

infinite plan
m 69-12 sense of Increasing number In G' Infinite plan.

blngdom
/ 202-ld when O- kinpdom comes on earth ;

b 339-24 G- kingdom comes "in earth, as— Mflt^. 6; 10.

law
(see law)

laws
/ 235- 7 emolument rather than the dignity of G- laws,

light
g 504-12 no place where G' light Is not seen,

likeness
(see lUteness)

'we . _ .

6 32f>- 8 All nature leaches G- love to man.
man

(see man)
method

a 40-11 G- method of dastroying sin.

o 343- 6 Is not finite mind ignorant of G- method?
mind

g 525-15 after G" mind shaped He him ;

motherhood
ap 562- 6 the spiritual Idea of G' motherhood.

nature
g 512-14 their natures are allied to G- nature ;

omnipotence
a 55-19 when he shall realize G- omnipotence

opportunity
c 266-15 "man's extremity is G- opportunity."

own image
6 295-12 immortals, created In G- own image ;

g 517-22 This ideal is G" own image, spiritual and
own lilteness

sp 90-24 The admission . . . that man is G" own likeness" "
the Saviour saw G" own likeness.r 477- 3

own way
(7 542-19

liardon
b 291-4
339- 5

perfect ion
(7 522- 7

power
a 42-15

an 102-14
O 351- 3

t 4r)0-24

qualUies
gl 597-26

reflection
S 126- 6
r 471-17

g 527- 4

remedy
s 143- 1

destroy error In G" own way.

The suppositions . . . that G- pardon Is

Does not G- pardon, destroying any one sin,

endows man out Of G' perfection

great demonstrator of G- power
but man, reflecting G' power, has dominion
When we lose faith in C' power to heal,
heals them both by understanding G' power

not be confounded with one of G' qualities.

when man beholds himself G- reflection,
Man is, and forever has been, G" reflection.
Man Is G" reflection, needing no cultivation.

Truth Is G- remedy for error of every kind,
representatives

b 299-12 Angels are G' representatives.
requirements

pr 7-14 wholesom.e perception of G- requirements.
the Scientist must conform to G" requirements./445- 1

rule
pr 3-10

servant
p 439-26

spiritual idea
s 11.5-15 M.\N
b 315-15

supremacy
g 521-10 acknowledging now and forever G- supremacy,

thoughts
b 286-21
337-25

gl 581- 4
5S3- 2

we have only to avail ourselves of G' rule

meanwhile declaring Disease to be G' servant

G' spiritual idea, Individual,
G" spiritual idea as presented by Christ JesuS.

G- thoughts are perfect and eternal.
Eternal things (verities) are G" thoughts
Anqels. G" thoughts passing to man ;

whose better originals are G" thoughts,
unchangeable law

s 135- 8 the Science of G' unchangeable law
universe

b 2R9-2I
331-17

Will

/ 202- 4

241-2

G' universe Is spiritual and immortal.
Everything in G' universe expresses Him.

G' will must be universally done.
He, who knows G' will . . . and obeys

God's
wUllngneKS

f 218-18 If you arc without faith In G- wlUingncas
word

b 332-24 He was appointed to speak G" word
worii

ph 167-16 What can Improve G' work?
g 522-29 declares G- work to be finished.

wratb
a 23- 6 That G" wrath should be vented upon

a 20- 3 untoGod the things that are G-."—MaH. 22:21.
sp 99-29 and to G" spiritual, perfect man.
s 117-10 G' essential language is spoken of
121-11 glad in G' perennial and nappy sunshine,

G- spiritual command relating to perfection,
"male and female" of G" creating — Gen. 1 ; 27.
Whatever indicates . . . G' absence; is the
Christ expresses G' spiritual, eiernal nature,
man is G' spiritual offspring.
G" immortal keynotes, proved to be such
the proper .sense of G" unerring direction

serpent of G' creating is neither subtle nor
G' glowing denunciations of man when not
to manifest the deathless man of G' creating,
unto God the things that areG."— Alatl. 22: 21.
a creation so wholly apart from G',
the movements of G" spiritual government.
Eternity isG' measurement of Soul-filled years.

ph 168-18

/249- 5
b 282-29
333- 9
336-31

O 355-28

p 424- 9

g 515- 6
522-21
534- 5
540-18
544- 2

gl 597-28
599- I

gods
liesought the

s 158- 2 pagan priests, who besought the g' to heal
false

p440-7
Grecian

pk 199-32
heathen

r 485-28
many

sp 78-26
6 280-16
307- 9
335- 1

p 388-10

gl 580- 8
591-2

material
/ 237-26

no other
a 19-30
b 280-19
340-15

r 467- 4
467-13

other
ph 187- 1

b 27.5-28

g 535-12

popular
O 347-23

sacritice to the
gl 59,5-23 Tithe .

shall be as
b 280-22
307- 5

530-16
541-24
544-21

gl 587-16

Strange
(7 524- 7

these
(7 544-22

before sacrificing mortals to their false g'

When Homer sang of the Grecian g-.

The heathen g' of mythology

where spiritism makes many g\
"g- many and lords many."— / Cot. 8: 5.

It .says : "There shall he lords and g- many.
There are neither spirits many nor g' many
believing in . . . "g' many,"

— / Cor. 8; 5.

"g- many and lords many — / Cor. 8: 5.

mythology,— belief in many g-,

devote themselves ... to their material g\

"Thou Shalt have no other g-
— Ezod. 20: 3.

"Thou shalt have no other g'
— Eiod. 20: 3.

"Thou shalt have no other g-
— Exud. 20: 3.

"Thou shalt have no other <?"
— Ezod. 20: 3.

Having no other g', turning to no other but

having other g' and believing in more fhaa
mi.sleads thought an<l points to other g',
A belief in other g', other creators,

ff C. S. takes away the popular g-,

... A sacrifice to the g'.

"Ye shall be as g\"— Gen. 3:5,
"Ye shall be as g' ."

— Gm. 3 : 5.

and ye .stiall be as q\— Gen. 3: 5,
"Ye shall be as g\"— Gm. 3: 5.

"Ye shall he as g\"— Gen. 3: 5.

"Ye shall be as g."— Gen. 3: 5.

went after "strange g\"—Jer. 5: 19.

these g' must be evolved from materiality

sp 93-28 then men would be spirits, g\
an I0.'>-29' "Whom the g' would destroy, they first

ph 200- 1 the g' became alive in a nation's l)elief.

b 294-24 represented as divided into intelligent g',
r 460-20 is as improper as the term g\
(71587-9 definition of

594-23 supposed intelligences, or g- ;

Godward
c 265- 5 Mortals must gravitate G',

goes
pr 2- 5 the desire .which g- forth hungering after
an 104- 9 "Every great scientific truth p' through three

104-13 C S. -g' to the bottom of mental action,
122-26 in Science, IJfe g- on unchanged
14.5- 8 struggle for the recovery of invalids g' on,
14.5-29 warfare between Spirit and the flesh g- on.

ph I.S9-30 (7' on in an ascending .scale by evolution,
/ 2.'iO-28 IJpon this stage of existence <7' on the dance of
o 208-12 woman g- forth to battle with Goliath.
284-31 neither sensation nor report g' from
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goes
b 300-31 the ray of light which g- out from it.

( 447-18 The recuperative action ... f on naturally.
462- 9 If the student g' away to practise

r 489-11 as consciousness develops, this belief g' out,
491-22 belief g' on. whether our eyes are closed or

d 506-13 the dawn of ideas g- on,
556-22 Even so ff" on the Adam-belief,

ap 562-27 for joy that the birth g- on ;

going
a 21-15 If my friends are g- to Europe,

21-27 He is like a traveller g- westward
s 158-28 Matter is g' Out of medicine ;

b 323-31 or we are listeninc to it and p" up higher.

p 431- 7 sometimes g- to sleep immediately after

g 548-15 This is the new birth g- on hourly,

gl 587-14 supposititious minds, . . . g' ia and out

gold
a 47-21 greed for g- strengthened his ingratitude,
m 66-32 separates the g- from the dross

ap 565-22 purifying even the g- of human character.

golden
s 121-12 happy sunshine, g' with Truth.
/ 457-18 no good aspect, either silvern or 0'-

Golden Rule „ „ .

a 41-12 cannot forever break the G" R' and escape the

/ 234-13 on the basis of the G- R- ;

Golden Shore . ^ „ r, .,
ap 576- 1 to the grand realization of the G" S" of Love

GoUath
b 268-13 woman goes forth to battle with G'.

gonem 65-32 will become purer when the scum is g'.

sp 76- 1 the glad welcome of those who have g- before.

87-24 Do not suppose that any mental concept ia g'

87-32 or altogether g- from physical sight
J 124- 6 When ... its foundations are g-.

135-16 when the devil was g- out,— Luke 11 .• 14.

ph 170-31 from which all ills have g- forth,

185- 2 her difficulty in breathing had g\
190-25 paaselh over it, and it is ff- ;— Psal. 103: 16.

193-14 said : . . . My suffering is all g- ."

/ 203-20 When the material body has g' to ruin,
212-12 When the nerve is g-,

b 305-24 Illusion of life that Is here to-day and g- to-

morrow,
p 368-32 the foundation of disease is g-.

377-20 when the belief of the disease had g\
398-23 the deaire for strong drink is g\
400- 3 once destroyed . . . the fear of disease is g',

421-19 When the supposed suffering is g-

r 476-26 passeth over it, and it ia g- ;— Psal. 103 .• 16,

good
accomplish the

p 394- 8 Knowledge that we can accomplish the g'

according to the

gl 584- 6 measures time according to the g' that
affection for

b 327- 3 by gaining an affection for g'

all

pr 2-10 nor can the infinite do less than bestow all g',

f 232-JO all p" is possible to Spirit ;

c 260-13 the possibility of achieving all g',

b 299-14 but guide to the divine Principle of all g',
r 494-14 in every hour, divine Love aupphes all g\

aUls
g 521- 6 the work of God. and all Is g-.

ap 577-25 all is g\ and nothing can enter that city, which
all tliat is

gt 594-20 divine Principle ; all that is g' ;

already received
pr 3-22 Are we. , . grateful for the p- already received?

and I>eautiful

gl 593- 1 The love of the g- and beautiful,
and evil

sp 92-15 the knowledge of g' and evil,
an 103-11 in a knowledge of both g- and evil,

ph 167-15 If God made man both g- and evU,
186- 9 Spirit and matter, g' and evil,

/21I- 4 sickness and health, p" and evil,
216-20 both matter and Spirit, both p- and evil.
220-28 the knowledge of p" and evil,"— Gm. 2." 17.

^ 269- 4 the supposed coexistence of ... p- and evil
283-16 They speak of both . . . g- and evil as spirit.
287-29 material senses testify to . . . both p" and evU.
307-21 If we regard . . . Mind as both g- and evil,
338- 6 p" end evil, both spiritual and material

p 389-25 g- and evil, God and Satan.
T 466-10 truth and error, p' and evil ;

481-15 declaring . . . p' and evil to be capable of
481-17 the knowledge of p" and evil,"— Gen. 2: 17.

g 526- 2 tree of knowledge of o' and evil.— Gen. 2 : 9.

good
and evil

527- 8 the knowledge of p" and evil,— Gen. 2 ; 17.

530-16 as gods, knowing p' and evil.— Gen. 3; 5.

536-31 to know g- and evil :— Gcti. 3 ; 22.

and pure
m 63- 6 The beautiful, p', and pure constitute bis

another's
p 518-19 seeking his own in another's p".

availability of
/ 236-19 availability of p" as the remedy for every woe.

capacities for
t 445- 9 Unfold the . . . capacities for g' in your pupil.

choose
r 481- 1 How Important, then, to choose p" as

claims of
ph 167- 8 Our . . . admission of the claims of p' or of evil

consecration to
c 262- 2 Consecration to g' does not lessen man's

contrary to
6 339- 9 evil, being contrary to p', is unreal,

demands
c 261-32 G- demands of man every hour,

demonstrator of
a 49-14 The meek demonstrator of p",

dies not
/204-2 It Is evil that dies ; p- dies not.

disarmed bf
b 290-31 until evil is disarmed by g\

discern the
a 22-19 you will discern the p" you have done,

divine
/ 203-31 God, divine p', does not kill a man

doing
sp 79-31 It dissipates fatigue in doing g\
f 202-32 in the act of doing g\
203- 3 and check the reward for doing p".

p 387-23 supposition. . . God punishes man for doin,? p",
432-16 The Judge asks if by doing g- to his neighbor,

eternal
/ 213-14 attraction towards Infinite and eternal p'

340-19 have no other spirit or mind but God, eternal g',
ap 561- 3 which work£ out the ends of eternal g-

evil and
{see evU)

gain
/ 254- 4 who gain g- rapidly and hold their position,

<iod Is

{see Cod)
God, or

c 261-23 you may learn the meaning of God, or g-,

p 380-29 opposite to God, or g-,
1 450-22 understanding . . . the aUnees of God, or p'.
r 469-26 admitting that God, or p", is omnipresent
470- 2 with one Mind and that God. or p",
470-13 If God, or p-, is real, then evil, ... is unreaL
480-20 God, or p", never made man capable of sin.

p 533-11 directly or indirectly to God, or p",

gl 592- 4 and therefore the opposite of God, or g' ;

grasp on
327-10 until his grasp on p" groWB stronger.

heavenly
c 265-25 The aspiration after heavenly p" cornea

highest human
ph 182- 9 capable of producing the highest human g'

Idea of
6 325- 3 He who has the true idea of g'
327-26 the man . . . who has not the true Idea of P"?

p 546-14 represents error as starting from an idea of g'
Immortality of

sp 81-30 consequence of the immortality of g\
f 215-28 the superiority and immortality of p".

Individual
sp 72-23 In Science, individual g- derived from God,

Infinite
sp 93-18 not the offspring of infinite g\

In the name of
t 453-23 vet serves evU in the name of g-.

ap 563-28 but doing this in the name of p'.
Invisible

sp 78-31 the invisible g' dwelling in eternal Science.
Is infinite

p 399- 2 and therefore g- is infinite.
Is Mind

s 113-17 God Is good. G- Is Mind.
Is natural

s 128- 2 G- is natural and primitive.
Is self-existent

/ 213- 9 God, p\ is self-existent and self-expressed,
Is the term

b 286-16 In the Saxon ... p' Is the term for God.
knowledge of

p 526-22 as the knowledge of p\
maximnai of

an 103-16 The maTlmiim of p* is the in£Uiite God
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good
must dominate

1 44fr-l5 G" must dominate in the thoughts of the healer,

natural,
s 119-21 God- is natural a\ and is represented only by
e 501-15 which subserve the end of natural g',

no
s ^13-32 no matter in good, and no g' in matter.

144- 2 smce no g' can come of it?
b 275-19 no g' is, but the good God bestows.

no matter in '

s 113-32 no matter in g', and no good in matter.
of one's neighbor

p 440-16 than that it Is for the g' of one's neighbor?^
omnipotent

s 113-19 Life, God, omnipotent g', deny death,
opposite of

sp 72-22 evil, the suppositional opposite of g\
T 480-21 It is the opposite of g'

— that is, evil

gl 579-16 evil, ; the opposite of g',
or evil

ph 171-32 the cognizance of g' or evil,

/ 205-16 error. . . matter can be intelligent for p" or evU
240-18 Mortals move onv/ard towards g' or evil

h 340- 1 their imaginary power for g' or evil,
over evii

p 406-23 the supremacy of ... e" over evil,

power of
ap 570-31 the power of o' resident in divine Mind,

purposes of
an 103-15 working out the purposes of g' only.

reality of
/ 205-21 the supremacy and reality of g',
b 269- 7 unfold the unity and the reality of g-,
r 480-32 evil would vanish before the reality of g'.

g 527-19 Has evil the reality of g' 7

reflections of
b 280- 6 From Love . . . otily reflections of g' can come.

represents
b 282- 9 The sphere represents g\

resides in tlie

g 546-28 resides in the g' this system accomplishes,
result in

p 435- 9 an act which should result in g- to himself
sense of

b 311-13 Evil is destroyed by the sense of g\
spiritualm 56- 6 for the advancement of spiritual g\

/ 243- 3 and demonstration of spiritual </

g 505-21 Spiritual sense is the discernment of spiritual p".

standard of
g 539- 8 What can be the standard of g', of Spirit,

substance of
6 301-19 man . . . inreaUtyhas, only the substance of p',

supremacy of
s 1 30-28 and doubts the supremacy otg',

supreme
r 496-10 living the life that approaches the supreme g' ?

Truth and
s 114- 6 the divine Mind, or Truth and g'

g 529-27 has neither origin nor support in Truth and g'.
universal

sp 76- 8 wUl be recognized ... as God, universal g' ;

unlilie
p 393-13 to resist all that is unlike g'.

unlilceness of
/ 204-14 evil, is the unlikeness of g'.

voicing
6 332-10 Christ is the true idea voicing g',

your
/ 254-29 Your g- will be evil spoken of.

your Influence for

ph 192-22 Your influence for g- depends upon the

m

9p

20- 1

42-27
52-21
60- 7

61- 4

68-21
72-21
76-9

77- 2
81-29
85- 8

9.3-13

93-15
95-13

an 103-22
a 113-20

130-13
130-32
134-26

ph 167-21

for there is one Life,— even God. g\
true man is governed by God— by g',
the mighty actuality of all-inclusive God, g\
The beautiful in- character is also ihe g\
The ff" in human affections must
it may have caused the g' to ponder
God, ff', being ever present, it follows
belief that . . . was ever in a finite form, or g'

in evil,
"I cannot turn at once from g' to evil."
man's immortality depends upon that of God, g\
enabling one to do g\ but not evil.

G' never causes evil,
G- does not create a mind susceptible of
cannot injure others, and must do them g'.
belief . . . that evil is as real as g-

Disease, sin, evil, death, deny g\
p' and its sweet concords have all-power,
imagine evil to be ever-present and O' absent?
because it is the immutable law of God, g'.

no more . . . than g' can coincide with evil.

good
ph 169-24

176-13
186-18
186-20
186-21
186-24
192-23

/ 201-12
204-12
204-32
205-31
207-11
207-16
216-23
230-15
230-17
231-12
234- 9

242-12
244-27
244-27

C 261- 5

261-31
26.3-13

263-18
264-18
275-19

b 277- 7

277-21
278- 8
28b- I

288-22
293-30
304-12
309-18
309-18
310-27
323- 5

323-16
327-19
336- 4

340-23
O 343-16
34S-18
356-25

p 368-11
387-19
404-25
405-20
414-22
415- 4

/444- 5

447- 8
448-15
450-19

f 469-14
470-17
490-11

g 504- 2

525-29
527-18
532-24
538-17
555-19

ap 571-16

gl 579-13
580-5
587-19
594- 6
594-11

good (adj., adv.)

pre/ viii-10 and physics teach that both . . . are real and (/•,

viii-U the fact is that Spirit is g' and real,

x-24 Its purpose is g', and its practice is

pr 4-12 The habitual struggle to be always g-
9- 4 the falsehood wliich does no one any g\
10- 6 If ? enough to profit by Jesus' cup

a 19-18 every g' thought and deed, will help us
21- 3 "I have fought a g- fight— II Tim. 4 ; 7.

28- 9 While respecting all that is g- in the Church
35-32 (?• man's heaven would be a hell to the sinner.
40-20 If a career .so great and g' as that of Jesus
44- 3 g- and faithful servant,"— A/cK. 25; 23.

m 66-26 the other pre-eminently needs g- company.
sp 70-11 that there are g- and evil spirits, is a mistake.

83- 6 the incredible g- and evil elements
99- 8 to do of His g- pleasure"

— Phil. 2 ; 13.

s 110- 7 is pronounced by His wisdom g'.

120-11 indicate that he is in g' health?
131-22 for so it seemed o' in Thy sight."— Luke 10 .• 21.

155-31 If drugs are g- things, is it safe to say
156- 3 and what made them g' or bad
157-17 If drugs are . . . g\ thea drugs cannot bo

poisonous.

whatever g' they may seem to receive from
"sermons in stones, and g- in everything."
It says i^

"I am a real entity, overmastermg a'."
It can never destroy ope iota of g\
Every attempt ... to destroy g' is a failure.
If evil is as re^l as g' evil is also as immortal.
The g' you do and embody gives you
superabundance of being is on the side of God, g'.
The first power is admitted to be g'.
The error, which says ...<;• is in evil,
not of Spirit, God, g', but of
Evil is not supreme ; g' is not helpless ;

nor is evil mightier than g'.
evil would appear to be the master of g',
G' is not, cannot be, the author of
God, g\ can no more produce sickness
If God makes sin, if g' produces evil,
become more familiar with g' than with evil,
It is to know no other reality . . . than j/'

He does not pass . . . from evil to g'.
He does not pass . . . from (/ to evil.
the enduring, the g\ and the true,
should forget our bodies in remembering g'
producing evil when he would create g',
"The g- that I would, I do not :— Rom. 7; 19.

finding all in God, g', and needing no other
no good is, but the g' God bestows.
G' cannot result in evil.

asserts . . . that g' is the origin of evil.
in Truth there is no error, and in g' no evil.
cannot be cognizant of g' or of evU,
Life is God, g', and nOt evU ;

universal harmony, the entirenegs of God, g',
g' can never produce evU ;

and forget that Life is God, g\
g' is not in elements which are not spiritual,
if Spirit should lose Life as God, g\ then
possess no other consciousness but g\
g' is not understood until demonstrated.
hastening to learn that Life is God, g',
G" never enters into evil.
One infinite God, g-, unifies men and nations ;

impossibility of g' producing evU ;

or in any power but God, g .

Does evil proceed from p?
fatal beliefs . . . that evil is equal in power to (?'

That man . . . who does the most g\
ability to master evil and to love g".

demonstrates the governhient of God, ?',
"The Lord He is God [s] ;— Deut. 4 ; 35.

Mind in every case is the eternal God, g\
"All things work together for g-

— Rcrm. 8; 28.

ignorant attempts to do g'
or upon the g- you know and do not.
evU will boast itself above g\
truth that God, g', is the only Mind,
How can g- lapse into evU,
since all power belongs to God, g\
God, ... is never reflected by aught but the g',
as devoid of reality as they are of g\
But is it true that God, g\ made
Is Mind capable ... of evil as well as of g',
false claims that misrepresent God, g\
error would seek to unite . . . g' with evU,
At all times . . . overcome evil with g-.
the purpose of Love to create trust in g\
that which is not the image and likeness of g',
definition of
claim that there is an opposite of Spirit, or g\
claim that. . .was as real and eternal as God, </•,
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good (adj., adv.)

ph 167-32 Substituting g' words for a g- life,

169-31 9' that a poisonous drug seems to do in evil,

181-22 are satisfied with g' words instead of effects,

189-13 sins of others should not make g' men suffer.

/2Gft-24 His work was finished. . . . and that it was g'.

210-28 appears ... to make g' its claim.
229-13 declaring Him g' in one instance and
229-23 If God causes man to be sick, sickness must heg',
229-25 all that He makes is g- and will stand forever.
23&-27 that will make them happy and g\
237-11 theories of parents often choke the o' seed
237-13 snatches away the g' seed before it has
24&-21 and limiting all that is g- and beautiful,
252-24 where the <;• purpose waits !

c 266- 1 where the creations of God are g',

b 269-19 this advantage . . . they are g- and eternal.
270-32 the g' soil wherein the seed of Truth
272- 6 "honest and g- heart"— jLuJIte 8 : 15.

277- 8 As God Himself is g-
286-18 all that He made to be g', like Himself,
286-18 like Himself,— g' in Principle and in idea.
286-20 Therefore the spiritual universe is <7',

294-26 recognizable only in what is g- and tnie.
309-12 a soldier of God, who had fought a <7" fight.
311- 5 all that Mind. God, is, or hath made, is g',
330-22 Mind is not both g- and bad,
332-28 incarnate in the <7' and pure Christ Jesus.
339- 9 Go<l. . . . created all, and called it g'.
342-27 to disown the Christliness of g' works,
352-31 To accomplish a g- result, it is certainly
356-28 Would any one call it wise and g' to
357-16 deny that God made man evil and made evil g-

p 376-14 more. . . immortality in one (/ motive and act
383- 5 One says : "I take g- care of my body."
397-19 you will find the ensuing g' effects to be
404-19 every tree that brings not forth g' fruit.

405-18 TheV' man finally can overcome his fear of
413- 1 and cannot transmit g' or evil intelligence
413-10 g' or bad effects on the health of children.
431-31 testifies : . . . I am robbed ol my g' looks.
435-15 this was a g' deed,
4.36-12 Laying down his life for a g' deed,
441- 8 to give heavy bonds for g- behavior.
442-15 one "that bringelh g- tidings."— Isa. 52: 7.

442-27 it is your Father's g- pleasure— Luke 12; 32.

t 449-24 a g' detective of individual character.
457-17 to mental malpractice, . . . there is no g' aspect,
458- 4 one g' and the other evil,

459-26, 27 The tree must be g' , which produces p' fruit.
464-20 hold fast that which is g."— 1 Thess. 5.- 21.

r 472-25 That which He creates is g',
482- 5 hypothesis that soul is both an evil and a g'
489-32 sometimes g' and sometimes bad.
492-13 statement proved to be o" must be

g 503-26 saw the light, that it was g- :— Gen. I ; 4.

506-24 God saw that it was g-.
— Gen. 1 ; 10.

50S-12 God saw that it was g-.
— Gcn. 1 ; 12.

511-10 God saw that it was g-.— Gen. I .• 18.

512- 7 God saw that it was </•.
— Gm. I: 21.

513-25 God saw that it was g'.
— Gen. 1 ; 25.

515- 3 God saw that it was g\"— Gen. 1 ; 25.

518-25 and, behold, it was very g-.
— Gen. 1 .• 31.

525-20 Everything g' or worthy, God made.
525-24 "and, behold, it was very g-."— Gen. 1 .• 31.

526- I pleasant to the sight, and (/ for food ;
— Gen. 2: 9.

525-16 God pronounced g- all that He created,
537-13 represented as spiritual, entire, and g'.

Cl 583-21 divine Principle of all that is real and-ff" :

fr 600- * being fruitful in every g- work,— Col. 1 ; 10.

(sec also deeds)

Good, Dr. Mason
s 163-13 Dr. Mason G', a learned Professor in London,

goodness
affection and

o 24-28 lay in the practical affection and g-
and beauty

s 121-13 So we have g- and beauty to gladden the
and blessedness

pr 10-25 source and means of all g' and blessedness,
and merry

ap 57S-16 0" and mercy shall follow" me— Psal. 23; 6.
and power

g 515-23 reflecting g' and power.
and purity

p 364- 1 a man of undoubted g' and purity,
and spirituality

b 277- 8 fl' and spirituality must be immortal.
277-10 If g- and spirituality are real,

and virtue
m 57-17 the better claims of intellect, g\ and virtue.

another's
a 21- 7 another's ?', suffering, and triumph,

attains
pr 2-16 G- attains the demonstration of Truth.

goodness
l>eauty and

sp 76-23 possessing unlimited divine beauty and g'
b 304- 4 which hide spiritual beauty and g\
g 503-22 immortal forms ol beauty and g'.

ctiarms of His
/ 247-23 and reflects the charms of His fl"

culture and
sp 95-12 reaches this point of moral culture and g'

divine
m 66-16 unfolds new views of divine g' and love.

g:oai of
/ 233-M until the goal ot g- ia . . . won.

great
a 47-18 He knew that the great g' of that Master

happiness and
/ 244- 9 happiness and g' would have no

idea of
s 119-22 God . . . ia represented only by the idea of 9' ;

immortality, and
g 518-20 Love giveth . . . immortality, and g\

Inspiration of
gl 581- 5 inspiration of g', purity, and

Life and
/ 246-28 Life and g' are immortal.

of CkKi's cliaracter
/ 208-12 not in accordance with the g- of God's character

omnipotent in
p 367-31 Because Truth Is omnipotent In g\

Principle of
.

s 147-31 Science alone reveals the divine Principle of g'

Principle of all

pT 3-8 ShaU we ask the divine Principle of all g' to
towards

f 213-U Every step towards g- is a departure from
universal

6 329- 4 glow In all the grandeur of universal g\
Without

6 328- 4 suppose that they can live without g-.

pr 4-24 g' will "be evil spoken of,"— Rom. 14; 16.

a .'i3-24 the lifelong sacrifice which g' makes for
an 106-28 longsuEfering, gentleness, p-,'

— Gal. 5; 22.

s 147-29 A pure affection takes form in p",

ph 196-19- Sin makes its own hell, and g- its own heaven.
/ 230-17 no more . . . than p" can cause evil

248-29 Let unselfishness, p", mercy,
c 260-15 distrust of one's abiUty to gain the p"
r 465-15 justice, mercy, wisdom. g\
g 516-U Life is reflected in existence, . . . God in g\

goods
p 399-30 and spoil his g\—Matt: 12; 29.

400- 7 of his p",
— namely, of sin and disease.

438-24 and smuggles Error's p' into market
439- 1 introducing their g- into the market.

good-will
s 150- 8 "on earth peace, p" toward men."-— Luke 2 ; 14.

/ 226-17 "on earth peace, g- toward men."— Luke 2; 14.

p 407-16 even into spiritual power and p' to man.

gorgeousness
/ 252-24 and says: ... I am enthroned in the (T of matter.

Gospel
John's

pf 598- 2 In John's G-, the third chapter,
'Luke's

p 362- 1 In the seventh chapter of Luke's G"

Marii's
s 117-11 in the last chapter of Mark s G'

6 272-12 referred to in the last chapter of Mark's G'.

pref xi-22 called the author to proclaim His G-
525-17 In the G- of John, it is declared that

ap 561-30 In the first chapter of the Fourth G"

gospel
Is preached , ^ ^ „ , , , ^

a 27- 6 to the poor the p" is preached. '— Luke 7; 22.

law and
p 441-30 a verdict contrary to law and p*.

of healing . .

a 55- 9 the p" of healing is again preached
of Love ^ , ,

ap 577- 4 His universal family, held in the p' of Love,

preaches tlie

a 33-25 and preaches the p' to the poor,

preaching the
a 31- 1 he was found preaching the p- to the poor,
o 347-16 preaching the f to the poor,

preach the _ _ , ,^
a 18- * but to preach the p-.— I Cor. 1 ; 17.

37-30 preach the p- to every— Mark 16; 15.

s 138-28 preach the p- to every— Morfc 16; 15.
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gospel
preach the

542-11

P41&-28
and preach the g\"— Mark 16: 15.

"Preach the g- to every— Afork 19 . 15.

s 107- * the g- which was preached of me—-Gal. I : U.
J32- 8 the poor have the g- preached

— Matt. U: 6.

150- 7 the coming anew of the g- of

ph 176- 9 gave the g' a chance to be seen
b 309-23 and led to deny . . even as the g- teaches.
337-15 can see God, as the g- teaches.

o 349- 6 We have the g\ however,
gt 592-13 MoBEs^ . . . the proof that, without the g-,

gospel-healing
343-31 to press along the line of {/',

Gospels
sp 79-21 so far as can be learned from the O;

gossamer
p 403-20 the (?• web of mortal illusion.

gossip
/ 238-28 no time for p; about, false law or testimony.

gotten
r 479- 6 "I have g- a man from the Lord"— Gen. 4 ; 1.

g 53S-24 1 have g' a man from the Lord— Gen. 4: 1.

638-30 "I have g' a man from the Lord,"- Gen. i : I.

govern
J 151-31 mortal mind claims to g' every organ
154-18 and her own fears g- her child more than

ph 175-25 Beaumont's . . . did not g- the digestion.
/ 20ft- 7 It is the province of spiritual sense to g' man.
227-30 If God had instituted material laws to C man,
251-15 learn how mankind g- the body,
251-17 learn whether they g- the body through a
251-19 or g- it from the higher understanding

p 380-32 Every law of matter . - . supposed to g' man,
393-11 and (;• its feeling and action.
402-22 we rarely remember that we g' our own bodies.
409-15 prevents . . . knowing how to g' their bodies.
414-12 guide and g' mortal mind

r 490- 6 Hence it camiot g' man aright.
494-1 and to (7* man's entire action?

governed
pr 14-10 to be absolutely g- by divine LovCj
a 42-26 in C. S. the true man is g' by God
m 62-27 The higher nature of man is not g- by the lower ;

sp 83-17 belief that . . . man, is g- in general by
an 105-10 g- by his Maker, divine Truth and Love.
s 125-15 g' by Soul, not by materiaJ sense.
131- 4 our lives must bo g' by reality
141-16 the Christ-spirit which g- the corporeal Jesus.
146- 4 our systems of religion are g- more or less by
l,'50-28 The doctrine that man's harmony is jr by
151-21 Every function of the real man ia g- by the
155-14 such a belief is g' by the majority.
lflO-29 only to-leam . . . that muacle is not so g't

ph ISO-26 When man Is g- by God, the ever-present
184-17 Whatever is </ by a false belief is discordant
187-21 is g- by this so-caUed mind, not by matter.
137-23 man in Science is g- by this Mind ,

195-15 an idea g' by its Principle,
/ 206-13 prayer, g- by Science instead of the senses,
215-12 Whatever is »• by God, la never . . . deprived of
218-17 If man is g- by tne law of divine Mind,
228-23 belief that the body g- them, rather than Mind.
231-30 Man, g- by his Maker, having no other Mind,
240-12 suppose Mind to be g- by matter
245-26 for the mental state p' the physical.
246-24 Man, g- by immortal Mind, is always

C 257-10 It is the belief in . . . soul g- by the body
b 273-18 Man is harmonious when g' by Soul.
274-27 (? by the unerring and eternal Mind,
302-22 this real man is g- by Soul instead of sense,
301-14 The perfect man— g- by God,
318-28 The governor Is not subjected to the Q'.
31*-29 man is g- by God, divine Principle,

p 378-19 a mental concept and g' by mortal mind,
409-20 The,animate should be g' by God alone.

f 430-10 Consciousness, as well as action, is g' by
495- 2 whenever man is g- by God.

g 5.S8-14 ifman should be g- by corporeality
536-18 mortal man would be g' by himself.
''46-11 while matter is g' by

gl 583- 7 who, . . . are g- by divine Science ;

588-15 though they are g' by one Principle.

governing
sp 71- 8 God, the creative, g-. Infinite Principle

81-22 the producing, g', divine Principle lives on,
s 158-30 and mortal mind, . . . ia g- the pellet.

ph 174- 1 less faith . . . in a supreme g- Intelligence.
f 2(1^ 5 Mind, . . . g- them all, ia the central sun
231-15 no antagonistic powers . . . g' man through
282-25 mortal thouGht„alwaya g' itself erroneouayf.

governing
b 303- 5 the Principle g- the reflection.
308- 5 God is the only Mind g- man,

p 370- 8 proves that fear is g- the body.
377-21 Remove the leading error or g' fear
427-24 Immortal Mind, g- all, must be acknowledged

g 510-30 g- the universe, including man,
gl 588-12 Mmd, g- all existence ;

596- 1 Son. The. symbol of Soul g man,
Government

p 442- 3 Our statute is spiritual, our G- Is divine.

government
by divine Princlinle

gl 587-25 reign of Spirit ; g- by divine Principle ;

divine
/ 225- 3 opposed to the divine g'.

false

sp 94-12 owe their false g- to the misconceptions of
S'Fencb

an 100-12 In 1784, the French g- ordered the
God's

a 36- 8 not in accordance with God's g-,m 62-25 but let no mortal interfere with God's g'
sp 78-27 claimed to be the agents of God's g-.
s 125-17 Reflecting God's g-. man is self-governed,
p 393-17 in Science man reflects God's g\

His
s 128- 5 His g- of the imlverse. Inclusive of man.
/ 231-24 To fear sin is ... to doubt His g-
r 472-10 do not originate in God nor belong to Hte g:

mlgbt and
g 522- i first record assigns all might and g- to God,

of God
c 258-29 man, under the <?• of God In eternal Science,
p 405-20 demonstrates the g' of God,

of the body
ph 167-26 scientific g- of the body must be

182-18 Mind's g- of the body must supersede the
t 462-30 It urges the g' of the body

of tbe nnlverse
s 121-32 in the everlasting: g- of the universe.
128- 5 His g' at the umverse, inclusive of man.

g 539-15 resigned to matter the g' of the universe?
reins of

p 422-2* Not holding the rehis of <;• In his own hands,
spiritual

gl Wl-yi the movements of God's spiritual g-,

art 100-16 reported to the g' za follows :

c 265- 1 and its g' is divine Science.

p 378-23 not . . . take the g- into its own hands.
438-25 without tbe insi>ectioa of Soul's g' officers.

governments
p 378-32 usually find displayed In human g'.

Governor
p 432-11 I am Mortality, G' of the Province of Body,

governor
b 318-28 The ff" Is not subjected to the governed,
r 480-11 origin and (/* of all that Science reveajs.

Governor Mortality
p 432-18 and G- Af- replies in the affirmative.

governs
pr 6-3 Divine Love corrects and g- roan.
a 39-27 and g- the universe harmoniously.

an 102- 2 God g' all that is real, harmonious, and
102-13 since God g' the universe ;

a 111-2S Mind g- the body, not partially but wholly.
149-26 Mind, g' all, not partially but supremely,
154-19 more than the child's mind g' itself,
160-28 to learn how mortal mind g- muscle,
162-12 Mind g' the body, ... in every instance.

ph 180-14 Ignorant that the human mind g- the body,
188- 8 but afterwards It g- the so-called man.

/ 209- 4 in proportion as ignorance, . . . g' mortal£L
219-10 No more can we say . . . that matter ^,
219-20 Science . . . g- harmoniously.
219-24 and yet misunderstand the science that g' It.

222-12 availed himself of the fact that Mind g'
224- 6 the Science which g' these changes,
231-21 God made you superior to It and g- man,

b 270-11 intelligence, . . . g' the universe ;

286-14 divine Principle, Love, -creates and g' 9il
295- 5 God creates and g' the universe,
304-22' The science of music g' tones.
316-21 Spirit creates, constitutes, and g'
324- 9 the bodjf will reflect what g- it,

p 375-21 a belief that matter g- mortals,
377- 3 convince him . . . that thought g' this liability.
393-17 in your understanding that tne divine Mind 0"
412- 2 great fact that God lovingly g- all.

418-22 this simple rule of Truth, which jT all reality.
420-4 Spirit not matter, 0' man.
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governs
p 423 -St

r 496- .S

.507-17

507-24
50*- 7

532- 4

539-29

grace
pr 4-4

17- 5

a 27-26
m 67-23
5 108- 3
118-16
134-17

/ 220-25
247-19

C 263-13
b 333-22
r 478-29
494-15

graces
p 429- 4

gracious
pr 1- 7

graciously
S 107- 4

gradation
g 511-26

gradations
g 551-13

grade
p 363- 7

grades
pA 172- 7

a 551-12

gradually
ip 77-25
S 109-23

111-31

p 380-25
J 460-30

ap 576-30

grafting
/ 201-20

Graham
p/l 170- 8

/ 221- 2

grain
s 130-21
t 449- 3

grammars
g 50S-20

grand
sp 75-31
5 116-13
143-26
164-10

ph 200- 8

/240- 7

240-11
244- 4

246-25
248-28

b 328-12
341- 7

354-29

p 384-15
t 44(f-23

460-25
r 471- 8
490- 1

^ 511-25
514-30
518-16

op 560^13
.575-32

grandest
a 49-19

/ 213-21

grandeur
a 39- 2

/ 244-31
6 328- J
329- 4

ap 571-30

granite
prf/ vii-25

he bplievM that . . . matter— g' the ca.ip.

Mind 13 reflected by man ard g' the entire
Life, . . . ff" the multiplication of Iho
Infinite Mind creates and g' all,
and Love which g- all.

No ! God makes and <7"all.
makes and g' man and the universe.

prayer of fervent desire for growth in g'.
Give us g' for to-day ;

They fell away from <?• because they
G' and Truth are potent beyond all other
•the gift of the g- of God— Eph. 3.- 7.

the invisible and infinite power and g\
doctrines of Christ or the miracles of g'
never to try dietetics for growth in g'.

Comeliness and g' are independent of matter.
forming deformity when he would outline g-
has come with some measure of power and g'
called me by His g-,

— Gal. I: 15.

miracle of g' is no miracle to Love.

as well as by other g' of Spirit.

God's g' means for accomplishing

God had been <;• preparing me

metaphorically present the g' of

Evolution describes the g- of human belief,

as was customaty with women of her g\

Materialism g' the human species as

through aii the lower g' of existence.

The departed would g' rise above ignorance
The revelation of Truth . . . came to me g'
this system has g- gained ground,
G" this evidence will gather momentum
As former beliefs were g' expelled
Yet the word g' approaches a higher meaning.

Grant, Genera>l
r 492-18 Discussing his carooaign, General G' aaid :

grant
pr 2-13 the All-loving does not g- them simply on the

10-31 In this case infinite Love will not g' the request.

granted

G" boliaess upon unholineas,

less than C' orDid Jesus understand .

Cutter?
adopted the G' system, to cure dyspepsia.

and to inculcate a g- of faith in God,
A g' of C. 8. does wonders lor mortiils,

g' always recognize a neuter gender,

from earth's sleep to the g- verities of Life,
Works on metaphysics leave the g' point
Mind is the g' creator, and there can be
generally . . . are g- men and women,
illustrated the g' human capacities of being
Suns and planets teach g' lessons.
In the order of Science, ... all is one g' concord.
Divine Science reveals these g' facts.
Man, ... is always beautiful and g-.
cirve them out in g- and noble lives.
reveals the g- realities of His allness.
grow in beauty . . . from one g- root,
I rejoice in the apprehension of this g' verity.
prove to himself, . . . the g- verities of C. S.

accomplish the g- results of Truth and Love.
she had to impart, whUe teaching its g' facts,
senses, afford no indication of the <?• facts
the g- truths of C. S. dispute this error.
mountains stand for solid and g' ideas.
A reaUzation of this g' verity was a source of
The rich in spirit help the poor in one g'
the 5' necessity of existence is to gain the
g' realization of the Golden Shore of Love

charged with the g- trust of heaven,
rapture of his g' symphonies was never heard.

met the mockery of his unrecognized g\
g' and immortality of development,
the g' and bliss of a spiritual sense,
glow in all the g' of universal goodneaa.
the sublime g' of divine Science,

and to cut tli£ rough g-.

pref xii- I

m 63-23
/ 453- 4

grape
fr 600- *

grapes
/ 211-20
b 276-30

g 539-24

graphic
a 52-14

graphically
sp 92-17

grapple
c 29- 2

/ 235-31

ap 569- 4

grasp
13-23
28- 7

98-16
119-10
142-17
147-22

ph 192- 5

/ 209-11
254-12

b 275-10
281-29
327-10

O 349-20

p 381-21

<7 519-12

ap 573- 2

pr
a

sp
s

No charters were g- . . , after 1883,
let us hope it will be g-.
should be g' that the author understands

whether the tender g- appear,— Song 7 : 12.

"the fathers have eaten sour g\— Ezek. IS.- 2.

Divine Science does not gather g- from thorns
"Do men gather g- of thorns?"— Matt. 1: 16.

Isaiah's g' word concerning the coming

The portrayal is stiU g- accurate,

They must g' with sin in themselves and in
love to g- with a new, right idea
Every mortal . . . must g' with and overcome

and so we cannot g' the wonders wrought
determination to hold Spirit in the g- of matter
above the loosening g' of creeds,
to g- the other horn of The dilemma
and causes the left to let go its g- on the
enables you to g- the spiritual facts

only as we . . . g' the true.

intelligence which holds the winds in its g',
mortals g- the ultimate . . . slowly ;

To g' the reality and order of being
as we g' the facts of Spirit.
until his g' on good grows stronger.
in order to g' the meaning of this Science.
will sooner g- man's God-given dominion.
is slow to discern and to g' God's creatioa
is unable to g' such a view.

grasped
an 104-27 leaving the case worse than before it was g'

grass
by

blade of
sp 70-13

ph 191-21

days are as

ph 190-23
r 476-24

from a blade of g- to a star.

By its own volition, not a blade of g' springs up.

As for man, hi.'^ days are as g- :
—Psal. 103 ; 15.

"As for man. Ills days are as ?• :
— Psal. 103 ; 15.

of Getbsemane
a 48-U fell in holy benediction on the ff- of Gethsemane,

sp 81-18

ph 190-15

g 507-12
508- 9

516-13

grateful
pr 3-22

9-2

the (?• seemeth to wither and the flower to
are as the g' springing from the soil
Let the earth bring forth g\— Gen. I: U.
the earth brought forth g'.

— Giti. 1 .• 12.

The g' beneath our feet silently exclaims.

Are we really g' for the good
the author has been most </• for

gratification
a 38-27 living only for pleasure or the g- of the senses,

gratifications
g 536-22 Their narrow limits belittle their g',

gratify
a 49-12
s 163-26

gratitude
pr 3-25

3-26
4-8
4-10
8-15

a 26- 2
m 66-17

p 367-15

gl 595-22

grave
bej'ond the

a 46-24

p 409-30

O, why did they not g' his last human yearning
exhibition of human invention might g'

G' is much more than a verbal expression of
Action expresses more g' than speech,
worthy evidence of our 9" for all that he has
to express loyal and heartfelt g-.

If we feel the aspiration, humility, g\
heart overflows with g- for what he did
Amidst (?• for conjugal felicity, it is well to
oil of gladness and the perfume of g-.
Tithe. Coutribution ; tenth part ; homage ; g:

and progressive state beyond the g'.
cannot . . . expect to find beyond the O' a

death and the
a 39-14 Jesus overcame death and the g'

45- 7 in his victory over death and the g\
49-25 triumph over sin, sickness, death, and the g'.

S 137- 7 victor over sickness, ain, . , . deaih.and ihejj"
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grave
rrom tbe

b 291-26
313-30
317-22

p 509- 6

No resurrection from the g' awaita Mind
which by spiritual power he raised from the g',

alter his resurrection from the g-,

to their apprehension he rose from the g',

lias no power
6 291-28 for the g- has no power over either.

or affection
m 68- 9

robs the
t 275-27
329-28

Jealousy la the 0' of aSection.

It robs the g- of victory.
The true idea . . . robs the g- of victory,

this side of the
o 36-23 punishmenv this side of the g'

a 24-30 enabled their Master to triumph over the g\
sp 73-26 g' mistake to suppose that matter is

s 13S- 1 [hades, the under-world, or the g]
f 244- 8 seen between the cradle and tbe g\
291- 5 these are g' mistakes.

o 353-25 The g- does not banish the ghost of

p 428-20 either a desire to die or a dread of the g',

T 496-23 the spiritual law which says to the g-,

graTe-clothes
p 367- 2 nor bury the morale of C. S. In the g' of Its

graven
m 67- 1 may be g- with the Image of God.

gravitate
e 265- 6 Mortals must g' Godward,

gravitates
b 323-21 g- towards Soul and away from

gravitation
b 272-23 earthward g' of sensualism and Impurity,
g 536-12 If man's spiritual g' and attraction to

gravity
s 149-18 A physician . . . remarked with great g- :

gray
/ 245-14 no care-lined face, no wrinkles nor g- hair,
513- 9 fl' in the sombre hues of twilight ;

great
pr 5-4 The next and g' step required by wisdom

9-13 we shall never meet this g- duty simply by
16- 1 A 5' sacrifice of material things must prM^e

O 23- 3 One sacrifice, however g\ is insufficient to
24-17 views of atonement will undereo a g- change,
25- 1 complete was the g' proof of Truth and Love.
25-30 else we are not improving the g' blessings
2»-10 O- is the reward of self-sacrifice,
33- 7 It was the ff" truth of spiritual being,
33-15 With the g/ glory of an everlasting victory
36-15 a' moral distance between Christianity and
40-19 If a career so g' and good as that of Jesus
42-15 The resurrection of the g- demonstrator
44- 6 place in which to solve the g' problem of being.
44-32 a g' stone must be rolled from the cave's mouth ;

47-18 He knew that the g' goodness of that Master
48-19 0' demonstrator of Truth and Love was silent
49- 9 Had they forgotten the g' exponent of God?
53-21 o" distance between the individual and Truth,

m 66- 1 immortal Shakespeare, g' poet of humanity :

66-10 Through g- tribulation we enter the
68- 5 shall learn how Spirit, the g' architect,

sp 83-24 Between C. S. and . . . superstition a p" gulf
85-18 events of g- moment were foretold by the
91- 7 Here is the g' ijoint of departure for all true
91-12 the sooner man's g' reality will appear

an 104- 9 "Every g' scientific truth goes through three
105-18 in his g- epistle to the Gaiatians,

5 109-32 The three g- verities of Spirit,
112-19 which, like the g- Giver,
115- I the one g- obstacle to the reception of
115- 9 g' difficulty is to give the right impression,
122- 4 the

q-
facts of Life, rightly understood,

125-26 dommion over the atmosphere and the g' deep,
126-28 demonstrations of our g- Master
129-13 there will be "g- tribulation— Mall. 24 . 21.

133- 6 "I have not found so g- faith,— Matt. 8; 10.

135-22 and the 0" work of the Master,
148-32 our g- Master demonstrated that Truth could
149-17 A physician . . . remarked with g' gravity :

151- 8 G- respect is due the motives and
158-14 and endured g' sufferings upon earth.

ph 184-28 always breathed with g' difficulty when the
200-16 The g' truth in the Science of being,
207-23 does not proceed from this g- and only cause.
216-19 The g- mistake of mortals is to suppose that
234-29 laid g- stress on the action of the human mind,
242- 6 Denial of the claims of matter is a ^ step

great
/ 251- 7 Fright fa so <?• at certstn stages of

254-14 derDonstiating th^ g- problem of being,
c 267-10 The g- 1 am made all

b 268- 2 brought to light with g- rapidity
274-16 Jesus demonstrated this g' veritj .

293-19 g- difference being that electricity is not
309-21 to be brought back through g' tribulation,
326-14 the g' healer of mortal mind is the healer oi
328-30 his g' life-work extends through time
329- 9 the g' might of divine Science

o 358-22 g' import to Christianity of those works
p 376-23 0' hopefulness and courage, even when

395- 6 Like the fir' Exemplar, the healer should
397-23 familiar with the b' verities of being.
403- 2 The g- difference between voluntary and
417- 9 If you make the sick realize this g' truism,
423- 5 If the reader of this book observes a g' stir

426-21 destroy the g- fear that besets mortal existence.
427-21 The g' difficulty Ues in ignorance of
428-11 this is the g' attainment by means of which
428-22 The g' spiritual fact must be brought out
433^ 2 with g' solemnity addresses the jury

{ 445^ 9 Teach the g' possibilities of man
445-27 g' danger in teaching . . . indiscriminately,
448- 4 went out to the g' heart of Love,
454-13 g- truth which strips all disguise from error.

T 469-14 the g- truth that God, good, is the only Mind,
494- 5' BO g- a, work as the Messiah's
510-13 And God made two g- lights -.

— Gen. 1 ; 16.

512- 4 And God created g- whales,— Gen. 1 .• 21.
'

515-16 The g' rock gives shadow and shelter.

628-22 declaring what g- things error has done. .

543-15 Thte g' verities of existence are never excluded
646-24 g- spiritual facts of being, like rays of light,
547-20 evolution impUes that the g' First Cause
548^27 endowed by the labors and genius of g- men..
549-27 even this g' observer mistakes nature,
550-21 If . . . then the g- I am is a myth.
555-28 Our g' example, Jesus, could restore

ap 658- * G' is the Lord, and greatly to be— Psal. 48; 1.

560- 6 And there appeared a j?" wonder— Rev. 12; 1.

660-11 The g' miracle, to human sense, is divine Love,
660-24 which made him equal to his g' mission.
662-27 g' is the idea, and the travail portentous.
562-30 and behold a g- red dragon,— Rev. 12 ; 3.

663- 8 The g- red dragon symbolizes a lie,

665- 2 and becomes the g' red dragon, swollen with sin,
666- 4 walking wearily through the g' desert
567-14 And the g- dragon was cast out,— Bev. 12; 9.

568-22 having g' wrath, because he— Rev. 12 .• 12.

668-28 clearer and nearer to the g- heart of Christ;
670-27 should know the (T i<eneflt which Mind haa

wrought.
570-28 also know the g' delusion of mortal mind,
574-22 lifted the seer to behold the g- city,
575-24 the city of the g- King."— Psal. 48; 2.

577-19 interprets this g- example and the g- Exemplar.
577-30 as recorded by the g- apostle,

gl 580-10 an unreality as opposed to the g- reality
587- 5 God. The ff- I am ; the all-knowing, all-seeing,
695- 4 may define Deity as "the g- imknowable ;"

697- 6 The g' Nazarene, as meek as he was mighty,
697-19 spiritual sense unfolds the" g- facts of existence.

(see also fact. Teacher)

greater
a 25- 4 Infinitely g' than can be expressed by
m 61-24 a g' responsibility, a more solemn charge,

63-22 difficulties of g- magnitude,
sp 82-32 hastening to a g- development of power,

95-14 g- or lesser ability of a Christian Scientist

an 104-25 case of the g- error overcoming the lesser.

104-26 g' error thereafter occupies the ground,
s 108-15 the lesser demonstration to prove the g',

121-24 rule that the g- controls the lesser.

123- 2 will surely destroy the g- error

128-13 is capable of g' endurance,
133- 3 Was John's faith g- than that of the
143-16 takes the lesser to relieve the g\
163-25 Nowhere is . . . displayed to a g' extent ;

/ 211- 6 who shall sav whether Truth or erro.r is the o?
223-10 Remember that truth is g' than error^
223-11 and we cannot put the g- Into the less..

223-11 Soul is Spirit, and Spirit is g- than body.
b 333-30 "My Father is g- than l."—Jolm 14 ; 28.

334- 7 not that the Father is g- than Spirit,

334-7,8 but g-, infinitely g-, than the fleshly Jesus,

p 440-15 what g' justification can any deed have,
r 467-18 The g- cannot be in the lesser.

467-20 belief that the g- can be in the lesser

g 508-24 rising from the leaser to the g-,

510-14 the g- light to rule the day,— Gctj. 1; 16.

518-14 lesser Idea of Himself for a link to the f,
634-24 will be g- mental opposition to the

a^ 660-31 a g- ignorance of the divine Principle
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greatest
/ 242- 5 the least of them unto the g/'— Jer. 31 : 34.

p 368- 1 The g' wrong is but a supposititious opposite
376- 6 Just so is it with the g- sin.

greatly
m 61-29 formation of mortals must g' improve
p 411- 1 "Th3 thing which I g- feared— Job 3; 25.

423- 4 for this fear g- diminishes the
( 456-12 g- errs, ignorantly or intentionally,
535- 6 I will 0- multiply thy sorrow— GcTl. 3; 16.

ap 558- * and g- to be praised— Psal. 48; 1.

Great Spirit
r 477-29 "the smile of the G- S"

Grecian
ph 199-32 When Homer sang of the G' gods,

Greece
c 255- 8 cultured scholars in Rome and in G",

6 324-25 Asia Minor. G , and even in imperial Rome.
Greed

p 430-24 G" and Ingratitude, constitute the jury.

*^reed"^

a 47-21 g- for gold strengthened his ingratitude,

Greek
a 2J-21 In Hebrew, G", Latin, and English,
J 134- 4 The word martyr, from the G",

137-31 [the meaning of the G- word petros. or stoTK]

6 313- 3 the full and proper translation of the G),
313-13 is, in the G" Testament, character.

333-14 proper name of our Master in the G' was
r 474-12 marrel is the simple meaning of the G' word
488- 7 The Hebrew and G- words

g 517- 5 derived from two G- words, signifying
524- 4 seen ... in the G- Aphrodite,

gl 590-17 In the G\ the word kurios almost always has

594- 1 (ophis. in G" ; nacash. in Hebrew).
595- 1 The G- word for icind {pneuma) is used also

green
pr 5-19 flourish "like a g- bay tree ;"— Psal. 37; 35.

ph 190-15 the grass . '. . with beautiful g- blades,

g 514-13 or rests in "g- pastures,— Psal. 23; 2.

518-11 I have given every g' herb— Gen. 1 ; 30.

ap 578- * to lie down in g- pastures :— Psal. 23 ; 2.

greet ^ .

s 1,58-24 Evidences of progress . . . (?• us on every hand.

/ 220- 9 violet lifts her blue eye to g- the early spring.

grew
/ 245-11 she literally g- no older.

349-21 Out of this condition g' the prophecy
g 520-20 herb of the field before it g- —Gen. 2; 5.

grief
a 35- 1 and his disciples' g- mto repentance,

50-31 real cross, which Jesus bore up the hill of g',

p 363-29 was her g- sufficient evidence to warrant the

377- 3 If g' causes suffering, convince the

377-15 sudden joy or g- has caused what is termed
386-17 occasions the same g- that the friend's

386-20 correcting the mistake, heals your g-,

386-24 learn at length that there is no cause for 0',

386-27 under the influence of the belief of g-,

435-13 bringing joy instead of g-,

grind
p 380- 7 it will g- him to powder."— A/ott. 21 ; 44.

grinding
pr 10-19 to earn a penny by g- out a prayer.

groan
c 25.5- *

g' within ourselves, waiting for— Rom. 8 ; 23.

groaneth
t 255- * we know that the whole creation g-

— Rom. 8 ; 22.

grope
c 263- 9 he will no longer g- in the dark

gropes
t 463- 2 The material physician g- among phenomena,

groping
s 164- 1 resembles the g' of Homer's Cyclops

promising children in the arms of p" parents,
g- materialism is scientificaUy impossible,
not to impart to dull ears and g' hearts the
"This people's heart is waxed g-,

— Matt. 13 ; 15.

To the mind equally g' . dirt gives no uneasiness,

impurity and . . . which do not trouble the g',

betrays a <? ignorance of the method

the (7" traits of their ancestors,
material body is the ij- portion ;

"The g' substratum is named matter

Led on by the g" element of mortal mind.

gross
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growing
p 39fr-12

g 533-24

ap 570- 3

grown
ph 18»-4

I 455-21

<; 533-18
54^ 5
553-11

grows
pr 5-27

sp 89-16
b 327-10

J> 387-24
433-13

r489- 2

fl 520-25
554-14

growth
and organization

g 548-24 material sense of animal <?• and organization,

nor encourage . . . the expectation of g' worse
The belief ... is g- worse at every step,
the people will chain, . . , the g' occultism

The belief of sin, which has g- terrible
one who has g- into such a fitness for it

According to this belief, the rib . . . has g'
after it has g' to maturity,
to assume that individuals have g' or

He g' worse who continues in sin because
tongue 5" mute which before was eloquent.
until his grasp on good g' stronger.
but ff" stronger because of it.

As the Judge proceeds, the prisoner g' restless.

loses its claw, the claw g' again.
the plant g', not because of seed or soil, but
as he g' up into another false claim,

1 may treasure the memorials of a child's <;•,

prayer of fervent desire for g- in grace,
never to try dietetics for g- in grace.

repentance, reformation, and g- in wisdom

it manifests no material g- from molecule to

child's

pref X
In grace

pr 4- 4

/ 220-25
in wisdom

p 363-30
material
m 68-28

of error

ph 188-22 Sickness is a g- of error,

only through , j, .

m 62-18 only through g- in the understanding oi

probation and . „ „ ,

6 291-24 until probation and g- shall effect the

promotes your
c 266-12 to accept what best promotes your g\

promote the
, . ^ ,»,,,,

ph 195-21 promote the g' of mortal mind out of itsell,

spiritual
(see spiritual)

suhlcot to
s 124-18 represented as subject to g-, maturity, and

this
p 406-23 and this g- will go on until

r 481-17 this g' of material belief,

guess
/ 245-15 Asked to g- her age, those unacquainted wUIl

guesswork
t 459-2& Guided by diyiiie Truth and not o'l

guest
a 32-8
/ 254-32

p 362- 2

363-U

guest's
p 364-14

guests
9 538-6

guidance
» 25-25
5 148-31

151-25
164-8

guide
s 126-30

/ 226-32
6 299-13

p 414-12
t 444- 9
T 467-14
497- 4

ap 566- 6
566-18

guided
pr 7-18
an 106-10

/214- 7

p 429- 8
/ 459-27

ap 566- 1

guides
a 21-22
S 149-28

/ 235-21

ancient custom ... to pass each g' a cup of
stranger, thou art the g' of God.
Jesus was once the honored g' of a
wondering why, . . . the exalted g' dldnot at

once

wash and anoint his g' feet,

at the gate to note the proper g'.

He worked for their g\ that they might
leaves them to the g- of a theology which admits
and her affections need better g ,

said : . . . none can be adopted as a safe g"

I have had no other g' in

trusting Truth, the strong deliverer, to g' mo
g- to the divine Principle of all good,
love will ... 9" and govern mortal mind
God will still g' them into the rght use ot
the one perfect Mind to g- him,
the Bible as our sufficient g- to eternal Life.

so shall the spiritual idea g' all right desires
An awful g', in smoke and flame,

If spiritual sense always g' men,
self governed only when he is </ rightly
<7' into the demonstration of life eternal.
Wlien v/alking, we are g' by the eye.
G- by divine Truth and not guessworkf
As the children of Israel were g'

we have the same railroad g\
Whatever (? thought spiritually benefits

^ _. They should be wise spiritual g' to

b 299-16 giving earnest heed to these spiritual g'

guidetli
(/• "Arcturus with his sons."— Job 38; 32.

m 68-14

ph 190-14
6 291- 9

305-28
310-31

t 463-16

g 520-26

grumble
m 59-23

guarantee
pref vii-18

guard
pr 10-20

fl 48- 6

/ 22.5-10

234-10
t445- 3

458-18

guarded
« 446-29
449-21

guardians
ph 174-13

guarding
g 538- 4

guards
a 526-19
637-15

to your 0" and to your influence on other lives.

Human birth, g\ maturity, and decay
in tiie (/• of Christian character.
not subject to birth, g\ maturity, decay.
neither g\ maturity, nor decay in Soul.

Its beginning wiU be meek, its g- sturdy,

g- is the eternal mandate of Mind.

After marriage. It is too late to g'

only g' of Obedience Is a right apprehension of

the advance g- of progress has
held uncomplaining g' over a world
not to let truth pass the g- until

and g' against false beliefs as watchfully
to g' against the attacks of the
to g- "the tree of life."— Gen. 3; 24.

This must therefore be watched and g- against,

ought to be understood and o" against.

spiritual intuitions ... are our g- In the gloom.

two-edged sword, g' and guiding.

.sword which g- It is the type of

Truth g- the gateway to harmony.

c 257-21

guiding
pref vii-10

r 489-10

9 538- 4

guillotine
s 161-2;

guillotined
p 427-17

guilt
t455- 3

p542- 6
542-10

ap 568- 1

guilty
s 119-14

p 391-19
391-22
405-23
433-17
433-21
434- 3

436-28
442-7

and shine the g' star of being.
not equal to g- the han<h to the mouth.;
a two-edged sword, guarding and g-.

22 knelt before a statue

same after as before

. erected n£ar the g" :

the body g:

mental state of self-condemnation and g'

error hides behind a lie and exciLses g-,

disposition to excuse 9- ... is punishe<l.
Innocence and Truth overcome g- and error.

thereby making Him g- of maintaining

supposed to say, "I am sick," never plead g\
If you sav, "I am sick," you plead g-.

the cumulative effects of a g' conscience.

"G" of liver-complaint in the first degree.'

g- of benevolence in the first degree,

'Delay the execution ;
the prisoner is not g-

charged the jury,
and there resounded

.to find the prisoner g\
the cry. Not g-.

gulf
a
sp

47-19
74-26
83-24

gushing
p 367- 6

gymnast
ph 199-19

placed a g' between Jesus and his betrayer,
There is no bridge across the g- which
Between C. S. and . . . superstition a great g'

better than hecatombs of g- theories.

The feats of the g' prove

H
habit

pr 2-19

p 383-25
The mere h- of pleading with the divine Mind,
Does his assertion prove the use ... a salubri-

ous h',

habitat
p 413-19 Water is not the natural h- of humanity.

habitation
r 477- 6

(7.537-11

ap 577-12

Man is not a material h' for Soul ;

In the first chapter . . . evil has no local h'

This spiritual, holy h' has no boundary

habits
m 62- 5

p 404- 7

habitual
pr 4-12

11-29

Jiades
s 137-32

hail
/ 224-13

h- of obedience to the moral and spiritual law,

suffering which his submission to such h- brings,

The h- struggle to be always good
h' desire to know and do the will of God,

[h-, the under-world, or the graved

were ready to h' an anthropomorphic God,
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balr
/ 215-U no care-linod /aor, no wrlnldp^ nor gray ft-.

p 3f>>- 5 her long h-. which hung loosely

Lairs
p 367-16 with thoae ft- all numbered by the Father.

half
m 86- 8 We do not h- remember this In the sunshine of

/20-i- 7 h- the faith they bestow upon the so-calleil

p 382- 5 If h- the attention given to hygiene were
3«3-21 eating or smoking poison for tf a century,
418-10 Then, if your fidelity is h- equal to the

half-hidden
o 351- 1 sprang from /»• Israelitish history

half-way
an 103-13 separate from any h- Impertinent knowledge,

ph 167-23 It is not wise to take a halting and ft- position
b 274-23 permits no h- position in learning its Principle

hallowed
pr 16-28 H- be Thy name.— Afa/<. 6.-9.

s 134-12 were /»• by the gallows and the cross.

t 462-29 It unfolds the h- influences of unselfishness,

hallowing ^ „ .

m 5»-14 thus h- the union of interests and affections

r 474-24 Despite the /»• influence pf Truth in the

hallucination ^ ^ ^ „
ph 176-24 in caae3 of hysteria, hypochondria, and ft-?

hallucinations
o 348- 4 virtually admit the nothingness of h',

gl 594-24 the oppbsites of God ; errors ; h',

halo
/ 248- 3 Its ft' rests upon its object.

halt
o 34^10 The sick, the ft", and the blind look up to C. S.

halting
ph 167-22 It Is not wise to take a ft- ana half-way position

/ 236-30 While age is ft- between two opinions

halts
p 415- 7 leaps or ft- when It contemplates unpleasant

Ham
Cl 582-24 Canaan (the son of H'). A sensuous belief ;

587-21 definition of

hamlet .„ ^ . ^, ^
s 149-52 there la hardly a city, village, or ft-, in which

hammer
ph 199- 2 if . . . could lift the ft- and strike the anvil,

199- 7 producing such a result on the ft-.

hammering
ph 199- 3 it might be thought true that ft- would

hamper
/ 234- 2 even as ritualism and creed ft- spirituality.

hampers
c 260-17 often ft- the trial of one's wings

band
at

pr 12-5 no power to gain more . . . than Is always at ft-.

ph 174-13 far spent, the day is at ft-"— Rom. 13 ; 12.

p 385-20 you sprain the muscles . . : your remedy is at ft-.

ap 558- * for the time is at ft-.— Rev. 1 ; 3.

every
s 158-25 Evidences of progress . . . greet us on every ft-.

fan in
r 466-27 Science of Christianity comes with fan In ft-

guidlns the
r 489-10 not equal to guiding the ft- to the mouth ;

helping
m 61-10 lends a helping ft- to some noble woman,

c 256-22 and none can stay His ft-, or say— Dan. 4 ; 35.
His

bis
b 321-21 when Moses first put his ft- into his bosom
321-23 restored his ft- to its natural condition

(7 537- 1 and now, lest he put forth his ft-,
— Gen. 3.- 22.

ap 558- 6 had in his ft- a little book open :
— Rev. 10; 2.

559- 1 had in his ft- "a little book,"— Rev. 10: 2.

moves tlie

/ 226-32 as directly as the volition or will moves the ft-.

my
oft 187-18 We say, "My ft- hath done it."

of Love
a 36-27 or that the ft- of Love is satisfied with

on the other
m 58-19 on the other ft-, a wandering desire for
an 103-12 On the other ft-. Mind-science is wholly
b 301-10 On the other ft-, the immortal, spiritual man
333- 8 On the other ft

-

, Christ is not a name so much as
o 354-12 On the other ft-, the Christian opponents
p 364-25 On the other ft-, do they show their regard
( 452-29 On the other ft-, if you had the inclinaiion
r 493- 1 On the other ft-, C. S. speedily shows

hand
rl^ht

pr 1.5-29

a 38-16
41-25

S 141- 7

142-17

/ 233-16
(able and

sp 80-22
thine

p 398-14
vanished

sp 88- 4

Which becko
sp 76- 3

Withered
p 398-13

gain the ear and right ft- of omnipotence
right ft- of the Lord is exalted."— Psal. 118: 16.
then sat down at the right ft- of the Father,
to cut ofT the right ft- and pluck out the
Sensuality palsies the right ft-, and causes
Already the shadow of His right ft- rests upon

mind-power which moves both table and ft-.

"Stretch forth thine h\"—Matt. 12: 13.

the touch of a vanished ft-,

n.^

and the ft- which beckons them.

To the sufferer with the withered ft*

s 126-15 The point at issue between C. S. on the one ft*

160-13 the heart becomes as torpid as the ft-.

ph 179-27 with homrpopathic pellet and powder in ft-,

187-15 the ft-, admittedly moved by the will.

/ 213-28 as the ft-, which sweeps over it, is human or

handcuflfed
p 436-20 It was Fear who ft- Mortal Man and would now

handkerchief
p 379-15 inspecting the hue of her blood on a cambric ft-,

handle
6 321-11 wisdom bade him come back and ft- the serpent,
321-32 taught them how to ft- serpents unharmed,

p 402-26 ft- themselves as they should do.
t 464-18 he could ft- his own case

handled
b 268- * our hands have ft-, of the Word— I John 1 : 1.

handles
pft 176-31 Truth ft- the most malignant contagion

handmaid
a 36- 9 since justice Is the ft- of mercy.

hands
at the

p 441-23 executed at the ft- of our sheriff, Progress.
clap their

/ 220-10 The leaves clap their ft- as nature's untired
cleansed their

s 133-32 Creeds and rituals have not cleansed their ft-

enemies*
a 51-13 give his temporal life Into his enemies' ft- ;

her
s 159- 6 Her ft- were held, and she was forced into

his own
p 422-29 Not holding the reins of government In tii3

own ft-,

Into the
p 436- 4 After betraying him Into the ft- of your law,
t 459-17 like putting a sharp knife into the ft- of a

Its own
pft 170-32 which takes divine power Into Its own ft-

p 378-24 and take the government into its own ft-.

Join
s 122-17 sky and tree-tops apparently join ft-,

lips or
/ 212-26 we say the lips or ft- must move In order to

my
s 156- 6 A case of dropsy, . . . fell Into my ft-.

of God
(! 521- 8 In the ft- of God, not of man,

of ignorance
b 305- 1 left In the ft- of ignorance,

on the sicl<

a 38-U they shall lay ft- on the sick,— AfarJt 16: 13.

b 328-25 They shall lay ft- on the sick,— Mark 16: 18.

o 359-27 they shall lay ft- on the sick,— i\/arfc 16: 13.

p 362- * they shall lay ft- on the sick,— Mark 15: 18.

our
6 268- * our h- have handled, of the Word— I John 1 : 1.

shook
p 442- 9 We noticed, as he shook ft* with his counsel,

such ^ . . . ,^ 1
a 31- 5 God will never place It in such ft-.

Thy
pft 200-15 dominionover theworks of Thy ft-.— Psa/. 8: 6.

use those
a 44-17 that he might use those ft- to remove the

without
t 454- 8 path which leads to the house built without ft*

a 38-15 Here the word ft- is used metaphorically,
sp SO-20 that mind, without the aid of ft-,

an 105- 1 The ft-, without mortal mind to direct them,

p 432-27 prisoner to escape from the ft- of justice.
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hangs
p 43fr-10 Upon this statute h- all the law

haply .. 1.

p/» 198-20 /» causes a vigorous reaction upon ItselT,

happens ^ ^ ,^. ,

p 397-13 When an accident h-, you think

r 486- 4 Suppose one accident h- to the eye,

m 57-32 To h' existence by constant Intercourse with

happiness

c 261- 3 Principle of all h\ harmony, and Immortality.
and existence , , , ^ j i •

o 356-14 to each other's h- and existence.

p 407-19 in the scale of health, h\ and existence,

r 487- 1 find a higher sense of /»• and existence.

and Eoodness ,,, .,.. ,

/ 244- 8 /»• and goodness would have no abiding-place

/ 232- 5 beliefs we commonly entertain about /»• and life

6 308-10 looking for A" and life in the body,
and success . , ^ i j

p 405-U conspirators against health, /»•, and success.

circumscribe , ., . ,
.

, .,

m 61- 1 We cannot circumscribe h- within the

crush out
, 1 . , . . u J

p 407-11 they crush out h', health, and mannooa.
each other's . ,, , ^ , ,. »v . v.m 59- 4 most tender solicitude for each other s h ,

o 356-14 to each other's /»• and existence.

existence and . . ^ , » j i
545-17 false view, destructive to existence and n\

fatal to
m 59-26 for deception Is fatal to 7»".

srslnliiflr

6 327-28 seeking material means for gaining h'.

barmony and
, . ^ j tm 60- 3 higher in the scale of harmony and n\

beaitb and
s 152-27 driven to a spiritual source for health and h'.

c 261- 8 The effect of mortal mind on health and h- la

»Itbeaitb or
442-12 his countenance beaming with health and h'.

bis
p 420-24 at Its best, is not promotive of health or h\

ph 172- 2 constitutes his h- or misery,
p 383-13 emigrant,, whose filth does not affect his h',.

hope of
m 61-20 What hope of y»*, . . . can Inspire the child who

baman
m 65- 2 human h- should proceed from man's highest

la spiritualm 57-18 H- Is spiritual, bom of Truth and Love.
life and

c 262-21 will then drop the false estimate of life and &•,

g 636-28 give up their belief in perishable life and h- ;

man's -

b 304-18 Man's h- Is not, therefore, at the disposal of

of beingm 60-26 not discerning the true h- of being,
6 286- 1 relates most nearly to the h' of being.

of mortals
p 397- 4 on the morals and the /» of mortals,. _

of wedlock
m 68-21 a poor augury for the h- of wedlcwk.

of your wife ...m 5»-l8 the welfare and h- of your wife
or misery

s 122-H its status of h- or misery.
ph 172- 2 constitutes his h- or misery.

Oursult of
s 161-18 life, liberty, and the pursuit of h\"

fifIII seelclns
b 290- 8 Still seeking />* through a material,

*roe
, ^ ^m sa-lO true h\ strength, and permanence.

60-26 not discerning the true h- of being,
b 337- 7 For true /»•, man must harmonize with hl9

would be won
b 290-17 /»' would be won at the moment of dissolution,

m 80-30 ana ft' would be more readily attained
61- 6 or h' will never be won.

/ 260-31 nor will Science admit that /»• Is ever the sport of
291- 2 that h- can be genuine in the midst of

happy
a 65-17 My weary hope tries to realize that /»• day,
m 60- 5 a ft' and permanent companionship.

65-18 powerlessness of vows to make home h',

5 121-12 glad in God's perennial and h- sunshine,

ph 195- 4 said that he should never be /»• elsewhere.

/ 236-27
'
verities that will make them h- and good.

6 297-2 Mortal belief says, "You are /Jl"

harbingers
/ 224-20 the h' of tnith's full-orbed appearing-

hard
a 23- 8 The atonement la a h' problem in theology,
/ 225-24 T,egally to abolish unpaid servitude . . .wash",
p 435-23 His friends struggled h' to rescue the prisoner
1 449- 2 your own wrists manacled, it is /»• to break

hardened
p 404-18 The healthy sinner is the h- sinner.

harmer
ph 197-19 that made them h- than our trained

hardly
s 149-32 To-day there is h' a city, village, or hamlet,

harlots
o 20- 7 publicans and the h' go into the— Matt. 21 ; 31.

harm
an 103-32 In C. S., man can do no h-,

ph 180- 3 should be taught to do the body no h'

197-32 will h- his patients even more than
198- 2 has in belief more power to h- man than

/ 234-32 and do no more h- than one's belief perniits.
344-14 misrepresentations, which /»• the sick ;

352-18 ought to fear a reality which can h' them
p 385-18 you can do without /»• to yourself.

442-31 mental malpractice cannot h' you
t 448-32 foolish deceit, doing one's self the most h\
g 557- 3 moving and playing without K-, like a fish.

harmful
p 405-29 pains of sinful sense are less h- than Its

413- 6 A single requirement, beyond ... is /»',

1 459-21 ignorance is more />* than
harmless

sp 97-11 and the blow of the Other will become /»•.

ph 177-32 a few persons believe the potion ... to be /»,

/ 243- 4 The divine Love, which made h' the ^,
280- 6 All things beautiful and h- are Ideas of Mind.

g 514-28 Paul proved the viper to be /»•.

614-29 God's creatures, . . . areh',

harmonies
m 60-28 and teach us life's sweeter /»•.

p 382- 2 matter, opposed to the /»' of Spirit,
t 452-23 spiritual sense of Truth unfolds its h',

harmonious
a 29-31 Immortal evidence that Spirit Is h-

m 68-31 the unbroken links of eternal, h' being
sp 88-14 Ideas are spiritual, h', and eternal.

an 102- 2 God governs all that is real, />•, and
s 10»-17 I knew the Principle of all h- Mind-action to be
114-28 universe,.including man; Is spiritual, h-, and
125- 5 Moral conditions will be found always /»•

125- 9 and therefore more h' in his manifestations
129- 3 Its logic is as h- as the reasoning of an
130-22 ability of Spirit to make the body /»•,

151-27" entire being is found h' and
157-30 proof that Life is continuous and h'

ph 166-31 man found to be h' and immortal.
184-18 man is h' and eternal.
198-22 a picture of healthy ahd h- formations.

/ 207-29 Is h- and Is the ideal of Truth.
208-28 he makes it ft" or discordant according to
209-24 man and the universe will be found ft' and
214-17 being will be understood and found to be ft'.

216-15 This understanding makes the body ft' ;

232- 7 Security for the claims of ft' and eternal being
239-26 If . . . from the divine Mind, action is ft-.

c 259-30 to the end that they may produce ft' results.

b 273-17 never made mortals whole, ft', and immortal.
273-18 . Man is ft' when governed by Soul.
283- S to retard or check its perpetual and ft* action.

291-15 manifestations of Mind are ft' and immortal,
'296-12 reveals man and Life, ft', real.'and eternal.

30O-I6 The inharmonious and . . . never touch the ft'

302-15 ft' and Immortal man has existed forever,
306-27 Is unfolding to mortals the Immutable, ft',

320-18 man's eternal and ft' existence as image.
322- 8 before ft' and im.mortaj man is obtained
335-27 Reality is spiritual, ft', immutable,
335-29 Nothing unspiritual can be real, ft', or etemaL
33ft-26 are inseparable, ft', and eternal.

346-13 we are ft' only as we cease £o
347-30 The ft' will ai)pear real, , , „ .

351-25 demonstrating the all-incluslv^ness of ft' Truth.
355-12 let the ft' and true sense of Life

p 376-23 the true facts in regard to ft- being,
388-31 If mortals think that food disturbs the ft*

407-23 spiritual, perfect, ft' in every action.

409-32 Death will not make us ft' and immortal
412-26 and the fact of ft' being,
419- 7 His ideas alone are real and ft*.

420- 2 no metastasis,- no stoppage of ft' action,
420-31 to the ft' facts of Soul and immortal being.

t 444-28 Immortals, ... are one ft' family ;
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harmonious

T 472- 8 with that which is h' and eternal.
472-24 God and His creation, h' and eternal.
478-19 That body is most h' in which the
480-13 // action proceeds from Spirit, God.
488- 1 brings out the enduring and /»• phases? of things.
49.5-18 calm trust, that the recognition of life /f

{see also man)
harmoniously

a 39-^7 divine Principle . . . governs the universe h'.
s 120-21 reveals man as h' existent in Truth,
/ 219-21 includes no rule of discord, but governs h'.
b 310-16 around which circle If all things in
p 392-26 you wilt control yourself h'.

harmonize
s 163-29 To h' the contrarieties of medical doctrines
6 337- 8 man must h' with his Principle,

Harmony
ap 576- 2 and the Peaceful Sea of H\

harmony
all Is

b 331-15 Therefore in Spirit all is h',
r 489-29 Outside the material sense of things, all \3 h'.

tknd happiness
m 60- 3 higher in the scale of h. and happiness.

and Immortality
sp 76-22 the perfect h- and immortality of Life,
c 261- 3 all happiness, h\ and immortality.
6 280-28 His own individuality, k\ and immortality,
311-24 prevails . . . through h' and immortality.
324- 7 Unless the h' and immortality of man

p 380-25 produces in man health, ft', and immortality.
381-24 The ft- and immortality of man
428- 5 resolves . . . into />,• and immortality.

r 492-28 is divine, demonstrating h- and immortality.
g 521-12 The h' and immortality of man are intact.

and reward
a 21- 8 that they shall reach his ft- and reward.

and Science
b 299-27 hide Truth, health, ft-, and Science,

attain
/ 251-30 before we can attain ft-.

bringing
ap 561-15 God and His Christ, bringing ft- to earth.

bring out
p 424- 9 in order to . . . bring out ft-.

brings out all
s 132-13 divine Principle which brings out all ft',

p 378-28 or to chUl ft- with a long and cold night of discord.
confers

p 418-21 Truth is affirmative, and confers ft-

depredatlons on
r 490- 4 this belief commits depredations on h\

determines tbe
pft 167- 9 determines the ft- of our existence.

discord or

^. J 21^28 discoursing either discord or ft- according as
disturbed ^

J. P *^^J human belief in ill-health, or disturbed ft-.
dlTlne Principle of

t 445-25 hiding the divine Principle of ft-,
ap 573-16 God, the divine Principle of ft-.

establish
pft 189- 9 no more deny the power of C. S. to establish ft-

eternal

^''^'^ioio "lisdaystar. . .lighting the way to eternal ft-.m 62-29 Our false views of life hide eternal ft-

I «SZ I o ^Q ^°^ ^'/}^"' ^S^'^f^
*° «"'er . . . eternal ft-.

, i^n o? 1- v.' ''Sj^'ly understood, leads to eternal ft-.
r 479-25 light, understandmg, and eternal ft-

lSl~of ?^1?'?
"°

^1'P ... to preserve the eternal ft-

-ni"??
the Science of man's eternal ft- breaks their

006-11 Ood, unites understanding to eternal ft-
548- 8 man has never lost his . . . eternal ft-

gl 598-29 consciousness of his immortality and eternal ft-,acts of
356- 7 Discord can never establish the facts of ft-.

gateway to
g 537-16 Truth guards the gateway to ft-

haste towards
9/586-22 Gad (Jacob's son). . . . haste towards ft-.

health and
^^ ,Ic"^i

the communicator of truth, health, and ft-
s 146- 9 health and ft- have been sacrificed
p 412-27 normal conditions of health and ft-

heaTen-bestowed
/ 253-10 your divine rights, and heaven-bestowed ft-,

neavenly
'

ap 560-11 interprets the Principle of heavenly ft-.

sp %-i Love will finally mark the hour of ft-,immutable
b 298- 6 silences for a while tbe voice of immutable ft-.

harmony
In man

b 276-14 H- In man is as real and immortal as in music.
304-20 H- in man is as beautiful as in music.

Is the fact
p 412-23 insist that ft- is the fact.

Is tbe real

ap 563- 2 ft- is the real and discord the unreal.
Is the somethlngness

b 276-27 H- is the sometkingness named Truth,
Is universal

p 414-22 Even so, ft- is universal, and discord is unreal,
keynote of

p 410-30 begins with Christ's keynote of ft-,
law of

s 134-22 natural law of ft- which overcomes discord,
light and

6 2S0- 4 thelight and ft- which are the abode of Spirit,
g 501-12 which God illustrated by light and ft-,
503-28 God, Spirit, dwelling in infinite light and ft*

loss of
p 408- 2 sickness is loss of ft-.

man's
s 150-26 The doctrine that man's ft- is governed by

pft 170-10 present. . . . the Principle of man's ft-.

/ 232-22 He referred man's ft- to Mind, not to matter,
normal as

p 368-12 beliefs . . . that discord is as normal as ft-,
obtained

p 427-12 understood and ft- obtained.
of all things

/ 215- 2 Nothing can hide from them the ft- of all things
of being

pr 6-15 To reach heaven, the ft- of being,
sp 79-16 introduces the ft- of being,
s 123- 5 could not affect the ft' of being as does the
p 400-27 to bring out the ft- of being.

423-20 regarding the truth and ft- of being as
427-15 Nothing can interfere with the ft- of being

g 553- 6 an understanding of the ft- of being.-
of health

p iOQ- 9 Mortals obtain the ft- of health, only as
of man

p 392-10 the health, holiness, and ft- of man,
423-13 and it restores the ft- of man.

of .Science

sp 81-27 material sense hides the ft- of Science,
g 514-29 moving in the ft- of Science,

ap 562-15 divine Principle of man in the ft- of Science.
of Soul

p 390- 5 never deny the everlasting ft- of Soul,
or health

s 159-26 to ascertain how much ft-, or health,
origin of

/ 217- 5 notion . . . tones are lost in the origin of ft-.

peace, and
p 417- 2 find health, peace, and ft- in God,

perfect
sp 76-22 the perfect ft- and immortality of Life,
s 130-10 reality is in perfect ft- with God,
9 511- 1 governing the universe, ... in perfect ft'.

perpetual
p 381-28 abide by the rule of perpetual ft-,

perpetuates
sp 85- 8 whatever constitutes and perpetuates ft-,

primeval
ap 565-23 stars sang together and aU was primeval ft-,

produce
r 486-20 yet supposes Mind unable to produce ft- 1

production of
pft 183-18 action of Truth is the production of ft',

proof of
b 340- 2 make life its own proof of ft' and God.

realm of
5 138- 9 a firm foundation in the realm of ft',

received the
a 54- 6 but earth received the ft'

recognition of
ap 576-24 man possesses this recognition of ft'

recognize
/ 228-17 will recognize ft- as the spiritual reality

reign of
sp 93-32 the reign of ft' in the Science of being,
s 122- 7 the actual reign of ft- on earth.
gl 5G0- 1 The reign of ft- in divine Science ;

592-20' the kingdom of heaven, or reign of ft'.

represents
ap 560-10 Heaven represents ft',

restores
p 390- 9 the right understanding of Him restores ft'.

reverse of
t 447-17 When sin or sickness— the reverse of ft'

Science and
pft 192-19 this teaching accords with Science and ft'-

sclentlflc
r 486-12 wiU not establish his scientific ft-.
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harmony
spiritual

/248- 2

6 288-14

g b03-- 9

521- 3

SBprcme
ap 57^-15. even the declaration from heaven, supreme h\

tones of
natural musiciaa catches the tones of /»",

and glorious freedom of spiritual h\
conflict . . . will cease, and spiritual h' reign,
constitute spiritual h',— heaven and etermty
to conscious spiritual /»" and eternal being.

s 145- 2

true
m 57-10

ultimate
6 324- 4

universal
/ 208-23
6 293-29
r 483-19

Tolce from
ap 559-16

With God
S 130-10
131- 4

their true A' is in spiritual oneness.

helps to precipitate the ultimate h'

the reigrn and rule of universal h-,

C. S. brings to light . . . universal h',

and reveals the universal /».•

Then will a voice from h' cry .

reality is in perfect h' with God,
in order to be in h' with God,

with the truth
sp 84-8 to be in h- with the truth of being,

working out the
a 26-32 working out the h' of Life and Love.

would lose
6 304-23 they would lose h\ if time or accident

yield to the

pref viii- 6 must yield to the h' of spiritual sense,
3 162-11 it may yield to the /»' of the divine Mind.

C. S.

but it tends to bring us into h- with It.

An ill-attuned ear calls discord h\
To gain 0. S. and its h',

in h' with our Constitution and Bill of Rights,
Truth, Life, and Love can give h\
If we concede the same reality to discord as to /i",

as lasting a claim ... as has h'.

and if so, h' cannot be the law of being.
and then expect that the result will be ft".

There is but one way to heaven, h',

law of Life instead of death, of /»• instead of
H- Is produced by its Principle,
If mortals caught h' through material sense,
able ... to make h- the reality
belief that . . . discord Is as real as h',

against Life, health, h'.

conquer discord of every kind with h',
from immortal Mind, there is h' ;

use of tobacco or ... is not in h' with
knows no lapse from nor return to h',

freedom, h', and boundless bliss.

belief, which makes h' conditional upon death
Being is holiness, /», immortality.
and silence discord with h\
Error excludes itself from h'.

or ... ft' will never become the standard of
C. S. reveals ft* as proportionately increasing
serpent is perpetually close upon the heel of ft".

Heaven, i/" ; the reign of Spirit ;

spiritual facts and ft" of the universe ;

Mortal mind is the ft" of many strings,

niversity
Dr. Benjamin Waterhouse, Professor in H' U\

summer and winter, seedtime and ft*

separates the tares and wheat in time of ft"

to reap the ft" we have not sown,
grow side by side until the ft" ;

what will the ft" be, when tbis

Opium and ft" eaters mentally travel far

when thou ft" shut thy door,— Mait. 6." 6.

why ft" Thou forsaken me?"— Malt. 27 ." 46.

Now we know that thou ft" a devil.— John 8: 52.

Be not in ft" to take the vow
Gad (Jacob's son). ... ft" towards harmony.

Death can never ft" this state of

ft" the final demonstration of what life la

belief that we are ... ft" to death,
ft" to a greater development of power,
mortals are ft" to learn that Life is God,

p 406-27 ft" on to physical ^nd moral doom.

pr 2-16
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Hauser, Kaspar
ph 191-17 Ttie authentic history of Kaspar //• is a

have
pref viii-16

pr 1- *

1-*

On this basis C. S. will ft- a fair fight.
he shall h- whatsoever he sailh.— Mark 11; 23.

and ye shall h' them.— Mark 11 ; 24.

1- * what things ye h' need of.
— A/oH. 6; 8.

3-9 we /!• only to avail ourselves of
3-24 avail ourselves of the blessings we h',

6- 9 supposition that we h' nothing to do but
8-27 than we are willing to h' our neighbors see?
9-24 and material sense and human will h' no place.
14- 6 to h', not mere emotional ecstasy or
15-12 that man may h' audience v.-ith Spirit.

fl 19-26 Those who cannot ... /i' no part in God.
19-29 "Thou shalt /r no other gods— Exod. 20; 3.

19-31 Thou shalt h' no belief of Life as mortal ;

21-17 We h- separate time-tables to consult,
21-19 and we h' little opportunity to help each other.
21-21 we h' the same railroad guides,
23-22 faith and the words corresponding thereto h'
26- 7 h' the cup of sorrowful effort to drink
29- 5 If they keep the faith, they will h' the crown
31- 9 ft' no record of his calling any man by the name
39- 8 We must h' trials and self-denials,
40- 6 when I h' z. convenient season
41-11 hypocrite may h- a flowery pathway here, but
41-22 Jesus foresaw the reception C. S. would h"

45-27 flesh and bones, as ye see me/i'."— Luke 24; 39.

47-29 St. ,Iohn, of whose death we h' no record.
m 61- 4 must h' ascendency over the evil

62- 3 h- the sanctity of virginity.
6&-14 higher joys of Spirit, which h' no taint of earth.
09-21 Do you h' one God and creator,

sp 70-* them that h- familiar spirits,
— /sa. 8; 19.

75- 5 to /i' a material investiture,
76-19 they will h' no power over man,
76-28 those who h' the final understanding of Christ
79-18 bade men h' the Mind that was in the Christ.
79-25 says : . . . You h' nervous prostration,
80- 1 We h' strength in proportion to our
81- 8 ha, continued existence after death
87-30 We h- but to close the eyes.
95-20 even human invention must h' its day,

an 101-17 and h' nothing in common with either
102-12 planets h' no more power over man than
105- 5 To say that these tribunals h' no

i 107-19 "I h- no pleasure in them."— Eccl. 12; 1.

112-11 these opinions may h' occasional gleams of
121-13 So we h- goodness and beauty to gladden the
125-26 The mariner will h- dominion over the
127-21 ft-— as matter— no intelligence, life, nor
130-14 good and its sweet concords ft- all-power.
136-21 That a wicked king . . . should ft- no
141-30 Let it ft- fair representation by the press.
150-18 science (so-called) of physics would ft-

151-19 brain, etc., ft- nothing to do with Life,
151-32 we ft- overwhelming proof.
153-26 and we ft- smallpox because others ft- it ;

155-32 is it safe to say that the less in quantity you ft-

160- 6 for they ft- no innate power.
ph 167-17 To ft- one God and avail yourself of the

169-29 Whatever teaches man to ft- other laws
179-20 ailment, which a wild hor.se might never ft-,

181-30 If you ft- more faith in drugs
183- 6 discords ft- no support from nature
185-13 They ft- their birth in mortal mind,
185-18 Such theories ft- no relationship to C. S.,
188-13 is like the dream we ft- in sleep,
188-25 and you ft- an abundant or scanty crop
18)i-29 physical senses ft- no immediate evidence of
190- 1 Next we ft- the formation o'f so-called
192-20 you can ft- no power opposed to God,
196-17 They ft- no relation to God
200-14 "Thou madest him to ft- dominion— Psa!. 8; 6.

/ 206- 1 we can ft- no other Mind but His,
208- 6 and move, and ft- our being."— Ads 17; 28.
211-24 If it is true that nerves ft- sensation,
212-16 and the nerves ft- no sensation.
212-17 Mortals ft- a moduff of their own,
216-32 and ft- but one Mind, even God ;

219-15 what we do not wish to ft- manifested.
219-16 if we would ft- it strong ;

220- 3 ft- continual colds, catarrh, and cough."
228- 9 we shall ft- no dangerous inheritances.
228-29 supposition that sin, . . . and death ft- power.
231-17 discords ft- only a fabulous existence,
238-10 said, "I ft- nothing left but Christ."
238-27 ft- no time for gossip about false law or
242-11 to ft- no other consciousness of life
244- 9 goodness would ft" no abiding-place
247-31 recipe for beauty is to ft- less illusion
249- 3 and so let us ft- one God, one Mind,
249-19 Organization and time ft- nothing to do with
2.54-18 for we ft- not the power to

c 25>- *
ft- the firStfruits of the Spirit,— Rom. 8; 23.
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so-called .senses ft- no cognizance of either
Mortals ft- a very imperrect sense
They ft- their day before the permanent facts
from Him in whom we ft- our being.
they ft- the same authority for the
may ft- fellowship uilh— I John 1 ; 3.

and they ft- this advantage over the
Meekness and charity ft- divine authority.
ft- the opportunity now, as aforetime,
but all ft- one Spirit, God,
Spirit can ft- no opposite.
they ft- the advantage of being eternal.

Through this error, human belief comes to ft'

"Thou Shalt ft- no other gods— Exod. 20; 3.

ft- neither Principle nor permanency.
Mind can ft- no starting-point.
They ft- neither Principle nor permanence,
the infinite God can ft- no unlikeness.
To suppose that sin, lust, ... ft- life

Human thoughts ft- their degrees of
he would ft- no eternal Principle
If . . . God would ft- no representative.
Thou shalt ft- one God, one Mind.
mortal sense would fain ft- us so believe.
and matter shall seem to ft- life

impossible . . . to ft- an intelligence separate
else the clay would ft- power over the potter.
ft- not the reality of suostance.
the Scriptures ft- both a spiritual and
to realize their need of what they ft- not,
you ft- no right to question the great might
never to admit that sin can ft- intelligence.
"Thou shalt ft- no other gods— Exod. 20; 3.

man shall ft- no other spirit or mind but God,
all men shall ft- one Mind.
I desire to ft- no faith in evil or
We ft- the gospel, however,
effect Christian Scientists may ft- on the sick,
belief that . . . these healers ft- wonderful
Is it likely that church-members ft-

than they ft- in their own accredited and
because the patients ft- more faith in

says : "I ft- spiritual ideals,

replies : ... I ft- no mind-ideals except
replies : . . . I ft- no notion of losing my
Both you caimot ft-.

If you try to ft- two models,
then you practically ft- none.
and move, and ft- our being."— Acts 17; 28.

we ft- the apostolic warrant for asking :

When we come to ft" more faith in the truth
than we ft- in error,
what ft- they of the advantages of Mind
Disquisitions on disease ft- a mental effect
then we must ft- more faith in God
muscles ft- no power to be lost,
after admitting that it must ft-' its course.
we live, move, and ft- our being in the infinite

says that you may catch cold and ft" catarrh ;

If printers and authors ft- the shortest spaa
we ft- hope in immortality ;

You ft- no law of His to support the
you ft- divine authority for denying
// no fear that matter can ache, swell,
self-evident that matter can ft- no pain
the sick usually ft- little faith in it till they
Never ^ay. . .how much you ft- to contend with
as if matter could ft- gensation.
both ft- their origin in the human mind.
We ft- no right to say that life

A child may ft" worms, if you say so,
disease, and death ft" no foundations in
Never tell the sick that they ft- more courage than
Bones ft- only the substance of thought which
His parents, ... ft- so believed.
You will ft- humors, just so long as
If you ft- sound and capacious lungs
it must also ft- an ending,
ft- faith in all the sayings of our Master,
Although I ft- the superintendence of

"May God ft- mercy on your soul,"
and let them ft- dominion.— Gen. 1 ; 26.

what greater justification can any deed ft'.

We ft- no trials for sickness before the
We ft- no authority in C. S. . . . to attempt to
forsaketh them shall ft- mercy."— Prov. 28; 13

must "ft- her perfect work."— Jas. 1 ; 4.

feeling that you ft- no more to do for them.
never . . . fears to ft' fairly understood.
that error will finally ft- the
he will ft- nothing in common with the
manifestations of C. S. . . . ft- one Principle.
"Thou shalt ft- no other gods— Exod. 20; 3.

shalt ft- no intelligence, . . . but that which
all men ft- one Mind, one God and Father,
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a 26-17
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if, would also h' an endinc:.
We can h' but one Mind, if that one i.^i infinite.
for evil can ft" no place, where all
ft- unity of Principle and spiritual powerThe children of God ft' but one Mind.
and we should h' a self-evident absurdity
ft' dominion over the fish— Gen. 1 : 26.

What evidence of Soul ... ft' you within
the child must ft' a material, not a
you will ft' the scientific signification.
and you can ft' no faith in falsehood
they ft' more the significance of
Nerves ft' no more sensation, . . . than the
Mortal belief would ft' the material senses
may ft' an attractive personality.
to ft' one Mind, and to love another as
H' Christian Scientists any religious creed?
They ft' not, if by that term is meant
as we would ft' them do unto us ;

Here we ft' the explanation of another
Ein, disease, and death ft" no record in the
angels of His presence, which ft' the holiest
ft' dominion over the fish— Gen. 1 .' 26.

"Let them ft' dominion."— Gen. 1/26.
we ft' not as much authority for considering
as we ft' for considering Him feminine,
they all ft' one Principle and parentage.
and ft" dominion over the fish— Gen. 1 : 28.

We ft' nothing in the animal kingdom which
we should ft' faith to fight all claims of

saying, . . . Bow down to me and ft' another
Who will say that . . . animals ft' a
move, and ft' our being,"— Acts 17.' 28.

Sin, sickness, and death ft' no record in the
mortal man and sin ft' a beginning,
they must consequently ft' an end,
Creatures of lower forms . . . are supposed to 7i',

ft' no right to assume that individuals
Error would ft' Itself received as mind,
matter and evil, which ft' no Principle ;

We confess to ft' a very wicked heart
speak "as one ft' authority."— Matt. 7: 29.
This is ft' our part in the at-one-ment
as a pendulum swinging ... ft' no fixity.
This is ft' part in the atonement ;

II' eyes ye see not,
and ft' ears ye hear not ;

a race ft' higher aims and motives.
ft' no scientific basis nor origin,
H' more faith in others than in herself,
H' neither moral might, spiritual basis, nor
ft' other gods and believing in more than
H' sought man's spiritual state,
temptation to believe in matter aa . . h'
ft' exhausted the skill of the doctors,
ft' "dominion over the fish— Gen. 1 ; 26.

governed by his Maker, ft' no other Mind,
//' no consciousness of time, she literally
II' one God, one Mind, unfolds the
man is found ft' no righteousness of his own,
II' faith in the divine Principle of
ft' the stronger evidence of Truth
Not ft' this spiritual affection,
ft' only human approval for their sanction,
speak to disease as one ft' authority
II' seen so much suffering from quackery,
H' no other gods, turning to no other but
ft' that Mind which was also in Christ.,
"ft' no hope, and without God— Eph. 2: 12.
all ft' the same Principle, or Father :

as h: broken away from Deity
ft' dominion over all the earth.
the sea, ... is represented as h' passed away.
ft' no truth to support it,
ft' seven heads and ten horns,— Rev. 12; 3.
ft' great wrath, because he— Rev. 12.' 12.
"//' ears, hear ye not?"— Mark 8; 18.
"H- eyes, see ye not?"— Mar* 8; 18.

to fancy that . . . new-mown ft* can cause

cerebro-splnal meningitis, h', and rose-cold?

more than H' has already done,
since II' is unchanging wisdom and Love.
for //' already knows all.
of anything H' does not already
//' who is immutably right will do right
is not separate from the wisdom II' bestows.
The talents //• gives we must improve.
H' knows all things and rewards according to
prove what God is and what II' does for man,
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HEAD

l<»aTn the lessons //' trarhcp?
"H' uttered His voice, the earth— Psal. 46; 6.
in which all that // has made is pronounced
God being All-in-all, //' made medicine ;

If drugs are part of God's creation, which. . . IT
If H' could create drugs intrinsically bad.
If H' creates drugs at all and designs them
//' sent His word, and healed— Psal. 107; 20.
II' can do all things for us in sickness as
Is God creating anew what H' has already
H' destroys them, and brings to light
not . . . that // should make man sick,
this II' does by means of Mind," H' come whose right it is."— Ezek. 21; 27.
and II' has built it on diviner claims.
all that H' makes is good and will stand
"Whom the Lord loveth H'— Heb. 12 ; 6.

H' does not produce moral . . . deformity ,

When we wait patiently on God . . . //directa
nor can H' be understood aright through
H' who, in the language of Scripture,
Thus H' teaches mortals to lay down their
and therefore H' is divine Principle.
Scriptures declare all that II' made to be good,
is good, and reflects God as H' is.

how can //• be absent or suggest the absence of
filled with spiritual ideas, vvhich H' evolves,
H' would be without a witness
what things soever H' doeth,— John 5; 19.
and H' made all.

If H' dwelt within what H' creates,
H' is all-inclusive, and is reflected by
H' fills all space,
H' that raised up Christ— Rom. 8; 11.
out of the mouth of babes H' wiU perfect praise.
as incapable of producing sin, . . . as fr is of
will not punish man for doing what H'
how dare we attempt to destroy what H' hath
H' putteth no trust in His— see Job 4; 18.

His angels H' chargeth with— see Job 4; 18.
H' is not the author of barbarous codes.
H' cannot annul these regulations by an
no more the author of sickness than H' is of sin.
'The Lord if- is God— Deut. 4; 35.
When H' commissions a messenger, it is one who
all that if' creates are perfect and eternal.
That which H' creates is good,
and H' makes all that is made.
H' that is holy, II' that is true,— Rev. 3: 7.

H' that hath the key .of David,— Rev. 3 ; 7.

H' that opcnelh, and no man— Rev. 3; 7.

and the darkness H' called Night.— Gen. 1 ; 5.

even as H' opens the petals of a
the waters caUed H' Seas :

— Gen. 1 ; 10.

II' made the stars also.— Gen. 1 ; 16.

in the image of God created II' him ;
— Gen. 1 ; 27.

male and female created H' them.— Gen. 1 ; 27.
sa'A^ everything that H' had made,— Gen. 1 ; 31.
How could H' be otherwise, since the
His work which H' had made ;

— Gen. 2 ; 2.

H' rested on the seventh day— Gen. 2 ; 2.

all His work which H' had made.— Gen. 2: 2.

that H' should now be called Jehovah?
after God's mind shaped H' him ;

and H' shaped them male and female.
Whatever is valueless or baneful, H' did not
we read that H' saw everything
everything which H' had made,
God pronounced good all that H' created,
the Scriptures declare that H' created all.

Did //• create this fruit-bearer of sin
neither tempteth H' any man."— Jas. 1; 13.

and II' took one of his ribs,— Gen. 2; 21.

the rib, . . . made H' a woman,— Gen. 2; 22.

as able to feed and clothe man as H' doth the
God is all and //' is Mind
And //' said. Who told thee— Gen. 3; 11.

as if H' were the creator of evil.

Unto the woman H' said,— Gen. 3; 16.

And unto Adam H' said,— Gen. 3; 17.

the waters called U' Seas."— Gen. I ; 10.

So H' drove out the man — Gen. 3; 24.

and /f'jjlaced at the east— Gfn. 3; 24.

to his offering, H' had not respect.— Gen. 4; 5.

And //• [Jehovah] said,— Gen. 4; 10.

H' must be worshipped in spirit and in love.
II' that is holy, H' that is true,— Rev. 3; 7.

H' that hath the key of David,— Rev. 3 ; 7.

//' that openeth, and ho man— Rev. 3; 7.

supposition. . .creatoi entered what iJ' created,

Music Is the rhythm of ft' and heart,

dry 8kln, pain in the ft' and limbs,
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head
anointetb my

ap 578-14 anointeth my h' with oil ;— see Psal. 23; 5.

bruises the
/ 216- 8 Truth bruises the h' of error

bruise the
g 534-29 woman, this idea, will bruise the h' of lust.

bruise thy
g 534-11 it shall bruise thy h',— Gen. Z: 15.

crowned
s 141-18 Its only crowned h' is immortal sovereignty.

bis
m 66- 5 Wears yet a precious jewel in his h'.

p 362-14 with his h' towards the table

gl 598-11 "He bowed his h', and— John 19: 30.

hydra
ap 563- 6 hatred, which lifts its hydra ft",

of the corner
s 139-27 become "the h- of the corner."— Ma«. 21; 42.

upon her
ap 560- 8 and upon her h' a crown— Rev. 12; 1.

upon his

ap 558- 4 and a rainbow was upon his h',
— Rev. 10; 1.

s 140-13

ph 191-18
197-24

/ 243-16
6308- 9

headlong
ph 192-13

/ 244-28
r490-8

heads
ph 165-17

ap 562-30
562-31
569^18

headstone
p380- 5

heal
pref x-21

a 38-30
44-16

sp 87-17
95- 1

5 110-26
132- 3
136- 4

146-14
148- 1

148- 2
148- 4
152- 7

152-19
155-21
158-18

ph 168-12
179- 9

/ 202-29
203- 6
208-14
218-18
234- 1

6 272- 1

318- 9

318-25
318-26
320-27
350-23
351- 3
351- 6
S.'Sl-lO

352- 3
355- 8
359- 4

p 365- 8
366- 7

366-32
380-11
382-20
395-15
399-32
410-27
412-18
420- 5

t 446-15
449-17
452-24
459-12

r 473-10
482-29
483- 2

483- 3

483- 6

of the heart and not of the h\
should no longer ask of the h', heart, or
With rules of nealth in the h' and
The h', heart, lungs, and limbs dp not
the h', heart, stotriach, blood, nerves.

It is the h' cataract, the devouring flame.
Such admissions cast us h' into darkness and
Will— blind, stubborn, and h'

distressed stomachs and aching h\
having seven h' and ten horns,— Rev. 12; 3.

and seven crowns upon his h'.— Rev. 12; 3.

not strugghng to lift their h' above the

Truth is the rock of ages, the ft' of the corner,

so little faith in His . . . power to ft" disease.

converted, and I might ft" you.
did not require the skill of a surgeon to ft" the
It enables one to ft" through Mind,
effect of his Mind was always to ft"

the power of C. S. to ft" mortal minds and
this exhibition of the divine power to ft"

and ft." both the sick and the sinning.
the power of God . . . to ft" the body.
never spoke of disease ... as difficult to ft".

a case they had failed to ft",-

requisite power to ft" was in Mind.
that it may give hope to the sick and ft" them,
supposed this ceremony was intended to ft" him,
in order to ft" a single case of disease.
divine Mind and its efficacy to ft".

and depend upon them to ft" you,
and to ft" by the Truth-power,
yet we rely on a drug . . . to ft" disease, as if

shows that matter can neither ft" nor make sick,
not . . . leave man to ft" himself ;

without faith in God's . . . ability to ft"

Spiritual draughts ft",

how shall they ... ft" multitudes, except
saying that . . . Mind cannot or will not ft" it.

and attempts to ft" it with matter.
If disease is right it is wrong to ft" it.

the divine power to ft" the ills of the flesh,
and I should ft" them."— A/aH. 13; 15.

When we lose faith in God's power to fti.

Neither can we ft" through the help of Spirit, if

learned that her own prayers failed to ft' her
able to demonstrate His power to ft",

which evince no spiritual power to ft".

Will that faith ft" them?
benign thought of Jesus, . . . would ft" the sick,
but ft" he cannot, while his own . . .barrenness
If we would ft" by the Spirit, we must
and deny the power of Mind to ft".

is more ditficult to ft" through Mind than
Prayers,- in which God is not asked to ft"

How can I ft" the body,
the power to ft" mentally will
To ft" by argument, find the type of
If students do not readily ft" themselves,
destroying his own power to ft" and his own
than it does to ft" the most difficult case.

Expect to ft" simply by
Any attempt to ft" mortals with erring
Truth, that comes to ft" sickness and sin
It can ft" in no other way, since the
how do drugs, hygiene, and animal magnetism ft"?

It may be affirmed that they do not ft",

which nothing but Truth or Mind can ft",

heal
T 483- 8 In order to ft" by Science, you must
494-12 Jesus demonstrated the divine power to h'

ap 558-14 When you look it fairly in the face, you can ft*

(see also siclf)

healed
a 20-16 "with his stripes ... we are ft^"."— Isa. 53:5..

sp 78-29 By it the sick are ft",

79-22 never described . . . but he ft" disease.
94-21 Of the ten lepers whom Jesus ft",

94-23 to acknowledge the divine Principle which had ft*

s 133-12 ft" of the poisonous stings of vipers.
139-31 does not follow that the profane . . . cannot be ft*

pft 165- * He sent His word, and ft" them,-^ Psal. 107; 20.

168-21 He ft" sickness in defiance of what ia called
169- 7 said to the patient, "You are ft,"
169-26 sick are never really ft" except by
185-32 is ft" only by removing the influence
193-21 discharge . . . stopped, and the sore was ft".

193-28 God and that woman who ft" him."
/ 210-17 Jesus ft" sickness and sin by
219-24 Those who are ft", through metaphysical
230-23 the sick are never really ft" by drugs,
230-27 We think that we are ft" when a disease dis-

appears,
230-29 never thoroughly ft" until the liability to be
231- 9 If God heels not the sick, they are not ft",

346- 8 teaches how this . . . is to be saved and ft".

359- 7 I have ft" infidels whose only objection to this
p 369-30 No man is physically ft" in wilful error

386-12 ft" disease through the action of Truth
403-13 can be ft" only by the divine Mind.
406- 3 Sin and sickness are both ft" by the same
412- 1 in wholly removing the fear, your patient is ft*.

416-27 metaphysical method by which they can be ft*.

428-30 The author has ft" hopeless organic disease,
t 446-10 has generally completely ft" such cases.
447-27 The sick are not ft" merely by declaring
463-28 The sick are not ft" by inanimate matter

r 493-10 Will you . . . show how it is to be ft" 7

(«ee also slcl<)

healer
and patient

( 457- 5 for teacher and student, for ft* and patient.
Christian Science

p 417-20 To the C. S. ft", sickness is a dream
mental

p 401-31 while the mental ft" confines himself chiefly
of mortal mind

6 326-15 ft" of mortal mind is the healer of the body.
of sin

s 148-32

/ 251-24
of the body

6 326-15
of the sick

S 138- 7

admits God to be the ft" of sin but not of-

the ft" of sin, disease, death.

healer of mortal mind is the ft" of the body.

Life, Truth, and Love, . . . was the ft" of the sick
thoughts of the

t 446-16 Good must dominate in the thoughts of the ft",

would-be
p 365-27 through the would-be ft",

human faith or the divine Mind is the ft*

faith is not the ft" in such cases,
the ft" should speak to disease as one
it is not a ft", but it engenders disease
more certain results than any other ft"

human, mortal mind so-called is not a ft",

enables the ft" to demonstrate and prove

became better ft", leaning no longer on matter
whether the ancient inspired ft" understood the
The ancient Christians were ft".

can heal the sick, who are absent from their ft",

when he sees his would-be ft" busy,
belief that . . . these ft" have wonderful power,

the Lord that ft" thee,"— Eiod. 15; 26.

encourages mortals to hope in Him who ft*

s 153-15

p 394-32
395- 6

401- 5

t 459-31
r 482-31
493-15

healers
a 47- 6
5 144-31

146- 2

pft 179- 6

180- 6
358-27

healeth
6 276- 3

320-28

healing (noun)
adaptatioB to

5 116-12 view of C. S. and of its adaptation to ft*

and teaching.
349- 4 ask concerning our ft" and teaching,

t 454-18 the true incentive in both ft" and teaching.
455-32 the Science of mental ft" and teaching,
458-28 through living as well as ft" and teaching,

applicable to
1 463-27 There is a law of God applicable to ft",

branch of its

p 402- 2 surgery Is the branch of its ft* which will be
by the prophets

s 139-25 nor annul the ft" by the prophets,
cases of
prcf x-16 By thousands of well-authenticated cases of ft".
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healing
CtarlstUa
pret viim shows that Christian h' confers the

ix-15 the Principle and practice of Christian h',

a 40- 4 tendency of Christian /»• and its Science.
55- 4 tiie idea of Christian h- enjoined by Jesus ;

55-26 the spirit and power of Christian ft'.

s 109-19 cures were produced in primitive Christian ft"

134-18 Denial of the possibility of Christian ft' robs
144-31 understood the Science of Christian ft',

145-21 If there is any ciystery in Christian ft', it is the
147-24 Our Master . . . practised Christian ft',

/ 238-32 in the demonstration of Christian ft',

o 271-29 to learn and to practise Christian ft'.

o 351-24 the Spirit-rule of Christian ft', which
355-15 conflicting theories regarding Christian ft' 7

( 460-18 If Christian ft' is abused by mere
C 515- 1 It supports Christian ft', and enables

Christian Science
t 456-14 the true conception of C. S. ft*

demonstnted by ...
pref ix-23 this Sciencemust be demonstrated by ft',

g 547- 2 statement of C. S., if demonstrated by ft',

demonstrate the
t 462-13 Whoever would demonstrate the ft' of C. S.

demonstration of
a 41-17 this demonstration of h' was early lost,

diTlne
{tee divine)

dlrlne law of
. , . . ^

t 445-16 You render the divine law of ft" obscure and
divine Principle of

pref x-22 The divine Principle of ft" is proved
s 112-21 thus are the divine Principle of ft' and
t 458-12 to think of aiding the divme Principle of ft"

CToke
p 365-13 with which to evoke ft" from the

Kospel of . ^ ,
a 55- 9 the gospel of ft' is again preached

In bis
s 143- 7 would have . . . employed them in his h'.

Is easier
p 373-12 H- is easier than teachmg.

Is Instantaneous
p 411-12 and the ft' is Instantaneous.

Jesus'
s 147- 3 Principle, upon which Jesus' ft" was based,

light and
t 446-12 through which Mind pours Ught ajid ft"

Uvliq; and
J 141- 6 Jesus' divine precepts for living and ft".

mental
pref X- 4 Various books on mental ft" have since

s 107- 6 divine Principle of scientific mental ft'.

( 455-32 the Science of mental ft' and teaching,
459-15 Committing the bare process of mental ft" to

metaphysical
s 150-13 in the metaphysical ft" of physical disease :

pft 178-29 Ignorant of the . . . basis of metaphysical ft",

178-31 none . . . mingled with metaphysical ft".

p 404-18 results from metaphysical ft', which
( 455-18 knowledge of C. S., or metaphysical ft",

r 484- 7 Does C. S., or metaphysical ft', mclude
493-16 rule of C. S. or metaphysical ft".

methods of
s 143-31 Inferior and unsplritual methods of ft" may
p 395^13 destroys all faith In . . . material methods of ft",

no
pft 169-20 There can be no ft" except by this Mind,

physical
pref si- 1 the phenomena of physical ft" in C. S.

xi- 9 The physical ft' of C. S. results now, as in
» 150-12 is not primarily one of physical ft".

/ 460-10 spiritual, though used for physical ft".

power of
b 271-12 the word indicates that the power of ft" was not
/ 452-29 destroys your power of ft' from the

Principle of
s 157- 4 its one recognized Principle of ft" is Mind,
o 343- 3 for teaching Truth as the Principle of ft",

proof of
ap 569-13 He . . . rejoices in the proof of ft"

purpose In
a 51-21 His purpose In ft" was not alone to restore

recipe for all

p 406- 1 The Bible contains the recipe for aU ft".

redemption and
s 151- 7 need of something . . . for its redemption and ft".

requisite for
( 448-21 spiritual quaUflcations requisite for ft",

rule of
r 496-17 enables you to demonstrate, . . . the rule of ft",

Science of
(see Science)

Science of all
a 20-32 seek the divine Principle and Science ot all ft*.

healing
sdebtiflc

s 145-16 Scientific ft" has this advantage over other
147-18 demonstration of the rules of scientific ft"

spiritual
p 367- 1 we must not hide the talent of spiritual h'

success In
sp 95-17 but it is important to success in ft",

t 448-28 he cannot fail of success m ft",

system of
s 132-17 Jesus' system of ft" received no aid

theology, and
s 138-18 for all Christianity, theology, and ft".

true
pft 192-29 Christianity is the basis of true ft".

pref xii-25 consolation to the sorrowing and ft' to the sick,
a 38-17 otherwise the ft' could not have been done

spiritually.
an 105-32 but to go in ft' from the use of
s 109-20 but I must know the Science of this ft",
146- 1 first article of faith . . . was ft',

158- 9 to vegetable and mineral.drugs for ft".

/ 232-11 theories . . . make ft' possible only through
/ 445-13 by. recourse to material means for ft',

r 483- 8 wUl ultimately supersede all other means in ft".

healing (adj.)

pref X- 7 They regard the human mind as aft" agent,
pr 12- 2 What is this ft' prayer?

12-12 the divine ft' Principle as manifested in Jesus,
a 24- 9 ft' currents of Truth are pointed out.

55- 8 the ft' Christ and spiritual idea of being,
sp 98-10 it is the ft' influence of Spirit (not spints)
s 141-14 ft' effect followed the understanding of the

147-11 lost none of its divme and ft' eflBcacy,
152- 9 Truth has a ft' effect, even when not fully
160- 5

'

drugs lose their ft' force,
pft 166- 5 the ft' effort is made on the wrong side,

185-21 as a spiritual factor in the ft' work;.
f 217- 6 may inform us that the ft" work of 0. S.
285-31 Truth, as the ft" and saving power.
312-29 the intelligent and divine ft' Principle
329- 2 the ft' elements of pure Christianity

p .36.5-16 the ft' work will be accomplished at one visit,
398-25 a belief m the ft' effects of time and
410-28 until the practitioner's ft" ability is

( 445-15 there wiU be no desire for other ft" methods.
449-12 registers his ft' ability and fitness to teach.
(see also power)

healing (ppr.)

pref vui-J3 by ft" both disease and sin ;

sp 95-10 for the purpose of ft' them.
s 147-27 demonstrating this Principle of ft'

150- 3 this Christian system of ft' disease.
/ 227-32 by ft' in direct oppositior to them
343- 2 Snail I then be smitten for ft'

. 349- 7 annulled material law by ft' contrary to it.

p 369-15 in order to discover some means of h' it.

406- 2 for the ft" of the nations."— Rev. 22; 2.

406- 9 demonstrated in the ft' of mortals,
419-28 To succeed In ft', you must conquer your
430- 2 Jesus demonstrated this, ft" the dying and
(see also sick, sickness)

healing-power
sp 94-18 His ft" evoked denial,

heals
s 135-U same power which ft" sin ft" also sickness.

137-21 Truth, Life, and Love, which ft' mentally.
155- 5 law of a general belief, . . . which ft' ;

158-11 truth which ft' both mind and body.
162-25 C. S. ft' organic disease as surely as it

162-26 as surely as it ft' what is called functional,
pft 167- 3 the infinite divine .Principle which ft'

179- 7 Immortal Mind ft' what eye hath not seen ;

/ 219-13 whereas divine Mind ft".

231- 8 If God ft" not the sick, they are not healed,
b 270-30 and that the divine Mind alone ft'.

318-23 The Science of Mind . . .ft' with Truth.
328- 7 the divine Principle which saves and ft",

o 344-11 more fully understood that Truth ft"

p 375-12 demonstrates that divine Mind ft",

386-20 despatch, correcting the mistake, ft" your grief,
t 445-23 cast out by the divine Mind which ft"

450-23 he ft" them both by understanding God's power
ap 559-22 sweet at Its first taste, when it ft' you ;

(see also sick, sickness)

health
agrees only with

s 162- 3 the metaphysician agrees only with ft*

and happiness
s 152-27 a spiritual source for ft' asd happiness.
c 261— 8 The effect. of mortal mind on ft' and happiness
p 442-12 his countenance beaming with ft' and happiness.
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health
and harmnnr

sp 72-31 the communirator of tnith, h\ and nannony
s 146- 8 h' and harmony have been sacrificed.

p 412-2S normal conditions of h' and harmony.
azid holiness

a 37-25 by the demonstration of . . h' and holiness.

/ 236-24 the truths of /i' and holiness.

241-24 the way to h' and holiness.

b 337-30 the rule of If and holiness in C. S.,
and Immortality

/ 24S- 7 ought to ripen into h' and immortality,
and raanhood

p 407-11 they crush out happiness, h\ and manhood.
and morals

p 400- 5 before its influence upon h' and morals can
426-24 would raise the standard of Iv and morals

r 4i)5-16 through better h' and morals
and perifection

ph 167-14 the divine source of all h' and perfection.
and the human life.

t 451-32 tends to blast moral sense, h' , and the human life.

and the morals
t 44>J-29 improves the h' and the morals of his student

basis of
s 120-22 Truth, which is the only basis of ft" ;

basis of all
6 339-25 The ba.sis of all ft', sinlessness, and

belief of
p 398-27 and change the belief of disease to a belief of k'.

be restored
o 352-2S terror of ghosts will depart and h- be restored.

Christianizatlon and
pr 1- 9 the Christianizatlon and h- of mankind.

constitutes
'

b 297- 9 the understanding of what constitutes h' ;

destructive to
t 445-26 The human will ... is destructive to h',

determines
ph 186- 7 thoroughness of this work determines h'.

detrimental to
t 446-28 detrimental to h' and integrity of thought.

divine Principle of
b 319- 8 faith in the divine Principle of h'

essential for

p 374- 2 has decided upon as essential for h\
establish

/ 203- 8 this understanding would establish h'.

evidence of
o 52- 6 spiritual evidence of h\ holiness, and life ;

facts of
b 319- 5 as subserving the facts of h'.

p 370-18 The moral and spiritual facts of ft",

fatal to
ph 173-30 idols of civilization are far more fatal to ft"

functional
s 125- 3 for organic and functional ft"

good
s 120-11 if the . . . indicate that he is in good ft" 7

guides to
/ 235-21 wise spiritual guides to ft" and hope.

harmony of
p 40O- 9 Mortals obtain the harmony of ft-, only aa

harmony, or
s 159-26 to ascertain how much harmony, or ft",

has been restored
348-31 /f has been restored, and longevity increased.

bis
/ 220-23 Finding his ft" failing, he gave up his

p 383-23 tells you that the weed preserves his ft",

his own
( 446-15 destroying his own power to heal and his own ft".

Invalid's
p 379-23 does not affect the invalid's ft",

Is normal
s 120-14 in which ft" is normal and disease is abnonnal.

laws of
(.see laws)

Life and
p 430-11 to shut out the true sense of Life and ft".

life and
ph 185-11 to regulate life and ft".

p 428-31 and raised the dying to life and ft"

morals and
6 273-32 cannot be destructive to morals and ft" when

roost

pref viii-15 Christian healing confers the most ft"

notion that
p 3,s3-32 notion that ft" depends on inert matter

of children
p 413-11 good or bad effects on the ft- of children.

of my countenance
p 362- * Who is the ft" of my countenance— Psal. 42 ." 11.

on the side of

ph 168-10 it ought to be enlisted on the side of ft".

health
or disease

s 120-27 supposed consciousness of ft" or disease.
or happiness

p 420-23 is not promotive of ft" or happiness.
or life

s 148-27 When physiology fails to give ft" or life by
our

ph 167- 9 our ft", our longevity, and our Christianity.
perfect

/ 221-15 and he is now in perfect ft"

permanent
sp 79- 9 such a mental method produces permanent ft".

physiology, and
ph 179-21 Treatises on anatomy, physiology, and ft",

presence of
p 412-25 Realize the presence of ft" and the fact of

produces in man
p 3S0-25 the divine Mind produces in man ft",

prolific in
ap 563-21 prolific in ft", holiness, and immortality.

relating to
p 3bl-23 human theories relating to ft",

report of
ph 194- 9 Truth sends a report of ft" over the body.

restore
a 51-22 His purpose . . . was not alone to restore ft",

ph 174- 2 The Esquimaux restore ft" by incantations
restored

sp 79- 5 ft" restored by changing the patient's thoughts
s 162-18 the author has restored ft" in cases of

restored to

ph 185- 5 and she . . . was restored to ft".

rules of
ph 169-11 faith in rules of ft" or in drugs begets and

197-24 With rules of ft" in the head
scale of

p 407-19 ascend a degree in the scale of ft",

sense of
m 69- 5 gain the sense of ft" only as

p 373-23 Establish the scientific sense of ft",

sickness and
sp 74-22 infancy and manhood, sickness and ft",

/211- 4 produce sickness and ft", good and evil,
229-10 sickness and ft", holiness and unholiness,
246- 3 sickness and ft", life and death.

sickness to
6 339-23 sickness to ft", sin to holiness,

subject of
s 120-17 testimony on the subject of ft".

thoughts of
/ 20S-31 should delineate upon it thoughts of ft",

your
ph 168- 9 Your belief militates against your ft".

m 59-19 salutary in prolonging her ft" and smiles
62-15 will do m\ich more for the ft" of the

sp 99-24 the manifestations of which are ft", purity,
S 116- 3 spiritual power, love, ft", holiness.
120-15 //" is not a condition of matter, but of
125- 5 no longer be found indispensable to ft".

126-25 the effects of Truth on the ft", longevity,
131- 3 Sickness should not seem so real as ft".

ph 166-22 can do all things for us in sickness as in ft".

166-23 Failing to recover ft" through adherence to

/ 216-24 while ft" would seem the exception,
221-20 never ordained . . . fasting should be a means

of ft".

2"24-24 the needs of mortals in sickness and in ft",

229-24 If God causes man to be sick, . . . ft", must be
evil,

230- 5 bring us into ft", holiness, and immortality.
230-18 no more . . . than . . . and ft" occasion disease.
248-30 justice, ft", holiness, love

b 299-27 error, may seem to hide Truth, ft",

340-22 by which man demonstrates ft", holiness, and
p 370- 7 and if ft" is not made manifest

371-30 strength instead of weakness, and ft" instead of
380-31 against Himself, against Life, ft", harmony.
392-10 opposed to the ft", holiness, and harmony of
397- 3 acting beneficially or injuriously on the ft",

405-11 against ft", happihess, and success.
408- 6 universal insanity of so-called ft",

417- 1 find ft", peace, arid harmony in God,
426- 4 divine power, which steers the body into ft",

t 462-31 both in ft" and in sickness.

p 518-"22 expressions of God reflect ft",

553- 8 or ft" will never be universal,
555- 2 and that ft" attends the absence of

Health-agent
p 436- 4 After betraying him . . . the if" disappeared,

health-belief
b 297-10 either a ft" or a belief in sickness
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the ever-agitated but h' waters of truth,
normal, h', anrt sinless condition of man

healthful
/ 254-28
0344-5

health-giving
s 125- 6 will be found always harmonious and h

health-illusion
6 297- 7 It is as necessary for a /»•, as for an

Health-laws
p 430-29 teatiflea thus :— I represent H\

431-17 these assistants resigned to me, H',
436- 1 principal witness (the officer of the //')

439-25 You aided and abetted Fear and H'
441-21 H\ Mesmerism, Hypnotism,

health-laws
p 413-27 illusions about disease, h', and death,

Health-officer
p 43^13 the H- had Mortal Man In custody,

health-theories
p 38&-18 ambiguous nature of all material /»•

healthy
m 62-22
s 161- 1

162-22
162-24

ph 179-16
197-22
198-22

/ 232-20
6 276-21

p 373-26
376-24
377-10
404-15
414-12
420-18
431-28

heap
b 339-14 h- up "wrath against the day of— Rom. 2 ; 5.

hear
2-2
27- 5

37-27
38-29
59-20
75-32

S 132- 5

132- 7

/ 211-26
213-17
219-23
220- 1

237-24
248-19

C 256-12
b 271-31
272- 2

284-22
292-21
340- 7
340- 9
342-25
350-21
354-24
360-22

p 397-26
r 479-11
479-16

ap 558- *

0/585- 4

heard
iii- * Oh I Thou hast h' my prayer ;

pr 2- 3 to enlighten the infinite or to be h' of men?
a 27- 4 things ye have seen and h' ;— Luke 7 : 22.

sp 89-21 God, is h' when the senses are silent.

s 117-14 Ear hath not h\ nor hath lip spol<en,

ph 175- 7 In old time.s who ever h' of dyspepsia;
/ 213-21 rapture of his grandest symphonies was never ft- .

c 255-18 Eye hath not seen Spirit, nor hath ear h' His
262-17 "i have h' of Thee by the— Job 42; 5.

b 268- * irWc/i we have h\ which we— I John 1:1.
268- * That which we have seen and h— I John 1 ; 3.

308-14 Soul-inspired patriarchs h' the voice of Truth,
o 3.';2- 1 brought down no proof that it was h',

355-12 discord of every name and nature be h" no more,
p 416-30 have already h- too much on that subject.

424-23 to make yourself h' mentally while
438-27 he disappeared and was never /r of more.
438-29 we have h' Materia Medica explain how

t 459- 3 "eye hath not seen nor ear h'."— I Cor. 2: 9.

g 532-15 I ft- Thy voice in the gardon.— Gfn. 3; 10.

ap 559-12 h- in the desert and in dark places of fear.

568-1? And I ft- a loud voice saying— Rev. 12; 10.

pr
a

m
sp

if we would be w?se and h'.

supple and elastic condition of the ft' limb,
bones have been restored to ft- conditions,

and ft- organizations have been established
You can even educate a ft- horse so far

helped to make them ft-,

a picture of ft- and harmonious formations,
never taught that drugs, . . make a man ft-

is turned into new and ft- channels,
disabled organ will resume its ft- functions,

representing man as ft- instead of diseased,
prove that they can be ft- in all climates,
The ft- sinner is the hardened sinner,

truth and love will establish a ft- state.
It imparts a ft- stimulus to the body,
testifies : . . . I have lost my ft- hue

Do we pray ... to benefit those who ft- us,

lepers are cleansed, the deaf h\—Luke 7; 22.

H' these imperative commands :

and having ears ye ft- not ;

Husbands, ft- this and remember
the departing may ft- the glad welcome of

things which ye do ft- and see :
— Matt. 11 ; 4.

the deaf ft-, the dead are raised— Matt, 11; 5.

If . . . causes the eyes to see and the ears to ft-.

The ear does not really ft-.

We may ft- a sweet melody, and yet
We ft- it said : "I exercise daily
or to ft- about the fallacy of matter
Do you not ft- from all mankind of the imperfect
"H-, O Israel : the Lord our God— Deut. 6; 4.

"How shall they ft- without a— Rom. 10; 14.

how shall they preach, . . . except the people ft-?

nor ft- it through the ear,
because ye cannot ft- my word.— John 8; 43.

"Let us ft- the conclusion of— Eccl. 12; 13.

Let us ft' the conclusion of the whole matter :

It causes the deaf to ft-, the lame to walk,
ft- with their ears, and should— Matt. 13; 15.

spiritually to ft- and to speak the new tongue.
if- the wisdom of Job, as given in the
when they act, walk, see, ft-, enjoy.
Matter cannot see, feel, ft-.

Does that which we call dead ever see, ft",

they that ft- the words of this— Rev. 1 ; 3.

"Having ears, ft- ye not?"— Afarfc 8; 18.

hearers
a 54-17

/ 235-30

hearest
s 134-26

hearing
and sight

489-27
dull of

o .350-19

material
g 526- 9

medium of
/2I4- 3

of tbe ear
pft 192- 7
c 262-17

sigbt and
gl 582-22'

to tbe deaf
ph 18.3-28

/ 210-13
r 487-11

His ft- understood neither his words nor
They should so raise their ft spiritually,

"I knew that Thou ft- me— John 11 ; 42.

no organic construction can give it ft and sight

their ears are dull of h\— Matt. 13. 15.

Belief involves theories of material ft-.

If the medium of ft is wholly spiritual.

They come from the ft- of the ear,

by the ft- of the ear :
— Job 42 ; 5.

physical sense put out of sight and ft- ;

sight to the blind, ft- to the deaf,

j;ave sight to the blind, ft- to the deaf,
gave ... ft- to the deaf centuries ago.

Spirit not allowed a ft" ,

glea
of False Belief we deem unworthy of a ft'

ight, ft- all the spiritual senses of man.
more Christianity in .seeing and ft- spiritually
material means for knowing, ft-, seeing?

neither ft- to the voice of the— Ezod. 4; 8.

thou hast ft" unto the— Gen. 3 ; 17.

p 437-15
441-10

T 486-23
487- 7

489-18

hearken
b 321-28

hearkened
g 535-20

hears
sp 86-30

pft 198- 3

198- 4

r 467-28
485- 5

gl 591-15

heart (see also heart's)
all tby

pr ^18 with all thy ft-, and with all thy— ^fatt. 22 ; 37.

and soul
s 113- 6 the ft- and soul of C. S., is Love.

condemns
/ 448- 6

finds peacem 59-15

gladden the
s 121-13 goodness and beauty to gladden the ft-

It feels, ft", and sees its own thoughts.
A patient ft>- the doctor's verdict us a
as a criminal ft" his death-sentence.
Matter neither sees, ft-, nor feels.

Science declares that Mind, . . . sees, ft",

that which mortal mind sees, feels, ft-.

feela,

Evil . . . which the ft- condemns, has no

in which the ft" finds peace and home.

good
6 272- 6

head and
/ 213-26

his
pr 1-*
a 32-26

sp 89-13

/213- 4

p 383-28
t 451-16

honest
pr 8-3
M64-24

human
pft 190-27

hungering
r 482-25

many a
c 265-28

meek in
a 3:J-26

nearer the
g 501- 7

of Christ
ap 508-28

of divinity
c 258-31

of Love
t 448- 4

of prayer
pr 15-10

or lungs
pft 161-18

overflows
a 26- 1

pierces the
m 66- 7

pure In

/ 241-28
6 324- 6
337-15
341- 9

"honest and good ft-"— Luke 8; 15.

Music is the rhythm of head and ft".

and shaJt not doubt in his h-,— Mark 11 ; 23.
to refresh his ft- with brighter, . . . views.
"As he thinketh in his ft-,

— Pfov. 23; 7.

"As he thinketh in his ft-,
— Prov. 23 ; 7.

"As he thinketh in his ft-,
— Prov. 23; 7.

where his treasure is, there will his ft- be also.

We never need to despair of an honest ft- :

fall before an honest ft-

When hope rose higher in the human ft",

to the hungering ft- in every age.

brightens the ascending path of many a ft".

preaches the gospel to the poor, the meek In ft"

are clearer and come nearer the ft-.

and nearer to the great ft- of Christ ;

you can discern the ft- of divinity,

went out to the great ft- of Love,

To enter into the ft- of prayer,

no longer ask of the head, ft-, or lungs :

and the ft- overflows with gratitude

a broken reed, which pierces the ft".

the pure in ft- see God
"Blessed are the pure in ft" :

— Malt. 5; 8.

none but the pure in ft' can see God,
"Blessed are the imre in ft- :

— Matt. 5 ; 8.
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heart
Burpose of tb? , .,.. t.

pr 8-29 learn what i3 the affection and purpose 01 the /I ,

rweptlve , , ^ ,. .

a 4&-n It is revealed to the receptive ft .

reforms the
. . x.- i. , *i,„ t,.

a 19-23 the practical repentance, which reforms the ft

Tploiclnic the
c 266- 2 are good, "rejoicing the ft-."— Psal. 19 : 8.

struggling
m 57-28 for Love supports the struggling ft-

suffering
p 365-32 poor suffering ft- needs its rightful nutriment,

ap 573-29 Take ft-, dear sufferer, for this reality of

pr 8-25 do we not already know more of this ft*

o 350-18 "This people's ft- is waxed gross,
— A/aH. 13 .- 15.

valves of the ^ , . ^ ,

ph 187-13 valves of the ft-, . . . obey the mandate of

while the ,,..„, .i.

pr 3-32 'While the ft- is far from divine Truth
whole

/ 219-12 "sick, and the whole ft- faint ;"
— Isa. 1 : 5.

wicked , . . , J .

pr 8-24 We confess to having a very wicked ft"

an lOO- *

s 140-12
151-19
160-12

ph 172-23
172-32
181-29

f 220-31
243-16

C 282-26
&308- 9

O 3.10-22

p 415-21
423-27

1444-25
Q 521-16

Ql 587-23

heartfelt
pr 4-10

heart's
sp 88-3

hearts
broken

p 3M-27
chastened

o 35-2
cross

6 272-14
honest

pr 15-19
of men

s 131-25
our

5 116- 7

Struggling
a 45-16

their
a 46- 6

6 312-16

p 363-11

union of
m 64-17

/ 233-24

heat
and cold

p 374-26
animal

p 374-30
Chills and

p 375- 6
cold and

s 125-22
rebrlle

p 379-26
fervent

ap 565-21

light and
ph 189- 5

538-11

light or
g 548-9

pain or
p 376-26

out nf the h- proceed evil— Mat!. 15 ; 19.

Religion will then be of the ft-

The blood, ft-, lungs, brain, etc.,

so-called mind quits the body, the ft- becomes
What is man? Brain, ft-, blood.
When we admit that matter (ft", blood, brain,
there will your ft- be also."— Afatt. 6; 21.

controls the stomach, bones, lungs, ft-.

The head, ft-, lungs, and limbs do not inform ua
there will your ft- be also."— Matt. 6.- 21.

the admission from the head, ft-, stomach.
should understand with their ft-,

— ^fatt. 13: 15.

action ... of the bowels, and of the ft-.

will never believe that ft- . . . can destroy you.
and say in thy ft- :

engraved on the understanding and ft-

dehnitioa of

not . . . sufficient to express loyal and ft"

the poet Tennyson expressed the ft- desire,

by their broken ft-, expressed by

ft- chastened and pride rebuked.

not to impart to dull ears and gross ft*

go forth with honest ft- to work and watch

until the ft- of men are made ready for it.

make this Scriptural testimony true in our ft-,

and peace to the struggling ft- !

words, which made their ft- burn within them,
with scarcely a spark of love in their ft- ;

those around him were saying in their ft-,

Marriage should signify a union of ft-,

including the ft- which rejected him.

H' and cold are products of mortal mind.

Mortal mind produces animal ft-,

Chills and 7r are often the form in which

cold and ft-, latitude and longitude.

quickened pulse, coated tongue, febrile ft-,

with the fervent ft- of Truth and Love,

we still believe that there is solar light and ft-.

The sun, giving light and ft- to the earth.

How little light or ft- reach our earth when

impossible for matter to suffer, to feel pain or ft-,

heat
would zmss

p 375- 1 H" would pass from the body as

"We say man suffers from the effects of cold, ft-,

the separation of ft- from the body,
though they expose him to fatigue, cold, ft-,

Fe.^k. H' ; inflammation ; anxiety ;

ph 184-19

p 375- 5
384- 9

gl 586-U
heathen

pr 13- 9

r 466-23
4S5-2S

g 552— 5

Heaven
(7 506- 8

heaven
and earth

sp 91-2 . ^
s 131-19 O Father, Lord of ft- and earth,— Luke 10; 21.

b 334- 6

g 536- 5

ap 576-20
and eternity

g 503-10 constitute spiritual harmony,— ft
- and eternity.

army of
c 256-21 in the army of ft-, and among the— Dan. 4 ; 35,

banished from
s 158-14 Apollo, who was banished from ft*

created the
r 479-18 created the ft- and the earth.— Gen. I : I.

g 502-22 created the ft- and the earth.— Gm. 1: 1.

declaration from
ap 573-14 even the declaration from ft*, supreme harmony.

prayers . . . such as the ft- use.
//- mythology and Jewish theology have
ft- gods of mythology controlled war
//- philosophy, modern geology,

God called the firmament H-.— Cen. 1 ; 8.

Have you ever pictured this ft- and earth.
O Father. Lord of ft- and earth,— Lufce 10;

it illumines ft- and earth ;

ft- and earth stand for spiritual ideas,
John saw ft- and earth

down from
o 33- 7

3.5-26

ap 558- 3
561-12

earth and
s 121-10
C 264-30

g 518- 3

earth to
a 48- 8

Their bread indeed came down from ft*,

"which Cometh down from ft-,"
— John 6: 33.

mighty angel come down from ft-,
— Rev. 10;

a bride coming down from ft-, wedded to the

earth and ft* were bright.
all the glories of earth and ft- and man.
lord of the belief in earth and ft-.

turned forever away from earth to ft-.

firmament of
g 511-22 in the open firmament of h'.— Gen. 1 : 20.

512- 1 above the earth in the open firmament of ft*,

armament of the „
g 509-10 lights in the firmament of the ft-,— Gen. 1 ; 14.

" " "
lights in the firmament of the ft',

— Gen. 1; 15.

in the firmament of the h\— Gen. 1 ; 17.

the first ft'

the first ft'

and the first earth— Rev. 21 ;

and the first earth— Rev. 21 ;

510- 7

511-8
first

(7 536-3
ap 572-21

good man's
o 35-32

high
ap 568-27

bis own
C 266-21

hosts of
ap 566-32

Impress of
g 511-12

kingdom of
(see kingdom)

new
sp 91- 1

i7 536- 2

556- 8

ap 572-20
572-25
572-29
573-22

Of Soul
g 535-16

order of
, x .t

s 118-32 the natural order of ft- comes down to earth.

our Father in
b 276-20 even as our Father in ft- is perfect,

out of
, „ _ «, o

(jp 574-14 comingdownfromGod, out offt-. —Rev. 21. i.

575- 9 "down from God. out of ft-."— Rev. 2! : 2.

represents ,. . „ .

ap 560-10 H- represents harmony, and divine Science

revealed from
m 56-13 its spiritual sense was revealed from ft'.

good man's ft* would be a hell to the sinner,

sweeter than has ever before reached high ft

and the saint his own ft* by doing right.

He leads the hosts of ft* against the power of

the seal of Deity and has the impress of A*,

"a new ft- and a new earth."— Rev. 21 ; 1.

a new ft- and a new earth :
— Rcc. 21 ; 1.

Then will the new ft- and new earth appear,
a new ft- and a new earth :

— Rev. 21 ; 1.

but he already saw a new ft- and a new earth.

Were this new ft- and new earth terrestrial

by which he could see the new ft- and new earth,

the open gate of C. S. into the ft- of Soul,

stars of
<2p 563-24

thy home is

/ 254-32
to reach

pr 6-15
vrar In

ap 565-25

third part of the stars of ft*,— Rev. 12 :

Pilgrim on earth, thy home is ft- ;

To reach ft •. the harmony of being.

And there was war in ft- :
— Rev. 12 ; 7.
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heaven
which Is In

a 31- 6
37-29

S 137-24
C 259-20
267-17

p 372-26
r 485-23

wonder In
ai) 560- 7

562-30

your Father, which is in h."— Matt. 23; 9.

even as your Fatlier which ia in h'— Matt. 5 : 48.

my Father which is in h' \"— Matt. 16: 17.

even as your Father which is in h'— Malt. 5 .• 48.

will of my Father which is in h\— Matt. 12 : 50.

before my Father which is in h'."— Matt. 10: 31
even as the "Father which i3ln?i'— Matt. 5: 48.

appeared a great wonder in h' ;
— Rev. 12: 1,

appeared another wonder in h' ;
— Rev. 12 : 3.

pr 16-26 Our Father which art in h',— Matt. 6 : 9.

17- 1 done in earth, as it is in h\— ^^att. 6: 10.

17- 2 Enable us to know,— as in h-, so on earth,
a 35-26 suddenly pardoned and pushed into h',

49-20 charged with the grandest trust of h\
m 56-* but are as the angels of God ink-.— Matt. 22: ZO.

57-30 and begins to unfold its wings for h'.

ph 196-19 Sin maKes its own hell, and goodness its own h\
f 242- 9 There is but one way to /i', harmony,
c 263-10 cling to earth because he has not tasted h-,

266-26 infinite Mind enthroned is h\
b 291-13 li- is not a locality, but a divine state

3.39-25 "in earth, as it is in h'."— Matt. 6: 10.

p 372-17 Therefore he will be as the angels in h'.

g 506-16 Let the waters under the ft- be— Gen. 1 : 9.

516-16 arbutus sends her sweet breath to ft'.

ap 566-28 neither was. . .foundany moreinft-.— Rep. 12:8.
568-14 a loud voice saying in ft',

— Rev. 12: 10.

gl 587-25 definition of
589-15 Jerusalem. . . . Home, /»".

heaven-bestowed
/ 253-10 divine rights, your ft- harmony,

ap 574-23 the four equal sides of which were h'

heaven-bestowing
ap 574-24 the four equal sides of which were . , . h'.

heaven-born
pr 16-21 the ft- aspiration and spiritual

heavenly
pref ix-13 at the ft- gate, waiting for the Mind of Christ.

a 33- 4 partook of the ft- manna,
40-25 Our ft- Father, divine Love, demands

s 108- 1 Whence came to me this ft- conviction,
121- 5 the ft- fields, were incorrectly explored.
130-25 such as they belong to the ft' kingdom.

c 26.5-25 jispiration after ft- good comes
p 365- 2 pillow of the sick and the ft- homesick

387-29 bestowed on man by his ft- Father,
435- 1 court commended ... to ft- mercy,

t 447- 1 ft- law is broken by trespassing upon
459- 6 gain ft- riches by forsaking all worldliness.

r 480- 7 and not a trace of ft- tints.

g 509-13 Spirit creates no other than ft- . . . bodies,
535- 5 the other to be garnered into ft- places,

ap 559-19 Mortals, obey the ft- evangel.
560-U interprets the Principle of ft- harmony
576- 3 This ft- city, lighted by the Sun of
577-24 their honors within the ft- city.

gl 592-25 gentleness ; prayer ; ft- inspiration.

heavenly-minded
m 61-12 The offspring of ft" parents

heavens
and earth

ap 573- 6 ft- and earth to one human consciousness,
573-19 corporeal sense of the ft- and earth

and the earth
g 519- 7 Thus the ft- and the earth were— Gen. 2 : 1.

creates Jhe
g 538-19 in which God creates the ft-, earth, and

earth and the
g 520-18 made the earth and the ft-,

— Gen. 2: 4.

543-32 made the earth and the ft-,"— Gen. 2 : 4.

glorious
/ 240- 5 festive flowers, and glorious ft-,

In the
t 454- 9 "eternal in the ft-."— II Cor. 5: 1.

of astronomy
/ 235-15 will reach higher than the ft- of astronomy ;

rejoice, ye
ap 568-20 Therefore rejoice, ye ft-,— Rev. 12 : 12.

spiritual
ap 502-17 lamps in the spiritual ft' of the age,

g 520-16 the generations of the ft-— Gen. 2 : 4.

heavenward
an 108- 5 to push vainly against the current running h'.

heavily
t 449- 7 wrong done another reacts most ft"

heavy
p 431- 8 going to sleep immediately after a ft- meal,
441- 8 to fiive ft- bonds for good behavior.

heavy-laden
/ 217-28 for mnttfr cannot bo weary and ft".

Hebrew
a 23-21 In ir, Greek, Latin, and Knglish,

23-32 The H- verb to bclicre means also
sp 85-19 events . . . were foretold by the //• prophets
s 112-31 divine commandment in the //- Decalogue.
161- 8 case of the three young //- captives.

ph I'JO-21 The //- bard, . . . thus swept his lyre
b 320-14 is quoted as follow.s, from the original //- :

333- 6 in common with other //- boys and men,
333- 7 the name Jo.shua, the renowned II' leader.
338-12 The word Adam is from the H' adamah,

T 488- 7 //- and Greek words often translated
g 52.3-32 the divine .sovereign of the //- people,
525-11 in the //-, image, similitude ;

540-22 //- allegory, representing error as assuming
gl 5fK)-15 Lord. In the //-, this term is sometimes

594- 1 (aphis, in Greek ; nacash, in //-).

Hebrew Lawgiver
b 321- The //- L-, slow of speech,

Hebrews
s 112-22 characteri7,ed in the epi.stle to the H'.

133-14 attended the successes of the //- ;

6 313- 6 said of him in the first chapter of //• :

r 468-20 as the Scriptures use this word in //' :

ap 575-12 as we read in the book of //-
;

hecatombs
p 367- 6 better than ft- of gushing theories,

hedge
g 530-23 ft- about their achievements with thorns.

heed
s 159-11 to take no ft" of mental conditions
/ 232-27 voices of solemn import, but we ft- them not.
299-16 By' giving earnest ft- to these spiritual guides

p 400-21 giving no ft- to the body,
410- 1 If here we give no ft- to C. S.,

t 462-14 abide strictly by its rules, ft- every statement,
g 525-25 if we give the same ft- to the history of

heeding
/ 225-11 Science, ft- not the pointed bayonet, marches on.

heedless
p 302- 7 ir of the fact that she was debarred

heel
/ 216- 7 Error bites the ft- of truth, but cannot kill

g 534-11 and thou .shall bruise his ly.
— Gen. 3: 15.

534-27 material sense, will bite the ft- of the woman,
ap 563-20 untiring watch, that he ma.v bite the ft- of truth

564-29 is perpetually close upon the ft- of harmony.
height

pref xii-14 in the ft- of its prosperity
/ 237- 9 ft- their little daughter so naturally attained.
241-25 We should strive to reach the Horeb ft-

6 304- 7 nor ft-, nor depth, nor any other— Rom. 8: 39.

g 520- 4 ft-, might, majesty, and glory of infinite Love

heightens
c 262- 3 does not lessen man's dependence on God, but

ft- it.

heights
pref viii- 3 to reach the ft- of C. S., man must

b 292- 5 Science alone can compass the ft- and depths of
325-26 the divine ft- of our Lord.

g 514- 8 In humility they climb the ft- of holiness.

ap 5(>6-ll moves before them, . . . leading to divine ft-

heir
s 107-10 from every ill "that flesh is ft- to."

held
a 48- 6 ft- uncomplaining guard over a world
sp 74-11 the error which has ft- the belief dissolves
s 155-13 a belief ft- by a minority,

'

159- 6 Her hands were ft-, and she was forced into

p 379-28 The images, ft- in this disturbed mind,
392-14 thought should be ft- fast to this ideal.

400- 5 which must be ft- in subjection before its

413-32 timorously ft- in the beliefs

431-16 Materia Medica ft- out the longest,
g 514-26 the control which Love ft- over all,

ap 577- 4 His universal family, ft- in the gospel of LoVe.

hell
a 35-32 good man's heaven would be a ft- to the sinner,

s 137-32 and the gates of If— Matt. 10: 18.

ph 196-12 both soul and body in ft,"— Matt. 10: 28.

196-19 Sin makes its own ft-, and goodness its own
C 266-20 The sinner makes his own ft- by doing evil,

266-27 beliefs which originate in mortals are ft-

b 330-31 dementia, in.-^anity, inanity, devil, ft-,

g 542-24 To envy's own ft-, justice consigns the lie

gl 588- 1 definition of

helmsman
m 67-7 We ask the ft-: "Do you know your
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help
dlTlne

p 393- 3 through divine /»• we can forbid this entrance.

t 453-17 Dishonesty . . . which forfeits divine h\
effectuaI

p 372-29 acknowledgment ... is an effectual h'.

ever-present , ^ . . •..

/ 218-23 divine Love, who Is an ever-present n

pr 12-23 common custom . . . finds h- in blind belief,

in time of , , j
s 148-29 to render h- in time of physical need.

look for „
sp 82-29 do we look for h- to the Esquunaux

needed no . . , , , i

r 494- 7 God, who needed no h- from Jesus example
need of

. ^. . . ^
b 308-27 perceiving his error and ms need of ft',

obtaining , . , > i,. ...

/ 218-22 lead only Into material ways of obtaimng ft ,

"^o 351- 6 Neither can we heal through the ft" of Spirit. Jf

others'
t 455-14 little or no power for others ft".

pr 13-1 "a very present ft" In trouble."— Psa?. 48; 1.

f 202-28 "a very present ft" in trouble ;"
— Psal. 46: 1.

o 351-13 this spiritual sense was a present ft".

t 444-12 a very present ft" in trouble,"— Psal. 4fl; 1.

receive no
. ^ - ,.

t 444- 1 and they receive no ft" from them,
sbonld come , ,.,.,.

pr 12-23 ft" should come from the enlightened

pr 12-28 and not ft" another who offers the

a 19-18 will ft" us to understand Jesus' atonement
21-20 little opportunity to ft" each other.

21-23 if I take up their line of travel, they ft" me on,

23-27 ft" thou mine unbelief I"— Mark 9 ." 24.

sp 81-18 Man . . . cannot ft" being immortal,
s 143- 9 if the sick cannot rely on God for ft"

160-31 a material fungus without Mind to ft" nimT
16.V23 we cannot ft" being disgusted with the

ph 196-23 will ft" to abate sickness and to destroy it.

/ 222-11 Food had less power to ft" or to hurt him
234-13 and ft" them on the basis of the

b 268- * / can do no otherwise ; so ft" tt** God I

p 404-31 neither . . . can ft" him permanently, even In

r 494- 9 But mortals did need this ft",

g 518-15 The rich in spirit ft" the poor
527-28 asking a prospective sinner to ft" Him.

ap 570-22 In this age the earth will ft" the woman ;

helped , ^ ^
a 34-21 It ft" them to raise themselves and others

ph 197-22 ft" to make them healthy,
b 323- 7 ft" onward in the march towards righteousness,

p 375-U believes that matter, not mind, has ft" him.
435- 8 in obedience to higher law, ft" his feUow-man,

ap 570-11 the earth ft" the woman,— Rev. 12; 16.

helpers
p 365- 5 and preparing their ft" for the

helpful
pft 180- 7 is somewhat ft" to them and to himself ;

helpingm 64-10 When a.man lends a ft" hand to

p 3W-12 disarms man, prevents him from ft" himself,
r 494-17 h' erring human sense to flee from Its

helplessm 61-19 reproduce In their own ft" little ones

ph 191-19 Mind is not ft".

/ 207-11 Evil is not supreme ; good is not ft" ;

230-14 to suppose Him capable of . . . punishing the ft"

231-13 If God makes sin, . . . Science and Christianity
are ft"

•

o 342-22 raises from the couch of pain the ft" invalid.
S52-19 they may become Its ft" victims ;

p 377-28 a fear that Mind is ft" to defend
420-10 Instruct the sick that they are not ft" victims,
437-16 the ft" innocent body tortured,

r 490-14 theories a^re ft" to niiake man harmonious

helplessness
a 23-28 expresses the ft" of a blind faith ;

/ 235-19 Pnyslclans, whom the sick employ In their h',

244-30 pictures age as infancy, as ft" and
o 341- 3 raising up thousands from ft" to strength

help meet
g 53^20 Is this an ft' m* for man?

helps
6 324- 3 ft' to precipitate the ultimate harmony.
p 374-20 this belief ft" rather than hinders disease.
r 481- 7 Material sense never ft" mortals to

fi 646-14 £veiy agony of mortal error A" erroi to destroy

hem
pft 170-26 at least to touch the ft' of Truth's garment.
ap 56&- n He that touches the ft" of Christ's robe

hemisphere
sp 74-25 when we are in the opposite h'1

hemlock
/ 215-28 feared not the ft" poison.

ap 559-28 because you must share the ft' cup

hemorrhage
p 425- 9 inflammation, tubercles, ft", and

hence
pr 13-27 ft" men recognize themselves as merely

14-18 H" the hope of the promise
a 25-19 H" the force of his admonition,

30- 1 //" he could give a more spiritual idea
52-10 if" the world's hatred of the just and
5a- 7 ft" the cup he drank.

sp 80-32 ft" that matter is intelligent.
s 131- 7 H" the opposition of sensuous man to the
132-4 H" his reply: "Go and show John— Ma«. 11 ; 4.

136-26 if • Herod's assertion : "Johnhave I— Z/Ufc«9;9.

14^ 2 H- the fact that, to-day, as yesterday,"
pft 176-29 H- decided types of acute disease

198-27 H" the importance that doctors be
189- 9 H" the great fact that Mind alone enlarges

/ 213- 4 ft" as a man spiritually understandeth,
221-20 if" semi-starvation is not acceptable
236-17 H" the importance of C. S.,

251- 1 ft" It la not more imperative
C 257-14 H" the Father Mind is not the
258- 3 if" the unsatisfied human craving
259-26 Vibration Is not intelligence ; ft" it Is not a
267-11 if" man and the spiritual universe

b 270- 8 ft" both cannot be real.

270-15 ft" their foresight of the new dlspensat on
270-29 if" the fact that the human mind alone
271-16 if" the universal application of his saying :

273-12 if" the enmity between Science and the senses,

273-18 if" the importance of understanding the
274-13 if" Christianity and the Science which
275-24 if" all is in reality the manifestation of Mind.
278-14 if", as we approach Spirit and Truth,
290-12 if" Truth comes to destroy this error
292-1/ if" the so-called life of mortals is

311- 6 H' evU is not made and is not real.

316-12- if" the warfare between this spiritual Idea and
319-23 H- the misapprehension of the spiritual meaning
331-24 if

"
all Is Spirit and spiritual.

343-28 E- the mistake which allows words, rather than
346-24 ft" pain in matter Is a false belief,

347- 7 ft" all is Life, and death has no dominion.
350-27 if" Its embodiment In the
357-31 Can matter drive Life, Spirit, ft", and so defeat
361-30 ft" the many readings given the Scriptures,

p 374-32 H- It Is mortal mind, not matter, which says, .

392- 1 ft" it is through divine Mind that you overcome
402-28 H' the proof that hvpnotlsm Is not scientific ;•

t 455- 7 H" the necessity of being right yourself
456-32 if" it gave the first rules for demonstrating
461-25 error is not true, ft" It la unreal

r 466- 3 if" God combines all-power or jKJtency,
471-19 if" the spirituality of the universe Is

473-16 ft" the duality of Jesus the Christ.
474- 9 ft" the misinterpretation and consequent
476-10 H" man Is not mortal nor material.
480-22 if", evil is but an illusion,

481-29 ft" the Immortality of SouL
486-28 ft" their permanence.
488-11 if" the Scriptures often appear In our
490- 6 if" It cannot govern man aright.
492-26 God is Mirid. and God is infinite ; ft" all is Mind,
495- 4 ft" its healing power Is not fully demonstrated.

g 503-15 if" the eternal wonder,
525-22 He did not make,— ft" Its unreality.
526-21 doctrine that . . . evil is as real, ft" as
532-25 there Is but one God, ft" one Mind
533-31 if" she Is first to abandon the belief in
545-26 H" the seeming contradiction
658-28 ft" the author's experience ;

gl 584-11 Matter has no life, ft" It has no real existence.
597-25 ft" It should not be confounded with the term.

henceforth
/ 217-13 "H- know we no man after the — II Cor. 5 ; 10

Herald, Boston
an VOr-TA following is an extract from the Boston H' :

herald
pref vii- 7 the human ft' of Christ. Truth,

/ 226- 6 the voice of the ft" of this new crusadd

heralds
ip 95-26 the light which A' Christ's eternal dawn
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herb
g 507-12-
507-19
508-10
518- 6
518-11
520-20
535-25

nerDs
d 541-12

ap 559-28

berdmen
t 444-26. 27

herds
m 61-27

here

a

sp

iii-*
16-24
35-31
38-15
41-11
42-29
74-10
77- 1

77-7
83-12
91- 7

91-22
s 158- 7

ph 168-30
187- 6
196-13

/216-5
6 268-*
285-4
292-4
296- 6
305-23
308-10
311-11
320-17
324-16
328-10
338-21
348- 8
361- 2
361- 5

P 364-16
371- 9-

407-11
409-29
410- 1

410-20
427-30
430-13
437-20
440-33

t 463-20
T465-*
ff 504-21
506-25
520-23
521-4
523-14
527-U
627-26
528-15
533-10
541-22
547-3
549-20
552-2

ap 564-12
568-11
569- 4
569-24
573-27
576-22

gl 598- 5

hereafter
a
sp

41-9
73-19
74-10
77- 1

77- 7

ph 168-31
6 285-4
296- 6
311-11
324-17
328-10

P410-3
427-30

the h- yielding seed,— Gen. 1 .• 11.

Tlie tree and «• do not yield fruit because of
h- yielding seed after his kind,— Gen. 1; 12.

every h- bearing seed,— Gen. 1 : 29.

every green h' for meat :
— Gen. I .- 30.

h' of the field before it grew :
— Gen. 2: 5.

ahalt eat the h- of the field :
— Gen. 3 ; 18.

more spiritual type". . . than the h" of the
share the hemlock cup and eat the bitter h- ,

between my h- and thy /»• ;
— Gen. 13: 8.

raising df stock to increase your flocks and A' 7

Thou h\ and everywhere.
H' let me give what I understand to be the
If the sinner's punishment h' has been
H' the word hands is used metaphorically,
may have a flowery pathway /»•, but he cannot
He was h' to enable them to test his
When h' or hereafter the belief of life

comes not suddenly h' or hereafter.

brings its own self-destruction both h' and
h- Science takes issue with popular religions.
if" is the great point of departure for all true
erroneous postulates should be h' considered
It is h- noticeable that Apo'.lo was
H' let a word be noticed which will
H' you may see how so-called material sense
h- the word soul means a false sense
H' theories cease, and Science unveils the
H' I stand. I can do no otherwise ;

not alone hereafter . . . but h' and now ;

H' prophecy pauses.
Either h- or hereafter, suffering or Science
In the illusion of life that is h' to-day and
is met by the admission . . . "Lo, h- I am,
Sin exists /»• or hereafter only so long as
H' the original text declares plainly
must conquer sin, . . . either ft- or
until, h- or hereafter, they gain the true
H- a dam Is not a mere play upon words ;

11' Is the difBcalty :

H' C. S. Intervenes, explains tbese
now and forever, h- and everywhere.
H' is suggested a solemn question.
Mortals are believed to be h- without their
H' C. S. is the sovereign panacea.
We cannot spend our days h' in ignorance
If /»• we give no heed to C. S.,
H' is a definite and Inspired proclamation of
must be mastered by Mind h- or hereafter.
I /»• present to my readers an allegory
H' the opposing counsel. False Belief,
H' the counsel for the defence closed,
By this we know that Truth is h-
h- a little, and there a little.— Isa. 28; 10.

H' we have the explanation of another
H' the human concept and divine idea seem
H' is the emphatic declaration that
H" the Inspired record closes its narrative
It may be worth while h- 'to remark that,
H' the metaphor represents God, Love, as
H' the lie represents God as repeating creation,
H' falsity, error, credits Truth, God, with
H' there Is an attempt to trace all human
H' the serpentine lie invents new forms.
contains the proof of all h- said of C. S.
H- these material researches culminate
But we cannot stop h\
the criminal instinct h' described.
H-, also, the Revelator
Every mortal at some period, h' or hereafter,
H' the Scriptures declare that
that we can b«!ccme conscious, /» and now, of a
is within reach of man's consciousness h'.
S' the original word is the same in both cases,

in the h- they will reap what they now sow.
belief that . . . ft- to ri.se up as
When here or h- the belief of life
comes not suddenly here or h\
its own self-destruction both here and h\
a word . . . which will be better understood /»',

This Science of being obtains not alone h'
Either here or h\ suffering or Science must
Sin exists here or ft- only so long aa
we must conquer sin, . . . either here or h',
until, here or ft-, they gain the true
shall not be ready for spiritual Life h\
must be mastered by Mind here or h\

hereafter
0534- 2
550-14

ap 569- 4

hereditary
p 392-18

412-32
424-28

heredity
ph 178- 8

178-24

/228- 7

This ft- enabled woman to be the
should appear now, even as it will h\
here or ft-, must grapple with and orercome

If you think that consumption is ft-

Scientist knows there can be no ft- disease,
scrofula and other soK:;ailed ft* diseasea,

/f -

is not a law.
we are freed from the belief of ft-,

H- is a proUfic subject for mortal belief to
p 392-29 whether it be air, exercise, ft

425-32 the opposite belief in ft-

contagioOi

heresies
an 106-23

heretic
343-32

heretofore
O 43 -6

heritage
/ 228-12
b 315-19

(7 535-17

hero
sl33->30

Herod
a 52-15
S 136-20

136-25
136-28

ap 565- 9
565-13

Herod's
s 136-26

hesitate
/ 229- 5 We should ft- to say that Jehovah sins or

heterodoxy
c 257- 7 theory that Spirit is not

strife, seditions, h-,—Gal. 5; 20.

ia often accounted a ft".

H- they had only belieyed ;

when man enters into his ft- of freedom,
when we subdue sin and prove man's h',
'the ft- of the first born among mea

<?r only a mighty /» and king,

jff- and Pilate laid aside old feuds
This ghostly fancv was repeated by H'
But even H- doubted if Jesus was
No wonder H' desired to see the new Teacher.
if- decreed the death of every male child
and deprive if- of his crown.

Hence H' assertion :

hew
pref vli-24

hewn
pr 6-28

hid
S107-*
117-32
131-20

b 315-11
325-17

p 367-21
367-22

t 445-14

ff 532-16

ap 580-22
560-27

Hiddekel
(/i588-5

hidden
pr 15-25
a 44-29

an 102-18
s 118- 8

/205- 1

343-12

p376- 9
M53-20

ap 571- 2

576-5
hide

pr 8-6
a 45-14
m" 62-29

sp 95-11
/215- 1

242-32
6 299-26
304-4
308- 7

311- 1

p 366-32
r 480-32

hideous
/ 248-19
<7 550-28

hides
sp 81-26

83-11

ph 183-20
6 295-23

. is pantheistic ft',

task of the sturdy pioneer to ft- the tall oak

"[It] is h- down."— Afott. 7; 19.

ft- in three measures ofrheal,— Matt. 13: 33.

ft- in three measures of meal,— Mail. 13 : 33.

Thou hast ft" these things from — Lukje 10: 21.

false views of the people ft- from their sense
"ft- with Christ in God,"— Col.Z: 3.

that is set on an hill cannot be h- ." —Matt. 5: H.
that this Ught be not ft-, but radiate
"ft- with Christ In God,"— Col. 3: 3.

I was naked ; and I ft- myself.— Gen, 3 : 10.

ft- from view the apostle's character.
Because it has ft' from them the true idea

definition of

ft- from the world, but known to God,
while he was ft" in- the sepulchre,
looms of crime, ft- in the dark recesses
ft- in sacred secrecy from the visible world?
else God will continue to be ft- from
and "Truth will not be forever ft-

the most ft-, undefined, and insidious beliefs.

if- sjn is spiritual wickedness in high places.
expose evil's ft" mental ways of

seems ft' in the mist of remoteness,

their wickedness and then seek to ft' it.

had failed to ft- immortal Truth
false views of life ft- eternal harmony.
Error . . . cannot ft- from the lav/ of God.
Nothing can ft- from them the harmony of
We may ft" spiritual ignorance from the worla.
Corporeal sense, or error, may seem to ft- Truth,
which ft- spiritual beauty and goodness,
and will ft' from the demand,
clouds of mortal belief, which ft; the truth of
we must not ft- the talent of spiritual healing
One must ft- the other.

by "vicious sculptors and ft- forms.
not so ft' and absurd as the supposition that

inharmony ... ft- the harmony of Science,
such a belief ft- Truth and builds on error,
that which ft- the power of Spirit.

Then, ... it no longer ft- the sun.
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b 298- 4 An ft nloud h- the sun it cannot extlngiiiah.

326- 1 A false sense . . . h- the divine poeciDilitiea,
n 542- 5 Though error h' behind a lie

650-19 h- the true and spiritual Life,

hiding
b 294-30 the hypocrite that he is n- himself.

( 445-25 a lie, /»' the divine Principle of harmony. .

Cl 59^28 Veil. A cover ; concealment ; />• ; hypocrisy.

hierarchies , ^ ,.

24- 5 establiahed by h-, and instigated ... by the

hieroglyphs ^ ^ ^ .^

/ 240- 6 The floral apostles are «• of Deity.

high
iii- * This is Thy h- behest :

s 13ft-22 no h- appreciation of divine Science

147-20 This proof lifts you h' above the perishing
153-20 administer . . . a 7i' attenuation of truth,

155-15 weighs against the h' and mighty truths of

156-10 h- attenuation of Sulphuris. , . ^ „ ^ :

ph 168- 3 worldly, who think the standard of C. S. too />••

c 258-30 impossible ... to fall from his h- estate,

p 426- 6 the h' goal always before her thoughts,
t 448-20 a /»• sense of the moral . . . qualifications
453-20 Hidden sin is spiritual wickedness in h- places.

4S&- 8 alone entitles them to the h- standing whicn
r 469-25 the h- signification of omnipotence,
494-28 its lap piled /i- with immortal fruits.

a 505-18 "The Lord on h- is mightier than — Fsai. 93: 4.

on 563-30 "spiritualwickednessin/i-places.— £.05.6:12.
568-27 sweeter than has ever before reacnea «• heaven,
572- 1 lifts on /!• only those who have

high-caste
p 362-10 the household of a h- Brahman,

higher
pr 6-18 h- we cannot look, farther we cannot go.

7-20 a /»• experience and a better life

11-10 before mortals can "go up h'."— Luke 14 : 10.

a 18-16 Truth, which reaches no h- than itself.

18-17 fountain can rise no ft" than its source.

43^21 Jesus rose h- in demoristration because cf the

4«-17 rose even h' in the understanding of Spirit,

m 57- 6 masculine mind reaches a h- tone through
60- 2 Science inevitably lifts one's being h-

60-21 education of the h' nature is n^lected,
60-31 H- enioyments alone can satisfy the

61- 8 and give h- aims to ambition.
61-31 If the propagation of a h" human speciej
62-19 understanding of man's /»• nature.

62-27 h' nature of man is not governed by
63-26 a race having /»• aims and motives.

65-18 will at length demand a h- affection.

66-13 Love nronagates anew the h- joys of Spirit,

sp 97-23 the /i-'Trdth lifts her voice, the louder

s 121- 8 Though no h' revelation than the horoscope was
128-17 giving mortals access to broader and /» realms.

128-25 destroys with the ft" testimony of Spirit

150-15 attest the reality of the /»• mission

151- 9 respect is due . . . the h- class of physicians.
158-26 letting in matter's h' stratum, mortal mmd.
158-29 of a h- attenuation than the drug,
162-28 understanding ... to demonstrate the h' rule.

ph 167- 3 If we rise no >»• than blind faith,

169-15 find stronger supports and a h- home.
174- 4 Is civilization only a h' form of idolatry,
190-27 When hope rose h' in the human heart,
197-13 the h- will be the standard of living
198- 1 the h' stratum of mortal mind has

/ 224-22 A /«• and more practical Christianity,
226- 3 world-wide slavery, found on h- planes of

226-14 God has built a h- platform of human rights,
233- 2 makes its demands upon us for /»• proofs
235-13 moral and spiritual culture, which lifts one h\
235-16 wiU reach h- than the heavens of astronomy ;

246- 8 The stream risesno h- than its source.

247-17 reflecting those h- conceptions of loveliness

251-25 This process of h" spiritual understanding
e 255- 7 anciently classified as the h- criticism,
256- 2 Advancing to a h- plane of action,
258- 5 craving for something better, h', holier,

258-14 rising h- and /»• from a boundless basis.

259- 9 h- than their poor thought-models
260-16 and to bring out better apd h- results,

262-14 clearer, h' views inspire the Godlike man
262-24 Starting from a h- standpoint, one rises

265-14 confers . . . a /i' and more permanent peace.
266- 4 giving place to man's h' individuality
267-23 Thought is borrowed from a h- source

b 270-14 looked for something h' than the
290- 6 If . . . they will rise no h- spiritually
297-15 and the human consciousness rises h\
297-20 Faith is h' and more spiritual than belief.

299-11 point upward to ... A* ideals of life and
307-29 oia province is ... in the .'t- law of Mind.

higher
b 311-23 even the h- law of Soul, which prevails

313-14 Using tWs word in its /»• meamng,
314-24 The ft" his demonstration of divine Science

316-18 the Christ-man, rose h' to human view
323-32 listening to it and going up h-.

349-27 does not at once catch the A" meamng,
361-27 is the h- hope on earth,

p 364- 8 Which was the /»" tribute to such ineffable

387-28 my hope, namely, the student's h" attainments
401-11 to the end of producing a h- manifestation.
416-31 away from their bodies to /;• objects.
419-30 rise into /»" and hoUer consciousness.
435- 8 Mortal Man, in obedience to h- law, helped
437-10 before the Judge of our h- tribunal,
439-27 Our ft" statutes declare you all,

< 453- 9 and a ft" basis is thus won ;

455-30 The ft" your attainment in the Science
458-21 are 3ummon«l to give place to ft" law,

r 473-27 his acts of ft: importance than his words.

'g 502-15 take on ft' symbols and significations,
509-15 rarefaction of thought as it ascends ft".

518-14 the ft" always protects the lower.

631- 9 represent the ft" moral sentiments-,

541- 5 instead of making his Qwn gilt a ft" tribute

549- 7 give place to ft" tneories and demonstrations.
663- 3 should awaken thought to a ft" and purer
554-30 are less sickly than those possessing ft"

ap 571-20 ft" humanity will units ail interests in the

576-50 the word gradually Approaches a ft" meaning.
gl 581-19 The ft" false knowledge buUds

590-19 Its ft" signification is Supreme Ruler.
693-10 a new and ft" idea of immortality,
(see also sease, uii^er&tanding)

highest
The ft" prayer ... is demonstration.
Jesus' last proof was the ft",

the ft" instructor and friend of man,
sentinel of God at the ft" post of power.
those to whom he had given the ft" proofs
in his ft" demonstration?
The ft" earthly representative of God,
the ft" proof he could have offered
should proceed from man's ft" nature.

acting up to his ft" understanding,
which hinders our ft" selfhood.
from the lowest, instead of from the ft".

The ft" attenuation of homceopathy
medicine ... in the ft" degree uncertain ;

capable cf producing the ft" human good?
instead of from the ft" mortal thought.
would be contrary to our ft" ideas of God
but of the ft" qualities of Mind.
Evil is sometimes a man's ft" conception of
He expressed the ft" type of divinity,
a supposititious opposite of the ft" right.
God selects for the ft" service one who
does not bestow His ft" trusts upon the im-

worthy.
adverse to its ft" hope and achievement.
Since then her ft" creed has been divine Science,
interwoven with matter's ft" stratum,
Jesus was the ft" human concept of the perfect
the ft" ideas are the sons and daughters of God.
and keep pace with ft" purpose.
/»" and sweetest rest, . . . la in holy work,
without a correct sense of its ft" visible idea,

except the ft: degree of human depravity.
Jzsca. The ft" nmnan corporeal concept of

pr
a

m

16- 2
43-11
49-14
49-18
49-27
50-15
52-23
54-16
65- 2

67-11
68- 8

J 148-12
153-U
163-16

ph 182- 9
189-20

f 230-11
C265-2
6 327- 9
332-29

p368- 2

/ 455-21
465-23

456-2
r 471-29
477-15
482-19

aS03-4
614-18
520- 1

ap 560-18
564-18

ff/ 589-16

high-handed
p 437-25 for such ft" lll^ality.

highly
b 322- 9 It ia ft" Important . .

high-priest
gl 596-13 the stones In the breast-plate of the ft"

highwaym 61-10 that the ft" of O'lir God may be prepared

hill
a 50-30
6 326- 7

p 367-20

Mils
S13S-4
147-13 . -^

/240-3 Arctic regions, sunny tropics, giant A".

g 614-17 "the cattle upon a thousand ft."— Psal. 60 : la

TTIm
pre/ vii-19 apprehension of H" whom to know aright

pr 1- * 6«/ore ye ask H.— Matt. 6 : 8.

1- 3 a spiritual understanding of H",
2-23 God is Love. Can we ask H" to be more?
4-18 Simply asking . . . will never make us love a"
ft- 7 Calling on It' to forgive our work

to turn our thoughts

The real cross, which Jesus bore up the h'

must not try to climb the ft" of Science by
A city that is set on an ft-— A/cH. 5 : 14.

and ye little ft", like lambs? — Psal. 114 : 6.

on the ft" of Judsea and in the valleys of

\rctlc i-ei

'the cattle upon ;
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llini
8-23
10- 4

lJ-15
l»-27

S 11^12
119-13
119-U
140- 5

140- 8

140-10

ph 166-18
166-20

/208- 5
219-28
229-13
230-12
231-32
232- 1

C 256-22

262- 7

26i-ll
b 272-30
273- 2
307-10
320-28
324-12
328-12
330-19
331-17
336-16
341- *

348-15
351-21
356-21
361-19

P 362- *

390-9
397-22
414-22
421-18

t 444-11
T 473- 9
479-30
4X0-26
4,SO-27

48;i-28

P 501- *

501- *

503-16
504-19
515-23
517-13
519-17
525-18
527-28

gl 581-13
596- 5
596- 9

Himself
a 18-15

sp 94- 2
b 277- 7
286-18
303-25
835-7

O 356-24
357-29

p 380-31
39.5-lG

435- 2

< 455-25

</ 518-13

gl 583-25

hinder
a 28-19
s 14.5- 5

f 209-12
326-19
326-21

p 419- 1

M45- 7

448-25

hindered
a 28- 2

41-23

hinders
PT 5- 1

m 08- 8

/ 2n.'i-24

h 312-26

p 36B- 9

the reward of H' who blesses tlie poor,
leave our real desires to be rewarded liy //.
God knows our need before we tell //•

If living in disobedience to U\ we ought
is not only to make H' responsible for
but to announce H' as their source,
thereby making H- guilty of maintaining
Bible represents H' as saying :

we know H' as divine Mind,
love H' understandingly, warring no more
Instead of thrusting H' aside in times of
hour of strength in which to acknowledge //,
"In H' we live, and move, and —Acu 17; 28.

the honor due to //• alone,

virtually declaring H' good in one instance
to suppose H' capable of first arranging law
"all things were made by H'— John 1 ; 3.

without H' was not anything made — John 1 .• 3.

none can stay His hand, or say unto H',— Dan.
4 : 35.

but it ascribes to H- the entire glory,
act as possessing all power from H"
the divine Principle of all that represents H'
contrary to God, and cannot emanate from H'.
It says : . . . I aid H'
encourages mortals to hope in H- who healeth
"acquaint now thyself with H',— Job 22 . 21.

which destroys human delusions about //
God is what the Scriptures declare H' to be,
Everything in God's universe expresses H\
They are the emanations of H' who is Life,
Bui if the Spirit of H' that Taixcd up — Rom.

8:11.
when we ascribe to H' almighty Life
if not superior to H\
is it possible for H- to create man subject to
"For in if; we live, and move,— Acts 17; 28.

I shall yet praise H\— Psal. 42; 11.

right understanding of H' restores harnionj'.
which the Scriptures declare 7f •

to be.
there is none else beside H\"— Deut. 4 ; 35.

and that there is none beside //•.

Step by step will those who trust H' find

nothing apart from H- is present or has power.
"For the invisible things of H',— Rom. 1 ; 20.

"All things were made by H-— John 1 ; 3.

without H' was not anything made— John 1 ; 3.

does honor God as no other theory honors H',
made by H' ; and withmii //' was not — John 1 ; 3.

In H' was life;
— John 1 ; 4.

reflecting if' in countless s[)iritual forms,
indicate, . . . .spiritually clearer views of //,
moves In accord with H-,
as we have for considering H' feminine.
How shall we declare H'. till, in the language of
"and without H' . . . was not — John 1:3.
asking a prospective sinner to help H'.
all things are created by //•

•

makes H' better known as the All-in-all,
JJ- declare 1 unto you."— Acts 17; 23.

how can God propitiate H-?
in the image and likeness of H',
As God // is good and is Spirit, .

all that He made to be good, like //•,
without the image and likeness of H\
in and of H\
Does God create a material man out of H-,
Has the Father "Life in H''—John 5; 26.

against //', against Life, health, harmony.
besought to take the patient to H\
Spirit which is God if'
one who is spiritually near H'.
God gives the les.ser idea of H'
could not create an atom . . . the opposite of if'.

did not h- men from saying :

lack of the letter could not h' their work ;

Neither philosophy- nor skepticism can h'
nothing but wrong intention can ft' your
"Who did h' you,— Gal. 5; 7.

A moral question may ft' the recovery of
to ft' the demonstration of C. S.
must always ft' scientific demonstration.

ft' the succe.ss of .Tesus' mission,
but this foreknowledge ft' him not.

Whatever ... ft' man's spiritual growth
cherish nothing which ft' our highest
ft' man's normal drift towards the one Mind,
limits faith and ft' spiritual understanding.
ft' him from reaching his patient's tliought,

and this ft' his destroying them.
this belief helps rather than ft' disease.
No law of God ft' this result.
ft" its approach to the standard in C. S.

as positively as if she were a H- pariah
in the H' Vishnu, in the Greek Aphrodite,

without ft' from the body.
this will be a ft' to the recovery of the sick

theology gave no ft' of the unchanging love of
This is a ft' that a wife ought not to
an infidel blasphemer who should ft- that
history of Kaspar Hauser is a useful ft"

useful ft', upon which a Franklin might work
A ft' may be taken from the emigrant,
may be a useful ft' to the medical faculty.

ft' of inflammatory rheumatism,

hinders
p 369- 2

374-21
391-13

r 483-U

Hindoo
p 362- 9

9 524- 4

hindrance
/ 253-23

p 372-31

hint
a 42- 4

m 58-25

sp 94-27

pft 194-17

/ 245-19

p 383-12

9 528-30

hints
p 384-18

hip
pft 193- 5 physician had just probed the ulcer on the ft',

hip-disease
pft 193- 1 confined to his bed sLx months with ft-,

Hippocrates
s 158- 8 !{ turned from image-gods to vegetable
163- 1 impossible to calculate the miscnief which H'

hireling
t 464-26, 27 ft' fleeth, because he is an h\—John 10

'

13.

His
pref x-21 there is so little faith in if•. . . power

xi-22 called the author to proclaim H' Gospel
xi-24 chiirge to plant and water H' vineyard.

pr 3- 2 without being reminded of H' province.
3- 8 Shall we ask the divine Principle . . . to do JI'
3-10 in order to receive H' blessing,
5-17 pours the riches of H- love into
6-20 To suppose that God forgives . . . according as ir

a 23-6 vented upon if
' beloved Son is, . . .unnatural.

42-22 which God bestowed on IL anointed,
45-12 [seeming] death of H' Son,— Rom. 5; 10.

m 56-10 and H' kingdom is come as in the vision

sp 97-26 "He uttered H' voice, the earth — Psal. 46; 6.

99- 8 to will and to do of II good — Phil. 2 ; 13.

s 109-29 "Mv doctrine is not mine, -but H'— John 7; 16.

109-29 If any man will do II will, he — John 7 ; 17.

110- pronounced by H' wi.sdom good.
114-11 noumenon and phenomena,Ciod and if'thoughts.
117- 9 to the Supreme Being or IP manifestation

;

119-10 is to leave the creator out of II' own
128- 5 refers only to the laws of God and to II-
140-29 created man in IP, God's, image ;

pft 165- * sent II- word, and healed — Psal. 107; 20.

167- 2 out of H- personal volition,
174-11 but the angels of IP presence
183-17 supposed laws which result in. . .are not ii' laws,
187- 5 of the all-knowing Mind and of H- creations.
192-18 holds the "wind in IP fists ;"— Prov. 30; 4.

/206- 1 we can have no other Mind but IP,
222-28 had made him one, contrary to IP commands.
224-14 and array IP vicegerent with pomp
230-14 to suppo.se Him . . .punishing. . . of if' volition
231-24 to doubt IP government
231-25 and distrust II- omnipotent care.
233-16 the shadow of II' right hand rests
24'2-12 good, God and It- reflection,
244-20 If man . . . God is without if' entire
247-23 reflects the charms of H- goodness
249- 4 producing H- own models of excellence.

C 255-18 hath not seen Spirit, nor hat hear heard if' voice.
256-'20 "doeth according to H' will — Dan. 4; 35.

256-22 none can stay, if' hand.— Dan. 4; 35.

257-12 Mind creates H- own likeness in ideas,
267- 6 The allness of Deity is H- oneness.

6 268- * and with H' Son Jesus Christ.— I John 1 : 3.
270-18 divine Mind, in I{- more infinite meanings,
27.5-16 These are H' attributes,
275-17 No wisdom is wise but H- wi.sdoin ,

280-28 being perpetual in H' own individuality,
300- 4 of IP infinite image or reflection, man.
303-27 without a witness or proof of IP own nature.
306- 9 were parted for a moment from IP reflection,
308- 4 and keeping II- commaiidnipnt'!"'
310-10 God is H- own infinite Mind, and expresses all.

313-10 "the brightne,ss of II- [God's] glorv,— Ileb. 1 ; 3.

313-11 the expre.ss [expressed] image of IP — Ileb. 1 ; 3.

313-21 being a brightness from if' glory,— spc iffb. 1 ; 3.

313-22 an<l an image of ff
•

being."
314- 7 in.separable as God and IP reflection
31><-30 are controlled and jiroved by IP laws.
328-13 reveals the grand realities of II- allness.
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His
&331-6

331-13
332- 5

332- 8
339- 7

340- 8

340-10
340-13
341-*
345-5
34.5- 7

348-16
360-26
360-27

P 373- 5

390-24
419- 6
439-27

t 455-23
r 466- 1

470-19
472- 6
472-10
472-10
478-29
433-29
497- 6
r.98-13

512-10
513-26
516- 9

517-17
619-2

the creator reflected in H- creations.

the divine Mind and H' ideas.

H- tender relationship to H' spintual
"For we are also H' offspring."— Acts 17. -!8.

there is no room for if;
-unlikeness.

and keep H' commandments :
— tjcci. li . a.

love God and keep H" commandments :

in and of God, and manifests H" love.

bv H- Spirit that dwelleth m you.— Bom.S. u.

God cannot be in H' unlikeness

When . H" absoluteness is set lortn,

I deny' H' cooperation with evil,

in H- ministering spirits,— see Job 4 18.

H- angels He chargeth with — see Job 4. 18.

and be more aUve to H' promises.

no law of H- to support the necessity

God and H- ideas alone are real and
and the righteous executor of ii' laws.

AJl-wise does not bestow H" highest trusts upon
H- reflection is man and the universe.

Has God taken down H' own standard,

God has set H' signet upon Science,

nor belong to H" government.
H- law, rightly understood, destroys them.

and called me by H" grace,— GaJ. 1: 15.

does this in 'the way of H' appointmg.
We acknowledge W Son, one Christ ;

God determines the gender of //; own ideas.

These angels of H presence, which have

H- thoughts are spiritual realities.

fashions aU things, after H" pwnjikenesa.
H- personality can only be reflectea,

oi»- z from aU eternity knoweth H; own ideas.

51^ 5 emanation, of H' infinite self-contaimnent

522-31 Does the creator condemn H' own creation?

.^25-14 and God shaped man after H" mmd;
527-18 to be the tree of death to H- own creation?

529-11 are H' eternal children, belongmg to

543-11 They cannot come into H' presence,

ap 558- * the mountain of H' tu>lin£ss.— Psol^ M.
560-17 whom God has appomted to voice H Word
561-15 God and H' Christ, bringing harmony to earth.

565- 8 unto God, and to H" throne.— Bav. 12: 5

567- 6 The Gabriel of H' presence has no contests.

568-15 and the power of H" Christ :
— Rev. 12 : 10.

572-10 belongs not to if- children,

573-17 ever with men, and they are H- rveople.

677- 3 as one Father with H' universal famUy,
578- 9 for a- name's sake.— Psal. 23

.;
3.

al 580- 4 opposite of Spirit and H' creations ;

582-19 creates man as H' own spiritual idea,

589-11 and that man is His idea, the child of H' care.

(see also creation. Idea, Image, likeness, power, worit)

historian ..,•.,,_
g 537-25 the ordinary h- mterprets it literally.

historic . . v, i. ^
a 27-23 only eleven left a desirable ft- record,

en 105-19 these words. . .will become ft" :

(7 523-«) In the h- parts of the Old Testament,

history
sU

*p 93-22

/225-U
ancient

a 43-10
anthentic

ph 194-17

o 342- 9 presumptuously, in the face of Bible h-

ap 565-14 a brief h- In the earthly life of our Master :

central emblem of
. . , , ..

/ 238-31 The cross Is the central emblem of ft .

Cbrtstlan ^ , ,-^x. .• v.
b 328-16 has sadly disappeared from Chnstian ft .

ap 577-17 the Christ-idea in Christian ft-
-

that material ft- is as real

is not in material ft"

liistory
material

/ 204- 4 false conclusions ,

g 547-27 The true theory .

™o'tal
, ^ . . , ...

r 476-16 from the beginmng of mortal A ,

natural , . ,

ph 195-17 Through astronomy, natural ft-, chemistry,
b 277-13 Natural ft- presents vegetables and animal3.

a 548-26 Natural ft- is richly endowed by the

551- 7 In natural ft-, the bird is not the product oi

of Christianity . . ,

p 387-27 The h- of Christlamty furnishes sublime

g 521-29 The ft- of error or matter, if veritable, would
522-12 unmistakably gives the ft- of error

525-28 if we give the same heed to the ft- of error as

530-26 The ft- of error ig a dream-narrative.

6 315-26 The h- of Jesus shows him to have been

g 557-22 Popular theology takes up the ft- of man as if

of mortality ,. _ . , ... »
g 547-15 In its ft- of mortality. Darwin s theory of

of our country ,,».•»
/ 225-14 The h- of our country, like all history,

(I 37-10 one stage with another in the ft- of religion.

of the errors , ,.,_•. • j

an 101- 5 in the ft- of the errors of the human mmd,
religious , .....,«•»».

a 36-30 Religious ft- repeats itself in the

*'*

/204-5 that material history Is as ... as spiritual ,'!-;

g 551- 8 In spiritual ft-, matter is not the progenitor of

o 357-17 If- teaches that the popular and false notions

The belief . . - has darkened all ft*.

The history of our country, like all ft",

and is now repeating its ancient ft-.

The authentic ft- of Kaspar Hauser Is a

eternal
r 471- 4

evil has no
(7 538-21

false
(7 522- 1

clorloas
g 521- 7

remained unchanged in its eternal ft'.

evil has no ft",

the false ft- In contradistinction to the true.

We leave this brief, glorious ft-

bas'oonfirraed ^ ^ ^. ....
a 54-27 and ft- has confirmed the prediction.

/ 245-18 those unacquainted with her ft- conjectured

"

Later In human ft-, when the forbidden fruit

a 37-5
s 158-12

/24^ 3

a 501-17
502- 9

History of
S 158- 6

hit
f 457-22

hither
s 129-16

ap 574- 8

575-1

liitherto
sp 79-20
s 147-22

hobbled
C 261-16

hold
pr »-7
a 27-31

28- 6

28-12
30-27

m 63-31

sp 97- 1

an 105-12
s 127- 3

143-20
158-25

ph 177-22
181-6
182-13

f 209-18
226-29
231-20
231-25
254- 5

c 261- 4

6 308-27

p 395-22
396- 1

405- 6

412-15
414-25
417-14

if- is full of records of suffering.
The future ft- of material medicine
a sketch from the ft- of an English woman,
than the ft- of i)erpetual evil.

ft- of the untrue image of God,

Four Thousand Years of Medicine
according to the "if- of F' T' Y' ofM."

and at the same time ft- the mark.

come ft- to torment us before the— Afott. 8; 29.

Come ft-, I will show thee the bride;— Rev. 21 ; 9.

"Come ft- 1 Arise from your false consciousness

"My Father worketh h-,— John 5." 17.

spiritual facts of being ft- unattained

(/ 528-31

IsraeUtlsb
o 351- 1

Jesus*
a 20-8

sprang from half-hidden Israelitish ft-

Jeaus' ft- made a new calendar,

he ft- every day to the theatre.

They ft- secret fellowship with sin,

endeavored to ft- him at the mercy of matter
The determination to ft- Spirit in the grasp of

we cannot ft- to beliefs outgrown ;

to allow Soul to ft- the control,
woman should be allowed to . . . ft- real estate,

those who discern C. S. will ft- crime in check,

over which courts ft- jurisdiction?
nor will Christianity lose its ft- upon her.

you conclude that . . . nerves, bones, etc., ft" the

Drug-systems are quitting their ft- on matter
nor can a lie ft- the preponderance
does it ft- the issues of life?"

"ft- to the one, and despise the— Matt. 6; 24.

which constituent masses ft- to each other,

ft- the children of Israel in bondage.
To ft- yourself superior to sin, because God
To ft- yourself superior to sickness and_
who gain good rapidly and ft- their position,

H- thought steadTastly to the enduring,
did not loosen his ft- upon this glorious light

mental quackery . . . to ft- it as something seen

never ft- in mind the thought of disease,

to ft- hatred in abeyance with kindness,

adequate to unclasp the ft- and to

H- these points strongly m view,

ft- your ground with the unshaken understand-

ing
426-26 ft- the banner of Christianity aloft

428-23 We must ft- forever the consciousness

t 444-15 to those who ft- these differing opinions.

456- 9 high standing which most of them ft-

464-20 ft- fast that which is good."— I Thess. 5: 21.

r 49^-31 to ft- man forever intact in his perfect state.

496-15 H- perpetually this thought.
ap 566-12 ft- sway and deprive Herod of his crown.

gl 587-12 theories that ft- mind to be a material sense.
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holding
sp 87- 5

S 124-10

ph 174-29

/ 248-20
C26(>- 5

p 422-26
422-29

ap 563-19

holds
sp 71-16

92- 3

ph 187-30
192-17
192-30

/ 209-11
353-14

p 395-27
417-28
440-14
441-16

r 471- 2

holler
pr 4-19
C258-5
p 419-30

holiest
r 481- 6

g 512-10

holiness

It is needless for the thought or for the person /»'

thus limiting Life and h' fast to discord
ft- it before the thought of both
The world is ft' it before your gaze
while h' in thought the character of Judas.
h' that matter forms its own conditions
Not h' the teins of government
hr untiring watch, tliat he may bite the heel of

images, which mortal mind h' and evolves
fifth erroneous postulate is, that matter h'

tlie human mind stUl h' in belief a body,
ft- the "wind in His fists ;"

— Prov. 30; 4.

Whatever h- human thought in line with
intelligence which h' the winds in its grasp.
It still ft- them more or less.

Mental practice, which h- disease as a
control which Mind h' over the body.
Even penal law h' homicide, . . . to be
h.' him to be forever in the image and likeness
h' the divine order or spiritual law,

but the longing to be better and /»",

human craving for something better, higher, h\
rise into higher and h' consciousness.

man is free "to enter into the /i-,"
— Heb. 10; 19.

angels of His presence, which have the h' charge.

and harmony of man.
and harmony

p 392-10 the health, ;»•

and Immortality
/230- 6 will bring lis into health, ft-, and immortality."'" "

prolific in health, ft-, and immortality.ap 563-22
and life

a 52- 6

6 340-22
spiritual evidence of health, ft-, and life ,

demonstrates health, ft-, and life eternal.

and unboliaess
/ 229-10 sickness and health, ft- and unhoUness,""" "

life and death, ft- and unholiness.6 303-21

beauty, and
/ 246-26

beauty of
s 135-12

/253- 2

lielnk Is

T 492- 7

desire for

pr 11-22
fitness for

pr 15-32

health and
a 37-25

/ 236-25
241-24

6 337-30

heights of
(7 514-9

His
flp558-*

If we desire
pr 11-24

purity, and
9 509-26

recel?e
pr 15-32

road to
pr 11-27

6ln to
6 339-24

to gala
pr 11-23

C 20-23
s 116- 3

/ 201-20
248-30

T 475-29
Q 518-22

gl 595-14

unfolds wisdom, beauty, and ft*.

This is "the beauty of ft-," that— PsoJ. 2»;

beauty of ft-, the perfection of being.

Being is ft-, harmony. Immortality.

We know that a desire for ft- is reavilsite

Without a? fitness for ft-, we cannot

by the demonstration of . . . health and ft'.

the truths of health and ft-;

the way to health and ft-.

the rule of health and ft- in C! S.,

In humility they climb the heights of ft'.

in the mountain of His h'.— Psal. 48 ; 1.

if we desire ft- above all else,

beauty, sublimity, purity, and ft"

Without we cannot receive ft-

holy

sp
s

32-13
34- 4

48-10
95- 3

109-19
124- 8
143-31
146-25
161- 5

6 272-17
325-22

r 477- 6

securely in the only practical road to ft",

sickness to health, sin to ft-,

requisite in order to gain ft- ;

traversing anew the path from sin to h\
spiritual power, love, health, ft-.

Grafting ft- upon unholiness,
justice, health, ft-, love
The real man cannot depart from ft-

expressions of God reflect health, ft-,

ft- and purification of thought and deed,

bowed in ft- submission to the divine decree,
"ft", acceptable unto God,"— Rom. 12; 1.

sweat of agony which fell in ft" benediction
His ft- motives and aims- were traduced
produced . . . by ft", uplifting faith ;

spiritual basis, nor ft- Principle of its own,
everlastingly due its ft- name,
through the ft- influence of Truth
i?- inspiration has created states of mind which
"Give not that wkich is ft- unto— Matt 7; 6.

ft-, acceptable unto God,— Rom. 12; I.

Jesus taught that . . . man is jmre and ft'.

holy
k 499- *

. Ttiese things saith He that is ft-,— Rev. 3 ; 7.

g 506-20 even as He opens the petals of a ft- purpose
510- 5 to be ft-, thought must be purely spiritual.
512- 9 and also by ft- thoughts, wmged with Love.
520- 2 highest and sweetest rest, . . . is in ft- work.
550-30 the pure and ft-, the immutable and immortal

ap 567- 1 He leads the hosts . . . and fights the ft' wars.
576- 8 further de^acribing this ft- city,
577-12 This spiritual, ft- habitation has no

gl 579- * These things saith He that is ft-,— Rev. 3 .' 7.

Holy Comforter
6 331-31 divine Science or the B- C'.

Holy Ghost
a 23-13 said: "He. . . has the H- G- dwelling in him."

The H' G\ or divine Spirit, overshadowed
what is meant by the descent of the H' G',
His students then received the H' G\
the if- G-, or Comforter, revealing the
wonderful power, derived from the if' G'."'
convert . . . the temple of the H- G',
the spiritual idea, the if' G' and Christ,
the H' G- or divine Comforter ;

It brings the baptism of the H' G',
the Messiah, who would baptize with the H- G',
definition of

29-24
43-8
46-30

6 332-20
358-28

p 365-28
r 496-16
497- 7

ap 558-17
562- 2

5^588- 7

Holy One
s 135-18 danger of . . . limiting the H- O* of Israel

Holy Spirit
359- 9 I as a Christian Scientist believed in the if

Holy Writ
5 139-18

/ 230-22

ap 573- 5

homage
a 18- 5

20- 3
42-10

p 364-19

9 541- 9

gl 595-22

home
a 29- 2
m 58-20

58-21
59-16
65-17

5 121-16
124-30

pft 169-16

/ 254-31
6 282-17

p 363-21

gl 589-15

Homer
sp 82- 7

pft 199-32

what should and should not be considered if' W-;
According to H' W', the sick are never really
This testimony of H' W' sustains the fact

and for this we owe him endless ft-.

He at last paid no ft- to forms of doctrine
Though entitled to the ft- of the world
Do Christian Scientists seek . . •. for personal ft-?

Had God more respect for the ft-

Contribution ; tenth part ; ft' ; gratitude.

must take up arms against error at ft* and
desire for incessant amusement outside the ft"

if- is the dearest spot on earth,
in which the heart finds peace and ft'.

powerlessness of vows to make ft' happy,
"a weary searcher for a viewless ft'.";

restores them to their rightful ft-

find stronger supports and a higher ft*.

Pilgrim on earth, thy ft' is heaven ;

Truth has no ft' in error,
and 80 brought ft- the lesson to all,
Jebubalem. . . . if', heaven.

discernment of the minds of H- and Virgil,When if- sang of the Grecian gods.
Homer's

s 164--2 the groping of if- Cyclops around his cave."
homesick

p 365- 3 heavenly ft- looking away from edrth,
homicidal

p 433- 7 conclusion

homicide
p 433-24
439-8
440-13
440-14

homoeopathic
pft 179-26 with ft* pellet and powder in hand,
p 398-16 if- remedies, sometimes not containing a

416- 9 any physician— allopathic, ft*, botanic, eclectic

homoeopathy
allopathy and

o 344-30 Is it because allopathy and ft* are
attenuation of

s 153-12 highest attenuation of ft- and the most potent
exi>erlments lo

s 152-28 experiments in ft- had made her skeptical
furnishes

p 370-10 H- furnlshe^s the evidence to the senses,
step beyond

s 156-29- Metaphysics, . . . nest stately step beyond ft*.

s 155-25 H' diminishes the drug,
155-28 Vegetarianism, ft-, and hydropathy
156-32 H' takes mental symptoms largely into
157-3 It succeeds where ft- fails,

157-10 H' mentalizes a drug with .such repetition of
158-27 H\ a step in advance of allopathy.

laws of nature render disease ft-,

which material laws condemn as ft*,

commanding him to take part in the ft*,

disobedience to God, or an act of ft-,

ft-, under stress of circumstances.
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honest
pref xlI-28
VT 8-3

13-8
15-19

a 21-12

ph 173-22
197-19
199-21

ehe commita these pafea to h- seekers for Truth,
We never need to despair of ah h' be-art ;

beyond the h- standpoint of fervent desire.

?o
forth with /»• hearts to work and

f /»•, he will be in earnest from the start,

Phrenoloey makes man knavish or h' accordins
more h' than our sleek politicians,
devotion of thought to an h' achievement

b 272- 6 only as we are h.\ unselfish, loving,
272- 6 an '•;»• and good heart"— Luke 8 ; 15.

Fear ol punishment never made man truly h'.

If . . . error prevents the h' recognition of
for ft" labor, or for deeds of kindness,
Plead with an h' conviction of truth
It is Imperative to be h',
h- and consistent in following the leadings of
fall before an h- heart.
march of mind and of h' Investigation

327-22

p 372-30
384-7
418-7

( 445-19
458-26
464-24

ap 570- 1

honestly
pref x-12
pr 8-30

iJ-ia
S 147- 8

honesty
m 64-29
an 106-4
S 115-28

/239- 8

P405-8
t 449-14
453-J6

honey
ap 559-19

Honor
p433- 7

434-30
435-28
436-23

honor
s 143-30

ph 183-32

/ 219-28
343- 1

352-30
r 483-27

honored
a. 28-27
s 118-22
o 359-18

p 362- 2

382-18

honoring
ph 184-11

honors
fi 39-4

ph 183-30
M59- 5

r 483-25
483-28

ap 577-23

hope
SDchor of

O 41- 1

bluntly and ft- given the text of Truth,
learn what we ft' are.
cherLsh the desire h' and silently
and everywhere, when ft* applied

H' and virtue ensure the stability of the
the free course of ft" and Justice,
Moral. Humanity, ft"., affection.
Break up cliques, level wealth with ft",

and to overcome deceit with ft".

In proportion to your ft" and fidelity,
if" is spiritual power.

shall be in thy mouth sweet as ft"."— Rev. 10 : 9.

his H\ Judge Medicine, urges the jury
Your H\ the lower court has sentenced
what jurisdiction had his H\ Judge Medicine,
His H" sentenced Mortal Man to die

the glory, ft", dominion, and power
and theone Mind only is entitled to ft",

not rendering to God the ft" due to Him
which we desire neither to ft" nor to fear.
no longer seeming worthy of fear or ft".

And C. S. does ft' God as no other theory

because it is ft" by sects and societies,
are ft" with the name of laws.

Christianity is to be ft" wherever found,
Jesus was once the ft" guest of a certain
"more ft" in the breach than the observance"?

never ft* erroneous belief with

He won eternal ft'.

it ft" spiritual understanding ;

achieves no wortdly ft" except by sacrifice,
if any system ft" God, it ought to receive aid,
honor God as no other theory ft" Him,
will lay down their ft" within the

the anchor of ft* must be cast beyond the veil
and schlefement

t 456- 2 adverse to Its highest ft" and achievement.
snd faith

pr 9-16
a 45-18

gl 581-15
584-27

ftnd fear
6 298-17 ft" and fear, life and death,

and fruition
6 298- 7 Science armed with faith, ft", and fruition.

and triumph
p 434-18 solemn eyes, kindling with ft* and triumph,

buoyant with
s 109-16 sweet, calm, and buoyant with ft".

enjoy the fruition of our ft" and faith,
from the door of human ft" and faith,
Abbeb (Jacob's son). H' &Jid faith ;

Dove. . . . purity and peace ; ft" and faith.

depressed

2420-18and
ap 659-31

bavins no
r 486-31

bealth and
/ 235-21

buman
a 45-18
6 319- 7

The fact that . . . reassures depressed ft".

Into the El Dorado of faith and ft",

"having no ft", and without God— Eph.2: 12.

spiritual guides to health and ft*.

from the door of human ft*

and misguide human ft".

la Immortality
p 388-25 we have ft" in Immortality ;

nope
litUe

pr 8-4 but there is little ft* for those who come only
my weary

a 5o-17 My weary ft- tries to realize that happy day,
of forgiveness

a 22- 3 between sin and the ft" of forgiveness,
of freedom

p 368-12 even the ft- of freedom from the bondage of
of happiness
m 61-20 What ft" of happiness, what noble ambition,

of the promise
pr 14-18 Hence the ft" of the promise

on earth
361-27 is the higher ft" on earth,

reason of Its
r 487-23 from which to explain the reason of its ft*.

rose higher
ph 190-27 When ft" rose higher in the human heart,

strengthens
t 446-21 To understand God strengthens ft*,

to the sick
s 152- 7 that it may give ft" to the sick

turns
c 263t-16 His "touch turns ft" to dust,

without
g 536-11 The illusion of sin is without ft" or God.

a 40-13 "While there 's life there 's ft"."m 63-23 If . . . let us ft" it will be granted.
66-19 Amidst conjugal infelicity, it is well to h'i

s 115-27 ft", faith, meekness, temperance.
125-14 changes . . . from fear to ft"

/ 206-12 exercise of the sentiments— ft", faith, love
253- 9 I ft", dear reader, I am leading you Into
253-14 I ft" that you are conquering this false sense.

b 298-14 involves intuition, ft", faith, understanding,
298-20 joy is no longer a trembler, nor is ft" a cheat.
301-12 reflects the . . . Spirit, which mortals ft" for.
320-28 and encourages mortals to ft" in Him who

p 362- * H- thou in God; for J shall yst— Psal. 42: II.
367-28 • I long to see the consummation of my ft",

372-21 and ft" to succeed with contraries?
394- 8 we can accomplish the good we ft" for,

g 531- 9 as if ft" were ever prophesying thus :

hoped
b 279- 5 "the substance of things ft" for."— Heb. 11: 1.

r 463-20 "The substance of things ft" for,— Beb. U; 1.

hopeful
s 149-19 remarked . . . advise our patients to be ft"

p 394- 1 It is well to be calm . . . to be ft" is still better ;

hopefulness
p 375-26 Consumptive patients always show great ft*

hopeless
pref x-18 abandoned as ft" by regular medical attendants.
ph 196-25 Many a ft" case of disease is induced by a
/ 227- 9 and m subjection to ft" slavery,
p 375-28 supposed to be in ft" danger.

376- 1 presents to mortal thought a ft" state,
382-30 more ft" suffering and despair.
394-23 Will you tell the sick that their condition Is ft*;

405- 4 makes any man, . . .aft" sufferer.

428-30 The author has healed ft" organic disease,

hopelessly
/ 213-24 Beethoven, who was so long ft" deaf.

hopesm 57-32 disappointments it involves or the ft" it fulfils.

65-12 not from seed sown in the soil of material ft",

c 265-27 The loss of earthly ft" and pleasures
6 299- 9 human belief has buried its fondest earthly ft"

330- 6 she cherished sanguine ft" that C. S. would
t 451-16 If our ft" and affections are spiritual,

ap 566- 5 through the great desert of human ft",

hopeth
pref xii-23 "ft" all things, endureth all— / Cor. 13 : 7.

hoping
m 67-14 H' and working, one should stick to the wreck,

Horeb
/ 241-25 We should strive to reach the H- height

horizon
m 58-13 Never contract the ft" of a worthy outlook
sp 98- 4 beholds in the mental ft" the signs of

horn
s 119- 8 To seize the first ft" of this dilemma
119-11 while to grasp the other ft" of the dilemma

horns
ap 562-31 having seven heads and ten ft",— Rev. 12." 3.

563- 6 showing its ft" in the many inventions of evil.
563-11 The ten ft" of the dragon typify the belief

horoscope
s 121- 9 Though no higher revelation than the ft" was
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3 117- 3 as an individual man, an individiisl h- :

ph 179-16 You can even educate a healthy h' so far

179-19 aihnent, which a wild /»• might never have.

hospitably
o 342-14 where they should be /»• received.

hospitality
p 3G4- 9 the h- of the Pharisee or the contrition of

host
p 363-11 saying in their hearts, especially his /i'.

g 519- 8 finished, and all the h- or them.— Gsn. 2: 1.

hostility
/ 241- 3 He, who •. . . obeys them, incurs the h' of envy ;

hosts
an 102-15 has dominion over all the earth and its h'

s 150-31 The h- of jEsculapius are flooding the

ap 56&-32 He leads the !•/ of heaven against the

hot
p 431-26 I am Sallov/ Skin. I have been dry. h\ and

hour
antlcIpatInK the

rt 33- 3 anticipating the h' of their Master's betrayal,
Cometh

a 31-25 "Theft- Cometh, and now is,
— John i: 23.

sp 93- 5 "But the h' cometh. and now is,
— John i: 23.

darkes t

sp 96-11 "The darkest h' precedes the dawn."
day and

b 292- 3 "but of that day and h-,~Matt. 24 : 36.

every
an 102-19 are every h' weaving webs more complicated
c 261-32 Good demands of man every /»•, in which to

p 407- 9 Every h' of delay makes the struggle more
r 494-14 since to all mankind and in every h\

has struck
^ 342- 2 h- has struck when proof and demonstration,

of development
c 266-10 When this h' of development comes,

of harmony
sp 96- 4 Love will finally mark the /»• of harmony,

of strength
ph 166-19 waiting for the h' of strength In which to

of woe
ap 567- 4 Truth and Lfive come nearer In the h' of woe,

one
a 48- 4 "Could ye not watch with me one h'1"— Alatt.

26 ; 40.

rests upon the
/ 233-17 shadow of His right hand rests upon the h\

same

/245-
7 Believing that she was still living in the same ft"

a 50-17 or that ft" would be shorn of its mighty blessing
50-26 The burden of that ft" was terrible

vlU bring the
ap 570- 2 will bring the ft" when the people will chain,

houi'ly
b 291-29 the judgment-daS[ of wisdom comes ft"

g 548-16 This is the new birth going on ft-,

hours
few

g 55ft-32 plunged his infant babe, only a few ft" old,
morning

a 34-31 in the bright morning ft'

three
s 153-10 administered at intervals of three ft",

/ 221- 9 not wet his parched throat until three ft*

twenty-four
/ 221- 7 partook of but one meal in twenty-four ft"

vraklng
p 397-25 are no more material In their waking ft*

sp 95-29 cradle of infancv, dreaming away the ft",

/ 218- 7 rests us more than ft- of repose
bouse

o 33-11 They had borne this bread from ft" to ft",

ph 193- 3 On entering the ft" I met his physician,
b 269- 2 Pandemonium, a ft" divided agamst itself.

p 399-30 enter into a strong man's ft"— Matt. 12 : 29.

t 454- 8 leads to the ft" built without hands
r 478- 9 declaration that a ft" was Inhabited,
478-11 no such persons were ever seen to go Into the ft"

ap 578-17 and I will dwell in the ft-— Psal. 23 ; 6.

household
ph 179-30 her ft" may erelong reap the effect

p 362-10 Hindoo pariah intruding upon the ft" of

households
a 19-14 altbqugh his teaching set ft" at variance,

houses
sp 86-17 Haunted ft", ghostly voices, unusual noises,
b 269-28 reeds shaken by the wind, not ft- built on the

however
pref Ix-25 copies were, ft-. In friendly circulation.

X- 9 A few books, h-, which are based on
pr 12- 8 This, ft-, is one belief casting out another,
a 23- 3 One sacrifice, ft- great, is insufficient to
m 60-19 This, ft-, in a majority of cases, is not ita

sp 88-23 These effects, ft-, do not proceed from
an 103- 9 As in the beginning, ft-, tnis liberation
a 109- 6 This great fact is not, ft-, seen to be
127-14 It may be said, ft-, that the term C. S.

ph 169-21 ft- much we trust a drug or any other meana
183- 6 ft- much is said to the contrary.

6 320-19 (ft" transcendental such a thought appears),
326-13 material systems, ft- time-honored,

o 349- 7 We have the gospel, ft-,

361-24 ft- limited, must be correct

p 402- 3 H\ it is but just to say that the author hag
414- 5 i/- obstinate the case, it yields more readily
429- 4 We must begin, ft-, with the more simple
436- 5 to reappear ft- at the trial as a witness

r 473-31 Few, ft-, except his students understood
549-27 At that point, ft-, even this gheat observer

hue
s 139-21 with its own ft- darkening to some extent

ph 193-11 Its death-pallor gave place to a natural ft-,

p 379-15 invalid, inspecting the ft- of her blood
431-28 I am Sallow Skin. . . . I have lost my healthy ft*

t 460-26 the ft- of spiritual ideas from her own
hues

/ 247-25 which paints the petal with myriad ft",

r 479-29 because it has none of the divine ft".

g 513- 9 gray in the sombre ft- of twilight r

hug
/ 201-15 we shall not ft" our tatters close about ua.
237-31 they ft- false beliefs and suffer the

human
ability

a 52-24 speaking of ft- ability to reflect divine power,
acts

gl 595-18 limits, in which are summed up all ft" acts,
affairs

p 438-31 the superintendence of ft- affairs,

affeetlon
ni 57-22 //• affection Is not poured forth vainly,

65- 7 If the foundations of ft- affection are

p 364-28 expressed by meekness and ft" affection,
366-13 is deficient in ft- affection,

affections
m 61- 4 good In ft" affections must have ascendency

antlpode
r 484-23 It is the ft" antipode of divine Science.

apprehension
r 471-30 which, reduced to ft" apprehension,

approval
p 382- 3 having only ft" approval for their sanction.

auxiliaries
t 454-32 ft* auxiliaries to aid In bringing thought (nto

being
pr 2-20 as one pleads with a ft" being,
sp 82-26 between a mole and a ft' being.

beings
6 298-25 Angels are not etherealized ft" beings,

belief

sp 80-26 movements arise from the volition of ft" belief
84- 7 a groundwork of corporeality and ft" belief.

97-'8 According to ft" belief, the lightning is fierce

s 124- 5 When this ft- belief lacks organizations
124-11 ft- belief is a blind conclusion from material
125-10 the prior states which ft- belief created
126- 9 H- belief has sought and interpreted
143-U required a material and ft" belief before
145-12 subdues the ft- belief in disease.

ph 177-28 does ft- belief, yoif ask, cause this death?
178-15 When wrested from, ft- belief and based on
183-30 If C. S. dishonors ft" belief, it honors
184-20 This is ft" belief, not the truth of being,
190- 8 This embryonic and materiahstic ft- belief

194- 6 A change in ft- belief changes all the

/ 240- 2 but ft- belief misinterprets nature.
c 261-22 which is only a form of ft- belief,

b 27:j- 4 H- belief has sought out many inventions,
280-16 Through this error, ft- belief comes to have
293- 7 are but different strata of ft- belief.

294- 2 These senses indicate the common ft" belief,

294-23 ft- belief in them to be the father of mythology
297- 5 H- belief says to mortals, "You are sick I"

298-16 This ft- belief, alternating between a sense of
299- 8 sepulchre, in which ft- belief has buried its

b 310- 2 ft- belief fancies that it delineates

p 374-11 originating in ft- belief before it is

377-30 Without this ignorant ft- belief, any
421- 6 the true definition of all ft- belief in lU-health.

T 466- 8 To ft" belief, they are personalities
490-20 H' belief— or knowledge gained from the
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human
r 495-11 life-giving power of Truth acting on h' belief,

g 651-13 describea the gradations of h' belief,

553-24 If consentaneous h' belief agrees upon an
555- 3 h- belief, and not the divine arbitrament,

gl 685-20 /»" belief before it accepts sin, sickness,

a 24- 5 and willingness to give up h' beliefs

SB 79-11 Spiritualism relies upon «•• beliefs

83-32 investiKatea and touches only h' beliefs.

98-16 Beyond the frail premises of h- beliefs,

s 164-19 caused by a majority of ^i" beliefs

ph 171- 7 gates of Paradise which h- beliefs have closed,

/ 2ftS-19 in the wilderness" of h" beliefs— Matt. 3 : 3.

252- 7 When false h- beliefs learn even a little

c 260- 9 h- beliefs will be attaining diviner

r 471-27 This view rebuked h' beliefs,

478-26 Is composed of material h' beliefs

(7 605-30 The mortal, erring, and finite are h' beliefs,

birth
ph 190-14 H- birth, growth, maturity, and decay

a 26- 5 by our sense of h' blood.

m 62-23 divine Mind, . . . will care for the h- body,
s 125- 3 organic and functional health in the h- body
t 458-13 or of trying to sustain the h- body

f 227- 8 The law of . . . must end h' bondage,
brotaltty , . ^ ^ . . ,. . ,-^

a 40-21 apostles of Truth may endure h- brutality

capacities , . ...
ph 200- 6 Illustrated the grand 7f capacities of being
c 258-22 h- capacities are enlarged and perfected

capacity
519-11 H" capacity is slow to discern and to grasp

changeableness j ,^ . . ,

s 140-24 wrath, repentance, and h' changeableness.
character , , ^ . ^ .

ap 565-22 purifymg even the gold of h' character.

«odes
, . . , ,

/ 22fr-18 H" codes, scholastic theology,
concept

ph 177-14 body is a sensuous, h' concept.
c 259-25 Brain or matter never formed a h' concept.
b 277-26 not divirie,— it is a h' concept.
277-31 a h- concept, sometimes beautiful,

o 359-13 you must change the h' concept of life,

r 469- 4 Matter is a h- concept.
4S2-19 the highest h' concept of the perfect man.

(7 606-25 Here tne h- concept and divine idea seem
541-12 even the h' concept of Love

conception , .^, ^ ^ .

a 50-26 th?-t hour wes terrible beyond h- conception.

ph 185-14 puts forth a h' conception in the name of

g 505- 7 Dy which h' conception, material sense,

conceptions
c 255-12 to belittle Deity with h" conceptions.
257-16 material senses and k' conceptions would

conceptsm 62-26 thrusting in the laws of erring, h- concepts.

p 426-31 h' concepts named matter, death, disease,

g 516-31 genders are h' concepts.
631-12 exchanging h' concepts for the divine
536- 7 symbol of tempest-tossed ft" concepts

conclusions
6 298- 1 the vague realities of h- conclusions.

conjecture , .

b 298-30 H- conjecture confers upon angels its own,
330-17 left either to /i" conjecture or to the

consciousness
pref xi-12 lose their reality in h' consciousness

xi-17 Influencfe ever present in h' consciousness
95-31 lifts h' consciousness into eternal Truth.

I 297-14 and the h' consciousness rises higher.
327-27 Through h' consciousness, convince the mortal
332-11 speaking to the h' consciousness.
355-13 take possession of h' consciousness,

r 484-19 the false ft" consciousness is educated to feel,

ap 573- 7 heavens and earth to one ft" consciousness,

cravlns
c 258- 4 unsatisfied ft" craving for something better,

creatures
b 298-32 making them ft" creatures with suggestive

delusions
b 328-11 in the Science which destroys ft" delusions

depravity
ap 564-18 the highest degree of ft" depravity.

discord
6 306-32 parent of all ft" discord was the Adam-dream,

displeasure
ap 571- 9 to tell a man his faults, and so risk ft" displeasure

doctrine
b 28a- 2 To oeek Truth through belief In a ft" doctrine

U

^1

human
doctrines

s 117-31 which he defined as ft" doctrines.

g 504-25 a thousand years of ft" doctrines,
545-14 errors send falsity into all ft" doctrines

doubts . , ^ ,. .

pr 13-21 ft* doubts and fears which attend such a belief,

duty
g Ml-2o it repudiates even the ft" duty of man towards

element
a 33-18 When the ft" element in him struggled with

error
b 294- 1 the avenues and instruments of ft" error,

p 401- 2 Any ft" error is its own enemy,
ap 563-10 This dragon stands for the sum total of ft" error,

errors
g 533-10 an attempt to trace all ft" errors

existence
pft 190-22 with saddening strains on ft" existence :

/ 205-28 Selfishness tips the beam of ft" existence

cn)erlence
sp 99-25 must deepen ft" experience, until the

g 552-13 H" experience in mortal life, which
ap 572-24 stage in ft" experience called death,

experiences
s 108- 7 ft" experiences show the falsity of

eye
a 49-ie No ft" eye was there to pity, no arm to save,

pft 188:-30 The ft" eye knows not where the orb of day is,

faculty
6 327-29 Reason is the most active ft" faculty.

faith
pref xi- 6 the fruits of ft" faith in matter,

pr 12-18 borrows its power from ft" faith and belief.

sp 93-19 ft" faith may clothe it with angelic vestments,
.<l 153-14 learned that either ft" faith or the

pft 169-22 towards which ft* faith or endeavor is directed.

family
an 103- 8 blesses the whole ft" family,
pft 106-32 sorrows and diseases among the ft" family.

/ 202-11 but the whole ft" family would be redeemed
234- 5 blesses the ft" family with crumbs of comfort

g 532- 3 in order to create the rest of the ft" family?
fear

pft 176-17 H" fear of miasma would load with disease

p 412- 3 to advance and destroy the ft" fear of sickness.

ap 563- 4 We may well be perplexed at ft" fear ;

56&- 3 the dark ebbing and flowing tides of ft" fear,

footsteps
/ 254- 1 ft" footsteps leading to perfection are

form . „ .

c 255-16 The ft" form, or physical finiteness,
6 315-29 Wearing in part a ft" form
g 554-31 especially those of the ft: form.

forms
pr 4-32 and clothe religion in ft" forms.

freedom
/ 242- 7 towards ft* freedom and the final triumph over

generationm 68-30 Proportionately as ft" generation ceases,

pft 182- 9 capable of producing the highest ft" good?
governments

p 378-32 usually find displayed in ft" governments,
happinessm 65- 1 and ft" happmess should proceed from
hate

t 454- 9 H" hate has no legitimate mandate

b 3.30- 5 fixedness of mortal illusions, and the ft" hatred

ap 571-19 ft" hatred cannot reach you.
heart . , ^ ,. _^

pft 190-27 When hope rose higher in the ft" heart,
herald , ,j .

pref vii- 6 the Bethlehem babe, the ft" herald of

history
g 528-31 Later in ft" history, when the

hope , , . .

a 45-17 from the door of ft" hope and faith,

b 319- 7 and misguide ft" hope.
hopes

ap 566- 5 the great desert of ft" hopes,
hypotheses , ^ j »

sp 98-12 Creeds, doctrines, and ft" hypotheses do not
t 457- 2 Truth uncontaminated by ft" hypotheses,
r 481-19 H- hypotheses first assume the reality of

Ignorance , .

pr. 13-25 Because of ft" Ignorance of the

/ 252- 4 H' ignorance of Mind and of the
Illusion

, , . , J ., iu
r 492-23 ft* illusion as to sin, sickness, and death

lUuslons , .

c 259-23 and forms Ita offspring after ft" illusions. .

r 468- 2 and never can be coordinate with ft" illusions,

1

Image
3 140-31 and make God in their own ft* image.
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iudlgmittcn

pp 570- 6 finally be shocked . . . into h- indignation ;

Invention
a 44-27 method infinitely above that of h- invention.
sp 95-20 even h' invention must have its day,
s 163-26 porhaps so ample an exhibition of /»• invention

/esus
b 335-32 meant, not that the h- Jesus was or is eternal,
334-20 even before the h' Jesus was incarnate to

Joysm 6&-18 well to remember how fleeting are h' joys.
Justice

g 542-20 end let h' justice pattern the divine.
kind
m 56- S moral provision for generation among ft- kind.

latowledge
sp 92-19 an outgrowth of h- knowledge
s 124- 3 Physical science (so-called) is h' knowledge,
124-27 H' knowledge calls them forces of matter ;

ph 197- 7 What a price for h' knov.'ledge !

/ 213-30 Before h- knowledge dipped to its depths
g 532- 5 All h' knowledge and material sense
gl 582- 6 h' knowledge, or so-called mortal mind,

bn^age
g 520- 5 H- language cau repeat only an infiniteaimai

law
a 43-22 JI' law had condemned him,

an 105- 8 to admit that the power of k' lawis restricted
105-14 and h' law rightly estimates crime,

Ufe
a 51- 3 loss of something more important than h' life

54- 2 Through the magnitude of his h life,m 6.5- 5 and give to ft' life an inspiration by which
ph 173-19 measuring ... ft- life by material law.
/22.S-32 and on the lowest plane of ft- life,

2.32-21 or that they could d&stroy ft- life ;

p 389-19 laws that food shall support ft- life,^

t 451-32 to blast moral sense, health, and the h' life.
likeness

6 301- 2 as the ft' likeness thrown upon the mirror.
Umb

r 48&- 6 Then the ft- limb would be replaced 85 readily
links

a 37- 9 Martyrs are the ft- links which connect
logic

f 300- 1 B- logic Is awry when it attemptsman
r 47^15 Jesus is the ft' man. and Christ is the divine

memoir
p 378- 3 are reproduced in union b^? 7r memory.

mind
pref X- 7 They regard the ft- mind as a healing agent,

xi- 3 only a phase of the action of the ft- mind.
pr 12- 6 on the ft mind, making it act more powerfall.v
7n 58- 6 Tones of the ft- mind may be different,

65-18 ft" mind v/ill at length demand a higher
3p 83- 1 the ft- mind or the divine Mind which is

85- 5 This Soul-sense comes to the ft- mind
85-10 when you are able to read the ft- mind
87-11 in the general atmosphere of ft- mind.
87-16 Science enables one to read the ft- mind,

an 101- 6 history of the errors of the ft' mind,
104-31 Is it not clear that the ft mind must

3 fll- 4 the will, or sensuous reason of the ft- mind,
114- 4 ft- mind and evil in contradistinction to
126-12 ft- mind never produced a real tone
128-U The ft- mind, imbued with this
130-16 disabuse the ft- mind of material beliefs
143-13 ft' mind uses one error to medicine another
143-15 ft- mind takes the lesser to relieve the

'

150-32 ignorant that tihe ft- mind and body are myths
151- 6 ft- mind has an absolute need of something
151-21 ft- mind has no power to kill

151-24 The ft- mind is opposed to God
1.55-22 The ft- mind acts more powerfully to offset
157-13 becomes more like the ft- mind than the
162-10 stir the ft- mind to a change of base,

ph 166- 2 the ft' mind is all that can produce pain.
166-15 'i' mind is inharmonious in itself.
168-24 I have discerned disease in the ft- mind,
173-28 the error which the ft- mind alone has created.
174-731 cause of disease obtains in the mortal ft' mind,
176-14 mechanism of the ft- mind gives place to
176-28 The ft' mind, not matter, is supposed to feel,
177- 1 H' mind produces what is termed organic
180-13 Ignorant that the ft- mind governs the body,
18.5-20 excluders the ft- mind as a spiritual factor
185-29 material stratum of the ft- mind,
186-32 The ft- mind has been an idolater from the
187-10 beliefs of the ft- mind rob and enslave it,
187-24 The ft- mind tries to classify action as
187-29 but the ft' mind still holds in belief a body,
187-31 which appears to the ft' mind to live,
189- 7 the cruder theories of the ft- mind,

/ 214-10 is an object-lesson for the ft- miud.

human
mind

/ 218- 6 If it were not for what the ft- mind says
218-13 the ft- mind is the sinner, disinclined to
219-17 must obtain in the ft' mind before it can
226-11 the fetters .- . .be stricken from the ft- mind
234-30 laid great stress on the action of the ft- mind,
235- 2 cannot go forth, . . . from one ft- mind to
251-21 acts upon the so-called ft- mind
251-22 leads the ft- mind to relinquish all error,

c 264- 1 the fleeting concepts of the ft' mind.
b 270-29 the fact that the ft- mind alone suffers,
316-10 manifest by its effects upon the ft- mind
327- 7 and all the sinful appetites of the ft' mind.
357-19 have originated in the ft- mind.

p 378- 8 Without the so-called ft- mind, there can be no
396-31 sickness is formed by the ft- mind,
402-20 We say that one ft- mind can
403-10 The ft- mind is employed to remove the
403-12 both have their origin in the ft- mind,.
403-27 The ft- mind determines the nature of

g 531-10 The ft- mind will sometime' rise above .

ap 559-11 inaudible voice of Truth is, to the ft- mind,
673- 9 while to another, the unillumined ft- mind,
573-10 what the ft- mind terms matter

mind-forces
pft-186- 7 Erring ft- mind-forces can work only evil

minds
/ 210-15 action of the divine Mind on ft- minds

misconceptions
p 428-20 mental might to offset ft- misconceptions

misery
ap 574-17 the sum total of ft- misery, represented by

mother
b 315-30 behig conceived by a ft- mother,

motives
/ 239-23 the acknowledged seat of ft- motives.

name
b 333- 4 Jesus was a ft- name, which belonged to biia

nature
^ 272- 8 swinish element in ft' nature uproots it.

need
sp 9,5- 9 and in that ratio we know all ft- need
r 494-U and always v/ill meet every ft- need.

needs
pr 16-11 prayer which covers all ft- needs.

/ 453-15 know others and minister to ft- needs.

opinions
s 112-10 some particular system of ft- opinions.

ph 192- 6 H' opinions are not spiritual.
b 280-31 The only excuse for entertaining ft- opinions
o 360-12 replies: . . . my old doctrines or ft- opinions."
t 447- fi must not forget that erring ft- opinions.

origin
b 305-29 These mortal dreams are of ft' origin,
g '553-21 theory . . to account for ft- origin,

parent
a 50- 9 despairing appeal, if made to a ft- parent,

peace
c 265-23 Who that has felt the loss of ft- peace

pen
s 110-17 No ft- pen nor tongue taught me the Science

perception
5 119-28 As astronomy reverses the ft- perception of
o 381-23 A ft- perception of divine Science,

ap 561-18 reducing to ft- perception and understanding
personality

s 138- 7 Truth, and Love, and not a ft' personality,
pbilosopby

sp 99- 2 //- philosophy, ethics, and superstition
s 144- 8 mortal beliefs formulated in ft- philosophy,
b 269- 9 H' philosophy has made God manlike.
279-22 Every system of ft- philosophy, doctrine,

platitudes
t 446-25 Not ft' platitudes, but the divine beatitudes,

power
/ 225-15 Shows ft- power to be proportionate to its

g 539-27 gave him more than ft- power to expound the
presence

b 325-28 Science which ushered Jesus into ft- presence,
probation

a 35-16 its exemplification of ft- probation
pros?ress

ph 170-24 spiritual causation relates to ft* progress.
propagation

g 557- 9 ft- propagation has its suffering because
race

a 50-18 its mighty blessing for the ft- race,
s 111-25 a yearning of the ft- race for spirituality.
c 261-32 in remembering good and the ft- race.

g 548-25 he'would have Diessed the ft- race more
550- 4 whence cometh Life, ... to the ft- race?
553-25 as the point of emergence for the ft- race,

el 535-25 belief that the ft- race originated materially
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human
reason

5 117-25
117-26

ph 173-26
resistance

6 329-32

ngbts
a 4*-29
S 134-12

/ 226-14
sacrifice

o 54-13
self

/ 254-19
sense

a 51- 7

sp 99-16
b 325-19
327-32
334-30

p 369- 5
r 494-18

(7 540-19

op 560-12
563- 1

573- 2

576-31
senses

s 116- 6
t 461-10

shackles
c256- 1

society
ap 575-31

soul
ph 200-21
b 310-19

speciesm 60-16
61-24
61-31

. 6&-26

ph 172- 7

Standpoint
9 520- 1

Storehouses
a 54-12

Strength
£/» 173-18

SuCTerinz
a 22-28

/ 227-12

system
s 163-15

ph 170- 2

/ 222- 7

p385- 1

415-23
423-12

systems
s 164-12

p;» 170-12

/ 234-21
teacher

t 455-18

testimony
sp 71-24

theories
s 117-19
149- 6

ph 170- 9

/ 220-17
C25*- 6
6 275-25

p 381-22
r 490-14
01590-5

thought
pr 12-26
S 125-12
126-8

ph 189- 6
191-10
191-16

•

192-30

/ 205-26
206-8
210- 3

234-23
b 297-21
297-30
349-14

r 482- 3

g 502-14

relates solely to h- reason ;

ft' reason dimly reflects and
H' reason and religion come slowly to the

H' resistance to divine Science weakens

decision against h- rights and divine Love,
and so il came about that h- rights were
God has built a higher platform of ft" rights,

the inspiration of Jesus' intense h' sacrifice.

But the h' self, must be evangelized.

He had power to lay down a h' sense of life

the ft' sense of things errs
where ft' sense hath not seen man.
nothingness of the pleasures of ft' sense
a reference to the ft' sense of Jesus crucified.
In proportion as matter loses to ft' sense all

helping erring ft' sense to flee from its

It saitn to the ft" sense of sin, sickness, and
great miracle, to ft' sense, is divine Love.
li' sense may well marvel at discord,
the ft' sense of space is unable to
This ft' sense of Deity yields to the divine sense

evidence before the corporeal ft' senses,
from the standpoint of the ft' senses.

Progress takes off ft' shackles.

which binds ft' society into solemn union ;

the so-called ft- soul or
spirit,

commonly taught that there is a ft' soul

Marriage should improve the ft' species.
Is not the propagation of the ft' species a
If the propagation of a higher ft' species
belief that agamogenesis applies to the ft' species.
Materialism grades the ft' species as

sweetest rest, even from a ft' standpoint,

into empty or sin-filled ft* storehouses,

measuring ft' strength by bones and sinews,

or that divinity is appeased by ft- suffering,
of continued bondage and of ft' suffering.

"The effects of medicine on the ft' system
according Jo belief, poisonj the ft" system,
nutriment and strength to the ft' system,
entire functions and organs of the ft' system
organs of the.ft' system, including brain and
reaching to every part of the ft' system.

But aU ft' systems based on
not only contradicts ft' systems, but
present codes of ft' systems disappoint

student, who receives . . . from a h- teacher,

no proof nor power oiitside of ft- testimony.

H- theories are Inadequate to interpret
a bundle of speculative ft' theories?
certainly present what ft- theories exclude,
engendered solely by ft' theories.
The mythical ft' theories of creation,
Our material ft' theories are destitute of
understand your way out of ft- theories
H' theories are helpless to make man harmonious
ft' theories, doctrines, hypotheses ;

they are the merchandise of ft- thoughtAs ft- thought changes from one stage to
H- thought never projected the least portion of
raises the ft' thought above the cruder theories
divine Principle of man dawns upon ft- thought.The ft- thought must free itself from
Whatever holds ft' thought in line with
leads ft- thought Into opposite channels
Material, emng, ft' thought acts Injuriously
langiiage which ft' thought can comprehend,
the right educafon of ft- thought
It is a chrysalis state of ft- thought,
ft' thought has little relation to the actualm conveying . . . accurately to ft' thoughtH- thought has adulterated the tneaning of
Even thus the crude forma of h- thoueht

human
thought

g 508-29

np 571- 1

thoughts
b 297-24
£449-20

an important one to the ft' thought,
not so willing to point out the evil in ft' thought.

H' thoughts have their degrees of comparison.
The inoculation of evil ft- thoughts

understanding
pr 12-11 nor is it the ft' understanding of the

has opened the door of the ft- understanding.99-11sp
use

5 143

verdicts
r 481-22

view
s 150-22
b 276-13
316-18

want
C 257-25

g 501- 9
warfare

/ 226-12
weakness .

t 453-17
Will

pr 9-24
s 144-14

ph 194- 2

/206- 4
209-4

6 3-29-22

£445-19
445-24
451-20
451-23

r490- 4

Will-power
an 106- i
s 144-14
144-18

woe
/ 238-20

wrath
a 49-23

yearning
a 48- 7

49-13

6 God does not . . . provide them for ft' use ;

ft' verdicts are the procurers of all discord.

This ft' view infringes man's free moral agency ;

into ft' view in their true light,
the Christ-man, rose higher to ft' view

to meet the demands of ft' want and woe,
but richly recompensing ft' want and woe

not through ft' warfare, not with bayonet

Dishonesty is ft' weakness, which forfeits

and material sense and ft' wiU have no place.
H' will belongs to the so-called material
with matter or with ft' will.
ft' will should be exercised only in subordinatioQ
in proportion as ignorance, fear, or ft' will
You cannot mock it by ft' will.
C. S. silences ft' will, quiets fear with Truth
The ft' will which maketh and worketh a lie,

knows that ft' will is not C. S.,

defend himself from the influence of ft' will.
H' wiU is an animal propensity,

the criminal misuse of ft will-power,
if' will-power is not Science.
H' will-power may infringe the

until we seek this remedy for ft' woe

but is above the reach of ft' wrath.

There was no response to that ft' yearning,
O, why did they not gratify his last ft' yearning

a 43-27 The divine must overcome the ft'

sp 98-32 The way . . . not ft' but divine,
99-15 that which is spiritual and divine, and not ft'.

99-17 errs because it is ft'.

an 102- 3 His power is neither animal nor ft',

s 112-14 wholly ft' in their origin and tendency
114- 8 and calls mind both ft' and divine.
127-25 truth is not ft', and is not a law of matter,

pft 188-32 The ft' or material senses yield to the
189-18 ft- mortal mind, by an inevitable perversion,

/ 213-29 as the hand, which sweeps over it, is ft' or
c 263-27 The multiplication of a n' and mortal sense
b 282-24 all that is material is a . . .ft', mortal thought,
286-22 Material and temporal thoughts are ft',

286-31 are comprised in ft' material Delief,

327-20 in the ft' or the divine economy.
329-23 Science is a divine demand, not a h'.

332-18 The corporeal man Jesus was ft-.

334-16 when the ft', material concept, or Jesus,
345-28 This thought of ft', material nothingness,
353-27 and those limits are ft',

p 385- 7 the divine la^w, rising above the ft'.

435-22 no demand, ft'-or divine, renders it just
440-22 beliefs of your ft' mental legislators

1 445-16 when you weigh the ft' in the scale with the
462-23' Are thoughts divine or ft' 7

r 472-28 seem real to ft', erring belief,

482-30 since the ft', mortal mind so-called is not
483- 6 and this Mind must be divine, not ft'.

g 508- 1 fall to the level of a ft' or material belief,

514-15 transmission from the divine thought to the ft',

525- 6 and is a ft', not a divine, creation.

549-20 including those which we call ft'.

ap 561-16 John saw the ft' and divine coincidence,
' "

the ft' yielding to the divine ; ....
highest ft' corporeal concept of the divme idea.

gl 586-23
589-16

humane
pft 198- 9

P385-3
The materialistic doctor, though ft', is an
philanthropists engaged in ft' labors

humanity (see also humanity's)

sp 95-32 H- advances slowly out of sinning sens©
and philanthropy , ,

sp 80-12 no doubt of the ft' and philanthropy
applied to

5 127-16 Science as applied to ft'.
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hiinianlty
b«{ter tIpws of

/ 239-10 and we get better viewa of h-.

brought to
a 44-25 whereby divinity brought to h- the

common
p 365-12 if common sense and common h' are dis-

regarded.
Deity and

g 555-22 .
as if man were the offspring of . . . Deity and h\

distinction from
s 116-27 divinity and its distinction from h\

earth and
sp 72-32 communicator of truth, . . . to earth and A'.

emancipate
/ 223-23 They will -emancipate h-,

embracing
ap 561-17 shown ... as divinity embracing h'

form of
6 332-25 appear to mortals in such a form of h- as

germ of
g 550- 1 he virtually aflSrms that the germ of h- is

g:reat poet of
m 66- 2 Shakespeare, great poet of h- :

bidden from
/ 205- 1 wiU continue to be hidden from ft-,

blgher
ap 571-20 The cement of a higher /»• will unite

Interests of
/ 236- 5 In the interests of h\ not of sect.

lifting
p 407-14 lifting h- above itself into purer desires,

lifts

g 547-32 lifts h' out of disease and death
mortal

6 338-11 conclusions of material and mortal ft*.

of Jesus
a 25-32 Christ was made manifest in the /»• of Jesus.

permeate
a 37-12 and to permeate h' with purer ideals.

physical
c 256-14 within the narrow limits of physical h-,

poor
345-22 Incongruity between God's idea and poor /»•,

portal of
pref vii-15 Truth, . . . knocks at the porial of h\
reaches

s 113-4 The letter of Science plentifully reaches h'

rights of
a 54-32 Would they not deny him even the rights of ft",

sick
V 371-12 so sick ft" sees danger in every direction,

slnrul
s 114- 3 the author calls sick and sinful ft- mortal mind,

spiritualizes
o 354-U heals the sick and spiritualizes ft".

nnlversal
i> 328-31 and includes universal ft".

Moral. H', honesty, affection, compassion,
how . . . distinguish oetween ft" and tne brute,
in proportion as ft" gains the true
When ft" does understand this-Science,
Does divine Love commit a fraud on ft'

Water is-not the natural habitat of ft".

5 115-26
oft 173-3
C25S-23
6 311-22
356-26

p 413-20

humanity's
r 494- 4 and he did this for tired ft" reassurance.

humanlzation
g 517- 3 anthropomorphism, or a ft" of Deity.

humanly
pr 2-21
a 53-14
S 147- 9

ph 179-19

/ 247-20

el 591-22

humble
pr 2-12

12-13
S 119-32

the belief in God as ft" circumscribed.
Mortals believed in God as ft- mighty,
where demonstration was ft" possible,
Tlie epizootic is a ft" evolved ailment,
its qualities before they are perceived ft",

is divinely natural, but must be learned ft"

We can do more for ourselves by ft" fervent
whose ft" prayers were, deep and con'icientious
is but the ft" servant of thcrestfui Mind,

/228-27 The ft" Nazarene overthrew the supposition
( 448- 5 It won his ft" desire.

humbled
/ 228-30
h 320-15
320-21

humblest
a 48-11

humbly
pr 13-17

It should have ft" the pride of the priests,
shall not forever rule [or bf> ft-] in men,
avers that this fact is not forever to be ft"

shall the ft" or mightiest disciple murmur

honestly and silently and ft",

humiliating
3 lo3-2» more than compensated by the ft- viewof

humility
pr 8-14 If we feel (he aspiration, ft-, grntitude,

8-20 Praying for ft- with whatever fervency
s 142-19 ft- and divine Science to be welcomed in.
6 326-29 in ft- he took the new name of Paul.
g 514- 8 In ft- they climb the heights of holiness.

humor
p 424-32 may teU you that he has a ft" in the blood,

humors
s 162- 7 It changes the secretions, expels ft",

p 393-27 complex ft", lenses, muscles, the iris and pupil,
425- 3 You will have ft-, just so long as you believe

hundred
a 27-24 two or three ft- other disciples
s 111-19 prize of one ft- pounds, offered in

122- 9 practically exposed nineteen ft" years ago
139-19 and the three ft" thousand in the New,

/ 232-17 as it did over nineteen ft- years ago,
o 344-29 while C. S. cures its ft"

hundreds
b 328-19 ft" . . . die there annually from serpent-bites

hung
p 36^ 5 hjiir, which ft" loosely about her sliotilders.

hunger
/ 221-10 He passed many weary years in ft"

221-27 feeling childhood's ft" and undisciplined by
himgering

pr 2- 5 the desire which goes forth ft" after
r 482-25 to the ft- heart in every age.

hungry
/ 234- 7 feeding the ft" and giving living waters to the

hurricane
ph 192-15 It is lightning and ft",

hurt
s 154-29 thinks sne has ft- her face by falling on the
154-31 and says, . . . "Mamma knows you are ft-."

155- 1 You 're not ft-, so don't think you are."

ph 165-19 in order to remember what has ft- you,
/ 222-11 Food had less power to help or to ft- him
h 328-24 it shall not ft" them.— Marfc 16; 18.

p 362- * it shall not ft" them ;—Mark 16 .- 18.

397-13 you think or exclaim, "I am ft' 1"

897-17 Declare that you are not ft"

438- 6 nothing shall by any means ft" you.— Lufce 10." 19i

r 491- 2 Needle-thrusts will not ft" him.

husband
m 58-17 would confine a wife or a ft" forever within

58-32. how she may please her ft,"— / Cor. 7; 34.

60- 1 it never would, if both ft" and wife were
.63-28 If a dissolute ft- deserts his wife,

66-24 than for a wife precipitately to leave her ft"

66-24 or for a ft" to leave his wife.

s 136-21 That a wicked king and debauched ft" should
535- 9 thy desire shall be to thy h.— Gen. 3 ; 16.

husbandman
ph 180- 2 mortal mind is the ft" of error,

husbands
., ^m 59-20 H-, hear this and remember how slight a

66-21 H" and wives should never separate if there ia

hushed
m 64-32 . the voices of physical sense will be forever ft'.

huts
sp 82-30 the Esquimaux in their snow ft"?

hydra ^ ^
ap 563- 6 hatred, which lifts Its ft" head.

hydropathy ^ ^ v
s 156-28 Vegetarianism, homoeopathy, and ft*

hygiene
adherence to „ . ^ j ^

f 222-19 the strictest adherence to ft" and drugs,

p 382-31 Adherence to ft" was useless.

diet and ^ ^ , .

t 457-25 some learners commend diet and ft".

drugs and ^ „ ..

ph 167-12 Drugs and ft- cannot successfully usurp the
r 484-16 Drugs and ft" oppose the supremacy of thd

drugs or
, . ^

s 143- 5 God does not employ drugs or ft",

faith in ^ ,
.

/ 251-16 whether through faith in ft",

Qa tof Is^l

/ 220- 5 open ... to the inefficacy of material ft',

222-21 he dropped drugs and material ft",

t 453-31 never recommends material ft-,

r 484- 7 medication, material ft-, mesmerism,
matter and ^ , . ^^ . ,

p 430-15 . the supposed laws of matter ana ft ,

physiology and ...
ph lw>-24 through adherence to physiology and «•»
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hygiene
surgery, and

a 44-12 all the claims of medicine, surgery, and h-.

system of ...„„. , ^ ,

ph 185- 6 No system of h- but C. S. is purely mental.

tbiaJf about ^ . , ^ ^ .

p 389- 6 The less we know or think about ft",

s 138-12 neither . . .by materia medico, nor by ft',

144- 9 in human philosophy, physiology, /i',

145-14 whether faith in drugs, trust in ft-,

/ 222-27 fear, ft, physiology, and physics
226-19 material medicine and ft', fetter faith

230-23 the sick are never really healed by drugs, ft', or

p 382- 5 If half the attention given to ft' were -

r 483- 1 how do drugs, ft', and animal magnetism heal?

hygienic . „
p 370-25 H- treatment als6 loses its eflBcacy.

378-19 ft- drilling and drugging, adopted to

382-13 He, who is ignorant of what is termed ft' law,
382-15 the devotee of supposed ft' law,
440- 2 on the ground of ft- disobedience,

hymn
ap 566-20 prayer which concludes the same ft',

hypnotic
ph 181-32 Any ft' power you may exercise will

p 402-31 pleasure or pam of the person under ft' control
t 446-28 exercise of will brings on a ft' state,

S 528-16 inducing a sleep or ft- state in Adam
Hypnotism

p 430-23 Physiology, H'. Envy, Greed and
431-14 summoned Physiologj', Materia Medica, andH'
439-18 the blind H\ and the masked Personal Sense,
441-22 H-, Oriental Witchcraft, and Esoteric Magic

hypnotism
and electrtclty

so 78-26 ft- and electricity are claimed to be the
railed

. ^ ^
an 101-30 effect of animal magnetism, recently called ft',

Js not scientific

p 402-29 Hence the proof that ft' is not scientific ;

magnetism nor
p 442-16 Neither animal magnetism nor ft'

magnetism or
an 103-19 animal magnetism or ft" Is the specific term for

t 454- 1 nor . . practise animal magnetism or ft-.

gl 584-19 animal magnetism or ft- ; the lust of the flesh,
mesmerism and

b 322-16 foreshadowed the mesmerism and ft' of to-day.
mesmerism, or

an 102- 5 mesmerism, or ft' is a mere negation,
p 402-23 The error, mesmerism— or ft-, to use the

spiritualism, or
sp 99-19 theosophy, spiritualism, or ft',

Without
ph 185-23 not only without drugs, but without ft',

an 103-24 The malicious form of ft'

104-18 mesmerism, animal magnetism, ft*,

s 129-17 Animal magnetism, ft-, spiritualism.
ph 178-29 attempt to unite with it ft-,

/ 202-29 and yet we rely on a drug or ft' . . . as if

p 378-19 whereas ft' and hygienic drilling and
398-28 ft- changes such ills into new and

r 484- 8 mesmerism, ft-, theosophy, or spiritualism?

hypnotist
p 375-12 ft' dispossesses the patient of his

hypnotized
p 431-23 Morbid Secretion ft' the prisoner

hypnotizer
an 104-22 ft' employs one error to destroy another.

hjrpochondria
pft 176-23 cases of hysteria, ft', and hallucination?

hypocrisy
foUy of

p 426-15 and see the folly of ft'.

Ignorance or
/243-3 can never succeed . . . through ignorance or ft'.

hypocrisy
IsfaUl

, ,

pr 7-32 H' is fatal to rehglon.
lust and , . .

ap 567-28 beast and the false prophets are lust and ft'.

571-31 outshining sin, sorcery, lust, and ft'.

never spared , , ^ ^ ..

sp 85-28 never spared ft' the sternest condemnation.
rebuked tbe

gl 597- 7 rebuked the ft', which offered long petitions

/ 241-10 Falsehood, envy, ft', malice,
289-10 sin, lust, hatred, envy, ft',

329-21 There is no ft- in Science.

330-30 ft-, slander, hate, theft, adultery,
p 365-^25 If ft-, stolidity, inhumanity, or vice

gl 592-28 self-righteousness ; vanity ; ft-.

596-28 Veil. A cover ;
concealment ; hiding ; ft'.

hypocrite
pr 8-2 though it makes the sinner a ft".

a 41-10 ft' may have a flowery pathway here, but.
52-31 The bigot, the debauchee, the ft',

c 263-12 They make man an involuntary ft',

b 294-30 the A' that he is hiding himself.

hypocrites
pr 3-30 sharp censure our Master pronounces on ft".

7-28 By it we may become involuntary ft'.

sp 85-21 "0 ye ft' I ye can discern the— Afa«. 16: 3.

hypocritical ,

a 20- 6 To the ritualistic priest and ft' Pharisee

hypodermic
p 416- 6 A ft' Injection of morphine is

1 464-17 would give him a ft' injection,

hypotheses
beliefs and

sp 79-11 Spiritualism relies upon human beliefs and ft'.

79-13 C. S. removes these oeliefs and ft'

false
s 127-31 false ft' that matter is its own lawgiver,

human
sp 98-12 Creeds, doctrines, and human ft' do not

/ 457- 2 Truth uncontaminated by human ft-.

r 481-19 Human ft' first assume the reality of

material
b 273- 7 Deductions from material ft' are not scientific.

g 552- 6 geology, and all other material ft'

mat«rlaUstIc
b 268-10 Materialistic ft' challenge metaphysics

of mortals
pft 182-15 The ft' of mortals are antagonistic to

physical
s 111-15 reverses perverted and physical ft"

speculative
s 126-21 left to the mercy of speculative ft' ?

vague
s 110-32 No analogy exists between the vague ft" of

g 549-21 in such vague ft' as must necessarily

s 121-14
163-23

r 484-26

ff 504-25

pZ590- 6

hypothesis
/ 209-27
244-16

b 270-10

p 388-12
<445- 6
r 482-4
489- 8

5 522-28

left to the ft' of material sense
ft- obtruded upon us at different times.
thus putting an end to the ft'

a thousand years of human doctrines, ft",

human theories, doctrines, ft- ;

based on the ft' of material law or
ft- that he returns eventually to his
Few deny the ft' that intelligence,
Admit the common ft' that food
No ft' as to the existence of another power
ft' that soul is both an evU and a good
ft' which supposes life to be in matter
based on some ft- of error,

hypothetical
g 545-18 Outside of C. S. all is vague and ft',

ancient and ft', question. Which is first.551-32

hysteria
pft 176-23

177- 2

/ 217-11

cases of ft', hypochondria, and hallucination?
as certainly as it produces ft',

even of catalepsy and ft' ;

a 27-13 /[Spirit] will raise it up."— Joftn 2; 19.

27-14 The I— the Life, substance, and intelligence of
/ 249-21 The / is Spirit. God never slumbers,
g 501- * And I appeared unto Abraham,— Eiod 6.- 3.

501- * was I not known to them.— Eiod. 6; 3.

635- 6 whereof / commanded thee— Cen. 3 ; 11.

g 535-21 of which 7 commanded thee,— Gen. 3 : 17.

540- 5 "/ make peace, and create e'vil.— Isa. 45; 7.

540- 5 I the Lord do all these things ;"
— Isa. 45: 7.

gl 588- 9 definition of
588-11 There is but one I. or Us,
591-16 Mi.ND. The only /, or Us ; the only Spirit,
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I AM
/253- 8 I am the substance of all, because I a- tuat Ia\
c 256-U rather than the one ever-pi-?3eut I a\
256-13 The everlasting I a- ia not bounded nor
267-10 The great / a: made all

b 290- 1 the everlasting / a', the Being who was and is

336- 1 Mind is the / a-, or infinity.
c 550-21 If . . . then the great I a- ia & myth.
gl 587- 5 God. The great I a' ; the all-knowing,

58S-20 definition of

ice
. / 241-17 than can moonbeams to melt a river of i'.

Icelandic
g 525-11 the term man ... in the J", mind.
525-12 The following translation ia from the J' :

idea
advanced

6 324- 2 renders thought receptive of the advanced i\
can give no

ph 191- 1 The brain can give no v of God's man.
clearest

g 517-13 Love imparts the clearest i' of Deity.
compound

r 468-24 a compound i\ reflecting the divine substance
475-14 He is the compound r of God,

«7 507-18 multiplication of the compound r man.
gl 585— 8 to spiritual sense, it is a compound »'.

591- 5 The compound v of infinite Spirit ;

divine
(See divine)

divine Mind and
s 109- 6 the only realities are the divine Mind and i\

gives the
<7 509-15 This text gives the i* of the rarefaction

God's
b 299-24 Truth never destroys God's i'.

O 345-22 incongruity between God's v and
p 406-24 imtil we arrive at the fulness of God's '",

ap 565-16 Christ, God's i\ wiU eventually rule all nations

great is tlie

ap 562-27 great is the r, and the travaO portentous.
higliest visible

ap 560-18 without a correct sense of its highest visible v,
His

sp 71- 2 nothing is Spirit,
— but God and Hia i\

an 103-16 good is.the infinte God and His i',

s 116- 9 so that .God and His v may be to ua

ph 167-25 but one way— namely, God and His »
6 284-32 is always from God to His v,
o 344- 3 and man to be His v,— that is, Hia image.
p 372- 9 divine Mind, or God and His r.
r 495-15 cling steadfastly to God and His v.

ql 589-10 and that man is His v, the child of His care.

Idphttty, or .

sp 71- 5 The identity, or i\ of all reality continuea
Image or

c 257- 1 creation is the infinite image or %'

b 336- 9 was and is God's image or i',

immaculate
ap 565-18 This immaculate r, represented first by man

Immortal
a 55-15 Truth's immortal i' is sweeping down the
c 262-14 above the mortal to the immortal r of God.
b 325- 7 of Truth, unfolding its own immortal v.
r 477-17 the immortal v of oeing, indestructible

Impelled the
ap 565-25 but this only impelled the i- to rise to the

individual
g 508-23 The intelligent individual v, be it male or

Infinite
sp 90-25 sets man free to master the infinite i'.

s 112-17 comes one Principle and its infinite i',
c 258-13 God expresses in man the infinite v
258-19 infinite Principle is reflected by the infinite i"

g 508- 4 Mind's infinite i", man and the universe,
ap 577- 3 as the infinite Principle and infinite r,
gl 582-11 gleam of the infinite r of the infinite Principle ;

U clad
ap 561-28 i' ia clad with the radiance of spiritual Truth,

lesser
(7 518-13 God gives the lesser i" of Himself for a

Life's
b 289-12 Life and Life's i-. Truth and Truth's idea,

limitless
g 510-19 Love alone can impart the limitless r of

man is
T 475-13 Man is r, the image, of Love ;

mental
r 467-27 Spirit gives the true mental i'.

Mind's
r 492-20 All- is Mind and Mind's i\

new
b 281-31 cast out or the new i' will be spilled,
p 420-17 are ready to become receptive to the new i:
t 463-U The new i', ... is clad in white

idea
nevr-otd
ph 191-12 even to the birth of a new-old v,

not in Us
r 467-22 leading point . . . that Principle is not in its i:

of Christian healing
a 55- 4 the i' of Chriatian healing enjoined by Jesus ;

of divine power
g 534-15 the i" of divine power, which Jesus presented,

of God
(see God)

of good
b 325- 3 He who has the true i- of good loses all sense of
327-28 the man . . . who has not the true » of good?

g 546-14 represents error as starting from an i- of good
of goodness

s 119-22 is represented only by the v of goodness ;

of Immortality
gl 593-10 a new and higher i" of immortality,

of Life
b 314-21 he presented to her, . . . the true i' of Life
325- 2 he who perceives the true r of Life

gl 595- 7 the v of Life, substance, and intelligence ;

of Love
b 326-31 He beheld for the first time the true t' of Love,
g 534-28 will struggle to destroy the spiritual y of Love :

of Spirit
a 29-30 Man as the offspring of God, as the i" of Spirit,
c 286-28 Man is the v of Spirit ;

at the supremecy
b 324-28 if the »• of the supremacy of"Spijit,

of Truth
c 263-22 the discovery of some distant i- of Truth ;

r 495- 6 If sickness is true or the r of Truth,
g 526-18 stands for the i- of Truth,
543- 6 it is the t' of Triith and changes not,
555-32 Truth fosters the i" of Truth,

gl 595- 3 SwoRD. The V of Truth ; justice.
or Intelligence

b 279-18 their only r or intelligence is in God.
or reflection

r 470-22 r or reflection, man, remains perfect.
gl 581- 8 Ark. Safety ; the i", or reflection, of Truth,

presented the
ap 562- 4 Elias presented the i- of the fatherhood

presents the
g 503-20 divine Mind presents the v of God :

present the
c 256-29 Finiteness cannot present the i' or the vastncsa

Principle and
c 259-13 includes a perfect Principle and r,
b 285-22 Supreme Being, or divine. Principle, and i'.

r 471— I God and man, divine Principle and v,
476- 5 inseparable as divine Principle and t\

g 503- 9 The divine Principle and i' constitute
Principle and Us

r 465-17 Principle and its i' is one,
475- 4 all is Spirit, divine Principle and its i\

g 520- 9 Principle and its i', man, are coexistent
profound

b 320-26 gives a profound, i' of the divine power to heal
pure

a 50-14 and to himself. Love's pure i-.

right
/ 235-31 will love to grapple with a nev;, right i'

semltlance of an
pfi 195-15 Whatever furnishes the semblance of an i'

solitary
c 259- 4 nor is he an isolated, solitary i'.

Spirit as
sp 76-17 characterized by the divine Spirit as i\

spiritual
(see spiritual)

substance of an
c 257-13 the substance of an i" is very far from

this
sp 88-19 but this i" can never be seen, . . . through th&

t 463-10 this i' cannot injure its useful

g 534-29 this v, will bruise the head of lust.

ap 562- 7 This i' .reveals the universe as secondary
thought and

ql 597-17 Spontaneity of thought and v ;

true
a 39-26 mortals must get the true t" and

43-15 true v of God, which Jesus' persecutors had
47- 5 gaining the true r of their glorified Master,
54-10 plant themselves in Christ, the true r of God.

S 123- 3 The true i" and Principle of man will
132-25 Anticipating this rejection ... of the true t' of
133-15 but when they departed from the true t\

/ 205-20 some word or deed which indicates the true i",

235-26 Christ Jesus, the true i" of spiritual power.
c 255-17 cannot be made the basis of any true i' of
258- 7 insufficiency of this belief to supply the true i'

258-12 and this reflection is the true r of God.
b 314-21 be presented to her, . . . the true i* of Life and
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idea
true

& 316-12
323-24
324-8
325- 2
325-3
325- 8
326-31
327-26
332- 9
337-20
347-15
353-28

r 473-13

!7 504- 1

524- 9
536-25

flp 560-14
560-28

562-13

gl 585-17
Truth's

& 289-12

unerring
r468-2

Wise
(/515-7

a 29-27
S 115-17
151-27

C 258-21
6 268-8
279-31
286-19
301-24
303-29
320-19
333-26

T 467-31

ap 560-31

ideal
absolute

9 520- 7
Ctirist

P430-5
divine

5 119-20
her

a 29-18
Infinite

g 517-20
of God

a 25-16
361- 5

Of Truth
a 30-19

/ 207-29

spiritualm 67-29
b 337-19

ap 561-11
this

a 30-22^

360-16

p 392-15

g 517-21
517-21

your own
360-16

m 69- »
c260- 8
b 317-24
332-31

338-30
338-31

346-^
p 442-24
r 473-10

g 517- 8
517-10

idealism
pref xii-22

s 132-24

ap 571-23

ideals
a 37-12

p/l 195-26

/249- 3
C 260-19

Jesus represented Christ, the true i" of God.
true r of God gives the true understanding
Unless . . . we are' not gaining the true v of
he who perceives the true v of Life
He who has the true v of good loses all sense .of

Jesus gave the true v of being.
He beheld for the first time the true v of Love,
the man . . . who has not the true v of good?
Christ is the true v voicing good.
The true v of man, as the reflection of the
the spiritual or true r of God, comes now
The true v of being is spiritual and immortal,
has presented Christ, the true r of God,
from which emanates the true v,
the true v of God seems almost lost,

the true v is gained from the immortg,! side,
true i" of what constitutes the kingdom of
hid from them the true v which has been pre-

sented,
man's divine origin and the true i',

Euphrates (river). . . . the true i' of God ;

Life and Life s idea, Truth and Truth's t',

evolves its own unerring v

a wise i*, charming in its adroitness,

Christ dwelt -forever an V in the bosom of God,
/• : An image in Mind ;

the divine Mind and its i\
ho cognizance of either Principle or Its i\
is slowly yielding to the v of a metaphysical
seelts cause in effect. Principle in its i",

good in Principle and in r.
'

man is "image" (i')-
— Gen. \: 27.

an V which cannot be lost nor separated from
harmonious existence as. image, i\
The divine image, i\ or Christ
understood through the i' which expresses it

ignorance of the divine Principle of the v

The absolute t% man, is no more seen nor

immortal manhood, the Christ r, will appear.

not the divine V of omnipresent Love.

gave to her »• the name of Jesus

proper symbol ... is Mind's infinite i\

Jesus presented the i" of God better than
Christ, ... is the r of God now and forever,

As the individual i- of Truth, Christ Jesus
is harmonious and is the v of 'Truth.

presents the true likeness or spiritual v.
demonstrates Life in Christ, Life's spiritual i'.
the spiritual »• as a woman clothed in light.

This i- was demonstrated throughout the
This V is either temporal or eternal,
thought should be held fast to this i:
What is this r1
This V is God's own image.

You are bringing out your own i\

the real, i- man appears in proportion as r

the r of all that is perfect and eternaL
Thomas, looking for the r Saviour in matter
Into the real and v man the fleshly element
cannot

Adam was not the i' man for whom the
The I- man was revealed in due time,
the i- man, reflecting God's likeness,
material, transformed with the r, disappears
Christ is the v Truth, that comes to heal

'

The % man corresponds to creation,The i- woman corresponds to Life and to Love.

In order to elucidate her t*.

Anticipating this rejection of t",
immortal scribe of Spirit and of a true i\

and to permeate humanity with-purer i-
impossible v, and specimens of depravity
give up Imperfect models and illusive v
Mortals must change their i*

ideals
b 299-11 to higher v of life and its joys.
o 359-30 One says: "I have spiritual f,
360- 1 these r are real and eternal
360- 7 materiality renders these i- imperfect and

ideas
aU

g 515-22 Man is the family name for all £*,
are emanations

sp 88-10 /• are emanations from the divine
are spiritual .

sp 88-14 / are spiritual, harmonious, and eternal.
are tangible

b 279-11 I- are tangible and real to immortal
became productive

g 544- 4 In God's creation v became productive.
Christian

p^ 170- 8 Christian t" certainly present . . . the Principle'
countless

g 517-18 God has countless i\ and they aU have
creator of

/ 249-13 the creator of t- is not the creator of illusions.
dawn of

g 506-13 Thus the dawn of r goes on,
focus of

g 504-24 when gathered into the focus of i',

fragmentary
b 302- 2 Principle is not to be found in fragmentary i',

God and His
p 419- 6 God and His i" alone are real and harmonious.

God's
g 503-16 infinite space is peopled with God's i',
504-16 The successive appearing of God's i'

505-28 God's v reflect the immortal, unerring,
511- 4 God's (• "multiply and— Gen. 1 ; 28.

grand
g 511-25 and mountains stand for solid and grand i\

highest
/ 230-11 would be contrary to our highest i- of God
g 503- 4 highest v are the sons and daughters of God.

His
6 331-13 the divine Mind and His i-.

His own
g 508-13 God determines the gender of His own i*.

519- 2 from all eternity Icnoweth His own v.
immature

b 313-27 To accommodate himself to immature v of
Immortal

c 259-27 Immortal r, pure, perfect, and enduring,
indlTldual

6 302-32 reproduction by Spirit's individual v
infinite

g 511-18 infinite v, images, mark the periods of
514- 7 infinite r run and disport themselves.

Its
s 110-21 Its V Taa.y be temporarily abused
/ 210- 1 Its % are expressed only in

Its own
g 517-30 Divine Love blesses its own t", and causes then*'

Love's
g 515- 8 Love's i' are subject to the Mind which

material
g 507-30 inverts this appearing and calls v material.

metaphysical
s 115- 5 difficulty of so expressing metaphysical i'

Mind and Its

g 509-30 in which all is Mind and its t',

Miqd forms
(7 511- 1 This Mind forms i, . . . subdivides and radiates

not
6 283-11 They are not <•, but illusions.

of God
{see God)

of manhood
sp 74-24 say that infancy can utter the i* of manhood,

of Mind
b 280- 7 All things beautiful and harmless are v of Mind.

of Soul
* 269-16 exchanges the objects of sense for the i

•

of Soul.
of Spirit

g 505-10 the V of Spirit apparent only as Mind,
of Truth

g 543-26 /• of Truth alone are reflected in the
perfect

g 512-21 its own pure and perfect v.
right

r 475-15 compound idea of God, Including all right i';
spiritual

(see spiritual)
systems of

/ 209- 6 the central sim of its own systems of v,
these

b 269-17 These i' are perfectly real and tangible to
503- 3 These v range from the infinitesimal to
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ideas
tbose

b 303- 1 the divine-Principle ot those v
veritable . . .

sp 88- 9 How are veritable v to be distinguisned

C 257-12
6 274- 9

identical
a 21-22
s 119-17
135-25

6 200-25
333- 6

r 473- 3
483-11

identified
a 4&- 8
5 136-13

identities
sp 70-12

70-14
6 333-31

e503- 2

505-9

identity

6 302-7
cpnscious

r 475-17
bis

c 265-12
man's

/ 217- 1

of animals
(7 550- 6

. or idea
sp 71- 5

or power
r 479-28

reality nor
r473- 2

spiritual
a 51- 8
6 287- 8
287-23
333-28

your own
6 261-28

Mind createa His own likeness in i',

r, on the contrary, are born of Spirit,

and our mutual interests are i' ;

In one sense God is v with nature,

proves the one to be i" with the other,
and matter would be v with God.
it is i' with the name Joshua,
though seeming to be real and i'.

out of Science, soul is v with sense.

The divine Spirit, which v Jesus thus
Who or what is it that is thus v with

The divine Mind maintains all i'.

What are God's i- 1

The one Spirit includes all i'.

the unfolding of spiritual ideas and their i',

divine Mind, not matter, creates all v,

conscious infinitude of existence and of all i'

conscious V of being as found in Science,

by no means sugg^ts . . . the loss of his t'.

The loss of man's »• . . . is Impossible ;

preserves the individuality and i' of animals

i\ or idea, of all reality continues forever ;

So evil should be denied i* or power,

illusion, possessing neither reality nor i'

spiritual i- in the likeness of the divine ;

and maintains man's spiritual v.
illusion, without spiritual v or foundation,
referred to this unity of his spiritual v thus :

you will neither lose . . . nor your own i\

b 302- 4 The V of the real man Is not lost,

r 477-20 I' is the reflection of Spirit,

Idiocy
an 103-24 The malicious form . . ultimates in moral f.

idiosyncrasies
/ 228- 3 The transihission of disease or of certain i'

idleness'
/ 240-23 If at present content with i\ we must

idolater
ph 186-32 The human mind has been an v from tho

/ 214-19 finite thoughts of God like the pagan v.

idolaters
p 388- 9 I', believing in more than one mind,

idolatry
»nd mytliology

gl 591- 2 From this follow i' and mythology,
and rltnalism

r 466-25 i' and ritualism are the outcome of
dooms

g 535-11 It dooms i\
error of

r 470- 6 existence of . . . was the basic error of i'.

form of
ph 174- 4 Is civilization only a higher form of v,

mythology and
p' 594- 3 the first statement of mythology and i* ;

Itagan
r 469-30 pernicious to divine theolo^ as . . . pagan i'

tbe f^rst

5 146- 5 The first i" was failh in matter."

an 106-22 »•, witchcraft, hatred, variance,— OaJ. 5; 20.

."! 153- 2 profession of medicine originated in i'

6 340-26 annihilates pagan and Christian r,
(7 524- 1 i' which followed this material mythology
t/l 592- 7 i' ; the subjective statea of error ;

idols
ph 173-30 The i" of civilization are far more fatal

173-31 than are the r of barbarism.
173-31 The i" of civilization call into action less

Ignominy
an 105-27 down to the depths of V and death.

ignorance
and false belief

6 304- 3 It is i' and false belief, based on
and malice

/ 215-31 i' and malice of the age would have killed
and sin

6 290-22 Christ. Truth, removes all v and sin.
and superstition

s 120-31 i' and superstition chained the limbs of

bigoted
a 48- 2 the staves of bigoted i' smote him sorely.

forgetting her
sp 89- 3 Forgetting her i' in the belief that

gathered from
sp 78-14 Communications gathered from i*

greater
cp 560-31 greater v ,of the divine Principle

gross
t 456-17 gross r of the method of the Christ-cure.

ber comparative
pref ix-30 her comparative i- of the stupendous
buman

pr 13-25 human r of the divine Principle, Love.
/ 252- 4 Human r of Mind and of the

in proportion as
/ 209- 3 in proportion as r, fear, or

In the hands of
6 305- 1 left in the hands of r, placed at the disposal of

in your
p 439-21 for injuring in your i' the unfortunate

malice or
t 459-20 Whether animated by malice or t*,

mar^t of
(7 555- 9 The mark of i' is on its forehead,

moral
r 483-10. Moral i' or sin affects your demonstration,

mortal
ph 188-23 springing from mortal r or fear.

b 280-32 The only excuse .... is our mortal v of Spirit,
occasioned by

p 373-19 The fear occasioned by i' can be cured ;

of mental cause
p 374-24 because of your . . .i' of mental cause and effect.

of the cause
p 374-17 /• of the cause or approach of disease

of tbe error
t 446-31 /• of the error to be eradicated

of the future
p 374-19 You confess to r of the future

of the laws
s 145-23 V of the laws of eternal and imerring Mmd.

of the Science
p 409-29 in i- of the Science of Life,

or hypocrisy , , , . ,

/ 243- 3 can never succeed . . . through f or hypocrisy.
or malice

t 451-27 -arises from v or malice aforethought.
or sin

p 411-21 foundation of all sickness is fear, i', or sin;

r 483-JO Moral i'or ain afiects your demonstration,
our

p 39J- 7 It is our i- of God, the divine Principle, which
g 540-12 may think in our r that the Lord hath

popular
p 398- 8 the popular i" of spiritual Life-laws.

recompense for

p 409-S2 Death will not . . . recompense for f.
rise above

sp 77-26 The departed would gradually rise above i'

spiritual ,

/ 243- 1 We may hide spiritual f from the world,

pref vlI-17 J- of God is no longer the stepping-stone to
s 144-25 /•.pride, or prejudice closes the door to

ph 175-32 "'RTiere v isDliss, 't is foUy to be wise,"
182-28 i- of C. S. and its transcendent power.
197-17 It was the r of our forefathers

/ 227-11 some public teachera permit an { of

227-11 an r that is the foundation of

251-28 J-, like intentional wTong, is not Science*
251-29 I' must be seen and corrected before we

b 280-32 i- which yields only to ths understanding
336- 1 limits would imply and impose i".

p 409-31 a reward for this f.
427-22 diffici'Uy lies in i' of what God Is.

t 447-12 /•, subtlety, or false charity does not
459-21 i' is more harmful than v^ilful

464-24 v,'c-apons oi bigotry, r, envy, fall before
404-28- Neither dishonesty nor r ever founded,

op 560-30 / of the divine idea betrays
560-31 i- of Truth and Love.

cl 53fr-U anxiety ; v ; error ; desire ; caution.
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IgEorant
pr )3-o8 t" of insn ai CiOii'a image or reflcclion

13-30 Tl'.e wo.-'kI of frror vt v of the world o( Truth,
a 4S-;s. I'ilatc waa i- of the consequences
sp 7»- 4 these who are i- cf Life as God.

86-i4 may appcr r to the v to be apparitions ;

gi'-20 eea is t' of the sems within its caveros.
an 103-2-3 It is either V or malicious.
s 150-32 V that the human mind and body are myths.
15^30 J' of the fact that a man's behef

plx 166- 4 /• of this, or shrinking from its implied
178-28 /• of the methods and the basis of
lSO-13 I- that the human mind governs the body,
181-17 i- of the baneful effects oi magnetism,
1S&-23 Mortal mind is v of self.
187- 4 how i- must they be of the all-knowing Mind
190- 3 matter is a behef, r of itself,

?90- 3 r of what it is supposed to produce.
/ 225-30 V how to obtain tneir freedom.
o 'ii'i- 6 Is not finite m.ind v of God's method?
p 377-30 Without this »' human belief, any

3SO-i9 j- of the truth wliich chains dwease.
381- 2 / of our God-given rights,
382-13 He, who is v of what ia termed hygienic law,
382-19 to teach the so-called v one.
393- 6 V of itself, of its own actions,
393- i- that the predisposing, remote, and
108-31 Mortal mind is i' of Itself,
408-32 i- of the errors it includes
422-12 and V that it is a favorable omen,

t 447- 7 r attempts to do^ood may
r 474- 8 To the i- age in v/nich it first appears,
4S3- 9 must not be i' of the m.oral and spiritual
512-27 / of the origin and operations of mortal mind,
512-28 that is, i" of itself,

512-30 I" of the existence of both
ap 560-29 1' of the divine idea he taught..

Ignorantly
s 116-25 As the words . . . are commonly and i*

p 42»-16 whom we "I- worship,"— Acts 17; 23.

( 45&-12 greatly errs, v or intentionally,

gl 59d- 9 "Whom therefore ye i; worship,— Acts 17; 23.

ignore
ph 166-16 To 1

• God as of little use in sickness is a mistake.
b 275- 2 partnership of mind with matter would v

lgnore.%
s 148-28 it »• the divine Spirit aa unable or

ili

sp 73-23 unscientiflc practitioner says' "You are i'.

s 107-10 deUvering the children of men from every V
i T\.?r- 9 The body is supposed to say, "I am v."
222-19 and yet he continued r all the while.
2£7-31 disobedience to which would have made man v,
230-30 the liability to be r is removed.
231- 3 Unless an v is rightly met and fairly overcome
231- 4 Unless . . . the f is never conquered.

6 326- 7 find the divine remedy for every r,

p 430-19 The patient feels v, ruminates, and
r 467-21 The Deliet that ... is an error that works r.

iU-arrangedm 58- 5 /• notes produce discord.

ill-attuned
m 60-24 An i' ear calls discord harmony,

ill-effects
ph 176-26 can carry its %' no farther thin

illegal
p 434-23 His trial was a tragedy, and is morally %.

illegality
;j-437-25 expelling ... for such high-handed f-.

illegitimate
/ 203-27 The foam and fury of % living
p 3DO-22 an abiding conviction that it is %•,

iU-health
p 377-23 mistaken belief . . . necessity and power of v

;

421- 6 true definition of all humun belief in »•,

illimitable
. s 127- 8 there can be nothing beyond i' divinity.

ill-nature
m £8-29 Wealth may obviate . . . the chance for f

•

illness
p 396- 5 Avoid tall-iing v to the patient.
t 456-21 So long as matter is the basis . . . %• caniiot

iUs
destroy all

p 374-16 destroy all i' which proceed from mortal mind.
r 493-18 Mind must be found . . . able to destroy all v .

fleshly
/ 228-10 and fleshly %• will disappear.

of flesb
s 155-23 the discords of matter and the j- of fleah,
h 2V7-20 produces all the v of fiesh.

lii;

of the flesb

ph 191-31
b 320-27
gl .581-16

pradace the
m 62-30

suc-ii

r 398-29
413-30

these
p 395-26

424-29
425-13

Truth Is able to cast out the f- of the flpsh.
the. divine power to heal the t' of the flesh,
AsHKB . . . the V of the flesh rebuked,

and produce the v of which we complaio.

hypnotism changes such i- into
maliing it probable at any time that such v may
to feel these r in physical belief,

you must destroy the belief in these i*
fhen these v will disappear.

ph 170-31 from which all v have gone forth,
p 40-5-28 penaltic-3 you incur and the r they bring,
e 552-23 the redeeming power, from the v they occasion,

ill-tempered
p 395-17 .An V, complaining, or deceitful person

iiluniinated
a 43- 9 that influx of divine Science which so %• the

illuminating
g 502-16 V time with the glory of eternity.

Ulimiiuation
a 29-20 The V pi Mary's spiritual sense
sp 85- 2 It is the %• of the spiritual understai^ding

/ 461-11 Only by the i' of the spiritual sense,
g 510-10 and this v is reflected spiritually by all who
gl 584- 5 the v of spiritUial understanding,

596-13 believed that the stones . . . had supernatural <•,

illuminations
gX 593-15 The f

•

of Science give us a sense of the

illuminator
gl 566-15 reveals Spirit, not matter, as the i" of all.

illumine
gl 596-24 divine Life and Love v it,

illumined
s 110-15 The Scriptures were i' ;

ap 571-29 and V thfe night of paganism with the sublime
illumines

b 334- 6 from which it f
• heaven and earth

;
t 454-19 inspires, r, designates, and leads tne way.
g 50i- 7 Jesus v them, showing the poverty of

503-14 light of ever-present Love v the universe.

illuming
c 26i-28 i* the universe with light.

illusion
auy

/ 217-26 power of Mind over the body or any i" of
ceases to be even as

sp 97-16 boundary where, ... it ceases to be even an f •,

death Is the
p 428- 3 Life is real, and death Is the i'.

destroylog that
/ 245- 2 benefits of destroying that i\ are illustrated la

dream, or
/ 230- 5 the awakening from this mortal dream, or »•,.

eOiect of
en 101-31 In no Instance . . . other than the effect of *•.

effects of
p 408-12 baneful effects of v on mortal minds

ia\%\ti and
g 554-28 and Is simply a falsity and i\

forged by the
/ 223- 5 forged by the %• that he lives in body

human
r 492-23 human %• as to sin, sickness, and death

illustrate Its

p 380-15 physical effects of fear illustrate its »•.

Illustrates the
b 300- 7 The mirage, . . . illustrates the v of

less
/ 247-31 recipe for beauty is to have less v

losterlal
r 484-21 Mesmerism is mortal, material v.

mental
p 403- 8 understood that the difficulty is a mental i",

mortal
this shows that . . . death is but a mortal x\
always beyond and above the mortal v
sweeps away the go-'isamer web of mortal »•.

b 289-19
302-16

p 403-20
of bel5ef

r 490-31
of death

/ 251- 8

Under th» mesmeiic i" of belief.

, — - _ In the i' of death, mortals wake, to the
r 493-28 awakened Lazarus from the dream, r, of death,

of error
g 538-16 is significant of the v of error,

of life

u 305-23 i' Of life iluit is here to-day and gone to-morrow,
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illasion
of material sense ^ ,. . , , . . ,

•

sp 71- 3 Bimply 8. belief, an v of material sense. .

5 122-15 another proof of the t" of material sense.

/ 227-26 The t' of material sense, not divine law,

of mind
6 3U-U so long as the t* of mind in matter remainB.

of morial mind
.

ph 168-27 a latent r of mortal mind,
, . ^

p 385-32 Any supposed . . . is an i' of mortal mind,
of Hoses ^ ,

b 321-16 The i* of Moses lost its power to aJann

of pleasure . . , ^ • .n _
p 398-21 destroy the »• of pleasure in Intoxication,

of slckuGSS
b 297- 8 r of sickness, to he instructed out of itself

T 495-14 When the i- of sickness or sin tempts you,:

g 535-iO The V of sm Is without hope or God.
or dream , . • j „

r 490-30 oblivion, nothingness, or an f or dream.

or error , , . , . .

g 656- 1 and not the belief in f or error.

BOlnt out the . , ., ^ ^i, ..

t 447-26 remove the mask, point out the t ,

prolong the . . . ^ , , , »

sp 77-20 so prolong the f either of a soul inert or

remove the
, .v • i

p 403-10 is employed to remove the f In one case,

root of the , . ^ ^i. ^ , ^^ •

b 303-16 Divine Science lays the axe at the root of the i\
can ciial

/ 221-32 another lesson,— that gluttony is a sensual i\

springing from
. , ^ ,, . .

p 399-24 to make material beliefs, springing from f.

suffer the .„. , ~ ,i, • *u .

p 381- 5 Be no more willing to surrer the » that

/ 217-27 and so destroy this i',

b 303-18 will eventually destroy this v

Ulosions
stopefylDg

sp 95-28 Lulled by stupefying r, the world is asleep

sp 88- 9

/230- 4
6 283-11

p 368-26

illusive
ph 187-11

191-28

/249-2
6 293-4
o 343-19

p 371-17
-• 383-26

illustrate
5 134-16

/ 232-21
6 283-30

p 380-15

ap 575-14

illustrated
sp 86- 8
5 123-26

154- 9

ph 171-14
20O-5

/245- 2
6 285-12
333-11

O 358-16

g 501-12

veritable ideas to be distin^ished from i'

But if sickness and sin are i",

They are not ideas, but i'.

its conditions are i',

to another i* personification, named Satan.
The r senses may fancy affinities with
give up- imperfect models and r ideals ;

the least material form of i" consciousness,
t" errors— which he could and did destroy,
the V sufferings which throng the gloaming,
the V physical effect of a false beUef,

how can they i' the doctrines of Christ
nor did he r these errors by his practice,
than we can teach and v geometry by
physical effects of fear i" its illusion.

Did not Jesus i" the truths he taught

sp 92-6
97-13

5 129-29

/244-3
245-31

&271- 5

287-22
293-10
308-11
348- 7

p 379-13
r 473- 1

480-23
493-26

. 494-23
540-12
543-13

gl 582- 3

582- 7

584- 9
586-19
587- 1

591-9

illusions
destroy alt

6 296- 7

From the £• implied in this last postulate arises

until matter reaches its mortal zenith in i-

The very name,i", points to nothingness.
is not real, but is v, the mirage of error.

decrepitude is . . . but an i'.

Neither emasculation, r, nor
it is i', without spiritual identity or
This so-called mind and body is the i'

but finding only an i",

appear.to be— what it really is— an f
his sense of bleeding was an i',

inharmony of mortal mind or body is i'.

Hence, evU is but an i", -

_

can only seem real and natural in r.
breaks their i' with the unbroken reality of

when the symptoms of evil, t", are aggravated,
an i', against which divine Science is

Believing. . . . Mortal thoughts, v.

pride; envy; fame; t" ; a false belief ;

Death. An i\ the lie of life in matter ;

an i" ; a belief that matter has sensation.
An r : a belief that mind is outlined and limited ;

another name for mortal mind ; i" ;

suffering or Science must destroy all i'

dispelling the
6 332-13 dispelling the i' of the senses ;

disposal of
6 305- 1

erring
'

r 477-1?
human

c 259-23
r468- 3

laden with
p 413-26

leading
s 129-27

mere
(7 556-20

mortal
/ 214-23
6 289-29
330- 4

His quick apprehension . . . v his spirituality,
they i" an ever-operative divine Principle.
This fact in metaphysics is r.by the
Jesus V the divine Principle
i' the grand human capacities of being
i" in a sketch from the history of
V by the opposite natures of

the spirituality \yhich is taught, r, and
uttered and r by the prophets,
which God r by light and harmony,

gl 579-12 This patriarch r the purpose of Love to

illustrates
Such a fact i* our theories.

tiistory of our country, . . . i' the might of
i' the LUusion of material man,
Christ i' that blending v;ith God,
r the coincidence, or spiritual agreement,
The error, mesmerism . . . r the fact
t' the unlabored motion of the divine energy'
Truth, which {• the impotence of error.

that part i' and proves the entire Principle,
In metaphor, the dry land r the
i- the coincidence of God and man

a
ap

placed at the disposal of i',

corporeal senses to be mortal and erring i\

and forms its offspring after human r.
never can be coordinate with human i\

bein? laden with i' about disease,

quite as rational are some of the leading i*

In sleep, cause and effect are mere i".

for mortal i' would rob God, slay man,
Matter and death are but mortal i\
learned . . . the fixedness of mortal i\

not the creator of
/ 249-13 the creator of ideas is not the creator of t*.

of sin
ap 672-16

•M
/ 223-17

elmllar
S 122-22

the myriad t" of sin, sickness, and death,

but more are blinded by their old v.

Experience Is full of instances of similar t",

s 152-20

/ 225-14
6 300- 6
316-21
332-32

p 402-24
M45-20
454- 5
461- 6
507- 2

ap 561-23

illustrating
s 117-17 i- and demonstrating Life and Truth

illustration
s 118- 5 formal applications of the v. .

f 245-29 the prunary of that r makes it plain that
315-26 and presented an i" of creation.

illustrative
p 430-13 allegory i* of the law of divine Mind.

image
and likeness

pr 3-13 t' and likeness of thepatient, tender, and true,'" "
are not at war with God's r and likeness,

who makes man in the i' and likeness of

implied by. . . "i-" and "likeness"— Gen. 1:26.
maintains His own r and likeness.

man is the i' and likeness of Spirit ;

tlie spiritual i" and likeness of God?
to suppose that man, God's r and likeness,

very far from being the v and likeness of God,
Finite man cannot be the v and likeness of,

as the true divine i" and likeness,
not of a man in God's i' and likeness,

the i' and likeness of perfect Mind,
not man, the i" and likeness of God,
It saith, ... I am not the i' and likeness of
man is the divine i" and likeness,

God, without the i" and likeness of Himself,
neither seen God nor His v and likeness,

yea, the divine r and likeness,
man in His r and likeness,

man is the r and likeness of God,
forever in the v and likeness of his Maker.
Spirit is God, and man is His r and likeness,
man is made in the r and likeness of God.
all that reflects God's r and likeness ;

and man in God's v and likeness,
and reach ihe spiritual v and liiceness.

created by Mind in the r and likeness of God
nor the v and likeness of the one God.
we discover man in the r and likeness of God.
God's man, ... is His own v and likeness ;

that whicli is not the v and liiceness of good,
the r and likeness of what God has not
not after the v and likeness of Spirit,
Man. . . . the spiritual i- and hkeness of God ;

19- 3

94- 2

94- 5

S 151-24

ph 172-19-

/ 206-26
216-20
222-23

C 257-32
258-17
265-20

b 281-12
285-8
287-20
301-17
303-25
330-13
332-13
340-12

p 414-27
441-17

r 468-14
475- 9
475-16
497-8
519-16
531-31
544-26
548- 6

gl 580- 4
580-5
580-14
584-25
591- 6

divine
{see divine)
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image
exls ence as

320-19 harmonious existence as »•, idea,

express
6 313-13

expressed
6 313^11

God's
a 13-28

19-3
3 116-5
120-6
140-29

/ 204-25
216-20

C 265-20
6 284-11
305-13
325-15
336-9

0346-3
p 392-10
r 475-16
476-31
497-8

God's own
6 29'5-12

g 517-22

His
ph 188-2
h 330-13
333- 2
340-12

0344- 3

345-24
r 468-14

g 522-23

His own
s 151-24
o 344- 7

(7 516-24
516-28

ffJ580-4
haman

5 140-31

Infinite
c 257- 1

6 300-5
In Mind

s 115-17 Idea : An v in Mind ;

In mortal mind
s 116^19 matter is nothing beyond an i- in mortal mind.

the phrase "express r"— Heb. 1 ; 3.

the express [expressed] i- of— Heb. 1 ; 3.

ignorant of man a-s God's i* or reflection
are not at war with God's i" and likeness.
and man as God's i" appears.
and reflects Soul, God, for man is God's <".

God created man in His, God's, i" ;

notion that they caacreate ... in God's i',

to suppose ihat man, God's t' and likeness,
not of a man in God's i- and likeness.
Is God's i" or likenessmatter,
The verity that God's i' is not a creator,
then shall man be found in God's v.
Immortal man was and is God's i' or idea.
When man is spoken of as made in God's j',

harmony of man, God's r.
term for all that reflects God's v and likeness ;

man in God's i' is unfallen
and man in God's v and likeness.

Mortals are not . . . created in God's own t- ;

This ideal is God's own v, spiritual and infinite.

God, immortal Mind, and man is found in His r.
neither seen God nor His i" and
agreement, between God and man in His t'.

man in His i" and likeness,

and man to be His idea,— that is, His i".

God's man, made in His i\
Spirit is God, and man is His £
denunciations of man when not found in His i",

maintains His own i' and likeness.
God has created man in His own i"

God created man in His own v,— Gen. 1. 27.

that God made man in His own r,
God's man, ... is His own v and likeness ;

make God in their owa hu-mortals would
man v.

creation is the infinite t' or idea
His infinite r or reflection, man.

image
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imagined
/ 221-25 as he had i* he would

imbecility
ph 197-15 the farther mortals will be removed from i*

imbibe
r 495-27 Study thoroughly the letter and i" the spirit.

imbibes
t 462- 4 any student, who . . . i" the spirit of Christ,

,

Imbued
5 128-12 The human mind, 1" with this

145- 3 So divinely i"- were they with the spirit of

Imitate
a 37-17 and to »• his mighty works

imitates
s 121-28 astronomical order i' the action of

imitative
/ 212-31 the unreal and i' movements of mortal belief,

Imitators
a 25-28 will never alone make us r of him.

immaculate
."! 137- 5 when their t' Teacher stood before them,

ap 561-32 prophesied the cominp of the r Jesus,
564-15 he, the i". met and conquered sin

565-18 This i' idea, represented first by man
immanent

s 150- 5 is widely demonstrated as an i\ eternal

/ 209-13 i' sense of Mind-power enhances the glory of

Immanuel
pref xi-16 They are the siern of I', or

a 34- 7 for demonstration is /•, or Gnd with ti<!;

s 107- 8 This . , . points to the revelation of I\
immature

b 313-26 To accommodate himself to i" ideas of

Immediate
."? 11.5-17 Idea : . . . the t" object of understanding.

ph i;5;8-29 physical senses have no r evidence of a sun.

b 328-29 Had it been given only to-liis v disciples,
330- 7 would meet with i- and universal acceptance.

g 501- 5 often seems so proothered by the i' context
532-18 produced the i" fruits of fear and shame.

Immediately
s 1.54-11 /• the symptoms of this disease appeared,
o 348-26 I have never supposed the \\ orld would i"

p 431- 7 going to sleep r after a heavy meal,
r 486-15 his body wa,s the same r after death as before.

a 553-26 this potent belief will i' supersede the
557-23 as If he .. . . i" fell into mental sin ;

immense
b 322-10 in view of the v work to be accomplished

immensity
c 263-29 thrown into the face of spiritual r.

H 504-13 Truth . Life, and Love fill i "and are ever-present.
5C9-19 as nebuls Indicate the i* of space.

immoral
p 303-13 detect the woman's r status
t 452-14 Never breatl;e an v atmosphere, unless

immortal
and eternal

gl 588-10 Incorporeal, unerring, i\ and eternal Mind.
snd oDinlpotcnt

p 407-13 strength from the v and omnipotent Mmd,
and perfect

c 260-10 the i' and perfect model of God's creation

and spiritual
/ 213- 7 /• and spiritual facta exist apart from
r 479- 7 It must be r and jpiritual.

«7 544-23 antipodes of i" and spiritual being.
and unerring

/ 243-20 Neither r and unerring Mind nor matter,

beau4 ifnl and
, , .. , , .

b 27&-14 and presents them as beautiful and f.

ph 178-37 spiritual understanding of the status of »• being.
190-18 it never merges into r being.

p 430-32 harmonious facts of Soul and v being.

being is

(7 .554- 6 because being Is %•, like Deity,
consciousness

b 279-11 tangible and real to v consciousness,
r 486- 9 In order to possess V consciousness.

cravJnRs , , , , . , ,,

s 108- 8 i- cravings, "the price of learning love,

(7 501-17 something more native to their v cravings
evJdenee

a 29-31 i' evidence thai Spirit Is harmonious

"o 513-28 not within the range of v existence

Csct
b 327- 3 reveals the r fact tha,t neither pleasure nor

immortal
facts

b 279-17 the i" facts of being are seen,
p 428-28 the »• facts of being are admitted.

forms
g .503-22 i" forms of beauty and goodness.

fruit
o 351-29 That which when sown bears r fruit,

fruits
r 494-28 its lap pUed high with }• fruits.

good de^s are
p 435-12 but good deeds are i\ bringing joy

barmonious and
ph 166-32 man found to be harmonious and i'.

b 273-17 never made mortal.s whole, harmonious, and i;
291-16 manifestations of Mind are liarmonious and i",

337-13 makes man harmonious and r,
p 409-32 Death will not make us harmonious and v

barmonious or
r 490-15 are helpless to make man harmonious or i".

idea
a .55-15 Truth's v idea is sweeping down the
c 262-13 above the mortal to the r idea of God.
b 325- 7 Truth, unfolding its own r idea.

r 477-17 i" idea of being, indestructible and etemaL
Ideas

c'2.59-26 /• ideas, pure, perfect, and enduring,
Immutable anc

c 261-24 and the nature of the immutable and t\
b2T^ 3 the unerring, immutable, and i?
286- 4 not seek the immutable and r through the finite,

550-30 the pure and holy, the immutable and i'

keynotes
o 355-28 God's r keynotes, proved to be such

Saw
o 36-20 i- law of justice as v/eU as of mercy.

r 496-22 mortal belief, at war with the facts of v Life,

life
a 51-11 that he might furnish the proof of i- life.

p 431-31 God made Man i' and amenable to Spirit
man

(sec man)

/ 209- 1 Man, being i\ ha3 a perfect indestructible life.

manbood „. . , ,

p 430- 5 i' manhood, tne Chnst ideal,

man Is

(sec man)
men and women

/ 247-15 /• men and women are models of

Mind
(see Mind)

Mind Is

(see Mind)
Mind-readlus; ,. .,,,.. ..

sp 83-26 mortal mind-reading and r Mmd-reading.
83-29 Mortal mind-reading and y Mind-readmg

modus , . ^ . .•

f 212-32 would reverse the i' modus and action,

natHTe
c 260-29 it must lose its r nature.

perfect .^nd ..,.., •

f 246- 5 The perfect and r' are the eternal likeness of

p 428-23. man is, not shall be, perfect and r.

Principle ,. . . _ • ,

g 554- 4 God. who is its dmne i' Principle.

proof ... ,
r 488-16 C. S. sustains with i' proof

b 276-15 Harmony In man is as real and i' as in music,

ft 311-19 directly opposite to the i- reality of being.

sp S4- 1 Science is r and coordinate neither with tho

scrlE^e

ap 571-22. the Revelator, r scribe of Spirit

sense
, ^, , .

sp 72- 3 Principle of mnn speaks througli i sense.

/ 210-29 ? sense includes no evil nor
2I0-,30 r sense has no error of sense.

216-14 to supply the truth of » sense.

f 225-17 i- sentences, breathing the omnipotence of

.s 151-15 they will do less violence to that i-. sentiment

Shakespeare . , . „^ ,

771 06- 1 Thou art nglit, r Shakespeare,

<7 533-20 the true idea is gained from the i' side.

Socl
b 311-20 So long as we believe . . . that i* Soul is la
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immortal
Soul Is

b n- 7 Scul is r because it is Spirit,
335-20 Because Soul is i\ it does not exist ia mortality.

p 381-13 destroyed by the understanding that Soul is r,
r 468- 6 Because Soul isv. Soul cannot sin,

sovereignty
s 141-13 Its only crowned head is % sovereignty.

Spirit
s 12M3 fixiite sense of things, which i' Spirit silences

p 435- 1 court commended man's r Spirit to

gplrituai acd
b 239-24 God's universe is spiritual and i'.

o 353-29 true idea of being ia spiritual and i',

p 409-21 The real man is spiritual and v,
g 5<7-30 and adopts the spiritual and t'

testlraony
r 490-25 destroy all material sense with V testimony.
490-25 This r testimony ushers in the

tilings
b 276-22 towards the contemplation of things i*

Truth
(see Truth)

truth
r 493- 8 must yield to Science, to the i- truth of

TmtSi is
T 466-13 Truth is r ; error is mortal.
46*- 4 If Truth i3 r,' error must bo mortal,

g 51SH 6 His infinite self-contamment and v wisdom

a 42-28 is therefore not a mortal but an r.
m 60-10 purity and constancy, both of which are v.
sp C'O- 8 as follows : . . . never will be, an r spirit."

81-12 A man's assertion that he is v no more proves
81-18 as revealed in Science cannot help being r.

s 152- 3 V divine Mind takes away all its supposed
ph 174-32 its cure comes from the r divine Mind.

186-25 If evU is as real as good, evil is also as r
2S6-26 If pain is as real as the . . . both must be i' ;

18i>^22 all the formations of the r divine Mind.
192- 9 from the mortal instead of from the l\
192-13 of the mortal mind and not of the i\
194-15 man, who is r in spiritual understanding,

/ 211-31 these faculties be conceived of as i'.

2.29- 2 If Mind is not the master of . . . they are i',

£31- 7 seem to this so-called mind to be v.
244-26 He does not pass . . . from the mortal to the t',

245-28 Life and goodness are i\
C 256- 5 thought rises . . .'from the mortal to the i\
258-11 in order to be v.
263- 5 /" spiritual man alone represents the truth of

b 277- 6 The i' never produces the mortal.
277- 8 goodness and spirituality must be »•.

277-29 Nothing we can say . . regarding matter is i",

295-30 teaches that . . his v soul is resurrected
290- 6 the mortal is dropped for the v
296-10 Nothing sensual or sinful is r.
297-16 and man found to be v.
391-10 V, spiritual man is really substantial,
306- 1 Pharisees, who believed error to be as i' as
310-20 taught . . . that soul may be lost, and yet be i".

335-28 Reality is spiritual, . . . v, divine, eternal.
333- 5 nor the r into mortaUty.

p 339-20 He understood man, whose Life ia God, to be v,
370- 2 To be I', we must forsake the
427- 7 can no more die. . . than can Soul, for both are r,
429-21 If we live after death and are i', we must have
433-29 sense of Life, God,— which sense must be r,

r 474-25 must error still be t-?

g 503-20 /• and divine Mind presents the idea of God :

505-28 God's ideas reflect the r, unerring, and
520-27 the r creating thought is from above,
630- 2 the i-, spiritual law of Truth is

536-29 material return to dust, and the v ia reached.
Hi 581- 9 proved to be as i" as its Principle ;

immortality
almightlness and

r 487-29 reality of Life, its almightiness and t°

cad bISss
a 39-12 out of mortality into i' and bliss.

/ 203-24 not a stepping-stone to Life, r, and bliss.
and goodness

p 518-20 Love giveth . . . might, i\ and goodness.
3Dd life

sp 68-31
and Love

Ql 597-15

way through which t" and life are learned

divine Science,— i' and Love.
and supreoscy

gl 589-20 showing the V and supremacy of Truth ;

appears
sp 76-31 overcome, not submitted to, before i- appears.

assurances of
p 387-12 refreshed by the assurances of r,

oasis of
gl 5S5-12 Elias. Prophecy ; . . . the basis of i'.

immortality
heists .tnd

f 2l>- 4 If . . . then being and t* would be lost,
bring

r 492-12 destroy all error, and bring %• to light.
brings

b 305-26 destroys all error and brings i' to light.
336-28 and brings v to light.

brings to light
sp 72-13 destroys mortality, and brings to light i'.

/ 20fr-28 He destroys them, and brings to Ugnt i'.

brought to light
b 335-24 Life as V brought to light.
gl 582-23 Submergence in Spirit ; f brought to light.

communlag with
sp 7S- 8 at the same time . . commiming with i' I

earnest of
b 317-27 for an earnest of i',

entity or
o 35&- 6 sickness, and death do not prove man's entity

or i-

eternity and
gl 585- 5 A sphere ; a type of eternity and i\

exempt froln age
/ 247-13 /•, exempt from age or decay,

csistehre and
o 356- 5 affords no evidence of spiritual existence and i',

foundations of
g 539- 5 sapping the foundations of i\

harmony 2nd
{see harmony)

health and
/ 248- 7 ought to ripen into health and »•,

holiness, and
/ 230- 6 will bring us into health, holiness, and i',

ap 563-22 prolific in health, holiness, and v.
hope in

p 388-26 we have hope in i-
,

Idea of
gl 593-10 a new and higher idea of i',

In deeds
o 3.54-10 words of divine Science find their i- in deeda.

Is cot bounded
b 301-32 /• is not bounded by mortality.

life and
p 376-li there is more life and i' In one good motive
g 539- 5 as it^life and » were something which

man and
ph 191-24 reveals man and i' as based on Spirit.

man's
sp 81-28 man's i- depends upon that of God, good,
p .395- 4 man's r and eternal likeness to God.

428-27 The evidence of man's v will become
gl 689-18 destroying error and. bringing to light man's i\

matrix of
/ 250- 5 and suppose, .mortality to be the matrix of »•.

Mind and
b 318- 3 nothing can efface Mind and i'

p 369-29 of the advantages of Mind and t' 7 ..

of development
/ 244-31 everlasting grandeur and t* of development,

of good
sp 81-30 necessary consequence of the i- of good.
/ 215-27 he understood the superiority and « of good,

of man
{see man)

of Soul
6 306- 7 The i' of Soul makes man immortal,
r 481-29 hence the f

•

of Soul.

prelude to
sp 90-15 some insist that death is the . prelude to i'.

proof of
sp 81-16 Life, Love, Truth, is the only proof of t*.

& 306-18 If. we are left without a rational proof of f*.

purity, and
gl 581- 6 the inspiration of goodness, purity, and i',

put on
s 164-27 mortal shall have put on i-— I Cor. 15; 54.

c 262- 8 mortals "put on r."— / Cor. U: 51.

r 496-25 mortal shall have put on v,— / Cor. 15
•
54.

reality and
r 486-24 Their reality and i' are in Spirit
488-21 no cognizance of spiritual reality and <•.

rejoice in
a 22-24 whereby we rejoice In r, boundless freedom,

revelation of
sp 79-15 C. S in its revelation of

»-,
Soul or of

r 478- 3 What evidence of Soul or of V
to man

/ 253- 4 saith : . . I give i" to man, for I am Truth,
towards

sp 90-27 and opens it wide towards i'

sp 78-13 why look to them . for proofs of t"-,

80-11 assertion that . . are our only proofs of t".
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immortality
sp 81-13 would prove r a lie.

81-15 Nor . . . when alleged spirits teach r.

ph 186-25" If death is as real as Life, r is a myth.
/ 2U-28 for their r is not in Spirit ;

215-24 mortality is lost, swallowed up in !'.

230- I If sickness is real, it belongs to v ;

b 275-14 V, cause, and effect belong to God.
283-32 Are mentality, r, . . . resident in matter?
312-17 without Love. God, r cannot appear.
33»-26 The basis of all health, sinlessness, and r

o 353-15 Time has not yet reached eternity, i',

p 425-22 the more i" we possess.
r 476-18 Mortality is finally swallowed up in v.
492-7 Being is holiness, harmony, i\
495-23 replace mortality with v, and silence discord

a 518-22 reflect health, holiness, r
555-20 error would seek to unite . . . i' with mortality,

ill 592-23 the r of all that is spiritual.
693- 2 the good and beautiful, and their r.

598-28 man would be in the full consciousness of his i'

immortality's
gl 58(>-18 Adam. . . . t' opposite, mortality ;

immortals
b 295-11 Mortals are not like v,
t 444-27 /•, or God's children in divine Science,
r 476- I Mortals are the counterfeits of r.
476-11 r, or the children of God, will appear aa the

immovable
s 160-17 when the cords contract and become t"?

immunity
/ 219-29 Entire i- from the belief in sin, suffering,

immutable
s 134-25 because it is the i- law of God,
/ 210-22 in obedience to the i' law of Spirit,
c 261-23 and the nature of the i' and immortal.
b 279- 2 or the unerring, r, and immortal?
286- 3 not seek the r and immortal through the finite,

298- 6 silences for a while the voice of r harmony,
300-14 The mutable and imperfect never touch the i"

306-27 the r, harmonious, divine Principle,
335-27 Reality is spiritual, harmonious, r,

t 446-20 victory rests on the side of i" right.

<; 550-30 the pure and holy, the »• and immortal

immutably
pr 3- 1 He who Is i" right will do right

impair
p 428-18 the Life which mortal sense cannot i-

impart
/ 253- 5 salth : . . . I include and v all bliss,

b 272-14 not to r to dull ears and gross hearts

p 371-28 Mind can i' purity instead of impurity,
401- 7 which you i' mentally while destroying error,

t 447-18 V . . . the truth and spiritual understanding,
452-19- He must live it and love it, or he cannot v it

460-25 she had to r, while teaching its grand facts,

g 510-18 Love alone can v the limitless idea of infinite

516-11 which r their own peace and permanence.
539-11 God could never v an element of evil,

ap 570-24 Those ready for the blessing you v will give

impartationm 68-29 { of the divine Mind to man and the universe.
b 309- 3 incorporeal t" of divine Love to man,

imparted
/ 235-15 pure and uplifting thoughts . . . i' to pupils,

g 514-19 Tenderness accompanies all the might r by
impartial

pr 13- 2 Love is i' and universal in its adaptation
m 63-18 Our laws are hot r, to say tlfe least,

o 355-27 Without this ... no one is capable of »• or

Imparting
sp 92- 6 but also capable of v the sensations.

g 519-25 /" has not impoverished,
ap 567- 2 Gabriel has the more quiet task of »• a

imparts
sp 85-32 truth communicates itself but never r error.

ph 194-22 manifests itself . . .-by the false sense it i'.

b 271-30 spiritual import of the Word r this power.
280-29 i' and perpetuates these qualities

p 420-18 It i- a healthy stimulus to the body.
g 505-16 Spirit i' the understanding which uplifts
515-23 All that God t' moves in

517-13 for Love i' the clearest idea of Deity.

impassable
.<!? 83-24 as »• as that between Dives and Lazanis.

impatient
/ 237-29 J- at your explanation.

impede
pr 5-23 Such an error would V true religion.

ap 563-20 seemingly i- the offspring of the

impedes
pr 2-21 an error which i- spiritual growth.
ph 166- 4 Mind is all that feeb?, acts, or »• action.

p 41.5- 6 beUef quickens or v the action of the system,

impediment
ap 577-10 no I' to eternal bliss,

impel
ap 563-31 which would r them to devour each other

impelled
p 415-22 moving quickly or slowly and i- or palsied by
ap 565-25 i' the idea to rise to the zenith of

impels
s 118- 1 i- the inference that the spiritual leavea

imperative
a 37-27 Hear these v commands :

m 56-19 The commandment, . . . is no less V thar
/ 251- 1 hence it is not more i'

b 329-21 Principle is v.
t 446-19 In the Science . . . it Is i' to be honest,

imperatively
ap 565-17 God's idea, will eventually rule all . . . t\

imperceptible
b 314-24 the spiritual Jesus was t' to them.
334-10 invisible Christ was v to the so-called

imperfect
s 114-20 must sometimes recur to the old and t',

/ 239-30 !• mortal mind sends forth its own
246- 7 by no means a . . . germ rising from the t'

248-20 Do you not hear from all mankind of the' t'

model?
249- 2 give up i' models and illusive ideals r

254-12 / mortals grasp the ultimate . . . slowly ;

C 258-25 Mortals have a very r sense of
260- 4 than the sculptor can . . . from an i* model,

b 300-14 The mutable and r never touch the
o 360- 7 materiality renders these ideals v
p 409-21 V so-called "children of men"— Psal. 14; 2.

T 477- 7 Soul, being Spirit, is seen in nothing j-

g 555-26 aught that can become r,
gl 587-18 and cannot become finite and <".

imperfection
sp Ti-n Perfection is not expressed through i\
f 233- 8 In the midst of r,

243-32 Perfection does not animate v.
248-16 Is it r, joy, sorrow, sin,

c 259-32 from v instead of perfection, one can no more
p 414-29 whereas r is blameworthy, unreal, and

424-11 there is no room for v in perfection.

imperfections
a 52- 9 Their v and impurity felt the

imperfectly
pref ix- 9 voices the more definite thought, though still »".

304-29 is, must be, r expressed,
r 467-23 We reason v from effect to cause,

imperial
b 324-25 Asia Minor, Greece, and even In »• Rome.

imperious
sp 98-18 It is V throughout all ages

imperishable
a 21-11 looks towards the r things of Spirit.

/ 246-16 with bright and t- glories.
253- 3 saith :...% glory,— all are Mine,

impersonation
ap 565-13 V of the spiritual idea had a brief history

impertinent
an 103-13 separate from any half-way v knowledge,

impetuous ^ ^ ^
s 137-26 Before this the v disciple had been called

impetuosity
s 137-16 With his usual r, Simon replied

impious
s 139- 3 which the r sought to destroy

implacable
a 40-16 the crimes of his i' enemies

implant ,..,...
ph 180-17 Doctors should not r disease in the thoughts

implicit
a 25-26 /• faith in the Teacher and all the

implied . ,

a 26-10 The Christ was the Spirit which Jesus »' in

sp 92- 7 the illusion t" in tlus last postulate
94- 5 includes all that is r by the terms

s 137-14 the narrow opinion r in their citation

ph 166- 5 shrinking from its r re.'fponsibility,

g 504-20 not »• by material darkness and dawn.
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implies
pr 6-8
a 20-25
an 102-26
S 114-14
O 359-^
P421-2
0,507-21
547-20

Implore
ph 167- 1 Should we f

• a corporeal God to heal the

imply
b 331-11
336- 1

a 515-18
515-19
537-30
550-22

implying
a 31- 7

s 148-3

import
a 26-24

37-21
s 118-17

/ 232-27
* 271-30

358-22

p 411-18
r 471-27

g 501- 3

importance
a 31-14 He attached no V to dead ceremonies.

Hence the v that doctors be Christian Scientists.

of less V than a knowledge of the fact.

are of no real r, when we remember
Hence the i" of C. S.,

The precise form of God must be of small i'

Hence the V of understanding the truth of

making his acts of higher r than his w.ords.

J" the vain supposition that we have
to acknowledge what the spiritual fact i\
It V the exercise of despotic control,
the phrase mortal mind v something untrue
the goal which that word i" ?

insanity v belief in a diseased brain,
A material world v a mortal mind and
Material evolution v that the great

The Scriptures »• that God is All-inraU.
limits would i" and impose ignorance,
does not v more than one God,
nor does it r three persons in one.
The literal meaning would v that God
If Life is God, as tne Scriptures V,

V that it is they who do the will of

r that the requisite power to heal was in Mind.

the precious i' of our Master's sinless career
take up the more practical r of that career I

parable may i' that these spiritual laws,
voices "of solemn r, but we heed th^m not.

spiritual r of the Word imparts this power.

freat
v to Christianity of those works

cripture seems to v that Jesus
gave the spiritual i", expressed through
chiefly because the spiritual <" of the Word,

ph 198-27
199-18

/ 209-20
236-17

C 256-17
b 273-19
r 473-27

important
fl 42-18

51- 2

sp 95-17
an 101- 6

105-20
6 320-24
322- 9

O350- 7

p 387-17
404-21
424-15

t 462-24
466-18

r 481- 1

482-13
497- 1

p 508-29
548-28
553-2

553-14

imported
p 438-22

importer
p 438-28

impose
b 336- 1

338-24

p 381-31

imposed
ap 575- 5

imposing
p 440-34

imposition
sp 99-26

impossibilities
/ 207-17 Science of being repudiates self-evident »*,
245-27 / never occur

g 550-32 C. S. repudiates self-evident i\

impossibility
s 116-31 Mind in a finite form Is an absolute i\
b 273-13 V of attaining perfect understanding till

284- 8 would seem to spring from . . . but this is an i'

o 343-16 the i- of good producing evil ;

p 4(19- 1 Intelligent matter is an r.
414- 9 (• that matter, brain, can control or derange

t 455-22 renders any abuse of the mission an i".

r 488-17 the V of any material sense.

evidence so v to mortals,
the possible loss of something' more i' than
but it is V to success in healing,
V experiment upon the power of the
no reason why metaphysics is not as t"

The one r interpretation of Scripture is

It is highly r— in view of the
in the New Testament, sayings infinitely V,
it is not because they occupy the most i' posts
one of the most v points in the theology of
equally v in metaphysical practice
That is the r question,
first and last it is the most i< to understand.
How i-, then, to choose good
Is it i' to understand these explanations
brief exposition of the v points,
third stage in the order of C. S. is an » one
discoveries have brought to light t" facts

accompany their descriptions with v observa-
tions,

or i- to their origin and first introduction."

a foreign substance, v by" False Belief,

Morbid Secretion is not an %• or dealer

limits would imply and i' ignorance.
sin, would v between man and his creator.
Christ Jesus overruled the error which would v

physical plagues t* by material sense.

with benign and i' presence,

are seen to be a bald i',

impossible
a 36-21 It is quite as V for sinners to

39-24 imreaf, because i' in Science.

sp 74- 6 would be as i- as would be the Testoration.

74-20 Such a backv/ard transformation is »• in Science.
75-10 This gross materialism is scientifically i",

82-25 intercommunion is as i" as it would
83-12 Miracles are v in Science,

s 120-18 i' for aught but Mind to testify truly
153-16 You say a boil is painful ; but that is i'.

162-32 declared that "it is r to calculate the

ph 167-27 V to gain control over the body in any other
way.

182-12 It is I' to work from two standpoints,
195-26 i" ideals, and specimens of depravity,
199-25 Had Blondin believed it r to walk the rope

/ 211-23 The transfer of . . . Science renders v.
217- 2 The loss of man's identity- . . is i" :

228- 4 would be v if this great fact of being
231-27 To fear them is i', when you fully apprehend

c 258-28 V for man, . . .to fall from his high estate.

b 302- 8 It is i' that man should lose aught
309-24 r- for infinite Spirit or Soul to be 'in

331-23 He fills all space, and it is i' to conceive of
351-31 from a material standpoint, but this was v.

p 371-22 No i- thing do I ask
376-25 showing that it is v for matter to suffer,

t 446-17 protracted, dangerous, and v in
448-22 I' for error, evil, and hate to accomplish the
455-32 the more v it will become for

r 477-14 shows it to be V that a material body,
481-27 i-, since Truth cannot support error.

492-30 theory, . . . uniting on some v basis.

g 506- 1 apportion to themselves a task »• for
522-11 Existence, separate . . , Science explains as i*.

550-23 An egg is an i' enclosure for Deity.
551- 2 their reports are unnatural, r, and unreal.
551-15 material methods are i° in divine Science

impostor
p 441-28 Your attorney. False Belief, is an i\

impotence
t 454- 5 Truth, which Illustrates the i" of error.

impotent
sp 97- 7 the more V error becomes as a belief,

s 160-18 or has it bidden them to be i" ?

g 555-18 Only i" error would seek to imite Spirit with

impoverish
sp 79-31 Giving does not i- us in the service

g 519-26 Imparting can never r, the divine Mind.

impoverished
771 63-29 the wronged, and perchance i', woman
g 519-25 Imparting has not v, can never imi>0Yerish,

impracticable
s 163-30 as »• as to arrange the fleetmg vapors

impress
p 412-12 you are liable . . . to t- it upon the thought.
t 448-20 to leave . . . the strong r of divine Science,
g 511-12 the seal of Deity and has the v ef heaven,

impressed
/ 208r-29 the images of thought. i' upon it.

impresses
s 157-28 C. S. i" the entire corporeality,
( 453-28 »• more deeply the wrong mind-picture.

impressing
ph 196-22 t' them with forcible descriptions

impression
s 115-10 great diflBculty is to give the right i',

/ 213-16 Sound is a mental »• made on mortal belief.

t 449-22 The first i', made on a mind which
g 532-31 The first i" material man had of himself

impressions
sp 87-26 The strong t- produced on mortal mind

87-28 can perceive and reproduce these v.

an 101- 4 and the v made upon the senses ;

/ 214- 1 V from Truth were as distinct as sound,
214-15 conveys the »• of Mind to man,

impressive
pr 7- 8 Audible prayer ia t* ;

imprison
/ 251-32 i- themselves in what they create.

imprisoned
s 114-27 and sets free the i' thought.
/ 203-19 We imagine that Mind can be »•

improper
s 114-13 involves an r use of the word mind.
r 466-19 The term souls or spirits is as t' as the

improve
pr 6-7 The talents He gives we miist »'•.

m 60-16 Marriage should t' the human species,
61- 7 would »" our progeny, diminish crime,
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Improvem 61-29 formation of mortals must greatly r
sp 90-29 r our time in solving the mysteries of being
pft 167-16 What can v God's work?

181-19 you must v your mental condition
197-28 never . . . until individual opinions i*

c 260-19 in order to v their models.
p 370-28 and then they cease to r.

371-26 Mankind will f- through Science and
r 493-29 proves! that the Christ could r on a false sense.

g 523- 5 false claim, . . . that error can r His creation.
537-31 lest man should r it and become better ;

545- 8 mortals should so r material belief by thought
improved

sp 81-14 Nor is the case i- when alleged spirits
.1 156-10 She V perceptibly.
b 296-28 An v belief is one step out of error,
o 348-24 when by so doing our own condition can be i"

p 442-19 An V belief cannot retrograde.
r 486-10 Earth's preparatory school must be i'

gl .582- 9 Benjamin ... an t' state of mortal mind ;

improvementm 63-24 rational means of i" at present
SD 77-30 the chances of the departed for i'

ph 195-31 for amusement instead of for i\

improves
/ 251-25 spiritual understanding v mankind
p 370- 5 The body r under the same regimen which

403-28 V or injures the case in proportion to
i 449-29 A proper teacher of C. S. i- the health

improving
a 25-29 else we are not i' the great blessings which

improvisation
sp 89-24 explains the phenomena of i'

impudently
g S45-20 yet this opposite, . . . i' demands a blessing.

inpugn
a 50-10 would I" the justice and love of a father
b 273-23 and r the wisdom of the creator.
o 343- 7 This makes it doubly unfair to v and

impulse
sp 94-16 pattern of mortal personality, passion, and i'.

/ 211-13 sensation of sickness and the i" to sin
c 261-11 strong v of a desire to perform his part,
b 268- 5 those lower things which give v to inquiry.
o 348-31 ethics and temperance have received an »•,

impulsion
'

'

.

sp 88-31 said to Be a gift, .... received from the »•

impure
pr 8-11 If a man, ... is i' and therefore insincere,
a 28-20 baying : He is a glutton and a friend of the v,

ph 192-16 all that is selfish, wicked, dishonest, and »'. .

/ 449-27 The i" are at peace with the r.
p 550-31 supposition that Spirit . . . can originate the v

«?/ 595-24 Umcleanliness. / thoughts; error; sin ;dirt.

impurities
/ 241-28 washing the body of all the v of flesh,
p 401-19 forcing r to pass away,

impurity
a 52- 9 Their imperfections and i- felt the
m 60-13 selfishness and t" alone are fleeting,

C5-22 t' and error are left among the lees.
b 272-23 earthward gravitation of sensualism and r,
p 371-29 Mind can impart purity instead of i\

383-17 »• and uncleanliness, which do not trouble the

Impute
ph 187-11 and then {• this result to another illusive

/ 219-27 t; their recovery to change of air or diet,
g 554-17 to i' to God the creation of whatever is sinful

imputing
o 348-14 Are we ... f' too much power to God,

in
sp 71- 6 Principle of all, is not »'• Spirit's formations.
gl 588-22 definition of

inability
o 355-25 and to a consequent f

• to demonstrate
T 494-16 Jesus demonstrated the »• of corporeality,

inaction
s 125- 6 Neither organic i- nor overaction is

p 428- 1 "There is no death, no t",

inadequacy
s 115- 3 the i' of material terms for

pft 194-18 the frailty and-i" of mortal.mind.

inadequate
a 117-19 Human theories are f

' to interpret
Z2&-32 belief, wholly r to affect a man

O 349-15 English is v to the expression of
438-19 Another witness, equally t', said

ap 572-28 < to take in so wonderful a scene.

inadmissible
a 22-32 Revenge is i\

ph 167-30 timid conservatism is absolutely i*.

inalienable
an 106- 7 God has endowed man with %• rights,
s 161-17 V rights, among which are life, liberty, and
f 221- 9 unaware of man's y rights

inanimate
an 106- 1 to go in healing from the use of r drugs
s 113- 8 letter is but the dead body. . .pulseless, cold, i*.

155-11 When the general belief endorses the v drug
157- 7 never shares its rights with v matter.
160- 7 the r drug becomes powerless.

ph 189-26 belief of r, and then of animate matter.
. 190- 4 mortal says that an v unconscious seedling is

/2I8- 6 body, like the v wheel, would never be weary,
243-21 matter, the v substratum of mortal mind,

6 3:2-29 and so turns ... to the {• drug.
t 463-29 The sick are not healed by v matter

inanity
b 330-31 dementia, insanity, v, devil,

inarticulate
sp 97-24 until its i' sound is forever silenced

inasmuch
s 127-23 r as all-truth proceeds from
/ 243^32 /• as God is good and the fount of all

p 431- 9 » as this ofifence is deemed punishable-
inaudible

ap 553-10 The i' voice of Truth is, to the human mind,
inaugurated

6 288-13 foreshadowed by the prophets and t* by Jesus
incantations

ph 174- 2 The Esquimaux restore health by »*

incapable
sp 89- 1 what the unaided medium is v of knowing

89-11 says, "I am v of words that glow,
o 325- 6 the body i' of supporting life,
o 356-19 i" of producing sin, .sickness, and death
t 447- 8 may render you v of knowing or judging'
r 468-17 eternal and v of discord and decay.
475-28 Man is v of sin, sickness, and deatti.

incapacity
p 374-19 i' to preserve your own existence,

incarcerated
ph 194-22 /• in a dungeon, where neither sight nor

incarceration
ph 193-26 threatened with V in an insane asylum

incarnate
b 332-28 i- in the good and pure Christ Jesus.
334-20 before the human Jesus was v to mortal eyes.

o 350-27 Hence its embodiment in the i' Jesus,
gl 583-11 comes to the flesh to destroy »• error.

incarnation
g 501-10 The <• of Truth, that amplification of wonder

incensed
sp 94- 9 »• the rabbis, and they said :

incentive
t 454-18 Love for God and man is the true i*

inception
sp 84-25 destroys . . . spiritualism at its very i',

incessant
m 58-19 i" amusement outside the home circle is

62- 8 If parents create ... a desire for V amuscmentt
inches

ph 193- 6 said the bone was carious for several i'.

incident
sp 89-30 This j- shows that the belief of
s 154-10 illustrated by the following { :

ph 182-27 come from some sad i', or else from
b 321-12 In this i' was seen the actuality of Science.
p 362- 5. While they were at meat, an unusual i' occurred,

incidental
s 111-16 optics rejects the i- or inverted image

incidents
s 111-24 one of many »• which show that C. S.

inclpiency
t 459-23 latter Is distrusted and thwarted in its i'.

incipient
m 68-18 was suffering from v insanity,
p 3C0-29 Meet the r stages of disease with

391- 7 the »• or advanced stages of disease,

incisive
sp 94-27 hint that Jesus used his f- power injurioUBlyT

incisors
/ 247- C }', cuspids, bicuspids, and one molar.
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Incites
/ 203-12 This thought f to a moro exalted worship ana

ap 564- 5 i' mortals to kUl morally and physically
Inclination

t 452-30 if you had the i" or power to

inclinations
s 121- 3 favorite i- of a sensuous philosophy.

incline
ph 181-31 will i you to the side of matter and error,

t 450-12 They do not r longingly to error,

inclined
/ 214-19 Mortals are i' to fear and to
o 356-26 by making man r to sin.

Include
s 118-14 i- spiritual laws emanating from

ph 191- 6 will »• in that likeness no material element.

/ 253- 5 saith : . . . li' and impart all bliss,

318-32 body does not r soul, but manifests mortality,

p 418-26 I- moral as well as physical belief in your
r 484- 7 DoesC.S r medication, material hygiene,

g 544-20 facts of creation, . . . i" nothing of the kind.

552-12 V no meniber of this dolorous and fatal triad.

Included
pr 5-32 all evil works, error and disease i\
S 120- 3 never . . . is i' in non-intelligence.

/200- 1 disease and sin and of other beliefs v in matter.
227- 3 I saw that the law of mortal belief r all error,

b 335-17 never v in a limited mind or a
o 344-20 not r in the commonly accepted systems ,

p o9*-28 All that is real is r in this immortal Mind,
, 425- 7 take up the leading points t-

i 429-28 not V in the teachmgs of the schools,

r 484- 9 Answer.— Not one of them is i- in it.

g 504- 8 not yet i" in the record of creation,

includes
pr 9-19 This command i' much,
a 23-30 r spiritual understanding and confides all

7n 60- 9 the mother-love r purity and constancy,
sp 94-5 i- all that is implied by the terms
5 116-12 r vastly more than is at first seen.

145-31 The theology of C. S. r healing the sick.

ph 187-23 The divine Mind i* all action and volition,
191-13 spiritual sense of being and of what Life i\

/ 206-29 infinite Mind made all and i- all.

210-30 Immortal sense r no evil nor pestilence.
219-20 Science r no rule of discord,
249-16 and i" nothing unlike God.

C 259-12 i' a perfect Principle and idea,

b 283- 1 necessarily { the correlated statement,
328-31 and r universal humanity.
S30-32 with all the etceteras that word i'

333-31 The one Spirit r all identities.

p .373- 3 physical exemption -ft hich Christianity /*,

408-32 Ignorant of the errors it r and of their

430- 1 i" all the phenoniena of existence.

r"469- 3 !• in itself all substance

g 507-21 because they reflect the Mind which »• all.

515-16 eternal Elohim i- the forever universe.

including
sp 83-16 The belief that the universe, i- man.
s 114-10 IVIind is one, i' noumenon and phenomena,

114-28 the universe, i- man, is spiritual,
127- 5 creator of the spiritual universe, *• man,

ph 171-12 Mind's control over the universe, i' man,
/ 233-23 i- the hearts which rejected him.
c 256- 8 Father and Mother of the universe, i' man.
b 278-23 Principle of the universe, r harmonious man.
295- 5 creates and governs the universe, v man.
330-12 only intelligence of the universe, r man.

p 415-24 organs of the human system, v brain and
r 468-23 The spiritual universe, r individual man, is

475-15 compound idea of God, i" all right ideas ;

g 502-26 unity of God and man, »• the universe.
510-30 governing the universe, r man,
547-19 theory, ... to recreate the universe, i' man.
647-26 The true theory of the universe, v man,
549-19 t" those which we call human.

gt 584-24 to reproduce a mortal universe, V man.
Inclusive

s 128- 6 His government of the universe, i' of man,
g 554- 3 universe, i' of man, is as eternal as God,

incompatibility
m 59-23 too late to grumble over i- of disposition.

incompetentm 57-15 r to meet the demands of the affections,

ph 200- 8 "Whoever is v to explain Soul
p 377-29 a fear that Mind is . . . r to control it.

incomprehensible
6 304-32 thrusting aside his divine Principle aa i',

337-21 is as i" to the limited senses as

inconceivable
p 378-29 power, without the divine permission, is <• ;

17

Inconceivably
p 407- 2 a sufferiag <• terrible to man's self-respect.

incongruity
345-21 Anybody, who is able to perceive the t*

inconsistency
354-19 /• is shown by words without deeds,
355- 3 charge of *• ... is met by something practical,

inconsistent
354-27 It is in itself i', a divided kingdom.
354-32 If the letter of C. S. appears i-,

p 387-21 reading disquisitions on the r supposition

incontrovertible
ph 200-17 great truth in the Science of being, . . . is »• ;

incontrovertibiy
s 109- 4 C. S. reveals r that Mind is All-in-all,

incorporeal
pr 13-24 the wonders wrought by infinite, t" Love,

13-29 ignorant ... of man's eternal v existence.

sp 74-27 such opposite conditions as the . . . i", and tha
84- 4 from a spiritual, v standpoint,

s 116-21 that God is not corporeal, but v,
i!fr-23 Mortals are corporeal, but God is i\

c 258- 3 glories of limitless, r Life and Love.
b 309- 3 i impart at ion of divine Love to man,
331-18 God IS individual, f
332-12 The Christ is r, spiritual,
335-21 Soul must be r to be Spirit,

r 405- 9 God is r, divine, supreme,
g 512- 2 understanding of the i' and divine Principle,

ap 577- 2 yields to the *• sense of God and man
578- 2 the I" or spiritual sense of Deity :

gl 588- 9 i", unerring, immortal, and eternal Mind.
588-20 I AM. God ; r and eternal Mind ;

incorporeality
ap 576-19 What further indication need we of the real

man's i"

incorrect
pref X- 5 most of them i' in theory
sp 73-21 The belief that material bodies . . is j'.

73-21 Equally r is the belief that spirit is confined

ph 195-31 /• views lower the standard of truth.

i 452- 4 /• reasoning leads to practical error. ,

453- 2 to distinguish the correct from the i'

incorrectly
s 121- 6 the heavenly fields were i' explored.

incorruption
s 164-26 shall have put on i",

— / Cor. 15 .• 54.

r 496-25 shall have put on i\— I Cor. 15 .• 54.

increase
vr 13-13 Can the .expression of our desires <• them?
"m 61-20 raising of stock to r your flocks and herds?

sp 95-19 We welcome the r of laiowledge
s 145-26 and thus they r the antagonism of

l.!i9-32 ordinary physician is liable to r disease

/ 220-23 adopted a diet of . . . to r his spirituality.

p 367-26 r the beneficial effects of Christianity.
397- 9 You cause bodily sufferings and i' them by

t 443- * and he will i' in learning.— Prov. 9 ; 9.

r 492-10 will r longevity, will purify and elevate

g 548-32 %' their numbers naturally and
increased

pref viii-22 i' violence of diseases since the flood.

s 157-15 power of action Is proportionately i'.

ph 198- 8 his fear, ... is v by the physician's words.
199- 4 The trip-hammer is not »• in size by exercise,

348-32 health has been restored, and longevity i\
r 4S5- 3 much labor and »• spiritual understanding,

increases
sp 96-29 As . . . spiritual understanding V,
s 155-26 potency . , . r as the drug disappears.
p 374-31 or r it to the point of self-destruction.

404-25 * his ability to master evil

415-19 thought r or diminishes the secretions,
420-19 It »• or diminishes the action,
423- 2 belief that he has met his master. . .i' his fear;'

t 453-27 such a course r fear, the foundation of

<; 530- 1 * in falsehood and his days become shorter.

ap 565- 2 when neaiing its doom, this evil v
increasing

m 56-14 moral regulations as will secure t* vlrtufi.

69-12 sense of v number in God's infinite plan.
/221- 4 His dyspepsia v, he decided that
224- 1 Longevity is i' and the power of

o 352-20 instead of r children's fears by
p 375-19 i' bis patient's spirituality while restoring hlna

g 557-11 C. S. reveals harraonv as proportionately v
fr 600- i- in the knowledge of God.— Col. 1 ; 10.

incredible
sp 83- 6 Science only can explain the i' good

incredulous
ph 169- 8 sometimes to hh diacomflture. when he was i*.
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incubus
6 322-21 as the startled dreamer who wakens from an »•

inculcate
s 130-21 and to i" a grain of faith in God,

inculcates
s 112-30 it V a breach of that divine commandment
6 340-17 It i- the tri-unity of God, Spirit, Mind ;

o 345-29 human, material nothingness, which Science t',

incur
pr 3-29 i- the sharp censure our Master pronounces

13-18 V less risk of overwhelming our real wishes
m 68-23 salutary causes sometimes r these effects.

/238-7 To obey the Scriptural command. . . . istoi'
b 317- 9 and he will t' the hatred of sinners,

p 384- 9 If man seems to r the penalty through matter,
405-28 conquered by the moral penalties you i'

Incurred
6 322-21 t' through the pains of distorted sense.

incurs
a 40-10 first removing the sin which V the penalty.

an 106-13 mental trespasser r the divine penalty
/ 241- 3 He, ... I- the hostility of envy ;

g 542- 1 It i'- divine displeasure,
indeed

pr 11-15 if f', he has not already suffered sufiBciently
16-11 There is r some doubt among Bible scholars,

a 33- 7 Their bread r came down from heaven.
s 114-17 /, if a better word or phrase could
140-27 It is i- mournfully true that the older Scripture
145-19 /•.Its ethical and physical effects

163-16 except, i\ that it has already destroyed more
163-30 To harmonize the contrarieties . . . is » a task

/207-8 /•, evil is not Mind.
221-13 informed him that death was v his only

c 257-31 /, the phrase infinite form involves a
h 302-28 /", the body presents no proper likeness of
345-12 It is r no small matter to know one's self ;

347-32 will then see that error is i" the nothingness,
p 364-30 that they (• love much,

395-32 a moral offence is i' the worst of diseases.
412-14 It is r adequate to unclasp the hold
415-29 /, the whole frame will sink from

T 478-31 "neither r can be ;"— Rom. 8; 7.

g 521-19 / there is, but the continued account Is mortal
534-20 neither v can te.— Rom. 8:7.
535-18 Truth is r "the way."— Joftn 14.-6.

ap 559-21 It will be i' sweet at its first taste,
573-28 This is v a foretaste of absolute C. S.
575-25 It is r a city of the Spirit,

gl 598-15 What Jesus gave up was i' air.

Indefinable
f 213-10 self-expressed, though i' as a whole. .

indefinite
o 348-29 believed for an i" time ;

indefinitely
pr 12-25 Changes in belief may go on i",

Independence, Declaration of
an 106- 7 C. S. has its Declaration of /*.

independence
ph 175-18 it would have been routed by their i*

independent
pref vii-13 Truth, r of doctrines and time-honored systems
pfi 200-10 Life is, always has been, and ever will be r of

/ 208- 6 What then is this seeming power, r of God,
247-19 Comeliness and grace are v of matter.

c 263- 2 believe themselves to be v workers,

independently
/ 218-15 believing that the body can be sick i' of

p 388-U thought that they could kill the body ... i' of
409-13 i' of this so-called conscious mind,

Indestructible
a 51-14 his spiritual life, i" and eternal,

sp 76-25 constitutes the only veritable, v man,
s 162-14 The i- faculties of Spirit exist

/ 209- 2 Man, being immortal, has a perfect v life.

214- 4 wholly spiritual, it is normal and r.
b 316-20 Christ presents the r man,

32.5-17 perfect as the Father, r in Life,
359-31 One says : "I have spiritual ideals, i*

p 369-22 and the other to be made i'.

402-12 Man is i' and eternal,

r 471- 1 divine Principle and idea, are f"

477-17 the immortal idea of being, v and eternal.

g 514-30 God's creatures, . . . are harmless, useful, t'.

Indexes
'

pr 8-6 Their prayers are i" which- do not
India

b 328-18 Our missionaries carry the Bible to I',

Indians
r 477-26 The L caught some glimpses of the underlying

indicate
• J 120-11 Is a man sick if the material senses »• that h«

136-17 this reply may v that some of the people
ph 183-13 f

• that obedience to God will remove this
•

b 294- 2 These senses v the common human belief,
332- 1 V the divine Principle of scientific being,

t 4.5.5— 6 Such mental states v weakness
r 466- 5 varied manifestations of C. S. t" Mind,
g 504-18 words which r, in the absence of solar time,

'

509-18 as nebulse v the immensity of space.
554-32 This would V that there is less disease

ap 575-21 This city is wholly spiritual, as its four sides »*.

indicated
pr 16-22 which is V in the Lord's Prayer
s 121-28 thus r, astronomical order imitates the

ph 177-19 V matter's properties, qualities, and forms.
p 364-16 V by one of the needs of this age.

indicates
sp 94-30 An approximation of this discernment »•

97-27 Scripture v that all matter will disappear
an 104-14 V the rightness of all divine action, ^

5 123-28 The opefation of this Principle v the
141- 1 i" the distance between the theological and

ph 188-18 The smile of the sleeper v the sensation
f 205-20 in some word or deed which r the true idea,
h 271-12 the word r that the power of healing was
282-28 Whatever v the fall of man or the
332- 4 r His tender relationship to His

p 437- 6 It V malice aforethought,
g 510-23 i' a supposed formation of matter
532-11 this i- that the divine Spirit, or Father,
538- 8 V the infinite distance between Truth and

ap 573-11 i' states and stages of consciousness.
gl 581-13 Y^e ark i' temptation overcome

597-27 I" the might of omnipotence
indication

r 471- 8 afford no i- of the grand facts

ap 576-18 What further v need we of the

indications
s 144-13 the weaker the v of Soul.

/ 217- 10 I" of unnatural mental and bodily.
p 422- 7 these »" are favorable.

indifference
m 59-20 more salutary . . . than stolid i- or jealousy.
/ 216- 1 his faith in Soul and his i" to the body.

indigenous
ft 270-32 but it was V to his spirjtuaUty,

indigestion
ph 165-16 You say that v, fatigue, sleeplessness,'

p 389-28 A case of convulsions, produced by v,

indignation
ap 570- 7 will finally be shocked . . . into human t* ;

indignities
a 39- 2 Such V as he received, his followers will eadure

indirectly
g 533-11 to trace all human errors ... r to God,

indiscriminately
t 445-27 danger in teaching Mind-healing f',

indispensable
s 125- 4 may no longer be found i' to health.

/ 254— 2 hmnan footsteps leading to perfection are t'.

o 359-12 you aver that the material senses are t"

t 462-24 This branch of study is v to the

indissoluble
6 292-29 man's i' connection with his God,
r 491-15 and find the v spiritual link which

indissolubly
m 60- 7 welding r the links of affection,

s 145-20 ethical and physical effects are v connected.

individual {see also individual's)
a 18- 5 His mission was both v and collective.

26- 5 Jesus spares us not one i' experience,
30-19 As the v ideal of Truth, Christ Jesus
53-21 great distance between the v and Truth.

m 68-16 I never knew more than one v who
sp 72-23 In Science, r good derived from God,

76-16 but he will be an i' consciousness,
88-21 and the v manifests profound adoration.
99-21 Therefore my contest is not with the r,

an 102-28 employed, for the v or society."
s 115-15 Man : God's spiritual idea, v, perfect,
117- 2 because an r may be one of a.series,
117- 3 one of many, as an i' man, an v horse ;

155- 4 a general belief, culminating in v faith,
155- 6 Even when you take away the »• confidence In

155-12 r dissent or faith, ... is but a belief held by
ph 173-20 Man is spiritual, i\ and eternal ;

174-24 Then, if an 1' is sick,
197-27 until r opinions improve

/ 217- 4 more absurd than to conclude that i'
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Individual
/ 22&-18 the r who upholds It is mistaken
h 281-18 reality and divinity in v spiritual man
302-32 reproduction by Spirit's v ideas is but
331-18 God Is i', incorporeal.
336-32 God is v and personal in a scientific sense,

p 370-23 medical testimony and i- experience,
404-14 while its effects still remain on the r,
408- 9 cannot, in a scientific diagnosis, shield the i' case
415- S when the r looks upon some object which he
427- 5 Man's r being can no more die . . . than can

( 447- 2 man's r right of self-government.
449-24 a good detective of v character.

r 468-23 spiritual universe, including i' man, is a
e 508-23 "rhe intelligent r idea, . . . unfolds the
512-13 Their r forms we know not,

ap 577- 6 two V natures in one ;

gl 588t-13 unchanged forever in their V character^,

individualism
b 298-29 no matter what their r may be.

individualities
b 303- 8 The minutite of lesser t'

g 549-16 egg, from which one or more i*

individuality
and Identity

p 550- 6 forms and preserves the t' and identity of
consciousness and

b 336-15 man's consciousness and i" are reflections of
diTlne

6 303-

enlarged
c 265-13

eternal
sp 91-19
b 282- 9

false

/ 242- 3
bis

c259- 2

6 337- 2

p 375-13
Els own

6 280-28
Infinite

6 281-15
man's

6 285- 2

9 reflect the one divine r

confers upon man enlarged i',

man's spiritual and eternal i',

the self-existent and eternal v or Mind ;

mortals put off their material beliefs and false i\

Man . . . cannot lose his v,
man, reflecting God, cannot lose his i" ;

hypnotist dispossesses the patient of his i'

God, . . . being perpetual in His own i",

Infinite i', which supplies all form and

Man's i' is not material.
man's biglier

c 266- 4 giving place to man's higher i- and destiny.
of man

6 317-16
r 491-26

of Spirit
6 330-15 The i' of Spirit,

6 299-14 whither every real <•, image, or

spiritual
(see spiritual)

tbe term
s 117- 1 The term V Is also open to objections,

The i' of man is no less tangible
Personality is not the i' of man.

is unknown,

jp 73- 9

b 331-23
336-6

p 513-20
514-19

6 336-4
p424- 2

r 477-23

g 555-28

both the i' and the Science of man,
to conceive of such omnipresence and i'

The divine Ego, or r. is reflected

existence, and continuity of all v remain
The t' created by God is not carnivorous,

individualized
ph 173- 8 When the supposition, . . . is i","' The theory, that Spirit ... to be i',

child becomps a separate, v mortal mind,
Soul is the . . . intelligence of man, which is i',

the V manifestation of existence.

Individualizes
g 513-17 Spirit diversifies, classifies, and i"

individually
m 58- 9 constitute %• and collectively true happiness,
sp 87- 6 to be i" and consciously present.

individual's
pr 11-19 not to' annul the divine sentence for an i' sin,

s 150-20 and that, too, in spite of the i" protest

individuals
68-20 I have named her case to r,
81- 8 spiritualism can only prove that certain i'

87- 7 Though r have passed away,
99-18 Those i\ who aaopt theosophy, spiritualism.

/ 236- 9 Induce the infuriated attacks on r,
254— 2 ! are consistent who, watching and

( 453-10 but with some t" the morbid moral or
462- 1 Some i- assimilate truth more readily than

(7 549-15 birth of new i\ or personalities,
553-11 "We have no right to assume that i' have

ap 577- 6 as no longer two wedded i",

m
sp

indivisible
6 335-13 the Only substance, the invisible and i;
336-19 God is f.

indolence
an 102-22 they ensnare the age ihto i',

induce
pr 7-16 to r or encourage Christian sentiment,
s 161-27 would naturally v the very disease
/ 220- 6 i- sufferers to look in other directions for
236- 8 Do not inferior motives r the

p 370-21 A physical diagnosis . . . tends to i' disease.
417-29 Show them how mortal mind seems to r disease

induced
s 121-21 deluded the judgment and i- false conclusions.

ph 196-25 Many a hopeless case of disease is j- by
p 403- 1 So the sick through their beliefs have f

403- 4 voluntary mesmerism is t' consciously
403- 6 self-mesmerism is r unconsciously
411-21 Disease is always v by a false sense
421-21 excitement sometimes v by chemicalization,

induces
p 371-14 Darkness i- fear.

374-21 Such a state of mind t" sickness.
381- 9 This fear . . . i the physical effects.
392-28 When the condition is present which you say i'
413- 4 undue contemplation of physical wants . . . i"

425- 2 Mortal mind, not matter, f this conclusion

inducing
p 415-12 They quiet the thought by i" stupefaction
g 528-15 falsity, error, credits Truth, God, with i-

induction
t 461- 5 C. S. must be accepted at this period by »'.

indulge
t 448- 1 to i' them, is a moral offence.

indulged
a 23- 1 is not destroyed, but partially i-.

ph 175-27 but they never r in the refinement of

indulgence
p 405- 2 V of evil motives and aims

indulging
p 380- 8 {• the demands of sin, disease, or death,

industry
ph 175-18 routed by their independence and i'

indwelling
r 478- 7 What basis is there for the theory of i' spirit,

inebriate
b 294-28 The i' believes that there is pleasure in
322-18 cannot make the i" leave his Desottedness; until

p 404- 3 If a man is an i', a slave to tobacco,
ineffable

p 364- 8 the higher tribute to such i' affection,

inemcacy
/ 220- 5 open people's eyes to the i* of material hygiene,

ineradicable
425- 5 just so long as you believe them . . . i\

inert
sp 77-20 and so prolong the Illusion either of a soul i*

s 143-22 You lean on tne r and unintelligent,
/ 253-21 can make no opposition . . . for matter is t*,

p 383-32 notion that health depends on i' matter
385-32 coming from the body or from t" matter

r 484-17 Drugs and i' matter are unconscious, mindless.
inertia

6 283- 5 there is no i' to retard or check its'

inevitable
pr 11-20 sin brings i' suffering.
a 40-18 No ; but it was v, for not otherwise could he

ph 189-19 human mortal mind, by an v perversion,
/ 216-25 health would seem the exception, death the i',

310-26 the annihilation of Spirit would be i\
312-19 Mortals claim that death is i- ;

314-32 in supposed accord with the i' law of life.

inevitablym 60- 2 Science t' lifts one's being higher
s 120- 9 Then the question v arises :

t 462-12 he wUl V reap the error he sows.

inexhaustible
c 257-28 i- Love, eternal Life, omnipotent Truth.
g 507-29 from the nature of its v source.

infallibiUty
6 330- 9 i' of divine metaphysics will be demonstrated.

infancy
sp 74-21 Darkness and light, r and manhood,

74-23 Who will say that v can utter the ideas of
95-29 the world is asleep in the cradle of r,

/ 244-29 Even Shakespeare's poetry pictures age as i',

r 489- 9 In r this belief is not equal to guiding
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infant
p/l 194-24

194-27
194-28

p 371-20
412-28
413-12
413-22

M63-17
P55&-31

Infantile
Vref ix- 2

p 554-13

Infants
p 413-24 Giving drugs to i', noticing every symptom

Infected
/235-4
6 279-23

infection
s 153-28
154-16

ph 19&-26

infeUclty
m 6&-19 Amidst coniugal i\ It Is well to nope, pray,

Inference
5 118- 1

118-3

Inferences
6 274-10 not mere <• drawn from material premises.

inferior
s 143-31

/236-8
6 290-10
r 477-24

(7/ 690-10

infers
ph r91-26
6 282-31
347- 8

infest
/ 234-18 brood of evils which {• it would be cleared out.

infidel
sp 94-28

342-22
344-28

InfldeUty
m 5&-15

65-30
•S 129-18

/229-9
r494-6

infidels
o 359- 7 i- whose only objection to this method was,

infinite (noun)
but one

6 334-32 for there can be but one i-

Sleams of the
Q 509-18 understanding gives gleams of the i' only,

Ciod Is. the
/249-15 God is the i\ and Infinity never began,

nature of the
6 332- 1 the threefold, essential nature of the i\

never began
/ 245-52 The V never began nor will it ever end.

reflection of the
h 313-17 the Son of God, the royal reflection of the V ;

represents the
6 282- 6 The circle represents the i'

reveal the
h 292- 6' Science alone can . . . reveal the i'.

sustalntcj;
prf/ vii- 1 To those leaning on the sustaining t",

worship the
h 280-12 belief can neither iapprehend nor worship the %• ;

ytcid to the
c 256- 2 The finite must yield to the t".

pr 2-3 to enlighten ^hef or to be heard of men?
2-^ 9 nor can the i- do less than bestow all good,

«p 73-32 nor can the finite become the channel of the i".

93-29 belief that the i" can be contained in the finite.
94-15 belief that the i" is formed after the pattern of

/ 20&- 4 Material sense . . . has a finite sense ot'tbe i'.

c 243-26 and attempts to pattern the t".

265- 8 and gain some proper sense of the i',
5 281-28 does not put . . . the i- into the finite.
284- 4 It the i- could be circum.scribed within the
284-14 Can the i' dwell In the finite
284-15 or know aught unlike the i- 7
285-18 for a finite conception of the i*

286- 3 Is not to understand the i\

W3<p still a mental v, crying and chattering
An v crying in tlie night.
An i' crying for the light,
I would not transform the i' at once into
If the case is that of a young child or an t".

The daily ablutions of an v
in caring for an i' one need not
the C S. V is born of the Spirit,

plunged his i' babe, only a few hours old,

but these jottings were only V lispings
unconscious of his fcetal and i' existence ;

Better suffer a doctor i' with smallpox to
medicine is more or less *• with the

mortal mind, . . . contains and carries the v.
If a child is exposed to contagion or v,
not from v nor from contact with material virus.

Impels the <• that the spiritual leaveti

an V far above the merely ecclesiastical

7- and unspiritual methods of healing
Do not V motives induce the
still seeking . . . from selfish and i' motives,
can never reflect anything v to Spirit,
has the i" sense of master, or ruler.

i" the mortality of the body.
rule of Inversion v from error its opposite,
»• that if anytliing needs to be doctored.

what would be said . . . of an i- blasphemerC S. awakens the sinner, reclaims the i",

the physician may perchance be an v

!• to the marriage covenant is the
has brought conjugal v to the surface,

Santheism,
and v are antagonistic to

fot far removed from v is the belief
Is it not a species of i" to believ6 that

infinite (noun>
b 312-28 between matter and Spirit, the finite and the i',
330-16 Tlie individuality of Spirit, or the r,
336- 8 reflected . . . from the iiiflnitesimal to the i".

336-23 Alliiess is the measure of tlie v,
339-23 until the finite gives place to the I*,

g 602-24 The <• has no beginning.
519-15 Mortals can never know the V, until

gl 580-23 supposition . . . that the »• enters the finite,

Infinite (adj.)

ability
r'494-17 as well as the i- ability of Spirit,

All
ap 576- 4 this v All, which to us seems hidden in the

All-ln-all
.sp 72-24 derived from God, the %• AU-in-ail,

All-power
/ 231- 9 no lesser power equals the i* All-power ;

being
ph 189-24 we constantly ascend in i" being.

blessings
pr 15-30 and they assuredly call down i" blessings.
6 325- 8 which results in v blessings to mortals.

calculus
/ 209-29 swallowed up In the v calculus ot Spirit.
g 520-15 and thought accepts the divine v calculus.

capacities
sp 94-31 union with the v capacities of the one Mind.
/ 202-21 and the v capacities of Truth,

chftrActcr
c 257-28 or Mind would lose its %• character as

cycles
h 319-13 Throughout the i' cycles of eternal existence,

distance
a 47-16 i- distance between Judas and his Master.
g 538- 8 the »• distance between Truth and error,

elements
g 512-21 From the t" elements of the one Mind

expression
6 336-10 the t* expression of Infinite Mind,

Father-Mother
g 516-23 reflect the <• Father-Mother

form
c 257-30 It would require an i- form to
257-31 phrase v form involves a contradlctlos

G«d
(.sec God)

Giodhead
c 255-17 any true idea of the i' Godhead.

God Is

(see Goi)
good

sp 93-17 electricity Is not the offspring of { good.
Idea

(see Idea)
Ideal

g 517-20 proper symbol ... is Mind's i" ideal.

Ideas
47 611-17 full effulgence of God's <• ideas,

614- 7 Mind's i' ideas run and disjwrt themselves.
Image

c 257- 1 creation Is the i- image or idea
6 300- 4 His i' image or reflection, man.

Individuality
6 281-16 Mhid or Bph-it called God, is i' Individuality,

Life
o 347- 6 God, who Is i' Life ; .

p 381-17 In i- Life and Love there Is no sickness,

g 518-23 varied expressions of God reflect . . . <• Life.

llght
g 603-28 God, Spirit, dwelling in i- light and harmony
611-12 God is revealed as f light.

Lore
(see Love)

manifestation
r 468-10 and Its i' manifestation,

meanings ^,
b 270-19 demonstration of God, ... In Hto more V

meanings.
Mind

{see Mlnd>
One

s 112-16 From the i- One In C. S.

Person
s 116-29 then God is i- Person,— in the sense of

personality
s 116-28 If the term . . . means t- personality,

116-29 in the sense of »• personality,
planm 69-12 sense of Increasing number In God's <• plan.
iMsslbllltlcs

a 34^23 into the perception of t- possibilities.

power . ,

s 118-15 the invisible and i' power and grace.
Principle

{see Principle)
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Infinite (adj.)

range
c 258-26 and of the i' range of his thought.

resources
m 60-29 Soul has r resources with which to blcaa

self-contalament
g 519- 5 the emanation, of His i' self-containment

space
g 503-15 i* space is peopled with God's Ideas,

Spirit
. {see Spirit)

tasks
b 323- 9 Beholding the i- tasks of truth.

Truth
(see Truth)

understandlns:
/ 253- 1 He reflects the i- understanding,

pref x-14 or treat in full detail so {• a theme.
pr 3-19 God is good, omnipotent, omnipresent, i',

13-23 wonders wrought by i', incorporeal Love,
m 69-25 or do you declare that Spirit is i\

sp 71-30 presupposes Spirit, which is ever i', to be
76- 7 as neither material nor finite, but as i',

84-19 To understand that Mind is i\
S3-21 The belief that Spirit is finite as well as <•

s 127-13 God, the i\ supreme, eternal Mind.
ph 167- 3 the i' divine Principle which heals

/ 213-13 this attraction towards i- and eternal good
c 267- 9 God is Father, eternal, self-created, i".

b 275-16 the »• divine Principle, Love.
278-18 another admission, . . , that Spirit Is not i*

280- 3 not products of the i', perfect, and eternal
280-ir would compress Mind, which is i\ beneath a
281- 3 and learn that Spirit is r and supreme.
284- 1 not rational to say that Mind is i; but dwells In
284- 3 or that matter is i" and the
328-32 Its Principle is i', teaching beyond the pale of
340-12 Divine Love is i%
357-26 If . . . God is not supreme and t*.

p 367-30 Because Tnith is i", error should
399- 2 and therefore good is i", Is All.

r i6^ 1 Time is finite ; eternity is forever i\
469-21 We can have but one Mind, if that one is f".

g 505-29 God's ideas reflect the immortal, . . aad »'•.

517-22 This ideal is God's own image, spiritual and i".

550-23 Life is not embryonic, it is f.
ap 567- 7 To r, ever-present Love, all is Love,
gl 587-17 God is one God, r and perfect,

594-21 omnipresent, omnipotent, v.

Infinitely
o 25- 4 f

•

greater than can be expressed b:^
44-26 a method v above that of human Invention.
334- 7 »• greater, than the fleshly Jesus,
350- 7 in the New Testament, sayings'i' important,

g 538- 1 i" wise and altogether lovely,
infinitesimal

ph 178- 6 not by the <• minority of opinions In the
6.336- 7 from the i- to the infinite.

g 503- 3 These ideas range from the t' to Infinity,
520- 6 can repeat only an i" part of what exists.

infinitude
s 112-17 with this i' come spiritual rules,
c 258-18 all that exists in the i- of Truth.
b 280- 1 In the i- of Mind, matter must be unknown.
302- 6' the conscious i' of existence and of all

r 469-21 We bury the sense of v, when we admit
g 508-25 individual Idea, . . . unfolds the »• of Love.
511- 6 magnitude, and i" of spiritual creation.
517-24 since there is no limit to t"

Infinity
/ 253- 2 saith : ... for I am I:

infinity
all-inclusive'

(7 514-5 nothing. . . beyond the range of all-inclusive f'
God's being Is

r 481- 3 God's being Is i*, freedom, harmony,
molecule to

g 507-25 governs all, from the mental molecule to i\
never began .

/ 249-15 t' never began, will never end,
numerals of

g 520-10 The numerals of i-, called seven days,
reflects

c 258-11 Man reflects <•, and this reflection is the
Science reveals

?'519-10 Science reveals i' and the fatherhood and
Tastness of

c 256-30 cannot present the Idea or the vastness of i\

sp 7ft-32 The recognition of Spirit and of i- comes
/229- 8 Mind signifies God,— i", not finity.
h 336- 2 Mind is the I am, or i-.

r. 469-23 when we admit that. . . . evil has a place In this i-.

infinity
g 503- 4 from the Infinitesimal to i',

513- 3 and is an attempted infringement on i\
519-17 What can fathom r 1

544-30 It declares ... i' to enter man's nostrils
545-15 errors ... do not accord r to Deity.

gl 581- 3 Almightv. AU-power ; v ; omnipotence.
585-22 Euphrates. . .finity; the opposite of i".

590-24 when the spiritual sense of God and of v id

infirmities
a 20-14 Jesus bore our i- ; he knew the error of

53-28 at the time when Jesus felt our »•,

infirmity
c 261-18 as oblivious of physical i* as if he had

ap 564- 8 This last v of sin will sink its perpetrator
inflanied

a 47-20 this spiritual distance r Judas* envy.
ph 175-28 never indulged in the refinement of i'

195- 1 His eyes were r by the light.

p 385-21 discolored, painful, s^vollen, and v.
392-15 If you believe in v and weak nerves,
393-19 Have no fear that matter can . . be i*

414-32 Matter cannot be i".

ap 565- 3 swollen with sin, r with war against
Inflames

p 405- 2 Hatred i' the brutal propensities.

inflammation
and pain

p 375- 3 belief that i* and pain must accompany
and swelling

s 153-18 manifests, through i- and swelling,
destroy the so-called

p 408-17 Can drugs . . . destroy the so-called i' of
glandular

ph 175-14 glandular i', sneezing, and nasal pangs.
never appears

p 415- 9 /• never appears In a part which
pain nor

p 393-21 self-evident that matter can have no paiii nor i\
prevention of

p 401-32 confines himself ... to the prevention of t'.

relieve

p 415-U That is why opiates relieve i',

to allay
a 44-13 He took no drugs to allay i\

to reduce
ph 180-31_ To reduce r, dissolve a tumor.

subside
p 421-20 when the fear is destroyed, the i' will subside.

p 373-24 The i', . . . or deposit will abate,
374- 3 Anodynes, . . . never reduce i' scientifically,
414-32 J" is fear, an excited state of mortals
415- 5 /• as a mortal belief quickens or impedes the
416- 2 for the v is not suppressed :

418-30 tubercles, i', pain, deformed joints,
425- 9 i\ tubercles, hemorrhage, . . are beliefs,

gl 586-11 Fear. Heat
;

i' ; anxiety ;

593- 7 Rod Dragon. Error ; fear ; i' ; sensuality ;

inflammatory
p 378- 9 Without . . . there can be no i" nor torpid action

384-19 followed by . . . hints of v rheumatism,
inflicted

a 51-26 {• on the physical Jesus,
p 381-30 a sentence never i- by divine authority.

inflictions
p 388- 8 when dire i' failed to destroy his body.

Influence
baneful

p 400-30 the baneful i' of sinful thought on the body,
beneficent

p 394-31 till they feel Its beneficent i-.

divine
pref xi-17 divine <• ever present in human consciousness

/ 236-16 or through divine i-

exalting
p 383- 6 the pure and exalting f

• of the divine Mind
excel the

/ 228-31 excel the t- of their dead faith and ceremonies.
feel their

sp 86-17 though we can always feel their i\
hallowing

r 474-24 Despite the hallowing t- of Truth In the
healing

sp 98-10 for It Is the healing V of Spirit
holy

s 146-25 demonstrated through the holy 1' of Truth
losing its
m 59-30 sacredness of this relationship is losing its i;

manifested the
/ 245-24 manifested the i' of such a belief.
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Influence
mental

n 397- 6 We throw the mental i' on the
mutual

an 100- 8 as follows : "There exists a mutual i* between
of divine Love

ph 180-23 the t" of divine Love which casteth out fear.
of his career

a 51- 4 the subUmest {• of his career.
of human wlU

t 451-23 defend himself from the i- of human will.

of mortal mind
ph 185-32 A patient under the i' of mortal mind

of the belief

p 386-27 laboring under the i* of the belief of
of this agent

an 100-10 susceptible to the i' of this agent,
pr action

sp 8*-22 {• or action of Soul confers a freedom.
removing the

ph 18&- 1 by removing the i- on him of this mind,
soporific

p 41&-12 when the soporific t' of the opium is

st&y his
a 43-19 slew him to stay his i"

strength and
. , .

ph 188- 5 has grown terrible in strength and r,
sun's

ph 189- 3 explanation of the sun's i* over the earth.

supporting
p 387-28 supporting f and protecting power

yield to this

p 402-27 If they yield to this i-. It is because

yourm 68-14 to your growth and to your i- on other lives.

ph 192-21 Your r for good depends upon the

p 424-17 should not act against your i*

t 464- 1 it feels your i' without seeing you.

Whatever t' you cast on the side of matter,
according as they 'i' them through
before its r upon health and morals can be
We say that one human mind can i"

to attempt to v the thoughts of others,
to r mankind adverse to its highest hope

«ftl6*-6
19^16

p400- 5
402-20

/447-4
456- 1

influenced
pr 7-23

. p 440- 9

influences
S 143-18

p 403-30
t 462-29
483- 3

Influencing
sp 83- 2 human mind or the divine Mind which is i

God is not %• by man.
and were i* to give a verdict

You admit that mind i' the body somewhat,
in proportion to the truth or error which v tiis

It unfolds the hallowed v of unselfishness,
i' not embraced in his diagnosis,

influenza
p 384-17

influx
a 43-9

47-7
infolds

g 555-10

inform
pr 2-24

sp 70-3
pft 183-11

one.

followed by chills, dry cough, iv

that i" of divine Science which so Illuminated
The i' of light was sudden.

Mortal belief »• the conditions of sin.

Can we i' the infinite Mind
corporeal senses cannot i' us what is real
and yet the Scriptures i' us that sin,

/217- 6 Medical schools may {• us that the healing
, 235-18 wiU degrade the characters it should i

243-17 The head, heart, lungs, and limbs do not t" us
C 265-28 The pains of sense quicldy » us that
h 276-29 Nature and revelation { us that
327-30 Let that r the sentiments and awaken

p 389- 9 Matter does not {• you of bodily derangements ;

r 475- 8 The Scriptures i' us that man Is made in the

information
pr 3-20 and then we try to give i' to

Astronomy gives the desired %•

If this i- is conveyed, mortal mind conveys It.

Any supposed r, coming from the body
wUl be changed with the progress of i-."

ph 188-32

/ 243-18

p 385-31

(7 548-21

informed
s 156-21

ph 193-19
193-24

/ 221-13

informer
ap 571-11

informs
pr 8-31

/232-9

she i' me that she could get along two daysam i' that he went to work In two weeks.
Since his recovery I have been i" that
the doctors, who kindly i' him

Is the i' one who sees the foe?

If a friend i' us of a fault,

Scripture i" us that "with God —Mark 10:27.

infraction
s 134-24 nor because it is an i- of divine law,
p 389-23 b^ef in . . . penalties for their f

Infringe
s 144-18 will-power may f

• the rights of man.
b 319- 6 would »• upon spiritual law and

infringement
p 435-22 is no i- of law,
g 513- 3 is an attempted i' on Infinity.

infringes
s 150-22 This human view »• man's free moral agency ;

infringing
p 381- 8 When i' some supposed law, you say

infuriate
p 378-13 An animal may i- another by looking

infuriated
/ 236- 8 Inferior motives induce the f

•

attacks

Ingenuously
/ 237- 4 On being questioned about it she answered i-,

Ingrafted
b 33»- 9 proves that error has been i- into the premises

Ingratitude
p 430-24 Greed and I-, constitute the jury.

Ingratitude
pr 4-1 cannot conceal the i' of barren lives.

6-16 /• and persecution fiUed it to the brim ;

a 47-fO The world's i' and hatred towards
47-21 The greed for gold strengthened his t",

sp 94-19 His healing-power evoked denial, i',

inhabitant
sp 90-18 the supposed i' of that body carries it

317-31 so long as the Master remained an r of the earth.

inhabitants
c 256-21 and among the v of the earth :

— Dan. 4 : 35.

Inhabited
sp 91- 3 i' by beings under the control of
r 478- 9 declaration that a house was r, and by a

Inhabiters
ap 568-21 Woe to the i* of the earth — Rev. 12 ; 12.

inhabits
b 300-25 theory that soul, spirit, Intelligence, i*

inhaled
c 261-19 as oblivious , .. as if he had i' chloroform,

inhaling
s 159- 4 protested against i' the ether
159-10 not by the ether, but by fear of i' it.

Inharmonies
/ 243-31 They are i* which Tnlth destroys.

inharmonious
s 123- 9 the most absolutely weak and i'

ph 166-15 The erring human mind is i' in Itself.

166-16 From it arises the i' body.
/ 228- 8 nothing i- can enter being, for Life is God.
251-30 /• beliefs, which rob Mind,

b 300-15 The i' and self-destructive never touch the
o 347-30 harmonious will appear real, and the »• unreal
r 472- 9 Sickness, sin, and death, being r,

Inharmony
sp 81-26 Though the i- resulting from material sense

81-27 i- cannot destroy the drvine Principle of

ph 183- 5 that God constitutes laws of i' Is a mistake :

/ 233-32 sickness, which is solely the result of i'

b 271-10 Truth, casting out all i\
276-12 The realization that all t" is unreal

p 406-25' J" of any kind Involves weakness
r 473- 1 We learn in C. S. that. all i' of mortal mind
480-14 J- has no Principle ;

480-18 /-would make matter the cause
493-24 removes any other sense of moral or mental »'

inherent
s 124-29 declares that they ... are i- in this Mind,

/ 225-26 The despotic tendencies, v in mortal mind
h 282-23 There is no i- power in matter ;

inheres
s 107-16 false consciousness that life i' in the body,

inherit
m 61-12 r more Intellect, better balanced minds,
an 106-26 shall not r the kingdom of God.— Go/. 5.- 21.

b 321- 4 cannot i' the kingdom of God."— / Cor. 15 ; 50.

g 516-14 "The meek shaU r the earth."— Psal. 37: 11.

I fl 1^A1*1 1-Qn |>
A

g 633- 2 Had he lost man's rich *• and God's behest,

inheritances
/ 228- 9 we shall have no dangerous i;

inherited
p 425- 8 Show that It is not i- ;

425-^2 Discard all notions about . . . i' consumption.
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inherits
m 61-2t child who r propensities that must

inhuman
p 390-32 employ to defeat the passage of an t- law.

Lnhomanlty
m &t- 2 caused by the selfishness and t" of man.
p 365-25 I' hypocrisy^ stolidity, i , or vice finds its way

inimical
p 389-21 cannot . . , be <' to existence.

iniquity , ^ ,

an 100- 3 is to drop . . . into the very mire of f",

b 313-19 "loved righteousness and hated i\"— Heb. 1 ; 9

{ 446-30 Covering r will prevent prosperity
448- 3 Blindness and . .' . cling fast, to f.

T 476-17 "conceived in sin and brought forth in i'."

486- 9 because of their uselessness or their i",

5 540-29 and "shapen in r ;"
—Psal. 51 ; 5.

ap 571- 3 hidden mental ways of accomplishing v,

initiate
t 457-26 intending thereby to i' the cure

injected
p 524^29 Is Spirit, God i into dust,

injection
p 416- 6 A hypodermic i of morphine i3

t 464-17 would give, him a hypodermic »',

injunction
pr 15-23 The Master's i' is. that we pray in secret

a 23-29 whereas the r, "Believe — Acts 16
•

31.

injure
sp 94-32 Jesus could t' no one by his Mind-reading.

95-13 cannot i- others, and must do them good.
i 453-18 You uncover sin, not in order to t",

463-11 this idea cannot v its useful surroundings
ap 567-20 claiming . . . either to benefit or to r men

injured
ph 194-13 it will be so without an V nerve,
r 488-28 If it were possible for . . . to be i\

injures
p 403-29 improves or i" the case in proportion to

injuries
p 402-16 You say that accidents, i-, and disease kill

injuring
c 263-14 I" those whom he would bless.

p 397- 6 actually i' those whom we mean to bless.

439-20 God will smite you, O whited walls, for i-

i 449-11 than for you to benefit yourself by r others.

Injurious
s 156- 4 what made them . . . beneficial or i-7

ph 176- 2 was not so i" before inquisitive modem
1 451-28 It is the r action of one mortal mind

injuriously
sp 94-28 used his incisive power <"?

/ 206- 8 acts t" both upon the body and through it.

p 397- 3 acting beneficially or v on the health,

injury
ph 172-28 But the loss of a limb or f to a tissue

193-22 ever since the r was received in boyhood.
6 294-14 saying: ... J" can cripple and matter can kill

p 397-15 more powerful than ... to make the v real.

422-28 doubts as to the ultimate outcome of the i*.

1 464-13 If from an r or from any cause,

injustice
a 55- 7 did Jesus no more t' than the
m 63-14 C. S. furnishes no precedent for such t*,

p 391-17 / declares the absence of law.

inkling
s 130-22 an i' of the ability of Spirit to make

innate
s 160- 6 for they have no i* power.

innocence
ap 564-14 the dragon as warring against i\

567-29 killed by i\ the Lamb of Love.
568- 1 /• and Truth overcome guilt and error.

gl 582-14 Bride. Purity and r.
590-10 self-immolation ; i" and purity

•

594-12 Sheep. /" ; inoffensiveness ;

innocent
ph 175-29 They were as r as Adam, before he
p 437-16 the helpless r body tortured,

439-14 though Mortal Man was i'.

439-24 an offence of which he was i".

442- I Man is adjudged r of transgressing
t 450- 6 so depraved that they appear to be \',

ap 564- 7 to charge the i' with the crime.

innuendoes
m 6^22 to hatch their silly {• and lies,

innumerable
T 479-23 the only facts are Spirit and Its f

•
creations.

inoculation
t 449-20 The i- of evil human thoughts ought to

Inoffensiveness
gl 594-12 Sheep. . . . f

"

; those who follow their leader.

inquire
p 376-28

inquirer
(/555- 6

inquiries
p396- 8

inquiring
ff 555-17

Inquiry
sv 86- 2

86- 6
5 131-31
133- 1

137-9
/ 223-15
6 268- 6

inquisitive
ph 176- 3

insane
ph 193-26

/245-6
p 408-11

411-17
421- r

insanity
dfimentla or

p 423-29 as directly
Implies

P421-2
Incipient
m 68-18

In caring
p 414- 8

sin is

p 407-29

species of
•p 407-29

408-16

Some people, mistaught as to Mind-science, i*

An <• once said to the discoverer of C. S. :

Make no unnecessary i- relative to feelings

is like r into the origin of God,

Supposing this t* to be occasioned by
Repeating his r, he was answered by the
to John's V. "Art thou he — Alatt. 11; 3.

and sent the r to Jesus,
This renewed i' meant : Who or what is it

Many are ready to meet this v with the
those lower things which give impulse to i:

not so injurious before i' modem Eves took

threatened with incarceration In an f
"

asylum
she became i" and lost all account of time,
people who are committed to i" asylums
and the i" man was changed
he suffers only as the r suffer.

as is dementia or'*"'.

»• imnUes belief in a diseased brain,

was suffering from' incioient i'.

The arguments to be used in curing »• ar*

All sin is.i' in different degrees.

There are many species of i'.

is in itself a mild species of »'.

treatment of

p 414- 4 treatment of i' is especially interesting,
universal

p 408- 6 There is a universal »• of so-called health,
would produce

p 408-23 would produce i- as perceptibly as

6 330-31

p 408-10
40&-14

insect
sp 74-17

74-18

insensible
ph 173-10

insensibly
p 383-30

dementia, i', inanity, devQ,
from the special name of v.
The supposition that we can correct i' by

caterpillar, transformed into a beautiful i*.

nor does the i- return to fraternize with

is required to be made manifest through the i\

sensibly well when it ought to be i' so

inseparable
5p 70- 9 the Ego and the Father are i".

ph 184- 7 the penalties it aflBxes . . . are {• from It.

6 314- 7 proved that he and the Father were »•

333-27 X' from the divine Principle, God.-
336-26 are i', harmonious, and eternal.

require the same method and are »' in Truth.
God and the real man are i"

He was i- from Christ, the Messiah,
in the divine likeness, i' from his creator.
being and Deity are i'.

« 404-28
r476- 5
482-20
491-16

ff 554-7
inside

c2oS-9
insidious

p 376- 9

insight
sp 94-25
5 128-18

p 363-25

insignificance
6 317- 4 insisted on

insincere
pr 3-28

8-U
insist

sp 90-14
S 116-17

122-31
131-14

ph 16»-15

more than a material form with a mind {',

most hidden, tmdefined, and i' beliefs.

this { better enabled him to direct those
into his native air of v and perspicacity,
did his r detect this unspoken moral uprising?

the i- of spirit.

If we are ungrateful for ... we are V
If a man, ... is impure and therefore i',

some i- that death is the necessary prelude
They never. . . r upon the fact that God is aU,
They v that soul is in body
Must C.S. come through . . . as some persona i'7

Because man-made systems t' that man
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insist
6 283-13 They r that Life, or God. is one and the

p 409- 3 You may say : . . . why do you r thai disease
4i2-23 Mentally i' that harmony is the fact,
413-20 I r on bodily cleanlineag within and without.
421-15 /• vehemently on the great fact which

Insisted
s 159- 1 her physicians »• that it would be unsafe to
b 317- 3 »• on the might of matter,

insists
b 307- 3 This pantheistic error, or so-called serpent, i-

p 368- 5 Divine Science »" that time will prove all this.

inspecting
p 379-15 invalid, i' the hue of her blood

inspection
p 438-25 without the i' of Soul's government ofiScers.

inspiration
came through

6 319-22 original language of the Bible came through i\
hravenly

gl 592-23 gentleness ; prayer ; heavenly i\
holy

« 161- 5 Holy <• has created states of mind which
little

a 37-32 Why has this Christian demand so little i'

p 368-U has little i' to nerve endeavor.
needs

b 319-22 and needs »• to be understood.
of a sermon

sp 80- 4 whether for the i' of a sermon or for
of goodness

gl 581- & the y of goodness, purity, and immortality,
of Love

a 35-27 Our wine the i' of Love,
restores

/ 242-28 while i" restores every part of the
•plrltual

gl 59fr-17 they show the spiritual »• of Love and Truth
tbls

c 34- 2 Then why ascribe this i" to a dead rite,

a 54-12 the f
•
of Jesus' intense human sacrifice.

m 65-5 and to give to human life an r
sp 83-27 It is due to v rather than to erudition.
b 281-31 the i', which is to change our standpoint,
Cl 589- 5 Jacob. . . J" ; the revelation of Science,

598-17 Wine. /' ; understanding.
599- 6 ZioN. . . . ir ; spiritual strength.

inspirational
c 256- 4 from the scholastic to the i',

inspirations
ph 184^30 The i* were deep and natural.

inspire
m 61-21 what noble ambition, can t* tlie child

ph 180-21 through the material faith which they a'',

c 262-14 These clearer, higher views V the
p 370-27 Quackery likewise fails at length to r the

inspired
a 46- 9 has spoken through the i' Word

49- 2 They knew what nad i' their devotion,
51-23 He was v by God, by Truth and Love,
53-17 not interpret aright the . . . which Jesus i'

sp 84-17 to be divinely i',
— yea; to reach the

3 107-12 i' with a diviner nature and essence :

133-26 who taught as he was r by the Father
139-22 darkening to some extent the v pages.
144—30 whether the ancient f' healers understood

b 319-27 wrote down what an r teacher had said.

p 368- 3 The confidence i' by Science lies in the fact
410-20 Here is a definite and r proclamation of C. S.
418-21 All metaphysical logic is f by this simple

r 497- 3 we take the i- Word of the Bible as our
g 521- 4 Here the i- record closes its narrative
537-24 /• writers interpret .the Word spiritually,
539-31 i" his wisest and least-understood sayings,
547-28 /• thought relinquishes a material,

ap 572- 8 and profound co'jn.sel of the r writer.

gl 579- 3 elucidates the meaning of the i" writer.

Inspires
/ 234- 4 Whatever {• with wLsdom, Truth, or Love
t 4.54-18 Lover, illumines, designates, and leads the way.
g 547-32 lifts humanity out of disease and death and i'

Instance
every

s 162-13 not in one instance, but in every i\
famiUar

sp 89-12 This familiar v reaffirms the Scriptural word
first

/ 234-27 You must control evil thought."! in the first i',

p 403- 7 In the first r it is understood that

t 541-34 It is supposed to say in the first i\

instance
for

b 31J-29 for r, to name Love as merely an attribute
no

en 101-29 In no t- is the effect of animal magnetism.
g 550-25 no i" of one species producing its opposite.

one
s 149- 7 The prescription which succeeds in one v

152-11 in one r and not in another.
160-20 pan . . . nerves rebel against mind in one »•

162-13 not in one i', but in every instance.
/ 229-13 declaring Him good in one i" and
245-27 One V like the foregoing proves it possible

g 549-24 In one r a celebrated naturahst, Agassiz,
tbls
ph 189- 5 Science (in this r named natural)
/ 245-18 This r of youth preserved furnishes a
g 553-17 In this r, it is seen that the maternal

instances
sp 79- 5 Thousands of r could be cited of
s 122-21 Experience is full of r of similar illusions,
b 319-26 jnisinterpretation of the Word in some v by
p 383-25 Such r only prove the illusive physical effect

385-12 in too many i' healed disease . . . not to know
398- 7 These r show the concessions which
408-12 are only so many distinctly defined r of the

instant
/ 215-13 never for an i' deprived of the light and-
244-20 If man flickers out in death . . . there must be

an r
b 290-23 The sin and error which possess us at the r of
306-19 cannot be separated for an r from God,
389-32 One v she spoke despairingly of herself.

t 463- 2 among phenomena, which fluctuate every <•

instantaneous
p 377-16 has caused what is termed r death.

411-12 and the healing is i\

instantaneously
pr 16-23 • spiritual consciousness, which . . . i- heals
g 504-24 gathered iiito the focus of ideas, bring light »•,

instead
a 34- 3 i' of shoT.-ing, by casting out error

39-14 Jesus overcame death and the grave r of
40-29 to mean public worship v of daily deeds.
53-22 should weep over the warning, r of

sp 87-14 when really it is first sight r of second,
92-16 gained from matter, or evil, { of
92-28 I' of urging the claims ofTruth alone.
96-30 will be apprehended mentally v of materially.

s 120-27 r of reversing the testimony of the
121-18 V of the earth from west to east.
129-23 i' of accepting only the outward sense of things.
132- 2 »• of referring to his doctrine,
146-16 V of to the divine Principle, of the man Jesus ;

148-10 as created corporeally r of spiritually
148-11 r of from the highest, conception of being.
14S-26 claims to rule man by material law, r of
150- 5 eternal Science, » of a phenomenal e.xhibition.
159-24 would learn . . . from matter »"• of from Mind.

ph 165- 3 / of so doing, it closed the eyes of mortals
166-18 /• of thrusting Him aside in times of
170- 6 faith in matter r of in Spirit.
180-13 the ground that all causation is matter, t" of
180-21 / of furnishing thought with fear,
181-22 are satisfied with good words r of effects,
1S9-20 makes all thincrs start from the lowest v of
192- 8 from corporeality r of from Principle,
192- 9 from the mortal r of from the immortal.
195-30 demand for amusement i' of for improvement.
196-22 t' of impressing them with forcible
197-16 We should master fear, r of cultivating it.

/ 202-18 The days of our pilgrimage will multiply v of
202-20 the true way leads to Life r of to death,
203- 7 If God were understood r of being merely be-

lieved,
206-14 governed by Science i" of the senses,
206-26 /• of God sending sickness and death,
212-15 take away this so-caUed mind r of a piede of
216-16 bones, brain, etc.. seri-ants, r of masters.
218-22 r of turning in time of need to God,
223- 5 illusion that he lives in body r of
22.3- 6 in matter r of in Spirit.
224- 9 life and peace r of discord and death.
242-32 the proof which he gave, j- of mere profes.cion.
244-30 r of assigning to man the everlasting grandeur
248- 7 i' of lapsing into darkne.ss or gloom.
253-29 which is the law of Life r of death,
253-30 of harmony r of discord,
253-31 of Spirit r of the flesh.

c 257-18 say that an anthropomorphic God, »• of
260- 1 from imperfection r of perfection.
263-30 i- of a scientific eternal consciousness

6 274-20 which affirm that . . .arematerial.fof spiritual.
260-25 •*• of possessing a seatient material form,
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Instead
b 285-32 It U essential to understand, j- of believe,
28&- 5 and so depend upon belief t of demonstration,
280- 9 t" of through a spiritual sense of life,

301-31 and man to be niaterial i' of spiritual.
302-23 this real man is governed by Soul i' of sense,
304-29 Controlled by belief, r of understanding,
314-16 their material temple i- of his body.
315- 8 He knew that the Ego was Mind f of body
315-15 r of with God's spiritual idea as presented by
317-25 looking for the ideal Saviour in matter r of in

o 34.2- 3 proof and demonstration, r of opinion arid
34S-21 / of tenaciously defending the supposed
352-20 but »• of increasing children's fears

p 371-29 Mind can impart purity r of impurity,
371-29 strength v of weakness,
371-30 and health r of disease.
37t>-24 representing man as healthy i' of diseased,
38-4- 1 on inert matter r of on Mind.
387-20 V of reading disquisitions on tiic

3PI- 7 7" of blind and calm submission to
39-5- 1 The sick . . . argue for suffering, r of against It.

407-25 perfect model . . . r of its demoralized opposite.
415-13 by reaorting to matter i' of to Mind.
419-17 Observe mind t' of body,
423-21 has rendered himself strong, r of weak,
42&-10 struggle for Truth makes one strong y of weak,
426-11 resting V of wearying one.
435-13 joy r of grief, pleasure t" of pain,
435-14 and life v of death.
438- 9 /• of being a ruler in the Province of Body,

( 455- 6 indicate weakness v of strength.
459-13 r of resting on the omnipotence of the
460-20 7" of scientifically effecting g, cure,
46-3-28 it is a spiritual law r of material.

f 495-21 Let C. S., r of corporeal sense, support your
g 504-14 a revelation r of a creation
523-12 material myth, v of the reflection of Spirit.
628-11 closed up the flesh t' thereof ;

— Gen. 2: 21.

528-19 Beginning creation with darkness i' of light,
531- 3 from dust r of from Deity
636-15 by corporeality r of divine Principle,
636-15 by body v of by Soul,
536-17 Created by flesh »•• of by Spirit.
541- 4 I" of making his own gift a higher tribute
644-32 Error begins with corporeality ... i' of divine

p? 585-26 materially i- of spiritually,

(see also matter, Spirit)

Instigated
a 24- 6 i" sometimes by the worst passions of men

ap 564-11 were »• by the criminal instinct

Instinct
m 63- 7 is not, like that of mortals, in brute i-,

f 220- 8 I' ia better than misguided reason,
ap 563-31 It is the animal r in mortals,

564- 4 This mahcious animal i', . . . incites mortals
564-12 were instigated by the criminal t-

instincts
ph 179-18 whereaa the wild animal, left to his i\

instituted
/ 227-30 If God had i' material laws to govern
p 389-19 If God has. . . . i" laws that food shall
g 507- 2 the absolute formations i' by Mind,

526-22 Was evil »• tiirough God, Love?
institutes

g 531-25 Which i- Life,— matter or Mind?
Institutes and Practice of Pliysic

s 163-19 Dr. Chapman, Professor of the /• and P- of P-
institution

pref xl-31 enabled her to get this v chartered
gl 583-14 Tha Church ia that t", which afiords proof

Institutions
pref xii— 2 No charters were granted to . . . such t' after

1883,

5 141-31 Give to it the place ia our t" of learning

Instruct
p 415-25 t* morta) mind with immortal Truth.

420-10 I' the sick that they are not helpless victims,
t 451-32 /• him how to bar the door of his thought

Instructed
a 29-14 Those V in C. S. have reached the glorious
b 271- 7 Jesus V his disciples whereby to heal the sick
297- 8 illusion of sickness, to be v out of itself

•p 402-28 because their belief is not better v
403- 7 pnd by his mistake a man is often {.
426- 3 mortal mind, when v by Truth, yields to

g 552-29 but not yet t" by Science,

instructing
r 48^11 Why malign C. S. for £• mortals

instruction
a 27-27 never truly understood their Master's i\
o 358-20 more frequently cited for our t'

t 443- Give i' to a tvise man, and he will— Prov. 9: ?.

instructions
t 4-J8-24 reception or pursuit of f

•

opposite to
r 4.S8- 3 When, on the strength of these »',

instructor
a 49-14 the highest f

" and friend of man,
instructors

p 429-30 not understood generally by our ethical i'.

instruments
6 293-32 the avenues and i" of human error,
g 528-29 first performed mentally and without t'

;

523- 4 came about, also, that i' were needed
insubordinate

p -138-11 Nerve was aa i' citizen,

insubordination
/ 233-21 t- is an evil, blighting the
b 271- 5 Neither emasculation, illusion, nor i'

insubstantial
b 3.35-15 Things material and temporal are f".

insufflciency
c 2.58- 6 The i' of this belief to supply the

tnsuflD[cient
a 23- 3 One sacrifice, however great. Is { to

35-31 If the sinner's punishment here has been i' to
insure

t 449-15 qualities which i' success in this Science ;

intact
m 55- 9 Until the spiritual creation is discerned i\

59-28 so long as its moral obligations ar^ kept i' ;

sp 76-27 This state of existence is scientific and r,
b 295-15 the real sense of being, perfect and forever i',
306-20 Science proves man's existence to be t".

r 477- 5 the kingdom of God is t", universal,
4SI-12 the unseen Truth, which remaLas forever i\
492- 1 leaves mortal man t' in body and thought,
4S4— 1 to hold man forever i- in his perfect state,

g 521-12 The harmony and immortality of man are <*.

intangible
b 312- 5 That which material sense calls i',

o 352-10 to the rabbis the spiritual was 'the i'

integrity
t 446-2S detrimental fo health and {' of thought.
448-10 Evasion of Truth cripples v,

intellect
m 57-17 should never weigh against . . claims of i',

61-12 more i", better balanced minds, and
s 130- 1 petty »• is alarmed by constant appeals to

intellectual
pref x-30 No i' proficiency is requisite in the learner,
ph 165- 6 To measure v capacity by the size of

171-21 The i\ the moral, the spiritual,
195-29 Literary commercialism is lowering the v 3t?,nd-

ard
p 387- 7 we conclude that i' labor
t 452-16 Better is the frugal r repast
460- 9 and its medicine is r and spiritual,

g 505-26 This understanding is not f,

intelligence
and Life

/ 215-13 the light and might of i' and Life.
and life

ph 171-26 beliefs that t- and life are present where
171-28 i" and life are spiritual, never material,

6 269-31 possessing »• and life.'

and non-inteUlgeuce
sp 73-2S Spirit and matter, r and non-intelligence,
/ 204-16 a supposed mixture of . . . »• and non-intelll-

gence,
and sensation

b 294-12 saying : "Matter has i" and sensation,
and sentiment

p 408-21 a supposed effect on v and sentiment.
and truth

p 437-12 witness. Nerve, to be destitute of t- and truth
atmosphere of

ph 192- 1 the aroma of Spirit, the atmosphere of i'.

disease has no
p 378- 3 Disease has no i'.

391-25 Disease has no i' to declare itself something
419-12 Disease has no v with which to move itself

divine
ph 184-16 Controlled by the divine i\ man is

diviner sense of
6 285-20 give place to a diviner sense of i'

existence and
g 510-17 giving existence and »' to the imiverso.

fallacy that
r 466-24 fallacy that i', soul, and life can be in matter;
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intelligence
God Is

pr 2-24 God ia t". Can we infonn the Infinite Mind
govemlng

ph 174- 1 less faith ... in a supreme governing i\
Idea or

6 279-18 their only idea or i- Is in God.
Is not mute

ph 191-19 /• is not mute before non-intelligence.
Is omniscience

r 469- 8 Answer.— I' is omniscience, omnipresence,
Ltfe and

pr 14-13 Life and v are purely spiritual,
6 310-15 reveals Soul ... as the central Life and »•

r 477-22 Soul is the substance, Life, and v of man,
life and

(see life)

Life, or
g 550- 5 God is the Life, or i', which forms and

Ufeor
T 485-32 The notion of any life or r in matter
g 584-29 the absence of substance, life, or t .

Life, substance, and
a 27-15 the Life, substance, and r of the universe

ph 185-20 God as the only Life, substance, and v,
gl 595- 7 the idea of Life, substance, and »" !

life, substance, and
(see life)

material
a -48- 1 error of a belief in any possible material f.

g 534-16 mythological material r called energy
might of

/ 215-13 the light and might of v and Life.

p 378-17 latter occurrence represents . . . the might of t*

Mind or
/ 204-22 realize only one God, one Mind or i*

216-12 there is but one Mind or i ,

g 508-21 The Mind or r of production names the
mockery of

ph 192- 2 a mockery of i', a mimicry of Mind.
more
m 62-20 must not attribute . . . more V to matter,

never passes into
b 336- 2 r never passes into non-intelligence, or matter.

no
pr 12-19 The drug does nothing, because it has no l\
s 127-21 have—^ as matter— no r, life, nor sensation.

136- 5 no i\ action, nor life separate from God.
p 39*- 1 Evil has no power, no i\
r 467- 6 have no i\ . . . but that which is spiritual.
g 530-27 The dream has no reality, no v, no mind ;

Dor power
1 454-11 evil or matter has neither v nor power,

nor sensation
/ 243-23 matter has neither r nor sensation.

nor substance
s 133-27 no life, i\ nor substance outside of God.
r 468- 9 no life, truth, i\ nor substance in matter.

one
6 307- 8 aflElrms . . . that there is more than one V

or power
6 339-30 never to admit that sin can have i- or j)ower,

or reality
r 469-17 not Truth, but error, without i* or reality.

or substance
g 508- 5 The only v or substance of a thought,

rights of
sp 79-27 contending for the rights of r
p 384-31 at length qiiail before the divine rights of »',

scale of
g 511-27 rising in the scale of »*,

separate
b 309-26 impossible . .

•

. an i' separate from his Maker.
so-called

6 282-27 Error is the so-called »• of mortal mind.
Spirit, or

gl 591- 4 the one Spirit, or i\ named Elohim, or God.
spiritual

/ 240- 6 all point to Mind, the spiritual i-

subjugate
ph 165- 8 to subjugate v, to make mind mortal,

substance, life, and
sp 91-26 belief is, that substance, life, and i' are
ap 562-10 its reflected light, substance, life, and v.

563- 9 belief that substance, life, and v can
substance, or

p 418- 6 error that life, substance, or v can be in matter.
the only

b 330-12 the only r of the universe, including man.
g 508- 5 The only i' or substance of a thought,

Trutli is tlie
6 282-26 Truth is the V of immortal Mind.

Truth, or
r 468- 1 Thus we arrive at Truth, or i', which

understanding and
g 557-13 towards enlarged understanding and r ;

intelligence
unerring

g 546-12 Is governed by unerring »• ?
vibration is not

c 259-26 Vibration is not »• ; hence it la not a creator
which holds

/ 20!}-10 i- which holds the winds in its grasp.

m 63- 9 nor does he . . prior to reaching »•

071 102- 6 neither v, power, nor reality,
s 129-11 a belief in the r of matter,

ph 194-25 with no more f
• than a babe,

/ 204-12 is admitted to be good, an r or Mind called God.
205-10 matter has neither r, life, nor sensation,
211-25 If it is true . . . that matter has r,
250- 4 and suppose . . . unintelligence to act like i",

6 270-10 Few deny the hypothesis that v, apart from
270-12 and it is generally admitted that this v is
275-14 All substance, r, wisdom, being,
276-31 /• never produces non-intelligence ,

277- 2 and therefore cannot spring from r.
285-14 one is v while the "other is non-intelligence.
300-26 theory that soul, spirit, r, inhabits
318-30 /• does not originate in numbers,

p 378-22 Disease is not an r to dispute the
413- 1 and cannot transmit good or evil v to man,
441-25 Supreme Bench decides in favor of f',

r,469- 7 Question.— What is r?'
472-15- supposition that pleasure and pain, that v,
475-21 possesses no life, v, nor creative power of hla

own,
478-15 and is there r in matter?
478-20 How can v dwell in matter
480-17 would make matter the cause ... of i",
482- 5 hypothesis that soul is both an evil and a good i',

J 511- 3 radiates their borrowed light, r,
513-19 the V, existence, and continuity of all
516- 4 The substance. Life, v. Truth, and
517- 9 man corresponds to creation, to r, and to
531- 6 error, . . . that non-intelligence becomes i',

ap 567-19 claiming that there is v in matter
gl 580-23 supposition that . . . i* passes into non-intelli-

gence,
583-20 Creator. Spirit ; Mind : t- ;

587- 8 Life ; Truth ; Love ; all substance ; i'.

58&-24 definition of
591- 9 illusion ; v, substance, and life in

intelligences
gl 591- 3 belief in many gods, or material i',

594-23 evU minds ; supposed »•, or gods ;

intelligent
sp 73-27

80-32
89-25
91-32

5 156- !

/ 205-16
211- 1

218-26
6 275- 6
275- 7

293-19
294-24
307-21
312-29
332- 2

p 385-32
409- 1

412-32
r 466-14
487-24

5 508-23
526-12
531- 1

550- 7

gl 579-17

the reality of v existence,
belief . . . that matter is i'.

Matter is neither v nor creative.
fourth erroneous postulate is, that matter la V,
If drugs possess . . . v curative qualities,
error of believing that matter can be i'

If brain, nerves, stomach, are i\
Resist the temptation to believe In matter as (•,
matter is neither substantial, living, nor i\
but all have . . . one r source,
electricity is not i",

matter is represented as divided into »• gods.
If we regard matter as r,
away from the r and divine healing Principle
the f relation of God to man
as if either were i\
r matter is an impossibility.
since matter is not r and cannot
Truth is i' : error is non-intelligent.
belief that life is ... r matter is erroneous.
The r individual idea, be it male or female,
a belief in r matter.
living, substantial, and i'.

destroys forever all belief in t" matter.
a curse ; a beUef in i- matter,

intelligently
5 107-14 and thoughts acquaint themselves i- with God.

intended
a 27- 1

38-2
5 152-18
b 320-30
r 465-13

intending
t 457-26

intense
a 54-13

sp 87-27

ph 19.5- 1

6 329-30

intent
p 365-24

J 515- 5

which was i" to prove beyond a question
assured that this command was i' only for

supposed this ceremony was r to heal tdiD,
as if Job V to declare that even if

They are also i' to express the nature.

i- thereby to Initiate the cure

the inspiration of JeSus' i' human sacrifice.

by friendship or by any r feeling
gave him a belief of i' pain.
the more i- the opposition to spirituality,

the result will correspond with the spiritual /',

tireless worm, . . . persevering in its i'.
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intention
6 326-19- nothing but wrong i' can hinder your

Intentional
/ 251-28 Ignorance, like i' wrong, Is not Science.

intentionally
ph 177-29 as directly as if the poison had been t* taken.

t 456- 1 impossible for you v to influence
456-13 greatly errs, ignorantly or i",

interchange
m 58-18 the sweet i' of confidence and love ;

intercliangeably
s 127-11 The terms Divine Science, . . . she employs i',

intercommunication
sp 81- 1 not so much evidence to prove i-

b 284-31 The i' is always from God to His idea, man.
intercommunion

sp 72-30 Not personal i' but divine law is the
82-25 so unlike, that i' is as impossible as

Intercourse
m 58- 1 by constant i' with those adapted to elevate it,

sp 72-28 Tne joy of i' becomes the jest of sin, when
interest

c 261-10 with such absorbed v as to forget it,

p 436- 6 and in the r of Personal Sense.
437- 8 to condemn Man in the »• of Personal Sense.

Interested
p 430-25 The court-room is filled with i" spectators,

Interesting
p 414- 4 treatment of insanity Is especially i\

Interests
a 21-22 and our mutual i' are identical :

m 59-15 thus hallowing the union of r and affections,
/ 236- 5 Sacredly, in the i' of humanity, not of sect.

p 414-18 lest you array the sick against their own i'

t 462-10 dividing his f between God and mammon
ap 571-20 will umte all i" in the one divinity.

interfere
771 62-24 let no mortal i' with God's government

64-13 wife should not say, "It is never well to f'

/ 214-29 Neither age nor accident can i' with the
234- 1 material lotions t' with truth,

p 402-12 material behefs will not r with spiritual facts.
427-14 Nothing can r with the harmony of being

interfered
an 106-12 Invaded when the divine order is i" with,

Interference
m 63-32 and own her children free from t\

interlaced
s 114-26 disentangles the »• ambiguities of being,

Intermixture
g 552-27 The i* of different species,

interpose
pr 12-27 Does Deity i- in behalf of one worshipper,

t 445- 7 No hypothesis . . . should r a doubt or fear

interpret
a 53-16 The world could not r aright the
s 117-20 Human theories are inadequate to i' the
127-27 Science ... is alone able to r God aright.

b 272-28 divine Principle of the universe must r the
350-10 enables them to i" his spiritual meaning.

T 467-27 We cannot r Spirit, Mind, through matter.
g 534- 6 enabled woman to be first to r the Scriptures
537-24 Inspired writers r the Word spiritually,

Interpretation
meek

a 54-19 They would not accept his meek r of life
metaphysical

gl 579- 5 the metaphysical i- of Bible terms,

t 461-14 furnishes the eternal v of God and man
of Scripture

& 320- 9 "The spiritual f- of Scripture
320-24 The one important i- of Scripture

g 547- 8 given you the correct v of Scripture.
scientific

g 501- 1 Scientific V of the Scriptures
spiritual

a 47- I even to the spiritual i- and discernment
s 118- 3 Science of Christ and its spiritual r.
6 320- 9 "The spiritual r of Scripture
g 502-19 each text is followed by its Spiritual r

b 321- 1 an t" which is just the opposite of the true,

interpretations
c 265- 7 they must near the broader t- of being,

interpreted
sp 83-31 standpoints, from which cause and effect are i\
s 124-14 universe, like man, is to be i' by Science

126-10 Human belief has sought and v in its own way
/ 210- 2 r by the translation of the spiritual original
g 511-24 Spiritually r, rocks and mountains stand for
546-20 cannot possibly be v from a material standpoint.

interpreter
p/j 170-15 The best i- of man's needs said :

g 513-13 until divine Science becomes the t".

ap 577-21 and divine Mind is its own v.

interpreting
b 285-23 By % God as a corporeal Saviour

interprets
T 471-25 that which i' God as above mortal sense.
g 537-25 the ordinary historian i' it literally.

ap 560-10 V the Principle of heavenly harmony.
569- 1 This rule clearly t- God as divine Principle,
577-18 i- this great example and the great Exemplar.

interrupt
p 362- 5 as if to i' the scene of Oriental festivity.

interruptions
sp 96- 6 there will be t* of the general material routine.

intertwined
g 523-28 become more and more closely i"

interval
a 39-28 and the i- before its attainment is

gl 598-27 would bridge over . . . the v of death,
intervals

s 153- 9 administered at {• of three hours,
p 431- 7 partaking of food at irregular r,

intervenes
361- 2 Here C. S. i\ explains these

interwoven
r 477-15 though i- with matter's highest stratum,

intimate
p 437- 2 He also testified that he was on i- terms with

intimated
g 554-25 Jesus never i* that God made a devil,

intimately
p 408-25 tarsal joint is less f- connected with the

432- 3 testifies : ... I am i' acquainted with the
intimation

p 391-21 therefore meet the i' with a protest,
r 471-10 these so-called senses receive no i' of

intolerable
r 491- 2 A delicious perfume will seem i\

intolerance
sp 94-14 Tyranny, i\ and bloodshed,

intoxicating
s 158-20 to victimize the race with »• prescriptions
t 454- 2 use of tobacco or »• drinks is not

intoxication
b 294-28 inebriate believes that there is pleasure in »".

p 398-22 destroy the illusion of pleasure in i\
intrinsic

s 156- 1 If drugs possess i' virtues or

intrinsically
s 157-19 If He could create drugs i' bad,

introduced
pref xii- 5 the United States, where C. S. was first «•.

a 54- 7 the harmony his glorified example r.
s 123-16 The term C. S. was r by the author
J 473-18 r the teaching and practice of Christianity,
gl 590-22 It is v in the second and following chapters,

introduces
pref vii-22 A book V new thoughts,
sp 79-15 V the harmony of being.
s 135- 7 The miracle r no disorder,
r 474- 5 Whoever i- the Science of Christianit7
g 543-32 i' the record of a material creation

introducing
s 152-15 i- a thermometer into the patient's mouth,
p 439- 1 and i' their goods into the market.

introduction
g 538-18 have no record in the Elohistic i*

553-14 or important to their origin and first i'."
gl 582-10 the r of a more spiritual origin ;

intruding
p 362-10 J- upon the household of a high-caste

391-10 that you can possibly entertam a single V
393- 2 we admit the i- behef, forgetting that

intuition
b 298-14 involves i', hope, faith, understanding.
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intuitions
sp 85- 7 Such i" reveal whatever constitutes and
ph 174-12 the angels of His presence— the spiritual »"

gl 5S1- 5 spiritual »', pure and perfect ;

invaded
an 106-12 i' when the divine order i3 interfered with,

Invalid
s 130-31 does not follow that the profane or atheistic r

ph 166-24 the despairing r often drops them.
180-14 the i- may unwittingly add more fear
342-23 raises from the couch of pain the helpless i\

p 367- 4 Christian encouragement of an i',

376-10 The pallid v, . . . should be told that
379-14 Let the despairing t", inspecting the hue of

t 460-22 starts a petty crossfire over every cripple and i',

invalid's
ph 166-26 i- faith in the divine Mind is less than in

p 379-23 does not affect the i' health,

invalids
prcf x-19 Few i' will turn to God till

s 145- 8 strugg's for the recovery of i" goes on,
f 237-23 Some i' are unwilling to linow the fact8
318-19 i' grow more spiritual, as the

p 377- 6 /•"flee to tropical climates
420-14 This fact of C. S. should be explained to i"

t 443-18 leave r free to resort to whatever
443-20 such »• may learn the value of the

Invariable
o 342-17 If . . . then there is no v law,

Invention
a 44-27 a method infinitely above that of human i\
sp 95-20 even human r must have its day,
s 163-26 so ample an axhibition of human i*

ph 195-20 Observation, i", study, and original thought
inventions

ph 196- 2 Man has "sought out many i',"— Eccl. 7; 29.

6 273- 5 Human belief has sought out many r,
o 358-14 nor of the v of those who facoff at God.
g 531-23 Has man sought out other creative i\

ap 663- 6 showing its horns in the many r of evil.

invents
g 541-22 Here the serpentine lie *• new forms.

inversion
s 113-27 divine metaphysics . . . proves the rule by i'.

/ 207-32 The only evidence of this r is

o 282-31 rule of r infers from error its opposite,
invert

g 514- 2 could not . . . <• the divine creation,

Inverted
s 111-15 rejects the incidental or i- ima^e

111-17 what this r image is meant to represent.
ph 200-19 he is neither r nor subverted,
/ 207-30 Spiritual facts are not i' ;

c 267-21 i" thoughts and erroneous beliefs

b 285- 9 man's counterfeit, the i" likeness,
301-27 presents an r image of Mind and substance
305-20 The i" images presented by the senses,

g 502- 7 i- images of the creator and His creation.

ap 572-11 materiality is the r image of spirituality.
gl 580-13 an t' image of Spirit ;

inverts
g 507-30 Mortal sense t' this appearing
612-25 Mortal mind i' the true likeness,

investigate
an 100-13 to {• Mesmer's theory and to report
/ 237-30 unwilling to j" the Science of Mind
o 344-25 Why should one refuse to v this method
g 550-10 Of what avail is it to i' what is miscalled

Investigates
sp 83-32 i- and touches only human beliefs.

Investigation
ap 570- 1 The march of mind and of honest i*

investiture
sp 75- 6 VTOuld need . . . to have a material i",

.invigorate
b 274- 2 and thus i' and sustain existence.

invigorates
s 162- 5 the sunlight of Truth, which i* and purifies.

Invincible
a 55- 5 but this does not affect the f

•

facts.
t 453- 8 until victory rests on the side of < truth.

inviolate
sp 98-20 remains i' for every man to understand and

invisible
a 55- 3 from a deadened sense of the i- God,
sp 78-31 the i' good dwelling in eternal Science.
5 118-15 the i" and infinite power and grace.
121-17 The earth's diurnal rotation is i-

c 204-15 objects of creation, which before were i'.

invisible
b 305- 8 the central light of being, the v God.
334-10 The T Christ was imperceptible
33.5-12 substance, the r and indivisible infinite God.
337-21 man, as the reilection of the v God,
337-24 poor counterfeits of the i" universe

r 479-30 "For the v things of Him.— Rom. 1 : 20.

ap 573- 4 that v.hich is »• to the uninspired thought.

invisibly
sp 80-31 both visibly and »•,

invites
p 422-32 This mental state r defeat.

invoke
o 354- 6 VThy do they r the divine aid to enable them to
g 542-12 tend to perpetuate sin, r crime,

involuntarily
sp 84- 9 men become seers and prophets i\

86-20 images and sounds evolved v
p 371-10 removed as r, not knowing why nor when.

376- 2 patient turns r from the contemplation of it,

involuntary
pr 7-28 Bv it we may become r hypocrites,
ph 187-20 All voluntary, as well as miscalled i', action

187-22 There is no r action.
187-25 tries to classify action as voluntary and »•,

c 263-11 They make man an r hypocrite,
p 402-30 The t" pleasure or pain of the person

403- 3 difference between voluntary and r mesmerism
r 484-22 the voluntary or { action ot error
491- 7 Material man is made up of r and volimtary

error,

involve
sp 86-19 either { feats by tricksters, or
/ 212-28 and possibly that other methods f

•

so-called
339- 6 prophesy and r the final destruction of all sio

ap 573-22 r the spiritual idea and consciousness of

involved
a 26-22 Jesus' teaching . . . i- such a sacrifice

sp 82-11 because different states of consciousness are »'•,

s 117-20 the divine Principle r in ihe miracles
r 484-26 i" in all false theories and praclices.

involves
pr 9-22 It i" the Science of Life,
m 57-32 • the disappointments it v or the hopes It fulfils.

s 114-12 i" an improper use of the y/ord mind.
f 240-30 i' unwinding one's snarls,
c 257-31 the phrase infinite form r a contradiction
b 298-13 Spiritual sense, . . . v intuition, hope,
301- 8 but his sense of substance r error

p 406-26 Inharmony of any kind i"-- weakness.
429-27 why you . . . do not demonstrate the facts it <".

( 446-18 A wrong motive r defeat,
r 493-14 full answer to the above question i' teaching,
g 526- 9 Belief i" theories of material hearmg, sight.

involving
6 286-23 temporal thoughts are himian, i- error,

inward
s 139-14 sectarian bitterness, whenever it flows 1'.

b 321-25 the i' voice became to him the voice of God,
iota

ph 186-20 It can never destroy one »• of good.
iris

p 393-27 complex humors, lenses, muscles, the »• and
iron

ph 199- 6 muscles are as material as wood and i-

/225- 1 What is it that binds man with t' shackles
ap 565- 7 rule all nations with a rod of i' :— Rev. 12 : 5.

irradiance
gl 584- I Dat. The i- of Life ; light.

Irrational
o 352-31 not V fo tell the truth about ghosts.
p 433- 9 urges the jury not ... to be warped by the »*,

irreconcilable
o 19- 6 for Truth and error are i\

irrefutably
b 315-22 to prove %• how spiritual Truth destroys

irregular
p 431- 6 partaking of food at % Intervals.

Irresistible
m 67-15 until an i- propulsion precipitates hli
c 265-17 senses represent . . . death as »'

irrespective
p 42J-19 Mind his basis of operation i- of matter

irreverent
348-14 Are wet" towards sin,

Xsaac
g 501- • appeared unto Abraham, unto I',-— Exod. 6: 3.
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Isaiah
5 109-25

g 514-21
540-5

Isaiah's
o 52-13

Isolated
C250-3

Israel
5 133-7

135-18

/ 211-19
22&-29

C 256-12
6 308-30
309-10
309-18

ap 562-12
566- 1

566-15
Ql 6a3- 5

Israelites
S 133- 8
133-10
351-27

Scripture of J- 13 renewedly fulfilled :

the millennial estate j'irtured by /" :

In I' we read; "1 make peace,— Isa. 45 ; 7.

/• graphic word concerning the

nor is he an i", solitary idea,

so creat faith, no, not in 7\"— Mall. 8; 10.

by limiting the Holy One of /•

It should no longer bo said in I' that
as of yore, hold the chil<lren of r in bondage.
"Hear, O V : the Lord our God— Deut. 6; 4.

then his name was changed to /•,

He was no longer called Jacob, but /•,

were to be called the children of /',

The twelve tribes of /• with all mortals.
As the children of I" were guided
AVhen J-, of the Lord beloved,
definition of

In Egypt, it was Mind which saved the /•

The /• looked upon the brazen serpent.
I' centred their thoughts on the material

IsraeKtes
(7 524- 6

ap 559-29

Israclltlsh
O 351- 1

Issachar
gl 589- 1

Issue
m 67-13

sp 83-13
S :26-15
r 483-17

Issued
prcf X- 5

.\ii-13

Issues
sp 02-4
ph 181- 6

/216- 5

p 392-32

p526- 6

Ivanhoe
ap 566-14

It was .-.Iso foimd among the I',

the /• of old at the Paschal raeal

sprang from halt-hidden /• history

definition of

the mariner works on and awaits the i\
here Science take.-i t' with popular religions.
i)oint at i' between C. .S. on the one hand
has called the world to battle over this t'

hooks on mental healing have since been t",

the first periodical i" by Christian Scieiitlsta.

erroneous . . . that matter holds in itself the i'

(-'an matter . . . hold the r of life?"
What has touched Life, God, to such strange r?
r of pain or pleasure must come through mind,
this statement that life t' from mutter,

Rebecca the Jewess in the story of /•,

presence of the God of J."— Psal. 114: 7.

./ was alone, wrestling with error.

When J- was asked, "What is thy name?"—
Gen. 32 ; 27.

Then J' questioned his deliverer.
He was no longer called J', but Israel,

Abraham, «7", Moses, and the prophets
unio Isaac, and unto J'— Ezod. 6; 3.

definition of

result of ./• struggle thus appeared.
AsHEB (</• son). Hope and faith ;

I?ENjAMiN (J- son). A physical belief as to life,

Dan (J" son). Animal magnetism ;

Gad (J' son). Science;
IssACHAu (</• son). A corporeal belief ;

Levi (J' son). A corporeal and sensual belief ;

Reuben («/• son). Corporeality ; sensuality ;

Jacob
s 135- 6

b 308-18
308-28

308-32
309-10
.333-23

(7 501-*
p/ 589- 4

Jacob's
6309- 7

gl 581-15
582-4
583-26
586-21
589- 1

590-11
593-12

Jahr
s 152-29 J', from Aconilum to Zincum nxudatum,

ph 179-28 The sedulous matron— studying her J'

James (see also Apostle James)
343- 4 «/ said : "Show me thy faith— Jas. 2 ; 18.

Japhet
gl 589- 8 definltioh of

jar
p 3-V3- 1

3C3- 4

jarrlne;
6 306-25

jaws
/243- 6

jealous
g 541- 3

Jealousym 58-16
59-20
64- 8
68- 9

Jefferson's
t 44.5-29 Recalling J' words about slavery,

Jehovah (see also Jehovah's)
appeal to"" ""

They might appeal to J\ but their prayer

She bore an alabaster ;• containing costly and
Breaking the scaled j', she perfumed Jesus' feet

Undisturbed amid the j' testimony of the

from the fiery furnace, from the j- of the lion,

J' of his brother's gift, Cain seeks

The narrowness and r, which would
more salutary . . . than stolid indifference or j'.

Pride, envy, or j' seems on most occasions
J- is the grave of affection.

o 351-32
called

£7 52-3-20

523-27
524-17

corporeal
b 312-15

declared
b 338-27

name of
524- 8
524- 9

prophets of
sp 83- 3

ritualistic
5 135-28

because Deity therein Is alway.'i called J',
the creator is called ./', or the Lord,
that He should now be called J- 7

over the sense of a corporeal J\

J- declared the ground was accursed ;

the Supreme Being by the national name of J'.
In that name of J\ the

What the prophets of J- did,

nor a special gift from a ritualistic J' ;

Jehovah
said

b 320-14 "And J' said. My spirit shall not
synonymous nith

ap 576-27 term Lord, ... is often synonymous with J\
tribal

s 140-23 Jewish tribal J' was a man-projected God,
went before

gl 595-14 on Aaron's breast when he went before «7",

s 133-29

/229- 5

501- *

520-18
529-20
523-31
524-13
525-31
526-26
527- 6
527-22
52»- 9
528-12
529-14
532-13
534-8
536-30
537- 3
538-25
540-26
541- 6
541-19
541-27
542-14
542-16
542-28
M3-31

gl 590-20
(see also Lord God)

Jehovah's
6 280-17

Jehovistlc
g 523-19

jeopardize
(7 512-12

Jeremias
s 136-16

Jerusalem
a 42-12

gl 589-12

jest
sp 72-29

Jesus (see also Jesus')
acknowledged

a 31- 4 J
acted boldly

a 18-10 J
also said

(7 5.54-22

answered
6 30.5-16

p 364-10

.Tewish conception of God, as Yawah, J\
We should hesitate to say that */• sins or suffers ;

by Afy name J' was I not knoum.— Exod. 6 : 3.

in the day that the Lord God [J']
— Gen. 2: 4.

the Lord God [J] had not caused— Gen. 2: S.

In the historic parts ... it is usually J\
the Lord God [J] formed— Gen. 2: 7.

made the Lord God [J] to grow— Gen. 2: 9.

the Lord God [J\ took the man,— Gen. 2: 15.

the Lord God \J\ commanded— Gen. 2: 16.

the Lord God \J] formed— Gm. 2: 19.

And the Lord God [J-, Yawah]— Cm. 2: 21.

rib, which the Lord God [J] had— Gen. 2; 22.

which the Lord God \J] had ;nade.— Gen. 3: 1.

And the Lord God \J] called unto— Gen. 3; 9.

And the Lord God {J] said— Gen. 3; 14.

And the Lord God [J] .said,
— Gen. 3: 22.

the Lord God [J] .sent him— Gen. 3 .• 23.

gotten a man from the Lord \J].— Gen. 4; 1.

an offering imto the Lord [J].— Gen. 4; 3.

And the Lord \J] had respect— Gen. 4; 4.

And the Lord \J] said unto— Gcti. 4.- 9.

And He [J'-) said, . . . The voice of— Gen. 4.- 10.

And the Lord [J] said unto him,— Gen. 4; 15.

And- the Lord [J\ set a mark— Gen. 4; 15.

from the presencex)f the Lord \J'[,— Gen. 4:18.

day that the Lord God [J" God]— Gen. 2; 4.

Lord God. «/".

Moses declared as J' first command of the Tea :

The other document is called the «/",

; self-control, and mock divine mercy.

J-, or one of the prophets."— Mail. 16: 14.

his brief triumphal entry into J'
definition of

Joy of intercourse becomes the }' of aln, when

acknowledged no ties of the flesh.

acted boldly, against the accredited

J- also said, "Have not I— John 6: 70.

"Then answered J' and said— John 5: 19.

«/• aosv/ered by rebuking self-rigbteousne.w
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appeal of

a 60-12 The appeal of J- was made both to his

approached
p 362-12 (Mary Magdalene, . approached J',

approved
p 363-20 J' approve<l the answer,

s 132-26 J- asked, "When the Son of man— Luke 18; 8.

p 411-13 once J' asked the name of a disease,

bebeld
r 47&-32 J- beheld in Science the perfect man,

benign thought of

p 365- 7 benign thought of J-, finding utterance

betrayal of
a 47-24 he plotted the betrayal of J'

birth of
. ^ ^.

g 53^31 Science of creation, so conspicuous in the birth
of J-,

blood of , ^ .

a 25- 6 material blood of </ was no more efficacious

bore our Infirmities
a 20rl4 •/• bore our Infirmities ; he knew the error

bore our sins
a 53-25 J"" bore our sins in his body.

brought to light .,.,.. ^ , ... ,. r v
b 292-30 connection with his God, which J' brought to

light.

called himself
. .. , ^ „ , , ,

r 482-16 J- called himself 'the Son of— Matt. ; 6.

called the body
, , ^ ^ , ^. ^ . ., ^

b 313-29 J' called the body, which . . ; he raided

came to destroy
, . ,

r 474-18 Now J' came to destroy sin, sickness, and
c&rccr of

a 30-23 throlighout the whole earthly career of J',

cast out evil . ..... ,,..„.
sp 79-17 J' cast out evil spirits, or false beliefs.

ph 185-22' J' cast out evil and healed the sick,

command of ...... ^ , t
o 342-10 and in defiance of the direct command of J-,

commemorated ..,,»..
a, 33-31 that you have commemorated «/• in hia cup?

conspired against ...
a 47-10 Judas conspired against J\

corporeal , . ^ ^ ^ , ,
s 141-16 Christ-splnt which governed the corporeal J\
b 334- 3 not that the corporeal J- was one with the
334-14 the eternal Christ and the corporeal J-

could restore . ,
555-28 Our great example, «/•, could restore the

cmclflxlon of
a 24-20 Does . . . theology regard the crucifixion of J"
r 497-20 the crucifixion of J' and his resurrection

declaration of
o 361-14 This declaration of J\ understood,

declared . ,

/ 234-27 J' declared that to look with desire on
defined

g 554-20 J' defined this opposite of God and His
demonstrated

s 110-25 J- demonstrated the power of C. S. to heal

/ 244- 5 On their basis J- deiiionstraled Life,
274-16 J' demonstrated this great verity.
332-19 J' demonstrated Clhrist ;

p 430- 2 J' demonstrated this, healing the dying and
r 494-U «/ demonstrated the divine power to heal
494-15 J' demonstrated tlie inability of corporeality,

demonstrated by
/ 230-10 divine Principle. Love, as demonstrated by J\
t< 272-31 C. S., as demonstrated by J\ alone reveals the

321-31 the Science of being was demonstraled by J-,

demonstrated through
6 316- 8 Truth, was demonstrated through J'

demonstration of ...
s 139-25 neither . . . mar the demonstration of J\ nor

demonstrations of
, < r

s 122- 9 exposed ... by the demonstrations ofy
'

;

/ 243- 9 It crowned the demonstrations of J- with

disriple of
, . , . r

b 324-19 Paul was not at first a disciple of J'

disciples of ,.,.,» .-1 J „
n 29-13 disciples of J- believe him the Son of God.

elicited from
.•s 137-22 elicited from J- the benediction,

enabled
a 51-31 which enabled J- to heal the sick,
r 482-22 enabled </• to demonstrate his

endured the
a 36-10 J- endured the shame, that he might

enjoined by . . ^ »
a 55- 4 the idea of Christian healing enjoined by J- ;

Jesus
established

s 136- I J' established his church and maintained
138-17 «/ established in the Christian era •

o 348.'11 for J' e,stabll.shed this foundational fact,
r 473-26 </" established what he said by demonstration,

exaltation of
b 313-18 the cause given for the exaltation of </•,

example of
g 515- 2 its po.ssessor to emulate the example of J\

experienced
a 38-21 «/• experienced few of the pleasures of the

forbade him
a 48-22 J- forbade hiin, thus rebuking resentment

foresaw
a 41-22 J- foresaw the reception C. S. would have

furnished proofs
r 472-11 J' furnished proofs of these statements.

furnished the proof
6 317-28 J- furnished the proof that he was unchanged

bad taught .

a 42-28 J- had taught his disciples the Science of this
healed sickness

/ 210-16 J' healed sickness and sin by
history of

6 315-26 history of J' shows him to have been more
human

b 334— 1 not that the human J' was or is eternal,
334-20 before the human J' was incarnate

humanity of
a 25-,32 was made manifest in the humanity of J\

Illumines
g 501- 7 J' illumines them, showing the poverty of

Illustrated
ph 171-14 J- illustrated the divine Principle-

Immaculate
ap 562- 1 prophesied the coming of the immaculate J',

Inaugurated by
6 288-U foreshadowed by the. . .and inaugurated by J;

Incarnate
o 350-28 Hence its embodiment in the incarnate J',

Inspired
o 53-47' could not interpret . . . the discomfort which

J' inspired
Instructed

6 271- 7 J- Instructed his disciples whereby to heal the
Introduced

r 473-18 J' Introduced the teaching and practice of

Christianity,
Justification of

/ 203-11 was really the justification of J;
life of

6 317- 6 Whosoever lives most the life of J*
loved

/ 236-28 J' loved little children because of their

manger of
ap 575-29 followed it to the manger of J' ;

manifested In
pr 12-13 divine healing Principle as manifested in J',

mapped out
o 38-24 J- mapped out the path for others.

marked out
/ 227-23 J- marked out the way.

martyrdom of

gl 597-10 martyrdom of </• was the culminating sin of

memory of
a 33-32 Are all who eat bread ... in memory of J'

mission of
s 131-26 The mission of J"' confirmed prophecy,

mother of
(7 534- 3 to be the mother of J' and to behold at the

nanie of
a 29-18 and gave to her ideal the name of J'

never Intimated
g 554-24 J' never intimated that God made a devil,

never spoke of
s 147-32 t/' never spoke of disease as dangerous

never taught
/ 232-19 J- never taught that drugs, food, air,

no terror for
a 42-23 sin, sickness, and death had no terror for «/*.

of Nazareth
a 18-3 J- of Nazareth taught and demonstrated
b 313-23 J- of Nazareth was the most scientific man
333-16 The advent of J- of Nazareth marked

ap 564-n the accusations against J- of Nazareth
once asked

sp 86- 1 J- once asked, "Who touched— Luke 8; 45.

once said
s 109-28 J- once said of his lessons :

'

131-18 J- once said • "I thank Thee,— Luke 10; 21.

g 530- 7 Knowing this. J' once said,
origin of

(7 539-27 The divine origin of J- gave him more than
overcame death

a 39-13 J- overcame death and the grave instead of
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overcome by

c 264-23 sickness and death tvere overcome by J',
phj^slcal

a 51-28 vengeance, Inflicted on the physical J',

practice of
a 53-10 Because the divine Principle and practice of J'

practisc<l
s 147-12 since J- practised these rules

prayed
a 32-22 yet J' prayed and gave them bread.

32-25 J- prayed ;
he withdrew from the

38-18 J- prayed, not for the twelve only,
preached and

o 344-23 the C. S. which J' preached and practised
preached by

« 141-^ and the truth preached by J-
prepared by

p 388-21 If food was prepared by J- for his disciples,
presented

a 25-lG J- presented the ideal of God better than
(7 534-15 the idea of divine power, which J' presented,

presented by
b 316-24 spiritual Idea of God, as presented by «/",

proved
a 27-10 That Life is God, J- proved by his

ph 168-20 an authority which «/• proved to be false
6 314-32 «/ proved tnem wrong by his resurrection,
r 473-29 J' proved the Principle, which heals the sick
486-14 J- proved by the prints of the nails, that

purposed
s 138- 2 J' purposed founding his society,

raised up
o 341- * that raised up J' from the dead— Rom. 8; 11.

realized
a 47-32 J- realized the utter error of a belief in

reappearing of
a 45-28 reappearing of J' was. not the return of a spirit

rebuked
m 67-31 J- rebuked the suffering from any such cause
p 363-14 J' rebuked them with a short story or parable.
a 509-30 J' rebuked the material thought of his

record of
a 46-27 which closed the earthly record of J-,

referred
b 333-28 J- referred to this unity of his

represented
b 316-12 J- represented Christ, the true Idea of

reputation of
a 53- 8 reputation of J- was the very opposite of his

restored Lazarus
ap 75-13 J- restored Lazarus by the understanding

rose higher
o 43-21 J- rose higher in demonstration because of

said
a 20-7 «/• said, "The publicans and the— Mail. 21 : 31

31-25 Referring to the materiality of the age, J- said •

31-29 Again, foreseeing the persecution . . . J- said
"

38-10 J'- said : 'These signs shall follow— Mark 16
•

17m 69-26 t/- said, "The children of— Z^tifce 20:34.
sp 75-12 J'* said Of Lazarus : "Our friend— Jb/in 11

•

11
s 134-26 J- said : "I knew that Thou— John 11 .• 42

ph 196-12 "Fear him which is able to . . . said J-
MaU. 10 .- 28.

/201- 5 J' said, "No man can serve two— Matt. 6
•
24

c 2.5*-19 J- said : "Be ye therefore perfect,— Matt 5 •

48
207-15 J'" said : "For Whosoever shall— Matt. 12:50

b 272- 8 J- said : "Ye do err, nor knowing— Matt 22 29
292-20 J- said: "Why do ye not understand— j'o/iri

8:43
324-32 J- said substantially, "He that— see John II

•

26'
326-4 J- said, "He that believeth— John li: 12.
328-22 knowing that there is no material law, J- said •

O 341- 8 J- said, "Blessed are the— A/q». 5; 8.

357- 7 J' said of personified evil, that it was
p 364-20 as J- said of the unwelcome visitor,

422- 2 Wiser than his persecutors, J- said :

429^31 J- said . . . "If a man keep my— John 8 •

51
442-26 J^- said, "Fear not,— Z^ultc 12; 32.

r 476-29 When speaking of God's children, . . . J- said,494-2 J- said : "Destroy this temple— J'oftn 2; 19
539-23 J- said : "Do men gather— Malt. 7 ; 16.

ap 564-26 J- said, quoting a Ime from the Psalms,
gl 580-30 J- said of the devil, "He was a— John 8 ; 44.

585- 3 J- said, referring to spiritual perception,
586- 5 J- said, thinking of the outward vision.

says
p 410- 4 "This is life eternal," says J-,— John 17.- 3.

self-same
b 317-22 self-same J- whom they had loved before the

sent a messaee
a 27- 1 J"- sent a message to John the Baptist,

sent forth
a 27-22 J- sent forth seventy students at one time,

49- 7 Where were the seventy whom J- sent forth?

Jesus
spares us not

a 26- 5 J- spares us not one Individual experience,
speaks of

ap 564-13 Revelator speaks of J- as the Lamb of God
spiritual

6 314-24 the spiritual J- was imperceptible to them.
spoke

p 367-18 of which J- spoke to his disciples, when he said :

ap 676-16 as when </• spoke of his material body
suffered

pr 11-18 J' suffered for our sins, not to annul the
a 24-15 the understanding, in which J' suffered and

sufferings of
a 34-11 commemorated the sufferings of J'

taught
a 25-13 J' taught the way of Life by demonstration,

30-32 work out our salvation in tlie way J- tauglit.
43-17 final demonstration of the truth which J- taught,
43-28 The Science J- taught and lived

sp 94- 1 J' taught but one God, one Spirit,
s 135-26 Christianity as J- taught it was not a creed,
6 306- 5 J- taught them how death was to be overcome
r 477- 4 J- taught that the kingdom of God is intact,

taught by
a 41-28 The truth taught by J-, the elders scoffed at.

teachings of
b 269-23 on the teachings of J\ of his apostles,
324-24 to follow the example and teachings of J-,

the anointed
6 313- 4 "J" the anointed," Jesus the God-crowned

the Christ
6 313- 2 The term Christ Jesus, or J- the Christ
333-14 name of our Master . . . was J- the Ctirist ;

r 473-16 hence the duality of J- the Christ.
the God-crowned

b 313- 4 "Jesus the anointed," J- the God-crowned
the man

a 26-13 This Christ, or divinity of the man J-,
29-28 the divine Principle of the man J-,

s 146-17 the divine Principle, of the man J- ;

r 473-24 rather than personality or the man J',
ap 561-17 coincidence, shown in the man J',

56.5-11 In order that the man J\ . . . might never
theology of

s 138-30 It was this theology of J- which healed
p 369- 8 and comprehends tne theology of J-

the true
6 314-20 This materialism lost sight of the true </• ;

time of

iir

6-30 magistrate, who lived in the time of t/'",

eof
6 333- 9 Christ is . . . the divine title of J:

told Simon
p 364-19 J- told Simon that such seekers as he

took bread
a 32-15 J- took bread, and blessed it— A/a«. 26 .• 28.

vanquished every
a 45- 1 J- vanquished every material obstacle,

walked on the
b 273-24 J' walked on the waves, fed the multitude,

was able
g 555-30 J- was able to present himself unchanged

was known
a 46- 5 In the walk to Emmaus, J' was known to

was the mediator
6 315-31 J- was the mediator between Spirit and the

was the offspring
a 29-32 J' was the offspring of Mary's self-conscioua

was "the way"
a 46-25 J' was "the way ;"

— John 14; 6.

we adore
a 26- 1 While we adore J\ and the heart overflows

which identified
a 46- 8 The divine Spirit, which identified J- thus

wielded by
s 142-22 as twisted and wielded by J-,

words of
358-19 Why are the words of J- more frequently

<7 539- 2 In the words of J-, It (evil, devil) is

work of
1 28-16 nor the work of J- was generally understood,

pr 6-23 J- uncovered and rebuked sin before he
8- 8 such externals are spoken of by J- as
14-19 Hence the hope of the promise J- bestows :

15- 3 So spake J-. The closet typifies the
a 19- 6 J- aided in reconciling man to God

19-29 J- urged the commandment,
24-25 presentation, after death, of the material J',
26-10 The Christ was the Spirit which J- implied
26-15 Love gave J' authority over sin,
30-12 J- would not have been appreciable to
30-16 Not so did J-, the new executor for God,
31-16 the practical "Truth, which makes «/•

32-28 The Passover, which J- ate with hla disciples
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a

m

sp

Jesus
40- S
•10-17

40-20
41- a

41-14
42-20
4:i- 5

44- 5
41-21
44-28
4'>-22

40-18
47-19
48- 8
48-17
49-32
50-30
51- 6
51-12
51-28
52-U
52-31
53- 3
53-28
5.5- G
56- 2

04-18
75-17
79-19
85-15
8.5-24

80- 4
80-9
9.3- 2
94-21
94-27
94-32
9.5- 5

5 107- *

117-21
117-29
123-25
132- 1

132-31
133- 2

133- 6

136- 9
.136-18
136-25
136-32
137-13
133-10
138-15
141-14
143- 6
146-28
157-21

Vh 170- 7
170-19
200-26
200-28

/ 206-16
227-31
233- 5

C260- 5
6 268-*
271-24
286-13
292-31
314- 3
314-12
315-25
317- I

317-30
32.5- 7

32.5-28

328-19
329-10
332- 9
332-18
332-23
333- 4

333- 4
333-32
334- 8

3.34-11

334-16
334-30
343-14
351-17
352- 8
356-9
3.56-15

358-17
361-12

ailjn^ls ttir; halanco ns ./" a'l justed it.

Wiw it just for .y' to .lUlTiT? .

If ;i, rariit-r so f^reat and good as that of J'
into the yhctiiiiah into which J' has passed
The proofs . . . v.hich J' gave by casting out
This error J- met with divine Science
enabled the disciples to understand what J'
precincts of the tomb gave J' a refuge
to sn.stain J' in his proof of man'.s . . . power?
Itis (lisci[)le.s believed J' to be dead
They who earliest saw J' after the
J' caused him to examine the nail-prvnts
placed a gulf between </ and his betrayer,
f/' turned forever away from earth
J' had not one of them,
esteemed J'' as "stricken, smitten of— Isa. 53: i.

real cross, which J' bore up the hill

«/ could have withdrav/n himself from his
J' could give his temporal life

«/ was unselfish.
world's hatred of the just and perfect J-,
the hypocrite, called «/• a glutton and a
J- was no ascetic.
at the time when J' felt our inrirmitias,
Christian era did J' no more injustice than.
Rearling his thoughts, J- added :

the time cometh of which J' spake,
Had ./ believed that Lazarus had
J- did his ov/n work by the one Spirit.
J', as he once journeyed with his students,
J' knew the generation to be wicked
J' knew, as others did not, that it was not
«/ possessed more spiritual susceptibility
Remember./', who nearly nineteen centuries ago
Of the ten lepers whom J' healed,
blasphemer who should hint that J- used
J- could injure no one by his Mind-reading.
traduced . . . a,s they would be to-day if J-
bu the revelation of J' Christ.— Gal. 1; 12.

the miracles (marvels) wrought by J-
J' bade his disciples beware of the leaven of
so-called rhiracles of J' did not specially
«/ returned an affirmative reply,
once pointed his disciples to J' as
and sent the inquiry to J\
centurion of whose faith J- himself declared,
How did «/• heal the sick?
some of the people believed that J- was a
even Herod doubted if J' was controlled by
J' patiently persisted in teaching and
«/ completi'ly eschewed the narrov/ opinioa
J' explained his cures, which appeared
was the foundation on which J- built.
J' elaborated the fact that the healing effect
else J' would have recommended and
anterior to the period in which t/".lived.

why did «/• not employ them
Did J' understand the economy of man
J' healed the sick and cast out error,
J' Christ, and bim crucified."— ./ Cor. 2: 2.
J' Christ, ami him glorified.
as J- showed with the loaves and the fishes,
J' would not have disregarded those laws
by the power of Spirit, as J' destroyed them.
can depict the form and face of J',
and with His Son J- Christ.— / John 1.: 3.

eternal life, not the death of J', is its outcome,
was put aside . •. . by this original man, J\
«/• showed that a mortal man is not the
J' waited until the mortal or fleshly sense
When J' si)oke of reproducing his body.
The divine conception of J' pointed to
J' uttered things which had been
To this dull and doubting disciple «7" remained
J' gave the true idea of being, which results in
the divine Science which ushered J' into
can it be said that they explained it ... as J'* did,
Be thankful that J-, . . . did these things,
J' was born of Mary.
The corporeal man J' was human.
J' was the son of a virgin.
word Christ is not properly a synonym for J',
J' was a human name, which belonged to
By these sayings J- meant, not that
greater, infinitely greater, than the fleshly J-,
J' appeared as a bodily existence.
material concept, or J^', disappeared,
a reference to the human sense of «/• crucified.
J' strips all disguise from error, when
proof of Christianity, which J- required.
To •/, not materiality, but spirituality,
«/ reasoned on this subject practically,
J' knew, "It is the spirit that— John 6: 63.

illustrated by the prophets, by J-,
</ Christ is not God, as J- himself declared,

Jcsu.s
p ^62- 2 ./• wa,<) once the honored guest of a

363- 8 Did J- Kpnin the woman?
365-21 rommendation as the Magdalen gained from J\
369-10 J' never asked if disease were acute
393-25 J- declares that "the light of— Matt. 6: 22.

.398- 1 Sometimes J' called a disease by name,
39.S- 8 concessions which J- was willing to make
410- 9 J- Christ, whom Thou hast sent."— Jnhn 17; 3.

411-18 Thereupon J' cast out the evil,
411-18 «/• caused the evil to be self-seen

T 473-12 J- is the name of the man who,
473-15 J- is the human man, and Christ is the divine
474-21 evils which J' lived to destroy
482-19 J- was the highest human concept of the
49.3-28 If J- awakened Lazarus from the
494- 9 J' pointeil the way for them.

<7 542- 2 would kill J- that it might be rid of

ap 502- 4 the fatherhood of God, which J-
564-14 Since J- must have been tempted in all points,
564-18 J- "opened not his mouth.!'— Isa. .53; 7.

575-14 Did not J- illustrate the truths he taught
gl .589-16 definition of

598-15 What J- gave up was indeed air,

{sec al.'to Christ Jesus, Galilean Prophet, I,ainh,
Master, Nazarene, Prince of Peace, Son, Teacher,
Way-shower)

Jcsu.s'
healing of C. S. results now, as in J' time,
enable us to follow «/ example.
evidence that J' reproof was pointed
If gooil enough to profit by J- cup of
J' prayer, "Forgive us our debts,"— Matl.C: 12

the divine Principle of J- teachings,
will help us to understand J' atonement
J' history made a new calendar,
Does spiritualism find J' death nece.ssary
The efficacy of «/• spiritual offering is

«/ teaching and practice of Truth involved
J' parables explain Life as never mingling with
J' persecutors made their strongest attack
they only hindered the success of «/• mission.
J' advent in the flesh partook partly of
this supper closed forever J- ritualism
When v/ill «/ professed followers learn
«/ life proved, . . . that God is Love,
The magnitude of J' work,
«/• last proof was the highest,
J' persecutors had mocked and
J- deed was for the enligJitenment of men
J' students, not sufficiently advanced
J' unchanged physical condition after
discernment oiJ- teachings and
people were in doubt concerning J- teachings.
acquiescence with the demands of J' enemies.
wrung from «/• lips the awful cry.
Even what they did say,— that J' teachings
the inspiration of J' intense human sacrifice.
J- concessions . . '. to material methods
you can then exercise J' spiritual power
feebly transmits J' works and words.
«/• works established his claim
J- system of healing received no aid . . . from
Few understand or adhere to J- divine precepts
As in J' time, so to-day, tyranny and pride
divine Principle, upon which «/• healing was
are set forth m J' demonstrations.
Mortals must follow J- sayings
J' demonstrations sift the chatT from the wheat,
J' parable of "the s6wer"— Mark i: 14.

J' spiritual origin and his demonstration
J- spiritual origin and understanding
blessed benedictions rest upon J' followers :

but a persecutor of J' followers.
J' promise is perpetual.
those apostles who were J' students,
on the very basis of </• words and works.
she perfumed J' feet with the oil,

All these.deeds manifested «/• control
receive a useful rebuke from J- precept,
demonstration of the facts of Soul in J' way
enthrones faith in Truth, and verifies J' word :

God, who needed no help from J- example
We acknowledge J' atonement
When you read this, reniember J' words,
Revelator was familiar with J' use of this word,
In the record of J' supposed death, we read :

Both «/• and Gentile may have had acute
while to-day, J' and Christian can unite in.

The J- believes that the Messiah or Christ
The i/-'who believes in the First Commandment
Thus the J' unites with the Christian's doctrine

Wears yet a precious j' in his head.

prcf xi-10
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Jewess
ap 566-13

Jevvish
Rebecca the J' in the story of Ivanhoe,

uaed on convivial occasions and in J- rites,

J' theology gave no hint of the unchanging love
one of the «/" accusations against him who
The J' conception of God, as Yawah,
J' tribal Jehovah was a man-projected God,
In J' worship the Word was materially
explained.

Heathen mythology and J- theology have
expresses the J' concept, not yet elevated to
J' womea wore veils over their faces

Thus be virtually unites with the J- belief

32-1 1

42- 3

5 133-25
m-29
140-23
350-31

r 466-23

ap 576-28

gl 595-29

Jew's
351-n

Jews
a Z2- 7 Among the J- it wao an ancient, custom

5;) 70-* Then said Ihe J- unto him,— John 8: 52.

s 135-18 danger of repeating the offence of the «/•

6 314-10 The «/•. who sought to kill this man of God,
352- 7 the J- took a diametrically opposite view.
360-23 the J' put to death the Galilean Prophet,

Job (see also Job's)
s 115- 8 J- says : "The ear trieth words,— .7o& 34 ; 3.

c 262-17 J' said : "I have heard of Thee— J^ofi 42 ; 5.

b 320-30 is continually quoted as if J' intended
321- 3 as may be seen by studying the book of J'.
360-22 Hear the wisdom of ./•, as given in the

p 411- 1 Said J'- : "The thing which I greatly— ^o6 3: 25.

g 552-14 corresponds with that of J', when he says,

Job's
c 262-19 Mortals "vill echo J' thought, when the

John {see also St. Jolin and Apostie Jobn)
a 36-12 He waa forsaken by all save J-,

p 373-17 declare, through the exalted thought of J',
t 459- 3 Paul and J- had a clear apprehension that,
<7 525-17 In the Gospel of J-, it is declared that

ap 561-13 To J-. "the bride" and— Rev. 21 : 9.

.561-16 J' saw the human and divine coincidence,

.162- 1 J' saw in those days the spiritual idea
574-U carried J' away in spirit.
576-19 J' saw heaven and earth

John's
gl 598- 2 as in the passage in J- Gosi)el,

John
the Baptist

a 27- 1 .Teaus sent a message to .7- the Baptint.
S 132-28 Did the doctrines of J- the Baptist confer

136-15 "Some say that thou art./' the Baptist ;

— Matt.
16 : 14.

ap 5.58-19 prophetically described by J- the Baptist
561-32 J' the Baptist prophesied the coming of

a 27- 3 "Go your w?iy, and tell J-— Luke 7 : 23.

27- 7 In other v/ords : Tell J- what the
m 50- 2 came to him for baptism, «/• was astounded.
s 132- 5 "Go" and show J- again— Matt. 11 ; 4.

136-19 believed that . . . the spirit of J- or of Elias.
136-27 "J- have I beheaded :— Luke 9; 9.

John's
s 131-31 In reply to J' inaulry,
133- 3 Was J- faith greater than that of the

Johnson, Dr. James
s 163- 6 Dr. James J-, Su'geon to

Join
s 122-17 sky and tree-tops apparently j- hands,

joined
m 56- * What therefore God hath j'—Malt. 19 ; 6.

60-14 what she hath not j- together.

Joining
6 339-15 He is j' in a conspiracy against himself.

Joint
s 160-31 Is a stiff j' or a contracted muscle
p •!fl8-22 A dislocation of the tarsal y would produce

403-24 the tarsal y is less intimately connected with

Joints
s 162-21 ankylosed ;]•

have been made supple,
p 402- 6 dislocated j', and spinal vertebrse.

418-30 inflammation, pain, deformed y,
423-13 searches "the ;• and marrow,"- HeD. i: 12.

Jona
s 137-28 common names, Simon Bar-iona, or son of J' •

Jordan
s 135- 2 Thou J-, that thou wast driven— Psal. 114 ; 5.

Joseph
r 482-17 Son of man," but not the son ofJ:—Malt. 9 . 6.

gl 589-19 definition of

18

Joshua
a 29-18 the name of Jesus— that is, J', or Saviour,
s 139- 7 Moses proved the ... so did ./•, Elijah, and
b 333- 7 it is identical with the name «/",

jot
pref ix~ 1 She also began to ;• down her thoughts

/ 239- 6 which weigh not one j- in the balauce of God,
jottings

pref ix- 2 these y were only infantile lispinga

journeyed
sp 85-15 as he once y with his students,

journeying
a 21-16 If . . . we are not ;• together.

ap 57<l- 4 adapted to console the weary pilgrim, j'

joy (see also joy's)
affords us
ph 194-31 The light which affords us j- gave him a belief of

and sorrow
/ 246- 2

;;"• and sorrow, sickness and health,
c 262-22 the false estimate of . . . y and Sorrow,

and strength
p 365-31 is not giving to mind or body the/" and strengtii

bringing
p 435-13 but good deeds are immortal, bringing ;•

Is spiritual
c 265-29 quickly inform us . . . that y is spiritual.

life and
a 536-25 material conception of life and ;•,

light or
g 548-12 Earth has little light or j' for mortals befor©

new pinions to
m 58- 3 Unity of spirit gives new pinions to j',

not the master oi'

6 304-12 for sorrow is not the master of j' ;

of Its presence
ph 175-10 The j

•

of its presence, its beauty and fragrance,
or grief

p 377-15 A sudden ;• or grief has caused
promised

ap 566- 6 and anticipating the promised j\
ginless

sp 76-22 The sinless )• ,
— the perfect harmony

sorrow and
s 125-14 pain and painlessness, sorrow and j\ .

sonrce of
p 377- 4 aflBiction is often the source of j',

spiritual
c 265-24 gained stronger desires for spiritual }•

sunshine of
m 66- 8 We do not half remember this in the aunshino

of;-
turned Into

pr 14-17 Sorrov/ is'tumed into j- when the body is

with
a 21-14 at last he finishes his course with j'.
o 359-23 In childhood, she often listened with j' to

sp 72-28 ) of intercourse becomes the jest of sin, when
an 106-27 fruit of the Spirit is love, y,— Gal. 5: 22.

f 248-16 Is it imperfection, j\ sorrow, sin, suffering?
298-20 ;• is no longer a trembler, nor is hope a cheat.
.304-11 ; cannot be turned into sorrov/,
324- 3 and j' to see them disappear,

ap 562-28 remembering no more her sorrow for /• that the
575-23 the ;• of the whole earth,— Psal. 48; 2.

joyful
pref xii-24 j' to bear consolation to the sorrowing

a 34-31 y meeting on the shore of the Galilean Seat

joyfully
g 521-10 y acknowledging now and forever

joyous
g 514-, 6 Mind, y in strength, dwells in the realm of

joy'sm 58- 3 or else y drooping wings trail in dust.

joys
additional
m 58-15 With additional y benevolence should grow

and Its
6 299-11 to higher ideals of life and its y.

and sorrows
gl 587-23 motives, affections, y, and sorrows.

and triumphs
a 41- 4 must come through the y and triumphs of the

and victories
a 39- 9 trials and self-denials, as well as y and victories,

£ancied
/ 252-28 says : ... all my fancied y are fatal.

fleeting
/ 241- 7 Sin breaks in ... and carries off their fleeting y,

human
m 66-18 remember how fleeting are human y

of Soul ^ ^ ,

p 390-11 pleasures and pains of sense for the ; of Soul.
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joys
or Spiritm 66-14 Love propagates anew tbe higher y of Spirit,

/ 242- 7 a great step towards the y of Spirit,

personal
c 266-11 even if you cling to a sense of personal ;•,

supposed
g 536-21 Their supposed }• are cheats.

your
p 397-11 as directly as you enhance your y

Juda
g 514-10 "the lion of the tribe of </•,"— Rev. 5 ; 5.

Judaea
s 147-13 practised these rules on the hills of J'

Judah
gl 589-23 definition of

Judah's
ap 566-21 And oh, when stoops on J' path

Judaic
s 140-19 J- and other rituals are but types and
gl 597- 3 J' religion consisted mostly of rites and

Judaism
s 133-19 J- was the antithesis of Christianity,
133-20 J' engendered the limited form of

Judas
a 47-10 J- conspired against Jesus.

47-17 distance between J' and his Master.
48-17 J- had the world's weapons.

c 260- 6 while holding in thought the character of J'
g 554-24 This he said of J', one of Adam's race.

Judas Iscariot
a 47-17 J' /• knew this.

Judas*
a 47-20 this spiritual distance inflamed J- envy.

Judge (see also Judge's)
p 432-16 The J- asked if by doing good to his neighbor,

433-13 As the «/• pro'ceeds, the prisoner grows restless.

437- 9 before the J- of our higher tribunal,
442- 4 "Shall not the J- of all the earth— Gen. 18; 25.

judge
an 105- 3 Courts and juries j' and sentence mortals
b 299-21 Ought we not then to j' the knowledge
o 344-18 the Scriptural precept, "J- not."— Matt. 7; 1.

p 391- 5 delivered to the judgment of Truth, Christ, the
j- will

391-23 your adversary will deliver you to the j'
391-24 and the ;• will sentence you.
404- 1 in order to ;"" the case according to C. S.

405-12 They will deliver you to the j-, the arbiter of
405-13 The } will deliver you to justice,
435-30

'

'Sittest thou to r— .Ac(s 23 ; 3.

t 443-12 "J- not, that ye be not judged."— Matt. 7: 1.

444-18 ";• righteous judgment,"— iTo/in 7 ; 24.

459- 8 J- not the future advancement of C. S. by the
g 523- 1 might so j' from an unintelligent perusal of

judged
/ 239- 9 let worth be }• according to wisdom,
t 443-13 "Judge not, that ye be not j-."— Matt, 7: 1,

Judge Justice
p 437-28 J- J- of the Supreme Court of Spirit

Judge Medicine
p 430-25 and J- M' is on the bench.

433- 2 t/' M' arises, and with great solemnity
433- 8 J' M\ urges the jury not to allow their
433-18 J- M' then proceeds to pronounce the
435-28 what jurisdiction had his Honor, J- M\
435-33 neither shall J- M- condemn him ;

436-26 J- M- sat in judgment on the case.

Judge's
p 433-26 "May God have mercy . . . the J- solemn

judges
b 295-26' Mortal mind y by the testimony of the

p 434-11 Witnesses, j\ and jurors, who were
439-28 witnesses, jurors, and y, to be offenders,

judging
s 157- 2 C. S. . . . in ;• and destroying disease.

/ 204-19 t/' them by their fruits, they are corrupt.
t 447- 9 may render you incapable of knowing or j'

judgment
by wblch

6 291-30 the j' by which mortal man is divested of

deluded the
s 121-21 deluded the j' and Induced false conclusions.

misguide tbe
/ 206- 5 else it will misguide the j-

mistaken In
t 45.5-19 may be mistaken in y and demonstration,

DO final
b 291-2S No final ;'- awaits mortals.

judgment
of Truth

p 391- 5 when thou art delivered to the y of Truth,
pass

345-17 well enough to pass j' upon thera.
righteous

t 444-18 "judge righteous j,"— John 7: 24.
sat In

p 436-26 Judge Medicine sat in j' on the case,
their

p 433- 8 not to allow their j' to be warped

an 106-15 Let this age, which sits in ;• on C. S.,
s 128-28 .and not upon the j- of false sensation,

judgment-day
b 291-28 the ;• of wisdom comes hourly

judicial
p 437-26 was overthrowing the ; proceedings of

jugular
s 122-24 the severance of the y vein

juices
ph 175-24 was not so severe upon the gastric j\

jungle
p 378-12 sent it cowering back into the y.

juries
an 105- 3 Courts and y judge and sentence mortals

jurisdiction
an 105- 6 To say that these tribunals have no J'

105-12 over which courts hold j- 1

f 218-16 believing . . . that the divine Mind has no y
p 379- 6 The real ;• of the world is in Mind,

435-28 what y had his Honor, Judge Medicine,
435-31 The only y to which the prisoner can submit

Jurisprudence
p 437-23 Physiology, Scholastic Theology, and J-

jurisprudence
p 441-32 Our great Teacher of mental y speaks of him

juror
/ 238-25 Society is a foolish y, listening only to

jurors
p 434-12 Witnesses, judges, and ;•, who were at the-

437-11 and before its ;, the Spiritual .Senses.
439-28 witnesses, ;'", and judges, to be oHenders,
441-27 personal j', in the Court 'of Error

Jury
p 442- 5 The J' of Spiritual Senses,agreed at once

jury
p 430-24 Greed and Ingratitude, constitute the y.

433— 3 addresses the y of Mortal Minds.
433- 8 Judge Medicine, urges the y not to allow
433-10 The ;'• must regard in such cases only
433-15 The case is given t6 the y.
433-16 and the ;'• returns a verdict of
436-27 charged the y, twelve Mortal Minds,

just
a 36-31 in the suffering of the y for the unjust.

40-17 Was it y for Jesus to suffer?
47-11 ingratitude and hatred towards that y man
52-11 the world's hatred of the y and perfect Jesus,

S 126-23 y as I have discovered them.
164- 9 It is y to say that generally the

ph 168-14 through y this false belief.

193- 4 had y probed the ulcer on the hip,
193-30 the case, occurred y as I have narrated.

/ 251-12 works out the nothingness of error in y these
321- 1 an interpretation which is y the opposite of

o 344-17 it would be y to observe the
348- 9 one disease can be y as much a delusion as

another.
360-24. Shall mortal man be more j"' than— Jo6 4; 17.

p 372-28 a ;'• acknowledgment of Truth
376- 6 J' so is it with the greatest sin.

391-27 be ;'• to yourself and to others.
402- 3 However, it is but y to say that
402-24 illustrates the fact ;• stated.
411- 6 y as a person replies more readily when
425- 3 You will have humors, y so long as
435-23 no demand, . . . renders it j' to punish a man for
440-30 I appeal to the y and equitable decisions of

( 443- * teach a y man. and he will— Prov. 9; 9.

445-31 when I remember that God is j,"
4.53-24 treat sickness mentally ;" as you would Bin,

r 493-23 j' as it removes any other sense of
497-27 and to be merciful, y, and pure.

g 522-23 Scripture j' preceding declares God's work to

Justice
p 4.34-13 before the bar of J- and eternal Truth.

437- 9 in the presence of divine J\
440-34 the Chief J' of the Sui)renie Court,
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justice
and affection

gl 592-13 the union of j' and affection,
sod love . , ^

a 50-10 would impugn the ;'• and lov« of a father

approves
a 22-31 cancels the debt only when j- approves.

aToldance of
Q 542-11 avoidance of j' and the denial of truth

common
o 357- 1 In, common j', we must admit that God

consigns the He
542-24 To envy's own hell, ;• consigns the lie

defies
an 105- 9 while mortal mind, . . . defies j' and is

demands
gl 592-14 } demands penalties under the law.

demonstrating
/ 224-23 demonstrating / and meeting the needs of

denying
p 434-32 Denying j- to the body, that court

divine
a 105-25 Divine j' wiU manacle him.
f 225-lS breathing the omnipotence of divine j',

6 293-25 The manifestations of evil, which counterfeit
divine j',

hands of
p 432-27 hands of ;•. alias nature's so-called law ;

honesty and
an 106- 4 against the free course of honesty and j',

human
g 512-20 let human ;• pattern the divine.

law and
p 434- 5 Some exclaim, "It is contrary to law and j-."

law of
pr 5-10 there is no discount in the law of j'

a 36-20 the immortal law of ;'• as weU as of mercy.
marlfs the sinner

g 542-22 J' marks the sinner, and teaches mortals
mercy and

g 538- 7 Radiant with mercy and j', the sword of Truth

justice
outraged

p 440-17 Wherefore, then, in the name of outraged j",

requires
a 22-30 J' requires reformation of the sinner.

sense of
'

p 390-14 Let your higher sense of y destroy the false
timid

/ 238-29 To reconstruct timid ;• and place -the fact
to Christian Science

s 141-29 Let our pulpits do j- to C S.

to him^lf
a 18- 7 not only in y to himself, but in mercy to

to Truth
b 280- 9 Finite belief can never do r to Truth

uniform
m 64- 1 Want of uniform y is a crying evil caused by

a 36- 9 since ;• is the handmaid of mercy.
/ 238-26 J' often comes too late to secure a verdict.
248-29 unselfishness, goodness, mercy, y,

p 391-17 J- is the moral signification of law.
405-13 The judge will deliver you to j-,

440-11 but no warping of y can render
r 465-14 The attributes of God are y, mercy,-

gl 595- 3 SwoKD. The idea of Truth ; y
justifiable

p 440-15 Even penal law holds homicide, ... to be ;•.

justification
f. 203-10 was really the /• of Jesus,

p 436-13 Such acts bear their own j',

440-15 Now what greater y can any deed have,

justified
b 317-10 "wisdom is /• of her children."— Man. ii; 19.

t 456-10 a reputation experimentally y by their

justly
p 435-23 to punish a man for acting ;*.

436-24 from the penalty they considered ;• due,

K
Kaspar
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kiUeth
a 31-31

kUIs
/205-2S
r468-4

klad
after b!s

a 507-13
508-10
50S-11
512-7
513-15
513-16
513-23
513-24

aftep Us
ph 180-10

after their
g 512- C
513-23

anotlier
a 23-25

sp 95-11
o 393-20
40S-2G

every
C 23-19
S 143- 1

323- 4

p 394-26
his owa

a 528-26

m 5o-8
one

a
this

sp

23-24

that whoeoever k' you svill thinli:— John 16." 2.

oin Jfc- the. sippr^r nni will continue to

Bin a moitality's self, because it k- itself.

yielding frait after hin k-.— Gen. 1 ; 11.

nerb yielding seed after his A:',
— Gen. 1: 12.

seed waa ia itself, after his k- :
— Gen. 1 ; 12.

every winged fowl after his fc' :
— Gen. 1 : 21.

the Jiving creature after his k',— Gen. 1 ; 24.

bec-3t of the earth after hia k- -.— Gen. 1: 24.

beast of the eartli after his fc',
— Gen. 1 : 25.

upon the earth after his k' :
— Gen. 1; 25.

sead vriihin itself bearing fruit after its fc",

abundantly, after their k-.— Gen. 1 : 21.

and cat tie after their k\—Gm. 1 : 25.

Another k' of faith understands divine Love

Error of any fc* cannot hide from the law of
as the result of a law of any k',

Inhaniiony of any fc- involves

Spirit, which rebukes sin of every fc*

Trath is God's remedy for error of every fc*.

In the endeavor to forsake error of every fc-

to couquer discord of every fc' with harmony,

supposed to become the basis . . . of his own fc*,

moral provision for generation among human fc*.

One fc* of faith trusts one's welfare to others.

95-16 This fc* of naind-reading is not clairvoyance,

« 444-14
o508-r
52»-27
529- 1

544-20

kinder
/ 220-14

kindling
p 434-18

kindly
s 162-29

/ 221-13

(7/591-14

kindness
pr 9-11

P3S4-8
405- 6

Idndred
»n 60-4

King
ap 675-24

king
5 133-30

136-21
144- 6

b 289-15

g 514-11

kingdom
lUUinal

(7 529-24
divided

3.54-27

J) 383-19
389-17

gl 581-17
God's

/ 202-19
h 339-24

heavenly
s 130-25

Els
m 56-10

his
ap 505-15

bey to the
sp 99-10

of God
a 18-*

20-8
an 106-26
b 321- 4

p 382-22
T 476-29

are advi.sed . . . to be charitable and fc*.

Gender means simply fc* or sort,

calling them mankind,— that is, a fc* of man.
bringing forth fruit. of its own fc",

facts of creation, . . . include nothing of the fc*.

fc* tlian the atmosphere of mortal mind,

eameat, colemn eyes, fc" with hoi>d

I fc* quote from Dr. Benjamin Rush,
the doctors, who fc* informed him that
fc* affection ; love rebuking error ;

If selfishness has given place to fc*,

fof nonesc labor, or for deeds of fc*,

to hold hatred in abeyance with fc*,

K' tastes, motives, and aspirations are

the city of the great K-."— Psal 48; 2.

Jehovah, or only a mit^hty hero and fc*,

That a wicked fc" and debauched hu-sband should
Naught is the squire, when the k" is nigh ;

tiis "fc" of terrors" io be but a— Job 18; 14.

Moral courage is , . . the fc* of the mental realm.

nothing In the animal fc" which represents

It is in itself inconsistent, a divided fc".

"fc" divided against itself,"— AfaH. 12; 25.

and the fc" divided against itself.

Babel. . . . a fc" divided against Itself,

wTien God's fc" comes on earth ;

until . . . God's fc" comes

such as they belong to the heavenly fc*. ,

Until . . . Hifl fc" la come ca In the visioa

"of his fc* there shall be no end,"— LuJce 1; 33.

Truth has furnished the key to the fc*.

U7itil the fc* o/Go<f shall come.— Luke 22; 18.

into the fc* of God before you."— Matt. 2\ : 31.

shall not inheiit the fc" of God.— Ga;. 5; 21.

cannot inherit the fc" of God."— / Cor. 15; 50.

receive the fc" of God aa a.— Luke 18; 17.

••The fc" of God is wittua you ;"— Luke 17 ; 21.

kingdom
of Ood

r 477- 4

ap 573-35
576-21

of heaven
sp S3-31
S 107- *

110-11
122-

ph 174-19

/ 208-22
241-32
248-30

O 361-26

ap 560-14

gl 592-19
of our God

ap 568-15
of 'Truth

b 281- 2'

represent a
s U8-27

that
/252-2

Thy .

pr lC-30
1&-31

KNEW

.Ta.aus taught that the it' of God is intact,
'•T)ir « of God is within you."— Luke 17: 21.

Tiiis fc" of God "is within— Luke 17-; 21.

to becloud our apprehension of the fc" of heaven
fc" of hcatvii is like unto Isaven,— Matt. 13; 33.

establiahinent of the /c" of heaven on earth,
and reveal the fc" of heaven,
proclaiming the fc" cf heaven on earth.
the reign of Spirit, the fc* of heaven,
to enter the fc" of heaven,
love— the fc" cf heaven
though least in the fc" of heaven,
constitutes tlie fc" of heaven in man.
the fc" of heaven, or reign of Iiarmoiiy.

and the fc" of our God,— iJ^r. 12; 10.

we enter into the fc" of Truth on earth

represent a fc* necessarily divided against itself,

that fc" cannot stand."— iVforfc 3; 24.

Thy fc" come.— MaM. 6; 10.

Th'j fc" is come; Then art ever-present.

pr 17-12 For thine is the k-,— Matt. 6; 13.

a 40-32 but in order to enter into the fc",

m 66-10 Through great tribulation we enter the fc*.

an. 102-32 C. S. despoils the fc" of evil,

/ 252- 2 If a fc" be divided against itself ,
— Afarfc 3 ; 24.

252-25 and says : . . . The world is my fc*.

p 442-28 to give you the fc".'
'—

. Luke 12 ; 32.

1 454-10 hate has no legitimate mandate and uo fc*.

Kingdom of Heaven
gl 590- 1 definition of

King of England
s 163- 6 V/iJliam IV, K"" of E;

Idngs
5 141-12
141-20

kings'
s 133-18

IdnsMp
6 319-2

kitten
/ 2"2a-19

22.0-21.

knavish
ph 1/3-22

knelt
s 161-21

knew
a

as fc* are crowned fiom a royal dyn-asty.
"fc" and priests unto God."— Bee. i : 6.

In the flei-y furnace and in fc* palaces.

delusion has no fc" with tlie Life supernal

lilie a fc* glancing into the mirror at itself

thiaking it sees another fc".

Phrenology makes man t* or honest according

Madame Koland, as she fc* before a statue of

. and yet be

m
sp

20-19 He fc* that men can be baptized,
20-14 he fc" the error ot mortal belief,
47-18 .Judas Iscariot fc" this.

47-13 He fc" that the great goodness of that Master
47-22 He fc" that the world generally loves a
49- 2 I'hey fc" what had inspired their devotion,
51-15 Ke fc" that matter had no life

53-25 He fc" the mortal errors which constitute the
68-16 I never fc" more than one individual v.-ho

85-16 Jesus, . . . "fc" their thoughts,"— A^a«. 12:25.

85-24 Jesus fc" the generation to oe wicked and
85-38 The great Teacher fc" both cause and effect,

85-31 fc".that truth communicatfes itself

86- 4 Jesu.T fc", . . . that it waa nbt matter,
s 109-16 I fc" the Principle . . . to be God,
131-26 "I fc" that Thou hearsst me— John 11 : 42.

ph 186-29 If mortal mi nd fc* how to be better, it would ba

/ 213-22 He was a musician beyond what the world fc*.

221- I 1 fc" a person who when quite a child

247- 4 A woman of eighty-five, whom L fc",

b 270-17 But they fc" not what would be the
271- 8 He fc" that the philosophy. Science, and proof of
286-13 He fc" that the divine Principle, Love, createa

3!.'j- 6 He fc" of but one Mind
315- 7 He fc" that the Ego was Mind

o 356-15 Jesus fc", "It ia the spirit— Jc^n 6: 63;

357- 3 and fc* from the outset that man would do.

p 384- 4 one who was soon, though they fc" it not,

36»-21 fc" that man has not two lives,

374- 8 fc" nothing about, until it appeared on my Dooy
377-19 author never fc" a patient who did not

.

432-7 testifies: . . . I fc" the prisoner would commit it,

437- 3 testified that he . . . fc* Personal Sense to be
437-4 testified . . . that he fc" Man, and that Man was

a 532-29 body liad been naked, and Adam fc* it not ;

608-23 Ana Adtan fc" Eve lus wife ;—Gen. 4 : J.
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m
sp

knife
t 459-17

knights
t 457-14

knocking
/ 224-24

knocks
pref vii-14

know
iii-*

pref vi!-19

pr S-26
U-22
n-30
17- 2

a 19-32
28^ 1

36- 1

67-7
70-*
80-20
84-12
84-23
84-31
60-31
00-31
?.>-8

S 109-19
109-30
129- 7
140- 8
149-18
lol- 9
152- 8

ph 17S- 1

181-27
190-26
1<19-17

200-25
;:oo-28

/ 217-13
22.5- 5
231-28
237-23
238-15
242-4
242-10
253-26

C 25.5- *

a5S-16
2.58-17

b 284-14
291- 5
"317-12
318-3
323-14

O 342-28
345-13
350-10
35^-14
3.59-14

360- 1

p.365- 1

355-4
369-19
376-29
3S6-15
387-2
389- 6
390-22
410- 8

416-24.
416-28
419-31
420- 8
425-19
432- 4

438-30
t 447-31
448-15
449-13
452-18
453-14
453-15
463-19
464- 3

r 476-27
493-17
493-12

)t499- *

g 512-13
512-14
Sie-15
MS-29

like putting a sharp k' into the hands of a

led to a quarrel between two fc*

stands at the door of thia age, k' for admission.

Truth, . , . fc" at the portal of humanity.'

Ye shall fc* the truth,— John 8; 32.

Kim whom fo k' aright i3 Life eternal.
do we not already fc' more of this heart than
WeJf that a desire for holiness is requisite
to k' and do the will of God,
Enable us to k',— as in heaven, so on earth,
thou shalt not k' evil, for there is one Life,
The Pharisees claimed to k' and to teach the
They,' who k' not purity and affection
"Do you fc* your course?
Now we k' thai thou hast a deril.— John 8; 52.
we already, /; that it is mind-power which
to fe' the past, the present, and the future.
All we correctly k' of Spirit comes from
we can k' the truth more accurately than the
At present we k' not what man is,

certainly shall k' this when man reflects God.
in that ratio we k' all human need
I must k' the Science of this healing,
he shall k' of the doctrine,— John 7: 17.
If you wish to k' the soiritual fact,
we fc' Him as divine Mind,
"We fc' that mind affects the bodyWe fc' that if they understood the Science
although they k' not how the work is done.
though they fc" nothing of this particular case
they generally fc' it and are satisfied.

place thereof shall k' it no more.— Psal. 103 ; 16.
To k' whether this development is

"For I determined not to k'— / Cor. 2: 2.

I am determined not to k'
k' we no man after the flesh 1"— // Cor. 5 .• 16.
You may fc' when first Truth leads by the
and k' tfiat they are no part of His creation.
Some invalids are unwilling to k' the facts
"I *: you not."— A/a«. 25: 12.

"they shall all k- Me [God],— Jer. 31 .-34.
It is to fc- no other reality
knowing (as you ought to fc-)

we k- that the whole creation— Rom. 8; 22.
We fc" no more- of man as the true
than we k' of God.
or fc' aught unlike the infinite?
We fc- that all will be changed
"If the world hate you, ye fc- that— Jo^n 15; 18.
to fc' that nothing can efface Mind
must put into practice what we already fc".

"By their fi-uits ye shall fc" them"— A/cH. 7."'20.
It 13 indeed no small matter to fc" one's self

;

Then they fc" how Truth casts out error
Would a mother say ... "I fc" that ghosts are
at length fc" yourself spiritually
and fc" that these ideals are real and eternal
Did the careless doctor, . . . fc" the thorns
Oh, did they fc" l-— this knowledge would
never gave drugs, never prayed to fc" if God
K' that in Science you cannot
not to fc" that this is so.
and fc" that there is no death.
The less we fc" or think about hygiene,
illegitimate*, because you fc" that God is
that they m.ight fc" Thee, the only— John 17: 3,
The sick fc" nothing .of the mental process
tell them only what is best for them to fc".

fc" that disease . . . cannot change forms,
to fc" that error cannot produce
and fc" that there is nothing to consume,
and fc" him to be truthful and upright,
fc" Morbid Secretion to be on friendly
but to fc" it, he must demonstrate his
or upon the good you fc" and do not.
You should practise well what you fc".

The teacher must fc" the truth himself.
Teach vour student that he must fc" himself
before he can fc" others
By this we fc" that Truth is here
Could her friends fc" how little time the a'Jthor
shall fc" it no more."— Psal. 103: 16.
Our only need is to fc" this
We fc" that a statement proved to be good
I fc" thy works :— Rev. 3:8.
Their individual form.i we fc" not,
we do fc" that their natures are allied to God's
Mortals can never fc" the infinite, until
we fc" that they are worthless and unreal

know
God doth fc" that in the day ye eat— Gen. 3; .?.

saying, ... I shall fc" you, and you will be
to fc" good and evil :

— Gen. S: 22.
but we ought to fc" that God's la^
And he .said, I fc" not :

— Ge/i. 4: 9.
before they think or fc" aught of their origin.The botanist must fc" the genus and .specieawe fc" that the uoihinKness cf error is
fc" the great benefit which Mind has wro'.igbt.
should also k" the great delusion of mortal
K- thyself, and God will supply the
I fc" thy works :— Rev. 3 : 8.

by their fruits ye siiall fc" them.— Matt. 7: 20.

Your Father h' rshct thinas ye— Matt. 6: ^^
"fc"noman. . . neither the Son,— A/ar.'; 15: 52.How long it must be . . . no man fc",

say's : I am wholly disrhonest, and no man fc" it.
of that day and hour, fc" no man.''— Alatt. 24: 36.
from all eternity fc" His ov/n ideas,
fc" that he hath but a short iime.—Rev. 12: 12.
for the devil fc" his vime is short.

well fc" that to obey the divine order
fc" not that he was hastening the
what the unaided medium is incapable of fc*

K' this and fc" too that one affection
will sin without fc" that they are sinning,
K' that Soul and its attributes were
K" the falsity of ao-caUsd material sense,
fc" (as j'ou ought to know) that God never
not fc" the Scriptures."— Matt. 22: 29.

fc", as he did, that Mind was the builder,
fc" that there is uo material law,
K' what those around him were saying
fc" this, Jesus rebuked them with a short story
fc", as he does, that Life is God
not fc" why nor v/hen.
error which prevents mortals from k-
sometimes fc" more than their doctors.
fc" that there can be no reaction in Truth.
incapable of fc" or judging accurately tho
by fc" that there is none.
well fc" it to be impossible for error,
K' the claim of animal magnetism,
and if, fc" the remedj', you fail to use
material means for fc", hearing, seeing?-K' the Science of creation,
K' this, Jesus once said,
shall be as gods, fc" good and evil.— G?n."3: 5,
K' that God was the Life of man,

knowingly
/ 25.3-18 If you believe in and practise wrong fc*,

knowledge
according to

pr 7-12 "a zeal. . . not according to fc""—IJom. 10:2.
and pleasure

g 532-17 K' and pleasure, evolved through material sense,
belief and

gl 589-12 Jerusalem. Mortal belief and fc"

children In
m 62-ri7 should be allowed to remain children in fc",

comprised in a
a 127- 7 comprised in a fc" or understanding of God,

departments of
ph 197-18 in the departments of fc" now broadcast

destitute of any
g 554-10 destitute of any fc" of the so-called
554-12 destitute of any fc" of its origin

dire effects of
ph 196- 4 from the dire eSects of fc".

false

ph 175-30 Adam, before he ate the fruit of false fc",

gl 581-19 The higher false fc" builds
fnilt cf

r 4Si-!2 forbidden fruit of fc", . . .is the testimony of
gained

sp 91-20 destroys the crronecua fc" gained from
92-15 a fc" gained from matter, or evil, instead of

6 ?69-27 fc" gained through the material senses
274- 3 fc" gained from the five .senses is only
r:99-18 K- gained from material sense is

r 4!;0-20 fc" gained from the so-called material senses
bath no

g 540-21 a false sense which hath no fc" of God."
human

(see human)
Impcrtinsnt

an 103-13 separate from any liali-way Impertinent k',
increase of

sp 95-19 We welcome the increase of fc' . . . because
Judge the

299-21 Ought we not ;hea to judge the fc*

g 5.30-:4
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knowledge
material

(see material)
materialistic

ph 196- 1 If materialistic Jt* la power, it ia not wisdom.
mortal

g 527-17

obtained
6 296-22
r493- 7

gl 589-12

constitutes evil and mortal kr

The *:• obtained from the
k' obtained from physical sense
Mortal belief and k' obtained from

of Christian Science
b 285-28 As mortals reach, through k' of C. S.,

receives his k' of C. S.,< 455-17
of error

/252- 8

9 533-26
of eril

J 526-21
527-U
537-9

of good
g 526-22

A k' of error and of its operations must
cross-questioning man as to his k' of error,

erroneous doctrine that the k' of evil is as real,
It is true that a k' of evil would
A k' of evil was never the essence of

as the k' of good.
of Kood and evil

sp 92-14 commending . the Jk* of good and evil,
tree of the k' of good and evil,"— Gen. 2: 17.

"tree of the k' ofgood and evil,"— Gen. 2: 17.

the tree of k' of good and evil.— Gen. 2; 9.

the tree of the k' of good and evil,— Gen. 2 : 17.

the k- of Love, Truth, and Life.

/ 220-28
T 481-17

<7 526- 2
527- 8

of Love
pilO- 6

of Science
b 286- 6 this is fatal to a k' of Science.

of tbe Science
s 128-14 A k' of the Science of being

of this
r492- 8

g 521- 1

of Truth
s 128-22

physical
a 46-28 he rose above the physical A:

*
of his disciples,

present
p 410- 5 a present k' of his Father and of himself,

slight
teaching his slight k' of Mind-power,

It is already proved that a ifc" of this,
K' of this lifts man above the sod.

So It Is with our k- of Truth.

(446- 1

GO-called
b 312- 2

this
p 365-4

404-24
532-6

tree of
sp 92-12

ph 165- 2

197- 8

/ 214-22

j;526- 2

526-20
538-14

true
a 48-31
S 133-31
358-22

r4«6-4

such so-called k' is reversed

this k' would do much more
this k' strengthens his moral courage
Is this k' safe, when eating its first fruits

a serpent coiled around the tree of k'
one of the apples from "the tree of k\"~Gen. 2 ; 9.

God said of the tree of k\ which
like the original "tree of k\"— Gen. 2; 9.

the tree of fc- of good and evil.— Gen. 2: 9.

The "tree of fc-" stands for the — Gen. 2: 9.

The "tree of k-" typifies —Gen. 2: 9.

what the true k- of God can do for man.
has not quite given place to the true k' of God.
few who have gained a true Jfc' of the,
all-science or true k', all-presence.

knowledge
walce to the

/ 251- 9 mortals wake to the fc- of two facts :

sp

sp 90-23
an 103-10

ph 196- 3
199-19

b 279-27
330-17

p394- 7

395-30

g 519-19

glbdO- 4
592-22
595-19

/r 600- *

known
pr 7-26

15-26
a 32- 1

46-5
7S-I3
81-31

an 106-17

/227- 2

6 284-15
284-26
299-22
338-32
350-25

p 367-30
379-13
398-17
421-8
426-13
439- 2

f 456-31
464-3
464-5

p501-*
556-15

9^506-5
knows-

pr 2-14
13-15
15- 8

sp 87-19
s 154-30

ph 180-26
188-30

/241- 2
250-10

b 307-17
345-11

p 380-13
388- 6
412-31

1450-24
451-20

^^71- 1

523- 5

557-14

kurios
gl 590-17

This shows what mortal mentality and k' are.
a fc' of both good and evil,
not yet found it true that fc" can
is of less importance than a fc- of the fact.
the fc- that there are not two bases of being,
a fc- of it is left either to human conjecture or
K- that we can accomplish the good
The fc- that brain-lobes cannot fill
and of the fc- of the Son of God,— Eph. 4 ; 13.
definition of
fc- of the nothingness of material thingshuman acts, thoughts, beliefs, opinions, k' i

increasing in the fc- of God.— Col. 1: 10.

to whom each need of man is always fc*

hidden from the world, but fc- to God.
have not fc- the Father nor me."— John 16 : 3.
In the walk to Emmaus, Jesus was fc- to
belief, which ought to be fc- by its fruit.
That somebody, somewhere, must have k'
and fc- by their fruit,
where . . , the rights of man are fully fc-

Can Deity be fc- through the material senses?
and are fc- only by the effects
"the tree is fc- by his fruit"— Matt. 12 ; 33.
revealed in due tune, and was fc- as Christ Jesus.
Divine Truth must be fc- by its effects
error should be fc- as nothing.Had he fc- his sense of bleedmg was an
are fc- to relieve the symptoms of disease.
afterwards make fc- to the patient your motive
a "tree of life," fc- by its fruits.— Rev. 22; 2.
be it fc- that False BeUef, the counsel for
it was the first book fc", containing
Why do you not make yourself more widely k' 7"
in which to make herself outwardly fc-

by My name Jehovah was Inotk'— Exod.^'.Z.
It is made fc- most fully to him who
makes Him better fc- as the All-in-all,

for He already fc- aU.
God fc- our need before we teU Him
He fc- all things and rewards according to
The nunc fc- naught of the emeralds within
and says, . . . "Majnma'fc- you are hurt."
man fc- that with God all thmgs are possible.
The human eye fc' not where the orb of day is.

He, who fc- God's will or the demands of
Ego . . . which never believes, but fc' ;

Error . . . says : "The Lord fc- it.

neither fc- itself nor what it is saying,
defendant fc- will be turned against himself,
only because it fc- less of matenal law.
Scientist fc' that there can be no hereditary

disease,
Scientist fc- that they are errors of belief,
fc- that human will is not C. S.,
fc- no lapse from nor return to harmony,
and finally declares that God fc- error
the less a mortal fc- of sin, disease, and

In tbe Greek, the word k' almost always baa

labor
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lacks
a 19-22
3 124- 5

p 366-12
36ft-17

ladder
/222-2

laden
p 413-26

laid
VT 8-25
a 27-18

44-2
52-15

ap 92-26

/ 234-29
237-8
241-5

^ 314-18
315- 6

353-30

p 390-17
409-23
414- 1

M60- 1

462-15

lake
r 477-28

lama
a 51- 1

Lamb {see aUo Lamb's)
of God

s 132-32

ap 564-13

pZ590- 9
of Love

ap 561-12
567-30

he V the practical repentance, which
When this human belief / organizations to
The physician who /• sympathy for his

physician /• faith .in the divine Mind

and ascend, the V of life.

that mind being V with illusions

and ask that it niay be V bare before us,
He / the axe of Science at the root of
before the thorns "can be V aside for a crown,
Herod and PUate V aside old feuds
The foundation of evU is I on a belief in
He V great stress on the action of the
would have V aside their drugs,
V up "where moth and rust doth — Matt. 6; 19.

the body, which they V in a sepulchre.
He knew of but one Mind and /• no claim to

from this it follows that whatever is I oS is

nor /• upon a bed of suffering
to be / aside for the pure reality.
Thus are I' the foundations of the belief
rules ... as Z' down in this work,
and advance from the rudiments I' down.

when they called a certain beautiful I'

"Eloi, EM. I- sabachthanir'—Mark 15: 34.

"the L- of God -."—John 1 ; 29.

The Revelator speaks of Jesus as the L* of God
definition of

bride . . . wedded to the L' of Love.
and killed by Innocence, the L" of Lovo.

L' slain from the foundation — Rev. 13 .• 8.

"the bride" and "the L'"— see Rev. 21 ; 14.

Divine Science shows how the L' slays the wolf.
evil has tried to slay the L" ;

by the blood of the L\— Rev. 12; 11.

and the L' are the temple of it.— Rev. 21 ; 22,

brought as a r to the slaughter.— Isa. 53; 7.

wolf also shall dwell with the /',
— Isa. 11 ; 6.

A J' is a more animate form of existence.
No ; but the I' was a more spiritual type
nor does a lion bring forth a /•.

show thee the bride, the L' wife.— Rev. 21 ;

Arise . . . and behold the Z," wife.
The L' wife presents the unity of

6 334-21

ap 561-13
567-31
568-4
568-18
576-11

lamb
a 50- 1

514-22
541- 1

541-11
550-27

Lamb's
ap 574- 9

575- 2

5n-*
iambs

s 135- 5 and ye little hills, like 17— Psal. 114; 6

lame
a 27- 4
.3 132- 6

149-22

ph 183-29

/ 210-14
226-25
243-18

C 261-16
342-25

laineness
/ 205- 4 and mortals will . . .stumble with /•.

lament
p 386-31

lamentation
p 386-32 that I' is needless and causeless.

lamps
ap 562-17 I' in the spiritual heavens of the age,

Lancet, The
/ 245- 4 the London medical magazine called The L

land
dry

r 491- 1

p 506-17
506-22
507- 1

535-30
. 557- 5

of bondage
ap 566-16

9.

how that the blind see, the 1' walk.— Luke 7 ; 22.

and the I- walk,— Matt. 11 ; 5.

The logic is /•. and facts contradict it.

voice to the dumb, feet tb the /•.

hearing to the deaf, feet to the 1-,

The 1-, the deaf, the dumb, the blind, the sick,
dizzy, diseased, consumptive, or /•.

This old man was so I' that he
causes the deaf to hear, the /• to walk,

pass from our sight and we /•.

swimming when he is on dry V.
and let the dry I' appear :

— Gen. 1 : 9.

And God called the dry /• Earth ;
— Gen. 1 ; 10.

In metaphor, the dry r illustrates
"And God called the dry I- Earth ;

— Gen. 1 ; 10.

how to develop their children properly on dry l\

Out of the /• of bondage came,
of Christian Soienre

/ 326-32 the r of C. S. , where fetters fall

land
of Nod '.

g 542-28 and dwelt in the l of Nod.— Gcti. 4; 19,

our
/ 226- 1 when African slavery was abolished in our /*.

226- 6 was still echoing in our /,

p 404-17 The temperance reform, felt all over our i,
landmarks

b 323- 8 peace, and purity, which are the V of
324- 2 Gladness to leave the false /•

landscape
g 516-19 brightens the flower, beautifies the /*,

landscape-paintings
sp 86-25 Portraits, l\ fac-similes of penmanship,

landscapes .

sp 71-14 and you may see /•, men, and women.
language

afforded by
t 460-28 through the meagre channel afforded by I'

Bible
c 263-17 He might say in Bible /• :

p 435-29 To him I might say, in Bible i",

essential
s 117-10 God's essential V is spoken of

human
g 520- 5 Human I can repeat only an infinitesimal part

of Scripture
c 25&-20 He who, in the /• of Scripture,

of Spirit
s 117- 6 the V of Spirit must be, and is, spiritual.

117-14 nor hath lip spoken, the pure i" of Spirit.
of the apostle

g 519-18 till, in the V of the apostle,
of the Master

o 355^10 C. S. says, in the I' of the Master,
original

b 319-21 taught in the original I* of the Bible
solecism In .

s 114-12 Mortal mind is a solecism in /',

strong
pr $-31 The strong I of our Master confirms this

ph 194-25 And with no V but a cry.
/ 210- 3 / which human thought can comprehend.

languages
o 349-15 like all other /•, English is inadequate
g 516-31 In one of the ancient V the word for man
525- 8 some of the equivalents ... in different I;

languidly
p 373-28 l creeps along its frozen channels,

languor
p 373-31 producing the propulsion or the V,

lap
r 494-28 its V piled high with immortal fruits.

lapse
r 470-17 How can'good /" into evil,

471- 2 knows no 7- from nor return to harmony,
lapsing

/ 248- 7 instead of V into darkness or gloom.
g 540- 3 /• into sin, sickness, and death.

large
p 363-16 He described two debtors, one for a V sum and

394- 5 a r majority of doctors depress mental energy,
t 450- 1 There is a I' class of thinkers whose bigotry

largely
sp 84-15 to commune more i' with the divine Mind,
s 15fr-32 Homoeopathy 'takes mental symptoms l' into

p 439- 5 and advertises /• for his employers.

larger
/ 248- 6 Men and women of riper years and V lessons

lasciviousness
an 106-21 fornication, uncleanness, I',

— Gal. 5; 19.

lash
/ 224-17 modern /• is less material than the Roman
239- 2 which endured the V of their predecessors.

last
pr 16-12 whether the I line is not an addition
a 34-29 a contrast between our Lord's / supper and

34-30 his I- spiritual breakfast with his disciples
36-25 gloat over their offences to the l' moment
39- 3 endure until Christianity's I triumph,
43-11 Jesus' ;• proof was the highest,
47-27 desertion of their Master in his /• earthly
49-12 O, why did they not gratify

his /• human
50- 5 r supreme moment of mockery, desertion,

m 63- 1 does not make ... the superior law of Soul /;

sp 92- 7 From the illusion implied in this / po*t>ilate
s 116- 8 /• shall be first, and the first l\"—Mok. 20; 16,

117-10 spoken of in the l chapter of Mark's Qo^>«4
153-11 sinking in the /' stage of typhoid fevN.
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last
ph 166-25

177-13
134- 7

/ 207-15
210- 9
223-26
24^20

6 28»- 3
272-11
285-13
291- 6
291- 7
292- 1

334-26

p 390-17
390-18
402- 2

405-15
427-19
427-28

r 466-16
466-17

(7 508-22

ap 564- 8

565-19
672- 3

574- 7

ffj 585-24
598-14

last at—
a 20-3

21-14
31-20

m 65-21
s 135-15

ph 166-30
b 205-13

p4!6- I

431- 8
556-12

ap 569-23
569-25
574-22

lasting
pr 7-10

sp 87-27

ph 186-23

lastly
an m-n

lasts
r 497-12

late
m 59-23

sp 80- 6
s 147- 6

/ 238-26
. 6 313-20

360-23
g 547- 9

latent
s 12S-15

ph 168-27
199-20

P376-4
377-31

t445- 8

ap 559- 5
559-13

gl 597- 8

later
pre/ ix- 8

pr 7-32
16-13

a 54- 9
55-7

/ 223- 3
240-24

6 29C-19
O 351- 9

p 428-25
/444- 3
449- 8
528-31

Latin
23-21
32-4

6 271-11
r466-2

latitude
5 125-22

and in his extremity and only as a / resort,
but from first to /•, the bodv is a
the penalties it afBxes /" so long as the
Body is not first and Soul l\
"the /• enemy that shall be — / Cor. 15; 28.

but the /• trump has not sounded,
You say, "I dreamed /• night."
From first to /• the supposed coexistence
referred to inthe /• chapter of Mark's Gospel.
wa3 put aside from first to V
when the V trump shaH sound ;

this /• call of wisdom cannot come till

When the /• mortal fault is destroyed,
"I am the first and the /• :

— Bet?. I: 17.

in payment of the l' farthing,
the /• penalty demanded by error.
which wlU be /' acknowledged.
will be manacled until the V farthing is paid,
"The I- enemy that shall be — / Cor. 15 ; 26.

Spirit is his V resort, but it should have been
This /• statement contains the point you will

first and I' it is the most important to
The Mind . . . names the female gender I'

This I infirmity of sin will sink its perpetrator
represented first by man and, . . . Z" by woman,
in both the first and /• books of the Bible,
full of the seven / plagues,— Rev. 21 ; 9.

mortality ; that which does not V forever ;

common statement, "He breathed his /."

He at I' paid no homage to
till at r he finishes his course with joy.
at V we shall rest, sit down with him, in a
until we get at /• the clear straining of truth,
the visible manifestation will at J"

but when Mind at /" asserts its mastery
will at I- yield to the scientific fact
At / the agony also vanishes.
At I' he committed liver-complaint,
only to go out at V forever ;

comes back to him at /• with accelerated force,
is at I' stung to death by his own malice ;

at I' lifted the seer to behald the great city.

But does it produce any /• benefit?
The strong mapressions . . . are l\
If we concede . . . discord has aa I' a claim

L', they say they have always believed it."

punished so long as the belief I:

After marriage, it Is too /• to grumble
purporting to come from the /• Theodore Parker
L" in the nineteenth century I demonstrated
Justice often comes too. J' to secure a verdict,
in the translation of the /• George R. Noyes,
the I- Rev. George R. Noyes, D.D.:
The V Lcuis Agassiz, by his microscopic

the V abilities and possibilities of man.
a I' illusion of mortal mind,
V mental fears are subdued by him.
the J" fear and the despair oif recovery
It is / belief in disease.
Unfold the I' energies and capacities
upon the sea,— upon elementary, J' error,
stirs their /' forces to utter the
but cloaked the crime, I' in thought,

L', the tongue voices the more definite
or mean to ask forgiveness at some V day.
addition to the prayer by a / copyist ;

must sooner or r plant themselves in Christ,
no more injustice than the / centuries have
Sooner or i we shall learn that the
Remember that mankind must sooner or /•,

Whether mortals \vill learn this sooner or I',

L' she learned that her own prayers
sooner or Z', . . .we must master sin

In some way, sooner or I', all must rise

Right adjusts the balance sooner or V.

L' m human history, when the forbidden fruit

In Hebrew, Greek, L', and English,
The L' word for this oath wa.8 sacramentum.
In !/• the word rendered disciple signifies
Omni is adopted from the L' adjective

cold and heat, Z* and longitude.

latter
a
sp

53- 2
81-4
83-8
83-26
85- 5

an 103-11

ph 187-17

/ 220-15
237-20

b 269-10
276-26
320-31
321-29
353- 9

p 378-16
t 459-22
r 491- 8

522-25
644-9

laughing
/237-5

launch
/ 254-27

launched
S 124-23

lava
/ 252-28

law
absence of

p 391-18
aU

p 441- 1

LAW

l accusation was true, but not in their meaning:
this I- evidence is destroyed by Mind-science.
to escape the error of these I' days.
The Z" 13 a revelation of divine purpose
when the Z- yields to the divine Mmd.
for the V is unreal.
allows the mental cause of the V action,
leaves catarrh to the 1-.

V should be excluded on the same principle as
The first is error ; the V is truth.
The V destroys the former.
as if Job intended to declare ... In the I days
the voice of the I' sign."— Exod. i : 8.

How can a Christian, . . . think of the V as real
This Z' occurrence represents the power of
when the V is distrusted and thwarted
the I' calling itself right.
This V part of the second chapter of.
in the I Life consisteth not of the things which

Bounding oS with I eyes, she presently

If you I your bark upon the

thought-force, which V the earth In Its orbit

and says : Like bursting V, I expand

Injustice declares the absence of V,

comprehending and defining all Z' and evideacOi
ana causation

/ 230-12 first arranging l and causation so as to
aad gospel

p 441-29
and Justice

p 434- 5
and order

sp 97- 3

a verdict contrary to I- and gospel.

"It is contrary to I' and justice."

They will maintain V and order,
and Cestlmony

p 436-10 Upon this statute hangs all the V and testimony,
breaking tbe

o 349- 5 "Through breaking the l\— Bom. 2 ; 23.

broken
pr 11-10

broken no
p 384-25

by oar
sp 94-10

m 63-12

disregard of
m 64-28 Let not mortals permit a disregard of Z*

divine
(see diviae)

eternal
p 3S5-n remember that the eternal V of right,

expIaiQs the
p 433- 5 explains the l relating to liver-complaint.

Broken I' brings penalty

conviction abides that you have broken no I'

by our V he ought to die,— John 19 ; 7.

Civil I- establishes very unfair differences

false

/ 229-21
238-28

fniais tbe
ap 572-12

God's
s 134-31

ph 168-22

/ 229-26

p 381-28
404-14

(7 540-14

heavenly
J447- 1

higher
6 307-30
311-23

p 435- 8

t 458-22
His

r 472-11
hnman

a 43-22
an 105- 8

105-14

hygienic
p 382-13

382-16
Immorital

a 36-20
Inhuman

p 390-32

false V should be trampled under foot.
no time for gossip about false Z" or testimony.

Love fulfils the V of C. S.,

A miracle fulfils God's I, but does not
in accordance with God's /,
If the transgression of God's V produces
the rule of perpetual harmony,— God's Z".

remove this disorder as God's I- is fulfilled

we ought to know that God's Z" uncovers

the heavenly Z' is broken by trespassing upon

province is in . . . the higher Z" of Mind,
even the higher V of Soul,
Mortal Man. in obedience to higher Z",

summoned to give place to higher i,

His Z-, rightly understood, destroys them.

Human V had condemned him,
the power of human Z" is restricted to matter,
and human I' rightly estimates crime,

ignorant of what is termed hygienic V,
the devotee of supposed hygienic l\

the immortal I' of justice as well as of mercy.

to defeat the passage of an inhuman Z*.
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law

isaterlal
(see material)

material sease of
s 11*-18 perverted by g, perverse material sense of /•,

moral
pr 11- 8 The moral l, which has the right to acquit oc

p 392- 4 broken moral /• should be taken into account
405-14 sentence of the moral /• will be executed upoa

gl 592-12 type of moral /• and the demonstration
Mosaic

a 30-U Rabbi and priest taught the Mosaic l,
natural

s 119-16 under the name of natural V.
134-22 natural /' of harmony which overcomes discord,

no
an 106-29 against such there is no /•."— Gal. 5; 23.

ph 196-17 No /• supports them.
p 390-24 no /• of His to support the necessity either of sin

391-13 No /• of God hinders this result.

441-26 no I- outside of divino Mind can punish
no infrii^ement of

p 435-22 is no infringement of I',

DO such
/ 253-28 for no such /• exists.

of a general belief
s 155- 3 it is the I' of a general belief,

of annihilatson
/ 243-27 Life, and Love are a /• of annihilation to

of any klnd-

p 333-19 inflamed as the result of a /• of any kind,
of being

ph 186-27' and if so, harmony cannot be the I' of being.
of C&DS6

p 37(P 8 This is the V of cause and effect,

of Christ
ph 1S2-32 The / of Christ, . . . makes all things possible

p-434- 6 Others say, "The I- of Ctuist supersedes
of divine Love

a 19-10 the law of Spirit,
— the /• of divine Love,

p 436-31 obedience to tho /• of divine Love
of dlvEue Mind

s 150-21 contrary to the /• of divine Mind.
/ 216-17 If man is governed by the /• of divine Mind,
o 430-14 illustrative of the l of divine Mind

of divorce
b 306-14 and then are separated as by a /• of divorce

of Ci«d
pr 14-10 to be in obedience to the /• of God,
sp 95-11 cannot hide from the /• of God.
s 134-25 because it is the immutable /• of God,
/ 230-20 Does a /• of God produce sicloiess,
233- 6 and progress is the /• of God,
252-26 and says : . . . the l' of God, may
253-29 and death is destroyed by the I' of God,

p 372-18 nor disobey the / of God.
391-13 No l of God hinders this result.

( 463-27 There is a /• of God applicable to healing,
g 534-20 it Is ript subject to the /• of God,— Bwn. 8 ; 7.

of bis beingm 63-U and Life la the f" of his being.
of Immortal IVflnd

/ 229-21 made void by the V of immortal Mind,
of Justice

pr 5-10 there is no discount in the /• of justice
a 36-20 /• of justice as well as of mercy.

of Life
ph 180- 9 must understand the resuscitating V of Life.

f 253-29 the I- of Life instead of death,
311-23 It will become the i" of Life to man,

p 381- 1 rendered null and void by the V of Life,
436-32 construed ... as disobedience to the I- of Life.

of life
b 314-32 supposed accord with the inevitable /• of life.

p 387-22 supposition that ... in obedience to the V of life,

of Love
a 30-17 the divine l of Love, which blesses
s 118-30 and violate the I- of Love,
/ 203- 2 as though evil could overbear the l of Love,
p 3S4- 3 Let us reassure ourselves with the I' of Love.
ap £74-19 full compensation in the <• of Love.

of matter
a 19- 9 redeems man from the /• of matter,,

45- 2 Jesus . . . overcame every /• of ma'tter,
s 127-25 not a V of matter, for matter is not a lawgiver.

ph 184-21 not because a V of matter has been transgressed,
/ 229-29 not of a i" of matter nor of

p 380-32 Every /• of matter or the body,
332-17 Must we not then consider the so-called V of

matter
385-26 for having broken a /• of matter.

Of Mind
ph 168-23 in accordance with God's law, the /• of Mind.
b 307-30 provmce is in . . . the higher /' of Mind.
p 423-25 now at work . . . according to the I- of Mind,
r 4Si-ll supposed laws of matter yield to the I of Mind.

laiv
of mortal belief

/ 227- 3 the I- of mortal belief included all error,
r 496-21 I- of mortal belief, at war with the facts

of mortal mind
5 124- 4 a r of mortal mind, a bhnd belief.
154— 4 Since it is a /" of mortal mind that
154-18 The l' of mortal mind and her own fears

/ 208- 9 a / of mortal mind, wrong in every sense,
229-19 / of mortal mind, conjectural and

6 289-22 the universal /• of mortal mind,
p 385-26 a /• of mortal mind which you have disobeyed.

of righteousness
a 36-32 Can God . . . overlook the /• of righteousness

of sin
/ 242-19 and is the V of sin and death.
244-12 free from the /• of sin and death."— Ram. 8; 2.

of Sinai
ph 200- 3 the /• of Sinai lifted thought into

of Soul
771 63- 1 does not make . . . the superior /• of Soul last.
b 311-23 the higher I' of Soul, wiiich prevails over
p 427- 3 Life is the I- of Soul,

of Spirit
a 19-10 the V of Spirit,— the law of divine Love.
/ 207-12 nor . . . the 1- of Spirit secondary.
210-22 in obedience to the immutable /• of Spirit,

6 302-23 by the /• of Spirit, not by the so-called
p 435-27 punished, according to the /• of Spirit, God.

of the Spirit
/ 244-11 "The /• of the Spirit of life— Rom. 8 : 2.

of tlie spirit
p 427- 3 even the / of the spirit of Truth,

of this action
p 422-13 explain to them the /• of this action.

of this so-called mind
ph 184-22 a I' of this so-called mind has been disobeyed.

of Truth
r 482-27 C. S. is the /• of Truth, which heals the sick

opposite
p 389-21 caimot annul these regulations by an opposite I*

our
p 441-15 Our / refuses to recognize Man as sick

penal
p 440-14 Even penal /• holds homicide, under stress of

physical
ph 184-26 what is termed a fatally broken physical {

portray
s 118-28 these definitions portray /• as physical,

rabbinical
p 362- 9 under the stern rulea of rabbinical /•,

recognize as
ph 183-20 mortals commonly recognize as /• that whlcb

relative to colleges
pref xi-29 a / relative to colleges having been passed,
slgnlfilcation of

p 391-17 Justice is the moral signification of l'.

go-called
/ 229-19 The so-called /• of mortal mind,
p 382-17 Must we not then consider the so-called I' of

432-27 alias nature's so-called V :

441- 3 any so-called /', which undertakes to punish
spiritual

(see spiritual)
supposed

p 381- 8 When Infringing some supposed /•, you say
that

s 134-32 fulfils God's law, but does not violate that /.

/ 230-21 can man put that I- under his feet by healing
this

s 154- 5 this V obtains credit through association,
title of

ph 184-11 never honoring ., . . with the title of /•

tyrannical
s 161-12 put her foot on a proposed tyrannical I',

unchangeable
s 135- 8 the Science of God's unchangeable /•.

vestments of
p 372-24 parading in the vestments of /•.

which gives
ph 183-27 the l which gives sight to the blind,

which overcomes
ph 182-20 the V which overcomes material conditions

four
p 436- 4 betraying him into the hands of your /•,

436-22 must obey your /•, fear its consequences,

s 127-32 false hypotheses . . . that /• is founded on
160^32 Is a stiff joint ... as much a result of /•

ph 178- 8 Heredity is not a V.
183-14 Truth never . . . devised a /• to perpetuate error.

/ 221-19 never ordained a /• that fasting should be
227- 7 V of the divine Mind must end human bondage,
229-16 mortal belief has constituted itself a I-

233- 6 whose V demands of us only what we can
24.''>-30 decrepitude is not according to ^,
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law
6 273-28
342-17

p 369-28
385-12
385-23
387-24
390-16
393-8
435-11
435-20
436-30
435-31
442-30

« 458-24
r 496-21

fll 592-15

Lawgiver
6 321- «
p 440-26

lawgiver
a 119-18
127-26
127-32
161-2

/25&-3
P43&-2

the false claims of material sense or I",

then there is no invariable I',

Limited to matter by their own V,

though it can never annul the <" which
You are a I- unto yourself.
It is a r of so-called mortal mind,
process of mortal opinions which you name I',

a I' of so-called mortal mind,
The / of our Supreme Court decrees
"is the fulfilling of the /."— Rom. 13: 10.

to judge . . . after the /•,— Acts 23: 3.

to be smitten contrary to the J- ?"— Acts 23 : 3.

Christian Scientists, be a i" to youraelvea
thus becoming a / unto himself.
the strength of sin is the /•,"— / Cor. IS; 56.

demands penalties under the {'.

The Hebrew L", slow of speech.
In the presence of the Supreme L',

The t\ whose lightning palsies ... is not the
for matter is not a /'.

false hypotheses that matter is its own V,
and is God the / 7

'

and suppose . . . matter to be a V,

Spirit which is God Himself and Man's only {' I

lawgivers
ph 184-14 they are spiritual I', enforcing obedience

lawmaker
ph 183-4
p 381-16

laws
agent of those

p 435-16 for the agent of those I is an outlaw,
those
Jesus would not have disregarded those {'

departing from the basis of one God, one l\
God is the {*, but He ia not the author of

dlttccarded
f 227-32

dlTtne
S107-3

eternal
0642-7

God's
/28»-7

His
ph. 183-17
6 318-3fr

p 439-27

the Christ Science or divine I- of Life,

Truth, through her eternal /•, unveils error,

emolument rather than the dignity of God's I-,

are not His I- ,supposed laws which result in . .

controlled and proved by His I

and the righteous executor of His T,

Ignorance of the
$ 146-23 ignorance of the I- of eternal and unerring Mind.

Its
p 426-22 the less we acknowledge matter or its I;

maierlal
{see material)

name of
are honored with the name of {*.s 118-23

of God
S128-6

ph 168-17

of health
a 125-19

ph 165-12
168-11
182-27
184- 1

p 369-18
381-32

of nature
ph 182- «

183-10
183-19

»433- 6
(463-26

of Spirit
ph 183-19

oppressive
/227-4

Other
ph 189-29

«ar
m 63-18
an 106-18

p434- 6

physicalm 62-7
ph 155-12

reveals the
& 273-20

sanitary
ph 176-23

term Science, . . . refers only to the V of God
all in consonance with the I- of God,

theories about V of health to be valueless.
Obedience to the so-called physical /• of health,
the material so-called /• of health,
/• of health come from some sad incident,
The so-called /• of health are simply
never recommended attention to I- of health,
transgressions of the physical /* of health ;

what are termed V of nature, appertain to
its germination according to the r of nature T
L' of nature are laws of Spirit ;

conclusion is, that / of nature render
never enjoined obedience to the T of nature,

Laws of nature are I' of Spirit ;

even aa oppressive V are disputed

Whatever teaches man to have other I*

Our V are not impartial, to say the least.
When our /• eventually lake cognizance of
"The law of Christ supersedes our /• ;

master the belief in so-caUed physical /•,
Obedience to the so-called physical / of health
transgressions of the physical /• of health ;

innocent of transgressing physical l\

reveals the f* of spiritual existence.

nor referred to sanitary i:

laws
so-called

sp 81-25

ph 168-11
171-25
177-22
182-19
183- 2

184- 1

/ 207-12
210-10
223-24

6 273-16
274-16
302-24

p 381-12
440-12

spiritual
5 118-15
118-17

state
/ 224-20

subject to

/ 244-14
such

p442-3
supposed
ph 183-16

/ 237-24

p382- 1

430-14
r 484-10

these
sp 83-18

p 440-24

transgress
p 432-17

despite the so-called I- of matter.
the material so-called i of health,
so-caUed /" of matter are nothing but
create the so-called /• of the flesh,
supersede the so-caUed J" of matter.
but the so-called l' of matter would render
The so-caUed /• of health are simply
nor are the so-caUed V of matter
his disregard of matter and its so-called l\
supplant unscientific means and so-caUed I'.

so-called V of matter and of medical science
supersede the so-caUed /" of matter.
not by the so-caUed /" of matter.
The so-called /' of mortal belief are
disobedience to the so-called I' of Matter

Include spiritual /• emanating from the
may import that these spiritual /•, perverted

opposition from church, state l, and the press,

beasts and vegetables,— subject to I of decay.

because there are no such /•.

The supposed V which result in weariness
the fallacy of matter and its supposed /•.

supposed / of matter, opposed to the
and of the supposed /• of matter and hygiene,
supposed i of matter yield to the law of

belief that . . . Spirit sets aside these /,
then render obedience to these I' punishable

the
transgress the {', and merit punishment,

m 62-25
S 112-18

ph 183- 6
184- 1

184-3
197-11

/ 231-14

p 384-22
389-19
440-23

t 463-26

Laws of Health
If

the I" of erring, human concepts,
spiritual rules, /", and their demonstration^
To suppose that God constitutes T of
laws of health are simply I- of mortal beUef.
Truth makes no I' to regulate sickness,
less that is said of physical structure and /',

but there are no antagonistic powers nor /•,'
but if you believe in / of matter
If God has, . . . instituted /° that food shall
compel them to enact wicked /• of sickness
if by these are meant {' of matter.

p 435-16
436-17

lay
pre/ vii- 6

a 20-28
24-27
38-11
51-7
52-2

S138-4
156-7

ph 181-15
193-8

/239- 3

c 266-17
b 311-30
328-25
359-27

p362-*
•

364-5
r 491-14

ap 568-31
677-23

layeth
a 55-23

laying
p 436-12

gl 69^ 6

lays
sp 75- 1

/216-9
» 303-16

Lazarus
tp 76-12

75-12

. . . committed by trampling on L* of H',
of H' should be sentenced to die.

in cradled obscurity, V the Bethlehem babe,
"Let us I' aside every weight,— Heb, H: 1.

eflicacy of the crucifixion r in the
they shall /• hands on the sick,— Mark 16." 18.
He had power to Z- down a human sense'
His pursuits /• far apart from theirs. . .

God-power which I- behind Peter's confession
and yet, as she /• in her bed,
but that you /' no stress on
Mr. Clark /• with his eyes fixe^
V it upon those who are in advance of
teaches mortals to / down their fieshlinesa
as mortals / off a false sense of life,

They shaU /• hands on the sick,— Mark 16 .• 18>

they shall /• hands on the sick,— Mark 16 ; 18.

they shall /• hands on the sick,— Mark 16; 18.
to r down his mortal existence in behalf of
mortals can t off mortaUty
by which we I- down aU for Truth,
dynasties will V down their honors

whosoever /• his earthly all on the altar

L' down his life for a good deed,
PuBBB. L' up treasures in matter ; error.

truth V bare the mistaken assumption
Spirituality /• open siege to materialism.
Divine Science r the axe at the root

Jesus said of L' :

"Our friend L- sleepeth ;
— John 11 ; 11.-

75-14^ Jesus restored L' by the understanding that
75-16 L' had never died,
75-17 Had Jesus believed that L- had
83-26 impassable as that between Dives and L\

$ 134-27 and he raised L- from the dead,
r 49^28 U Jesus awakened L* from the
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lead
pr 7-27

17-8
m 64-28
an 101-25
S 116-25
119- 5
158-18

/ 201- 5

218-21
22^-18
227-20

b 271-22
298-22
299-13

ff 513- 7

514-25

leaden
358-2

leader
&333-7
gl 594-13

leaders
/236- 7

leadeth
pr 17-10
S 127-29
t 451-13

ap 578- 7

578-8

leading
5 109- 2

129-26

/253- 9
254- 1

6 332-22

p 377-21
425-7

r 467-21

(7 536-19
549-25

ap 566-11

leadings
S 110-13
151-30

«45*-27

leads
sp 92-30
S 120-29

153-13

ph 167-26
191r-H

/ 202-20
205-26
207- 7
225- 5
251-22.

C 256-26
b 277-27
278-24
296-23
324-14
338- 2
346-16

1 452- 4
454- 8
454-19

r 472- 5

<7 505-17

ap 561- 4

566-31

leaf
pk 191-22

p 407- 4

(7 552-25

leaflet
/240-8

league
an 105-31
c 255-12

leagues
sp 87-10

lean
m 66- 6
5 143-21

/20»- 3

6 321-16

leaning
pref vii- 1

a 47-6

it may I* us into temptation.
And V us not into temptation,— Matt. 6: 13.

might /• to a worse state of society
/• to moral and to physical death.
ignorantly employed, they often /•,... to
such theories I' to one of two things.
It is pitiful to I' men into temptation through
and take the /• in our lives,
which /• only into material ways
'If the bh'nd I- the bUnd,— Matt. 15; 14.

but evil and error I' into captivity.
it will I' you into all truth.

Spiritual ideas I' up to their divine origin,
never /• towards self, sin, or materiality,
/ on to spiritual spheres and exalted beings.
And a little child shall /" them.— Isa. 11 ; 6.

Gan a l bullet deprive a man of Life,

Joshua, the renowned Hebrew /•.

Sheep. . . . those who foUow their V.

emolument which many V seek?

13.

3.

And God V us not into temptation,
the Comforter which /• into all truth,
the way, that l' to destruction,— Matt. 7:
I- me beside the stiU waters.— Psal. 23 .• 2.

/• me in the paths of righteousness — Psal. 23

the /• factor in Mind-science.
quite as rational are some of the V illusions
I hope, dear reader, I am /• you Into the
the human footsteps /" to perfection
and J" into aU truth.
Remove the /" error or governing fear
take up the V points included
This is a /• point in the Science of Soul,
The blind /• the Wind, both would fall.

Agassiz, discovers the pathway i to
I to divine heights.

In following these V of scientific revelation,
and follow the t' of truth.
in following the l of divine Mind.

V to belief in the superiority of error,
and so V to disease.
This discovery I' to more light.
but one way . . . which V to spiritual being.
dawns upon human thought, and I- it to
true way /• to Life instead of to death,
/ human thought into opposite channels
Error of statement i" to error in action.
You may know when first Truth /•

/• the human'mind to relinquish all error,
material sense of God Z" to formalism
error in the premise I' to errors in the
/• to the conclusion that if a man is

The knowledge ... i' to sin and death.
/• to the understanding that God is the
C. S., rightly understood, I' to eternal harmony.
and V to the discernment of Truth.
Incorrect reasoning /• to practical error.
V tp the house built without hands
inspires, iUumines, designates, and V the way.
The way which / to C. S. Ls straight
uplifts consciousness and V into all truth
I' to the discernment of the divine idea.
He i' the hosts of heaven against the

By its own volition, . . . not a I- unfolds
a I" naturally attractive to no creature except
blending tints of V and flower show the

V turns naturally towards the light.

full manv a V in the line of light ;

In {- with material sense.

Though bodies are I' apart

Trials teach mortals not to V on a material
You I' on the inert and unintelligent,
will /• on matter instead of Spirit,
this proof was a staff upon which to I'.

To those V on the sustaining infinite,
I' no longer on matter, but on the

leaps
p415-7

learn
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a
m

sp

5-9
8-28
8-30
37-16
60-12
67-2
6*-5
71-n
71-15
71-18
96^ 2

an 102-30
S 129-25
153- 2
159-23
160-27
160-28

ph 166-20
171-11
186-15

/ 207- 9
208-20
217-25
223- 3
228- 8
236-18
236-26
239-16
240-22
251-15
251-17
252- 7

c 261-22
264-28

b 271-28
276-19
281- 3
281-22
285-29
296-19
316- 3
322-29
327-19
327-32
353-22

p 366-31
368-21
379-18
386-21
386-23
388-23
407-17
439-S3

1443-20
r 472-30
476-21
481-29

496- 1

496- 5

496- 9

g 557- 4
gl 579- I

learned
pref

a
m
sp

ix-22
46- 3
64-26
79-21
84-29
84-31
98-31

S 108-21
153-14
163- 5
163-13

ph 104-14

/ 214-14
221-17
222- 4
222- 7
222-22
228- 5

b 288-32
308- 5
312- 1

320-10
326-28
326-31
330- 3
348-11
351-r 9

P383-1

thought moves quickly or slowly, V or halts

till we I' that there Is no discount in
/• what is the affection and purpose of the heart,
for in this way only can we I'

When will Jesus' professed followers I' to
From the logic of events we /• that
shall we not drink it and /• the lessons
Sometime we shall I' how Spirit,
Thus you I' that the flower is a product of the
Thus you I' that these also are
From dreams also you V that
unwillingness to V all things rightly.
Mankind must / that evU is not power.
/ from discord the'concord of being?
Thus we I' that it is not the drug which expels
The medical schools would I' the state of
Why then consult anatomy to I'

if we are only to /• from anatomy that
we should /• that He can do all things for us
to I how much of a man he is.

must r that there is neither power nor
We must I- that evil is the awful deception
Let us /• of the real and eternal,
I' the power of Mind over the body
Sooner or later we shall I' that the fetters
if we I- that nothing is real but the right,
from which we /• of the one Mind
and I- more readily to love the simple verities
we must / where our aSectiona are placed
we must I' to loathe it.

V how mankind govern the body.We should /• whether they govern the
When false human beliefs I- even a little of
and you may /• the meaning of God,
When we /• the way in C. S.
to I and to practise Christian healing.
When we /• m Science how to be perfect
V that Spirit is infinite and supreme,
we shall V that sin and mortality are
they will seek to /•, not from matter, but
Whether mortals will V this sooner or later,
mortals may /• how to escape from evU.
Then we begin to I- Life in divine Science,
hastening to / that Life is God, good,
by degrees he wUl /• the nothingness of
When we I- that error is not real,
first /• to bind up the broken-hearted.
when we I' that life and man survive
Then let her V the opposite statement of Life
you I' ihat your suffering was merely the
You will /• at length that there is no
self-evident, when we V that God is our Life.
Let the slave of wrong desire V the
they I' that Disease was never there,
may V the value of the apostolic precept :

We /• in C. S. that all inharmony
L- this, O mortal, and earnestly seek the
we V that it is material sense, not Soul, which

sins ;

You will also I' that In Science there is no
You will I- that in C. S. the first duty is
We all must V that Life is God.
V how to develop their children properly
In C. S. we I' that the substitution of

r that this Science must be demonstrated
Jesus' students, . . . I' that he had not died.
Until it is /• that God is the father of all,
so far as can be I- from the Gospels,
is I- through Christ and C. S.
If this Science has been thoroughly /•

through which immortality and life are /*

I /• these truths in divine Science :

From it may be V that either
declared himself "sick of V quackery."
Dr. Mason Good, a /• Professor in London,
Every theory . . . (as I /• in metaphysics)
When it is V that the spiritual sense.
He /• that suffering and disease were
Z" that food affects the body only as
He Z' also that mortal mina makes a
He Z* that a dyspeptic was very far from
if this great fact of being were Z',

seem to have I- from error.
Until the lesson is Z" that God is the
How true it is that whatever is Z" through
and in the Z' article on Noah
He Z" the wrong that he had done
and Z' a lesson in divine Science.
author of this book I' the vastness of C. S.,
medical faculty and clergy have not V this.
Later she I' that her own prayers
*rote ... I was cured when I r my way in C. S.'*
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p 402-13
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s 147- 2
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6 271-13
t 457-25

learning
sp 88-10
S 108- 9

141-31
156-12

ph 195-23

/235-9
240-31

Sometime It will be V that mortal mind
When it is,/" that disease cannot destroy life,

and cannot' be I' from it8 opposite, matter,
when you have /• falsehood's true nature,
already l that corporeal sense is the serpent,
before Life is spiritually /'.

Thus it is I- that matter is a
divinely natural, but must be V humanly ;

No ... Is requisite in the V,
to show the I- the way by practice
This system enables the I- to demonstrate

not a supernatural gift to those I-,

Departing from C. S., some I- commend diet

By I- the origin of each.
immortal cravings, "the price of 1- love,"
Give to it the place in our institutions of /•

/• that her former physician had prescribed
tangled barbarisms of I- which we deplore,
reference to their morals as to their r

... .. unwinding one's snarls, and J" from experience
6 274-24 jermits no half-way position in V its Principle
290-29 and /• that his cruel mind died not.

this is equally true of all /",

V the necevSsity of working out his
V that there is no reality m death,
and he will increase in I'.— Prov. 9 : 9.

luxury of I' with egotism and vice.

349-29

p 426-15
427- 8

«443-«
452-17

learns
&289- 3

p 425-16
554-15

least
a 19-25
m 63-18
S126- 9

154-20
. ph 170-26

f 242- 5
5 290-4
293- 3

345-15
361-26

p 407- 6

until he V that God is the only Life.
when he V that matter never sustained
he I' to say, "I am somebody ;

Those who cannot demonstrate, at I in part.
Our laws are not impartial, to say the /",

Human thought never projected the I' portion
does not in the V disprove C. S. ;

and at I- to touch the hem of Truth's garment.
/• of them unto the greatest."— J^er. 31 ; 34.

If . . . not in the I' understood before
r material form of illusive consciousness,
at /• none which are apparent to those who
though I- in the kingdom of heaven,
PufRng the obnoxious fumes ... is at 2' dis-

gusting.
r 473-32 Few, however, . . . understood in the J-

478-20 discharge of the natural functions is /•

g 518-19 Love giveth to the I' spiritual idea

least"Understood
g 539-32 inspired his wisest and /• sayings,

m

sp
s

leave
pr 9-25

10- 4

a 33-15
34- 1

66-24
66-25
85-29
116-13
119- 9

141- 9

157-27

ph 189- 2

192- 6
f 208-13
h 271-26

322--18

324- 1

324- 2

354- 6

p 401-28
419- 5
424- 6

« 443-18
448-19
521- 6
643-25

leaven
3 107- *

117-29
117-32
118-2
118-10
118-23

6 329- 5
(449- 3

leavened
S 107- *

lis- 1

Are you willing to V all for Christ,
will /• our real desires to be rewarded by Him.
He must /• them.
and /• all for the Christ-principle?
than for a wife precipitately to Z" her husband
or for a husband to I' his wife.
and not to I' the other undone."— Matt. 23 ; 23.

Works on metaphysics V the grand point
to V the creator out of His own universe ;

that is, . . . to /• all for Christ.

they /• both mind and body worse
they are willing to /" with astronomy the
not Christian Scientists until we /• all for
not . . . /• man to heal himself ;

Those, who are willing to /• their nets
cannot make the inebriate V his . . . until

Willingness . . . to /• the old for the new.
Gladness to /• the false landmarks
to enable them to / all for Christ,
better for Christian Scientists to I' surgery
/•, the field to God, Life, Truth, and Love,
we must /• the mortal basis of belief
J- invalids free to resort to whatever-
Try to / on every student's mind the
We / this brief, glorious history
When Spirit made aU, did it i' aught for

V, which a tooman took, and hid— Matt. 13; 33.

/• of the Pharisees and of the Sadducees,
"/•, which awoman took, and hid— Afatt. 13 : 33.

Impels the inference that the spiritual i"

this /• of Truth is ever at work.
until the /• of Spirit changes the
A little / leavens the whole lump.
A little /• causes the whole mass to ferment.

till the whole was V.— Matt. 13.- 33. ,

tUl the whole was /•,"— Matt. 13; 33.

leavens
6329-5

leaves
pr 11-14
m 66-30
5 143-30

/ 20S-16
220-10
220-15
238-23

6 340-28

p383- 8
406- 2

r 492- 1

leaving

A little leaven {* the whole lump.

/• the offender free to repeat the offeDce,
It never V us where it found us.
this ruling of the schools V them to
or that Spirit, ..,./• the remedy to matter.
The V clap their hands as nature's untired
V catarrh to the latter.
He who V all for Christ
and /• nothing, that can sin, suffer,
when he I' it most out of his thought,
"The /• of the tree were— Rev. 2C ; 2.

V mortal man intact in body and thought.

led

an 104-27 V the case worse than before it was grasped by
p 395- 7 V Soul to master the false evidences of

415-31 I' the pain standing forth aa distinctly as
r 478- 6 man has never beheld Spirit or Soul I a body

pref vii-ll The Wisemen were /• to behold and to foUow
viii-28 experiences which /• her, in the year 1806, to the

sp 95-23 L' by a solitary star amid the darkness,
s 109- 1 and 2" up to my demonstration of the
/ 215-15 We are sometimes V to believe that darkness ia
309-22 and V to deny material sense,
316-15 which /• to the conclusion that the
321- 8 /• by wisdom to cast down his rod,

p 433-22 and this has V him into the commission of
t 457-14 In the legend of the shield, which /• to a quarrel

ap 585- 9 L' on by the grossest element of mortal mind,
666- 3 as they were I through the wilderness,

lees
m 65-23 impurity and enor are left among the l\

left
pr 6-8 work badly done or I- undone,

6-30 a certain magistrate, . . . /• this record :

a 27-23 but only eleven V a desirable historic record.
27-25 Other disciples who have /• no name.
55-13 cannot be V out of Christianity,

vx 65-22 impurity and error are /• among the lees.

sp 74- 5 after having once V it,

74-15 belief of having died and V a material body
S 121-14 man, V to the hypotheses of material sense
12&-20 V to the mercy of speculative hypotheses?
142-17 palsies the right hand, and causes the /• to
147-26 he V no definite rule for demonstrating
149-10 /• without explanation except in C. S.
153- 7 not a single s'aline property V.

ph 176- 8 /• the stomach and bowels free to act
179-17 the v/ild animal, ;• to his instincts,

/ 216-22 If the decision were /• to the corporeal senses,
238-10 said, "I have nothing V but Christ."
251-28 nothing is /• which deserves to perish or

c 266- 8 solitary, V without sympathy ;

b 304-26 I," to the decisions of material sense,
304-32 /• in the hands of ignorance,
306-17 If ... J" without a rational proof of
329-11 Jesus, . . . /• his example for us.
330-17 / either to human conjecture or to the
344-23 and /" to us as his rich legacy.
347-11 there is nothing I to be doctored.

p 389- 2 If this decision be l to C. S.,

436-21 You have /• Mortal Man no alternative.

g 520-29 nothing /• to be made by a lower power.
ap 558- 7 and his /• foot on the earth.— Rev. 10; 2.

659- 6 The angel's /• foot was upon the earth ;

legacy
344-24 and left to us as his rich l\

legal
pr 11-12 Mere V pardon . . . leaves the offender
m 56- 7 M.arriage is the /• and moral provision for
an 105-17 and no longer apply /• rulings wholly to

legally
/ 225-23 L' to abolish unpaid servitude In the

legend
1 457-13 In the V of the shield, which led to a quarrel

legendary
g 526-14 in the I Scriptural text

legerdemain
/ 212-21 In / and credulous frenzy, mortals believe

Legion
p 411-16 demon, or evil, replied that his name war L\

legislate
p 381-14 mortal mind cannot V the times, periods,

legislation
m 63-26 the achievement of a nobler race for ?•,

legislator
p 390-31 as a /• would employ to defeat the
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legislators
p 440-22 beliefs of your human mental /•

legitimate
s 120-28 confirras that testimony as /•

ph 182- 8 Which, then, are we to accept as V and
183-17 the I- and only possible action of Truth
184-13 the only l' and eternal demands on man,

f 227-15 Slavery is not the l' state of man.
228-11 The enslavement of man is not /•.

254-10 To stop eating, drinking. ... is riot /•.

p 367- 8 are but so many parodies on /• C. S.,
t 454- 9 Human hate has no /• mandate

lending
an 102-25 a problem not /• itself to an easy explanation

lends
m 64-10 When a man / a helping hand to some noble
/ 209-15 Nearness, . . . /• enchantment to this view.

length
pref ix-3I she came at /• to its solution ;

a 42- 7 Death v/ill be found at / to be a
m 65-18 will at /• demand a higher affection,
s 134- 6 at I' the word martyr was narrowed in its
6 283-25 practically demonstrated in / of days,
O 355^13 must at l' know yourself spiritually
p 370-27 Quackery likewise fails at / to inspire the

380- 1 may rest at l' on some receptive thought,
384-30 .Sickness, sin, and death must at /
385-23 learn at /• that there is no cause for grief,
390-10 Truth will at I- compel us all to
431-16 but at / all these assistants resigned to me,

lengthens
r 487-27 /• our days by strengthening our trust

lengthy
s 111-26 After a /• examination of my discovery

lens
/ 214-27 may end the power of light and /• I

lenses
p 393-27 complex humors, /•, muscles, the iris

leopard
g 514-23 / shall lie down with the kid ;—/sa. 11 ; &.

lepers
a 27- 5 /• are cleansed, the deaf hear,— Luke 7: 22.
sp 94-21 Of the ten l' whom Jesus healed.
s 132- 6 I- are cleansed, and the deaf hear.— Matt. U : 5

leprosy
b 321-19 scientifically demonstrated that / was a

less
pref viii-18 Is there V sickness because of these
pr 2- 9 nor can the infinite do /• than bestow all good,

13-13 /• risk of overwhelming our real wishes
a 25-17 any man whose origin was I' spiritual.

40-16 crimes of his implacable enemies /• criminal?
54- 1 he would have been /• sensitive to those beUefs.m 56-19 is no l' imperative than the
62-13 Taking /• "thought for your— A/art. 6 .• 25.
62-14 /• thought "for your body— A/o«. 6 ; 25.
62-21 but I- and V, if we. would be wise and healthy.
63-16 why usage should accotd woman /• rights

sp 77-24 beautifully V with every advanced stage
8^21 Seeing is no V a quality of physical
98-13 much /• can they demonstrate it.

s 108-18 not a fraction more, not a unit /•.

123-31 but not on that account is it /• scientific.
128-14 and requires /• repose.
142- 1 in /• time than the old systems;
146- 5 governed more or /• by our systems of mediclre.
155-23 puts I- weight into the material or fleshlv scale
155-32 13 It safe to say that the I- in quantity you have
101-15 they will do I- violence to that
163-12 there would be /• sickness and /• mortality

"
ph 166-26 invalid's faith in the divine Mind is /-than

170- 7 Did Jesus understand . . . I- than Graham
173-32 call into action V faith than Buddhism
175- 4 and I- thought is given to sanitary subjects,
175- 6 there will be better constitutions and /• disease
175-19 Then people had l' time for selfishness,
176-30 r distinct type and chronic form of disease
197-11 The /• that is said of physical structure and
198-23 A patient's belief is more or / moulded
198-32 or that a /• used arm must be weak.
199-18 of I- importance than a knowledge of the fact

/ 203-18 prone to believe ... in some power l' than,
217-20 the next toil will fatigue you /•,
222-11 Food had I- power to help or to hurt him
222-13 he also had l faith in the so-called pleasures and
222-14 Taking I- thought about what he should eat
222-15 consulting the stoma^-h /• about the
223-11 we cannot put the greater into the V
224-17 The modem lash is /• material than the
244-18 but man was never more nor I- than man
247-31 recipe for beauty is to have I- illusion
24S- i One marvels that a friend can ever seem y than

less
/ 249-28 night-dream, has /' matter as its accompaniment.
279-23 medicine is more or I- infected with the
295-19 the glass is /• opaque than the walls.
314- 1 and no I- material until the ascension
317-16 no /• tangible because it is spiritual
336-23 else God would . . . become /• than God.
336-24 and nothing I- can express God.

o 343-24 Christendom generally demands so much I'.
344-31 are more fashionable and /• spiritual?
353-14 It still holds them more or /.
360-10 They require /• self-abnegation,

p 374-24 your steps are / firm because of your fear,
378- 7 Disease is l' than mind, and Mind can control
378-31 it would manifest I- wisdom than
381-20 Think l' of the enactments of mortal mind,
388-6 Stolidity, which is a re.sisting state . . . suffers Z",
388- 6 only because it knows l of material law.
389- 5 The /• we linow or think about hygiene,
389- 6 the /• we are predisposed to sickness.
395-23 It is no / erroneous to believe in the
397- 8 Suffering is no / a mental condition than
405-29 The pains of sinful sense are l' harmful than
406-14 Sin and sickness will abate and seem I- real
408-25 tarsal joint is / intimately connected with
415-15 only render mortal mind temporarily T fearful,
419-18 Think V of material conditions
421-12 If a crisis occurs . . . treat the patient /• for the
422-18 causing it to depend /• on material evidence.
425-15 Mortal man will be V mortal, when he
425-21 and the l' we acknowledge matter or its laws,
426- 5 discoverer of C. S. finds the path l' difficult

t 449-19 baneful effect of evil associates Is /• seen than
450-22 Sickness to him is no /• a temptation than is sia,
461-22 to admit that , . . renders your case Z' curable,

r 489- 1 The /• mind there is manifested in matter
490-13 mortals are more or /• deprived of "Truth.

g 526- 8 Belief is l' than understanding.
542-29 misconception of Life as something I- than
654-29 belief that the lower animals are l' sickly
554-32 there is l' disease in proportion as
555- 1 as the force of mortal mind is / pungent
656-25 Ontology receives /• attention than
557-14 the I' a mortal knows of sin. disease, and
657-15 the /• pain and sorrow are his.

lessen
a 40-14 Another's suffering; cannot /• our
s 155-30 if drugs are an antidote . . why /• the
c 262- 2 does not /" man's dependence on God,
t 450-20 enlisted to I- evil, disease, and death ;

lessened
sp 80- 2 not / by giving utterance to truth.
b 321-24 God had T Mosea' fear by this proof In

lessening
p 4^5-26 If sin is not regretted and is not /-,

lesser
a 40-21 /• apostles of Truth may endure

sp 95-14 The greater or /• abiUty of a
an 104-26 case of the greater error overcoming the l\
s 108-14 the /• demonstration to prove the greater,
121-24 rule that the greater controls the T.
143-15 takes the /• to relieve the greater.

ph 183-23 No reservation is made for any I- loyalty.
/ 231- 9 no I- power equals the infinite All-power ;

291- 8 till mortals have already yielded to each /• call
303- 8 The minutiffi of /• individuaUties reflect

r 467-19 The greater cannot be in the /•.

487-20 belief that the greater can be in the /•

g 508-24 rising from the I- to the greater,
510-14 the /• fight to rule the night :— Gen, 1 : 16.
518-13 God gives the I- idea of Himself for
629-U belonging to no l parent.
544-26 man, . , . is neither a I- god nor the

lesson
/ 207-13 Without tTiis l, we lose sight of the
221-32 brings with it another Z".

c 266-14 until the /• is sufiScient to exalt you ;

b 308- 5 UntU the V is learned that God is the
326-31 and learned a Z- in divine Science.

p 363-21 and so brought home the Z" to all.

lessons
m 67- 2 and learn the I- He teaches?
s 109-28 Jesus once said of his Z- :

/ 237-16 should be taught . . , C. S., among their first /•,
240- 7 Suns and planets teach grand Z".

248- 6 Men and women of riper years and larger I'

p 370-28 These Z" are useful.
407-17 Let the slave of wrong desire learn the /• of

lest
yef x-29 /• their works be reproved.

a 38-29 V ye should understand and be converted,
o 350-20 I- at any time they should see— Afatt 13 ; 15.
p 366-22 The physician must also watch, I- he be

414^18 I- you array the sick against theic
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lest

let

p 419-17 V aught unfit for development enter thought.
t 459-10 / you yourself be condemned for failing to take

g 529-20 neither shall ye touch it, l ye— Gen. 3; 3.

537- 1 now, i- he put forth his hand,— Gen. 3; 22.

537-31 r man should improve it and become better ;

643-17 /• any finding him should kill him.— Gen. 4 ; 15.

pr 15-24 and /' our lives attest our sincerity.
16-24 Here I me give what I understand to be

a 20-27 "L- us lay aside every weight,— Heb. 12.- 1.

20-29 I us run with patience the race— Heb. 12; 1.

20-30 / us put aside material self

33-20 L- not the flesh, but the Spirit, be represented
42-24 L- men think they had killed the body I

m 56- * ;• not man put asunder.— Matt. 19 : 6.

62-24 I- no mortal interfere with Grfd's government
63-22 /• us hope it will be granted.
64-27 L' not mortals permit a disregard of law

sp 91- 5 L- us rid ourselves of the belief that man is

an 106-15 L' this age, which sits in judgment on C. S.,
s 141-28 !/• our pulpits do justice to C. S.

141-29 L' it have fair representation by the
142-17 causes the left to I- go its grasp on the divine.
144- 3 J- us rely upon Mind, which needs no

ph 16&-30 Here / a word be noticed which will be
/ 201-14 L' US disrobe error.
208-20 L- us learn of the real and eternal,
225- 9 and will command their sentinels not to V truth
239- 8 I- worth be judged according to wisdom,
239-12 L' it be understood that success in error is

239-14 "L- the wicked forsake his way,— Isa. 55: 7.

242-16 /• us labor to dissolve with the universal
246-29 L' us then shape our views of existence into
248-29 L' unselfishness, goodness, mercy,
249- 1 L' M3 accept Science, relinquish all theories
249- 3 / us have one God, one Mmd,
249- 5 L- the "male and female" of— Gen. 1: 27.

249-' 6 L' us feel the divine energy of Spirit,
249- 8 L' us rejoice that we are subject to

c 255- 3- "L- there be light,"— Gen. 1 ; 3.

267-27 "l- thy garments be always white."— Ecc?. 9; 8.

b 276- 8 "L- this Mind be in you, which,— P/»ii. 2; 6.

302-14 V US remember that harmonious and
308-24 "L- me go. for the day breaketh ;"— Gen. 32 ; 26.

327-29 L' that inform the sentiments
340- 6 "X/- us hear the conclusion of— Eccl. 12 : 13.

340- 9 L' us hear the conclusion of the whole matter ;

o 355-10 I- the dead bury their dead."— Afa«. 8 ; 22.

355-11 L' discord of every name and nature be heard no
355-12 /• the harmonious and true sense of Life
359- 3 L' any clergyman try to cure his friends by

p 367-21 L- us watch, work, and pray that this salt

368-32 Once /• the mental physician believe in the
379-14 L' the despairing invalid, inspecting the hue
379-18 /• her learn the opposite statement of Life
381-27 L' us banish sickness as an outlaw,
384— 5 Z," us reassure ourselves with the
385-11 L' us remember that the eternal law of right,
390-13 £/• your higher sense of justice
394-20 Will you bid a man I- evils overcome him,
407-17 L' the slave of wrong desire learn
407-24 L' the perfect model be present in your
422-22 L' us suppose two parallel cases of
434- 6 Others say, ... i- us follow Christ."
436-25 but they were compelled to V him be taken
438- 3 !/ us make man in our image,— Gen. 1 ; 26.

438- 4 and l' them have dominion.— Gen. 1 : 26.

441-11 L- what False BeUef utters, now and forever,
t 444-16 L: us b^ faithful in pointing the way
444-18 but I' US also be careful always to
444-25 "L" there be no strife, I pray thee,— Gen. 13: 8.

454-26 L' your loving care and counsel support all
457-30 £/ this Principle be applied to the cure of

r 471-20 "L- God be true, but every- Rom. 3 ; 4.

475-23 "L" us make man in our image,— Gen. 1 ; 28.
475-24 and l' them have dominion— Gen. 1 ; 26.

495-16 L' neither fear nor doubt overshadow your
495-20 L' C. S., Instead of corporeal sense,
503-18 And God said, L' there be light .—Gen. 1 ; 3.

505- 4 God said, L' there be a firmament— Gen. 1 : 6.

805- 5 and V It divide the waters from— Gen. 1 ; 6.

606-15 L' the waters under the heaven— Gen. 1 ; 9.
606-l« and I' the dry land appear :

— Gen. 1 ; 9.

607-11 Z,- the earth bring forth grass,- Gen. 1; 11.

609- 9 And God said, L' there be lights— <Jen. 1; 14.

809-11 and I- them be for signs, and for— Gen. 1 ; 14.

610- 6 And V them be for lights in the— Gen. 1 : 15.
611-19 L- the waters bring forth— Gen. 1 : 20.

612-18 J- fowl multiply in the earth.— Gen. 1 : 22.

613-14 L- the earth bring forth the— Gen. 1 : 24.

615-U L' us make man In our Image,— Gen. 1 : 28.
615-12 and l them have dominion— Gen, 1 : 26,
615-21 "L- them have dominion."— Gen. 1 : 26.

625-13 Icelandic;. . . I/- us make man after our mind
(42-19 Zi' Truth imcover and destroy error

let
g .W2-20
548- 2

556-19

fr 60O-*
600- *

lethargy
a 38- 7 when the i of mortals, produced by

lets
pr 15-5
p 407-26

letter
absolute

r 483-21
and the spirit

b 330- 9 the I-

lack of tlie

s 145- 5 the lack of the V
of Christian Science

o 354-32 If the /• of C, S. appears inconsistent,
of Science

s 113- 3 The V of Science plentifully reaches humanity
/ 243-11 must always accompany the l of Science

ivitbout tbe spirit
3 14^ 6 I, without the spirit, would have made void

/• human justice pattern the divine.
V him take the water of life— Rev. 22; 17.

"L- there be light."— Gen. 1 ; 3.

Z," us get up early to the vineyards :— Song 7 : 12..

I" us see if the vine flourish,
— Song 7 ; 12.

Z'.in Truth, Life, and Love,
spiritualization of thought /• In the light,

revealed the spirit ... if not the absolute l\

and the spirit bear witness,

could not hinder their work ;

5 113- 7
114-22

p 367- 3
t 451- 8
454-31

r 495-27

letting
S 158-26

163- 2

« 508-29

level
ph 173- 8
/239- 8

p 369-27

ff508- 1

lever
r 485-32

Levi
gl 590-11

Uabillty
a 40-15

/ 230-29

p 377- 3

liable
5 140-24
159-32

/ 230-28
248-22

6 304-27

p369- 1

392-18
392-18
41^-11
419-22

liar
be is a

6 292-25

fl 554-21

gl 580-31
It was "a

O 357- 7

5 113-25
6 296-31
o 357- 9

p 441-13
441-31

!< 471-21
478-17

liars
pr 16-19

liberal
pr 3-21

liberally
a 54-10

liberation
an 103- 9

liberator
/ 225-22

Liberty
1 161-21
161-22

6 299-3

Without this, the V is but the dead body of
has to be poured into the old bottles of the I'.

nor bury tne morale of C. S. in the . . . l\
Students of C. S., who start with its /•

Remember that the /• and mental argument are
Study thoroughly the V and imbibe the spirit.

/•In matter's higher stratum, mortal mind,
and afterward I her loose upon sick people."
I in the light of spiritual understanding.

is reduced to the / of error,
Break up cliques, /• wealth with honesty.
Unscientific methods are finding their dead I'«

the divine idea seems to fall to the 1' of

ia like saying that the power la la the V.

definition of

Another's suffering cannot lessen our own I*.

never thoroughly healed until the I'

and that thought governs this I'.

a man-projected God, V to wrath, repentancet
physician is J' to increase disease

though it is t to reappear ;

result is that you are /" to follow
V to be misapprehended and lost in confusion.
he is /• to admit also the reality of
If . -. . you are / to an attack from that source.
/• to the development of that thought
by naming it audibly, you are V
mortal mind is <° to any phase of belief.

he is a I', and the father of it."— Jbftn 8 ; 44.

"He is a /•, and the father of it."— John 8; 44.

he is a ;• and the father of \\,."— John 8; 44.

it was "a /-, and the father of it."— John 8.- 44.

"but every [mortal] man a J-."— Rom. 3; 4-

Mortal belief is a I from the beginning.
Truth creates neither a lie, . . . nor a /•.

Material Law is a l who cannot bear witness
Personal Sense, is recorded . . . as a T.
but every [material] man a V."— Rom. 3; 4.

No, not if God is true and mortal man a {-.

the first lie and all V.

and for a )' outpouring of benefactions.

That he might V pour his dear-bought treasures

As In the beginning, however, this /• does not

Love ia the l\

as she knelt before a statue of L',
"L\ what crimes are committed in thy Dame l"
when he carves his "Statue of L,"
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liberty
and life

p 434-26 conspiracy against the l and life of Man.
ana rights

p 435-17 a destroyer of Mortal Man's /• and rights.
elements of

/ 224-28 Truth brings the elements of /•.

glorious
/ 227-25 "glorious I- of the children of God,"—Bom. 8 .• 21.

set at
pre/ .Ti-21 To set at /• them that are bruised.— Luke i: 18.

standard of
/ 227-21 C. S. raises the standard of I'

s 161-17 life, V, and the pursuit of happiness."
/ 227-18 Spirit of the Lord Is, there is l.— II Cor.Z: 17;

the /' of the sons of God.
r of which he has been unjustly deprived.
Spirit of the Lord is, there is l.'^— II Cot. 3 : 17.

b 315-19

P435-35
r 481- 5

licentious
s 130- 2 The V disposition is discouraged over its

lie (noun)
charges Its

6 307-17 Error charges its V to Truth and says :

claims to be
p 523- 7 the /• claims to be truth.

condemned this
g 539-16 Scriptures declare that God condemned this /

consigns the
g 542-25 justice consigns the / which,

destroys Itself
6 286-30 error, the l, destroys itself.

destroy this

ap 668- 5 Science is able to destroy this V, called evil,
first

pr 16-19 Is but another name for the first V
gl 594- 4 Serpent . . . the first I of limitation ;

first voluble
g 533-13 the snake-talker utters the first voluble V,

from the beginning
ap 567-26 must be a V from the beginning.

glTlng the
g 530-18 represents error as . . . giving the V to

hides behind a
g M2- 8 Though error hides behind a V

lores a
o 47-23 world generally loves a /• better than Truth

naketh a
ap 577-27 "deflletfa, ... or maketh a l-."—Rev. 21 .-27

pJ588-4 "worketh ... or maketh a /."— Rev. 21 .27
material

ap 565-24 the material / made war upon the
of false belief

p 370- 3 turn from the /• of false belief to Truth,
Of material sense

6 318-12 We must silence this /• of material sense
rejecting a

o 367- 6 not by accepting, but by rejecting a l\
serpentine

e 541-22 Here the serpentine V invents new forms.
speaketh a

6 292-25 When he speaketh a Z, he— John 8 .' 44.

suppositional
an 103-17 Evil is a suppositional /•.

symbolises a
ap 563- 8 The great red dragon symbolizes a V,

turns the
so 92-21 Uncover error, and it turns the /• upon you.

'

worketh a
( 44S-24 human will which, maketh and worketh a /•,

Ues
pr ft- 3 The wrong /• in unmerited censure,

9-5 i' in the answer to these questions :

•m 68-22 to hatch their silly innuendoes and ?',

ph 165-19 your remedy V in forgetting the whole thing;
171-31 fundamental error /• in the supposition

/ 250-20 To the observer, the body /• listless,
349-14 The chief difficulty . . . ]• in '.his,
349-19 The elucidation of C. S. /• In its spiritual sense,

p 368- 3 confidence inspired by Science /• m the fact
385- 6 explanation /• m the support which they derived
427-22 difficulty V in ignorance of what God is.

Corporeal sense defrauds and V ;

Undisturbed it l' in the open field.

sp 81-14

ph 177-20
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Life
eternal

r 497-22 faith to understand eternal L',
C 609- 8 the certain sense of eternal L'.,

fl 584-15 until every belief . . . yields to eternal L'.
586- 9 Father. Eternal L' ; the one Mind ;

588- 8 development of eternal L', Truth, and Love.
everlasting

/ 216-18 his body is in submission to everlasting L'
T 489- 12 yields to the reaUty of everlasting L'.

erer-present
b 312-20 man's eternal Principle is ever-present L'.

evidences of
6 289-17 with the spiritual evidences of L' ;

explain
o 27-17 Jesus' parables explain L' as never mlnghhg

God Is our
s 107-17 remembering that in reality God is our L',
388-24 when we learn that God is our L'.

288 Life

Ciod,<
a 27-2t -pantheism,

— that God, or L", Is in or of matter.

sp 95- 7 We approach God, or L\ in proportion to

goes on unchanged
s 122-26 in Science, L' goes on unchanged

threat facts of
s 122- 4 but the great facts of L\ rightly understood,

bis
a 25-10 His true flesh and blood were his L- ;

Immortal
T 496-22 at war with the facts of Immortal L",

Immortality of
sp 76-23 perfect harmony and immortality of L',

Infinite
o 347- 7 God, who is infinite L",

p 381-17 In infinite L" and Love there is no
a 518-23 varied expressions of God reflect . . . infinite L',

In Himself
o 357-29 Has the Father "L" in Himself,"— Jo/in 6; 26.

Intelligence and
/ 215-14 the light and might of Intelligence and L\

Irradlancc of
gl 584- 1 Dat. The irradlance of L" ;

Is continuous
s 157-30 proof that L' is continuous and harmonious.

li deathless
r 487- 3 L' is deathless.

Is divine Mind
r 469- 4 L- Is divine Mind.

Is divine Principle
r 468-26 Answer.— L' is divine Principle, Mind, Soul,

Is eternaJ
/ 246-27 !/• is eternal.

Is Cod
a 27-10 That L' is God, Jesus proved

61-18 He knew . . . that real L' is God ;

J>ft 193-32 demonstrated to me that L' is God
200-11 !> is God, and man ia the idea of God,

/ 228- 6 nothing . . . can enter being, for L' is God.
288-21 L' is God, good, and not evil ;

289-32 Because L' is God, Life must be eternal,
309-17 If these children . . . forget that L' is God,
327-19 mortals are hastening to learn that L' is God,

p 366-28 L- is God and God is All.

369-20 He understood man, whose L' is God,
394-28 We should remember that L' is God,

r 487-27 The understanding that L' is God, Spirit,
496- 9 We all must learn that L' is God.
526- 8 namely, that all L' is God.
550-21 If L- is God, as the Scriptures Imply,

Is Mind
6 331- 5 L- is Mind, the creator reflected

Is not contingent
p 368-20 L- is not contingent on bodily conditions

Is not embryonic
650-22 If Life is God, . . . then L' is not embryonic,

Is not limited
r 469- 4 L- is not limited.

Is real

p 428- 3 L- is real, and death Is the Illusion^
Is reflected

g 516- 9 L' is reflected in existence.
Is self-sustained

p 390- 4 We cannot deny that L' la self-sustained,
Is Spirit

c 264-16 When we realize that L' Is Spirit,
6 310-26 The only L- is Spirit,

E
376-12 that L- is Spirit, and that
e law

m 63-10 and L' is the law of his being.

2427-
2 L- is the law of Soul, even the law of

e origin
r 487- 3 £,• is the origin and ultimate of man.

Is Truth
r 472- 1 and that this L- Is Truth and Love ;

Jesus demonstrated
/ 244- 5 On their basis Jesus demonstrated L',

Life
law of

(see law)
laws of

s 107- 2 the Christ Science or divine laws of L\
leads to

/ 202-20 the true way leads to L' instead of to death,
life of

b 320- 2 of the truth of Truth and of the life of L*.
Lore, and wisdom

b 283- 6 Mind is the same L', Love, and wisdom
Love, Truth

sp 81-15 L-, Love, Truth, is the only proof of
manifestations of

<7 543-27 reflected in the myriad manifestations of L',
man's

o 358- 4 that is, of God, who is man's L'
p 425-17 can never destroy God, who is man's L\

Mind and
6 276-17 admitted to be the only Mind and L',

Mind or
b 291-26 No resurrection from the grave awaits Mind

or L\
misconception of

g 542-29 The sinful misconception of L:
must be eternal

b 289-32 L- must be eternal, self-existent.
newness of

g 520-13 they wUl reveal eternity, newness of L;
no matter In

s 113-31 no matter in L", and no life in matter ;

not the fruits of
/ 243-30 sin, and death are not the fruits of L:

of at!

g 509- 2 Spirit is discerned to be the L' of all,

of man
a 51-11 Nothing could kill this L- of man.
b 304-17 Divine Principle is the L' of man.
p 388-22 does not affect the absolute L' of man,
g 555-30 Knowing that God was the L' of man,

one
a 19-32 thou shalt not know e^al, for there Is one L',
f 204- 4 false conclusions that there is more than one L' i
b 283-19 deem this the manifestation of the one L',
T 467-10 one God and Father, one L\ Truth, and Love.

or God
/ 249-11 Any other theory of L\ or God, is delusive
283-14 They insist that L\ or God, is one . . . with

o 357-30 if so, can L\ or God, dwell in evil

g 543-29 belief . . . would make L', or God, mortaL
or Inteillgeuce

g 550- 5 God is the L", or intelligence, which
or Mind

sp 91-17 the substance of L- or Mind.
b 282- 3 The real L", or Mind, and its opposite,
290-10 That L- or Mind is finite ... is false.'

g 509- 3 and the deathless L', or Mind,
550- 3 If this be so, whence cometh L', or Mind,

or Soul
b 306-13 If L" or Soul and its representative, maa,

or Truth
o 42- 6 It cannot make L' or Truth apparent.

ph 196-16 are not concomitants of L' or Truth.
over death

p 406-22 the supremacy of ... L" over death,
path of

t 451-12 Strive, to enter the narrow path of L',
Principle, or

6 283-24 The divine Principle, or L', cannot be
g 507-16 creative power of the divine Principle, or L',

real
a 61-16 He knew . . . that real L- is God :

b 282- 3 The real L\ or Mind, and its opposite,
328- 5 God is good and the only real L'.

reality of
sp 72-27 earthly mortal Is not the reality of L*

322- 5 we shall gain the reality of L\
353-32 nor apprehend the reality of L'.

T 487-29 our trust in the deathless reality of L',
reveals

/ 250-50 Science reveals L' as not being at the mercy of
Science of

(sec Science)
Soul, or

p 388-25 sin and sickness are not qualities of Soul, or L*.
Spirit, and

ft 280-23 belief that . . . Spirit, and L-, is in finite forms.
spirit of

p 433-31 Ah 1 but Christ, Truth, the spirit of L-
spiritual

(see spiritual)
statement of

p 379-19 let her learn the opposite statement of L'
substance and

b 286-22 God's thoughts ... are substance and L'.
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Life
substance, and tntclUgence , „, , ^. ,

a 27-14 L-, substance, and intellfgence of the universe

God as the only L\ substance, and intelligence,

the idea of L-, substance, and intelligence ;

ph 185-19

pi 595- 7

supernal
6 319-2

God as the only L-, substance, and
until he learns that God is the only L-.

as much as God, Spirit, who is the only L\"
The only L- is Spirit, „ ^ . ^ , ,
the understanding that God is the only L-.

God is infinite, the only L', substance,
the understanding of God as the only L-.

Science teaches man that God is the only L-,

has no kinship with the L* supernal,

sp 97-29 demonstrating the L' that is Truth,
the only

ph 185-19
6 289- 4
307-13
310-26
324-15
330-U

p 428-33
r 472- 1

tliGory of
/ 249-11 Any other theory of L', or God, fa delusive

true Idea of
. . ^ . ^ ^

b 314-22 the true idea of L' and substance.
325- 2 he who perceives the true idea of L'

true sense of
355-13 the harmonious and true sense of L'

p 430-11 shut out the true sense of L' and health.

Truth and
(see Truth)

Truth, and Love „ ,_

or 3-27 If we are ungrateful for L', Truth, and Love," "
controlled by spiritual L', Truth, and Love.
Had L-, Truth, and Love forsaken him
proof that L\ Truth, and Love heal the sick

divine laws of L', Truth, and Love,
L', Truth, and Love are all-powerful and
evident to Peter that divine L\ Truth, and Love
as divine Mind, as L', Truth, and Love.
L', Truth, and Love save from sin,

L', Truth, and Love are the realities of
Whatever reflects Mind, L', Truth, and Love, la

ooi-^u L-, Truth, and Love constitute the triune
338-19 emanations of Him who is L\ Truth, and Love.

p 419- 5 leave the field to God, L', Truth, and Love,
God, L\ Truth, and Love make man undying.
one God and Father, one L\ Truth, and Love.
L', Truth, and Love,— named God.
L-, Truth, and Love . . . destroy all error.
If . . . are as real as L', Truth, and Love,
The creative Principle— !/•, Truth, and Love
unfolds Mind,.— I,-, Truth, and Love,
L', Truth, and Love which governs all.

oiu-i< a symbol of Mind, of L\ Truth, and Lova
615-20 the tri-unity of L\ Truth, and Love.
618-23 reflect . . . infinite L', Truth, and Love.

Does L', Truth, and Love produce death,
first, the Word of L\ Truth, and Love ;

representatives of L\ Truth, and Love.
8e&-existent L\ Truth, and Love;
development of eternal L\ Truth, and Love.
eternal Principle ; L-, Truth, and Love.
L', Truth, and Love understood and
reflected animation of L', Truth, and Love.
and Love

14-18
50-14
54-14

5 107- 2

108-23
138- 6

140- 8
164-24

6 298- 2
303-11
331-26

427-22
r 467-10
469-10
474- 1

474-16
tf 502-27
605-23
608- 7
610-27

622-29
. ap 577-14

gl 582-29
683-22
688-8
692-16
693-20
69»-4

Life
wUl be recognized

sp 76-6 L' will be recognized as neither material nor
Word of

ap 577-14 first, the Word of L', Truth, and Love ;

Truth,
(see Truth)

Truth or
sp 91-14 Is by no means the destnicTIon of Truth or L",

Truth, ... or Love
/ 207-26 presuppose the absence of Truth, L', or Love.

Truth that Is

sp 97-30 the Life that Is Truth, and the Truth that is I,-,

Truth which Is

a 35- -23 Life which is Truth and the Truth which is L-
f 235-23 who understand not the divine Truth which ia L'

understanding of
(see understanding)

nnfoldlng of
6 335-23 can we gain the eternal unfolding of L*

nnknown to
r 469- 5 Death and flniteness are unknown to L\

vast forever of
c 266-31 Into the vast forever of L\

verities of
sp 75-32

vesture of
/ 242-21

way of
a 25-13
s 137-25

when we awake ... to the grand verities of L'

The vesture of L- Is Truth.

Jesus taught the way of L' by demonstration,
Love hath shown thee the way of L' I

we apprehend
ph 167- 8 We apprehend L- In divine Science

which Is God
a 47- 3 a faint conception of the L' which Is God.

ap 561-19 understanding the L' which Is God.
Which Is Truth

a 35-22 as we reach the L- whteh Is Truth
19

pr
a

sp

17-14 L-, Truth, Love, over all, and All.

19-31 Thou Shalt have no belief of L' as mortal ;

44- 9 He proved L' to be deatWess and Love to be
72- 1 the L' of which corporeal sense can take no
98-19 Christ's revelation of Truth, of L', and of Lovo,

5 113-19 !/•, God, omnipotent good, deny death, evil,

113-21 evil, death, deny good, omnipotent God, L".
115-13 God : Divine Principle, L\ Truth, Love, Soul,
124-10 thus limiting L' and holding fast to discord
151-20 lungs, brain, etc., have nothing to do with L\

ph 172-20 belief that there is Soul in sense or L' in matter
186-25 If death is as real as L\ immortality Is a
191-13 spiritual sense of being and of what L' includes.
200- 9 £ is, . . . and ever will be independent of

/ 203-24 Death Is not a stepping-stone to I/',

206- 2 no other Love, ... no other sense of L',
215-20 are the suppositional absence of L', God,
216- 4 What has touched L', God, to such strange
231-10 but God, Truth, L', Love, does heal the
243-25 L- has no partnership with death.
249-18 !/• is, like Christ, "the same—iff&. 13.* 8.

249-20 Organization and time have nothing to do with
L-.

253- 7 without beginning and without end, for I am L%
c 260-32 If we look to the body for. . . L', we find death ;

b 275-12 Spirit, L', Truth, Love, combine as one,
275-18 no life is L- but the divine ;

286-11 but by me," Christ, L-,— John 14; 6.

288-24 that L' is not subject to death ;

289-11 L- and Life's idea, . . . never make men sick,
289-27 L' is not in matter.
289-32 not the offspring of flesh, but of Spirit,— of L',
290- 1 !/• is the everlasting I am,
292-10 belief . . . and L' be controlled by death.
293-16 whose adhesion and cohesion are L',
296-12 is what reveals man and L\ harmonious,
300-32 God is revealed only in that which reflects L',
306- 8 If God, who is L', -were parted for a moment
307-15 Is found to be not L", but only a transient,
309-29 L' is never for a moment extinct.

322-29 Then we begin to learn L- in divine Science.
325-17 perfect as the F?ither, indestructible in L',
330-20 Scriptures declare Him to be,— L', Truth, Love.
331- 1 and L- is no more confined to
332-14 the Way, the Truth, and the L',
335-19 Nothing but Spirit, Soul, can evolve L',
347- 6 Nothing really has L' but God,
349-11 neither L' nor man dies,
357-31 Can matter drive L\ Spirit, hence,
358- 3 Can a leaden bullet deprive a man of L',

p 378-27 never endowed matter with power to disable L*
380-31 opposing . . . against L', health, harmony.
388-15 hypothesis ... food has power to destroy L;
406-20 Error is opposed to £*.
407-27 brings. . .L' not death, into your consciousness.
428-17 the L- which mortal sense cannot impair
429- 2 this L- must be brought to light
429-22 if L- ever had any beginning, it must also havo
433-29 to prepare the frightened sense of L',

r 465-10 Spirit, Soul, Principle, L-, Truth, Love-
468-25 Qiieslion.

— What is L' 7

463-27 L' is without beginning and without end.
468-29 Eternity, not time, expresses the thought of L;
469- 1 !/• is neither in nor of matter.
469- 6 If L' ever had a beginning, it would
470- 8 assumed . . . the loss of the spiritual presence

of L-
488-18 If ... a better friend than L\
492- 5 L' cannot be united to its unlikeness,
495-19 life harmonious- as L- eternally is

495-20 belief in, that which L- is not.

g 516- 4 The substance, L', intelligence, Truth, and
631-25 Which institutes L\— matter or Mind?
631-25 Does L' begin with Mind or with matter?
631-26 Is L- sustained by matter or by Spirit?
639- 8 the standard of good, of Spirit, of L'.
544- 6' Mind, . . . the producer, L' was self-sustained.
544- 9 L- consisteth not of the things which
544-30 declares . . . so-called mortal life to be L",
548-13 before L' is spiritually learned.
550-20 If L- has any starting-point whatsoever,

ap 561-17 in L- and its demonstration,
569- 1 as L-, represented by the Father ;

gl 580-22 false supposition that L' is not eternal,
584-18 the unre-al and untrue ; the opposite of L'.
684-14 until every belief of life where L- is not
587- 7 £/• ; Truth ; Love ; all substance ;

690-14 definition of
591-17 substance, L', Truth, Love ; the one God ;
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life (see also life's)

Abel's
g 541- 4 Cain seeks Abel's l', instead of making hia

action, nor
s 136- 6 claimed no. . .action, nor I' separate from God.

and being
an 103-31 L- and being are of God.

and brotherhood
g 541-17 ruptures the V and brotherhood of man

and death
sp 92- 4 the issues of V and death,

ph 190-10 thoughts of pain and pleasure, of l and death,

/2U- 4 good and evil. I- and death ;

248- 3 sickness and health, / and death.
b 298-17 hope and fear, i and death,
303-21 belief that pain and pleasure, I' and death,

r 466- 9 mind and matter, I' and death,
and happiness

c 262-21 drop the false estimate of V and happiness,
g 536-28 their belief in perishable l' and happiness ;

and health
ph 185-10 discussed ... to regulate V and health.

p 428-31 and raised the dying to V and health
and immortality

p 376-13 more l' and immortality in one good motive
g 539- 5 as if / and immortality were something which

and intelligence
a 52-20 the nothingness of material I- and intelligence

sp 71-17 which simulate mind, /, and intelligence.
s 124- 9 seeks to find /• and intelligence in matter,

ph m-n theory of /• and intelligence in matter,

/ 209-28 hypothesis of...l' and intelligence resident in

22t-32 the false belief that /• and intelligence are
237-26 a belief in the /• and intelligence of matter,

b 279-16 belief disappears that /• and intelligence are
279-31 seeks . /' and intelligence in matter.
294-21 the error that l and intelligence are in matter,
307- 1 delusion that /• and intelligence proceeded from
319-16 presuppose I' and intelligence to exist in

322- 3 changes the standpoints of / and intelligence
r 476- 7 claim . . . that /• and intelligence are in

g 522-13 forms, called /• and intelligence in matter.
533-23 belief in material l' and intelligence
535-U supposed material foundations of V and intelli-

gence.
gl 5Si~20 saith : "I am /• and intelligence in matter.

and its Joys
b 299-U higher Ideals of /• and its joys.

and Joy
g 536-25 material conception of I' and joy,

and light
/ 209- 7 the /• and light of all its own vast creation ;

and man
p 368-21 we learn that / and man survive this body.

and mind
b 296- 8 destroy all illusions regarding /• and mind,
g 556- 5 are supposed to possess /• and mind.

and peace
/ 224- 9 painless progress, attended by /• and peace

and sensation
6 278-12 That matter . . has / and sensation, is one of
289- 4 belief that /• and sensation are in the body

p 396-29 never giving the body /• and sensation.
and substance

6 311-18 dream of /" and substance as existent in matter,
and truth

c 262-12 efforts to find /• and truth in matter
appearance of

ph 187-28 loses all appearance of I- or action,
arbiter of

p 36fJ-l2 belief . . . that it can be the arbiter of /•

belief of
(see belief)

belief that
(sec l>ellef)

better
pr 7-20 a higher experience and a better V

breath of
g 524-15 Into his nostrils the breath of /• ;

— Gen. 2: 7.

cannot destroy
p 3&S-21 prepared by .le.sua . . it cannot destroy /•.

426-17 learned that di.sease cannot destroy /•,

chart of
a 24- 8 and make the Bible the chart of /•,

consciousness of
/ 242-12 to have no other consciousness of /"

constitutes
b 283-21 fabe belief as to what really constitutes /•

crown of
c 267-30 he shall receive the crown of /•,

— Jas. 1 : 12.

dally
ph \79- 4 and following Christ in the daily /-,'

b 272-20 and Christianization of daily /-,

283-28 We must receive . . . and live it in daily I' ;

days of my
ap 578-17 all the days of my /• ;— Psal. 23 ; 6.

life
demonstrated In the

b 333-12 and demonstrated in the I' of which
demonstrated the

s 149-13 have not demonstrated the l"- of Christ,
demonstration of

a 45-19 the revelation and demonstration-o/ /• in God,
/214- 8 guided into the demonstration of /• eternal.
h 278-24 contradicts the demonstration of i' as Spirit,

department of
( 462-19 aa they usually do in every department of /•.

earthly
ap 565-14 a brief history in the earthly /• of our Master ;

embryonic
g 547-14 the germinating speck of so-called embryonic I'

548-29 facts in regard to so-called embryonic t".

ap 561- 6 at a point of so-called embryonic /•.

eternal
o 54-26 and to share the glory of eternal 1-.

f 214- 8 guided into the demonstration of /• eternal.
b 271-24 the essence of this Science, and the eternal I',

289- 2 Truth demonstrated is eternal /•.

340-22 demonstrates health, holiness, and V eternal.

p 410- 4 "This is I' eternal," savs Jesus,— John 17 .• 3.

410- 7 "This is /• eternal, that they— John 17; 3.

everlasting
sp 81-11 this fact affords no certainty of everlasting /*.

p 410- 5 and then he defines everlasting Z" as a
g 556-12 Z' everlasting is not to be gained by dying.

false views of
m 62-29 false views of /" hide eternal harmony,

fountain of
ph 190-30 with Thee is the fountain of l ;— Psal. 36 ; 9.

good
ph 167-32 Substituting good words for a good /',

bad no
a 51-16 He knew that matter had no I-

happiness and
/ 232- 5 beliefs . . . about happiness and I'

b 308-11 looking for happiness and /• in the body,
health or

s 148-27 When physiology fails to give health or/' by this
her
pref xii-16 conviction that the next two years of her /•

p 379-22 her belief that blood is destroying her l\
his

a 45-13 we shall be saved by his ;•."— Rom.S:lQ.
ph 171-10 probabilities either of his /" or of

b 317-17 nis /• is not at the mercy ,of matter.
326-27 and his /' became more spiritual.

p 436-12 Laying down his /• for a good deed,
holiness, and

a 52- 6 spiritual evidence of health, holiness, and /• ;

b 340-22 demonstrates health, holiness, and l' eternal.

human
(see human)

human concept of
o 359-13 you must change the human concept of /•,

Idea of
a 30- 2 he could give a more spiritual idea of I'

Illusion of
b 305-23 In the illusion of l' that is here to-day and

Immortal
a 51-11 that he might furnish the proof of immortal l\

Immortality and
sp 98-31 through which immortality and I' are learned

Indestructible
/ 209- 2 Man, . . . has a perfect indestructible /•.

a 45-19 the revelation and demonstration of r m God,
6 324-18 the goal of Spirit, or /• in God.

in Soul
pr 13-32 not cognizant of Z" in Soul, not in body.

instead of
p 435-13 pleasure instead of pain, and / instead of

Intelligence and
ph 171-26 beliefs that intelligence and /• are present

171-29 that intelligence and Z- are spiritual,
6 269-31 Mind, possessing intelligence and /•.

Interpretation of
a 54-19 would not accept his meek interpretation of /•

issues of.

sp 92- 4 the issues of /• and death,

ph 181- 6 or does it hold the issues of /•?"

Its
b 307-14 Its Z- is found to be not Life, but oiuy »

Jesus' , , .". „
o 42- 1 Jesus' Z" proved, divinely and scientmcally,

ladder of
/ 222- 3 and ascend the ladder of /•.

law of
. , , . ,

b 314-32 supposed accord with the inevitable law of /•.

p 387-22 supposition that, . . in obedience to the law of /',

man's
ph 166-12 believes In his prescription, ... to save a

man's /.

/ 203-32 for God alone is man's /•.
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life
married . , .m 59- 6 all the years of mamed /•.

material
(see material)

matter has no
. ^ . .

b 275- 1 Matter haa no V to lose, and Spirit never dies.

p 426-30 because matter haa no /• to surrender.

gl 584-11 Matter has no l', hence it has no real

miscalled
s 164-23 materiality miscalled /" in the body

misconception of
g 554- 9 following from a misconception of V,

mortal
p 399-22 so-called mortal I- is mortal mind,
g 503-25 God creates neither erring thought, mortal /•,

544-30 declares . . . so-called mortal l to be Life,

552-13 Human experience in mortal /, which starts

never gave
p 376-12 should be told that blood never gave J'

newness of.

a 24-12 rise into newness of V with regeneration.
36- 9 rise . . . into newness of /' as Spirit.

/249- 7 bringing us into newness of /'

p 426-19 will quicken into newness of l\

no ... In matter
s 113-31 no matter in Life, and no I' in matter ;

nor sensation
5 127-21 as matter— no intelligence, T, nor sensation.

/ 205-10 matter haa neither intelligence, V, nor sensation,

of Christ Jesus
ft 270-31 The I of Christ Jesus was not miraculous,

aC Jesus
6 317- 6 Whosoever lives most the / of Jesus

of Life
6 320- 2 of the truth of Truth and of the /• of Life,

of Man
p 434-26 conspiracy against the liberty and /" of Man.

of man
p 3T7-29 to defend the V of man

389-14 theories . . that food sustains the I' of man,
402-17 The I of man is Mind.
410-12 showing that Truth is the actual /• of man ;

438-17 conspiracy against the rights and I' of man.
or existence

ft 311-29 aU supposed . . . claim to / or existence,

organic
( 450-32 electricity, animal nature, and organic I,

or Intelligence
T 485-32 The notion of any V or intelligence in matter
gl 584-28 the absence of substance, l\ or intelligence.

or k>Te „ .

c 257-24 Who hath found finite l or love sufficient to

or mind . „ . ,

sp 76-8 belief that ?•, or mind, was ever in a finite form,
6 303-17 illusion that / , or mind, is formed by

or soul
sp 70-15 Does I- or soul exist in the thing formed?

physical
/ 247- 1 The acute belief of physical I' comes on at

possesses no
r 475-21 that .which possesses no i', . . . of hia own,

Queen of
t 451- 7 Christianity, . . . must be their queen of /'.

reckoning
g 539- 4 Error begins by reckoning I- as separate from

recognition of
r 495-18 that the recognition of /" harmonious

recognize no
s 133-27 would recognize no I', . . . outside of God.

resurrection and the
a 31-16 "the resurrection and the /•"— J^ofen 11:25.
ft 292- 7 "the resurrection and the I"— Jo?m U ; 25.

seem to have
6 307-13 and matter shall seem to have /•

sensation nor
s 108- 7 matter possesses neither sensation nor /• ;

sense of
a 51-7 He had power to lay down a human sense of !•

sp 72-14 Mortal belief (the material sense of D
ft 290- 9 instead of through a spiritual sense of l\
308-17 struggling with a mortal sense of /",

311-30 as mortals lay off a false sense Of Z",

325-32 A false sense of /•, substance, and mind
p 376-16 simulated a corporeal sense of 1-.

g 548- 5 spiritual sense of I', substance, and intelligence.
so-called

ft 292-17 so-called I' of mortals is dependent on
309-29 such so-called I always ends in death.

o 358- 2 axe, which destroys a tree's so-called /',

soul, and
r 466-25 fallacy that . . . soul, and V can be in matter ;

span of
/ 252-23 says : . . . make my short span of /' one gala

spirit and In
a 39-22 experience that salvation in spirit and in /•.

life
Spirit Is the

s 124-25 Spirit is the l\ substance, and continuity of

Spirit of
/ 244-U law of the Spirit of Z- in Christ— Bom. 8: 2.

spiritual
(see spiritual)

statement of
g 554- 9 Any statement of I', following from a

structural
6 283-18 such as the structural /• of the tree

substance, and
gl 591- 9 illusion ; intelligence, substance, and I' in

substance, and Intelligence
a 43-29 beliefs about /•, substance, and intelligence,
f 249-24 dream that /', substance, and intelligence are
ft 274-19 which affirm that Z", substance, and intelligence
278-30 the opposite of l\ substance, and intelligence.
287-24 supposition that I', substance, and intelligence
294- 2 belief, that I', substance, and intelligence
302-17 illusion of any Z", substance, and intelligence as
308-17 a mortal sense of Z", substance, and intelligence
311-30 a false sense of V, substance, and intelligence,

f 450-27 beliefsiin l\ substance, and intelligence
450-31 belief of Z', substance, and intelligence

'

g 541-16 belief that /•, substance, and Intelligence
548- 5 spiritual sense of V, substance, and intelligence.

gl .583- 3 suppositions of Z", substance, and intelligence,
585-24 concerning l\ substance, and intelligence
586-19 that l\ substance, and intelligence are
587- 9 a belief that I, substance, and intelligence
588-18 the belief that l', substance, and intelligence
592- 2 beUef that l', substance, and intelligence

substance, . . . and Intelligence
sp 91-26 belief is, that substance, Z-, and intelligence

ap 562-10 light, substance. Z". and intelligence.
563- 9 belief that substance, Z", and intelligence

snbstanee, and mind
6 325-32 A false sense of l\ substance, and mind
gl 582- 4 physical belief as to Z', substance, and mind ;

substance, or Intelligence
p 418- 6 error that Z', substance, or intelligence can

supposes ^ .

r 489- 8 hypothesis which supposes Z' to be m matter

supposititious
ft 322-26 belief in the supposititious V of matter,

temporal ....
a 51-12 Jesus could give his temporal r into

s 122-27 Temporal Z" is a false sense of existence.

that approaches
r 496-10 Am I Uving the I' that approaches the supreme

thought and In ^ . ^ u. j • i

pr 11-32 It is best expressed in thought and in r.

to suppose that
.. , , . •...

sp 83-21 contrary to C. S. to suppose that Z" is either

p 426-13 this would be a "tree of Z,"— Rev. 22: 2.

Z 458-19 to guard "the tree of Z-."— Gen. 3:24.

g 526- 1 tree of Z- also, in the midst of the— Gen. 2: 9.

526-18 The "tree of Z" stands for the— Gen. 2: 9.

527-18 "the tree of Z" to be the— Gen. 2:9.

537- 2 and take also of the tree of l-,~Getu 3: 22.

537- 8 to keep the way of the tree of l-.— Gen. 3.- 24.

538-13 The "tree of I" is significant of— Gen. 2: 9.

truth, and love
, , ^ xi. j i »

6 284-18 testimony as to spiritual V, truth, and loveT

truth, and the
, __ _ ^_ ,. .,._^„^„ j,

.

g
John 14 : 6.

-Johnli:6.

vegetable
~ ... . ki 7.

6 309-28 as orgamc animal or vegetable Z ,

w&tcr of
g 548- 2 take the water of l freely."— Rev. 22: 17.

Word of „ , , X T t , .

ft 268- * handled, of the Word of l',— I John 1 . 1.

m 62-13 "thought for your l\ what ye— Matt. 6: 25.

ph 165- * Take ho thought for your r.— Matt. 6: 25.

170-16 "Take no thought for your r,— ^ott. o: 25.

/ 228-21 "Take no thought for your V —MaU. 6 : 25.
_

p366-8 "Take no thought for your Z-. —MoZt. 6:25.

g 530- 8 "Take no thought for your Z,— MaXt. 6: 25.

ith, and the
, ^ ,.. , „

a 26-11 the way. the truth, and the V ;
-

6 320- 3 the way, the truth, and the (-.
—

o 353-11 "the way, the truth, and the V ,
-

your own
s 149-14 not demonstrated . more in your own V,

m
sp

40-13 If the saying is true, "While there s l there 9

48-31 hastening the final demonstration of what Z" i»

65-12 Z- should be more metaphysically regarded. _

75- 2 assumption that man . . . .comes to I- as spirit.

78- 7 belief that we are wearing out V and
89-28 Cain . . . concluded that if l' was in the body,
95- 6 "To be spiritually minded Is l."— Kom. 8: 6.

s 107-15 false consciousness that l' inheres in the body,.
122-25 To material sense, . . . takes away Z- ;

161-17 among which are Z', liberty, and the pursuit oi
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life
ph 165- * 7s not the V more than meat,— Matt. 6; 25.-

191-19 "WTiat are man's prospects for /• ?

/205- 7 error of believing that there is /• in matter,
216-25 would seem the exception, . . . and /• a paradox.
216-10 The measurement of /• by solar years robs
247-21 Beauty is a thing of /•, which dwells
253- 6 saith : . . . I give /•, without beginning

c 261-26 neither lose the solid objects and ends of I' nor
b 275-18 no / is Life but the divine ;

283-17 They claim that to be l' which ig but the
289-10 To suppose that sin, liist, hatred, . . . have V
289-21 The belief that matter has / results, ... in a
30O- 2 correct spiritual conclusions regarding l'

304- 6 "Neither death, nor l-.— Rom. 8: 38.

304-14 nor l' result in death.
306- 3 They would first make V result in death, and
318-U They would put soul into soil, V into limbo,
319- 2 The delusion that there is I- in matter has no
325- 6 Z" obtained not of the body
325- 6 the body incapable of supporting V,
325-11 "When Christ, who is Our /•, shall— Col. 3 : 4.

331- 3 If /• were in mortal man or
340- 2 and make /• its own proof of harmony and God.

p 388-13 hypothesis that food is the nutriment of I',

409-27 no right to say that V depends on matter now,
428-21 the I- which is spiritual, not material.

t 445-13 I- "hid with Christ in God,"— Col. 3 .• 3.

r 467- 6 no intelligence, no /•,... but that which is

468- 9 There is no /•, truth, ... in matter.
472-15 Error . . . that intelligence, substance, V,

t 501- * In Him was V ; and the I- was— John 1 : 4.

511-20 the moving creature that hath I,— Gen. 1 ; 20.

618-11 wherein there is V,— Gen. 1 ; 30.

525- 6 this statement that /• issues from matter,
635-23 eat of it all the days of thy l :— Gen. 3 ; 17.

643-29 The belief that matter supports V
649- 4 supposition that /• germinates in eggs
554-11 any knowledge of the so-called selfhood of I',

gl 582- 8 error masquerading as the possessor of /" ,

584-9 Death. An illusion, the lie of /• in matter;
691-10,11 illusion;. . . i'r&sulting in death, and death in T;

594— 8 claim that . . . and death are the realities of V.

598-26 would bridge over with l discerned spiritually

life-basis
ph 191- 8 As a material, theoretical /• is found to be a

life-giving
r 495-10 the V power of Truth acting on human belief,

g 517- 7 The V quaUty of Mind is Spirit.
522-19 represented aa the V principle of the earth-

Life-laws
p 398- 9 the popular ignorance of spiritual L-.

life-link
o 350-28 that / forming the connection through which

lifelong
a 53-23 mocking the V sacrifice which goodness makes
p 371-21 nor would I keep the suckling a I babe.

life-motives
m 58- 8 Unselfish ambition, noble V, and purity,

life-practice
/ 202- 4 must be wrought out In V,

life-preserving
gl 579-13 / power of spiritual understanding.

Life-principle
a 42-32 They must understand more fully his L"

LIfe-probiem
pref ix-30 comparative ignorance of the stupendous L"

life-prospects
6 319- 5 To calculate one's V from a

Life's
b 289-12 Life and L' idea. Truth and Truth's Idea,
337-18 Christ, L' spiritual ideal.

gl 580-16 L' counterfeit, which ultimates in death ;

life's
a 18-6 He did I work arightm 60-28 and teach us /• sweeter harmonies.

Ufe-work
a 48-16 until the consummation of a /•.

f 248-22 The result is that you . . . limit your V,
328-30 The purpose of his great I extends through

lift
m 67- 6 waves /• themselves into mountains.
ph 199- 2 could V the hammer and strike the anvil,

p 373- 9 to /" a student out of a chronic sin.

g 515-26 If you /• a weight, your reflection does this also.

ap 569-18 not struggling to } their heads above the
574-25 it will /• the sackcloth from your eyes,

lifted
ph 200- 3 /• thought into the song of David.
c 25(H 8 I tbeii lives higher than their poor

lifted
g 513-10 anon the veil is l\ and the scene shifts

ap 574-22 I- the seer to behold the great city,

lifting
p 400-18 By /• thought above error, or disease.

407-14 I' humanity above itself into purer desires,

lifts
m 60- 2 Science inevitably V one's being higher
sp 95-31 /• human consciou.sness into eternal Truth.

97-24 the higher Truth l her voice, the louder wilt
s 114-24 It /• the veil of mystery from Soul and body.

147-20 This proof l vou high above the
/ 220- 9 The violet /• her blue eye to greet the
235-13 and spiritual culture, which I one higher.
252-16 Material sense /• its voice with the arrogance of

g 521- 1 Knowledge of this V man above the sod,
547-31 V humanity out of disease and death
.557-20 and / the curtain on man as never.

ap 563- 5 hatred, which / its hydra head,
563-15 The Revelalor /• the veil from this
571-32 and V on high only those who have

Light
ap 561-31 to bear witness of that L\"—John 1 : 8.

light {see also light's)
above the

ap 558-15 it has for you a /• above the sim,
absence of

/ 215-17 only a mortal sense of the absence of V,
according to their

t 443-11 privileged to work . . . according to their /*,
accustomed to the

t 452- 7 we are accustomed to the I-

all Is

sp 72-11 in the place of darkness all is /•,
and darkness
ph 186- 9 /• and darkness, cannot mingle.
b 281- 5 no more commingle than /• and darkness,
r 474-31 for I- and darkness cannot dwell together.

and giory
ap 575- 9 represents the 1- and glory of divine Science.

577-24 Its gates open towards I' and glory
and harmony

b 2K)- 4 the V and harmony which are the abode of
g 501-12 which God illustrated by / and harmony,
503-28 Spirit, dwelling in infinite l' and harmony

and healing
t 446-12 through which Mind pours V and healing

and heat
ph 189- 4 we still believe that there is solar I- arid heat.
g 538-U The sun, giving I' and heat to the earth,

and might
/ 215-13 the I' and might of intelligence and Life.
t 446-26 the spiritual I' and might which heal the sick.

and the glass
6 295-17 The /• and the glass never mingle,

beauty and
g 516-13 bathes all in beauty and 1',

beholds the
sp 9.5-26 beholds the /• which heralds Christ's eternal

borrowed
g 511- 2 subdivides and radiates their borrowed /",

brave
s 144- 7 when dawns the sun's brave /•.

bring
g 504-24 rays of infinite Truth, . . . bring V

bringing to
/210-14 thus bringing to /• the scientific action of
gl 589-18 bringing to / man's immortality.

brings to
sp 72-13 Truth . . . brings to J- immortality.
/ 206-27 He destroys them, and brings to /• immortality.
h 293-29 C. S. brings to /• Truth and its supremacy,
338- 2 brings to /" the only living and true God

bring to
b 300-10 will bring to V the true reflection of God-

brought to
s 110-10 The equipollence of God brought to /•

b 268- 1 brought to /• . . . many useful wonders.
292-31 connection with his God, which Jesus brought

to /•.

335-24 Life as immortality brought to /•.

p 429- 2 this Life must be brought to /• by the
505-28 the reality of all things brought to /'.

548-28 Modern discoveries have brought to I'

gl 582-23 immortality brought to /•.

central
b 305- 7 .Man, . . . reflects the central /• of being,

clearer
a 55-12 in a clearer V than mere words can

clothed In
ap 561-11 the spiritual ideal as a woman clothed in 1\

come not to the
pref x-29 or discerning the truth, /:ome not to the /• lest
darkness and

ap 74-21 Darkness and I', infancy and manhood
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Ught
depends upon Mlod

p 393-26 Certainly means that /• depends upoa Mind,
destroys darkness

sp 72-10 As I' destroys darkness
divine

3 135-32 as must be the case in the cycles of divine /•.

t 457- 7 Since the divine /• of C. S. first dawned upon
emits

c 262-25 even as /' emits /' without effort ;

examined In the
c 267-19 examined in the / of divine Science.
6 274-31 examined in the /• of divine metaphysics,

from darimess to
t 459- 1 as the flower turns from darlmess to /'.

live
g 510- 7 to give /• upon the earth :

— Gen. 1 : 15.

511- 8 to give /• upon the earth,— Gen. 1: 17.

gives place to
vref xi-13 as necessarily as darkness gives place to /•

glorious
b 308-27 did not loosen his hold upon this glorious /•

God **ls the
ap 558-16 for God "is the V thereof."— Rev. 21 ; 23.

Cod's
g 504-12 no place where God's /• is not seen,

God saw ttie

g 503-26 And God saw the V,— Gen. 1 .• 4.

greater
g 510-14 the greater / to rule the day,— Gen. I ; 18.

Infinite
g 503-28 Spirit, dwelling in Infinite /- and harmony
511-13 God is revealed as infinite /'.

influx of
a 47- 8 The influx of /• was sudden.

Instead of
g 528-19 Beginning creation with darkness instead of /•,

In tlie line of
an 105-32 full many a league in the line of V ;

Is a symltol
g 510-27 I,' is a symbol of Mind,

Its own
g 510-30 one Mind, and this one shining by its own V

lesser
g 510-14 the lesser ^ to rule the night :

— Gen. I ; 16.

lets In tiie

p 407-26 This spiritualization of thought lets in the /",

let tbere I>e

c 255- 3 "Let there be V,"—Gen. 1 .• 3.

g 503-18 God said, Let there be /• :
— Gen. 1 : 3.

556-20 "Let there be l\"—Gen. 1 ; 3.

life and
/ 209- 7 life and /• of all its own vast creation ;

line of
p 367-29 Student's higher attainments in this line of l\

Love is ttie

ap 577-21 for Love is the V of it,

manifesting tlie

ap 562-20 and by manifesting the V which shinea
more

s 153-13 This discovery leads to more l\
new

a 35-11 in the dawn of a new /•

obscured tlie

ap 560-26 not only obscured the /• of the ages, but
obscures

g 504-29 and darkness obscures /•.

of men
g 501- * the life teas the V of men.— John 1 .• 4.

ap 561-29 which is "the l' of men."— John 1 ; 4.

of the body
p 393-25 "the V of the body is the eye."— Matt. 6: 22.

of Truth
b 308-25 the /• of Truth and Love dawns upon thee.
p 418-32 which flee before the V of Truth.
g 557-19 rolls back the clouds of error with the l' of Truth,

of understanding
t 461-12 Only by . . . can the V of understanding be

or heat
g 548- 9 How little /• or heat reach our earth when

or Joy
g 548-12 little V or joy for mortals before

pinions of
ph 191-14 transformed by Truth on its pinions of /•,

portrayed
ap 561-28 The /• portrayed is really neither solar nor

power of
/ 214-27 may end the power of J- and lens !

lay of
f 250-12 like a ray of V which comes from the sun,
b 300-31 the ray of V which goes out from it.

o 361-17 a ray of I- one with the sun,
nys of

g 545-24 like rays of /•, shine in the darkness,
reflected

ap iX2r- 9 the universe borrows its reflected /•,

light
r^ects no

r 479-28 not a color, because it reflects no /'

shining
O 347-20

ap 566-24
solar

ph 189- 4

Q 510-21

Spirit Is

g 504-28 Spirit is /-, and the contradiction of Spirit is

spiritual
i> 324-23
« 446-26

this
p 367-22

ff 504-10

ap 577-22
Thy

ph 190-31
towards ihR

f 240- 9 leaflet turns naturally towards the J-

and is the V shining in darkness,A burning and a shining V 1

we still believe that there is solar /• and beat.
There is no Scriptural allusion to solar V until

but spiritual I- soon enabled him to
the spiritual V and might which heal the sick.

and that this /• be not hid.
This / is not from the sun
All who are saved must walk in this /•.

In Thy /• shall we see light.— Psal. 36; 9.

true
5 117-26
6 276-13
359-32

and because of opacity to the true /',

into human view in their true /•,brings
in their true V and loveliness.

Truth Is the
b 282-32 but Truth is the V which dispels error.

walking In the
I 452- 7 Walking in the /", we are accustomed to the

walk in the
pr 10- 2 and will walk in the /• so far as we receive It,

g 510-11 reflected spiritually by all who walk in the I'

ye are the
V 367-19 "Ye are the /• of the world.— Mo«. 5 ; 14.

a 42- 8

sp 74-24
an 101-15

Vh 190-31
194-28
194-31
195- 2

/ 215-16
c 266-29
6 289- 1

295-16
305-27
325-30
336-28

t 452- 9
r 474-32
479-24
492-12

g 502- 6
503-14
503-19
503-21
503-27
504- 3
604- 9
504-27
SOS-29
509-17
510-10
511- 9
513-10
539-25

ap 578- 1

(7/584- 1

591-23
596-11

Ughted
ap 576- 3

lighting
pre/ vii-12

lightning
sp 97- 8

5 119-19

ph 192-15

/ 245-20
6 293-22

p 439-16

lightnings
6 288-15

Ughts

like

/ 202-14

ghm~ 9
510- 6
510-13

VT 5-19
8-S

comes in darkness and disappears with the /•.

Who will say that . . . darkness can represent V,
and as adapted to throw V on physiological
In Thy light shall we see /•.— Psal. 36.- 9.

An infant crying for the /•,

The V which affords us joy gave him a
His eyes were inflamed by the V.
led to believe that darkness is as real as / :

beatific presence, illuming the universe with/''
man's real existence . . . comes to V.
as /• passing through the window-pane.
destroys all error and brings immortality to /•.

When first spoken . . . Truth, like the /•,

and brings immortality to I'.

are pained by the /.
L,' extinguishes the darkness,
the imaginary opposites of /',

and bring immortality to /'.

the V over the dark,
the /• of ever-present Love illumines
and there was /•.— Gen. 1 ; 3.

first, in /• ; second, in reflection ;

divided the /• from the darkness.— Gen. I ; 4.

God called the /• D&y,— Gen. 1: 5.

though solar beams are not . . . stiU there is /•.

Did infinite Mind create matter, and call it /' T

letting in the /• of spiritual understanding.
The V of spiritual understanding gives
in whose "/• shall we see /• :"— Psal. 36: 9.

to divide the /• from the darkness : ^Gen. 1 : 18.
the veil is lifted, and the scene shifts into /".

"What communion hath V— II Cor. 6; 14.

the V which C. S. throws on the Scriptures .

/•, the spiritual idea of Truth and Love.
Morning. L' ; symbol of Truth ;

Ubim. L'.

/• by the Sun of Righteousness,

V the way to eternal harmony..

According to human belief, the /• is fierce

lawgiver, whose i" palsies ... is not the divine
It is / and hurricane, all that is

coaxed the enamoured /" from the clouds.
wind, wave, /•, fire, bestial ferocity
his words flashing as I' in the

The /• and thunderbolts of error

/• the torch of spiritual understanding.
Let there be /• in the firmament — Gen. 1 ; 14.
And let them be for V— Gen, 1 ; 15.

And God made two great l'
;
— Gen. I: 16.

"/• a green bay tree ;"— Psal. 37: 35.

"/• unto whitM sepulchres — Matt. 23.- 27.
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like
pr S-t9 audible prayers are /•charity in one r^gpect,

12-16 Prayer to a corporeal God affects the sick /• a
a 21-27 He is / a traveller going westward

22- 3 Vibrating /• a i)endulum between sin and the
41- 6 !/ our Master, we must depart from
53-22 L' Peter, we should weep over the warning,m 57-13 seasons of renewal /" the returning spring.
61-16 droop and die, /• tropical flowers
63- 7 His origin is not, /• that of mortals,
66- 4 Which, / the toad, ugly and venomous,

sp 19r- 2 /• the discords of disease, sin, and death,
071 103-27 V silly moths, singe their own wings

105-22 V an escaped felon
106- 6 !/• our nation, C. S. has its Declaration of
106-24 revellings and such /• : —Gal. 5; 21.

s 107- * kingdom of heaven is I- unto — Matt. 13." 33.

112-19 spiritual rules, . . . which, /• the great Giver,
113-26 I- the method in mathematics.
124-14 The universe, V man, is to be interpreted by
124-18 the universe, I' man, is, and must
135- 4 that ye skipped /' rams,— Psal. 114: 6.

135- 5 and ye little hills, /• lambs?— PsaZ. 114 : 6.

154- 3 Disease arises, i" other mental conditions, from
156- 8 and yet, . . . the patient looked / a barrel.
157-13 becomes more /• the human mind than
164— 7 true, or anything l' the truth,

ph 187-32 a body Z' the one it had before death.
188-12 is /• the dream we have in sleep,
193-14 and said r "I feel /• a new man.
197- 3 /" a Parisian name for a novel garment.

/ 214—II The material senses, /• Adam, originate In
214-19 /• the pagan idolater.
214-22 /• the original "tree of^Gen. 2: 9.

218- 5 the body, / the inanimate wheel,
220-19 /• a kitten glancing into the mirror
225-14 The history of our country, / all history,
235- 1 cannot go forth, I- wandering pollen,
237-12 / "the fowls of the air,"— Luke S: 5.

244-13 is I' the beasts and vegetables,
245-27 One instance V the foregoing
249-18 l Christ, "the same yesterday,— Hei. 13 ; 8.

250- 4 suppose. . . uninteUigence to act /• intelligence,
250-12 V a ray of light which comes from the sun,
250-29 chase one another I' snowflakes,
251-28 Ignorance, I' intentional wrong, is not
252-28 and says : . . . L' bursting lava, I expand

C 260- 3 and make himself /• it,

263-28 A sensual thought, l' an atom of dust
267-26 robes of Spirit . . . V. the raiment of Christ.

h 268- 3 With I' activity have thought's swift pinions
268-11 1- the shepherd-boy with his sUng,

276-29, 30 inform us that / produces /".

277-14 /• reproducing V.
286-18 all that He made to be good, l Himself,
295-U Mortals are not V immortals, created in
295-23 Then, V a cloud melting into thin vapor,
298-21 Spiritual ideas, /• numbers and notes,
305-10 so man, I' all things real, reflects God,
322-28 turn us V tired children to the arms of
325-30 When first spoken in any age. Truth, /• the

o 349-14 1' aU other languages, English is inadequate
352-17 Children, l' adults, ought to fear a
354-20 which are V clouds without rain.
359-29 Scientist and an opponent are I' two artists.
360-19 L' a pendulum in a clock, you will be

p 364-22 If Christian Scientists are l Simon, then
365-18 V dew before the morning sunshine.
367-11 nor, I' the Pharisee, with the arrogance of
367-13 but I- Mary Magdalene, from the summit of
370- 9 cause and effect, or V producing /.
374-22 Z" walking in darkness on the edge of a
383- 9 and, I- the Apostle Paul, is

390- 2 I should I' something more to eat."
393- 1 Z' a watchman forsaking his post,
395- 6 L' the great Exemplar, the healer should
398-15 "was restored whole, Z' as the — Matt. 12.' 13.
421-30 The perversion of Mind-science is /•

t 459-17 Z" putting a sharp knife into the handg of a
T 467- 8 The second is /• unto it,
• 481- 5 L' the archpriests of yore, man is

485-31 I' saying that the power is in the lever.
486-31 in a terrible situation, where he would be I'

g 546-24 V rays of light, shine in the darkness,
551- 6 Z/" produces V.

554— 6 because being is immortal, Z" Deity,
555- 7 "I / your explanations of truth,
555-17 V inquiring into the origin of God,
557- 3 moving and playing without harm, V a fish.

ap 571- 5 Because people I' you better when you
(see also manner)

likely
an 102-27 much more ?• to be abused by its
o 358-29 la it Z" that church-members have more
p 409- 7 the more prolific it is Z" to become

likened
p 372- 5 /-, by Milton to "chaos and old night."
g 514-16 promptness, and perseverance are «• to

Ukeness
after our

p 438- 3 in our image, after our I- ;
— Gen. 1 : 26.

T 475-24 in our image, after our /• ;
— Gen. I ; 26.

g 515-12 in our image, after our V ;
— Gen. 1 ; 28.

dlrlne
b 300-22 man as' reflecting the divine /-.

o 356-23 man who is made in the divine / ?
r 491-16 establishes man forever in the <Uvine V

eternal
/ 246- 6 the eternal V of their Maker,
p 395- 5 man's immortality and eternal /• to God.

God's
sp 70- 8 spiritual man, made in God's /,
ph 191- 5 man. in God's I' will appear,
b 287-21 declare that man was inade in God's I',
336-26 and man in God's V

o 344- 9 God's V is not found in matter, sin,
346- 5 the ideal man, reflecting God's /•.

God's own
sp 90-24 man Is God's own V
r 477- 3 the Saviour saw God's own Iv

His
pr 4-22 until we awake in His l\
sp 73- 7 God, and man is His V.
s 148-24 unity of Spirit and His I:
f 249-22 and His I never dreams.
325-16 Then shall man be found, in His l\
338- 3 and man as made in His I' ;

o 344- 8 in His own image and after His I.
r 495-16 Allow nothing but His I- to abide in your
g 516-20 Man, made in His I', possesses and reflects

His own
c 257-12 Mind creates His own V in ideas,
g 516- 9 God fashions . . . after His own /".

human
b 301- 2 even as the ^iiman /•

Image and
(see Image)

Image or
sp 71-19 neither ... is the image or /• of God,
b 284-11 Is God's image or Z" matter,
299-15 whither every . . . image, or /• of

g 515-25 mirrored reflection is your own image or V.
Inverted

6 285-10 man's counterfeit, the inverted /',

Inverts the true
g 512-26 Mortal mind inverts the true l\

Us own
/ 317- 1 this Mind forms its own Z".

man's'
pr 12-14 of man's Z' to God and of man's

no proper
302-28 the body presents no proper /• of divinity,

not that
,

r 475-10 Matter is not that /•.

of God
(see CU)d)

of bis Maker
/ 252-13 recognized as the true I- of his Maker.
305- 7 Man, in the Z' of his Maker,

of man's Maker
r 491-10 It is the Z" of man's Maker.

of Spirit
(see Spirit)

of the divine
a 51- 8 spiritual identity In the I' of the divine :

of this Ego
/ 250-11 Spiritual man is the I- of this Ego.

our
g 525-U after our mind and our I- ;

personal
b 302-27 not in any bodily or personal /• to

tliat

ph 191- 6 will include in that V no material element.
this

b 315-18 and we realize this Z" only when we
g 515-27 If you speak, the lips of this Z' move
544-25 a material personality is not this /'.

Thy
ph 190-29 when I awake, with Thy l.— Psal. 17; 15.

true
m 67-29 presents the true V or .spiritual ideal.

/ 252-13 recognized as the true V of his Maker.
c 259-18 The true Z' cannpt be lost in divine reflection,
p 406-16 all that is unlike the true Z" disappears.
g 516- 8 we shall see this true Z" and reflection

likes
/253- 1 saith :' I am Spirit. Man, ... is my /*.

b 322-23 A man who V to do wrong
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likewise
a 25-29
6 305-19
320- 1

p 370-27

e/585-6
mies

/ 212-23

<? 530-12

lUy
m 62-24

limb
s 161- 1

ph 172-26
172-27

/ 212- 4
212- 6
212- 7

6 295- I

r 489- 6
489- 7

limbo
6 318-11

limbs
s 120-32
162-20

/ 227-27
243-17

p 379-27
415-28

limit
/ 248-22
b 284- 9
t 445-17

e 517-23

ap 577--13

limitation
Ol 585-22

594-5

limitations
c 256-28
6 331- 4

limited
a 36-19
m 67-25

sp 71-29
S 133-20
C 255-13
256-31
257-27

t 284^4
284- 7
309-31
313-28
329- 1

335-17, 18
336- 5
337-21
361-24

p 369-27
r 466-14
469- -5

494-13

<;550- 8

Cl 587- 2
588-25

limiting
5 124-10
135-18
246-21

limitless
C 256-28
258- 3

6 335-32
O 353-28
r 466-14
510-18

limits
final

r 47ft- 6
former

sp 89-10
narrow

C 256-14

C53ft-22
raeta oar

p387- S
supposed

o 353-28
tlwse

353-27

We must go and do l\ else we are not
these also doeth the Son /•."— John 5: 19.

L' we can apeak of the truth
Quackery / fails at length to inspire the
which are J' without beginning or end.

makes and clothes the /• of the field,

to feed and clothe man as He doth the I'.

even as it clothes the /• ;

elastic condition of the healthy ?•,

when you amputate a / ;

But the loss of a I' or injury to a tissue
A / which has been amputated has continued
If the sensation ot pain in the I' can return,

why cannot the / reappear?
The belief that a severed /• is aching
Then the human /• would be replaced
not with an artificial l, but with the genuine

They would put soul into soil, life into /•,

and superstition chained the 1'

shortened Z" have been elongated,
entangled your free V,
The head, heart, lungs, and /' do not inform us
pain in the head and l\
the V will vanish from consciousness.

The result is that you . . . l your life-work,
and can return to no /•.

or / in any direction of thought
since there is no I' to infinitude or to

holy habitation has no boundary nor /•,

mortal thought, the only error of which is /• ;

the first lie of /• , finity ;

limitless Mind cannot proceed from physical /•.

would be subject to their l and would end La

A selfish and V mind may be unjust,
in the /• demonstration of popular Christianity
V and finite in character and quality.
/ form of a national or tribal religion.
mortals take I' views of all things.
A mind originating from a , . . must be I'

Infinite Mind cannot be I'

If God were I' to man or matter,
Mind would seem to spring from a /• body ;

never absorbed nor /" by its own formations.
was possessed only in a J- degree
of a single period or of a ;• following.
never Included in a / mind or a I- body.
never . . . the unlimited into the /',

as incomprehensible to the 2' senses as
however r, must be correct in order to
L' to matter by their own law.
Truth is limitless ; error is /'.

Life is divine Mind. Life is not Z*.

a select number or for a / period of time,
and be J" within material bounds.
a belief that mind is outlined and V ;

that which Is never unconscious nor ^^.

thus /• Life and holding fast to discord
repeating the offence of the Jews by /•

euad I' all that is good and beautiful,

A ? Mind cannot proceed from
glories of l\ incorporeal Life and Love.
The Ego la deathless and /",

Mind ia V. It never was material.
Truth Is I' ; error is limited.
Love alone can impart the /* idea of infinite

Error, urged to its final /•, la

The former I' of her belief return.

nor compressed within the narrow V of
Their narrow T beUttle their gratifications.

When we reach our /• of

So long as there are supposed /* to Mind,

and those {* are human.

limits
utmost

g 552-28 urged to its utmost V, results in a
within the
m 61- 2 within the /• of personal sense.
p 43&- 9 acting within the l' of the divine law.

6 280-10
312-25
33.5-32

Ol 595-17

line
along the

5 141-11
343-31

direct
ph 189-31

/ 457-21

Imaginary
sp 90- 6

last

pr 16-12
line upon

r 465-*
of creation

g 557-12
of demarcat

g 505-21

gl 586-16
of light

an 105-32

p 367-29
of spiritual

p 429- 9
on this

r 492-19
492-21

quoting a
ap 564-27

straight
6 282- 6
282- 7

282-10
282-14
282-15
282-22
283-30
283-31

?502- 6
their

a 21-23

ph 192-30

ff 507- 4
557-13

lines
6 294-19

link
sp 75-28

ph 172-U
•^6 293- 5

r 491-15

g 518-13

linked
6 31&-4

links
a 37-9
m 60- 7

68-31

belief I- all things, and would compress
I- faith and hinders spiritual understanding.
/• would imply and impose ignorance.
/•, in which are summed up all human acts,

along the V of scholarly . . . descent,
to press along the V of gospel-heahng,

always in the direct /•'of matter,
no excellence without labor in a direct I'.

the imaginary / called the equator

whether the last /" is not an addition

line upon l, line upon V; — Isa. 28: 10.

as the Z" of creation rises towards
ion
Understanding is the V of demarcation
V of demarcation between Truth and error,

full many a league in the /• of light r

student's higher attainments in this I' of light.
advancement
in the V of spiritual advancement.

"I propose to fight it out on this I',

You must fight It out on this l\

Jesus said, quoting a /• from the Paalmg,

a circle or sphere and a straight 1\
the straight V represents the finite,
the straight V represents evil,

straight r finds no abiding-place in a curve,
curve finds no adjustment to a straight I'

and the other a straight l\
calling a curve a straight Z"

or a straight /" a sphere.
straight /• of Spirit over the mortal deviatiooa

or, if I take up their V of travel.

Uon
/243-6
p 380-16

g 514-10
514-24
549-26
550-27

ap 559-U
lions'

(7 514-27

Up
S 117-14

Ups
close the

pr 15-15
faittiful

a 61-1
or Iiands

/ 212-26
untutored

sp 89-24

Whatever holds human thought ia I' with
in the Z" of spiritual creation,
in the Z" of the corporeal senses.

The V of demarcation between immortal

when the Z' between their opposite beliefs i%
Spirit can form no real Z' in this supposed
forms no I- between matter and Mmd,
and find the indissoluble spiritual I-

God gives the lesser idea of HimseU for a I'

The real man being Z" by Science to

Martyrs are the human V which
welding indissolubly the l of affection,
the unbroken Z' of eternal, harmonious being

from the jaws of the I',

Gazing at a chained l\ crouched for a spring,
"the !• of the tribe of JiKla,"— Rev. 5: 5.

And the calf and the young l\— Isa. 11 ; 6.

beards the Z" of materialism in its den.
nor does a I' bring forth a lamb.
"as when a V roareth."— Rev. 10; 3.

Daniel felt safe in the V den.

Ear hath not heard, nor bath Z' spoken.

close the 1- and silence the material senses,

wrung from his faithful Z' the plaintive cry,

we say the Z' or hands must

and the fervor of untutored 1\

pr 3-31 put the finger on the Z* and remember our
9-31 why pray with the ! that you may
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lips
pr 15-11
a 50- 7

o 3.';9-23

p 373-22

g 515-27

Ilp-servlce
pr 2-13

liquid
/213- 6

(7 511-23

lisped
prcf LX-11

lispings
pref ix- 3

Ust
a 31-12

listen
pr »-31

up 571-12

listened
/ 237- 1

o 350-22

listeners
/ 235-30

listening
/ 23>i-25

b 323-31

listeth
gl 59S- 4

listless
/ 250-20

Uteral
a 32-24
6 320- 7

320-10

<7 537-29

literaUy
/21St-30
245-11

r 482-19

C 637-26
537-26

ap 569- 7

literary
ph 195-28

little

prpf
pr

m

x-20
8- 4

11-31
19-21
21-13
21-19
37-32
61-19

5 109-13
122-18
130-24
135- 4
149-20
1.54-28

ph 106-17

196- 5

/ 236-28
237- 1

237- 9

237-25
252- 7

6 239- 8
297-30
32'{-32

328- 6
329- 5
329- 5

p 364-24
36S-14
382-23
394-30
413-22
442-27
M49- 2

455-13
454- 3

r465- *

g 514-25
54S- 9
54&-12

ap 558- 6

5i»- 1

L' must be mute and materialism silent,

wrung from Jesus' /" the awful cry,
from the I' of her saintly mother.
Disease is expressed not so much by the V as
If you speak, the I' of this likeness move

does not grant them simply on the ground of /•,

conceives of something as either V or
To mortp.l mind, the universe ia /*, solid, and

she "/• in numbers, for the numbers came."

these jottings were only infantile /• of Truth.

First in the V of Christian duties,

do we V patiently to the rebuke
If so, / and be wise.

A little prirl, who had occasionally /' to
In childhood, she often /• with joy to

their /• will love to grapple with a

/" only to one side of the case.
or we are I to it and going up higher.

bloweth where it /•.— John 3 ; 8.

To the observer, the body lies /•,

This would have been foolish in a /" sense ;

have both a spiritual and /' meaning,
must rest upon both the /' and moral ;"
/• meaning would imply that God withheld

applying it / to moments of fatigue,
she V grew no older.
he was /' the Son of Man.
the ordinary historian interprets it /'.

L," taken, the text is made to appear
is /• fulfilled, when we are conscious of the

L' commercialism is lowering the

so /• faith in His disposition and power to
but there is V hope for those who
Such a desire has /• need of audible expression,
he has /• part in the atonement,
gain a /• each day in the right direction,
patlis have diverged . . / opportunity to help
Why has this Christian demand so / inspiration
may reproduce in their own helpless /• oijes
searched the Scriptures and read /• else,
The barometer,— that /• prophet of
our Master's love for /• children,
and ye /• hills, like lambs?— Psal. 114; 6.
remarked . . take as /• medicine as possible ;

Such a mother runs to her /• one,
To ignore God as of /• use in sickness is a mis-

take.
The power of ... is /• understood.
.lesus loved I- children because of their
A /• girl, who had occasionally listened
their /• daughter so naturally attained.
They devote them.selves a /• longer to their
learn e^en a V of their own falsity.He is V else than the expression of error.
has / relation to the actual or divine.
Willingness to become as a /• child
Understanding I about the divine PrincipleA /• leaven leavens the whole lump.A /• understanding of C. S. proves the truth of
said of them also that they love V.
has /• inspiration to nerve endeavor.
"Whosoever . . . as a / child,— Luke 18 ; 17.
the sick usually have /• faith in it till they
need not wash his /• body all over each day
"Fear not, /• flock ;— Luke 12 ; 32.
A /• leaven causes the whole mass to
if, you can exercise ;• or no power
Could her friends know how l time
here a l\ and there a l\— Isa. 28: 10.
And a /• child shall lead them.— Isa. 11:6.
How /• light or heat reach our earth when
Earth has /• light or joy for mortals before
in his hand a / book open :

— Rev. 10: 2.
in his hand "a /• book,"— Rev. 10: 2. •

little
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Uveth
ph 170-11 "Whosoever /• and believeth— John 11 ; 26.

6 315- 1 "Whosoever / and believeth— John 11 ; 26.

334-26 I am he that /•, and was dead— Rev. 1 ; 18.

living
»nd healing

s 141- 5 divine precepts for I- and healing.
economf of

. ^ ^
/ 222-16 consulting . . . less about the economy of r

faith In
p 36*-17 more faith in /• than in dying,

lUegltimate
/ 20.'J-28 foam and fury of illegimate l'

In disobedience
a 19-27 If I- in disobedience to Him,

In this world
sp 73- 3 calls one person, I- in this world, malcrial,

material
PT 14-26 the belief and dream of material /•,

only for pleasure
a 3&-27 /• only for pleasure or the gratification of the

standard of
ph 197-U the higher will be the standard of V

the Ufe
T 494-10 Am I /• the life that approaches the

by V consistently with our prayer?
It is the /• Christ, the practical Truth,
was not the threshold . . . into I glory.
belief of still V in an organic, material body.
The so-called dead and V cannot commune
when those /• on the earth and
between the so-called dead and the V,
said could be exerted by one / organism
the Son of the l' God l'*^— Malt. 16: 16.

/• witnesses and monuments to the
The only way to this /• Truth,
false . . that material history is as real and /'

giving V waters to the thirsty.
the only /• and true God can do.

Believing that she was still I- in the same hour
Spiritual V and blessedness are the only
Therefore matter Is neither substantial, /•, nor
or art ihou in the /• faith that
your bodies a /• sacrifice.— Rom. \2: I.

brings to light the only V and true God
It was the]', palpitatmg presence of
a clear comprehension of the / Spirit.
He must prove, through V as well as
in multifarious forms of the V Principle, ^^—
the /• and real prelude of the older Scriptures
and every /• creature that moveth,— Gen. 1 .• 21.

the /• creature after his kind,— Gen. 1 ; 24.

every / thing that moveth— Gen. 1 .• 28.

and man became a V soul.— Gen. 2: 7.

whatsoever Adam called every V— Gen. 2: 19.

it supposes that . . . matter becomes /•,

Human fear of miasma would /° with disease

from which /• or fish could come?

we shall /• sin and rebuke it

we must learn to /' it.

to make him turn from it with V.
in becoming a fool or an object of / ;

hate, l the brightness of divine glory.

or reduce him to a I' wreck?
until . . . men and women become / sots.

attractive to no creature except a I' worm.

How were the V and fishes multiplied
as Jesus showed with the /• and the fishes,
"for the /• and fishes,"— see John 6; 26.

When the unthinking V loses its claw,

would be replaced as readily as the V claw.

In the first chapter . . . evil has no /• habitation

in certain I* he did not many

its symptoms, V, and fatalitjr
Heaven is not a l\ but a divine state
send our best detectives to whatever V

that a severed limb is aching in the old l\

pr 9-10
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longer
sp 77-17 will be of I" or shorter duration
/ 237-25 They devote themselves a little i" to their
o 346-25 how cau he suffer /• ?

longer no—
pref Tii-17 Ignorance of God is no V the steppinp-stone

a 47- 4 They no /• measured man by material sense.
47- 6 leaning no /• on matter,

m 69-10 No I- to marry or to be "given in — Matt. 22 : 30.

sp 74-18 The caterpillar, . . . is no /• a worm,
76-13 can no I' commune with matter ;

an 105-17 and no /" apply legal rulings wholly to
5 125- 4 may no I' be found indispensable to health.
125-28 astronomer will no I' look up to the stars,
126- 2 Error will be no l' used in stating truth.
130-30 no I' think it natural to love sin
130-31 no T' imagine evil to be ever-present
140-13 Mankind will no t' be tyrannical and

ph 171-13 no V an open question, cut is demonstrable
191-17 It should no /" ask of the head, heart, or

/ 211-19 It should no I' be said in Israel that
c 263- 9 he will no I grope in the dark and cling to earth
b 295- 3 nerves which are no l' there,
295-23 it no I- hides the sun.
298-20 joy is no I' a trembler, nor is hope a cheat.
309-10 He was no 1' called Jacob, but Israel,

o 352-30 no Z" seeming worthy of fear or honor.
p 416- 8 To him there is no V any pain.

416-23 the body is no I' the parent,
442-13 Mortal Man, no / sick and in prison,

t 460-32 shadow of old errors was no /" cast upon
ap 573-17 man was no I' regarded as a miserable siimer,

577- 5 as no Z" two wedded individuals,

longest
p 431-16 Materia Medica held out the V,

longevity
pref viii-21 the reputed V of the Antediluvians,

s 126-25 the effects of Truth on the health, 1-,

ph 167-10 our health, our l\ and our Christianity.
173-31 are far more fatal to health and /' than

/ 223-32 I/- is Increasing
o 348-32 health has been restored, and V Increased,
r 492-10 will increase /", will purify and elevate

longing
pr 4-18 the I' to be better and holier,

longingly
t 450-12 They do not incline V to error,

longings
pr 15-17 In the quiet sanctuary of earnest I',

longitude
s 125-22 cold and heat, latitude and l\

longsuffering
an 106-27 /, gentleness, goodness, faith,— Gal. 5: 22.

t 443-21 with all I- and doctrine."— // Tim. 4; 2.

ap 566-23 Be Thou, I, slow to wrath,
look

pr 6-18 higher we cannot l\

sp 78-12 Then whv l to them
82-29 do we V for help to the Esquimaux

s 125-28 astronomer will no longer I' up to the stars,
.• 125-29 he will l' out from them upon the universe ;

129-22 We must I' deep into realism
154-26 says . . . "You l' sick," "You V tired,"

ph 184-31 I then requested her to V at the weather-vane,
/ 219-30 we may I' for an abatement of these evils ;

220- 6 to V in other directions for cause and cure.
234-28 Jesus declared that to /• with desire on
248-27- and V at them continually,

C 260-31 If we V to the bodv for pleasure, we find pain :

261- 2 L- away from the body mto Truth
264- 7 Mortals must 1' beyond fading, finite forms,
264-10 We must /" where we would walk,

o 343-11 the blind V up to C. S. with blessings,
p 371-11 children V everywhere for the Imaginary ghost,

429- 8 We I- before our feet,
429- 9 we /• beyond a single step
433-14 a /• of despair and death settles upon it.

434-18 earnest, solemn eyes, . . . I- upward.
C 521-13 We should I' away from the opposite
549-17 must therefore V upon the simple ovum ag
552-18 peck open their shells with C. S., and I' outward

ap 558-14 When you I it fairly in the face,

looked
s 133-11 The Israelites I' upon the brazen serpent,
156- 8 the patient V like a barrel.
161-30 If . . . philanthropists V aa deeply for

ph 184-32 She V and saw that it pointed due east.
b 268- * which we have V upon,— I John \: I.

270-14 prophets of old / for something higher
looker-on

sp PO-17 The I' sees the body in bed.

lookers-on
a 37-15 merit seen and appreciated by /•.

looking
pr 5-19 /• farther, the Psalmist could see their end,

7-10 I/- deeply into these things, we find that
6 268- 8 /• away from matter to Mind as the cause of
308-10 /• for happiness and life in the body,
317-24 To the materialistic TDomas, /• for the

p 365- 3 the heavenly homesick V away from earth,
378-11 By V a tig:er fearlessly in the eye,
378-13 may infuriate another by /' it m the eye,

t 450- 7 while V you blandly in tne face,

looks
a 21-11 and V towards the imperishable things of Spirit.
p 371-13 V for relief in all ways except the right

379- 5 where the ordinary physician V for causes.
415— 9 Z" upon some object which he dreads.
431-31 testifies : . . . I am robbed of mv good I'.

t 451-15 walks in the direction towards wnich he I',

looms
an 102-18 The I' of crime, hidden In the dark recesses

loose
s 163- 2 afterward letting her I- upon sick people."
t 459-18 turning him I' in the crowded streets of a, city-

loosed
sp 89- 3 shows that the beliefs of mortal mind are l\

loosely
p 363- 5 which hung / about her shoulders,

loosen
b 308-27 did not I- his hold upon this glorious light

loosened
g 552-19 But thought, V from a material basis

loosening
sp 98-16 above the /• grasp of creeds,

loquacious
s 153-30 avoid I' tattling about disease.

Lord (see also Lord's)
and Master
m 67-21 our L' and Master healed the sick,
b 317-20 Our L' and Master presented himself to

arm of the
a 24-11 "the arm of the L'" is revealed.— Isa. 53 : 1.

beloved
ap 566-15 When Israel, of the L' beloved,

cup of our
a 32-11 nor was the wine, used , . . the cup of our L\

fear of the
p 373-15 "The fear of the L' is the— Psal. Ill ; 10-

mind of the
b 291-18 "the mind of the L ,"— Bom. U : 34.

of heaven
s 131-19 O Father, L' of heaven and earth,— Luke 10 ; 21.

of Hosts
ap 568-25 and magnify the L' of Hosts.

on high
g 505-18 "The L' on high is mightier than,— Psal. 93; 4.

presence of the
s 135- 6 at the presence of the L',— Psal. 114 ; 7.

g 542-28 from the presence of the L'— Gen. i: 16.

present with the
pr 14-4 "present with the !.•"— 7/ Cor. 5:8.

14- 6 "present with the L"— II Cor. 5; 8.

/ 216-30 present with the L."— II Cor. 5 : 8.

p 383-11 present with the L."— II Cor. 5; 8.

gl 581-26 present with the L\"— II Cor. 5 : 8.

shall reign
prof vii-20 "the L' shall reign forever."— Exod. 15: 18.

Spirit of the
/ 227-18 "Where the Spirit of the I/- Is,

— 7/ Cor. 3: 17.

r 481- 4 "Where the Spirit of the L' is,— 77 Cor. 3: 17.

thy God
pr 9-17 Dost thou "love the L- thy God— Afatt. 22:37.

wait upon the
/ 218-27 "They that wait upon the 7,-— Isa. 40: 3J.

with our
a 35-10 This spiritual meeting with our L'

with the
pr 14-9 To be "with the 7/" is to be— 77 Cor. 5:8.
g 504-22 "one day is with the L' as a— 77 Pet. 3: 8..

gl 598-21 "One day is with the L- as a— 77 Pet. 3: 8.

pr
a

10- 3
23-27
38-16

/ 201- *

201- *

241- 1

C 256-12
267-31

b 276- 3
b 293-26
307-17

and that waiting patiently on the L',
"L-, 1 believe ; help thou— Mark 9: 24.

"The right hand of the L' is— Psat. 118: 16.

Remember, L\ the reproach— Psal. 89: 50.

enemies have reproached, O L- ;
— Psai. 89.*

"Whom the L' loveth He—IIeb. 12: 6.

the L' our God is one L\"— Deut. 6: 4.

which the L" hath promised— Jas. 1: 12.

"1 am the L- that healeth— Ezod. 15: 26.
"The anger of the L\"— Deut. 29: 20.

and says ; "The L' knows it.

51.
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Lord
b 320-12
325-2S

p 36.V- 6

414-21
r 479- 5
• 52»-27
538-25
538-31
540- 6
640-13
640-26
641- 6
641-19
542-14
543-16

op 558-*
576-26

gl 590-15

fr 600- *

lord
a 518- 2

Lord God
g 520-18
520-20
523-20
524-13
525-30
526-26
627- 6

627-21
628- 9
528-12
529-14
532-13
634- 8

536-30
537- 3

543-31

ap 576-10

"And the L- said,— Gen. 6:3.
the divine heights of our L\
than all cries of "L', L' !"

The Z.- He isGod— £)«if. 4:35.
"I have gotten a man from the L'"— Gen. i: 1.

the creator is called Jehovah, or the L'.

I have gotten a man from the L'— Gen. 4:1.

"I have gotten a man from the L\"— Gen. 4: 1.

I the L- do all these things ;"
— Isa. 45 •"7.

we may think in our ignorance that the L' hath
an offering unto the L--^Gen. 4:3.
the L- [Jehovah] had respect unto— Gen. 4:4.

the L- [Jehovah] said unto Cain,— Gen. 4; 9.

the L- [Jehovah] said unto him,— Gcti. 4; 15.

the L- [Jehovah] set a mark upon— Gen. 4; 15.

Great is the L', and greatly— Psal. 48; 1.

The term L', as used in our version of

definition of

walk worthy of the L— Col. 1 ; 10.

He is I- of the belief in earth and heaven,

in the dav that the L- G—Gen. 2 .• 4.

the L- G"[Jehovah] had not caused— Gen. 2.- 5.

is always called Jehovah,— or L' G",
the L- G' [Jehovah] formed man- Gen. 2 ; 7.

out of the ground made the L' G-— Gen. 2; 9.

the L- G- [Jehovah] took the— Gen. 2: 15.

the L- G- [Jehovah] commanded— Gen. 2:16.
out of the ground the L- G—Gen. 2.- 19.

L- G- [Jehovah, Yawah] caused— Gen. 2; 21.

and the rib. which the L- G—Gen. 2: 22.

the L- G- [Jehovah] had made.— Gen. 3.- 1.

the L- G- [Jehovah] called unto— Gen. 3 .• 9.

the L- G- [Jehovah] said— Gen. 3: 14.

the L' G- [Jehovah] said,— Gen. 3.- 22.

therefore the L' G' [Jehovah]— Gen. 3: 23.

"In the day that the L- G—Gen. 2:4.
the L- G- Almighty and the Lamb— iJ^r. 21 : 22.

definitioti ofgl 590-20
(see also Jehovah)

lordly
s 142-11 If the soft palm, upturned to a /• salary,

Lord of Hosts
ap 568-25 we give thanks and magnify the L' of H

Lord's
a 31-23

34-29
35-15

lords
6 280-17
307- 9

pZ580- 8

Lord's Prayer
or 14-23 The L

16- 8
16-22
16-25

show the L- death till he come."— I Cor. 11 .• 26.

What a contrast between our L' last supper and
They celebrate their L' victory over death,

"gods many and V many."— / Cor. 8.- 5.

It says : "There shall be V and gods many,
"gods many and /' many "— / Cor. 8 ; 5.

lore

P- is the prayer of Soul,
which we name after him the L"
is indicated in the L- P-
the spiritual sense of the L- P- :

a 23-12 Rabbinical V said : "He that taketh
s 134- 1 have not clean.sed their hands of rabbinical l\

According to recent V. successive generationsg 549-14

lose
pref ii-11
m 65-26

before which sin and disease I- their reality
must /• its present slippery footing,
only as they I' the sense of sin and disease,
she will not therefore I faith in Christianity,
nor will Christianity I' its hold upon her.

drugs V their healing force,
sin, disease and death, will V their foothold.
Without this lesson, we I' sight of the
and you /• the keynote of being,
or' Mind would /" its infinite character
Man . . . cannot V his individuality.
If . . it must V its immortal nature,
will neither /" the solid objects and ends of life

Matter has no life to 1-, and Spirit never dies,
we J" the consciousness of matter
must V all satisfaction in error and sin
It is impossible that man should I' aught
they would /• harmony, if time or
if Spirit should /" Life as God, good,
he can only V a sense material.

311-28 sin, and mortality /• all supposed consciousness
315-17 The likeness of God we / sight of through sin,

and /• sight of mortal selfhood
else God would . . V the deiflc character.
Therefore man, . . carmot /• his individuality;
as material sensation, . . . mortals do / sight of
will never I' their imaginary power . . . until
until we /• our faith in them
may I' ninety-and-nine patients, while

69- 5

a 127- 2

127- 3
160-5

ph 176-15

/ 207-13
240-13

e 257-28
259- 2

260-29
261-26

6 275- 1

278-15
296-16
302- 8
304-23
310-27
311- 9

316- 5
336-22
337- 2
337- 4
339-32
340- 1

O 344-28

lose
351- 2

p 367-22
370-24

r 469-25
472-22
477-31
524-31
555-23

loses
s 148-16

ph 187-28
197-28

/ 215-18
248- 3

6 325- 2

325- 3
327-11

p 369- 5
370-26

r 489- 2

losing
m 59-30

/238- 9

6 309-19
335-22
360-11

loss
no

pr 1-11 no I can occur from trusting God
of a limb

ph 172-27 But the / of a limb or injury to a tissue
of control

p 406-26 a V of control over the body.
of earthly hopes

c 265-26 The /• of earthly hopes and pleasures
of harmony

p 4U8- 2 sickness is /" of harmony.
of his identity

c 255-12 by no meana suggests . . . the /• of his identity,
of human peace

c 265-23 Who that has felt the /• of human peace
of man's Identity

/ 217- 1 The I- of man's identity ... is impossible ;

of power
ph 183-25 Submission to error superinduces l of power.

possible
a 51- 2 possible /• of something more important than

temporary
311-16 belief strays into a sense of temporary /•

their
r 487- 9 of the Mind-faculties than in their V.

your
p 386-19 You think that your anguish is occasioned by

your r.

When we { faith in God's power to heal,
that this salt I' not its saltness,
a drug may eventually l' its supposed
I- the high signification of omnipotence.
Thus we should continue to Z" the standard
man, divorced from Spirit, would V his entity.
Does Spirit enter dust, and /• therein the
We i' our standard of perfection '. . . whea

It /• Spirit, drops the true tone, and
1" all appearance of life or action,
mortal belief /• some portion of its error,
darkness 1" the appearance of reality.
Love never /• sight of loveliness.
V his belief in death.
V all sense of evil, and by reason of this is

Then he V pleasure in wickedness.
In proportion as matter V to human sense all

Hygienic treatment also V its efficacy.
When the unthinking lobster V its claw,

sacredness of this relationship is /• its
L- her crucifix, the Roman Catholic girl said,
thus /• the divine power which heals
Only by / the false sense of Soul can we
repuea : . . . I have no notion of /• my old

lost

6 294- 6

r 470- 7
470- 7

470- 9

sp

32-20
41-17
49- 9

78-24
87- 3
87-25

s 110-26
143- 8
146- 3
147-10
153- 7

162-23

ph 166- 7

/ 208-23
211-27
214-28
215- 4
215- 5
215- 6
215-24
217- 4

245- 6
247- 3

C 269-15
259-17
259-18

6 282- 1

2a?-23
295-21
302- 5
302-13
303-29
304-28

If man is both mind and matter, the /• of one
assumed the / of spiritual power,
assumed . . . the V of the spiritual presence
assumed . . . the l of Love as ever present

The true sense is spiritually /•, if the
this demonstration of healing was early /•,

Had they so soon /' sight of his mighty works.
How can the majesty ... of Spirit be /•?
/ to the memory of the mind In which
The true concept is never V .

But this power was /" sight of,
more deplorably /• than the sinning, if

Why has this element of Christianity been It
Truth had I' none of its , . . efficacy.
The salt had "/• his savour ;"— Matt. 5; 13.

what is called the / substance of lung.s,
thus the conscious control over the body Is /'.

cannot be /• nor remain forever unseen.
If . . . these faculties must be I ,

But the real sight or sense is not /•.

If Spirit, Soul, could sin or be /',

then being and immortality would be V,
being cannot be / while God exists.

Every quality and condition of mortality is /•,

more absurd than to conclude that . . . tones
are V

and /• all account of time,
age regain two of the elements It had V
If man was once perfect but has now /" hia
The V image is no image,
true likeness cannot be / in divine reflection,
and the inspiration, . . . will be /
/• to all who cling to this falsity,
that one which has / much materiality
The identity of the real man is not /•,

and this belief is all that will ever be /•.

cannot be / nor separated from its divine
misapprehended and /' In confusion.
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b 310-19 human soul which sins and is spiritually /',

310-20 commonly tauglit . . . that soul may be /',

311- 8 Is man /• spiritually? No,
311-13 It is a sense of sin, . . . which is /•.

312- 2 must be /• because such so-called knowledge
314-19 This materialism V sight of the true Jesus ;

321-16 The illusion of Moses / its power to alarm him,
323-18 the one unused talent decays and is l\
323-17 has been dormant, a /' element of Christianity.
331- 8 /• through a mortal sense, which
350- 2 they will find that nothing is /•,

p 375-24 muscles have no power to be I',

40/-21 If delusion says, "I have lost my memory,"
407-22 No faculty of Mind is V.
410-29 until the . . . healing ability is wholly V.
431-27 testifies : . . . I have V my healthy hue

t 455-11 If you are yourself l in the behef and fear
r 470-28 If man has I' perfection,
470-29 then he has /• his perfect Principle,
481-31 it is the sense of sin which is I',

486-24 They cannot be /•.

487- 9 L- tney cannot be, while Mind remains.
489- 5 the senses of Mind are never /
491-24 In sleep, memory and consciousness are /•

C 524—10 the true idea of God seems almost /".

533- 1 Had he /• man's rich inheritance and
536-14 If man's spiritual gravitation . . . should be /',

548- 7 man has never I- his spiritual estate

Lot
1 444-25 as did Abraham when he parted from L',

lotions
/ 234- 1 while material l Interfere with truth,

lots
/ 242-24. for my vesture they did cast V."— John 19: 24.

loud
ap 568-13 And I heard a / voice saying— Rev. 12 ; 10.

louder
sp 97-24 the f will error scream, until its

ap 568-26 A /" song, sweeter than has ever before

lovable
/ 232- 4 neither make man harmonious nor God /;.

Love (see also Love's)
jiblde in

b 274-12 The senses of Spirit abide In L;
all IS

ap 567- 8 all is L', and there Is no error, no sin,
alone can

g 510-18 !/• alone can Impart the limitless Idea of
and Tnitb

a 19- 2 L' and Truth are not at war with God's Image
/ 227-19 L- and Truth make free,
r 470- 3 brotherhood of man would consist of L' and

Trutj,
cl 596-17 the spiritual inspiration of L' and Truth

anolnteth
ap 578-14 ff] anointeth my head with— see Psal. 23; 5.

armed htm with
a 52-23 Mind-healing,orC.S.,whicharmedhimwlthI,-.

chastened by
/ 241- 4 he who ... is chastened by L\

ch:istlsements of
b 323- 6 Through ih6 wholesome chastisements of L",

crown of
t 451- 6 with the crown of L* upon her brow,

design of
a 35-30 The design of L' is to reform the sinner,

destroys bate
b 339- 3 Truth destroys error, and L' destroys hate.

Divine
p 439-29 sentence which . . . Divine L' will pronounce.

dlvme
(see divine)

divine Principle is
6 330-21 and divine Principle Is L\

divine Principle or
pr 12-20 It is a mortal belief, not divine Principle or L-,

cmcacious
T 497-14 evidence of divine, efficacious L',

ei,sence of
b 333-26 in the divine nature, the essence of L\

eternal
a 19-^ 1 his own, derived from the eternal L*.

everlasting
a 23-11 will fall at the feet of everlasting L*.

ever-present
p 377- 5 should rejoice always in ever-present h'.
g 501-13 Is consonant with ever-present L'.
503-14 light of everrpresent L' illumines the

ap 567- 7 To Infinite, ever-present L\ all is Love,
explained by that

a 501^15 explained by that L' for who.se rest the
flood-tides of

/ 201-18 to pour in truth through flood-tidea of L:

Love
fruits of

o 35-24 by bringing forth the fruits of L;
fulfils the law

ap 572-12 L- fulfils the law of C. S.,
givetb

g 518-19 L- giveth to the least spiritual Idea might,God is

(see God)
Golden Shore of

ap 576- 1 realization of the Golden Shore of L- and
gospel of

ap 577- 4 held in the gospel of L-.
band of

a 36-27 or that the hand of L- Is satisfied with
bath shown

s 137-24 L- hath shown thee the way of Life 1

heart of
t 448- 4 went out to the great heart of L-,

be deSned
o 54- 4 Out of the amplitude of his ... he defined L*.

held
g 514-29 the control which L' held over all.

Idea of
6 326-31 He beheld for the first time the true Idea of L\
g 534-29 will struggle to destroy the spiritual idea of L' ;
gl 590- 9 Lamb of God. The spiritual idea of L' ;

Image, of
r 475-14 Man is idea, the image, of L' ;

Immortality and
gl 597-15 divine Science,— Immortality and L\

Imparts
g 517-13 !/• imparts the clearest Idea of Deity.

' Incorporeal
pr 13-24 wonders wrought by infinite, Incorporeal L;

Inexhaustible
c 257-29 Inexhaustible L', eternal Life,

Infinite

pr 10-30 Ini this case Infinite L- will not grant the
a 53-15 rather than as divine, infinite L".
c 256-25 No form . . . adequate to represent iufltilte L'.
b 312-21 God is infinite L\ which must be
p 366-18 recognition of infinite L' which alone confers
g 520- 4 majesty, and glory of infinite L' fill all space..

Infinitude of
g 508-25 unfolds the Infinitude of L\

Inspiration of
a 35-28 Our wine the inspiration of L',
gl 596-17 the spiritual inspiration of L" and Truth

Inspires
t 454-18 L' inspires, illumines, designates, and

Is enthroned
t 454-10 L- Is enthroned.

Is Impartial
pr 13- 2 L' Is impartial and universal

Is Ml
'

Ilud
6 330-21 and L- is Mind,

Is not hasty
a 22-20 L' Is not hasty to deliver us from temptation,

is priestess
/ 454-21 L- Is priestess at the altar of Truth.

Is reflected

fr
17- 7 And L' is reflected in love;

pint
sp 96- 5 spirltuall/ation will follow, for L' Is Spirit.

is the light
ap 577-20 no need of sun or satellite, for L' is the-Iight

Is with me
ap 578-U for [t] is with me ;— Psal. 23 ; 4.

Lamb of
ap 561-13 wedded to the Lamb of L\

567-30 killed by innocence, the Lamb of L',
law of

(see law)
leadeth nie

ap 578- 7 [f] leadeth me beside the still— PsaJ. 23; 2.
578- 8 |t] leadeth me in the paths of— Psal. 23; 3.

Life and
(see Life)

Life, . . . and wisdom
b 283- 6 Mind is the same Life, L', and wisdom

Life as
p 391-31 rise to the true consciousness of Life as L",

Life, . . . Truth
sp 81-15 Life, L-, Truth, is the only proof of

Life, Truth, and
(see Life)

love of
6 319-31 speak of the love of L-, meaning by that

malceth
ap 578- 6 [L] maketh me to lie down in— Psal. 2.1.' 2.

ministering
ap 567- 3 a sense of the ever-presence of ministering L'

misunderstand
VT &-21 iB to misunderstand L' and to make prayer the
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Love
mocking , . j i

•

52Nr-2i mocking L' and declaring

"""e MO-n ttie fatherhooil and motherhood of L'

must triumph .

n 43-32 L must triumph over hate.

"^pYlil^lS -There IS no fear in L-,-/ Jo/in 4 MS.

no miracle to . . ,

r 494-15 miracle of grace is no miracle to L.

"^
f 2Q(^- 1 no other 1/ . wisdom, or Trutti,

""%''«(>- 3 L not hate, Spirit not matter, governs man.

not made perfect In
. , :„ t . • j inhn 4 18

p 410-20 is not made perfect in Z> .
— ' donn » . lo.

"""i'lls^rSsnot the divine ideal of omnipresent L .

**'"o/ 580-17 the opposite of L , called hate .

'"flp'sTl-lS Clad in the panoply of L',

^*pV* ^^^16 worthiness to be partakers of L .

^^p^L-^li "perfect L- casteth out fear ;•- / John 4 18,

406-10 "Perfect/, casteth out fear — / J"/w 4 1!>.

410-18 perfect L casteth out fear — i Joltn 4 is

1 231-22 IS to misunderstand the power of I>"

"'^op^IrfMS IL] prepareth a table before- sec Psal. 23 5

propa^^es ^ propagates anew the higher joys

^"^'nirSn the purpose of L' to create trust in good.

'*"* ™
20-27 commands sure entrance into the realm of L'

redolent with . , ,. ,

g 516-12 L , redolent with unsemshness.

'^'H'l" "1*6 sublime summary points to the religion of L

'*"T3^4-'*6 Hatred and its effects are removed by L

'^%p 578- 8 [L] rcstoreth my soul— Psal. 23 3.

*"

^a'^t(y- 3 and could demonstrate the Science of L-

**
flp*56S-29 L- sends forth her prunal and everlasting strain.

^'"^"ots- 9 superstructure of Truth ; the shrine of L' ;

**
"^"42-17 to dissolve with the universal solvent of L-

*'*
"a "3-22 This is the new understanding of spiritual L .

c 266-11 spiritual L" wiU force you to accept

*"'m*"57-28 for L supports the struggling heart

truer sense of , ,

a 19-7 by giving man a truer sense of X> ,

10- 9 and this truer sense of L redeems

true sense of . , , .

np 57.5- 2 Arise . . . into the true sense of L ,

Truth and
[see Truth)

Truth, and Life „ .^ , t •»

p 410- 7 the knowledge of L , Truth, and Life.

Truth, Life, and
[spc Truth)

f 207-26' presuppose the absence of Truth, Life, or L'.

f 234- 4 Whatever inspires with wisdom. Truth, or L
universal ,»..,..• „ r- o

f 266-18 Universal L' is the divine way in C. b.

which paints , . , ,^ , ,

/ 247-24 It is L- which paints the petal
^

sp "I- 4 L- will finally mark the hour of harmony,
winged with

, , , . , j -.», t .

n 512- 9 and also by holy thoughts, winged with L
wisdom and .

pr 2-11 since He is unchanging wisdom and /.

a 23- 1 Wisdom and L may require many sacrihces

c 265-26 discover what belongs to wisdom and L .

VT 13-26 human ignorance of the divine Principle. L .

15-13 divine Principle, L ,
which destroys all error

17-14 Trulh. L . over all. and All.

a 2''-'>l L- means that we shall be tried and purihed.
'6-23 makes us admit its Principle to be L'

35-14 commune with the divine Principle, L .

35-20 Our church is built on the divme Principle. L,'.

44- 9 He proved ... L to be the master of hate.

Love
. , ,

a 45-21 man and his divine Principle, Jy.

50-13 to his divine Principle, the God who is L\
51-27 aimed at the divine Principle. L .

sp 9.>v-19 Christ's revelation of Trulh. of Life, and of L'.

s 113- 6 the heart and soul of C S.. is L'.

11.5-13 God . Divine Principle, Life, Truth, L , boul,

/ 225-21 L is the liberator.

230-10 comes through God, the divine Principle, L',

231-10 but God. Truth, Life, L\ does heal the siCK

243-25 L' has no sense of hatred.

248- 3 L never lo.ses sight of loveliness.

2.53- 5 saith : . impart all bliss, for I am L'.

c 2.56- 7 L , tlie divine Principle, is the Father and
b 270-13 eternal Mind or divine Principle, L .

275-12 Sjiirit. Life, Truth, L', combine as one.

27.5-17 the infinite divine Principle, L .

2S0- 4 Prom L and from the light and harmony whica
2H6-11 Christ, Life, Truth, L' ,

286-14 the divine Principle. L . creates

293-15 divine Mind. . wliose attraction is L,',

30O-.32 that which reflects Life. Truth. L .

305-25 were it not that L'. the divine Principle

312-16 and without L'. God, . cannot appear
31»-29 aa, for in.^tance, to name L- as mereiy an

330-20 Scriptures declare Him to be,— Life, Truth, L,\

331-19 He is divine Principle, L'.
. , ^

331-27 that is, the triply divine Principle. L,'.

332-22 revealing the divine Principle, L\
33.5-25 Mind is the divine Principle, L .

r 46.5-10 Spirit, Soul. Principle. Life, Truth, L"

470- 9 assumed . the loss of L" as ever present
473-24 God as divine PrincipUe, L'.

477-22 forms of the living Principle, L .

4nO-l8 the real man's divine Principle, L'.

496-18 based upon its divine Principle, L ,

g 512- 3 the incorporeal and divine Principle. L'

617-10 woman corresponds to Life and to L
.520- 9 no more . . . than is his infinite Principle. L'

524-n L . the divine Principle to be lived and loved.

525-23 Was evil instituted through God, L"?

527-11 Here the metaphor represents God. L'. as

537-32 this is not the nature of God. who is L'

538- 1 L infinitely wise and altogether lovely,

.541-12 the human concept of L
ap .567- 9 Against h\ the dragon warreth not long,

569- 2 as L'. represented by the Mother.
574-29 The very circumstance. L can make an
575- 3 L wedded to its own spiritual idea."

578-18 [the consciousness] of [l] — Psal. 23.- 6.

gl .587- 7 Life ; Truth ; L ,
all substance ,

591-17 divine Principle, substance, Life, Truth, L' ;

love (see also love's)

confidence and
m 5*-18 the sweet Interchange of confidence and /• ;

disappointed In

/ 245- 5 Disappointed in i" in her early years,

emotional , ^ ,

a 25-27 and all the emotional / we can bestow

enriches , . ...
m 57-23 L- enriches the nature, enlarging, purifying,

feminine . , ^ , ,

m 64-24 masculine wisdom and feminine / ,

for God . ^
/ 454-17 L- for God and man la the true incentive

God Is
6 320-1 "God is /•."— I J^o/in 4.-8.

God's
b 326- 9 All nature teaches God's V to man,

goodness and .... , , ,m 66-16 unfolds new views of divine goodness and I .

gratitude, and
pr 8-15 gratitude, and V which our words e.xpress,

T||a

pT 5-17 God pours^the richea of
.^is /\into

the

V

b 340-14 in and of God, and manifests His /•-

a 26-8 in proportion to their demonstration of his /',

labor of . , , . , w » 7

p 387-24 cannot suffer as the result of any labor of I ,

l^ck of
s 140-14 tyrannical and proscriptive from lack of /•,

c 257-25 Who hath found finite life or /• sufficient

life, truth, and
. . , . .1. j , ,

b 2.84-18 testimony as to spintual life, truth, and I 1

Master's
, . ,. , , ..^

s 130-24 our Master's V for little children,

more expansive ,

c 265-14 confers upon man ... a more expansive V,

no
b 27.^18 no V is lovelv. . . but the divine;
r 467- 7 no /•. but that which is spiritual.

of a father
, . „ , . , .1.

a 50-10 would impugn the justice and I of a father
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love
-«f applause

pr 7-15 may embrace too much I' of applause
of Cbrlstlanlty

/ 235-32 L' of Christianity, rather than love of

Of God
o 42- 4 gave no hint of the unchanglnK / of God.
6 304- 9 to separate us from the J- of God."— iJom. 8; 39.

of Love
b 319-31 but we can . . . speak of the I' of Love,

of popularity
/ 236- 1 rather than Z"-of popularity,

of sin
a 36- 6 sufficient Suffering, ... to quench the I- of sin.

p 373-14 The fear of disease and the /' of sin are the
of tlie good

gl 693- 1 The V of the good and beautiful,
our

p 410- 17 Stronger should be our faith and the purer oui I' .

pinions of
pr 4-31 creeds clip the strong pinions ot V,

power and
/ 243- 9 with imsurpassed power and V,

precious
a 22-, 9 and through Christ's precious V these efforts

rebuking error
gl 594-15 I- rebuking error ; reproof of sensualism.

reflected in
pr 17- 7 And Love is reflected in /•;

spiritual
c 264-27 comes from an all-absorbing spiritual V.
t 462-30 iinswlfiahnftga, phllaQthropy, spiritual I*.

tmth and
a 60- 4 Who shall decide what truth and /• are?
/ 215-21 phantoms of error before truth and /'.

p 414-U truth and T will estabUsh a healthy state,
r 473-aO proof of Christianity's truth and {- ;

imselfed
pr 1- 4 understanding of Him, an unselfed l\
ph 192-31 thought in line with unselfed <*,

variable
g 50J-25 mutable truth, nor variable V.

sp

pr 4-S
<m 106-27
s 10»-9
116- 3

/ 206-12
24S-^

6 312-15

p 435-20

ap 578-14

pi 586-24, 25

love (verb)

pr 4-11
4-17
4-18
9- 6
9-17
25-20
54-31
65-18
88-18
99-22

5 130-3f
138-29
140-10

ph 167-19
181-21

/ 234-12
235-31
236-26
241-21

C 267-31
6 326- 9
340-10
340-25
359- 2

p 363-18
364-23
364-30
366-16
404-25

1444- 5
452-19

T 467- 8
496- 7

ap 566- 9
572- 6

loved
/ 236-28
6 313-18
317-23

patience, meekness, I', and good deeds.
the fruit of the Spirit is J-, joy,

— Gol. 5.- 22.

immortal cravings, "the price of learning I',"

spiritual power, J", health, holiness.
exercise of the sentiments— hope, faith, V
justice, health, holiness, I'

with scarcely a spark of I' in their hearts ;

in the exercise of a I- that
worshipped in spirit and in V.
V meeting no response, but still remaining V.

"If ye I- me, keep my— John 14: 15.

Simply asking that we may J" God
Simply asking . . . will never'make uB I" Him ;

Do we V our neighbor better because of
Dost thou "/• the Lord thy Go6— Matt. 22: 37.

"If ye I me, keep my— John 14.- 15.

would not some, who now profess to V him,
and /'his neighbor as himself.
To V one's neighbor as one's self, is a
1 /• mankind, and shall continue to labor
and no longer think it natural to V sin^
L- thy neighbor as thyself 1"— Matt. 19: 19.

and 1" Him understandingly,
you must /• God supremely.
If you are too material to V the Science of
We should /' our enemies
will /• to grapple with a new, right Idea
and learn more readily to V the simple verities
"If ye /• me, keep my— John 14.- 15.

promised to them that /• him."— Jas. 1 .• 12.

man cannot I- God supremely . . . while
I' God and keep His commandments :

"L' thy neighbor as thyself ;"— Matt. 19; 19.

whom they have seen and have been taught to V
"Which of them will/- him most?"— LukeT : i2.

said of them also that they I' Uttle.
that they indeed / much,
how can he V God whom he— / John 4; 20.

to master evil and to I' good.
to them that /• God,"— Rom. 8; 28.

He must live it and /• it.

"Thou Shalt /• thy neighbor as— Matt. 22:39.
to have one Mind, and to /• another as
up to the glory prepared for them who /• God.
L' one another"— / John 3: 23.

Jesus I- little children because of their
he "/• righteousness and— Heb. 1:9.
self-same Jesus whom they had V before the

loved
p 433-20

g 524-12

ap 668-19

loveliness
/ 246-30
247-17
247-27
248-3

o 359-32

lovely
pr 3-14
m 68-17
6 275-18

p538- 1

lover
m 58-24

/245-8
lover's

/ 245-10

Love's
a 50-14
(460- 8

<7 515- 8

ap 578-U, 12

love's
m 68-11

loves
O 42-3

47-23
r481-9

loveth
/ 241-1
p 366-14

loving
a 26-3
m 67-11

/ 205-23
C 262-22
*272- 6
326-10

f 454-27

Because he has /• his neighbor
the divine Principle to be liv«I and I*.

I- not their Uvea unto the death.— Rev. 12: 11.

shape our views of existence into I',

reflecting those higher conceptions of I'

and covers earth with /•.

Love never loses sight of I'.

in their true light and I;

the One "altogether V •,"—S<mg6: W.
she was unmarried, a /• character,
no love is /•.... but the divine ;

Love infinitely wise and altogether f'.

Said the peasant bride to her /' :

in the same hour which parted her from her /•,

watching for her /• coining.

and to himself, L" pure idea.
on the divine Mind and L' essential qualities.
L' ideas are subject to the Mind which
[L] rod and [l] staff— Psa^ 23: 4.

and scatters /• petals to decay.

affirmed God to be a . . . who I and hates,
world generally / a he better than Truth :

Through spiritual sense only, man . . . /• Deity.

"Whom the Lord I- He— Heb. 12: 6.

"He that /• not his brother— / John 4: 30.

treading alone his V pathway
Both sexes should be V, pure, tender, and strong.
the divine law of V our neighbor
and attain the bliss of V unselfishly,
only as we are honest, unselfish, I', and meek,
cannot love God supremely . . . while I' the
Let your ^ care and counsel support

loving-kindness
p 366- 2 a priceless sense of the dear Father's I:

lovingly
/ 254-20

p412-i
low

m 61-10

lower
m 62-27

67- 5
5 116-30
144- 4

ph 181- 1

189-29
195-31

/206- 6
247- 8

248-22
6 268- 5
319-10

p 377-21
434-30
437-31

ff 518-15
520-30
549- 9
651-12
554-29
557- 6

gl 590-18

lowering
ph 195-28

lowest
s 148-11

ph 189-20

/ 225-32
C265- 2

D405-4
loyal

pr 4-10

loyalty
ph 183-23

lozenges
ph 175-31

lubricating
ph 199-29

This task God demands us to accept I* .

fact that God i° governs, all.

everymoimtain of selfishness be brought l,

higher nature .... is not governed by the /• ;

ocean Is stirred by a storm, then the clouds /*,

but not in the J" sense.
heeds no cooperation from V powers,
divine Truth more potent than all /• remedies.
in the V, basal portion of the brain.
Incorrect views V the standard of truth.
else it will . . . free the I' propensities.
his full set of upper and /• teeth
are liable to follow those /" patterns,
those /• things which give impulse to inquiry.
Z" appeal to the general faith in

governing fear of this V so-called mind,
the /• court has sentenced Mortal Man
ranks above the V Court of Error.
the higher always protects the l\

nothing left to be made by a I- power.
Creatures of /' forms of organism
through all the V grades of existence.
It is the general belief that the /• animals are
the birth-throes in the V realms of nature,
almost always has this i' sense,

Literary comniercialism is {• the

and as emerging from the /•, Instead of
from the I- instead of from the highest
and on the J' plane of human life,

Man is the offspring, not of the V, but of the
above the I' type of manhood-,

not of Itself sufficient to express /- and

No reservation is made for any lesser I*.

tubercles and troches, lungs and I:

the unscientific might attribute to a I' o)L
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p 369-14 ^Ve never read that L' or Paul made a

Luke's Gospel
p 362- 1 in the seventh chapter of L' G'

lulled ^ , . ,

sp 95-28 L" ^y stupefying illusions, the world 13 asleep
t 464-18 when the belief of pain was l,

luminaries ^. ^
a 37-10 They are earth's V, which serve to

lump
b 329- 5 A little leaven leavens the whole I.

lunar
, . ^ ,

ap 561-28 light portrayed is really neither solar Bor f,

lungs
action of the

, , , , ,_ -^ ,

p 415-21 the action of the V, of the bowels,
and lozenges ^ , j ,

ph 175-31 tubercles and troches, l and lozenges.

capacious .

p 425-29 If you have sound and capacious r

ph 'l9l-lS should no longer ask of the head, heart, or V :

notions about
, ^ ,. ,

p 425-32 Discard all notions about Z", tubercles.

S 127-20
151-19
159-25
162-23

ph 185- 4

/ 2-20-31

243-17

p 370-32
3S4-18
395-25

lurking
p 419- 2

lust
and bate

ap 565- 4

nerves, brain, stomach, /', and so forth,
The blood, heart, /•, brain, etc.,

They examine the I', tongue, and pulse
what is called the lost substance of /•,

changed the action of her belief on the l\
and controls the stomach, bones, /', heart,
The head, heart, I', and limbs do not inform us

Physicians examine the pulse, tongue, /',

congestive symptoms in the /",

a tumor, a cancer, or decayed /',

L' error, lust, envy, revenge, malice, or

It is full of I and hate.

lust
and byporrisy

ap 567-28 beast and the
571-31

bead of
g 534-30

of tbe flesh

/ 223- 3

gl 584-19

..^„,.„ . . . are I and hvpocrisy.
outshining sin, sorcery, I', and hypocrisy.

this idea, will bruise the head of i.

shall not fulfil the l' of the flesh."— Cat. 5: IQ.

hypnotism, the /• of the flesh,

paganism and
ph 171- 2 paganism and /' are so sanctioned by

and say, "I am malice, l\ appetite.
To suppose that sin, I', hatred,
I', dishonesty, selfishness, envy,
L\ malice, and all sorts of evU are
to conquer /• with chastity.
Lurking error. /•. envy, revenge.
P'iRE. Fear; remorse; I', hatred:
Hkll. Mortal belief ; error; /' ; remorse;
envy ; hatred ; selfishness ; self-will ; l\

"flesh /• against the Spirit."
— Gal. 5: 17,

flesh I' against the Spirit,
— Gal. 5; 17.

may consume it upon your l\"— Jas. 4." 3.

the flesh with the affections and i.— Gal. 5 : 24,

Evil thoughts, r, and malicious purposes
the /• of your father ye will do.— John 8; 44.

/ 21^-1 1

b 289-10
330-29

p 404-10
405- 7

419- 2

gl 586-13
588- I

5S9- 3

lusteth
ph 167-20

347- 1

lusts
pr 10-28
a 18- *

/ 234-32
6 292-22

Luther, Martin
b 268- * quotation from

luxury
t 452-17 Better

lying
? 529-21

Lynn
pre/ xi-27

s 15^31
159-20

ph 192-32

lyre
ph 190-22

than the / of learning with

Whence comes a talking, V serpent

with only one student in L', MassachusettSj
A woman in the city of L\ Massachusetts,
The sequel proved that this L' woman died
I was called to visit Mr. Clark in L',

thus swept bis I' with saddening stralna

M
machinations

p 440- 3 the oleaginous m- of the counsel.

machine
p 399-17

mad
an 105-29

/462

made
pref

-28

pr

I

sp

ix-27
x-13
4-13
5-26
20- 8
25-31
27-30
41-32
46- 6

50- 9

50-12
70- 8

72-18
73-30
94-11

an 101-4
no- 6

S 122-30
131-25
133-24
141-20
142-29
145- 6
146-U
151-23
152-28
154-10
156- 3
162-21

ph 166- 5

168-26
173- 9
183-14
18.3-22

197-18

/203-9

It constructs a w, manages it,

"Whom the gods would destroy, they first make

It teaches the control of m' ambition.

she tn' copious notes of Scriptural exposition,
.she has m' no efTort to embellish.
Its motives are m" manifest in the blessings
belief . . . that man is m- better merely by
Jesus' history rw a new calendar,
The divinity of the Christ wasTn' manifest
Jesus' persecutors m' their strongest attack
never m" a disciple who could cast out evils

words, which m' their hearts burn
This despairing appeal, if nv to a human parent,
The appeal of Jesus was w both to his

man, nv in God's likeness, reflects God.
Spirit is not m- manifest through matter.
The sensual cannot be nv the mouthpiece of
he m- himself the Son of God."— John 19.- 7.

the impressions m" upon the senses ;

in which aU that He has nv is pronounced
mistake . . . that Ptolemy nv regarding the
until the hearts of men are m' ready for it.

m- "himself equal with God."^ John 5: 18.

nv "kings and priests unto God."— Jicv. 1 . 6.

He nv medicine ; but that medicine was Mind.
would have m' void their practice.
by which material sense is m" the servant
The divine Mind that 7?r man maintains His
Her experiments in homceopathy had m"
A man was m" to believe that he
and what m" them good or bad
ankylosed joints have been nv supple.
the healing effort is m" on the wrcing side,
before the so-called disease nv its appearance
is required to be m' manifest through
Truth never m" error necessary.
No reservation is nv for any lesser loyalty.
that m- them hardier than our trained
m' himself the Son of God,"— John 19; 7.

made
205-13
206-28
213-16
218- 2
219-18
221-11
222-27
222-28
226-16
227-31
2-29- 7

229—20
231-32
232- I

233-27
238-17
243- 4

244-12
24.5-21

C 2.55-11

2.55-17

261-18
267-10, 11

6 269- 9

273-17
286-18
287-21
288-29
294-26
20.5-25

306-21
307-18
307-29
310-5
311- 5
311- 6
311- 6
31.3-19

316- 9
32.3-17

324-21
327-22
33.5- 9

335-11, 12

33S-3

and m- all perfect and eternal.

Omnipotent and infinite Mind nv all

Sound is a mental impression.m- on
that which affirms weariness, m' that
before it can be nv manifest on the body,
and finally nv up his mind to die,.

concluded that God never m" a dyspeptic,

physiology, and physics had m' him one.
These claims are not nr through code or creed,
disobedience to which would have m" man ill,

God made all that was m-,
is rn- void by the law of immortal Mind,
"all things were m' by Him— John I .- 3.

anything m' that was nv."— John 1 ; 3.

tests I have nv of the effects of truth

an experience we have not m" our own,
which m- harmless the poisonous viper.
hath rn- me free from the law of— Rom. 8: 2.

Years had not m" her old.
Mortal man has m- a covenant with
cannot be nv the basis of any true idea or

a signal which 7iv him as oblivious of

1 A.M 7n- all "that was nv."—John 1 : 3.

Human philosophy has m' God manlike.
have never m' mortals whole.
The Scriptures declare all that Hem* to be good,
man was nv in- God's likeness.

m- him the Way-shower, Truth and Life.

neither self-made nor nv by mortals.
All that is called mortal thought is nV up of

nv manifest as matter.
and says: "The Lord knows it. Hehasm-man
material laws which Spirit never nv :

nv up of supposititious mortal mind-force;
all that Mind, God, is, or hath nv,
and He nv all.

Hence evil is not m* and is not real.

The passage is m' even clearer in the
nv manifest by its effects upon the human mind
shall be m- rulers over many ;

Paul was 771" blind.
Fear of punishment never m- man truly honest.

nothing in Spirit out of which matter could be t/i',

anything 771- that was nv."— John 1:3.

and man as nv in His likeness ;
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made
344- 6 this claim is m' because the Scriptures say
345-23 to discern the distinction (m- by C. S.)

345-24 between God's man, m* in His imsige, and tho
346- 2 When man is spoken of as m' in God's image,
346-26 when you believe that nitrous-oxide gas has m'
350-24 "The Word was w Qesh."— John 1 ; 14.

356-22 man who is m- in the divine likeness
357-15 dare we attempt to destroy what He hath w,
357-16 to deny that God m' man evil and w evil good
358-13 C. S. is neither m" up of contradictory

p 369-14 We never read that Luke or Paul 7n' a
369-22 the other to be m' indestructible.
370- 7 if health is not w manifest under this regimen,
380-22 years ago the author m" a spiritual discovery,
393-13 God has m" man capable of this,
410-19 He that feareth is not m- perfect

— I John 4 : 18.

437- 4 Man was m' in the image of God.
/ 449-22 The first impression, m' on a mind which is

450-18 but unless this admission is in\
T 472-26 and He makes all that is m'.
475- 6 Man is not matter ; he Is not m" up of brain,
475- 8 man is m' in the image and likeness of God.
479-32 by the things that are m'."— Rom. 1 ; 20.

480-20 God, or good, never m' man capable of sin.
480-26 "All things werew by Him— John 1 ; 3.

480-28 anything w that was m"."— John 1 ; 3.

491- 7 Material man is m' up of involuntary and
493-21 It is fear w manifest on the body.
501- * All things were m- by Him ;

— John 1 ; 3.

501- * anything m' that was m'.— John 1 ; 3.

509-23 Mind m" the "plant of the field— Gen. 2: 5,

510-15 He w the stars also.— Gcti. 1 : 16.

516-20 Man, m' in His likeness, possesses
617-31 Man is not w to till the soil.

518-25 saw everything that He had m-,— Gen. 1 ; 31.

519-23 ended His work which He had w ;
— Gen. 2; 2.

519-24 all His work which He had vv.— Gen. 2 ; 2.

520-18 m,' the earth and the heavens,— Gen. 2:4.
520-29 there is nothing left to be m' by a lower power.
521- 5 All that is m- is the work of God,
524-18 Mind had m- man, both male and female.
525-18 all things were m' through the Word of God,

£25-19, 20 anything m" that was m-."— John 1 : 3.

525-23 He saw everything which He had m',
52.5-30 out of the ground m" the Lord God— Gen. 2: 9.

527-18 But is it true that God, good, vv
628-13 from man, w He a woman,— Gen. 2: 22.

529-15 the Lord God [Jehovah] had m-.— Gen. 3; 1.

530- 3 m- manifest as forever opposed to
537-26 Literally taken, the text is m" to appear
540-20 It saith . . . "God never m' you,
543-25 WTien Spirit m- all, did it leave aught for
643-32 m- -the earth and the heavens,"— Gen. 2 ; 4.

645-32 shall all be m- alive."— / Cor. 15: 22.

653-12 formed under circumstances which m*
554-16 to say,

"
I am somebody ; but who m* me?"

554-16 Error replies, "God m- you."
554-25 Jesus never intimated that God m' a devil,
555-15 It is w known most fully to him who

ap 559-15 m' manifest in the destruction of error,
560-23 which m' him equal to his great mission.
565-24 w war upon the spiritual idea ;

569-22 sin, which one has m- his bosom companion,
gl 583-24 God, who m* all that was m-

(see also God)
madest

ph 200-14 "Thou m- him to have dominion— Psal. 8 : 6.

madly
p 373-27 When the blood rushes m* throush the veins

madness
b 327-15 It is a moral m- which rushes forth

p 407-32 because its method of m- is In consonance with

magazine
/ 245- A the London medical m* called The Lancet,

Magdalen
p 362-15 It was therefore easy for the Af• to

364-10 or the contrition of the A/' ?

365-20 such commendation as the Af•

gained from
Magi

sp 95-24 Af•
of old foretold the Messlahshlp of Truth.

Magic
p 441-23 and Esoteric Af• be publicly executed at thff

magic
an 101-32 proportional to one's faith In esoteric m*.

magistrate
pr 6-29 It Is believed by many that a certain m',

11-6 Am- sometimes remits the penalty,

magnet
ap 57&-27 the Word, the polarw ot Revelation ;

magnetic
an 100-20 no proof of the existence of the animal m- fluid ;

ph 185-10 which discussed . . . the earth's w currents

magnetism
animal

an 100- I animal m* was first brought into notice
100-18 "In regard to the . . . utility of animal m*,'
101-17 not conclusive in faVor of the doctrine of ftniinal

m',
101-22 observations of the workings of animal m'
101-26 If animal m' seems to alleviate
101-30 In no instance is the effect of animal m',
102- 1 Animal m' has no scientific foundation,
102- 5 in Science animal m', ... is a mere negation,
102-16 The mild forms of animal m' are disappearing,
102-21 So secret are the present methods of animal m-
103-18 animal m' or hypnotism is the specific term for
104- 3 When C. S. and animal m' are both compre-

hended,
104-18 necromancy, mesmerism, animal m",

S 129-17 Animal m\ hypnotism, spiritualism, tbeosophy,
144-18 not . . . C. S., but is sheer animal m-.

ph 178-19 basis of sensation in matter, is animal m* ;

178-25 freed from the belief of . . . animal m' ;

p 442-16 Neither animal m' nor hypnotism enters into
t 450-30 Knowing the claim of animal m',
454- 1 nor can he practise animal m' or hypnotism.

T 483- 2 how do dings, hygiene, and animal m" heal?
484-21 Animal m' is the . . . action of error In ^ its
491- 3 Animal m' thus uncovers material sense,

gl 583-26 Dan (Jacob's son). Animal m* ;

584—19 Devil. Evil ; a lie ; . . . animal m*
593-8 Red Dragon. . . . animal m' ; envy; reroigc.
694- 4 Sebpent . . . animal m- ; the first lie at

effects of
ph 181-17 Ignorant of the baneful effects of m;

electricity and
ph 181-10 When . . . you trust In electricity and m*

first record of
g 528-18 This Is the first record of m:

practice of
an 101- 2 observed in the public practice of m*,

magnetizer
an 101-14 promised by Monsieur Bema [the m"]

magnified
s 140-32 What is the god of a mortal, but a mortal m't

magnify
ap 558-24 give thanks and m- the Lord of Hosts.

magnitude
a 43- 3 m' of Jesus' work, his material disappearance

50- 6 an overwhelming sense of the m- of his work,
54— 2 Through the w of his human life,

m 63-22 without encouraging diflSculties of greater m',
g 511- 6 the sublimity, m-, and infinitude of

magnitudes
/ 20&-13 the m; distances, and revolutions of

main
pref ix- 2 to jot down her thoughts on the m" subject,

345-30 the m* cause of the carnal mind's antagonlaxo.

mainly
sp 71-22 spiritualism wlU be found m' erroneous,
s 144- 9 human philosophy, physiology, hygiene, are nv
p 412-29 m* through the parent's thought,

maintain
m 59- 7 Mutual compromises wiU often m' a
sp 81- 9 and m* their afiiliation with

97- 3 They will m' law and order,
/ 246-23 still m' his vigor, freshness, and promise.
270-21 and m' the Science of Spirit.

p 389-19 If God has, as prevalent theories m',
395- 4 and m' man's immortality
417-10 M- the facts of C. S.,

( 461- 1 i do not m" that anyone can

maintained
s 136- 1 m* his mission on a spiritual foundation

ph 172- 8 How then is the material species w,
g 531- 3 m* in all the subsequent forms of belief.

531-18 If, . . . why is not this divine order still m*

naaintaining
s 119-14 making Him guUty of m* perpetual mlsrulo
b 271- 3 m- its obvious correspondence with

maintains
sp 70-12 The divine Mind m- all Identities,
s 151-24 m- His own image and likeness.

b 287- 7 contradicts this postulate and m* man's
329-24 m- the claim of Truth by quenching error.

maintenance
g 553-13 to the£r m- and reproduction.
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majesty
sp 7*-23

<7 520-4
ap 5&4-19

major
5 128-31

majority
m 60-:9
S 155-10

15.T-14

164-18

ph 177-32
178- 5

p394- 5
r 482- 2

make
iii-*

pref vii- 7

vii-22

pr

sp

2- 2

4-18
6-21
9-27
11-16
20-12
22- 8
24- 8
25-28
40-15
42- 6
50-25
52-18
62-32
65-17
92-24

an 105-29

S115-5
116- 6

119-12
120-12
122-10
122-29
130-18
130-22
140-30
142-23
14.3-32

144- 1

148-22
152- 6

ph lfi.5- 3
'^

165- 8
189-13
197-22
199-15

/203- 6
206-29
208-13

210-28
22'-31
227-19
230-19
232- 3
232-11
232-20
232-23
236-27
240- 8
252-22
253-13
253-20

C260- 2
263-11

b 289-12
294-13
303-15
306- 3
307-5
317-32
322-18
339-13
339-13
340- 2
346-29

O 351-18
352- 3

p 371-31
383-23
383-30
391-27
395-21

39&-5

20

the m' and omnipotence of Spirit be lost?
The depth, breadth, helKht. might, m".
Until tlie vv of Truth should be demonstrated

If both the m' and the minor propositions of a

This, however, in a 7?r of ca.se.s,

and the beliefs which are in the m* rule.
such a belief is poverned by the m'.
caused by a m" of human beliefs
but the viUJt nr of mankind, though they
controlled by the m' of opinions.
m" of doctors depress mental enersry.
gives the exact meaning in a 7?i- of cases.

the truth shall nv you free.— John 8: 32.

m" plain to benighted understanding the way
but it cannot nv them speedily understood.
Do we pray to nv ourselves better
Simply asking . . . will never m" us love Him ;

is to misunderstand Love and to m' prayer the
Then why nv long prayers about
to nv him turn from it with loathing.
men can . . . nv long prayers, and yet be
to nv vigorous eTorts to save themselves ;

and m- the Bible the chart of life,

will never alone m" us imitators of him.
Did the mart.vrdom of Savonarola m'
It cannot nv Life or Truth apparent.
But this saying could not m- it so.

error and evil again m" common cause against
this does not nv materiality first

the powerlessne,ss of vows to nv home happy,
ability to m' nothing of error will be wanting.
"Whom the gods would destroy, they first nv
mad."

as to m- them comprehensible to any reader,
to nv this Scriptural testimony true
is not only to m- Him responsible for
matter can nv no conditions for man.
senses still nv mortal mind tributary
Our theories nv the same mistake regarding
denied and cast out to nr place for truth,

ability of Spirit to nv the body harmonious,
would . . . m- God in their own human image.
vv them meet dwelling-places for the
may try to nv Mind and drugs coalesce.
Why should we wish to ni' them do so.
Then theology tries to explain how to nv
The author has endeavored to nv this book the
would open man's eves and nv him as a god.
is to subjugate intelligence, to nv mind mortal,
sins of others should not nv good men suffer,

helped to nv them healthy.
Mortals develop their own bodies or m'
shows that matter can neither heal nor nv sick.
This Mind does not nv mistakes
not in accordance . . . that He should nv man

sick.

appears to itself to nv good its claim,
neither food nor . . . can m" one suffer.
Love and Truth nv free.
Does wisdom m" blund rs
neither m" man harmonious nor God lovable,
theories . . . nv healing possible only through
never taught that . . . could nr amanhealthV.
never tried to nv of none effect the sentence
the simple verities that will nv them happy
The stars m- night beautiful,
says : . . . I mean to w my short span of life
no cause (outside of . . . able to m' you sick
Matter can m- no opposition
ari<l vv himself like it.

They m" man an involuntary hypocrite.
Truth and Truth's idea, ne\"er hv men sick,
saying : . . . The stomach can nv a man cross,
can never in- both the.'se contraries true.

They would first nv life result in death.
saying. ... I will nv error as real and
Nothing but a display of matter could nv
caimot nv the inebriate leave his . . . until
the sinner would m- a reality of sin,
would nv that real which is "unreal.
and m' life its own proof of harmony
beliefs must be expelled to nv room for
while we nv a personal devil and
to m' harmony the reality
can m" it "every whit whole."— John 7: 23.
but does this m" it so?
povmding the poor body, to m' it sensibly well
Therefore m" your own term.s with sickness.
It is mental quackery to jh' disease a reality
Af • no unnecessary inquiries relative to

make
p .397-15 more powerful than the accident itself, to m'

398— 8 concessions which .lesus was willing to m"
399-24 there is no mortal mind out of which to m.'

402-25 The operator would nv his subjects believe
404-30 envy, dishonesty, fear. . . . w a man sick,
400-31 Death will not m" us harmonious
413-15 in order to m' it thrive more vigorousl.v
417- 8 If you m- the sick realize this great truism,
417-24 is to m- disease unreal to him.
421- 8 m- known to the patient your motive
424-22 It is not more difficult torn' yourself heard
427-23 God. Life, Truth, and Love nv man undying.
4.38^ 3- Let us m' man in our image.— Gen. 1 ; 26.
440- 6 Morbid Secretion is taught how to m'

t 443- 6 those, who m" such a compromise,
444-31 The teacher must m- clear to students
451- 9 will either nv shipwreck of their faith or
4t>t— 2 Why do you not m- yourself more widely
464— 4 in which to nv herself outwardly known

r 474-27 If evil is real. Truth must nv it" so ;

475-23 "Let us m" man in our image.— Gen. I ; 26.
480-16 Inharmony would in' matter the cause
480-22 evil— which seems to m- men capable of
485-12 how to nv sin, disease, and death . . . unreal
489-28 nor nv it the medium of Mind.
490-14 theories are helpless to ni- man harmonious

g 515-11 Let us m' man in our image,— Gen. 1: 26.

525-13 Icelandic: . . . Let us rn" man after our mind
52.5-22 Whatever is valueless or baneful. He did not m\
527- 3 to m.' it beautiful or to cause it to live and grow.
527-15 knowledge of evil would nv man mortal.
.53.3-19 aids man to m" sinners more rapidly than
.540- 5 "I nv peace, and create evil.— Isd. 45; 7.

513-29 would m- Life, or God. mortal.
5.52-10 Mortal theories m- friends of sin. sickness,

ap 559-18 it shall m- thy belly bitter.— Rev. 10 ; 9.

569- 7 I will nv thee ruler over many,"— Matt. 25.'23.
574—29 Love can m' an angel entertained unawares.

gl 582-26 the error which would m' man mortal
582-26 and would 77i' mortal mind a slave to the body.

Maker
allegiance to bis

/ 226-21 man's birthright of sole allegiance to his M'
endowed by bis

s 161-16 "Man is endowed by his A/' with certain
gOTcrned by his

an 106-11 governed by his M\ divine Truth and Love.
Man, governed by his A/', having no other

no more power over man than over his ^^^.
to have an intelligence separate from his A/'.
being linked by Science to his iV/",

more pure than his A/?— .7o6 4: 17.

reflects spiritually all. that belongs to his ^f^.
cannot be true either of man or of his A/'.
himself subordinate alone to his ,\/'.

and so changed the method of his A/'?

/ 231-30
bis

an 102-13
6 309-26
316- 4

O 360-25
r 475-22
488-20

J7 518- 4

531-24

Image of bis
203-15 and so makes man the image of his A/*

likeness of bis
/ 252-14 recognized aa the true likeness of his M:
b 305- 7 Man. in the likeness of his A/',

p 441-17 in the image and hkeness of his A/',
likeness of tbeir

/ 246- 6 are the eternal likeness of their M'.
man and bis

b 276- 9 Man and his M' are correlated in divine Science,
man's

p 437- 6 This is a foul aspersion on man's A/'.
r 491-11 It is the likeness of man's A/',

reflect Ion of bis
b 305-28 Because man is the reflection of his A/',

service of our
sp 79-32 does not impoverish us in the service of our M;

will understand yourself and your A/* better

"whose builder and nr is God."— Hcb. U: 10.

The builder and nv of this New Jerusalem

confers the most health and m" the best men-
ventilation of fervent sentiments never nv a,

though it vv the sinner a hypocrite,
as nv us admit its Principle to be Love,
living Christ, the practical Truth, which m*
lifelong sacrifice which goodness m."

where spiritism m" many gods,
evidence of the . . . senses, which m" minds many
and nv body tributary to Mind,
this so-called mind m" its own pain
Truth, nv all things possible to Spirit ;

Truth nv no laws to regulate sickness,
mortal mind, ... m' all things start from

your
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makes

ph 196-18 Sin m* ita own hell, and goodness Its own
199-21 m' the achievement possible.

/ 201- 8 Truth m' a new creature.
208-27 m- it harmonious or discordant according to

20*- 2 mortal belief which m' the body discordant
212-22 God alone m" and clothes the lilies

316-15 This understanding m" the body harmonious ;

216-15 it m- the nerves, bones, . . . servants,
219-11 m- the whole body "sick,— Jsa. 1 : 6.

220-26 beUef that either fasting or ... m- men better
222- 8 mortal mind m- a mortal body,
229-25 all that He m- la good and will stand forever.
231-12 If God m' sin, if good produces evil;
233- 1 Every day m' its demands upon tis

236-31 youth m" easy and rapid strides towards Truth.
237-22 This m- C. S. early available.
245-29 primary of that illustration m' it plain that
249-29 m- its mundane flights quite ethereal.
261-21 -the divine Mind m- perfect,

c 266-80 The sinner m' his own hell by doing evil,

b 270-28 If sin m- sinners. Truth . . . can unmake them.
295- 8 they are obedient to the Mind that m' them.
300- 5 mirage, which m* trees and cities seem to be
307-10 It says:. . . God m" evil minds and evil spirits,
337-12 The truth of being m" man harmonious

o 343- 7 This m- it doubly unfair to impugn and
357-10 the beUef that God m- sickness,

p 385-12 law which m' sin its own executioner,
404-32 unless it m- him better mentally,
405- 3 m' any man, i . . a hopeless siilerer.
407- 9 delay m* the struggle more severe.
410-14 Every trial of our faith in God m- us stronger.
415-17 Note how thought m* the face paUid.
426^10 The struggle for Truth m' one strong

t 456-18 Science m' no concessions to persons
458-20 Sin m- deadly thrusts at the Christian Scientist
464-25 Adulterating C. S., m- It void,

r 472-20 He m* aU that is made.
486-18 Alas for the blindness of belief, which m'
487-31 This Principle m- whole the diseased,

C 605- I' Mind m' its own record,
606- 6 and m- Truth final.

620-29 Because Mind m- all, there Is
632- 3 God m- and governs all.

639-29 the one Mind which m- and governs man
ap 570-29 when it m' them sick or sinful.

gl 596- 6 m- Him better known as the All-in-alL,
(see also man)

maketh
(445-24

ap 577-27
578-6

(r7 588-4
696-20

making
pr 12-9
a 34-4
m 66-28
5 119-14
142-12

6 298-32
321- 7

0342-4
348- 6
356-26

p 375-22
382-12
410-13
413-29
423-18
431-24

r 466-30
472- 6
473-27
520-31
541-4

C1580-7

malady
p 398-0

413-32.
r488-4

male
/249-5
y 508-21
608-23
616-26
624-19
525-15
628- 3

ap 565-10
677-5

The human will which m* and worketh a lie,
"defileth, ... or m- a lie."— Rev. 21 ; 27.

m' me to lie down In green— Psal. 23 .• 2.

"worketh abomination or m* a— Rev. 21 ; 27.

m' the valley to bud and blossom as the rose.

m* It act more powerfully on the body
by casting out error and m'
m" his Xantippe a discipline for his

thereby m- Him guilty of maintaining
m' dome and spire tremulous with beauty,
m" them . . . with suggestive feathers ;

despaired of m" the people understand
"m" wise the simple."— Psal.-19: 7.

m" the disease appear to be . . .an illusion
by m' man inclined to sin, and then
m' certain portions of it motionless.
m- clean merely the outside of the platter.
mankind objects to m' this teaching practical.
m- it probable at anv time that
m' Mind his basis of operation
took control of his mind, m' him despondent.m- mankind better physically, morally, and
m- it coordinate with all that is real
m' his acts of higher importance than his
but m" him superior to the soil.

Instead of m' his own gift a higher tribute
nv "gods many and lords many"— / Cor. 8:5.

clear evidence that the m* was not material,
or any other m", timorously held in the
When, . . . you are able to banish a severe m",

"m- and female" of God's creating— Gctj. 1 : 27.
ft neuter gender, neither m- nor female.
The intelligent individual idea, be it m- or
m- and female created He them.— Gen. 1 ; 27.
Mind had made man, both m' and female,
and He shaped them m' and female,
created man, both m' and female
Herod decreed the death of every m* child
the unity of m' »nd female

malevolent
o 357-11 on account of this m" triad.

malice
aforetboni^t

p 437- 7 It indicates m- aforethought.
t 451-27 arises from ignorance or m- aforethought.

Ills own
ap 569-26 at last stung to death by his own m* ;

Ignorance and
/ 215-32 The ignorance and m" of the ag©

mortal
t 45^22 Science will ameliorate mortal m\

or bate
p 419- 2 Lurking error, lust, envy, revenge, m', or hate

or Ignorance
1 459-20 Whether animated by m" or ignorance.

an 104-20

/ 218-11
241-10

6 327- 8

p 404-10
M62-27

malicious
an 103-23

103-24
s 110-21

/236- 1

p401- 5
(446-14

ap564-4
maUgn

f 485-11

malignant
ph 175-31

P373-6
maligned

a 41-27

malignity
a 43-12 The m- of brutal persecutors,

malpractice
p 375-15 any mental despotism or m'.

442-31 mental m' cannot harm you
t 461-27 m- arises from ignorance or malice
451-31 mental m* tends to blast moral sense,
457-17 to mental m', . . . there is no good aspect,

malpractitioner
p 419-25 Never fear the mental m\

maltreatment
r 474-10 consequent m* which It receives-

manmia
sl54-^
/i37-5

mammon
a 52- 4

346-31
1462-U

dishonesty, sensuality, falsehood, revenge, m\
and say, "I am m\ lust, appetite,
Falsehood, envy, hypocrisy, m", bate.
What a pitiful sight is ni".

Lust, m\ and all sorts of evil aro
selfishness, m', envy, and hate.

It is either ignorant or m'.
The m' form of hypnotism
or by careless or m' students,
Evil thoughts, lusts, and m' purposes
cherishing evil passions and m* purposes,
from sinister or m- motives
This m' animal instinct.

Why m* C. S. for instructing mortals

Truth handles the most m- contagion
easier to care the most m' disease than

good deeds, for which they were m* and stoned.

and says, . . . "Af- knows you are hurt."
"M', my finger is not a bit sore."

He served God ; they served m*.
We cannot serve botn God and m"
dividing his interests between God and m*

IVIan (see also Han's)
p 434-27 conspiracy against the liberty and life of M'.

434-31 but God made M' immortal
437- 4 testified . . . that he knew M',
437- 4 and that M' was made in the image of God,
437- 8 a determination to condemnM •

437-14 M' self-destroyed ; . . . Spirit not allowed a
43*- 1 certain extracts on the Rights of M'.
438-12 bearing false witness against M\
441-16 Our law refuses to recognize Af • as sick
441-19 Spirit decides in favor of Af•

442- 1 There, Af is adjudged innocent of transgressing
r 482-19 he was literally the Son of Af•.

(.see also Mortal Man)
man (see also man's)

action of
/ 207-28 spiritual fact, repeated in the action of m*

actuaUty of
g 502-13 and the spiritual actuality of m*,

affections of a
gl 597- 4 The motives and affections of a m' were

a man's a
ph 172-31 "a man's a m-, for a' that."

and creation
r 489-30 A wrong sense of God, m\ and creation is

and form
617- 5

and God
C 258-23

(7 524-25

from two Greek words, signifying m* and form.

gains the true conception of m* and God.
or is it a lie concerning m* and God?

and his creator
b 338-24 would Impose between m* and his creator.

and his Maker
6 27^ 6 M- and bis Maker arexotrelated la
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man
and Mind

b 281-20 false conception as to m- and Mind.
and the universe

{sec univerise)
and woman

a 37-23 privilege of e%'ery child. m\ and woman.
g 516-21 A/' and woman as coexistent and eternal with
529-10 that both nv and woman proceed from God

nl 588-12 m" and woman unchanged forever
another

sp 73- 9 belief that one . . . can control another m",
any

a 25-17 any m- whose oricin was less spiritual.
31- 9 no record of his calling any m" bv the name of

S 10!>-29 If any rfi' will do His v;\\\.— Johh 7 : 17.

p 405- 3 any m', who is above the lowest type
527-14 neither tempteth He any m\"— James 1; 13.

apart Trom
b 270-11 Few deny . . . that intelligence, apart from w

appears
r 477-10 m' appears to be matter and mind united ;

as created
s 148- 7 Neither . . has ever described m- as created

by Spirit,
as God's Image

pr 13-28 ijjnorant of m' as God's ima^e or reflect lOQ
s 11&- 4 and m as God's image appears.

assigning to
/ 244-30 instead of assigning to m- the

as the ofTsprlng
a 29-30 M as the offspring of God, as the Idea of Spirit,

author of
a 29-16 God is the only author of m\

beliefs that
s 164-19 human beliefs that m- must die,

belief that
(see belief)

belief that one
sp 73-8 belief that one m", as spirit, can control another

believes
ph 171-17 m' believes himself to be combined matter and
p 427- 7 If m" believes in death now,

benefit to
r 471-22 Are doctrines and creeds a benefit to m'7

bestowed on
p 387-29 protecting power bestowed on m- by

393-15 ability and jwwer divinely bestowed on m'.
better

a 21- 4 because you are a better mv
blesses

sp 78-28 Spirit blesses m',
blind

/ 459-18 a blind m- or a raging maniac,
brotherhood of

b 340-24 constitutes the brotherhood of w .

T 467-13 true brotherhood of nv will be establi-shed
470- 3 brotherhood of ?»r would consist of Love and
541-18 ruptures the life and brotherhood of m

called
sp 81-22 give to the worms the body called m',
ph 190-13 bulk of a body, called m-.
/ 250-15 and that one is called nv ,

<?alllng that
s 148-20 calling that w which is not the counterpart,

can do for
a 4S-32 what the true knowledge of God can do for m-.

can do no
an 103-32 In C. S., m' can do no harm,

can no longer
sp 76-13 When advanced . . . m' can no longer com-

mune with
cannot exceed

a 19- 4 M cannot exceed divine Love,
cannot govern

r 490- 6 Hence it cannot govern m' aright.
cannot kill a

p 395-30 knowledge that brain-lobes cannot kill a m"
cannot lose

c 259- 2 m' cannot lose his individuality,
changed the

b 309- 9 This changed the m
chronicles

a 522- 8 The .second record chronicles m- as mutable
claims to rule

s 148^-26 Physiology . . claims to rule m- by
clothe

g 5.'?0-12 to feed and clothe m- as He doth the lilies.

coexists with
s 120- i m coexists with and reflects Soul, God,

commanded the
g 527- 7 commanded the m , saying,— Gen 2, 16.

commands
p 40.5- 5 commands m" to master the propensities,

communicate with
sp 78-22 How then can it communicate with m- through

man
compare

<7 515-28 "Now compare m- before the mirror to his
compels

p 436-30 which the divine law compels m" to commit.
comprehends

r 481- 8 Through spiritual sense only, m" comprehends
conceptions of

/ 244- 7 to derive all our conceptions of m' frora

concerning
r 494-25 "Which of these two theories concerning m"
g 524-25 or is it a lie concerning nr and God?

concerning a
sp 89-13 reaffirms the Scriptural word concerning a m',

. p .38.3-28 the Scriptural conclusion concerning a m",
conclusions as to

c 259-32 Deducing one's conclusions as'to m' from
condition of

o 344- 5 sinless condition of m' in divine Science,
confers upon

c 265-12 confers upon nv enlarged individuality,
corporeal

b 332-18 The corporeal m- Jesus was human.
t 453-19 but In order to bless the corporeal m" ;

correct view of
r 477- 3 this correct view of m" healed the sick.

create
356-21 is it possible for Him to create m' subject to •

g 522-21 represented as entering matter in order to create
7)1".

528- 6 cannot be true that man was ordered to create
nv anew

creates
m 69-23 If the father replies. "God creates m' througa
gl 582-18 creates m' as His own spiritual idea.

creating
b 338-20 was deemed the agent of Deity in creating nv,

creator of
r 470-21 God is the creator of m',

cross-questioning
g 533-26 Truth, cros.s-questioning nv as to his

deathless.
m 69-16 and of nv deathless and perfect
g 534- 5 to manifest the deathless nv of God's creating.

defile a
an 100- * the things uhich defile a m'.— Matt. 15 ; 20.

define
s 148-13 define nv as both physical and mental,

definition of
b 302-14 Continuing our definition of nv,

demands on
ph 184-13 legitimate and eternal demands on m\

demonstrates
b 340-22 bv which nv demonstrates health, holiness, and
p 372-14 \"?hen nv demonstrates C. S. absolutely.

40.5-20 Immortal m" demonstrates the government
demoralizes the

g 533-14 beguiles the woman and demoralizes the m'.
denunciations of

g 522-22 denunciations of nv when not found in His
image,

deprive a
o 358- 3 Can a leaden bullet deprive a nv of Life,

description of
ph 170-28 The description of nv as purely physical,

disarms
p 394-11 The admission that . . . disarms nv,

divinely royal
b 31.3- 5 Jesus the God-crowned or the divinely royal m\

divine Principle of isee also Principle of)

sp 72- 3 divine Principle of nv speaks through
ph 191-10 the spiritual and divine Principle of nv
f 207-14 perfect Father, or the divine Principle of m"
b 336-25 God. the divine Principle of m\
T 470-22 the divine Principle of nv remaining perfect,
481-28 Soul is the divine Principle of m

ap 562-15 the activities of the divine Principle of m-
divine Science of

/ 242-25 divine Science of nx' Is woven into one web
divorced from

r 477-30 m-. divorced from Spirit, would lose his entity.
does not pay the

p 387-18 That m" does not pay the severest penalty
drove out the

g 537- 5 So He drove out the nv :— Gen. 3 : 24.

duty of
6 340-9 for this is the whole duty of m-."—£ccf 12; 1.3.

g 541-25 Now it repudiates even the human duly of nv
each need of

pr 7-25 to whom each need of in' is always known
earth, and

g ,538-19 God creates the heavens, earth, and m\
economy of

ph 170- 7 Did Jesus understand the economy of ffi" less

than
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man

elevatln;
gl 58&-14 aflaiction purifying and elevating m\

empowers
ph 199-fO empowers m' through Its mandate,

enables
a 19-24 enables m- to do the will of wisdom.

eadows
g 522- 7 endows w out of God's perfection and power.

ensUvement of
/ 228-11 The enslavement of m* is not legitimate.

ensmves
/ 225- 3 Whatever enslaves m' is opposed to

error suif>poscs
6 287- 6 Error supposes m" to be both mental and

establishes
r 491-15 establishes m- forever in the divine likeness,

eternal
a 29-32 Spirit is harmonious and m' eternal.

ph 191- 6 this eternal w wiU include in that likeness
6 3U-31 the spiritual, eternalw is not touched by,

every
sp 98-20 for every m" to understand and to practise.
s 144-28 every w will be his own physician,

eiempts
p 385-13 exempts m* from all penalties but those

existence of
p 427-16 Nothing can . .

..
end the existence of m"

exists
g 514-11 rw exists because God exists.

expresses in
c 258-13 God expresses in m" the infinite Idea

false conception of
b 285-17 is a false conception of m\

family of
r 470- 1 the whole family of m' would be brethren ;

finite
c 257-32 Finite m' cannot be the Image and

forever intact
T 493-31 divine Mind to hold m- forever Intact

formed
b 281-25 a m.' formed from dust.

g 524-13 Lord God [Jehovah] formed m'— Gen. 2: 7.

ftlend of
o 49-15 the highest Instructor and friend of m',

generic
ap 561-22 generic m', the spiritual idea of God ;

generic term
c 259- 1 the generic term m\

gives
ph 183-23 Obedience to Truth gives m* power and
/ 202-22 God gives nv dominion over all the earth.
307-26 and gives m' dominion over all things.
315-22 which gives m* dominion over all the earth.

p 387-30 gives rw faith and understanding
430- 7 When m' gives up his beUef hi death.

giving
a 19-7 by giving m' a truer sense of Love,

glorified
a 54-29 If that Godlike and glorified m' were

God and
(see God)

God controls
sp 73-U God controls vf, and God is the only Spirit.

Cod created
s 140-29 God created m* in His, God's, Image ;

6 294-27 God created rrf.

g 516-24 God created m' in His own image,— Gen. 1 ; 27.

God has created
o 344- 7 God hag created m" In His own image

God has endowed
an 106- 7 God has endowed m' with inalienable rights,

God. bas made
p 393-13 God has made m' canable of this,

God Is not
r 480-19 Man is not God, and God is not m'.

Godlike
c 262-15 higher views inspire the Godlike m- to reach

God made
ph 167-15 If God made w both good and evil,
/ 227-18 God made m" free.

g 516-28 God made m' in His own image.
God's

sp 92-18 a burlesque of God's m-— is an outgrowth of
s 148- 8 man as created by Spirit,— as God's m'.

148-21 but the counterfeit, of God's m'.
151-23 it has no control over God's m\

ph 191- 1 The brain can give no idea of God's m'.
b 306-30 God's rw, spiritually created, is not material
o 345-24 God's m\ made in His image.
T 476- 1 A mortal sinner is not God's m'.
gl 580- 3 the first god of mythology ; not God's m',

(see God)
good

p 405-18 The good m- finally can overcome hia fear of

man
good-will to

p 407-16 even Into spiritual power and good-will to m\
govern

the province of spiritual sense to govern m\
If God had instituted material laws to govern m",
law of matter . . . supposed to govern m'.

/206- 7

227-30

p 381- 1

governed by
5 125-15

/ 231-30
246-23

6 304-14

governing
/ 231-15
6 308- 6

gl 595- 1

governs
pr 6-3
/ 222-12
231-21

p 420-4
g 639-29

barmonlous
s 148-19

/ 232- 4

b 276-24
337-12

r 490-15

harmony in
b 276-15
304-20

harmony of
p 392-10

423-14

m" governed by Soul, not by material sense.
M', governed By his Maker, having no other
M\ governed by immortal Mind, is

The perfect m'— governed by God,

no antagonistic powers . . . governing m*
God is the only Mind governing m\
Sun. The symbol of Soul, governing nv.

Divine Love corrects and governs m".
the fact that Mind governs m",
God made you superior to it and governs m".
Spirit not matter, governs w.
one Mind which makes and governs m*

Principle which produces harmonious w,
neither make nv harmonious nor God lovable,
the universe, including harmonious rn\
The truth of being makes nv harmonious and
theories are helpless to make nv harmonious

Harmony In nv is as real and immortal as in

Harmony iu m" is as beautiful as in music.

health, holiness, and harmony of nv,
and it restores the harmony of nv.

has never lost

g 548- 7 m' has never lost his spiritual estate
has "sought out
ph 196- 2 M' has "sought out many inventions,"— Eccl.

7:29.
hath not seen

b 325-19 where human sense hath not seen m\
help meet for

(7 533-20 Is this an help meet forw 7

higher nature oi.

m 62-27 higher nature of nv Is not governed by the
history of

g 557-22
human

r 473-15
Ideal
m 69- 9
b 332-31
338-30
338-31
346- 4

a 517- 8
idea of

a 45-21

ph 194- 4
Immortal
m 61- 1

ph 173-25

190-19
/ 202-16
215-25

6 288-28

theology takes up the history of m" as if

Jesus is the human m', and Christ is the divine

the real, ideal nv appeal's in proportion as
into the real and ideal m' the
Adam was not the ideal nv for whom
The ideal m- was revealed in due time,
the ideal m\ reflecting God's likeness.
The ideal w corresponds to creation,

spiritual idea of m- and his divine Principle,
coincidence of the spiritual idea of nv with

can satisfy the cravings of immortal 7n\
the image of God, the real immortal jn'.

immortal m\ spiritual and eternal,
but immortal nv, in accord with the
Mortal man ia the antipode of immortal m'-'

glorious possibilities of immortal m'.
294-19 immortal w, representing Spirit,
302-15 immortal 7n' has existed forever,
306- 8 The immortality of Soul makes m' immortal.
322- 8 before harmonious and immortal nv is

338- 9 Immortal m' was and is God's image
336-10 immortal irv is coexistent and coeternal with
336-17 Immortal m' ia not and never was maleriiil,

p 405-20 Immortal m" demonstrates the government
417-19 is not the Science of immortal nv.

T 476-20 the facts which belong to immortal nv.
485-18 understanding of Life, makes w munortal.

g 538-26 This account is given, not of immortal nv.
Immortality of

. / 215-31 he recognized the immortality of nv.
Mind, the only immortality of nv.
Unless the harmony and immortality of m* are
The harmony and immortality of nv
the immortality- of m' and the universe.
The harmony and immortality of nv are inta,:t.

b 292- 9
324- 7

p 381-25

g 507-27
521-12

including
sp 83-17
S 114-28

127- 5

ph 171-12
c 256- 8
b 295- 5
330-12

^511- 1

647-19
547-26

02 684-24

The belief that the universe, including m\
the universe, including nv, i.s spiritual,
the spiritual universe, including nv,
control over the universe, including nv.
Father and Mother of the universe, including m;
governs the universe, including m'.
intelligence of the universe, including n».".

governing the universe, including m',
to recreate the universe, including m'.
true tlieory of tlie universe, including m',
a mortal uuiverae, including w.
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man
Inclusive of

, . ,
5 12S- 6 government of tlio nnivprsc. inclusive of m.'.

g 554- 3 the universe, inclusive of nv, is as eternal

Indestructible
sp 76-26 indestructihle m'. whose bpinp is spiritual.
b .'516-20 Christ presents the indestructible m\

Indlvldiial
A 117- 3 an individual m\ an individual horse;
r 46S-23 universe, iududing individual m ,

IndlTidiiallty of
b 317-16 individuality of m' is no less tangible
T 401-26 Personality "is not the individuality of m\

In God's Image
r 476-31 m- in God's image is unfallen and eternal.
497- 7 and m' in God's image and likeness.

In God's likeness

ph. 191- 5 m' in God's likeness will appear,
ft 336-25 divine Principle of man, and m' in God's likeness

In His Image
b 340-11 for this is the whole of m* in His image

Insane
p 411-17 the insane m' was changed and straightv.ay

In Science
ph 187-23 vv in Prience is governed by this Mind.
/ 244-23 AT in Science is neither young nor old

Intelligence of
r 477-23 the substance. Life, and intelligence of w.

In the Idea
gl 5S2-14 conceiving nv in the idea of God ;

In the Image
sp 94- 1 who makes m' in the image and likeness of

<7 548- 6 m" in the image and likeness of God.
In the likeness

sp 81-17 .Af- in the likeness of God as revealed in

6-305- 6 ^f, in the likeness of his Maker, reflects

in this allegory
(7 544-25 w, in this allegory, is neither a lesser god nor

Is become
g 535-31 the in' is berome as one of us.— Gm. 3 ; 22.

545- 3 the nv is become as one of us."— Glti. 3." 22.

Is clothed
p 442-24 and m" is clothed and fed spiritually

Is coexistent
r 478- 1 for 771" is coexistent with God.

Is deathless
c '266-29 A/- is deathless, spiritual.

Is endowed
s 161-16 "M" is endowed by his Maker with certain

Is found
sp 97-19 m' is found in the likeness of Spirit.

ph 179-10 is won only as m is found, . . reflecting
188- 2 and rtv is found in His image.

6 291-16 nv is found having no righteousness of his own,
Is free

r 481- 5 m- is free "to enter into the— Ileb. 10 : 19.

Is God's Image
s 120- 5 reflects Soul, God, for m' is God's image.

Is God's reflection

g 527- 4 iV/' is God's reflection, needing no
Is governed

a 42-26 In C. S. the true m' is governed by God
s 151-21 Every function of the real m" is governed Dy

ph lSO-25 AVhen ?n' is governed by God,
/ 216-16 If m" is governed by the law of divine Mind,
b 302-22 this real nv is governed by Soul-
318-29 In Science nv is governed" by God,

r 495- 1 whenever to" is governed by God.
Is harmonious
ph 1S4-16 7n' Is harmonious and eternal.

ft 273-lS A/" is harmonious when governed by Soul.
Is His image

r 468-14 Spirit is God, and nv is llis image and likeness.
Is His likeness

sp 73- 7 Spirit is God, and m" is His likeness.
Is Idea

r 47.5-13 A/' is idea, the image, of Love ;

Is image
sp 73-10 for rrv is image.

ft 301-24 while TO" is "image" (idea).— Gen. 1; 27.

Is Immortal
sp 76-20 TO" is immortal and lives by divine authority.
/ 2.10-15 a mortal is not man, for nv is immortal.
250-27 But the spiritual, real to" is immortal.

p 426-29 A/" is imiiiorla!. and the body cannot die,
t 461- 3 but I do believe that the real to' is immortal
r 478-31 man is not mortal ... to" is immortal.
g 546- 1 mortality of man is a myth, for to" is immortal.

Is Incapable of sin
r 475-28 Af" is incapable of sin, sickness, and death,

is Indestructible
p 402-12 M- is indestructible and eternal.

Is never God
sp 70-7 A/" is never God, but spiritual man, . . . reflects

Is never sick

p 393-29 A/" is never sick, for Mind is not sick and

man
is not absorbed

c 2.59- 1 A/' is not absorbed in Deity,
Is not God

/ 2.50-12 Af" is not God, but like a ray of
r 480-19 ^[^ is not God, and God is not man.

is not material
r 46S-15 Therefore nv is not material ;

Is not matter
r 475- 6 Answer.— A/" is not matter ;

Is not mortal
r 476-10 Ilenre nv is not mortal nor material.
478-31 ?>v 13 not mortal, "neither indeed— Rom. 8; 7.

Is perfect
r 48.5-23 in which to" is perfect, even as the

Is pure
r 477- 5 and that TO" is pure and holy.

Is self-governed
5 12.5-17 Kcfli-cting God's govermneut, nv is self-gov-

erned.
is spiritual

sp 93-26 Af" is spiritual.

ph 173-20 M' is siiiritual, individual, and eternal;
ft 302- 4 the real nv is spiritual and eternal.

p 396-28 that m' is spiritual, not material .

409-20 The real ni' is spiritual and immortal,
r 475-11 A/" is spiritual and perfect ,

Is subject to

p 429-12 Science declares that to" is subject to Mind.
is sustained

530- 5 In divine Science, nv is sustained by God,
Is the expression

r 470-23 A/' is the expression of God's being.
477-26 M' is the expression of Soul.

is the Idea

ph 200-11 Life is God. and to" is the idea of God,
c 266-27 A/" is the idea of Spirit .

r 476-10 and nv is the idea of God.
Is the image

ph 172-18 TO" is the image and likeness of Spirit ;

200-lS nv is the image, reflection, of God.
p 414-26 TO" is the image and likeness of God,

Is the likeness
/ 2.50-11 Spiritual in' is the likeness of this Ego.
T 467-15 nv is the likeness of God.
g .544-24 Af' is the likeness of Spirit,

is the offspring
TO 6.3^ 5 J)V is the offspring of Spirit.
c 265— 1 A/" is the offspring, not of the lowest, but of

p 396-27 nv is the offspring of God, not of man ,

is the reflection

/ 249-31 M- is the reflection of Soul.
6 30.5-27 Because to' is the reflection of his Maker,
r 47.5-17 771' is the reflection of God, or Mind,

Is tributary
/ 200- 8 and nv is tributary to divine Mind.
r 481- 2 A/" is tributary to God, Spirit,

just
a 47-11 ingratitude and hatred towards that just m'
t 443- * teach a jusl nv, and he will— Prov. 9; 9.

let not
771 56-* let not m' put asunder.— A/a«. 19:6.

let us make
p 43S- 3 Let us make to" in our image,— Gm. I .• 26.

r 475-23 "Let us make m" in our image,— Gen. 1 ." 26.

g 515-11 Let us'Uiake 77r in our image,— Gaj. 1." 26.

.525-13 And God said, Let us make nv
life and

p 368-21 life and m" survive this body.
Ltfcof

a 51-12 Nothing could kill this Life of to".

ft 304-18 Divine Principle is the Life of to".

- p 3.SS-23 does not affect the absolute Life of m;
a .555-30 Knowing that God was the Life of to",

life of
{see life)

makes
sp 04- 1 makes 77i" in the image and likene.^s of

ph 173-22 makea to" knavish or honest according to
/ 203-15 and so makes nv the image of his Maker
225- 4 Truth makes to' free.

b 269-10 C. S. makes to' Godlike.
306- 8 immortality of Soul makes nv immortal.
317-19 understanding . . . makes to" more real.

O 357-10 belief that God . . . makes to" capable of
( 453-30 the divine Truth that makes nv free,

r 485-18 understanding of Life, makes 771" immortal.
making

o 356-26 by making m" inclined fo sin,
manifested through

/ 210-12 forever manifested through to",

many a
ph 197- 6 coats many a tti" his earthly days of comfort

material
(see material)

matter and
ft 294- 8 If . . . matter and pi" would be one.
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man
measured

a 47- 4 They no longer measured m" by material sense.
Hind controls

b 319-ltf Mind controls m' and man has no Mind but God.
Mind of

r 470-17 when God, the Mind of m', never sins
Mind that made

s 151-23 The divine Mind that made m' maintains His
Mind to

/ 214-16 conveys the impressions of Mind to m",
misnamed

6 294-11 mortal belief, misnamed m', is error,
moral

p 406-17 moral rrf has no fear that he will commit a
murder,

mortal
(see mortal)

most scientific
6 313-23 Jesus of Nazareth was the most scientific m'

motive-powers of
r 490- 8 Truth and Love as tlie motive-powers of Tn\

must be sinless
b 290-26 To be wholly spiritual, m- must be sinless,

must find
m 65-27 m" must find permanence and peace

must harmonize
b 337- 8 m" must harmonize with his Principle,

must live

pref viii- 3 m" must live in obedience to its divine
nature of

sp 94- 4 The nature of m', thus understood,
nearer to

gl 596- 5 but C. S. brings God much nearer to m*,
never beheld In

c 259-16 then mortals have never beheld in m" the
never causing

g 520-31 never causing m- to till the ground.
never dies

r 486-10 In reality m' never dies.

never punishes
p 384- 7 God never punishes nf for doing right,

no
a 31- 5 "Call no m' your father upon the—AfaU. 23: 9.

sp 77-15 "knoweth no m'— Mark 13: 32.

s 140- 6 shall no m' see Me, and live."— Exod. 33; 20.

/ 201- 5 "No m' can serve two masters."— Matt. 6 .• 24.

217-14 know we no rrf after the flesh I"— // Cor. 5 : 16.

233-12 no m" knoweth,— not even "the Son— Mark
13 ; 32.

252-18 wholly dishonest, and no m" knoweth it.

c 265-14 That God is corporeal. . .no m" should aflBrm.
b 286- 9 "No m- cometh unto the— John 14: 6.

292- 4 knoweth no m-."—Matt. 24 : 36.

j» 369-30 No m". is physically healed in wilful error
t 458-25 He does violence to no m\
k 499- * openeth, and no m- shuttcth ;

— Rev. 3: 7.

499- * shuttcth, and no m" openeth;— Rev. 3:7. •

499- an open door, and no w can shut il.
— Rev. 3 : 8.

gl 579- openeth, and no m' shuttcth;— Rev. 3: 7.

579- * shutlelh, and no m' openeth;— Rev. 3: 7.

579- * an open door, and no m" can shut it.— Jiev. 3: 8.

no power over
sp 76-20 they will have no power over m',

nor God
g 533-30 as much as to say . . . "Neither m' nor God.

not Influenced by
pr 7-23 God is not influenced by m'.

«f God
b 314-10 The Jews, who sought to kill this m' of God,

of sorrows
a 42- 9 The "m- of sorrows"— Isa. 53: 3.

52-19 The "m" of sorrows"— Isa. 53 : 3.

old
c 261-15 This old m' was so lame that he

origin of
b 325-27 iime cometh when the spiritual origin of m",
r 490-24 explanations pf the nature and origin of m"
ff 629- 7 as to the nature and origin of m',
534- 2 the belief in the material origin of m"
534- 7 which reveals the spiritual origin of m'.
549-32 a belief in the material origin of m',
555-16 Searching for the origin of m", who is the

or matter
6 284- 4 If God were limited to m' or matter,

painless to
...

p 401-13 but should be as painless to m" as to a fluid,

passing to
gl 581- 4 Anoelb. God's thoughts passing to m* ;

perfect
sp 99-29 and to God's spiritual, perfect m\
c 259-13 perfect God and perfect m',^ as the basis
b 304-14 The perfect m-— governed by God,
330-14 Neither God nor the perfect m" can be
337-16 In proportion to his purity is m- perfect ;

r 477- 1 Jesus beheld in Scteace the peifec.t m'.

man
perfect

r 477- 2 In this perfect m- the Saviour saw
477-16 the genuine and perfect m',
482-20 highest human concept of the perfect m:

9 819-20 unto a i)erfect m",— Eph.i:l3.
place

r 486-30 bhndness, and deafness would place m* in

possesses
g 539-11 m- possesses nothing which he has not

ap 576-23 In divine Science, m" possesses this

possibilities of
s 128-16 latent abilities and possibilities of m"
I 445-10 Teach the great possibilities of m'

presupposes
b 281- 7 Error presupposes m" to be both mind and
r 480-15 and presupposes m- to be in matter.

Principle of (see also divine Principle of)
s 123- 4 true idea and Principle of rrt' will then appeal,
r 476-10 God is the Principle of m".

Principle of the
a 29-28 the divine Principle of the m- Jesus,
s 146-17 the divine Principle, of the m" Jesus ;

problem of
/ 216- 7 and solves the problem of m\

produces In

p 380-24 the divine Mind produces in m* health,
qualities In

b 280-30 perpetuates these qualities in m\
real

s 151-21 Every function of the real m- Is governed by
ph 172-24 If the real m' is in the material body,

190-20 immortal man, ... is found to be tne real m*.
200-17 the real m" was, is, and ever shall be perfect,

/ 250-27 But the spiritual, real m' is immortal.
b 288-25 the spiritual real m" has no birth,
289-19 to the real m' and the real Universe there is no
300-11 the real m\ or the new man
302- 4 the real m' is spiritual and eternal.
302— 5 The identity of the real m" is not lost,
302-22 this real m" is governed by Soul
314-17 To such . . . tne real m" seemed a spectre,
316- 4 The real m' being linked by Science to
316- 6 the real w and his relation to God,

p 409-20 The real m' is spiritual and immortal,
409-24 and the new man or real m' is put on,

t 461- 3 but I do believe that the real m- is immortai •

r 475-29 The real m' cannot depart from holiness,
476- 4 In divine Science, God and the real m' are-
476-31 Truth and Love reign in the real m'.

g 538-30 the sinless, real m" is eternal.

543- 4 it is only mortal man and not- the real tn',
reconcile

a 19- 2 Christ's purpose to reconcile m' to God,
reconciles

a 18-13 atonement of Christ reconciles m" to God,
reconciling

a 19- 7 Jesus aided in reconciling m' to God •

record .of

g 531-31 the scientifically Christian record of m''
redeems

a 19- 9 redeems m' from the law of matter,
reflected by

pr 3-12 The Divine Being must be reflected by m'.
b 336-14 Mind can never be in man, butr is reflected by m".
r 467—18 not in man but as reflected by m\
496- .5 onmipotent Mind is reflected by m'

reflects
a 18- 2 whereby m' reflects divine Truth, Life, and
sp 90-32 certainly shall know this when m" reflects God.'.

94- 3 . M' reflects infinite Truth, Life, and Love,
c 258-11 M' reflects infinity,
b 306-19 cannot be separated . . . if m' reflects God.
p 393-17 in Science nf reflects God's government.
g 525- 4 M- reflects God ;

reform the
b 327-25 But how shall we reform the m- who

reign over
(7 529-31 He begins his reign over m' somewhat mildly,

relation of
sp 94- 8 and of the relation of m' to God,
s 114-25 It shows the scientific relation of m' to God.

representing .
,. ^ .

p 376-24 representing m' as healthy instead or

reveals
s 130-21 reveals m' as harmoniously existent

ph 191-24' reveals m' and immortality as based on Spirit
b 296-12 reveals m' and Life, harmonious, real,

302-19 The Science of being reveals m' as perfect,
r 477-11 C. S. reveals m' as the idea of God,

righteous ^ , ^
a 37-19 procured the martyrdom of that righteous m*

a 49-31 turned "aside the right of a m*— Lam. 3 : 35.

rights of
(see rights)
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man

robs
ph 169-32 it robs rrf of reliance on God,

said
/ 23*-32 of wiiich the wise m* said,

g 533- 7 And the m" said, Thewomanwhom— Gm. 3 ; 12.

Science of
sp 73-10 the individuality and the Science of m\
p 409-25 as mortals realize the Science of nf

Science teaches
r 47^ 1 Science teaches m" that God is the only Life,

sees bis reflection
s 126- 6 even as m sees his reflection in a glaas.

senses of
, , . ...

b 284-29 the only real senses of m' are spintual,
r 486-23 all the spiritual senses of m', are eternal.

488-28 If it were possible for the real senses of m' to be
489-19 Who dares to say that the senses of m' can be

seneuoas
s 131- 8 opposition of sensuous m- to the Science of Soul

sent from God
ap 561-30 "There was a m' sent from God— John 1 : 6.

separated from
r 477-29 Separated from m", who expresses Soul,

shall recognize
a 55-17 when m' shall recognize the Science of Christ

sbaped
g 525-14 and God shaped w after His mind ;

should be
g 529- 3 that m* should be bom of woman,

sboald be governed
g 536-14 if m- should be governed by corporeality

should lose aught
b 302- 8 It is impossible that m' should lose aught

should renew
p 426-14 Af• should renew his energies and

should wish
b 301-18 m' should wish for, and in reality has.

Sick
^ 120-10 Is a m' sick if the material senses indicate

152-18 the sick m- supposed this ceremony was
f 208-13 not . . . that He should make m' sick,
318-16 Is the sick m- sinful above ail others? No I

p 404-30 envy, dishonesty, fear, . . . make a m* sick.

Signifies that
b 340-18 it Signifies that m" shall have no other spirit or

so-called
ph 188- 8 but afterwards It governs the so-called m'.

gl 580-11 a so-called w, whose origin, substance, and
Son of

s 132-26 "When the Son of m- cometh,— Luke 18 .• 8.

136-12 say that I, the Son of w, am?"— Matt. 16 ; 13.

b 334-25 represents the Son of m- as saying
r 482-17 called himself "the Son of m-,—Matt. 9 : 6.

son of
gl 594-17 son of m', the offspring of the flesh.

Sonl of
b 280-27 God, the Soul of m' and of aU existence,
307-26 The divine Mind is the Soul of m',

p 405-17 "Whatsoever a m* soweth,— Gal. 6; 7.

g 537-13 "Whatsoever a rn' soweth,— Ga/. 6/ 7.

spiritual
(see spiritual)

splrltusilzed
s 141-19 Its only priest is the spiritualized m*.

springs solely
g 543-28 m' springs solely from Mind.

standard of
g 553- 9 or . . . will never become the standard of m\

Etat« of
s 159-23 medical schools would learn the state of m' from
/ 227-16 Slavery is not the legitimate state of m\

Status of
s 120-19 or to exhibit the real status of rr>-.

r 476-22 earnestly seek the spiritual status of w,
Strength to
m 60-18 a protection to woman, strength to m",

strive with
b 320-13 shall not always strive with m-,— Gen. 6 ; 3.

Strong
p 399-31 first bind the strong m-?"—Matt. 12: 29.

400- 4 Mortal mind is "the strong m.',"— Matt. 12: 29.
400- 7 we can despoil "the strong m'"— Atatt. 12.- 29.

such a
s 139-32 The moral condition of such a m' demands

supposition that
ph 171-31 supposition that m' is a material outgrowth
g 521-13 supposition that w is created materially,

sustain
an 103-25 The truths of immortal Mind sustain m',

sustains
6 319- 9 sustains m' under all circumstances ;

taiiea from
e 528-13 and the rib, . . . taken from m',— Gen. 2:22.
529- 4 not woman again taken from m\

j

man
tall<s with

b 308-15 as consciously as m- talks with m'.
tempting

q 527-12 represents God, Love, as tempting m;
the best

a 52-16 the best m- that ever trod the globe.
the new

6 300-11 The real man, or the new m-
p 409-24 and the new m" or real man is put on,

the old
ph 172-22 we must "put off the old m\"~ Col. 3; 9.
c 262- 8 putting "off the old nf— Col. 3 ; 9.

b 296- 9 The old m- with his deeds must be put ofif.

g 519-16 until they throw off the old m"
theories of

a 20-4 to forms of doctrine or to theories of m\
theory of

g 545-13 utterly opposed to the theory of m'
the term

g 525- 8 some of the equivalents of the term m'
this

s 148-22 tries to explain how to make this m* a Christian,
b 314-10 The Jews, who sought to kill this m- of God,
g 522-16 to be temporary and this w to be mortal,

this original
b 286-13 from first to last by this original m\ Jesus.

through
T 495- 1 God will heal the sick through m*,

to become
ph 172-16 in order to become m\
p 432-17 it . . . it is possible for m" to become diseased,

translation of
/ 209-22 by the translation of m' and the universe

true
a 42-26 in C. S. the true m' is governed by God

true Idea of
b 337-20 The true idea of m-, as the reflection of

truth-g:iver to
sp 72-12 God, is the only truth-giver to m\

ultimate of
r 487- 4 Life is the origin and ultimate of m',

understands
c 265- 3 Af• understands . . . existence in proportion as

undying
p 427-23 Truth, and Love make m* undying.

unfasbion
r 488-27 otherwise the very worms could unfashion m'.

universe and
gl 585-17 encompassing the imiverse and m' ;

unrighteous
s 139- 2 unrighteous m' his thoughts."— Isa. 55; 7.

/ 239-15 unrighteous m' his thoughts."— Isa. 55; 7.

verities of
r 47&-13 as the only and eternal verities of m\

warns
r 481-13 against which wisdom warns m\

was accountedf
b 316-26 That m' was accounted a criminal who

was made
b 287-21 m" was made in God's likeness.

what constitutes
b 289- 6 the understandu2g of what constitutes m'

whatever teaches
ph 169-29 Whatever teaches nv to have other laws

what is

r 475- 5 Question.— What is m- ?
which define

sp 81-25 which define m' as mortal.
wicked

/ 239-11 The wicked m: is not the ruler of his
r 491-26 A wicked m' may have an attractive

will not punish
357- 2 must admit that God will not punish m- for

will recognize'
g 531-13 Thenw will recognize his God-given dominion

will reopen
ph 171- 5 m- will reopen with the key of divine Science

wisdom of
pr 3-2 The wisdom of m* is not su£Qcient to warrant

wise
sp 95-25 Is the wise m' of to-dajr believed, when he
/ 239-32 of which the wise m* said,
/ 443- * Give instruction to a unse m",— Prov. 9; 9.

worldly
a 21-25 worldly m- is at the beck and call of error,

would enjoy
/ 246-21 m' would enjoy more than

would presuppose
ph 194-15 would presuppose m', ... a mortal in

would procreate
s 140-30 but mortals would procreate m-,

pr 3-13 else m- is not the image and likeness of the
5-26 belief that sin is cancelled, and that m' is

8-10 If a m-, though apparently fervent
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man
pr 15-12
a 26-13

2&-18
30-16

m

sp

4J-15
53-4
59-8
64-2
64-10
64-21
67-28
68-32
69- 7

69- 8
69-22
69-23
70-*
75-2
76-15
78-28
81-23
83-28
8.^13
89-27
89-29
90-24
90-25
90-31
91-27
92- 1

93-27
an 102-12

102-13
103-7
106- 9

S 107- *

107-*
1).>-15

119-31
120- 3
120-12
121-14
12?- 8
124-14
124-18
125- 7

125-18
125-32
126- 5
132-15
133-23
148-16
154-^0
154-13
160-30

ph 166- 3
166-31
167-15
168-15
171-11
172- 9
172-15
172-17
172-23
172-25
173- 1

173-4
173-17
174- 5

174-7
174-24
180-26
183-12
184-18
190-23
193-14
193-29
198- 2

/ 202-31
203-31
204-27
206-25
206-30
208-13
209- 1

209- 9
213- 3
213- 5
214-24
210- 3
216-19
217-12
225- 1

that m- may have audience with Spirit,
This Christ, or divinity of the m- Jeans,
to prove what God is and what He doea for m'.
"Whoso sheddeth man's blood, by m" shall his— Gen. 9 ; 6.

glorification of the m- and of the true idea of
there never lived a, w so far removed from
At' should not be required to participate
caused by the selfishness and inhumanity of m\
When a m- lends a helping hand
but m- would be as the angels.
M' delivered from sin, disease, and death
and m', not of the earth earthly
while believing that m" is a
only as ni' finds the truth of
or is m' a creator?"
replies, "God creates man through nf,"
If a m- keep my saying,— John 8 ; 51.

mistaken assumption that m' dies as matter
Neither will m- seem to be corporeal,
m' cannot "tell whence it— John 3; 8.

in the case of m* as truly as

by which m" gains the divine Principle and
"Come, see a m\ which told me— John 4. 29.

m' is not the father of m'.
if ... w gave it, m- had the right to take it

admission to one's self that m' is God's own
sets m' free to master the infinite idea.
At present we know not what w is,

second erroneous postulate is, that m*
fourth erroneous postulate is, . . . that m' has
If m- were Spirit, then men would be spirits,

planets have no more power over m' than
in\ reflecting God's power, has dominion
Science, by which m- can escape from sin •

M' is properly self-governed only when
which was preached of me is not after m'.—

Gal. 1: 11.

For I neither received it of m',— Gal. 1: 12.

Ar : God's spiritual idea,
Thus it is with m-, who is but the humble
and that m' is included in
matter can make no conditions for m'.
m-, left to the hypotheses of material sense
so that m" becomes the most absolutely
The universe, like m-, is to be interpreted by
the universe, like m\ is, ... an enigma.
m' will be found normal and natural
m' cannot be controlled by sin or death,
mortal belief, wholly inadequate to affect a m'
mortality will cease when m' beholds
thrust the spiritual idea and the m' who
material system, . . . concerning God, m'.
Anatomy takes upw at all points materially.
A m' was made to believe that he occupied
and the m' died.
Is m- a material fungus without Mind
As a m" thinketh, so is he.
then is w found to be harmonious
If . . . 7n* must remain thus.
Because man-made systems insist that m'
to learn how much of a m" he is.

if m- passes through what we call death
If m" was first a material being.
If the material body is m', he is a portion of
What is m- ?

If . . . you take away a portion of the m' when
When we admit that . . . constitutes m% we fail

or determine when m' is really m'
Anatomy declares m* to be structural,
form of idolatry, that m- should bow down to
capable of doing so much forw aa
Anatomy admits that mirid is somewhere in m%
m' knows that with God all things are possible,
error, first caused the condemnation of w
We say m" suffers from the effects of
As for m", his days are as— Ps'al. 103 ; 15.

and said : "I feel like a new m'.
what I saw and did for that m\
has in belief more power to harm m'
Common opinion admits that a m- may take
God, divine good, does not kill a m'
can never be said that m' has a
Can there be any birth or death for m',
God does not cause m- to sin,
then leave w to heal himself ;

M\ being immortal, has a perfect . . . life.

mortal body or mind is not the m'.
Of a m" it has been said,
as a m' spiritually underslandeth, so is he
mortal illusions would rob God, slay m'.
Who shall say that m' is alive to-day, but
mistake of mortals is to suppose that m",
"If am" keep my saying,— John 8: 51.

What is it that bindaw with iron shackles

ma,n
/ 227-31

228-12
229-23
230-20
230-21
231- 8
232-20
244- 9
244-13
244-15
244-18
244-19
246- 1

246- 6
247- 7

250-13
250-15
250-26
252-12
252-32
253- 4

C258- 9
258-16
258-28
259- 6
259-10
259-15
260- 2

261-32
263-11

264^31
265-17
265-20
267- 6
267- 7

267-11
267-28

h 277-15
278-25
280-26
282-28
282-30
284-32
285- 8
285-16
287-19
289-22
289-31
291-22
292-28
293-12
294- 6
294-7
294-14
294-14
294-26
295-30
296- 1

296-2
297-16
299-31
300- 5
30O- 9

300-21
301-17
30!-31
303-12
303-22

304-30
305- 3

305-10
305-24
306- 9

306-13
306-18
307-18

307-26
309- 3
309-25
311- 8
311-23
312- 8

312-9
319-14
319-20
320-23
322-22
322-25
325-14
325-10
326- 9
326-26
327-22

MAN

disobedience to which would have made m* lU,when m- enters into his heritage of freedom,
jf God cause m- to be sick, sickness must
which must afterwards be rectified by mlcan m- put that law under his feet
Wliat God cannot do, m' need not attempt.never . . . could make a m- healthy,would have no abiding-place in m-,M- undergoing birth, maturity, and decay
If m- were dust in his earliest stage of
but m' was never more nor less than m*.
If m- flickers out in death or
Af- is not a pendulum, swinging between
A/' is by no means a material germ
One m- at si.xty had retained his
w, the outcome of God, reflects God.
but a mortal is not m",
matter has no more sense as a m- than
nv created by and of Spirit,
saith : . . . A/-, whose senses are spiritual. Is
saith : . . . I give immortality to w,M' is more than a material form withWe know no more of m- as the true divine image
impossible for m-, under the government of
In divine Science, m- is the true image of God.
thoughts which presented m- as fallen, sick.
If m' was once perfect but has now lost
true conception or understanding of m'.
Good demands of m' every hour.
They make m.' an involuntary hypocrite,
all the glories of earth and heaven and m\
as if m' v/exe a weed growing apace
this is true only of a mortal, not of a m'
Generically m' is one,
specifically m' means all men.
Hence w and the spiritual universe
"Blessed is the m' that— Jas. I ; 12.
not produced by a vegetable nor the m' by tho
leads to the conclusion that if m' is matenai,
m" has a sensationless body ;

Whatever indicates the fall of m'
Adam-dream, which is neither Mind nor m',
is always from God to His idea, m-.
It is not m-, the image and likeness of God,
belief that a material body is w
It saith, "I am w, but I am not the image
So m', tree, and flower are supposed to die ;

Af •

is not the offspring of flesh, but of Spirit,
As m' falleth asleep, so" shall he awake.
m' would be annihilated, were it not for
both strata, . . . are false representatives of m".
If m' is both mind and matter,
some quality and quantity of the m*,
saying : . . . stomach can make a m- cross.
error, saying : . . . matter can kiU rw."
M' is neither self-made nor made by mortals.
It further teaches that when m- is dead,
theorizes that . . . m' has a resurrection from
vv is the spiritual, eternal reflection of God.
and m' found to be immortal.
If m' were solely a creature of the
His infinite image or reflection, m\
So far as the scientific statement as to m'
of m- as reflecting the divine likeness.
m' is the divine image and likeness,
presupposes . . . m' to be material
statement that m' is conceived and evolved
belief that . . . holiness and unhoUnesa, mingls

in m".
So m\ not understanding the Science of
discordant mortal is no more a m' than
so m', like all things real, reflects God,
In the illusion . . . m' would be wholly mortal,
parted . . . from His reflection, w,
If Life or Soul and its representative, m'.
But w cannot be separated for an instant from
says : "The Lord knows it. He has made m*

mortal
Af • was not created from a material basis,
incorporeal impartation of divine Love to m*,
or for TO" to have an intelligence separate
Is m' lost spiritually? No,
it will become the law of Life to m\
The senses regard a corpse, not as m*.
People say, "Af" is dead ;"

Spirit and matter neither concur in m* nor Id
m' has no Mind but God.
according to that error m- is mortal.
A m" who likes to do wrong
neither a temperatew nor a reliable
then shall m' oe found in God's image.
Then shall m' be found, in His likenesa,
teaches God's love to m', but m' cannot
Then the.m' was changed.
Fear of punishment never made m" truly honest.
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man
6 332-17 one mediator. . . the m- Chriat Jesus. — / Tim.

2:5.
.3.'?6-13 Infinite Mind can never be in m\
330-20 A portion of God could not enter m' :

330-21 neither could ... be reflected by a single m',

336-31 and m' is God's spiritual offspring.
337- 2 Therefore m', reflecting God, cannot lose ru3

337-10 m- is in a degree as perfect as

338- 4 belief— that m- ocginates in matter
o3S-23 the supposed separation of m' from God.
340-28 annuls the curse on m\

o 344- 2 the only absolute Life and Soul, and m" to be

345-26 "For if a w think himself to be— Gal. 6; 3.

346- 1 such criticism confounds w with Adam.
346- 2 m- is spoken of as made in God's image,
347-13 so-called mortal man is not the reality of m\
349-11 neither Life nor m- dies,

356-22 m' who is made in the divme likeness

357- 2 what He created m- capable of doing,
357- 4 knew from the outset that m- would do.

357-16 deny that God made m- evil

360-25 Shall m- be more pure than— see Job. 4f 17.

p 303-32 her affection for a w of undoubted goodness
364- 2 the best iiv that ever trod this planet.
368-17 more faith in God than in m-,
369- 6 loses to human sense all entity as m',
369- 6 in that proportion does m' become its master.

369-19 were willing that a m- should live.

369-20 He understood m-, whose Life is God,
369-21 knew that nv has not two lives, one to be de-

stroyed
370- 1 m- must be better spiritually
371-21 not transform the infant at once into a m',
373- 7 that its sensations can reproduce m",
372-U belief that matter is the medium of m-,
372-11 or that m" can enter his own embodied
379-17 Oxford boys, who caused the death of a m-,
380-17 a chained lion, . . . should not terrify a m'.

383-25 Does his assertion prove . . . m' to be the better

3S4- 9 If w seems to incur the penalty
384-11 m' has only to enter his protest against this

387-22 supposition . . . that God punishesw for doing
good,

389-15 discuss the certainty that food can kill m'.
394-14 advice to a rn' who is down in the world,
394-20 Will you bid a nv let evils overcome him,
396-27 m.an is the offspring of God, not of m' ;

402-17 You say that accidents, . . . kill nv,
403- 7 by his mistake a m.' is often instructed.

404- 3 If a m" is an inebriate, a slave to
407-10 If w is not victorious over the passions,
410-10 "M- shall not live by bread alone,— Matt. 4 .• 4.

413- 1 cannot transmit good or evil intelligence to m\
425-12 Show . . . that they are not the truth of m- ;

425-21 God is more to a m' than his belief,

427- 1 If it is true that m- lives, this fact can never
427-16 M- is the same after as before a
427-17 If m- is never to overcome death,
427-27 what material remedy has m- when
428- 7 "If a m- keep my saying, he shall— John 8; 51.

428-22 m- is, not shall be, perfect
429-19 Ifw did not exist before the material
429-31 "If a m- keep my saying, he shall— John 8; 51.

430-18 A m- is charged with having committed
435-23 to punish a m' for acting justly.
438- 7 If a m- keep my saying, he shall— John 8 ; 51.

/ 445-32 a m-, for the petty consideration of money,
451-14 M- walks in the direction towards
458-23 The Christianly scientific m' reflects the
459- 2 A/" then appropriates those things which

r 467-18 God as not in m' but as reflected by man.
467-23 Spirit. Soul, is not confined in m\
470-20 and has m- fallen?
470-23 divine idea or reflection, m', remains perfect.
470-25 If there ever was a moment when m-
470-26 then there was a moment when m' did not
470-28 If w has lost perfection, he has lost his
470-30 If m" ever existed without this perfect
471-17 A{- is, and forever has been, God's reflection,

473-12 Jesus is the name of the w who,
473-24 rather than personality or the w Jesus,
475- 8 w is made in the image and likeness of God.
475-30 God, by whom m' is evolved,
476- 3 evil, which declares that m- begins in dust
476- 9 will cease to claim . . . that this matter is m'.
476-24 "As for m', his days are as— Psal. 103 : 15.

477- 6 M- is not a material habitation for Soul ;

477-16 impossible that a material body, . . . should
be nr,

477-18 Were it otherwise, m- would be annlhQated.
478- 5 m- has never beheld . . . Soul leaving a body
478-23 Error says. "I am w ;"
479- 5 gotten a m- from the Lord"— Gen. i: 1.

480-20 God, or good, never made m- capable of sin.

4&5-20 The belief . . . that m- springs from dudt

man
r •tsfi-ifl

4S6-27
4.S8-I5

488-20
489-16
489-17
490-22
490-31
491-21
493-24
496-14
497-16

(7 507-18
507-22
515-21
515-30
516-19
516-29
517- 1

517-31
518-17
520- 7

520- 9
520-22
521- 1

521- 9

524-10
524-15
524-18
524-20
526-27
527-15
527-29
527-30
528- 3

628- 6

528-14
528-27
531-22
632-1

532-22
533-19
535-15
536-16
537-28
637-30
537-31
538-24
538-31
639-13
543-18
543-24
544- 5

544-9
545-10
545-32
551-16
552-14
555-21
555-21
557-20

ap 560-15
561-17
565-11
565-19
571-8
573-17

gl 582-26
585-27
589-10
591-5
591-18
591-19
598-27

manacle
an 105-25

manacled
p 405-15
<449-2

manacling
p 439-11

manages
p 399-17

man child
ap 565- 6

569-31

mandate
s 160-14

ph 187-14
199-11

p 371- 4

MAN

If death restores . . . strength to m-.
If this were not so, w would be speedily
Do the five corporeal senses constitute w?
cannot be true either of m' or of his Maker.
can this sense be the God-given channel to m'
How can m', reflecting God. be dependent on
would, by fair logic, annihilate m"
Under the mesmeric illusion of belief, a m' will
another belief, that w dies.
That 7n- is material, and that
what the understanding of God brings to m'.
we acknowledge that m- is saved through
multiplication of the compound idea m\
implies a mortal mind and m- a creator.
M- is the family name for all ideas,
and call m' the reflection.

M\ made in His likeness, possesses and reflects
It follows that m" is a generic term.
word for m' is used also as the synonym of
M' is not made to till the soil

blessed is that m- who seeth his brother's
The absolute ideal, w, is no more seen nor
Principle and its idea, m', are coexistent
was not a m- to till'the ground.— Gen. 2: 5.

Knowledge of this lifts m' above the sod,
in the hands of God, not of m\
"a nv of war." a tribal god— Exod. 15; 3.

and w became a living soul.— Gen. 2: 7.

Mind had made nv, both male and female.
become the basis of nv 1

Lord God [Jehovah] took the m-,— Gen. 2: 15.

a knowledge of evil would make nv mortal.
and is m' giving up his dignity?
Was it requisite for the formation of m'
God has already created m ,

cannot be true that m- was ordered to
and brought her unto the m.-.— Gen. 2: 22.

calling them mankind,— that is, a kind of m'.
Has m' sought out other creative inventions.
Did God at first create one w unaided, . . ,

but
"Where art thou, m-? Is Mind in matter?
aids m- to make sinners more rapidly
When will m'. pass through the open gate of
m would be annihilated,
and gave it to nv for a possession,
would imply that God withheld from m- the
lest m' should improve it

I have gotten a nv f.-om the Lord— Gen. 4; 1.

gotten a wr from the Lord,"— Gen. 4; 1.

How then has nv a basis for wrong-doing?
If w is material and originates in an egg.
Did m-, whom God created with a word,
"not a m- to till the ground."— Gen. 2; 5.

not of the things which a m- eateth.
A/", created b.y God, was given dominion
The mortality of m- is a myth,
all Science is of God, not of m"
"M- that is born of a woman is of— Job 14; 1.

and call this sham unity m\
as if w were the offspring of
lifts the curtain on vv as never born and
constitutes the kingdom of heaven in m'.
shown in the m- Jesus,
in order that the m' Je-'us, . . . might never
represented first by m- and, . . . last by woman,
to tell a m' his faults.
Thus m' was no longer regarded as
the error which would maTce vv mortal
belief . . . that m- started first from dust,
m- is His idea, the child of His care.
definition of
not that which is in m-, but the divine Principle,
of whom m- is the full and perfect expression ;

and m' would be in the full consciousness of

Divine justice wUl m.' him.

Both will be w until the last farthing is paid.
With your own wrists m', it is hard to

was then m: the prisoner

It constructs a machine, m" it, and then

And she brought forth a m- c",— Rev. 12; 5.

which brought forth the w c— Rev. 12; 13»

to convey the m* of mind to muscle
valves of the heart, . . . obey the m" of

empowers man through its m-,

yield to the m' of immortal Mind.
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mandate
( •SM-lQ Iluman hate has no legitimate m*
g 520-26 prowth is the eternal m- of Mind.
656-19 Sleep is darkness, but God's creative m- was,

manger
s 142-15 In vain do the m' and the cros3

ap 575-29 followed it to the m' of Jesus ;

manhood
common

an 106- 2 to drop from the platform of common m*
divinity or

g 537-10 was never the essence of divinity or m\
essence of

b 292-32 mortal man is not the real essence of m",
health, and

p 407-11 they crush out happiness, health, and m\
Ideas of ... ^ .,

sp 74-34 Who will say that infancy can utter the ideas
of m-.

Immortal
p 430- 5 and immortal m', the Christ ideal, will appear.

Infancy and
sp 74-21 Darkness and light, infancy and m-.

lowest type of
p 405- 4 above the lowest type of m',

mortal
g 543-21 thinking that apehood preceded mortal m- 7

stature of
350- 9 must grow into that stature of m'

ph 172-27 If . . . the surgeon destroys m*.
/ 245-12 M' is its eternal noon,
246-19 conspiracies against m- and womanhood.

maniac
1 459-18 into the hands of a blind man or a raging m',

manifest
pr 4-13 made m* in the blessings they bring,
a 25-32 was made m- in the humanity of Jesus.

sp 72-.18 Spirit is not made m' through matter,
an 106-20 works of the flesh are m\~-Gal. 5; 19.

s 139-16 the TTf mistakes in the ancient versions ;

ph 173- 9 sensible is required to be made m' through
/ 219-18 before it can be made m' on the body,

239-21 objects we pursue and the spirit we ni-

b 306-21 myriad forms of mortal thought, made ni'

316-10 to show that Truth is made m-
334-14 the corporeal Jesus m' in flesh,

346-14 only as we cease to w evil or the belief

p 370- 7 if health is not made m.' under this
378-31 it would m' less wisdom than we
400-28 discord, m- as sin, sickness, and death.

1 452- 6 before it has a chance to m' itself.

r 493-21 It is fear made w on the body.
g 517-31 causes them to multiply,— to m' His power.
530- 3 made w as forever opposed to
534— 4 to m' the deathless man of God's creating.

ap 559-15 made m" in the destruction of error.

manifestation
and support

b 279-10 nor for the m' and support of Mind.
consequent

s 154- 7 and its consequent w in the body.
higher

p 401-U to the end of producing a higher w.
His

s 117- 9 the Supreme Being or His m- ;

Infinite
r 468-11 All is infinite Mind and its infinite w,

mental
6 303- 2 The reflection, through mental w,

of Christ
s 141-24 Neither can this m- of Christ be

of existence
g 555-29 the individualized w of existence,

of God
b 295-16 The m" of God through mortals is as
01 583-10 Christ. The divine ?« of God,

of Mind
b 275-24 Hence all is in reality the m" of Mind.

of mortal mind
g 552-29 matter is a m' of mortal mind,

.of Spirit
ph 173-12 Neither the substance nor the m' of Spirit

scientific

sp 83-13 The scientific m- of power is from
the first

g 532-26 Fear was the first m" of the enor of
Visible

s 125-15 the visible m' will at last be

5 148-15 for every function, formation, and m\
/ 244-21 If . . . God is without His entire w,

manifestation
b 283-19 and deem this the m- of the one Life,
304-11 Love cannot be deprived of Its m-,
311- 4 dependent on matter for m;

manifestations
sp 99-24 the m- of which are health, purity,
s 125- 9 therefore more harmonious in his m'

144-12 the stronger are the m- of the corporeal sens^,
275-16 m- of the infinite divine Principle,
285-20 a diviner sense of intelligence and its m-,
291-15 In which all the w of Mind are harmonious
293-24 m' of evil, which counterfeit divine justice,

r 466- 4 The varied m- of C. S. indicate
g 543-27 reflected in the myriad m- of Life.

manifested
pr 12-12 the divine healing Principle as w In Jesus,
/ 210-12 forever m- through man,
219-15 what we do not vv-ish to have m\
234-26 must be thought before they can be m".
245-24 m- the influence of such a belief.

B 274r-i8 are simply the m* beliefs of mortal mind.
284-10 It can never ... be fully m- through
290-11 m- through b-ain and nerves,
318-31 but is m- through them.
325-U Christ, . . . shall appear [be m-],— Col. 3.- 4.

325-12 then shall ye also appear [be m']— Col. 3; 4.

330-28 As m- by mankind it stands for

p 364- 3 and it was rrf towards one who was soon,
369-10 All these deeds m.- Jesus' control
404- 9 A corrupt mind is m.' in a corrupt body.

t 463-22 whether error is m' in forms of sickness, sin,
r 489- 1 The less mind there is m' in matter
g 545-15 It supposes God and man to be m- only througtl

ap 562- 5 the idea . . . which Jesus afterwards m',

manifesting
ap 562-19 and by m' the light which shines

manifestly
6 336-21 else God would be m- finite,

manifests
m 68-28 it m- no m.aterial growth from
sp 88-21 and the individual m' profound adoration.
s 153-18 The boil simply m', ... a belief in pain,

ph 17:^11 What is termed matter w nothing but a
194-21 mortal mind m' itself in the body

c 257-22 Finite mind w all sorts of errors,
258-15 Mind m- ail that exists in the

6 297- 6 this testimony m' itself-on the body
301- I m- God's attributes and power,
318-32 body does not include soul, but m' mortality,
340-13 in and of God, and w His love.

p 375- G often the form in which fever m' itself.

376-20 m.' only what that so-called mind expresses.
402-18 body m" only what mortal mind believes,

manipulate
ph 181- 9 WTisn you m" patients, you trust in electricity

181-14 foolish to declare that you m' patients but that
181-16 If this be so, why nf ?

181-16 In reality you w because you are ignorant of

manipulated
p 440- 3 was m' by the oleaginous machinations

manipulates
1 453-31 never recommends niaterial hygiene, never m:

manipulation
ph 181-15 but that you lay no stress on m\

manipulations
an 101- 2 that the violent effects, . . . are due to m',

mankind
all
m 57-20 but requires ail m" to share it.

s 164-14 before all m* is saved
/ 233-23 this truth was our Master's mission to all m;
248-20 Do you not hear from aU m' of the imperfect

r 494-13 since to all m- and in every hour,
deliver

s 151-14 would ultimately deliver m' from the
demonstrated for

a 24-28 goodness it demonstrated for m\
dominion over

/ 238-23 Attempts to . . . gain dominion over m',
enriches

o 361-29 enriches m* only when it is understood,
health of

pr 1- 9 the Christianization and health of m-.
Improves

/ 251-25 spiritual understanding improves m'
majority of

ph 178- 1 but the vast majority of m-,
must learn

an 102-30 M" must learn that evil is not power.
objects

p 410-12 m* objects to making this teaching practicaL
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mankind
opinion of

6 30&-17 this is the general religious opinion of m',
redemption of

t 464-12 worliing for the redemption of m\
represents

g 525- 5 m' represents the Adamic race,

thougiits of
sp 94-24 Our Master easily read the thoughts of w,

to advance
m 61-30 must g^reatly improve to advance m".

to bless
m 60-29 infinite resources with which to bless m',

to ru^e
p 419-26 who, in attempting to rule m-,

to stir
a 3J- 1 so little inspiration to stir m- to

weigh down
ph 176-18 and weigh down m" with superimposed

will become
r 467-11 M- wiU become perfect in proportion as

wlU Improve
p 371-26 Af •

will improve through Science and

a 55-21

sp 99-22
5 140-13
157-31

ph 171- 2

/ 240-24
251-15

6 318-27
330-28
357- 9

357-28

p 425-18
430-11

M56- 1

r 466-30

(?525- 8

528-27
551-11

ap 571-10

manlike
6 269- 9

manliness
ph 172-28

manly
p 397-30

man-made
a 2J- 7

38-8
S 112-13

134-14

ph 165-14
16S-15
352-25

r 466-26

in what it has done and is doing for m\
I love m", and shall continue
M' will no longer be tyrannical
M' is the better for this spiritual and profound
m' ha^s caught their moral contagion.
Remember that w must sooner or later,
learn how m- govern the body,
and are not adapted to elevate m*
As manifested by m' it stands for
If m- would relinquish the belief that
if another . . . exists and sways m?
When this is understood, m" will be more
When will w wake to this great fact
to influence m- adverse to its highest
making m- better physicaUy, morally, and
In the Saxon, m", a woman, any one;
calling them m',— that is. a kind of man.
he adds that m- has ascended through
Who is teUing m- of the foe in ambush?

Human philosophy has made God m\

is sometimes the quickener of w ;

and you will quickly become more m'

man's

Such a theory is m\
lethargy of mortals, produced by m- doctrines,
divine Science which eschews m' systems,
M- doctrines are waning.
since m" material theories took the
Because m.- systems insist that
traditional beliefs, erroneous and m*.
the outcome of all to" beliefs.

man-midwlfe
s 163-10 physician, surgeon, apothecary, m;

manna
a 33-4
s 133-10

manner
after the

s 131-15
after this

PT 16- 9

sp 85-11
aU

p 418-27
mce

sp 82-18
85-17

ph 189- 8

p 398-21
t45*- 4

partook of the heavenly m',
and m' feU from the sky.

after thew of God's appointing,

"After this w therefore pray ye,"— Matt. 0: 9.

able to read the human mind after this m'

Cast out all m' of evil.

In like m* it would follow.
In like w he discerned disease
In like m' mortals should no more deny
In like nf destroy the illusion of
In like vv it should be granted

most effectual
pr 11-18 but wipes it out in the most effectual m*.

unknown
b 306-16 at some uncertain future time and in a, w

known.
un-

/ 234-15 this was not the m' of truth's aopearing.
6 274—29 in a w and at a period as yet liiflaiown.

man-projected
s 140-23 Jewish tribal Jehovah was a m' God,

Man's
p 434-18
435-2
435-17

Mortal M' counsel regards the prisoner with
Spirit which is . . . Af- only lawgiver I

a destroyer of Mortal M' liberty

m

sp

5- 1 hinders m- spiritual growth
12-14 of nf likeness to God
12-15 and of m' unity with Truth and Love.
13-29 m' eternal incorporeal existence.
14-27 the consciousness of nv dominion over the
18- 1 Atonement is the exemplification of m' unity
IS- 4 and demonstrated m- oneness with the
30-15 "Whoso sheddeth m- blood,— Ccn. 9.- 6.

35-32 good m- heaven would be a hell to the sinner.
44-21 in his proof of m' truly derived power?
62-19 in the understanding of m- higher nature.
65- 2 should proceed from m' highest nature.
65- 5 by which m' spiritual and eternal existence
69-11 neither closes m' continuity nor his sense of
81-11 A m' assertion that he is immortal
81-28 m- immortality depends upon that of God,
84-23 by which we discern m' nature and existence.
ei-12 the sooner m" great reality will appear
91-18 aids the discernment of w spiritual and

an 106-12 M- rights are invaded when the
s 110-10 another glorious proposition,— m- perfectibility

118-12 eternally glorified in m' spiritual freedom.
150-22 human view infringes m- free moral agency ;

150-26 The doctrine that nv harmony is governed by
159-30 Ignorant of the fact that a m- belief produces

ph 165-3 Evil declared . . . this fruit would open m' eyes
165- 4 it closed the eyes of mortals to m' God-given
166-11 believes in . . . drugs to save a m" life.

170-10 the Principle of m- harmony.
170-15 The best interpreter of m" needs said.:
172- 3 Theorizing about m' development from
172-31 "a m' a man. for a' that."
175-23 A m- belief in those days was not so severe
132-25 denying ny God-given ability to demonstrate
183-21 rightly demands m' entire obedience, affection,
191-19 no longer ask . . . What are m,' prospects for

/ 203-32 for God alone is m" life.

205-25 hinders m" normp.l drift towards the one Mind,
215-30 Having sought m' spiritual state,
216-28 When you say, "A/- body is material."
217- 1 The loss of w identity ... is impossible :

223- 4 the fetters of m- finite capacity are forged by
226-20 m' birthright of sole allegiance to his Maker
227- 9 unaware of m' inalienable rights
231-23 divine Science of being in m" relation to God,
232-22 He referred m' harmony to Mind,

c 262- 2 Consecration to good does not lessen rw de-
pendence

262-4 m' obligations to God,
262-28 a false sense of m' origin.
264-29 and recognize m' spiritual being,
265-11 by no means suggests m' absorption into
266- 4 materiality giving place to m' nigher individu-

aUty
266-14 "m- extremity is God's opportunity."

b 285- 2 Af •

individuality is not material.
285- 9 m' counterfeit, the inverted likeness,
287- 8 and maintains m- spiritual identity.
288-32 m- real existence as a child of God
290- 3 rule, and demonstration of m' being
202-29 w indissoluble connection with his God,
294-25 M- genuine selfhood is recognizable only in
295-10 and then recover m- original self
301-15 spiritual w substantiality transcends
302-26 A/- true consciousness is in the mental,
304-18 Af' happiness is not, therefore, at the
312-19 m" eternal Principle is ever-present Life.
312-25 A personal sense of God and of m- capabiUties
315-19 prove m' heritage, the liberty of the
320-18 even m' eternal and harmonious existence
322-14 Af- wisdom finds no satisfaction in sin,
327- 9 Evil is sometimes a m' highest conception
327-30 the m- dormant sense of moral obligation,
328-14 This understanding of w power,
336-14 m- consciousness and Individuality are
337-22 as Is m- infinite Principle.

'

338-29 blessed the earth "for w sake."— Gcti. 8.- 21.

356- 6 Sin, sickness, and death do not prove m' entity
358- 4 God, who is m' Life

p 373-15 are the sources of m' enslavement.
378-14 A m" gaze, fastened fearlessly on a ferocious
380-21 and prove m' dominion over. error.
381-21 you will sooner grasp m' God-given dominion.
381-28 m- moral right to annul an unjust sentence,
395- 4 w immortality and eternal likeness to God.
399-30 enter into a strong m- house— Matt. 12.- 29.

406- 4 The tree is typical of m- divine Principle,
407- 3 inconceivably terrible to m' self-respect.
407- 6 M' enslavement to the most relentless
414-28 m- perfection Is real and unimpeachable,
425-17 can never destroy God, who Is m- Life.
427- 5 M- individual being can no more
428- 8 Af •

privilege at this supreme moment
423-27 evidence of m- Immortality will become
435- 1 commeoded m- ijmnortal Spirit to
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man's
p 437- 5 This is a foul aspersion on m' Maker.
t 447- 2 trespassing upon m' individual right of
449-11 \f' moral mercury, rising or falling,

r 4S6- 6 What is m- remedy?
490-17 the real m' divine Principle, Love.
491- 9 At' spiritual individuality is never wrong.
491-10 It is the likeness of m- Maker.
491- I and to govern m- entire action
494-23 until the Science of m' eternal harmony
497-14 unfolding m' unity with God

f 530- 7 brings forth food for m' use.
531-15 If, in the beginnine;, m- body originated In
833- 2 Had he lost m' rich inheritance
536-11 If m' spiritual gravitation and attraction
539-17 God condemned this lie as to rw origin
544-30 infinity to enter m' nostrils
553- 4 higher and purer contemplation of m: origin.

ap 562-13 m" divine origin and the true idea,
.576-19 of the real m' incorporeality
576-22 is within reach of m' consciousness here,

Dl 589-18 and brinjcing to light m' immortality.
(see also existence)

manufactured
p 438-30 heard Materia Medlca explain how this fur Is m\

manufactures
p 439- 4 He m- for it.

manuscript
t 460-29 by her m" circulated among the students.

many
pre/ xi- 1 A/' imagine that the phenomena of

pr 6-29 It is believed by m- that a certain magistrate,
a 23- 2 Wisdom and Love may require m- sacrifices

27-25 "M- are called, but few are— Matt. 22: 14.

28- 3 Even m" of his students stood in his way.
38-19 not for the twelve only, but for aa m" as should
46- 1 did not perform w wonderful works, until

m 65-20 fermentation over this as over m' other

sp 71-28 Its spirits are so m- corporealities,
80-13 philanthropy of m' Spiritualists,
80-23 French toy which years ago pleased so m'

an 10.5-31 full m- a league in the line of light ;

s 110-30 apprehenderl by as m" as believe on Christ
111-24 one of m' incidents which show .that C. S.
114- 8 evidence . . . which makes minds m'
117- 2 may be one of a series, one of m",

ph 196- 2 Man has "sought out minventions,"—Eccl. 7:29.
196-25 M" a hopele.ss case of disease is induced
196-31 The press unwittingly sends forth m- sorrows
197- 6 costs m' a man his earthly days of comfort.
197-26 M' of the effeminate constitutions of our time

/ 205-24 a belief in m' ruling minds hinders
213-27 Mortal mind is the harp of rw strings,
221-10 He passed w weary years in hunger
223-15 A/" are ready to meet this inquiry with
224-12 sects m' but not enough Christianity.
232- 3 AT' theories relative to God and man
236- 7 emolument . . . which m' leaders seek?
246-19 are so m" conspiracies against manhood

C 260- 9 Through m' generations human beliefs wUl
265-28 brightens the ascending path of w a heart.

b 268- 2 has brought to light ... to' useful wonders.
273- 5 Human belief has sought out w Inventions,
280-17 "gods many and lords m-."— / Cor. 8; 5.

280-20 the opposite error of m" minds.
319-16 are so m' ancient and modern mythologies.
323-18 shall be made rulers over m' ;

33.5- 1 There are neither spirits m- nor
o 361-30 hence the m' readings given the Scriptures,
p 367- 8 but so m- parodies on legitimate C. S.,

386-12 In too m' Instances healed disease. . .not to know
400-32 In certain localities he did not m' mighty
407-29 There are w species of Insanity.
408- 4 nor discovered to be error by m'
408-11 so m- distinctly defined instances of the

t 450-16 m- are reluctant to acknowledge that they
4.51-14 m- there be which go In thereat."— Matt. 7: 13.

r 474-14 misunderstood and misused by m', until
483-29 by doing m' wonderful works through the

g .504-17 taking place on so m" evenings and mornings,
,505-19 than the noise of m- waters,— Psal. 93; 4.

517-15 The world believes in m' persons ;

548-19 "It is very po.=;sible that m' general statements
557- 8 m- animals suffer no pain In multiplying ;

ap 563- 6 showing Its horns In the m" Inventions of evil.

569- 7 I will make thee ruler over m",— Matt. 25: 23.

.569-26 how m' periods of torture It may take
570-30 M- are willing to open the eyes of the people to

gl 580- 8 "gods many and lords m'"— I Cor. 8: 5.

(see also gods, years)

mapped
a 38-25 Jesus m- out the path for othera.
s 121- 4 Copernicus m' out the stellar eystem,

no farther than mortal mind m* out of the way.

could neither m' the demonstration of

maps
ph 176-27

mar
s 139-24

marble
/ 248-12

march
/ 209-12

225- 7

6 323- 7

ap 570- 1

marches
/ 225-11

mariner
m 67-12
s 125-25

marJi
sp 9fr- 4

<446-8
457-22

p 511-18
542- 9

542-16
555- 9

marked
a 46-25

/ 227-23
b 298-31
333-16

p 370-19

market
/ 225-19

p 438-24
439- 2

marking
s 163- 1

ph 174-15

marks
g 542-22 Justice m' the sinner,

Mark's Gospel
s 117-11 in the last chapter of M- G'
b 272-11 referred to in the last chapter of Af"

marriage
after
m 5^23

cares of
m 58-30

given In
m 56- *

69-11
69-27
69-30

giving in
m 64-20

sculptor turns from the m' to hia model

the m- of the Science which
w' of time bears onward freedom's banner.
in the m' towards righteousness.
The m- of mind and of honest investigation

heeding not the pointed bayonet, m" on.

m' works on and awaits the issue.
The m' will have dominion over the

Love will finally m" the hour of harmony,
or it ma.y m' the crisis of the disease.
and at the same time hit the m".
nr the periods of progress.
and sets upon error the mr of the beast.
[Jehovahl set a w upon Cain,— Gen. 4; 15.

The m" of ignorance is on its forehead.

that is, he m' the way for all men.
Jesus m" out the way.
m' with superstitious outlines,
m' the first century of the Christian era,
very direct and m- effects on the body.

abolish the whipping-post and slave m' ;

and srnuggles Error's goods into m'
introducing their goods into the m".

first m* Nature with his name,w out the path for generations yet unborn.

Alter m\ it is too late to grumble

nothing can abolish the cares of m*

nor are given in m\— Malt. 22; 30.

marry or to be "given in m'"— Matt. 22; 30.

and are given in m" :
— Luke 20; 34.

neither marry, nor are given in m',"—Luke20: 35.

no more marrying nor giving in m\
scientific morale of
m 61-30 The scientific morale of m' is spiritual unity.

should Improve
m 60-16 Af • should improve the human species,

should signify
m 64-17 M- should signify a union of hearts.

will become
m 65-31 m' will become purer when the scum is gone.

m 5ft- 7

55-13
56-15
57-31
58-29
64-26
64-«)
65-10

ap 575- 4

married
m 58-31

59- 6

marrow
p 423-13

marry
m 56- *

69-10
69-26
69-29

marrying
m 64-20

martyr
a 28-22
S 134- 4

134- 6

M- Is the legal and moral provision for
m- will continue, subject to such moral
Infidelity to the m" covenant is the
A/' is unblest or blest, according to
the chance for Ill-nature in the m" relation.
Until . . . m" will continue.
ensure the stability of the m' covenant.
some fundamental error in the m' state.
Then cometh the m- feast,

"She that is m' careth— I Cor. 7; 34.

should wait on aU the years of ny life.

it searches "the joints and m\"— Heb. 4; 12.

In the resurrection they neither m\— AfoM. 22 : 30.

m- or to be "given in marriage"— AfaK. 22; 30.

"The children of this world m,— Luke 20; 34.

neither m\ nor are given in— Luke 20; 35.

in the resurrection no more m"

Remember, thou Christian w, it ia enough If

The word m", from the Greek, means witness;
at length the word tn- waa
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niartyrdora
a 37-18 procured the m- of that risrhf eous vxva.

40-16 Did tho m- of Savonarola. tnnkP the

ql 597-10 The m' of Jesus was the culminating sin

martyrs
a 37- 6 blood of the m- is the seed of the Church."

37- 9 M' are the human links which
p 388- 1 The Christian nv were prophets of C. S.

marvel
m 63-16 m' why usage should accord woman less riehts
r 474-11 m" is the simple meaning of the Greek word

ap 563- 1 Human sense may well m- at discord,

marvellous
g 540- 1 was the basis of his m" demonstrations.

marvels
s 117-21 the miracles (w) wrought by Jesus

/ 223-28 A/-, calamities, and sin will much more abound
248- 4 One m- that a friend can ever seem less than

r 474-11 Christian m' . . . will be misunderstood
474-14 until the glorious Principle of these m- is gained.

Mary (see also Mary's)
6 314-20 but the faithful M" saw him, and he presented
332- 9 Jesus was born of M'.

Mary Magdalene
p 362-11 (Af' A/', as she has since been called)

367-13 nor, like the Pharisee, . . . but like M' A/',

Mary's
a 29-20 The illumination of A/- spiritual sense

29-32 A/' self-conscious communion with God.
30- 6 partook partly of A/' earthly condition,

6 313-18 the exaltation of Jesus, M- son,
332-26 Af •

conception of him was spiritual,

masculine
m 57- '4 Union of the m- and feminine qualities

57- 5 The m' mind reaches a higher tone through
57- 8 courage and strength through m- qualities.
64-23 in one person m' wisdom and feminine love,

H 511-28 in m", feminine, or neuter gender..
516-30 A/-, feminine, and neuter genders are
517-12 not as much authority for considering God m',

ap 565-11 the m- representative of the spiritual idea,

masculinity
g 508-18 does not necessarily refer either to m- or

mask
a 30-28 loathe sin and rebuke It under every m-.
t 447-25 remove the m, point out the illusion,

masked
p 439-18 blind Hypnotism, and the m' Personal Sense,

masonry
t 450- 9 A third class of thinkers build v/ith solid m".

masquerader
t 453-21 The m- in this Science

masquerading
gl 582- 7 error m- as the possessor of life,

mass
s 118-11 It must destroy the entire m- of error,
t 449- 3 A little leaven causes the whole m- to ferment.

Massachusetts
pre/ xi-27 in Lynn, M-, about the year 1867.

s 158-31 A woman in the city of Lynn, A/",
161-11 In 1880, Af- put her foot on a proposed law,

Massachusetts Metaphysical College
pref xi-28 In 1881, she opened the M- M- C.in Boston,

masses
/ 209-18 relations which constituent m" hold

Master (see also Master's)
dear

pr 9-30 to tread in the footsteps of our dear Af"?
a 34-24 for soon their dear M- would rise again in the

enabled their
a 24-30 enabled their Af to triumph over the grave,

example of the
a 37-24 to follow . . . the example of the Af •

forbore not
a 19-12 The Af- forbore not to speak the whole truth,

gave him
s 137-28 but now the Af- gave him a spiritual name

glorlHcd
a 47-5 After gaining the true idea of their glorified Af-,

bad taught
a 34-19 understood better what the Af- had taught.

healed the sick
s 147-24 Our Af- healed the sick, practised
/ 210-12 the Af healed the sick, gave sight to the blind,

his
a 47-17 Infinite distance between Judas and his Af -.

48-22 would have smitten the enemies of his Af-,

language of the
o 355-10 C. S. says, in the language of the Af-,

Master
Lord and
m 67-2! oijr Lord and Af- h<w1<vj thp sirk.
b 317-21 Our Lord ami M- pre^sentcd himself to

often refused
o 350-16 The Af •

often refused to explain his words,
our

pr 3-29 censure our Af- pronounces on hypocrites.
4— 6 To keep the commandments of our Af •

6-31 The strong language of our Af' confirms this
16- 7 Our Af taught his disciples one brief prayer,
16- 8 Our Af- said, "After this manner— AfaX/. 6; 9.

a 19-26 teachings and practice of our Af
25-30 our Af - worked and suffered to bestow
26-28 Our Af- taught no mere theory, doctrine, or
35-28 the draught cur Af- drank and commended
39- 1 Aleekly our Af- met the mockery of his

40-26 all men should follow the example of our Af•

41- 6 Like our Af-, we must depart from
45- 6 Our Af- fully and tinally demonstrated

sp 85-20 Our Af- rebuked the lack of this power
94-18 our Af- confirmed his words by his works.
94-24 Our Af- easily read the thoughts of mankind,
94-28 Our Af- read mortal mind on a scientific basis,

s 117-15 Our Af- taught spirituality by similitudes
138-27 Our Af- said to every follower :

147-24 Our Af- healed the sick, practised
ph. l«2-28 following the example of our Af-

/ 228-20 If we follow the command of our Af-,
2-11-21 Our Af- said, "If ye love me,— John \i: 15.

242-31 show the way our Af- trod,
252- 1 our Af- said, "If a kingdom be— Afarfc 3; 24.

b 271-20 Our Af- said, "But the Comforter— John 14 .- 26.

272-14 shows the care our Af- took not to impart to dull

314- 8 Our Af- gained the solution of being,
315-3 That saymg of our Af , . . . separated him from
333-13 The proper name of our Af ' in the Greek
342-27 our Af- says, "By their fruits— Afa«. 7; 20.

349- 7 our Af- annulled material law
352- 5 Our Af- declared that his material body
355-16 according to the commands of our Af-,
3.55-29 proved to be such by our Af-

p 382-21 This verifies the saying of our Af- :

399-29 Our Af- asked : "How can one— Afa«. 12.-29.

400-31 Even our Af- felt this.

428- 7 to prove the words of our Af- :

429-28 have faith in all the sayings of our Af',
t 463-24 Our Af- treated error through Mind.
r 494-30 Our Af- cast out devils (evils) and healed the
495- 8 classify sickness and error as our Af- did,

g 509- 4 Our Af- reappeared to his students,
539-21 this falsity is exposed by our Af-

ap 565-15 brief history in the earthly life of our Af- ;

gl 598- 8 This shows how our Af- had constantly to
our blessed

ap 571- 8 It requires the spirit Of our blessed Af-
our great

s 126-28 teachings and demonstrations of our great Af'
149- 1 although our great Af- demonstrated

promised by the
s 123-23 as promised by the Af-.
150- 9 This coming, as was promised by the M',

their
a 24-30 enabled their Af• to triumph over the grave,

33- 9 Their Af- had explained it all before,
33-13 their Af- was about to suffer violence
47-27 The disciples' desertion of their Af-
49- 5 caused the disciples to say to their Af •

:

s 136-29 apprehended their A-f- better than did others ;

6 271-15 divine Science, which their Af- demonstrated
work of the

s 136-23 and the great work of the Af•,

a 28- 4 If the Af- had not taken a student
46-13 Af- said plainly that physique was not Spirit,
47-19 He knew that the great goodness of that Af -

sp 75-18 the Af ' would have stood on the same plane
s 137- 8 Yearning to be understood, the Af' repeated,
b 286- 9 The Af' said, "No man cometh— John 14; 6.

317-31 so long as the Af - remained an

master
as Its

p 419-16 Meet every adverse circumstance as. its m'
Mind Is (he

p 393- 9 Mind is the m- of the corporeal senses,
not the

b 304-12 sorrow Is not the m- of joy ;

of a feast
a 32- 7 an ancient custom for the m- of a feast

of ceremonies
w 64- 9 on most occasions to be the m- of ceremonlefl^

of chords
b 304-25 To be m' of chords and discords;

of death
b 316-19 thus proved that Truth was the m* of death.
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master
of bate

a 44- 9 n« provd . . . Love to be the m* of hate.
of sin

/ 22»- 1 If Mind 13 not the m- of sin, sicknesa,
or ruler

gl 590-16 has the inferior sense of m', or ruler.
our

pr 9-23 divine control of Spirit, in which Soul is our w,
tbeir

o 52- 3 their »f was matter.
unreal

/ 22&-23 years of servitude to an unreal m'
was Spirit

a 52- Z His. Tti' was Spirit ;

m 62- 6 the child can meet and m- the belief in
sp 90-25 sets man free to m- the infinite idea.

pn 197-16 We should w fear, instead of cultivating It.

/ 216-23 evil would appear to be the w of good,
p 369- 7 in that proportion does man become its m*.

392- 1 you m- fear and sin tlirough divine Mind ;

392-22 Your decisions will m- you,
395- 8 leaving Soul to m- the false evidences of
404-25 increases his ability to w evil
405- 5 C. S. commands man to m" the propensities,
415-15 till it can m" an erroneous belief.
423- 1 The belief that he has met his m' in matter
426-20 It will m" either a desire to die or a dread of
428-26 through Christ and C. S., we must /«" sin and

death.
mastered

a 44-10 He met and m' on the basis of C. S.,

p 427-11 must be met and m" by Science,
427-30 The dream of death must be m' by Mind

Master's
pr 15-23 The M- injunction is, that we pray in secret
a 26-24 precious import of our M' smless career

27-27 never truly understood their M' instruction.
28-24 worthy to unloose the sandals of thy M- feet 1

33- 4 anticipating the hour of their M- betrayal,
35- 4 wakened by their M- voice,
46- 1 not . . . advanced fully to understand their M'

s 130-23 our Af •

love for little children,
139- 2 It was our Af •

theology which the
145-32 Our M- first article of faith

f 233-23 To reveal this truth was our M- mission
b 317- 8 will drink of his M" cup.
334-15 continued until the M' ascension,

o 349- 8 We propose to follow the Af •

example.
350- 6 To understand all our Af •

sayings
354-14 proofs that their Af •

religion can
p 363-19 the Af •

question to Simon the Pharisee ;

t 443-12 our motto should be the Af -coimsel,

masters
pr 14- 5 We cannot "serve two Tn\"— Matt. 6 .• 24.

ph 167-11 We cannot serve two m-
f 201- 6 "No man can serve two m'."— Matt. 6. 24,
216-16 makes the narves, . . . servants, instead of m*.
228-22 but we shall be m" of the body,

p 407- 6 Man's enslavement to the most relentless m*
ap 509-12 m- his mortal beliefs, animality, and hate,

mastery
ph 166-30 but when Mind at last asserts its m*

198- 8 the disease that is gaining the m-,
p 406-29 destroyed only by Mind's w of the body

match
ph 186-15 to 771' the divine Science of Immortal Mind,

material
accompaniments

sp 78-16 Spiritualism with its m" accompaniments
6 310- 8 but v/ithout m' accompaniments.

age
a 36-15 The earthly price of spirituality in a m' age
sp 98- 9 Christianity is misinterpreted by a m- age,

350-17 because it was difficult in a w age to
546-23 C. S. is dawning upon a m" age.

application
p 421-29 or by employing a single m' application

art
a 44-22 a method of snrgery beyond m- art,

base

f>

422-16 and moral chemistry changes the m' base
s

b 268- 6 Belief In a m' basis, from which may be deduced
307-27 Man was not created from a m- basis,
319- 6 To calculate . . . from a m' basis,

o 351- 7 if we plant ourselves on a m' basis.

p 402- 9 its corporeal, structural, and m.' basis,
g 546-14 as starting from an idea of good on a vv basis.
547-16 Darwin's theory of evolution from a m- basis
652-19 thought, loosened from a m' basia

material
being

ph 172-11 In this supposed chain of m" bein^.
173-15 If man was first a m' being, he must

belief
a 20-24 M- belief Is slow to acknowledge what the

ph 192-11 a m- belief, a blind miscalled force,
194-16 would presuppose man, ... a mortal in nv

belief.

/ 216-31 Give up your m.- belief of mind in matter,
c 258- 6 m- belief in a physical God and man.
258- 8 proves the falsity of m' belief.

b 286-31 comprised in human "m,- belief,
289-25 spiritual fact and the m- belief of thinga

o 352- 6 a mortal and m.- belief of flesh and bones,
p 368-23 and the m' belief in them disappears

425-24 Correct m,' belief by spiritual understanding,
r 481-18 this growth of m- belief, of which it is said :

g 508- 1 to fall to the level of a human or m- belief,
545- 8 should so improve m" belief by thought

ap 568- 3 ever since error would establish m' belief,

gl 580- 6 not the image and likeness of good, but a m'
belief,

589-23 JuDAH. A corporeal to" belief
593-11 TO" belief yielding to spiritual understanding.

beliefs
a 19-15 brought to to" beliefs not peace, but a

43-29 TO" beliefs about life,- substance, and
sp 88-13 they are mortal to" beliefs.

96-15 The breaking up of to" beliefs may seem to
s 1.30-16 would disabuse the human mind of to" beliefs

130-17 and these to" beliefs must be denied
ph 186- 5 C. S. destroys to" beliefs through the
/ 242- 2 mortals put off their to" beliefs
c 257-17 would traaslate spiritual ideas into.TO" beliefs,
* 276-25 Af "

beliefs and spiritual understanding
318-18 Weary of their to" beliefs,

o 346-29 Af •

beliefs must be expelled to make room for

p 369-24 TO" beliefs, springing from illusion.
400-11 and abandon their m" beliefs.
402-11 TO" beliefs wUl not interfere with spiritual
423-27 more apparent, as to" beliefs are given up

g 542- 3 Af" beliefs would slay the spiritual idea
gl 583-16 rousing the dormant understanding from m'

beliefs
blood

a 25- The to" blood of Jesua was no more efficacious
bodies

sp 73-19 The belief that w bodies return to dust,
body

a 53-26 mortal errors which constitute the m" body,
sp 72- 4 If a To" body . . were permeated by Spint,

73-22 confined in a finite, to" body,
73-24 when it is freed from the to" body,
74-15 belief of having died and left a to" body
74-18 belief of still living in an organic, m" body.
92- 1 erroneous . . . that man has a to" body

ph 172-17 If the TO" body is man. he is a portion of
172-24 If the real man is in the to" body,
177-12 of which the m" body is the grosser portion ;

187-27 mortal to" body loses all appearance of life

189-15 We call the body to" ; but it is as
/ 203-20 When the m" body has gone to ruin,
208-25 A To" body only expresses a
214-20 obey what they consider a to" body more than

6 284-31 but neither . , . goes from to" body to Mind.
285-16 belief that a to" body is man
285-18 finite conception . . . of a to" body as the
302- 3 The to- body and mind are temporal,
303-17 illusion that life, ... is in the to" body,

o 352- 5 declared that his to" body was not spirit,

p 376-18 the so-called to" body is a mental concept
399- 4 but if the to" body causes disease,
402-18 The TO* body manifests only what
416-16- The TO" body, ... is mortal mind,

r 477-14 shows it be impossible that a to" body,
g 526-30 Eden stands for the mortal, to" body.

ap 576-17 Jesus spoke of his to" body as the temple
bounds

g 550- 8 God cannot . . . belimited within TO" bounds.
brain

ph 189-16 the to" brain which is supposed to
cause

/ 211-18 nature of all so-called to" cause and effect,

p 416-11 will tell you that the troublesome to" cause is

combinations
p 399- 3 You say that certain to" combinations

concept
b 297-17 The only fact concerning any m" concept is,

334-16 m" concept, or Jesus, disappeared,
conception

/ 213- 9 apart from this mortal and to" conception.
g 536-24 erroneous, to" conception of life and joy,

conceptions
sp 87- 1 So is it With all to" conceptions.

t 463- 9 detach mortal thought from its m' conceptions,
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*^°'/ 23^24 It forms m- concepts and produces

g 556- 4 mortal and m- concepts classified,

«®°J"|^4 return to a m- condition. . . . inipossible

o ^89- 5 every erroneous belief, or m" condition.

410^15 The more difficult seems the tn- condition

conditions
exaltation above aU m- conditions ;

4^22 the Christ is not subject to m- conditions,

m 61-32 If . . . then its m- conditions can only be

63^8 nor does he pass through m' conditions Pnor to

s 127^32 false . . . that law is founded on mvconditions,

vh 182-21 the law which overcomes w conditions

f 22S- 1 and in defiance of all m' conditions.

o 368-30 destroy the belief in m; conditions.

419-18 Think less of m' conditions and more Of

g 553-12 circumstances which made m- conditions

^^pn'196^^3^" false sense or »" .consciousness.
b 295^26 matter, named brain, or m- consciousness.

***°p 3^*19 "sought the Saviour, through m- conservatism

*^"

s 1^14 had not caught the cholera by m- contact.

^'^"iTT-lS Scriptural allegory of them" creation.

522-24 in declaring this m' creation false.

544- 1 introduces the record of a m' creatxoa

'"*^o 50-32 Not the spear nor the m- cross

g 504-20 not implied by m* darkness and dawn.

^^
p^7-3? wiU waken from its own m- declaration.

^*^°i'579^ 2 substitution of the spiritual for thew definition

^^s 152-23 Every m- dependence had failed her

dlsapp^ranee_^ tt/ disappearance before their eyes
dTOSTS

s 145-18 truth divests m' drugs of their

**'
c 263-32 the mortal body and m* earth, are the

^^p^^^7-n Physical sensation, . . . produces m- ecstasy

* % 403- 9 believed that the misfortune is a m- effect.

effects

sp 78-22 through electric, m- effects?

*
*p^*?91- 7 include in that likeness no m- element.

* ^™
•'84-24 the more subtle and misnamed m- elements

r 475- 7 blood, bones, and other m/ elements.

g 551-19 composed of the simplest m- elements,

*™
M76- 3 declares that man begins in dust or aa a m

embryo.

/ 252-11 mortal, m- error finally disappears.

b 291-31 is divested of all m' error.

309- 8 He had conquered m- error

315-23 spiritual Truth destroys m- error.

evidence
a 52- 7 m- evidence of sin, sickness, and death.

p 422-18 causing it to depend less on m- evidence.

gl 584-15 Any m' evidence of death is false.

evidences
p 428- 9 false trusts and m- evidences

eToIutlon . . ,. ^, . ..

g 547-19 Af • evolution implies that the

sp 74- 1 between so-called m* existence and spiritual

82-10 they cannot return to m" existence.

99-26 beliefs of m' existence are seen to be a
s 162-16 false beliefs of a so-called m- existence.

b 272-21 the ghastly farce of m- existence ;

282-11 a belief in a . . . temporary w existence.

282-12 Eternal Mind and temporary m- existence never

O 356- 4 m- existence affords no evidence of

p 371- 8 By . . . nothing is really understood of m- exist-

ence. . . . ^ V
r 457-26 a priori reasoning shows m' existence to be

g 552-32 the origin of mortal and m' existence

expedients . , ...
t 443-22 If the sick find these m' expedients

fable . . .^ , ut
s 129- 8 by reversing the m' fable.

ph 180-20 through thew faith which they inspire.

fetters „ , ^,

/ 249-29 It throws oS some m" fetters.

material
flesh

b 32i- 1 Still clad in m- flesh,

c 258- 9 Man Is more than a m- form with a mind inside,

b 280-28 Instead of posseasinu a sentient m' form,
293- 3 the least m' form ot illusive consciousness,

6 301-31 an unsubstantial dweller in m- forms,

foundations , . , ^. , ,.,

g 535-10 the supposea m' foundations of life

s 160-30 Is man a m- fungus without Mind
germ

/ 246- 6 Man is by no means a m' germ

s 158-13 may correspond with that of its m* god, Apollo,

ph 187- 9 With pagan blindness, it attributes to some m'

god
fiTOdS

/ 237-26 They devote themselves ... to their m- gods.

m 68-28 it manifests no m- growth from molecule to

habitation , ^. ^. , c ,

r 477- 6 Man is not a m* habitation for Soul ;

health-theories , „ ^ , . ,,

p 388-17 ambiguous nature of all n" health-theories.

bearing , . . i. •

g 525- 9 Belief involves theories of m* hearing.

history ^. ,

/ 204- 4 false . . . that m,- history is as real

g 547-27 not in m- history but in spiritual development.

hopes , ., , ,

m 66-12 sown in the soil of m' hopes.

hygiene
/ 220- 5 the inefflcacy of m- hygiene.
222-20 he dropped drugs and m- hygiene.

t 453-31 never recommends m- hygiene.
r 484- 7 medication, m" hygiene, mesmerism,

hypotheses
b 273- 7 Deductions from m- hypotheses are not

g 552- 6 and all other m' hypotheses
illusion , .„ .

r 4S4-21 Mesmerism is mortal, m' illusion.

Intelligence .^, . , „.
fl 48- 1 a belief in any possible m- Intelligence.

g 534-16 mythological m" intelligence called energy

Intelligences , . . ,,-

gl 591- 3 belief in many gods, or m- intelligences.

Investiture
sp 75- 6 to have a m' investiture.

kxiowlcdzG
a 27-19 axe of Science at the root of m- knowledge.
sp 96-27 As m- knowledge diminishes and

/ 214-22 All m- knowledge, like the original
b 317- 2 since m' knowledge usurped the

gl 581-18 Self-destroying error ; . . . m" knowledge.
Iaw

c 29-21 put to silence m' law and its order of

s 118-26 The definitions of m- law. as given by
148-26 claims to rule man by m' law. instead of

ph 168-22 in defiance of what is called m- law,

173-20 measuring . . . human life by fn' law.

179-22 sustained bv what is termed m- law.

182-19 Obedience to m" law prevents full obedience to

/ 209-27 based on the hyoothesis of m- law
229-17 This customary belief is misnamed m" law.

253-27 obedience to a so-called m- law,

6 273-21 God never ordained a m" law to annul
273-22 If there were such a m' law.

328-21 and knowing that there is no m- law.

349- 7 and our Master annulled m- law
_

349_ 9 We should subordinate m' law to spiritual law.

p 384- 4 depressing thought that we have transgressed
a m- law

387-10 nor can so-called m' law trespass
388- 6 only because it knows less of m- law

g 549-29 great observer . . . allows matter and m" law to

l&ws
a 27-32 according to certain assumed tn- laws,

m 62-31 Because mortals believe in m- laws

sp 83-17 governed in general by m- laws,

s 148- 5 urged no obedience to m' laws.

vh 170-18 If there are m" laws which prevent
"

f 227-30 If God had instituted m- laws to govern
b 273-''6 raised the dead in direct opposition to m; laws.

307-28 m- laws which Spirit never made ;

314-29 depending on doctrines and m- laws

p 3S9-23 Their belief in m" laws and m
433-23 liver-complaint, which m- laws condemn as

T 484-12 What are termed natural science and m- laws

He
ap 565-24 the m" lie made war upon the spiritual idea ;

%r 6-14 until belief in W life and sin is destroyed.

a 52-20 understood the nothingness of m- Uie
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a 53-29 he had not conquered ... his sense of m- life,

Sp 77-13 requiredfor this dream ofw life, . . . to vanish
o 282- 4 and its opposite, the so-oalled m' life

283-14 They insist that ... is one and the same with
m,- life

288-25 has no birth, no m' life, and no death.
35i- 2 notion that there can be m- life,

U 531-29 The mythologic theorj' of m' life

533-23 The belief in m" life and intelligence
543-12 m' life, with all its sin, sickness, and
550-11 to investigate what is miscalled m' life,

552-17 this notion of m' life as all-in-all.

556-23 of which mortal and m" life is the dream.
IlTlng

pr 14-25 separate from the belief and dream of tn' living,
lotions

/ 234- 1 m' lotions interfere with truth,
man

b 283-18 the structnral life of the tree and of m' man,
292-19 Explaining the origin of m,- man
300- 7 illustrates the illusion of m* man,
301- 7 To himself, . . . m,- man seems to be substance,
303-23 belief that . . . m,' man is the likeness of God
337-23 The visible universe and w man are the
338- 9 The mortality of m- man proves that error has

O 356-24 Does God create a m- man out of Himself,
r 471-21 but every [m"] man a liar."— Rom. 3; 4.

491- 7 liV man is made up of . . . error,
491-21 Science reveals m' man as never the real

(7 532-12 condemns in' man and remands him to dust.
532-31 first impression m' man had of himself was
640-28 Cain is the type of mortal and m" man,
54.3- 8 m.' man is shut out from the presence of
545- 5 according to the record, m.' man was

means
ph 169-17 we should put no faith in m- means.

182-24 using m" means, thus working against
h 319-10 the general faith in m' means
327-28 mistake in seeking tw means for

p 394-24 Are m- means the only refuge from fatal
/ 445-12 bv recourse to m- means for healing.
T 489-18 How can man, ... be dependent on w means

medicine
5 146-13 M' medicine substitutes drugs for the power of
158-12 The future history of m* medicine

/ 226-18 scholastic theology, m' medicine and
p 404-30 neither m* medicme nor Mind

mentality
ph 173-11 matter manifests nothing but a m* mentality.

185-30 a mortal consolidation of m' mentality
6 292-27 m.' mentality, misnamed mind,

method
sp 78-18 needs no m* method for the transmission of
s 145-13 matters not what m' method one may
f 230-24 by drugs, hygiene, or any m' method.

methods
m 56-5 Jesus' concessions. . .torn- methods were for the
s 145- 9 not betv/een m' methods, but between

pli 170- 4 The discord which calls for m' methods
/ 222- 5 mortal mind has its m' methods of working,-
o 318-26 M' methods are temporarv,
p 395-13 faith in sin and in w methods of healing,
(7 551-14 m,' methods are impossible in divine Science
pZ 597- 8 petitions for blessings upon m' methods,

mind
c 257- 9 belief in a bodily soul and a m* mind,
(7 529-31 Adam, . . . stands for a belief of nr mind.

mindlessness
b 293- 4 the m* mindlessness, which forms no link

modes
ph 170- 5 exercise of faith in m- modes,

mortality
b 293- 1 this unreal m' mortality disappears

motion
s 118-22 modes of m* motion are honored with the

myth
g 523-12 m' myth, instead of the reflection of Spirit.

mytbolo^
g 524- 1 idolatry which followed this m' mythology

names
ph 187- 7 material sense . . . gives them m' names,

nature
551-17 "What can there be, of a m- nature,

nothingness
o 345-28 m' nothingness, which Science inculcates,

observations
r 483-24 schools, which wrestle with mr observations

obstacle
a 45- 2 but Jesus vanquished everyw obstacle,

offering
g 540-31 he brings a m" offering to God.

organism
/ 211-25 that the m' organism causes the

material
organization

ph 165-10 m- organization and non-intelligent matter.
p 429-19 If man did not exist before the m- organization
g 509- 4 dependent upon no m' organization.
524-20 How then could a m- organization become the

origin
s 127-28 It has a spiritual, and not a m" origin.
g 534- 1. belief in the m' origin of man
549-32 a belief in the m' origin of man,

origins
/ 213-31 knowledge dipped . . . into belief in nr origins

outgrowth
ph 171-32 supposition that man is a wr outgrowth

pain
b 307-22 every sin or supposed m* pain

pains
a 3I>- 23 so-called m' pains and material pleasures

perception
g 527-15 It is plain also that m" perception.

person
pr 14- 2 regard omnipotence as a . . . m- person,

personalities
sp 79-14 resting . . . not on m* personalities,

84-26 m' personalities called spirits,

personality
6 285- 7 What, then, is the m' personality which
337- 5 A/' personality is not realism ;

g 544-25 a m' personality is not this likeness.

physician
t 463- 1 The m- physician gropes among phenomena,

pinions
6 298-27 flying on spiritual, not to-, pinions.

plane
349-25 dwelling on a m- plane, material terms must be

pleasure
p 418- 4 destroying all belief in m- pleasure or pain.

pleasures
a 39-23 so-called material pains and m* pleasures

premises
s 164-12 systems based on m.' premises
b 274-11 not mere inferences drawn from m- premises.

power
/ 249- 8 no mortal nor m- power as able to destroy,
p 378-25 Sickness is not a . . . self-constitutedw power,

reasoning
s 124-11 a blind conclusion from m' reasoning.

remedies
pref viii-17 by doctors using m.' remedies ;

t 453-13 effects from the use of w remedies
remedy

p 427-25 Called to the bed of death, what m- remedy
researches

g 549-20 Here these m' researches culminate
resistance

s 134-30 spiritual power over m' resistance.
routine

sp 96- 7 interruptions of the general m- routine.
science

s 123-30 C. S. differs from to* science,
seed

g 551-29 declares that the m- seed must decay in order to
self

a 20-30 put aside to' self and sense,
selfhood

sp 91-16 Absorbed in m- selfhood we discern . . . faintly
91-18 The denial of m' selfhood aids the

r 476-22 which is outside of ail m- selfhood.
sensation

pr 9-20 even the surrender of all merelyw sensation,
/ 249-32 He is the direct opposite of m' sensation,
303-10 formed by Spirit, not by m" sensation.
337- 3 as m" sensation, or a soul in the body,

r 4S2-12 identical with sense, with w sensation.
sensations

sp 73-20 with TO" sensations and desires,
sense

pr 7- 7 relinquishment of error deprives to' sense of
0-24 vv sense and human will have no place.
14-23 prayer of Soul, not of m' sense.

a 21-10 lie constantly turns away from to' sense,
30-24 bctwceji the offspring of Soul and of to' sense,
30-27 If we have triumphed . . . over the errors of »n-

sense
34-27 be would disappear to to' sense
37-12 rarefy the atmosphere of to' sense
41- 6 we must depart from to' sense
44-31 po\\er of Spirit to overrule mortal, vv sense.
47- 4 They no longer measured man by TO' sense.

sp 71- 4 a belief, an illusion of to' sense.
72- 4 in other words, mortal, to' sense
72-14 Mortal belief (the TO' sense of life)
75-9 from the spiritual . . . back into its TO" sense.
81-26 inli.'innouy resulting from to' sense hides
S5- 4 capacity of .Soul, not of TO' sense.
92-20 a mere'ollshoot of iir sense.
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sense
sp »-30
sl(»-26
118-18
121-14
122-16
122-24
123-15
125-16
139-20
146-10

ph 187- 6

194-30

/ 202- 8

208- 2

215-23
225-30
227-28
247-18
252-15
252-16
253-12
253-15

C 255-13
256- 3

256-25
266-22

b 269-19
273-28
279-30
283-17
288-12
296- 8
296-11
297-22
298- 8
298-10
298-15
299-18
301-25
304- 3

304-23
304-24
304-27
305-2
309- 5

309-22
310-22
310-29
310-30
310-32
311-9
311-24
312- 1

312-4
312- 5
318-12
323-22
330-26

0353-2
p 396-14

416-18
428-5

1444-29
447-17

r 471-15
480-12
481- 7
481-30
484-25
484-29
485-2
48»-17
489-29
490-24
490-29
490-29
491- 3

H 504-29
505-8
510^12
513- 8
530-4
532- 5
532-17
532-26
534-27
544-8
548-24

ap 566- 7

572- 9
575- 5
577- 1

0/380-24
582-25

21

M' sense does not unfoH thp facts of existence ;

false testimony of false m" sense,

perverted by a perverse to" sense of law,
man, left to the hypotheses of m' sense
another proof of the illusion of to' sense.

To m- sense, the severance of the jugular vein

replaces the objects of m' sense witn
man governed by Soul, not by to" sense.
TO" sense stole into the divine record,

by which to" sense is made the servant
Here you may see how so-called m" sense
His case proves to" sense to be but a belief

so-called pains and pleasures of nv sense,
M" sense defines all things materially,
reverses the evidence of m" sense.
in bondage to to" sense, ignorant how to
The illusion of to" sense, . . . has bound you,
loveliness which transcend all to" sense.

The false evidence of to" sense contrasts
M" sense lifts its voice with the arrogance of

erring, mortal, w sense

Knowing the falsity of so-called to" sense,
In league with to" sense, mortals take

thought rises from the to" sense to the spiritual,
A finite and to" sense of God leads to

opposite persecutions of to" sense,

advantage over the . . . thoughts of to" sense,
the false claims of to" sense or law.
Pantheism, starting from a to" sense of God,
is but the objective state of to" sense,
conflict between . . . Science and to" sense,
and regenerate to" sense and self.

The death of a false to" sense and of sin,

contradicting the testimony of to" sense.
What is termed to" sense can report only
To To" sense, the unreal is the real until
Af" sense expresses the belief that mind is

Knowledge gained from TO" sense is

from the false testimony of to" sense,
based on a to" sense of things.
If mortals caught harmony through to" sense.
If time or accident robbed them of to" sense.
Left to the decisions of to" sense, music is

subjected to to" sense which is discord.
and rebuked his to" sense.
led to deny to" sense, or mind in matter,
belief of the flesh and of to" sense which sins.

God is not seen by to" sense,
Spirit, which to" sense cannot
These changes are the mutations of m" sense,
he can only lose a sense to".

law of Soul, which prevails over to" sense
whatever Is learnea through to" sense]
That which to" sense calls intangible,
what to TO" sense seems substance.
We must silence this lie of to" sense
towards Soul and away from »n" sense,
a delusion of to" sense,
whatever seems real to m' sense, is unreal in
refutation of the testimony of to" sense
has originated from this m' sense
resolves the dark visions of to" sense into
"children of men" in m' sense,— Psal. 14 .• 2.

When sin or sickness. . .seems true to to" sense,
by evil, by matter, or by to" sense,
M" sense has its realm apart from Science
Af" sense never helos mortals to understand
it is TO" sense, not Soul, which sins ;

Science must triumph over to" sense,
is TO" sense a necessary preliminary
M' sense is an absurd phrase,
the impossibility of any to" sense.
Outside the to" sense of things, all is harmony.
destroy all to" sense with immortal testimony.
the mythical nature of to" sense.

Sleep shows to" sense as either oblivion.
Animal mag^netism thus uncovers to" sense,
Af " sense is nothing but a supposition of
TO" sense, is separated from Truth,
turn away from a false to" sense.
To TO" sense, this divine universe is dim
forever opposed to mortal, to" sense.
All human knowledge and to" sense

gleasure,
evolved through to" sense,

rst manifestation of the error of to" sense.
The serpent, to" sense, will bite the heel of
from the to" sense of things, not from the
TO" sense of animal growth and organization,
from a to" sense of existence to the spiritual,
but -whatever is of to" sense, or mortal,
plagues imposed by to" sense,
the TO" sense of personality yields to the
supposition that . . . Soul dwells in to" sense ;

ihe testimony of what is termed m- seu^ ;

sp

material
sense

gl ,585- 7
^f&- 9
587-13
591-27
593- 4
697-18

senses

pr 15-16
a 32-26

3&-31
46-29
75- 6
88-15
91-21
98-10

S 120-10
120-16
126-19
144-15

ph 167-12
189- 1

200-23

/214- 6
214^10
228-13

C 257-15
262-13

b 268-17
269-21
269-27
273-10
274- 9

278- 5
278-6
284-16
284-16
287-27
288- 5
294-15
296-27
298-13
299-31
303-31
306-22
306-26
309-14
317-26
318- 9
330-15
359-11
359-16

p 390-13
408- 8
412-17

t 461-13
r 481-10
489-31
490-21

(7 505-12
525-28
530-19
543-17
546-16
550-32
551- 1

Ol 585-11
589- 6
592-8
596-2

senses'
si22-r

To m" sense, earth is mat tor ,

spiritual evidence opposed to m" sense ;

theories that hold mind to be a to" sense.
Mortal Mind. . . . a suppositional m" sense,
disappearance of to" sense before the
in wmch a to" sense of things disappears,

close the lips and silence the m senses,
he withdrew from the to" senses to refresh
He taught that the to" senses shut out Truth
and the to" senses saw him no more,
or the TO" senses could take no cognizance of
Beliefs proceed from the so-called m" senses,
or through what are termed the to" senses,
which the to" senses cannot comprehend,
if the TO" senses indicate that he
nor can the to" senses bear reliable testimony
beyond the cognizance of the to" senses
belongs to the so-called to" senses,
nor perceive divine Science with the to" senses,
human or to" senses yield to the authority of
These so-called to" senses must yield to-

confined to the evidence before his to" senses,
The TO" senses, like Adam, originate in matter
his God-given dominion over the to" senses.
The TO" senses and human conceptions would
and rise above the testimony of the to" senses,
based on the false testimony of the to" senses
testimony of the to" senses is neither

knowledge gained through the m" senses
reverses the false testimony of the m" sens63,
the evidence of the to" senses.
The TO" senses oppose this,
there are no to" senses, for matter has no
Can Deity be known through the to" senses?
Can the nv senses, which receive no direct
The five to" senses testify to truth and error
and the testimony of the to" senses.
This verdict of the so-called to" senses

judges by the testimonv of the to" senses.

Spiritual sense, contradicting the to" senses.
If man were solely a creature of the to" senses,
evidence before the to" senses yielded to
not more distinct nor real to the 7n' senses than
amid the jarring testimony of the to" senses,

power of Spirit over the to" senses ;

the testimony of the to" senses and the body,
TO" senses originate and support all that
Neither . . . can be discerned by the to" senses
Even though you aver that the to" senses are
and is not apparent to the to" senses,
dispute the testimony of the to" senses
throughout the entire round of the to" senses,
must break the dream of the to" senses,
reverses the evidence before the to" senses
various contradictions of ... by the to" senses'
Mortal belief would have the to" senses

knowledge gained ficm the so-called to" senses
mindless matter nor the so-called w senses,
false conclusion of the to" senses,
and saying, through the to" senses :

the evidence before thew senses.
TO" senses can take no cognizance of Spirit
the TO" senses must father these absurdities,
TO" senses and their reports are unnatural,"
spiritual fact of whatever the m' senses
TO" senses yield to the spiritual sense
the subjective states of error ; to" senses ;

which is unknown to the to" senses.

TO" senses' reversal of the Science of Soul
sensuousness

pr 16-20 Only as we rise above all to" sensuousneaa

sight
a 35-18

stgniflcacce
gl 598- 9

source
c 256-31

(7 552-22

species
ph 173- 8 How then is the m' species maintained,

spiritualism
sp 77-27 would outgrow their beUefs in m" spiritualism.

staff
teach mortals not to lean on a m' staff.

when hi rose out of nv sight.

to employ words of to" significance

A mind originating from a finite or nv source
From a nv source flows no remedy for sorrow.

TO 66- 6

standpoint
o 351-30
M58- 8
(7 546-20

551-26

standpoints
ph 174- 9 rising above m" standpoints.

thought to worship Spirit from a nv standpoint,
from both a mental and a to" standpoint,
cannot ... be interpreted from a to" standpoint.
From a to" standooint, "Canst — Job 11 ." 7-
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state
sp 77-19

p 411-24
Stratum

pfl 1S5-28

Structure
pit 172-24

173-21

J 509-21

ap 57&-12

sabStance
b 278-17
301-23

substances
/ 209-25

suffering
p 405-30

(o prolong the w state
The mental state is called a m* state.

the 771" stratum of the human mind,

Brain, heart, blood, . . , the m- structure?
m- structure is mortal.
no more contingent now on time or m" structure
no m" structure in which to worship God,

admission that there can be tn' substance
seems to himself to bem' substance,

M' substances or mundane formations,

Belief in m' sufifering causes mortals to
superstructure

gl 595- 9 m- superstructure, where mortals congregate
suppositions

p 36S-18 no m' suppositions can prevent us from healing
gl 583- 3 m.' suppositions of life, substance, and

surface
b 313-24 He plunged beneath the m' surface of things,

symbols
a 34-14 his commemoration through m' symbols

system
s 133-21 It was a finite and m.' system,

systems
6 32&-12 must forsake the foundation of m.' systems,
p 394-18 the fallacy of m' systems in general,

tangible and
sp 75- 5 would need to be tangible and m\

temple
5 314-16

terms
s lis- 3
115-10
349-17
349-25

theories
s 125-19

ph 165-14

/ 213-12
6 339-21
o 355-32

theory
s 152-12
C 257-23

ff 545-16

things
pr 16- 1

a 35- 5
s 108- 8

/ 247-11
*331- 3

335-14
O 356-12

i? 506-29
510-26

C? 592-23
thought

C 267- 1

356- 2
( 460-12
509-30

nnlTerse
/238-5
(7 545-12

unreality
/ 228-18

rlew
g 521-25
521-27

Tlews
6 314-11

Tims
ph 196-27

ways
/ 218-21

world
a 28-17

sp 96-12
6 268- 1

t 451- 4

e -507-21

a 24-24
m 69-10

sp 71-27
73-3
76-7
88-22

they thought that he meant their m' temple

the inadequacy of m" terms for

translating tn' terms back into the original
one is obliged to use m' terms
m' terms must be generally employed.

m' theories about laws of healthw tiieories took the place of
Af' theories partially paralyze this
so will purw theones yield to spiritual ideas,
.Strangely enough, we ask for m" theories

Such errors beset every tn' theory,
the m" theory of mind in matter
Error tills the whole ground in this m' theory,

A great sacrifice of m' things must precede
turned away from m- things,
show the falsity of all m' tnings ;

the beauty of m' things passes away,
If life were in mortal man or m' things,
Things m' and temporal are insubstantial.
Understanding the nothingness of m.' things,
finding names for all m' things,
resolving of thoughts into m' things,
knowledge of the nothingness of m- things

Every object in m* thought will be destroyed,
the m" thought must become spiritualized
to the m' thought all is material,
the m' thought of his fellow-countrymen :

as well as in the m' imiverse.
notion of a m' universe is utterly opposed to

and discord as the m' unreality.

the opposite error, a m" view of creation,
this m" view of God and the universe,

showed plainly that their m' views were

not from infection nor from contact with m-
virus,

lead only into m* ways of obtaining help,

Not a single . . , part of his nature did the m*
world

This m' world is even now becoming the arena
In the m- world, thought has brought to light
to come out from the m' world and be separate.A m,' world implies a mortal mind

the presentation, after death, of the m- Jes\ia,
as the false and m' disappears.
are alike m' and physical.
Spiritualism calls one person, . . . w, but
Life will be recognized as neither m' nor
contrary to C. S. to suppose that life is either m'

material
sp 8.5-26

91-28
97-17
69- 1

99-13
5 132-23
143-U
144-11
152-29
155-24
160- 4

ph 168-11
169- 2

170^29
171-29
177-18
181-21
185-12
188-16
191- 8
199- 5

/206- 8

208-26
209- 9
214-15
216-28
218- 4
224-18
231-15
233-18
246-13

249-25
254-21

C 255-14

258-20
263- 5

6 270-29
273- 3
273-29
274-20
275-25
277-22
278-25
282-24
285- 3
286-22
286-25
287- 3
287- 8
289-27
290- 7

290-8
290-31
292-16
293-13
295- 9
301- 8
301-31
306- 2
306-30
307-18
314- 1

314-23
318-10
322-4
326-11
328- 2

334-13
336-17
338- 7

338-10
345- 5
349-30
351-27
35»-28
360- 6
360-14

p 372-13
376-17
378-20
385- 8
396-28
397-24
398- 7

399-18
416-17
416-19
427-14
428-21
442-23

/458- 5
460-12
46a-28

seeking the w more than the spiritual.
erroneous . . . that man is both mental and m'
The more m.' the belief, the more obvious its
not m- but scientifically spiritual.
The ordinary teachings are m-
a m- and a doctrinal theory.
matter required a nv and human belief
The more m' a belief, the more . . . tenacious
skeptical as to nr curative methods.
in proportion as it puts less weight info the ni'
When mortals forsake the m- for the spiritual
the m- so-called laws of health,
change of belief from aw to a spiritual basis.
description of man as . . . both m' and
intelligence and life are spiritual, never m\
had the naming of all that was w.
If you are too m- to love the Science of Mind
as m- as the prevailing systems of medicine.
the dreamer thinks that his body is m'
a m\ theoretical life-basis
since muscles are as rw as wood and iron
M\ erring, human thought acts injuriously
only expresses a m- and mortal mind.
Tfi' and mortal body or mind is not the man.
spiritual sense, and not the w, conveys the
When you say, "Man's body is nv,"
the body is as w as the wheel.
less w than the Roman scourge,
no antagonistic powers . . . spiritual or m*,
can discern the face of the sky,— the sign w.
As the . , . m', the transient sense of beauty

fades,
the dream that life, substance, and . . . are m'.
to abandon so fast as practical the w,
That God is corporeal or rw, no man should

affirm,
but the m' so-called senses have no
creations of mortal mind are m\
disease is mental, not m".
There is no m" truth.
m\ conflicting mortal opinions
which affirm that life, substance, and . . are m*.
Our m" human theories are destitute of
the order of m* so-called science,
leads to the conclusion that if man is m',
all that is m" is a m', human, mortal thought,
Man's individuality is not ni".

M' and temporal thoughts are human,
temporal and m- are not then creations of Spirit,
but belong, with all that is w and temporal.
Error supposes man to be both mental and nv.
and therefore the m' must be untrue,
will remain as m" as before the transition,
still seeking happiness through a m-.
His body is as m' as his mind, and vice versa.
The so-called senses of mortals are ni'.

The m.' so-called gases and forces are
would transform the spiritual into the m*.
and therefore is m\ temporal,
presupposes . . . man to be w instead of
thought that they could raise . . . from the m',
God's man, spiritually created, is not tn.'

says : . . . He has made man mortal and m',
no less m' until the ascension
Because of mortals' m' and sinful belief,
all that is m\ untrue, selfish, or debased,
from a nf to a spiritual basis,
while loving the m' or trusting in it

a spiritual sense, which silences the m'
the unseen and the seen, the spiritual and tn'.
Immortal man is not and never was m\
both good and evil, both spiritual and m*
and conclusions of -m' and mortal humanity,
the likeness of Spirit cannot be m*,
all learning, even that which is wholly m*.
Israelites centred their thoughts on the m'
Mind is limitless. It never was m\
those which are both mental and m'.
which . . . the rw or the spiritual?
and then call his bonds m'
If the body is m\ it cannot, . . . suffer with
represented by two w erroneous bases.
The spiritual demand, auelling the m\
man is spiritual, not m'';
no more m' in their waking hours than
clear evidence that the malady was not m'.
constructs a machine, . . . and tnen calls it m*.
this mind is m' in sensation,
even as the body, ... is rw.
dream that existence can be m*.
the life which is spiritual, not ni'.

until the m-, transformed with the ideal,
one spiritual, the other m',
to the material thought all is nf,
it is a spiritual law instead of m\
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material
T 46&-15 Therefore man is not m- ;

476-11 Hence man is not njortal nor m*.
477- 8 is seen in notliing imperfect nor m".
477- 9 Whatever is m' is mortal.
478-25 is composed of m.' human beliefs

479- 2 must have aw, not a spiritual origin.
479- 7 if aught comes from God. it cannot be.

,
.m*

;

493-24 That man is w, and that matter suffers,

g 504- 7 both spiritual and m'
507-30 inverts this appearing and calls ideas m'.
508-14 Gender is mental not m'.
521-20 but the continued account is mortal and m'.
528- 5 is solely mythological and m".
531-11 will sometime rise above all m" and
5-36-29 the mortal and m' return to dust,
538- 9 the w and spiritual,

— the imreal and the real.

540-30 Af •

in origin and sense,
541-17 belief that life, substance, and . . .can be m"
543-18 If man is m' and originates in an egg,
844-28 A/', erroneous beUef reverses
547-21 implies that the great First Cause must become

547-28 relinquishes a m', sensual, and mortal theory
550-16 contemplation of existence as m' and
553-16 why are his deductions generally nr?

ap 561-20 vv and corporeal seUhood disappear,
563- 9 belief that substance, life, and . . . can be m\
572-27 Not through the m" visual organs for seeing,
572-29 terrestrial or celestial, m.- or spiritual?
573- 9 while to another, . . . the vision is w.

p? 586- 3 Spiritual discernment,— not m" but mental.
587-10 a'belief that . . . are both mental and m" ;

588-19 the belief that . . . are both mental and m'.

Material Court; of Errors
p 440- 1 Your M- C' of E', when it condemned

materialism
and sensualism
m 65-14 in the m- and sensualism of the age,

gross
sp 75- 9 This gross m" is scientifically impossible,

lion of
a 549-26 and beards the hon of m- in its den,

silent
pr 15-11 Lips must be mute and m' silent,

wanes
ap 562-21 as the night of m' wanes.

prcf vii-16 the cold conventionality of m'
sp 85-27 His thrusts at w were sharp, but needed.
ph 172- 7 Af •

grades the himian species as

/216- 9 Spirituality lays open_siege to m'.
b 314-19 This m' lost sight of the true Jesus ;

p 416-20 This m' of parent and child is only
materialist

a 51-29 caused the selfish m" to hate him ;

materialistic
s 120-24 overthrows false evidence, and refutes m' logic.
132-16 and retained their m' beliefs about God.

ph 183- 3 laws of matter . . . demand obedience to m"
183-26 Truth casts out all evils and m' methods
187-19 mortal mind, the cause of all m* action
190- 8 This embryonic and m" human belief
196- 1 If m- knowledge is power, it is not wisdom.
198- 9 The m- doctor, though humane, is an artist who

b 268- 9 M- hypotheses challenge metaphysics to
298-22 and admit no m- beliefs.
316-28 casting out evils, spiritualizing rw beliefs,
317-24 To the m- Thomas, looking for the

p 553-15 Why, then, is the naturalist's basis so m',
materialists

b 314-17 To such w, the real man seemed a spectre,
p 389-22 M- contradict their own statements.

materiality
departure from

/ 213-11 Every step towards goodness is a departure
from m-,

destroy
g 545-10 should so improve ... as to destroy m'.

evil and
b 277-11 evil and m' are unreal

evolved from
g 544-22 but these gods must be evolved from rn'

ghost of
o 353-25 The grave does not banish the ghost of m'.

Ignorance and
sp 77-25 would gradually rise above ignorance, and wi",

lost mnch
6 295-21 one which has lost much m'

night of
o 354-23 The night of m- is far spent,

of the age
a 31-25 Referring to the m- of the age, Jesus said :

materiality
opposite of

fh 171- 4 discernment of the spiritual opposite of m',
rule the

s 164-22 rule the m- miscalled life

self-imposed
ph 191-17 must free itself from self-imposed m'

superior to
t 444- 3 all must rise superior to m-.

m 62-32 this does not make w first

sp 86- 9 misconception of it uncovered their m*.
ph 169-25 whatever good they may seem to receive from m*.
c 266- 4 m- giving place to man's higher
b 276-23 away from m- to the Principle of the imlverse,
293-17 Electricity is the sharp surplus or m-
299-13 never lead towards self, sin, or m\

O 352- 9 To Jesus, not m" but spirituality, was the"
360- 6 It is true that w renders these

T 484-28 Question.— Is m- the concomitant of
g 533-21 A/-, so obnoxious to God, is already found in
551-26 so long as it bases creation on rrv.

ap 572-10 w is the inverted image of spirituality.
materialized

b 288-24 Spirit is not, and cannot be, m- ;

materializes
pr 4-32 Whatever m* worship hinders man's

Material Law
p 441-13 Af• L' Is a liax who cannot bear witness

materially
m 69-24 "Do you teach that Spirit creates m\
sp- 78-21 Spirit is not m- tangible.

96-30 will be apprehended mentally instead of m'.
S 126-12 seems to have reversed it and'repeated it m' ;

140- 7 Not m- but spiritually we know Him
140-17 only as we cease to worship m-.
148-15 Anatomy takes up man at all points m",

h 200-12 not formed m" but spiritually,
/203-3 Material sense defines all things m',
213- 7 and then classifies it w.
254- 9 To stop eating, drinking, or being clothed m'

c 259-24 God, Spirit, works spiritually, not nr.
b 303-13 both spiritually and m-,
o 350-31 In Jewish worship the Word was m* explained
p 401-15 mortal mind only feels and sees m.-.
T 487- 8 and hearing spiritually than m-.
g 521-14 supposition that man is created m',
li^-ZI but doing so rrv, not spiritually,
528-20 m- rather than spiritually,
531- 5 error,— that mortal man starts tH",
557-23 as if he began m" right,

gl 585-26 the belief that the human race originated m*
materials

p 402-15 constructs. . . with this mind's own mortal m*.
Materia Medica

p 430-22 M- M-, Anatomy, Physiology,
431-14 the prisoner summoned Physiology, M* M', and
431-15 Af- M- held out the longest,
432-25 One of the prisoner's friends, M- M-,
432-29 changed the purpose of A/- Af\
436-16 professed friends, M- A/" and Physiology,
437-22 M- M-, Anatomy, Physiology,
438-29 we have heard M' Af explain how
439-10 frightening away Af •

A/-, who was then
439-12 M' M' was a misguided participant in the
439-17 Scholastic Theology, M' M', Physiology,
441-20 We further recommend that Af• M-

materia medica
a 41-19 No ancient school of philosophy, m- m-, or
s 138-12 cast out neither by corooreality, by m- rn-, nor
149- 5 Is m- m- a science or a bundle of . . . theories?

maternal
m 60-10 Therefore m- affection lives on
g 553-18 the m' egg never brought forth Adam.

mathematical
s 108-13 to multiply with m' certainty

mathematically
s 113-13 showing m* their exact relation to Truth.

mathematician's
t 453- 1 You do not deny the m' right to

mathematics
pr 3-5 Who would . . . pray the principle of m' to
an 105-21 Important to medicine as to mechanics orm*."
s 113-14 De Ouincey says m' has not a
113-27 like the method in m\ proves the rule by
128-29 The addition of two sums In m' must always

ph 195-17 natural history, chemistry, music, m',
f 219- 6 In rn', we do not multiply when we
p 422- 1 and then calling the process m\

546-31 If m° should present a thousand different
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matrimony
m 59~ I 7if' should never be entered into without

65-25 A/-, . . . muat lose its present slippery footing,

matrix
/ 250- 5 and suppose . . . mortality to be the m' of

matron
p/» 179-26 The sedulous m'— studying her Jahr

Matter
p 440-12 disobedience to the so-called laws of A/'

441-19 decrees of the Court of Error in favor of A/',
441-20 Spirit decides in favor of Man and against M:

matter isee also matter's)
admit that

ph 172-32 When we admit that m- (heart, blood, brain,
always surrenders

g 552-30 m' always surrenders its claims when the
and death

6 289-29 M- and death are mortal illusions.

and error
ph 181-31 will incline you to the side of m' and error.

o 347-28 The dream that m- and error are something
and evil

g 583-23 m' and evU, which have no Principle ;

and Its claims
b 273- 1 M- and its claims of sin, sickness, and death

&I!ll] Its effects
b 283- 8 Af• and its effects— sin, sickness, and death

and man
b 294- 8 If ... m" and man would be one.

and material law
g 549-29 and allows w and material law to usurp the

and Mind
6 270- 5 A/- and Mind are opposites.
270- 9 but one power,— not two powers, m* and Mind,
293- 5 which forms no link between m" and Mind,

and mind
s 150-19 would have one believe that both m' and mind
b 274-26 Tlie conventional firm, called m- and mind,

2747-28 Imaginary copartnership, w and mind,
279-28 not two bases of being, ny and mind, but one

r 477-10 man appears to be m' and mind
491-17 The belief that nv and mind are one,
492-30 theory, . . . there are two factors, m' and mind,

and mortality
a 43-25 In defiance of m* and mortality,
/215- 9 m- and mortality do not reflect the facts of

and mortal mind
b 293- 6 M' and mortal mind are but different strata of

and Spirit
ph 171-13 believes himself to be combined m' and Spirit.
/ 216-20 both m' and Spirit, both good and evil.

312-27 m' and Spirit, the finite and the infinite,

appertain to
ph 182- 7 what are termed laws of nature, appertain tom\

approaches Its

p 409- 5 the nearer m" approaches its final statement,
ascension above

a 35-17 his spiritual and final ascension above m*.
assigns to

s 123- 7 reverses the order of Science and assigns to m*
assume that

s 119- 7 they assume that m- is the product of Spirit.
atheism of

gl 580-27 disappeared in the atheism of m*.
based on

ph 191-26
'

defines mortal man as based on m',
basis of
ph 195-13 We should forsake the basis of m" for
b 316-30 resting on the basis of m\ .

beUef In
s 116-17 even to the extinction of all belief in m*,
gl 581-10 understanding of Spirit, destroying belief in m".

belief of life In

sp 74-10 When . . . the belief of life in m- is extinct,
89-30 This incident shows that the belief of life in m*

belief that
(see belief)

believes that
p 375-10 believes that m\ not mind, has helped him.

believing that
/ 205-15 error of believing that m* can be intelligent

body and
a 42-17 his final triumph over body and m",

body as
/ 214-31 the body as m" has no sensation of its own,

called
sp 80-24 over Its substratum, called m'.
b 274-26 The conventional firm, called m' and mind,
p 374-13 state of mortal mind, though it is called m".

caUlng It

/ 251-31 beliefs, which rob Mind, calling it m',
call upon

ph 173-23 and so continue to call upon m*

matter
can have no pain

p 393-20 m' can have no pain nor inflammation.
can make no

s 120-11 m.' can make no conditions for man.
/ 253-19 M- can make no opposition to right

Can never produce
b 304-13 m- can never produce mind nor

cannot be Inflamed
p 414-32 Af- cannot be inflamed.

cannot believe
r 487-16 Af- cannot believe, and Mind understands.

cannot I>e sick
p 372- 1 Af- cannot be sick, and Mind is immortal.

cannot l>e weary
/ 217-27 m- cannot be weary and heavy-laden.

cannot connect
r 491-11 Af- cannot connect mortals with the true

cannot perform
r 478-22 AX' cannot perform the functions of Mind.

cannot suffer
ph 184-20 This is human belief. ... for m- cannot suffer:

cannot take cold
p 377- 2 mentally convince him that m- cannot take cold,

cannot talk
p 391-20 Since m* cannot talk, it must be mortal mind

claims of
/ 242- 6 Denial of the claims of m- is a great step
r 491-14 Spirit, which annuls the claims of m",

concessions to
a 33- 2 closed forever Jesus' . . . concessions to m',

conclude that
r 467-25 when we conclude that m- is the

condition of
p 371- 1 to discover the condition of rr.',

condfticns of
s 162-15 without the conditions of m'

consider
s 119- 9 and consider m" as a power

control over
r 482-23 enabled Jesustodemonstratehiscontrolovernr.

create
b 278- 2 nothing in Spirit out of which to create m'.
g 504-27 Did infinite Mind create m-,

creations of
b 287- 5 creations of m- must return to dust.
g 523- 8 The creations of m- arise, from a mist

deals with
p 423-15 The matter-physician deals with m'

death and
r 486-19 conditional upon death and m-,

deflections of
b 305-21 the deflections of m- as opposed to

demand of
g 524-30 Is Spirit, . . . ejected at the demand of nv?

dependency on
b 335- 5 would reduce God to dependency on w,

dependent on
b 292-18 so-called life of mortals is dependent on m*.
311-4 carnal mind, dependent on m'

'

devoted to
gl 582- 6 so-called mortal mind, devoted to m- ;

did not orlg^lnate
b 275- 4 This shows that m- did not originate in God,

direct line of
ph 189-31 always in the direct line of m-,

disappears
s 156-30 In metaphysics, m- disappears from the remedy
c 264-21 Af •

disappears under the microscope of Spirit.
discords of

s 155-23 to offset the discords of m*
display of

b 317-32 Nothing but a display of m- could make
disregard of

/ 210-10 his disregard of m- and its so-called laws.
distinct from

/ 217- 9 Mind to be scientifically distinct from m',
335- 3 Spirit is distinct from m-

does not appear
/ 211-11 m- does not appear in the spiritual

does not enter
b 269-12 m- does not enter into metaphysical premises

does not express
/ 223- 7 Af- does not express Spirit.

docs not inform
p 389- 9 Af- does not inform you of bodily derangements ;

doom of
b 279- 6 The doom of m- establishes the conclusion

dream of
g 532-28 error began and will end the dream of m*.

elsewhere In
ph 190- 7 neither ... is found in brain or elsewhere in m'

emerge gently from
T 485-H Emerge gently from m" into Spirit.
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matter
enthrones

ph 186-31 It enthrone m- as deity.
p 394-12 and enthrones m- through error.

error or
i> 293-27 self-destruction of error or m'
g 521-30 The history of error or m", if veritable, would

evidence of
s 128-29 the so-called evidence of m:

evil and
6 277- 9 Their opposites, evil and m', are mortal error,

evil or
t 454-11 evil or m.' has neither intelligence nor power,

exalts
s 148-25 Physiology exalts w, dethrones Mind

eiaznlned
b 274-31 m', examined in the light of . . . disappears.

excludes
s 123-13 excludes m", resolves things into thoughts,

explains away
b 27&- 3 Divine Metaphysics explains away w.

Esltbin
(see faith)

fallacy of
/ 237-24 the fallacy of m* and its supposed laws.

false sense of

p 39^26 It is only a false sense of m-,
C&ls6 tIgws of

b 281-29 Our false views of m- perish
fettered to

sp 77-21 a so-called mind fettered to m'.
flesh and

b 320-22 the belief that man is flesh and m",
forces ot

s 1I4- 28 Human knowledge call's them forces of m' ;

formation of
g 510-24 Indicates a 'supposed formation of m*

form of
, , .

sp 73-16 electricity or any other form of m-,
5 145-27 the antagonism ot one form of m'

159-28 how much . . . one form of w is

159-29 allowing another form of m-.

gl 598-16 was indeed air, an etherealized form of m',
forms of

. , ,
s 145-27 towards other forms of m- or error,

ph 172-16 through all the forms of nf
c 26^-32 The fading forms of m'.

forsaking
c 265-10 forsaking m- for Spirit,

gained from
, ...

sp 91-20 erroneous knowledge gamed from m*
92-15 a knowledge gained from m', or evil,

gives to . „ . .

sp 83-19 and gives to m- the precedence over Spirit.

gorgeousness of

/ 252-26 says : . . . enthroned in the gorgeousness of m\
grasp of

o 28- 7 determination to hold Spirit in the grasp of m*
ground, or

6 338-28 from this ground, or m\ sprang Adam,
bad no life

a 51-15 He knew that m- had no life

has no
ph 166- 1 for m- has no sensation of its own,
/ 21 1-10 and that m' has no sensation
250-26 m" has no more sense as a man than

b 275- 1 M' has no life to lose, and Spirit never dies.
278- 7 no material senses, for m" has no mind.
282-16 m- has no place in Spirit,

o 346-23 because to" has no sensation,

p 358-25 Because to' has no consciousness or Ego,
401-13 since m" has no sensation
426-30 because m- has no life to surrender.

r 485- 3 for TO" has no sensation.
489- 5 and that m' has no sensation.
489-26 because m' has no sensation,

gl 584-11 A/- has no life, hence it has no real existence.

holding tliat

p 422-26 holding that m- forms its own conditions
Inanimate

s 157- 7 never shares its rights with inanimate m*.
t 463-29 The sick are not healed by inanimate m'

Included in

/ 209- 1 and of other beliefs included in m*.
Independent of

ph 200-11 and ever will be independent of m* ;

/ 247-19 Comeliness and grace are independent of m*.
tnert

p 383-32 notion that health depends on Inert m'
385-32 from the body or from inert m'

r 484-17 Drugs and inert m" are unconscious, mindless.
In proportion as

p '369- 5 In proportion as m" loses to human sense

matter
instead of
ph 200- 5 the worship of God in Spirit Instead of rif,

/223-5 illusion that he lives . . . inw instead of Spirit.
b 271- 8 to heal the sick through Mind instead of m'.
2S5-26 and resort to nv instead of Spirit for the
307-18 out of in- instead of Spirit."
320-19 harmonious existence as image, idea, instead of

TO'

p 415-13 resorting to to* instead of to Mind.
430- 7 by resting upon Spirit instead ol m\

g 536-17 starting from m' instead of from God,
544- 6 Mind, instead of m,-, being the producer,

IfTCSDCCtlTC of
p 423-19 Mind his basis of operation irrespective of m'

Is a belief

ph 190- 3 while m' is a belief, ignorant of itself,
Is an error

b 277-26 Af- is an error of statement.
Is appealed to

p 403-11 but TO" is appealed to in the other.
Is devoid of

r 480- 9 whereas m- is devoid of sensation.
Is Inert

/ 253-21 for m" is inert, mindless.
is mortal error

T 468-12 Spirit is immortal Truth ; m' is mortal error.
is naught

s 109- 2 Mind is All and m' is naught
is non-intelligent

/ 217-32 Af •

is non-intelligent.
r 478-21 m,- is noa-inteUigent and brain-lobes cannot

is not a lawgiver
s 127-25 for TO" is not a lawgiver.

is nothing
s 116-18 TO" Is nothing beyond an image in mortal mind.

.

Is not intelligent
p 412-32 since TO" is not intelligent and cannot

Is not self-sustaining
p 372-22 Af "

is not self-sustaining.
Is not sensible

p 399-26 since m" is not sensible.
Is not sentient

6 285- 1 Af" is not sentient
is represented

6 294-24 TO" is represented as divided into intelligent
g 522-19 Af" is represented as the life-giving

Is temporal
6 277-30 TO" is temporal and is therefore

Is the falsity
s 127-19 It teaches that m" is the falsity, not the fact,

is the unreal
r 468-13 TO" is the unreal and temporal.

Is unknown
r 469- 2 What Is termed to" is unknown to Spirit,
g 503-11 In the universe of Truth, m" is unknown.

law of
(see law)

laws of (see also so-called laws of and supposed laws of)
p 384-22 but if you believe in laws of to"

/ 463-26 If by these are meant laws of to",
less

/ 249-28 night-dream has less to" as Its accompaniment.
limited i/o

p 369-28 Limited to TO" by their own law,
man and

6 270-11 Intelligence, apart from man and to",
manifest as

6 306-22 forms of mortal thought, made manifest as w,
manifested in

r 489- 1 The less mind there is manifested in nv
man Is not

r 475- 6 Man is not m- ; he is not made up of
man or

b 284- 4 If God were limited to man or to",
medium of

s 140-19 Worshipping through the medium otw l9
Mind and

b 269- 4 the supposed coexistence of Mind and nv
270- 1 as reasonable as the second, that Mind and m'

g 555-22 as if man were the offspring of both Mind and m",
mind and

(see mind)
Mind Is not in

sp 71-20 and that immortal Mind Is not In m'.
p 381-26 understanding that Mind is not in m\

mindless
s 159-13 as if she were so much mindless m",
g 505-11 apparent only as Mind, never as mindless m.'

mind nor
sp 71-19 neither mortal mind nor m" is the image
ph 188- 4 It is neither mind nor m\

Mind, not
a 54-16 and triumph over death through Mind, not m
s 128-37 Science relates to Mind, not m".
142-27 then Mind, not to", must have been the first
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Mind, not

/20S-25 Mind, not m\ Is causation.
212-24 this He does by means of Mind, not tiv

c 256- 6 Mind, not m% is the creator.
b 280-30 perpetuates these . . . through Mind, not m*.
r 485- 5 Mind, not nv, sees, hears, feels, speaks.
g .505- 9 divine Mind, not w, creates all identities,

mind, not
an 105-13 Mortal mind, not m, is the criminal
s 1.53-27 mortal mind, not m', contains and carries the

pft 169-23 It is mortal mind, not w,
176-28 The human mind, not m,-, is supposed to feel,

p 375- 1 Hence it is mortal mind, not m\ which says,
399-22 is mortal mind, not m\
419-14 If disease moves, mind, not m', moves it ;

425- 2 Mortal mind, not in\ induces this conclusion
Mind over

a 44-11 the power of Mind over m',
45-31 the supremacy of Mind over m'.

s 139- 5 the triumph of Spirit, Mind, over m*.
misnamed

p 387-25 a law of so-called mortal mind, misnamed m",
modes or

ph 170- 3 Modes of m.' forrrt neither a moral nor a
mortality, or

sp 78-10 If ... in rapport with mortality, or m',
must be uniinown

6 280- 1 In the infinitude of Mind, m' must be unknown.
must disappear

ap 572-18 seen and acknowledged that m' must disappear.
never called

s 143-10 The divine Mind never called w medicine,
never created

b 335- 8 Spirit never created m'.
never endowed

p 378-27 God never endowed m' with power to

never entered
sp 76-11 Spirit never entered w and was therefore

never formed
c 259-24 Brain or m' never formed a human concept.

never produces
b 277- 5 Af• never produces mind.

never sustained

p 425-16 he learns that m* never sustained existence
no

sp 75-11 to infinite Spirit there can be no m\
s 113-30 no nv in Mind, and no mind in matter ;

113-31 no TO" in Life, and no life in matter ;

113-31 no m- in good, and no good in matter.
b 278- 7 In Spirit there is no m",
298-29 no m' what their individualism may be.

T 475- 3 To infinite Spirit there is no w,
no affinity witb

ph 191-.30 Mind has no affinity with m", and therefore
no cognizance of

r 479-15 matter can take no cognizance of m\
no good in

s 113-32 no matter In good, and no good in m".
no life in

s 113-31 no matter In Life, and no life in m- ;

no mind in
s 113-30 no matter in Mind, and no mind in m- ;

non-intelligeDce and
6 282-19 Mind cannot pass into non-intelligence and Wi",

non-inteiligence, or
b 336- 3 never passes Into non-intelligence, or m'.

non-intelligent
ph 105-11 material organization and non-intelligent m-
c 257-14 the supposed substance of non-intelligent m\

no place in
b 282-17 and Spirit has no place in m'.

no sensation in

/ 237- 4 "There is no sensation in m'."
not a condition of

s 120-15 Health is not a condition of w, but of Mind ;

not expressed in
s 119-18 spiritual and is not expressed in m".

not found in
344- 9 God's likeness is not found in m',

nothing is

.s 113-18 God, Spirit, being all, nothing is w
nothingness of

r 480- 2 in C. S., the nothingness of m- is recognized.
497-23 and the nothingness of m'.

not the father of
c 257-15 the Father Mind is not the father of m'.

not through
i7 520-24 God creates all through Mind, not through m\

obtains in
p 400- 2 You may say : "But if disease obtains in m",

of fact
r 486-32 as a m" of fact, these calamities often

on the side of
ph 108- 7 ^V^lateve^ influence • you cast on the side

of 771',

matter
operation of

s 150-29 by the operation of nv.
ph 171-20 ejectiou by the operation of m'.

or body
ph 177-10 A/', or body, is but a false concept of

order of
g 552-26 order of m' to be the order of mortal mind,

or dust
6 338-18 wi' or dust was deemed the agent of Deity

or error
s 14.5-27 towards other forms of rrv or error,

/ 20G- 3 no coasciousness of the existence of m.' or error.

organic
b 296-12 not the death of organic nv,

or Mind
g 531-25 Which institutes Life,— nr or Mind?

possesses neither
s 108- 6 7rv possesses neither sensation nor life ;

predicated of
s 144- 9 mortal beliefs . . , are mainly predicated of m',

property of
g 510-28 and not a vitalizing property of m:

proved that
/ 229- 2 already proved that m' has not destroyed them,

regarding
6 277-29 Nothing we can say. . .regardingm* is immortal,

reliance on
ph 179-29 sowing the seeds of reliance on nv,

required
s 143-11 nv required a material and human belief

residence In

p 432- 8 messages from my residence in nv,
restricted to

an 105- 8 to admit that . . . law is restricted tb nv,
rises above

s 153-12 the most potent rises above m- into mind.
sections of

s 122-11 sections of nv, such as brain and nerves,

g 535- 3 yea, the seed of Spirit and the seed of m',
scdns to 1)6

s 123-12 nv seems to be, but is not.
S6DSclc S S

/ 202-29 as if senseless jtv . . . had more power thaa
sifted through

ph 171-19 believes that Spirit is sifted through m',
slave of

/ 221-26 when, still the slave of m', he thought
so-caiied

sp 97- 6 so-called m- resembles its essence, mortal mind,
/ 217-23 control which Mind has over so-called nv,
c 257- 4 U m\ so-called, is substance,

gl 586-17 between Spirit and so-called nv.

so-called law of
, „ j ,

p 3S2-1S Must we not then consider the so-called law
of m" a

so-called laws of (see also laws ofl

sp 81-25 despite the so-called laws of nv,

ph 171-25 The so-called laws of nv are nothing but
182-19 must supersede the so-called laws of nv.

18.3- 2 but the so-called laws of ?«' would render

/ 207-12 nor are the so-caUed laws of nv primary,
b 273-16 The so-called laws of rrv and of medical science

274-16 they supersede the so-called laws of vv.

302-24 not by the so-called laws of nv
Soul and

/ 21.5- 7 Soul and m' are at variance

Spirit and
(see Spirit)

Spirit or
, ,...,..,.

b 324-11 understandmg or belief. Spirit or nv.
o 360-17 Kither Spirit or m- is your model.

standpoints of
. , . j . . .

sn 77-32 and they return to their old Standpoints Of m*.

strlldng the ribs of
o 300-20 striking the ribs of nv

supposed laws of (see also laws of)

p 3S2- 1 he annulled suppo.<3ed laws of nf,
430-14 the supposed laws of jn' and hygiene,

r 484-10 supposed laws of nv yield to the law of Mind.
sympathy with ... ,. ,., ,

a 21-25 Being in sympathy with m', the worldly man Is

termed . . j . .

<?/ 584-23 the opposite of mmd, termed w,
594- 6 opposite of Spirit, or good, termed m", or eVil ;

terms . ^ ^

ap 573-11 what the human mind terms m
testimony of

p 437-14 the testimony of nv respected ;

tbinitof
o 350- 1 They think of nv as something

T 476- 9 will cease to claim . . . that this m" Is man.
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through

sp 72-18

ph 171-19
173-13

/ 232-12

p 384-10
408-19

r 467-28

(7 532-30

Spirit 13 not made manifest through nv,
believes that Spirit is sifted through nv.
Neither ... is obtainable through nv.
theories . . . healing possible only through m-.

If man seems to incur the penalty through nv,
thus reaching mortal mind through m?
AVe cannot interpret Spirit. Mind, through nv.

demands that mind shall see . . . through nv,
to suppose that

sp 73-26 It is a grave mistake to suppose that m" is

/ 208-14 it Is absurd to suppose that nv can
tributary to

s 122-32 and mind therefore tributarj' to m'.

trusting ^ .

s 14&- 8 By trusting nv to destroy its own discord,
veil of

a 41- 1 must be cast beyond the veil of nv
versus Mind

6 319- 3 disease as error, as m' versus Mind,
was shown

b 321-12
we define

6 278-29

M' was shown to be a belief only.

We define m' as error, because it is the
what Is termed

s 114-29 Science shows that what is termed m- is but the
What is termed m' manifests nothing but
qualities and effects of what is termed m'.
What is termed nv, being unintelligent, cannot
Can matter, or what is termed m , either feel or
what is termed nv cannot be sick

,-

What is termed m,' is unknown to Spirit,

ph 173-11
177-21

/ 210-25

p384- 2

417-12
r469- 2

where Is

/ 2-23- 9

Whole
6 340-7
340-10

what and where is m- ?

the conclusion of the whole m- :
— Eccl. 12 : 13.

Let us hear th^ conclusion of the whole w :

will disappear
sp 97-27 indicates that all m' will disappear before the

without mind
s 153-17 for nv without mind Is not painful.

would be Identical
6 300-25 m- would be Identical with God.

you employ
ph ISl-U for that reason, you employ nv rather than

m

sp

pref-vlii-ll
pr 14-11

14-i4
a 27-15

27-21
27-31
35-8
41-3
47- 6
52- 3

62-21
69-25
71-14
73-9
75- 2
76-12
76-14
76-17
78-25
80-25
80-32
81-3
86- 5
88-12
89-25
90-10
91-32
92- 3

92-4
94- 3

97-11
97-12
97-19

an 103-20
105-10
105-11

S 108-26
108-28
119- 1

119-3
119-7
119-12
120-3

120-26
122-13
124- 9

and m" is Spirit's opposite.
governed by divine Love,— by Spirit, not by m\
neither in nor of m".
The I— the Life. . . is not in irv

pantheism.— that God, or Life, is in or of m\
endeavored to hold him at the mercy of nv
sensuousness, or the burial of mind in ni',

this advance beyond m' must come
leaning no longer on m', but on the
their master was m".
must not attribute more . . . intelligence to m-,
therefore nv is out of the question
a formation of thought rather than of m-.
belief that can control another man, as nv,
mistaken assumption that man dies as m"
and was therefore never raised from m .

no longer commune with m" ; neither can he
characterized by the divine Spirit . not m'.
not in the medley where m.' cares for m ,

which convulses its substratum, m-.
belief. . that m' is intelligent.
as there is to show the sick that nv suffers
it was not nv, but mortal mind, whose touch
Thoughts, proceeding . . . from m ,

.A/" is neither intelligent nor creative.
the thought that there can be substance in nv,
erroneous postulate is. that nv Ls intelligent,
erroneous postulate is, that nv holds
postulate . . . that m' is not only capable of
likeness of Himself, . . . not of m .

The more destructive m' becomes.
until nv reaches its mortal zenith
divine Spirit, supreme in its domain, dominates

all m\
false belief that mind is in m".
Can nv commit a crime?
Can nv be punished?
false material sense, of mind in nv ;

this same so-called mind names nv.
When we endow m' with vague
cannot really endow w with what it

presuppose the . . self-government of m ,

and regard God as the creator of m ,

never understand this while we admit . . mind
in m\

deduced from supposed sensation in m'
seats of pain and pleasure, from which m'
seeks to find life and intelligence in w,

matter
s 125-31 m- will finally be proved nothing more than

127-21 have— as nv— no intelligence, life, nor
127-31 false hypotheses that m- \s its own lawgiver,
129-12 belief in the intelligence of ;«',
142-30 It could not have been m',
148-14 and place mind at the mercy of m*
14S-20 deal . . .with nv, calling that man which
1.50-29 doctrine of the superiority of m" over Mind,
157-14 the substratum . . which we call m' ;

157-23 A/- is not self-creative.
158-26 Drug-systems are quitting their hold on m'
1.58-28 M' is going out of medicine ;

159-13 as if nv were the only factor to be consulted
159-24 medical schools would learn ... of man from m'

159-26, 27 how much . . . health, m' is permitting to m',
161- 5 mortal mind, and not nv, burns it.

161-31 looked as deeply . . . into mind as into m'.
164-23 miscalled life in the bodv or in nv.

' ph 166-29 conceded to be with m" by most
170-32 A/-, which . . . claims to be a creator,
172- 8 grades the human species as rising from m'
172-18 If the material body is man, he is a portion of m',
172-20 the belief that there is . . . Life in nv
173-14 M' is Spirit's contrary,
177-17 erroneous theory of . . . intelligence in m',
17S-19 acting from the basis of sensation in nv,
I7S-24 the belief of heredity, of mind in m"
180-13 the ground that all causation is m-,
181- 3 Before deciding that the body, m', i3

181- 5 Can m' speak for itself,

181- 6 ^f, which can neither suffer nor enjoy,
182-22 puts m' under the feet of Mind.
187-22 governed by this so-called mind, not by m".
1.88-12 dream of pain and pleasure in m',
189-27 belief of inanimate, and then of animate m'.
189-31 m" is the subjective condition of mortal mind.
191- 2 Af- is not the organ of infinite Mind.
194- 2 Spirit shares not its strength with w
198- 3 than the substratum, m\
198-32 If m' were the cause of action,

/ 20.3- 5 shows that w can neither heal nor make sick,
203-21 overtaxed the belief of life in nv
205-23 believe that . . . Soul, escapes from m'
204-30 belief that God lives in nv is pantheistic.
204-31 The error, which says . . . Mind is in m",
205- 3 mortals . . . will lean on m" instead of Spirit,
205- 8 error of believing that there is life in w,
205-10 m' has neither intelligence; life, nor
20.5-31 into the scale, not of Spirit. . . but of m'.
206-17 Spirit, not m\ being the source of supply.
208-16 and leaves the remedy to m\
209-28 hypothesis of . . . intelligence resident in m*,
211- 8 sensations of a so-called mortal mind or of nv.
211-24 If it is true . . . that nv has intelligence.
212-14 in the mortal mind, not In nv.
214-11 The material senses, . . . originate in m'
214-18 We bow down to m\ . . . like the pagan
216-31 Give up your material belief of mind in w,
218-25 Resist the temptation to believe in nv as
219- 9 No more can we say . . . that m' governs,
222-14 so-called pleasures and pains of nv.
222-29 for dyspepsia consult m' not at all,

22.3- 1 belief that life and Intelligence are in m',
229-31 The remedy is Truth, not m',
232-23 referred man's harmony to Mind, not to m",
234- 3 If we trust m, we distrust Spirit.
237-27 belief In the life and Intelligence of m',
23'>-l9 r,v is then submitting to Spirit.
240-13 suppose Mind to be governed by m'
213-20 Neither immortal and unerring Mind nor m',
243-23 m- has neither Intelligence nor sensation.
244-19 or springs from m- Into being.
211-26 He does not pass from nv to Mind,
248-24 outline and deformity of nv models.
249-12 Mind is not the author of nr,
2n-I7 Whence then is soulless m?
250- 3 suppose . . . mind to be in m' and m' to be a,

C 257-10 governed by the body ami a niiml in nv.
2-57-23 theory of mind in nv to be the antipode of
261- 1 we fiiid its opposite, m\
261-21 Detach sense from the body, or m',
262-12 efforts to find life and truth in nv
262-20 the supposed pain and pleasure of w ceaae
262-31 Cause does not exist in m\
264-17 Life is Spirit, never in nor of m",
267- 3 start not from m- or ephemeral dust.
267-23 borrowed from a higher source than m-,

b 268- 9 looking away from m' to Mind as the cause
269-29 theories I combat are these : (I) that all is m- ;

269-30 theories I combat ... (2) that m- originates in

269-32 The first theory, that w is everything,
270- 3 statements . . . (I) that everything is m" ;

27.5- 2 A partnership of mind with m' would ignore
275- 5 nv is neither substantial, living, nor
275-29 w, disease, sin, and death.
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b 276-32 but m- Is ever noa-Intelllgent

277-20 asserts that Spirit produces m' and m' produces
'277-25 The unllkeness of Spirit is m',
278- 1 Is Spirit the source or creator of m- 7

278-12 That m' is substantial ... Is one of the false
278-16 we lose the consciousness of m\
278-18 another admission, . . that m- is self-creative,
278-23 belief of the eternity of m- contradicts the
278-25 if man is material, he originated in m'
278-30 M-, with its mortality, cannot be substantial
27*- 7 m', slime, or protoplasm never originated
27*- 9 Af- is neither created by Mind nor
279-17 that life and intelligence are in or of m\
279-24 pantheistic belief that there is mind in m' ;

279-32 seeks . . . life and intelligence in m\
281-18 mind supposed to exist in w . . . is a myth,
281-28 Divine Science does not put . . . Soul into m\
282-23 There is no inherent power in m" ;

284-1 Are mentality, immortality, . . . resident in m' 7

284-2 but dwells in finiteness,— in m",
284- 2 that nv is infinite and the medfam of
284-11 Is God's image or likeness m',
284-12 Can nf recognize Mind?
284-13 Can infinite Mind recognize m-?
285-29 seek to learn, not from m', but from the divine
287-25 supposition that life, . . . and Intelligence are

in 771",

287-26 M- is neither a thing nor a person,
289-27 Life is not in 7n-.

289-28 it cannot be said to pass out of m\
289-32 of Life, not of m\
292-13 M- is the primitive belief of mortal mind,
292-15 To mortal mind, m' is substantial,
293- 8 The grosser substratum is named tti'

293-10 is the illusion called a mortal, a mind in m*.
294- 4 human belief, ... a unison of m- with Spirit.
294-12 error, saying : "Af" has intelligence and
294-14 error, saying : . . . m' can kill man."
294-21 error that life and intelligence are in 77i',

294-22 the pleasures and pains of m- to be myths,
295-18 but as m', the glass is less opaque
295-26 The theoretical mind is m", named brain, or
295-32 error theorizes that spirit is born of tti-

295-32 error theorizes that spirit . . . returns to m\
296-14 so-called pleasures and pains of tti' perish,
298-16 the belief that mind is ip tti".

300-3 to draw. . . conclusions regarding life from 771'.

300-23 therefore Soul is not in 77i".

300-24 If Spirit were iam-,
300-27 theory that soul, spirit, Intelligence, Inhabits m,'
301-20 the substance of Spirit, not 77i'.

302-10 The notion that mind is in ttj-,

302-12 sin, sickness, and death of m-,
302-18 illusion of any life, ... as existent In m".
303- 6 no power of propagation in tti",

307- 2 proceeded from and passed Into m\
307-12 says : . . . I will put spirit into what I call m',
307-12 m- shall seem to have life

307-20 If we regard 77i- as intelligent,
308- 2 the belief that mind is in 77i-,

308-18 mortal sense of life, ... as existent in m'
309-22 led to deny material sense, or mind in m",
310- 3 fancies that it delineates thought on 77»",
310-4 but what is 771?
310- 5 M' is made up of supposititious
311-12 so long as the illusion of mind in m'
311-15 false estimates of . . . mind as dwelling in nf,
311-18 dream of life and substance as existent in m',
311-28 Af', sin, and mortality lose all supposed
312- 9 The senses regard a corpse, . . . simply as m'.
312-10 departure of a mortal's mind, not of 77i'.

312-11 The 771- is still there.
312-13 yet you say that m' has caused his death.
312-24 premises, which cannot penetrate beyond m\
315- 8 that 771-, sin, and evil v/ere not Mind

;

317- 4 knowledge . . . insisted on the might of 77i-,
317-18 his life is not at the mercy of 77i-.

317-25 Thomas, looking for the ideal Saviour in 77i'

318- 1 For him to believe in m' was no task,
318- 7 senses are saying that r7i- causes di.sease
318-20 the error— or belief that life is in m"
318-23 denies the error of sensation in m',
318-25 and attempts to heal it, with m-.
319- 2 The delusion that there is life in tti-

319-16 presuppose life and intelligence to exist in m'
321-20 and not a condition of 77i-,

322-27 belief in the supposititious life of Tn\
327- 5 appetite nor passion, can exist in or of m',
335- 9 nothing in Spirit out of which rrf could be
338- 5 belief— that man originates in tti'

338-20 when t7i-, . . . stood opposed to Spirit.
345-13 It is indeed no small 77i' to know one's self ;

345-24 pain in 77i' is a false belief,
350- I opponents of C. S. believe substance to be 77»-.

351-29 To them 77»' was substance.

matter
o 356- 8 M- is not the vestibule of Spirit.
357-31 Can m- drive Life, Spirit, hence,

358-4, 5 If God is at the mercy of tti-, then m'
p 388-16 more faith in Spirit than in ni\

368-28 Admit the existence of tti', and you
368-30 Deny the existence of w', and you can destroy
369- 1 Once let the mental physician believe in the

reality of 77»',

370-31 from error to Truth, from 77i- to Spirit.
372- 3 erroneous mortal belief of mind in m'.
372- 4 What you call m' was originally error In
372-16 He can neither ... be subject to T7i-, nor
372-23 Af' succeeds for a period only by
375-25 showing that it is impossible for T7i' to suffer,
378-20 drilling and drugging, adopted to cure ttj-,
379-31 the belief that mind is in m',
334- 1 Can m-, . . . act without mind?
388-11 thought that they could kill the body with m\
389- 7 not tne nerves, not 7?!-, but mortal mind,
391- 2 the plea of mortal mind, alias jn\
393- 8 a law of so-called mortal mind, not of m*.
393-18 Have no fear that in.- can ache, swell,
393-29 Mind is not sick and 77r cannot be.
395-21 as if 771' could have sensation.
396-29 Soul is Spirit, outside of m',
396-32 not by nv nor by the divine Mind.
398-24 reside in mortal mind, not in 77i'.

399-5 can 771- cure what 771' has caused?
399-14 m- can return no an.swer to immortal Mind.
408-30 which we call sensation in t71'

409- 1 Intelligent vv is an impossibility.
409- 4 formed by mortal mind and not by 77i'

409- 9 Unconscious mortal mind— alias nv , brain
409-17 its unconscious substratum, m,',
409-27 no right to say that life depends on 7?r
413- 2 Mind, does not produce pain in 77i-.

413- 8 Mind regulates : . . and 77i- does not.
414- 9 the impossibility that m\ brain, can control or
414-24 TO' neither feels, suffers, nor enjoys.
417- 1 being is su.stained by Spirit, not by to',
418- 6 the error that life, . . . can be in to'.
420- 4 Love not hate, Spirit not TO', governs man.
422-31 he believes that . . . to'— governs the case.
423- 1 The belief that he has met his master in w
423-18 the evidence which vv presents.
425-22 the less we acknowledge 77i' or its laws,
425-31 human concepts named 77i', death, disease,
427 -10 The belief that existence is contingent on m'

t 450-31 belief of life, . . . and intelligence in nv,
456-21 So long as 77i' is the basis of
458-32 causes men to turn naturally from to' to Spirit,
401- 4 and that he lives in Spirit, not nv.

T 465- 5 indicate Mind, never to', and have one Principle.
466-25 fallacy that . . . soul, and life can be in 7iv ;

467-23 Soul, is not confined in man, and is nevgr in to'.
467-28 M' neither sees, hears, nor feels.

467-32 cannot be learned from its opposite, to'.

4G8-10 no life, truth, intelligence, nor substance in m'.
469- 1 Life is neither in nor of 7rv.

469- 3 Af •

is a human concept.
471-15 is not supported by evil, by to',
472-15 supposition that . . . are existent in m*.
475- 9 Af^ is not that likeness.
476- 8 claim . . . that life and intelligence are in m',
477-24 individualized, but not in nv.
478-15 is there intelligence in to' 7

478-18 assertion that there can be pain ... in to'

478-21 How can intellirence dwell in m'
479- 8 Af •

is neither self-existenl nor a product of
479-10 Af' cannot see. feel, hear, taste, nor
479-14 TO' can take no cognizance of matter.
480- 9 belief that there is sensation in nv,
480-16 presupposes man to be in m'.
480-16 would make 777' the cause as well as the effect
482- 5 hypothesis that soul is . . .' resident in to*.

485-19 The belief that life can be in to'

485-31 To say that strength is in m\ is like saying
486- 1 The notion of any life or intelligence in nv
486-26 in Spirit and understanding, not in 77i',

487-24 belief that life is . . . intelligent to'

488-31 they exist in immortal Mind, not in to'.

489- 8 hypothesis which supposes life to be in w
491-17 belief . . . that m' is awake at one time and
491-29 we dream of the pains and pleasures of nv.
492-15 theories— that nv is something, or that all is

492-21 Af- can afford you no aid.
493-24 That man is material, and that to' suffers,
493-26 Any sense of soul in to' is not the reality

g 504-28 the contradiction of Spirit is nv,
506- 4 Therefore nv, not being the reflection of Spirit,
617- 8 The life-giving quality of Mind is Spirit, not 77r.

521- 9 in the keeping of Spirit, not nv,
522-14 forms, called life and intelligence in to'.

522-18 In this erroneous theory, to' takes the place of
522-20 Spirit is represented as entering to'

622-26 Spirit as supposedly cooperating with to'
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matter
g 524-22 M" is not the reflection of Spirit,
524-28 Could Spirit evolve its opposite, m",
524-28 Could Spirit . . . give m' ability to sm and
525- I Does Mind, God, enter m'
525- 3 the validity of m- is opposed,
526- 7 statement that life issues from m\, contradicts

52&-13 a belief in intelligent m.
.127- 1 God could not put Mind into m-
530-30 supposes . . . that m- precedes mind.
530-31 Second, it supposes that mind enters m\
531- 1 Second, it supposes that . . . m- becomes living,

531-21 Who dares to say either that God is in m"
531-22 or that m- exists without God?
531-28 Does Life begin with Mind or with m'?
531-27 Is Life sustained by m or by Spirit?
532-22 Is Mind in m?
53»- 6 as if life . . . were something which m" can
539-10 such as evil, m', error, ana death?
5.39-15 Has Spirit resigned to m- the government of

542- 1 belief of life in m- sins at every step.
543-23 the creations of. erroneous thought, not of m".

543-26 When Spirit made all, did it leave aught for'm'

544-10 Ar cannot change the eternal fact that
544-13 In Science, Mind neither produces m" noT
544-14 nor does m' produce mind.
541-29 It declares mind to be in and of m",
544-31 It declares . . . that m' becomes spiritual,
54.'>-23 They believed in the existence of m",
546- 2 belief that spirit is now submerged in m.',

546-11 while m- is governed by
547-18 theory,— that Mind produces its opposite, m',
547-18 theory,— that Mind . . . endues m' with
550- 4 M' surely does not possess Mind.
5.50- 9 Spirit cannot become m\
551- 5 If Mind is first, it cannot produce . . . m\
551- 5 If 771' is first, it cannot produce Mind.
551- 8 m" is not the progenitor of Mind.
.551-23 How can m,- originate or transmit mind?
551-28 All must be Mind, or else all must be m\
552- 7 hypotheses deal with causation as contingent

on m-
5.52-29 m" is a manifestation of mortal mind,
554-15 another false claim, that of self-conscious m\
554-27 mind in m- is the author of itself,

5.5-5-19 errei would seek to unite Spirit with m\
5.56- 7 destroys forever all belief in intelligent m"

ap 561-27 and m' is put under her feet.

56-3-13 by means of an evil mind in m"
564-22 that the false claim of mind in m"
.567-20 claiming; that there is intelligence in m*

gl 579-17 a belief in intelligent m\ finiteness,

580-14 namely, m\ sin. sickness, and death ;

580-18 called self-creative m' ;

580-25 results in m", and w in mortal mind ;

584- 9 Death. An illusion, the lie of life in m* ;

584-21 saith : "I am life and intelligence in m".
585- 7 To material sense, earth is m' ;

585-25 belief concerning life, substance, and . . . In m" ;

586-19 supposition that life, substance, . . . are in m' ;

587-13 theories. . . sense, existing in brain, nerve, m" ;

587-14 going in and out of m',
691- 8 definition of
691-12 mind originating.in m' ; the opposite of Truth ;

592- 1 the belief that sensation is in m\
692- 3 belief that . . . are in and of m" ;

593- 6 Purse. Laying up treasures in m' ; error.

595-19 opinions, knowledge ; m" ; error ;

595-14 reveals Spirit, not m", aa the illuminator of all.

matter-physlclan
s 162- 1 the m- aarees with the diseaae,

p 423-15 The m- deals with matter

matter's
s 120-26 m- supposed consciousness of health or disease,
158-28 letting in m' higher stratum,

ph 177-19 These names Indicated m' properties,
c 257- 4 then Spirit, m- unlikeness, must be shadow ;

b 29-3-27 and point to m' opposite,
r 477-15 though interwoven with m' highest stratum,
479-14. constitutes m' supposed selfhood,

matters
s 145-13 It m* not what material method

miaturity
s 124-18 represented as subject to growth, m", and

ph 190-14 Human birth, growth, m', and decay
/ 244-13 Man undergoing birth, m', and decay is like the
305-28 not subject to birth, growth, m\ decay.
310-31 neither growth, m-, nor decay in Soul.

t 463-16 its growth sturdy, and its m- undecaying.
549- 5 after it has grown to m",

gl 583- 3 God's thoughts, not in embryo, but in m- ;

maximum
on 105-J5 The m* of good la the Inflnite God

the m- channel afforded by language

mazes
$p 82-17 through different m' of consciousness.

Mazzaroth
c 257-20 Af •

in his season,"— Job 38 ; 32.

Me
a 19-30 no other gods before m\"— Exod. 20; 3.

s 140- 6 no man see M\ and live."— Exod. 33: 20.

/ 242- 5 "they shall all know M' \Go<i],—Jer. 31 ; 34.

b 280-19 no other gods before m- \"— Exod. 20: 3.

r 467- 4 no other gods before m\''— Exod. 20 : 3.

467- 4 This m" is Spirit.

g 541-28 crieth unto M' from the ground.— Gen. 4; 10.

meagre
M60-28

meal
a 35-11 is the morning m' which Christian Scientists

sp 90- 4 and that, too, without m' or monad
s 107- * and hid in three measures of Tn\— Matt. 13 : 33.

118- 1 and hid in three measures of m\— Matt. 13 ; 33.

118-19 presented as three measures of m',
118-25 as yeast changes the chemical properties of m*.

f 221- 6 partook of but one m' in twenty-four hours
221- 7 this m- consisting of only a thin slice of bread

p 431- 8 going to sleep immediately after a heavy m\
ap 559-29 the Israelites of old at the Paschal m'

mean
pr 7-31 or m" to ask forgiveness at some later day.

8-21 does not always w a desire for it.

a 40-11 which I understand to m" God's method of
40-29 has come so generally to m- public worship

s 134- 8 f.o has come always to m' one who
ph 168-32 By chemicalization I m' the process which
/ 252-22 says : . . . I m" to make my short span of life

p 397- 7 those whom we m" to bless.

( 457-27 which they m' to complete with Mind,
r 488-13 they m' to enforce the necessity of

meaning
absolute

b 325-15 The absolute m' of the apostolic words
Christian

g 506-27 in the scientifically Christian m,' of the text.

deiflc
r 482- 8 where the deific ny is required.

elucidates the
gl 579- 3 elucidates the m' of the inspired writer.

exact
r 482- 1 gives the exact m' in a majority of cases.

grasp the
o 349-20 in order to grasp the m" of this Science.

her
pref x-28 who do not understand her m\
higher

6 313-14 Using this word in its higher m*,
o 349-27 does not at once catch the higher m*.

ap 576-31 the word gradually approaches a higher m\
Uteral

6 320- 8 both a spiritual and literal m\
g 537-29 The Uteral m,' would imply that God

of Gktd
c 261-22 you may learn the m' of God, or good,

of that passage
/ 218-29 The m- of that passage is not perverted ty

of that Scripture
359-25 she pondered the m' of that Scripture

of the Greek word
s 137-31 [the m* of the Greek word petros, or stone]

original
361-22 fuller expression of its original m',

gl 579- 7 which is also their original m\
profound

ap 575-17 description of the city . . . has a profound m*.
scientific

g 534-25 spiritual, scisntifia m' of the Scriptures
simple

r 474-12 marvel is the simple nv of the Greek word
spiritual

(see spiritual)
their ^ .

a 53- 3 accusation was true, but not in their m\
whole

s 147-16 never believe that you can absorb the wholew of

pr 16-14 does not affect the m" of the prayer itself.

a 39-19 m', not that now men must prepare for a
s 114- 3 m- by this term the flesh opposed to Spirit,
6 319-31 m' by that what the beloved disciple meant
r 482- 3 Human thought has adulterated the mi
488- 8 differ somewhat in m- from that

meanings
b 270-19 in His more infinite m'.
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means (noua>
any

p 438- 6 nothing shall by any m- hurt you.— Luke 10 ; 19.

by no
a 25-23 by no w relieved others from giving- the

sp 91-14 The destruction of error is by no w the
an 104-21 and by no m.' the mental qualities which heal

/ 246- 6 Man is by no m- a material germ
c 265-11 by no w suggests man's absorption into

corporeal
( 443- 5 a resort to faith in corporeal m'

employ
/ 21S-21 and employ m* which lead only into

eternal
/ 444-10 right use of temporary and eternal m\

gracious
pr 1- 7 God's gracious m" for accomplishing

material
{see material)

mental
p 373-31 When by mental m' the circulation Is changed,

other
m 67-24 potent beyond all other m* and methods,
s 156-26 but employing no other nv.

ph 169-22 however much we trust a drug or any other m"
t 457-32 without exploiting other w.
r 483- 8 supersede all other m" in healing.

rational
m 63-24 A feasible as well as rational m^ of improvement

Eome
p 369-15 in order to discover some m* of healing it.

source and
pr 10-24 the source and m.' of all goodness

spiritual
ph 181-13 when you resort to any except spiritual m\

unscientific

/ 223-24 supplant unscientific m' and so-called laws.
world's

a 48-18 chose not the world's m* of defence.

is the m" of destroying sin.

wicked minds will endeavor to find m*
as a m' of alleviating disease.
are w of divine thought,
the m' by which mortals are divinely driven to a
never . . . except by m' of the divine power.
this He does by m* of Mind,
never . . . that fasting should be a m* of health.
the great attainment by m' of which
you can heal by its m',
and that by m' of an evil mind in matter

means (verb)

pi' 10- 1 Prayer m' that we de!5ire to
~~ "'

Love m' that "we shall be tried and purified.
Hebrew verb to believe rrf also to be firm
It m.- quantity and quality.
If the term . . . m' infinite personality,
word martyr, from the Greek, m" witness ;

here the word soul m' a false sense
and specifically man m- all men.
what C. S. m- by the word reflection.
he certainly m* that light depends upon Mind,
Soul or Spirit ni' only one Mind,
Therefore the command ni' this :

Gender m' simply kind or sort,
name Eden, according to Cruden, tW pleasure,
condemnation of mortals to till the ground m"
The word temple also m- body.

pr 6-11

sp 96-32
an 100- 6
s 118-14
152-25

ph 169-26

/ 212-24
221-20

p 428-11

ap 558-14
563-12

22-21
23-32

sp 93-24
S 116-28

134- 4

ph 196-13
c 267- 7

b 301- 6

p 393-26
r 466-22
457- 5

g 50?-I7
520-29
545- 7

ap 575-15

meant
fl 43- 8 this understanding is what is m- by the

46-31 By this is m'. that by all they had witnessed
S 111-17 what this inverted image is m' to represent.
112- 9 By this is m' that they adopt

it is m' to designate that wnich has no
renewed inquiry m' : Who or what is it that
they thouglit that he m" their material
what the beloved disciple m' in one of his

By these sayings Jesus m\ not that the human
This is what is m" by seeking Truth,
if by these are m" laws of matter,
if by that term is m' doctrinal beliefs.

114-18
137-10

b 314-16
319-32
333-32

p 367-10
t 463-26
r 496-30

meanwhile
pref xii- 7

/ 214-24

p 416-14
439-25

measure

M' she was pastor of the first

m' would spread their table with
unless the belief . . . has m" been changed.
m' declaring Disease to be God's servant

of the Infinite
b 336-23 Alln^s is the m- of the Infinite,

of the stature
(7 51^20 unto the m- of the stature of the— Eph. 4 ; 13.

same
pr 1^-28 another who offers the same m' of prayer

measure
some
m 63-15 civilization mitigates it in some m*.
b 333-22 with some m' of power and grace

without
a 30-8 endowed with. . . the divine Spirit, without m*

pr .S-Jl The m* ye mete
a 28-18 Not a . . . did the material world m' aright.'

37- 3 "With what m- ye mete.— Matt. 7 : 2.

ph 165- 6 To m' intellectual capacity by the size of
190-12 which presently m' mind by the size of a

r 485-30 as much as . . . muscles m' strength.
measured

pr 5-12 "shall be m' to you again,"— Luke 6.' 38.

a 37- 4 shall be m' to you again."— Matt. 7 ; 2.

47- 4 They no longer m' man by material sense.
s 142- 4 m' Christianity by its power over sickness,
/246- 4 Life and its faculties are not m- by calendars.
g 513-11 In the record, time is not yet m' by

measurement
/ 246-10 m' of life by solar years robs youth
gl 598-19 Yeah. A solar m' of time

; mortality ;

599- 1 Eternity is God's m' of Soul-filled years.

measurements
gl 595-17 Time. Mortal m' ; limits, In which

measures
s 107- * and hid in three m" offneal,— Matt. 13: 33.

117-32 and hid in three m- of meal,— MaH. 13 ; 33.

118-19 presented as three m' of meal,
gl 584- 6 m' time according to the good that is

measuring
ph 173-18 Physiology . . . m' human strength
/ 246-20 the error of m" and liiniting

meat
s 115- 9 as the mouth tasteth m\"— Job 34." 3.

ph 165- * Is not the life more than m',— Matt. 6.' 25.

p .362- 4 While they were at m', an unusual incident
g 518- 8 to you it shall be for m\— Gen. 1 .- 29.

518-11 every green herb for m- -.— Gen. I ; 30.

Mecca
ph 166- 8 Mohammedan believes in a pilgrimage to M"

mechanics
an 105-21 as important to medicine as to m'

mechanism
ph 176-13 When thew of the humin mind gives place
p. 399-16 If Mind is the only actor, how can m"

mediator
a 30-10 this enabled him to be the m",
b 315-31 Jesus was the m' between Spirit and the flesh,
332-18 "There is one God, and one w— / Tim. 2; 5.

medical
attendants
pref x-18 abandoned as hopeless by regularw attendants.

details
ph 196-23 forcible descriptions and m- details,

doctrines
s 163-29 the contrarieties of m' doctrines

effect
t 463-30 Such seeming m* effect or action is

faculty
an 100-12 French government ordered the m" faculty

34S-10 It is a pity that the m' faculty and clergy
g 528-30 may be a useful hint to the m" faculty.

magazine
/ 245- 4 the London m- magazine called The Lancet.

method
ph 179-12 Every m" rhethod has its advocates.

mistake
ph 166-13 the doctor's . . . is a m' mistake,
p 383-31 another m' mistake, resulting from

practice
an 105-30 from ordinary m' practice to C. S.

s 112- 2 the most effective curative agent in m" practice.
156-12 in the ordinary theories of m" practice,
i62-31 the famous Philadelphia teacher of m- practice,

p 424-12 In m- practice objections would be raised if

practitioners
s 164- 9 the cultured class of m' practitioners

purposes
pref xi-31 to get this institution chartered for m' purposes.
researches

s 152-21 The author's m* researches and experiments
results

s 155-18 sustains medicine and produces all m" results,
schools

s 159-23 wi- schools would learn . . . of man from matter
/ 217- 6 M- schools n-ay inform us that the
/ 444-22 If ecclesiastical sects or m' schools turn a deaf

b 273-16 The so-called laws of matter and of m' science
318-23 M' science treats disease as though
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medical

( 443- 3 M to the . . . consistency of systematic m- study.
445- 8 While a course of m' study is

systcnis
ph 166-29 by most of the m' systems ;

testimony , , .

p 370-23 According to both m- testunony and

34S- 3 M' theories virtually admit the

p 382-19 A patient thoroughly booiied in m" theonea

treatment , , , ^ . . .

1 443-16 ordinary physical methods of m' treatment,
11S6

s 157-21 If He creates . . . and designs them for m use.

works
ph 176- 4 modern Eves toolc up the study of m* works

179-24 so long as you read m" works

medication
p 39S-26 belief in the healing effects of time and m;,
r 484- 7 Does C. S., or metaphysical healing, include m-,

Medicine
s 118-14 Science, Theology, and M' are'

142-25 chapter sub-title

Medicine, Boyal Academy of

an 101-20 adopted by the Royal Academy of M' in Paris.

medicine
claims of . ...

a 44-12 all the clamis of m\ surgery, and hygiene,
effects of

s 163-15 "The effects of w on the human system are

equip the . ^ . ,

s 155- 9 the doctor, and the nurse equip the m- with

s 142-28 Mind, not matter, must have been the first m".

give up her
s 156-20 said that she would give up her m- for one day,

s 158- 4 and designated Apollo as "the god of Tn\"

material . , . ^ ,
s 146-13 Matenal m' substitutes drugs for

158-12 The future history of matenal m"
/ 226-18 scholastic theology, material m" and
p 404-30 neither material m- nor Mind can

•ncntai ... J ... .

ph 185- 9 discussed "mental m' and mind-cure,

Mind or
s 142-26 Which was first. Mind or m' ?

of Science ,,. ^
an 104-19 The m* of Science is divine Mind ;

potency of the
s 155-26 potency of the m' increases as the

practice of
s 151-12 law, restricting the practice of m:

produced by ....
p 401-21 The only effect produced by m' i3

profession of _ ,

s 158- I the profession of m* originated m idolatry
reform in

s 151-13 Even this one reform in m' would
religion and
m 67-30 Systems of religion and m' treat of
s 107-11 Through C. S., religion and m' are
( 444-15 towards differing forms of religion and m\

same
, . ^ ._

p 370-17 but it uses the same m' in both cases.

statutes touching
s 161-19 state statutes touching m' remind one of

systems of
s 146- 5 are governed more or less by our systems of m'

ph 185-13 as material as the prevailing systems of m'.
344-27 Why support the popular systems of m".

medium
of evil

sp 91-31 cannot be evil nor the m' of evil.

of hearing , ,

/ 214- 3 If the m' of hearing is wholly spiritual,
of matter

s 140-18 Worshipping through the m' of matter is

unaided
sp 89- 1 what the unaided m" is incapable of knowing

sp 72-27 nor the m' through which truth passes to earth,
s 136-18 some . . . believed that Jesus was a m .

6 284- 3 or that matter is . . . the m- of Mind,
p 372-10 belief that matter is the m' of man.
r 486-28 If the five corporeal senses were the m*
489-20 at one time the m' for sinning
489-20 at another the m" for obeying
489-28 nor make it the m' of Mind.

g 524-21 How could the non-intelligent become the m' or

medimnshlp
sp 81- 6 their belief in m" would vanish.

medley
sp 78-24 God is not la the m' where

meek
a 33-25 preaches the gospel to the poor, the m* In heart.

49-14 The m- demonstrator of good.
54-19 would not accept his m' mterpretation of life

b 272- 5 honest, unselfisn, loving, and m'.
t 463-15 Its beginning will be m\ its growth sturdy,
g 516-14 m- shall inherit the earth."— Psal. 37; 11.

533-29 as much as to say in m" penitence,
gl 597- 6 great Nazarene, as m- as he was mighty,

meekly
M- our Master met the mockery of his

before whom he had w walked.
Whoever is the first m' and conscientiously

en lOS-20
S 142-29

143-11
143-12
143-13
149-20
154-27
155-17
156-16
158-10
158-29

ph 187- 9
b 279-23

p 398-17
t 453-29
460- 9

medicines
p 382-29

as important to m' as to mechanics or
He made m' ; but that w was Mind.
The divine Mind never called matter m',
before it could be considered as m".
human mind uses one error to m' another,
remarked . . . take as little m" as possible ;

says to her child : . . . "Ypu need m*."
general belief, which sustains m'
she was unwilling to give up the m'
This was deemed progress in vx' ;

Matter is going out of m- :

it attributes to some material god or m" an
m" is more or less infected with the
sometimes not containing a particle of m',
A Christian Scientist's w is Mind,
Us m" is intellectual and spiritual,

wrote . . . treatises I bad read and the m'

39- 1

49-26
o 343-30

meekness
pr 4-4
a 30-32

an 106-28
S 115-27
f 224-26
h 270-23
O 343-22

p 364-27
t 445-13

gl 596-20

meet
pr 9-13
m 57-15

57-23
62- 6

sp 90-16
S 122-17
142-23

ph 195-30

/ 223-15
C 257-25
b 268-10
327-23
330- 6

p 378- 6

in patience, m-, love, and good deeds.

In m- and might, he was found preacliing
faith, m-, temperance -.— Gal. 5; 22, 23.

compassion, hope, faith, m", temperance,
who cometh in the quiet of w,
M- and charity have divine authority,
m' and spirituality are the conditions of

expressed by m' and human affection.
Teach the nr and might of life

Valley. Depression ; m' ; darkness.

404- 4

412- 5

413-8
419- 8
419-18
420-25
422-15

t 449-25
r 489-14
494-10

ap 568-8

meeting
a 34-32

35-10

/ 224-23
c 262- 5

we shall never m" this great duty simply by
Beauty, wealth, or fame is incompetent to m'
though it m' no return.

the cnUd can m- and master the beUef
In dreams we fly to Europe and m- a
clouds and ocean nr and mingle.
m- dwelling-places for the Most High.
to m" a frivolous demand for amusement
Many are ready to m- this inquiry with the
to rv the demands of human want and woe,

hypotheses challenge metaphysics to m- in

Moral courage is requisite to m' the wrong
would m" with immediate . . . acceptance.

„ and nv everj^ circumstance with truth.

390-29 M' the incipient stages of disease with
391-21 therefore m" the intimation with a protest.

m- and destroy these errors with the truth

to m* the peculiar or general symptoms
to TO* the simplest needs of the babe
m" the cause mentally and courageously,
M' every adverse circumstance as its master,

they can m- disease fearlessly, if they only
As when an acid and alkali m' and
Certain minds m- only to separate
to m- its own demands,
and always will m" every human need,

fatal effects of trying to m' error with error.

joyful m- on the shore of the Galilean Sea I

This spiritual m- with our Lord
7W the needs of mortals in sickness and in health.

„ shows the paramount necessity of w them.

gl 586-24 love m' no response, but still remaining love,

meets
C. S. m* a yearning of the human races 111-24

melodies
/ 213-25

melody
/ 219-23

melt
/ 205-18
241-16

6 29^29

Mental m' and strains of sweetest music

We may hear a sweet m\ and yet

or a.s they m" into such thianess that we
than can moonbeams to m* a river of ice.

sunshine of Truth, will m- away the shadow
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melted
sp 97-26

melting
b 295-23

ap 565-22

melts
p 442-21
r 480-31

member
C 261-15
o 351- 8

p 416- 1

(7 552-12

memorials
pref X- 1

a 34- 9

memory
a 33-32

sp 86-28
87- 3

87-29

/ 212- 9
212-10

p 378- 3

407-21
r 491-23

men
au

a 40-26
46-26

S 130- 4

/ 227-17
c 267- 7

b 340-20
r 467- 9

uttered His voice, the earth m."— Psal. 46; 6.

Then, like a cloud m' into thin vapor,
m' and purifying even the gold of . . . character.

belief m* into spiritual understanding,
As vapor m,' before the sun,

as actively as the youngest m' of the company.
The author became a tw of the orthodox
as if it were a separate bodily m\
no m" of this dolorous and fatal triad.

may treasure the m' of a child's growth,
if . . . why need we m- of that friend?

who eat bread and drink wine in m* of Jesu3
taken from pictorial thought and m'
even when they are lost to the m' of theM may reproduce voices long ago silent.

Because the m of pain is more vivid
than thew of pleasure,
reproduced in union by human m'.
If delusion says, "I have lost my m',"
In sleep, m" and consciousness are

all m- should follow the example of our Master
that is. he marked the way for all m
When all m,' are bidden to the feast.
All m- should be free,

and specifically man means all m .

and that all m shall have one Mind,
understood that all m" have one Mind,

always guided
pr 7-19 If spiritual sense always guided m',

among .

a 24-29
S 150-10

g 535-17
and women

{see women)
are assured

a 38- 1 Because m* are assured that this command
bade

sp 79-18 Apostle Paul bade m' have the Mind that was
become seers

sp 84- 8 When sufBciently advanced . . . m* become
seers

The truth had been lived among m' ;

as a permanent dispensation among m'
the heritage of the first born among m"

beheld as
(7/583-8

best
pre/ viii-15

boys and
6 333- 6

business
S 128- 7

some of the ideas of God beheld as m",

confers the most health and makes the best m-

in common with other Hebrew boys and m-,

andFrom this it follows that business m
can be baptized

a 20-10 He knew that m* can be baptized, . . . and yet
CftOSCS

t 458-32 Christianity causes m- to turn naturally from
children and of

£413-
8 the temperature of children and of m,-,

ren of
{see children)

delivered
/ 243- 5 which delivered m' from the boUing oil,

did not binder
a 28-19 Even his . . . purity did not hinder m' from

doctrines of
s 131-24 the ceremonies and doctrines of rrf,

-drowning
a 22- 8 This causes them, even as drowning tn', to

enlightenment of
a 45- 8 Jesus' deed was for the enlightenment of m'

ever with
ap 573-16

Father of
a 29-24

fortunes of
s 121- 8

Ood and
a 30-10
6 332-17

good
ph 189-14

the divine Principle of Harmony, is ever with m'

demonstrating God as the Father of m'.

the fate of empires and the fortunes of m'.

or tcay-shower, between God and m*.
mediator between God and nv,— I Tim. 2.-5.

should not make good m' auffer.

good-will toward
s 150- 8 good-will toward m\"— Luke 2: 14.

good-will toward m\"— Luke 2; 14./ 226-17

great
g 548-27

be allowed
o 51- 9

by the labors and genius of great m*.

but he allowed m* to attempt the destruction of

men
heard of

pr 2- 4 to enlighten the inflnitc or to be heard of m"7
hearts of

s 131-25 until the hearts of w are made ready for it.

light of
g 501- * and the life was the light of m\—John 1 ; 4.

ap 561-29 which is "the light of jn\"— John 1 ; 4.

men of
s 148- 9 The former explains the men of nv,

morals of
s 126-26 the health, longevity, and morals of in' ;

mortal
ph 190- 2 afterwards mortal m- or mortals,

other
pr 9-1 "not as other m-"?— Lukel&:U.
a 30- 2 more spiritual idea of life than other m',
r 473-13 Jesus . . . more than all other in-,

pitiful to lead
s 158-18 It is pitiful to lead m" into temptation

rejected of
o 20-16 "Despised and rejected of w,"— /sa. 53; 3.

52-13 "Despised and rejected of w,"— Isa. 53: 3.

save
s 136- 8 he used his divine power to save m"

showing
pr 6-27 showing w how to destroy sin,

status of
s 118-21 dignified as the natural status of tiv and things,

unifies
6 340-23 One infinite God, good, unifies m' and nations ;

will teach
s 139-12 reform in religious faith will teach m"

worst passions of
a 24-7 instigated sometimes by the worst passions of 77»*

would transfer
sp 75- 8 Spiritualism would transfer w from the

pr

sp
s

6- 3

13-27
39-20
42-24
93-27
136-12
139- 6

ph 172- 4

/ 202- 6
220-26

6 285-4
289-12
308-32
320-16

329-27
332-10
351-24

p 372-25

r 480-22

.J? 539-23
548-16
550- 7

ap 567-21
573-25

gl 597- 5

mend
p423-2

meningitis
ph 175- 7

mental
action

an 104-13

p 401-22
404- 1

agencies
ap 570- 5

anatomy
t 463-32

argument
t 454-31

assassin
p 419-26
tU5- 4

assassins
S 164-19
t 447-11

attempt
g 517- 6

caU
sp 86- 8

case
p 430-17

causation
.P423-9

A/* may pardon, but this divine Principle
hence m' recognize themselves as merely
meaning, not that now w must prepare for a
Let m" think they had killed the body !

If man were Spirit, then m" would be spirits,
"Whom do in- say that 1,

— Matt. 16; 13.

Moses proved ... by what m- called miracles ;

and from monkeys into m"
If m- would bring to bear upon the study of
belief that either . . . makes nv better
not alone hereafter in v/hat m" call Paradise,
Truth and Truth's idea, never make nv sick,

"power with God and with nv."— Gen. 32; 28.

forever rule [or be humbled] in m", seeing that
they

If m- understood their real spiritual source
the divine message from God to m'
Truth will waken in spirituaUy to hear
"Whosoever shall deny me before m",— Matt.

10 ; 33.

which seems to make nv capable of wrong-doing.
"Do m- gather grapes of— Matt. 7 : 16.

by which m- may entertain angels,
identity of animals as well as of m'.
either to benefit or to injure m-
is, and has been, possible to m-
if only he appeared unto m' to fast.

and may not be able to m- the bone,

cerebro-spinal nv, hay-fever, and rose-cold

C. S. goes to the bottom of nv action.
The only effect . . .isdependent uponw action.

physician should be familiar with irv action

certain active yet unseen nv agencies

Scientist, through understanding nv anatomy,

the letter and w argument are only

the nv assassin, who, in attempting to rule
attacks of the would-be nv assassin,

or produced by rw assassins,
save the victims of the m" assassins.

nv attempt to reduce Deity to corporeality.

His quick apprehension of this m' call

Suppose a m' case to be on trial,.

Scientist, . . . commences with m' causation.
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mental
cause

s 157- 2 C. S. deals wholly with the m- c^use

ph 187-16 Anatomy allows the nr cause of the latter

p 374-24 and ignorance of m" cause and effect.

chemicalization
m 65-29 The m' chemicalization, which has

pk 169- 4 occurred through nv chemicalization.

p 401-18 M- chemicalization brings ... to the surface,

t 453- 8 M' chemicalization follows the explanation of

concept
sp 87-24 Do not suppose that any m- concept is gone
p 376-19 the so-called material body is a m" concept

conception , ,

p 403-30 m' conception and development of disease

condition .

ph 181-19 you must improTe your m' condition

p 397- 8 Suffering is no less a m- condition than
conditions „..

s 153-29 we shall be more careful of our m- conditions,

154- 3 Disease arises, like other m' conditions,
159-11 Is it skilful ... to take no heed ofw conditions

conflict
, . ^ . ,

b 288- 4 m" conflict between the evidence of the

contagion j . .

s 153-28 When this m' contagion is understood,
crime

an 105-16 take cognizance of m' crime

despotism „ . . . •
p 375-15. No person is benefited by . . . any m" despotism

direction .... .- .•

s 160-23 never capable of acting contrary to m* direction.

disturbance . , ,. ^
p 421-12 treat . . . more for the m' disturbance

p 371- 5 Disquisitions on disease have a m' effect

element , , , ^ . ,
.

s 157- 5 whole force of the m* element is employed
endowments

r 488-25 m' endowments are not at the mercy of

endurance
p 387- 6 When we reach our limits of m- endurance.

energy
p 394- 6 majority of doctors depress m' energy,

environment
sp 87- 8 their m' environment remains

fears
ph 199-20 latent m* fears are subdued by him.

fermentation

beaier
96-22 This m- fermentation has begun.

401-31 while the m" healer confines himself chiefly

bealing
pref X- 4 Various books on m* healing

s 107- 6 divine Principle of scientific m" healing.
( 4.55-31 the Science of m' healing and teaching,
459-15 Committing the bare process of w healing to

height . ^
/ 237- 8 m- height their little daughter . . . attamed.

horizon
sp 98- 4 beholds in the m' horizon the signs

Idea
r 467-27 Spirit gives the true m- idea.

Uluslon „, .

p 403- 8 understood that the diflSculty is a m' illusion,

image
p 416- 4 unless the m- Image occasioning the pam

images .

p 4ia-28 these actions convey m* images to

impression
/ 213-16 Sound is a m' impression

infant
ph 194-24 Kaspar was still a m" infant,

inSuence
p 397- 6 m" influence on the wrong side.

inbarmony
r 493-24 removes any other sense of moral or m" Innar-

mony.
Jurisprudence

p 441-31 Our great Teacher of m" jurisprudence
legislators

p 440-22 human m' legislators compel them to

tnalprartice
p 442-30 tn' malpractice cannot harm you
t 451-26 All m" malpractice arises from ignorance or
451-31 m- malpractice tends to blast moral sense,
457-17 m- malpractice, prolific of evil,

malpractitioner
p 419-25 Never fear the m" malpractitioner,

manifestation
b 303- 2 The reflection, through m- manifestation,

means
p 373-31 when by m* means the circulation is changed,

medicine
ph 185- 8 discussed "m" medicine" and "mind-cure,"

mental
melodies

f 213-24 M• melodies ana strains of sweetest music
method

sp 79- 7 A scientific m" method is more sanitary than
79- a such a m' method produces permanent

miasma
6 274- 2 Truth and Love antidote this m- miasma,

microbes
5 164-15 all the m' microbes of sin

might
p 428-19 We must realize the ability of m- might

molecule . ^ ,.

g 507-24 governs all, from the m* molecme to infinity.

negation
p 392-12 should always be met with the m- negation.

opposition
p .390-30 with as powerful m- opposition as a
g 534-24 There will be greater m" opposition

origin . . -
p 374-18 is no argument against the m- origm or

penury
p 366-10 while m- penury chills his faith and

physical and ^ , ,

s 132-26 salvation from all error, physical and m-,
148-14 Both . . . define man as both physical and m

physician . . .^ ,. . .,.

p 368-32 Once let the m* physician believe in the

picture . . , J , .

c 264- 6 when the m" picture is spiritual and eternal

plea
p 412-20 and array your m* plea against the physical.

power
t 455-26 No person can misuse this m" power, if

powers
an 105-22 Whoever uses his developed m- powera
s 128- 9 C. S. enhances their endurance and m" powers,

practice
ph 185-25 Erroneous m" practice may seem
p 375-15 All unscientific m' practice is erroneous

395-27 M- practice, which holds disease as a
410-23 The Science of m- practice is susceptible or no
410-25 If m- practice is abused or is

t 447- 5 In m- practice you must not forget that

process . ,

p 416-24 The sick know nothing of the m- process

protest , ^ ^,
s 160-21 become cramped despite the m- protest?

p 425-31 be always ready with the m- protest

quackery , ^. ,.^

p 395-21 It is m- quackery to make disease a reality
t 458- 1 Af- quackery rests on the same platform as

qualities , ,. . . . . i. ,

an 104-21 and by no means the m- qualities wnicn heal

quality . ^ ,. «. ^

p 365-12 what m- quality remains, with which to

realm
, ^ j „

sp 82-22 the m' realm in which we dweU.
g 514-11 the king of the m' realm.

reconstruction , ..

p 401-31 confines himself chiefly to m' reconstruction

reservoir
ph 180-15 may . . . add more fear to the m- reservoir

seu-kHowledge
t 462-20 Anatomy, ... Is m' self-knowledge,

SljTD

/ 233-19 how much more should ye discern the sign m',

signs
ph 169- 4 I have seen the rw signs, assurmg me

sin
g 557-23 as if he . . . fell into m- sin ;

sI&Tcry
/ 225-24 abolition of m- slavery is a more difScult task.

state
(see state)

states

sp 82-25 The m* states are so unlike,
s 119- 9 the different m' states of the patient.
t 455- 5 Such m- states indicate weakness

surgery , ,

p 402- 6 records of the cure, . . . through m" surgery
swaddling-clothes

c 255- 2 drop off their m- swaddling-clothes,
symptoms , , , , .

s 156-32 Homoeopathy takes m- symptoms largely into

trespasser
an 106-13 the m- trespasser incurs the divine penalty

ways
ap 571- 2 hidden m- ways of accomplishing iniquity.

wonZ'K
/ 238-27 People with m" work before them

pr 12-32 In divine Science, where prayers are nr,

sp 91-28 erroneous . . .that man is both m" and
s 114-23 C. S. explains all cause and effect as w.
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mental
s 15&- 2 these qualities must be m*.

ph 169-10 disease has a m\ mortal origin,
169-19 origin of all disease as m\ .

178-12 predisposing cause and the exciting cause are m\
185- 7 No system of hygiene but C. S. is purely m\

f2(H- 6 is as conclusively m' as
217-10 unnatural m' and bodily conditions,

b 270-28 disease is m', not material.
280- 8 and the product must be m\
287- 6 Error supposes man to be both m' and material.
302-27 in the m\ not in any bodily or personal likeness

O 360- 5 those which are both m' and material.

p 375-18 adding to his patient's w and moral power,
376-31 To fear . . . disease, is to paralyze m' and
377-26 The cause of all so-called disease is w,
383— 1 The ailment was not bodily, but m', ,

422-15 so m' and moral chemistry changes the
t 458- 7 from both a m' and a material standpoint.
g 508-14 Gender is m\ not material.

513-23 these are m,', both primarily and secondarily.
Cl 586- 4 Eyes. . . . not material but m'.

587-10 a belief that . . . are both w and material ;

588-18 the behef that . . . are both m" and material.

mentality
sp 90-22 This shows what tnortal m' and knowledge are.
an 105-11 Can you separate the m" from the body
ph 173-12 manifests nothing but a material m*.

185-30 a mortal consolidation of material m'
/ 217-19 When m' gives re^t to the body,
h 283-32 Are m,', immortality, consciousness,

292-27 material w, misnamed viind,

p 375-14 yielding his m' to any mental despotism
g 513- 1 both this mortal m', so-called, and its claim,

mentalizes
s 157-11 Homoeopathy m' a drug with

mentally
m 62- 2 The foetus must be kept m' pure
sp 86-31 Pictures are m' formed before the artist can

90-20 Opium and hashish eaters m.' travel
96-29 will be apprehended m" instead of materially.

5 137-21 Christ, the spirit of God, . . . which heals fn'.

153-20 Now administer m" to your patient a high
/ 235- 5 than to be treated w by one who does not obey
p 377- 1 m- convince him that matter cannot take cold,

391-29 Af contradict every complaint from the body,
392-13 must be expressed m\ and thought should be
401- 7 which you impart m'
404-32 unless it makes him better m',
410-28 If . . . the power to heal m' will diminish,
411-22 induced by a false sense w entertained,
412- 4 A/' and silently plead the case
412-10 You may call the disease by name when you m'
412-20 Argue at first m\ not audibly, that the patient
412-23 M' insist that harmony is the fact,
418- 3 m" destroying all belief in material pleasure or
419- 9 meet the cause w and courageously,
424-23 more difficult to make yourself heard m* while
425- 6 If the case to be m- treated is consumption,

t 447-15 when m- sustained by Truth,
453-24 You should treat sickness m" just as you would
461-29 you must m' unsee the disease ;

464-15 so violent that he could not treat himself m',
464-19 he could handle his own case m'.
528-29 performed m' and without instruments ;

Mental Treatment Illustrated
p 410-22 chapter sub-title

mention
g 526-14 first m" of evil is in the legendary

merchandise
pr 12-25 they are the m" of human thought
s 130- 5 One has a farm, another has m',

merciful
pr 10-31 Do you ask wisdom to be m*
r 497-27 and to be m\ just, and pure.

mercifully
o 344-13 would perhaps m" withhold their

merciless
o 352-21 declaring ghosts to be real, m', and

mercury
1 449-U Man's moral m*. rising or falling,

mercy
and Justice

g 538- 7 Kadiant with m' and justice,
at the

a 27-31 endeavored to hold him at the m* of matter
s 148-14 and place mind at the m- of matter

ph 165-10 to place this so-called mind at the m' ol

/ 250-31 not being at the W of death,
6 317-17 his life is not at the m' of matter
35&- i II God is at the m' of matter.

mercy
at the

r 481-14 declaring existence to be at the m* of death,
488-25 not at the w of organization and

cancels the
a 22-30 M- cancels the debt only when

dlTlne
b 329-26 The pardon of divine irf is the
<7 542-13 jeopardize self-control, and mock divine m'.

goodness and
ap 578-16 Surely goodness and m- shall— Psal. 23; 6.

handmaid of
a 36- 9 since justice is the handmaid of m'.

heavenly
p 435- I commended man's immortal Spirit to heavenly

m",
His

pr &-20 according as His m' is sought or unsought,
left to the

s 126-20 left to the m.' of speculative hypotheses?
on your soul

p 433-25 "May God have w on your soul,"
recommended to
an 105-10 defies justice and is recommended to m*.

p 437-16 Soul a criminal though recommended to m' ;

shall have
t 448-19 whoso confesseth . . . shall have m'."— Prov,

28 .-13.

to mortals
o 18- 7 did life's work aright . . . In m* to mortals,

the immortal law of justice as well as of w.
goodness, m', justice, health,
justice, w, wisdom, goodness, and

The m' habit of pleading with
M- legal pardon . . . leaves the offender free
A m,' request that God will heal
Can the m" public expression of our desires
is to have, not m" emotional ecstasy
Faith, if it be m' belief, is as a pendulum
Our Master taught no m' theory, doctrine,
in a clearer light than m' words can possibly do,
a m' offshoot of material sense.
mesmerism, or hypnotism is a m' negation,
the m' dogma, the speculative theory,
M' speculation or superstition
proof which he gave, instead of m" profession.
not m" inferences drawn from material
understanding of being supersedes m.- belief.
Here a dam is not a m" play upon words ;

In C. S. m' opinion is valueless.
proofs are better than w verbal arguments"
there was encouragement in the m- fact that
If Christian healing is abused by m.' smatterera
M' belief is blindness
In sleep, cause and effect are m' illusions.

and that man is made better m* by
even the surrender of all m' material sensation,
hence men recognize themselves as m' physical,
highest prayer is not one of faith m' ;

and not m" worship his personality,
when it is rw the absence of truth,
far above the m' ecclesiastical
not m' in the name of Christ, or Truth,
This he did m" to ascertain the temperature of
If God were understood instead of being m' be-

lieved,
These m' evade the question.
Matter is neither a thing nor a person, but m*
for instance, to name Love as m' an attribute
must be not m' believed, but
beware of making clean m' the outside
your suffering was m- the result of your belief.
A sinner is not reformed m* by assuring him
The sick are not healed m" by declaring

it never m' into immortal being,

is m" seen and appreciated by lookers-on.
transgress the laws, and m' punishment,
according to personal m' or demerit,

has been most grateful for m' rebuke.

redeemed through the m* of Christ,
rules which disclose its w or demerits,

Mesmer {see also Mesmer's)
an lOO- 2 brought into notice by M' in Germany in 1776,

mesmeric
r 490-31 Under the m* illusion of belief, a man will

a 3&-2I
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Mesmerism , ,^ ^
p 441-22 Health-laws, A/-, Hypnotism,

an 100-1 M' or animal magnetism was first brought into

animal magnetism, m-, or hypnotism
"AX- is a problem cot lending itseu to

occultism, necromancy, m-
. ...

foreshadowed the m- and hypnotism oi to-day.
The error, m-— or hypnotism,
between voluntary and involuntary m*
voluntary m- is induced consciously
hygiene, m.-, hypnotism, theosophy,
AI- is mortal, material illusion.

Sleep and m- explain the mythical nature or

10:?- 5

102-25
104-18

b 322-16

p 402-22
403-3
403- 4

r484-7
484-21
490-28

mesmerist
sp 87-18

Mesmer's
an 100-13

message
a 27- 1

b 308-19
332-10

« 399-13
432-28
439- 7

ap 558- 9
574-10
574-20

messages
sp 78-19

p 432- 7

ap 56&-30
567-26

to heal through Mind, but not as a m*.

to investigate M' theory

Jesus sent a m* to John the Baptist,
when an angel, a m from Truth and Love,
the divine m- from God to men
both the service and w of this telegraphy,
with a m- from the Board of Health
when a m- came from False BeUef,
This angel or vv which comes from God,
This ministry of Truth, this w from
the very w, or swift-winged thought.

for the transmission of m'.
testifies : . . . I convey m- from my
assigns to the angels, God's divine-m*,

_

His angels, or m', are cast out with their

messenger (see aUo Eddy, Mrs. Mary Baker)

b 309- 2 the m- was not a corporeal being,

Messiah (see also Messiah's)
s 116-15 They never crown the power of Mind as the M\
137-19 The Af •

is what thou hast declared,

138- 5 lay behind Peter's confession of the true M*
b 288-29 The Christ-element in the Af •

309-16 until the Af- should rename them.
333-10 The name is synonymous with M',
333-24 caught glorious glimpses of the M\

_

o 360-32 The Jew believes that the Af •

or Christ

spiritual purgation which came through the Al'.

He was inseparable from Christ, the M'
the spiritual idea as the M',
Son. The Son of God, the Af•

or Christ.

p 364-22
r 482-21

ap 562- 2
gl 594-16

Messiah's
r494- 6 to believe that so great a work as theM

Messiahship
sp 95-24 the Magi of old foretold the Af- of Truth,

established his claim to the A/'.s 131-30

Messianic
a 27-9
3 133- 1

met
a

God is the power in the Af' work,

questioned the signs of the Af '

appearing,

39- 1 Meekly our Master w the mockery of

42-20 This error Jesus m- with divine Science
44-10 He m- and mastered on the basis of C. S".,

49-15 m- his earthly fate alone with God.
sp 92-23 Until . . . the moral demand will not be m',
s 130- 1 the demands of God must be m'.

ph 168-29 if the error . . . was m' and destroyed by truth.

193- 3 On entering the house I m- his physician,
/ 231- 3 Unless an ill is rightly w and fairly overcome
b 308- 9 is m- by the admission from the head, heart,

o 355- 4 The charge ... is m" by something practical.

p 392-12 should always be m" with the mental negation.
412-29 it needs to be m' mainly through the

The belief that he has m' his master
must be m" and mastered by Science,
this Science has m' with opposition ;

Divine Love always has nf
he, . . . w and conquered sin in every form.

423- 1

427-10
r 483-25
494-10

op 564-16

metal
m 66-32

metaphor
g 507- 1

527-11
529-23

ap 571-22

that the precious m' may be graven with the

In m\ the dr^j land illustrates the
Here the m' represents God, Love, as
enters into the m' only as evil.

_^ Through trope and w, the Revelator,

metaphorlc
ap 575-13 The description is m".

metaphorical
g 510-16 The sun is a m* representation of Soul

metaphorically
a 38-15 is used m', as in the text,

g 511-26 Animals and mortals m- present the gradation

metaphors , ^.^,
b 320- 4 Af • abound in the Bible.

p 389-16 the rw about the fount and stream,

metaphysical
sp 99-1 not physical but m-,
s 111-30 I submitted my m- system of treating disease to

113-15 not a foot to stand upon which is not purely m-.

115- 4 inadequacy of material terms for m' statements,
115- 5 difficulty of so expressing m' ideas

144-17 is not the m" practice of C. S.,

ph 185- 3 My m- treatment changed the action or

195-13 m- Science and its divine Principle.

/ 210-17 by one and the same m- process.
219-25 Those who are healed through m' Science,

b 268- 8 is slowly yielding to the idea of aw basis,

269-12, matter does not enter into in- premises or

33S-26 aside from their m' derivation,

p 397- 1 By not perceiving vital m.- points,
416-26 vv method by which they can be healed.

418-21 All m- logic is inspired by this simple rule

424-15 It is equally important in w practice
I 456-22 efficaciously treated by the m- process.
460- 5 and it underlies all rr}- practice.

gl 579- 5 the m- interpretation of Bible terms,

(see also bealing)

metaphysically
m 65-12 should be more w regarded.
s 118-18 are m' presented as three measures of meal,

metaphysician
s 162- 1 but upon different terms than does the m- ;

162- 2 while the in' agrees only with health

p 365- 3 In order to cure his patient, the m- must
423-18 The m-, making Mind his basis of

metaphysics
act against . ^ . ..

• »
s 160- 3 The systems of physics act against m ,

categories of
b 269-13 The categories of in- rest on

CllA 1 1CKTSTff

b 26S-10 Materialistic hypotheses challenge m'

s 155-16 the high and mighty truths of Christian w.-.

g 549-23 which rely upon physics and are devoid of m\
divine

{see divine)

s 154- 9 This fact in m' is illustrated by the following

of Ctiristian Science , , , .. , r^ t,

s 152-22 prepared her thought for the m ol t^. o.

Principle of .„..,,
p 419-27 the divine Principle of m ,

resolves things . . .v, v.,
b 269-14 Af- resolves things into thoughts,

scientific
b 268-15 no substantial aid to scientific m',
T 465- 6 to elucidate scientific w.

nnderstood .. j . j
s 159-15 Had these unscientific surgeons understood m ,

s 116-13 Works on m- leave the grand point untouched.

en 105-20 "I see no reason why 7n- is not

s 156-28 Af-, as taught in C. S., is the

156-29 In m-, matter disappears from the remedy
ph 194-14 (as I learned in m-)
b 269-11 Af- is above physics, , _, .
t 460-11 Yet this most fundamental part of m* is

gl 585-18 m- taking the place of physics ;

metastasis
p 420- 2 There is no m', no stoppage

mete
pr 5-11
a 37-3

method
but one

s 112- 5

changed the
g 531-23 Has man

divine
/ 240-29
6 339- 1

ap 568- 6

false
p 380-11

God's
a 40-11
343- 6

pref x-28 Only those quarrel with her m- who
ignorance of the , ..

t 450-17 betrays a gross ignorance of the m

measure ye m* "shall be measured— Luke 6 : 38.

"With what measure ye m-.—Matt. 7: 2.

There can, therefore, be but one m*

, changed the m- of his Maker?

The divine m- of paying sin's wages
destruction of sin is the divine m- of pardon.
the divine m- of warfare in Science,

This false m* is as though the defendant

God's m- of destroying sin.
^ ^ .,

Is not finite mind ignorant of God s m-7
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method
material

sp 78 18 it noixl'j no rnatrrial m' for the transmission of
s 145-13 It matters not what material m"
/ 250-24 by drugs, Jaygiene, or any material m\

medical
ph 17&-12 Every medical m,' has its advocates.

mental
sp 79- 7 A scientific mental m" is more sanitary than

79- 8 sucti a mental m' produces permanent
metaphysical

p 41&-26 metaphysical m- by which they can be healed.
my

/ 219- 3 My m- of treating fatigue applies to all

of demonstrating
t 456-11 m- of demonstrating C. S.

of divine Mind
g 551-14 it does not acknowledge the m* of divine Mind,

of madness
p 407-31 its m,' of madness is in consonance with

of surgery
a 44-23 It was a m* of surgery beyond material art,

revealed a
a 44-25 revealed a w infinitely above that of

same
sp 85-18 After the same m", events of great moment
p 404-28 Both cures require the same m'

sanitary
pref x-25 than that of any other sanitary m%

scientific
t 456- 6 divine Principle and rules of the scientific m*

successful
s 154-31 The better and more successful m'

tliat

ph 179-14 creates a demand for that m',
tbis

s 112- 6 Those who depart from this m'
o 344-25 Why should one refuse to investigate this m'
359- 8 infidels whose only objection to this m- was,

true
ap 568-10 first the true m' of creation is set forth

s 113-27 metaphysics of C. S., like thew in

ph 179-13 preference of mortal mind for a certain m"
r 493-11 The w' of C.S. Mind-healing is touched upon
g 553-23 appearance of its m' in finite forma

methods
clianged their

a 35- 4 they changed their m',
conclusions and

p 397- 5 in our conclusions and m*.
curative

s 152-29 skeptical as to material curative w.
different

g 549-10 three different m- of reproduction
erroneous

ph 185-28 because erroneous m- act on and through
healing

1 445-15 there will be no desire for other healing m\
Ignorant of the

ph 178-28 Ignorant of the m' and the basis of
material

(see material)
materlallgtlc

ph 183-26 Truth casts out all evils and materialistic m"
means and
m 67-24 potent beyond all other means and m\

nature and
t 451-25 may perceive the nature and m' of error

ap 564- 4 with error's own nature and m".
of M3nd

/ 212-25 all the m" of Mind are not understood,
other

s 145-15
,
has this advantage over other m.',

145-25 Other nv undertake to oppose «rror with error,
/ 212-28 and possibly that other m" involve

patholt^ical
pref xi- 6 explains that all other pathological m' are the

physical
1 443-16 ordinary physical vf of medical treatment,

present
an 102-21 So secret are the present w of

sanitary
s 133-23 theories concerning God, man, sanitary m',

scientific

/ 217-15 That scientific m' are superior to others,
o 355- 4 in Christianly scientific m' of dealing with sin

studied
ph 174- 3 civilized practitioners by their more studied m*.

such
an 106-15 sanction only such m' as are demonstrable

these
ph 178-30 but none of these m* can be mingled with

355- a the proof of the utility of these w ;

methods
unsrjentlflc

p 369-27 Unscientific m- are frnding their dead level.

unspirltual
s-143-31 Inferior and unspiritual m' of healing

various
o 344-19 There are various m' of treating disease.

Methods of Study in Natural History
g 548-29 "A/- of S' in N- H,"

miasma
ph 176-17 Human fear of m- would load with disease
b 274— 2 Truth and Love antidote this mental m',

Michael
ap 566-26 Af• and his angels fought— Rev. 12 ; 7.

Michael's
ap 566-30 M- characteristic is spiritual strength.

microbes
s 154-15 and aU the mental m* of sin

microscope
c 264-21 Matter disappears under the m' of Spirit.

ap 561- 5 Agassiz, through his nr, saw the sun in an egg
microscopic

g 547- 9 Louis Agassiz, by his m' examination of

midnight
sp 95-22 M- foretells the dawn.
b 327-16 rushes forth to clamor with m* and tempest,
p 365- 6 preparing their helpers for the "in' call,"

midst
pr 7-30 and consoling ourselves in the m' of
s 122-20 in the m- of murky clouds
/233- 8 In the m" of imperfection,
h 291- 2 that happiness can be genuine in the nc of
g 505- 5 firmament in the m" of the waters.— Gen. 1:6.
526- 1 in the m" of the garden,— Gen. 2 ; 9.

529-19 in the m- of the garden,— Gen. 3 : 3.

might
aU

6 310- 6 but all m- is divine Mind.
g 522- 6 assigns all /«• and government to God,

and permanence
/ 215- 2 and the 771

• and permanence of Truth.
and wisdom

gl 597-21 The m- and wisdom of God.
continuity, and

b 325-14 in all its perfection, continuity, and m\
full

pref viii- 5 To develop the full 771" of this Science,
great

b 329- 9 no right to question the great 77»- of divino
Imparted by

g 514-19 accompanies all thew imparted by Spirit.
light and

/ 215-13 the light and tti- of intelligence and Life.
/ 446-26 the spiritual light and 77i- which heal the sick.

meekness and
a -30-32 In meekness and 77i', he was found preaching-
/ 445-13 Teach the meekness and 77i' of

mental
p 428-20 We must realize the ability of mentalw

moral
s 124- 7 Having neither moral m\ spiritual basis, nor
/ 455- 9 You must utilize the moral m' of Mind

no other
b 275- 8 there is no other m- nor Mind,

of divine Mind
s 128- 1 the 771" of divine Mind.

of Intelligence
/ 215-13 the light and m- of intelligence and Life.

p 378-17 the m- of intelligence exercised over mortal.
of Mind

s 146-14 even the tti* of Mind
/ 225-15 all history, illustrates the m' of Mind,
p 391-11 ruled out by the 771' of Mind,
t 455- 9 You must utilize the moral m^ of Mind

of omnipotence
gl 597-27 indicates the 77i" of omnipotence

of truth
pref vii-27 the author's discovery of the m' of Truth

spiritual
ph 192-17 Moral and spiritual 77i' belong to Spirit,

ph 194- 1

b 317- 4

p 367-32

g 518-20
520-4
544-14

mightier
/ 207-15

y 505-18

the 771" of omnipotent Spirit shares not its

insisted on the /ti" of matter, the force of falsity.
Truth's opposite, has no m\
Love giveth to the least spiritual idea 77f,
The depth, breadth, height, 77i', majesty, and
No mortal mind has the m' or right or

nor is evil tti" than good.w than the noise of many waters. - • Psal. 93 : 4.
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mightiest
a 48-12 shall the humblest or vv disciple murmur

xniglitUy
s 155-20 m- outweigh the power of popular belief

mighty
pref xi-U these m- works are not supernatural,

a 37-17 and to imitate his m- works?
42- 3 rabbi affirmed God to be a m- potentate.
49-10 Hid they so soon lost sight of his nv works,
50-17 its m- blessing for the human race.

52-20 the W actuality of all-incluiiive God,
53-14 Mortals believed in God as humanly rtv,

s 117-21 his m', crowning, unparalleled, and
133-30 or only a m' hero and king,
I5>-15 high and w truths of Christian metaphysics.

/ 201- * reproach of all the m' people :— Psal. 89 ; 50.

240- 4 winged winds, nv billows, verdant vales,

o 357-27 Can Deity be almighty, if another nv and

p 401- 1 in certain localities he did not many m" works
407-* 8 is conquered only by a m- struggle. _ , „ ,

g 505-19 yea, than thew waves of the sea."— Psal. 9o ; 4.

a'p 558- 3 And I saw another nv angel— Ret. 10: 1.

568-25 What shall we say of the nv conquest over

577-22 Af- potentates and dynasties will

gl 597- 6 The great Nazarene, as meek as he was m-,

migratory
/ 244-25 not a beast, a vegetable, nor a m- mind.

mUd
^ . ,

an 102-16 rrv forms of animal magnetism
p 408-15 is in itself a nv species of insanity.

mildly
g 530- 1 He begins his reign over man somewhat m',

miles
sp 87-31 which are thousands of nv away

militates
b/i 168- 8 Your belief m- against your health.

milf
p 399-18 A m" at work or the action of a water-wheel

millenarianism
s HI- 2 theosophy, spiritualism, or nv

milleniiial
g 514-21 the n%- estate pictured by Isaiah :

millennium
a 34-17 thev will bring in the m .

p 382- 7 this alone would usher in the m-.

million
a 50-28 a m- times sharper than the thorns which

millions
or 10- 9 m- of vain reoetitiona will never

p 379-30 the fever-picture, drawn by m' of mortals

ap 570-14 M- of unprejudiced minds— simple seekers

millstones
an 105-25 His sins will be m- about nis neck,

Milton
p 372- 5 likened by Af • to

'

'chaos and old night."

mimicry
ph 192- 3 a mockery of intelligence, a m- of Mind.
gl 580- 9 product of nothing as the w of something :

Mind {see also Mind's)
actual

p 387- 5 dares to say that actual Af" can be overworked?
aid of

ph 182-24 forthwith shut out the aid of M'
all Is

c 257- 2 If Mind is within and without. . . then all is A/' ;

b 275-21 that all is A/', and that Mind is God.
p 37L- 2 when in fact all is M\

42")- 9 understanding scientifically that all is M'.
t 444-32 teacher must malce clear . . . that all is A/',

r 492-16 or that all is A/'

492-20 Science says : All is A/' and Mind's idea.

492-26 Gnd is Mind, and . . . hence all is A/-.

g 509-29 the Science of creation, in which all Is if"

all'knowlns
pr 7 -25 It is the all-hearing and all-knowing Af*.

ph 187- 4 hov/ ignorant must they be of the all-knowing AI-

alone possesses
r 48S-23 M- alone possesses all faculties,

and body
6 285-13 Spirit and matter, Af- and body,

and dm!;s
s 143-32 to make Af • and drugs coalesce,

and Immortality
& 318- 3 nothing can efface Af- and immortality.
p 369-29 the advantages of Af • and inmiortality

and its formations
/ 245-32 At- and its formations can never be atmihilated.

p 402-10 when immortal Af • and its formations will be

22

Mind
and matter

6 269- 3 the supposed coexistence of Af • and matter
270- 1 as reasonable as the second, that Af • and matter

g 555-22 as if man were the offspring of both Af and
matter,

antipode of
, , . .. , ,

c 257-24 mind in matter to be the antipode or M'.
apparent only as

g 505-11 the ideas of Spirit apparent only as Af",

appeals to
s 130- 2 is alarmed by constant appeals to Af'.

atmosphere of
g 512-12 abound in the spiritual atmosphere of Af',

aught besides
ph 181-26 It is unnecessary to resort to aught besides M'

aught but
s 120-18 impossible for aught but Af • to testify truly

belief that
b 292- 8 belief that Af', the only immortality of man,

called God
/ 204-13 an intelligence or Af called God.

can control
p 378- 7 Disease is less than mind, and Af • can control it,

can have no
b 284- 8 Af' can have no starting-point,

can Impart
p 371-28 Af- can impart purity instead of impurity,

causation Is

p 417-13 all causation is Af-, acting through
character of

s 142-31 departs from the nature and character of Af\
controlled by

b 303- 4 controlled by Af-, the Principle
controlling . , , ... ,,m 63- 3 never . . . better . . . than the controlling Af*,

control of
ph 169-16 If we understood the control of Af- over body,
p 380-10 against the control of Af- over body,

389- 4 it will be given in behalf of the control of Af -

394-11 admission that . . . is beyond the control of Af'

controls
, , , ....

sp 79-28 asserting that Af- controls body and brain.

g 5.57- 6 Af •

controls the birth-throes in the
created by , .^ , ,

g 531-31 record of man as created by Af

c 257-12 Af- creates His own likeness in ideas,

6 280- 7 Af- creates and multiplies them,

g 507-24 Infinite Af- creates and governs all,

delflc
6 334-24 but undying in the deific Af-.

derived from
,_ . ^ • j j , , /

s 143-27 except that which is derived from Af*.

dinne
(see divine)

divine state of .., . ,,. .

b 291-14 a divine state of Af- in which
effect of his

, ,. , . .

sp 95- 1 effect of his Af • was always to heal and to save,

/ 216-U The imderstanding that the Ego is Af-,

1*^ffO WAS
6 315- 7 He knew that the Ego was Af• instead of body-

elements of ..,.., . t ,r
g 507^ 3 while waler symbolizes the elements of Al .

empire of ,_*, ^
p 378-23 not an intelligence to dispute the empire of M'.

energies of
.^ . , , /•

1 455-13 if, . . . you fail to use the energies of M'
eternal , ,,

s 127-14 the infinite, supreme, eternal Af-.

/ 247-22 which dwells forever in the eternal Af'

b 270-13 this intelligence is the eternal Af •

274-28 governed by the unerring and eternal A/-,

277- 3 To all that is unlike unerring and eternal Af',

282-12 Eternal Af- and temporary material

336-13 He has been forever in the eternal Af-, God ;

g 511-13 In the eternal Af-, no night is there.

519- 1 Nothing can be novel to eternal Ar.
528-2 all being is the reflection of the eternal . .

5.52-31 when the perfect and eternal Af is understood.

gl 5SS-10 unerring, immortal, and eternal Af.
5SS-20 God ; incorporeal and eternal Af -

;

58S-25 self-existent and eternal Af- ;.

ever-present , , ^ , ,. ., ,

ph 180-26 the ever-present Af
• who understands ali things

everything Is

b 270- 4 that everything is Af'.

evil is not
/ 207- 9 Indeed, evil is not Af'.

evolved from
, j , »^.

g 545-13 the theory of man as evolved from M\
facts of ,.,...,

b 238-18 as well as on the facta or M'.
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faculties of
/ 215- 6 with all the faculties of Af•

;

fetterless
sp 84-18 yea, to reach the range of fetterless M'.

forms of
b 303- 3 multitudinous forms of M- which people fho

<7 505-10 and they are forms of ^f•.
507-17 reproduces the multitudinous forms of M'

from material body to
6 284-31 but neither. . . goes from material body to M".

from matter to
b 268- 9 looking away from matter to M"

functions of
r 478-23 Matter cannot perform the functions of M'.

give to
s 143-29 then give to M- the glory, honor, dominion,

glory of
/ 209-14 enhances the glory of M-.

God Is

/ 239-30 Mind sends forth perfection, for God Is M\
b 3U- 4 God is M' : all that Mind, God, is,

330-23 Mind is not both good and bad, for God is M' ;

r 492-25 God is M\ and God is infinite;

God, or
o 347- 9 It must be the one God, or M\
r 475-18 man Is the reflect ion'of God, or M:,

ffood Is

s 113-17 God is good. Good Is M-
governed by . . v ,• r.

r 480-11 Consciousness, ... Is governed by Al .

governs man
/ 222-12 availed himself of the fact that M- governs man,

governs the body
s 111-28 M- governs the body, not partially but wholly.

162-12 the fact that Af" governs the body,
bad made man

<7 524-18 M' had made man, both male and female.

healing through ^ „, .». ,. .x. u ,^
t 456-30 C. S., or the Science of healmg through Ar.

hf^ls sIpIcdgss

/ 236-10 A/- heals sickness as well as sin

heal through , , , ,^ , ,
sp 87-17 It enables one to heal through M\
p 382-20 more difficult to heal through A/' than one who

Sie Is

g 532-24 God Is All and He is Af• and there Is but one

b 280- 7 AU things beaut iful and harmless are Ideas ofM'.
Ignorance of j , .i,

/ 252- 4 Human ignorance of Af• and of the

Image tn
s 115-17 Idea: An image in M- ;

imagine that . , , .

/ 203-19 We imagine that Af• can be imprisoned la

Immortal
sp 71-20 and that immortal Af- Is not In matter,
an 103-25 The truths of immortal Af' sustain man,
s 145-10 between mortal minds and immortal Af\

145-11 Immortal Af- through Christ, Truth, subdues

ph 171-15 Illustrated . . . the power of immortal Af-

177- 9 both must be destroyed by immortal Af-.

179- 7 Immortal Af - heals what eye hath not seen ;

185-16 to match the divine Science of Immortal Af-,

188-^ yields to God, immortal Af-, and
190- 7 neither a mortal mind nor the Immortal Af-

195-12 whether it is mortal mind or Immortal Af-

200- 7 capacities of being bestowed by Immortal Af-

/ 208-11 It 13 the very antipode of immortal Af-,
229-21 made void by the law of immortal Af-,
246-24 Man, governed by immortal Af-, is always
248- 8 Immortal Af- feeds the body with

h 279- 8 never originated in the immortal Af-,

282-25 Truth is the intelligence of immortal Af-

p 371- 4 yield to the mandate of immortal Af-.

374-15 Through immortal Af-, or Truth, we can
387- 8 when we realize that immortal Af -

is ever active,
399-15 matter can return no answer to immortal Af.
399-28 All that is real is included in this immortal Af-.

402-10 when immortal Af and its formations will be
403-27 all that is unlike the immortal Af-

41.5- 2 Immortal Af -

is the only cause ;

419-21 from immortal Af-, there is harmony -,

424- 5 Accidents are unknown to God, or immortal Af ",

427-23 Immortal Af-, governing all, must be
r 487-20 Truth, flowing from immortal A/-,
488-30 since thev exist in immortal Af -, not in matter.

p 505- 1 Immortal Af- makes its own record,
507-23 divine creation declares immortal Af- and

ap 564-23 its own crime of defying immortiil Af-.

gl 580-25 supposition that . . . immortal Af -

results in

591-14 of which immortal Af - takes no cognizance ;

Impressions of
/ 214-16 conveys the Impressions of Af •

to man,
Indicate .

T 406- 5 The varied manifestations of C. S. indicate Af-,

Mind
Infinite

pr 2-24 Can we Inform the infinite Af •

3-20 we try to give information to this infinite M\
S 116-30 intinite Af -

in a finite form is an
151- 4 Infinite Af- could not oossibly create a

ph 171-22 the spiritual,— yea, the image of infinite Af',

191- 3 Matter is not the organ of infinite Af-.

/ 206-28 infinite Af - made all and includes all.

241—22 If . . . there is no full reflection of the infinite Af•-

c 256-18 What is infinite Af- or divine Love?
255-32 Infinite Af-. is the creator,
257-27 Infinite Af • cannot be limited to a finite form
257-31 an infinite form to contain infinite Af-.
259- 4 infinite Af', the sum of aU substance.
266-26 Perfect and infinite Af • enthroned is heaven.

b 284— 8 Infinite Af- can have no starting-point,
284-13 Can infinite Af- recognize matter?
310-10 God is His own infinite Af-, and expresses all.

31.3-12 image of His person [infinite M]."—IIrb. 1 ; 3.

336-10 even the infinite expression of infinite Af -,

336-13 infinite Af - can never be in man,
r 465-10 infinite Af", Spirit, Soul, Principle,
468-10 infinite Af- and its infinite manifestation,
469-10 quality of infinite Af-, of the triune Principle,
469-15 supposititious opposite of infinite Af-

g .503- 2 which are embraced in the infinite Af-
504-27 Did infinite Af- create matter, and call it light?
607-24 Infinite Af- creates and governs all,
,110-19 the limitless idea of infinite Af-.
544-12' Nothing is new to the infinite Af'.
554-19 infinite Af - sets at naught such a mistaken

gl 587-11 the belief that Infinite Af- is in finite forms ;

infinitude of
b 280- 1 In the Infinitude of Af', matter must be un-

known.
instead of

ph 180-13 that all causation is matter. Instead of Af-.

b 271- 8 to heal the sick through Af - instead of matter.
31,5- 7 He knew that the Ego was Af- instead of body

g 544- 6 Af-, instead of matter, being the producer.
Instead of to

p 415-13 resorting to matter instead of to Af'.

Instituted by
<7 507- 2 the absolute formations instituted by Af',

Inverted image of
b 301-28 inverted image of Af* and substance

is All
s 109- 2 that Af' Is All and matter Is naught
g 508- 2 only as the divine Af -

is AU and reproduces all

is All-ln-aU
s 109- 4 reveals incontrovertibly that Af•

is All-in-all,

is first

g 551- 3 If Af •
is first, it cannot produce its opposite

Is foremost
s 144- 3 If Af'

is foremost and superior, let us rely
is God

sp 91-31 nor the medium of evil, for Af- is God.
b 275-21 that all is Mind, and that Af- is Cod,
310-29 Af- is God, and God is not seen by

r 469-13 Af •

is God. The exterminator of

is Immortal
s 114-13 As Af- is immortal, the phrase mortal mind
f 210-20 Af- is immortal, and Truth pierces the error of

p 372- 2 Matter cannot be sick, and Af- is immortal.
g 551-29 Af- is immortal ; but error declares that the

gl 584-U Matter has no Ufe, . . . Af- is immortal.
591-26 Mortal Mind. Nothing . . . for Af- is im-

mortal ;

Is infinite

sp 84-19 To understand that Af- is infinite,

b 284- 1 not rational to say that Af- is infinite, but dwells
in

Is Life
g 508- 7 Af- is Life, Truth, and Love

is limitless
o 353-28 Af- is limitless. It never was material.

Is not in matter
sp 71-19 and that immortal Af- is not in matter.

p 381-26 the understanding that Af -

is not in matter.
Is not mortal

/ 211- 9 Is it not provable that Af- is not mortal
is not sick

p 393-29 Af •

is not sick and matter cannot be.

is one
s 114-10 Af- is one, including noumenon and

is Spirit
310-30 Af' IS Spirit, which material sense cannot

g 517- 8 The life-giving quaUty of Af •

is Spirit,

is substance
p 414-24 C. S. declares that Af- is substance,

is supreme
p 37.5-24 for Af- is supreme,

is the I AM
b 336- 1 Af- is the I am, or infinity.
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is the master
p 3'>3- « A/" Is the master of the corporeal senses,

Is the multiplier
g 508- 3 Al is the multiplier,

is the same
6 283- 6 M- is the same Life, Love, and wisdom

is the Soui
g 508- 6 M- is the Soul of all.

is the soarce
6 283- 4 Af- is the source of all movement,

Jojroas in strength
g 514- 6 M\ joyous in strength, dweUs in

law of
ph 168-23 in accordance with God's law, the law of M\
b 307-30 in spiritual statutes, in the hieher law of A/'.

p 423-26 according to the law of Af', wnich ultimately
r 4^>4-ll supposed laws of matter yield to the law of M'.

Life is

b 331- 5 Life is M', the creator reflected
Life or

(see Life)
light depends upon

p 393-26 he certainly means that light depends upon M\
liDiitless

c 256-28 A limitless Af• cannot proceed from
made the plant

g 509-23 Af' made the "plant of the —Gen. 2: 5.

makes ail

g 520-29 Because M- makes all, there is

man and
6 281-20 false conception as to man and Af".

mandate of
g 520-26 because growth is the eternal mandate of M\

manifestation of
6 275-24 all is in reality the manifestation of Af*.

manifestations of
b 291-15 all the manifestations of M' are harmonious

manifests all

c 258-15 M' manifests all that exists
mastered by

p 427-^ The dream of death must b e mastered by M-
matter and

b 270- 5 Matter and A/' are opposites.
270- 9 not two powers, matter and Af •,

293- 6 which forms no link between matter and M',
matter or

<7 531-25 Which institutes Life,— matter or Af•

7

matter versus
b 319- 4 disease as error, as matter versus M;

measures time
gl 584- 5 Af • measures time according to the good

medicine nor

2404-31
neither material medicine nor Af- can

ods of
/ 212-25 all the methods of Af•

are not understood,
might nor

6 275- 8 there is no other might nor Af•,

might of
3 146-14 even the might of Af•— to heal the body.
/ 225-15 illustrates the might of Af', and shows
p 391-U ruled out by the might of Af •,

< 455- 9 You must utilize the moral might of Af
mimicry of

ph 192- 3 a mockery of intelligence, a mimicry of Af'.
CO matter In

s 113-30 no matter in Af', and no mind in matter ;

no nerve la
s 113-29 no nerve in Af', and no mind in nerve ;

CO obstacle to
ph 179- 7 since space is no obstacle to Af*.

CO other
/ 20ft- 1 we can have no other Af' but His,
231-^ governed by his Maker, having no other Af',

r 469-19 if mortals claimed no other AT
cot facts of

6 283-10 They are not facts of Af'.

cot matter
(see matter)

obedient to
g 544- 4 ideas became productive, obedient to Af'.

obedient to the
b 295- 7 they are obedient to the Af'

that makes them.
of man

r 470-17 God, the Af ' of man, never sins
omnipotent

ph 170- 1 reliance on God, omnipotent Af-,
6 275- 3 would ignore omnipresent and omnipotent Af'.
p 387-30 by his heavenly Father, omniootent Af',

407-14 from the immortal and omnipotent M-,
t 443- 7 from entire confidence in omnipotent Af•

r 496—4 omnipotent Af' is reflected by man and governs
gl 590- 3 unerrmg, eternal, and omnipotent Af •

;

omnipresence of

sp 94-29 scientific basis, that of the omnipresence of Af*.

Mind
one

sp 94-32 with the infinite capacities of the one Af".
ph 183-31 the one Af" only is entitled to honor.

187- 2 believing in more than the one A/-.
191- 5 delusion that there is more than one Af',

/ 204-22 and realize only one God, one Af •

or intelligence
205-22 When we realize that there is one Af',
20^25 hinders man's normal drift towards the one Af'.
213-32 belief in material origins which discard the

one Af-
21fr-12 The understanding . . . that there is but one Af
216-32 and have but one Af', even God ;

236-19 C. S., from which we learn of the one Af*
249- 3 and so let us have one God, one Af',

C 267-24 serve as waymarks to the one Af-,
b 276- 1 Having one God, one A/-, unfolds the
281-14 The one Ego, the one A/' or Spirit called God,
301-23 Thou Shalt have one God, one Af'.

314- 9 demonstrating the existence of but one Af'
315- 6 He knew of but one Af and laid no claim to
330-23 there is in reality one A/' only,
340-20 and that all men shall have one Af'.
357-20 As there is in reality but one God, one Af',

p 399-27 The one Af', God, contains no mortal opinlona.
419-25 for there is but one Af',
424- 7 and unite with the one Af',

r 466-22 Soul or Spirit means only one Af',
467-10 all men have one Af ', one God and Father,
469-18 There can be but one Af ',

469-20 We can have but one Af ', if that one is infinite.
470- 2 with one Af' and that God, or good,
470-12 statement that there is one Af '

470-16 The children of God have but one Af'.
482-29 heals the sick on the basis of the one Af*

496- 3 for there is but one M\ and this ever-present
496- 7 to have one Af', and to love another aa

g 510-29 Science reveals only one Af',
512-22 From the infinite elements of the one Af*

532-25 there is but one God, hence one Af '

639-29 the one Af ' which makes and governs man
544-16 All is under the control of the one Af-,
544-18 suggestion of more than the one Af',— is in tha

gl 580- 6 a material belief, opposed to the one Af',

586- 9 Father. Eternal Life ; the one Af '

;

588-16 All the objects of God's creation reflect one Af',

588-17 whatever reflects not this one Af ', is false
oneness of

/ 205-30 Denial of the oneness of Af*

or Intelligence
/ 204-22 and realize only one God, one Af' or intelllgenca
216-12 there is but one Af' or intelligence,

g 508-21 The Af '

or intelligence of production
or Life

b 291-26 No resurrection from the grave awaita- Af*
or

Life,
or medicine

a 142-26 Which was first, Af' or medicine?
outcome of

g 555-15 error is neither mind nor the outcome of Af '.

parent
6 336-31 God is the parent Af', and man is God 'a

g 507- 9 wanderers from the parent Af',
perfect

/ 239-30 The perfect Af
' sends forth perfection,

247-15 models of spiritual sense, drawn by perfect Af*

6 281-12 the image and likeness of perfect Af',
r 467-14 no other but the one perfect Af '

point to
/ 240- 5 all point to Af', the spiritual intelligence

pours light
/ 446-12 through which Af '

pours light and healing
power of

(see power)
produces

p 419-20 Af' produces all action.
g 551- 3 Either Af •

pioduces, or it is produced.
properties of

s 124-21 cohesion, and attraction are properties of Af*.

qualities of
c 265- 3 but of the highest qualities of Af'.

quality of
g 517- 8 The life-giving quaUty of Af- is Spirit,

rather ttian
ph 181-12 for that reason, you employ matter rather than

M\
f 226-24 belief that the body governed them, rather than

Af-.
real

sp 91-30 whereas the real Af • cannot be evil
295-28 the exact opposite of real Af', or Spirit.

realities of
sp 78- 5 are not the eternal realities of Af*.

realm of
c 264-10 in the unsearchable realm of Af'

?

g 514- 7 Mind, . . . dwells in the realm of Af*.
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IVUnd
recognize

6 284-12
reflects

6 305-11

reflect the
g 507-20

regulates
p 413-7

rely upon
s 144- 3 let us rely upon M-, which needs no

remains
T 487-10 Lost they cannot be, while M' remains.

representation of
gl 591- 7 Man. . . . the full representation of M\

resorted to
ph 166-28

restful
s 119-32

rests on
s 157- 9

same
/ 243-10 same"M

Science of
(see Science)

senses of
r 48»- 4 the senses ofM • are never lost

signifies God ^ .

/229- 8 M- signifies God,— infinity, not fimty

Can matter recognize M' 7

Whatever reflects Af•, Life, Truth,

reflect the Af • which includes all.

Af" regulates the condition of the stomach,

or he would have resorted to Af •

first.

the humble servant of the restful Af*,

rests on Af • alone as the curative Principle,

. which was also in — Phil. 2 ; 5.

solely from
a 543-28

Soul, or
6 302-20

spalie
g 557-26

Spirit or
6 331-24

subject to
p 429-13

thus it is seen that man springs solely from Af".

the Soul, or Af•, of the spiritual man

Af", spake and it was done,

except as infinite Spirit or Af'.

Science declares that man is subject to Af*.

subject to the
. , , . , .

g 515- 8 are subject to the Af* which forms them,
substance is in

. ,., ^ , , • . ,,
c 267- 2 the spiritual idea, whose substance is in Af*,

substance or
6 300-29 expresses the divine substance or Af •

;

supposed limits to
. „ . . »*

o 353-26 So long as there are supposed limits to Af*,

supremacy of , , ,
a 45-30 and so glorified the supremacy of Af*

/ 209-13 Science which reveals the supremacy of Af*.

h 322- 2 cast out evils in proof of the supremacy of Af '

p 401-28 admits the efficacy and supremacy of Af*,

gnstatned by . j ,. ,, ,

sp 90- 8 are sustamed by Af *

alone.

symbol of . . . , ,
g 510-27 Light is a symbol of Af*,

synonym of
T 468-22 Spirit, the synonym of Af*, Soul, or God,

systems of . , ,
b 310-17 all things in the systems of Af*.

the all
never . . . distinct from God, the all Af*.

to find the divine Mind to be the only Af*,

If God is admitted to be the only Af*
God Is the only Af *

governing man,
the great fact that God is the only Af •

;

great truth that God, good. Is the only Af*,

/ 204-29

the only
/ 251-23
i 276-17
308-5
330-27

r 469-14
this

sp 84-12 thought which Is In rapport with this Af*,
s 124-30 are inherent in this Af',
151-27 In this Af * the entire being is

j>h 169-21 There can be no healing except by this Af*,

187-24 man in Science is governed by this Af*.

/ 206-29 This Af ' does not make mistakes
216-32 this Af * forms its own likeness.

C 257- I Image or idea emanating from this Af*.

b 276- 8 "Let this Af* be in yon,— Phil. 2: 5.

277- 3 this Af •

saith, "Thou shalt surely
— Gen. 2 .* 17.

339-27 this Af* must be not merely believed, but
r 483- 6 this Af* must be divine, not human.
g 503-23 this Af* creates no element nor symbol of discord
511- 1 This Af* forms ideas,. . .subdivides and radiates
519-27 No exhaustion follows the action of this Af*,

through {see also healing through and heal through)
a 54-16 triumph over death through Af*, not matter.

sp 98- 8 Body cannot be saved except through Af*.

s 126-24 I have demonstrated through Af * the effects of

ph 170-15 and reach the body through Af*.

/ 205-12 God created all through Af*,
217-18 When you have once conquered . . . through Af*,

6 271- 8 to heal the sick through Af • instead of matter.
280-30 perpetuates these qualities . . . through Af *,

p 395-23 anfi then to attempt its cure through Af*.
t 463-25 Our Master treated error through Af*.

g 620-24 declaration that God creates all through Af*,

Mind
transcends all other

r 483- 7 Af transcends aU other power, and will

tributary to
s 119-31 and makes body tributary to Af*.

truth is
6 293-20 while spiritual truth Is Af*.

Truth or
r 483- 6 which nothing but Truth or Af* can heal,

understands
r 487-18 Matter cannot believe, and Af *

understands.
unerring

s 145-24 the laws of eternal and unerring Af*.

/ 243-20 Neither immortal and unerring Af
*

nor
unfathomable

g 520- 3 Unfathomable Af*

is expressed.
unfolds

g 505-23 Spiritual understanding unfolds Af*,
universe of

/ 240-16 revolutions of the universe of Af '

go on
g 513- 7 in the teeming universe of Af *

unlimited
b 284- 6 If . . . unlimited Af • would seem to spring from a

verity of
s 123-11 The verity of Af* shows conclusively

waiting for the
PTef ix-18 waiting for the Af • of Christ.

was first

s 142-26 If Af* was first and self-existent, then Mind,
143-27 If Af * was first chronologically,

was the builder
6 314-14 knowing, as he did, that Af* was the builder,

we begin wltli
T 467-30 we begin with Af*, which must be understood

which saved
s 133- 8 In Egypt, It was Af* which saved the Israelites

would compress
b 280-11 limits all things, and would compress Af*,

would lose
C 257-28 or Af * would lose its infinite character

sp 79-18 bade men have the Af * that was in the Christ.
89-18 Af is not necessarily dependent upon
92- 9 Af *

is not an entity within the cranium
S 115-14 God : Divine Principle, Life, . . . Af*.

120-15 Health is not a condition of matter, but of Af* ;

127-18 Af*, exempt from all evil.

139- 5 triumph of Spirit, Af*, over matter.
142-30 but that medicine was Af'.

143-26 Af •

is the grand creator,
148- 4 the requisite power to heal was in Af*.

148-25 Physiology exalts matter, dethrones Af*.

149- 3 Af • as far outweighs drugs in the cure of disease

150-30 doctrine of the superiority of matter over Af *,

156-31 Af* takes its rightful and supreme place.
157- 5 its one recognized Principle of heaUng is M',
159-24 from matter instead of from Af *..

160-30 Is man a material fungus without Af*

ph 166- 3 Af* is all that feels, acts, or impedes action.

166-30 when Af *

at last asserts its mastery
168- 7 on the side of matter, you take away from Af*,

171-26 false beliefs . . . where Af *
is not.

180-11 deport themselves as It Af * were non-existent,
181- 1 since Af', God, is the source and
182-22 puts matter under the feet of Af*,

191- 2 It can take no cognizance of Af '.

191-19 Af' is not helpless.
191-30 Af • has no affinity with matter,
191-32 Af', God, sends forth the aroma of Spirit,
199-10 great fact that Af ' alone enlarges and

f 203- 3 Af •— omnipotence — has all-power,
204-31 The error, which says . . . Af' is in matter,
209- 5 Af ', supreme over all Its formations
209-10 The world would collapse without Af',

217- 8 which prove Af* to be scientifically distinct

217-23 as you understand the control which Af ' has
219- 4 Af * should be, and is, supreme,
221-22 in which being is sustained by God, Af*.

229- 1 If Af- is not the master of sin, 'sickness,
232-22 He referred man's harmony to Af',

240-12 Change this statement, suppose Af
' to bo

240-14 Af* is perpetual motion.
244-26 He does not pass from matter to Af*,
249-12 Af '

is not the author of matter,
250- 2 error when we . . . multiply Af ' into minds
251-31 Inharmonious beliefs, which rob Af',

253- 7 saith : ... I am supreme and give all, for I am
A<f*.

c 257- 2 If Af •

is within and without all things,
257-14 the Father Af '

is not the father of matter.

b 269-30 theories I combat . . . matter oriffinates in Af*,
269-31 Af', possessing intelligence and life.

279- 9 Matter is neither created by Af ' nor
279-10 nor for the manifestation and support of Af*.

279-29 but one aione,— Af'.

282-10 eternal individuality or Af *

;
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b 282-18 Af- cannot pass into non-intelligence
282-30 which is neither M" nor man,
284- 3 or that matter is . . . the medium ofM •.

285-19 finite conception of . . . body as the seat ofM •

287-18 nor is error the offshoot of M'.
291-25 ^f^ never becomes dust.

303-26 would be a nonentity, or M' unexpressed.
305-14 though he reflects the creation of M\
307-21 If we regard ... A/- as both good and evil,

311- 4 What we term mortal mind ... is not M'.
311- 5 all that M', God, is. or hath made,
315- 9 matter, sin, and evil were not M- ;

319-20 man has no Af- but God. •

. ,,'
330-21 divine Principle is Love, and Love 13 M\
330-22 Af- is not both good and bad,
335-25 A/- is the divine Principle, Love,
336- 2 A/' never enters the finite.

336-12 coexistent and coeternal with that Af".

337-11 as perfect as the Af • that forms him.
340-18 It inculcates the tri-unity of God, Spint,.Ai' ;

p 371-28 is father to the fact that Af- can do it ;

377-28 mistaken belief . . . that Af- is helpless
378-23 to dethrone Af- and take the government
378-26 not a . . . power, which copes astutely with Af -

379- 6 The real jurisdiction of the world is in Af-,

383- 4 a body rendered pure by Af-

384- 1 on inert matter instead of on Af'.

394-^ 9 in the direction which Af- points out;

399-15 If Af- is the only actor,
402-18 The life of man is Af-.

407-22 No faculty of Af- is lost.

413- 2 Af-, does not produce pain in matter.
415- 3 Af- in every case is the eternal God, good.
417-28 control which Af- holds over the bodv.
42(y-22 Af -

is the natural stimulus of the bodv.
422-30 be believes that something stronger than Af*

423-19 making Af•
his basis of operation

t 453-29 A Christian Scientist's medicine is Af•,

457-27 which they mean to complete with Af-,

457-28 as if the non-intelligent could aid Af- !

r 467-16 having that Af • which was also in Christ.

467-27 cannot interpret Spirit, Af-, through
468-26 Life is divine Principle, Af -, Soul,
469-12 Question.— What is M- 7

469-16 evil — is not Af -, is not Troth, but error,

470-31 If Tn&n ever existed without this . . . Af-,
,

472-16 Error is neither Af - nor one of Mind's faculties.

480-18 thus attempting to separate Af - from God.
48-^16 she affixed . . . the name "substance . to Af.
485- 4 declares that Af-. not matter, sees.

486-20 supposes Af
- unable to produce harmony I

489-28 nor make it the medium of Af-.

493-17 Af - must be found superior to all the
494- 3 I [Af-] will raise it up -."

— John 2: 19.

497-25 that Af - to be in us which was also in Christ
51.3-18 as eternal as the Af •

conceiving them ;

624-21 How could . . . become the medium of Af-,

625- 1 Does Af-. God. enter matter
627- 1 God could not put Af- into matter
631-26 Does Life begin with Af- or with matter?
632-22 Is Af- in matter?
532-22 Is Af- capable of error as well as truth,
644-13 In Science. Af- neither produces matter
846- 5 If Af-, God, creates error, that error must
646-11 Has God no Science to declare A/-,

547-18 theory.— that Af- produces its opposite,
647-22 implies that . . . must either return to Af •

or
550- 4 Matter surely does not possess Af-.

651- 6 If matter is first, it cannot produce Af•.

551- 8 matter is not the progenitor of Af-.

551-27 All must be Af-, or else all must be matter.

Op 570-27 the great benefit which Af- has wrought.
01 583-20 Creator. Spirit ; Af ; inteUigence ;

587- 7 Principle : Af- ; Soul ; Spirit ; Life ;

688-12 but one divine Principle, or Af-,
691-16 definition of

694-19 Spirit. Divine substance ; Af ;

597-26 as applied to Af •

OT to one of God's qualities.

mind (see also mlDd's)
absent

sp 82- 4 no more difficult to read the absent m- than

.£sculaplns of
s 152- 6 to make this book the ^Esculapius of m"

all thy
pr 9-18 all thy soul, and with all thy m-"— Matt. 22 .- 37.

and body
(see body)

and matter
sp 80-31 the common conviction that m- and matter
b 281- 7 presupposes man to be both m- and matter.
294- 6 If man is both m' and matter,

p 397-27 can never treat mortal m' and matter separately,
r 466- 9 constituted of m- and matter,
492-22 The notion that m- and matter commingle

mind

g 631- 6 error, . . . that m' and soul are both right and
another

sp 89- 4 In the belief that another rrf is speaking
attracting the

ph 169-12 fosters disease by attracting the m' to the

beUef of
/ 216-31 Give up your material belief of m- in matter,

p 372- 3 mortal belief of m' in matter.
belief tliat

(see belief)

body and
ph 190- 6 producing mortals, both body and m* ;

/ 250-14 Mortal body and m- are one,
302- 3 The material body and m' are temporal,

body or
/ 209- 9 mortal body or m' is not the man.

brain Is not
p 372- 1 Remember, brain is not m'.

burial of
a 35- 8 sensuousness, or the bunal of m- m matter,

can never produce
6 304-13 matter can never produce m- nor

carnal „ „ »
s 131-10 "The carnal m- is enmity against — Rom. 8 : 7.

6 311- 3 What we term mortal mind or carnal m-,
o 345-29 enrages the carnal m' and is the main cause of

p 395-12 overcomes faith in a carnal m\
g 534-19 "The carnal n»- is enmity against

—
i?cm|. 8; 7.

cbUd's . „
s 154-19 more than the child's m- governs itself,

clean
p 383- 3 We need a clean body and a clean m-,

corrupt .. , . , ^ . J
p 40t_ 9 A corrupt m- is manifested in a corrupt body.

cruel
6 290-30 learning that his cruel m- died not.

directing the
, .

p 413-25 and constantly directing the m' to such sigmj,

disturbed
p 379-29 The images, held In this disturbed w,

40*-21 by addressing the disturbed m-,
doctor's

ph 197-30 The doctor's w reaches that of his patient.

erring
ph 187-27 If you take away this erring w.

188- 1 only as the mortal, erring to- yields to God.
/ 211-22 The transfer of the thoughts of one erring m' to

CTil
/ 207- 8 God is not the creator of an evil m\
g 533-18 the rib . . . has grown into an evil tn\

ap 563-13 belief . . . that by means of an evil m- in matter
evil is not

p 398-32 fact remains that evil is not m'.

existence or
, .

a 42-19 belief that man has existence or w separata
false claim of

ap 564-22 the false claim of m' in matter
feminine ^ . . _,.m 57- 7 the femimno m' gains courage and strength
finite

c 257-22 Finite m- manifests all sorts of errors,

o 343- 6 Is not finite m- ignorant of God's method?
gl 580- 7 so-called finite m-, producing other minds,

fleshly
pref xl- 8 not of Spirit, but of the fleshly m-

f 222- 9 whereas Truth regenerates this fleshly m"
functions of ^ ^ ^-^ , ^, .

p 395-31 cannot kill a man nor affect the functions of m-
Go<fs

g 525-15 after God's m- shaped He him :

His
a 525-14 and God shaped man after His to: ;

bis
/ 221-12 and finally made up his to" to die,

h 290-32 His body is as material as his m\ and vice versa.

p 431-23 hypnotized the prisoner and took control of his

TO-,

his own
s 159-32 liable to increase disease with his own m ,

hold .

gl 587-12 theories that hold m' to be a matenal sense,

human
(see human)

p 378- 7 Disease is less than to-, and Mind can control it.

life and-
b 282- 4 material life and to-, are figured by ,

296- 8 must destroy all illusions regarding life and to*,

g 656- 5 and are supposed to possess life and to*.

M> 76- 9 belief that life, or TO-, was ever in a finite form,
303-17 illusion that life, or W, is formed by or is in
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mind
limited

a 36-19
6 335-17

mandate of
S 160-15

march of
ap 570- 1

masculine
m 57- 5

material
c 257- 9 belief in a bodily soul and a material m;
g 529-31 stands for a belief of material w.

matter and
(see matter)

migratory— "-
not a beast, a vegetable, nor a migratory m

A selfish and limited m* may be unjust,
never included in a limited w
to convey the mandate of nv to muscle

the march of m' and of honest InvestigatiOQ

The masculine m* reaches a higher tone

/ 244-25

misnamed
S 108-31
b 292-27

p 399-25
r 477-16

mortal
{see mortal)

mortal's
b 312-10 the departure of a mortal's m%

ma»t be clean
p 383-19 This shows that the w must be clean

My discovery, that erring, mortal, misnamed m"
materia! mentality, misnamed vr.
This misnamed m' is not an entity,
matter's highest stratum, misnamed m'.

my
p374-7

negative
S 143-25

HO

the sick say : "How can my m,' cause a

riot controlled scientifically by a negative m',

5 113-30
113-30

6 278- 7

Q 530-27
no separate

T 475-19
not matter

(see matter)
observe

p 419-17
of mortals

/ 230-31
231- 6

p 423-31
of the Lord

b 291-18

one
6 27&-6
p388-9
r 469-29
470-6

C? 584-21

opposite of
9^584-23

or body
p 365-30
r 473-1

our
a 525-13

parent's
p424- 1

popular
S 137-11

no nerve in Mind, and no m' in nerve ;

no matter in Mind, and no m" in matter ;

for matter has no m\
The dream has no reality, no intelligence, no m,'

ihat which has no separate m' from God ;

Observe m' instead of body, lest aught unfit

So-called mortal mind or the m" of mortals
not destroyed in the m' of mortals.
They are only phenomena of the m" of mortals.

"the m' of the Lord,"— Bom. 11 .• 34.

in which one m' is not at war with another,
Idolaters, believing in more than one m',
belief that there is more than one w
existence of more than one m' was the basic error
which saith : . . . There is more than one vv,

the opposite of m,', termed matter.

Is not giving to m' or body the joy and strength
all inharmony of mortal m' or body

Let us make man after our m'

is formed first by the parent's m'.

so mysterious to the popular m'
presently measure

ph 190-12 which presently measure m' by the size of a
quality of

6 279- 4 plainly describes faith, a quality of m\ as
rebel against

s 160-19 Can muscles, . . . and nerves rebel against m*
rights of

< 453-32 He does not trespass on the rights of m'
60-called

sp 71-13 the flower is a product of the so-called m*,
77-21 a so-called m' fettered to matter.

S 108-28 which this same so-called m' names mailer,
122-13 reports to this so-called m* its status of
152- 1 But this so-called m' is a myth,
153-23 proof that this so-called w makes its own pain
157-14 substratum of this so-called m\
160-12 When this so-called m' quits the body,

ph 165- 9 and to place this so-called m" at the mercy of
177-11 This so-called m" builds its own
178-19 this so-called m", from which comes all evil,
184-23 a law of this so-called m- has been disobeyed.
187-21 mortal body is governed by this so-called m",
187-29 and. this so-called m' then calls itself dead ;

194-20 education constitutes tliis so-called m',
/ 210-23 this so-called m' is self-destructive,
211-15 does not this so-called m' produce the effect
212-15 take away this so-called m' instead of
231- 7 but seem to this so-called rti' to be immortal,
234-19 We must begin with this so-called m"
292-14 tliis 80-caUea m* has no cognizance of Spirit.

mind
so-called

6 29^ 9

293-23

p 371- 3
376-21
377-21
380-19
399-12
40O- 2
401-4
403-26

a 512-29

spirit or
b 340-19

State of
s 159-16

ph 188-15

p 374-21
375-28

States of
S 161- 6

p 377-12
student's

< 448-19

This so-called m' and body is the
and this so-called m' is self-destroyed,
this so-called m' must finally yield to
only what that so-called w expresses,
governing fear of this lower so-called m'
produced by a so-called w ignorant of
so-called m' is both the service and message
once destroyed in this so-called m,\
If so-called m' is cherishing evil passions
so-called m' produces all that is unlike the
this so-called m,' puts forth its own qualities,

shall have no other spirit or rrv but God,

would have considered the woman's state of m',
to be wholly a state of m\
Such a state of m' induces sickness.
This state of w seems anomalous

Holy inspiration has created states of m' which
Through different states of m\ the body

Try to leave on every student's wi' the
substance, and

b 325-32 A false sense of life, substance, and m"
gl 580-12 origin, substance, and jti' are found to be

582- 5 A physical belief as to life, substance, and m' ;

substance, or
b 301-21 belief that man has any other substance, or m',

material life, substance, or m'354:- 2
such a

p 383-16

supposed
b 281-18
339-29

It is the native element of such a m*.

The m' supposed to exist in matter
is to divest sin of any supposed m' or reality,

suppose error to be
/ 250- 2 and suppose error to be m-,

supposes that
g 530-31 Second, it supposes that to" enters matter.

synonym of
g 517- 2

theoretical
6 295-26

theory of
C 257-23

this
pref X- 8

ph 186- 1

p 400-24
416-17

tongue and
sp 89- 7

united in a
6 287-28

is used also as the synonym of m'.

The theoretical m" is matter, named brain,

the material theory of to" in matter

this m" is not a factor in the Principle of C. S.

by removing the influence on him of this to".
We see in the body the images of this to",
this TO" is material in sensation, even as the

believing that . . . possesses her tongue and m\

testify to truth and error as united in a TO*

unscrupulous
/ 235-16 while the debased and unscrupulous rn'.

wicked
gl 584-22

without
s 1.53-17

/ 217-31

p384- 2
386-7

your own
p 412- 7

a wicked to", self-made or created by a

matter without to" is not painful.
Without TO", could the muscles be tired?
Can matter, . . . act without to"?
but no such result occurs without to* to

be thoroughly persuaded in your own m'

m
sp

68-28
71-17
80-19
87-3
83-6
91-29
93-15

S 108-26
114- 1

114-7
114-8
114-13
120- 2
122-31
143-18
148-14
149-18
149-21
151- 4
152-11
153-13
154-32

161-31

ph 165- 8
174-23
174-26
174-28

no material growth from molecule to w,
which simulate to", life, and intelligence.
It should not seem mysterious that to",
lost to the memory of the to" in which
TO" may even be cognizant of a present flavor
erroneous postulate is, that to" is both evil and.
Good does not create a to" susceptible of
false material sense, of to" in matter ;

Usage classes both evil and good together as to" r

unscientific definition of to" is ba.sed on the
and calls vr both human and divine,
involves an improper use of the word to".

never . . ..that soul is in body or to" in matter,
and TO" therefore tributary to matter.
You admit that to" influences the body
Both . . . place to" at the mercy of matter
"We know that to" affects the body
remarked . . . but to" can never cure organic
but this . . . they represent to be body, not to*»
action as produced by to" in one instance
rises above matter into to".

more successful method ... is to say : "Oh,
never to" I

looked as deeply for cause and effect into to"

to subjugate intelligence, to make to" mortal,
Anatomy admits that to" is somewhere in man,
why . . . administer a dose of despair to the To"?

why . . . picture this disease to the to'.
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mind
ph 178-24 the belief of heredity, of m' in matter of

188- 4 It is neither m- nor matter.
192- 2 belief that a pulpy substance . . . is wi*

196-28 from the image brought before the m" ;

199- 6 nobody believes that m' is producing such a
199- 8 If m' does not move them, they are

/ 204-14 It cannot therefore be m\
204-28 can never be said that man has a m' of his own,
208-18 writes : "God is the father of m',
21!- 9 Nerves are not m\
217-30 what is this me ? Is it muscle or m'7
250- 2 suppose . . . m' to be in matter
250-21 and the m' seems to be absent.

c 255-30 A w originating from a finite or material
257-10 belief in . . . a w in matter.
253- 9 more than a material form with a m" inside,

b 275- 2 partnership of w with matter would ignore
277- 6 Matter never produces m".
279-24 pantheistic belief that there is w in matter ;

283-15 They speak of both Truth and error as m",
293- 9 the more ethereal is called m\
293-10 illusion called a mortal, a ni' in matter.
302-10 The notion that rw is in matter,
30"/- 7 Evil still affirms itself to be 7>i-, and declares
308- 2 dwelling in the behef . . . that evil is m',
309-22 led to deny material sense, or nv in matter,
311-11 so long as the illusion of nv in matter remains.
311-15 false estimates of ... m" as dweUing in matter,
330-27 Evil is nothing, no thing, m; nor power.

O 345-U It is sometimes said, . . . that the m' which
350-25 effects on' the body as well as on the m-,

p 375-10 believes that matter, not m', has helped him.
383-14 To the m- equaUy gross, dirt gives no
385-20 M- decides whether or not the flesh shall be
3S8-11 with matter, independently of m'.
393- 1 issues of pain or pleasure must come through m*,
396- 1 should never hold in nf the thought of disease,
401-22 If the w were parted from the body,
408-25 less intimately connected with the pi'
409- 6 animate error called nerves, brain, m',
409-14 this so-called conscious rw,
413-26 that in- being laden with illusions about
414-10 impossibility that. . .can control or derangem*,
414—26 Keep in m- the verity of being,
416- 2 This process shovv-s the pain to be in the m*,
429-13 affirms that m' is subordinate to the body,

{ 449-22 The first impression, made on a m' which is

r 489- 1 The less m' there is manifested in matter
491-19 sometimes presenting no appearance of m",

Q 525-11 in the Icelandic, m\
539-31 supposes . ". . that matter precedes m'.
531-16 If, ... m' was afterwards put into body
532-30 error demands that m- shall see and feel through
544-14 nor does matter produce m\
544-29 It declares m- to be in and of matter,
551-24 How can matter originate or transmit nfJ
554-27 m' in matter is the author of Itself, .

555-12 Error would have itself received as m',
555-14 error is neither m- nor the outcome of Mind.

gl 584-18 neither corporeaUty nor w ;
.

584-21 which saith : . . . for I am m',
591-11 771" originating in matter ; the opposite of Truth ;

Mind-action
s 109-17 I knew the Principle of all harmonious M* to be

mind-cure
ph 185- 9 which discussed "mental medicine" and "rw,"

185-12 guch theories and such systems of so-called m',
minded

sp 95- 6 "To be spiritually m' is life."— Bom. 8; 6.

Mind-faculties
r 487- 9 in the perpetual exercise of the M'

mind-force
6 310- 5 Matter is made up of supposititious mortal m' ;

mind-forces
ph I8d- 7 Erring human m* can work only evil

.

IMind-healing
Christian

sp 98-17 the demonstration of Christian M- stands a
Christian Science
pref xi-25 The first school of C. S. M-

r 493-11 The method of C. S. M- is touched upon in a
Principle of

t 454-15 He, who imderstands . . . the Principle of M-,
problem of

s 109-12 I sought the solution of this problem of M--,
Science of

(see Science)
ecientlfic

o 342- 6 unqualified condemnations of scientific M-,
67Stem of

1 460- 6 Our system of M- rests ba tbe

Mind-healing
teaching

1 445-27 danger in teaching Af•

indiscriminately,

a 52-22 These were the two cardinal points of M',
mind-ideals

o 360- 5 artist replies : . . . I have noW except thosa
mindless

s 159-13 as if she were so much m* matter,
/ 253-21 for matter is inert, m-.
r 484-17 Drugs and inert matter are unconscious, m*.
<7 505-11 apparent only as Mind, never as m" matter

mindlessness
6 293- 4 the material w, which forms no link

mind-offering
g 541- 3 more nearly resembles a rtv than does Cain's

Mind-physician
t 443-17 M- should give up such cases,

mind-picture
o 360-13 which m' or externalized thought shall be real
t 453-28 and impresses more deeply the wrong w.

Mind-power
/ 209-14 immanent sense of M- enhances the glory of
t 446- 1 teaching his slight knowledge of M'

mind-power
sp 80-21 it is m* which moves both table and hand.

mind-readers
sp 87- 1 Af perceive these pictures of thought.

87-27 m- can perceive and reproduce these impressions.

Mind-reading
sp 83-25 There is mortal mind-reading aftd immortal M".

83-29 Mortal mind-reading and immortal M-
85- 1 This M- is the opposite of clairvoyance,
94-32 Jesus could injure no one by his M'.

mind-reading
sp 83-25 There is mortal m- and immortal Mind-reading.

83-29 Mortal m- and immortal Mind-reading
95-16 This kind of m is not clairvoyance,

Mind-remedy
p 384-19 your M" is safe and sure.

Mind's
ph 171-12 M* control over the imiverse, Including man,

177- 5 The evidence of divine Af healing power
182-18 'Mr government of the body must supersede the
182-26 ability to demonstrate Af' sacred power.

p 389-11 better results of AX' opposite evidence.
408-29 destroyed only by M.' mastery of the body.

r 472-16 Error is neither Mind nor one of Af' faculties.
492-20 Science says : All is Mind and Af '

idea.

g 508- 4 Af' infinite idea, man and the universe, is the
509-25 the days and seasons of Af' creation,
514- 7 Af '

infinite ideas run and
517-20 symbol of God as person is M' infinite ideaL

mind's
o 345-30 cause of the carnal rtv antagonism.
p 402-14 with this m' own mortal materials.

429-16 mortal m' affirmation is not true.

minds
and bodies

s 110-26 the power of C. S. to heal mortal m- and bodies.
/ 210-15 action of the divine Mind on hiunan rrv and

bodies
V 408-13 effects of Ulusion on mortal mr and bodies.

better balanced
m 61-13 better balanced irv, and sounder constitutions.

carnal
b 315-14 Their carnal rrv were at enmity with it.

certain
t 449-25 Certain m' meet only to separate

dlseemment of the
sp 82- 7 discernment of the m* of Homer and Virgil,

evil
6 307-10 It says : . . . God makes evil w
gl 594-22 evil m' ; supposed intelligences, or gods ;

many
s 114- 8 evidence of the . . . senses, which makes m* maiiy
h 280-21 the opposite error of many m'.

mortal
(see 'mortal)

of mortals
p/j 175- 3 formulated in the wi" of mortals.
p 386-13 action of Truth on the rrv of mortals,

of students
1 453- 7 wiU be at strife in the rrv of students, until

of your children
/ 237-19 keep out of the rrv of your children

other
b Z'23-27 delusion that there are other rrv,

gl 580- 7 a so-called finite mind, producing other m",
relieve oar

p 384- 3 relieve our m- from the depressing thought
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minds
ruling

/ 205-24 a belief in many ruling m' hinders

supposititious
gl 587-14 supposititious m', or souls, going in and out

Unprejudiced
ap 570-14 Millions of unprejudiced m*

ivhicii surround
p 424-16 the m- which surround your patient should not

^picked

sp 9&-31 wicked nv will endeavor to find means

/ 237-11 often choke the good seed in the m- of

250- 2 error when we . . . multiply Mind into m-

Mind-science
sp 79-29 At- teaches that mortals

81- 5 this latter evidence is destroyed by M\
84-22 is a step towards the M-

an 103-12 On the other hand, M- is wholly separate from
103-13 because M' is of God

s 109-- 3 as the leading factor in M'.
115- 2 through which the understanding of M' comes,

y 376-27 Some people, mist aught as to Ar,
421-30 perversion of M' is like asserting that

Mine
/ 253- 3 saith : ... all arc M-, for I am God.

mine
sp 87-19 The m' knows naught of the emeralds

mineral
s 158- 9 from image-gods to vegetable and m- drugs
b 277-15 A m.- is not produced by a vegetable

(7 509-20 So-called w, vegetable, and animal substances

minerals
/ 209-15 compounded m' or aggregated substances

g 531-19 Who will say that m\ vegetables, and ammals
543-21 AI' and vegetables are found, ... to be the

557- 8 "Vegetables, m-, and many animals suffer no

mingle.
sp 72-32 As readily can you m- fire and frost

s 122-18 clouds and ocean meet and w.
144- 1 but the two will not w scientifically.

j)h 186-10 light and darkness, cannot m\
f 239-29 Those two opposite sources never m- in fount or

* 276-26 beliefs and spiritual understanding never m-.

282-21 At no point can these opposites r,v or umte.
295-18 The light and the glass never m",
300-18 tares and wheat, which never really m-,
303-22 belief that . . . holiness and imholiness, m"

mingled
ph 178-31 none of these methods can be m- with

mingles
ph 191-29 in C. S., Truth never m* with error.

mingling
a 27-17 Life as never w with sin and death.

m 58- 9 these constituents of thought, w,
6 269- 4 the supposed . . . m' of good and evil

minister
t 453-15 and m* to human needs.

ministering
o 360-26 putteth no trust in His m'— see Job 4 ; 18.

p 440-18 for w to the wants of his fellow-man

ap 567- 2 a sense of the ever-presence of m' Love.

ministry
/ 236- 4 A special privilege is vested in the W.

ap 674-10 w of Truth, this message from divine Love,

minor
s 128-31 -If both the major and the m* propositions of a
145-15 or reliance on some other m' curative.

minority
s 155-13 is but a belief held by a m\

ph 178- 6 m' of opinions in the sick-chamber.

minus
s 164-13 wi" the unction of divine Science.

minute
p 390- 1 The next m- she said, "My food is all digested,

minutely
ph 197-9 A m,' described disease costs many a man ms

minutes ,^. ^ .^

ph 193-13 In about ten m- he opened his eyes and said :

p 389-32 I cured her in a few m\
416- 7 in twenty m- the sufferer is quietly asleep.

(7 556-32 plunged . . . into the water for several m",
557- 2 the child could remain under water twenty tn',

minutiae
b 303- 8 The m' of lesser individualities reflect

miracle
Breat _ . .. . ,

ap 560-12 The great m\ to human sense, is divine Love,
mystery and

g 501-14 So-called mystery and tw, which subserve the
of grace . ,

T 494-15 The m' of grace is no miracle to Love.
word rendered

r 474-12 word rendered m* in the New Testament

S 134-31 A m* fulfils God's law, but does not violate
135- 1 seems more mysterious than the m' itself.

135- 6 The m' introduces no disorder, but unfolds
h 319-17 Mystery, m\ sin, and death will disappear
r 494-15 The miracle of grace is no w to Love.
gl .591-21 definition of

miracles
attended the „ ^

s 133-13 m' attended the successes of the Hebrews ;

called
s 139- 7 Moses oroved ... by what men called m" ;

o 343-18 proving by what are wrongly called m\
of grace

s 134-17 the doctrines of Christ or the m" of grace
so-called

s 123-25 the so-called m" of Jesus did not specially
131-27 explained the so-called m- of olden time

/ 212-29 say . . . that other methods involve so-caUed m\

sp 83-12 M' are Impossible in Science,
s 117-20 Principle involved in the m- (marvels)

miraculous
s 128- 3 It is not w to itself.

138-10 cures, which appeared w to outsiders.

b 270-31 The life of Christ Jesus was not m',

mirage
/ 244- 3 but Is Illusion, the m* of error.

b 300- 5 The m', which makes trees and cities seem to bo
mire

an 106- 3 is to drop . . . into the very m" of iniquity,

mirror
ph 197- 2 descriptions which m' images of disease

/ 220-20 like a kitten glancing into- the m' at itseii

h 301- 2 the m", repeats the color, form', and
301- 4 the person in front of the m\
305- 5 a face reflected in the tji' is not the original,

ff 515-29 Now compare man before the m- to his

515-29 Call the nv divine Science, and call man the
516- 3 As the reflection of yourself appears in the m',

ap 571-24 m' in which mortals may see their own image.

mirrored
b 305- 9 As there is no corporeality in the m' form,

g 515-25 Your m' reflection is your own image

misapprehended
b 304-27 liable to be m' and lost in confusion.

misapprehension
pr 10-23 There is some m' of the source and means ot

a 51- 3 the possible w of the sublimest influence of

ph 191- 9 is found to be a m' of existence,
b 319-23 Hence the m- of the spiritual meaning
o 355-23 m- both of the divine Principle and practice of

miscalled
, ^ ^

s 164-22 the materiality m- life in the body
ph 187-20 voluntary, as well as w involuntary, action

192-11 a material belief, a blind nr force,

g 550-U to investigate what is w material life,

mischief ^ ,^

s 154-23 it is believed that exposure . . . wrought the m*.

162-32 "it is impossible to calculate the m" which
t 459-20 a false practitioner will work nf,

mischief-maker
t 460-20 abused ... it becomes a tedious m:

misconceived
b 281-19 m- sens6 and false conception as to man and

misconception
sp 86- 9 m- of it uncovered their materiality.

p 373-29 This is a nv.

g 542-29 w of Life as something less than
551- 9 Any statement of life, following from a m'

misconceptions ^ , ^ .

sp 94-13 owe their false government to the m- of Deity
p 428-20 the ability of mental might to offset human m'

g 512-27 confers animal names and natures upon its owa

misconstrued
a 45-24 after the resurrection . . . m' that event.

/ 242-22 the facts of being are commonly nv,

mis-creator
c 263-15 He becomes a general m',
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misdeed
p 439-12 a misguided participant in the m'

misdirected
b 274-18 five physical senses are m",

miserable
ap 573-17 man was no longer regarded as a m* sinner,

misery
s 122-14 Its status of happiness or m*.

ph 172— 2 constitutes his happiness or m*.
b 327-12 way to escape the w of sin is to cease sinning.

ap 574^17 sum total of human m', represented by
misfortmie

p 4Ca- 9 in the second it is believed that the m* is a
misfortunes

p 394-21 assuring him that all m* are

misguide
f 206- 5 else It will m* the judgment and
319- 7 would infringe upon spiritual law and m'

misguided
/ 220- 8 Instinct is better than m* reason,

P 439-12 Materia Medica was a m- participant

mlsiiiterpretation
b 319-25 the m' of the Word in some Instances
r 474-10 hence the m' and consequent maltreatment

misinterpreted
sp 93-12 otherwise, we may be sure . . . that we have m*

98- 9 Science of Christianity is w by a material age,

p 507-31 m-, the divine idea seems to fall to the level of

misinterprets
/ 240- 2 but hmnan belief m*. nature.

misleads
b 275-27 It destroys the false evidence that m'

misled
p 397- 5 By not . . . we are m* In our conclusions

misnamed
s 108-30 erring, mortal, m* mind produces all the

/ 229-17 This customary belief is m' material law,
284-24 Even the more subtUe and m- material elements
292-27 material mentality, m' mind,
294-11 This mortal beUef, w man, is

p 387-25 so-called mortal mind, w matter,
399-25 This m' mind is not an entity,

r 477-15 matter's highest stratum, m- mind,

misplaced
h 319-27 A m' word changes the sense

misrepresent
o 343- 7 unfair to Impugn and m- the facts,

p 538-17 the false claims that m' God, good.

misrepresentation
341-18 wi" and denunciation cannot overthrow It.

misrepresentations
344-14 would perhaps mercifully withhold their m',

misrepresented
s 110-22 and its ideas may be temporarily abused and m' ;

misrule
s 119-15 maintaining perpetual m" In the form and

mission
abase of the

1 455-22 renders any abuse of the m* an Impossibility.
ciirstiTe

a 55-11 that curative m', which presents the Saviour
eartbly

o 41-16 completed his earthly m",
fulfil one's

r 483-31 One tnust fulfil onfe's m- without timidity
hj^er

S 150-16 to attest the reality of the higher m'
bis

IS- 6 His m' was both Individual and collective.
26-16 His m' was to reveal the Science of
60-28 disbelieving the purpose of his m\

s 136- 1 established his church and maintained his m*
his sreat

ap 550-24 which made him equal to his great m\
Jesas*

a 28- 3 they only hindered the success of Jesus' m*.
of Cbrist

r 474-30 The apostle says that the m* of Christ is
of Christian Science

s 150-10 but the m' of C. S. now, as in the time of
of Jesns

s 131-26 The m' of Jesus confirmed prophecy,
our Master's

/ 233-23 To reveal this truth was our Master's .»»•

tefoncatory
9 12^28 In Its reformatory m* among mortals.

missionaries
b 328-17 Our m- carry the Bible to India,

misstated
g 546-10 Is the divine Principle of creation m"?

misstates
b 319-28 and m' the Science .of the Scriptures,

mist
'

b 299-27 as the m' obscures the sun or the mountain ;

(7 521-21 went up a m' from the earth,— Gen. 2: 6.
52a- 3 the m" of obscurity evolved by error
523- 8 The creations of matter arise from a m'
546-12 went up aw from the earth."— Gen. 2 : 6.

557-16 When the m" of mortal mind evaporates,
ap 576-5 seems hidden in the m* of remoteness,

mistake
correcting the

p 386-20 Another despatch, correcting the m*,
grave

sp 73-23 It is a gravew to suppose that matter is

great
/ 216-19 The great m- of mortals is to suppose that

his
6 327-28 convince the mortal of his m' in

p 403- 6 by his nr a man is often instructed.
medical
ph 166-14 the doctor's ... is a medical m".
p 383-31 another medical w resulting from the

only a
sp 92-26 should blush to call that real which is only a m;

same
s 122-29 Our theories make the samew regarding

terrible
b 289-U To suopose that ... is a terrible m*.

this
ph 179-31 may erelong reap the effect of this m\

through
ph 177-25 If a dose of poison is swallowed through m'.

a 28-27 to m' the very nature of religion,
sp 70-U The supposition that ... is a 7n\

92-23 The 771
• of thinking that error can be real,

ph 166-17 To ignore God as of Uttle use in sickness is a m'.
183- 5 To suppose that ... is a m" ;

197-22 but that is a m-.
/ 249-21 What a m- is that !

343-28 Hence the m- which allows words, rather than
t 455-20 but God cannot m'.
r 474- 9 To the ignorant age . . . Science seems to beaw,
g 549- 6 shown by divine metaphysics to be a m',

mistaken
sp 75- 1 This simple truth lays bare the m' assumptloa
/ 229-18 individual who upholds it is m' in theory
p 377-27 a mortal fear, a m- belief or
t 451-30 either with a tw or a wicked purpose
455-19 may be m' in judgment and demonstration,

g 554-19 infinite Mind sets at naught such a m" belief..

mistakenly
p 386-16 despatch, m' annoimcing the death of a friend,

mistakes
does not make

/ 206-29 This Mind does not make m*
fatal
m 59-31 fatal m* are undermining Its foundations.

grave
6 291- 6 these are grave m".

manifest
s 139-17 the manifest m* In the ancient versions ;

sins or
pr 11-13 never pardons our sins or m* till they are

such
6 294-31 The Science of Mind corrects such m;

unconscious
3 161-29 Such unconscious m* would not occur, if

3124-8
139-22

P408-7
<7 549-27

mistaking
sp 84- 5

ph 171-17

mlstaught
p 376-27

mistiness
(7? 586-1

mistrust
m 68-10

mists
/ 205-17

this belief m' effect for cause
But m* could neither wholly obscure the
universal insanity . . . which m' fable for fact
even this great observer m* nature,

not by ... m' fact for fiction,
Af' his origin and nature, man beUeves

Some people, m* as to MInd-scIence,

Evening. Af' of mortal thought ;

The presence of m-, where confidence is duey.

glimpses of God only as the m' disperse.
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misunderstand
or 6-21 is to m* Love and to make prayer the

/ 219-23 and yet vv the science that governs- it.

219-26 may m- it, and impute their recovery to

231-22 To fear sin is to m' the power of Love

ap 560-28 To m' Paul, was to be ignorant of the

misunderstood
a 53-10 divine Principle and practice of Jesus were m\
r 474-13 will be nv and misused by many, until

misuse
an 106- 1

p 410-24
t 455-26

misused
r 474-13

mitigates
m 63-15

mitre
ap 571-31

mix
ph 182-16

mixture
/ 204-16

MoabitishL
ff524- 2

moaning
s 154r-29

mocic
6 329-22

p 542-12

mocked
a 43-16

49-28

moclcery
a 36-28

39- 1

50-5
ph 192- 2

192-25

mocl£ing
a 53-23

/ 241-12

(7 528-21

model,
bis

/ 248-12
imperfect

/ 248-20
C260-4

mortal
/ 248-17

perfect
C 260-11

p 407-24
true

p 409-25
your

360-17

/ 236-15
248-15

models
/ 235-20
247-16
248-24
248-27
249- 2

.249-4
C 260-20
o 360-18

mjodern
S 126-26

142- 6

ph 176- 3

/ 224-17
b 310-17

(7 548-27
552- 6

moderns
p 411-14

modes
S 118-10

118-22

ph 170- 3
170- 6

» 373-10
406- 7

modest
fl 516-15

the criminalW of human will-power.
The Science ... is susceptible of no m'.
No person can m" this mental power, if

will be misunderstood and m* by many, until

civilization m* it in some measure.

He takes away m" and sceptre.

antagonistic to Science and cannot m* witlT it.

supposed m* of the first and second

in the M- god Chemosh,

m* more childishly than her child.

You cannot nv it by human will,

jeopardize self-control, and ni' divine mercy.

had m* and tried to slay.
vv him on the cross, saying derisively,

and m" of our motives
Meekly our Master met the m* of
The last supreme moment of m.'. desertion,
a m' of intelligence, a mimicry of Mind,
Jt is a nf of strength, which erelong

m* the lifelong sacrifice which goodness makes
what a m" spectacle is sin !

aimulates the work of Truth, m' Love

turns from the marble to his m'

Do you not hear ... of the imperfect m'?
outlines from an imperfect nv,

Have you accepted the mortal m;?

the immortal and perfect m' of God's creation
Let the perfect m' be present in your thoughts

and seek the true m\

Either Spirit or matter is your m*.

either after a m' odious to herself
What is the m" before mortal mind?

Physicians, . . . should be m* of virtue.
Immortal men and women are m" of

angular outline and deformity of matter m'-
. We must form perfect m* in thought
give up imperfect w and illusive ideals ;

producing His own m" of excellence,
in order to improve their ni\
It you try to have two in', then yoa

nothing In ancienf or in m* systems on which to
tn' religions generally omit all but one ofw Eves took up the study of medical works
The m" lash is less material than the •

so many ancient and m' mythologies.
Ar di.scoveries have brought to light
Heathen philosophy, m' geology,

a disease which m" would call dementia.

that is, three m' of mortal thought,
and m' of material motion are honored
Af' of matter form neither a moral nor a
exercise of faith in material 7W;
Under all m' of pathological treatment,
in place of m' and forms,

Tte 771* arbutus sends her sweet

modifying
sp 93-25 The 771- derivatives of the word spirit

modus
/ 212-17 Mortals have a 77i- of their own,
213- 1 would reverse the immortal in' and action,

modus ojierandi
g 529- 2 there came a suggestion of change in the m,' o',

Mohammedan
ph 166- 8 M- believes in a pilgrimage to Mecca

Mohammedan's
ph 16^-12 The M' belief is a religious delusion ;

molar
/ 247- 7 incisors, cuspids, bicuspids, and one m\

mole
sp 83-26 as impossible as it would be between am* and a

molecule
m 68-28 no material growth from m' to mind,
C 507-25 from the mental rw to infinity.

moUusca
g 556- 3 Vertebrata, articulata, m', and radiata are

Moloch
g 524- 3 in the Af•

of the Amorites,
moment
any

/ 252-27 says : . . : may at any tti- aimihilate my peace,
o 352-19 for at any m' they may become

at that
6 290-24 The sin and error ... do not cease at that 77i*,

est the
b 290-17 would be won at the m- of dissolution^

during that
b 306-10 during that 77i' there would be no

foTa
a 50-19 If his full recognition of eternal Life had for a 7n"

b 306- 9 If God, who is Life, were parted for a m' from
309-30 Life is never for a m' extinct.

great
sp 85-18 events of great m' were foretold by the

last , ,

a 36-25 gloat over their offences to the last 77i'

one
gl 598-23 One m" of divme consciousness,

possible
sp 75-25 There is one possible 77i-, when those

single
pr 14-12 Become conscious for a smgle 77J' that

supreme
a 50- 5 The last supreme m' of mockery,
p 428- 7 Man's privilege at this supreme tti' is to provo

frben the link . ^ „ ,

sp 75-28 m' when the link between their opposite beliefs

sp 75-27 the f7i' previous to the transition,

r 470-24 If there ever was a m' when man
470-26 then there was a 77i" when man did not

momentary
pr 7- 8 gives J7i* solemnity and elevation to thought.

momentous
a 48-25 in the presence of his own m- question,
g 516-27 To emphasize this 77i' thought,

moments
pr 7-19 there would grow out of ecstatic m'
ph 184-29 I sat silently by her side a few 771*.

193-10 In a few tti- his face changed ;

/ 218-30 applying it literally to 7?i- of fatigue,

momentum
p 380-28 evidence will gather m' and clearness,

monad
s?; 90- 4 and that, too, without meal or tn'

monarch
s 152- 2 It would wield the sceptre of a m;

money
t 445-32 for the petty consideration of 77i*,

monkeys
ph 172- 4 Theorizing . . . from mushrooms to m-,

172- 4 and from nv into men
monopoly . ,

s 141-18 no dynasty, no ecclesiastical tti*.

monotheist
361- 7 The Jew . . . is a »7»* ,*

361-10 The Christian . . . is a 7?i*.

monstrous
g 550-28 Amalgamation is deemed m'

month
. . ^ «,

a. 32-29 ate with his disciples m the 77i* Nisan

monthly
pre/ xii-10 Christian Scientist Association, convening m ;
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inonths
pft 168-25

193- 1

/ 212-12
237- 7

m" before the so-called disease made ita

confined to his bed six m- with hip-disease,
& finger which had been cut off for m\
It might have been m" or years before

moEuments
s 150- 1 m* to the virtue and power of Truth,

mood
p 420-15 when they are in a fit m.' to receive it,

ap 670- 6 shocked into another extreme mortal m',

moon
g 547-13 the gathering clouds, the m* and stars,

ap 560- 7 and the m' under her feet,— Rev. 12 : 1.

562- 7 The m' is under her feet.

moonbeams
/ 241-16 than can m' to melt a river of ice.

moon-god
an 103- 5

moral
pr 11-6

Sin was the Assjman m'

m

sp

this mav be no m.' benefit to the criminal,
11- 8 The m- 'law, which has the right to acquit or
22- 5 Vibrating . . . our m,- progress will be slow.

36-15 the great m' distance betv/een Christianity and
56- 7 MErriage is the legal and m- provision for

56-13 subject to such m' regulations as will

58-12 There is m- freedom in Soul.
59-28 80 long as its m' obligations are kept intact ;

62- 5 habits of obedience to the m- and spiritual law,
P2-23 the m- demand will not be met,
95-12 "Whoever reaches this point of m- culture
96-21 wiU vanish in a m' chemicalization.

an 101-25 lead to nv and to physical death.
103-24 malicious form of . . . ultimatea in m' idiocy,

s 115-26 definition of
118- 6 Did not this parable point a m'
119-13 all disasters, physical and m-,
124- 7 Having neither m- might, spiritual basis, nor
125- 5 M- conditions will be foimd always harmonious
139-32 The m- condition of such a man demands
140- 3 effectual in the treatment of m' ailments.
150-22 human view infringes man's free m- agency ;

pit 170- 3 neither a m,' nor a spiritual system. •

171- 3 mankind has caught their ,n- contagion.
171-21 The intellectual, the w, the spiritual,
1&2-17 M- and spiritual might belong to Spirit,
197-12 the more . . . said about m' and spiritual law,

/ 218-31 the m- and physical are as one in their results.

234-59 waa to break a m.- precept.
23-5-13 m- and spiritual culture, which lifts one higher.
244- 2 does not produce m- or physi«d deformity ;

c 260-23 evolves bad physical and m' conditions.
b 288-10 "R'hen the final physical and m- effects of C. S.

320-10 must rest upon both the Uteral and m' ;

"

327-15 It is a m' madness which rushes forth to
327-31 the man's dormant sense of m- obligation,

p 333-26 detect this unspoken m- uprising?
366- 4 must first cast m- evils out of himself
370-18 The m' and spiritual facts of health,
373- 1 If ws are Christians on aU w questions, but
375-18 adding to his patisnt's mental and nv power,
381-11 except a m- or spiritual law.
381-29 man's m' right to annul an unjust sentence,
391-17 Justice is the w signification of law.
392- 4 broken m' law should be taken into account
395-32 a m' offence is indeed the worst of diseases.
405-14 sentence of the m- law wiU be executed
405-27 hastening on to physical and m- doom.
405-28 conquered by the m' penalties you incur
406-16 riv man 'nas no fear that he wUl commit a murder,
41S-26 Includew as well as physical belief in your
419- 1 A 771' question may hinder the recovery of the
422- 6 w and physical symptoms seem aggravated,
422-15 80 mental and m- chemistry changes the

( 447- 3 no m- right to attempt to influence the
448- 2 to indulge them, is a m- offence.
44S-20 . the m- and spiritual qualifications requisite
449-11 Man's m' mercury, rising or falling,
451-32 malpractice tends to blast m' sense,
453-11 the morbid vv or physical symptoms
4.>j- 8 You must utilize the m- might of Mind
'460- 8 Its pharmacy is m,-, and its medicine is

f 4S3- 9 you must not be ignorant of the m,' and
48-3-10 M- ignorance or sin affects your
492- 9 will uplift the physical and m' standard of
493-23 any other sense of vf or mental inhannony.

g 531- 9 represent the higher to" sentiments,
540-11 In m' chemicalization, when the symptoms

gl 592-12 a type of m'. law and the
(see also courage)

morale
m 61-30 The scientific m* of mariiage is spiritual imity.
p 367- 2 nor bury the w of C. S. in the grave-clothes of

i 456-19 One must abide in the m- of truth

morally
/ 220-27

p 369-31
434-23

-1445- 5
451-23
461- 8

r 466-31
495-13

ap 564- 6
gl 587- 4

morals
and health

6 273-32
bad

f 446- 2
be»Uh and

p400- 6
426-25

r 485-17
of men

.s 126-25
sonnd
pref x-31

/235-9
p397-4
< 445-28
449-29

morbid
p 377-22
t 453-10

better m* or physically
any more than he is m' saved In or by sin.

His trial was a tragedy, and is m- illegal,
wtio attempts to kill m' and physically.
He feels nf obligated to open the eyes of

taught only by those who are rrf advanced
better physically, m\ and spiritually,
and sets the captive free physically and m*.
Incites mortals to kill m' and physically
acknowledged m-, civilly, and socially.

cannot be destructive to m* and health when

perhaps communicating his own bad m',

its influence upon health and m"
would raise the standard of health and m'
through better health and mr

the health, longevity, and m' of men ;

but sound m" are most desirable.

with as direct reference to their to* as to
the TO' and the happiness of mortals,
thus disregarding the to" of the student

improves the health and the m- of his student

the TO" or excited action of any organ.
the m" moral or physical symptoms

Morbid Secretion
p 431-22 M • 5" hypnotized the prisoner

438-21 foul fur was spread ovei him by M' S',
438-28 M' S' is not an imnorter or dealer in fur,
438-30 we know M' S" to be on friendly terms with
440- 6 Ar S- is taught how to make sleep befool

more
pref is- 8 voices the m* definite thought,

x-24 its practice is safer and to" potent
2- 8 m- than He has already done,
2-11 We can do to" for ourselves by humble fervent
2-23 God is Love. Can we ask Him to be to"?
2-27 Shall we plead for to" at the open foimt,
2-28 which is pouring forth to" than we accept-
3-24 and thus be fitted to receive to".

3-25 Gratitude is muc'a to" than a verb.al expression
3-26 Action expresses to" gratitude thaS^peech.
4-20 to assimilate to" of the divine character,
6-13 will furnish to" than its equivalent of pain,
6-17 Af" than this we cannot ask,
7-21 with TO" devout self-abnegation and purity.
8-26 do we not already know to" of this heart than
11- 4 "Go, and sin no to"."— John S: 11.

12- 4 to gain to" of the divine presence
12- 7 making it act to" powerfully on the bcdy

a 25- 7 waa no m" efficacious to cleanse from sin when
25-18 he demonstrated to" spiritually than
28-10 one's consecration to Christ is to" on the
28-13 by understanding to" of the divine Principle
29- 8 It bids us work the m- earnestly
29- 9 'oecause then our labor is to" needed.
30- 2 TO" spiritual idea of Ufe than other men,
34-18 they became to" spiritual
35-13 to receive to" of his reappearing
37-21 the TO" practical import of that career !

38- 4 even to" pernicious than the old doctrine of
41-29 demanded to" than they were wilUng to practise.
42-32 must understand TO" fully his Life-principle
45-12 much TO", being reconciled,— Rom. 5: 10.

46-29 and the material senses saw hirh no tov
51- 2 something to" important than human life
51-17 he could no m" be separated from his
54-23 whose religion waa something to" than a name.
55- 6 did Jesus no to" injustice than

m 57-27 serves to unite thought to" closely to God,
58-15 benevolence should grrow m' diffusive.
58-24 " Two eat no TO" together than they
59-18 will prove to" salutary in prolonging her health
60-30 happiness would be to" readily attamed

would be TO" secure in cur keeping,
inherit to" intellect, better balanced minds,
a TO" solemn charge, than the culture of
will do much to" for the health of the
We must not attribute to" and to" intelligence
no TO" marrying nor giving in marriage,
life should be ot" metaphysically regarded,
find permanence and peace in a to" spiritual

60-31
61-12
61-25
62-15
62-20
64-20
65-12
65-27
68-16
76-14
79- 7
81-12
82- 3
83-9

I never knew to" than one individual who
neither can he return to it, any to" than
A scientific mental method is to" sanitary than
no TO" proves him to be so, than
It is no TO- difficult to read the absent mind
Nothing ia m* antagonistic to C. S. than
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sp 84-15 to commune m* largely with the divine Mind,
84-32 we can know the truth tn' accurately than
86-26 seeking the material m' than the spiritual.
86-10 Jesus possessed m' spiritual susceptibility
86-22 Then why is it m' difficult to see a thought
89-22 We are all capable of m- than we do.
96-32 means by which to accomplish w evil ,

97- 5 In reality, the m' closely error simulates truth
97- 7 the m- impotent error becomes as a beUef.
97-U The m" destructive matter becomes,
97-12 the m- its nothingness will appear,
97-17 The w material the belief, the m obvious its

an 101- 5 that there is one m' fact to be recorded
102-12 The planets have no m- power over man than
102-20 weaving webs m- complicated and sutjtle.
102-27 much m' likely to be abused by its possessor,
103-22 belief . . . that evil is as real . . . and m- powerful.

S 10&-18 not a fraction 'm', not a unit less.
111- 7 Science of God and man is no m supernatural
112- 3 Is there m- than one school of C. S.?
116-12 includes vastly w than is at first seen.
125- 9 m' harmonious in his manifestations than
125-31 be proved nothingw than a mortal belief,
128-13 becomes m' elastic, is capable of greater
134-32 This fact at present seems m' mysterious than
138-23 the sick are m' willing to part with pain
140- 1 w than it is needed in most cases :

140- 2 Science is m' than usually effectual in
140-11 warring no w over the corporeality,
141- 3 M' than profession is requisite for
143- 8 sick are w deplorably lost than the sinning, if

144-11 The m' material a belief, the m' obstinately
146- 5 are governe"! m' or less by our systems of
149- 4 The m" excellent way is divine Science-
149-14 Truth, m' in your own life,
153-13 This discovery leads to w light.
153-29 m' careful of our mental conditions,
154-19 m- than the child's mind governs itself,
154-30 moaning w childishly than her child,
154-31 The better and m' successful method
155-22 The human mind acts m' powerfully to offset
155-24 and m" weight into the spiritual scale.
157-13 drug becomes m- like the human mind than
160- 9 The motion of the arm is no m' dependent
161- 4 771

•

exact than you suppose ;

163-17 has already destroyed m' lives than war,
163-27 if it were not m' than compensated by the
164-11 they are m- scientific than are

ph 165- * Is not the life w than meat,— Matt. 6; 25.

167-21 can no m- unite in action, than
170-23 for m- than all others spiritual causation
171-23 No nf sympathy exists between the flesh and
172-29 w nobility than the statuesque athlete,
173-30 w fatal to health a'nd longevity than
174- 3 by their m' studied methods.
176-12 m- "sermons in stones, and good in
176-25 One disease is no m' real than another.
180-15 the invaUd may unwittingly add m" fear
180-32 I have found divine Truth m' potent than
181-10 electricity and magnetism w tnan
187- 1 believing in m' than the one Mind.
189- 8 In like manner mortals should no m' deny the
190-26 place thereof shall know it no m'.— Psal. 103 ." 16.

191- 4 delusion that there is m* than one Mind,
191- 5 delusion that there is ... m* than one God,
194-25 with no w intelligence than a babe,
197-12 the m' that is thought and said about
197-19 jw honest than our sleek politicians.
197-32 771' than his calomel and morphine,
198- 2 higher stratum of mortal mind has in beUef m*
198-23 A patient's belief is m' or less moulded

/ 202-26 Truth should "much m- abound."— Rom. 5: 20.
202-30 as if senseless matter . . . had rr.- power than
203-12 incites to a m' exalted worship
203-17 We are prone to believe either in m" than
204- 4 false conclusions that there is m- than one
207— 2 evil becomes m' apparent and obnoxious
212- 9 the memory of paiu is m' vivid
213-20 Mozart experienced m' than he expressed.
213-23 even m' strikingly true of Beethoven,
214-21 m' than they do a spiritual God.
217- 3 notion of such a possibility is m- absurd than
218- 7 rests us m' than hours of repose
219- 7 No m- can we say in Science that
220-13 procures a summer residence with m' ease than
221- 5 decided that his diet should be m' rigid,
222-18 consulting the stomach less . . . and God m',
223-16 but 771' are blinded by their old illusions,
223-29 will much tti' abound as truth urges
224-22 A higher and m- practical Christianity,
225-25 abolition of mental slavery Is a 77i' difficult
226- 4 under 77i' subtle and depraving forms.
230-17 God, good, can no m' produce sickness than
233-18 much m' should ye discern the .sign mental,
233-26 Is not tti* uuquestlouable than the

more
/234-9
234-31
236-25
236-26
237-10
237-27
238- 8
239-19
241-16
242-15
243-13
244-18
245-19
246-22
247-32
250-22
250-26
251- 1

251- 4

251- 5

C258- 9
258-16
260- 1

264-13
255-14
265-14
267-20

* 270-19
279-14
279-23
281- 4

283-29
284-24
287-16
290-28
293- 8
294- 9
297-20
299- 1

305- 3
306-22
307- 8
314- 1

314-21
314-26
314-28
315-27
317-19
317-27
318-4
318-19
323-13
324- 8
326-11
326-27
327-25
329-30
331- 1

335-20
339-21
344-11
344-30
349- 2

353-14
354-18
355-12
356-32

358-19
360-24
360-25

p 365- 5
369-31
370-25
371-15
372-19
373- 4

373-10
376- 1

376-13
380-28
381- 4
382-14
382-18
382-20
382-30
386- 3
388- 9
390- 2

390-2?
393-22
395-29
397-14
397-14
397-24

become tti' familiar with good than with cvO,
and do no 77r harm than
children are m- tractable than adults,
and learn 77i- readily to love the simple verities
The 77^• stubborn beliefs and theories of
771' for them than they are willing to admit
but this frown, tti' than flatteries,

becoming nearer, dearer, and 77!- real to U3,
that compilation can do no 77i' for
Self-love IS tti- opaque than a solid body.
That those wonders are not ttj- commonlyman was never tti- nor less thaji man.
a Franklin might work with 775- certainty
would enjoy 7ti- than threescore years and ten
to have less illusion and m' Soul,
Is there any m' reality in the waking dream
matter has no 771' sense as a man than
hence it is not m' imperative
an abscess should not grow m' painful
neither should a fever become m- severe
Man is 77i' than a material form with a
know no m of man as the . . . than
can no m' arrive at the true conception
As mortals gain tti- correct views of God and
a m' expansive love,
a higher and m' permanent peace.
7?!- than is detected upon the surface,
divine Mind, in His m- infinite meanings,
one can no m' create the other than
m- or less infected with the pantheistic
Spirit and matter no m' commingle than
and unless we so do, we can no 7?r demonstrate
Even the m- subtile and misnamed
How can there be tti- than all ?
He is no m,' spiritual for believing that
the 771- ethereal is called mind.
not 771- real than the belief that matter
Faith is higher and 7ti- spiritual than belief.
It has behind it no tti- reahty than has the
discordant mortal is no m' a ttiqti than
not 771- distinct nor real to the
declares that there is m,- than one intelligence
and the body no 7?i' perfect because of death
presented to her, m- than ever before,
the m- distinctly he uttered the demands
the 771- odious he became to sinners
771' spiritual than all other earthly
771- real, 777- formidable in truth,
to the testimony of ... 777- than to Soul,
but for him to . . . was 771- difl5cult.
invalids grow 777- spiritual,
In order to apprehend 777-, we must
Unless the . . . are becoming 777- apparent,
or trusting In it tti- than in the spiritual.
and his life became m,' spiritual.
the man who has tti- animal than moral
the 777- intense the opposition to spirituality,
Life is no 777- confined to the forms which
for Spirit is 777- than all else.
has yielded to a 777- spiritual idea of Deity,
Were it tt7- fully understood that Truth heals
7T7- fashionable and less spiritual?
when this Science is 77?- generally understood
It still holds them 777- or less.
seen in example 777- than in precept.
Let discord ... be heard no 777-,

Then there must have been m- than one creator,
7T7" than one God.

TTI- frequently cited for our Instruction
Shall mortal man be m- Just than— Joh 4; 17.
Shall man be tti- pure than his— sec Job 4; 17.
much TTI' towards healing the sick
any 777- than he is morally saved in or by sin.
and do no 777- for the patient,
no 777- comprehends his real being than
How, then, in Christianity any 777- than in C. S.,
and be 777- alive to His promises,
the sick recover 777- rapidly from disease than
an image m- terrifying than that of most
T77- life and immortality in one good motive
Nothing is 777- disheartening than
Be no T77- willing to suffer the illusion that
777' receptive of spiritual power
"771- honored in the brcachthan the
is 777- difficult to heal through Mind than one
abandoned me to 777' hopeless suffering
any 777- than it is in the case of sin.
Idolaters, believing in 777- than one mind,
and I should like sometliing 777- to eat."
God is no 777- the author of sickness than
Your body would suffer no 777- from tension
may appear in a m' alarming form.
Your thought is 777- powerful than your words
771- powerful than the accident itself,
no 7TJ- material in their waldng hours
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more
p 397-30
39S-4
S98-29
400-25
407- 9

40»- 7

410-15
411- 6
411- 7

413-12
413-15
414- 5

417- 3
417- 6

418-12
419-19
421-12
421-25
422-17
423- 7

424-22
425-18
425-21
425-22
427- 5
428-27
429- 5

430- 8

438-27
.440-29
t 449-5
450- 5

453-28
454-26

455-32
458-U
457-5
459-21
459-30
460-16
462- 2

463-19
464- 2

r 485-16
469-29
470- 6
473-13
476-27
485-12
487- 6
487- 8
488- 9
488-22
490-13

g 501-16
509-14
509-21
510- 2

515-18
620- 7
521-18
623-28
526-3
529-13
530-22
530-23
533-19
536- 4
539-27
641- 2

641-2
541-9
541-11
543- 6
614-18
546-18
547-16
£18-25
549-16
553-26
£61- 7

552-26
563- 5
564-32
565-28

ap

567- 1

572-22
673-31

gl 581-20
581-21
632-10
684-21

you will quickly become m' manly or
and eater no m,' into him."— Mark 9 : 25.

changes such ills into new and w difficult
no m' fear that we shall be sick

delay makes the struggle tn- severe.
the m' prolific it is likely to become in sin and
The m' difficult seems tlie material condition
the body would respond m" quickly,
just as a person replies m' readily when
are no m' natural nor necessary than
in order to make it thrive m' vigorously
it yields m' readily than do most diseases
sometimes knowing m' than their doctors.
Never teU the sick that they have m- courage

than
sickness is no m" the reality of being than
Think . . . m* of spiritual,
and 771" for the mental disturbance
It is no m' Christianly scientific to see disease

giving m- spirituality to consciousness
m' strongly than the expressed thought.
It is not m" difficult to make yourself heard
mankind will be m* spiritual
God is m* to a man than his belief,
the m' immortality we possess,
can no m" die . . . than can Soul,
immortality will become m' apparent,
the m' simple demonstrations of control,
he will advance m' rapidly towards God,
disappeared and was never heard of m*.
forbidden to enter . . . any rrt' suits
but m" of C. S. must be gained
Another class, still ni' unfortunate,
impresses m- deeply the wrong mind-picture.
Do not dismiss . . . feeling that you have no m*

to do
the w impossible it wUl become
Whoever affirms that there is m' than one
has done m' for teacher and student,
is m" harmful than wilful wickedness,
treats disease with m" certain results than
is- m" than fancy ; it is solid conviction,
assimilate truth m" readily than others,
and can cause the mother no m' suffering.
Why do you not make yourself tw widely
Question.— Is there nf than one God
This belief that there is vf than one mind
existence of m- than one mind was the basic
m' than all other men, has presented
shall know it no w."— Psal. 103 : 16.

disease, and death appear m- and m' unrealw Christianity in seeing . . . spiritually than
There is m' Science in the perpetual exercise of

they have nv the signfficance of faith,
Nerves have no w sensation, apart from
are m" or less deprived of Truth,
m* native to their Immortal cravings
but the stellar universe is no m* celestial than
are no m' contingent now on time or
Hovv much m- should we seek to apprehend the
does not imply m' than one God,
no m' seen nor comprehended by mortals, than
wiU naturally ask if there is notning m'
accounts become m- and m' closely Intertwined
m' scientific record of creation
the serpent was m- subtle than— Gen. 3:1.
ni' pleasant to the eyes thanw to be desired than
in.' rapidly than he can alone,
and there was no w sea."— Rev. 21 : 1.

m' than human power to expound the facts
A lamb is a m,- animate form of existence,
m' nearly resembles a mind-offering
Had God m* respect for the homage
the lamb was a m" spiritual tjrpe
m" beautifully apparent at error's demise,
first suggestion of tw than the one Mind,
seem m' obscure than other portions
m' consistent than most theories,
he would have blessed the human race m*
nucleus, or egg, from which one or tn-

the m" ancient superstition about the creation
Because of his m' spiritual vision,
but remembering no m* her sorrow
and still w astounded at hatred,
"m- subtle than any beast of the— Gen. 3 ; 1.

neither was their place found any m-— Rev.
12:8.

Gabriel has the m' quiet task
and there was no m' sea.— Rev. 21: 1.

now pain, and all tears will be wiped away,
the m" confusion ensues,
and the tw certain is the downfall
the introduction of a m- spiritual origin ;

which saith : . . . There is m- than one mind,

more
gl 592- 6 belief that there can be m* than one creator ;

694r- 4 the belief in m" than one God ;

(sec also f%ltb)

moreover
o 360-11 replies : . . . M', I have no notion of losing
r 466-15 A/', Truth is real, and error is unreal.

morning
eveaing and

g 510-22 already divided into evening and m* ;

eTenlng and the
(see evening)

pref vll- 3 beholds the first faint m* beams,
vii- 9 across a night of error should dawn the m'

a 34-31 in the bright m- hours
35-11 the m- meal which Christian Scientists com-

memorate.
p 365-18 like dew before the m* sunshine.
g 509-22 when "the m- stars sang together."— J'od 38 : 7.

gl 591-23 definition of

mornings
g 504-17 taking place on so many evenings and m*.

morphine
ph 198- 1 more than his calomel and rn',

p 416- 6 A hypodermic injection of m" is

morsel
ph 174-28 rolling it under the tongue as a sweet m*

mortal (see also mortal's)
belief of that

6 312-U belief of that m- that he must die
convince the

b 327-27 convince the m "

of his mistake
corporeal

gl 589- 4 A corporeal m •

embracing duplicity,
589-19 Joseph. A corporeal m" ; a higher sense of

MosEe. A corporeal m' ; moral courage ;

Noah. A corporeal m' ;

Shem (Noah's son). A corporeal m" ;

692-11
592-22
594-14

disappears
gl 595-20

discordant
6 305- 3

dying
6 292-11

earthly
sp 72-26 A sinning, earthly m- is not the reality of

every
Every m' must learn that there is neither
Every m' at some period, here or hereafter.

until the m- disappears

discordant m' is no more a man than

dying m" is not the likeness of God,

from one m' to another,

does not pass . . . from the m- to the immortal,

ph 186-15

ap 569- 3
from one

r496- 3
from the

/ 244-26
let no
m 62-24 let no m' interfere with God's government

never produces the
6 277- 7 The immortal never produces the m'.

not a
a 42-27 is therefore not a m- but an immortal,

says
ph 190- i m' says that an marumate unconscious seedling

sick
p 431- 4 When the sick m' was thirsty,

this
s 164-2S and this w shall have put on— I Cor. 15: 54.

p 409-24 This w is put off, . . . m proportion as
r 496-25 and this.m" shall have put on— / Cor. 15: 5t

wicked
6 289- 8 A wicked m' is not the idea of God.

S138-3
140-31

ph 192- 9
194-16

/ 250-15
250-16
250-18

C 265-20
6 284-11
285-11
293-10

p 416-22
r 476-21

g 502-10
554-12
557-14

gl599-3
mortal (adj
aliments

ph 174-22
basis

p424-6

not on the personal Peter as a m", but on
What is the god of a m', but a m- magnified?
from the w instead of from the immortal.
would presuppose man, . . . a m' in
but a m' is not man,
A m' may be weary or pained,
When that dream vanishes, the m' finds
this is true only of a nv,
matter, or a m, sin, sicloiess, and
claim that a m' is the true image of
the illusion called a m',
when the m- has resigned his body
Learn this, O m', and earnestly seek the
untrue image of God, named a sinful m'.
m,' is unconscious of his fcetal . . . existence;
the less aw knows of sin, disease.
You. As applied to corporeality, a xn,\

)

all that enables a drug to cure m* ailments.

we must leave the m* basis of belief
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mortal (adj.)

554- 5 nor are there properly any nv beings.
belief

pr 12-19 It is a m- belief, . . . whicli causes a drug to be
o 20-14 he knev/ the error of m- belief,

sp 72-13 M' belief (the material sense of life)

73-12 attraction of so-called spirit is a nv belief,

88-25 for both arise from m- belief.

s 125-32 proved nothing more than a m" belief,

151-17 M- belief says that death has been occasioned

ph 174-22 M- belief is all that enables a drug to cure
181- 8 but rw belief has such a partnership.
184- 1 laws of health are simply laws of w belief.

197-28 and m' belief loses some portion of its error.

/ 209- 2 the m' belief which maltes the body discordant
212-32 unreal and imitative movements of m- beUef,
213-16 a mental impression made onw belief.

227- 3 I saw that the law of m- belief included
228- 7 Heredity is a prolific subject for m' belief to

229-15 w beUef has constituted itself a law to bind
230-26 soothing syrups to . . . satisfy m- belief,

247-12 passes away, fading and fleeting as m' belief.

251- 7 Fright is so great at certain stages of m- belief

C 262-10 by divine into the shallows of m' beUef.

b 278-28 and death is a m" belief.

281- 9 rebukes m- belief, and asks :

287-22 Error is false, m' beUef ; it is Illusion,

289-16 "king of terrors" to be but a W beUef,— Jo&
18: 14.

294-11 This m- belief, misnamed man, is error,

296-16 M- belief must lose all satisfaction in error

296-31 M- belief is a har from the beginning,
297- 2 M- belief says, "You are happy I"

297-32 A m- belief fulfils its own conditions.
302-12 that mind is in matter, . . . is a.m- belief :

308- 6 Until the lesson is learned . . . m- belief will be
3U- 1 the varying clouds of m" belief, which hide the
311-27 They are only what m- belief caUs them.
321-18 was really but a phase of w belief.

p 372- 3 The mortal body is only an erroneous m* belief

381-12 so-called laws of m' belief are destroyed by the
401-17 is destroying erroneous m.' belief.

407-32 ia consonance with common m' belief.

415- 5 Inflammation as a w belief quickens or
428-18 mortal sense cannot impair nor tw beUef destroy..

T 478- 8 ezcept the claim of w belief?

489-31 Af•
belief would have the material senses

496-21 the law of w beUef, at war with the facts

C 556-10 M" belief infolds the conditions of sin.

556-10 M" belief dies to live again in renewed
ap 569- 5 the m,' belief in a power opposed to God.
f/l 588- 1 Hell. M' belief ; error ; lust ; remorse ;

689-12 Jerusalem. M' belief and knowledge
6S9-20 higher sense of Truth rebuking m- belief,

597-20 Will. The motive-power of error ; w belief ;

beliefs

sp 84- 2 nor with the conclusions of m- beliefs.

* 144- 8 The various w beliefs formulated in

/ 231-18 w beliefs which divine Truth and Love destroy.
o 353-31 M' beliefs can neither demonstrate
p 378-18 exercised over to" beliefs to destroy them ;

r 488-18 defines these So-called senses as m- beliefs,

ap 569-12 masters his m* beliefs, anlmahty, and hate,

dl 583- 1 Sensual and m' beliefs ;

594-22 SpiBira. At beliefs ; corporeality ;

blindness
p 374-13 m' bUndness and its sharp consequences

bodies
sp 92- 8 decomposition of m' bodies in what is termed
o 341- * shall also quicken your w bodies— Rom. 8; 11.

body
a 51-10 to attempt the destruction 'of the m* body
s 108-32 the organism and action of the to' body,

122-11 senses . . . make mortal mind tributary to m'
body,

151-32 claims to govern every organ of the m* body,
ph 187-21 action of the to' body is governed by this

/ 209- 9 material and to- body or mind is not the man.
220-30 forms all conditions of the m' body,
222- 8 also that mortal mind makes a to' body,
250-14 M' body and mind are one,

C 263-32 The fading forms of matter, the m' body and
b 293-U mortal mind and m* body, are false
305-11 divine Principle, not In am' body.
311-21 or that Immortal Soul is in m' body,

p 372- 2 The m' body is only an erroneous mortal belief
402-14 mortal mina constructs the to' body
403-17 producing on to' body the results of

concepts
c 256-15 nor can He be understood . . . through m'

concepts.
consclonsness

sp 77-22 Even if . . . to to" consciousness were possible,
278-14 in a supposititious to' consciousness.
295-13 TO' conaclousoeas will at last yield to

mortal (a<ij.)

consolidat ton
ph 185-30 n. m' consolidation of material mentality

deviations
g 502- 7 tlie m' deviations and inverted images

discord
sp 98- 3 elevation of e.xistence above to' discord
c 262-27 The foundation of to" discord is a false sense

discords
/ 231-16 God is not the author of to' discords.

disorder
ph 184-10 belief which produces a to' disorder,

dream
a 42- 7 found at length to be a to' dream,
/ 219- 2 and the to' dream will forever cease.
230- 5 the awakening from this 7iV dream,
250-25 whatever appears to be . . . is a to' dream.

b 311-17 This state of error is the to' dream
p 418-13 This TO' dream of sickness, sin, and death

dreams
6 305-29 These w dreams are of human origin,

elements
p 374-28 Is resolved into its primitive to' elements.

error
sp 96-21 M' error will vanish in a moral chemicalization;

/ 204- 5 that to' error is as conclusively mental
277- 9 Their opposites", evil and matter, are to' error,
315-15 Their thoughts were filled with m' error,

p 403-18 until 7n' error is deprived of its imaginary
r 468-12 Spirit is immortal Truth; matter is w error.

485-21 TO' error which Christ, or Truth, destroys
g 533-15 Adam, alias to' error,
548-13 Every agony of to' error helps . . . destroy error,

errors
a 53-26 He knew the TO' errors which constitute the

existence
sp 70- 1 M' existence is an enigma.
s 108-19 apparently near the confines of to' eidatence,

ph 187- 3 mortals do not comprehend even m" existence,
188-11 M' existence is a dream of pain and

/ 250- 6 Af' existence is a dream ; .

250- 6 AI existence has no real entity,
250-23 the waking dream of to' existence

p 364- 5 to lay down his to' existence in behalf of
403-15 TO' existence is a state of self-deception
426-21 destroy the great fear that besets to" existence.
501- 8 showing the poverty of to' existence,

eyes
b 334-20 before the human Jesuswas mcamate to to

'

eyes.
fault

b 292- 1 When the last to' fault is destroyed,
fear

p 377-28 cause of . . . disease is mental, a to' fear,
feellnffs

gl 587-23 Hbabt. M' feelings, motives, affectioua,
flesii

sp 81-10 their afiiliation with to' flesh ;

forms
s 118-20 In all to' forms of thought, dust is

history
r 476-16 They were, from tne begnming of to' history,

humanity , , .

b 338-10 conclusions of material and to' humamty.
tgnoranee

ph 183-22 springing from to' ignorance or fear.

b 280-32 The only excuse ... is our TO' ignorance
illusion , ^ .„ .

b 289-19 death is but a to' illusion,

302-16 is always beyond and above the to' illusion

p 403-20 sweeps away the gossamer web of ?«" illusion.

Illusions , , .^ ^ ^

/ 214-23 for to' illusions would rob God,
h 289-29 Matter and death are w illusions.

330- 4 the fixedness of to' illusions,

knowledge ., , ,

g 527-17 constitutes evil and to' knowledge.
life

p 399-22 60-called to' life is mortal mind,
o 503-25 TO' life, mutable truth, nor variable love.

544-30 declares . . . so-called to' life to be Life,

552-13 Human experience in to' life,

malice ,.

( 458-22 Science will ameliorate m' malice.

man
sp 92-17 for the common conception oi to' man
s 113-24 "but every [to') man a har."— Rom. 3; 4.

ph 190- 9 human belief called to' man
191-25 Physical sense defines to' man as based on

/ 204- 9 (TO' man) who carries out the delusions of sin,
204-15 TO' man, is a supposed mixture of

208-26 w' man possesses this body,
215-24 M' man is the antipode of immortal maa
250-24 whatever appears to be a to' man is a

c 255-11 Af ' man has made a covenant with his eye8
263- 7 When TO' man blends his thoughts of

b 289- 2 M' man can never rise . , . until he learns
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mortal (adj.)

nun
b 291-23
291-30
292-32
294-20
^96-5
301-23
3S1- 3
346-3
347-12
360-24

p 425-15
<459- 4
r 476-23
477- 1

47S-16
478-30
491-32
492- 1

flSOS- 1

531-5
535-18
538-26
538-27
540- 3

543-4
fff 590-12

manbood
9 543-21

materials
p 402-15

measurements
gl 595-17 Time.

men
p/1190-2

mentality
sp 90-22

9 513- 1

mind
a 30-12

A3 death findeth m' man, so shall he
the judgment by which m" man Is divested of
a m" man is not the real essence of manhood,
m' man, representing the error that life and
It is the ripening of m' man, through which
AI- man seems to himself to be material
If life were in m' man or material things,
not sinful and sickly m" man who is

so-caUed m" man is not the reality of man.
Shall m* man be more just than— Job 4 ; 17.

M' man will be less mortal,
m" man achieves no worldly honors except by
Remember that the Scriptures say of m' man:
where sinningw man appears to mortals.
No, not if God is true and m' man a liar.

M" man is really a self-contradictory phrase,
that this dream . . . may not be m" man?
leaves W man intact in body and thought,
human or material belief, called m' man.
the error,— that m- man starts materially,
starting from matter . . . m- man would be
of m' man, and of sin which is temporal.
As both m' man and sin have a beginning.
Spirit creates neither a wicked nor a m' man,
but it Is only rn' man and not the real man,
m' man ; denial of the fulness of God's creation;

thinking that apehood preceded m* manhood?

with this mind's own m* materiala.

M' measurements ;

afterwards m* men or mortals,

shows what m* mentality and knowledge are.

this m' mentality, sc-caUed, and Its claim,

'the way."— Johnappreciable to m' mind as
14:6.

sp 71-16 Images, which m' mind holds and evolves
71-18 neither m* mind nor matter is the image
77- 8 m' mind creates its own physical conditions.
78- 4 the changing deflections of m' mind ;

80-24 control of m' mind over Its substratum,
80-25 It Is m- mind which convulses Its substratum,
80-27 M' mind produces table-tipping
83-32 act of reading m- mind investigates and
86- 5 m' mind, whose touch called for aid.
86-20 soimds evolved involuntarily by m' mind.
86-29 M' mind sees what It believes
87-15 It presents primal facts to m' mind.
87—26 strong Impressions produced on m* mind
88-13 are offshoots of m' mind ;

89- 3 shows that the beliefs of m.' mind are loosed.
SO-U transitions now possible for m' mind
94-28 Our Master read m' mind on a scientific basis,
95- 2 the only genuine Science of reading m' mind.
97— 6 resembl'^3 its essence, m' mind,

an 102- 8 unreal concept of the so-called tn' mind.
103- 6 The destruction of the claims of m' mind
103-19 specific term for error, or m" mind.
103-26 they annihilate the fables of m' mind,
103-29 In reality there Is no nf mind,
104-32 is not w mind the murderer?
105- 1 hands, without m' mind to direct them,
105- 6 jurisdiction over the carnal or m" mind,
105- 8 771' mind, evil, which Is the real outlaw,

'

105-13 M' mind, not matter. Is the ciimlnal
* 108-10 the only sufferer Is m" mind,

108-27 subjective state of m" mind which
114- 3 author caUs sick and sinful humanity m' mind,
114-12 M" mind is a solecism in language,
114-14 m' mind implies something untrue
114-31 what is termed by the author m' mind.
116- 4 In the tiiird degree m' mind disappears,
116-19 is nothing beyond an Image in m- mind.
122-10 so-called senses stUl make m' mind tributary
124- 4 a law of m" mind, a blind belief,
125- 1 as m' mind changes its beliefs.
126- 4 m' mind wUl be without form and void,
138-13 casting out the errors of m" mind.
145-29 m* mind must continually weaken its own
151-31 m' mind claims to govern every organ of
152- 5 and saves m' mind from itseU.
153-22 pain cannot exist where there is no ni' mind
153-27 m' mind, not matter, contains and carries
154- 4 law of m' mind that certain diseases should be
154-18 law of m' mind and her own fears
157-24 m- mind confers the power which the drug
157-26 Narcotics quiet m" mind,
158-21 771' mlndacquires an educated appetite
158-27 letting in matter's higher stratum, m' mind.
15&-29 m* mind, of a higher attenuation tbaa

(adj.)mortal
mlod

S 159-21
160-10

from effects produced by m' mind,
no more dependent upon the direction of m'

mind,
160-17 Has m- mind ceased speaicing to them,
160-27 to learn how m' mind governs muscle,
161- 4 m' mind, and not matter, bums it.

161-28 if it were not already determined by m' mind.
ph 168-27 a latent illusion of m" mind,

168-32 process which m- mind and bodv undergo
169-23 It is m mind, not matter, which brings
172-21 obtains in mortals, alias m- mind,
175- 2 action of m" mind on the body was not so
176-19 M' mind is the worst foe of the body,
176-27 no farther than m" mind maps out tne way,
177- 3 AI' mind and body are one.
177-10 body, is but a false concept of m' mind.
176- 4 it is set down as a poison by m' mind.
178-18 AI' mind, acting from the basis of sensation
179-13 The preference of m' mind for a certain method
180- 2 As m' mind is the husbandman of error,
180-23 correct this turbulent element of m' mind
184-21 AI' mind alone suffers,
185-14 They have their birth in m' mind,
185-32 A patient under the influence of m' mind
186-28 M' mind is ignorant of self,
186-29 If m' mind knew how to be better,
187-14 the mandate of m' mind
187-19 WTiat is this my but m' mind,
188-24 The sdU of disease is m' mind,
189-10 effect of m' mind on the body,
189-15 It Is as truly m' mind, according to lt3
189-19 7W mind, by an inevitable perversion,
189-25 From m' mind comes the reproduction of
189-28 the development of embryonic ni' mind
189-.32 matter is the subjective condition of m' mind.
190- 2 so-caUed embryonic m* mind,
190- 6 neither a m' mind nor the immortal Mind
192-12 offspring ... of the m* mind and not of tho
191-12 if m' mind says, "I am deaf and blind;"
194-18 the frailty and inadequacy of w mind.
194-21 and that, in turn, w mind manifests itse^
195-11 whether it is w m.ind or immortal Mind
195-21 promote the growth of tw mind out of itself,
196- 5 The power of m' mind over its own body is

198- 6 Better the suffering which awakens m' mind
195-20 Such books as will rule disease out of m' mind,
198- 2 for the higher stratum of m' mind has
198-13 to prevent disease from forming in rwmind
199- 1 muscles, without vohtion of m' mind,
199-18 as they influence them through m' mind.

/ 201-17 The way to extract error from m' mind is tw
202-30 senseless matter or erring m' mind
20S- 9 a law. of m' mind, wrong in every sense,
20^26 only expresses a material andw mind.
210-19 The expression m' mind is really a solecism,
210-27 It is the so-called m" mind wtiich voices thia
211- 8 the sensations of a so-called m' mind pr
211-14 seem to obtain in m' mind.
211-18 Without 771- mind, the tear could not
212-14 proves sensation to be in the m' mind,
213- 2 Whoever contradicts this m' mind suppositioo
213- 6 Af • mind conceives of something as either
213-27 AI' mind is the harp of many strings,
218- 1 M' mind does the false talkmg,
218-15 independently of m' mind
219-11 Not muscles, nerves, nor bones, but m' mind
220-15 kinder than the atmosphere of m' mind,
220-18 AI' mind produces its own phenomena,
220-30 Af mind forms all conditions of the
221-30 without the consent of m' mind,
222- 1 this phantasm of m" mind disappears as we
222— 5 food affects the body only as m' mind has Its
222- 8 He learned also that m' mind makes a
225-28 Tlie despotic tendencies, inherent in m' mind
228- 4 or of certain idiosyncrasies of m' mind
229-20 The so-caUed law of m' mind, conjectural and
229-29 It is the transgression of a belief of m' mind,
230-30 So-called ni' mind or the mind of mortals
234-17 If mortals would keep proper ward overm' mind,
236-14 form the embryo of another m' mind,
239-23 AI' mind is the acknowledged seat of
239-27 If it comes from erring m' mind,
239-31 Imperfect fw mind sends forth its own
243-19 If this information is conveyed, m' mind
243-21 the inanimate substratum of m' mind,
248-15 What is the model before m' mind?
250-25 Take away the m' mind, and matter has no
'250-28 Upon this stage . . . goes on the dance of m"

mind.
251- 3 The so-called belief of m' mind apparent as

c 260-24 Selfishness and sensualism are educated in m'
mind

261- 8 The effect of m- mind on health and
262-^ Cause does not exist in matter, La m' mind, or
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mortal (sdj
mind
, c26»- 5

* 273-31
274-5
274-19
283-27
283- 9
289-22
292-13
292-15
292-19
293- 7

293-11
293-21
295-8
295-19
296 26
305-13
311- 3
321-20
323-23
326-15
329-29
338-16
348^19
348-20

p 370-15
370-20
371- 2
372-5
372-6
373-30
374- 1

374-4
374-6
374-12
374-16
374-26
374-27
374-30
375- 1

375-23
376-19
377-13
379-28
381-14
381-20
382-31
384-10
385-26
386- 1

387-3
387-25
388-5
389- 8
391- 1

391-20
391-23
391-26
392-31
3S3- 4
393-8
393-24
396-26
397-2
397-27
398-23
399-5
399- 7

399-10
399-11
399-16
399-20
399-22
399-23
400- 1

400-4
400-17
400-22
400-26
401-14
402- 8
402-13
402-18
403-16
404-13
405- I

405-14
407-13
40S-18
408-24
408-31
409- 3

409-4

)

The creations of m- mind are material.
atmosphere of m' mind cannot be
the conception of w mind, the offspring of

simply the manifested beliefs of m' mind.
Error is the so-called intelligence of m* mind.
states of tn' mind which act, react, and
results, by the universal law of w mind, in
Matter is the primitive belief of w mind,
To m- mind, matter is substantial,
the origin of material man and m- mind.
Matter and m- mind are but different strata of
human belief.

m' mind and mortal body, are false
There is no vapid fury of m- mind
Af mind would transform the spiritual into the
The m" mind . . . which has lost much materiality
M' mind judges by the testimony of the
a characteristic of m- mind.
What we term m" mind or carnal mind,
that leprosy was a creation of w mind
elevates even m- mind to the contemplation of
great healer of m' mind is the healer of the
the error into which m' mind is plunged,
suggests the thought. . .ofm- mind in solution.
Is it not well to eliminate from so-called m' mind
60 long as it remains in m- mind.
The effect, which jtj' mind produces through
since m' mind must be the cause of dise£ise
The body is the substratum of m' mind,
error in solution, elementary m" mind.
One theory about this vv mind is, that its
M' mind is producing the propulsion or the
that standard which m" mind nas decided upon
whispered into the ear of m" mind.
Because w mind seems to be conscious,
which is in fact the objective state of w mind,
can destroy all ills which proceed fromw mind.
Heat and cold are products of m- mind.
The body, when bereft of m- mind, at first cool?,
M' mind produces animal heat.
Hence it is m" mind, not matter, which says,
show n' mind that muscles have no power
a mental concept and goverued byw mind,
showing w mind to be the producer of
are pictures drawn on the body by a m- mind.
m' mind cannot legislate the times, periods,
Think less of the enactments of m- mind,M • mind needed to be set right,
this is but a belief of m- mind,
it is a law of m" mind which you have disobeyed,
an illusion of w mind,— one of its dreams.
Because w mind is kept active, must it
It is a law of so-called tn' mind,
StoUdity, which is a resisting state of tn- mind,
m" mind, which reports food as undigested.
to overthrow the plea of m- mind,
it must be m" mind which speaks ;

will deUver you to the judge (m- mind),M • mind alone sentences itself.
Exclude from m" mind the offending errors ;

only because m- mind is ignorant of itself,
a law of so-called m- mind, not of matter,
were it not for m- mind.
so efface the images of sickness from 7iv mind,
not seeing how m- mind affects the body,
can never treat w mind and matter separately.
Appetite and disease reside in m' mind, not m
M' mind prescribes the drug,
Af" mind plans the exercise, and puts the
mortal thought, alias m.' mind,
m' mind sends its despatches over its body,
Af' mind perpetuates its own thought,
and continuation of, the primitive m' mind,
so-called mortal life is m* mind,
Scientificallv speaking, there is no m- mind
rrv mind, which directly controls the body
M' mind is "the strong man,"— Matt. "l2;29.
except what m- mind assigns to it.

M- mind rules all that is mortal,
action of so-called m' mind must be destroyed
m' mind only feels and sees materially.
The time approaches when nv mind w"ill forsakew mind constructs the mortal body
body manifests only what m- mind believes,.
Af • mind is constantly producing on mortal body
If the evil is over in the repentant w mind,
The basic error is m.- mind,
will be executed upon m- mind and body,
giving strength to the weakness of vv mind,
thus reaching m' mind through matter?
were it not that m- mind thinks that the
M- mind is ignorant of itself,
formed by m' mind and not by matter?"
Af ° mind and body combine as onct

mortal (adj.)
mind

p 409- 9 Unconscious m' mind— alias matter,
409-12 unconscious substratum of m' mind,
409-16 so-called conscious w mind is believed to be
411-25 Whatever is cherished in w mind
414-12 love will . . . guide and govern m.' mind
415-15 They only render w m.ind . . . less fearful,
415-26 instruct m" mind with immortal Truth.
416-16 material body, which you caU me, is m' mind,
416-21 This materialism ... is only in m' mind,
417-29 Show them how m" mind seems to induce
419-21 rtv mind is Uable to any phase of belief.
420-28 If it becomes necessary to startle w mind
421- 7 Should you thus startle w mind
421-19 When the supposed suffering is gone from m*

mind,
changes v/hich go on in m- mind serve to
as directly the action of m,' mind as
a separate, individualized w mind,
M- mind, not matter, induces this conclusion
this is but one of the beliefs of m mind.
rn- mind, when instructed by Truth, yields to
M- mind affirms that mind is subordinate
A/" mind must part with error,
action of one m- mind controUing another
to move upon the waters of in' mind.
Any attempt to heal mortals with erring m'

mind,
action is that of so-called m' mind,
all inharmony of m' mind or body is illusion.
Take away so-called m,' mind, which constitutes
the human, m' mind so-called is not a healer,
the objective states of m' mind.
Physical force and m' mind are one.
there is in reaUty no such thing as m' mind.
Disease is an experience of so-caUed m' mind,
butw mind, . . . sin, disease, and death have no
material world implies a w mind
To m- mind, the universe is Uquid, solid, and
M' mind inverts the true likeness.
Ignorant of the origin ... of m" mind.
Bo-called m' mind— being non-existent

536-24 M' mind accepts the erroneous,
.544-14 No m- mind has the might or right

the order of matter to be the order of wi"
matter is a manifestation of w mind,
as the force of w mind is less pungent
health attends the absence of m- mind.
m- mind must waken to spiritual life

When the mist of w mind evaporates,
before the tribunal of so-called w mind,
talking serpent typifies m- mind.
Led on by the grossest element of m* mind,
should also know the great delusion of m' mind,
the thoughts which he beholds in rr.- mind,
and matter in m' mind ;

human knowledge, or so-called rn' mind,— ., self-offering ; an improved state of m- mind :

582-25 and would make m- mind a slave to the body.
583-26, 27 so-called in' mind controlling m' mind ;

Evening. . . . weariness of m' mind ;

mortality ; another name for m' mind ;

that which m" mind sees, feels, . . .only in belief,
definition of
Will, as a quality of so-called m' mind,

(see also Mortal Sllnd)
mind-rorce

b 310- 5 made up of supposititious m' mind-force ;

mind-reading
sp 83-25 m' mind-reading and immortal Mind-reading.

M' mind-reading and immortal Mind-reading

422-19
423-28
424-2
425-2
425-15
426- 2

429-13
4.30-3
451-28
454-23
459-12

463-31
r 473- 1

479-13
482-30
481-13
484-15
487-21
493-21

tf 505-2
607-21
511-23
512-25
512-28
513-27

652-25
.552-29

5.55- 1

555- 2

556-26
S57-I6

ap 564-21
564-32
665- 9

670-28
571-26

0/580-25
582-6
682-10

585- 2

591- 9
591-14
.591-25

597-24

mind.

83-29

mind's
p 429-16

minds
a 50-27
s 110-26
145- 9

p 408-12
419-24

m' mind's affirmation is not true.

The distnist of m' minds, disbeheving the
the power of C. S. to heal w minds and bodies,
between m~ minds and immortal Mind,
baneful effects of illusion on m- minds and
in mortals or so-called m' minds,

(see also Mortal Minds)
model

/ 248-17 Have you accepted the m' model?
mood

ap 570- 6 shocked into another extreme m' mood,
night-^ream

/ 249-25 m' night-dream is sometimes nearer the fact

opinions
b 273-29

p 390-15
399-27

origin
ph 169-11

passions
el 597-29

conflicting m' opinions and beliefs
false process of m' opinions which you name law,
The one Mind, God, contains no m' opinions.

disease has a mental, m' origin.

Destruction ; anger ; m* passions.
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mortal (adj.)

personality
sp 94-16 m- personality, passion, and Impulse.

phenomenon
b 277-30

seemiES
ph 190-17

selfbood
b 315- 5

sense
sp 72-6
/ 210-29
212- 8
212-31
215-16
218-13

C 263-27
b 301-14
302-29
308-17
331- 8

p 370- 3
406-15
423-18

t 459-24
r 471-26

p 507-30
558-10

g? 596-23

senses
6 288-28

p 390- 6

and is therefore a m' phenomenon.

This m- seeming is temporal ;

and lose sight of m' selfhood

would disappear to m* sense.
To m' sense, sin and suffering are real.

Why need pain, . . . come to this m- sense?
realities of being, . '. . are unseen to rw sense ;

only a m' sense of the absence of light,

to destroy the errors of m" sense
a human and m- sense of persons and things
seems to m- sense transcendental,
m- sense would fain have us so believe.

struggling v/ith a m- sense of life,

m' sense, which falsely testifies to

we must forsake the m* sense of things,
scientific period, in which m* sense is subdued
the Life which nf sense caimot impair
To m* sense C. S. seems abstract,
that which interprets God as above m- sense.

Af • sense inverts this appearing
To m" sense Science seems at first obscure.

Though the way is dark in m' sense,

unlimited by the m* senses.

to the m' sensea, there Is seeming dlacora.

seni^uoasness
a 35- 7 to riae somewhat from m- sensuousness,

Sigbt
/ 214-28 How transient a sense isw sight,
300-18 though (to m' sight) they grow side by side

sinner
A m' sinner is not God's man,
to become there a m' sinner,

r 475-31

(7 525-2
testimony

b 297-27
297-28

r 494-26
theories

ff 552-10

theory
(7 547-29

tbooght
an 102-19

103-30
5 118-20
118-24
125- 8

ph 189-18
189-21
189-27
198-20

C 259-22
263-23
264-4

6 282-24
295-25
306-21

no m' testimony Is founded on the
M' testimony can be shaken.
One is the m' testimony, changing,

Af- theories make friends of sin, sickness, and

sensual, and m' theory of the universe.

hidden in the dark recesses of m* thought,
consequently no transference of m' thought
that is, three modes of m- thought,
changes the whole of m- thought,
normal and natural to changed m' thought,
the evidence of all m" thought or things,
lowest instead of from the nighest m' thought.
According to m- thought, the development of
until the elasticity of w thought haply
M' thought transmits its own images,
multiplication or self-division of m' thought.
The crude creations of w thought must
is a material, human, w thought.
All that is called m.- thought is made up Of

... _- The myriad forms of m' thought,
o 349-2& M' thought does not at once catch Jhe
p 375-32 belief in consiunption presents to m- thought

391- 3 Blot out the images of m' thought
399-10 not . . . apart from the action of m' thought,
415-10 in a part which m- thought does not reach.
418-31 dark images of m- thought,
425-10 beliefs, images of m' thought

t 463- 8 detachw thought from its material
T 479- 9 image of m- thought, reflected on' the retina,
511-27 the gradation of vv thought,
520-26 M" thought drops into the ground,
553- 6 M" thought must obtain a better basis,
553-21 theory . . . adopted by general m* thought

Hi 585-21 a state of m- thought, the only error of which
586- 1 Evening. Mistiness of m' thought V
596-24 Life and Love . . . destroy the unrest of w

thought.
Time is a m' thought, the divisor of which598-30

thoughts
s 164-22

ph 178-10
190-21

/ 250-^29

(71582- 3

anlverse
OJ 584-24

Qsage
a 30-U

veins
p 376-15

23

m' thoughts in belief rule the materiality
connection of past m- thoughts with present.
Hebrew bard, swayed by m' thoughts,
M- thoughts chase one another like snowflakes.
Believing. . . . Af" thoughts, Illusioo.

thence to reproduce a m' universe.

Had his . . . birth been wholly apart from m'
usage,

which ever flowed through m* veins

mortal (adj.)

vestures
c 260-29 If we array thought In m' vestures.

view
& 315-30 (that Is, as it seemed to m* view),

vision
b 301-15 man's substantiality transcends m* visioQ

will
gl 599- 5 Blind enthusiasm ; m' will.

zenith
sp 97-13 until matter reaches its m* zenith In lUualoa

sp

19-32
44-31
72-4
78-11
81-13
81-25
88-13
93-28

S 108-30
124-12
139-20

ph H>5- 8
173-21
174-31
184-18
187-27
188-1
195-22

f 210-23
211-10
213- S
249- 7

252-11
253-12

C 255- 5
258- 1

260- 7
262-13
265-29

b 276-16
279-2
286-4
289-13
292-28
296-5
298- 8

298-18
300- 1

301- 6
303-23
305-24
3C6-31
307-18
314-3
320-23
337-13
347-5
352- 6

p 400-23
403-26
409-21
425-15

r 466-13
468- 3
468-5
476-11
477-9
477-13
478-24
478-25
478-31
479- 5
481-24
484-21
486-21
487-18

(7 505-29
521-20
522-8
522-16
526-30
527-15
530-4
536-28
540-28
643-30
545- 1

546-3
550-31
552-32
554-18
656- 3

556-23

Thou Shalt have no belief of Life as m" ;

power of Spirit to overrule m\ material sense.
m other words, m", material sense
m", sinning, suffering, and dying.
the opposite assertion, that he is nv,
so-called laws of matter, which define man as m',

they are m' material beliefs.

Finite spirit would be m.'.

My discovery that erring, m', . . . mind
This is a 7/1', finite sense of things,
these facts show how a rr.' and material sense
to subjugate intelligence, to make mind m',
material structure is m-.
cause of disease obtains in the m' human mind,
governed by a false belief is discordant and m\
m" material body loses all appearance of life

only as the w, erring mind yields to God,

fowth
of mortal mind . . . out of all that is m\

name it m'.-
Is it not provable that Mind is notrwi'
this m" and material conception,
no m- nor material power as able to destroy,
until the entire w, material error finally

erring, m', material sense
rises . . . from the m- to the immortal.
A m', corporeal, or finite conception of God
The conceptions of m", erring thought
above the m' to the immortal idea of God.
inform us that the pleasures of sense are m'
Discord is unreal and nr.
changing, and dying, the mutable and m',
the finite, jnutable, and m',
never make men sick, sinful, or m'.
material mentality, ... is m".
the m' is dropped for the immortal,
a m' temporary sense of things,
never reaches oeyond the boundary of the m*
and would be mutable and w.
m' and material man seems to be substance,
belief . . . that w, material man is the
man would be wholly m\ were it not that
God's man, .> . .is not material and m'.

says : . . . He has made man m'
Jesus waited until the m' or fleshly sense bad
for according to that error man is m .

while error is m' and discordant,
whatever is m' or discordant has no
a m- and material beUef of flesh and bones.
Mortal mind rules all that is m'.
The m' so-called mind produces
the m" and imperfect . . . are counterfeit*
Mortal man will be less m-, when he
Truth is immortal ; error is m'.
If Soul sinned, it woidd be m',
error must be w, because error Is unlike Truth.
Hence man is not m' nor material.
Whatever is material Is tn'. „, ^
corporeal senses to be w and erring illtisions.

this belief is m- and far from actual.
whatever is m* is composed of
for man is not m',
it cannot be m' and material ;

If Soul sins, it must be m\
Mesmerism is m-, material illusion.

So long ; . . mortals will continue m' in bellei

believer and belief are one and are m''.

m', erring, and finite are human behefs,
the continued account is m' and materiaL
chronicles man as mutable and m\
and this man to be m",
Eden stands for the m\ material body,
a knowledge of evil would make man m*.
forever opposed to m', material sense,

the m' and material return to dust,
Cain is the type of m- and material man,
behef . . . would make Life, or God, m\
Error . . . explains Deity through ?7f and finite,

this belief alone is m'.
originate the impure and m*
Naturalists describe the origin of m* »n((
whatever is sinful and m' ;

are m' and material concepts
m* and material life is the dream.
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mortal (adj.)

ap 572- 9 whatever ia of material sense, or m-,

gl 582-26 the error which would make man m,'

587-15 supposititious minds, . . . erring and m" ;

Mortality ^ .

p 432-11 says :
— I am M', Governor of the ProviBce of

mortality
and disease ^ ^.

p 395- 9 assert Us claims over rti' and disease.

claims of
ph 182- 6 the claims of m', . . . appertam to

condition of
/ 215-23 Every quality and condition of m* is lost,

death and
b 295-31 teaches that ... Is resurrected from death and

m".
destroys

sp 72-13 Truth destroys w, and brings to light
& 323-27 The true idea of God . . . destroys m\

disappears
b 293- 1 this unreal material m' disappears
g 520-12 These days wUl appear as m- disappears,

discord and
6 333- 7 belief . . . terminates in discord and m",

disease, and ^ .

g 557-15 the less a mortal knows of sin, disease, and m',
error and

b 292- 3 the battle of Truth with error and m- ;

error of
/ 210-20 Truth pierces the error of w as a sunbeam

escape from the
6 295-11 in order to escape from the m- of this error.

finlteness, and
gl 580- 1 a belief in intelligent matter, finlteness, and m" ;

blstory of
(7 547-15 Initshistory of w, Darwin's theory

Infers the
ph 191-26 infers the m- of the body.

Is finaUy
r 47&-17 M- is finally swallowed up in immortality.

lay off
r 491-14 that mortals can lay off m:

less
s 163-12 there would be less sickness and less w."

manifests
b 319- 1 body does not include soul, but manifests m*,

matter and
a 43-26 in defiance of matter and m\
1 215-10 matter and w do not reflect the facts of Spirit.

not iMunded by
6 301-32 Immortality is not bounded by m-.

opposed to
p 387-12 the assurances of immortality, opposed to m\

oat of
a 39-12 out of m' Into immortality and bliss.

phases of
6 311-32 is not touched by these phases of m\

replace
r"495-23 replace m' with immortality,

sickness, and
b 335-30 Sin, sickness, and m- are the suppositional

sin and
(see sin)

will cease
s 126- 5 m' will cease when man beholds

sp 78-9 If the departed are in rapport with m',
/ 241- 6 M- is their doom.
250- 4 and suppose . . . m' to be the matrix of

b 278-31 Matter, with its m\ cannot be substantial
335-21 Soul . . . does not exist in w.
336- 6 nor the immortal Into m'.
338- 8 The vf of material man proves that

p 368-28 Admit the . . . and you admit that m'
T 478- 4 What evidence of Soul . . . have you within m't
492- 6 Life cannot be united to its unhkeness, m\

g 545-32 Thew of baan is a myth,
554- 5 There is no such thing as m*,
555-20 would seek to unite . . . immortality with m\

fl 580-19 immortality's opposite, m" ;

581— 7 counteracting all evil, sensuality, and m".
685-23 m" ; that which does not last forever ;

590- 5 Knowledok. . . . m' ; beliefs and opinions ;

591- 8 Matter. Mythology ; m,' ;

591-10 Matter. . . . life in non-intelligence and m" ;

593-13 sensuahty ; delusion ; m- ; error.

695- 4 Tares. M' ; error ; sin ; sickness ;

598-19 A solar measurement of time ; w ;

mortality's
r 46^ 4 sin isw self, because It kills Itself.

mortally
i> 517- 6 may be defined as a m' mental attempt to

Mortal Man
p 430-21 A/' M" is the defendant.

431-10 Therefore I arrested M- Af- in behalf of
431-18 getting M- M' into close confinement
432- 2 Commissioner for M' M\
432- 5 whereas Af* M', the prisoner at the bar,
432-12 says : . . . Body, in which Af- Af • resides.

433-11 evidence of Personal Sense against Af' M\ "

433-20 Af- Af- has been guilty of benevolence
433-24 Af- Af- is sentenced to be tortured until

433-32 the spirit of Life and the friend of Af- Af-,
434-15 the case for Af • Af- versus Personal Sense
434-23 Af- Af- has had no proper counsel
434-30 lower court has sentenced Af Af - to die,
435- 8 Af- Af-, in obedience to higher law,
435-25 Af" Af- can suffer only for nis sin.

436- 3 for which M- Af -
is under sentence of death.

436- 6 as a witness against Af- Af-
436-12 Af- Af • should find it again.
436-20 It v/as Fear who handcuffed Af- Af-
436-21 You have left Af- Af- no alternative.
.436-29 His Honor sentenced Af • Af • to die
436-32 Claiming to protect Af Af •

in right-doing,
437- 1 in which province Af- Af- resides.

438-10 in which Af- Af ' was reoorted to reside.
439-13 Health-officer had Af- Af- in custody,
439-14 though Af • Af- was innocent.
439-21 unfortunate Af- Af who sought your aid
439-26 You betrayed Af- Af ", meanwhile declaring
440- 2 when it condemned Af- M-
440- 9 a verdict delivering Af

• Af • to Death.
440-18 Wherefore, then, ... do you sentence Af • Af*

440-20 Af • Af • has his appeal to Spirit,
440-28 forbidden to enter against Af

• Af-

any more
440-31 restore to Af - Af- the rights of which he
441-14 cannot bear witness against Af- Af •,

441-14 neither can Fear arrest Af - Af•

441-28 no law outside of . . . can punish or reward
Af -Af-.

442-13 Af- Af-, no longer sick and in prison.

Mortal Man's
p 434-16 Af• Af • counsel regards the prisoner with

435-16 a destroyer of Af- A/- liberty

Mortal Mind
p 435- 3 Has the body or has Af- Af- committed a

435- 6 Af- Af-, which alone is capable of ain

Mortal Minds
p 430-22 Af •

Af-, Materia Medi(5a, Anatomy,~" -
addresses the jury of Af- Af-.

charged the jury, twelve Af- Af", to find the
Af Af - were deceived by your attorney,
persuading Af

- Af• to return a verdict

the dei>arture of a m' mind.

The twelve tribes of Israel with all m',

m' alone do this.

43S- 3
436-28
440-8
441-29

mortal's
6 312-10

mortals
all

op. 562-12
alone

s 117- 9

among
s 129-28 In its reformatory mission among m".

animals and
g 511-25 Animals and m' metaphorically present

appear to
b 332-24 and to appear to rrf in such a form of himianity

apprehension of
p 368- 7 nearer ... to the apprehension of m",

are corporeal
s 116-22 Af- are corporeal, but God la incorporeal.

are divinely driven
s 152-26 by which m- are divinely driven to a

are egotists
c 263- 1 Af" are egotists.

are Iiastenlns
b 327-18 but m" are hastening to learn that Life is God

are inclined
/ 214-19 M" are inclined to fear and to

are not lilte

b 295-n Af" are not like immortals,
are taught

/ 227- 4 »n" are taught their right to freedom,
are unacquainted

/ 215- 8 Af • are unacquainted with the reality of

arrive at the
s 120- 8 by this reversal m" arrive at the

g 543-12 until nf arrive at the understanding that
assures

r 489-32 It assures m" that there is real pleasure In

attempt to heal
/ 459-12 Any attempt to heal m" with

b 291-28 No final judgment awaits m".
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mortals
beliefs of ^ ^ ,. * .

/ 221-18 the self-imposed beliefs of m ,

27&-13 is one of the false beliefs of m\

m 62-31 Because m- believe in material laws
.

f 203-22 then m' believe that the deathless Principle.

212-21 In legerdemain and credulous frenzy, m" beueve

h 312-20 M- believe in a finite personal God ;

'^"o' 53-13 Af- believed in God as humanly mighty.

r 485- 7 'betraya m* into sickness, sin, and death.

/ 229-16 a law to bind m' to sickness, sin, and deatlu

g 529- 5 were needed to assist the birth of m*.

**6 325^ 9* which results in infinite blessings to m\

b 337- 4 blind m' do lose sight of spiritual

pf U-21 Petitions bring to m- only the results of

**"
°51^14 M- can never know the infinite, until they

canBot connect , ... ., _ , „
r 491-11 Matter cannot connect m' with the true

ft 312-19 M" claim that death is inevitable ;

claimed , ,^ »,. ^
r 469-19 if m- claimed no other Mmd

elins to ,. . .-i

6 328-10 must therefore clmg to m- untu,

commonly recognize „vr„T,
ph 183-19 m- commonly recogmze as law that wnicQ

communed with
. . ^ , . .^i, „.

sp 73-15 If Spirit, or God. communed with m
condemnation of^ .,, . .

g 545- 7 The condemnation of m* to till the ground
congregate , , .

ql
596- 9 where m' congregate for worship.

^p%^ 8 So long. as w declare that certain states of the

did need . ^ ^.j . ..x,- ,, ,

r 494- 8 But m" did need this help,

does wonders for „ . ^ ,

1 449- 4 A grain of C. S. Qoes wonders for m .

r 487- 1 these calamities often drive m' to seek and

eneouTages .

, . _._
6 320-28 and encourage m" to hope m Jlim

entreat the divine ^. . ,-....,
ph 182-22 Af- entreat the divme Mmd to heal

a 22- 6 Waking to Christ's demand, m* experience

eyas of
. ,

ph 165- 4 it closed the eyes of m*
formation <A „ .

m 61-29 The formation of m' must greatly improve

o 346-32 is not this what frail m- are trying to do?
t 459-15 frail m\ untaught and unrestramed by O. S.,

p 442-23 Truth, gives m- temporary food and clothing

crl7e up
ph 191- 4 As m- give up the delusion that there la

ft 330- 1 in proportion as m- give up error

RlvlnK
s 128-17 giving m- access to broader and higher realms.

coTcms
/ 209- 4 as ignorance, ... or human will governs m .

bappiness ot , ^ ^ ^ . « .

p 397- 4 on the morals and the happmess of m ,

hfUlIng of
p 406- 9 demonstrated in the healing of m',

he taught
a 20-17 he taught m" the opposite of themselves.

He teaches , ^ . ^ ^,-
c 266-17 He teaches m- to lay down their fleshlmesa

bypotlieses of . ....._
ph 182-15 The hypotheses of m' are antagonistic to

Imperfect . , . ^ , ,

/ 254-12 Imperfect m' grasp the ultimate . . slowly ;

Important to
a 42-18 evidence so important to m".

Incites . .„ „ ... „
ap 564- 5 incites m' to kill morally and physically

la mercy to
o 18- 8 Hot only in justice to himself, but in mercy to m'

instructing
r 485-11 Why malign C. 8. for instructing m'

lethargy of ^ . i, ,

a 38- 7 T7hen the lethargy of m; ... Is broken

lEay leam
ft 316- 2 From him m* may leam how to

mortals
may see

ap 571-24 in which m.' may see their own Image.
may seek ^ „

b 322-32 M" may seek the understanding of C. S.,

millions of

p 379-30 the fever-picture, drawn by millions of m"
mind of

/ 230-31 So-called mortal mind or the mind of m'
231- 6 If . . . they are not destroyed in the mind of m*,

p 423-31 They are only phenomena of the mind of m\
minds of

ph 175- 3 formulated in the minds of m\
p 386-13 the action of Truth on the minds of m',

inistake of

/ 215-19 The great mistake of m- is to suppose
more onward

/ 240-18 M" move onward towards good or evil

must chaise ^ ^
c 280-19 M' must change their ideals m order to

must emerge
g 552-16 M" must emerge from this notion of

must find
. „

sp 83- 7 Af • must find refuge m Truth
must follow

c 266-24 M' must follow Jesus' sayings
must get

a 39-25 To break this earthly spall, m" must get the

must loolc _ .

c 264- 7 M' must look beyond fading, fiJiite forms,
need , ....

sp 85-24 but m' need spiritual sense.

need not
'

, , . ^ , , „
sp 79-29 m- need not be weary m— Gat. 6: 9.

6 291- 9 M* need not fancy that belief in the

need ouly . , . , . . » ,
ft 316- 5 m- need only turn from sm and lose sight of

needs of
, , . . ,

/ 224-23 meeting the needs of m* m sickness

never helps , ,

r 481- 7 Material sense never helps m' to

obtains in ...
ph 172-20 obtaini3 in m", alias mortal mmd,

obtain the harmony ^ ,_ , ',. ,
•

p 400- 9 Af obtain the harmony of health, only as

offspring of
. ^ „ .

gl 592- 6 the beUef that man is the offspnng of m ;

origin of
g 548-18 Speaking of the origin of m-,

sp 77- 3 Neither do other t»* ... at a single bound.

6 290- 5 before what is termed death overtakes m\
prevents .,,...

p 409-14 prevents w from knowing how to govern
progress , ,m 68- 2 At present m* progress slowly
pat off

/ 242- 2 m- put off their material beUefs

c 262- 8 m* "put on Immortality."— / Cor. 15 : 54.

sacrificing . , ^ , , , j_
p 440- 7 before sacnflcing rw to their false gods,

8CDSCS of
b 292-16 The so-called senses of m' are material.

an 105- 3 Ck)urts and juries judge and sentence m*
sinful . <. ,

/ 204-25 notion that they can create . . . sinful m
standard of

, . , ^ , . j j »» _.
r 492-10 uplift the physical and moral standard of m ,

standards of , . ,

/ 247-13 form the transient standards of m'

suppose , ...
6 328- 4 Af•

suppose that they can live without

tal>emacied with
, ^ ..».

ap 576- 7 while yet he tabernacled with m'.

m 66- 6 Trials teach nr not to lean on a material staff,

g 540-23 Is to teach m- never to believe a lie.

teaches . . . ^ ..,
c 266 -17 He teaches m* to lay down their fleshlmesa

g M2-23 teaches m- not to remove the waymarks
thoughts of . L ,

/ 249-27 than are the thoughts of m' when awake.

ft 337-27 Temporal things are the thoughts of m-
T 484-14 conscious and unconscious thoughts of m'.

a 37- 6 Af- try in vain to slay Truth with the

try to believe , ... „, x».

6 312-17 Af* try to believe without understanding Truth ;

unfolding to ^ . , , ,.

6 306-27 Science, still enthroned, is unfolding to m
urges upon . .....

/ 223-29 truth urges upon m- its resisted claims ;
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mortals
Tlctimlzes . ^ ,_ . ,

b 294-16 Tictimizes m-, taught, as they are by physiology
wake

/ 251- 9 m- wake to the knowledge of two facts :

wskcD
p 429-17 M- waken from the dream of death

WUI behold
o 347-27 Then m" will behold the nothingness of

trill disappear
r 476-11 Af •

will disappear, and . . . will appear
will echo

c 262-18 Jlf- will echo Job's thought,
will sin

/ 205- 2 m- will sin without knowing that they are
would procreate

3 140-29 but m- would procreate man.

a

m

sp

11-10
26- 2

39-11
39-32
63- 7

64-27
69-4
69- 6
72-25
86-13
99- 4

3 148-30
156-3
160-4

ph 187- 3
188-21
189-8
190- 2
190-6
190- 7
197-14
199-15

/ 212-17
227-8
228-14
234-17
240-19
241-16
249-22

C 256- I

255-13
258-25
259-8
259-ia
260-14
264-13
265- 5
266-27
267-19

t 270-24
273-17
283- 1

285-27
288-31
291- 8
292-17
294-27
295-16
295-29
296-19
296-32
297- 3
297-5
301-12
304-22
311-30
325-21
328- 7

O 357-13

p 371- 9
375-21
379- 2

381-15
388-31
394-22
397-24
405-30
409-25
415- 1

419-23
426-18
435-23

1444-29
458-30

r476- 1

476-13
477-2

always demands restitution before m' can-

gratitude for what he did for m\
belief that Soul is in the body causes 7W
WTien m- once admit that evil confers no
His origin is not, like that of m'.
Let not m- permit a disregard of law
771

•

gain the sense of health only as
M' can never understand God s creation while
may flow from the departed to m' ;

A/"' evolve Images of thought,
divine Principle by which m" can escape
When m' sin, this ruling of the schools
what made them good or bad for nf.
When w forsake the material for the
As m- do not comprehend even
are traced upon m' by unmistakable signs.
m' should no more deny the power of C. S. to
afterwards mortal men or m\
The mortal says . . . seedling is producing m',
or elsewhere in matter or in m'.
the farther m- will be removed from imbecility
Af •

develop their own bodies
M' have a modus of their own,
or m- will continue unaware of
Af wlU some day assert their freedom
If m' would keep proper ward over mortal.
If m" are not progressive,
can do no more for m' than can moonbeams to
M' are the Adam dreamers.
As m- drop off their mental swaddllng-clothea,
TTi' take limited views of all things.
M' have a very imperfect sense of
threw upon m' the truer reflection of God
then m' have never beheld in man the reflex
Bets m' at work to discover what
As m- gain more correct views of God and
M' must gravitate Godward,
evil beliefs which originate in m* are hell.
In the light of divine Science, m' present
M' think wickedly ; consequently they
have never made m- whole, harmonious,
As m' begin to understand Spirit,
As m' reach, ... a higher sense,
destroys what m' seem to have learned
till m" have already yielded to each lesser call
80-called life of rti' is dependent on
neither self-made nor made by m\
The manifestation of God through m' is as
Brainology teaches that m' are created to
Whether w wiU learn this sooner or later.
It says to m\ "You are wretched 1"
belief says, "You are happy !" and m* are so ;

Human behef says to m\ "You are sick I"

substance, or Spirit, which m' hope for.
If m- caught harmony through material sense,
as m' lay off a false sense of life,
the demands of Truth upon m'
m' get rid of sin, sickness, and death only in
if we theoretically endow w with the
M- are 'believed to be here without
a belief that matter governs m',
and control the body v/ithout the consent of m",
types of disea.se, with which m' die.
If m- think that food disturbs the
against whom m' should not contend?
M' are no more material in their
causes rw to retreat from their error,
in proportion as m- realize
excited state of m.' which Is not normal,
cannot in reality occur in m-
m- are not saved ... by death.
If m- sin, our Supreme Judge in equity decides
m\ or the "children of men"— Psal. 14.- 2.

by which m" are radically saved from sin and
M- are the counterfeits of immortals.
Af' are not fallen children of God.
where sinning mortal man appears to w.

mortals
T 48&-21
490-13
491-14

(?52{)- 8
5^5-27
545- 8
548-12
.551- 9
553-29

ap 559-19
563-31

mortals*
pr 11-21
6 314-23

So long . . . m' wiU continue mortal in beUet
m" are more or less deprived of Truth.
It is only by . . . that m' can lay off mortality
no more seen nor comprehended by tti", than
Through toil, struggle, . . . what dom' attain?w should so improve material beUef
Earth has little light or joy for m" before
argues that m.' spring from eggs
You may say that m' are formed before they
M', obey the heavenly evangel.
It is the animal instinct in m'.

only the results of 7h' own faith.
Because of m' material and sinful beUef,

Mosaic Decalogue
T 489-14 it breaks all the commands of the Af • D'

Mosaic law
o 30-14 Rabbi and priest taught the M' V,

Moses
s 139- 6

ph lS.5-17

200- 4

ft 280-17
321- 9
321-16
321-21
333-23

gl 592-11

Moses'
b 321-11
321-25

most
pre/viii-15

X- 5

Af •

proved the power of Mind by what men
called

strove to emulate the wonders wrought by A/'.

Af advanced a nation to the worship of God in

M' declared as Jetiovah's first command of the
When, ... he saw it become a serpent, Af' fled

illusion of Af "

lost its power to alarm him.
When Af first put his hand into his bosom
Abraham, Jacob, Af', and the prophets
definition of

and then A-f- fear departed.
God had lessened AT fear

Christian healing confers the m' health
m' of them incorrect in theory

x-17 These cases for the m' part have been
x-31 but sound morals are m" desirable.

pr 4-3 What we m' need is the prayer of
&- 2 During many years the author has been m*

grateful ,

11-18 but wipes it out in the m' effectual manner.
a 43-11 Jesus' last proof was the . . . m- convincing,

43-12 the 771" profitable to his students.
m 59- 3 There should be the 7?i' 'tender solicitude for

64- 8 envy, or jealousy seems on m- occasions to

sp 97-21 The broadest facts array the tti- falsities

s 112- 1 to be the m- effective curative agent
12.3- 9 771' absolutely weak and inharmonious creature
140- 1 more than it is needed in 77i- cases ;

141- 8 even the 7W cherished behefs and practices.
153-12 the 771' potent rises above matter into mind.

ph 166-29 by 77T' of the medical systems ;

176-31 Truth handles the 77i- malignant contagion
197-25 and the tti" digestible food in the stomach,

i 286- 1 relates ttx" nearly to the happiness of being.
295-20 through which Truth appears 77i' vividly
313-23 Jesus of Nazareth was the 77i' scientific man
317- 6 Whosoever lives m- the life of Jesus
320- 5 The 771' distinguished theologians in Europe
327-29 Reason is the tti" active human faculty.

o 355-21 and the 77i' egregious fallacies

p 363-18 "Whichof thernwilllovehiniTn-?"— LMfce7.-42.
363-20 "He to whom he forgave 77i'."— Luke 7: 43.

373- 5 easier to cure the 77i" maUgnant disease than
376- 2 an image more terrifying than that of m' other
376- 6 It Is the m' subtle, and does its work
376-9 771' hidden, undefined, and insidious beliefa.

383- 9 when he leaves it m' out of his thought,
387-16 they occupy the in- important posts
387-17 and perform the rv/ vital functions in society.
387-19 That man . . . who does the rrf good/
402- 1 C. S. is always the m' skilful surgeon,
403-21 The m- Christian state is one of rectitude
404-21 is one of the tti' important points in the
407- 6 enslavement to the m.- relentless masters
414- 6 it yields more readily than do m' diseases

t 448-31 doing one's self the 771* harm.
449- 7 reacts 77i" heavily against one's self.

449-18 than it does to heal the m' difiBcult case.

456- 4 is 771' dangerous quackery.
456- 9 high standing which 77»- of them hold
460-10 this m- fundamental part of metaphysics
460-11 is the one 77i- difficult to understand

r 466-17 the point you will m' reluctantly admit,
466-18 it is the tti" important to understand.
478-18 That body is 77i" harmonious in which
495-25 Question.— How can I progress tti' rapidly

g 547-17 is more consistent than 77i- theories.

649-19 the m- complicated corporeal structures,
556-16 It is made known m' fully to him who
672- 7 la the tti' simple and profound counsel
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c 4»-3l before the face of the Af- H-,"— Lam. 3 : 3,5.

s 142-24 make them meet dwelling-places for the M" H\
p 436-14 under the nrotection of the M- H\
g 541- 5 a higher tribute to the Af- H-.

gl 59&-19 presence and power of the Af H'.

mostly ^ , .

gl 597- 3 The Judaic religion consisted m- of nte3

mote
t 455-15 the m' out of thy brother's eye."— AfaH. 7; 5.

moth
/ 241- 5 "where m' and xust doth— Afo«. 6 .' 19.

Mother
, , ^.

c 256- 8 Father and Af- of the universe, including man.

g 530-U recognizing God, the Father and Af- of all,

ap 569- 3 as Love, represented by the Af-.

gl 592-16 definition of

mother (see also mother's)
any

s 154-32 successful method for any m- to adopt
r 479- 4 could the Scriptural rejoicing be uttered by

any m-,

g 534- 3 to be the m' of Jesus and to behold at the

saintly . ^ . ^,

359-24 from thehpsof hersamtly m-,
sncb a .,

s 154-28 Such a m- runs to her little one, who
who ts my

a 31— 7 "Who is my m", and who are my— Afa». 12 ; 48.

s 154-17 the m- is frightened and says,
154-24 That m,' is not a Christian Scientist,

vh 178-14 produced, ... by the fright of his m*.
193-25 and that his m' has been threatened with

/ 20&-19 giving the m- her child

236-12 A m- is the strongest educator,
c 267-15 the same authority for the appellative m',
267-18 my brother, and sister, and m\"— AfaH. 12 ; 50.

6 315-30 being conceived by a human m\
352-12 Would a m" say to her child,

t 463-19 and can cause thew no more suffering.

motherhood
g 507- 6 the fatherhood and m* of God.
519-11 the fatherhood and m' of Love.

ap 562- 7 the spiritual idea of God's m".

mother-love
TO 60- 9 the m- includes purity and constancy,

mother's
m 60- 8 A m- affection cannot be weaned from
r 478-28 separated me from my m" womb,— Gal. 1 : 15.

moths
an 103-27 like silly m', singe their own wings

motion
sp SO- 7 The earth's m' and position are sustained
s 118-22 modes of material m.' are honored with
119-27 to. believe that the earth is in m'
160- 9 TO- of the arm is no more dependent upon

/ 240-15 Mind ia perpetual to- .

t 445-20 the unlabored to- of the divine energy

motionless
ph 199- 9 If mind does not move them, they are m'.

p 375-23 making certain portions of it to-.

motions
p 399- 8 and puts the body through certain to*.

437-29 overruled their m' on the ground that
r 471-10 no intimation of the earth s m- or

g 513-12 the TO- and reflections of deific power
motive

good
p 376-14 more Ufe and immortality in one good to*

purpose and
326-16 The purpose and to- to live aright can be

right
t 452-29 destroys your power of healing from the right to- .

453-19 a right to- has its reward.
without

ph 188- 7 an embryonic thought without to- :

wrong
t 445-18 A wrong to' involves defeat.

your
p 421- 9 afterwards make known to the patient your to*

W. m 58- 2 should be the to- of society.
an 104-29 Our courts recognize evidence to prove the to*

105-15 reasonably pass sentence, according to the to*.

motive-power
gl 597-20 WiLi,.. The to* of error ;

motive-powers
r 490- 8 reveals Truth and Love as the to* of man.

motives

ap 660-22 Abuse of the to* and religion of St. Paul
according to

pr 15-9 and rewards according to trt-,

alms and
TO 63-27 a race having higher aims and to*.

and acts
/ 238- 1 Af - and acts are not rightly valued before

and affections

gl 597- 4 The to- and affections of a man
and aims

sp 95- 3 His holy to* and aims were traduced

p 405- 3 The indulgence of evil to- and aims
I 459- 8 the worldlmg's affections, to-, and aims.

and aspirations
TO 60- 4 Kindred tastes, to-, and aspirations

and philanthropy
s 151- 8 the TO* and philanthropy . . .of physicians.

for prayer
pr 2- 1 What are the to- for prayer?

for Tcrlial prayer
pr 7-14 TO- for verbal prayer may embrace too much

human
/ 239-23 the acknowledged seat of human to-.

inferior
f 236- 8 Do not inferior to- induce the infuriated

290-10 and from selfish and inferior to-.

its

pr 4-13 Its TO- are made manifest In the blessings
malicious

t 446-14 from sinister or malicious to*

our
a 36-29 and mockery of our to*

right
t 454-19 Right to* give pimons to thought,

selfish
t 447- 7 erring human opinions, conflicting selfl^ m*

sinful
t 452-28 Acting from sinful to* destroys your

tfue
6 326-20 Working and praying with true to-,

wicked
p 404-12 the wicked to* which produce them.

wrong
i 451-29 controlling another from wrong m'.

a 51-24 The to* of his persecutors were pride, envy,
gl 587-23 Heaet. Mortal feelings, to*, affections,

motto . . ,
/ 224-29 On its banner Is the Soul-mspired to*.

( 443-U our to- should be the Master s counsel,
458-15 Semper paratus is Truth's to*.

mould
pr 4-21 wiU TO- and fashion us anew,
f 236-14 Her thoughts . . . unconsciously to* It.

moulded
pr 1-13 that they may be to* and exalted

ph 198-23 TO- and formed by his doctor's belief

moulding
/ 248-14 TO* and chiseling thought.

mount
/ 236-17 pattern showed to thee in the to*,"— Eeb. 8 .* 5.

ap 561- 9 beheld the spiritual idea from the to* of vision.
57^23 joy of the whole earth, is to- Zion,— Psal. 48 : 2.

mountain
pr 1- * whosoever shall say unto this m- ,

— AfarJ:ll:23.
TO 61-10 and every to- of selfishness be brought low,
b 299-28 as the mist obscures the sun or the to* ;

ap 558- * in the to- of His holiness.— Psal. 48 ; 1.

moimtain-peak
p 415-32 standing forth as distuictly as a to*.

mountains
TO 67- 6 and the waves lift themselves into to*.

s 135- 3 Ye TO-, that ye skipped like— Tsal. 114.* 6.

p 442-15 feet "beautiful upon the to-,"— Jsa. 52; 7.

g 511-24 rocks and m- stand for solid and grand Ideas.

mournful
a 32-30 was a to- occasion, a sad supper

mournfully
s 140-27 TO* true that the older Scripture is reversed.

mouth
cannon's

/ 225-21 nor did . . . freedom come from the cannon s to*.

cave's
o 4^ 1 great stone must be rolled from the cave's to* ;

her
ap '570-11 and the earth opened her to*,— Rev. 12 ; 18.
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mouth
bis

a 48-19
50- 2

ap 554-19
570- 9
570-13

Of God
p 410-11

patient's
s 152-16

"He opened not Ws m-"— Isa. 53 : 7.

so he openeth not his 7n\"~ I.ia. 53: 7.

Jesus "opened not his rrf."— Isa. 53; 7.

serpent cast out of his m' water— Rev.
the dragon cast out oi his m".— Ret. 12 ;

15.

proceedeth out of the nr of God,"— Matt. 4: 4.

Introducing a thermometer into the patient's m'.

s 115- 9 as the m' tasteth meat."— Job 34: 3.

o 354-22 and out of the m" of babes
r 489-10 not equal to guiding the hand to the m- ;

ap 559-19 in thv m- sweet as honey."— Rev. 10: 9.

56&-13 into the m- of Rebecca the Jewess

mouthpiece
sp 73-30 senaual cannot be made the m" of the spiritual,

move
sp 80-20 should not seem mysterious that mind, . . . can

TO" a . . ,

an 104-31 clear that the human mind must th' the body
s 121-18 the sun seems to m" from east to west,

ph 179-28 to m- the bowels, or to produce sleep
199- 8 If mind does not w them,

/208- 5 "In Him we live, and to", and— Acts 17: 28.

212-26 we say the lios or hands must to: in order to

240-18 Mortals m" onward towards good or evil

o 343-10 "None of these things to" me."— Acts 20: 24.

361-19 "For in Him we live, and to",— Acts 17: 28.

p 381-18 we live, to", and have our being in the
419-13 has no intelligence with which to to" itself

419-15 therefore be sure that you to" it off.

t 454-22 "Wait patiently for divme Love to to* upon the

g 515-27 If YOU speali, the lips of this likeness to"

536-13 In whom we "live, and to", and— Acts 17:28.

moved
pr 2-8 God Is not m' by the breath of praise
a 20- 4 w, not by spirits but by Spirit.

51- 3 It was the possible loss . . . which to" him,

ph 187-16 as does the hand, admittedly m by the wUl.

g 503- 8 TO" upon the face of the waters.— Gen. 1 : 2.

ap 566-17 Her fathers' God before her m",

movement
s 119-29 the TO' of the solar system,
6 283- 4 Mind is the source of all to*.

movement-cure
p 383-29 The to"— pinching and pounding the

movements
sp 80-26 These m" arise from the volition of

90-10 the To" and transitions now possible
/ 212-31 whereas the unreal and imitative to" of

gl 597-28 the to" of God's spiritual government,
moves

sp 80-21 mind-power which to" both table and hand.

/ 220-32 as directly as the volition or will to" the hand.
329- 1 As time m' on, the healing elements

p 415- 7 because thought to" quickly or slowly,
419-14, 15 If disease m", mind, not matter, to" it ;

g 615-23 TO" in accord with Him,
ap 586-10 but TO" before them, a pillar of cloud by day

moveth
g 512- 5 every living creature that to",— Oen. 1 : 21.

517-29 over every living thing that m-— Gen. 1 : 28.

moving
p 415-22 The muscles, to" quickly or slowly
g 511-20 the to" creature that hath life,— Gen. 1 : 20.

514-29 TO" in the harmony of Science,
557- 2 TO" and playing without harm,

Mozart
/ 213-20 M" experienced more than he expressed.

much
pr 3-25 Gratitude is to" more than a verbal expression

7-15 may embrace too to" love of applause
9-19 This command includes to",

a 28-32 "There is too m" animal courage in society
37- 2 sin brings suffering as to" to-day as
45-12 TO" more, being reconciled,— Rom. 5: 10.

TO 62-15 will do TO" more for the health of the
sp 81- 1 There is not so to" evidence to prove

98-13 TO" less can they demonstrate it.

an 102-27 TO" more likely to be abused by its possessor,
s 159-13 as if she were so to" mindless matter,
159-26 to ascertain how to" harmony, or health,
159-27 how TO" pain or pleasure, action or stagnation,
160-32 Is a stiff joint . . . as TO" a result of law
163-28 humiliating view of so to" absurdity,
164-13 M" yet remains to be said and done

ph 169-21 however to" we trust a drug
171-11 to learn how to" of a man he is.

172- 6 nothing In the right direction and very m" In

much
ph 174- 7 capable of doing so to for man as

183- 7 however to" is said to the contrary.
/ 202-29 Truth should "w more abound."— Rom. 5; 20.

223-28 calamities, and sin will m" more abound
233-18 »n" more .should ye discern the sign mental,
235-12 it is not so to" academic education,
243-14 arises not so to" from lack of desire as from
254-15 to begin aright and to continue ... is doing m".

b 271- 1 seed of Truth springs up and bears to" fruit.
272- 7 else it beareth not to" fruit,
295-21 one which has lost to" materiality— to" error
307-13 shall seem to have life as to" as
318-19 beliefs, from which comes so to" suffering,
323-28 effects of C. S. are not so to" seen as felt.

'

333- 8 not a name so to" as tlie divine title of Jesus.
o 343-24 Christendom generally demands so m" less.

318- 9 one disease can be just as m" a delusion as
another.

348-14 Are we . . . imputing too to" power to God,
p 364-30 that they indeed love to".

364-31 because to" is forgiven them.
373-22 Disease is expressed not so to" by the lips aa
394-14 as TO" so as would be the advice to a man
396-10 Never say . . . how to" you have to
401- 3 nothing in the right direction and to" in
416-29 they think too to" about their ailments,
416-30 have already heard too to" on that subject.
434- 8 After to" debate and opposition,

/ 4.58-16 Having seen so m- suffering from quackery,
464- 6 how TO" time and toil are still reauired

r 465- 2 After to" labor . . . she revised that treatise
485-29 controlled war and agriculture as to" as

g 510- 2 How TO" more should we seek to apprehend the
517-11 not as TO authority for considering
533-29 as to" as to say in meek penitence,

ap 562-14 will through TO" tribulation yield
gl 596- 5 C. S. brings God to" nearer to man,

muddy
g 540-10 The m river-bed must be stirred in order to

gl 593-16 TO", foaming, and dashing, it is a type of error.

multifarious
T 477-21 in TO" forms of the living Principle,

multiform
b 331-29 the same in essence, though m in oflSce :

multiplication
pre/viii-22 to" and increased -violence of diseases

c 263-23 a new to" or self-division of mortal thought,
263-27 The TO" of a human and mortal sense

b 303- 5 Af "

of God's children comes from no power of

g 507-17 and governs the to" of the
512-20 the ni" of its own pure and perfect ideas.

549- 2 shows that the m" of certain animals

multiplied
a 36-28 TO" trials, and mockery of our motives

sp 90- 3 How were the loaves and fishes w"
s 108-15 the product of three to" by three,

ph 165-13 Diseases have nv, since

p 421-31 the products of eight to" by five,

multiplier
g 508- 3 Mind is the m ,

multiplies
/ 214-23 All material knowledge, ... TO" their pains,
b 280- 7 Mind creates and to" them,
g 533-25 and to" until the end thereof.

multiply
pr 11-1 Without punishment, sin would to .

s 108-13 to TO" with mathematical certainty
/ 202-18 The days of our pilgrimage will to"

219- 6 we do riot to" when we should subtract,
250- 1 We run into error when we . . . to" Mind into

g 511- 4 "TO" and replenish the earth."— Gen. 1 : 28.

512-18 Be fruitful, and to",— Gen. 1 : 22.

512-19 and let fowl m" in the earth.— Gcti. 1 : 22.

517-26 Be fruitful, and m\— Gen. 1 : 28.

517-31 causes them to to",— to manifest His power.
535- 7 I will greatly m." thy sorrovi— Gen. 3 : 16.

549-U to vv their species sometimes through eggs,

multiplying
ST. 557- 9 many animals suffer no pain in TO" ;

multitude
pr 8-20 they "cover the to" of sins."— I Pet. 4: 8.

sp 86- 3 "The TO" throng thee."— LukeS: 45.

s 163-23 the m" of hypotheses obtruded upon us

b 273-25 fed the to", healed the sick,

multitudes
sp 98-24 TO" consider that what they call science

s 151-16 theories, from which to" would gladly escape.
b 272- 2 how shall they preach, convert, and heal m".
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multitudinous

a 43-30
c 264-14
6 303- 2

g 507-16

mundane
/ 209-25
24»-30

murder
an 105- 2

/ 252-19
6 330-31

p 40&-17

murderer
sp 89-31
an 104-32
6 290-27
292-23

p 436- 7

441-32

(7 539- 3

(7? 580-30

murderers
/ 234-12

miurders
an 100- *

10&-23

murky
s 122-20

and the nv errors Rowing from
m" objects of creation, . . . will become visible.
m- forms of Mind which people the realm of

reproduces the m' forms of Mind

Material substances or m* formations,
but makes its tti' flights quite ethereal.

The hands, without . . . could not commit am',
says : . . . lie, commit adultery, rob, m",
m' , dementia, insanity, inanity,
moral man has no fea* that he will commit a m ,

"a m' from the beginning."— John 8: 44.

Is not mortal mind the w?
The r!', though slain in the act, does not
a w from the beginning,— John 8: 44.

in the interest of Personal Sense, a m"
"a m- from the beginning."— John 8; 44.

"a m' from the beginning."— Jc^n 8; 44.

a m' from the beginning,— John S: 44.

against the approach of thieves andw
evil thoughts, m\ adulteries,— Matt. 15; 19.

envyings, m' , drunkenness,— Gal. 5: 21.

in the midst of m- clouds and drenching rain.

music
/ 213-26 M- is the rhythm of head and heart.
- "-' " and discord mto the m" of the spheres.

Harmony in man is as real . . . as in m'.
Harmony in man is as beautiful as In m\
Left to the decisions of material sense, m' ia
Controlled by belief, ... m' is, must be,
no more a man than discord is m'

C 255- 6
6 276-15

.304-21

304-27
304-29
305- 4

musical
/ 217- 4

musician
a 26-19
S 145- 2

/ 213-22
M53- 3

to conclude that individual m" tones are

murmur
a 48-12 shall the humblest or mightiest disciple m*
p 369-32 It is error even to m-
ap 559-22 m- not over Truth, if you find its digestion

murmuring
a 40-22 may endure human brutality without nv,

muscle
S 160-15
160-28
160-28
160-32

ph 165-7
/ 217-30

muscles
and bones

sp 84-21 not dependent
relaxes rigid

s 162- 8 dissolves tumors, relaxes rigid m",
sprain the

p 385-19 If you sprain the m* or wound the flesh,

to convev the mandate of mind to m'
to learn now mortal mind governs m",
only to learn from anatomy that m' is not
Is a stiff joint or a contracted m"
To measure . . . strength by the exercise of m',
But what is this me? Is it m' or mind?

upon m: and bones for

A m- demonstrates the beauty of the music
caught its sweet tones, as the natural m'
He was a m' beyond what the world knew.
You do not . . . disbelieve the m'

mustard-seed
ap 575-15 Did not Jesus illustrate ... by the m"

mutable
/ 202-15 Outside of this Science all is m- ;

6 279- 2 changing, and dying, the m- and mortal,
286- 4 through the finite, m', and mortal,

and would be m- and mortal.
The m' and imperfect never touch the
mortal life, tu' truth, nor variable love.
second record chronicles man as m' and

S 160-19
160-22
160-24

ph 198-29
199- 1

199- 4
199- 5

199- 8
199-28

/ 217-31
217-32
219- 8
219-11

p 375-24
393-27
415-21

r 485-30

muscular
s 152-10

ph 199-12

Can m", bones, blood, and nerves rebel against
Unless 771" are seK-acting at all times,
If 771

• can cease to act . . .of their own prefer-
ence.

Because the 77i' of the blacksmith's arm are
771", without volition of mortal mind,
thought . . . hammering would enlarge them",
since 77i' are as material as wood and iron
M' are not self-acting,
gave his thought-forces, called m\ their
Without mind, could the 77i' be tired?
Do the 77i- talk.
No mere can we say . . . that m' give strength.
Not 771 •, nerves, nor bones, but mortal mind
show . . . that 771' have no power to be lost,
lenses, m-, the Iris and pupil,
The 771-, moving aulckly or slowly
as much as . . . m' measure strength.

Anatomy describes m' action as
Not because of m' exercise, but by reason of

muscularity
ph 20O- 2 Pagan worship began with ttj",

mushrooms
ph 172- 3. Theorizing about man's development from m*

music
poetry and

p378- 2

science of
pref viii- 7

6 304-22
304-28

sweetest
/ 213-25

tones of
sp 81-21

even as poetry and m* are reproduced

science of tti' correct.^ false tones
The science of vv governs tones,
the science of 77i* must be understood.

Mental melodies and strains of sweetest 77j"

silence the tones of m\ and yet the

a 26-19 A musician demonstrates the beauty of the »7»'

sp 81-24 in the case of numbers and of m',
89-27 Sound is not the originator of tti',

ph 195-17 astronomy, natural history, chemistry, w.

299-32
300-14
503-25
522- '8

mutations
C 261-25
6 310-32

mute
pr 15-11

sp 89-16
ph 191-20

mutilated
a 37-20

mutter
sp 70- *

mutual
a 21-22

77» 59- 4

59- 7

59-24
an 100- 8

My
5 140- 6

501- *

my
ph 187-18

myriad
/ 247-25
6 306-21

p 404- 4

g 543-27

ap 572-16

mysteries
sp 90-29

mysterious
sp 80-19

86-14
S 134-32
137-11

<450- 3

mystery
dispels

sp 80-15
unveils the

/216-6
reit of

S 114-24

Breaking away from the 777- of time and sense,
These changes are the m' of material

Lips must be 771- and materialism silent,
tongue grows vx' which before was eloquent.
Intelligence is not 77i' before non-intelligence.

into a 771' doctrinal platform.

wizards that peep and that m- ;— Isa.'S : 19.

our 771" Interests are Identical ,

77J- attention and approbation should
A/" compromises will often maintain a
A 771' understanding should exist
as follows ; "There exists a tti" influence

"Thou canst not see M- face;— Exod. 33:20.
Imt by Af •

na77ie Jehovah— Exod. 6 : 3.

What Is this. 777' but mortal mind.

Love which paints the petal with n' hues.
The 771- forms of mortal thought,
any one of the r7i' forms of sin,
reflected in the m' manifestations of Life,
uncover the 77i' illusions of sin, sickness, and

Improve our time in solving the 777
•

of being

It sho'jid not seem J7i- that mind,
but they are m' only because
This fact at present seems more m' thaa
so 771' to the popular mind
teaches belief in a 77i', supernatural God,

sp 70- 2
98-26

5 14.5-20

145-21
145-22

6 319-17

g 501-14

mystical
6 334-28

mysticism
sp 80-14

80-18

Science dispels 777
• and explains

Science unveils the r7j- and solves the problem

It lifts the veil of tti' from Soul and body.

Every day Is a r7i-.

Af • does not enshroud Christ's teachings,-
If there is any tti" in Christian healing,
771" which godliness always presents to the
the 771" always arising from ignorance
Af", miracle, sin, and death will disappear
So-called 771" and miracle, which subserve the

a m" statement of the eternity of the Christ,

It Is 771" which gives spiritualism its force,
from the domain of reason into the realm of 771'.

mystification
g 523- 9 arise from a mist or false claim, or from 77i',

myth
J 152- 1 But this so-called mind is a tti",

ph 186-25 If death is as real as Life, immortality ta a m:
6 281-19 a 771", a misconceived sense and false
T 470-31 If . . . then man's existence was a m'.
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material m\ instead of the reflection of Spirit.
this supposition was a dream, a nv.
This m' represents error as always asserting
The mortality of man is a m'.
If . . . then the great I am is a m".

The rti' human theories of creation,
the m" nature of material sense.

myth
g 52S-12
528- 8
530-17
546- 1

550-21

mythical
C255- 6
r 490-28

mythologic
g 531-29 m- theory of material life at no point resembles

mythological
/ 249-11 theory of Life, ... is delusive and m'.

g 528- 5 is solely m- and material.
534-16 m" material intelligence called energy

mythologies
b 319-17 are so many ancient and modern m*.

mythology
auclent

r 469-30 as are ancient m- and pagan idolatry.

mythology
fotber of

b 294-23 and human belief in them to be the father of m;
god of

gl 580- 2 nothingness , the first god of nj" ,

gods of
r 485-28 heathen gods of m' controlled war

beathen
r 466-23 Heathenw and Jewish theology have

b 339-20 As the m- of pagan Rome has yielded to a
g 524- 1 idolatry which followed this material nc
gl 587- 9 Gods. A/: ; a. belief that life, substance, and

591- 2 From this follow idolatry and m.
591- 8 Matter. A/" ; mortality ; another name for
591-26 m' ; error creating other errors ;

594- 3 the first statement of m.' and idolatry ;

myths
s 151- 1 the human mind and body are m\
b 294-22 show the Dleasures and pains of matter to be m",
p 441-28 Your personal jurors . . . are ny.

N
with more ease than a w,

nabob
/ 220-13 procures .

nacash
gl 594- 1 {ophis, in Greek ; n-, in Hebrew).

nail-prlnts
a 46-18 Jesus caused him to examine the n and

nails
r 486-14 Jesus proved by the prints of the n ,

naked
g 532-16 I was n' ; and I hid myself.— Gen. 3: 10.

532-29 In the allegory the body had been n\
533- 6 Who told tnee that thou wast nl—Gen. 3; 11.

nakedness
g 533- I first Impression . . . was one of n" and shame.

name (see also name's)
Adam

b 338-14 Divide the n' Adam Into two syllables,

gl 580-21 The n" Adam represents the false

afilxed tbe
r 483-14 she affixed the n" "Science" to Christianity,

and nature
o 355-11 Let discord of every n- and nature

r 483-30 through the divine n- and nature.

g 528- 4 That Adam gave thew and nature of animals. Is

announce its

?
391-26 has no Intelligence to . . . aimounce its n\
ber

pr 16-19 Is but another n" for the first lie

gl 591- 8 Matteb. . . . another n- for mortal mind ;

p 411-13 once Jesus asked the jf of a disease,

Cbrlsfs
, ^^ . ,

p 436-11 Giving a cup of cold water in Christ's n",

coupled wltb tbe
gl 590-19 unless specially coupled with the n- God.

Eden
g 526-29 n' Eden, according to Cruden, means pleasure,

family
g 515-21 Man is the family n- for all ideas,

gave no
p 398- 9 Often he gave non- to the distemper he cured.

get its

p 412-19 get its n\ and array your mental plea
bis

s 109-26 his n- shall be called Wonderful."— Isa. 9; 6.

163- 2 by first marking Nature with liis n',
b 308-30 then his n' was changed to Israel,

p 411- 7 replies more readily when his n' is spoken ;

411-15 demon, or evil, replied that his n" was Legion,
holy

s 143-31 everla-stingly due its holy n-.

buman
6 333- 5 Jesus was a human n\ which belonged to

in Cbrlst's
ap 570-17 Give them a cup of cold water in Christ's n*.

In my
p 362- * In my n- shall they cast out— Mark 16: 17.

in tbe
s 135-30 not merely in the n- of Christ, or Truth,
p 438-15 I ask your arrest in the n' of Almighty God

440-17 Wherefore, then. In the n' of outraged justice,
( 453-22 yet serves evil in the n" of good.
456- 3 Teaching or practising in the n- of Truth,

ap 56^28 but doing thia in the « of good

name
Josbua

b 333- 7 It is identical with the n- Joshua,
ieft no

a 27-25 other disciples who have left no n .

more tban a
a 54-24 whose religion was something more than a n\

My
g 501- * by My n' Jehovah was I not known— Exod. 6 .• 3-

new
ph 197- 3 A new n" for an ailment affects people like a
b 326-30 in humility he took the new w of Paul.

ot fathe^r
a 31- 9 of his calling any man by the n' of father.

of God Almighty
g 501- * by then- of God Almighty ,

— Exod. 6 ; 3.

of Jehovah
g 524- 8 by the national n* of Jehovah.
524- 9 In that w of Jehovah,

of Jesus
a 29-18 gave to her ideal the n' of Jesus

of lawn
s 118-22 are honored with the w of laws.

of Science
s 111-11 some may deny its right to the n of Science.

ph 185-15 a human conception in the n" of Science
of tbe disease

p 396- 9 avoid speaking aloud the n of the disease.
Parisian

ph 197- 4 like a Parisian n- for a novel garment.
proper

6 333-13 The proper n- of our Master
special

p 408-10 from the special w of insanity.
spiritual

s 137-29 but now the Master gave him a spiritual n'
tbe very

s 129-28 The very n', illusion, points to nothingness.
Thy

pr 16-28 HaUowed be Thy n-.— Matt. 6; 9.

thy
a 49-6 subject unto us through thy w."— Luke 10: \7.

s 161-23 "Liberty, what crimes are cormnitted in thy n* 1
"

6 308-29 "What is thy n- 7"— Gen. 32:27.
309- 1 "Tell me, I pray thee, thy n- \"—Gen. 32. 29.

under tbe
s 119-15 in the form and under the w of natural law.

usurping tbe
/ 204-25 usurping the w without the nature

pr 16- 8

sp 76- 2

93-23

ph 169-10
177-20
186- 8

/ 210-23
228-15

6 319-29
332- 4

333- 8
333-10

p362- 3
372-13
390-15

398r 1

411-4
412-10

which we n* after him the Lord's Prayer.
n" the face that smiles on them
Spirit, as a proper noun, is the n' of the
I n' these facts to show that disease has a
the opposite of Truth,' cannot n' the qualities
under whatever w or pretence they are
I n' it mortal.
their freedom in the n'of Almighty God.
for instance, to n- Love as merely an attribute
Father-Mother is the n- for Deity,
Christ is not a Tf so much as the
The n' is synonymous with Messiah,
a certain Pharisee, by n' Simon,
and n- them divine law.
mortal opinions which you n' law.
Sometimes Jesus called a disease by n\
If the student silently called the disease by if.
You may call the disease by n- when you
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name

t44S-30
449-32

f 473-12
4S3-U
483-15
515-17
627-25
537-U

op 56»-19
567-19

el 581- 1

named
m 68-19
an 103-18
s 107- 3

156-2
ph 187-12

189- 5

200-24
b 275-27
276-28
293- 8
295-26

p 426-31
r 469-11
469-28
471-6
471-31

ff 502-10
533-18

gl 591- 4
694-2
594-10

nameless
&309- 2

(7 507-9
550-12

nd^mely
pr -5- 6
a 53-20

sp '92-22

s 157-29

ph 167-25

/204-8
204-24
228- 5

h 278-18
O 347-19
355- 5

p 367-28
400- 7
414- 9
422-30
431-11
432-13

T 472-21
474- 1

492-4
(7 526- 8

p/ 580-14

name's
ap 578- 9

names
s 108-28
137-27

ph 177-18
187- 7

197- 1

6 275-13
320- 4

t 453-26
506-29
507- 6
508-22
512-26
528-24

naming
ph 177-18
0318- 1

p 412-11

Napier, sir

p 378-12

napkin
B 44-18

p 367- 1

narcotics
s 157-26

p 408-15

narrated
ph 193-31

has any claim to the n*.
is a Scientist only in ti".

Jesus is the n- of the man who,
af&xed . . . the n- "error" to corporeal sense,
affixed . . . the n- "substance" to Mind.
The n- Elohim is in the plural,
that was the if thereof.— Gen. 2 : 19.

has no local habitation nor n'.

that old serpent, whose n" is devil
that old serpent whose n' is devil
the n- often conferred upon him

I have n" her case to individuals.
As n" in C. S., animal magnetism
and n' my discovery C. S.

Who n' drug3, and what made them good or
another illusive personification, n' Satan.
Science (in this instance n' natural^
the infinite Spirit, n- God.
the nothingness n- error.
the somethingness n- Truth.
The grosser substratum is n' matter
The theoretical mind is matter, n' brain,
human concepts w matter, death, disease,
Life, Truth, and Love,— n- God.
Btiil beUeve there is another power, n' etil.

The unlikeness of Truth,— n" error,
which, . . . she has n' C. S.

untrue image of God, w a sinful mortal.
the rib . . . grown into an evil mind,w woman,
one Spirit, or inteUigence, n- Elahim, or God.
the opposite of Truth, n' error ;

claim . . . that there was another power, n* eriZ,

a w, incorporeal impartation of divine Love
fi" offspring,

— wanderers from the parent Mind,
which ends, . . . in n- nothingness

the test of our sincerity.— n', reformation.
n\ that this shock arises from the great
fact concerning error— n\ Its nothingness
C. S. impresses the entire corporeality,

— n-.
There is but one way— n\
n', Spirit and matter,
notion . . . can create what God cannot,— n\
n\ that nothing inharmonious can enter being,
requires another admission,— n",
n", apostolic, divine healing
n', the proof of the utihty of these methods ;

w, the student's higher attainments
his goods, — n\ of sin and disease.
n\ the impossibility that matter, brain,
believes that something . . . n', matter
in behalf of the state (n', the body)
a statute regarding disease,— n',
absurdity— n', erroneous truth.
and their glorious proofs, — n",
but one fact before the thought, n",
n\ that all Life is God.
n\ matter, sin, sickness, and death ;

for his n- sake.— Psal. 23: a

which this same so-called mind n" matter,
common n', Simon Bar-jona, or son of Jona ;

These n- indicated matter's properties,

fives
them material n',

t does this by giving n' to diseases
and are the Scriptural n' for God.
n" are often expressive of spiritual ideas,
nor give n- to diseases,
finding n* for all material things,
Spirit 71' and blesses all.

n' the female gender last
confers animal n' and natures upon its
Adam— alias error— gives them n".

had the n" of all that was material,
which they chide us for n" nothing
by n- it audibly, you are liable

Charles.
Sir Charles N- sent it cowering back Into the

to remov6 the n" and winding-sheet,
under the n* of its form,

N- quiet mortal mind, and so relieve the body ;

the urn of purg^tiyes and n' Is in itself a

occurred just as I have n-.

narrating
pref viii-25.

narrative
S 157-17

{;502- 4
507- 1

521-4
625- 3
528-28
630-29

ap 568- 9

narratives
ff 501-6

narrow
a 44-30
sp
s

n' experiences which led her,

according to the n' in Genesis
preponderance of unreality in the entire n',
Adam has not yet appeared in the n".
closes its n" of being
In this n', the validity of matter
according to this n-, surgery was
First, this n- supposes that
The n' follows the order used in Genesis.

whereas the New Testament n- are clearer

demonstrating within the n* tomb the.
77-30 where the chances ... for improvement n" Into
126-31 in "the straight and n' way"— see Malt. 7; 14.
137-13 Jesus completely eschewed the n- opinion
151-28 The straight and n- way is to see and

c 256-14 within the n' limits of physical humanity,
b 324-14 The way is straight and n',
t 451-12 strive, to enter the n- path of Life,
454-29 tread firmly in the straight and w way.

r 472- 6 way which leads to C. S. is straight and n*.

g 536-22 Their n- limits beUttie their gratifications,.

narrowed
s 134- 7 the word martyr was n" in its significance

narrowness
m 58-16 n" and jealousy, which would confine
c 256-26 material sense of God leads to formalism and n* ;

nasal
ph 175-15 glandular inflammation, sneezing, and n' pangs.

nation (see also nation's)
an 106- 6 Like our n", C. S. has its Declaration of

ph 200- 4 Moses advanced a n- to the worship of God
national

a 41-30
s 133-13
133-20

ff524-8

nation's
ph 20O- 2

nations
ph 94-12
» 133-16
6 340-23

p406-2
ap 565- 7

565-16

native
m 57-12

sp 91-11
5 128-18

ph 190-16
6 281-24

p 365-17
383-15

g 601-16

ap 572- 6

It was enough for them to believe in a n" Deity ;

In 71' prosperity, miracles attended the
limited form of a n' or tribal rehgion.
the Supreme Being by the w name of Jehovah.

the gods became alive in a n* belief.

The eastern empires and n'
Even in captivity among foreign n'.
One infinite God, good, unifies men and n- ;

were for the healing of the n\"— Rev. 22; 2.

to rule all n' with a rod of iron :
— Rev. 12; 5.

will eventually rule all n' and peoples

act.

The attraction between n- qualities
reduced to its n' nothingness.
It raises the thinker into his n' air of Insight
and return to its n' nothingness.
They are n" nothingness, out of which
will vanish into its n- nothingness
It is the n' element of such a mind,
something more n- to their immortal cravings
scientifically reduced to its n- nothingness.

Natirum nittriaticutn
s 153- 5 The author has attenuated N'

natural
pref xi-15

a 32-24
44-24

5 111- 6
118-21
118-31
119-15
119-21
125- 8
126-18
128- 2

130-30
131-27
134-22
145- 1

ph 175- 9

184-30
189- 5
193-U
193-12
195-17

f 240- 1

6 272-32
274- 8

277-13
321-23

p 387-14
413-12
41J-19

m-

not supernatural, but supremely n',

it was 71- and beautiful.
On the contrary, it was a divinely n*
C. S. is n', but not physical.
as the n' status of men and things,
and the n" order of heaven comes down to earth.
under the name of w law.
God is n- good, and is represented only by
man will be found normal and n'
as being both n' and spiritual?
Good is 71' and primitive.
no longer think it n' to love sin

71* demonstrations of the divine power,
71' law of harmony which overcomes discord,
as the n' musician catches the tones of
What an abuse of n' beauty to say that a rose.

The inspirations were deep and 7i'.

Science (in this instance named n")
its death-pallor gave place to a Ti" hue.
and the breathing became n" ;

Through astronomy, n" history, chemistry.
Nature voices n\ spiritual law and
reveals the n\ divine Principle of Science.
is not really n' nor scientific, because it

N' history presents vegetables and animals as

presently restored his hand to its n' condition

faithfully perform the n' functions of being.
are no more n' nor necessary than
Water is not the n' habitat of humanity.
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natural
» 420-22
<450-4
463- 9

T 47&-19
483-19
493-26
501-14
£18-26
651- 6

Mind is the n* stlmulua of the body,
and in a n', all-powerful devil.

that the birth will be n- and safe.

in which the discharge of the n' (unctions
To those n- Christian Scientists,
seem real and n* in illusion.

which subserve the end of n' good,
N' history is richly endowed by the
InVi' history, the bird is not the product of

MiBACLE. That which is divinely »•,g\ 591-21

(see also science)

naturalist
an 104- 8 Agassiz, the celebrated n- and author,

g 54S-18 a famous n' says : "It is very possible that
Had the n-, through his tireless researches.
In one instance a celebrated w, Agassiz,
One distinguished n' argues that
The question of the n" amounts to this :

basis so materialistic,

548-22
649-24
551- 9
551-22

naturalist's
g 553-15 Why, then, is the n

naturalists
g 551-17
652-35
553-10

naturally
pref xi-12
m 57- 9

sp 89-28
s 161-26

ph 195-18

/ 237- 9
240-8

p 370-29
407-4

t 447-16
458-32

T 485-16

p 521-18
548-32

N' ask : "What can there be, of a material
N' describe the origin of mortal
One of our ablest n- has said :

existence

disappear as n" and as necessarily'
These different elements conjoin n'

Cain very r.' concluded that if life was in the
would 71" Induce the very disease

thought passes n" from effect back to cause.

height their little daughter so n- attained.
the leaflet turns n' towards the light.
should 71

• and genuinely change our basis
7»' attractive to no creature except
recuperative action . . . goes on w.
Christianity causes men to turn w from
but come w into Spirit
The reader will n' ask if there is

increase their numbers n' and
Natural Science

s 111-20 for the best essay on N- S',

Nature
s 163- 1 by first marking N' with his name,

nature (see also nature's)
ambiguous

p 388-17 a specimen of the ambiguous n' or

ana character . ^,, .

s 142-31 departs from the n- and character of Mind,
aod essence

s 107-12 inspired with a diviner n- and essence ;

6 270- 6 in its very n- and essence ;

( 460- 7 the 71- and essence of all being,
and God

s 118-31 in which ti- and God are one
and methods

t 451-25 the 71- and methods of error of every sort,

ap 564- 4 with error's own ti' and methods.
and operation

g 545-25 the n* and operation of Spirit.
and origin

r 490-24 explanatiohs of the n- and onguj oif man
g 529- 7 as to the w and origin of man,

and quality
c 262- 9 the 71- and quality of God's creation

and revelation
b 276-29 N- and revelation inform us that

animal
t 450-32 electricity, animal ti", and orgamc life,

antipathies of
s 163-32 the fixed and repulsive antipathies of 7i'.

commonly called
6 319-11 material means (commonly called n')

determines the .

p 403-28 The human mind determines the n- of a case,

dlTlne
(see divine)

enriches tlie

m 57-23 Love enriches the n\ enlarging, purifying,
entire round of

ft 277-17 throughout the entire round of 7i-.

essential
b 332- 1 exDress ... the threefold, essential tj* of the

infinite.
eternal

,

6 333-10 Christ expresses God's spiritual, eternal n*.

explication of
sp 83-16 since Science is an explication of n\

express the
r 465-13

God of
a 44-20

God's
ffSlS-M

intended to express the n', essence, and

Could it be called supernatural for the God of n*

their natures are allied to God's n* ;

nature
higherm 60-21 education of the higher n* is neglected,

62-19 in the understanding of man's higher t»".

62-27 The higher n- of man is not governed by
highest
m 65- 2 should proceed from man's highest n\

his
pr 9-32 that you may be partakers of his n*
a 28-17 Not a single component part of his n*
b 308-28 until his n' was transformed.

Els own
b 303-27 a witness or proof of His own n\

human
b 272- 8 the swiniBh element m human ti"

identical with
s 119-17 In one sense God is identical with n',

immortal
c 260-30 it must lose its immortal n\

laws of
(see laws)

lower realms cf
g 557- 7 birth-throes In the lower realms of n*,

man's
sp 84-23 by which we discern man's ti- and existence.

material
g 551-18 "What can there be, of a material tvv

misinterprets
/ 240- 2 but human belief misinterprets n*.

mythical
r 490-28 -the mythical ti* of material sense.

name and
o 355-11 Let discord of every name and ti"

r 483-30 through the divine name and 7i".

g 528- 4 That Adam gave the name and n- of animals, l5

no
a 18-18 could conciliate no n- above his own,

obedience to

pk 176- 9 free to act in obedience to n",
of Christianity

a 40-31 71' of Christianity is peaceful and blessed,
of error

g 555- 9 This is then" of error.

of God
a 20-18 even the w of God ;

g 537-32 but this is not the n- of God, who Is Lovo
of man
m 62-27 The higher 7i" of man is not governed by
sp 94- 4 The 71" of man, thus understood,

of religion
a 28-28 is to mistake the very n" 6f religion.

of Spirit
s 119-23 It is opposed to the n' of Spirit, God.

origin and
ph 171-17 Mistaking his origin and »r, man beUeves

physical
s 117- 8 attaches no physical w and significance to

precise
6 270-17 they knew not what would be the precise n" or

real

sp 93-18 Whatever contradicts the real ti" of the

/ 211-17 shows the w of all so-called material causa
spiritual

g 512-24 Their spiritual n" is discerned only through the
teaches

b 326- 8 All 71" teaches God's love to man.

5 119-17

ph 183- 6

/ 204-26
220- 8

240- 1

245-31
<• 261-23
b 283-22
307-20

r 486- 3

g 507-29
549-28

ap 559-26

nature's
/ 220-10

p 432-27

natures
m 67-18

sp 99-19

/215- 8

6 285-12
o507- 7

512-14
512-26

ap 577- 6

but this n" is spiritual
discords have no support from 7i"

usurping the name without the 7i"

as even ti" declares.
N' voices natural, spiritual law and
nor is it a necessity of ti', but an illusion.

the 71" of the immutable and Immortal.
from God's character and n-,
"Thus error partakes of its own ti"

when you have learned falsehood's true n',
fiom the » of its inexhaustible source.
even this great observer mistakes n\
partaking of the 7>", or primal elements, of

clap their hands as ti" untired worshippers,
the hands of justice, alias ti" so-called law ;

The notion that animal ti" can possibly
may possess 7i" above some others who
from the very necessity of their opposite n*.
is illustrated by the opposite 7i" of
Without 71" particularly defined,
their n" are allied to God's nature ;

confers animal names and w upon its
but as two individual /c in one ;
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naught
sp 87-19 The mine knows n' of tie emeralds within
S 109- 2 Mind is AU ami matter is n"

144- 6 N- ia the squire, when the king is nigh ;

c 262- 6 C. S.. take3 «• from the perfection of God,
p 435-26 For n' else can he be punished,
g 554-19 infinite Mind S3t3 at n* such a miataken belief.

nauseous
ph 195-23 the speculative theory, the n- fiction.

nautical
m 67-10 n' science ia not equal to the Science of Mind.

naTigator
s l2fr-32 chained the limbs of the brave old n;

Nazarene
a

'

53- 5 so far removed from . . . passions as the N'.
64-25 it enabled them to understand the N-

f 228-27 The humble N' overthrew the supposition that

gl 597- 6 The great N', as meek as he was mighty,
Nazareth

o 18- 3 Jesus of N' taught and demonstrated
b 313-23 Jesus of N' was the most scientific man
333-16 The advent of Jesus of N' marked the

ap 564-11 the accusations against Jesus of N-
near

sp 82- 1 as easy to read distant thoughts as w.
82-19 even if oui departed friends were w us

S 108-19 When apparently n- the confines of
161-21 a statue . . . erected n' the guillotine :

c 265- 6 they must n" the broader interpretations
t 455-25 one who is spiritually w Himself.

gl 596- 6 known as the All-in-&U, forever n'.

nearer
pr 2-29 The unspoken desire does bring us n' the
sp 96-25 As this consummation draws rf,

97-14 The n- a false belief approaches truth
3 121-30 thus brought n" the spiritual fact,

/ 239-19 If divine Love Is becoming w,
248-11 which each day brings to a n- tomb.
249-26 sometimes n' the fact of being than

p 368- 7 n" than ever before to the apprehension
409- 5 the n' matter approaches its final statement,
501- 7 are clearer and come n- the heart.
553- 7 get n- tne truth of being,

ap 559-24 When you approach n' and n" to this
567- 4 Truth and Love come n- In the hour of woe,
568-28 TJ- to the great heart of Christ ;

gl 596- 5 but C. S. brings God much w to man,
nearlng

ap 565- I when n* its doom, this evil Increases

nearly
sp 93- 2 Remember Jesus, who n' nineteen centuries ago
b 286- 1 what jelates most n* to the happiness of being.
g 541- 2 more n- resembles a mind-oflering than

nearness
/ 209-15 N-, not distance, lends enchantment

nebulae
g 509-18 as n* Indicate the Immensity of space.

necessarily
pref xi-13 as n* as darkness gives place to light
sp 89-18 not n" dependent upon educational processes.
s 118-27 a kingdom n- divided against itself;
b 288- 1 n' includes the correlated statement,
, 312-25 n- limits faith and hinders . . . understanding.
e 508t1S and does not n- refer either to

549-21 in such vague hypotheses as must n- attend
652- 8 as 71' apparent to the corporeal senses,

necessary
e 24-23 Does spiritualism find Jesus' death n- only form 60- 4 Kindred taates, motives, and aspirations are n
sp 81—29 and follows as a n' consequence

89-32 If seed is n" to produce wheat,
90-14 some insist that death is the n" prelude

ph 183-14 Truth never made error n-,
194-11 are not n- to ensure deafness

6 297- 7 It is as n" for a health-illusion, as for
p 413- 5 A single requirement, beyond what is n*

413-13 no more natural nor n* tnan would be the
419-31 If it is found n- to treat against relapse,
420-28 If it becomes n- to startle mortal mind

t 460- 3 "the science of the n" constituents and
r 484-29 Is material sense a n* preliminary
485- 1 Answer.— If error is n- to define

op 671- 4 since exposure is n- to ensure

necessities
p 381- 7 the ground that sin has its n\

necessity
and power

p 377-27 conviction of the n* and power of
assnme the

r 481-21 hypotheses . . . assume the n- of these evils

necessity
belief in t!ie

/ 251-18 belief in the n* of sickness and death,
enforce tbe

r 488-13 when they mean to enforce the n* of
finds a

s 160-14 Anatomy finds a n* for nerves
for uplifting

p 371-27 n- for uplifting the race Is father to the fact
learning the

p 426-16 while also learning the n- of
obviate the
m 58-^ Wealth may obviate the n- for toil

of being right
t 455- 7 Hence the n' of being right yourself

of existence
ap 560-13 and the grand n' of existence

paramount
c 262- 5 shows the paramount n* of meeting them.

remove this
ph 183-13 obedience to God will remove this n\

reveals a
pr 10-12 C. S. reveals a n* for overcoming the world,

reveals the
a 36- 5 Divine Science reveals the n- of

second
g 502- 1 A second n* for beginning with Genesis is that

showing the
pr 7-4 showing the n' for such forcible utterance,

sin's
p 405-19 Tins is sin's n',— to destroy itself.

supposed
/ 2S3-25 Do not beUeve In any supposed n' for sin,

p 365-10 to rise above the supposed «• for

s 116-10 Is and must of n* be,— all Inclusive.

/ 205-14 Where then is the n' for recreation or
215- 8 from the very n' of their opposite natures.
245-30 nor is it a n' of nature,

p 384- 5 and must of n' pay the penalty.
388-13 there follows the n" for another admission
390-24 You have no law of His to support the n*
890-25 you have divine authority for denying that if

neck
an 105-26 His sins will be millstones about his h-,

necromancers
ph 185-16 as the n- of Egypt strove to emulate the

necromancy
an 104-18 evil, occultism, n*, mesmerism,
6 322-15 The n" of yesterday foreshadowed the

need (noun)
absolute

s 151- 6 erring, fiinlte, human mind has an absolute n* of
brother's

g 513-lS that man who seeth bis brother's n*
each

pr 7-25 to whom each n' of man is always known
has no

ap 577-20 has no n* of sun or satellite,
huvazn

sp 95- 9 and in that ratio we know all human n*
r 494-U and always will meet every human n*.

Uttle
pr u-31 Such a desire has little n* of audible expression.

zssost

pr 4-3 What we most n- Is the prayer of fervent desire
never

pr 8-3 We never n- to despair of an honest heart ;

our
pr 13-15 God knows our n- before we tell Him
p 371-25 we should not deny our n- of its spiritual

374—14 show our n" of divme metaphysics.
our only

r 490-16 Our only n' is to know this and reduce to practice
phy&iotl

s'148-29 to render help In time of physical w.
precludes the

r 487-16 this precludes the n" of believing.
time of

/ 218-22 turning In time of n- to God, divine Love,

pr 1- * knoweth what things ye haven- of.
— Matt. 6 ; 3.

308-26 the patriarch, perceiving his error and his a*
323-19 awake to realize their n- of

1 447- 9 or judging accurately the n- of your
need (verb)

a 34- 8 if a friend be with us, why n* we memorials of
39- 7 Wen- "Christ, and him crucified."— ICor. 2:2.

sp 75- 5 would 71" to be tangible and material,
79-29 Mind-science teaches that mortals n*
85-24 but mortals n* spiritual sense.

s 142-18 n* to be v/hipped out of the temple,
149-29 We n- to understand the affirmations of
154-25 her aflTections n- better guidance.
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need (verb)
5 154-26
154-2V
15&-11

/212- 8
231- 8

i291- 9
31&-5
346-10

p383- 3
413-22
420- 8
424-21
M54- 1

r494-9
ap 576-18

needed
a 29-10

says to her child : . . . "You n* rest,"

saya to her child : . . . "You n" medicine."
but what we n- is the truth
Why n" pain, . . . come to this mortal sense?
Wliat God cannot do, man n- not attempt.
Mortals n' not fancy that belief in the .

mortals n" only turn from sin and
we n" to understand that error
We n- a clean body and a clean mind,
but in caring for an infant one w not

they n" only to know -that error caimot produce
BtiU you n' the ear of your auditor.
It n- not be added that the use of tobacco
mortals did n' this help, and Jesus pointed the
What further indication n- we of the real

because then our labor is more n*.

34-23 They n' this quickening,
m 67-28 Spintual, not corporeal, consciousness Is n*.

sp 85-27 His thrusts at materialism were sharp, but n*.

s 140- 1 more than it is n" in most cases ;

142-22 are still n- to purge the temples of their

159- 1 aw surgical operation wi(houi the ether.
b 291-25 until . . . shall effect the n- change,
p 382-32 Mortal mind n' to be set right.

411- 9 n* the arguments of truth for reminders.
( 448- 9 When n' tell the truth concerning the

God, who w no help from Jesus' example
It came about, also, that instruments were n*

not n' to consult almanacs for the
not «• to study bralnology
finding all in God, good, and n* no other
when n" something more native to their

God's reflection, n" no cultivation,

r494-7
9 529-5

needing
ph 171- 9

171-10
C 264-18

jr 501-16
527-4

needle
an 102-10 The pointing of the n' to the pole symbolizes
/ 241-32. to go through the eye of a n-,—Matt. 19; 24.

t 449-10' to go through the eye of a n-,"— Matt. 19; 24.

needless
sp 87- 5 It Is n- for the thought or for the person
p 386-32 that lamentation is n' and causeless.

needle-thrusts
r 491- 1 N- will not hurt him.

needs
pr 16-11 that prayer which covers all human n*.

m 66-26 the other pre-eminently n" good company.
sp 78-18 If Spirit pervades all space, it n' no

~~ '"
Spirit n" no wires nor electricity
Mind, which n- no cooperation from
The book n' to be studied.
The best interpreter of man's n' said :

Truth is revealed. It n' only to be practised.
meeting the n- of mortals in sickness
and n' inspiration to be understood.
n- no other form of forgiveness.
infers that if anything n' to be doctored,
indicated by one of the n- of this age.
suffering heart n' Its rightful nutriment,
it n" to be met mainly through the
to meet the simplest n* of the babe
from which the patient n" to be awakened.
before he can . . . minister to human n-.

The Science of Mind n- to be understood.

78-19
S144-4
147-17

ph 170-15
174-20

/ 224-23
h 319-22
339- 4
347- 8

p 364-17
365-32
412-28
413- 6
417-21

1453-15
r 490-12

negation
an 102- 6

ph 186-11

p 392-12
418-18

mesmerism, or hypnotism is a mere n\
Evil is an', because it is the
should always be met with the mental n*.

the n- must extend to the supposed disease

negative
s 143-24 not controlled scientifically by a n* mind,

ph 17f-15 to pass through a n" condition would be
The answer . . . must forever be in the n".

a n' right and a positive wrong.
6 284-20
T 491- 8

neglect
a 48- 1

neglected
m 60-21

p 364-13

neighbor
loved bis

p 433-20
love bis

a 55-18
love thy

S 138-29
340-25

T467-8
one's

sp 88-18

p 440-16

pangs of n' and the staves of

the education of the higher nature Is n*,
what his rich entertainer had n' to do,

Because he has loved his n* as himself,

and love his n* as himself.

Love thy n- as thyself 1"— Matt.\9: 19.

"Love thy n' as thyself ;"
— Matt. 19; 19.

love thy «• as thyself."— iVfaM. 22; 39.

To love one's n* as onefs self,
than that it is for the good of one's n't

sp

neighbor
our

pr 8-27
9- 6
9-12

/ 205-23

ap 560-16

aprietat
/239-12

p 432-16

neighbor'sm 64-13

neither
pr 12-10

14-13
C 28-15

54-18
m 56-*

69-11
69-29
71- 3
71-18
72-25
73- 6
76-7
76-14
76-15
77-2
77-16
79-32
80-27
84- 1

89-25
an 102- 3

102- 6
S 107- •

108-6
110-19
124-7
125- -6

135-23
138-11
139-22
141-24
148- 7

153-31

ph 170- 3

173-12
177-8
181- 6
186-15
188-3
190- 6
194-23

200^18
/ 202-17
203- 6
205-10
209-11
214-28
221-29
225-20
232- 3
232-32
243-20
243-23
244-23
244-24
251-5

C 261-25
262- 3

b 269-21
271-5
271-17
272-17"
275- 5
279-9
279-13
280-12
281-22
282-29
284-22
284-30
287- 1

2S7-17
287-26
294-26
297-17
304- 5
310-31
319-14
321-27
322-24

NEITHER

than we arc wiUfng to have our n" see?
Do we love our n' better because of
we shall regard our n- unselfishly,
the divine lav/ of loving our n" as

goal is never reached while we hate our n*

is not the ruler of his upright n\

Judge asks if by doing good to his n*,

never well to Interfere with your n- business."

n- Science nor Truth which acts through
purely spiritual,

— n- in nor of matter,
N' the origin, the character, nor
understood n' his words nor his works.
In the resurrection they n' marry, nor— Matt.

22 ; 30.

n" closes man's continuity nor his sense ot
n* marry, nor are given in— Luke 20; 35.

It is n- person, place, nor thing,
n" mortal mind nor matter is tne Image
evil is n' communicable nor scientific.

«• the one nor the other is infimie

recognized as w material nor finite,

n' cam he return to it, any more than
N- will man seem to be corporeal,
N' do other mortals ... at a single bound,
n- the Son, but the Father."— Marfc 13; 32.

n' does withholding enrich us.

but they are «• scientific nor rational,
coordinate n' with the premises nor
Matter is n- intelligent nor creative.
His power is w animal nor human,
possessing n' Intelligence, pov/er, nor reality^
n" received it of man, n* was I— Gal. 1 ; 12.

matter possesses w sensation nor life.;

n- tongue nor pen can overthrow it.

Having n* moral might, spiritual basis, not
N' organic inaction nor overactioa
but n" Is unimportant or untrue,
n" by corporeality, by materia medica, nor
But mistakes could tf whoUy obscure the
N' can this manifestation of Christ be
N- anatomy nor theology has ever
N' sympathy nor society should ever
Modes of matter form w a moral nor a
N" the substance nor the manifestation
N' exists without the other,
which can n" suffer nor enjoy,
there is n' power nor reaUty in evil.

It is n" mind nor matter.
71' a mortal mind nor the Immortal Mind
71" sight nor sound could reach him,
he is n' Inverted nor subverted,
immortal man, . . . n- sins, suffers, nor
matter can re heal nor make sick,

matter has n' Intelligence, life, nor
N' philosophy nor skepticism can hinder
N- age nor accident can interfere with
This new-bom understanding, that n" food iior

oppression n' went down in blood, nor
w make man harm.onious nor God lovable.

71" place nor opportunity in Science for error

N- immortal and unerring Mind nor
matter has n' inteUigence nor sensation.

Man in Science is n' young nor old.

He has n" birth nor death.
n- should a fever become more severe
n" lose the solid objects and ends of life nor
N' does consecration diminish man's obligations
The testimony . . . is ti' absolute nor dfvine.

N' emasculation, illusion, nor
"N" pray I for these alone,— John 17; 20.

ji* cast ye your pearls before— Matt. 7 ; 6.

matter is n' substantial, living, nor Intelligeni.
Matter is n' created by Mind nor

Spirit and matter can n' coexist nor
Such belief can n- apprehend nor
have n- Principle nor permanency,
which is n" Mind nor man.
They can n- see Spirit through the eye nor
but n' sensation nor report goes from
They have n* Principle nor permanence,
N- understanding nor truth accompanies error,

Matter is n- a thing nor a person,
Man is n' self-made nor
It is n' scientific nor eternal,
"
iV- death, nor life,— Rom. 8 ; 38.-

n- growth, maturity, nor decay In Soul.

Spirit and matter n' concur In man nor in

n- hearken to the voice of the— Exod. i : 0.

n- a temperate man nor a
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neither
b 327- 4
327-20
330-13
330-14
335- 1

336-20
O 345-U
348- 1

349-11
351-5
351-22
3.53-31

354-13
356-17
357- 8
358-13

p 368-22
372-15
384-26
387-9
388-30
404-30
414-24
415-2
419-10
43.5-33

441-14
442-16

J 454-11
458-25
460-14
464-27

r 466-12
457-28
469- 1

472-16
473-2
478-31
479-8
484-3
492-32
495-16

C 503-24
508-20
515-6
627-13
529-20
529-27
530-28
533-30
634-20
540-3
544-13
544-26
851-28
555-10
555-13
555-14

ap 561-28
566-27
570-20

gl 584-17
592-8

Nerve
p 432- 2

436-35
437-12
438-8
438-11

n* pleasure nor pain, appetite nor passion,
evil has in reality n" place nor power
Eye hath n- seen God nor His image
N- God nor the perfect man can be
There are n- spirits many nor gods many.
n- could God's fulness be reflected by a
n- Icnows itself nor what it is saying.
and which we desire n' to honor nor to fear.

n' Life nor man dies,
N- can we heal through the help of Spirit, if we
such starting-points are n' spiritual nor

beliefs can n- demonstrate Christianity nor

opponents of C. S. n" give nor offer any proofs
71- a present nor an eternal copartnership
Truth creates n- a lie, a capacity to lie, nor
C. S. is n- made up of contradictory
N' evil, disease, nor death can be
He can w sin, suffer, be subject to
n- rheumatism, consumption, nor

spiritual energies can n- wear out nor
we shall n" eat to live nor live to eat.

n- material medicine nor Mind
matter n' feels, suffers, nor enjoys.
disease is n' a cause nor an effect.

N- disease itself, sin, nor fear has the power to
n- shall Judge Medicine condemn him ;

rr can Fear arrest Mortal Man
N- animal magnetism nor hypnotism enters

evil or matter has n' intelligence nor power,
N- is he a false accuser.
Sickness is n- imaginary nor unreal,— that is,

N- dishonesty nor ignorance ever
n- dwell together nor assimilate.
Matter n' sees, hears, nor feels.

Life is n' in nor of matter.
Error is n' Mind nor one of Mind's faculties.

illusion, possessing n- reality nor identity
not mortal, "n" indeed can De ;"

— Rom. 8; 7.

Matter is n' self-existent nor a product of

When this is accomplished, rf pride, prejudice,
Victory would perch on w banner.
Let n- fear nor doubt overshadow your
God creates n- erring thought, mortal life,

neuter gender, n" male nor female.
The serpent of God's creating is n' subtle nor
n' tempteth He any man."— Jas. 1: 13.

n' shall ye touch it, lest ye die.— Gen. 3: 3.

has n" origin nor support in Truth
the dreamer and dream are one, for n' is true
as much as to say . . .

" N' man nor God shall
not subject to the law of God, n'— Rom. 8; 7.

Spirit creates n" a wicked nor a mortal man.
In Science, Mind n- produces matter nor
Therefore man, in this allegory, is n* a
iV" can produce the other.
it w understands nor can be understood.
C. S. attributes to error n- entity nor power,
error is n" mind nor the outcome of Mind.
light portrayed is really n" solar nor lunar,
n- was their place found any more— Rev. 12: 8.

He can n- drown your voice with its roar, nor
error ; w corporeality nor mind ;

that which n' exists In Science nor

I am N', the State Commissioner for

N-, testified that he was a ruler of Body,
I proclaim this witness, iV", to be destitute of
C. S. proved the witness, N\ to be a perjurer
N' was an insubordinate citizen.

nerves
olfactory

/ 212-20 bring the rose Into contact with the olfactory n'
weak

p 392-15 If you believe in inflamed and weak n",

an lOO-ll through the substance of the n'."
s 127-20 n\ . . . have— as matter— no intelligence, life,

143-19 you conclude that the stomach, blood, n\
160-14 Anatomy finds a necessity for n'

/211- 1 If brain, n\ stomach, are intelligent,
211- 8 N' are not mind.
211-24 If it is true that n' have sensation,
211-32 N' are not the source of pain or pleasure.
216-15 it makes the w, . . . servants, instead of
219- 9 No more can we say . . . that tv give pain
219-11 Not muscles, ns nor bones, but

b 294-12 error, saying : . . . N- feeL Brain thinks and
295- 2 seeming to be in n- which are no longer there,
308-10 head, heart, stomach, blood, n',

p 389- 7 RecoUect that it is not the n',
409- 6 animate error called w, brain, mind,

r 478-14 Question.— Does brain think, and do n' feel,
480- 8 N- are an element of the belief that there is

485-29 as much as n' control sensation
488-21 N' have no more sensation,

nervous
sp 79-26 says r . . . You have n- prostration,

net
a 35- 5 and cast their n' on the right side.

nets
6 271-26 Those, who are willing to leave their n*

neuralgia
p 392-17 You will call it n; but -we call it a belief.

neuter
508-20 a n' gender, neither male nor female.
511-28 in masculine, feminine, or n' gender.
516-30 Masculine, feminine, and n' genders are

neutralizes
s 157-31 Science both n* error and destroys it,

neutralizing
s 162- 6 C. S. acts aa an alterative, n- error

nerve
auditory

pr 7-24 The "divine ear" is not an auditory n*.

ph 194-10 Destruction of the auditory n- and
optic
ph 194-11 paralysis of the optic n-

S 113-29, 30

ph 171-19
194-13

/ 212- 2
212-12

p 368-14

gl 587-13

nerves
are unable

p 399-13

blood, and
s 160-19

brain and
s 122-12
6 290-11

have no sensation
/ 212-16 and the n

no n' in Mind, and no mind In n- ;

carried on a n", exposed to ejection
if ... it will be so without an injured n\
is not communicated through a w.
When the n" is gone, which we say was
has little inspiration to n- endeavor,
theories , . . sense, existing in brain, n".

never
pref

m

sp

N' are unable to talk.

Can muscles, bones, blood, and n" rebel

certain sections of matter, such as brain and n",
manifested through brain and w,

have no sensation.

Ix-28 notes . . . which have n- been published.
xii-20 she had n- read this book throughout
4-17 Simply a.sking . . . will n" make us love Him ;

4-27 Audible prayer can n- do the works of

7-22 ventilation of fervent sentiments n' makes a
8- 3 We Tf need to despair of an honest heart ;

9-13 we shall n- meet this great duty simply by
10-10 vain repetitions will w pour into prayer the
11-13 Principle n" pardons our sins ... till they
24- 2 Firmness in error wUl n- save from sin,

25-28 faith in the Teacher . . . will n- alone make
27-17 parables explain Life as n- mingling with
27-27 n- truly understood their Master's instruction.

29-11 though we may n- receive it in this world.
31- 2 God will n' place it in such hands.
36- 2 They, . . . can n" find bliss in the
38-24 his spiritual selfhood, n- suffered.

41-31 belief, . . . n" made a disciple who could
53- 4 n- Lived a man so far removed from
57-16' should n" weigh against the better claims
58-12 N- contract the horizon of a worthy outlook
59- 1 Matrimony should n' be entered into without !v

59-27 nuptial vow should n" be annulled, so long as
69-32 Separation n- should take place,
59-32 it n- would, if both husband ?ind wife were
61- 6 or happiness will n- be won.
63- 1 You would n- think that flannel was better

64-12 n- well to interfere with your neighbor's
65-24 transitional stage is n" desirable on its own
66-21 Husbands and wives should w separate if

66-30 It n- leaves us where it found us.

68-16 I n- knew more than one individual who
69- 6 Mortals can n- understand God's creation while
'70- * he shall n- see death.— John 8: 51.

70- 6 Whatever is false or sinful can Ji" enter

70- 7 Man is n- God,
71-25 I n- could believe in spiritualism.
72-22 suppositional opposite of good, is w present.
74-12 71- returns to. the old condition.
74-23 different beliefs, which n- blend.
74-29 In C. S. there is n' a retrograde step,
74-30 n- a return to positions outgrown.
75-15 the understanding that Lazarus had n" died,
76-11 Spirit n- entered matter
76-11 and was therefore n- raised from
76-29 Death can n" hasten this state of
79-20 He n- described disease,

80-7, 8 "There n" was. and there w will be, an
80-16 Science n- removes phenomena from
85-27 He n' spared hypocrisy the sternest
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sp 85-31 truth communicates itself but n' imparts error.

87-25 Tlie truer concept is n- lost.

88-19 can n' be seen, . . . through the physical senses.
93-13 Good n" causes evil,

an 105-24 Whoever uses ... is n* safe.
s 110- 8 I beheld, as n- before, the awful unreality
116-14 They n' crown the power of Mind as
120- 1 shall 71' understand this while we admit
126- 8 Human thought n* projected the least portion of
126-13 the human mind w produced a real tone
143-10 The divine Mind «• called matter medicine,
143-22 w discerning how this deprives you of the
147-15 w believe that you can absorb the \vhole
147-32 Jesus n- spoke of disease as dangerous
149-12 and its perfection of operation n- vary
149-21 remarks . . . mind can w cure organic
151-18 Fear n' stopped being and its action.
154-32- "Oh, n' mind ! -You 're not hurt,
157- 6 n" shares its rights with inanimate matter.
157-20 then they should n- be used.
160-23 Unless . . . self-acting at aU times, they are n"
150-23 n" capable of acting contrary to

ph 16*-25 the sick are n*" really healed except by means of
170-H beUeveth in me shall n' die."— John 11 ; 26.

170-20 always in opposition, n" in obedience, to
171-29 intelligence and life are spiritual, n' material,
175-27 but they n* indulged in the refinement of
179-20 epljzodtic . . . which a wild horse might w have.
183-14 Truth n- made error necessary,
134-10 n* honoring erroneous belief with the
185- 4 and she n' suffered again from east winds,
1S&-20 It can n' destroy one iota of good.
186-28 ignorant of self, or it could n- be self-deceived.
190-18 it n- merges into immortal being,
191-29 Truth n" mingles with error.

192-26 betrays its weakness and falls, n* to rise.
195- 4 that he should n- be happy elsewhere.
197-27 wiU n' grow robust until
199-26 he could n' have done it.

/ 204-18 They can ri' stand the test of Science,
204-27 in Science it can n" be said that man
£06-10 Will-power .. . . can n' heal the sick,
213-21 The rapture of . . . was n' heard.
214- ft he could »• iiave "walked with God,"— Gen.

5 ; 24.

215-12 Whatever is governed by God, is n'. . .deprived
217-:? he shall n- see death \"—John 8 .• 51.

217-18 once conquered . . . that condition n" recurs,
218- 6 the. bodv, . . . would w be weary.
219-14 when this Is understood, we shall n' affirm
220-24 and advised others n- to try dietetics for
221-19 God ?»• decreed disease,— n' ordained a law that
221-25 he n* enjoyed his food as he had
222-27 concluded that God n* made a dyspeptic,
228-21 we shall n* depend on bodily conditions,
230-23 the sick are n- really healed by drugs,
2SO-28 but we are ri- thoroughly healed until
231- 4 Unless . . overcome by Truth, the 111 Is n*
232-19 Jesiis n- taught that drugs, food,
232-23 and n* tried to make of none effect the
234:-21 empty It of . . .or sin and sickness will n- cease.
236- 3 fibould emanate from the pulpit, but n- be
238-13 To fall away . . . shows that we w understood
239-29 opposite sources n' mingle in fount or stream.
243- I but we can n' succeed . . . through ignorance or
244- 6 Jesus demonstrated Ufe, n" fearing nor
244-18 but man was n' more nor less thap man.
245-27 ImpossibUitles w occur.
245-32 The Infinite n' began nor will it ever end.
246- 1 Mind and its formations can n' be annihilated.
246-17 N- record ages.
248- 3 Love n- loses sight of loveliness.
248-28 look at them continually, or we shall n*
'249-15 infinity n- began, will n- end,
249-22 God n' slumbers, and His likeness n' dreams.
2cO- 8 Spirit is the Ego which n' dreams,
250- 9 Spirit is the Ego . . . which nr errs,
250-10 Spirit is the Ego . . . which n- believes, but

250-10, 11 the Ego , . . which is n- bom and n- dies.
253-27 God n- requires obedience to a so-called

C 258-27, 28 N' bom and n- dying, it were Impossible for
2.59-16 then mortals have n' beheld in man the
-2.59-25 Brain or matter n- formed a human concept.
2&t-16 Life is Spirit, n' In nor of matter,

b 273-17 The so-called laws of matter ... have n- made
273-21 God n" ordained a material law to annul
274-26 firm, called matter and mind, God n" formed.
27.5- 1 Matter has no life to lose, and Spirit n* dies,
276-25 beliefs and . . . understanding n- mingle.
276-32 .Intelligence n" produces non-intelligence ;

277- 6 Matter n' produces mind.
277- 6 The immortal n' produces the mortal.
279- 7 protoplasm n- originated in the immortal Mind,
280- 9 Finite belief can n' do justice to Truth
'282-12 n' unXia in Sgtue or in fact.

never
b 284- 9 It can n- be In bonds, nor be fully
288- 9. Superstition and understanding can n-
289- 2 Mortal man can n- rise .. . . until he learns that
289-12 Truth and Truth's idea, w make men sick,
291-25 Mind n- becomes dust.
295-18 The light and the glass n* mingle,
298-17 This human belief, . . . n' reaches beyond the
299-13 These upward-soaring beings n" lead towards
299-24 Truth w destroys God's idea.
300-13 The temporal and unreal n' touch the eternal
300-14 The mutable and imperfect n- touch the
390-16 The inharmonious and self-destructive n- touch
300-18 tares and wheat, which n' really mingle,
303-15 All the vanity of the ages can w mak©
304-13 good can n- produce evil ;

304-13 matter can n* produce mind nor
307-28 material laws which Spirit w made ;

309-30 Life is n" for a moment extinct.
309-30 Therefore it is n- structural nor organic,
309-31 Life is . . . w absorbed nor limited by its
311-21 So long as ... we can n- understand the
315- 2 and believeth in me shall n- die."— John 11 .• 26.
325-25 can n' reach in this world the divine heights oX
327-22 Fear of punislunent w made man truly
329-24 its divine Principle w repents,
335- 8 Spirit n- created matter.
335-17 w included in a limited mind or a
336- 2 Mind n' enters the finite.

336- 3 Intelligence n- passes into non-intelligence,
336- 4 Good n' enters into evil,
336-13 but infinite Mind can w be In man,
336-17 Immortal man is not and n- was material,
339-30 n- to admit that sin can have intelligence
339-32 willw lose their imaginary power . . . until

o 348-26 I have n' supposed the world would
353-28 Mind is limitless. It n' was material.
356-7 Discord can n- establish the facts of harmony.
358-31 whom they have perhaps n- seen

p 369-14 We n' read that Luke or Paul made a
369-16 Jesus w asked if disease were acute or chronic,
369-17 w recommended attention to laws of health,
369-18 w gave drugs, n" prayed to know if

374- 2 Anodynes, counter-irritants, "and depletion n*
371— 8 "How can my mind cause a disease I n-
376-12 blood n- gavelife and can n- take it away,
377-19 The author n' knew a patient who did not
378-27 God n" endowed matter with power to
381-23 or you will w believe that you
381-25 will w be reached without the understanding
S81-29 a sentence w inflicted by divine authority.
384- 6 God 71- punishes man for doing right,
384-29 evidence before the senses can n' overrule.
355-12 though it can n' annul the law which
390- 5 n- deny the everlasting harmony of Soul,
391-19 When the body ia supposed to ... n* plead guilty.-
3i>3-29 Man is n' sick, for Mind is not sick
696- .1 One should n- hold in mind the thought of dis-

ease,
396- 6 N' startle with a discouraging remark
396-10 N' sav beforehand how much you have to
396-29 outside of matter, n' in it, w giving the
397-27 can n' treat mortal mind and matter separately,.
403-23 N' conjure up some new discovery from
409-18 n' yields to the weaker, except through fear or
412- 2 governs all, w punishing aught but sin,
415-10 Inflammation n' appears in a part which
417-5 N' tell the sick that they have more courage thaa
419-25 JV" fear the mental malpractitioner,
425-16 he learns that matter n- sustained existence
425-17 can 71' destroy God, who is man's Life.
425-26 You wiU n' fear again except to offend God,
425-27 v/ill n' believe that heart . . . can destroy you.
427— 1 can'n' change in Science to the opposite belief
427- 4 Soul is n- without its representative.
427-18 If man is w to overcome death, why do the
423- 8 he shall w see death."— John 8; 51.

429-12 is cold and decays, but it n- suffers.
429-32 he shall n- see dea,th."— John 8: 51.

434-28 alleged crime «• to have been committed.
438-7 he shall n" see death.— John S:5i.
438-27 he disappeared and was n" heard of more.
439-33 they learn that Disease was w there,

/ 444-19 and n' to condemn rashly.
450- 7 n- fail to stab theii- benefactor In the back.
462-14 N- breathe an immoral atmosphere, unless
453-12 I have n' witnessed so decided effects from

453-30, 31 wrecommends material hygiene, «• manipulates.
457- 8 has n" used this newly discovered power in any
463-25 He n" enjoined obedience to the laws of nature

r 466- 5 manifestations of , . . indicate Mind, n* matter,
467-23 not confined in man, and is n' in matter.
468^- 2 /»• can be coordinate with human illusions.
470-18 when God, the Mind of man, n- sins
476-14 They n' had a perfect stale of being,
477-24 can »" reflect anything inferior to Spirit
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T 478- 5 n' beheld Spirit or Soul loaving a body
4?0-20 good, n- ms/ie man capable of sin.

481- 7 Material sens? n' helps mortals to understand
481-28 Soul is the divine Principle of man and n,-

484- 1 will n- be ba«ed on a divine Principle . . . until

486-11 In reality man n- dies.

487- 4 n- attainable through death, but gained by
489- 5 found that the senses of Mind are n- lost

491-10 spiritual individuality is n- wrong.
491-21 reveals material man as n- the real being.

g 504- 1 is n- reflected by aught but the good.
505-11 aonarent only as Mind, n- as mindless matter
509-28 in man and the universe n' to disappear.
510-19 Geology has w explained the earth's
517-23 Even eternity can n- reveal the whole of God,
519-15 Mortals can n- know the infinite,

519-26 can n- impoverish, the divine Mind.
529-11 can n- be reckoned according to the calendar
520-31 n- causing man to till the ground.
633- 3 This had n- been bestowed on Adam.
537- 9 was n' the essence of divinity or manhood.
539-10 God could n- im.part an element of evil,

540-20 It saith to the human sense _ . . "God n* made
540-33 is to teach mortals n- to believe a lie.

643-16 verities of existence are n; excluded
545- 6 and n- had been divinely conceived.
545- 4 Spirit, God, n- germinates, but is

548- 7 man has n' lost his spiritual estate
550-26 A serpent n- begets a bird,
553- 8 or health will v be universal,
653- 8 or . . . harmony will n- become the standard
553-18 the maternal egg v,- brought forth Adam.
554-24 Jesus n- intimated that God made a devil,

657-20, '21 . as n- born and as n- dying,
cp 560-15 . This goal is r.' reached while we hate our

560-19 without a correct sense of . . . we can n" under-
stand

665-12 might n- hold sway and deprive Herod of his
570-18 and n- fear the consequences.

Ol 588-14 as numbers which n- blend with each other,
588-25 that which is w unconscious nor limited.
598-16 for n- did he give up Spirit, or Soul.

nevertheless
s 112-13 n- remain wholly human in their origin

New
s 139-19 and the three hundred thousand in the N-,

new
pref vii-22 A book introduces n- thoughts,

a 20- 9 Jesus' history made a n- calendar,
30-17 Jesus, the n' executor for God,
33-22 This is the n- understanding of spiritual Love.
33-29 which attend a n' and higher imderstanding
35-11 in the dawn of a n- light
43-18 opened a n- era for the world.

m 58- 3 Unity of spirit gives v.- pinions to joy,
66-15 um'ofds n views of divine goodness

sp 74- 9 seed which has germinated has a n- form
95-17 sin, sickness, and death, which assume n' phases
98- 1 persecutions which attend a w step

S 108-32 set my thoughts to Vfork in n- channels,
109-24 When a r.' spiritual idea is borne to earth,
112-27 if any so-called n' school claims to be C. S.,
114-19 in expressing the w tongue we must
114-20 the n- wine of the Spirit has to be
114-32 opposition to everything n\
117-11 spoken of ... as the n- tongjie,
134- 9 The n' faith in the Christ, Truth, so roused the
136-28 No wonder Herod desired to see the n- Teacher.
139-11 but the present n-. yet old, reform

ph 193-14 and said : "1 feel like a w man.
197- 3 A n' name for an ailment affects people

/ 201- 8 Truth makes a w creature,
2C1- 9 "all things are become v.-."— II Cor. 5: 17.

206-24 nothing is n- to God,
210- 1 expressed only in "w tongues ;"— Mark 16; 17.

225-27 always germinating in n' forms of tyranny,
226- 7 the voice of the herald of this n' crusade
235-31 will love to grapple with a n\ right idea,
247— 6 Another woman at ninety had n' teeth,
251- 8 as to drive belief into n- paths.
251-11 they have but passed the portals of a n" belief.

C 263-21 Whatever seems to be a n* creation, is but
263-23 else it is a n' multiplication or self-division

J 270-16 their foresight of the n- dispensation
272-U and is the n" tongue referred to in the
275-21 is turned into n' and healthy channels,
281-27 does not put n' wine into old bottles,
281-31 old belief must be cast out or the n' idea will
299-10 they point upward to a n' and glorified trust,
300-lt real man, or the n- man (as St. Paul has it).
324- 1 and to leave the old for the v.-,

326-30 in hum.ility he took the n' name of Paul.
349-23 shall speak with n- tongues."— Mark 16: 17.

354-25 to hear and to speak the w tongue.

new
p 362- * Shan speak with n' tongues ;

— AfarJfe 16.
•
17,

.'98-20 and producea a n' effect upon the bod^.
398-29 changes such iUa into w and more difficult
403-23 Never conjure up some n' discovery from
404-22 Arouse the sinner to this n" and true view
409-24 and the n' man or real man is put on,
420-17 ready to become receptive to the w idea.

t 452-11 you should not fear to put on the rf.
463- 7 To attend properly the birth of the n- child,
463-10 Though gathering n- energy, this idea cannot
463-14 The n" idea, conceived and born of Truth
463-17 When this n' birth takes place,

r 492-13 N- thoughts-are constantly obtaining the floor.

C 518-29 Nothing is n- to Spirit.
541-22 Here the serpentine lie invents n" forma.
544-11 Nothing is n- to the infinite Mind.
548-15 This is the n' birth going on hourly,
549-15 the birth of n' individuals, or personalities,
556-29 existence will be on a n' standpoint.

ap 560-25 spoken something n' and better of God
570-19 What if the old dragon should send forth a n*

gl 593- 9 a n- and higher idea of immortaUty,
(see also earth, heaven)

new-blown
p 413-23 in order to keep it sweet as the n' flower.

new-born
a 35-21 can unite with this church only as we are n*

/ 221-29 This n' understanding, that neither food nor
New Covenant

a 33-28 Have you shared the blood of the N' C;
New Jernsalem

ap 574-13 "N- J', coming down from God,— Rev. 21 : 2.

575-11 The builder and maker of this N- J- is God,
576- 4 this iV" J-, this infinite All, which

gl 592-18 definition of

newly
pre/viii-3I the first steps of a child in the n* discovered

1 457- 8 she has never used this n- discovered power in

new-mown
ph 175-14 perfume of clover and.the breath of w hay

newness
a 24-12 rise into n' of life with regeneration.

35-8 from mortal sensuousness, . , . into n'of life

/ 249- 7 bringing us into n' of life and recognizing
p- 425-19 understanding will quicken into n' of life.

g 520-13 and they will reveal eternity, n." of Life.

new-old
ph 191-12 even to the birth of a n* idea.

New Testament
6 279- 3 A N- T' writer plainly describes faith,
o 350- 7 our Master's sayings as recorded in the Tf' T',
r 474-13 Greek word rendered miracle in the N- T'
g 501- 6 whereas the N' T' narratives are clearer

gl 598- 7 and elsewhere in the N' T:
next

pref xii-lS conviction that the n' two years of her life^

pr 5-4 The rt- and great step required by wisdom 13

sp 77- 9 on the n' plane of .existence as on this, until

an lOJ-U JV-, they say it has been discovered before.
s 156-29 the n' stately step beyond homceoparhy.

ph 190- 1 N- we have the formation of so-called

193-18 The n- day I saw him in the yard,
f 217-20 the n- toil will fatigue you less,

ft 296-29 and aids in taking the n- step
o 350- 3 They think of . . . Spirit as n* to nothing:,

p 390- 1 The n- minute she said, "My food is all digested,
413-16 "CleanUness Is n- to godliness,"
416-25 and n- to nothing of the metaphysical method
431-20 The n" wit ness is called :

— I am Coated Tongue.
432- 1 The n- witness testifies ;

— I am Nerve,

Niagara
sp 76-3 as one at N\ with eyes open only to that

Niagara's
ph 199-2S to walk the rope over N' abyss of waters,

nice
/ 252-23 says : . . . What a w thing Is sin I

nigli
s 144- 6 Naught is the squire, when the king Is n- ;

Night
g 504- 4 and the darkness He called N'.— Gen. 1.'5.

gl 592-21 definition of

night
after

c 261-13 a noted actor was accustomed n* after »*
before his cruciflxion .

a 32-29 on the n- before his crucifixion,
blazons the

/ 247-26 blazons the n' with starry gems,
cold

p 37&-28 with a long and cold n: of discord.
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Might
<tay and

ap 568-17 bffore our God day and »• — Tlrv. 12; 10.

every
p 431- 4 watched with the sick every n- in the week.

frequent
ap 566-22 In shade and storm the frequent n",

is far spent
ph 174-12 "the n- is far spent,

— Rom. 13 ; 12.

last

/ 249-20 You say. "I dreamed last nv"
long

ph 174-10 and portend a long n- to the traveller :

no
r 475- 2 there is "no n- there."— Ree. 22: 5.

g 511-13 In the eternal Mind, no n' is there.

ap 575-20 for there shall be no n- there."— Rev. 21 ; 25.

dl 5M- 7 "there shall be no n* there."— Rev. 22; 5.

of error
pref vii- 9 across a n' of error should dawn the morning

of gloom
a 47-31 During his n- of gloom and glory

of bis arrest
p 436-15 Prior to the «• of his arrest, the prisoner

of materialism
ap 562-20 as the n- of materialism wanes.

of materiality
o 3.54-23 The n- of materiality is far spent,

of paganism
(ip 571-29 and illumined the n' of paganism with the

old
p 372- 6 likened by Milton to "chaos and old w."
ap 570-21 into the deep waters of chaos and old n\

over the
Q 511- 9 rule over the day and over the n-,— Gen. 1 ; 18.

rule the
<7 510-15 the lesser light to rule the n- -.— Gen. 1 ; 16.

traversed the
pref vii- 5 yet it traversed the w, and came where,

without a star
up 504- 8 will sink its perpetrator into a ri' without a star.

ph 194-27 An infant crying in the n",

/ 240- 8 The stars make if beautiful,

p 431-22 the n- of the liver-attack.
431-27 since the w of the liver-attack.
436- 8 on the n' of the alleged oflence
438-20 on the n' of the crime
509-10 to divide the day from the n- ;

— Gen. 1 ; 14.

552- 5 hatched from the "egg of n"
ap 566-11 a pillar of cloud by day and of fire by n'

night-dream
/ 249-25 mortal n' is sometimes nearer the fact
249-27 The n- has less matter as its accompaniment.

Nightingale, Florence

p 385- 2 It is proverbial that Florence iV*

nightmare
s 128-24 waking him from a cataleptic w,

nights
p 430-29 testifies ... I was present on certain n-

nine
an 101- 8 In 1837, a committee of n- persons was
S 108-16 three multiplied by three, equalling n\
108-17 must be n' duodecillions,

nineteen
sp 93- 2 Remember .lesus, who nearly n* centuries ago
s 122- 8 n' hundred years ago
/ 224-11 In the record of n' centuries, there are
232-17 as it did over n' hundred years ago.

r 495- 3 as surely as it did «• centuries ago.

nineteenth
.s 147- 6 Late in the n- century I demonstrated the

ap 560- 2 in connection with the n' century.

ninety
/ 247- 6 Another woman at n" had new teeth,

ninety-and-nine
o 344-28 may lose n' patients, while C. S. cures its

nipped
<• 265-18 withered by the sun and n' by untimely frosts ;

Ni.san
a 32-29 with his disciples in the month N-

nitrous-oxide
346-26 when you believe that n' gas has made

No
prr/ viii-20 A vigorous "iV'" is the responao

Noah
b .320-11 in the learned article 00 N'
Ulb'Ji-ii dtliuitiou of

Noah'.s
gl 5K7-21 TIam (A^- son). Coritorpal belief:

.5S9- 8 .Iaphft (iV- son). A type of .spiritual pc.vo,
594-14 .Shem {N- son). A corporeal mortal ;

nobility
ph 172-29 may present more n- than the

nobie
m 58-8 Unselfish ambition, n* life-motives,

61-20 What hope of happiness, what n' ambition,
04-11 lends a helping hand to some n' woman,

/ 248-29 carve them out in grand and n- lives.
I 450-10 They are sincere, generous, n-,

nobler
VI 63-25 achievement of a n* race for legislation,
b 326-27 Thought assumed a n' outlook,

nobody
s 140- 4 That God is a corporeal being, n'can tnily affirm.

ph 199- 6 n- beheves thai mind is producing such a result
Nod

g 542-28 and dwelt in the land of N.— Gcn. 4; 16.

noise
g 505-18 than the w of many waters,— Psal. 93 ; 4.

noises
sp 86-18 Haunted houses, ghostly voices, imusual n',

none
sp 86-24 In reality there is n".

99-12 N' may pick the lock nor enter by some other
s 147-11 had lost n' of its divine and healing efficacy.

164- 7 said : . . . n' can be adopted as a safe guidance
ph 178-30 n' of the.se methods can be mingled with

193-27 saying : "It was n' other than God and
/ 2:52-23 never tried to make of n- effect the
250-19 experiencing n' of these dream-sensations,

c 256-22 and n' can .«tay His hand,— Dan. 4; 35.

b 209-25 Other foundations there are n"
291-32 As for spiritual error there is n'.
337-14 C. S. demonstrates that n' but the pure in heart
343-10 "AT- of these things move me."— Acts 20; 24.
34.5-15 n' which are apparent to those who understand
300-18 then you practically have n\

p 414-22 there is n' else beside Him."— Deut. 4; 35.

421-17 God, Spirit, is all, and that there is «• beside
/ 447-29 by knowing that there is n'.

r 479-29 because it haa w of the divine iues.

nonentity
b 303-26 would be a n- , or Mind unexpressed.
T 477-30 ,Separated from Spirit would be a w ;

non-existent
ph 180-12 deport thf^mselves a if Mind were n-,
g 513-27 mortal mind— being w and consequently

non-intelligence
and matter

b 282-19 Mind cannot pass into n' and matter,
and mortality

gl 591-10 Mythology ; . . life in n' and mortality ;
before

ph 191-20 Intelligence is not mute before n\
Intelligence and

sp 73-28 ypirit and matter, intelligence and n*,
/ 204-17 intelligence and w, of Spirit and matter.

never produces
b 276-32 Intelligence never produces iv ;

subject to

ph 171-22 infinite Mind,— subject to w I

.? 120- 3 and that man is included in w.
b 282-19 nor can n' become Soul.

28.5-14 one is intelligence while the other is w.
336- 3 Intelligence never passes into n",

<7 531- 5 the error, . . , that n- becomes intelligence,
gl 5SO-23 supposition . . intelligence passes into n',

non-intelligent
ph 165-10 material organization and n' matter.
/ 214-12 material senses. . . . are proved n'.

217-32 Matter is n'.
c 2.57-14 the supposed substance of w matter.
b 277- 1 but matter is ever re-

277- 5 The n- relapses into its own unreality.
/ 4,57-28 as if the n' could aid Mind !

r 466-15 Truth is intelligent ; error is n'.
478-21 matter is n' and brain-lobes cannot think

g 524-21 How could the n- become the medium of Mind,
531-15 If, . . . man's body originated in u' dust,
5.50- I a circumscribed and n' egg.

non-sense
r 4S'j-30 A wrong sense of God, man, and creation is n",

noon
/ 246-12 Manhood is its eternal n\ undimmed by a

noonday
tn .56-17 destruction that wasteth at w."— Psal, 91; 8,
/ i24-27 us he came of old to the patriwcti at n'
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noontide
p 367-23 but radiate and glow into n- glory.

normal
5 120-14 health is n- and disease is abnormal.

125- 8 n- and natural to changed mortal thought,
/ 205-25 hinders man's n' drift towards the one Mind,
212-30 The realities of beinp, its n- action,
214— 4 it is n" and indestructible.

b 307-22 If . . . material pain and pleasure seems n*.
o 344- 5 the n', healthful, and sinless condition of man
p 368-12 beliefs . . . that discord is as n" as harmony,

406-30 n- control is gained through divine strength
412-26 until the . . . corresponds with then' conditions
415- 1 an excited state of mortals which is not w.

north
ap 575-24 on the sides of the n;— Psal. 48; 2.

North Star
ap 575-26 Northward, its gates open to the iV- S\

northward
ap 575-26 N', its gates open to the North Star,

nostrils
sp 88- 8 and no scent salutes the n\
g 524-14 and breathed into his n-— Gen. 2: 7.

544-30 to enter man's n- so that

notables
p 437-22 Various n"— Materia Medica, Anatomy,

note
/ 245- 8 taking no n- of years,
p 415-17 N- how thought makes the face pallid.
g 515-30 Then n" how true, ... is the reflection
538- 6 to n- the proper guests.

cp 574-19 N' this,
— that the very message,

noted
c 261-12 a n' actor was accustomed night after night to

notes
prcf tx-27 she made copious rf of Scriptural exposition,m 58- 5 lU-arranged n- produce discord.

b 298-21 Spiritual ideas, like numbers and w, start from

noteworthy
h 313-12 n- that the phrase "express image"— Heb. 1 ; 3.

nothing
amounts to

ph 172- 5 amounts to n* in the right direction
and sometblng

a 23-17 swinging between n- and something.
apart from

T 473- 9 n' apart from Him is present or haapower.
but a display

b 317-31 N- but a display of matter
but a supposition

g 504-30 v.- but a supposition of the absence of Spirit.
but false beliefs

ph 171-25 n' but false beliefs that intelligence
bat His likeness

T 495-15 Allow Tf but His likeness to abide in your
but Spirit

b 335-18 N' but Spirit, Soul, can evolve Life,
but Truth

r 483- 5 which n- but Truth or Mind can heal,
can almlisli
m 58-29 but n' can abolish the cares of marriage.

can be novel
<7 519- 1 N- can be novel to eternal Mind,

can change
b 2'yi- 1 and n- can change this state, until

can efface
b 318- 3 n- can efface Mind and immortality,

can enter
ap 577-25 n' Can enter that city, which

can erase
b 290- 2 was and is and shall be, whom w can erase.

can hide
/ 215- I N- can hide from them the harmony of

can Interfere
p 427-14 N- can interfere with the harmony of being

can produce
b 335-26 and can produce n- unlike the eternal

can vitiate
p 393-13 n* can vitiate the ability and power

cherish
m 68- 7 cherish n* which hinders our highest

could alienate
b 303-32 declared that n- could alienate him from God,

could kill
a 51-11 N' could kill this Life of man.

covered
pr 8-17 "there is n' covered that shall not— Matt. 10 ; 26.

difficult
t 462-16 There Is w difficult nor toilsome in this task.

drug does
pr 12-19 drug does n". because it has no Intelligence.
24

nothing

/ 208-18 writes : "God is the father of mind, and of rv
else."

b 331-22 reflected by aU that is real . . . and by n- else.
466-20 Soul or Spirit signifies Deity and n- else.
478-26 of material human beliefs and of n' else.
481- 2 tributary to God, Spirit, and to n- else.

error is
o 346-10 we need to understand that error is n',

evil becomes
r 480- 4 Where the spirit of God is, . . . evil becomes n',

evli Is

b 330-27 Evil is n', no thing, mind, nor power.
except God

/ 243-29 because they declare n- except God.
imperfect

r 477- 7 Spirit, is seen in n- imperfect nor material.
In common

a 101-17 n' in common with either physiology or
t 459- 7 n- in common with the worldling's affections,

inharmonious
/ 228- 5 namely, that n* inharmonious can enter being,

is left

/ 251—26 TV is left which deserves to perish
Is lost

o 360- 2 they will find that n- is lost, and all is won,
Is matter

s 113-18 God, Spirit, being aU, n* is matter.
Is new

/ 206-24 His work was finished; n" is new to God,
g 518-29 N- is new to Spirit.
544-11 N- is new to the infinite Mind..

leaves
b 340-29 and leaves n' that can sin, suffer,

less
6 336-24 and w less can express God.

manifests
ph 17.3-11 What is termed matter manifests n* but

matter is

s 116-18 matter is n" beyond an image in mortal mind.
naming

o 348- 1 which they chide us for naming w
narrow into

sp 77-31 the chances of . . . narrow into n'
next to

o 3.50- 3 They think of . . . Spirit as next to n\
p 416-25 next to n" of the metaphysical method

nothingness of
o 346- 9 The nothingness of w is plain ;

of the kind
g 544-20 facts of creation, . . . include n* of the kind.

product of
gl 580- 9 a, product of rf as the mimicry of something ;

proved
s 125-31 matter will finally be proved n" more than a

reveals
b 278- 2 Science reveals n- in Spirit out of which

short of
t 448-29 n- short of right-doing has any claim to the

ap 572-12 71" short of this divine Principle, . . . can ever
that lives

p 374-29 N- that lives ever dies, and vice versa.
there can be

s 127- 8 there can be rr beyond illimitable divinity.
to consume

p 425-19 and know that there is n' to consume,
unlike God

/ 249-16 and includes n- unlike God.
unspiritual

6 335-28 N- unsplntual can be real, hamioniouff,
when it is

b 287-19 Evil calls itself something, when it la n*.

m
sp

6-9
61-27
71- 1

71- 1

83- 9
92-24

S 126-26
151-19

ph 174- 6
178- I

186-12
198-25

/ 221- 3
228-8
238-10
249-19

b 270-23
277-29
296-10
305-17
326-19
330-29

vain supposition that we have w to do but
N' unworthy of perpetuity should be.
N' is real and eternal, . . . but God and His
n" is Spirit,

— but God and His idea.
N' is more antagonistic to C. S.. thait
the ability to malie n' of error
I have found n" in ancient or in modern
lungs, brain, etc., have n- to do with Life,
N' save divine power is capable of

.

thoufe-h they know n" of this particular case
It is n', because it is the absence of
the doctor says n- to support his theory.
and drank w but water.
if we learn that n" is real but the right.
Catholic girl said,

"
I have n- left but Christ."

Organization and time have n' tp do with Life.
It has n- in Christ.
N- we can' say or believe regarding matter Is

N' sensual or sinful is immortal.
the Son can do n' of himself,— John 5; W.
w but wrong intention can hinder
n' claiming to be something,
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nothing

b 331-12 n" possespes reality . . . except the divine Mind
335- 8 n" in Spirit out of which matter could be made,

O 345-27 to be something, when he is n",
— Gal. 6: 3.

347- 6 N- reaUy has Life but God,
847-10 there is rf left to be doctored.
353-17 Without perfection, n' is wholly real.

359-18 the flesh profiteth n-."— John 6 ; 63

p 367-31' error should be Icnown as w.
371- 8 By those uninatructed ... n* is really under-

stood of
374- 8 never thought of and knew n- about,
37S-14 and both will fight forn".
330-19 N- but the power of Truth can prevent the
380-28 N' is more disheartening than to believe that
401- 3 it does ',v in the right direction
416-24 sicli know n" of the mental process by Which
431-28 testifies:. . . although n' on my part has
438- 6 n- shall by any means hurt you.— Luke 10.* 19.

t 460-23 superficial and cold assertion, "N" ails you."
C 514- 3 n' exists beyond the range of

520-29 n; left to be made by a lower power.'
521-18 wUl naturally ask if there is n- more abput
529-23 n' in the animal kingdom which
530-30 supposes that something springs from n\
539-12 possesses n" which he has not derived from God,

gl 591-25 N- claiming tO be something,

notMngness
aghast at

ap 663- 7 But vrhy should we stand aghast at n*?
and unreality

/ 205-21 the w and unreality of evil.

counterpoise of
p 36&- 1 Evil is but the counterpoise of n\

discord is the
6 276-27 Discord is the n' named error.

dust and
g 547-22

elements of
r 479-26

exposes Iiis

sp 91-10
its

sp 92-22
97-12

O 346-11
leam tFie

b 327-32
material

345-28
nameless

9 550-12
native

sp 91-11

ph 190-17
b 281-24

p 365-18

ap till- 6
Of error

/ 251-12
6 237- 3

or go down into dust and n\

and they are the elements of n\

because Science exposes his w ;

the fact concerning error— namely, its n"
the more its w v/ill appear, until
its n- is not saved, but must be demonstrated

learn the n* of the pleasures of himian sense

This thought of human, material n>

material life, which ends, ... in nameless n'

the sooner error is reduced to its native n\
to wither and return to its native w.
native n', out of which error v/ould simulata
the disease will vanish Into its native n*
scientifically reduced to its native n\

Truth works out the w of error
the n' of error, which simulates the

o 251-24 which proves the n- of error, discord,
ap 569- 9 by which the w of error is seen ;

the «• of error is in proportion to its

give us a sense of the «• of error,

569-10

gl 596-16
of evii

6 269- 7
293-30

ap 583-17
of ballncinations

o 348- 3 admit the n

the unreality, the n\ of eviL
the entirsness of God, good, and the n" of evU.
the w of evil and the allness of God.

of hallucinations,
of matter

r 480- 2 When . .

497-22 and the w
of nothing

346- 9
Of stclniees

347-28

pl>ase of
an 102-31

po^ts to
s 129-20

problem of
s 126- 3

proved its
a 42-21

prove Its
t 448-24

prores their
o 347-25 destroys these evils and so proves their n-

proving tbeSr
a 39- 6 He overcame . . . thus proving their n'.

the n" of matter is recognized,
of matter.

The n' of nothing is plain ;

Then mortals will behold the n- of sickness and

Its so-called despotism is but a phase of w.

The very name, illusion, points to n\

The problem of n". . . . will be solved.

This error Jesus met ... and proved its n*.

Resisting evil, you overcome It and prove Its n\

stand for
flr 637-18

teaches the
346-7

since ground and dust stand forn'.

It is sometimes saldthat C. S. teaches the n" of

nothingness
their

sp 95-18 until their w appears.
t 450-21 will oeercome them by understanding theirn*

this
o 346- 8 said that C. S. . . . teaches how this n' is to be

saved
understood as

T 480-30 If sin. sickness, and death were understoodas n*.
understood the

a 52-19 understood the n- of material life

vanish into
352-29 The objects of alarm will then vanish Into n*.

b 312- 6
338-13

O 347-32
356-U

p 382-28
r 490-30

g 5iO- 9

545-29
545-29

ap 5G7-24

gl 580- 2

584-28
692-22

notice
an 100- 2

/ 237- 3

noticeable
5 158- 7

r 478-20

noticed
ph 168-30

p442- 9

noticing
p 413-24

notion
against the

354- 1

common
p 383-32

have no
O 360-11

of any life
r 485-32

of chance
p 424- 8

that mind
b 302-10
T 492-22

this
T 492-25

g 552-17

m 67-18

/ 204-24
217- 3

6 273- 9
330-25

</545-U
notions

/ 251-32
357-17
357-20

p 425-32

gl 597- 2

"What . seems substance, becomes n\
the red color of the ground, dust, n*.
will then see that error is indeed the n*.
Understanding the n' of material things,w of the so-called pleasures and pains of sense.
shov/s material sense as either oblivion, n",

reducing it to its common denominator, n"
"Dust [n] thou art,— Gen. 3: 19.

unto dust [n-] shalt thou return."— Gen. Z: 19.

show the dragon to be n\ dust to dust ;

"dust to dust ;" red sandstone n' ;

Dust. N' ; the absence of substance,
knowledge of the n- of material things

was first brought into n" by Mesmer in Germany
She seemed not to n" it.

It is here w that Apollo was also regarded
discharge of the natural functions is least n*

Here let a word be n- . . . chemicalization.
We n\ as he shook hands with his counsel,

n- every symptom of flatulency.

against the n* that there can be material life,

common n* that health depends on inert matter

repUes : . . . I have no n' of losing my old

Then- of any life or Intelligence In matter.

in order to change the n' of chance..

The n- that mind is In matter.
The n- that mind and matter commingle

the Science of Mind, which denies this n*.
Mortals must emerge from this w of

The n- that animal natures can possibly give
the n' that they can create
n- of such a possibility is more absurd thaa
false supposition, the n" that there is

The n- that both evil and good are real
n" of a material universe is utterly opposed to

Inharmonious beliefs, . . . deify their own n-,

popular and false n- about the Divine Being
wrong n' about God must have
Discard all n- about lungs, tubercleir,
and in accordance with Pharisaical n*-

notwithstanding
b 338-28 n- God had blessed the earth
p 431- 2 N- . . . the prisoner watched with the sick

noumenon
s 114-10 including n- and phenomena,

noun
sp 93-23 Spkit, as a proper n*, is the name of tho

nourishes
pr 5-25 If prayer n* the belief that

novel
ph 197- 4

(7 519- 1

novels
ph 195-25 N\ remarkable only for their exaggerated

now
pref

like a Parisian name for a n' garment.
Nothing can be w to eternal Mind,

xl-10 healing of C. S. results n', as in Jesus' time,
xi-14 JV-,a3then, these mighty works are . . .natural
xi-18 coming n* as was promised aforetime,
31-26 "The hour cometh, and «• is,

— John i: 23.

33- 9 n- this bread was feeding and sustaining them.
33-12 and n- it comforted themselves.
39-18 " N-," cried the apostle, "is the— IlCor. 6;2,
39-19 n" is the day of salvation,"-— // Cor. 6: 2.

36-20 meaning, not that n' men must prepare for a
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now

m
sp

n9-21 but that n- ia the time in which to experience
39-22 N- is the time for ao-ealled ... to pass away,
41-10 in the hereafter thay will reap what they r.' sow.
43- 7 they had only believed ; n- they understood.
4J-10 and is n' repeating its ancient history.
64-30 would not some, who «• profess to love him,
55- 8 N' that the gospel of healing is again
55-25 drinketh of Christ's cup n\ and is endued with
56- 3 "Suffer it to be so n- -.—Malt. 3; 15.

&i-29 a worse state of society than v/ exists.

70- * N- we know that thou hast a— John 8 ; 52.

83- 7 evU elements n' coming to the surface.
90-10 movements and transitions rr possible for
90-13 though ji' some insist that death is the
92-10 not . . . with the power of sinning n- and forever."
93- 6 "But the hour cometh, and n- is,— John 4: 23.

93- 8 "Behold, if is the accepted time ;
— JI Cor. 6: 2.

93- 8- n- is the day of salvation,"— // Cor. 6; 2.

96-12 This material world is even n' becoming the
98-24 Even n' multitudes consider that which they call

or. 10&-20
• ' N- the works of the flesh are— Gal. 5 .• 19.

S 123-26 did not . , . belong to a dispensation n* ended,
125- 2 What is n* considered the best condition
136- 9 The question then as n' was,
137-28 but n- the Master gave him a spiritual name
138- 6 It was n' evident to Peter
138-19 under as direct orders w, as they were then,
141-22 did not then, and do not fi', understand
141-31 Give to it the place . . . n' occupied by
146-31 Divine metaphysics is w reduced to a system,
150-U tut the mission of C. S. n-, 33 in the time of
150^12 N-, as then, signs and wonders are wrought
151-15 bondage w enforced by false theories,
152-25 and she can n- understand why,
153-20 N' adininister mentally to your patient a

ph 197-18 departments of knowledge n" broadcast in the
/ 221-15 and he is n" in perfect health
222-20 N- he dropped drugs and material hygiene,
250-22 N' I ask. Is there any more reality in

C 255- * travaileth in pain together until n-.— Rom, 8: 23.
259-15 If man . . . has n- lost his perfection,
261- 1 N' reverse this action.
262-18 but n- mine eye seeth Thee."— J^o& 42: 5.

b 271-28 the opportunity n', as aforetime,
282- 1 N-, as of old. Truth casts out evils
285- 5 This Science of being obtains . . . here and n* ;
324-12 "acquaint n" thyself with Him,— Job 22; 21.
326-17 purpose and motive . . . can be gained n\

o 347-15 true idea of God, comes n- as of old,
331- 5 the ideal of God n- and forever,
361- 9 God is come and is present n- and forever.

p 409-28 to say that life depends on matter n-, but
423-25 Eoth Science and consciousness are n".at work
427- 7 If man believes in death «, he must disbelieve
434-13 n- summoned to appear before the bar of Justice
436-20 Fear . . . would n- punish him.
440-15 N- what greater justification can any deed have,
4il-ll Let what False Belief utters, w and forever,

r 474^18 N- Jesus came to destroy sin, sickness, and
495- 2 Truth casts out error n* as surely as

g 509-21 no more contingent n- on tune or
515-28 N- compare man before the mirror to his
521-10 joyfully acknowledging n- and forever
521-24 n- the opposite error, . . . is to be set forth.
523- 2 Scriptural account n' under comment.
C24-17 that He should n- be called Jehovah?
528-20 error n" sknulates the work of Truth,
629-13 N- the serpent was more aubtle— Gct». 3 ; 1.

but n' error demands that mind shall
and n-, lest he put forth bis hand,— Gen. 3 ; 23.
N' it repudiates even the human duty of man
And n- art thou cursed from the— Gen. 4 .• U.
belief that spirit is w submerged in matter,
many general statements n* current,
perfection should appear n\ even as it Will
N- is tome salvation, and strength,— Rev. 12 : 10.
n' rises clearer and nearer to the great heart
we can become conscious, here and n", of a

now
g 533-29

.'537- 1

541-25
541-29
546- 2

548-20
550-13

ap 568-14
568-28
573-27

nowhere
s 163-24 N' is the imagination displayed to a>

Noyes, George K.
b 313-21 the late George R. N-, D.D. :

o 360-23 Rev. George R. N-, D.D. :

nucleus
549-16

null
p 381- 1

441-4

nullify
s ISl- 6

number
a 38^3
m 69-12

sp 81-20
r 494-12

numbered
p 367-16

numbers
pref ix-n
sp 81-24
s 111- 8

/ 233-25
298-21
318-30
318-31

g 548-32

pj 588-14

numerals
g 520-10 The n- of Infinity, called seven days,

numeration-table
b 326-18 You have begun at the n- of C. S.,

the formation of the n-, or egg,

rendered n- afld void by the law of Life,
so-called law, which . , . is n" and void.

able to n* the action of the flames,

a select n- of followers.
sense of increasing rt' In God's infinite plan.
Erase the figures which express Ti ,

to Imagine that Jesus . . . only for a select n*

and with those hairs all w by the Father.

came.'she "lisped In n', for the.n'
as truly as in the case of w
no more supernatural than is the science of Ji",

When n- have been divided according to

Spiritual ideas, like ti" and notes, start from
as n* are controlled and proved by
Intelligence does not originate In n',
increase their n' naturally and
n* which never blend with each others

numerous
o 341-17

nuptial
m 59-27

nurse
S 155-9
p 364-32

395-18
395-18

nurseries
/ 23.5-10

nurtured
«448- 7

nutriment
/ 222- 6

p 365-32
388-12

facts are so absolute and n* in support of

The n* tow should never be annulled,

the druggist, the doctor, and the n*
the careless doctor, the w, the cook,
complaining, . . . person should not be a n\
The n' should be cheerful, orderly,

N' of character should be strongly garrisoned

if evU is uncondemned, it is undenied and n:

to believe that proper food supplies w
suffering heart needs its rightful n",

hypothesis that food is the n' of life.

O
oak

oath

pref vii-24 task of the study pioneer to hew the tall o-

sp 78- 1 the gnarled o', the ferocious beast.

a 32- 4 The Latin word for this o' was sacramentum,
32-10 does not commemorate a Roman soldier's o',

obduracy
an 569-28 must depend upon sin's 0'.

obedience
and suffering

ap 572- 2 washed their robes white In o* and stiffering.
demand

ph 183- 3 so-called laws of matter . . . demand o" to
demands our

c 256-19 Who is it that demands our o" 7

deTout
pr 4-29 sUenl prayer, watchfulness, and devout O"

enforcing
ph 184-14 enforcing o' through divine statutes.

entire
.ph 183-21 man's entire o", affection, and strength.

obedience
guarantee of

pref vii-18 guarantee of o' la a right apprehension of
nabits of
m 62- 5 habits of o- to the moral and spiritual law,

live in
pref viii- 4 man must live in o' to its divine Principle,
patient

/ 242-16 In patient o" to a patient God,
to divine law

p 440-19 in 0' to divine law?
to God

a 25-18 By his o- to God, he demonstrated
ph 183-13 ©• to God will remove this necessity.
/ 241- 4 he who refuses o* to God, is chastened

to higher law
p 435- 8 in o' to higher law, helped his fellow-man,

to materia! law
ph 182-19 O" to material law prevents

to nature
ph 178- 8 free to act In o- to nature.
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obedience
to spiritual law
ph 182-20 prevents full O' to spiritual law,

to the law
pr 14-10 is to be in o' to tlie law of God,
p 387-21 supposition ttiat death comes in 0" to the law of

436-31 construed o" to the law of divine Love as
to these laws

p 440-24 and then render o' to these laws punishable
to Truth

ph 183-23

urged no
s 148- 5

yielding
ph 184-12. nor yielding o" to it.

O' to Truth gives man power and strength,

urged no o' to, material laws.

O- to the so-called physical laws of health

always in opposition, never in o\ to physics.
in d- to the immutable law of Spirit,
never requires o" to a so-cstlled material law,
the divine law, and in o' thereto.
He never enjoined o' to the laws of nature,

o* to the Mind that makes them,
ideas became productive, o' to Mind.

to o' the divine order and trust God,
commanded even the winds and waves to o"

and o' only the divine Principle, Life and Love.
We shall o' and adore in proportion as we
We cannot o' both physiology and Spirit,
The valves of the heart, . . . o' the mandate of
to fear and to » what they consider a
one who does not o- the requirements of
Children should o" their parents ;

To o' the Scriptural command,
whom we acknowledge and o' as God.
nor bidden to o' material laws
that ye should not o' the truth?"— Ga/. 5; 7.

Why then do Christians try to o' the
must 0- your law, fear its consequences,
in C. S. the first duty is to o' God,
Mortals, o- the heavenly evangel.

because you have not o' the rule
It were well had Christendom believed and o"

O' his precious precepts,
never fearing nor o' error in any form.
the medium for o' God?

He, who 0' them, incurs the hostility of

j)h 165-12
170-21

/ 210-22
253-27

p 436- 9

t 463-25

obedient
6 295- 7

</544- 4

©bey
a 20-21
m 67-23

sp 91- 6
s 140- 9

ph 182- 9
187-14

/ 214-20
235- 5
236-21
238- 8
239-18

I 307-28
326-22
354- 4

p 436-22
r 496- 6

ap 559-19

obeyed
S 149-15
b 328-26

obeying
a 31-17

/244- 6

r 489-21

obeys
/241-3

object
5 115-18
129-30

/248-4
C 267- 1

6 304-11

p407- 1

415-9
t 457-10

(7 507-4

objected
344- 1

objectified
6 310- 2

objection
359- 8

objections
S 117- 1

p 424-12

objective
b 283-17 the 0" state of material- sense,
287-27 the o' supposition of Spirit's opposite.

p 374-12 the 0' state of mortal mind,
r 484-12 the o' states of mortal mind.

object-lesson
/ 214-10 an 0' for the human mind.

objects
all the

01 588-15 All the 0- of God's creation reflect one Mind,
and subjects

g 507- 7 o- and subjects would be obscure,
and thoughts

b 269-18 the 0- and thoughts of material sense,
• 276-13 brings 0' and thoughts into human view

cognized by
b 311-26 The 0- cognized by the physical senses

forbidden
/ 234-28 to look with desire on forbidden o- was to

^

the immediate o' of understanding.
may o' to the author's small estimate of the
Its halo rests upon its o\
Every o' in material thought will be destroyed,
cannot be deprived of its manifestation, or v ;

becoming a fool or an o- of loathing ,

lool« upon some o' which he dreads.
Her prime o', since entering this field of labor,
Spirit duly feeds and clothes every o', .

It is 0' to C. S. that it clauns.

picture is the artist's thought o\

infidels whose only o" to this method was,.

The term individuality is also open to o\
In medical practice o" would be raised Et

objects
blgher

L416-31 away from their bodies to higher o\
rm

o 352-29 The 0- of alarm will then vanish into
of creation

c 264-14 o' of creation, which before were invisible,
of sense

b 269-15 exchanges the o' of sense for the ideas of Soul.
g 510- 3 to dwell on the o" of sense !

of time
gl 584- 4 The o' of time and sense disappear

real
sp 96-29 real o' will be apprehended mentally

solid
c 261-26 will neither lose the solid o- and ends of life

surrounding
p 415-31 will sink from sight along with surrounding o".

Science o' to all this, contending for
as readily as from o' cognizable oy the senses.

replaces the o' of material sense with
The o- we pursue and the spirit we manifest
and who o' to this?
mankind o' to making this teaching practical.
O' utterly unUke the original do not

sp 79-27
86-28

s 123-14

/ 239-20
348- 5

p 410-13
(7 506- 2

obligated
t 451-23 He feels morally o" to open the eyes of

obligation
b 327-31

obligations
m 59- 2 recognition of its enduring o" on both sides,

so long as its moral o' are kept intact ;

Consider its o\ its responsibilities.
Neither does . . . diminish man's o' to God,
who were released from their o" by

the man's dormant sense of moral o\

59-28
68-13

C 262- 4

p 363-17

obliged
349-17 one is o- to use material terms

obliterated
/ 231- 1 the cause of disease must be o' through Christ

If the beUef in death were o",

views of error ought to be o- by Truth.
p 426-12
r 485-10

obliterates
b 296-27

oblivion
sp 97-25

/ 214-32
b 310-25
o 341- 2

p 382-24
441-12

r 490-30

g 556-21

oblivious
C 261-18

obnoxious
/ 207- 3

p407-3
ff 533-21

obscure
s 139-23
« 445-16

(7 507- 8
546-18

<jp 558-11

obscured
ap 560-26

(7/586-2
obscures

6 299-27

(7 504-29

obscurity
pref vii- 6

(7 523- 3

until Science o' this false testimony.

inarticulate sound is forever silenced in o'.

there is no c tor Soul and its faculties.

and spiritual death is o".

strictures on this volume would condemn to o'

One whom I rescued from seeming spiritual o",

now and forever, fall into o",

Sleep shows material sense as either o\
O' and dreams, not realities, come with sleep.

which made him as o' of physical infirmity

evil becomes more apparent and O'

Puffing the o' fumes of tobacco,
Materiality, so o' to God,

mistakes could neither wholly o' the
You render the divine law of healing O' and
objects and subjects would be o'.

Genesis and the Apocalypse seem more o" than
To mortal sense Science seems at first o',

not only o- the light of the ages, but
weariness of mortal mind ; o' views ;

as the mist o' the sun or the mountain ;

and darkness o" light.

and came where, in cradled o\
the mist of o- evolved by error

observance
p 382-19 "more honored in the breach than the a "

observation
s 163- 9 founded on long o- and reflection,

ph 195-19 O, invention, study, and original thought
b 299- 5 save in the artist's own o"

p 389-29 A case of convulsions, . . . came under my o\

observations
an 101-21 The author's own o- of the workings of

schools, which wrestle with material o- alone,

accompany their descriptions with important o;
T 483-24

g 553- 2

observe
a 20-12
o 3+4-17

p 419-16

support the clergy, o" the Sabbatht
it would be just to o' the
O" miud instead of boay.
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observed ^. ^ . ^.
an 101- 1 the violent effects, which are o- in tno

observer ^ ^ ^ , , .,

/ 250-20 To the 0-, the body hes listless,

g 549-27 even this great o" mistakes nature,

observes , . ^. ^ , .,.

p 42^- 5 If the reader of this book O' a great stir

obsolete
sp 90-13 and death will be o\
c 265-22 the error is unreal and o'. ...
b 274-31 This suppositional nartnership is already O",

gl 588-22 In. A term o' in Science if used with

obstacle . , „,
o 45- 2 Jesus vanquished every matenal o ,

s 115- 1 the one great o" to the reception of

ph 179- 6 since space is no o- to Mind.
b 338-23 the o' which the serpent, sin, would impose

p 424-21 certain that the divme Mind can remove any o',

obstetrics ^. . u
o 343-30 If . . . teaching or.practising pharmacy or o

t 463- 6 the 0- taught by this Science. ^ , .

g 529- 6 The first system of suggestive o' has changed.

obstinate , .. . .^ j-,„
p 414- 5 However o- the case, it yields more readuy

obstinately
s 144-u the more o- tenacious its error ;

obstruction
b 338-15 and it reads, a dam, or o*.

338-22 it stands for o', error,

m 69-28 worthy to 0' that world,— Luke 20 : 35.

/ 211-14 seem to o' in mortal mind.
219-17 must 0- in the human mind before it

225-30 ignorant how:to o' their freedom.

b 284-21 physical senses can o" no proof of God.

p 400- 9 Mortals o" the harmony of health, only as

427-20 shows that we shall o- the victory over

a 539-14 'VSTience does he o' the propensity or

553- 7 Mortal thought must o' a better basis.

obtainable ^ ,. ..

p/» 173-13 Neither ... is o' through matter.

192-24 gives you the only power o\

obtained .

sp 88-30 said to be a gift whose endowment is o" from

/ 207-32 evidence of this inversion is o- from
h 296-22 knowledge o- from the corporeal senses

299-21 to judge the knowledge thus o- to be untrue

322- 8 before harmonious and immortal man is o'

325- 6 life o' not of the body incapable of

» 388- 3 they o- a victory over the corporeal senses,

426-12 and the understanding o- that

427-12 before Life can be understood and harmony o;.

434- 8 permission is o' for a trial in the Court of Spirit,

f 490-26 which can be o- in no other way.
493- 7 all the knowledge o' from

gl 581-20 evidence o- from the five corporeal senses,

589-12 o- from the five corporeal senses ;

530- 4 Evidence o' from the five corporeal senses ;

598-25 This exalted view, o' and retained

obtaining . , , . ,

/ 218-22 lead only into material ways of O' help,

r 492-U New thoughts are constantly o' the floor.

obtains . .

s 154- 5 this law o- credit through association,

ph 172-20 and the belief that ... o' in mortals,
174-31 the cause of disease o' in the

6 285- 3 Science of being o- not alone hereafter

305-25 the divine Principle that o' in divine Science,

p 409- 2 You may say : "But if disease o' in matter,
t 448- 5 EvU which o' in the bodily senses,

obtruded
s 163-24 hypotheses o" upon us at different times.

obviate
,m 5&-2S Wealth may O" the necessity for toil

obvious , ^
sp 97-18 The more material the belief, the more o" its

b 271- 3 maintaining its o' correspondence with

occasion
VT 7-12

8-14
a 32-30

/ 212-13
230-18

6 329-17

(7 552-24

ap 571-17

occasional
s 112-n
156- 9

15&-25

gives o" for reaction um'avorable to spiritual
there would be no o' for comment.
a mournful o\ a sad supper
When the nerve is gone, which we say was the O'

and health o" disease.

he should avoid their o\
the redeeming power, from the ills they O",

and the o' for a victory over evil.

Although these opinions may have o' gleams of

o' doses of a high attenuation of Sulphuris.
and receiving c visits from me,

occasionally
sp 83-18 belief . . . that o" Spirit sets aside these laws,

/ 237- 1 A little girl, who had o" listened to my
occasioned

m 62-12 which the parents themselves have o".

sp 8&- 2 Supposing this inquiry to be o- by
s 151-17 Mortal beUef says that death has been o' by
159- 9 a verdict w&s returned that death was o",

ph 199-23 failure is o' by a too feeble faith.

b 312-12 The beUef of that mortal ... o" his departure;
p 373-19 The fear o" by ignorance can be cured ;

386-19 You think that your anguish is o' by your loss,

431-29 testifies : . . . nothing on my part has o' this

occasioning
p 415- 4 unless the mental image o- the pain

occasions
a 32-10 nor was the wine, used on convivial O'

771 64- 8 Pride, envy, or jealousy seems on most o*

ph 182-32 presuppose that ... is powerless on some o".

/ 253- 5 Human ignorance . . . o' the only skepticism

p 386-17 o- the same grief that the friend's

416-14 unless the belief which o' the pain has
430-32 testifies . . . was personally abused on those o".

occultism
an 104-17 evil, o', necromancy, mesmerism,
ap 570- 3 the growing o' of this period.

occupancy
c 261- 6 proportionably to their »• of your thoughts.

occupied
s 141-31 the place . . . now o- by scholastic theology ana
154-10 was made to beheve that he o- a bed where

occupies
an 104-25 This greater error thereafter c the ground,
p 367-17 A Christian Scientist o- the place at this

occupy
a 22-13 "O- till I come !"— Luke 19; 13.

m 60-23 Because. . . display, and pride,— o- thought.

p 387-16 it is not because they o- the most important posts

occupying
/ 235-28 Clergymen, O" the watchtowers

occur
pr 1-11 no loss can o- from trusting God with

sp 77- 9 Death will o' on the next plane of

s 161-29 Such unconscious mistakes would not O', ii

/ 245-27 ImpossibiUtiea never o'.

p 402-16 no breakage nor dislocation can really o'.

419-23 A relapse cannot in reahty o' in

occurred
s 156-17 It then o' to me to give her

ph 169- 3 Whenever an aggravation of symptoms has o*

193-30 0- just as I have narrated.

p 362- 5 an unusual incident o', as if to interrupt

occurrence
p 378-16 This latter o' represents the power of

occurs
an 105-23 to commit fresh atrocities as opportunity o'

p 386- 7 no such result o' without mind to demand it

421-11 If a crisis o" in your treatment, you must

ocean
m 67- 4 When the o' is stirred by a storm,

67-14 on the seething o' of sorrow.

sp 90-19 carries it through the air and over the O'.

s 122-17 On the eye's retina, . . . clouds and o- meet
o 361-17 As a drop of water is one with the o',

ap 559- 9 thought reaches over continent and o'

o'clock . ^ ^

ph 193-15 between three and four o- m the afternoon

odds
a 22-15 If your endeavors are beset by fearful O",

odious
/ 236-15 either after a model o" to herself or

6 314-28 the more o' he became to sinners

odlousness
p 366-23 a sense of the o" of sin

odor
sp 8*- 7 cognizant of a present flavor and o ,

s 128-20 An o' becomes oeneficent and agreeable

offence
aUeged

p 436- 8 on the night of the alleged o-

p 433-^4 He analyzes the o% reviews the testimony,
moral , , , . ,.

p 395-32 a moral o' is indeed, the worst of diseases.

t 448- 2 and yet to indulge them, is a moral o\
of the Jews ^ , . ,
- s 135-18 danger of repeating the o- of the Jews
preliminary .

t 449-27 enemies without the prelinunary o".
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offence
repeat the

pr 5-8 Temptation bids us repeat the o-,

6-10 supposition. . . wesliallbefreetoreijeattheo*,
11-15 leaves the ofiendsr free to repeat the o'.

pr 6-25

p 431- 9
435- 7

439-23

ofTences
a 36-25

an 105-18

offend
p 425-26

offended
a 132- 9

offender
pr 11-14

offenders
p 439-28

offending
p 392-31

offensive
1463-13

offer
354-13

cp 566-19

offered
a 54^17
s nM9
o 355-22

Cl 597- 7

oSering
a 25-4
p406- 5
a £40-26
«0-31
HI- 1

Ml- 7

541-8

offerings
6286-8

offers
pr 12-28

Office
6S31-30
p 392-29

438-12

Ol 595-16

officer
p 432-22
436-1

officers
p 438-25

offices
ap 556-30

offset
5 111-21
155-22

p 428-20

offshoot
sp 92-19
b 287-18

offshoots
sp 88-13

offspring
Christ's

5^583- 9
fate of their

ph 176- 5
forms Its

C 259-23
His

6 332-8
man is the

jn 63- 5

C265- 1

p 395-27
el 692- 6

nameless
(7 507-9

not the
sp 93-17
6 289-31

of error

"Thou art an c- unto me."— Matt. 16: 23.,

inasmuch as this o' is deemed punishable
The body committed no o\
an 0' of which he was innocent.

gloat oyer their <r to the last moment
no longer apply legal rulings -wholly to physi-

cal 0-,

You will never fear ^ain except t<y o' God,

whosoever shall not be ©"• in me."— Matt. 11 ; 6.

leaves the o* free to repeat the offence,

o', awaiting the sentence which

Exclude from mortal mind the ©• errors ;

truth removes properly whatever is o'.

opponents of C. S. neither give nor c Any
we may also o" the prayer which concludes the

highest proof he could have o' of divine Xove.
A prize of one hundred pounds, o" in Oxford
ever O' for acceptance,"
rebuked the hypocrisy, which o" long jjetitions

The efficacy of Jesus' spiritual o" Is

© full salvation from sin, eicloiess, and deatli.
an o' unto the Lord— Gen. 4; 3.

he brings a material o' to God.
Abel lakes his o" from the firstlings of the
unto Abel, and to his o' :

— Oen. 4 ; 4.

and to his o\ He had not respect,
— Gen. 4 ; 5.

Is better than all burnt c.

another who 0' the same measure of prayer

the same in essence, though multiform In o'

then perform your o' as porter
putting in false claims to o'

can St us for the o" of spiritual teaching.

by the o" of the Board of Health,
(the o" of the Health-laws)

without the inspection of Soul's government o:

assigns to the angels, . . . different o".

essay calculated to c the tendency of the age
to O' the discords of matter
must realize the abihty of mental might to o"

a mere o' of material sense.
nor is error the o" of Mind.

are o' of mortal mind ;

Children of Israel. . . . Christ'c o'.

their own downfall and the fate of their o"

and forms its o' after human illusions,

"For we are also His o-."- Acts 17; 28.

man is the o' of Spirit.
Man is the o\ not of the lowest,
man is tlie o' of God, not of man ;

the belief that man is the o* of mortals ;

creation would be full of nameless o',

electricity is not the o" of infinite good.
Man is not the O' of flesh, but of Spirit,

A corporeal belief ; the O' of error ;

offspring
of God

a 29-30
c 267- 3
p 396-27

of mortals
Ol 692- 5

of physical
r 479- 1

of sense
6 274-5

of Soul
a 30-24

of Spiritm 63- 5
(?540- 1

ff/583-6
cf Epirlt

/ 229-11
of the flesh

6l 594-17
of Will

ph 192-12

spiritual
6 336-31

their
ph 176- 5

/ 237-12
their owa

tn 69-17

a 29-32
m 61-11

sp 71-24
/3 350-12
r 474-22
(? 555-21

ap 663-21

Oft
t444-4

often
pr
a

m

li-5
31-22
53-19
69- 7

61-15
S 116-25
121-22
122- 1

130-23
lSt-5

136-32

ph 766-24

/ 203-32
237-U
238-19
238-26

C 260-16
6 320- 4
C 343-31
345- 1

350-16
369-22
359-26

p375- 6
377-4
378-15
398- 9
403- 7
413-29
422-10

T 486-32
488-7
48S-11

Cf 501-4
cp 576-27

gi 579- 3
581- 1

oftentimes
p423- 6
t 4^:6-32

ofttLmes
1444-30

Oil
botltng

/£43-5
croton

ph 198-18

fragrant
p 363- 2

lubrlcaticg
ph 199-28

Man aa the o- of God, the idea of Spirit,
The o' of God start not from matter
man is the o' of God, not of man ;

the belief that man is the o" of mortals ;

sense
If a child is the o' of physical sense

the 0" of sense, hot of Soul,

the difference between the o" of Soul and

man is the o' of Spirit.
Christ Is the o" of Spirit,
o- of Spirit, who, having wrestled with error,

caUs both the o' of spirit,

The son of man, the o' of the flesh.

the or of will and not of wisdom,

and man is God's spiritual o*.

their ov/n downfall and the fate of their o'
in the minds of themselves and their o".

educate their own o' spiritually,

0" of Mary's self-conscious communion with
The 0' of heavenly-minded parents
It is the 0' of the physical senses.
HLs words were the o' of his deeds,
or the o' of the divine will ?

as if man were the o' of both
and seemingly impede the o* of the

suffering is o* the divine agent In this

In public prayer we o- go beyond our
"As o* as ye eat tliis bread,— 1 Cor. 11 ; 26.

the shock so o* produced by the truth,
compromises will O" maintain a compact
o" these beautiful children early droop
they 0" lead, ... to confused and erroneous
Science shows' appearances q' to be erroneous,
evidence of the physical senses o' reverses
author has o' remembered our Master's love for
those who testified for Truth were so £>• perse-

cuted
or they would not have Questioned him so o".

the despairing invaUtl o' drops them.
There are evU beliefs, o" called evil spirits ;

beliefs and theories of parents o' choke the
Truth o- remains imsought, until we
Justice 0" comes too late to secure a verdict.
o' hampers the trial of one's wings
names are o' expressive of spiritual ideas,
is 0" accounted a heretic.

Spirit and God are o- regarded as
The Master o' refused to explain his words.
In childhood, she o' listened with joy to
that Scripture she so o' quotes :

Chills and heat are o' the form in which
affliction is o' tlie source of joy,
o' causes the beast to retreat m terror.

O' he gave no name to the distemper he cured,
by his mistake a man is o' instructed,
and 0' stamp them there,
the tremor which Trutli o' brings to error
these calamities o' drive mortals to seek and
Hebrew and Greek words o' translated belief
Hence the Scriptures o' appear ... to
o' seems so smothered by the immediate context
term Lord, . . . is o" synonymous with Jehovah,
o' elucidates the meaning of the
the name o' conferred upon him in Scripture,

Remember that the unexpressed belief o"

Ignorance of the error to be eradicated o*

are discordant and O' false brethren.

which delivered men from the boiling o',

the application of caustic or croton o',

jar containing costly and fragrant o",

the unscientific might attribute to a lubricat-

ing 0-.
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oil
of gladness . , . , „ rr », t . n

b 3ia- 8 o- of gladness above thy fellows.— Heo. 1 . 9.

p 367-14 the o- of gladness and the perfume of gratitude.

S3Ji^l .... .

p 36J- 2 sandal o- perhaps, which is in such common

p 36^ 4 she perfumed Jesus' feet with the o",

353-28 before she anointed them with the o".

op 578-14 anointeth my head with o" ;
— see Psal. 23: 5.

gl 592-25 definition of

pr »- 7 Do we pursue the o" selflshnesa, satisfied with

a 38- 5 the o- (ioct"ne of foreordination,

52-15 Herod and Pilate laid aside o' feuds .

m 59-22 a word or deed may renew the o- trystmg-tunes.

sp 74-12 and never returns to the »• condition.

77-31 they return to their o- standpoints of matter.

9J-11 In 0- Scriptural pictures we seea
s 114-20 must somttirae^ recur to the o- and Imperfect,

114-21 poured into the o' bottles of the letter.

120-32 the limbs of the brave o' navigator,
139-11 but the present new, yet o', reform
142- 1 in less time than the o- systems,
143-21 you continue in the o" routine.

144-24 the o" schools atill oppose it.

149-17 A physician of the o' school remarked
161-30 if this o- cla^ of philanthropists looked

ph 172-22 we must "put oflf the o' man."— Col. 3 : 9.

175- 6 In o' times who ever heard of dyspepsia,
/ 201- 8 in whom o' things pass away
212- 4 and the pain seems to be in its o place.
221-16 without a vestige of the « complaint.
223-17 but more are blinded by their cc illusions,

244-23 Man in Science is neither young nor o\
243- 1 error of thinking that we are growing o',

245-21 Years had not made her cc,

245-23 nor thougnt of herself as growing o".

c 261-15 This o
' man was so lame that he

262- 7 By putting "off the o' man— Cot. 3: 9.

b 281-27 does not put new wine into c bottles,
281-30 The o' belief must be cast out
295-1 beiiefthata. . limb is aching in theo' location,
296- 9 The o' man with his deeds must be put off.

324- 1 WUliagness ... to leave the <> for the new,
360-11 rephes : . . . no notion of losing my »• doctrines

p 372- 6 likened by Milton to "chaos and c night."
( 452-10 When outgrowing the o', you should not fear
460-31 until finally the shadow of o' errors

g 519-15 until they throw off the o" man
556-32 his infant babe, only a few hours o',

ap 563-18 The Revelator sees that a- serpent,
567-15 that o- serpent, called the devil,— Rev. 12.- 9.

567-18 that o^ serpent whose name is devil (evil),

570-18 What if the o' dragon should send forth a
570-21 the deep waters (rf chaoe and c night.

old of—
a 33- 5 manna, which of o' had fed in the wilderness

52-17 To-day, &s of o', error and evil again
sp 95-24 Magi of o' foretold the Messiahship of Truth.
s 132-14 The Pharisees of o' thrust the spiritual idea and
/ 224—15 Of 0- the cross was truth's central sign,
224-27 as he came of o* to the patriarch at noonday

c 255- * Thy throne is establish£d of o- :— Psal. 93 .• 2.

b 270-14 prophets of o" looked for something higher
282- I Now, as of o". Truth casts out evils
347-16 true idea of God, comes now as of o',
360-28 Of o\ the Jews put to death the

t 451-18 and they bear as of o" the fruits of the Spirit,
r 482-24 Angels announced to the Wisemen of o'

ap 559-29 for the Israelites of o' at the Paschal meal
564- 3 As of 0', evil stUl charges the spiritual idea

olden
s 131-27 explained the so-called miracles of o' time

older
s 140-28 true that the /)• Scripture is reversed.

jf 246-12 she UteraUy grew no o\
g 502- 2 living and real prelude of the o' Scriptures

old-school
p 375- 8 The o- physician proves this when

Old Testament
s 139-18 thirty thGU.«iand different readings in the O' T'.
(7 501- 2 starts v/itti the beginning of the O' T',
523-30 In ths historic parts of the O" T',
,'i67-26 the first chapter of the O" T",

ap 5f6-29 The <?• T' assigns to the angels,
676-26 as used in our version of the O" T',

oleaginous
p 440- 3 o' machinations of the coiinsel,

olfactory
/ 212-20 into contact with the o' nerves

ology
/ 223-21 efforts

Olympus
ph 199-32 When Homer Bang of the Grecian gods, O' was

omen
p 422-12 and Ignorant that it is a favorable o',

omit
s 142- 6 modem religions generally o' all but one of

omitted
ft 340- 6 when the word duty, . . . is o* :

omni
r 461}- 2 O- is adopted from the Latin adjecti'^'e

omni-action
gl 587-20 omniscience ; omnipresence ; o'.

omnipotence
divine nature and

g 525- 1 Does . . . lose therein the divine nature and O' ?
escutcheon of

p 437- 6 It Mots the fair escutcheon of o".

God's
a 55-19 when he shall realize God's o'

might of
gl 597-27 That which indicates the might of o"

of divine justice
/ 225-17 breathing the o' of divine justice,

of Gotil

o 345- 7 When the o' of God is preached
t 445-18 the omnipresence and o' of God.

of Spirit
sp 7&-23 How can the majesty and c of Spirit be lost?

g 521-30 if veritable, would set aside the o' of Spirit ;

of the diylne Mind
t 459-13 instead of resting on the O' of the divine Mind,

of Truth
t 454- 4 Teach your students the o- of Truth.

pure sense of
b 318-15 would efface the pure sense of o'.

significatfon of
r 469-25 We lose the high signification of o', when

. to answer this question by some o*

pr 14- 1 If we are sensibly with the body and regard a
15-29 gain the ear and right hand of o'

s 109-32 o', omnipresence, omniscience,
/ 203- 4 Mind— o'— has all-power,
228-25 ©• has all-power,
249-14 Either there is no o", or o" is the only power.

b 270-21 establish the definition of o', and maintain
27.5-22 0', omnipresence, omniscience,
287-15 or .suggest the absence of . . . o' 7

o 357-32 Can matter . . . and so defeat o' ?

358- 2 Is the woodman's ase, . . . superior to 0"7
r 469- 9 omniscience, omnipresence, and o'.

g 521-11 suoremacy, o', and oKinipr&sence.
549-30 to"usurp the prerogatives of o'.

gl 581- 3 Almighty. Ali-r)ower ; infinity ; o'.

587-19 Good. God ; Spirit ; o' ; omniscience ;

omnipotent
pr 3-18 o', omnipresent. Infinite,

13-13 Do we gam the o' ear sooner by words than
17- 3 God is o', supreme.

sp 73-17 the Science of o', omnipresent Spirit
83-19 this belief belittles o' wisdom,

s 113-19 Life, God, o' good, deny death, evil, sin,

113-20 Disease, sin, evil, death, deny good, o' God,
130-12 since you admit that God is o" ;

ph 182-31 is to presuppose that o' power is

186-14 God, the o' and omnipresent.
194- 1 0' Spirit shares not its strength with matter

/ 202-30 as if . . . had more power than a- Spirit.
206-28 O' and infinite Mind made all and include^ alL
231-25 To fear sin is to . . . distrust His o' care.

c 2.57-29 inexhaustible Love, eternal Life, c Truth.
o 353-11 0- Truth certainly does destroy error.
358- 5 If God is at the mercy of matter, then matter is

0-.

p 367-31 Because Truth is o" in goodness,
394-29 that Life is God, and that God is o".

412-14 The power of C. S. and divine Love is o'.

429- 1 sin to believe that aught can overpower o"

t 449- 4 does v/onders for mortals, so o' is Truth,
r 465-13 this one is God, o', omniscient, and omnipresent
473- 8 The God-principle is omnipresent and o'.

gl 594- 9 The first audible claim that God was not o'

594-21 everlasting, omnipresent, c,
(see also Mind)

omnipresence
sp 94-29 a scientific basis, that of the O' of Mind.
s 109-32 omnipotence, o", omriscience,
b 275-22 omnipotence, O', cnuiiscience,
287-15 how can He . . . suggest the absence of o'

331-23 to conceive of such o' and individuality
t 445-18 the o' and omnipotence of God.
r 469- 8 Intelligence is omniscience, o',

g 521-11 supremacy, omnipotence, and o\
gl 587-lD omniscience ; o' ; omni-action.
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omnipresent
pT 3-18 omnipotent, ©•, infinite,

sp 73-17 the Science of omnipotent, o' Spirit
78-20 Spirit needs no ... in order to be o'.

s 119-21 not the divine ideal of o' Love.
ph 186-14 God, the omnipotent and o".

/ 223- 7 God is infinite o' Spirit.
b 275- 2 would ignore o" and omnipotent Mind.
o 361- 7 a monotbeist ; he has one o' God.
T 465-18 omnipotent, omniscient, and o'

469-26 admitting that God, or good, is o"

473- 8 The God-principle is o" and omnipotent.
gl 594-21 Spirit. . . . o", omnipotent,

omniscience
-^ 110- 1

ft 275-22
r469- 8

gl 587-19

omniscient
T 465-18 omnipotent, o', and omnipresent

once

omnipotence, omnipresence, ©•,

omnipotence, omnipresence, o".

Intelligence is o\ omnipresence,
o' ; omnipresence ; omni-actioo.

a
m
sp

39-32
65-25
74-5
77- 2
8,5-15

86- 1

s 109- 9
109-28
121-26
131- 6

131-18
132-31
152-14

/ 217-16
220-22
233-12

f 259-15

p 3G2- 2
368-32
400- 2

411-13
432-30

(7 5.30- 8
.552- 5
,555- 6

once at—
a 27- 8

/204- 1

216-12
2.53-19

o .349-26

p 363-13
371-20
442- 5

ap 560-30

One
pr .V14

16-29
i 112-16

117- 4

135-18

one (sfe also

prcf xi-26
xii-23

pr 2-10
5- 3

8-19
9- 4

10-17
11- 7
12- 8

12-27
1,3- 4

14-30
16- 3

16- 7
16-19
19-32
23- 3

2.3-12

23-23
26- 5
26-12
27-22
31- 5
37- 9
47-28
48- 4

48-17
49-13

o- admit that evil confers no pleasure,
which was o' a fixed fact among us,
after having o- left it,

•'I cannot turn at o- from good to evil."

as he o' journeyed with his students,
o- asked, "Who touched me?"— Luke 8; 45.

This proof o" seen, no other conclusion can
Je.sus o' said of his lessons :

the earth revolves about the sun o" a year.
When o' destroyed by divine Science,
Jesus o- said : "I thank Thee,— Luke 10: 21.

o- pointed his disciples to Jesus
o- apparently cured a case of paralysis
AVhen you have o- conquered a diseased
A der^man o' adopted a diet of
If Spirit were o- within the body.
If man was o' perfect but has now lost his
Je^us was o" the honored guest of a certain
O' let the menial physician beUeve in the
AVhen disease is o' destroyed in this so-called
n- Jesus a.sked the name of a disease,
he decided at n- that the prisoner should die.

Knowing this. Jesus c said,
was o- an accepted theory.
o' said to the discovierer of C. S. :

he will at o- perceive that God is the
at o" the centre and circumference of being.
begins at o' to destroy the errors of
can at o" change your course and do right.
Mortal thought does not at o" catch the higher
why, . . . the exalted guest did not at o"

I would not transform the infant at o" into
The Jtirj' of Spiritual Senses agreed at tc

betrays "at o' a greater ignorance

the O- "altogether lovely ;"
— Song 5: 16.

Adorable O .

From the infinite O' in C. S. cornea
whereas God is 0\
danger of . . . limiting the Holy O'.

one's)
started by the author with only o' student
In the spirit of Christ's charity,— as o" who
as o' pleads with a human being.
Sorrow for wrong-doing is but o' step
audil)le prayers are like charity in o' respect,
the falsehood which does no o' any good.
O- of the forms of worship in Thibet

only saves . . . from o- form of punishment.
This, however, is o' belief casting out another,
Does Deity interpose in behalf of o" worshipper,
"Ho, ever^' o' that thirsteth,— Isa. .55; 1.

"as n- havmg authority."— Alalt. 7 : 29.

highest prayer is not o' of faith merely ;

taught his disriple.s o' brief prayer,
"the evil one," or o- evil,
thou shall not know evil, for there is o' Life,
()' .sacrifice, however great, is insufficient
taketh o' doctrine, firm in faith,
O" kind of faith tnists one's welfare to others.

spares us not o' individual experience,
"I and 'my Father are o\"— John 10 ; 30.

Jesus .sent forth seventy students at o' time,
for o' is your Father,— Matt. 23 ; 9.

human Imks which connect o" st.^ge with
each o' came to a violent death except St. John,
"Could ye not watch with me o* hour?"— Matt.

26 ; 40.

Jesus had not o' of them,
why did they not gratify . . . Mrith o" sign of

one
m .56-19 is no l&sa imperative than the o',

57- 3 without it o- cannot attain the
64-23 white robed purity will unite in O" person
66-25 If «• is better than the other.
•67-15 Q- should stick to the wreck,
68-16 I never knew more than o' individual who
69-14 to understand that there is but o- creator,

sp 72- 1 There is but o' spiritual existence,
7.'?- 1 In either case, o" does not support the other.
73- 3 Spiritualism calls o" person, hving in this
73— 6 neither the o' nor the other is infinite
73- 8 behef that o" man, as spirit, can control
75-25 There is o" possible moment, when
75-30 from o' dream to another dream,
76- 3 aa o' at Niagara, with eyes open only to
78-31 These are the effects of o' universal God,
82- 2 as easily as we do of o' present.
82-11 o' person cannot exist in two different
83- 2 or the divine Mind which is influencing o'.

85- 8 enabhng o- to do good, but not evil.

85-22 to see a thought than to feel o' ?

87-16 Science enables o' to read the human mind,
87-17 It enables o' to heal through Mind,
88-15 so-called material senses, which at o' time
89-14 If o' believes that he cannot be an orator
90- 1 if »• animal can originate another,
90-22 vet their bodies stay in o' place.
94-21 but o" returned to give God thanks,
94-32 Jesus could injure no o" by his Mind-reading.
95-17 and is o" of the special characteristics thereof.
96-13 On o' side there wUl be discord and dismay ;

97-10 the flight of o' and the blow of the other
an 100- 5 exerted by o' living organism over another,

100-15 Benjamin Franklin was o' of the
101- 4 and that there is o' more fact to be
102- 9 There is but o' real attraction,
10.3-22 This belief has not o" quality of Truth.
104-23 The hypnotizer employs c error to

s 111-19 A prize of o' hundred pounds, offered
111-23 /)• of many incidents which show that C S.
112- 3 Is there more than o- school of C. S. ?

112- 5 can, therefore, be but o' method in its teaching.
113- 1 there can be but o" divine Principle
114-10 In Science, Mind is o',

115- 1 the o' great obstacle to the reception of
117- 2 an individual may be o" of a .series, o' of many,
117- 4 God is One,— not o" of a series, but O" alone
118-31 in which nature and God are o'

119- 5 such theories lead to o' of two things.
119-17 In o- sense God is identical with nature,
119-25 In viewing the sunri.se, o' finds that it

125-12 As human thought changes from o' stage to
126-16 between C. S. on the c hand and
128-22 If o" would not quarrel with his fellow-man
130- 5 O" has a farm, another has merchandise,
1.32-10 to any o' who should not deny that
1.33-24 was o" of the Jewish accusations
134- 8 o' who suffers for his convictions.
13.5-22 else o' or the other is false and usele.s.s ;

135-25 This proves the o' to be identical with
1.36-16 Jeremias, or o' of the prophets."— Matt. 16 .• 14.

142- 6 o' of these powers,— the power over sin.

143-13 the human mind uses o- error to
14.5-13 what material method o' may adopt,
14.5-26 antagonism of o- form of matter towards
14S-19 the Q- wholly, the other primarily
1.50-12 not primarily o' of physical healing.
150-18 ph.vsics would have o' believe that
151- 2 as "if there was but o' factor in the case ;

151- 3 this o' factor they represent to be body,
151-13 Kven this o' reform in medicine would
1.52-12 in which o" statement contradicts another
1.53- 3 or changes o" of the symptoms of disease.

1.53- 8 n- drop of that attenuation in a goblet of water,
1.54-28 Such a mother runs to her little o\ who
1.56-20 that she would give up her medicine for o- day,
1.57- 4 its ()• recognized Principle of healing is Mind,
159-28 how much . . . o' form of matter is

161-20 remind o' of the words of the famoua
ph 165- 1 Physiology is o' of the apples from

167-25 There is but o- way— namely,
170-22 Spiritual causation is the o" question
176-24 O- disease is no more real than another.
177- 8 Mortal mind and body are o\
ISO- 8 in Science o' must understand the
181- 3 Before deckling . . . o' should ask,
182-10 for »• absolutely destroys the other,
182-11 and o' or the other must be supreme
182-13 "hold to the o", and despise the— Matt. 6." 24.

183- 4 departing from the basis of ... o' lawmaker.
186-20 It can never destroy o' iota of good.
187-32 a body like the o' it had before death.
188-13 in which every o' recognizes his condition
19.5-11 The point for each o" to decide is,

197- 4 Every o" hastens to get it.
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/201- 4
2*3-17
204- 4

206-16
?07-20
20*-19
210-17
211-22
218-31
220-27
221- 6
221-31
222- 5
222-28
23&-2
235- 5

235-13
23*- 8
238-25
23»- 6
240-11
240-27
242- 9

^42-25
247- 7

247- 7
248- 4

249- 4
249-32
250-14
250-14
250-29
252-23

C 256-11
256-12
260- 1

261- 9
262-24
263-20
267-5
267- 6

6 269- 1

269-14
270-2
270-4
270- 5
270- 7

270-8
273- 5
275-13
276- 7
278-13
279-14
279-28
281-5
281-14
282-21
283-14
283-19
285-13
291-6
294-8
295-21
296-28
303- 8
307-8
315-3
319-32
320-24
323-18
S25-5
329-14
329-16
331-29
332-16
333-30
334-3
334-32
335-16
335-17
335-17
339- 5
340-23
341-7
342- 6
343-9
343-26
344-21
344-25
345-17
345-20
346- 1

a47-3
»tH-9

formed before o' seea a doctor
knowing too that o' affection would be supreme
We are prone to belitve either in more than o'

conclusions that there is more than o' Life ;

we find that Vr-hatever blesses o' blesses all,

There is but o- primal cause.
"the voice of o- crying in the— Matt. 3; 3.

by o" and the same metaphysical process.
transfer of the thoughts of o' erring mind to

moral and physical are as o' in their results.

0- of the fruits of "the tree of— Gcti. 2; 17.

partook of but o- meal in twenty-four hours,
neither food nor . . . can make o' suffer,

o- of which is to believe that proper food

physiology, and physics had made hiin w,
from o' human mind to another,
o- who does not obey the requirements of

spiritual culture, which lifts o' higher.
enables o' to be Christian.

listening only to o" side of the case.

which weigh not o' jot in the balance of God,
In the order of . . . al) is o- grand concord.
O' must pay fully and fairly
but o' way to heaven, harmony,
woven into o- web of consistency
cuspids, bicuspids, and o' molar.
O' man at sixty had retained his

O- marvels that a friend can ever seem less than
one Mind, and that o- perfect,
and there is but o" Ego.
Mortal body and mind are o',

and that o' is called man ;

Mortal thoughts chase o- another like

says : . . . make my short span of life O' ga}a
rather than the »• ever-present I am.
the Lord our God is o" Lord."— Deut. 6; 4.

o- can no more arrive at the
If o' turns away from the body
Starting from a higher standpoint, o' rises
There can be but o' creator,
God is 0-.

GenericaUy man is o',
These . . . systems are o' and all pantheistic.
The categories of metaphysics rest on o- basis,
O- only of the following statements can be true :

Which o- is it?
O- is contrary to the other
If o- is real, the other must be unreal.
there is but o' power,— not two powers,
not o- of them can solve the problem
Spirit, Life, Truth, Love, combine as o',
but all have . . . o' intelligent source,
o- of the false beliefs of mortals,
0- ca.n no more create the other than
not two bases of being, . . . but o- alone.
When 0' appears, the other disappears.
The 0- Ego, the one Mind or Spirit called God,
o- is still a curve and the other a straight line.

They insist that Life, or God, is o' and the
and deem this the manifestation of the o' Life,
for o' is intelligence while the other is

the loss of »• finger would take
If . . . matter and man would be o\
that o" which has lost much materiality
An improved belief is o' step out of error,
reflect the o" divine individuality
affirms . . . there is more than o- Intelligence
"I and my Father are o","— John 10.- 30.

beloved disciple meant in. o- of his epistles.
The o' important interpretation of Scripture
the o' unused talent decays and is lost.
Such a 0- abideth in Life,
O- should not tarry in the storm if

Until o' Is able to prevent bad results.
They represent a trinity in unity, three in o",
o- mediator between God and men,— / Tim. 2 : 5.
"I and my Father are o- ."—John 10: 30.
not that the corporeal Jesus was o' with the
for there can be but o" infinite
Soul and Spirit being o',
God and Soul are o-,
this o- never included in a limited mind
Does not God's pardon, destroying any o" sin,
O- infinite God, good, unifies men and nations ;

grow in beauty and consistency from o' grand
o' may see with sorrow the sad effects
without this cross-bearing, o- might not
Paul who was not o' of his students,
there Is only o' which should be presented
Why should o' refuse to investigate this
O" who understands C. S. can heal the sick
evidence that o' does understand this Science.
as is alleged by o- critic.
It is said by o- critic, that to verify this
0° disease can be just as much a delusion as

one
o 349-17 o' is obliged to use material terms

354-26 Sin should become unreal to every o".

355-15 O,' according to the commands of our Master,
heals

355-26 Without this understanding, no o' is

356-27 Would any o' call it wise and good
356-32 Then there must have been more than o' creator,
358- 7 and o' is true, the other must be false.
359-30 O- says : "I have spiritual ideals,
361- 7 a monotheist ; he has i>' omnipresent God.
361-15 "I and my Father are o\"— John 10; 30.
361-15 that is, o' in quality, not in quantity.
3G1-16 As a drop of water is o" with the ocean,
301-17 a ray of light o- with the sun,
361-18 Father and son, are o' in being.

p 303-16 o- for a large sum and o' for a smaller,
364- 4 it was manifested towards o- who
364-17 indicated by o' of the needs of this age.
365-16 will be accomplished at »• visit,
309-21 man has not two lives, o' to be destroyed
370-16 effect, which . . . produces through o' belief,
371-14 in all ways e.xcept the right o".

372- 6 O- theory about this mortal mind is, that
372-18 C. S. and Christianity are o-.

372-22 Its false supports fail o' after another.
376-13 in o- good motive and act
382-17 to teach the so-called ignorant o'.

382-21 more difficult to heal through Mind than O' who
382-24 O- whom I rescued from seeming
383- 5 O- says : "I take good care of my body."
386- 1 illusion of mortal mind,— o' of its dreams.
387-23 0- cannot suffer as the result of
389-32 O' instant she spoke despairingly of herself.
395- 7 as o' having authority over it ,

396- 1 O- should never hold in mind the thought of
397-23 To heal the sick, o' must be familiar with the
397-28 because they combine as o\
398- 6 and he was as 0" dead,"— ^fa^k 9; 26.'

399-29 "How can o' enter into a— Matt. 12; 29.

402-20 We say that o' human mind can influence
403-11 to remove the illusion in o' case,
403-21 The most Christian state is o- of rectitude
404- 4 servant of any o' of the myriad forms of sin,
404-21 o' of the most important points in the
404-26 are o' and the same thing in C. S.
409- 5 Mortal mind and body combine as o',
413-22 but in caring for an infant o- need not
418-15 <> disease would be as readily destroyed as
419-14 from o" form to another.
420- 1 nor go from o- part to another,
422-24 A surgeon is employed in o' case,
424-12 if o' doctor should administer a drug
425-14 this is but o" of the beliefs of mortal mind.
426-10 struggle for Truth makes o- strong
426-U resting instead of wearying o'.

432-24 O- of the prisoner's friends, Materia Medica,
436-35 O- of the principal witnesses, Nerve,
442-15 Q- "that bringeth good tidings."

— Isa. 52; 7.

t 444-28 are o* harmonious family ;

446-13 can practise on no o" from sinister
451-28 It is the injurious action of o' mortal mind
452- 2 when o' understands that evil has in reahty no
456-19 O' must abide in the morale of truth
457-15 each of them could see but o' face of it,

457-21 O' cannot scatter his fire, and at the same timt
458- 4 o- good and the other evil,
458- 5 o' spiritual, the other material,
458-29 the only o' by which mortals are
460-11 the o- most difficult to understand

r 405-12 They refer to o- absolute God.
465-17 Principle and its idea is o',

465-18 and this o' is God,
467-10 o- Life, Truth, and Love.
467-14 theo' perfect Mind to guide him,
468-29 O' ceases in proportion as the other l3

469-21 but one Mind, if that o- is infinite.

470- 1 With o- Father, even God,
472-16 Error is neither Mind nor o- of Mind's faculties.
476- 2 children of the wicked o\ or the o- evil,
480-32 O- must hide the other.
483- 4 exchanging o' disease for another.
483-30 O- must fulfil one's mission without timidity
484- 9 Not o- of them is included in it.

484-15 Physical force and mortal mind are o'.

486- 4 Suppose Q- accident happens to the eye,
486-13 Q- error will not correct another.
487-18 The believer and belief are a-

489- 8 not with an artificial limb, but with the genuine
o\

489-19 at Q- time the medium for
491-17 The belief that matter and mind are a-,

491-18 belief . . . that matter is awake at q- time and
492- 3 but o- fact before the thought,
492-16 until o- is acknowledged to be the victor.

494-26 O in the mortal testimony.
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571-11
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oneness
fl 1.8- 4

7?! 57-10

/ 205-29
c 267- 6

p 424-25

g 515-20

one's

no transfer . . . from o- mortal to another.
We acknowledge and adore o .'luprerae and
We acknowledge His Son, ir Christ ;

There is but o- creator and o- creation.

"o' day is with the Lord a.s a— // Pet. 3: 8.

gathered together unto o' place,— Gen. 1; 9.

an important o' to the human thought,
and this o' shining by its own light

nor does it imply three persons in o\
In o- of the ancient languages the word
but if God is personal, there is but o- person,
in 0" grand brotherhood,

. If o" is true, the other is false,

1 o- might so judge from an unintelligent perusal
17 O- is called the Elohistic,

In the Saxon, mankind, a woman, any o- ;

and He took o' of his ribs,— Gen. 2.- 21.

therefore the dreamer and dream are o".

Did God at first create o- man unaided,
was o- of nakedness and shame.
o' to be burned, the other to be garnered
gravitation and attraction to o- P'ather,

the man is become as o- of us,— Gen. 3: 22.

No o- can reasonably doubt that the purpose
the man :s become as o' of us."— Gen. 3: 22.

Tnith jias but o' reply to all error,
a thousand different examples of o' rule,
the proving of o' e.xample would
If o- of the statements in this book is true,

every o" must be true,
for not o- departs from the stated system
from which o' or more individualities
no instance of o' species producing its opposite.
O' distinguished naturalist argues that
O' of our ablest naturalists has said :

and o' of you is a devil?"— John 6; 70.

.This he said of .Judas, o' of Adam's race.

sin, which o" has made his bosom companion,
for o" extreme follows another.
Is the informer o" who sees the foe?
will unite all interests in the o- divinity.
"Love o' another"— / Jiihri 3; 23.

heavens and earth to o" human consciousness,
o- of the seven angels— Rev. 21 ; 9.

as o- that "lietli four-square"— Rev. 21; 16.

as o" Father with His universal family,
two individual natures in o" ;

In the following Psalm o' word shows,
An adversary is o' who opposes,
not o' who constructs and sustains reality
o' belief preying upon another.
frets itself free from o- belief only to be
There is but o' I, or I's, but o- divine Principle,
belief that there can be more than o' creator;
as applied to Mind or to »• of God's qualities.
everv o- that is born of the Spirit

— Joftn 3:8.
"O- day is with the Lord as a— // Pet. 3: 8.

O' moment of divine consciousness,
God, instance. Mind, mind, Principle,

demonstrated man's o- with the Father,
their true harmony is in spiritual o\
Denial of the o" of Mind throws our weight Into
The allness of Deity is His o\
the o' and the allness of divine Love ;

It relates to the o', the tri-unit^ of

ones
m 61-19

sp 76- 1

g .501-16

one-sided

ONLY

may reproduce in their own helpless little o"

The o- dep.^rtine may whisper this vision,
that Love for whose rest the weary o sigh

only
/ 235-12 School-examinations are o' ;

a 22-26 pinning o- faith ... to another's vicarious
23-24 One kind of faith trusts o' welfare to others.
2.3-26 work out o' "own salvation,— Phil. 2; 12.

28-10 o- consecration to Christ is more on the
m 60- 2 Science inevitably lifts o' being higher
sp 88-18 To love o' neighbor as o' self, is a

90-24 The admission to O' self that man is'

an 101-32 proportional to o' faith in esoteric magic.
ph 194- 8 When o" false belief is corrected,

/ 234-32 no more harm than o' belief permits.
240-30 involves unwinding o" snarls,
241-23 O- aim, a point beyond faith,

c 259-32 Deducing o' conclusions as to man from
260-15 but distrust of o' ability to gain
260-17 often hampers the trial of o' wing.9
260-25 by the thoughts ever recurring to o' self,

b 319- 5 To calculate o" life-prospects from a
.322-32 easier to desire Truth than to rid o" self of error,

o 345-13 no small matter to know o' self ;

p 368-24 in the ratio of o" spiritual growth.
.396- 4 both for o- own sake and for that of the patient.
413- 3 The act of yielding o' thoughts to the
440-16 that it is for the good of o" neighbor?

t 448-31 doing o" self the most harm.
449- 8 reacts most heavily against o- self,

f 483-31 One must fulhl o' inission without timidity
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11-21
11-26
12-30
16-20

a 18- 7

21-31
22-31
22-32
24-24
27-22
28- 2

29-16
.30-28

31-10
35-21
36-27
37- 8
38- 2

38-19
38-27
40- 9
43- 6
51-20
52-26
54-22

m 57-12
62- 1

62-18
69- 5

09- 8

sp 71- 9
72-12
73-11
76-4
76-25
76-27
80-11
81-8
81-15
83- 6
83-32
86-15
89- 2

91- 6

92- 5
92-26
93-26
95- 2

9.S-11

99-14
an 103-15

106-10
106-15

S 108-10
109-5
110-14
113- 5
119-12
119-22
120-22
126-29
128- 4

128-20
129-23
133-.30

137-27
140-16
i41-18
141-19
143- 2
145-11
150-14
169-14

The o- guarantee of obedience is

but these jottings were o'

O' those quarrel with her method who
o' a phase of the action of
was started by the author with o'

hers was the O' College of this
we have o' to avail ourselves of
In such a case, the o- acceptable prayer
o' worthy evidence of our gratitude ,

o- as it is destroyed by Christ,
The o- civil sentence which he had fof
those who come o' spasmodically
in this way o' can we learn

recognizes o" the divine control
it o' saves the criminal from
Petitions bring to mortals o' the
that we may walk securely in the o*

o' petitioners (per se or by proxy)
O" as we rise above all material
not o- in justice to him.self,

satisfied if he can o' imagine himself
Mercy cancels the debt o' when
Wrath which is «• appeased is not
o- for the presentation, after death,
o" eleven left a desirable historic

but they o- hindered the success of
God is the o- author of man.
O" in this way can we bless

recognized Spirit, God, as the O' creator,
o" as we are new-born of Spirit,
o' toil, sacrifice, cross-bearing,
error falls o- before the sword of Spirit.
assured that this command was intended 0" for

prayed, not for the twelve o\ btit

liviiig o' for pleasure or the gratification of

Science removes the penalty o' by
Heretofore they had o" believed ;

but o' through doing the works which
speaking not for their day o' but
o' a few unpretentious friends,

perpetual o' as it is pure'and true,
can o' be permitted for the purpose of
become men and women o' through
o- as they lo.se the sense of sin and disease.

o" as man finds the truth of being.
which forms o' reflect.

God. is the o' truth-giver to man.
and God is the o- Spirit.
with eyes open o' to that wonder,
the o' "veritable, indestructible man,
a perfection discernible o' by those
assertion that . . . are our o- proofs of
can 0" prove that certain individuals

Life, Love, Truth, is the o' proof
Science o" can explain the incredible good
investigates and touches o' human behefs.

they are mysterious o- because
This phenomenon o' shows that the
and obey o' the divine Principle,
not o' capable of experiencing pleasure and
to call that real which is o' a mistake.
refer o- to quality, not to God.
and this is the o' genuine Science of
which can o" be spiritually discerned.
C. S. teaches o- that which is spiritual
working out the purposes of good o\
Man is properly self-governed O" when
sanction o" such methods as
the o" sufferer is mortal mind,
tiie o' realities are the divine Mind and
the Bible was my o' textbook.
but its spirit comes o- in small degrees.
is not o- to make Him responsible for

represented o' by the idea of goodness ;

which is the o" IJasis of health ;

The Bible has been my o' authority.
refers o" to the laws of God-
becomes beneficent and agreeable w in

n- the outward sense of things.
Jehovah, or o- a mighty hero and king,
called O" by his common names.
We worship spiritually, »• as we
Its.o- crowned head is immortal
Its o' priest is the spiritualized man.
destroys o' what is untrue.
()• as immortal Mind . . . subdues the
but these signs are o- to demonstrate
as if matter were the cc factor
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only
• s 190-28 if we are o- to learn from

162- 3 the metaphysician agrees o- with health
162-27 O" a fuller understanding of the

ph 166-25 in his extremity and o- as a last resort,
167- 6 o' as we live above corporeal sense
167-30 O- through radical reliance on
16SK18 Science not o' reveals the origin of
169-27 O- the action of Truth, Life, an'.

170-11 nofo' contradicts human systems, but
172-W yet this can be realized o' as the
174- 4 Is civilization o' a higher form of
174-20 It needs o' to be practised.
176-23 o- in cases of hysteria,
179- 2 but this can be done O" by
179-10 o- as man is found, . . . reflecting the
180-27 The o- way to this living Truth,
182- 5 demands of God appeal to thought O' ;

183-17 o- possible action of Truth
183-31 the one Mind o' is entitled to honor.
184-12 Truth, Life, and Love are the o-

185-19 conception of God as the o- Life,
1S5-22 not o" without drugs, but
186- 1 o- by removing the influence on him
186- 8 Erring human mind-forces can work o' evil

186-19 The o' power of evil is to destroy itself.

186-21 a failure, and o' aids in peremptorily
188- 1 o' as the mortal, erring mind yields
188- 9 ripen into action, o- to pass from
192- 4 We are Christian Scientists, o' as we
192-24 gives you the o' power obtainable.
195-25 Novels, remarkable o' for their
195- 9 sin is the o- element of destruction.
199-22 Exceptions o- confirm this rule,

/ 203-11 the 0- true spirit is Godlike.
20^-21 and realize o' one God,
205-17 0' as tne mists disperse,
206- 4 should be exercised o' in subordination to
207-23 this great and o" cause.
207-32 The o' evidence of this inversion is

208-26 A material body o' expresses a
210- 1 Its ideas are expressed o- in

211-29 o- through dematerlalization and
215-16 0" a mortal sense of the absence of light,
218-31 which lead o- into material ways
221- 3 he ate O' bread and vegetables,
221- 7 consisting of o' a thin slice of bread
221-13 informed him that death was indeed his o-

222- 4 food affects the body o- as
222-18 o' by the strictest adherence to
226- 1 o- prophetic of further steps towards
231-18 discords have o" a fabulous e.-tistence,
232- 8 eternal being is found o' in divine Science.
232-12 and make healing possible o' through
232-27 It is 0' when the so-called pleasures and
233- 7 0" what we can certainly fulfil.

233- 9 acknowledged o- by degrees.
237-28 the p" living and true God can do.
238-25 listening o' to one side of the case.
242- 3 It is 0" a question of time when
249-14 or omnipotence is the o' power.
251-23 find the divine Mind to be the o' Mind,
252- 5 the 0' skepticism regarding ttie pathology

C 255- * And not o' they, but~. Rom. 8 ; 23.

257- 7 the 0' substance and creator
260-12 the 0' true conception of being,
261-21 which is o' a form of human belief,
262-30 Divine Mind is the o' cause
263- 8 and works o* as God works,
264-20 are the o' realities of being.
264-25 the 0' evidences, by which we can
265-19 this is true o" of a mortal,

b 270- 2 One o' of the following statements can be true ;

270- 7 O' by understanding that there ia

272- 4 assimilated o" as we are honest,
274- 4 knowledge gained from . . . is o" temporal,
274-29 formed o- to be destroyed
276-11 is cognizant o- of the things of God.
276-17 If God is admitted to be the o' Mind
278- 4 Spirit is the o" substance and
278-13 exists o' in a supposititious
279-18 their o' idea or mtelligence is In God.
279-19 Spirit is reached o' through the
279-27 is reached a- through the knowledge that
280- 5 0" reflections of good can come.
280-30 Q- excuse for entertaining human opinions
2'?1- 1 yields o* to the understanding of
284-26 and are known o' by the effects
284-28 the 0" real senses of man are
285-24 God, Spirit, is the o' cause.
288-4 o' the mental conflict between the
289- 4 he learns that God is the o' Life. .

290-19 Perfection is gained o" by perfection.
290-26 0" when he reaches perfection.
292- 7 o' as it destroys all error
292- 8 the 0' immoitality of man.

only
b 294-25
297-16
298- 8
29S-10
299- 1

300-29
300-32
301-13
301-16
301-18
307-13
307-15
308-5
308-11
310-26
311- 9
311-11
311-27
313-28
315-18
316- 5
317-14
319-26
321-13
322-24
324-15
326-14
326-24
328-2
328-5
328- 8
328-28
329-12
330-11
330-12
330-23
331-19
332-27
33.5-12

335-22
338-3
339-17
339-27
344- 2
344-21
345-19
346-13
349-27
350-2
359- 8
359-15
359-17
361-21
381-29

p 371-19
372- 2

372-23
376-29
379-4
379-11

380-17
382-3
382-30
383-26
334-11
387-31
388- 6
389-11
392-3
392- 8
392-25
393-4
394-6
394-25
399-15
399-26
400- 9
401-14
401-21
402-18
403-13
404-11
406-29
407- 8
407-31
403-11
410-8
413- 2

413-17
416-2
415-14
416-20
413-28
419-28
420-8

ONLY

recognizable o- in what Is good
0- fact concerning any material concept
0' a mortal temporary sense of things,
can bear witness o' to Truth.
but this is O' fancy.
o' in the spiritual universe
o' in that which reflects Life,
the 0' real and eternal entity.
revealed o' through divine Science.
o- the substance of good,
God, Spirit, who is the o' Life."
0' a transient, false sense of an
God is the o" Mind governing man,
but finding o' an Elusion,
The (?• Life is Spirit,
he can O" lose a sense material.
0" so long as the illusion of mind la
0- what mortal belief calls them.
0" in a limited degree
o' when we subdue sin
mortals need o- turn from sin and
not 0' in all tim.e, but in all ways
who 0' wrote down what an
was shown to be a belief o'.

o' through fear of consequences
understanding that God is the O' Life.

the Christ as our o' Saviour.
Saul of Tarsus beheld the way . . . o" when
he not 0" will be saved, but is saved.
God is good and the o' real Life.

mortals get rid of sin, . . o" in belief.

Had it been given o" to his
In Science we can use o" what we understand,
God is infinite, the o' Life, substance,
the o- intelligence of the universe,
there is. in reality one Mind O",

the universal cause, the o' creator,
for 0- purity could reflect Truth
Spirit 13 the 0" substance,
O- by losing the false sense of Soul
the o- living and true God
O' those, who repent of sin and forsake
the great fact that God is the o' Mind ;

the 0" absolute Life and Soul,
o" one which should be presented
the 0" feasible evidence that
we are harmonious o- as we cease to
o' as thought is educated up to
as something and almost the c thing,
v/hose o' objection to this method waa,
is palpable o' to spiritual sense,
which cognize o" tnat which is the
0' to give a clearer and fuller expression
o" when it is understood,
the 0* way out of this condition.
0" an erroneous mortal belief
succeeds for a period o"

0' what that so-called mind expresses.
finds 0" effects, where the
o" a stream of warm water was trickling
The body is affected o" with the beUef of
and having o' human approval for
0" abandoned me to more hopeless suffering
0' prove the illusive physical effect of
and man has o' to enter his protest
not 0' from temptation, but
0" because it knows le'ss of material law.
destroyed o' by the better results of
O" while fear or sin remains can it

The o- course is to take antagonistic
Admitting o* such conclusions as you
o' because mortal mind is ignorant of
the 0- real recuperative power.
the 0" refuge from fatal chances?
If Mind is the o" actor, how can mechanism be
o' a false sense of matter,
o" as they forsake discord,
o' feels and sees materially.
The 0" effect produced by medicine la
The material body manifests c what
can be healed o: by the divine Mind.
you can destroy them a- by
destroyed o' by Mind's mastery of the body.
conquered o' by a mighty struggle.
o" because its method of madness is
o' so many distinctly defined
the o* true God,— j^o^n 17; 3.

the o" Mind, does not produce pain
©• for the purpose of keeping the
Immortal r.Iind is the o' cause ;

They c render mortal mind . . . less fearful.
This materialism of parent and child is O"
o' what Is best for them to know.
for God is the o" power.
they need o' to know that error cannot
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only
p 420-11

420-25
421- 1

421- 1

423-30
423-31
427-29
428-32
433-11
434-27
434-32
43.S- 2

435-25
435-31
439-23
440-21

t 444-14
445-29
449-25
449-28
449-31
451-11
4.54-32

456- 7

458-29
4fil- 8
4fil-ll

4fi2-I0

T 4fi(>-22

4fi8-22

469-14
470-15
471-20
472- 1

472- 7

472-27
476-12
478-26
479-22
480- 6
481- 8
483- 3

485- 8

489-24
490-16
491-12
493-25
494-12

5 501-11
502-25
50.5-11

508-2
508- 5

509-18
610-29
512-24
517-17
517-19
520- 6
529-23
530-22
638-21
640-15
543- 4

546-15
647-24
548-11
654- 1

5.55-18

5.56-11

556-31

ap 560-26
565-25
572- 1

gl 582-19
584-13
585-21
588-21
591-15
591-16
594-20
596-17
597- 5

ontology
5 129-21
J 460- 3

p 556-25

onward
/225- 7

240-18
6 323- 7

323-10

opacity
s 117-25

for if they will o- a<-cept Truth,
if they o- realize that divine Love gives
n- as the insane suffer.

The o- difference is. that insanity
o- the substance of thought which forms them.

They are o' phenomena of the mind of

should have been his first and o resort.

understanding of God as the o" Life.

o- the evidence of Personal Sense
The o- valid testimony in the case

and amenable to Spirit c
God Himself and Man's o" lawgiver!
Mortal Man can suffer o' for his sin.

The o- jurisdiction to which
o" to fasten upon him an offence

God, who sentences o' for sin

not 0- towards differing forms of religion
and caring o' for the fees.

meet o' to separate
() virtue is a rebuke to vice.

Is a Scientist o' in name.
They must not o' seek, but strive,

o" human auxiliaries to aid in bringing
the o' success of the students of

that Christ's way is the o' one
n- by those who are morally advanced
O' bV the illumination of the
to practise Truth's teachings o' in part.
Soul or Spirit means o- one Mind,
God, is the o' real substance.

God, good, is the o' Mind,
evil can o' seem to be real

is the o- fact of creation.

teaches man that God is the o' Life,

o' with that which is harmonious
Therefore the <?• reality of

the o' and eternal verities of man.
That o' is real which reflects God.
the o' facts are Spirit and its

o- the darkness of vacuity
Through spiritual sense o\
but o' relieve suffering temporarily,
O" soon to disappear because of their

the o' source of evil or error.

Our o' need is to know this

o- by acknowledging the supremacy of
these propositions can »• seem real and
o' for a select number or for a
which angels could o' whisper
beginning is employed to signify thr o ,

ideas of Spirit apparent o- as Mind,
0" as the divine Mind is All

The o' intelligence or substance of a
gives gleams of the infinite o'.

Science reveals o' one Mind,
o- through the spiritual sen.se3.

His personality can c be reflected.
The o' proper symbol of God as
can repeat o' an infinitesimal part
enters into the metaphor o' as evil.

saying, . . . O" admit that I am real,

ev"il is brought into view o' as
o" that Truth may annihilate all

o' mortal man and not the real man,
o' through the corporeal senses,

o' by this understanding can truth be
o- as the clouds of corporeal sense roll away.
It can o' be replied, that
O' impotent error would seek to
o- to go out at last forever ;

infant babe, o" a few hours old,

not o" obscured the light of the ages, but
this o" impelled the idea to rise to

o' those who have washed their robes
God is the o" creative power.
o' to be fettered by another,
the o' error of which is limitation ;

divine Principle ; the o' Ego.
hears, tastes, and smells o" in beHcf.
Mind. The o" I, or Us ;

the o' Spirit,
that o' -which is perfect,
the o' fit preparation for admission to
if o he appeared unto men to fast.

abandon pharmaceutics, and take up o",

O- is defined as "the science of the
O" receives less attention than physiology.

bears o' freedom's banner.
Mortals move o" towards good or evil

we are helped o" in the march towards
Then we push o", until boundless thought

opaque
/ 242-15
* 295-19

open

a
sp
s

2-27
10-15
13- 3
1.5- 6
24- 7

76- 4
117- 1

ph 16.5- 3
171-13

/2I6- 9
220- 1

220- 5

224-25
b 326-21

p 366-30
433-32

«444- 2

450-10
451-24

r 491-23
k 499- *

(7 611-21
511-29
514-12
630-20
5.35-16

.552-18

ap 5.58- 6
.559- 1

570-30
672-15
575-26
577-24

Ol 579- *

because of o' to the true light.

opened
prcf

a

sp

Self-love is more o' than a solid body,
the glass is less o' than the walls.

Shall we plead for more at the o- fount.
Spiritual attaininenls o' the door to
It is the o" fount which cries.
Closed to error, it is o' to Truth,
o' the way for C. S. to be understood,
with eyes o' only to that wonder.
term individuality is also o' to objections,
that eating this fruit would o' man's eyes
is no longer an o' question,
Spirituality lays o" siege to materialism.
We hear it said : "I exercise daily in theo* air.

Such admissions ouglit to o" people's eyes to
Will >ou o- or close the door upon this angel
your Father will o' the way.
If we would o' their pri.son doors
can o' wide those prison doors
these very failures may o" their blind eyes.
o- to the approach and recognition of Truth.
He feels morally obligated to o" the eyes ol

goes on, whether our eyea are closed or o\
1 have set before thee an o' door,— Ret. 3: 8.

in the o' firmament of heaven.— Gen. I .• 20.

which fly ... in the o" firmament of heaven.
Undisturbed it lies in the o' field,

and saying, . . . "I can o' your eyes.
When will man pass through the o' gate of

They must peck o" their shells with C. S..

had in his hand a little book o' :
— Rev. 10: 2.

o" for all to read and understand.
Many are willing to o' the eyes of the
o" the seven seals of error with Truth,
Northward, its gates o' to the North Star,
Its gates o- towards light and glory
/ have set before thee an o" door,— Rev. 3 : 8.

7ci-28
43-18
48-19
49- 3
99-11

ph 19.3-13

p 434-16

g 530-15

ap 564-18
570-11
571-28

<7f 597-14

openeth
a .50- 2
* 499- *

499- *

gl 579- *

570- *

opening
ph 187-13

/ 221-23

ap 560- 2

openly
pr 13- 7

13-12
15-2

opens
sp 00-26

ph 174-14

p 434-20
r 495-12

<7 50&-20

operate
p399- 9

o' the Massachusetts Metaphysical CoUego
o' a new era for the world.
"He 0' not his mouth.".— Jsa. 53:7.
o' the eyes of their understanding.
o' the door of the human understanding.
In about ten minutes he o' his eyes
When the case for Mortal Man ... is o',

then your eyes shall be'o' ;

— Gen. 3: 5.

Jesus "o" not hi.s mouth."— Isa. .53: 7.

and the earth o- her mouth,— Rev. 12: 16.

he has o' wide the gates of glory,
o' the sepulchre with divine Science,

so he o' not his mouth."— Isa. 53: 7.

He that o\ and no man shutteth;— Rev. 3: 7.

and shutteth, and no man o- ;
— Rev. 3: 7.

lie that o\ and no man shutteth;— Rev. 3: 7.

and shutteth, and no man o' ;
— Rev. 3: 7.

0' and closing for the passage of the blood.
These truths, o' his eyes.
In the o" of the sixth seal, typical of

secretly yearning and o* striving
and our Father, . . . will reward us O'

shall reward thee o\"— Matt. 6: 6.

and o' it wide towards immortality.
Whoever o' the way in C. S.

and 0' the argument for the defence :

o' the prison doors to such as arp bound,
even as He o' the petals of a holy purpose

not a secretion nor combination can c, apart
from

operating
p7i 185- 9 o- through the power of the

operation
basis of

p 423-19 making Mind his basis of O'

from the

pref xf-10 from the o" of divine Principle,

of matter
.9 1.50-28 by the o'.of matter,

ph 171-20 ejection by the o' of matter.

perfection of
s 149-11 The rule and its perfection of o"

performed the
s 159-18 would have performed the o- without ether.
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operation
surgical

s 15»- 2

ph 198-18

g 528-17

to perform a needed surgical o-

caustic or croton oil, or by a surgical o*.

in order to perform a surgical O' on him

S l??-27
159-22

* 272-24
O 34»-27

J7 545-25
557- 1

operations
/252- 9'

M&4- 7

a 512-27
553-23

operator
p 402-24

ophis
(//594- 1

opiates
p 415-U

415-13

opinion
S 137-14
163- 8

/ 202-31
b30&-17
341-U
342- 3
355-23

opinions
beliefs and

9/590-5
dlflertng

t 444-16
false

p 403-18
human

(see human)
Individual

ph 197-27

majority of
ph 178- 6

minority of
Vh 178- 6

mortal
b 273-29

p 390-15
399-27

persons or
t 456-18

popular
a 24-18

such
p 424-18

these
s 112-11

two
/ 236-30

Weight of

p 396-20

The 0' of thia Principle indicates
and not from the disease or the o-.

attest the divine origin and o- of C. S.

the tooth, the o\ and the forceps are unchanged.
they could not apprehend the nature and f of

and repeated this o' daily, until

A knowledge of error and of its o'

to establish the stately o- of C. S.,

Ignorant of the origin and o' of mortal mind,
appearance of its method in finite forma and o\

The o" would make his subjects believe that

{0-, in Greek ; nacash, in Hebrew).

That is why o" relieve inflammation.
O- do not remove the pain in any scientific

Jesus completely eschewed the narrow o-

said : "1 declare my conscientious o\
Common o' admits that a man may
and this is the general religious o" of mankind,
In C. S. mere o' is valueless.

proof and demonstration, instead of o' and
an 0' wholly due to a misapprehensioa

mortality ; beliefs and o" ;

to those who hold these differing o:

producing on mortal body the results of false o*

until individual o- improve

controlled by the majority of o\

minority of o" in the sick-chamber.

conflicting mortal o' and beliefs

destroy the false process of mortal o'

The one Mind, God, contains no mortal o\

Science makes no concessions to persons or o'.

popular o" in regard to predestination and

such »• as may alarm or discourage,

these 0' may have occasional gleams of

While age is halting between two o*

overwhelming weight of o' on the wrong aide,

Ol 595-18 thoughts, beliefs, o\ knowledge ;

opium
sp 90-20 O- and hashish eaters mentally travel far

p 406-29 alcohohc drinks, tobacco, tea, coffee, o',

416-12 when the soporific influence of the o' is

opponent
o 359-29 A Christian Scientist and an o' are like

opponents
a 18-12 and he refuted all o- with his healing power.
s 134-10 the hatred of the o' of Christianity.
344-12 the »• of a demonstrable Science
349-32 the O' of C. S. believe substance to be
354-12 On the other hand, the Christian o' of C. S.

354-30 The o' of divine Science must be charitable,
( 444-24 part from these o" as did Abraham

opportunities
/ 238-15 Unimproved o* will rebuke us when we

opportunity
a 21-19 paths have diverged . . . and we have little o" to

an 105-23 to commit fresh atrocities as o- occurs

/ 232-32 neither place nor o' in Science for error
c 266-15 for "man's extremity is God's o\"
b 271-27 0- now, as aforetime, to learn and to practise

276-18 ceases to be any o' for sin and death.
537-30 wpuld imply that God withheld from man the o-

oppose
s 144-25 the old schools still o- it.

145-25 Other methods undertake to o' error with error,
b 273-22 it would o' the supremacy of Spirit,
278- 6 The material senses o" this, but there are no

r 484-16 Drugs and hygiene o' the supremacy of the

opposed
s 111- 4 sensuous reason of the human mind, tolje O' to
114- 4 meaning by this term the flesh o' to Spirit,
119-23 because it is o' to the nature of Spirit, God.
134- 3 truth is still o' with sword and spear.
139-29 theosophy, and agnosticism are o' to C. S.,
151-25 The human mind is o' to God

ph 192-20 you can have no power o' to God,
194-13 Every theory o' to this fact

/ 225- 3 Whatever enslaves man is o' to the
273-32 when it is o' promptly and persistently by C. S.
305-21 as 0' to the Science of spiritual reflection,
338-21 when matter, . . . stood o- to Spirit.

p 382- 1 0- to the harmonies of Spirit,
387-12 assurances of immortality, o- to mortality.
392- 9 o" to the health, hoUness, and harmony of
406-20 Error is o" to Life.

g 522-14 It records pantheism, 0' to the
525- 3 the validity of matter is o",
530- 4 forever o" to mortal, material sense.
534-17 called energy and o- to Spirit.
545-12 notion of a material universe Is utterly o\ to

ap 569- 5 overcome the mortal belief in a power o' to
gl 5S0- 6 a material belief, o- to the one Mind, or Spirit ;

580-10 o' to the great reality of spiritual existence
583- 4 suppositions ... o' to the Science of being.
585- 9 spiritual evidence o' to material sense ;

opposer
gl 580-15 the o' of Truth, termed error ;

opposes
/ 224-32 supposed power, which o" itself to God
o 357-25 If what o" God is real,

gl 580-28 An adversary is one who O', denies,

opposing
sp 93-16 evil is the o' error and not the truth of

p 380-30 to believe . . . tliat God endows this o' power
437-20 Here the O' coimsel, False BeUef.

opposite (noun)
demoralized

, p 407-25 instead of its demoralized o:
direct

/ 249-31 He is the direct o" of material sensation,
eiact

b 295-27 the exact o' of real Mind, or Spirit.

g 521-28 which is the exact o- of scientific truth
523- 7 presenting the exact o- of Truth,

Immortality's
gl 580-19 Adam. . . . immortaUty's o', mortality;

Us
a 40-13 If the saying is true, . . . its o' is also true,

/ 229-24 If . . . its o', health, must be evil,

c 261- 1 we find its o-, matter.
b 282- 3 The real Life, or Mind, and its 0-,

282-32 inversion infers from error its o'. Truth ;

r'467-32 cannot be learned from its o\ matter.

g 524-28 Could Spirit evolve its o', matter,
547-18 Darwin's theory,— that Mind produces itso*,
550-10 nor can Spirit be developed through its o".

550-26 supplies no instance of one species producing
its 0-.

551- 4 It cannot produce its o' in quality
Just the , .

b 321- 1 an interpretation which is just the o' of the true,
matter's

b 293-27 and point to matter's o-,

of clairvoyance
sp 85- 2 This Mind-reading is the o' of clairvoyance.

otGod ^ ^^ ^
b 282-28 the fall of man or the o- of God
g 554-20 Jesus defined this o' of God and Hi3

gl 591-13 the o" of God ;

592- 3 and therefore the o' of God, or good ;

of good
sp 72-22 evil, the suppositional O' of good,
r 480-20 It is the o' of good
gl 579-16 0- of good,— of God and His creation ;

of Himself ^ .„. ,.
(7/583-25 could not create. . . an element the o- of Himself.

of Infinity ^ .

gl 585-22 lunitation ; finity ; the o" of infinity.

«f ^^^ ^ ...
gl 584-10 the imreal and untrue ; the o" of Lafe.

b 278-29 error, because it is the o" of hfe,
of Love

gl 5SO-17 the o- of Love, called hate ;

of materiality
ph IVl- 4 the spiritual o- of materiality.
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opposite (noun)
of matter

gl 583-23 0' of matter and evU, which have no Principle ;

of mind
gl 584-23 the o' of mind, termed matter,

of Scienc«
r 471- 6 0' of Science, and the evidence before the

of Spirit
6 278-10
359-17

Cl5S0- 4
591-12
892- 3
594- 5

the 0' of Spirit,
that which is the o- of Spirit.
0' of Spirit and His creations ;

the 0' of Spirit ;

the 0" of Spirit, and therefore the
the first claim that there is an o- of Spirit,

of themselves
a 20-18 he taught mortals the o* of themselves.

of tlie real
b 277-25
337-27

of Truth
s lOS-24

ph 177-20
b 307- 4

g 523- 7

645-19

pZ 584-18
591-12
594- 2

and the o' of the real is not divine,
the o' of the real or the spiritual

the 0' of Truth,— called error,
But a lie, the o' of Truth, cannot name the
serpent, insists still upon the o- of Truth,
presenting the exact o' of Truth,
vague and hypothetical, the o' of Truth ;

the 0' of Truth ; a belief in sin, sickness,
the 0- of Truth ;

a lie ; the o' of Truth, named error ;

supposititious
p 368- 2 a supposititious o" of the highest right,
T 469-15 the supposititious o' of infinite Mind

Truth's
p 367-32 Truth's o:, has no might.

very
a 53- 8 reputation of Jesus was the veiy o* of hl3

pre/ viii-ll and matter is Spirit's o'.

ph 168- 5 gives preponderance to the O'.

b 278-11 Spirit can have no o\
287-27 the objective supposition of Spirit's o'.

T 480- 4 the O' of the something of Spirit.

(7 545-19 yet this o\ in its false view of God and man,
Cl 590- 7 the o- of spiritual Truth and understanding.

591- 3 as the o' of the one Spirit,

opposite (adj.)

sp 74-14 persons in such o* dreams"
when we are in the o- hemisphere?
the gulf which divides two such o* condition?
the link between their o' beliefs

the 0" assertion, that he is mortal,
are distinctly o" standpoints,
Excite the o- development, and he blasphemes.
This belief tends to support two c powers,
wrongness of the o' so-called action,

prevented through the o- understanding.
while an o' mental state might produce
The 0- truth, that intelligence and life are

those very senses, trained in an o' direction.

leads human thought into o' channels
the 0' discord, which bears no
an o' attraction towards the finite,

from the very necessity of their o' natures.
"Those two 0' sources never mingle
Spirit, bearing o' testimony, saith :

The 0' persecutions of material sense,
the o' error of many minds.
the 0' natures of Spirit and matter,
(by the supposition of o' quaUties)
"These o' quaUties are the tares and wheat,
is directly o- to the immortal reality of being.
The o' and false views of the peopli
C. S. takes exactly the o- view.
whereas the Jews took a diametrically o" view.
Then let her learn the o' statement of Life

to believe that there is a power o' to God,
would produce the o' result.

another admission in the o- direction,

by the better results of Mind's o" evidence.
cannot annul these regulations by an c law
how divine Mind can cure by o- thoughts.
pursuit of instructions o' to absolute C. S.

and there must and can be no o- rule.

should look away from the o' supposition
the o' error, a material view of creation.
This 0- declaration, . . . contradicts the

74-25
74-27
75-28
81-12
83-30
88-22
92-28

an 104-17
S 154-21
161- 9

ph 171-28
195-10

/ 205-26
207-30
213-14
215- 8

239-28
252-31

C 266-21
J/ 280-20
285-12
285-28
.300-17

311-19
315-11

O350- 5
352- 8

b 379-18
380-29
38.5-30

388-14
389-11
389-20
417-31

t 448-24
457-30

g 521-13
521-2^
52&- 5

{see also belief)

oppositely
a 52- 7

opposites
Imaginary

T 479-24
these

b 232-20
two

O 356-13

their senses testified o',

the imaginary o' of fight,

At no point can these o- mingle or unite.

he apoke of flesh and Spirit as the two O",

opposites
unites such

/ 229-10 belief which unites such o' as

sp 74-22
86-11

ph 191-28
b 270- 5

277-9
«7 539-9
pj 594-23

opposition
debate and

p434- 8
direct

/22»- I

b 273-26
mental

p 390-30
534-24

met with
r 483-25

no
/ 253-20

usual
s 114-32

sickness and health, are c,
O- come from contrary directions,
sens&s may fancy affinities with their O" ;
Matter and Mind are o\
0', evil and matter, are mortal error,
if they produce their o',
the o' of God

; errors ;

After much debate and o',

healing In direct o* to them
in direct o' to material laws.

Meet . . . disease with as powerful mental o'
There will be greater mental <>•

this Science has met with o* ;

Matter can make no o- to

Apart from the usual o* to everything new.

Hence the o* of sensuous man to the Science of
always in o', never in obedience, to physics.
o' from church, state laws, and the press,
the more intense the o' to spirituality.
They should plead in o- to the testimony of the
it ought to receive aid, not o-.

Ungodliness. O' to the divine Principle and

S 131- 8

ph 170-20

/ 224-19
b 329-30

p 395- 3
r 483-26

gl 595-25

oppressed
p .373-24 and you reUeve the o" organ.

oppression
/ 225-20
227-15

t 451- 5

gl 589-14

oppressive
5 151-14
161-19

/ 227- 4

optic
ph 194-11 and paralysis of the o" nerve

optical
s 122-15 The 0" focus is another proof of the

optics
s 111-16

p 400-24

ap 572-27

oracles
sp 78-13 and accept them as o" ?

orally
t 460-27 and she had to do this o" through the

orator
sp 89-14

orb
ph 188-30

189-12

orbit
sp 90- 6

s 124-23

g 522- 9

ordain
s 122-11

ordained
/ 221-19
6 273-21

ordeal
a 48-14 the exalting o" of sin's revenge on Its destroyer

order
astronomical

s 121-28 thus indicated, astronomical o' imitates the
disorder and

p 402-30 Science cannot produce both disorder and o\
divine

(.see divine)
follows the

The narrative follows the o' used in Genesis.

but 0' neither went down in blood, nor
cannot fail to foresee the doom of all o'.

must renounce aggression, o' and the pride of
sensuahty ; envy ; o' ; tyranny.

from the awful and o' bondage
o' state statutes touching medicine
even as o' laws are disputed

even as the explanation of o" rejects
even as in o' we see painted on the retina
0" are inadequate to take in so wonderful a

If one believes that he cannot be an o"

human eye knows not where the o*'of day is,

when the o' of day disappears,

earth's o' and the imaginary line called the
launched the earth in its o'

and as revolving in an o' of his own.

so-called senses o: certain sections of

never o* a law that fasting should be a means
God never o' a material law

ap 568- 9
law and

sp 97- 3
of being

b 275-10

They will maintain law and o'.

To grasp the reaUty and o- of being
of celestial being

b 337-17 perfection is the o' of celestial being
of Christian Science

g 508-28 "I'he third stage in the o" of C. S. is
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order
of creation

Q 508-22 in the ascending o' of creation.

of dlTine Selene*
6 334-18 exist in the eternal o' of divine Science,

33&-29 in the o' of divine Science, God and man
of generation

a 29-21 material law and its o* of generation,
of genus J . . .

6 277-16 the 0' of genus and species is preserved
of heaven , j .^ ^..

s 118-31 natural o" of heaven comes down to eartn.

of matter , . , , ^ , j
o 552-26 the 0- of matter to be the order of mortal mind.

of mortal mind
. , • j

g 552-26 the order of matter to be the o- of mortal mind.

of Science
s 123- 7 which reverses the o- of Science

_

/ 240-10 In the 0- of Science, in which the Principle is

of this allegory , ^ ,. . . . xi,-

9 531- 2 The 0- of this allegory—the belief that everytmng
of wisdom , , ^ . ,

m 62-28 the £) of wisdom would be reversed.

primal
s 135- 7 but unfolds the primal o",

scientific , ,, ., ...
s 123-28 the scientific o- and continuity of being.

this
an 100-14 Under this o- a commission was appointed,
b 277-19 Error relies upon a reversal of this o-,

c
b

order
a

sp
c

V
g

ap

order
pref
pr

255- 5 changing chaos into o' and discord into the
277-22' even the o" of material so-called science.

437-21 False Belief, called C. S. to o-

In — that
that he might furnish the proof of
that the spiritual facts may be
that sin and mortality mav be put off.

that the spiritual facts of being may
that the purpose may appear.
that the false claim of
that the man Jesus, . .-

in 0'

in 0"

in o"

in 0'

in 0"

in o'

in 0'

in 0'

in o"

in 0"

m
sp

an
s

ph

i

51-10
91-23
265- 8
428- 9

506-21
564-22
565-10

in — to
xii-21 in o
^10
11-11
11-23
lS-14
26-20
40-32
47-24
52-15
58- 7

75-3
78-19
83-8
105- 3

131- 4
155-21
165-18
169-14
172-16
181-26
203-31
212-26
220-2
243-11
248-13
258-U
260-19
295-10
295-22
296-17
323-13
348-12
349-20
361-24
365- 3

369-15
375-13
377- 6
384-12
404- 1

413-15
413-23
421- 8
424-7
449- 6
451-22
453-18
455- 7

45.5- 9
4S2-14
483- 8
.455- 8

might never-

to elucidate her idealism.

to receive His blessing,
to compel this progress.
to gain holiness ;

In 0' to pray aright, we must
in 0- to show the learner the way by practice
but in 0' to enter into the kingdom,
in o- to raise himself in popular estimation,
in o' to unite in putting to shame and death
should be concordant in o" to blend properly,
in o" to reappear
in o' to be omnipresent,
in 0" to escape the error of these latter days,
in 0" to restrain crime,
in 0- to be in harmony with God,
in 0' to heal a single case of disease,

in 0- to remember what has hurt you,
in 0' to avoid it.

in 0' to become man.
ill 0" to satisfy the sick
does not IcjU a man in o' to give him
in 0- to convey thought,
said : . . . in o' to overcome a prediflposition to
in 0" to conlirm and repeat the
in o' to perfect his conception,
in o" to be immortal,
in o' to improve their models,
in 0' to escape from the mortality of
in 0- to become a better transparency for Truth,
in 0" to part with them.
In 0- to apprehend more,
in o' to prove the somethingnesa
in 0' to grasp the meaning of this Science,
must be correct in o' to be Science
In 0" to cure his patient, the metaphysician
in 0' to discover some means of healing it.

hypnotist dispossesses . . . in o" to control
Invalids flee to tropical climates in o- to
enter his protest . . . in o* to annul it.

in 0' to judge the case according to C. S.
to make it thrive more vigorously
to keep it sweet as the new-blown flower.
to remove its beliefs,
to change the notion of chance
to continue in well doing.
to defend himself from the influence of

not in o- to injure, but in o- to bless
in o' to teach this Science of healing,
in o' to walk over the waves of error
Is it important . . . in o" to heal the sick?
In 0- to heal by Science, you must not
In o' to possess immortal consciousness.

in o'

in o'

in 0'

in o-

in 0'

in 0"

order in—
g 522-21
528-16
532- 2

540-10
551-30

ap 560-20

gl 598- 9

ordered
071 100-12

g 528- 6

orderly
p 395-19

orders
s 138-19

ordinary
a 24-16

sp 99-13
an 105-30
S 128-11
139-29
156-12
159-31
161-24

p 379- 5

385- 5

t 443- 4
443-16

r 483-23

g 537-25
548-31

organ
sp 88-20
S 151-31

ph 191- 2

p 373-24
373-25
377-23

organic
sp 74- 4

74-16
S 125- 3
125- 6
120- 1

149-21
149-23
160-10
162-25
162-25

ph 176-21
177- I

180-31
b 296-11
309-28
309-31

p 377-24
428-30

t 450-32
r 489-25

organically
sp 83-22 to suppose that life is ... o" spiritual

organism
an lOO- 5

s 108-31

/ 211-25

p 393-28

g 549- 9

555- 5

organization
and decomposition

r 488-26 not at the mercy of o' and decomposition,

to
in 0' to create man.
in o' to perform a surgical operation
in 0' to create the resi of the human family?
must be stirred in o' to purify the stream.
in 0' to propagate its species,
in o' to classily it correctly.
in 0' to unfold spiritual thoughts.

In 17S4, the French government o- the
It cannot be true that man was o' to

The nurse should be cheerful, o",

under as direct o' now, as they were then,

the 0' theological views of atonement
The o" teachings are material
from o' medical practice to G. S.

ability to exceed their o' capacity,
opposed to C. S., as they are to o' religion ;

Believing then somewhat in the o" theories of
the o' physician is liable to increase disease
o- practitioner, examining bodily symptoms,
where the o" physician looks for causes,

exposures which o' people could not endure,
under o' circumstances a re.sort to
0' physical methods of medical treatment,
the « scientific schools, which wrestle with
tiie 0' historian interprets it literally,
besides the o- process of generation,

Excite the o' of veneration or religious faith,

claims to govern every O' of the mortal body,
Matter is not the o- of infinite Mind.
and you reUeve the op'pressed o'.

disabled o- will resume its healthy functions.

the morbid or excited action of any o".

must be free from o" bodies ;

belief of still living in an o-, material body.
now considered the best condition for o"

Neither o' inaction nor overaction.is
its supposed o' action or supposed existence.

^^

remarked . . . mind can never cure o- difficulties.

The author has cured what is termed O' disease

o' action and secretion of the viscera.

I have restored . . . where disease was O".

C. S. heals o' disease as surelv as

Should all cases of o- disease be treated by a

Human mind produces what is tenned O' disease

dissolve a tumor, or cure o" disease,
not the death of o" matter,
o- animal or vegetable life.

Therefore it is never structural nor 0",

what are termed o' diseases
author has healed hopeless o" disease,

belief of . . . animal nature, and o- life,

no 0" construction can give it hearing

which he said could be exerted by one living o"

all the o- and action of the mortal body.
If it is true . . . that the material o'

constituting the visual o'.

Greatures of lower forms of o"

brings the physical o' under the yoke or disease.

and time
/ 249-19

growth and
g 548-24

material
ph 165-10

p 429-19

{7 509- 4

524-20

physical
ph 170-50

p 401-25- Would the drug remove paralysis, affect o\

organizations
s 124- 5 When this human belief lacks o- to support it,

162-2'* and healthy o" have been established

/ 239- 5 Take away wealth, fame, and social o*,

g 654-30 less sickly than those possessing higher 0',

O- and time have nothing to do with Life.

his material sense of animal growth and o\

material o" and non-intelligent matter.
If man did not exist before the material o*

dependent upon no material o-. ....
How then could a material o- become the basis of

in either case dependent upon his physical o-.
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organs
p 384-32 the entire functions and O' of the

415-23 all the o' of the human system,
ap 572-av Not through the material visual o' for seeing,
gl 585- 1 Not 0" of the so-called corporeal senses,

Orient
ap 575-28 star seen by the Wisemen of the O',

Oriental
p 362- 6 as if to interrupt the scene of O' festivity.

364-15 a special sign of O' courtesy.

Oriental Witclicraft
p 441-22 Hypnotism, O" W'. and Esoteric Magic

origin
above his

/ 24&- 8 by no means a material germ rising . . . above
his o".

and birth
a 30-11 Had his o' and birth been wholly apart from

and euligbtenment
g 556-17 Did the o' and enlightenment of the race

and facts
r 491-12 the true o' and facts of being,

and governor
r 480-11 God, the o' and governor of all

and operations
g 512-27 Ignorant of the o" and operations of mortal

and ultimate
T 487- 3 Life is the c and ultimate of man,

basis nor
sp 71-23 having no scientific basis nor o\

describe the
g 552-32 Naturalists describe the o' of mortal and

divine
(see divine)

explaining the
b 292-19 Explaining the o' of material man

bas no
o 347- 6 whatever is mortal or discordant has no o-,

bis
a 30-11 Had his o' and birth been wholly apart from

771 63- 6 His o- is not, like that of mortals,

ph 171-17 Mistaking his o- and nature, man believes
human

b 305-29 These mortal dreams are of human o',

g 553-21 to account for human O",

learning the
sp 88-10 By learning the o' of each.

Oiau's
c 262-28 a false sense of man's o'.

g 539-17 God condemned this lie as to man's o'

553- 4 a higher and purer contemplation of man's o\
material

s 127-28 It has a spiritual, and not a material o'.

g 534- 1 the belief m the material o" of nian^
549-32 a belief in the material o' of man,

material in
g 540-30 Material in o' and sense, he brings a

mental
p 374-18 no argument against the mental o" of

mortal
p/i 169-11 disease has a mental, mortal o',

of ali disease
ph 169-18 Science not only reveals the o' of all disease

of all tilings
/ 212-30 its normal action, and the o" of all things

of man
(see man)

of mortals
g 548-18 Speaking of the »• of mortals,

of sin
gl 590- 7 the o' of sin, sickness, and death ;

or existence
b 287- 1 They are without a real o" or existence.
g 554-12 any knowledge of its o' or existence

primal
sp 90- 2 how then can we account for their primal o' ?

quantity, and
t 462-22 to discover their quality, quantity, and o".

spiritual
(see spiritual)

their
s 112-14 they . . . remain wholly human in their o*

p 403-12 both have their o' in the human mind,
g 553-14 their o' and first introduction."
553-30 before they think or know aught of their o\

Without actual
b 281-23 sin and mortality are without actual o"

a 25-17
28-15

/ 215-25
217- 5

b 277-21
281-10

any man whose o' was less spiritual.
Neither the o-

.
the character, nor the work

in o", in existence, and in his relation to God.
in the o" of harmony,
asserts . . . that good is the o' of evil.
What is the Ego, whence its o' and what its

ongin
g 529-27 and has neither o' nor support in Truth
555-17 is like mquiring into the o" of God,

gl 580-U a so-called man, whose o", substance, and mind
original

PT 16-15 the o' properly reads,
a 24- 4 Acquaintance with the o' texts,

sp 74—7 the restoration to its o' condition
97-20 found in the likeness of Spirit, his o' "being.

s 115-11 into the o' spiritual tongue.
ph 195-20 Observation, invention, study, and o" thought

197- 8 But the price does not exceed the o' cost.

/ 210- 3 the translation of the spiritual o' into the
214-22 hke the o' "tree of knowledge,"— Gen. 2; 9.

b 277-14 preserving their o' species,
280-13 from first to last by this o- man, Jesus.

.

295-10 and then recover man's o- self

305- 6 is not the o', though resembling it.

319-21 taught in the o' language of the Bible
320-14 quoted as follows, from the o- Hebrew :

320-17 Here the o- text declares plainly the
340- 6 the word dutg, which is not in the O',
356-31 Was there o' self-creative sin?
361-22 fuller expression of its o' meaning.

g 506- 3 Objects . . . unlike the O" do not reflect that o\
516- 2 how true, ... is the reflection to its o\
552-28 results in a return to the o- species.

gl 579- 6 spiritual sense, which is also their »• meaning.
579-15 Error ; a falsity ; the behef in "o- sin,"
598- 5 Here the o' word is the same in both cases,

originally
an 104-24 If ... a belief o- caused the sickness,

p 372- 4 What you call matter was o' error
r 470-18 standard of perfection was o" God and man.

originals
gl 583- 2 whose better o' are God's thoughts,

originate
sp 90- 1 or if one animal can o' another,
/ 214-11 The material senses, like Adam, o' in matter
c 266-27 The evil beliefs which o' in mortals are hell.

6 275- 4 This shows that matter did not O' in God,
318- 9 senses o" and support all that is material,
318-31 Intelligence does not o' in numbers,

r 472-10 Sickness, sin, and death, ... do not o- in God
g 543-24 Did man, whom God created . . . o" in an egg?
550-30 supposition that Spirit . . . can o- the impuro
551-23 How can matter v or transmit mind?

originated
s 158- 1 profession of medicine o- in idolatry
b 278-25 if man is material, he o' in matter
279- 7 protoplasm never o" in the immortal Mind,
307- 1 the deep sleep, in which o' the delusion

o 357-18 notions about the Divine Being . . . have o' in

357-21 must have o' in a false supposition,
p 416-18 body, which has o' from this material sense

g 531-15 If, in the beginning, man's body o' in

gl 585-26 belief that the human race o' materially

originates
b 269-30 theories I combat. . . (2) that matter o- in Mind,
338- 4 opposite belief— that man o' in matter

p 377-16 Because a belief 6- unseen,
g 543-18 If man is material and o- in an egg,

originating '

c 25fr-30 A mind o' from a finite or material source

p 374-10 explanation of disease as o- in human belief

gl 591-12 mind o- in matter ;
the opposite of Truth ;

originator
sp 89-26 Sound is not the o' of music,

originators
c 263- 3 They believe themselves to be . . .0" of

origins
/ 213-31 belief in material o" which discard

orthodox
351- 8 a member of the o- Congregational Church
358-32 their own accredited and o' pastors,

r 471-23 subscribed to an o" creed in early youth,

ossification
p 423-27 O' or any abnormal condition

other (see also other's)

pref x-25 than that of any o- sanitary method.
xi- 6 explains that alio- pathological methods are

pr 9-1 that we are "not as o' men — Luke 18; 11.

11-12 Mere legal pardon (and there is no o",

a 27- 6 In o- words : Tell John what the
27-24 two or three hundred o" disciples
30- 2 could give a more spiritual idea. . .than o' men,
34- 6 no o' commemoration is requisite,
38-22 the fmits of o' people's sins, not of his own.
46-16 in 0- words, rose even higher in the
55- 1 if he entertained any o' sense of being

m 58-19 on the o' hand, a wandering desire for
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other
tn

sp

50-14
6iV-21

65-21
66-25
66-26
67-23
68-14
72-4
73-2
73-6
73-12
73-16
77-3
85-29
eft-14

97-10
98- 7

99-12
an 101-30

103-12

S 109-10
112- 9

119-10
126-16
12fr-30

129-20
132-10
132-18
135-23
135-26
138- 2

140-19
145-15
145-16
145-25
145-27
148-19
154- 3

156-26

ph 167-28
169-22
169-29
169-30
177-9
182-10
182-11
182-14
185- 7
193-27
200-21

/ 201-19
206-1
206- 1

206-2
207-21
208-32
212-28
214-30
220- 6
228-26
231-30
242-11
242-11
249-10

C 257-18
264-18

b 269-25
269-26
270- 6
270- 7

275-7
275-28
279-14
281-5
282-22
285-14
286-16
301-10
301-20
304- 8

310-28
315- 7

315-27
323- 5

323-27
326- 8
327-13
331-20
S33- 6

333- 8

33S- 1

339- 4

340- 9

340-19

2S

each partner sustaining the o-,

and »• considerations,— passion,

over this as over many o' reforms.

If one is better than the o',

the o- pre-eminently needs good conipany.

potent beyond all o' means and methods.

and to your influence on o- lives.

in o- words, mortal, material sense

In either case, one does not support the o*.

neither the one nor the o- is infimte spirit.

Any o- control or attraction of so-called spint

electricity or any o- form of matter.

Neither do o' mortals ... at a single bound
and not to leave the o' undone. — Matt. 23 . 2S.

on the o- side there wiU be Science and peace.

the flight of one and the blow of the O"

and no o* sign shall be given.
None may pick the lock nor enter by some o

o- than the efiect of iUusion.
.

On the 0- hand. Mind-science is wholly
once seen, no o" conclusion can be reached.

the Spencerian, or some o- school.

while to grasp the o- horn of the dilemma
C. S. on the one hand . . . theology on the o

I have had no o* guide
and so are some o* systems.
In 0" words, he gave his benediction to

from 0- sanitary or religious systems,
else one or the o- is false and useless ;

proves the^ one to be identical with the o\
In 0- words, Jesus purposed founding his

Judaic and o* rituals are but types and
or reliance on some o- minor curative.

haa this advantage over o"' methods,
_

O- methods undertake to oppose error with

towards o" forms of matter or error,

the one wholly, the o" primarily .

Disease arises, like o- mental conditions,

employing no o* means, and she was cured.

impossible to gain control ... in any o- way.
however much we trust a drug or any o'

WTiatever teaches man to have o- laws

"Whatever teaches man to . . . acknowledge O"

Neither exists without the o\
for one absolutely destroys the o\
one or the o' must be supreme
and despise the o-."—Matt. 6; 24.

o- books were in circulation, which
for saying : "It was none o" than God ana
in 0" words the five senses, .

Christian perfection is won on no O' basis.

we can have no o' Mind but His,

no o' Love, wisdom, or Truth,
no 0' sense of Life,

there can be no effect from any o* cause,

and of »• beliefs included in matter.

and possibly that o- methods involve so-called

senses of Soul, and there are no o' real senses.

to look in 0- directions for cause and cure.

to acknowledge any o' power is to dishonor God.

governed by his Maker, having no o' Mind,
It is to know no o' reality
to have no o" consciousness of life

Any o- theory of Life, or God, is delusive

infinite Principle,
— in O' words, divine Love,

and needing no o' consciousness.

O' foundations there are none.
All o' systems . . . are reeds shaken by the
One is contrary to the o'

If one is real, the o- must be unreal.

there is no o' might nor Mind,
o' so-called powers, such as matter,
and one can no more create the o" than
When one appears, the o' disappears.
and the o" a straight line.

while the o' is non-intelligence.
In the Saxon and twenty o- tongues
On the o- hand, the immortal, spiritual man
belief that man has any o- substance,
nor depth, nor any o- creature,— Rom. 8; 39.

Spirit, which has no o' existence,
and laid no claim to any o\
more spiritual than all o- earthly personaUtics.
and to possess no o" consciousness but good.
the delusion that there are o" minds,
not try to climb the hill of Science by some o-

There is no o' way.
and there is no o' self-existence.

in common with n- Hebrew boys and men,
On the 0- hand, Christ is not a name so much as
heals the sick and sinning as no o' system can.

Being destroyed, sin needs no o'

In o' words : Let us hear the conclusion of
man shall have no o' spirit or mind but God,

other
o 348-25 and that of o- persons as well?

349-15 like all o' languages, English is inadequate
354-12 On the o- hand, the Christian opponents of C. S.

355-16 The 0-, popular religion, dechnes to admit
358- 7 If . . . one is true, the o' must be false.

360- 4 The o' artist replies :

p 363-28 In the absence of o- proofs,
^64-25 On the o' hand, do they showtheir regard for

369-22 and the o" to be made indestructible.

376- 2 more terrifying than that of most o" diseases.

384-26 neither rheumatism, consumption, nor any o'

385- 2 Florence Nightingale and o" philanthropists
385- 9 energy and endurance surpassing all o' aids,

391-15 Truth, will destroy all o" supposed suffering.

398-15 restored whole, like as the o-."— Matt. 12: 13.

399-31 In o- words : How can I heal the body, without
403-11 but matter is appealed to in the o'.

413- 9 views of parents and o' persons
413-32 or any o' malady, timorously held m the
414- 9 the same as in o' diseases :

414-14 dementia, hatred, or any o' discord.

421- 4 belief that n- portions of the body are
422-25 and a Christian Scientist in the o'.

424-28 scrofula and o' so-called hereditary diseases,

429- 3 as well as by o" graces of Spirit.

t 443-19 whatever O' systems they fancy will

444- 8 o- Scientists,— their brethren upon whom
444-20 turn to him the o' also."— Klatl. 5: 39.

445-15 will be no desire for o' healing methods.
4,52-29 On the o' hand, if you had the inchnation

4.57- 2 O- works. Which have borrowed from this

457- 6 more . '. . than has been accompUshed by o*

books.
457-22 To pursue o' vocations and
457-31 without exploiting o' means.
4-58- 2 on the same platform as all o' quackery.
458- 4 one good and the o" evil,

458- 5 one spiritual, the o- material,
459-31 than any o' healer on the globe. . ,. .

f 467-14 turning to no o' but the one perfect Mma
468-30 in proportion as the o" is recognized.
469-19 claimed no o" Mind and accepted no O',

471-19 and there is no o" power nor presence.
473-13 who, more than all o' men, has presented
475- 7 blood, hones, and o' material elements.

481- 1 One must hide the o'.

482- 8 In o' cases, use the word sense,

482-30 It can heal in no o' way,
483- 7 Mind transcends all o' power.
483- 8 supersede all o' means in healing.
4r3-28 does honor God as no o" theory honors Hun,
485-24 If thought yields its dominion to o' powers,
490-27 can be obtained in no o' way.
492- 5 In reality there is no o' existence,

493- 1 On the o' hand, C. S. speedily shows
493-23 just as it removes any o' sense of

494-27 The o" is the eternal and real evidence,

a 509-13 Spirit creates no o" than heavenly . . . bodies,

522- 4 If one is true, the o' is false,

623-18 The o' document is called the Jehovistic,

524- 5 and in a thousand o- so-called deities.

631-22 Has man sought out o' creative inventions,

535- 5 the o' to be garnered into heavenly places.

53.5-12 A belief in other gods, o- creators,

535-13 belief in ... o" creations must go down
536- 9 and there is no o- consciousness.

546-19 seem more obscure than o' portions of the

551-28 Neither can produce the O'.

552- 6 modern geology, and all o- material hypotheses

Ql 580- 7 a so-called finite mind, producing o- minds,
591-26 mythology ; error creating o" errors ;

598- 6 as in o" passages in this same chapter

(see also each, gods)

other's , ^
m 59- 4 tender solicitude for each o" happiness,
o 356-14 not contributing in any way to each o" happmess

others (see also others')

all " "
demonstrated more spiritually than all o"

and classify all o- as did St. Paul
and will be to all o' at some future day,
more than all o' spiritual causation relates

Is the sick man sinful above all o" ?

one example would authenticate all the O'

a 25-19
an 106-18
s 150-24

ph 170-23
b 318-16

aU the
g547- 1

t>dlofs of
a 53-32 Had he shared the sinful beliefs of o",

cannot injure , ^ j .i. a
sp 95-13 cannot Injure o;, and must do them good.

p 435-21 doing "unto o- as ye would that they should do

sp 8^ 6 Havhig more faith In o" than in herself,
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others

Injuring
t 449-11 than for you to benefit yourself by Injuring o".

labors of
/ 238-19 to enter unlawfully into the labora of o\

relieved
a 25-23 by no means relieved o' from giving the

saved
a 49-29 "He saved o"

; himself he cannot— AfaH. 27;42.

say
p 434- 5 O" say, "The law of Christ supersedes our laws ;

sins of

ph 189-13 sins of o' should not make good men suffer.
o 346-15 belief that we suffer from the sina of o\

themselves and
a 34-22 It helped them to raise themselves and o'
T 494-32 cast fear . . . out of themselves and o'

pr 8-17
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outstretched
p 365-U

outward
prcf be- 3

p'r 4- 9
s 129-23

/ 254-22

g 552-18

5Z5S6- 5

outwardly

outweigh
s 155-20

ph 168- 8

p 392- 8

outweighs
S149-3

over
pref xii- 6

pr 5-2
5-13
7-31
14-28
17-14
24-18
24-30
25-15
25-22
26-15
26-25
28-14
30-26
31-22
35-15
36-25
39-16
42-16
43-28
43-32
44- 1

44-11
45- 7

45-30
48- 6

49-24
53-22
64-15
57-29
59-23
61- 5
Gl- 5

65-20
65-20
76-20
79-9
80-24
83-20
90-19

on lOO- 5
102-12
102-14
105- 6

105-12
S 111-13
117-18
125-26
125-27
130- 3

131-11
134-30
137- 6
139- 5

140-11
142- 5
142- 7

145-16
150-30
151-23
152-13

ph 165- 5
166- 6

166-30
169- 5

1G9-16
171-12
175-17
182-30
188-28
189- 3
100-25
196- 5

199-26

tn

sp

from the o" arm of righteousness?

drinka in the o' world through the eyes
O- worship is not of itself sufficient to
instead of acceptingr only the o' sense of things.
which determines the o' and actual.

peck open their shells with C. S., and look o'

Je3U3said, thinking of the o' vision,

in which to make herself o" known

must mightily o- the power of popular belief

which would otherwise o- all else,

enables truth to O" error.

Mind as far O" drugs in the cure of disease

During seven years o- four thousand students
from demonstrating his power o' error.

will be full "and running o\"— Luke 6; 38.

the recollection that we nave prayed o' it

man's dominion o' the whole earth.

Truth, Love, o' all, and All.

change. . . which has come o' popular opinions
enabled their Master to triumph o' the grave,
casts out error, and triumphs o' death.

Though demonstrating his control o" sin and
Love gave Jesus authority o' sin,

his demonstration of power O' death.
to heal the sick and to triumph o" sin.

If we have triumphed . . . o- the errors of
the divine Principle which triumphs o' death.

They celebrate their Lord's victory o' death,
gloat 0' their offences to the last

death was not the threshold o- which ho
his final triumph o" body and matter,
must triumph o- all material beliefs

Love must triumph o' hate.
seal the victory o' error and death,
the power of Mind o' matter,
in his victory o" death and the grave.
glorified the supremacy of Mind o' matter.
held uncomplaining guard o' a world
to triumph o' sin. sickness, death.
Like Peter, we should weep o- the warning,
and triumph o" death through Mind,
until it ceases to sigh »• the world
After marriage, it is too late to grumble o'

The good . . . must have ascendency o" the evil
and the spiritual o' the animal.
There will ensue a fermentation O' this

as o" many other reforms,
they wUi have no power o- man,
Science must go »• the whole ground,
o' its substratum, called matter.
and gives to matter the precedence o* Spirit.
through the air and o' the ocean.
said could be exerted by one . . . o' another,
no more power o" man than o' his Maker,
has dominion o' all the earth
To say ... no jurisdiction o- the carnal or
body o- which courts hold jurisdiction?
utilization of the power of Truth o" error ;

his power o- the sick and sinning.
mariner will have dominion o- the atmosphere
o' the fish of the sea and the fowls of the air.

discouraged »• its slight spiritual prospects.
superiority of spiritual o- physical power.
spiritual power o' material resistance.
the victor o' sickness, sin, disease, death, and
the triumph of Spirit, Mind, o' matter.
warring no more o' the corporeality,
its power o' sickness, sin, and death ;

one of these powers,— the power o" sin.
this advantage o" other methods,
the superiority of matter o- Mind,
it has no control o- God's man.
one . . . contradicts another o' and o' again.
man's God-given dominion o" the earth.
thus the conscious control o' the body is lost.
its mastery o" sin, disease, and death,
assuring me that danger was o\
If we understood the control of Mind o' body.
Mind's control o' the univer.se.
If . . . had tried to tyrannize o' our forefathers.
To admit that sickness is a condition o- which
"When darkness comes o- the earth,
the sun's influence o" the earth.
wind passeth o" it,

— Psal. 103.- 16.

The power of mortal mind o- its own body
to walk the rope o" Niagara's abyss of waters.

over
ph 200-14

/ 203-23
209- 5
210- 1

213-29
217-23

222-24
222-24
222-25
228-13
232- 2

232-17
232-18
234-17
238-22
242-8
243-8
247-30

b 269-18
291-27
307-26
309-14
310- 9

311-24
312-14
316- 9
316-23
322- 5

323-17
323-18

O 346-21

p 369-10
369-11
369-32
378-17
378-18
379-12
380-10
380-21
384-32
388-3
389-4
395-7
395- 9
396-23
399-11
404-12
40-1-17

406-22
406-23
406-27
407-10
413-22

418-2, 3

420-26
427-21
438- 5

438-20
t 447-26
450-13
450-24
454-30
455- 9
460-21

r 475-24
475-25

475-26

476-26
482-23
483-17
484-25
484-25

g 502- 5

502- 6

602- 6

511-8,9
514-26
515- 5
515-12
515-13

515-14

516-21
517-27
517-28
529-31
530-18
531-32
533- 2

535- 9

645-11

o- the works of Thy hands.— Psal. 8; 6.

God gives man dominion o* all the earth.
Mind, supreme o- all its formations
.luperiority of faith by works o' faith in v.ords.
as the hand, which sweeps o' it, is human or
understand the control which Mind has o' so-

called
"dominion o* the fish of the sea,— Gen. X: 26.

0" the fowl of the air,— Gen. 1 ; 26.

and o' the cattle,"— Gen. 1 .• 26.

his God-given dominion o* the material senses,
can triumph o' sin, sickness, and death,
as it did o- nineteen hundred years ago,
healing the sick and triumphing o- death.
If mortals would keep proper ward o" mortal
Attempts to . . . gain dominion o' mankind,
and the final triumph o- the body,
and triumph o' sin and death,

shining resplendent and eternal o- age
o' the objects and thoughts of material sense,
for the grave has no power o' either,

gives man dominion o' all things,
the power of Spirit o- the material senses ;

else the clay would have power o" the potter,
which prevails o* material sense

People go into ecstasies o' the sense of a
to prove the power of Spirit c the flesh,
which gives man dominion o' all the earth,
the control of Soul o- sense,
"faithful o- a few things,"— Matt. 25: 21.
shall be made rulers o" many ;

If a dream ceases, . . . the terror is o\
raising the dead, and walking o' the wave,
control o' the behef that matter is substance,
or to be angry o" sin.

represents the power of Truth o' error,
might of intelligence . . . o' mortal beliefs
stream of warm water was trickling o' his arm.
the control of Mind o' body,
and prove man's dominion o' error.
the power of Mind o' the entire functions
obtained a victory o' the corporeal senses,
given in behalf of the control of Mind o"

as one having authority o' it,

assert its claims o' mortality and disease,

power which their beliefs e.xercise o' their
mortal mind sends its despatches o' its body.
If the evil is o- in the repentant mortal mind.
The temperance reform, felt all o' our land,
the supremacy of Truth o" error.
Life 0' death, and good o' evil,
involves ... a loss of control o' the body.
If man is not victorious o" the passions,
need not wash his little body all O' each day
the conquest o' sickness, as well as o' sin,

gives them all power o' every physical action
obtain the victory o' death in proportion as
o' all the power of the enemy :

— Luke 10; 19.
,

a garment of foul fur was spread o"

and thus get the victory o" sin

They do not . . . whine »• the demands of

by understanding God's power o' them,
superiority of spiritual power o' sensuous
in order to walk o" the waves of error
it starts a petty crossfire o" every cripple
let them have dominion o' the fish— Gen. 1 .• 28.

0' the fowl of the air, and o' the cattle,— Gen.
1 .• 26.

0- all the earth, and o- every creeping— Gen.
1 .• 26.

the wind passeth o- it,— Psal. 103.- 16.

enabled Jesus to demonstrate his control o-

Science has called the world to battle o- this

Science must triumph o" material sense,
and Truth o' error,
as if reality did not predominate o' iinreaUty,
the light o- the dark,
straight line of Spirit o' the mortal deviations
to rule o- the day and o" the night,

— Gen. 1 ; 18.

the control which Love held o" all,

creeping o' lofty summits,
dominion o- the fish of the sea,— Gen. 1; 26.

o- the fowl of the air, and o" the cattle,— 6'en.

1 .• 26.

0- all the earth, and o- every creeping— G«i.
1 .• 26.

reflects God's dominion o- all the earth,
dominion o- the fish of the sea,— Gen. 1 ; 28.

o- the fowl of the air, and o' every— Gen. 1 ; 23

He begins his reign o- man somewhat mildly,
as always asserting its superiority o"

and having dominion o' all the earth.
God's behest, dominion o' all the earth
and he shall rule o' thee.— Gen. 3; 16.

given domioion o" the whole earth.
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reaches O" continent and ocean
murmur not o' Truth, if you find its

For victory o' a single sin, we give thanks
the mighty conquest o' all sin

faithful o- a few things,— AfoH. 25; 23.

I will make thee ruler o" many,"— Matt. 25: 23.

the occasion for a victory o' evil.

my cup runneth o\— Psal. 23 . 5.

and demonstrated as supreme o' all ;

Jewish women wore veils o' their faces
would bridge o' . . . the interval of death,

Neither organic inaction nor o'

no ioactionr diseased action, o\ nor

He o- the world, the flesh, aild

Jesus o' death and the grave
Jesus . . . o' every law of matter,
Tnith, o- and still overcomes death
0" him by the blood of the Lamb,— Rev. 12; 11.

over
ap 559- 9

55»-23
568-24
568-26
669- 6

569- 7

571-18
578-15

gl 593-21
596-29
598-26

(see also body)

overaction
s 125-7
p428- 1

overbear
/ 203- 1 as though evil could o- the law of Love,

overcame
a 39-4

39-U
45- 2

6 289-14

ap 568-17

overcome
a 43-27
m 61-22

sp 76-30

/220-2
231-3
240-26
253-16

C 264-23
6 289- 5
289-7
306-5

p 392- 2

394-21
405-8
405-18
410-16
427-18
427-21

t 446-24
450-20

CD 568- 1

569-4
671-15

gl 581-14

overcomes
s 134-22 law of harmony which o' discord,

the law which o" material conditions
Truth, overcame and still o' death
Truth . . . heals sickness, and o" death,
divine Science o" faith in a carnal mind,
TrutU o' both disease and sin

overcometh
c 267-29 "Blessed is the man that endureth [oJ—Jas.

1 : 12.

overcoming
pr 10-12 C. S. reveals a necessity for o' the world,
a 21- 1 If Truth is o- error in your daily walk

an 104-25 a case of the greater error o- the lesser.

/ 233-20 o- the thoughts which produce them,
273-27 Science, o- the false claims of

r 497-18 and o' sin and death.

overeaten
p 385-22 You say that you have not slept well or have O'.

over-exertion
p 417-10 there will be no reaction from o"

overflowing
ph 180-16 reservoir already o' with that emotion.

overflows
a 26- 1 the heart o- with gratitude for what he

overlook
a 36-32 Can God therefore o' the law of

overloolied
/ 455-29 This strong point in C. S. is not to be o\

overlying
r 496-18 0-, and encompassing all true being.

overmastering
ph 186-17 It says : "I am a real entity, o- good."

overpower
/ 222-26 if eating a bit of animal flesh could o- him.

p 429- 1 It is a sin to believe that aught can o"

The divine must o' the human at every point.

propensities that must either be o' or
death must be o\ not submitted to,

said : ... in order to o' a predisposition to

rightly met and fairly o' by Truth,
convinced of the error that is to be 0%
to 0' the belief in sin, disease, or
sickness and death were o" by Jesus,
should be « by the understanding of
Then Spirit will have o' the flesh.

how death was to be o- by spiritual Life,

through divine Mind that you o' disease.
Will you bid a man let evils o' him,
and to o" deceit with honesty.
The good man finally can o" his fear of sin.

material condition to be o' by Spirit,
If man is never to o" death, why do the
in proportion as we o' sin.

Resisting evil, you o' it

he wiU 0' them by understanding their
Innocence and Truth o- guilt and error.

must grapple with and o' the mortal belief in
under all circumstances, o' evil with good.
temptation o' and followed by exaltation.

overrule
a 44-31
S 128- 1

p 384-29

overruled
a 43-14

p 381-31
437-28

OWN

to o' mortal, material sense.

hypotheses . . . that these are final and o"

the evidence before the senses can never o"

the

says : . . . Your brain is o",
o' the belief of life in matter

ph 182-21
6 289-15
315-24

p 395-11
420-17

were o' by divine Love
Christ Jesus o' the error which would
But Judge Justice . . . o' their motions

overshadow
r 495-17 Let neither fear nor doubt o- your clear sense

overshadowed
a 29-24 o- the pure sense of the Virgin-mother

overshadowing
a 33-16 glory of an everlasting victory o- him,

overtake
ph 174-18 are pursuing and will o' the ages,

overtakes
b 290- 5 before what is termed death o' mortals,

overtaxed
sp 79-24

/ 203-21

overthrew
/ 228-27 The humble Nazarene o- the suppositioa

overthrow
s 110-19 neither tongue nor pen can o' it.

o 342- 1 denunciation cannot o' it.

p 391— 1 to 0" the plea of mortal mind,
t 464-28 nor can they o' a scientific system

overthrowing
p 437-26 C. S. was 0" the Judicial proceedings of a

overthrows
s 120-23 heals the sick, o" false evidence,
129-12 a belief which Science o'.

overturn
/ 223-31 God will 0-, until

overwhelmed
p 366-22 physician must also watch, lest he be o'

overwhelming
pr 13-18 o- our real wishes with a torrent of words.
a 47- 8 It was sometimes an o" power

50- 6 added to an o' sense of the magnitude of
s 151-32 That mortal mind claims ... we have o' proof,
p 396-19 the v weight of opinions on the wrong side,

overworked
p 387- 5 Who dares to say that actual Mind can be o"?

ovum
g 547-10
549-18
553-20
553-24

owe
a 18-4
sp 94-12

owing

microscopic examination of a vulture's o',
look upon the simple o- as the
from Adam's rib, not from a foetal o\
11 . . . human belief agrees upon an o" a3

and for this we o' him endless homage.
The eastern empires and nations q- their

s 149- 8 o" to the different mental states of the patient.

own
pre/ tx- 5 as sure of the world's existence as he is of his O' ;

xii-U she was . . . publisher of her o- works ;

pr 3-8 Shall we ask . . . to do His o' work?
3-11 enables us to work out our O' salvation.
7-4 Still stronger evidence . . . found in his <> words,
11-22 the results of mortals' o' faith.

12-17 has no efficacy of its o'

a 18-18 could conciliate no nature above his o',

22-11 "Work out your o" salvation,"— Phil. 2; 12.

23-26 work out one's "o- salvation,— Phil. 2: 12.

24-30 his o- disciples could not admit such
25-24 the requisite proofs of their o- piety.
26-11 which Jesus implied in his o- statements :

37-13 right-doing brings its o" reward ;

33-23 fruits of other people's sins, not of his o".

40-15 Another's suffering cannot lessen our o- liability
48-25 in the presence of his o' momentous question,

m 61-19 mav reproduce in their o- helpless little ones
63-30 should be allowed to collect her o'.wages,
63-31 and o" her children free from interference.
64-22 Then shall Soul rejoice in its o',

64-31 Spirit will ultimately claim its o',

65-25 is never desirable on its o" account.
69-17 educate their o" offspring spiritually,

sp 77- 7 Error brings its o' self-destruction
77- 8 fiiortal mind creates its o' phj'sical conditions.
79-19 Jesus did his o' work by the one Spirit.
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own
sp SI- 7 on its 0' theories, spiritualism can only

8t>-31 It feels, hears, and sees its o' thoughts.
00-2i admission . . . that man is God's o' likeness

9»- 6 "Work out your o" salvation— Phil. 2; 12.

an 101-21 The author's o" observatioi\s of the workings
103-27 singe their o' wings and fall into dust.

s ll^IO to leave the creator out of His o' universe ;

121-27 besides turning daily on its o' a-^is.

124- 8 nor holy Principle of its o'.

126-10 interpreted in its o' way the echo of Spirit,

126-27 nothing ... on which to found my o-, except
127-32 hvpotheses that matter is its o" lawgiver,
131-18 "He came unto his o\— John 1: 11.

131-18 and his cc received him not."— John 1 ; 11.

139-21 with its o- hue darkening to some extent
140-30 would . . . make God in their o- human image.
144-28 every man will be his o' physician.
145-30 must continuallv weaken its o' assumed power.
146- 8 By trusting matter to destroy its o- discord,
149-14 have not demonstrated . . . more in your o-

150-28 doctrine. . . that he is then thrust out of his o"

body
151-24 maintains His O' image and likeness.

152- 1 and must by its o' consent yield to Truth.
153-24 this so-called mind makes its o' pain
153-24 that is, its o" belief in pain.
154-18 The law of mortal mind and her o" fears

159-32 is liable to increase disease with his o- mind,
160-25 If . . . become rigid of their o" preference,

ph 166- 1 matter has no sensation of its o",

170-32 which takes divine power into its o' hands
176- 5 attributed their o' downfall and the fate of

177- 6 as certain as the evidence of my o" existence.

177-11 so-called mind builds its o- superstructure,
1S7- 7 creates its c forms of thought,
191-21 Bv its o- volition, not a blade of grass springs
196- 5 The power of mortal mind over its o' body
196-18 Sin makes its o" hell,

106-19 and goodness its o' heaven.
199-15 Mortals develop their o" bodies or

/ 204-28 never be said that man has a mind Of his O',

209- 6 the central sun of its c systems of ideas,
209- 7 the life and hght of all its o- vast creation ;

212-17 >Iortals have a modus of their c,
214-31 matter has no sensation of its o\
217- 1 for this Mind forms its o- likeness.
220-18 Mortal mind produces its c phenomena,
225-27 from the slavery of their o' beliefs
228-16 Then they will control their c bodies
238-17 an experience we have not made our o\
239-31 mortal mind sends forth its o- resemblances,
246-32 Acute and chronic beliefs reproduce their O'

types.
247-15 a glory of its <?•,

— the radiance of Soul.
249- 4 producing His o" models of excellence.
251-32 and deify their c notions,
252- 8 learn even a little of their o" falsity.
252-29 says : . . . I expand but to my o' despair,

C 257-12 Mind creates His o' likeness in ideas,
259-22 Mortal thought transmits its o' images,
261-26 nor your o" identity.
266-2a The sinner makes his o- hell
266-21 and the saint his o' heaven

b 277- 5 relapses into its o' unreaUty.
2SO-28 being perpetual in His o* individuality,
291-17 having no righteousness of his o',

292-25 he speaketh of his »• :^ John 8 ; 44.

295-12 Mortals are not . . . created in God's »• image ;

297-32 A mortal belief fulfils its o' conditions.
298-31 confers upon angels its o- forms of thought,
299- 5 save in the artist's »• observation
303-27 witness or proof of His o' nature.
307-19 Thus error partakes of its o" nature
307-20 and utters its o' falsities.

309-32 never absorbed nor limited by its O' formations.
310-10 God is His o- infinite Mind, and expresses all.

325- 7 Truth, unfolding its O' immortal idea.
339-15 against his o' awakening to the
340- 2 make life its o' proof of harmony and God.

o 344— 7
'

God has created man in His c image
348-24 by so doing our o' condition can be improved
351-10 Later she learned that her o' prayers
358-32 their O' accredited and orthodox pastors,
360-16 You are bringing out your o' ideal.

p 385-20 enough Christly affection to win his o' pardon,
366- 7 his o" spiritual Darrenness debars him
366-24 the unveiling of sin in his o' thoughts.
369-28 Limited to matter by their O' law,
372-ir or that man can enter his o' embodied thought,
372-12 bind himself with his o' beliefs,

374-20 incapacity to preserve your o' existence,
378-24 not . . . take the government into its o' hands.
380- 5 Sickness and sin fall by their o- weight.
381-23 if . . . you are not fit to conduct your O' case
385-13 law which makes sin its o' executioner,

own
p 3S9-22 Materialists contradict their o' statements.

391-14 It is error to suffer for aught but your o" sins.

391-16 real suffering for your o' sins
391-27 Therefore make your o: terms with sickness,
393— 5 ignorant of itself, of its o" actions,
396- 4 both for one's o' sake and for that of the patient.
399-17 Mortal mind perpetuates its o' thought.
401- 2 Any human error is its o- enemy,
402-14 this mind's o' mortal materials.
402-22 we govern our o' bodies.
403- 1 through their beliefs have induced their o* dis-

eased
408-16 Can drugs go of their o" accord to the brain
412- 7 be thoroughly persuaded in your o- mind
413-16 to make it thrive ... in its t>- element.
414-18 lest you array the sick against their o' interests
418- 1 the baneful effects of their o' conclusions.
419-29 vou must conquer your o- fears
422-26 holding that matter forms its o- conditions
422-29 Not holding the reins of government in his o"
424- 3 takes possession of itself and its o' thoughts
436-16 the necessity of working out his o' salvation.
427-31 waken from its o' material declaration,
436-13 Such acts bear their o- justification,
442-26 "Work out your o- salvation— Phil. 2: 12.

t 443-11 privileged to work out their o" salvation
446- 2 perhaps communicating his o' bad morals.
446-15 destroying his o" power to heal and his o' health.
449- 1 With your o' wrists manacled,
455-13 energies of Mind in your a- behalf,
455-15 cast out the beam out of thine o' eye ;

— Malt.
7:5.

460-26 to impart, . . . from her o' spiritual condition,
462-11 and substituting his o' views for Truth,
464-18 he could handle his o" case

r 468- 1 evolves its o- unerring idea
470-19 Has God taken down His O" standard,
475-22 no life, . . . nor creative power of his c,
477- 3 the Saviour saw God's a- likeness,
485-25 If ... it cannot outline on the body its o"

489-14 to meet its o' demands.
491-25 with their o" separate embodiment.
494-18 to flee from its o- convictions

g 505- 1 Mind makes its o' record,.
507-20 not . . . any propagating power of their o-,
508-13 God determines the gender of His o- ideas.
510-30 one Mind, . . . shining by its o' light
511- 2 Mind forms ideas, its o* images,
512-12 reproduce their o* characteristics.
512-20 its o- pure and perfect ideas.
512-27 confers . . . upon its o' misconceptions.
512-29 tills so-caUed mind puts forth its o- qualities,
514- 3 persons or things upon its o' plane,
515-25 Your mirrored reflection is your o' image
516- 9 after His o' likeness.
516-11 impart their o' peace and permanence.
516-24 created man in His o" image,— Gen. 1 : 27.

516-28 God made man in His o" image,
517-22 'This ideal is God's o' image,
517-30 Divine Love blesses its o' ideas,
518-18 seeking his o* in another's good.
519- 2 from aU eternity knoweth His o' ideas.
522-10 and as revolving in an orbit of his o-.

522-31 Does the creator condemn His o- creation?
527-19 tree of death to His o' creation?
528-23 Beholding the creations of his o' dream
52S-26 creation of woman and of his o- kind,
529- 1 bringing forth fruit of its o' kind,
531-20 a propag.aing property of their o"?
533-15 charges God and woman with his o' dereliction,
537-15 Sin is its o" punishment.
537-16 Error tills its o" barren soil

538- 2 "seeketh not her o\"— / Cor. 13; 5.

541- 5 instead of making his o' gift a higher tribute
542-20 uncover and destroy error in God's o- way,
542-24 To envy's o" hell, jiistice consigns the Uo

ap 563-12 belief that matter has power of its o-,
564- 4 error's o' nature and methods'.
564-23 might uncover its o' crime of defying
569-26 at last stung to death by his o- maUce ;

571-24 in which mortals may see their o- image.
575- 3 Love wedded to its o' spiritual idea."
577-21 divine Mind is its o" interpreter.

gl 5S0- 3 and is His o" image and likeness ;

582-19 man as His o' spiritual idea,
584-25 saith : '. . . but after its o' image."

owner
/ 212- 5 has continued in belief to pain the o',

Oxford
p 379-15 the experiment of those 0* boys, .

Oxford University
s 111-19 offered in 0- U', England,
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pace
g 514-18

pacified
ap 570-24

pagan
3 158- 2

ph 187- 8

20O- 2

/ 214-19
b 339-20
340-26

r 469-30

paganism
s 140-19

ph 171- 1

ap 571-29

yl 59&- 3

page
(;f 585-15

588-26
590-14
593- 3

594-18
594-24
594-25

pages
pref xii-26

S 139-22

(7 548-4

paid
pr 10-21
o 20- 3

p 405-16

pain
absence of

ph 186-26

and keep p' with highest purpose.

The waters will be p-, and Christ will command

p- priests, who besought the gods to heal

With p' blindness, it attributes to some
p- worship began with muscularity,
finite thoughts of God lil<e the p' idolater.

As the m.vthology of p- Rome has yielded to

annihilates p' and Christian idolatry,
ancient mythology and p' idolatry.

Worshipping through the medium of matter is p".

p- and lust are so sanctioned by society
illumined the night of p- with
P- and agnosticism may define Deity as

Error. See . . . p' 472.

Intblhoencb. . . . p* 465.

Life. See . . . p' 468.

Principle. See . . . p' 465.

Souls. See . . . p- 465.

Spirits. . . . (See p' 466.)

Substance. See . . . p' 4G8.

she commits these p' to honest seekers for

darkening to some extent the inspired p\
and breathes through the sacred p' the

has p" for the privilege of prayer the price of

He at last p" no homage to forms of doctrine

will be manacled until the last farthing is p',

If pain is aa real as the absence of p", both must
and painlessness

s 125-13 p" and painlessness, sorrow and joy,

and pleasure . , ,

s 122-12 seats of p" and pleasure, from which
has no partnersliip with p" and pleasure,
dream of p' and pleasure in matter,
p" and pleasure, sickness and care,
fills itself with thoughts of p' and pleasure,
the so-called p' and pleasure of the senses.

when the supposed p- and pleasure of matter
The beUef that p- and pleasure,
supposed material p" and pleasure
between p' and pleasure, good and evil.

ph 181- 7

188-11
188-20
190-10

/ 242-13
C 262-19
6 303-21
307-22

p 389-25

and sorrow
g 557-15

any
p41&-9

bcHsf In
S 153-19
153-24

teller of
/ 247-32
346-23

p416- 3

M04-18
couch of

342-22

p 435-19

the less p" and sorrow are his.

To him there is no longer any p'.

The boil simply manifests, ... a belief in p'
its own pain— that is, its own belief ia.p'.

to retreat from the belief of p* or
that there is no reality in his beUef of p*.
the belief of p- will presently return, unless

when the behef of p- was lulled,

pain
no

p 303-21 matter can have no p- nor inflammation.
421-19 gone from mortal mind, there can be no p" ;

g h'ai- 9 many animals suffer no p' in multiplying ;

no more
ap 573-31 no more p', and all tears will be wiped away.

no truth in
s 113-29 no pain in Truth, and no truth in p' ;

occasion of
/ 212-13 which we say was the occasion of ,

occasions the
p 416-14 unless the belief which occasions he p" has

or fear
b 327- 6 the false beliefs of pleasure, p\ or fear

or heat
p 376-26 impossible for matter ... to feel p" or heat,

or pleasure
s 159-27 p' or pleasure, action or stagnation,

/ 211-32 Nerves are not the source of p' or pleasure.
212- 1 this p" or pleasure is not communicated through
219- 9 No more can we say . . . that nerves give p" or

pleasure,
247-32 to retreat from the belief of p' or pleasure

b 339-31 intelligence or power, p' or pleasure.

p 392-32 issues of p' or pleasure must come through mind,
T 478-17 assertion that there can be p' or pleasure in

part with
s 138-24 sick are more willing to part with p- than

pleasure and
sp 92- 5 experiencing pleasure and p".
b 298-17 alternating between a sense of pleasure and p',
T 472-15 Error is a supposition that pleasure and p",

pleasure nor
b 327- 4 neither pleasure nor p', appetite nor passion,

pleasure or
{see pleasure)

produce ,

ph 166- 2 the human mind is all that can produce p*.

quiets
s 143-17 and quiets p- with anodynes.

same , .

p 416-13 patient u-ill find himself m the same p\ unless

seized with
I 464-14 seized with p- so violent

sensation of ,.,,.,_
/ 212- 6 If the sensation of p" m the limb can return,

sorrow, and
ap 573-27 a cessation of death, sorrow, and p*.

suffer no , „ . , . , .

g hhl- 9 many animals suffer no p- in multiplying ;

travaileth In ,-,,,„,>„
c 255- * travaileth in p- together until— Rom. 8 ; 22.

where Is the
, .. , , «

p 416-15 "Where is the p- while the patient sleeps?
without

/ 215- 1 Spirit's senses are without p'.

raises from the couch of p- the helpless Invalid.

Watching beside the couch of p"

development of

p 391-12 can prevent the development of p*
does not produce

p 413- 2 Mind, does not produce p- in matter.

end In . j .

g 536-20 Passions and appetites must end m p'.

Cfiulvalent of , . . , , •

pr 6-13 will furnish more than its equivalent of p'.

Inflammation and
p 375- 4 the belief that inflammation and p- must

p 435-13 pleasure instead of p", and life instead of death.

Intense
ph 195- 1 gave him a belief of intense p\

Intruding , . ^. . , , ,.

p 391-10 a single intruding p- which
Xn&K6S Its OWD

s 153-24 this so-called mind makes its own p'
memory of

/ 212- 9
no
m 69-15
s 113-28
C 261-11

Because the memory of p- Is more vivid

the sweet assurance of no parting, no p*,
no p- in Truth, and no truth in pain ;

the body experiences no p".

5 153-22

ph 186-26
195- 9

/ 212- 4
212- 5
212- 8
212-13
219- 1

C 260-31
6 285- 2
308-12
346-24
346-25

p 379-26
41.5-14

41.5-31

416- 2

416- 5

418-20
421-15

pained
/ 250-16
( 452- 9

ap 562-23

painful
S 153-16

153-17

/ 251- 4
o 346-18

p 385-21
r 495-19

p- cannot exist where there is no mortal mind
If p' is as real as the absence of pain, both must
gave him p' through those very senses,
and the p" seems to be ia its old place,
has continued in belief to p- the owner.

Why need p', rather than pleasure, come
When . . . the p" still remains, it proves
all disease, p', wealcness, . . . will be unknown.
If we look to the body for plea.sure, we find p- ;

cannot be cognizant ... of pleasure or of p-.

a blending of false claims, false pleasure, p\
hence p' in matter is a false behef.

Do you feel the p- of tooth-pulling, when you
p- in the head and limbs, .

Opiates do not remove the p" in any scientific

leaving Uw p- standing forth as distinctly as

shov/s the p- to be in themind,
mental image occasioning the p"
Tumors, ulcers, tubercles, inflammation, p",

belief that this chemicalization produces p"

wearv or p\ enjoy or suffer, according to

eyes accustomed to darkness are p- by the light,

and p- to be delivered.— Rev. 12 ; 2.

You say a boil is p" ,

for matter without mmd is not p\
an absce-ss should not crow more p-
How then . . . "fraught with falsities p' to

discolored, p", swollen, and inflamed.

can destroy any p' Bense of, or beliet in.
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painless
/ 224- 9 There should be p- progress,
p 401-13 but should be as p' to man as to a fluid,

414-28 in whom all being ia p' and permanent.

painlessly
p 375- 2 33 p' as gas dissipates into the air

painlessness
s 125-13 pain and p', sorrow and joy,

pains
and pleasuresm 67-30 physical p' and pleasures,

/ 202- 8 so-called p* and pleasures of material sense,
r 491-28 we dream of the p- and pleasures of matter.

material
a 39-23 material p" and material pleasures to pass away^

multiplies their
/ 214-23 All material knowledge, . . . multiplies their p-,

of sense
/ 232-28 ^o-called pleasures- and p' of sense pass away
c 265-28 The p- of sense quickly inform us that
265-31 The p- of sense are salutary, if they

p 382-28 the so-called pleasures and p' of -sense.

390-11 to exchange tne pleasures and p- of sense for

of sinful sense
p 405-29 p' of sinful sense are less harmful than its

pleasures and
(see pleasures)

6 322-22 incurred through the p' of distorted sense.

painted
p 400-24 we see p' on the retina the image which

painter
c 260- 4 or the p' can depict the form and face of

painting
b 310- 1 The artist is not in his p-.

paints
/ 247-24 It is Love which p- the petal with myriad hues,

pairs
r 46&-U but these contrasting p- of terms

palaces
s 133-18 in the fiery furnace and in kings' p\

palate
sp 88- 7 when no viand touches the p'

pale
pref vii- 4 So shone the p' star to the prophet-shepherds ;

a 48-25 P' in the presence of his own momentous
b 328-32 reaching beyond the p' of a single period
p 416-18 causing a p' or flushed cheek.

pallid
p 376-10 p' invalid, whom you declare to be

415-17 Note how thought makes the face p"

palm
s 142-11 If the soft p\ upturned to a lordly salary,

palms
a 44-16 to heal the torn p'

48-15 Truth and Love oestow few p- untfl

palpable
o 359-15 p' only to spiritual sense,

palpitating
351-14 the living, p* presence of Christ,

palsied
p 415-22 impelled or p' by thought,

palsied
s 119-19 The lawgiver, whose lightning p' . . .is not
142-16 Sensuality p- the right band)

palsy
p 375-21 P- is a belief that matter governs mortals,

375-25 and you cure the p-.
r 486-29 then p', blindness, and deafness would

pampered
a 41-10 p' hypocrite may have a flowery pathway here,

pamphlet
pref bc-20 Her first p' on C. S. was copyrighted in 1870 ;

panacea
s 144-29 Truth will be the universal p'
p 407-12 Here C. S. is the sovereign p',

Pandemonimn
& 269- 1 P-, a house divided against itself.

Pandora box
p;» 170-30 the f- b", from which all ills have

pang
a 19-17 Every p" of repentance and sufifering,

pangs
a 48- 1 The p' of neglec^ and the staves of

ph 175-15 inflammation, sneezing, and nasal p*.
b 29fr-20 and how long they will suffer the p- of

panoply
ap 571-18 Clad in the p" of Love,

pantlieism
a 27-20 to cut down the false doctrine of p*,
s 111- 1 agnosticism, p\ theosophy, spiritualism,
129-11 P- may be defined as a belief in the
129-18 p", and infideUty are antagonistic to true
139-28 Atheism, p\ theosophyv and

C 257-11 This belief is shallow •p'.

b 279-30 P-, Starting from a material sense of
294- 4 This is p', and carries within itself the
335- 6 would . . . establish a basis for p".

<7 522-14 It records p', opposed to the

pantheistic
/ 204-30 belief that God lives in matter is p*.
c 257- 7 theory that Spirit is not the ... is p"
b 269- 1 These . . . systems are one and all p%
279-23 p' belief that there is mind in matter;
307- 3 This p' error, or so-called serpent,

parable
5 117-31 His p- of the "leaven, which &—Matl. 13:33.
118- 6 Did not this p' point a moral
118-16 The p- may import that these

b 272-13 Jesus' p' of "the sower"— Mark 4 . 14.

o 343-15 By p' and argument he explains the

p 36.3-15 Jesus rebuked them with a short story or p\
g 539-20 In p' and argument, this falsity is

parables
a 27-17 Jesus' p" explain Life as never minghng with
s 117-16 taught spirituality by similitudes and p'

paraded
ph 176-11 ghastly array of diseases was not p* before the

parading
p 372-24 only by falsely p' in the vestments of law.

Paradise
ph 171- 7 gates of P- which human beliefs have closed,
b 285- 4 not alone hereafter in what men call P', but

paradox
/ 216-25 would seem the exception, . . . and life a p*

parallel
p 422-22 Let us suppose two p' cases of bone-disease,

paralysis
s 152-15 once apparently cured a case of p" simply by

ph 194-10 p- of the optic nerve
p 401-25 Would the drug remove p',

420- 3 no stoppage of narmonious action, no p\
paralyze

/ 213-13 Material theories partially p' this attraction

p 375-22 belief that matter . . . can p- the body,
376-31 is to p' mental and scientific demonstration.,

paramount
s 164-24 the forever fact remains »•

c 262- 5 shows the p' necessity of meeting them.

paraphernalia
/ 209-26 all the p* of speculative theories,

paraphrased
g 532-21 Its summons may be thus p' :

parched
/ 221- 9 that he should not wet his p' throat until

pardon

pr 6-9 supposition . . . nothing to do but to ask p;
divine

a 40-11 This is my sense of divine p',
God's

b 291- 4 suppositions . . . that God's p' is aught but
339- 5 Does not God's p\ destroying any one sin,

legal
pr 11-12 Mere legal p' (and there is no other,

no
pr 11-17 Truth bestows no p- upon error,

ready
a 24-21 chiefly as providing a ready p' for ail sinners

sin and
/ 251-19 sickness and death, sin and p',

unmerited
pr 3-21 We plead for unmerited p*

pr 6-4
a 36-7
* 285-25
329-26
339- 2

p 365-20

pardoned
a 36-26
b 291- 1

pardons
pr U-13

Men may p', but this divine Principle alono
would be for Truth to p- error.

through p' and not through reform.
The p' of divine mercy is the
destruction of sin is the' divine method of p".

enough Christly affection to win his own p',

suddenly p" and pushed into heaven,
suppositions that sin is p' while unforsaken,

never p* our sins or mistakes till
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parent (see also parent's)
pref is-32 as a p" may treasure the memorials of a

a 60- 9 despairing appeal, if made to a human p',m 69-20 Some day the child -will ask his p" :

b 306-32 p- of all human discord was the
336-31 God Is the p" Mind, and man is God's

p 416-20 This materialism of p- and child is only
416-23 Is ho longer the p', even in appearance,

r 48tt^25 -The supposititious p' of evil is a lie.

g 507- 9 -wanderers from the p- Mind,
529-12 belonging to no lesser p'.
652- 2 is answered, if the egg produces the p'.
652- 3 Who or what produces the p- of the eggT

parentage
g 517-19 they all have one Principle and p*.

parental
m 63-19 person.ptoperty, and p" claims of the two sexes.

parent's
p 412-29 met mainly through the p- thought,

424- 1 formed first by the p- nund,

parents
devont

o 351-11 the prayers of her devout p'
gross

771 61-15 promising children in the arms of gross p',
beavenly-mlndedm 61-12 The offspring of heavenly-minded p"
ber

/ 237— 7 months or years before her p' would have
his

p 425- 1 His p* or some of his progenitors
obey tbeir

/ 236-21 Children should obey their P" ;

oar first

sp 92-14 In the act of commending to our first p"
Puritan

369- 20 From Puritan p-, the discoverer of C. S.
tbose
m 62- 10 those p* should not, In after years, complain

Tlews of
p 413- 9 Views of p" and other persons on these subjects

m 61-18 If perchance they live to become p"
62- 8 If p' create in their babes a desire for
62-12 which the p themselves have occasioned.

/ 236-23 P- should teach their children at the.earUest
237-11 stubborn beliefs and theories of p"

ft 314-U material views were the p' of their

g 557- 3 P' should remember this, and learn how to

pariah
p 362-10 as positively as if she were a Hindoo p'

Paris
an 100-13 ordered the medical faculty of P'

101-20 the Royal Academy of Medicine In P*.

Parisian
ph 197- 4 like a P- name for a novel garment.

Parlier, Theodore
sp 80- 7 purporting to come from the late Theodore P"

Parmenter, Judge
an 105-18 these words of Judge P' of Boston will become

parodies
p 367- 8 but so many p" on legitimate C. S.,

parody
• 343-12 will not be forever hidden by unjust p*

part
any

sp 73-26 mistake to suppose that matter is any p" of

component
a 28-17 Not a single component p- of his nature

early
g 523-16 in the early p- of the book of Genesis.

every
/ 242-28 restores every p' of the Christly garmwit
p 423-11 reaching to every p' of the human system.

from one
p 420- 1 nor go from one p' to another,

fundamental
I 460-10 this most fundamental p" of metaphysics

having
a 24-13 This is having p- in the atonement ;

his
c 261-12 strong impulse of a desire to perform his p".

Infinitesimal
(7 520- 6 can repeat only an infinitesimal p' of what

Is proved
t 461- 6 We admit the whole, because a p" Is proved

latter
g 622-25 This latter p- of the second chapter

Uttle
a 19-21 he has little p- In the atonement,

most
pref x-17 for the most p' have been abandoned '

part
no

a 19-26
m 64-22

/ 231-28
242-27
246-17

r 468-29
of hlmseir

sp 92- 1

of the error
r 482-26

only In
t 462-10

our
a 21-5

sinner's
a 23-5

tenth
gl 595-22

that
t 461- 6

their
p 431-15

third
av 563-23

Vital
S113-5

Those who cannot . . . have no p' In God.
in which passion has no p'.
and know that they are no p' of His creation.

appropriates no p' of the divine vesture,
chronological data are no p' of the vast forever,
and time is no p' of etermty.

which is p' of himself.

Sickness is p" of the error which

to practise Truth's teachings only in p*.

This is having our p- in the at-one-ment

constant self-immolation on the sinner's p".

Tithe. Contribution; tenth p'; homage;

that p' illustrates and proves the entire

The struggle on their p' was long.

drew the third p* of the stars— Rev. 12: 4.

The vital p\ the heart and soul of C. S.,

a 19-25 Those who cannot demonstrate, at least in p;m 68-12 "until death do us p\"
sp 98-23 has not been considered a p- of any religion,
s 138-23 the sick are more willing to p' with pam than

157-16 If drugs are p' of God's creation,
/ 230- 2 if true, it is a p" of Truth.
296-17 in order to p' with them.
307-23 a p' of God 3 creation.

Wearing in p- a human form
Inflammation never appears in a p' which
Mortal mind must p' with error,
testifies : . . . nothing on ftiy p' has
commanding him to take p- in the homicide,
then p' from these opponents as did Abraham

315-29

p 415-10
430- 3
431-29
439- 8

« 444-23

partake
a 20-11

25-11
31-19

partaken
p 385-28

partakers
pr 4-16

9-31

partakes
b 307-19

partaldng
p 431- 6

ap 559-25

parted
/ 242-23
245- 7

6 306- 8

p 401-22
« 444-24

partially
a 2^ 1

s 111-29
149-26

/ 213-13
223-26

b 326-14

participant
p 439-12

participatem 59- 9

can be baptized, p- of the Eucharist,
and they . . . who p- of that divine Life,
we drink of his cup, p' of his bread,

because you have p' of salt fish,

attest our worthiness to be p- of Love,
that you may be p' of his nature?

Thus error p- of its own nature

P" of food at irregular intervals,
thus p' of the nature, or primal elements,

"They p" my raiment— John 19.' 24.

in the same hour which p- her from her lover.
If God, who is Life, were p' for a moment from
If the mind were p' from the body,
as did Abraham when he p- from Lot,

is not destroyed, but »• Indulged.
Mind governs the body, not p' but wholly.
divine Mind, governs all, not p' hut
Material theories p' paralyze
Peals that should startle . . . are p- unheeded ;

Not p", but fully, the great healer of

a misguided p' in the misdeed

Man should not be required to p' In

participation
g 544- 3 80 wholly apart

particle
p 398-17

particular
a 38- 2

S 112-10

ph 178- 1

that Spirit had no p' in it.

sometimes not containing a p' of medicine.

only for a p' period
some p- system of human opinions.
though they know nothing of this p"

particularly
g 507- 7 Without natures p" defined.

case

partingm 69-15

partly
a 30- 6
b 269-26

p37^7

sweet assurance of no p",

ofJesus' advent In the flesh partook p'
systems based wholly or p' on
p- because they were willing to be restored,
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partnerm 59-14 each p' sustaltilng the othp.r,

partners
p 379- 3 announced as p- in the beginning.

partnership
ph 181- 7 Matter, . . . has no p- with pain""' ~

but mortal belief has such a p".
Life has no p- vrith death.
This suppositional p' is already obsolete,
A p" of mind with matter would
who is in p' with Error
doctrine that Science has two principles In p-,
cannot be true that man was ... in p' with
God;

p" partly of Mary's earthly condition.
p' of the heavenly manna.
If aU who ever p" ,of the sacrament
p* of but one meal in twenty-four hours,

The revelation consists of two p- :

In the historic p- of the Old Testament,

where p' is without suffering.

the Israelites of old at the P' mesi

which he saith shall come to p-;
— Mark 11 : 23.

custom . . . to p' each guest a cup of wine.
the cup which he prayed might p" from him,
not the threshold over which he must p"
and material pleasures to p' a,way,
nor does he p' through material conditions
In the vestibule through which we p*
and courts reasonably p" sentence.
Ages p-, but this leaven of Truth Is ever
"it came to p-, when the devil^— Luke II.

•
14.

then shall be brought to p- the— I Cor. 15: 54.

For positive Spirit to p' through a
only to p' from shame and woe to
new creature, in whom old things p' away
command their sentinels not to let truth p"
so-called pleasures and pains of sense p' away
He does not p' from matter to Mind,
Mind cannot p' into non-intelligence
Therefore it cannot be said to p' out of
"It shaU come to p', if they— Exod. 4: 8.

theory, that Spirit . . . must p" through it, or
well enough to p" judgment upon them.
Heat would p' from the body as painlessly
So, when our friends p' from our sight
forcing impurities to p* away,
then shall De brought to p' the— / Cor. 15: 54.

When will man p- through the open gate of

With this agrees another p' In the same
explanation of another p" of Scripture,

to defeat the p* of an inhuman law.

opening and closing for the p' of the blood,

prefigured this perilous p' out of bondage

the Scriptural p" would read you, -not they.

whereas this p- Is continually quoted as if

are answered in this p'.

181-8
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paths
O 21-18

23-25

/224-5
261-8

ap 67*- 9

pathway
a 25r-3

41-11
f 487-5
64^-25

patience
pr 4-4

4-25
a 20-29

49-U
m 6fr-27

p3e&- 1

367-4
1454-24
(7 515-4

patient {see also patient's)
cholera

Our p- have diverged at the very outset,
is not reached through p' of flowers nor by
disappear from the dissolving p" of the
as to drive belief into new p\
In the p- of .righteousness— Psal. 23 ; 3.

treading alone his loving p'
hypocrite may have a flowery p" here, but he
gained by walking in the p" of Truth
the p" leading to divine Science,

expressed In p\ meekness, love, and good deeds
and p' must oring experience.
let us run with p' the race— Heb. 12 : 1.

his divine p\ sublime courage,
Socrates considered p' salutary under such
such as peace, p' in tribulation, and
pitiful p- with his fears
P- must "have her perfect work."— Jas. \: 4.

P- Is symbolized by the tireless worm,

a bed where a cholera p' had died,

no cholera p" had been in that bed,

she has cured a p" sinking in the last stage of

In order to cure his p', the metaphysician

5 154-11
154-14

cared a
S 153-10

core his
p 36fr- 3

core the
p 417-24 the way to cure the p" is to make

discouraging the
, , ,

t 447-18 without frighteiung or discouraging the p'
dispossesses the

J)

376-13 the hypnotist dispossesses the p" of his

er and
t 457- «

his
ph 197-30

p36&-7
376-9

Deeds to be
p 417-21 from which the p- needs to be awakened.

physician and
ph 174-29 the thought of both physician and p-?

177-27 even though physician and p' are expecting
reaches bis

p 365-15
fiADsltlve

p 423- 6 oftentimes affects a sensitive p*
Strengthens bis

p 423-23 Strengthens his p" with the stimulus or courage
telling the

s 161-25 telling the p- that he is sick,

thought of the
, , , ,

p 414-U mortal mind or the thought of the p*.

for teacher and student, for healer and p'

The doctor's mind reaches that of his p".
to cast physical evils out of his b' ;

when his p' says, "I am better.

reaches his p- through divine Love,

treat the
s 159-12

p 421-12
While the

p 416-15
wUlflnd

p 41&-12
your

s 153-20

p 377- 1

396-26
403-25
412- 1

419- 8
420-29
424-16
424-20

5 149- 9
166- 8
166-15

ph 169- 6
169- 7
177-26
177-32
185-32
193-4
198- 3
198- 5

O 342-32

p 370-25
375-10
376-2
377-19
382-19
395-18
395-28
390-4
39^ &

and to treat the p" as if she were
treat the p- leas for the disease and more for

Where is the pain while the p' sleeps?

the p" will find himself in the same pain, unless

Now administer mentally to your p" a
If your p- believes in taking cold,
than it is for your p- to feel these ills

Never . . . and then acquaint your p" with it.

removing the fear, your p' is healed.
If your p' from any cause suffers a relapse,
vehemently tell your p" that he must awake.
the minds which surround your p' should not
unspoken thoughts resting on your p-.

the different mental states of the p".
the p- looked like a barrel.
and told the p' so ;

before the p' felt the change ;

and I have said to the p', "You are healed,"
swallowed through mistake, and the p' dies
the potion swallowed by the p'
A p- under the influence of mortal mind
said that the p' was dying.
A p' hears the doctor's verdict
The p' may seenv calm under it,

even if their treatment resulted in the death of
a p\

and do no more for the p".
the p' believes that matter, not mind, has
The p' turns involuntarily from the
The author never knew a p" who did not
A p' thoroughly booked in medical theories
besought to take the p- to Himself,
fastens disease on the p-,
for one's own sake and for that of the p'.
Avoid talking illness to the p*.

patient
p 398-19 faith of the doctor and the p\

403-32 are not understood by the p\
412-21 Argue . . . that the p- has no disease,
416- 7 morphine Is administered to a p-,
421- 9 afterwards make known to the p' your motive
421-24 sometimes explain the symptoms . . . to the p-
423- 3 belief should not be communicated to the p',
424-31 The p- may tell you that he
430-19 The p" feels ill, ruminates, and
430-30 when the prisoner, or p-, watched with a

t 453-25 you must not tell the p' that he is sick
460-15 to the frightened, false sense of the p\

patient (adj.)

pr 3-13 likeness of the p\ tender, and true,
The p' snfferer tries to be satisfied when he
In p' obedience to a p- God,
cheerful, orderly, punctual, p',
I am not p' with a speck of dirt ;

GETHBEMA.NE. P' woB ; the human yielding to

ph 180- 5

/ 242-15, 16

p 395-19
413-21

gl 586-23

patiently
pr 8-31

10-3
m 66-19
S 136-32

139-12

/ 254-11
C 262-23
< 454-22

patient's
sp 79- 6
S 145-11
152-16
152-17

ph 168-25
198-23
198-26

/ 235-25

p 366-29
366-9
375-18
375-19
376-22
396-11

do we listen p- to the rebuke
and that waiting p' on the Lord,
wait p- on divine wisdom to point out the path.
Jesus p" persisted in teaching and
p" and wisely to stem the
When we wait p' on God arid seek Truth
the bliss of loving unselfishly, working p\
Wait p- for divine Love to move upon

changing the p" thoughts regarding death.

victory will be on the p- side only as

introducing a thermometer into the p' mouth,
to ascertain the temperature of the p" body ;

and recognized the p' fear of it,

A p' belief is more or less moulded and
His thoughts and his p- commingle,
the p" feet may be planted on the rock
the »• spiritual power to resuscitate himself.
binclers him from reaching hisp- thought,
adding to his p* mental and
increasing his p" spirituality
destroy tne p" false belief

nor encourage in the p" thought the

patients (see also patients')
consumptive . , ,

p 376-26 Consumptive p* always show great hopefulness
fear of

p 411-28
bis
ph 197-32

p 365-22

manipulate
ph 181- 9

181-14

by allaying the fear of p*.

will harm his p" even more than
and deal with his p- compassionately ;

When you manipulate p\ you trust in

to declare that you manipulate p" but that

ninety-and-nine ^ „
344-28 may lose ninety-and-nine p", while C. S. cures

our
s 149-19 advise our p" to be hopeful

students and
t 456-27 and so do all his students and p'.

your
p 414-17 not until your p- are prepared for the

417-27 Explain audibly to your p-,
417-32 Give your p' an underlying understanding
419-29 as well as those of your p\
424-24 while others are thinking about your p*

ph 180-18
• o 359- 6

359-10

p 422-U
t 443-14
446- 6

patients'
p 414-15

patriarch
/ 224-27
b 308-26
gl 679-12

patriarchs
b 283-26
308-14

patron
a 28-21

pattern
sp 94-16

/ 236-16
C 263-26

5 542-20

patterns
/ 248-22

in the thoughts of their p\
Is this because the p" have more faith in

while they, the p;, did not.

p-, unfamiliar with the cause of this

If p- fail to experience the healing power
If p' sometimes seem worse while reading

To fix truth steadfastly in your p- thoughts,

as he came of old to the p* at noonday?
But the P', perceiving his error and
This p- illustrated the purpose of Love

in length of days, as it was by the p-.
The Soul-inspired p- heard the voice

and Beelzebub is his p'.

p' of mortal personality, passion, and impulse,

p* showed to thee in the mount."— Heb. 8: 6,

and attempts to p- the infinite.

let human justice p- the divine.

are liable to follow those lower p*.
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Paul [see also Paul's)
alludes

o 342- 1 P- alludes to "doubtful disputationa."— Rom.
liTl.

/ 216-25 P" aaked : . . . "What concord hatb— // Cor
6r 15.

o 349- 3 Aa P" asked of the unfaithful in ancient days,
a 539-24 P" asked : "What communion hath— JI Cor

6: 14.

8ftM
sp 93- 9 the day of salvation," said P'.— // Cor. 6; 2.

95- 5 P- said, "To be spiritually minded— Rom. 8 : 6.

/223- 2 P- said, "Walk in the Spirit, and ye— Gal. 5: 16.

227-17 P- said, "I was free bom."— Acts 22 : 28.

6 304- 5 P- ssud : "Neither death, nor life,— Rom. 8 ; 38.

SAW
gl 596- 7 P" saw in Athens an altar dedicated

says
a 31-23 what says P? "As often as ye— 7 Cor. 11 ; 26.

6 271-31 P- says, "How shall they hear— iJom. 10; 14.

221—3 P-says, . . . "Flesh and blood cannot— I Cor.
15 ; 50.

332-16 P- savs : "There is one God,— I Tim. 2: 5.

346-32 P- says : "The flesh lusteth against— Ga?. 5:17.

r 479-29 P" savs: "For the Invisible things of Him,—
Rom. 1 : 20.

534-18 P" says . . . "The carnal mind— Rom. 6: 7.

to misunderstand
ap 560-29 To misunderstand P% was to be ignorant of

"was not at first
* 324-19 P" was not at first a disciple of Jesua

-writes
a 45-10 P' writes : "For if, when we were— Rom. 5 ; 10.

f 244-10 P- writes : "The law of the Spirit— Rom. 8 ; 2.

* 324-27 P- writes, "If Christ [Truth]- I Cor. 15: 14.

325-10 P' writes: "When Christ, who is— Col. 3:4.

f 716-29 T say with P- : Be "willing rather— II Cor. 5 : 8.

i 324-21 P- was made blind,
325-20 P' had a clear sense of the demands of
326-30 in humility he took the new name of P'
343-26 P' who was not one of his students,

p 369-14 We never read that Luke or P- made a
t 459- 3 P' and John had a clear apprehension
g 514-27 P- proved the viper to be narmless.

ap 563-29 Its sting is spoken of by P-,
(see also St. Paul and Apostle Paul)

Paul's
/ 217- 7 P' peculiar Christian conversion and

pause
f 223-18 and try to "give it p-."
323-10 Beholding the ... we p\— wait on God.

pauses
b 293- 4 Here prophecy p'.

ap 566- 9 Stately Science p' not, but moves before them,

pay
pr 5-10 p' "the uttermost farthing."— Afatt. 5:26.
a 23- 4 msuEBcient to p- the debt of sin.

/ 240-27 one must p- fully and fairiy
p 384- 5 and must of necessity p- the penalty.

387— 3 must it p" the penalty in a softened brain?
387-18 That man does not p' the severest penalty who
43&- X receiving p' from them and introducing

paying
/ 240-30 The divine method of p' sin's wages

payment
p 390-17 in p" of the last farthing,

peace
and hamonr

p 417- 1 find health, p-, and harmony In God,
and permanence

g 516-11 which impart their own p- and permanence.
and pnrlt7

6 323- 8 towards righteousness, p-, and purity,
and rest

gl 586- 2 EvEiriNa. . . . obscured views ; p- and rest.
annihilate my

/ 252-27 says : . . .may at any moment annihilate myp%
beat

b 324-12 "with Him. and be at p-."—Job 22 : 21.

329-29 to the spiritual and be at p" ;

brightness and
s 139-11 even when the end has been brightness and p" ;

forever at
/ 215- 1 without pain, and they are forever at p"

found no
ph 195- 6 Outside of dismal darkness ... he found no p*

heart finds
m 59-15 in which the heart finds p* and home.

human
c 265-23 Who that has felt the loss of human p-

life and
/ 224- 9 life and p- instead of discord and death.

peace
make

g 540- 5 "I make p-, and create evil.— Isa. 45 : 7.

not
a I*-15 brought to material beliefs not p', but

on earth
s 150- 7 "on earth p\ good-win toward— Luke 2 : 14.

/ 226-17 "on earth p\ good-will toward— Luke 2: 14.

permanence and
m 65-27 man must find permanence and p'

perpetualm 64-25 spiritual understanding and perpetual p\
purity and

gl 5S4-26 purity and p' ; hope and faith.
Science and

sp 96-15 on the other side there will be Science and p',
spiritual

gl 589- '8 Japhet ... A type of spiritual p",
to the struggling .

a 45-16 and p- to the struggling hearts I

unspeakable
c 264-26 and feel the unspeakable p- which

a 28-26 To suppose . . that Christianity to-day is at p'
an 106-27 fruit of the Spirit is love, joy, p-,

— Gal. 5: 22.

s 144-22 says to disease, "P", be still."— Afar* 4: 39.

c 265-15 a higher and more permanent p\
p 365-32 such as p", patience in tribulation,
t 449-27 The impure are at p- with the impure.
g 506-12 The cahn and exalted thought . . . is at p'.

peaceful
a 4ft-31 nature of Christianity is p- and blessed,

Peaceful Sea
ap 576- 1 and the P' S' of Harmony.

peaches
s 129-24 Can we gather p- from a pine-tree,

peaks
6 299-30 and reveal the celestial p'.

peals
/ 223-25 P- that should startle the slumbering thought

pearls
/ 234-14 avoid casting p- before those who trample them
272-18 neither cast ye your p' before swine. — Matt.

7:6,

peasant
m 58-24 Said the p' bride to her lover :

peck
ff 552-17 They must p" open their shells with C. S.,

peculiar
/ 217- 7 Paul's p- Christian conversion and experience^
p 412- 6 to meet the p' or general symptoms

pecidarlties
sp 86-26 »• of expression, recpUected sentences,
g 551-20 by which aU p- of ancestry,

peculiarly
g 523-31 p' the divine sovereign of the Hebrew people,

pedantic
o 351- 2 p' and void of healing power.

pedantry
p 366-21 they swallow the camels of bigoted p'.

peep
sp 70- * wizards thai p- and that mutter ;— Isa. 8 : 10.

peers
c 263-24 as when some finite sense p" from its cloLstei

pellet
s 158-30 and mortal mind, ... is governing the p"

ph 179-27 with homceopathic p' and powder m band,
pellets

s 156-18 to give her unmedicated p'
156-25 in this way, taking the unmedicated p',

pen
s 110-17 No human p- nor tongue taught me the Science

110-19 neither tongue nor p' can overthrow it.

g 521-17 and the p- of an angel.

penal
p 440-13 Even p- law holds homicide,

penalties
ph 184- 6 the p' it affixes last so long as the belief

p 381-32 would impose p- for transgressions of
385-13 exempts man from all p- but those due for
389-23 Their belief in material laws and in p' for
405-28 conquered by the moral p- you incur
440-11 into crimes, to which you attach p- ;

gl 592-15 justice demands p' under the law.

penalty
brings

pr 11-11 Broken law brings p' In order to
divine

an 106-14 incurs the divine p- due this crimo.
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penalty
due for sin

pr 6- 1 We cannot escape the p' due for sm.
a 3&- 6 To remit the p' due for sin, would be

escape the
pr 6- 1 We cannot escape the p' due for sin.

a 41-13 cannot forever . . . escape the p" due.

forestalls the
p 385-10 forestalls the p- which our beliefs would attach

full

g 542-21 Sin will receive its fuU p',
Incurs the

a 40-10 by first removing the sin which incurs the p".

incur the
p 384- 9 If man seems to incur the p- through matter,

is coupled
p 3S9- 1 the p- is coupled with the belief.

last

p .300-18 the last p- demanded by error.
not the

p 385-25 Your sufferings are not the p' for

paf the
p 384- 5 and must of necessity pay the p'.

387- 4 must it pay the p' in a softened brain?
remits the

pr 11- 5 A magistrate sometime* remits the p",
removes the

a 40- 9 Science removes the p' only by
severest

p 387-18 That man does not pay the severest p' who

p 4.3.5-24 decides what p- is due for the sin,
435-24 to rescue the prisoner from the p'

penduliim
a 22- 3 Vibrating like a p' between sin and

23-16 Faith, if it be mere belief, is as a p'
/246- 2 Manisnot a p', swinging between evil and good,
360-19 Like a p' in a clock, you will be

penetrate
b 312-24 which cannot p' beyond matter.

penetrates
/ 210-21 as a sunbeam p" the cloud.

Peniel
b 308-23 spiritual strength in this P' of divine Science.

penitence
g 5.33-29 aa much as to say in meek p\

penitent
p 364-12 and declaring the absolution of the p\

penmanship
sp 86-25 landscape-paintings, fac-similes of p-,

penny
pr 10-19 and stop at the doors to earn a p' by

Pentecost, Day of
a 47- 9 overwhelming power as on the Day of P',

Pentecostal Day
a 43- 9 which so illuminated the P" D'

penury
p 366-10 mental p" chills his faith and understanding.

people {see also people's)
affects

ph 197- 3 A new name for an ailment affects p- like a
are taught

342-32 The p' are taught in such cases to say, Amen.
go Into ecstasies

b 312-14 P- go into ecstasies over the sense of
Hebrew

g 523-32 the divine sovereign of the Hebrew p-.
His

ap 573-17 ever with men, and they are His p'.
mighty

/ 201- * reproach of all the mighty p- ;— Psal. 89: 50.

of God
s 133-17 wrought wonders for the p' of God
b 288-19 a rest to the p- of God"— Heb. 4 ; 9.

ordinary
p 385- 5 exposures which ordinary p' could not endure.

say
an 104-10 First, p" say it conflicts with the Bible.
b 312- 9 P- say, "Man is dead ;"

sick
s 163- 3 and afterward letting her loose upon sick p'."
V 417- 3 Give sick p" credit for sometimes Knowing

80 many
sp 80-23 French toy which years ago pleased so many p*

some
p 37^27 Some p\ mistaught as to Mind-science,
t 450^15 Some p- yield slowly to the touch of Truth.

unfortunate
p 408-10 Those unfortunate p' who are committed to

Tiews of the
b 315-11 The opposite and false views of the p"

people
were In doubt

a 47-14 when the p' were in doubt concerning

sp 70- * Should not a p- seek unto their God ?— Isa. 8 : 19.

79- 2 Warning p- against death is an error that
s 136-18 may indicate that some of the p' believed

ph 175-19 Then p- had less time for selfishness,

/ 238-27 P- with mental work before them
272- 2 how shall they preach, . . . except the p" hear?
272-16 Reading the thoughts of the p",
303- 3 the multitudinous forms of Mind which p' the
321- 7 despaired of making the p' understand
343-13 from the quickened sense of the p\

ap 570- 2 the hour when the p- will chain, with fetters
570-30 Many are willing to open the eyes of the p' to
571- 5 Because p' like you better when you tell them

peopled
c 264-32 The universe of Spirit is p" with
g 503-15 infinite space is p' with God's ideas,

people's
a 38-22 the fruits of other p- sins, not of his own.
/220- 5 Such admissions ought to open p' eyes
350-18 "This p' heart is waxed gross,

— Matt. 13 : 15.

peoples
g 509-17 God forms and p" the universe.

ap 565-17 will eventually rule all nations and p'
perceive

a 27- 8 he will at once p' that God is the power
sp 87- 1 Mind-readers p' these pictures of thought.

87-28 mind-readers can p" and reproduce these
ph 167-11 nor p' divine Science with the material

f 205-18 we p' the divine image in some word or
Z22r- 6 and we shall p- Christianity, or Truth,
332-.26 as they could understand as well as p'.

o 345-21 Anybody, who is able to p' the incongruity
p 387- 1 We shall p" this to be true
t 451-24 may p' the nature and methods of error

perceived
a 29-28 and woman p* this spiritual idea,

/ 247-20 before they are p- humanly.
350-32 and the spiritual sense was scarcely p',

perceives
b 325- 1 he who p" the true idea of Life

perceiving
a 40- 3 p' the scope and tendency of
b 308-26 the patriarch, » his error and
p 397- 1 By not p' vital metaphysical points,

percentage
s 155-19 the p' of power on the side of this Science

perceptibly
s 156-11 She improved p\
p 408-23 would produce insanity as p- as

408-26 and the results would be p' different.

perception
clear

p 418- 8 a clear p' of the unchangring, unerring,
Enoch's

/ 214- 5 If Enoch's p- had been confined to the
glorious

a 29-16 the glorious p' that God is the only
human

s 119-28 As astronomy reverses the human p- of the
361-23 A human p' of divine Science,

ap 561-19 reducing to human p" and understanding
of character

s 128- 9 enlarges their p' of character,
spiritual

(sec spiritual)
wholesome

pr 7-14 wholesome p* of God's requirements.

a 34-23 into the p' of infinite possibilities.
/ 202-12 the p' and acceptance of Truth,
r 488-24 Mind alone possesses . . . p', and
g 527-16 It is plain also that material p\
gl 582- 2 the p' of spiritual Truth.

perch
r 492-32 Victory would p' on neither banner.

perchance
m 61-17 If p" they live to become parents

63-29 wronged, and p' impoverished, woman
o 344-27 the pnysician may p' be an infidel

peremptorily
ph 186-21 and only aids in p- punishing the evil-doer.

peremptory
b 327-18 the strict demands of C. S. seem p" ;

pereimial
s 121-12 in God's p' and happy sunshine,
c 265-21 The truth of being is p\
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perfect (noun)

a 555-25 when wo admit that the p- is the author of

perfect (verb)

/ 248-13 in order to V hia conception.
c 260- 3 than the sculptor can p' his outlines from
o 354-22 out of the mouth of babes He will V praise.

perfect (adj.)

a 37-28 "Beyethereforep-,— Afa«. 5:48. _.„,.„
37-29 Father which is in heaven is p' I

— Malt. 5 . 4».

52-11 the world's hatred of the just and p" Jesus,

m 69-16 deathless and p- and eternal.

sp 76-22 the V harmony and unmortahty of Lite,

85-9 You will reach the p- Science of heahng when
S 115-15 God's spiritual idea, individual, p', eternal.

130-10 reality is in p' harmony with God,
»;» 175-32 Truth handles . . . contagion with p- assurance.

200-17 the real man was, is, and ever shall be p\
1 205-13 and made all p- and eternal.

. . , ,
207-13 the p- Father, or the divine Prmciple of man.
209- 1 Man, . . . has a p- indestructible Ufe.

221-15 and he is now in p" health
223- 1 upon what is pure and p".
239-29 The p- Mind sends forth perfection,
246- 6 p- and immortal are the eternal likeness of

247-16 models of spiritual sense, drawn bv p- Mmd
248-26 We must form p" models in thought
249- 4 have one God, one Mind, and that one p',

251-21 understanding that the divine Mind makes o',

253-32 divine demand, "Be ye therefore p-,' —Matt.
5 .• 48. ^ ., A

C 259-12, 13 Includes a p' Principle and idea,— p" God ana

259-15 If taan was once p' but has now
259-20 "Be ye therefore p-,

— MaJ«. 5; 48. ,, „ , ^.
259-21 Father which is in heaven is

p-.
—Matt. 6. m.

259-27 ImmorUl ideas, pure, p-, and enduring,
260- 8 the ideal of all that is p- and eternal.

260-11 the immortal and p- model of God s creation

266-25 P- and infinite Mmd enthroned is heaveri.

b 273-14 impossibihty of . . . p- understanding tUl

276-19 When we learn in Science how to be p'
276-20 even as our Father In heaven is P'<

^
. ...

280- 3 not products of the infinite, p\ and eternal All.

281-12 the image and hkeness of p' Mind,
286-21 God's thoughts are p- and eternal,

292-12 not the likeness of God, the p' and eternal.

295-14 and the real sense of being, p- and
300-15 The . . . never touch the immutable and p\
302-19 The Science of being reveals man as p',

302-20 even as the Father is p-,
304-15 governed by God, his p- Principle
314- 1 and the body no more p- because of deatn
325-17 p- as the Father, indestructible in Life,

337-6 It is not the . . . likeness of Spirit, the p- God.

According to . . . man is in a degree as p- as

When man demonstrates C. S. . . . he will hep-.

"p- Love casteth out fear."— I John 4; 18.

In that p" day of understanding,
is the universal and p' remedy.
"P- Love casteth out fear."— I John 4 : 18.

spiritual, p", harmonious in every action.

Let the p' model be present in your thoughts

337-11

p 372-15
373-18
388-29
394-4
406- 9
407-23
407-24
410-18
410-19
428-23

1454-23
454-24
463-20

r 467-U
467-14
470-22
470-23
470-29
470-30
471-4
475-11
475-12
476-14
485-23
485-24
494- 1

496-13

flSll- 1

512-21

18.

18.

1:4.

but p' Love casteth out fear.— I John 4:

He that feareth is not made p—1 John 4

man is, not shall be, p- and immortal.
and form the p' concept.
Patience must "have her p" work."— Jas.
is here and has fulfilled its p- work.
Mankind will become p- in proportion as

the one p' Mind to guide him,
and, the divine Principle of man remaining p",

divine idea or reflection, man, remains p'.
If . . . he has lost his p" Principle,

If man ever existed without this p- Principle
all that He creates are p" and eternal,
Man is spiritual and p/ ;

and because he is spiritual and p'.

They never had a p' state of being,
in which man is p-, even as the
"Father which is in heaven is p"."— Matt. 5: 48.

to hold man forever intact in his p' state,

brighter "unto the p- day."— Prov. 4: 18.

governing the universe, . . . in p" harmony.
^,i^-^l multiplication of its own pure and p" ideas.
518-28 all must therefore be as p- as the
618-29 as the divine Principle is p'.
552-31 when the p" and eternal Mind is

ap 562-20 which shines "unto the p' day"— Prov. 4: 18.

gl 581- 5 spiritual intuitions, pure and p* ;

683-22 that which is p' and eternal ;

587-17 God is one God, infinite and p",
691-19 of whom man is the full and p- expression ;

594-20 that only which is p', everlasting,
(see also maa)

perfected ^ ^
c 258-22 The human capacities are enlarged and p'

perfectibility
s 110-10 glorious proposition,— man's p'

cp 577-10 nohnpediment . . . to the p' of God's creation.

perfection
and power

g 522- 7 endows man out of God's p' and power.
appears , ,. . , ,

o 353-18 imtil p' appears and reality is reached.

celestial
b 320-32 in celestial p" before Elohim,

Christian
/ 201-18 Christian p' is won on no other basis.

divine , ,.

r 470-25 If . . . man did not express the divine p',
eternal

g 550-13 its eternal p- should ?,ppear now,
God requires

/ 254- 6 God requires p', but not until the
bealtfai and ,

ph 167-14 the divine source of all health and p*.

bis
a 52-10 the ever-present rebuke of his p- and purity.

/ 259-15 If man was once perfect but has now lost his p\
to Spirit ^ ^ . . „ . .

c 264- 3 permanent facts and their p' m Spirit

Instead of
c 260- 1 from imperfection instead of P',

Is gained
b 290-19 P- is gained only by

Is seen
/ 233- 8 p' is seen and acknowledged only by degrees.

leading to

/ 254- 1 human footstepa leading to p*
man's

p 414-28 man's p" is real and unimpeachable,
of being

/ 253- 2 The beauty of holiness, the p" of being,
of I>elty

g 546- 7 assumption . . . would dethrone the p* of Deity.
of Ck>d

p 262- 6 C. S. takes naught from the p' of God,
reaches . , ,

6 290-27 becomes thus only when he reaches p".

relating to , . .

ph 168-19 denies God's spiritual command relatmg to p\
rule of

. , , .
b 336-27 The Science of being furnishes the rule of p',

sends fortb
/ 239-30 The perfect Mind sends forth p',

spiritual , , ,

/ 254-13 mortals grasp . . . spiritual p" slowly;
gl 595-21 imtil . . . disappears and spiritual p- appears.

standard of
,. ^ ^ „

T 470-18 Standard of p" was originally God and man.
g 555-24 We lose our standard of p' . . . when w©

ultimate
sp 97- 4 await the certainty of ultimate p*.

underlies
353-16 P' underlies reaUty.

work up to

/ 233-10 ages must slowly work up to p'.

pr
sp

2-26
72-17
76-27

5 149-11

/ 243-31
290-20
325-14
337-17

O 353-17

p 388-28
424-U

r 470-28
488-29

gl 595-11

perfectly
6 269-17

p 411- 8

perform
a 40- 1

s 159- 1

ph 179- 1

c 261-12

p 387-14
387-17
392-29
431-30

r 478-22
528-16

Do we expect to change p"?
p- is not expressed through imperfection.
a p' discernible only by those who
The rule and its p' of operation never vary
p- does not animate imperfection.
is gained only by p'.
When spiritual being is understood in all its p",

p- is the order of celestial being
Without p', nothing is wholly real.

foolish to stop eating untU we gain p"
since there is no room for imperfection in p*.
If man has lost p', then he has lost his

Soul could reproduce them in all their p* ;

Thomsiim. P' ; the eternal demand of

These Ideas are p" real and tangible to
the student was not p" attuned to

did not p" many wonderful works, until
to p" a needed surgical operation
will p' the sudden cures of which it Is capable;
the strong impulse of a desire to p" his part,

faithfully p- the natural functions of being.
and p" the most vital functions in society.
then p- your office as porter
and p' my functions as usual,
Matter cannot p" the functions of Mind.
in order to p" a surgical operation on him
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performed
* 159-18
528-28

perfume
ph 175-13

p 367-15
r 491- 2

perfumed
p 363- 4 she p' Jesus' feet with the oil,

perfunctory
a 316-13 between this spiritual idea add p* religion,

would have p" the operation without ether,

according to . . . surgery was first p' mentally

profane to fancy that the p' of clover
the oil of gladness and the p- of gratitude,
A delicious p' will seem intolerable.

perhaps
s 55- 6
S 16^25

ph 17S-13
198-17
344-13
358-30

V 363- 2

373- 8

t446- 1

peril
a 42-9

perilous
1450-27

ap 559-30

period
at some

ap 569- 3

P* the early Christian era did Jesus no more
p" 90 ample an exhibition of

P' an adult has a deformity
by a counter-irritant,— p" by a blister, .

would p- mercifully withhold their
whom they have p" never seen
sandal oil p', which is in such common use
while she has struggled long, and p- in vain,
p- communicating his own oad morals,

was in no p* from salary or popularity.

Who, that has felt the p' beliefs
thus prefigured this p' passage

at some p", here or hereafter,
earliest possible

/ 236-24 teach their children at the earliest possible p'
limited

r 494-13 a select number or for a limited p- of thne,
of gestatloam 62-3 p' of gestation have the sanctity of virginity.

particular
a 38-3

remote
/ 247- 2

required
sp 77-13 p' required for this dream of material life,

revolutionary
b 268-11 In this revolutionary p',

for a particular p" and for a select number

comes on at a remote p",

Mlentiflc

p 406-15

single
6 32»- 1

that
sp 95- 4

this

sp 77-16
94-26

ph 197-24

/ 219-30

p 367-17
/ 461- 5

(7 509- 1

ap 570- 3

woman goes forth

as we approach the scientific p', in which

reaching beyond the pale of a single p"

traduced by the siimers of that p-.

This p' will be of longer or
but what would be said at this p' of an
Their diet would not cure dyspepsia at this p\
may not be reached at this p',
place at this p' of which Jesus
must be accepted at tiiis p- by induction.
This p- corresponds to the resurrection,
the growing occultism of this p-.

was approaching
a 47-16 A p' was approaching which would reveal

5 146-27
6 274-30
306-14

p 372-23

periodical
pref xii-13

sp 80- 9

periods
b 271- 4

p 381-14

(7 509-24
511-18

ap 569-29

perish
/ 251-27

> 281-29
296-14
542-18

perishable
6 274- 7
536-2S

perishing
s 147-21 .

perjurer
p43&- 9

perjury
P43S-16

far anterior to the p' in which Jesus lived,
in a manner and at a p' as yet unknown.
If Life or Soul and . . . rtian, unite for a p*
Matter succeeds for a p* only by falsely

the first p* Issued by Christian Scientists.
Yet the very p* containing this sentence

uniting all p" in the design of God.
the times, p\ and types of disease,
The p" of spiritual ascension are the
Infinite ideas, images, mark the p' of progress.
but how many p- of torture it may take

nothing is left which deserves to p'
Our false views of matter p-
so-called pleasures and pains of matter p\
shall p- with the sword."— Ma«. 26; 52.

and symbolizes all that is evil andp'.
give up their belief in p- life

the p' fossils of theories already antiquated,

proved the witness, Nerve, to be a p\

P', treason, and conspiracy against the rights

permanence
m 58-11 true happiness„ strength, and »'.

find p" and peace in a more spiritual adherence.
and the might and p' of Truth.
They have neither Principle nor p',
hence their p\
impart their own peace and p".

permanency
6 281-22 have neither Principle nor p-,
293-28 opposite, the strength and p' of Spirit.

permanent
m 60- 5 a happy and p" companionship.

such a mental method produces p- health.
its establishment as a p" dispensation
but the recovery is not p\
scientific and p- remedy for fatigue
afford no scatheless and p' evidence of either.
the p' facts and their perfection in Spirit
a higher and more p' peace.
happiness would be won . . . and be forever p' ;

spiritual sense, which cognizes Life as p'.
in whom all being is painless and p\

65-27

/215- 3

6 287- 2

r 486-26

(7 516-12

sp 79- 8
5 150- 9

ph 185-27

/ 217-25
232- 6

C264- 2

265-14
6 290-18
306-24

, can help him p",eveniii body, unless

p 414-28

permanently
p 404-31 neither .

permeate
a 37-12 and to p* humanity with purer ideals.

permeated
sp 72- 5 p" by Spirit, that body would disappear

permission
p 378-29 power, without the divine p\ is inconceivable ;

Is there no divine p' to conquer discord
p- is obtained for a trial in the

394-26
434- 8

permit
m 64-27'

/ 227-10

permits
/ 234-32
6 274-23

permittedm 62- 1

p 441- 6

permitting
S 159-26

pernicious
a 38- 4

sp 78-14

p 394-19
r 469-29

peroration
p 433-26

Let not mortals »• a disregard of law
some pubUc teachers p an ignorance of

no more harm than one's belief p*.
Divine Science is absolute, and p" no

only be p- for the purpose of generating,
not p° to enter any suits at the bar of Soul,

how much harmony, or health, matter is p*

more p* than the old doctrine of
Communications gathered from .

their theories are sometimes p',
is as p" to divine theology as

arep-

Ifl the Judge's solemn p-.

perpetrator
p 403- 5 should and does cause the p" to suffer,

will sink its p' Into a night without a star.ap 564- 8

perpetual
m 57-12

64-24
5 119-14

/ 231-15
240-15

C255-4
260-27

6 280-28
283- 5

328-28
p 381-28

441- 7
r 487- 8

(7 501-17

perpetually
s 107-15 Feeling so p
r 496-15

"-'- - "---

ap 564-28

perpetuate
ph 183-15

19&- 8

p 419- 3

(7 542-11

will be p- only as it is pure and true,
spiritual understanding and p- peace.
making Htm guilty of maintaining p' misrule
governing man through p' warfare.
Mind is p' motion.
the p' demand of Truth and Love,
expectation of p' pleasure or pain
p' in His own individuality, harmony, and
Its p- and harmonious action.
Jesus' promise is p".
and abide by the rule of p' harmony,
but be enjoined to keep p' silence,
the p' exercise of the Mind-faculties
than the history of p' evil.

the false consciousness
Hold p- this thought,— that it is the spiritual
serpent is p' close upon the heel of harmony.

nor devised a law to p- error,
false pleasures which tend to p' this
hate will » or even create the belief in
and the denial of truth tend to p' sin,

perpetuated
a 43-19 p' and extended it.

r 466-24 mythology and Jewish theology have p" the

perpetuates
pr 2-20 p' the belief in God as humanly circumscribed,
sp 85- 7 whatever constitutes and p' harmony,
/ 235-23 divine Truth which is Life and p' being,
6 280-29 and p' these qualities in man,
p 399-16 Mortal mind p^ its own thought.

perpetuating,
6 293-16 p- the eternal facts

g 531-18 maintained by God in p- the species?
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perpetuation
m 68-23 The p- of the floral species by bud or

perpetuity
m 61-27 Nothing unworthy of p' should be transmitted

perplexed
S 164- 1

ap 563- 4

perplexing
p 414-19 by troubling and p' their thought.

per se
pr 12-31 only petitioners (p" $ or by proxy)

persecuted
a 33- 6 of old had fed

said : . . . Dark and p", our devious career
We may well be p' at human fear ;

41-26

sp 98- 2

an 104- 6
S 134- 5

134-11

ap 569-30

10-21
a 28-24

29- 9
31-28

S136- 7

139-10

/ 238-12

ap 560-24

, the p- followers of Truth.
P- from city to city, his apostles still

spiritual recompense of the p" is assured

p- and belied by wolves in sneep's clothing,
those who testifled for Truth were so often p*
burned, crucified, and otherwise p' ;

p- the woman which brought forth— Bee. 12; 13.

DersecutinsT
b 326-28 the wrong that he had done in p- Christians,

persecution
pr 5-16 Ingratitude and p' filled it to the brim ;" "'

paid for the privilege of prayer the price of p".
To suppose tnat p- for righteousness" sake
bids us work the more earnestly in times of p*.

foreseeing the p' which would attend the

Despite the p- this brought upon him,
been attended with bloodshed and p\
To fall away from Truth in times of p\ shows
p- of all who have spoken something new

persecutions
a 33-28 the p" which attend a new and higher _

sp 97-32 Earth has no repayment for the p' which
c 266-21 The opposite p- of material sense,

persecutor
a 28- 7 determination to . . is the p" of Tnith and
b 324-19 not at first a disciple of Jesus but a p- of

persecutors
a 27-29 Jesus' p" made their strongest attack upon

The malignity of brutal p",
Jesus' p' nad mocked and
p- had failed to hide immortal Truth and Love
The motives of his p- were pride, envy.
Wiser than his p", Jesus said :

but has been fatal to the p".

perseverance
t 446- 9 p- in the perusal of the book has generally
d 514-16 diligence, promptness, and p- are likened to

persevering
g 515- 5 p" in its intent.

persisted
s 136-32 Jesus patiently p" in teaching and

persistence
t 462-18 sincerity, Christianity, and p" alone win

persistently
6 273-32 when it is opposed promptly and p" by C. S.

contending p- for truth, you destroy error.

43-13
43-16
45-14
51-25

P422-2
op 560-27

person
s 116-24
146-15

/221- 1

222- 4
247-28

b 287-26
301- 3

p 402-31
411- 6
432-13
517-20

personal
pref x-23
m

As the words p- and personal are commonly
clings for salvation to the p', instead of
I knew a p" who when quite a child
This p' learned that food affects the
embellishments of the p- are poor substitutes
Matter is neither a thing nor a p",
the p- in front of the mirror.
The Involuntary pleasure or pain of the p'
just as a p" replies more readily when
namely, that he upon whose p' disease i» found
symbol of God as p" is Mind's infinite ideaL

proved in the p" experiehce of
60-22 passion, frivolous amusements, p' adommenit,
61- 2 within the limits of p' sense.

sp 72-30 Not p' intercommunion but divine law Is the
82- 7 of whose p' existence we may be in doubt?

s 115-24 As the words person and p" are commonly
133- 3 not on the p' Peter as a mortal,

ph 167- 2 to heal the sick out of His p- volition,

/ 238- 4 Science is Working chants in p- character
C 256- 9 (that is, a p" Trinity or Tri-unity)
253- 2 independent workers, p* authors,
266- 6 Would existence without p" friends
266-11 even if you cling to a sense of p" joys,

b 302-27 not in any bodily or p- likeness
312-21 Mortals believe m a finite p" God ;

312-24 A p' sense of God and of man's
334-11 imperceptible to the so-caUed p- senses,
336-32 God is individual and p' in a scientific sense,
351-18 a p' devil and an anthropomorphic God
360- 8 repUes : . . . mine give me such p' pleasure,

p 364-19 material conservatism and for p" homage?
441-27 Your p/ jurors in the Court of Error

t 449-23 according to p' merit or demerit,
g 517-15 but if God is p", there is but one person,

personalities
sp 79-15 on divine Principle, not on material p-,

84-26 without the concession of jnaterial p"
b 315-28 more spiritual than all other earthly p\
r 466- 8 Ansicer.— To human belief, they are p"

(; 649-15 the Mryi of new individuals, or p-,

personality
attractive

r 491-27 wicked man may have an attractive p".

dual , ^
6 334-12 This dual p- of the unseen and the seen.

His . .

g 517-17 His p- can only be reflected, not trananuttcd.

and not merely worship his p".

p 400-19

Person
s 116-29
b 302-26
331-26

person
corporeal

pr 13-20
deceased

sp 81-32
deceitful

p 395-18
His

b 313-11
niat«iial

pr 14-2
no

p 375-14
M55-25

one
m 64-23

sp 73- 3
82-12

g 517-16

scourged In
6 316-25

special
ph 178- 2

third
/204-9

then God is infinite P\— in the sense of
divine, infinite Principle, called P" or God.
Life, Truth, and Love constitute the triune P'

If we pray to God as a corporeal p',

deceased p', supposed to be the communicator,

deceitful p" should not be a nurse.

image of His p- [infinite Mind]."— Heb. 1 .• 3.

as a corporeal, material p-.

No p' is benefited by yielding his
No p' can misuse this mental jwwer, if

Then white-robed purity wiU unite in one p'
Spiritualism calls one p\ . . . material, but
one p" caniiot exist in two different states of
if God is personal, there is but one p',

scourged in p-, and its Principle was rejected.

this particular case and this si>eci{^ p",

resulting In a third p- (mortal man)

m 63-19 p% property, and parental claims of the
71- 3 It is neither p-, place, nor thing,
87- 5 the p" holding the trainsferred picture

sp

a 40-27
hnman

s 138-7
Infinite

S 116-28

116-29
material

&285-7
337- 5

5 544-25
mortal

sp 94-16
not to exalt

« 464-23

physical
6 285-15

sense of
ap 577- 1

Life, Truth, and Love, and not a human p".

If the term . . as appUed to God, means infl-

nitep",
in the sense of infinite p', but not in

What, then, is the material p"
Material p" is not reahsm ;

but a material p' is not this likeness.

pattern of mortal p-, passion, and impulse.

has labored . , not to exalt p'.

Is God a physical p7
even as the material sense of p" yields to

stafement of ,

sp 94- 7 Christian and scientific statement of p:

s 116-27
r 473-24
491-25

personally
sp 95- 5

S 115- 6

p 430-32

If the term p\ as applied to God, means
rather than p- or the man Jesus.

p- is not the individuality of man.

if Jesus were p" present.
any reader, who has not p" demonstratea v. a.

testifies ... I was p- abused

Personal Sense
p 430-20 P- S- is the plaintiff.— "~

False Belief is the attorney for P'S\
acquainted with the plaintiff, P' S',

The testimony for the plaintiff, P'
p',

evidence of P' S" against Mortal Man.
the case for Mortal Man versus PS'
All the testimony has been on the side of P" o*,

in the interest of P" S-, ^ „ . ^ . .... i

testified that he . . knew P- S" to be truthful ;

in the interest of P' 5:. , ^

Turning suddenly to P- S-, by this time silent.

False Belief, the attorney for P- S',
the firm of P- S-, Error, & Co.,

. .„ „ _
False Belief, the counsel for the plamtifit, P" S\

430-22
432- 3
433- 1

433-U
434-15
434-25
436-6
437- 3

437- 8
438-13
438-23
438-31
43»-3
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Personal Sense
p 43*-18 the blind Hypnotiam, and the masked P- S\

440-27 I repudiate the false testimony of P- S'.

441- 5 He also decided that the plaintiff, P' S',
441-lS Reversing the testimony of P' S"
441-30 P- S-, is recorded in our Book of books as a liar.

personification
an 103- 3 The Apostle Paul refers to the p- of evil as

ph 187-12 another illusive p", named Satan.

personified
o 357- 7 Jesus said of p* evU, that it was

persons
and souls

6 280-14 seeks to divide the one Spirit into p- and souls.

and things , . ^. .

,c 263-27 a human and mortal sense of p' and thmga
certain class of

r 478-10 and by a certain class of p\
few

ph 177-31 In such cases a few p- believe the
ft 301- 5 Few p' comprehend what C. S. means by

many
The world believes m many p' ;g 517-15

nine
an 101- 8

or things
(7 514-2

other
348-25

p 413-10
some

s 131-14
such

r 478-10

c 256- 9 The theory of three p- In one God
g 515-19 nor does it imply three p' in one.

a committee of nine p' was appointed,

could not . . . recreate p' or things

and that of other p' as well?
views of parents and other p"

Must C. S. come ... as some p' Insist?

no such p' were ever seen to

sp 74- 3

74-14
6 328-20
t 456-18
r 48^27

ap 560-21

To be on communicable terms with Spirit, p"
must

p- in such oppoaite dreams as the
nunc'

' ' " " ""
.lu.idreds of p' die there annually from
Science makes no concessions to p"

aid, not opposition, from all thinking p\
As it is witn things, so is It with p",

perspicacity
s 128-19 raises the thinker Into his native air of .

perspiration
p 384-17 while In a state of p'

persuaded
p 412- 7 be thoroughly p" In your own mind

persuading
p 441-28 p- Mortal Minds to return a verdict

pertain '

and of the things which p' to Spirito 350- 3

perturbed
p 400-12

439-16

perusal
i 147-16
t445- 6

446- 9

(7 523- 2

pervades
sp 78-17
r 465- 5

perverse
s 118-18

perversion'
ph 189-19

p 421-30

perverted
S 111-14

118-17

/ 218-30

pestilence
m 56-16

sp 96-16
S 158- 8

163-17

/ 210-30

petal
/ 247-24

petalsm 68-1.1

g 606-20

Eradicate the image . . . from the p- thought
in the p: faces of these worthies,

by a simple p' of this book,
thorough p' of the author's publications
Perseverance in the p- of the book has generally

p- of the Scriptural account

If Spirit p- all space,
Absolute C. S. p' its statements,

perverted by a p' material sense of law,

The human mortal mind, by an Inevitable p',

The p: of Mind-science is like

reverses p" and physical hypotheses
p- by a perverse material sense of law.

The meaning of that passage is not p' by

"the p- that walketh in darkness,— Psal. 91 ; 6.

may seem to be famine and p', _^

the sender of disease, "the god of p'.

war, p", and famine, all combined."
Immortal sense includes no evil nor p'.

It Is Love which paints the p- with myriad hues,

and scatters love's p' to decav.
even as He opens the p" of a holy purpose

toP" he said, "Thou art an offence— Matt. 16:23.
p- would have smitten the enemies of his
Like P\ we should weep over the warning,
thou art P'; and upon this rock— Matt. 16;
not on the personal P' as a mortal, but on
It was now evident to P- that divine Life,

18.

can do more for ourselves by humble fervent p",
P' bring to mortals only the results of
If our p' are sincere, we labor for what we ask ;

hypocrisy, which offered long p' for

The »• Intellect is alarmed by constant
for the p" consideration of money,
it starts a p" crossfire over every cripple

Peter
pr 6-25
a 48-21

53-22
S 137-30

138- 3

138- 6

Peter's
s 138- 4 which lay behind P- confession

petition
pr 16-17 our scientific apprehension of the p',

petitioners
pr 12-30 only p" (per se or by proxy)

petitions
pr 2-12

11-21
13-10

gl 597- 7

petros
s 137-31 [the meaning of the Greek word p', or stone]

petty
S 130- 1

< 445-32
460-21

phantasm
/ 222- 1 and that this p' of mortal mind disappears

phantoms
/ 215-20 and flee as p" of error before truth and love.

Pharaohs
/ 226-28 the educational systems of the P', who to-day,

Pharisaical
a 18-11 against P' creeds and practices,

gl 597- 2 and in accordance with P" notions.

Pharisaism
gl 597-11 martyrdom of Jesus was the culminating sin of

Pharisee
a 20- 6

p 362- 3

363-19
364- 9

367-11

gl 592-27

Pharisees
a 28- 1

47-13
52-29

3 117-30
132-14

6 305-32
306-1

To the ritualistic priest and hjTJOcritical P'
a certain P\ by name Simon,
the Master's question to Simon the P' ;

the hospitality of the P- or the
nor, like the P', with the arrogance of rank
definition of

The P' claimed to know and to teach the

thirty pieces of silver and the smiles of the P'.
The accusations of the P- were
leaven of the P- and of the Sadducees.
p- of old thrust the spiritual idea . . . out of

but not so blindly as the P\ who
p- thought that they could raise the spiritual
from

(7 539-22 Disputing these points with the P"

pharmaceutics
s 129-21 We must abandon pv

pharmacist ^ ^

ph 166-10 p- believes in the power of his drugs

pharmacist's
ph 166-13 the doctor's and the p' is a medical

pharmacy
o 342-30
t 460- 8

phase
pref xi- 2

an 102-31
b 321-18

p 419-22
427-13

phases
sp 96-18

/ 249-24
h 311-32
r 488- 1

phenomena
extraordinary

sp 80-16 Science
eropes among u'.u

/ 463- 2 material physician gropes among p , which

Its own
/ 220-18 Mortal mind produces its own p ,

noumenon and
s 114-10 including noumenon and p',

of existence „ , , , . „
p 430- 1 includes aU the p- of existence.

of Improvisation ^ , , .,

sp 89-23 which explains the p- of Improvisation

and take up ontology.

teaching or practising p^ or obstetrics

Its p' is moral, and its medicine is intellectual

only a p" of the action of the human mind.
Its so-called despotism is but a'p' of

was really but a p' of mortal belief,

mortal mind is liable to any p- of belief.

Death is but another p'. of the dream that

sin, sickness, and death, which assume new p"

Sleep and apathy are p- of the dream that

Is not touched by these p" of mortality,

enduring and harmonious p' of things.

explains extraordinary p'
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phenomena
spiritual

sp 88-24 nor are they spiritual p',

pref xi- 1 Many imagine that the p- of physical healing
sp 80-17 Science never removes p- from the
an 101-11 the p- exhibited by a reputed clairvoyant.
p 423-31 They are only p' of the mind of mortals.

phenomenal
s 150- 6 eternal Science, instead of a p' exhibition.

phenomenon
sp 89- 2 This p only shows that the beliefs of

ph 180-14 the human mind governs the body. Its p',
b 277-30 and is therefore a mortal p\
gl 591-22 Miracle. . a p- of Science.

Philadelphia
s 162-31 the famotis P- teacher of medical practice.

philanthropists
s 161-30 if thia old class of p- looked as

p 385- 2 Florence Nightingale and other p'

philanthropy
sp 80-12 I entertain no doubt of the humanity and p
s 151- 8 p' of the higher class of physicians.
t 462-29 nallowed influences of unselfishness, p',

philosopher
/ 216- 1 would have killed the venerable p"
g 556-14 may absorb the attention of sage and p'

philosophy
beatben

g 552- 6 Heathen p\ modem geology, and
bis
m 66-29 making his Xantippe a discipline for his p'
f 215-29 faith of his p spurned physical timidity.

buman
sp 99- 2 Human p\ ethics, and superstition
s 144- 8 beUefs formulated in human p-,
h 269- 9 Human p' has made God manlike.
279-22 Every system of human p' doctrine, and

BCbool of
a 41-19 No ancient school of p, . . . ever taught

sensuous
s 121- 3 the favorite inclinations of a sensuous p

f 209-12 Neither p' nor skepticism can hinder
269- 5 resulted from the p- of the serpent.
271- 8 He knew that the p', Science, and proof of
347- 4 It is said . . to verify this wonderful p-

Phoenician
g 524- 2 la seen in the P' worship of Baal,

phrase
absurd

r 485- 3 Material sense Is an absurd p",
divine service

a 40-28 It is sad that the p' divine service has
"express Image"

h 313-12 the p- "express image"— Heh. 1 . 3.

infinite form
c 257-31 p- infinite form involves a contradiction

mortal mind
s 114-14 the p" mortal mind implies something untrue

Scripture
g 511- 3 and so explains the Scripture p",

self-contradictory
r 478-30 Mortal man is really a self-contradictory p-,

sncb a
g 517- 4 word anthropomorphic, in such a p* as

word or
» 114-18 if a better word or p- could be suggested,

pr lfr-15 In the p-, "Deliver us from evil,"— Afa«. 6: 13.
s 114-15 as the p- is used in teaching C. S.,

gl 598-13 the p' is equivalent to our common statement,

phraseology
354- 7 Why do they use this p', and yet

phrenology
ph 173-22 P- makes man knavish or honest according

173-24 physiology, p , do not define the image of God,
physical

action
p 420-26 gives them all power over every p- action

afflrmation
p 392-11 The p- affirmation of disease

ailments
p 421- 3 p- aliments (so-called) arise from

belief
p 395-27 to feel these ills in p- belief.

418-25 Include moral as well as p- belief la your
gl 582- 4 A p- belief as to life, substance, and

586-18 Flesh. An error of p- belief ;

body
J 124-32 elements and functions of the p- body

2S

physical
causation

b 285-12 P' causation was put aside
causes

s 111-22 to attribute physical effects to p' causes
combination

c 256-24 No form nor p- combination is adequate to
condition

a 4ft-20 Jesus' unchanged p- condition after what
b 297-11 change in either . . affects the p- condition.

p 411-25 as the p' condition is imaged fortn
conditions

sp 77- 8 mortal mind creates its own p" conditions.
s 150-27 p" conditions all his earthly days,

contact
sp 8ft- 2 to be occasioned by p* contact alone,

deatb
an 101-25 Its effects . . . lead to moral and to p- death.

deformity
/ 244- 2 He does not produce moral or p' deformity ;

diagnosis
s 161-26 according to his p- diagnosis,
p 370-20 A p" diagnosis of disease . . tends to induce

disease
s 150-14 in the metaphysical healing of p* disease ;

effect

p 383-26 the illusive p- effect of a false belief,
effects

s 111-22 tendency of the age to attribute p' effects to
145-18 its ethical as well as its p- effects.

145—19 its ethical and p" effects are indissolubly
p 380-15 The p' effects of fear illustrate its

381-10 This fear . . induces the p- effects,

enemies
s 116-16 nor do they carry the day against p" enemies,

ctIIs

p 366- 6 to cast p" evils out of his patient ;

exemption
p 373- 2 In darkness as to the p' exemption which

eye
s 121-17 is invisible to the p- eye,

flnlteness
c 255-16 The human form, or p' finiteness,

force
r '484-15 P' force and mortal mind are one.

forms
c 232-32 Cause does not exist . . In p" forma.

bealing
pref xi- I the phenomena of »• healing in C. S.

xi- 9 The p- healing of C. S. results now, as in
s 150-12 is not primarily one of p" healing.
t 460-10 though used for p- healing.

bumanlty
c 256-14 within the narrow limits of p- humanity,

byitotbeses
s 111-15 reverses perverted and p' hypotheses

infirmity
c 261-18 made him as oblivious of p" infirmity

Jesus
o 51-26 inflicted on the p" Jesus,

knowledge
a 46-28 he rose above the p' knowledge of his disclplea,

law
ph J84-25 what is termed a fatally broken p' law.

laws
m 62- 7 master the belief in so-caUed p- laws,

ph 165-12 Obedience to the so-called p- laws of health

p 381-32 transgressions of the p- laws of health ;

442- 2 adjudged innocent of transgressing p' laws,
life

/ 247- 1 The acute belief of p- life comes on at a
limitations

c 256-28 Mind, cannot proceed from p- limitations,
merely

pr 13-28 men recognize themselves as merely p',
metbods

t 443-16 ordinary p' methods of medical treatment,
nature

s 117- 7 C. S. attaches no p" nature and significance to
need

s 148-29 to render help in time of p' need.
offences

an 105-17 legal rulings wholly to p- offences,

organism
g 555- 5 which brings the p' organism under the

organization
ph 170-30 in either case dependent upon his p- organization,

painsm 67-30 p- pains and pleasures,
personality

b 285-15 Is God a P' personality?
plagues

ap 575- 5 will destroy forever the p' plagues
power

» 131-11 the superiority of spiritual over p- power.
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physical
proximity

sp «J-15
realm

p 427-25

science
S 124- 3

127-23
144-23

sensation
pr 7-17

sense
m
sp

sp

60-25
64-31
8ft-21

s 124-17

•ph 191-25

b 304-19
• 322-19
r 479- 1

493- 6
493- 7

493-22

g 531-11

tl 582-21
591- 1

senses
pr 15-7
a 38-21

46-14
71-25
75-4
88-20

5 108- 2
114- 7

117-24
120- 7

120-21
120-28

122- 1

ph 173- 1

188-28
192-20

/231- 2

6 273- 3

274-17
284-21
293-32
311-26
327-17
353- 3
353- 5

T 479-16

sight
sp 87-32

structure
ph 197-11

supports
pref x-20
symptoms
ph 194- 6

p 422- 6
t 453-11

testimony
6 295- 4

tlieories
t 123-13

despite his p' proslmlty,

acknowledged as supreme In the p" realm,

P- science (so-called) is human knowledge.
There is no p' science, inasmuch as
divine Science wars with so-called p' science,

P- sensation. produces material ecstasy

p- sense, not discerning the true happiness
voices of p" sense will be forever hushed,
no less a quality of p- sense than feeling,

explained on the basis of p' sense
P' sense defines mortal man as based on
not, therefore, at the disposal of p' sense,
until his p" sense of pleasure yields to
If a chilcf is the offspring of p' sense
All the evidence of p- sense and all the

knowledge obtained from p- sense must yield
takes away this p' sense of discord,
sometime rise above all material and p' sense,

P' sense put out of sight and hearing ;

through a p' sense of God as finite

The Father In secret is unseen to the p- senses,
few of the pleasures of the p' senses,

?
roved to the p" senses that his body
t is the offspring of the p' senses,

in the existence cognized by the p" senses,
nor understood through the p" senses,

antagonistic to the testimony of the p" senses
is based on the evidence of the p' senses,
Evidence drawn from the five p" senses
reverses the false testimony of the p' senses,

reversing the testimony of the p' senses,
instead of reversing the testimony of the p'
senses.

The evidence of the p' senses often reverses

acting through the five p' senses
tlie p" senses have no immediate evidence ol

p- senses must give up their false testimony,
or the so-caUed p' senses will get the victory.
The p" senses can take no cognizance of God
what we erroneously term the five p' senses
The p" senses can obtain no proof of God.
The five p' senses are the avenues and
The objects cognized by the p' senses
To the p' senses, the strict demands of
The » senses and Science have ever
till the testimony of the p' senses yields
hear, feel, or use any of the p" senses?

or altogether gone from p" sight

The less that Is said of p" structure

till all p' supports have failed,

change in . . . changes aU the p- symptoms,
and certain moral and p' symptoms seem
the morbid moral or p' symptoms

proof of the unreliability of p' testimony,

Divine Science, rising above p' theories,
tliougbt-talcing

p 365-10 the supposed necessity for p
timidity

/ 215-29

universe
r 484-13

'wants
P413-4

'Weariness

/ 217-26
ivorld

» 12&- 1

sp 71-28
74-28
99- 1

S 111- 6
111- 9
114-24
115-21
118-29
119-13
132-25
148-13

ph 170-28

/ 218-31
245-26
246-13

thought-taking

his philosophy spurned p* timidity.

p' universe expresses the .. . . thoughts of

the undue contemplation of p" wants

or any illusion of p' weariness,

functions of the physical body and of the p" world

are alike material and p'.
and the p\ or corporeal.
not p' but metaphysical,
C. S. is natural, but not p\
departing from the realm of the p\
explains all cause and effect as mental, not p\
definition of
these definitions portray law as p\
all disasters, p" and moral,
salvation from all error, p' and mental,
define man as both p' and mental.
The description of man as purelv p\
the moral and p' are as one in their results.
for the mental state governed the p\
As the p' and material, the transient sense

physical
C 258- 6

260-23
6 285-15

288-10
290-11
299- 5

p 405-27
412-20

r 492- 9

physicality
gl 587-11

physically
fl 54-29
5 151-12

ph 188-19

/ 220-27
6 325-21

p 369-30
370- 2

375-20
/445- 5

r 466-30
495-13

ap 564- 6

material belief in a p' God and man.
evolves bad p' and moral conditions.
Spirit is not p-.
When the final p- and moral eiTects of C. S. are
That Life or Mmd is finite and p' ... is false.
which has no p- antecedent reahty
it is hastening on to p' and moral doom.
and array your mental plea against the p'.
will uplift the p' and moral standard

a supposition of sentient :} ;

If that . . . glorified man were p' on earth
to benefit the race p' and spiritually, •

E
reduced p' by the pleasure of a dream,
etter moraUy or p'

demands of Truth upon mortals p" and
No man is p- healed in wilful error
must be better spiritually as well as p'.
while restoring htm p- through divine Love,
who attempts to kill morally and p'.

making mankind better p', morally, and
and sets the captive free p' and morally,
incites mortals to kill morally and p"

physician (see also physician's)
alarm of the

t 446-.8 either arise from the alarm of the p". or
and patient
ph 174-29

177-26

any
p 416- 9

her former
s 156-13

his
ph 193- 3

193-24
193-30

/221- 8
his own

s 144-28
material

M63- I

mental
p 368-32

must understand
p 417-25

old-school

p375-8
ordinary

S 159-31

p 379- 5

pre$cril>es
ph 198-19

who lacks

p 366-12

the thought of both p- and patient
even though p' and patient are expecting

Yet any p-— allopathic, homoeopathic, botanic,

her former p- hjid prescribed these remedies,

On entering the house I met his p',
I have been informed that his p" claims to
and what his p' said of the case.
His p' also recommended that he

every man will be his own p\

The material p' gropes among phenomena,

Once let the mental p' believe in the
itand
To do this, the p' must understand

The old-school p" proves this when

the ordinary p
where the ordinary p

is liable to
looks for causes.

thep' prescribes drugs.

The p' who lacks sympathy for his

s 149-17 A p' of the old school remarked
161-31 p' agrees with his "adversary— Matt. 5." 25.

163-10 if there were not a single p\ surgeon,
ph 193- 4 The p' had just probed the ulcer

344-27 when the p' may perchance be an infidel

p 366-17 p- lacks faith in the divine Mind
369-22 p" must also watch, lest he be overwhelmed
403-32 p" should be familiar with mental action
417-22 Disease should not appear real to the p',
422- 9 the book will become the p",

physician's
ph 198- 8 is Increased by the p" words.

physicians
class of

s 151- 9

given by
ph 179-32

her
$ 158-32
159- 5

philanthropy of the higher class of p'.

Descriptions of disease given by p"

her p" Insisted that It would be unsafe
she was compelled by her p' to take It.

P- should not deport themselves as if

P\ . . . should be models of virtue.

p' should be able to teach it.

p- examine the pulse, tongue, lungs.

ph 180-11
235-19
235-24

p 370-32

physics
almve

6 269-11
belief in

s 155-15
disbelief in

p 397-20
doctrines of

s 132-19 from doctrines of p" or of divinity ;

physiology, and
/ 222-28 physiology, and p- had made him one.

Metaphysics is above p",

universal belief in p- weighs against the

In exact proportion to your disbelief in p",
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physics
place of , , .

gl 585-19 metaphysics taking the place of p' ;

rely upon ^. ^ ,

g 549-22 false systems, which rely upon p
systems of . .

« 160- 3 systems of p" act against metaphysics,

theolo^ and
, ,,_...,

pref viii- 6 Theology and p- teach that both

s 150-18 science (so-called) of p' would have on©

ph 170-21 always in opposition. ... to p'.

physiological
an 101-15 p- and therapeutical questions,

physiologists
ph 197-19 hardier than our trained p'.

Physiology „ „
p 430-23 Materia Medica, Anatomy, P-, Hypnotism,

431^13 the prisoner summoned P\ Materia Medica,
43&-16 professed friends, Materia Medica and P',
437-22 Materia Medica, Anatomy, P\
439-18 Scholastic Theology, Materia Medica, P",

physiology
adherence to ^ . .

ph 16&-23 through adherence to p' and hygiene,
and health ^ ^ , .

ph 179-21 Treatises on anatomy, p", and health,

and pathology , , . ,^ ,

6 294-16 taught, as they are by p" and pathology,
and Spirit , ^ „ . ..

ph 182- 9 We cannot obey both p" and Spirit,

exalts matter
, , ,,. ^

s 148-25 P' exalts matter, dethrones Mmd,
or therapeutics , . ^

an 101-18 nothing in common with either p" or therapeu-
tics."

theolofTT and
a 141-32 now occupied by scholastic theoloogy and p".

S144-9
148-27

ph 165- 1

173-17
173-23
179-16

/ 222-27

ff 556-25

physique .

a 46-13
r 475-14

pick
sp 99-12

pictorial
sp 8&-27

picture
sp 87- 6

ph 174-27
198-21

C 254-6
6 305- 5

310- 1

C 526-25

pictured
sp 91- 2

g 514-21

pictures
sp 86-31

87-2
92-11

ph 195-26

/ 244-29

p 379-27

piece.
/21i-16

pieces
a 47-12

pierced
a 50-29

pierces
fR 66- 7

/ 210-20

piety
a 2^24
sp 98-26

PUate
a 48-26

48-27
52-15

In human philosophy, p-, hygiene.
When p" fails to give health
p- is one of the apples from.
p- continues this explanation, . ^ .

p-, phrenology, do not define the Image of God,
can even educate a healthy horse so far in p*
fear, hygiene, p', and physics
Ontology, receives less attention than p".

Master said plainly that p* was not Spirit,
Man is idea, . . , he is not p".

None may p' the lock nor enter by some other

can all be taken from p' thought and memory

or for the person holding the transferred p'
Why . . . p" this disease to the mind,
a p' of healthy and harmonious formations,
when the mental p' is spiritual and eternal.

A p" in the camera or a face, reflected In the
The p' is the artist's thought objectified,
second biblical account is a p* of error

Have you ever p" this heaven and earth,
the millennial estate p" by Isaiah :

P- are mentally formed before the
Mind-readers perceive these p' of -thought.
In old Scriptural p" we see a serpent
remarkable only for their exaggerated p'.
Even Shakespeare's poetry p- age as infancy,
p- drawn on the body by a morta^ mind.

this so-called mind instead of a p' of the flesh.

The traitor's price was thirty p' of silver

sharper than the thorns which p' his flestx.

a broken reed, which p* the heart.

Truth p
• the error of mortality

requisite proofs of their own p',
connection with faith and p*.

P* was drawn into acquiescence with th«
P' was ignorant of the consequences of
Herod and P' laid aside old feuds

PUate's
a 49- 1

pUed
r 494-28

pilgrim
o 22- 1

ph 174-15

/25t-31
ap 574r- 4

pilgrimage
ph 166- 8

/ 202-18

pillar
ap 566-10

pillars
ap 558- 5

558-16

pillow
p 365-2

pin
/228- 7

pinching
p 383-29

pine-tree
s 129-25

pinions
pr 4-31
jn 58- 3
s 107-12

ph 191-14
6268- 3
298-28

1454-20

pinnacle
J 448-11

pinning
a 22-25

pioneer
pre/ vii-24

vii-25
a 28-31

pious
sp 77- 1

Plson
gl 593- 1.

pitiful
s 158-18
b 327- 8

p 367- 4

pitilessly
(446-3

pity
a 49-16
o 348-10

place
and power

p;i 167-13
J 450-14

everlasting
sp 99-27

gave
ph 193-11

give
/ 209-21
C 264- 4
b 285-19

p 428-12
t 458-21
r 476-19

(7 549-7
given

pr 9-11
s 133-31

gives .

pref xi-13

ph 176-14
6 339-23

giving
«266-4

has no
6 282-16
282-17

have no
pr 9-24
r 469-23

her
f 461-0

PLACE

women at the cross could have answered P*
question.

its lap p' high with immortal fruits.

borrow the passport of some wiser p*.
Whoever opens the way in C. S. is a p" and
P- on earth, thy home is heaven ;

adapted to console the weary p'.

Mohammedan believes in a p- to Mecca
The days of our p' will multiply

a p' of cloud by day and of fire by night,

and his feet aa p' of fire :
— Rev. 10; 1.

Its feet are p" of fire, foundations of Truth and

the thorns they plant in the p' of the sick

subject for mortal belief to p" theories upon ;

p- and pounding the poor body.

Can we gather peaches from a p',

creeds clip the strong p' of love.

Unity of spirit gives new p' to joy,
fresh p' are given to faith and understanding,
transformed Dy Truth on its p' of light.
With like activity have thought's swift p'
flying on spiritual, not matenal, p'.

Right motives give p" to thought,

casts thee down from 'the p*.

p' one's faith ... to another's vicarious effort.

It is the task of the sturdy p- to hew the tall oak
must declare what the p' has accomplished,
await, in some form, every p; of truth.

The p" Polycarp said : "I cannot turn at once

definition of

It is p- to lead men into temptation through the
What a p- sight is malice, finding pleasure in

p' patience with his fears and the removal

dealing p' with a community tmprepared for

No human eye was there to p", no ^nn to save.

It is a p- that the medical faculty and clergy

cannot successfully usurp the p" and power
nor play the traitor for p" and power.

everlasting p' to the scientific demonstration of

its death-pallor gave p* to a natural hue.

they all must give p" to the spiritual fact

must finally give p; to the glorious forms whicn
to give p- to a diviner cense of intelligence

sweep away the false and give p" to tne true,

summoned to give p" to higher law,
must disappear to give p' to the facts

will finally give p" to higher theories and

If selfishness has giyen p- to kindness,
not quite given p' to the true knowledge of God.

as necessarily as darkness gives p" to light
mechanism of the human mind gives p' to
until the finite gives p' to the infinite,..

giving p' to man's higher individuality

matter has no p" in Spirit,
and Spirit has no p' in matter.

material sense and human will have HO p'.
for evil can have no p", where

Others could not take her p\
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place
fn Its old

/ 212- 4 and the pain seems to be in its old p'.
In our institutions

s 141^1 Give to it the p" in our institutions of learning
In which

a 44- 6 a p' in which to solve the great problem
Is no

r 480- 3 and there is no p" where God is not,
g 504-12 there is no p' where God's light is not seen,

nor opportunity
/ 232-32 neither p" nor opportunity in Science for error

nor power
6 327-20 evil has In reality neither p* nor power

nor thing
sp 71- 3 It is neither person, p', nor thing,

occuDles the
p 367-17 A Christian Scientist occupies the p' at this

of modes
p 406- 7 when, in p' of modes and forms,

of Spirit
g 622-18 erroneous theory, matter takes the p' of Spirit.

one
sp 90-22 yet their bodies stay In one p".
g 606-16 gathered together unto one p",

— Gen. 1 : 9
same

6 287-13 fountain send forth at the same p'— Jas. 3 : U.
Such a

p 362- 8 she was debarred from such a p"
supreme

s 156-32 and Mind takes its rightful and supreme p\
take

TO 59-32 Separation never should take p',
takes

I 463-17 When this new birth takes p", the C. S. infant

g 549- 3 taJies p- apart from sexual conditions.

taking
g 504-17 represented as taking p- on so many evenings

taking the
gl 685-19 metaphysics taking the p' of physics ;

their
ap 56(^-28 neither was their p* found— Rev. 12 : 8.

thereof

ph 190-28 the p- thereof shall know It no more.— Psal.
103:16.

r 476-28 the p- thereof shall know it no more."— Psal.
103 : 16.

to make
s 130-19 denied and cast out to make p' for truth.

took
ph 193-16 in the afternoon when this took p*.

took the
ph 165-14 material theories took the p" of

a 31-2
sp 72-10
5 148-14

ph 165- 9

167-5
/ 238-29
h 291-19
r 469-23
486-30

ap 565-30
573-20

placed
pr 5-7
a 47-19

/ 239-17
6 305- 1

p 431-22

(?537-5

places
m 60-26

61-14
i 453-21

g 535- 5

637-27
638- 5

God will never »• it in such hands.
in the p" of darkness all is light.
Both . . . p- mind at the mercy of
to p' this so-called mind at the mercy of
Soul-existence, in the p" of sense-existence,
p' the fact above the falsehood,
"In the p" where the tree faUeth,— Eccl. 11 : 3.

when we admit that, . . . evil has a p* in this
would p' man in a terrible situation,
hath a p' prepared of God.— Rev. 12; 6.

in p' of this false sense was the

p" under the stress of circumstances.
p' a gulf between Jesus and his betrayer,
we must learn where bur affections are p"
p- at the disposal of illusions,
covered with a foul fur, p' on me the night of
P' at the east of the garden— Gen. 3; 24.

12

So physical sense, . . . p* It on a false basis.
If some fortuitous circumstance p' promising
spiritual wickedness in high p\
the other to be garnered into heavenly p'.
text is made to appear contradictory in some p

. Truth p- the cherub .wisdom at the gate
ap 559-12 heard In the desert and In dark p- of fear.

663-30 "spiritual wickedness In high p."— Eph. 6

plagiarisms
pref X- 6 and filled with p- from Science and Health.

plague
p 40.5-22 better to be exposed to every p' on earth than

plagues
s 133- 9 saved the Israelites from belief in the p'.

ap 574- 7 full of the seven last p\— Rev. 21 ; 9.

674-18 the seven angelic vials full of seven p",
W&- 6 the physical p" imposed by material sense.

plain
pref vii- 7

5 137-13
143- 5

/ 245-29
o 346- 9

g 527-15

plainly
o 46-13
6 279- 3
314-U
320- 2

320-17
332-28

p 400-30

plaintiff
p 380-12

430-21
432- 3

433- 1

437- 3

439-3
441-5
441-30

plaintive
a 51- 1

planm 69-13
r 493- 6

planchette
sp 80-22

plane
sp 75-18

77- 9

/ 225-32
C256- 2
o 349-25

ff 514- 3

ap 573- 3

planes
/22&-3

planet
P364-3

planetary
(7 504-31

planets
an 102-12

/240-7
plank

M58-2
458-8

plans
p399-7

plant
every

g 520-19
626-4

fibres of a
r 488-23

gfTOWS
g 520-24

Mind made
a 509-23

species of a
ap 660-20

pref xi-23
a 64- 9
S 147-19

/223- 1

224- 6
b 269-22
O 351- 6

p 365-2

planted
s 133-25

/ 231-31
235-26

plants
<454-7

platform
a 37-20

an 106- 2

/ 226-14
330- 8

M58- 1

458- 2
458- 8

platitudes
t 416-25

make p- to benighted understanding the way of
it is p" that Jesus completely eschewed the
It is p' that God does not employ drugs
P' that decrepitude is not accordmg to law,
The nothingness of nothing is p- ;

It is p- also that material perception.

Master said p" that physique was not Spirit,
New Testament writer p' describes faith,
showed p' that their material views were
Christp- declared, "I am the way,— JohnH:
text declares p- the spiritual fact of being,
which were p" incarnate' in the good and
Scriptures p- declare the baneful influence of

8.

as though the defendant should argue for the p'
Personal Sense is the p-.
acquainted with the p-. Personal Sense,
The testimony for the p'. Personal Sense,
he was on intimate terms with the p',
the p\ Personal Sense, is a buyer for this firm.
He also decided that the p\ Personal Sense,
p , Personal Sense, is recorded in our

the p- cry, "Eloi, EM, lama— Mark 15; 34.

sense of increasing number in God's infinite p\
solar system as working on a different p".

Even p"— the French toy which

on the same p- of belief as those who
Death wiU occur on the next p" of existence
on the lowest p' of human life.

Advancing to a higher p- of action,
while dweUing on a material p%
recreate persons or things upon its own p'.
The Revelator was on our p' of existence,

found on higher p' of existence

the best man that ever trod this p*.

No ... p' revolutions form the day of Spirit.

The p' have no more power over man than
Suns and p* teach grand lessons.

The chief p' In this platform Is the doctrine
Another p- in the platform is this.

Mortal mind p' the exercise, and puts the

every p' of the field before It— Gen. 2; 6.

"every p' of the field before It— Gen. 2; 5.

no more sensation, . . . than the fibres of a p*

the p' grows, not because of seed or soil,

the
Mind made the "p" of the field— Gen. 2; 5.

the genus and species of a p"

the charge to p' and water His vineyard.
All must sooner or later p" themselves in Christ,

p- you firmly on the spiritual groundwork of

p' ourselves upon what is pure and perfect.
shall p- our feet on firmer ground.
I therefore p- myself unreservedly on the
if we p" ourselves on a material basis.

the thorns they p- in the pillow of the sick

him who p' Christianity on the foundation of

p- on the Evangelist's statement that

patient's feet may be p' on the rock

and p" the feet hi the true path,

into a mutilated doctrinal p'.

to drop from the p" of common manhood
God has built a higher p' of human rights.
When the following p' Is understood
Mental quackery rests on the same p-
The chief plank in this p- is the doctrine that
Another plank in the p- is this.

Not human p*, but divine beatitudea.
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Platonic
s 112- 8 adherents of the Socratic, the P',

platter
p 382-12 merely the outside of the p\

play
s 155- 2 Presently the child ... is at p*.
b 338-21 Here a dam is not a mere p' upon words ;

t 450-14 nor p" the traitor for place and power.

playing
g 557- 2 moving and p' without harm, like a fish.

plea
p 391- 1 to overthrow the p' of mortal mmd,

412-20 and array your mental p: against the physical
417-17 When you silence the witness against your p-,
418-10 half equal to the truth of your p-,
430-15 in which the p- of C. S. heals the sick.

441-10 The p- of False BeUef we deem unworthy of a

plead
pr' 2-27 Shall we p' for more at the open fount,

3-20 We p' for unmerited pardon
15-18 we must deny sin and p' God's aUness,

p 391-19 supposed to say, "I am sick," never p- guilty.
391-22 If you say, "I am sick," you p" guilty.
395- 3 should p- in opposition to the testimony of
412- 4 p" the case scientifically for Truth.
418- 7 P" with an honest conviction of truth

pleading
pr 2-W The mere habit of p" with the divine Mind,

pleads
pr 2-19 as one p' with a himian being,

pleas
ph 182-26 P' for drugs and laws of health come from

pleasant
m 65-24 fermentation even of fluids is not p\
H 525-31 every tree that is p- to the sight,— Gen. 2; 9.

530-23 more p- to the eyes than

pleasantestm 58-32 and this is the p- thing to do.

pleasem 58-31 how she may p- her husband,"— / Cor. 7; 34.

s 160-26 as they p" or as disease directs,

(7 534-21 in the flesh cannot p- God.— Rom. 8 ; 8.

l>leased
sp 80-23 which years ago p' so many people
r 478-27 "But when it p- God,— Gal. 1 ; 15.

pleasing
fr 600- * worthy of the Lord unto all p",— Col. 1 ; 10.,

pleasurable
c 265-32 if they wrench away false p- beliefs

g 506-28 Upon Adam devolved the p' task of

pleasure
and pain

sp 92- 5 experiencing p* and pain,
b 298-17 alternating between a sense of p" and pain,
r 472-14 Error is a supposition that p" and pain,

beliefs of
b 327- 6 destroy the false beUefs of p\ pain, or

confers no
a 40- 1 once admit that evil confers no p",

p 404-23 show him that sin confers no p',
false

6 308-12 false p', pain, sin, sickness, and death."
finding

6 322-23 finding p- in it and refraining . . . only through
327- 8 malice, finding p" in revenge I

gives
ph 195- 8 All that gives p" to our educated senses

good
p 442-28 It is your Father's good p-— Luke 12 : 32.

have no
s 107-19 must say, "I have nop" in them."— Eccl. 12; 1.

His good
sp 99- 9 to will and to do of His good p"—P/it7. 2: 13.

lUnsIon of
p 398-22 destroy the illusion of p' in intoxication.

Instead of
p 435-13 p- instead of pain, and life Instead of death.

knowledge and
g 532-17 Knowledge and p\ evolved through

living only for
a 38-27 living only for p" or the gratification of the

loses
6 327-11 Then he loses p- In wickedness,

memory of
/ 212-10 more vivid than the memory of p*.

no abiding
b 327- 2 there is no abiding p" in evU,

DO real

p 404- 8 there is no real p- in false appetites.
404-20 that there is no real p- in sin, is one of the

pleasure
nor pain

6 327- 4 neither p" nor pain, appetite nor passion,
of a dream

ph 188-19 produced physically by the p' of a dream.
or pain

sp 76-24 without a single bodUy p- or pain,
/ 224- 7 Every sensuous p- or pain is self-destroyed
c 260-27 the expectation of perpetual p- or pain
p 402-30 The involuntary p' or pain of the person

418- 4 destroying all beuef in material p- or pain.
pain and

(see pain)
pain or

(see palD>
personal

o 360- 9 replies : . . . mine give.me such personal p*,
rather than

/ 212- 8 Why need pain, rather than p\ come to
sense of

b 298-17 alternating between a sense of p' and pain,
322-19 until his physical sense of p" yields to a

so-caUed
s 13S-24 the sinful, so-caUed p" of the senses.

supposed
pr 6-12 Every supposed p' in sin will furnish more than

c 260-31 If we look to the body for p\ we find pain ;

b 285- 2 cannot be cognizant . . . of p- or of pain.
294-28 The inebriate believes that there is p' in

r 490- 1 It assures mortals that there is real p" in sin ;

g 526-29 The name Eden, according to Cruden, means p*,

pleasures
and pains

sp 77-14 embracing its so-caUed p- and pains,
/ 222-13 less faith in the so-called p" and pains of matter.
232-28 so-caUed p' and pains of sense pass away

b 294-22 the p" and pains of matter to be myths,
296-14 so-called p- and pains of matter perish,
302-10 and that the so-called p' and pains,
308-18 matter with its false p- and pains,

p 382-28 nothingness of the so-caUed p' and pains of
390-10 to exchange the p" and pains of sense for the

false

ph 196- 7 the false p' which tend to perpetuate
b 308-18 matter wHh its false p' and pains,

few of the
a 38-21 Jesus experienced few of the p' of the

hopes and
c 265-27 The loss of earthly hopes and p'

material
a 39-23 material pains and material p" to pass away,

of human sense
b 327-32 the nothingness of the p' of himsan sense

of sense
c 265-29 quickly inform us that the p* of sense are

of the table
s 129-31 author's smaU estimate of the p- of the table.

pains and
m 67-31 physical pains and p",
/ 202- 8 so-called pains and p' of material sense,
T 491-28 awake, we dream of the pains and p- of matter.

unreal as his
/ 241- 9 sensualist's affections are . . . unreal as his p*.

a 21-29 The company is aUuring and the p- exciting.
39-32 so long as he believes in the p' of sin?

p 405-30 pains of sinful sense are less harmful than its p*.

pleasure-trip
a 21-28 He is like a traveUer going westward for a p-.

plentifully
s 113- 4 The letter of Science p' r.eaches hiimanlty

plot
a 47-25 His dark p" feU to the groimd,

plotted
a 47-23 he p- the betrayal of Jesus

pluck
s 141- 7 cut oft the right hand and p" out the right eye^

plump
ph 175-27 empurpled the p" cheeks of our ancestors,

plunged
b 313-24 He p- beneath the material surface of things,
329-30 deeper the error into which mortal mind is p*,

g 556-31 p' his infant babe, . . . into the water

plural
r 466-23 Soul or . . . cannot be rendered In the p".
g 515-17 The name Elohim is in the p*.

plurality
g 515-17 this p- of Spirit does not imply more than one
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piiennia
gl 598- 1 The Greek word for wind (p-)

598- 3 "'The wind [p] bloweth where— John 3 ; 8.

598- 5 is bom of tlie Spirit [p]."— John 3: 8.

598-12 but this word ghosl iap-.

poet
pref ix-10 As a certain p- says of himself,
m 66- 1 immortal Shakespeare, great p' of hiunanity :

sp 88- 2 which the p- Tennyson expressed
ph 176- 1 "Where ignorance is bliss, . . . says the English p- ,

/ 21&-21 "The wish," says the p-, "is ever father to the
332- 7 quoted with approbation from a classic p' :

poetry
sp 8^19 It possesses of itself all beauty and p-,

f 244-29 Even Shakespeare's p- pictures age as

p 378- 2 even as p" and music are reproduced in imion

point
at every

a 43-27 must overcome the human at every p".
at Issue

s 126-15 The p- at issue ... is this :

at no
. , , ..

b 282-20 At no p' can these opposites mingle or umte.
g 531-30 theory of material life at no p- resembles

at that
g 549-27 At that p', however, even this great Observer

beyond faith
, ^ . . , ,. ,j i.

/ 241-23 One's aim, a p" beyond faith, should be
central . „ „

t 454-30 the central p" of C. S.

contains the
, .„ , , ^ ^i . .»

r 466-16 contains the p' you will most reluctantly admit,

every
o 358-11 sustains logically . . . every p- it presents.

for each one , . ^ .

ph 195-11 The p- for each one to decide is,

fundamental . .^ , .

ph 167-29 On this fundamental p", timid conservatism is

grand . . . ^ j
s 116-13 "Works on metaphysics leave the grand p*

sp 91- 7 Here is the great p- of departure for all true

leading
r 467-21 This is a leading p- in the Science of Soul,

of a diamond ^„ . , . ,

g 521-16 the p' of a diamond and the pen of an angel.

of emergence
g 553-25 as the p- of emergence for the human race,

of self-destruction

p 374-32 or increases it to the p" of self-destruction.

strong
t 455-28 This strong p- In C. S. is not to be overlooked,

this
pr &-27 Do you really desire to attain this p' 7

sp 95-12 Whoever reaches this p" of moral culture

/ 206-23 The Scriptures are definite on this p',
221-14 At this p- C. S. saved him,

'6 326-17 This p' won, you have started as you
this very

a 27-30 made their strongest attack upon this very p".

won a
/ 217-19 and you have won a p" in Science.

a 30-21

m 66-20
S118- 6

/240-5
e 293-27
299-10

t 447-25

ap 561- 6
571- 1

pointed
pr 7-3
a 24- 9
s 132-31

ph 184-32

/ 225-11
b 315-25
< 462-17
r494- 9

pointedly
o 53-6

pointing
an 102-10
(444-16

points
sU

S 148-16
O 353-20

op 564-15

to p- out the way of Truth and Life.

wait patiently on divine wisdom to p" out the
Did not this parable p- a moral

ally to Mind, the spiritual intelligence
and p" to matter's opposite, the strength and
they p' upward to a new and glorified trust,

remove the mask, p' out the illusion,
at a p- of so-called embryonic life.

but they are not so willing to p- out the evil

Jesus' reproof was p' and pungent
healing currents of Truth are p' out.

once p' his disciples to Jesus as
She looked and saw that it p' due east.

but Science, heeding not the p' bayonet,
The divine conception of Jesus p' to this truth

nothing difficult . . . when the way is p- out ;

Jesus p' the way for them.

He rebuked sinners p" and unflinchingly.

The p- of the needle to the pole symbolizes
Let us be faithful in p" the way through Christ,

Anatomy takes up man at all p- materially.
We must give up the spectral at all p".

Since Jesus must have been tempted In all p".

points
cardinal

a 52-22 Thcie were the two cardinal p- of Mind -healing,
ap 577-13 but its four cardinal p' are :

certain
p 422-27 and renders them fatal at certain p*,

doctrinal
o 361- 3 C. S. intervenes, explains these doctrinal p",

hold these
p 414-25 Hold these p" strongly in view.

important
p 404-21 one of the most important p- in the theology of
r 497- 1 the important p', or religious tenets, of C. S. .

leading
p 425- 7 take up the leading p- included

metaphysical
p 397- 1 By not perceiving vital metaphysical p',

two essential
349-10 Two essential p' of C. S. are,

S 107- 7

122-20
129-29
138-15

ph 170-12
b 275-28
277-18

p 394- 9
/ 454-15

g 539-22

poison
ph 177-25

177-29
178-4

/ 215-28

p 383-21

poisonous
pr 12-21
S 133-12

157-18

p?l 169-32
178- 3

/243- 4

(7 515- 7

apodictical Principle p" to the revelation of

p- to fair weather in the midst of
The very name, illusion, p" to nothingness.
His sublime summary p- to the religion of Love.
p' to the self-sustaining and eternal Truth.
misleads thought and p' to other gods,
p- to the spiritual truth and Science of being.
to act in the direction which Mind p' out.

p' out to his student error as well as truth.

Disputing these p' with the Pharisees

If a dose of p' is sv/allowed through mistake,
as if the p' had been intentionally taken.
set down as a p" by mortal mind.
Socrates feared not the hemlock p-.
The tobacco-user, eating or smoking p"

to be apparently either p' or sanative.
healed of the p- stings of vipers.
If . . . then drugs cannot be p-.
The good that a p" drug seems to do is evil,
believe . . . the drug used, to be p',
divine Love, which made harmless the p" viper,

serpent of God's creating is neither . . . nor p-,

poisons
ph 170- 2 and according to belief, p; the human system

polar
ap 575-27

pole
an 102-10

policy
( 452-23

politicalm 59-11
6 340-27

politicians
ph 197-20 more honest than our sleek p\

pollen
/ 235- 1 carmot go forth, like wandering p',

Polycarp
sp 77- 1 pious P' said : "I cannot turn at once from

polytheism
c 256-10 suggests p*, rather than the one ever-present

pomegranates
fr 600- * and the p- bud forth.— Song 7: 12.

the Word, the p' magnet of Revelation ;

The pointing of the needle to the p' symbolizes

take no risks in the p- of error.

nor. . . be expected to understand p" economy,
civil, criminal, p', and religious codes ;

pomp
/ 224-14

ponderm 68-21

ph 170-25

ap 559-21

pondered
o 359-25

poor
pr 8-22

8-24
a 27-6

31- 1

33-25
34-16
58-20
132- 8
142-13

ph 168- 1

/ 247-28
C259- 9
6 337-23
345-22
347-16

m
s

and array His vicegerent with p" and splendor ;

it may have caused the good to p'
to p" somewhat the supremacy of Spirit,
Read this book . . . Study it, p- it.

she p" the meaning of that Scripture

If we turn,away from the p", we are not
the reward of Him who blesses the p\
to the p- the gospel is preached."— Luke 7: 22,

he was found preaching the gospel to the p'.

preaches the gospel to the p-,
the meek

and preach Christ, or Truth, to the p-,
a P' augury for the happiness of wedlock.
the p- have the gosoel preached— MaK. 11 ; 5.

If the . . . turn the p' and the stranger from
is a p- shift for the weak and worldlv,
are p' substitutes for the charms of being,

higher than their p- thought-models
the p- counterfeits of the invisible universe

incongruity between God's idea and p
"

humanity.

preaching the gospel to the p",
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poor
P3M-13

365-31
383-29

g 518-15

popular
a 24-18

47-24
m 67-26

SV 83-13
S 125-16
137-11
141-10
155-21

ph 166- 9
b 291-21
316-15

O 344-26
347-23
355-17
357-17

p398-8
g 557-22

popularity
a 42-10

/236- 1

238-24

pore
/224-3

portal
pref vii-15

portals
/ 251-11

portend
ph 174-10

portentous
ap 562-28

porter
p 392-24

392-30

portion
basal

ph 189-29
least

S12&-9
some
ph 197-28

pref xii-11

ph 172-17
172-25
177-13

b 33&-19

p 425-27

portions
p 375-22
421-4

g 531- 8
546-19

portraits
sp 86-25

portray
s 118-28

portrayal
sp 92-16

portrayed
ap 561-28

portrays
ff 522-26

position
sp 90- 8

p/i 167-23
182-3

/ 207- 5
254- 5

J» 274-24
« 448-16

positions
sp 74-30

positive
a 109-16
126-13

ph 173-13
173-15

r 491- 8

positively
p 362- 9

420-12

He even said that this p' woman had
p- suffering heart needa ita rightful nutriment,
pinching and pounding the p" body.
The rich in spirit help the p-

f opinions in regard to predestinationm order to raise nimself m p* estimation.
the limited demonstration of p" Christianity
and here Science takes issue with p' religions.
C. S. on the one hand and p" theolo§:y on the
the work, so mysterious to the p' mmd?
All revelation (such is the p- thought I)

mightily outweigh the power of p- belief

p- doctor beUeves in his prescription,
Eas been transformed into the p' proverb,
and the blindness of p- belief.

Why support the p- systems of medicine, when
If C. S. takes away the p- gods,
p' religion, decline^ to admit that

p- and false notions about the Divine Being
the p' ignorance of spiritual Life-laws.

p- theology takes up the history of man as if

wag in no peril from salary or p-.
Love of Christianity, rather than love of p",
forsakes p" and gains Christianity.

feels the . . . effect of truth through every p".

Truth, . . . knocks at the p" of humanity.

they have but passed the p' of a new belief.

and p' a long night to the traveller ;

great is the idea, and the travail p*.

Stand p' at the door of thought,
then perform your office as p"

In the lower, basal p' of the brain.

Human thought never projected the least p' of

and mortal belief loses some p' of its error.

and (for a p" of this time) sole editor
If the material body is man, he is a p* of
If . . . you take away a p" of the man when
of which the material body is the grosser p* ;

A p- of God could not enter man ;

will never believe that heart or any p* of the

making certain p* of it motionless,
belief that other p* of the body are
It is well that the upper p' of the
seem more obscure than other p' of the

P", landscape-paintings, fac-slmilea of

these definitions p' law as physical,

The p' is still graphically accurate,

The light p* Is really neither solar nor

p- Spirit as supposedly cooperating

earth's motion and p" are sustained by Mind
It is not wise to take a halting and half-way p'
shows your p- as a Christian Scientist.
This fact proves our p',
who gain good rapidly and hold their p',
no half-way p- in learning its PrincipleA dishonest p" is far from Christianly scientific.

never a return to p" outgrown.

time and energies to discovering a p* nJe.
human mind never . . . sent forth a p" sound.
Spirit is p-.
For p- Spirit to pass through a
a negative right and a p" wrong,

as p' as If she were a Hindoo pariah
as p- as they can the temptation to sin.

possess
sp 99-19
5 119- 4
r8-20
156- 1

157-25
6 290-23
32^4

p 425-23
r 486- 9

(7 550- 4

556- 5

possessed
sp 86-10 Jesus p' more spiritual susceptibiUty than

313-27 was p' only in a limited degree

possesses
sp 89- 7

89-19
5 108- 6

/ 208-27
247-20

6 331-12
r 475-21
488-24

? 516-20
539-11

ap 576-23

possessing
sp 76-23
an 102- 6
s 110- 1

c 264-11
6 269-31
280-25

«443-7
r473- 2
554-30

possession
5 151-U
c 261-19
6 291-17
355-13

p 393-11
402-4
424- 3

g 537-28

possessor
an 102-28

ff 515- 1

gl 582- 7

possibilities
divine

b 32&- 1 A false sense of life,

glorious
6 288-27 Science reveals the glorious p- of

Infinite
a 34-23 Into the perception of Infinite p\

of being
/ 203-14 Spiritual perception brings out the p" of being,

of man
the latent abilities and p' of man.
the great p' of man endued with divine Scierice.

the p' of Spirit and Its correlative truth.

This shows the p' of thought.

may p' natures above some others
with what it does not and cannot p",
to be Chriatlike, to p- the Christ-spirit,
If drugs » intrinsic virtues
confers the power which the drug seems to p\
sin and error which p- us at the instant of
and to p" no other consciousness but good.
the more immortality we p\
in order to p' immortal consciousness.
Matter surely does not p" Mind.
and are supposed to p" life and mind.

believing that somebody else p" her tongue
It p- of itself all beauty and poetry,
matter p" neither sensation nor life ;

A mortal man p- this body.
Being: p" its quaUties before they
nothing p' reality nor existence except
p' no life, intelligence, nor ... of his own.
Mind alone p- all faculties,

p- and reflects God's dominion
man p' nothing which he has not derived from.
In divine Science, man p' this recognition

p' unlimited divine beauty and goodness
p' neither intelligence, power, nor reality.

Spirit p" all power, filling all space,
we must act as p' all power from Hun
Mind, p" intelligence and life.

instead of p" a sentient material form.
Mind as really p" aU power.
illusion, p' neither reality nor identity
less sickly than those p- higher organizationfl,

if they . . . were in p' of the enlarged power
though he was in the full v of his so-caUed
in p" of "the mind of the Lord,"— Rom. 11 : 34.

let the . . . sense of Life and being take p'
Take p' of your body, and govern its feeling
author has already in hei p' well-authenticated
takes p" of itself and its own thoughts
blessed the earth and gave it to man for a p*.

more likely to be abused by its p', than
enables its p' to emulate the example of Jesua.
error masquerading as the p' of life.

hides the divine p*.

S 128-16
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possible
ph 18^ 1

183-17
Truth, makes all thincs p- to Spirit ;

the legitimate and only p" action of Truth
199-22. makes the achievement p'.

/214- I it is p- that the impressions from Truth were"" "
"with God all things are p-,"—Mark 10; 27.

all good is p' to Spirit ;

theories . . . make healing p* only through
teach their children at the earliest p- period
proves it p" to be young at seventy-four ;

is it p' for Him to create man subject to
it would, if it were p', convert into a den of

The Judge asks if . . . it is p- for man to
and from its p" demonstration.
To pursue other vocations and ... is not p'.
Is it p', then, to believe that the evils

If it were p" for the real senses of man to
"It is very p' that many general statements

P" to men in this present state of existence,

232-10
232-10
232-12
23&-24
245-28

O 356-21

p 365-27
432-17

t 456-15
457-24

r 474-21
4.S8-27

g 548-19

ap 573-25

possibly
a 55-12
in 67-18
s 151- 4

/ 212-28

p 391- 9
440- I

545-20

post
a 49-19
m 67-12

p393- 2
< 454-10

in a clearer light than mere words can p" do,
notion that animal natures can p- give force

could not p" create a remedy outside of itself,

and p- that other methods involve
Banish the belief that you can p- entertain a
for he could not p' elude their search,
because they cannot p' be interpreted from a

faithful sentinel of God at the highest p'
firm at the p' of duty, the mariner works on
like a watchman forsaking his p\
She therefore remains unseen at her p",

post mortem
ph 196-26 induced by a single p' nv examination,

posts
p 387-17

postulate
erroneous

sp 91-25
91-27
91-29
91-32
92-3

92-7
last

sp
tbls

b 287- 7

postulates
sp 91-22

288-21

potency
S 155-26

158-17
b 293-14
t 462- 7

r466-3
potent

pref x-24
m 67-23
s 153-12

ph 180-32

/ 225-18
O 351-17

g 553-25

potentate
o 42- 3

potentates
ap 577-23

potentially
5 143-28

potion
ph 177-31

potter
ph 173- 7

f 243-16
6 310-8
310-9

pounding
p 383-29

pounds
s 111-19

pour
pr 10-10
a 36-10

54-10

/ 201-17

pouredm 57-22
S 114-21

ap 574-20

not because they occupy tha most important p'

The first erroneous p* of belief is,

The second erroneous p' is.

The third erroneous p' is.

The fourth erroneous p' is,

The fifth erroneous p" is.

From the illusion implied in this last p* arises

Divinfe Science contradicts this p"

Certain erroneous p* should be here considered
are to be found in the following p" :

p' of the medicine increases as the
the dignity and p' of divine Mind
whose p' is Truth, whose attraction is Love,
understanding, p\ enlightenment, and success.
Hence God combines all-power or p",

safer and more p" than that of any other
Grace and Truth are p- beyond all other means
and the most p' rises above matter into mind.
I have found divine Truth more p' than
p" to break despotic fetters
caimot bring out . . . while error seems as p'
this p" belief will immediately supersede the

rabbi afiBrmed God to be a mighty p',

p* and dynasties will lay down their honors

If Mind was first chronologically, la first p\

a few persons believe the p* . . . to be harmless,

supposition, that . . . the p' is subject to the
The clay cannot reply to the p'.
The p' is not In the clay ;

else the clay would have power over the p*.

pinching and p' the poor body,

A prize of one hundred p\

vain repetitions will never p" Into prayer the
that he might p' his dear-bought bounty into

liberally p- his dear-bought treasures into
to p' in truth through flood-tides of- Love.

Human affection Is not p' forth vainly,
has to be p- into the old bottles of the letter.

swift-winged thought, which p" forth hatred

God p' the riches of His love into the
P' light and healing upon this generation,

pouring
pr 2-27 which is p* forth more than we accept

pours
pr 5-17

t 446-12

poverty
g 501- 8 showing the p" of mortal existence,

powder
ph 179-27 homoeopathic pellet and p' in hand,
p 380- 7 it will grind him to p."— Matt. 21 : 44.

power
ability and

p 393-14 nothing can vitiate the ability and p'
admit that the

an 105- 8 to admit that the p' of human law is

against the
ap 566-32

all
s 110- 1

157-10
C 264-11
b 275-23

p 420-25
i443- 8
r 473-12
490-11

p 540-16

He leads the hosts of heaven against the p" of

Spirit possessing aU p', filling all space,
acknowledging that the divine Mind has all p:
we must act as possessing all p' from Him
that is, all p", all presence, all Science,
divine Love gives them all p' over every
omnipotent Mind as really possessing all p\
and attributes aU p" to God.
since all p' belongs to God, good.
aU sense of evil and aU p' to sin.

all-embracing
an 102-11 symbolizes this all-embracing p*

aU other
Mind transcends all other p-.r 4S3- 7

almighty
/ 202-27

Almighty's
/ 218-20

and grace
s 118-16
b 333-22

We admit that God has almighty p",

why do you substitute drugs for the Almighty's
P".

the invisible and infinite p' and grace,
has come with some measure of p" and grace

and prerogative
s 123- 8 the p- and prerogative of Spirit,

and prestige
/ 244-32 of development, p', and prestige.

and strengtli
ph 183-24 Obedience to Truth gives man p- and strength.

and willingness
r 493-31 the p" and willingness of divine Mind to

animal
gl 597-21 mortal belief ; animal p\

another
t 445- 6 No hypothesis as to the existence of another p-
T 469-28 still believe there is another p\
gl 594-10 claim . . . that there was another p-,

any
o 348-18 I desire to have no faith in . . . any p' but

any other
/ 228-26 to acknowledge any other p' is to dishonor God.

assumed
s 145-30 must continually weaken its own assimied p\

attributes and
b 301- 1 which manifests God's attributes and p",

.balance of

ph 166-28 The balance of p- is conceded to be with
belief in a

ap 569- 5 mortal belief in a p" opposed to God.
believes in the

ph 166-11 pharmacist believes in the p- of his drugs
bfistoYvs the

g 555-26 when we admit . . . that God bestows thep' to
borrows its

pr 12-18 borrows its p" from human faith and belief.

Christian
rather than professions of Christian p*./233-2

coequal in
351-21

conceding
p 394- 5

conscious
p 423-24

if we consider Satan as a being coequal In p*

By conceding p' to discord.

with the stimulus of courage and conscious p*.
consecrating

p 388- 2 and consecrating p* of divine Truth,
creative

b 302-32 the reflection of the creative p- of

r 475-21 no life, intelligence, nor creative p' of his own,
g 507-15 creative p' of the divine Principle, or Life,

0/582-20 God is the only creative^'.
deific

g 513-12 the motions and reflections of deific p*
514- 1 could not by simulating deific p" invert the

demonstrated the
sp 93- 3 demonstrated the p- of Sphit
s 110-25 Jeeua demonstrated the p" of C. S. to heal
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power
demonstration of

VT 10-11 in demonstration of p' and "with signs— Mark
16 ; 20.

a 2&-2S and of his demonstration of p' over death.

destroying tbe
r 473-15 and destroying the p' of death.

destroys your
t 452-28 Acting from sinful motives destroys your p'

destroy your
ph 181-12 You weaken or destroy your p' when you

development of
sp 82-32 hastening' to a greater development of p',

divine
(see divine)

dominant
ap 559- 4 dominant p' of which was upon the sea,

dominion, and
s 143-30 the glory, honor, dominion, and p'

enlarged
s 151-U the enlarged p- It confers to benefit the race

entity nor
g 555-H C. S. attributes to error neither entity nor p\

erring
p/i 192-11 Erring p' is a material belief,

evil Is not
an 102-30 Mankind must learn that evil is not p:
ph 192-24 Evil is not p-.

first

/ 204-12 The first p' is admitted to be good,
sfbl"

. muscles, their flexibility and p'
flexibility and

ph 199-28 gave his .

God Is tbe
a 27- 8 God is the p' in the Messianic work.

God's
a 42-16 the great demonstrator of God's p/

on 102-14 man, reflecting God's p\ has dominion
o 351- 3 When we lose faith in God's p' to heal,
t 450-24 by understanding God's p- over them.

goodness and
g 515-24 reflecting goodness and p',

has no
pr 12- 4 A mere request . . . has no p" to gain more cf
s 151-22 The human mind has no p- to kiU
b 291-27 the grave has no p" over either.

£399-
1 Evil has no p', no intelhgence,

no
sp 77-12 "the second death hath no p\"— Rev. 20; 6.

ft 290-15 the second death hath no p."— Rev. 20 ; 6.

healing
a 18-12 and he refuted all opponents with his healing p*.

31-13 the healing p" of Truth and Love.
38-32 shut out Truth and its healing p\
65-20 and the healing p- of the divine Love

3 132-29 Did the doctrines . . . confer healing p'
141-23 they cannot demonstrate God's healing p*.
146-26 This healing p- of Truth must have been
150- 4 the healing p' of Truth is widely demonstrated

ph 167-31 Only through . . . can scientific heahng p- be
177- 5 The evidence of divine Mind's healing p'
351- 2 pedantic and void of healing p\
355-18 any systematic healing p' since the

p 366-19 Infinite Love which alone confers the healing p\
1 443-14 If patients fail to experience the healing p-
T 495-4 hence its healing p' is not fully demonstrated.
496-11 demonstrating the healing p- of Truth and

be bad
a 61- 7 He had p' to lay down a human sense of life

His
an 102- 3 and His p* is neither animal nor human.
s 108- 4 by the effectual working of His p'."— Eph.Z: 7.

6 283-23 the true sense of His p- is lost to all who
352- 2 able to demonstrate His p- to heal,

g 617-31 causes them to multiply,— to manifest His p\
bis

pr 5-2 and keeps him from demonstrating his p*
s 117-18 his p' over the sick and sinning.

ph 19^-30 his p' of putting resolve Into action
human

/ 225-15 and shows human p' to be proportionate to
g 539-28 gave him more than human p' to expound the

Identity or
r 479-28 So evil should be denied identity or p".

Imaginary
s 146-19 divests material drugs of their imaginary p",

ph 178-25 disarm sin of its imaginary p' in proportion to
b 340- 1 will never lose their irtiaginary p' . . . until

Incisive
sp 94-28 used his incisive p* injuriously?

Inclination or
t 452-30 if you had the inclination or p"

Intelligence nor
t 454-11 matter has neither intelligence nor p'.

Intelligence or
b 339-31 never to admit that sin can have intelligence or

p:

power
less

/ 222-11 Food had less p- to help or to hurt him
less than

/ 203-18 prone to believe ... in some p" less than God.
llfe-prcserving

gl 579-13 life-preserving p- of spiritual understanding. .

loss of
ph 183-25 Submission to error superinduces loss of p\

lost its
b 321-16 The illusion of Moses lost its p* to alarm him,

lower
(7 520-30 there is nothing left to be made by a lower p\

manifestation of
sp 83-14 The scientific manifestation of p- is from the

man's
b 328-14 man's p', when he is equipped by God,

material
/ 249- 8 no mortal nor material p- as able to destroy,
p 378-25 Sickness is not a . . . material p',

mental
t 455-26 No person can misuse this mental p\ if

moral
p 375-18 adding to his patient's mental and moral p',

necessity and
p 377-28 conviction of the necessity and p" of

newly discovered
( 457-9 has never used this newly discovered p' in any

no
sp 76-20 will have no p' over man, for man is immortal
s 143-26 no p' except that which is derived from Mind.
149-24 and with no p- but the divine Mind.

ph 192-20 you can have no p' opposed to God,
/ 224-31 No p" can withstand divine Love.
228-25 There is no p" apart from God.

b 303- 6 no p' of propagation in matter,
p 375-24 show mortal mind that muscles have no p*

406-21 government of God, good, in which is no p' to
sin.

t 452- 3 when one understands that evil has in reality no
P"

455-14 if, . . . you can exercise little or no p' for
no inherent

b 282-23 There is no inherent p* in matter ;

no innate
s 160- 6 for they have no innate p\

no lesser
/ 231- 9 no lesser p- equals the infinite All-power ;

no more
an 102-12 planets have no more p" over man than

no proof nor
sp 71-23 mainly erroneous, having ... no proof nor p'

nor presence
r 471-19 there is no other p' nor presence.

nor reality
an 102- 6 possessing neither intelligence, p', nor reality,
ph 186-16 there is neither p- nor reality in evil.

of action
s 157-14 p' of action is proportionately increased.

of Christian Science
s 110-25 Jesus demonstrated the;?* of C. S. to heal

ph 189- 8 the p- of C. S. to estabhsh harmony
6 317- 7 Whosoever . . . declares best the p* of C. S.,

p 412-13 The p' of C. S. and divine Love is omnipotent.
of divine Love

p 411-10 If Spirit or the p' of divine Love bear witness
of divine Principle

/ 232-17 again demonstrating the p- of divine Principle,
of God

s 146-13 medicine substitutes drugs for the p" of God
/ 224-30 p- of God brings deliverance to the captive,
p 406- 8 the p' of God is understood

of good
ap 570-31 the p' of good resident In divine Mind,

of healing
b 271-12 the p- of healing was not a supernatural gift

t 452-28 Acting from . .• . destroys your p- of healing
of His Christ

ap 568-15 and the p' of His Christ :— Rev. 12 ; 10.

of Immortal Mind
ph 171-15 and the p' of immortal Mind

of its own
ap 563-12 the belief that matter has p" of its own,

of light
/ 214-27 may end the p- of light and lens I

of Love ^ ^
/ 231-22 To fear sin is to misunderstand the p" of Love

of Mind
a 44-U the p' of Mind over matter,
s 116-14 They never crown the p" of Mind as the
139- 6 Moses proved the p' of Mind

/ 217-25 to learn the p- of Mind over the body
321-31 Jesus, who showed his students the p' of Mind

p 380-11 and deny the p' of Mind to heal.
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power
of Mind ^ ^ ^

p 382-27 supporting the p" of Mind over the body
384-31 the p- of Mind over the entire functions
417- 5 their trust in the p- of Mind to sustain the

of pride
gl 689-14 the pride of power and the p- of pride ;

of Spirit
a 44-30 p- of Spirit to overrule mortal, material sense.

sp 93- 3 demonstrated the p- of Spirit

ph 167-18 and avail yourself of the p' of Spirit,
183-20 that which hides the p- of Spirit.

/233- 4 the destruction of sin, ... by the p- of Spirit,
309-14 the p' of Spirit over the material senses ;

316- 8 to prove the p' of Spirit over the flesh,

of the divine Mind
s 160- 2 destroying it through the p' of the divine Mind.

of their own
g 507-20 not . . . any propagating p' of their own,

of Truth
(see Truth)

omnipotent
ph 182-31 to presuppose that omnipotent p" Is powerless

one
6 270- 8 there is but one p',— not two powers,

opposing
p 380-30 to believe . . . that God endows this opposing p'

outweigh the
s 15^20 mightily outweigh the p- of p6pular belief

over all the
p 438- 5 over all the p' of the enemy :

— Luke 10; 19.
over sickness

s 142- 5 by its p' over sickness, sin, and death ;

over sin
s 142- 7 generally omit all but . . . the p' over sin.

overwhelming
a 47- 9 It was sometimes an overwhelming p*

percentage of
s 155-19 the percentage of p' on the side of this Science

perfection and
g 522- 7 endows man out of God's perfection and p\

physical
s 131-11 the superiority of spiritual over physical p\

place and
ph 167-13 cannot successfully usurp the place and p- of

( 450-14 nor play the traitor for place and p\
place nor

b 327-20' evil has in reality neither place nor p'
post of

a 49-19 at the highest post of p',
preponderance of

s 143-20 you conclude that . . . the preponderance of p*.
ph 177-23 the preponderance of p' in any direction

presence and
g 512- 8 symbolized by strength, presence, and p-,
gl 596-18 the presence and p- of the Most High.

pride of
t 451- 5 renounce . . . oppression and the pride of p\

(il 589-13 the pride of p' and the power of pride ;

propagation and
g 545-24 They beheved in ... its Qropagation and p\

propensity or
g 539-14 the propensity or p* to do evil?

protecting
p 387-28 the supporting influence and protecting p*

fklity and
can we beUeve in the reality and p' of

real
p 372-20 How,

recuperative
p 394- 7 which is the only real recuperative p*.

redeeming
g 552-23 for the redeeming p', ... is not in egg nor in dust.

sacred
ph 182-26 abihty to demonstrate Mind's sacred p-.

same
s 135-11 same p- which heals sin heals also sickness.

saving
6 285-31 the healing and saving p\

second
/ 20f-l3 so-called second p-, evU, is the uplikeness of

secondary
ap 559- 7 a secondary p- was exercised upon visible error

seeming
s 122- 3 assigning seeming p* to sin, sickness, and death ;

/ 208- 6 What then is this seeming p-,
t 452- 2 bar the door of his thought against this seem-

ing p-,
sensation or

/ 218-26 to beheve in matter as . . . having sensation or p*.
spirit and

a 55-25 the spirit and p- of Christian healing.
spiritual

(see spiritual)
such a

p 378-29 Such a p-, . . .Is Inconceivable ;

378-30 if such a p* could be divinely directed.

power
supply of
ph 199-12

supposed
/ 224-32
370-24

the only
ph 186-19

192-24

/ 349-14

p 419-28
third

/ 204-15
this

o 25-25

sp 85-20
5 110-26
151-29

6 2n-30
to act

gl 582- 8
to demonstrate

/ 254-18 not the p
to heal
pref X-2I

s 148-3
351- 3
352- 2

p 410-27
< 445-15

its demand for and supply of p*.

What is this supposed p', which opposes
a drug may eventually lose its supposed p"

The only p- of evil is to destroy itself,

gives you the only p- obtainable,
omnipotence is the only p\
for God is the only p-.

The third p', mortal man, is a supposed

that they might demonstrate this p' as he did
Our Master rebuked the lack of this p'
But this p- was lost sight of,

acknowledge this fact, yield to this p*,
spiritual import of the Word imparts this p'.

strength, animation, and p" to act.

to demonstrate what we do not

so little faith in His disposition and »• to heal
implying that the requisite p- to heal was in
When we lose faith in God's p* to heal,
able to demonstrate His p- to heal.
If . . . the p- to heal mentally will diminisbr
destroying his own p' to heal and his own

transcendent
ph 182-29 Ignorance of C. S. and its transcendent p".

truly derived
a 44-21 in his proof of man's truly derived p- 7

unfolds the
b 276- 1 unfolds the p" that heals the sick,

unsurpassed
/ 243»- 9 with unsurpassed p" and love.

wrong
t 452-32 the wrong p" would be destroyed.

pr
sp

17-12
89-20
92- 9

an 101- 7

S 119- 9
157-24

ph iai-32
185-10

195- 1

196- 4
196-18
198-2

/ 202-30
206- 4
224- 1

228-29
253-13

6 296-32
308-31
310- 9
330-27
348-15
358-28

•p 368-11
376-31
378-27
380-29
388-15
396-22
419-11
438- 5

r 473-10
485-32
495-11

P515- 9

547-19

powerful
an 103-22
O 352-21
390-30
397-14
397-15

powerfully
pr 12- 7
s 155-22

powerless
S 152- 3
160- 8

ph 182-32

/ 228-29

p 375-16
377-31

ap 667-23

Thine is the kingdom, arid the p\— Matt. 6: 13.

beauty and poetry, and the p" of expressing
Mind is not an entity . . . with the p' of sinning
upon the p' of the imagination."
this dilemma and consider matter as a p'
confers the p" which the drug seems to

Any h3T)notic p' you may exercise wiU
discussed . . . "mind-cuse," operating through

the p- of
If materialistic knowledge Is p-.
The p' of mortal mind over its own body is

wherewith to establish their p'.
has in belief more p" to harm
as if senseless matter . . . had more p' than
The p' of the human will should be
and the p' of sin diminishing,
supposition that sin, . . . and death have p*.
mortal, material sense which is not p'
a liar from the beginning, not deserving p'.

"p- with God and with men."— Gen. 32; 28.

else the clay would have p' over the potter.
Evil is nothing, no thing, mind, nor p".
or imputing too much p" to God,
belief that . . . these healers have wonderful p",
fatal beliefs . . . that evil is equal inp' to good
To fear and admit the p- of disease, is to
never endowed matter with p' to disable Life
to believe that there is a p" opposite to God,
another admission . . . that food has p'
At the right time explain to the sick the p-
Neither disease itself, sin, nor fear has the p" to
Behold, I give unto you p"

— Luke 10.' 19.

nothing apart from Him is present or has p*.
is like saying that the p" is m the lever.
a p" which opens the prison doors
the p' which changeth the serpent into a staff,

theory,— that Mind . . . endues matter with p'

false belief . . . that evil is . . . more p*.
declaring ghosts to be real, merciless, and p',
as p" mental opposition as a, legislator
Your thought is more p' than your words,,
more p- than the accident itseu,

making it act more p* on the body
The human mind acts more p' to offset

would wield the sceptre of a monarch, but It Isp*
the inanimate drug becomes p*.
to presuppose that . . . is p' on some occasions.
He proved them p".
All unscientific mental practice is . . . p\
Is of itself p- to produce suffering.
and so proved to be p'.
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powerlessnessm 65-17 the p' of vowa to make home happy,
r 490-10 From this also comes its p',

powers
broadcast ... » j
m 65-13 broadcast p- of evil so conspicuous to-day

/249- 9 the divine "p" that be."— Uom. 13; 1.

God-given _ , .

p 387-10 nor . . . trespass upon God-given p*

p 403-19 deprived of its imaginary p- by Truth,
lowcp

s 144- 4 needs no cooperation from lower p",

an 105-22 Whoever uses his developed mental p'

s 128- 9 C. S. enhances their endurance and mental p\
no antagonistic , . .. ,

/ 231-14 but there are no antagonistic p" nor laws,

DOi two
b 270- 9 but one power,

— not two p ,

of this world
, , .„ ^ ^.

/ 225- 8 The p" of this world will fight,

other , , ,

ph 169-30 Whatever teaches man ... to acknowledge
other p*

r 485-25 If thougnt yields its dominion to other p\
B&<alled

s 144-5 even if these so-called p" are real.

b 275-29 other gods, or other so-called p-,

sp 92-28 This belief tends to support two opposite p',

3 142- 7 generally omit all but one of these p",

/204- 8 false conclusions . . . two p',— namely,
204-16 the first and second antagonistic p",

357-26 If . . • there must be two p\

practical
pr U-26 in the only p- road to holiness.

, . _^
a 19-23 the p" repentance, which reforms the heart

24-27 the p- affection and goodness
31-15 It is the living Christ, the p- Truth,
37-21 the more p- import of that career 1

sp 98-17 a revealed and p- Science.

98-28, 29 p" and complete ; and being p- and complete,
s 111-31 the broadest p" tests.

147- 8 submitted to the broadest p' test,

/ 224-22 A higher and more p" Christianity,
254-21 to abandon so fast as p' the material,

O 341- 4 from a theoretical to a p" Christianity,
345-19 and this p' proof is the only feasible evidence
351-16 the p' proof of Christianity,
355- 5 is met by something p',

p 410-13 mankind objects to making this teaching p".
t 452- 4 Incorrect reasoning leads to p' error.

practically
s 122- 8 was p- exposed nineteen hundred years ago
146-21 effects p' prove its divine origin and eSBcacy.
150-24 the p" rejected doctrine of the predestination

f 232-11 but our prevalent theories p- deny this,

283-25 cannot be p' demonstrated . . unless
328-19 can it be said that they explain it p',
356- 9 Jesus reasoned on this subject p',
360-18 If you try to have two models, then you p- have

none.

Practice, Christian Science
r 493-13 a previous chapter entitled C. S. P:

practice
basis of

. .
t 456-21 So long as matter is the basis of p',

by bis

/ 232-22 nor did he illustrate these errors by his p-.

Christian scientific

p 410-29 Christian scientific p- begins with
contr»dict the

/ 202-25 beUefs . . . contradict the p- growing out of

experience In
t 461-32 spiritual growth and experience in p-

ginldance In
s 164- 8 none can be adopted as a safe guidance In p\"

Its

pref x-24 its p* Is safer and more potent than that of any
made void their

s 145- 7 would have made void their p'
medical

(see medical)
mental

(see mental)
metaptayslcal

s 144-17 is not the metaphysical p' of C. S.,

p 424-15 It is equally important in metaphysical p'
( 460- S It underlies all metaphysical p*.

practice
of Christian Science

s 144-17 is not the metaphysical p" of C. S.,

o 355-24 the divine Principle and p" of C. S.

p 442-17 Neither . ; . enters into thep- of C. S.,

of divine metaphysics
5. 111-12 the p" of divine metaphysics is the

of magnetism
an 101- 2 observed in the public p- of magnetism,

of medicine
s 161-12 law, restricting the p- of medicine.

of sin
a 39-31 Who will stop the p- of sin so long as

of Truth
a 26-22 Jesus' teaching and p- of Truth

the p- of Truth

Principle and
p 410-24 does not appear in i

pref ix-14 the Principle and p- of Christian healing,
a 53-10 the divine Principle and p- of Jesus

355-24 the divine Principle and p' of C. S.

put Into
. , . ,

6 323-13 we must put into p' what we already know.
reduce to .,.*,,,,

r 490-17 reduce to p- the real man s divine Principle,

right
t 454-17 the wrong as well as the right p'.

^cicDCG in
s 162-17 Working out the rules of Science in p;

such a
( 452-26 Such a p" does not demonstrate the

teaching and
a 26-22 JeSus' teaching and p- of Truth
r 473-19 the teaching and p- of Christianity.

teachings and
a 19-26 the teachings and p- of our Master

theory and
t 456-16 Any dishonesty in your theory and p*

theory and In
/ 229-19 mistaken in theory and in p-.

the student's

th(

411- 3 My first discovery in the student's p"
without

/ 241-18 The error of the ages Is preaching without p".

pr 15-22 in so far as we put our desires into p\
15-28 P" not profession, understanding not belief,

a 26-20 to show the learner the way by p' as well as
t 458- 7 This theory is supposed to favor p" from

ap 561- 3 destroys both faith in evil and the p- of

practices
a 1^11 against Pharisaical creeds and p',
s 141- 9 even the most cherished beliefs and p*,
T 484-27 involved in all false theories and p".

practise
a 41-30 demanded more than they were willing to p*.

sp 98-21 for every man to understand and to p".
an 101-24 its effects upon those who p- it,

/ 253-18 If you believe in and p" wrong knowingly,
271-28 to learn and to p- Christian healing.

p 365-22 then he is Cliristian enough to p- scientifically
431-29 testifies : . . . I p" daily ablutions

( 446-13 can p" on no one from . . . motives without
449-13 You should p' weU what you know,
452-30 the inclination or power to p- wrongly
453-32 nor can he p" animal magnetism
457-26 They even p- these, intending
462- 9 to p' Truth's teachings only m part,

practised
a 24- 2 Truth and Love unaerstood and p*.

26-30 which he taught and p'.
s 147-12 Jesus p- these rules on the hills of Judaea
147-24 healed the sick, p- Christian healing,

ph 174-21 Truth is revealed. It needs onlj to be p*.

/ 201- I The best sermon ever preached is Truth p"
o 344-23 the C. S. which Jesus preached and p'
1 451-29 and it is p- either with a mistaken or a wicked

practises
t 446-11 Whoever p- the Science the author teaches,
449-30 if the student p- what he is taught,

practising
o 342-29 If Christian Scientists were teaching or p'
t 456- 3 Teaching or p* in the name of Trutb>

practitioner
sp 79-23 The unscientific p- says : "You are ill.

s 161-24 ordinary p", examining bodily symptoms,
ph 176-22 Should- .' . . disease be treated by a regular p'.

p 365-30 The unchristian p' is not giving
403-28 p* improves or injures the case in proportion

{ 459-20 a false p" will work mischief,

practitioner's
p 410-28 until the p" healing ability is
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practitioners
pref viii-l9 Is there less sickness because of these p't

the cultured class of medical p"
as do civilized p" by their more studied methods.

God is not moved by the breath of p" to do more
out of the mouth of babes He will perfect p".

for I shall yet p" Him,— Psal. 42; 11.

ap 658-13 When imderstood, it is Truth's prism and p'.

tobep- in the city of our God,— Psal. 48; 1.

when yep', beliete that ye receive— Mark 11 ; 24.

Do we p' to make ourselves better or to
Who would . . . p" the principle of mathematics
why p- with the libs that you may be
If the sick recover because they p'
If we p" to God as a corporeal person, this will

p- to thy Father which is in— Matt. 6; 6.

In order to p' aright, we must enter into the
We must "p' without ceasing."— I Thess. 5; 17.

The Master's injunction is, that we p- in secret
"After this manner therefore p"— Matt. 6; 9.

if the sinner continues to p' and repent,
not . . . labor and p", expecting because ol
it is well to hope, p-, and wait patiently
Why p' for the recovery of the sick, if

"Neither p- I for these aXone,— John 17; 20.

"Tell me, I p- thee, thy name ;"— Gcti. 32; 29.

Let us watch, work, and p'
"Let there be no strife, I p- thee,— Gen. 13; 8.

we solemnly promise ta watch, and p'

S 164-10
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^
o 27-6 tothepoorthegospeligp-.

— I-ufceT. 22.

55- 9 Now that the eospel of heahng is again p
5 107- * the gospel which was p" of me— f^a'-J-

"•
,

132- 8 the poor have the gospel p- to them.—MaH.
11; 5. ^ ^

141- 2 and the truth p- by Jesus. „„,-„„j
f 201- 1 The best sermon ever p- is Truth practisea

o 344-23 the C. S. which Jesus p" and practised

345- 7 When the omnipotence of God is p

s 132-^ This righteous p" once pointed his disciples to

136-26 doubted if Jesus was controlled by the sainted p .

6 271-32 "How shaU they hear without a p-l—Kom.
10 .14.

preaches
a 33-25 and p" the gospel to the poor,

preaching ^ ,
. .. ^

C 23-14 This p- receives a strong rebuke in the

31- 1 In meeliness and might, he was found p;

/ 241-17 The error of the ages is p- without practice.

6 324-24 healing the sick and p- Christiamty
324-28 "If . . . then is our p" vain. — 1 Cor. 15. ii.

o 347-16 p- the gospel to the poor, beaUng the sick,

Drecede
pr 16- 1 A great sacrifice of material things must p-

/ 252- 9 must p- that understanding of Truth which

g 553- 5 must p" an understanding of the harmony ol

Drecedeil
ff 543-21 thinking that apehoodp- mortal manbood?

precedence ^ „ .
.^

sp 83-20 and gives to matter the p- over Spirit.

precedent ^ t, .

771 63-14 C S. furnishes no p" for such injustice,

sp 72- 7 A condition p" to communion with Spirit

an 105- 7 would be to contradict p- and to admit

s 138-17 Jesus established in the Christian era the p

Drecedes
sp 96-11 "The darkest hour p- the dawn."
o 530-30 narrative supposes . . . that matter p-mina.
553-32 which p' the development of that beliei.

preceding ^ ,

g 522-28 for the Scnpture just p- declares

precept
a 26-21 by practice as well as p".

7 234-29 was to break a moral p". , „ . ^ ,

o 344-17 would be just to observe the Scriptural p',

354-18 is seen in example more than in p-.

p 382-10 a useful rebuke from Jesus' p",

t 443-21 may learn the value of the apostoUc p* :

r 465-* For p- must be upon p-, p-uponp;— Isa.za: lu.

precepts
a 31-17 Obeying his precious p;, , , ,.

s 141- 5 Jesus' divine p- for living and healing.

141- 6 Because his p- require the disciple to

b 276- 4 When the divine p' are understood,

precincts , ^ . x,

a 44- 5 The lonely p' of the tomb

a 22- 9 through Christ's p* love these efforts are

26-24 p' import of our Master's sinless career

31-17 Obeying his p- precepts,
»n 66- 5 Wears yet a p- jewel m his head:

66-32 that the p* metal may be graven with the

precipice ,. j ,

p 374-22 walking in darkness on the edge of a p .

precipitate
{, 394- 4 helps to p- the ultimate harmony,

p 436-19 Fear, the sheriff, to p- the result

precipitately », i, k „.4m 66-23 for a wife p* to leave her husband

precipitates ^. , ., ^.m 67-16 p' his doom or stmshme gladdens the

c 256-16 P' form of God must be of small importance
b 270-17 knew not what would be the p- nature of

Drecisely
a 19-13 declaring p' what would destroy sickness,^

o 354- 8 when it teaches p- this thought

a 36-16 p- C. S. from finding favor with the

precludes .. . ^ ,

r 487-15 this p- the need of believmg.

preconceptions .

s 129-10 be it in accord with your p- or

predecessors ..,, , u ».u.
/239-2 Thesects, which endured the lash of their p-,

predestination
a 24-18 in regard to p' and future pumshment.
s 150-25 the practically rejected doctrine of the p' of

predicated
s 144- 9 physiology, hygiene, are mainly p" of matter,

predicting
sp 84- 5 p' the future from a groundwork of

s 149-27 p- disease does not dignify therapeutics.

prediction
a 54-28 and history has confirmed the p'.

g 532- 9 the p' in the story under consideration.

predisposed
p 389- 6 the less we are p' to sickness.

predisposing
ph 178-11 p- cause and the exciting cause are mental.

/ 230-31 remote, p', and the exciting cause

p 393- 6 p-, remote, and exciting cause

predisposition
/ 220- 2 in order to overcome a p' to take cold ;

predominate
c 262-20 supposed pain and pleasure of matter cease to p:
g 502- 5 as if reality did not p- over unreality,

pre-eminently
a 42-11 endorsed p- by the approval of God,
m 66-26 the other p- needs good company.
an 102-32 p- promotes affection and virtue in families

s 123-32 On the contrary, C. S. is p" scientific,

preens ^ ^ ^
c J6I-29 and p' its wings for a skyward flight.

preferable
an 101-29 Discomfort under error is p- to comfort.

preference ^ ^ .

s 160-25 If muscles can . . . become rigid of their own p;
ph 179-12 p- of mortal mind for a certain method

prefigured ^ ^ ^
ap 559-29 p' this perilous passage out of bondage

prefigures
ap 558-10 This angel . . . P' divine Science.

prejudice ^ ^
s 144-25 Ignorance, pride, or p" closes the door to
r 484- 3 neither pride, p-, bigotry, nor envy caa

preliminary
t 449-26 They are enemies without the p- offence.

r 484-29 is material sense a necessary p'

prelude
sp 90-14 some insist that death is the necessary p- to

g 502- 2 the living and real p- of the older Scriptures

premise
s 129- 6 can tolerate no error in p- or conclusion.

130-13 from this p- it follows that good and its

ph 167-17 an error in the p' must appear in the conclusion.

191-26 and from this p' infers the
6 277-27 error in the p- leads to errors in the conclusion

premises
sp 84- 2 coordinate neither with the p" nor

98-15 Beyond the fraU p" of human beliefs,

5 164-13 human systems based on material p"

ph 184- 2 The p- being erroneous,
6 269-12 does not enter into metaphysical p- or

274-11 not mere inferences drawn from material p".
' 312-23 theories are based on finite p',

338-10 error has been engrafted into the p*

preparation
pref xii-16 given to thep" of the revision of

gl 596-18 tne only fit p' for admission to the presence

preparatory
r 486- 9 Earth's p- school must be improved

prepare
a 39-20 not that now men must p" for a
/ 208-21 and p- for the reign of Spirit,

p 433-28 ia sent for to p' the frightened sense

preparedm 61-11 that the highway of our God may be p;
s 152-22 p- her thought for the metaphysics of C. S.

6 322-12 finite belief may be p- to relinquish its error.

333-22 to all p- to receive Christ, Truth.

p 388-20 If food was p- by Jesus for his disciples,

414-17 not until your patients are p- for the

ap 565-30 where she hath a place p' of God.— Rev. 12: 6.

566- 8 up to the glory p- for them who love God.

prepares
361-28 until God p- the soil for the seed.

prepareth „ , „, r
ap 578-13 [Love] p- a table before me— see Psai. 23: 5.

preparing
s 107- 4 God had been graciously p- me
/ 208-20 and p- the way of Science.

p 365- 5 and p- their helpers for the "midnight call.
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preponderance
5 143-20 you conclude that . . . hold tlie p- of power

ph 168- 5 removal . . . from either scale gives p- to the
177-22 hold the p" of power in any direction

C 503- 4 the p- of unreality in the entire narrative,

prerogative
sp S4-U the p' of the ever-present, divine Mind,
s 123- 8 the power and p- of Spirit,

/ 253-16 your p- to overcome the belief in sin,

g 530-10 presuming not on the p' of his creator,

prerogatives
g 513- 2 for the claim usurps the deific p"
54^30 to usurp the p- of omnipotence.

prescribed
s 148- 4. He p" no drugs, urged no obedience to
156- 8 p* the fourth attenuation of Argentum nitratum
156-13 former physician had p' these reniedies,

p 424-14 to counteract the working of a remedy p' by

prescribes
ph 19S-19 p* drugs, until the elasticity of

p 399- 6 Mortal mind p- the drug,

prescription
s 149- 7 The p* which succeeds in one Instance
158- 5 He was supposed to have dictated the first p",

ph 166-10 The popular doctor believes in his p-,

prescriptions
s 158-21 to victimize the race with intoxicating p'

pn 175- 4 When there are fewer p',

presence
all

6 275-23 all power, all p", all Science.
and power

g 512- 8 symbolized by strength, p-, and power,
gl 596-18 the p* and power of the Most High.

beatific
c 266-28 he reflects the beatific p", illuming the universe

calm in the
p 366-27 Christian Scientist will be calm in the p- oX

dlnne
pr 12- 4 no power to gain more of the divine p* than

His
p/j 174-11 but the angels of His p- . . are our guardians
g 512-10 These angels of His p\ which have the
543-11 They cannot come into His p-,

ap 567- 6 The Gabriel of His p- has no contests.
human

6 325-28 which ushered Jesus into human p'
imposing

p 441- 1 with benign and imposing p".
Joy of its

ph 175-11 The joy of its p', its beauty and fragrance,
of Clirlst

o 351-14 the living, palpitating p* of Christ.
of divine JTnstice

p 437- 9 in the p- of divine Justice,

g 543- 9 shut out from the p- of God.
of health

p 412-24 Realize the p' of health and
of his

a 50-11 withhold a clear token of his p*
of Life

b 304- 1 the sweet sense and p' of Life and Truth.
r 470- 8 assumed . . the loss of the spiritual p- of Life

of mine enemies
ap 578-13 in the p- of mine enemies :

— Psal 23 ; 5.

of mistrust
m 68- 9 The p' of mistrust, where confidence is due,

of the Lord
s 135- 5 at the p- of the Lord,— Psal. 114 ; 7
g 542-27 went out from the p- of the Lord— Gen. 4. 16.

of the reality
6 293- 1 mortaUty disappears in p" of the reality

power and
g 51^13 the divine power and p- which go with it,

power nor
r 471-19 and there is no other power nor p*

reproduce the
sp 75-23 to reproduce the p* of those who

a 48-25 Pale in the p- of his
s 135- 6 at the p- of the God of Jacob."— Psal 114. 7

p 432-23 and that my p' was required to
440-25 In the p" of tne Supreme Lawgiver,

present (noun)
sp 84-13 the past, the p', and the future.
/ 224- 5 disappear from the dissolving paths of the p',

present (adj.)

pr 13- 1 "a very p- help In trouble."— Psal. 46 L
14-4 "p- with the Lord"— 77 Cor 5: 8.
14- 6 "p- with the Lord"— 77 Cor 5; 8
14-22 and p- with Truth and Love.

a 22-16 If . . you receive no p" reward, go not back to

present (adj.)

m 60-20 in a majonty of cases, is not its p* tendencv,
65- 3 May Christ, Truth, be p- at every bridal altar
65-26 must lose its p" slippery footing,

sp 72-23 suppositional opposite of good, is never p
82- 3 as easily as we do of one p".
82- 4 no more difficult . . . than it is to read the p"
87— 7 to be individually and consciously p'
88- 6 may even be cognizant of a p" flavor
95- 5 would be to-day if Jesus were personally p".

an 103-21 So secret are the p- methods of
s 123-24 The proof, by p- demonstration, that the

139-11 but the p- new, yet old, reform
147— 4 its p" application to the cure of disease.

ph 171-26 beliefs that intelligence and life are p'
178-10 connection of past mortal thoughts with p".
179- 6 absent from their healers, as well as those p',

f 202-28 "a very p- help in trouble :"— Psal. 46; 1.

216-30 and to be p- with the Lord."— 77 Cor 5: 8.

228-17 Dropping their p' beliefs, they wiU recognize
234-21 The p' codes of human systems disappomt the

b 304- 6 things p', nor things to come,— Rom. 8; 38.
o 348-32 If such are the p- fruits, what will the
349- 4 so the rabbis of the p" day ask concerning
351-13 this spiritual sense was a p" help.
356-17 neither a p' nor an eternal copartnership
361- 9 God is come and is p' now and forever.

p 383-10 p- with the Lord."— 77 Cor. 5 .• 8.

388-27 foolish to venture beyond our p' understanding:,
392-27 When the condition is p' which you say inducea
407-25 Let the perfect model be p- in your thoughts
410- 5 a p" knowledge of his Father and of himself,
426-25 far beyond its p- elevation,
430-29 testifies ... I was p- on certain nights when
432-25 Materia Medica, was p- when I arrived,

t 444-12 a very p- help in trouble."— Psal. 46; 1.

r 473- 9 nothing apart from Him is p- or has power.
ap 560- 5 has reference to the p- age.

570- 4 The p- apathy as to the tendency of
573-25 in this p' state of existence,
574- 2 This ... is therefore a p" possibility
577-28 The writer's p" feeble sense of C. S.

gl 581-26 and to be p- with the Lord."- II Cor 5: 8.

present at—
m 63-24 rational means of unprovement at p'

68- 2 At p' mortals progress slowly
sp 90-30 At p' we know not what man is,

s 134-32 This fact at p* seems more mysterious than
/ 240-21 If at p' satisfied with wrdng-doing,
240-22 If at p* content with idleness, we must

present ever—
fref xi-17 ever p' in human consciousness
sp 72-21 God, good, being ever p-, it follows

300-21 through the realization of God as ever p'
306-28 the universe, everp' and eternal.

T 470- 9 assumed . . . the loss of Love as ever p*
471-18 God is infinite, therefore ever p-,

present (verb)

pref xi- 2 p- only a phase of the action of the
a 30-17 Not so did Jesus, . . . p- the divine law

ph 170- 8 Christian ideas certainly p- what human
172-29 unfortunate cripple may p'.more nobility than

c 256-29 Finiteness cannot p- the idea or the vastness of
267-20 p" more than is detected upon the surface,

b 325-21 P' your bodies a living sacrifice,— Rom. 12; 1.

o 358-12 and could not p' its proofs,
p 430-13 I herep- to my readers an allegory
g 511-26 Animals and mortals metaphorically p' the
546-31 If mathematics should p- a thousand
655-31 Jesus was able to p" himself unchanged

presentation
a 24-24 only for the p\ after death, of

presented
a 25-16 Jesus p* the ideal of God bettet than

45-29 He p' the same body that he had before his
54-14 he p' the proof that Life, Truth, and Love heal

s 118-18 p' as three measures of meal,
c 259-10 thoughts which p' man as fallen,
b 305-20 The inverted images p' by the senses,
314-21 and he p- to her, . . . the true idea
316-16 God's spiritual idea as p' by Christ Jesus.
315-25 and p" an illustration of creation.
316-24 The spiritual idea of God, as p- by Jesus,
317-^1 Our Lord and Master p- himself to his

o 344-21 only one which should oe p" to the whole world,
r 473-13 has p- Christ, the true idea of God,
g 509- 7 p' to them the certain sense of eternal Life.
521-24 p' in the verses already considered,
529-26 evil, by whatever figure p\ contradicts itself

534-15 idea of divine power, which Jesus p-,

ap 560-28 hid from them the true idea which has been P'
662- 3 Ellas p- the idea of the fatherhood of
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presenting . . ^
T 491-19 sometimes p- no appearance of mmd,

p- the exact opposite of Truth,
(7 523- 6

presently
s 155- I

ph 182-13
190-11

/237-5
h 321-23

p41&- 4

g 524-27

presents
a 55-11
m 67-29

68-27

sp 87-14
S 145-22

b 276-14
277-13
301-27
302-28
316-20
358-11
358-15

B 375-32
423-18

g 503-20

ap 577- 5

preserve
p 374^19
r 494- 8

preserved
/ 245-18
b 277-17

preserves
p 383-22

C550- 6

P- the child forgeta all about the accident.
If we attempt it, we shall p"
so-called senses, which p' measure mind by
Bounding off . . . she p" added,
p- restored his hand to its natural condition
the belief of pain will p- return, unless
for God p' curses the ground.

p- the Saviour in a clearer light

p- the true likeness or spiritual ideal.

C. S. p- unfoldment, not accretion ;

for it p' primal facts to mortal mind.
mj'stery which godliness always p- to the

and p" them as ueautiful and immortal.
Natural history p' vegetables and

p- an inverted image of Mind and substance

body p' no proper likeness of divinity,
Christ p" the indestructible man,
and sustains logically . . . every point it p'.
It p- the calm and clear verdict of Truth
p- to mortal thought a hopeless state,

according to the evidence which matter p*.
Immortal and divine Mind p- the idea of God :

The Lamb's wife p- the unity of

incapacity to p" your own existence,
needed no help . . . to p' the eternal bannony

This instance of youth p" furnishes a
the order of genus and species is p*

tells you that the weed p" his health,
which forms and p" the individuality

preserving
6 277-14 as p' their original species,

President
(see Eddy, Mrs. Mary Baker)

press
Let it have fair representation by the p*.
The p- unwittingly sends forth many sorrows

opposition from church, state laws, and the p',
to p' along the line of gospel-healing.

but I p' on through faith in God,

constant p' of the apostolic command

of development, power, and p\

s 141-30

ph 196-31

/ 224-20
O343-30

pressed
/ 225-31

pressure
t 451- 3

prestige
/ 244-32

presuming
530- 9 p" not on the prerogative of his creator

presumptuously
o 342- 8 He that decries this Science does it p*,

presuppose
s 119- 6 They either p- the self-evolution and

ph 182-31 is to p' that omnipotent power is powerless
194-15 would p- man, ... a mortal in material belief.

/ 207-25 which p' the absence of Truth,
319-15 doctrines and theories which p'

presupposes
sp 71-30 Spiritualism therefore p' Spirit, . . . to be
>n 186-13 because it p" the absence of God,

Error p' man to be both mind and
This falsity p' soul to be
its action is erroneous and p* man to be

pft 186-13
6 281- 7

301-30
r 480-15

pretence
ph 186-8
ap 567-25

prevalent
sp 94-13

/ 232-10
283-13

p 389-18

prevent
pr 13-21
an 105- 4

ph 170-18
174-32
198-12

/ 237-18
h 329-16
O 341-14

p 368-18
380-20
391-12
395-31
400-14
412-16
424-28
431-14
436-17
436-19

t 446-30
457-11

prevented
sp 82-24
S 154-21

preventing
S 147-23

prevention
p 401-32

preventive
p 369-23

prevents
ph 182-19

p 372-30
394-11

p 409-14

previous
sp 75-27

p 434-12
r 493-12

p526- 3

previously
(7 544-19

preying
eZ 583-28

under whatever name or p- they are employed ;

in his p' of being a talker,

pretensions
an 103-27 mortal mind, whose flimsy and gaudy p",

ph 186-19 This falsehood should strip evil of all p'.

preternatural
s i3i-23 not because this Science ia . . . p".

prevail
s 138-1

ap 667-10

prevailed
6 308-31

ap 566-27

prevailing
ph 185-13

prevails
b 311-24

ap 667- 5

shall not p' against it."— Matt. 16.- 18.

Truth and Love p' Against the dragon

"as a prince" had he p-— Gen. 32 : 28.

dragon fought, . ..' . and p- not ;— Rev. 12;

aa material aa the p* systems of medicine.

law of Soul, which p' over material sense
spiritual strength wrestles and p*

7,8.

the misconceptions of Deity there p*.
our p- theories practically deny this.

But what say p' theories?
as p' theories maintain,

this wlU p' us from relinquishing the
to p" deeds of violence or to punish them.
If there are material laws which p- disease.
We should p- the images of disease from
to p" disease from forming in mortal mind
To p' the experience of error and its sufferings,
Until one is able to p' bad results, he should
cannot p" that from being scientific which
then no material suppositions can p- us from
Nothing but the power of Truth can p- the-

you can p" the development of pain
would p- the brain from becoming diseased,
and you p- the development of disease.

To p' disease or to cure it.

To p" or to cure scrofula and other so-caUed
summoned. . . Hypnotism to p- his punishrpent.
to p" his committing liver-complaint,
result which they were called to p".

Covering iniquity will p- prosperity
to p' suffering, not to produce it.

Communion . . . would be p- by this difference,

the very results which might have been p"

he left no definite rule for . . . p* disease.

reconstructioh and to the p' of inflammation.

(that is, the p" and curative) arts

Obedience to material law p- full obedience to

p- the honest recognition of benefits received,

p- him from helping himself,

the error which p- mortals from

that Is the moment p' to the transition,
were at the p" Court of Error,
is touched upon in a p' chapter
The p' and more scientific record

The facts of creation, as p" recorded,

one belief p" upon another.

price
pr 10-21 has paid for . . . prayer the p- of persecution.
a 36-15 The earthly p* of spiritualitj^ in a material age

47-12 The traitor's p- was thirty pieces of silver

s 108- 9 "the p' of learning love,"

ph 197- 7 What a p- for human knowledge !

197- 7 But the p' does not exceed the original cost.

nriceless
p 36&- 1 a p: sense of the dear Father's loving-kindness.

pride
and fear _ , .^ . j j

'

.
a 31- 1 P' and fear are unfit to bear the standard of

and fustian
s 142-16 tell their story to p- and fustian.

display, and
, .

m 60-23 personal adornment, display, and p",
humbled the . ,^

/ 228-30 It should have humbled the p' of the priests,

of power . . .

i 451- 5 must renounce . . . oppression and the p- of

power.
gl 589-13 the p' of power and the power of pnde ;

of priesthood , , ^, . ,.
6 270-22 The p- of priesthood is the prmce of this world.

or prejudice . ^. , ^.
s 144-25 Ignorance, p', or prejudice closes the

power of ^ -

gl 589-14 the pride of power and the power oi p' ;

rebuked , ,

o 35- 2 hearts chastened and p- rebuked.

tyranny and ^ . . . . .u
s 142-18 tyranny and p- need to be whipped out Of the

a 61-25
m 64-8

68- 4

s 115-22

p 372-29
(445-22
r484-3
(7/582-0

P", envy, cruelty,,and vengeance,
P", envy, or jealousy seems on most occasions

They are slaves to fashion, p', and sense.

?•,
envy, deceit, hatred, revenge,

f p-, superstitiofi, or any error prevents
Sell-seeliing, envy, passion, p', hatred.
When this is accomplished, neither p', prejudice,
p- ; envy ; fame ; Ulusion ; a false belief ;
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priest
a 20- 6 ritualistic p' and hypocritical Pharisee

30-14 Rabbi and p" taught the Mosaic law,
42- 2 p- and rabbi affirmed God to be a

s 141-19 Its only p- is the spiritualized man.

priestess
r 454-21 Love Is p* at the altar of Truth.

priesthood
b 270-22 The pride of p- is the prince of this world,

priests
a 49-26 p* and rabbis, before whom he had'
3 141-21 "kings and p- unto God."— Rev. 1 ; 6.

158- 2 originated in idolatry with pagan p',
f 228-30 It should have humbled the pride of the p;

primal
sp 87-15 It presents p' facts to mortal mind.

90- 2 how then can we account for their p' origin?
S 135- 7 unfolds the p* order,
/ 207-20 There is but one p' cause,
r 469- 9 It is the p- and eternal quality of

ap 559-26 »• elements, of Truth and Love,
668-30 Love sends forth her p" and everlasting strain.

primarily
s 148-19 the one wholly, the other p*

150-13 is not p' one of physical healing.
g 612-23 these are mental, both p' and secondarily.

543-19' who shall say that be is not p' dust?

primary
/^07-12 nor are the so-called laws of matter p',
245-29 the p- of that illustration makes it plam ,

(7 525-10 the p* sense being image, form;

prime
( 457-10 Her p' object, since entering this fleld

primeval
s 110- 4 These eternal verities reveal p' existence aa
553-28 from dust or from the rib of our p- father.

ap 565-23 stars sang together and all was p- harmony,

primitive
TTJ 63- 9 Spirit is his p- and ultimate source of being ;

64- 9 ruling out p- Christianity.
s 109-18 cures were produced in p- Christian healing

128- 2 Good is natural and p".

ph 176- 7 p- custom of taking no thought about food
/ 214- 3 they came as sound to the p" prophets.
244-17 that he returns eventually to his p' condition ;

h 292-13 Matter is the p' belief of mortal mind,
o 356-28 create the p', and then punish its derivative?
p 374-28 resolved into its p" mortal elements.

399-20 continuation of, the p' mortal mind.

prince
b 270-22 The pride of priesthood Is the p' of this world.
308-30 "as a p" had he prevailed— Gen. 32 ; 28.

309-11 Israel,— a p- of God, or a soldier of God,
Prince' of Peace

o 52-14 concerning the coming P" of P'.

principal
p 436- 1 p- witness (the officer of the Health-laws)

436-35 One of the p' witnesses. Nerve, testified

Principle
and Idea

(see Idea)
and its Idea

r 465-17 P* and its Idea Is one,
475- 4 all is Spirit, divine P- and Its Idea.

g 620- 9 P" ana its idea, man, are coexistent
and practice
pref ix-14 the P" and practice of Christian healing,

o 355-24 misapprehension both of the divine P' and prac-
tice

and proof
/ 210- 5 P" and proof of Christianity are discerned

and rule
r 493-15 prove for himself the P' and rule of C. S.

an understood
r 487-30 This faith relies upon an understood P'.

8DOdtctiCftl
s 107- 7 This apodictical P" points to the revelation of

cause or
c 362-31 Divine Mind Is the only cause or P' of existence.

contradict Its

/ 232-14 religions which contradict its P" are false.

creative
502-27 The creative P'— Life. Truth, and Love
613-21 God who is the divinely creative P' thereof.

cnratlve
s 157- 9 rests on Mind alone as the curative P*,

deathless
/ 203-22 then mortals believe that the deathless P",

demonstrable
g 54&-29 It cures on a divine demonstrable P*

Principle
divine

{sec divine)
entire

t 461- 7 part illustrates and proves the entire P*.
eternal

6 312-20 man's eternal P- is ever-present Life.

gl 579-11 faith ia the divine Life and in the eternal P*
592-18 divine and eternal P- ; Life, Truth, and Love.

factor In the
pref X- 8 this mind Is not a factor In the P* of C. S.

fixed
s 128-28 It rests on fixed P" and not upon the

glorious
p 382-26 but for the glorious P- you teach,
r 474-14 until the glorious P" of these marvels is gained.

God Is the
s 112-32 God is the P- of divine metaphysics.
T 476- 9 God is the P- of man, and man is the Idea of

good In
b 286-19 like Himself,— good in P- and in idea.

governed by Its

ph 195-16 semblance "of an Idea governed by Its P\
healing

pr 12-12 the divine healing P* as manifested In Jesus,
6 312-29 away from the infinite and divine healing P"

heals the sick
354-10 P* heals the sick and spiritualizes humanity.

holy
s 124- 8 nor holy P* of its own.

Immortal
g 654- 4 God, who is its divine unmortal P'.

Infinite
sp 71- 8 the creative, governing, Infinite P'
C 257-18 anthropomorphic God, instead of infinite P",

258-19 infinite P' is reflected by the infinite idea
b 300- 4 no true appreciation of mfinite P',
302-25 infinite P\ called Person or God.
337-22 as incomprehensible ... as is man's infinite P".

g 520- 8 no more seen ... by mortals, than is his infinite
* 'i

524-16 Did the divine and infinite P- become a
ap 677- 3 as the infinite P- and infinite idea,

01 582-11 a gleam of the infinite idea of the infinite P' ;

Inharmony has no
r 480-15 Inharmony has no P" ;

interprets the
ap 560-11 interprets the P* of heavenly harmony.

is absolute
& 283-11 P- Is absolute.

is Imperative
6 329-21 P- Is Imperative.

is Infinite
6 328-32 Its P- is infinite, reaching beyond the

learning Its
. 6 274-24 no half-way position In learning its P*

living
r 477-21 In multifarious forms of the Uving P',

ofaU
s 109-17 P- of all harmonious Mind-action

of all happiness
c 261- 3 Truth and Love, the P* of all happiness,

of all science
s 124- 1 being based on Truth, the P- of all science.

of being
a 25-19 more spiritually than all others the P' of being.

of divine metaphysics
s lU-U The P- of divine metaphysics is God ;

112-32 God is the P- of divine metaphysics.
of healing

s 147-27 demonstrating this P" of healing
o 343- 2 teaching Truth as the P" of healing,

of man
s 123- 4 the true idea and P- of man will then appear.
r 476- 9 God is the P' of man, and man is the idea of

of man's harmony
ph 170- 9 the P- of man's harmony.

of Mind-healing
t 454-14 understands ... the P- of Mind-healing,

of the cure
/ 219-26 not comprehending the P- of the cure,

of the universe
b 272-28 divine P* of the universe must interpret
276-23 from materiality to the P- of the universe,

o"* „ . .J
s 112-17 comes one P' and its mnnite idea.

t 4.56-11 affirms that there is more than one P*
457-29 The Scientist's demonstration rests on one F\

T 466- 6 Indicate Mind, never matter, and have one P*.

g 517-19 they all have one P- and parentage.
al 588-15 though they are governed Dy one P-.

or Its Idea
c 258-21 no cognizance of either P- or its idea.
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Principle
oerfect

e 259-12
b 304-15
r 470-29
470-30

produced by
b 304-10

proved the
J 149-15
r 473-30

recognized
s 157- 4

same
p 395-10

406- 4

<7 518-17
saving

ft 285-24
start from

6 298-21
this

5 123-28
141-17
147-27

t 457-30
r 487-31

ap 559-25
triune

r 469-10

unerring
g 522-32

unity of
r 470- 4

views of
/ 239- 7

was rejected
6 316-25

without
T 487-22

a 26-23

ph 192- 8

/ 240-10
b 279-31
281-22

. 287- 2
290- 3
299-32
302- 1

303- 4
337- S

r 465-10
465-16
467-22
474- 1

492-27

op 561- 2

gl 581- 9

583-23
587- 6

593- 3

includes a perfect P" and idea,

governed by God, his perfect P*
his perfect P , the divine Mind.
If maa ever existed without this perfect P'
its

Harmony is produced by its P',

not . . . proved the P- of divine Science.

Jesus proved the P', which heals the

its one recognized P- of healing is Mind,

The same P- cures both sin and sickness.

Sin and siclcness are both healed by thesame P\
all having the same P', or Father;

but not as the saving P", or divine Love,

like numbers and notes, start from P',

The operation of this P- indicates
For this P- there is no dynasty.
demonstrating this P- of healing
Let this P- be applied to the cure or disease

This P- makes whole the diseased.
eat the divine body of this P-,

quality of infinite Mind, of the triune P-,

Does the unerring P- of divine law change

and have unity of P" and spiritual power

and we get clearer views of P'.

scourged in person, and its P" was rejected.

Mere belief is blindness without P"

makes us admit its P' to be Love.
from corporeality instead of from P',
in which the P- is above what it reflects,

seeks cause in effect, P" in its idea,
and see tha^ . . . have neither P" nor

They have neither P- nor permanence,
If the P", rule, and demonstration of

If ... he would have no eternal P'
P- is not to be found in fragmentary ideas.

the P- governing the reflection.

man must harmonize with his P",
Spirit, Soul, P-, Life,
Is there more than one God or P'7
P* is not in its idea.

(the P' of this unacknowledged Science)
the P' of this Science is divine,
the P' which works out the ends of

proved to be as immortal as its P" ;

matter and evil, which have no P" ;

P-; Mind; Soul; Spirit; Life; Truth;
definition ot

principle . ^ . ^

pr 3-5 Who would . . . pray the p' of mathematics to

/ 237-21 excluded on the same p- as the

g 522-19 represented as the life-giving p* oi the earth.

principles
t 458- 3 doctrine that Science has two p*

print
pref ix-21 it did not appear in p- until 1876,

printers
p 387-U If p* and authors have the shortest spaa of

printing
ph 197- 1 by p" long descriptions which

prints
r 486-14 Jesus proved by the p' of the nails, that

priorm 63-8

s 125-10

ph 178-13

/ 254-17
C 267-10
b 310-4
p 436-15

priority
ph 178- 9

prism
ap 558-13
27

nor does he pass through material conditions p'
to

the p- states which human belief created
deformity produced p' to his birth
P' to the change called death,
must have had children p' .to Adam.
Did it exist p' to thought?
P' to the night of his arrest, the prisoner

is not dangerous because of its p-

When understood, it is Truth's p' and praise.

prison
/ 202-10

p 366-30
431-12
433-32
441-15
442-14

r 495-12

prison-cell
g 516-18 gUntsfrom the church-dome, glances into the p-,

prisoner

until disciplined by the p" and the scaffold ;

If we would open their p' doors for the sick,
arrested Mortal Man . . . and cast him into p'.

can open wide those p" doors
nor can Disease cast him into p'.
Mortal Man, no longer sick and in p',

opens the p' doors to such as are bound.

assist the
p 432-26

attended to
p 431- 5

at the bar
p 432- 5

434-22

endeavoring to assist the p" to escape from

the p" attended to his daily labors.

Mortal Man, the p" at the bar.
The p- at the bar has been unjustly sentenced.

grows restless

p 433-13 As the Judge proceeds, the p- grows restless.

guilty
p 436-28 twelve Mortal Minds, to find the p" guilty.

hypnotized the
p 431-23 Morbid Secretion hypnotized the p*

is not guilty ., ..

p 434- 3 "Delay the execution ; the p" is not guilty."
Is then remanded

p 433-27 The p' is then remanded to his cell

manacling the
p 439-11 who was then manacling the p'

regards the
p 434-16

rescue the
p 435-24

rose up
p 442- 8

Should die
p 432-30

summoned
p 431-13

436-15
unfortunate

p 434-11 as counsel for the unfortunate p".
watched with

p 431- 3 the p* watched with the sick every night
would commit

p 432- 7 testifies .... I knew the p- would commit It,

regards the p" with the utmost tenderness.

His friends struggled hard to rescue the p*

Then the p* rose up regenerated, strong, free.

he decided at once that the p' should die.

thep' summoned Physiology, Materia Medica,
the p' summoned two proiessed friends.

p 430-30
431- 5
432-23
433-19
434-28
435-32
435-34
436- 7

prisoner's
p 432-25

the p\ or patient, watched with a sick friend.

the p" gave him drink.
who protested that the p' had abused him,
solemn sentence of death upon the p'.

P" is not proved
'

'worthy of death,— Acts 23; 29.

The only jurisdiction to which thep" can submit
I ask that the p" be restored
the p' on the night of the alleged offence

One of the p' friends, Materia Medica,

prison-yard
p 434- 4 Consternation fills the p*.

his mighty works, his toils, p-, sacrifices,

hag paid for the p" of prayer
duty and p- of every child, man, and woman,
A special p" is vested in the ministry.
Man's p- at this supreme moment is to prove

believe themselves to be . . , p' originators of

p' to work out their own salvation

A p' of one hundred pounds, offered ia

self-denial, sincerity, . . . win the p\

privations
a 49-10

privilege
pr 10-21
a 37-23

/235- 3

P428-6
privileged

C 263- 2

t 443-10

prize
S 111-19
t 462-18

pro
S 120-25 Any conclusion p- or con,
129- 9 be the fable p- or con,—

probabilities
ph 171- 9 not needing to consult almanacs for the p"

probable
p 413-29 making it p' at any time that such uls may

probation
a 35-15

35-16
b 291-12
291-24

probationary
a 46-24 a p

probe
ph 193- 6

t 462-26

probed
ph 193- 5 had just p- the ulcer on the hip,

probing
ph 184- 8 p- the trouble to the bottom.

his p- in the flesh after death,
its exemplification of human p\
salvation rests on progression and p"
until p' and growth shall effect the

and progressive state beyond the grave.

He even showed me the p",
to p- the self-inflicted wounds of selfishness.
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problem
In theology

a 23- 8 The atonement Is a hard p- in theology,
mesmerism Is a

an 102-23 "Mesmerism is a p- not lending itself to an
of bein;?

a 44- 7 a place in which to solve the great p' of being.
/ 217-21 you are working out the p' of being
254-14 demonstrating the great p" of being,

c 262- 1 in which to worli out the p' of being.
6 273- 6 not one of them can solve the p" of being,
314-26 The higher his . . . carried the p' of being-,

g 556-27 before it cares to solve the p" of being,
of Euclid

6 329-18 attempts to solve a p" of Euclid,
of man

/ 216- 6 unveils the mystery and solves the p* or man.
of Mind-beallng

s 109-12 I sought the solution of this p* of Mind-healing,
of nothingness

s 126- 3 The p" of nothingness, or "dust to dust,"
rule of the

b 329-19 and denies the rule of the p'
to solve the

pr 3-6 principle of mathematics to solve thep'r

proceedm 65- 2 should p' from man's highest nature.

sp 88-15 Beliefs p" from the so-called inaterial senses,
88-23 These effects, ... do not p' from Cliristianity,

an lOO- * out of the heart p- evil thoughts,— Matt. 15; 19.

ph 189-22. They p" from the divine source ;

/ 207-22 does not p' from this great and only cause.
c 256-28 a limitless Mind cannot p" from
260-22 Sicliness, disease, and death p" from fear.

o 356-25 Does evil p' from good?
p 374-16 can destroy all ills which p- from mortal mind.
r 484-18 Certain results, supposed to p" from' drugs,
g 529-10 both man and woman p" from God

proceeded
6 307- 2 the delusion that life and intelligence p*

proceedeth
p 410-n every word that p- out of the— Mat*. 4; 4.

proceeding
sp 88-12 Thoughts, p" from the brain or from matter,

proceedings
p 437-26 p" of a regularly constituted court.

proceeds
sp 88-31 Wben eloquence p" from' the belief that a
s 127-24 all truth p' from the divine Mind.
/ 239-25 If action p" from the divine Mind,
p 419-20 If the action p" from Truth,

433-13 As the Judge p", the prisoner grows restless.

433-18 Judge Medicine then p' to pronounce the
f 471-28 all that p- from the divine Mind.
480-14 Harmonious action p- from Spirit, God.
54J-17 All error p- from the evidence before the

gl 583-13 rests upon and p* from divine Principle.

process
by this

s 148-28 falls to give health or life by this p\
calling the

p 422- 1 and then calling the p" mathematics.

p 390-15 false p" of mortal opinions which you name law.

Is simple
t 459-25 the p" Is simple and the results are sure If

mental
p 416-24 The sick know nothing of the mental p*

metaphysical
/ 210-18 by one and the same metaphysical p'.
t 456-22 treated by the metaphysical p'.

of mental healing
t 459-15 Committing the bare p" of mental healing to

of weaning
b 322-30 Without this p' of weaning,

ordinary
g 648-31 besides the ordinary p" of generation,

referse the ^ . „ . , j
/ 212-15 Reverse the p- ; take away this so-called mind
p 397-17 Now reverse the p\

simple
321-24 restored his hand . •. .by the same simple p:

proclaim
pref xi-22 'When Gpd called the author to p" His Gospel

b 327-24 to meet the wrong and to p- the right,
p 437-11 I p- this witness. Nerve, to be destitute of

proclaimed
b 317- 5 and p- an anthropomorphic God.

proclaiming
ph 174-19 p- the kingdom of heaven on earth.

proclaims
g 557-24 revealed religion p* the Science of Mind

proclamation
p 410-20 a definite and inspired p- of C. S.

procreate
s 140-30 but mortals would p" man,

procreation
/ 205-14 the necessity for recreation or p" 7

sp

ph 168-32 By chemicalization I mean the p" which
/ 251-24 This p- of highBr spiritual understanding
p 398-31 Then we understand the p\

413-13 the p- of talcing a fish out of witer every day
416- 2 This p" shows the pain to be in the mind,
439-10 where the liver-complaint was In p%

processes
sp 89-19 not necessarily dependent upon educational p'

procured
a 37-18

procurers
T 481-22

procures
/ 220-13

procuring
ph 171-27

p 411-20

prodigal
ap 575-15

produce
pr 7-9
»n 58- 5

62-30
86-11
89-^2
90- 1

an 102-22
S 148-23
154-20
161-9

ph 165- 2
175-10
179-28
183- 8
190-4

/ 202-32
211- 4
211-15
212-18
212-22
230-17
230-20
233-21
244- 1

C 257- 5
259-30

d 304-13
304-13
335-25

p 370-19
377-18
377-31
385-30
386- 8
386- 9
399- 3
401-23
402-29
404-12
408-22
413- 2

413-10
420- 8

t 457-12
461-21

T 486-20

fl 522-30
539- 9
644-14
551-4
551-5
651-28

produced
C 38-7

63-19

sp 87-25
S 109-18
126-13
152-10
159-21

164-19

Those who p' the martyrdom of that righteous

These human verdicts are the p' of all discord.

p- a summer residence 'with more ease than

the p" cause of all sin and disease.
The p' cause and foundation of all sickness

taught by the mustard-seed and the p"7

But does it p- any iMting benefit?

Ill-arranged notes p' discord.
and p' the ills of which we complain.
Opposites . . . p' unlike results.

If seed is necessary to p' wheat,
and wheat to p" flour,
and p- the very apathy on the subject which
to p* the concord and unity of Spirit
and they p' the very results which
might p' spontaneous combustion.
human mind is all that can pr pain.
to say that a rose, . . . can p" suffering I

to move the bowels, or to p' sleep
Can the agriculturist, . . . p- a crop without
ignorant of what it is supposed to p\Common opinion . . . that this cold may p'
If ... P' sickness and health, good and evil,

does not this so-called mind p" the Effect

They p' a rose through seed and soil,

mortals believe that unseen spirits p' the
God, good, can no more p- sickness than
Does a law of God p' sickness,

by overcoming the thoughts which p" them,
He does not p' moral or physical deformity ;

and shadow caimot p* substance.
that they may p" harmonious results.

good can never p' evil ;

matter can never p- mind nor
can p" nothing unlike the eternal

p- very direct and marked effects on the
watched that it may not p- blindly its bad
is of itself powerless to p' suffering.
opposite belief would p" the opposite result.

to demand it and p- it.

jnortals declare that . . . p' catarrh, fev^r.
You say that certain material combinations p*
could you p"any effect upon the brain or body
Science cannot p' both disorder and order.
the wicked motives which p' them.
would p- insanity as perceptibly as
Mind, does not p' pain in matter.

p" good or bad effects on the
cannot p" this unnatural reluctance.
to prevent suffering, not to p" it.

because of the different effects they p".

yet supposes Mind unable to p' harmony!
Does Life, Truth, and Love p' death,
if they p* their opposites,
nor does matter p' mind.
If Mind is first, it cannot p" Its opposite
If matter is first, it cannot p" Mind.
Neither can p' the other.

p' by man-made doctrines, .

the shock so often p' by the truth.
The strong impressions p' on mortal mind
cures were p' m primitive Christian healing
but the human mind never p- a real tone

Anatomy describes muscular action as P' by
this Lynn woman died from effects p" by
or p' by mental assassins.
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produced
ph 17^13 »• prior to his birth by the

185- 2 The wind had not p- the difficulty.
188-18 sensation p- physically by the
195- 7 All that he ate, except his black crust, p'
198-31 does not follow that exerciae has p- this

199-17 p' consciously or unconsciously,
b 277-15 A mineral is not p- by a vegetable
304-18 Harmony is p' by its Principle,

p 370-11 symptoms, which might be p' by a
371- 6 p" on children by telling ghost-stories
373-20 the effects of fear p' by sm,
380-18 belief of disease p' by a so-called

389-28 A case of convulsions, p- by indigestion,
392-12 Whatever benefit is p" on the body,
401-16 chemicalization is the upheaval p' when
401-21 The only effect p" by medicine is

421-22 the alterative effect p- by Truth upon error.

422-23 both similarly p" and attended by the same
a 533-18 £• the immediate fruits of fear and shame.
551- 3 Either Mind produces, or it is p:

producer
p 377-14 showing mortal mind to be the p- -ot

a 544- 6 Mind, mstead of matter, being the p',

644-32 Error begins with corporeahty as the p'

produces
pr 7-17 p' material ecstasy and emotion.

sp 79- 8 p' permanent health.
.

80-28 Mortal mind p" table-tipping aa certainly as

* 108-31 P" all the organism and action of the

144-19 It p" evil continually, and is not a factor In

148-18 the divine Principle which p- harmonious man,
155-18 sustains medicine and p- all medical results,

159-30 a man's behef p- disease and all its symptoms,
ph 177- 1 Human mind p- what is termed organic disease

177- 2 as certainly as it p- hysteria,
184- 6 Belief p- the results of belief,

184-10 error of behef which p' a mortal disorder,

/ 208-15 absurd to suppose that . . . God, p- disease

220-18 Mortal mind p' its own phenomena,
229-26 If the transgression of God's law p" sickness,

231-12 If God makes sin, if good p- evil,

239-24 It forms material concepts and p- every
t> 270-27 If a sense of disease p- suffermg

278-29 inform us that like p- like.

276-32 IntelUgence never p- non-intemgence ;

277- 6 Matter never p' mind.
277- 6 The immortal never p- the mortal.
277-20 Error . . . asserts that Spirit p' matter
277-20 asserts that . . . matter p- all the

V 370-15 The effect, which mortal mind p- through one
374-30 Mortal mind p' animal heat, ...
379-23 her behef p" the very results she dreads.

380-24 the divine Mind p- in man health,

386-25 Error, not Truth, p- all the suffering on earth.

390- 8 which p- apparent discord,
398-18 What p- the change? ^ ^ ,

398-20 and p" a new effect upon the body.
403-28 The mortal so-called mind p' all

408-29 The unconscious thought ... p' no effect,

419-20 Mind p- all action.
421-15 belief that this chemicalization p* pain

t 459-27 The tree must be good, which p- good fruit.

a 544-13 In Science, Mind neither »• matter nor
547-18 Darwin's theory,— that Mind p' its opposite,
551- 3 Either Mind p', or it is produced.
651- 6 Like p" like.

552- 1 If the egg p" the parent.
552- 3 Who or what p' the parent oi the egg?

producing
sp 81-22 the p", governing, divine Principle lives on,

ph 182- 8 capable of p- the highest human good
190- 5 The mortal says . . . seedhng is p* mortals,
199- 7 nobody beUeves that mind is p" such a result

/ 249- 4 p" His own models of excellence.

c 263-12 p* evil when he would create good,
o 343-16 the impossibility of good p- evil ;

356^19 incapable of p' sin, sickness, and death

p 370- 9 the law of cause and effect, or Uke p' Ilk?.
373-30 Mortal mind is p- the propulsion or the
401-U to the end of p- a higher manifestation.
403-17 p; on mortal body the results of false opinioiis ;

415-25 To remove the error p- disorder,

U 550-25 no instance of one species p" its opposite.
gl 680- 7 a so-called finite mind, p* other minds,

product
cannot be the

b 339-10 and cannot be the p' of God.
flower Is a

Sp 71-12 the flower is a p- of the so-called mind,
not the

g 551- 7 the bird is not the p* of a beast.
ofbeUef _

r 460- S Will-power is but a p' of belief.

product
of nothing

gl 580- 9 a p- of nothing as the mimicry of something ;

s 108-15 as the p' of three multipUed by three,
119- 7 they assume that matter is the P' of Spirit.

/ 219- 7 and then say the p- is correct.
b 280- 8 and the p- must be mental,
r 479- 8 Matter is neither self-existent nor a p* of

(7 508- 5 Mind's infinite idea, ... is the p'.

production
ph 183-18 action of Truth is the p* of hannony,
g 508-21 The Mind or inteUigence of p-

productive
g 544- 4 In God's creation ideas became p-,

products
b 274-21 These false beliefs and their p- constitute the

flesh,
280- 2 elements of discord and decay are not p' of

p 374-26 Heat and cold are p- of mortal mind.
421-31 the p' of eight multipUed by five, and of

profane
s 139-30 the p' or atheistic Invalid

ph 175-13 It is p- to fancy that the iwrfume of clover

profess
a 27-28 Why do those who p- to follow Christ reject the

54-30 would not some, who now p- to love him, reject

professed
a 37-16 When will Jesus' p- followers learn to

p 436-16 the prisoner summoned two p' friends,

profession
pr 15-28 Practice not p', understanding not belief,

a 28-11 more on the ground of demonstration than of p*.
s 141- 3 More than p- is requisite for
158- 1 the p' of medicine originated In idolatry

/ 242-32 the proof which he gave, instead of mere p'.

professional
/ 236- 6 Is it not p" reputation and emolument

professions
pr 8-18 P- and audible prayers are like charity
/ 233- 2 higher proofs rather than p* of Christian power.

Professor
s 163- 4 Dr. Benjamin Waterhouse, P' in Harvard
163-13 Dr. Mason Good, a learned P- in London,
163-19 P" of the Institutes and Practice of Physic

proficiency
pref x-30 No intellectual p- is requisite in the learner,

profit
pr 10- 6 If good enough to p- by Jesus' cup

profitable
a 43-12 the most p' to his students.

profitably
pref Lx-24 before a work on the subject could be p* studied.

profiteth
o 356-18 the flesh p- nothing."— Jo/in 6 ; 63.

profound
sp 88-22 and the individual manifests p" adoration.
s 157-32 better for this spiritual and p' pathology.
b 320-26 a p" Idea of the divine power to heal

ap 572- 7 the most simple and p" counsel of the
575-17 description of the city . . . has a p- meaning.

progenitor
g 551- 8 matter is not the p- of Mind.

progenitors
ph 173- 5 progressed farther than his animal p".

p 425- I or some of his p' farther back

progenym 61- 8 improve our p', diminish crime,

g 532-10 Adam and his p" were cursed, not blessed ;

539- 1 the author of sui and sin's p:
Progress

p 441-24 executed at the hands of our sheriff, P:
progress

civilization andm 57- 1 the cement of civilization and p:
consistent with
m 65- 8 If . . . consistent with p\ they will be strong

deemed
$ 158-10 This was deemed p'

element of
/ 233- 8 This is an element of p".

evidences of
s 158-24 Evidences of p- and of spiritualizatlbn

baman

gh
170-24 spiritual causation relates to human p*.

om
b 296- 4 P" is bom of experience.

Is tbe law
/ 233- 6 and p- Is the law of God.
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progress
labor and ,

/ 23&- 2 should stimulate clerical labor ana p .

moral , .„ w 1 _
a 2»- 5 Vibrating . . . our moral p' will be slow.

not united by . . t.

sp 72-16 tares and the wheat, which are not umtea by P',

of Information
g 548-21 changed with the p" of information.

of truth „ . , ,

sp 94-17 The p" of truth confirms its claims,

/ 239-16 To ascertam our p-, we must
p 426- 9 expectation speeds our p'.

painless
/ 224- 9 There should be painless p;

periods or , , . j #

g 511-18 infinite ideas, images, mark the periods of p ,

proof of ,,,,,.
b 324- 5 purification of sense and self Is a proof of p .

ready for
,^ ,, . j ,

o 353-23 When we learn that . . .we shall be ready forp ,

revelation and
gl 691-24 symbol of Truth ; revelation and p\

some
, .

pref lx-17 To-day, though rejolcmg in some p\
stage of .

g 506-14 forming each successive stage of p\
takes off

c 256- 1 P' takes o£f human shackles.

pr 11-11 In order to compel this p'.
wlU finally destroy

r 492-11 Thus p" will finally destroy all error,

pr 10-20 the advance guard of p' has
m 68- 2 At present mortals p' slowly
5 142-15 they . . . shut the door on p*.

r 495-25 How can I p' most rapidly in the

progressed
ph 173- 4 p" farther than his animal progenitors.

progressing
gl 589-23 material belief p- and disappearing ;

progression
6 291-12 Universal salvation rests on p' and probation,

progressive ^ ^ ^
a 46-24 probationary and p- state beyond the grave.

/ 240-19 If mortals are not p',

projected ^ , . ^
s 126- 8 Human thought never p" the least portion of

prolific
ph 180- 1 are both p- sources of sickness.

/ 205-11 the p- source of all suffering , . ,. .

228- 7 Heredity is a p", subject for mortal beuef to

p 409- 7 the more p- it is likely to become in sin and
t 457-17 mental malpractice, p' of evil,

ap 663-21 p- in health, holiness, and immortality.

prolong
sp 77-19 Of what advantage, ... to p' the material

77-20 and so p' the illusion

prolonged
s 156-15 aggravation of symptoms from their p- use,

/ 212- 6 If the sensation . . . can return, can be p-,

prolonging
m 69-19 In p" her health and smiles

promise ^ ^ ^

pr 14-19 Hence the hope of the p' Jesus bestows .

/ 246-23 and still maintain his vigor, freshness, and p-.

h 328-28 Jesus' p' is perpetual. . , , , .,

o 342-11 the p- that his students should cast out evils

r 497-24 we solemnly p" to watch, and pray
ap 558-12 but a bright p' crowns its brow.

662-25 waiting to be delivered of her sweet p",

promised
pref xi-18 coming now as was p" aforetime,

an 101-13 p- by Monsieur Berna [the magnetizer]
s 123-22 teachings of the Comforter, as p- by the Master.

150- 8 This coming, as was p' by the Master,
c 267-31 hath p- to them that love him."— «/as. 1 ; 12.

g 566- 5 and anticipating the p- joy,

promises
a 65-21 The p- will be fulfilled.

p 373- 5 and be more alive to His p*.

promising
m 61-14 places p" children In the arms of gross parents,

promotem 68-18 will not p- the sweet Interchange of confidence

ph 195-21 p- the growth of mortal mind out of Itself,

p 410-27 to p' right thinking and doing,

promoters
ph 179-22 are the p" of sickness and disease.

promotes
m 59-17 p- the welfare and happiness of your wife
an 103- 1 p" affection and virtue In families
c 266-12 to accept what best p' your growth,

promotive
p 420-23 is not p' of health or happiness.

promptly
b 273-32 when it Is opposed p- and persistently by C. S.

promptness
g 514-15- diligence, p", and perseverance

promulgated
s 164- 6 therapeutic agents, ever yet p',

prone
/ 203-17 We are p' to believe either in more than

pronounce
p 433-18 Judge Medicine then proceeds to p- the

439-30 the sentence which . . . Divine Love will p\
pronounced

s no- 6 is p- by His wisdom good.
167-17 which . . . He p- good,

p 436-33 that court p' a sentence of death for

g 626-15 God p- good all that He created,

pronounces
pr 5-29 sharp censure our Master p' on hypocrites.

proof
added . .

6 295- 3 added p- of the unreliability of

affording the
r 473-20 affording the p" of Chrlstiamty s trutb

affords no . „ .

f 20&- 1 error, which affords no p" of God,
and demonstration

342- 2 hour has struck when p- and demonstration,
another . , ^

s 122-15 The optical focus Is another p- ol the

brings out the
s 167-30 brings out the p" that Life Is

contains the . . ^ „
g 547- 3 contains the p* of all here said of C. S.

divine
/ 215-22 With its divine p-, Science reverses the

final
a 45-23 beheld the final p- of all that he had taught,

furnished the
b 317-28 to him Jesus furnished the p' that

furnish the
, , , _,,,.,

a 51-11 that he might furnish the p" of Immortal life.

great
a 25- 1 the great p- of Truth and Love.

hence the ^ , ..»
p 402-28 Hence the p" that hypnotism Is not scientific ;

a 64-17 This was the highest p" he could have offered .

his
a 26-30 His p- of Christianity was no form or

44-21 In his p' of man's truly derived power
Immortal

r 488-17 C. S. sustains with Immortal p*

341-11 P- is essential to a due estimate of this subject.

Jesus' last
, ^ . ,^ .

a 43-11 Jesus' last p- was the highest,
no

sp 71-23 no p' nor power outside of human testimony.
an 100-20 no p- of the existence of the animal magnetic
/ 208- 1 error, which affords no p' of God,
284-21 physical senses can obtain no p' of God.

o 362- 1 but their prayer brought down no p' that,

of Christianity
a 26-30 His p- of Christianity was no form or
s 142- 9 as our first p' of Christianity,
f 210- 5 The Principle and p- of Christianity
271- 9 the philosophy. Science, and p- of Christianity

o 361-16 the practical p- of Christianity,
of harmony , ^ . ^ ^

b 340- 2 make life Its own p* of harmony and God.
of healing ^ .....

ap 669-13 rejoices in the p" of healmg,
of immortality . , , _ ...

sp 81-15 Life, Love, Truth, Is the only p' of Immortality.
b 306-18 a rational p- of ImmortaUty.

of Its utility , ,.
gl 583-14 institution, which affords p- of Its utility

of progress , „ ,

b 324- 5 purification of sense and self is a p' of progress.
of the supremacy .,,,..

b 322- 2 in p- of the supremacy of Mind.
of the utility

365- 5 the p' of the utility of these methods ;

once seen ^ , . . . .

s 109- 9 p
' once seen, no other conclusion can be reached.
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proof
overwhelming

s 151-32 we have overwhelming p\
practical .

o 345-19 this practical p- is the only feasible eviaence
351-16 the practical p- of Christianity,

presented the
a 54-14 he presented the p- that Life, Truth, and Love

requisite ^. .

g 552- 9 even where the p- requisite ... is undiscovered.

splrltaal
g 505-24 giving the spiritual p- of the universe

Statement and
s 113-13 found to agree in statement and p',

p 380-28 its culmination of scientific statement and p'.

subjected to
o 341-16 according to a divine given rule, and subjected

to p-.
support of bis

/ 236-10 Christ's teachings in support of his p-
this , ^.

a 42-29 had taught his disciples the Science of this V.
s 147-20 This p- lifts you high above the
6 321-15 this p' was a staff upon which to lean.

321-25 God had lessened Moses' fear by this p"
witness or

b 303-27 a witness or p- of His own nature.

a 24-25 as a p" that spirits can return to earth?
42-16 the p" of his final triumph over body

m 69- 4 as fixed in divine Science as is the p' that
s 123-24 The p\ by present demonstration, that
153-23 p- that this so-called mind makes its own pain

/ 207- 6 every scientific statement . . . has its p".
242-31 require of Christians the p" which he gave,

<7 546-27 The p' that the system stated in this book
gl 592-12 the p- that, without the gospel,

proofs
any

o 354-13 neither give nor offer any p- that their
famished

r 472-12 Jesus furnished p- of these statements.
glorious

r 474- 1 his teachings and their glorious p",

higher
/ 233- 2 makes its demands upon us for higher p'

highest
a 49-28 to whom he had given the highest p" of

of God's care
m 66-11 Trials are p' of God's care.

of immortality
sp 78-13 why look to them . . . for p' of immortality,

80-11 assertion that . . . are our only p- of immortality.
requisite

a 25-24 giving the requisite p' of their own piety.
fccbllme

p 387-27 history of Christianity furnishes sublime p'
these

/ 233- 3 These p' consist solely in the destruction of

a 41-14 p- of Truth, Life, and Love, which Jesus gave
o 355- 6 p' are better than mere verbal arguments
358-13 Otherwise it . . . could not present itsp-

p 363-29 In the absence of other p\
pro or con

s 120-25 Any conclusion p- or c deduced from
129- 9 the material fable, be the fable p' or c\

propagate
g 551-30 In order to p" its species,

propagated
b 272-27 from which are p* the dismal beliefs of

propagates
m 66-13 Love p" anew the higher joys of Spirit,

propagating
g 507-19 not . . . because of any p- power of their own,
531-20 a p- property of their own?

propagation
m 61-C4 Is not the p* of the human species a

61-31 If the p' of a higher human species is requisite
s 142- 3 required for self-establishment and p-.
b 303- 6 from no power of p' in matter.
g 545-23 They believed in the existence of. matter, its p'
557- 9 human p- has its suffering because it is a

propensitiesm 61-21 p' that.must either be overcome or
an 104-20 falsehood, revenge, malice, are animal p'
/ 206- 6 and free the lower p'.
p 405- 2 Hatred inflames the brutal p-.

405- 5 C. S. commands man to master the p",

propensity
/ 252-21 Animal in p- deceitful in sentiment,
r 490- 5 Human will is an animal p\
539-14 Whence does he obtain the p- or power to

proper
pr 4-7 and foUow his example. Is our p" debt to him
sp 93-23 Spirit, as a p- noun, is the name of the

98-25 what they call science has no p" connection
s 112-29 without giving tliat author p" credit,

ph 179- 1 understanding of C. S. in its p' signification
/ 222- 6 one of which is to believe that p' food supplies
234-17 If mortals would keep p- ward over mortal

e 265- 7 and gain some p- sense of t'ne infinite,
b 302-28 body. presents no p' likeness of divinity,
313- 3 the full and p" translation of the Greek),
319-30 but we can by special and p" capitalization
333-13 p- name of our Master in the Greek was

p 383-20 to keep the body in p- condition.
424- 8 the p' sense of God's unerring direction
434-24 Mortal Man has had no p' counsel in the case.

t 449-28 A p- teacher of C. S.
463-21 To decide quicldy as to the p" treatment of

r 4S2- 6 The p" use of the word soul

g 502-12 serves to suggest the p- reflection of God
506-19 gathers unformed thoughts into their p' chan-

nels,
517-20 The only p- sjrmbol of God as person is

538- 6 to note the p" guests.
555-24 and set aside the p- conception of Deity,

properly
pr 16-16 p- reads, "Deliver us from the— Matt. 6; 13.

m 58- 7 should be concordant in order to blend p\
sp 84-31 If . . . thoroughly learned and p" digested,
an' 106- 9 Man is p' self-governed only when he
s 128- 4 The term Science, p: understood,
128-32 conclusion, if p' drawn, cannot be false.
129- i a p- computed sum in arithmetic.
130-15 C. S., p- understood, would

b 333- 3 The word Christ is not p' a synonym for
t 449-17 to teach this subject p- and correctly
463- 6 To attend p' the birth of the new child,
483-13 truth removes p' whatever is offensive.

T 482-10 Soul is p" the synonym of Spirit, or God ;

g 501— 1 interpretation of the Scriptures p* starts with-
554- 5 nor are there p' any mortal beings,
557- 4 how to develop their children p- on dry land.

properties
s 118-25 as yeast changes the chemical p' of meaL
124-20 cohesion, and attraction are p' of Mind.

pfi 177-19 indicated matter's p', qualities, and forms.

property
m 63-19 p-, and parental claims of the two sexes,
s 153- 6 until there was not a single saUne p" left.

g 510-28 and not a vitalizing p' of matter.
531-20 a propagating p" of their own?

prophecy
s 118- 6 Did not this parable point a moral with a p",
131-26 The mission of Jesus confirmed p",

c 266-16 The author has experienced the foregoing p"
b 292- 4 Here p- pauses,
o 349-21 Out of this condition grew the p-
g 534-12 This p- has been fulfilled.

ap 558- *
thfij that hear the words of (his p',— Rev. 1 ; 3.

gl 585- 9 Elias. p- ; spiritual evidence

propliesied
ap 561-32 John the Baptist p- the coming of

prophesy
b 331>- 5 p- and involve the final destruction of all sin?

prophesying
g 531- 9 as if hoi)e were ever p" thus :

prophesyings
r 490-19 Despise not p."— I Thess. 5 ; 20.

Prophet
o 360-28 the Jews put to death the Galilean P-,
r 497-18 as demonstrated- by the GalUean P'

prophet (see also prophet's)
a 28-29 trials encoimtered by p', disciple, and apostle,

sp 98- 4 p' of to-day beholds in the mental horizon
122-19 The barometer,— that little p- of

p 363-12 they were wondering why, being a p',
g 540- 6 but the p- referred to divine law
gl 593- 4 definition of

prophetic
s 109-25 p- Scripture of Isaiah is renewedly fulfilled ;

/ 226- 2 p' of further steps towards the banishment of

prophetically
a 52-25 p- said to his disciples,

ap 558-18 whose flames of Truth were p' described by
prophet's

a 52-12 p" foresight of the reception error would give

prophets
ancient

sp 84- 3 ancient p' gained their foresight from
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prophets
and apostles

s 126-29 and the lives of p" and apostles.
/ 243-12 the ancient demonstrations of p" and apostles,

false
ap 567-28 The beast and the false p' are

healing by tbe
s 139-25 nor annul the healing by the p",

Hebrew
sp 85-19 were foretold by the Hebrew p\

of Christian Science
p 388- 1 The Christian martyrs were p- of C. S.

of Jehovah
sp 83- 2 What the p- of Jehovah did,

of old
b 270-U p' of old looked for something higher

primitive
/ 214- 3 and that they came as sound to the primitive p".

seers and
sp 84- 9 .men become seers and p' involuntarily,

S 136-16 Jeremias, or one of the p\"— Matt. 16; 14.

136-16 These p' were considered dead,
b 269-24 teachines of Jesus, of his apostles, of the p\
288-13 foreshadowed by the p- and inaugurated by
333-23 • Abraham, Jacob, Moses, and the p-

o 358-16 uttered and illustrated by the p',

prophet-shepherds
pref vii- 4 So shone the pale star to the p: ;

prophylactic
p 369-23 The p" and therapeutic . . . arts

propitiate .

a 18-15 how can God p' Himself?

proportion
as humanity gains

c 258-22 in p- as humanity gains the true conception
as ignorance

/ 209- 3 in p" as ignorance, fear, or
as matter

p 369- 5 In p- as matter loses to human sense all

as mortals
b 329-32 In p- as mortals give up error for Truth
p 409-25 in p' as mortals realize the Science of man

as the belief
b 279-16 In p' as the belief disappears that

as the false
m. 69- 9 in p" as the false and material disappears.

as tlie force
g 554-32 in p* as the force of mortal mind is less pungent

as the sin
p 391-16 will cease in p' as the sin ceases,

as this fact
r 467-11 In p' as this fact becomes apparent,

as this is done
/ 209-23 In p" as this Is done, man and the universe will

as we apprehend
s 140- 9 in p- as we apprehend the divine nature

as we overcome
p 427-21 in p" as we overcome sin.

as you understand
/ 217-22 in p- as you understand the control

to bis purity
b 337-16 In p- to his purity Is man perfect ;

to his nnderstandini
ap 576-24. ;

to its escape

tnding
p- to nis understanding of God.

s 128-20 only In p- to its escape into the
to its wicliedness

. ap 569-11 nothingness of error Is In p' to its wickedness.
to our apprehension

sp 80- 1 We have strength in p- to our apprehension of

to our spirituality
sp 95- 7 In p- to our spirituality,

to our understanding
ph 178-22 In p- to our understanding of C. S.,

to their courage
p 417- 8 their strength Is in p- to their courage.

to the truth
p 403-29 In p- to the truth or error which influences

to your beUef
p 385-24 you win suffer In p' to your belief and fear.

to your dlsl>elief

p 397-19 -in exact p" to your disbelief in physics,
to your honesty

t 449-14 in p* to your honesty and fidelity,

a 26- 7 In p" to their demonstration of his love,
s 155-23 in p" as it puts less weight into the material

ph 178-26 In p' to our spiritual understanding
c 265- 4 Man understands spiritual -existence in p" as
p 369- 6 in that p" does man become its master.
r 46^30 in p- as the other is recognized.

proportionably .

c 261- 6 p" to their occupancy of your thoughts.

proportional
an 101-32 is p- to one's faith in esoteric magic.

proportionate
s 167- 7 Our p' admission of the claims of

f 225-15 p- to its embodiment of right thinking.

proportionatelym 68-30 P' as human generation ceases,
s 157-15 power of action is p' increased.

/ 207- 3 p- as we advance spiritually,
p 423-22 and he p' strengthens his patient
g 557-U C. S. reveals harmony as p' increasing

propose
o 349- 8 We p' to follow the Master's exanriple.
r 492-18 "I p" to fight it out on this line,

proposed
s 161-11 Massachusetts put her foot on a p*

proposition
s 109- 1 p' that Mind is All and matter is naught
110-10 glorious p',— ma,n's perfectibility
113-22 Which of the denials in p" four is true?
164-21 the truth of its basic p-

r 470-12 by the following self-evident p" :

propositions
an 100- 6 His p' were as follows :

$ 113- 9 The fundamental p- of divine metaphysics
113-11 the four following, to me, self-evident p\
113-11 Even if reversed, these p- will be •

128-31 If both the major and the minor p'
o 345-16 to those who understand its p'

349-17 the expression of spiritual conceptions and p•,^
r 471-12 yield assent to astronomical p'
493-25 these p' can only seem real ... In illusion.

propounded
s 145-32 Our Master's first article of faith p" to

propriety
t 443- 2 as to the p', advantage, and consistency

propulsion
771 67-16 until an irresistible p- precipitates his

p 373-30 Mortal Mind is producing the p'

prescriptive
s 140-13 will no longer be tyrannical and p*

prosecution
p 430-27 the evidence for the p' being called for,

prospect
s 107-18 In the p- of those days in which we must say,

prospective
g 527-28 lie . . . asking a p' smner to help Him;

prospects
s 130- 3 discouraged over its slight spiritual p*.

ph 191-19 no longer ask . . . What are man'sp"

prosper
( 448-17 covereth his sins shall not p- :— Prov. 28 : 13.

prosperity
pref xii-15 October 29, 1889, in the height of its p'
m 66- 9 in the sunshine of joy and p\
s 133-13 In national p-, miracles attended the
t 446-^ Covering imquity will prevent p"

prostrates
s 119-19 whose lightning palsies or p-

prostration
sp 79-26 says : . . . You have nervous p",

protect ^ ^ ^
p 436-32 Claiming to p" Mortal Man in right-aolDg'„
t 461-18 If this be requisite to p- others.

protecting
p 387^28 the supporting Influence and p' power

protectionm 60-17 a p' to woman, strength to man,
p 436-14 and are under the p- of the Most High..

protects ,

g 518-14 In return, the higher always p* the lower..

protest . V . J. .J ,r _
5 150-20 and that, too, in spite of the Individual s p*

160-21 and become cramped despite the mental p'Z
p 384-12 and man has only to enter his p- against.

391-21 therefore meet the intiniation with a p:
425-31 be always ready with the mental p'

protested
s 159- 3 p* Mrainst Inhaling the ether

p 432-22 p* that the prisoner had abused mm,
protests , ,^ ^.

pr 12-14 deep and conscientious p" of Truth,
354-1 Are the p- of C. S. against the

protoplasm . . ., , .^
6 279- 7 slime, or p' never ongmated in the.

protracted
1 446-17 or his demonstration 13 p;
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proud
s 124-24

provable
/211-9

prove
a

m

26-17
27- 2
49-21
59-18
81- 1

81-8
81-13

an 104-29

S 108-14
132-12
138-25
146-22

ph 199-20

/2ir--8
h 278-26
315-19
315-22'

316- 8
316-27
32*-13
346-12
356- 6

J>368- 6
373-31
377- 9

380-21
380-24
383-24
383-26
384-14
400-21
428- 7

1446-24
447-26
458-28
459-14
461-26
461-28
464-19

r 493-15
496-14

C547-6
proved

pref x-16
X-22

a 26-25
27-10
42- 1

42-21
44-9
46-14

S 109- 9
111-32
112-24
125-31
138-26
139- 6

146- 1

149-15
159-20

ph 168-20

/ 214-12
228-29
229- 2

C 264-23
267-30

b 300-10
307-14
314-6
314-32
316-19
318-30
332-19
355-29

p 368-21
386-30
394-17
402-31
434-29
438-8

1 461- 6
r 473-28
473-29
486-14
492-8
492-13
493-29

g 514-27

ap S67-23

0/ S81- 8

and said to the p' wave,

Is it not p' that Mind is not mortal

to p' what God is and what He does for man.
intended to p' beyond a question that the
He was to p- that the Christ is not subject to

will p' more salutary in. prolonging her
There is not so much evidence to p'
on its own theories, spiritualism can only p"
than the opposite assertion, . . . would p"
courts recognize evidence to p' the motive
the lesser demonstration to p" the greater,
such effects, coming from divine Mind, p' the
The Christian can p' this to-day as readily as

praeticaUy p" its divine origin and eflScacy.
The feats of the gymnast p- that

p- Mind to be scientifically distinct from
logic which would p' his annihilation.
suDdue sin and p' man's heritage,
to p" irrefutably how spiritual Truth destroys
to p" the power of Spirit over the flesh,

could p- God's divine power by healing the
We must p- our faith By demonstration.
in order to p' the somethingness
Sin, sickness, and death do not p'
Divine Science insists that time will p' all this.

we p' this to be so when by mental means the

p- that they can be healthy in all climates,
and p' man's dominion over error.

to p' that the divine Mind produces
Does his assertion p' the use of tobacco to be
p- the illusive physical effect of a false belief,
will p' to himself, by small beginnings,
we p" that thought alone creates the suffering.
Man's privilege . . . is to p- the words of

you overcome it and p' its nothingness.

fet
the victory over sin and so p' its unreality.

le must p', through living as well as

Any attempt to . . . must p" abortive.

Top" . . . the error or unreality of sin,

to p' . . . the error or unreality of disease,

"p- all thing;s ;— / Thess. 5: 21.

and p- for himself the Principle and rule
will p' what the understanding of God
You can p' for yourself, dear reader,

have p' the worth of her teachings.
The divine Principle of healing is p" fn the

Hep' by his deeds that C. S. destrovs sickness,
Jesus p" by his reappearance after the
Jesus' life p', divinely and scientifically,
and p' its nothingness.
He p" Life to be deathless
he p" to the physical senses
and thus p- absolute and divine.

p' itself, whenever scientificallv employed,
already been stated and p' to be true,
matter will finally be p' nothing more than
as readily as it was p' centuries ago.
Moses p' the power of Mind by what men called
and he p" his faith by his works
because you have not obeyed the rule and p'
The sequel p' that this Lynn woman
an authority which Jesus p" to be false

material senses, . . . arep' non-intelligent.
He p' them powerless.
p- that matter has not destroyed them,
who p' them to be forms of error.
when he is tried, [p* faithful],

— Jas. 1 : 12.

So far as ... is understood, it can be p'
This error has p' itself to be error.

p- that he and the Father were inseparable
Jesus p" them wrong by his resurrection,
thus p' that Truth was the XHaster of death.
as numbers are controlled and p' by
he p' that Christ is the divine idea
p- to be such by our Master
p', when we learn that life and man survive this

might afterwards be p' to you.
Experience has p' to the author the fallacy of

p' to be a belief without a real cause.
not p' "worthy of death,— Acts 23; 29.

C. S. p" the witness. Nerve, to be a perjurer.
Vfe admit the whole, because a part is p*
He p" what he taught.
Jesus p" the Principle, . . . to be divine.
Jesus p* by the prints of the nails, that
It is already p- that a knowledge of this,
a statement p- to be good must be correct.

p* that the Christ could improve on a false
Paul p" the viper to be harmless.
and so p* to be powerless.
p' to be as immortal as its Principle ;

proverb
6 291-21

proverbial
ph 179-24

p 386- 1

proves
ap 81-12
5 108-16

113-27
135-25

ph 194-19
194-30

/207^5
212-14
245-28

C 257-23
258- 7

6 289-15
306-20
329- 6

338-9
347-25
351-24

p370- 8
375-9
416-21

t 461- 7

9 522-3

provide
s 143- 6 nor p" them for human use ;

Providence
p 424-10 Under divine P* there can be no accidents,

providing
a 24-21

Province
p 432-11
438-9
439-6

province
pr 3-2
/206- 7

b 307-29

p 432-12
437- 1

proving
a 39- 5

5 125-19

ph 199-23
343- 3

343-18

ff 546-32'

provisionm 56-7

provoke
t 452-11

proximity
sp 82-15

proxy
pr 12-31

prudent
s 131-21

Psalm
ap 577-32

578-4
Psalmist

pr 5-20
sl35- 1

ph 200-13
6 309-4
a 505-17

ap 575-22

Psalms
ap 564-27 quoting a line from the P*i

pseudo-mental
p 389-10 This p" testimony can be destroyed only by

psychology
p 369-25 readily seen, if p*, , . . was understood.

has been transformed into the popular p*.

It should not be p-, that so long aa
It is p' that Florence Nightingale

no more p' him to be so, than
p- conclusively that three times three
p' the rule by inversion.
This p- the one to be identical with the other.

p- beyond a doubt that education constitutes
p' material sense to be but a beUef
This fact p' our position,
it p" sensation to be in the mortal mind,
P" it possible to be young at seventy-four ;

p' the material theory of mind in matter to be
The insufficiency of this beUef . . .p' the falsity of

p' the "king of terrors" to be but— Job 18: 14.

Science p' man's existence to be intact.
A little understanding of C. S. p- the truth of
The mortality of material man p" that
and so p" their nothingness.
which p' the nothingness of error,
this p that fear is governing the body.
The old-school physician p' this when
is only in mortal mind, as the dead body p' ',

illustrates and p' the entire Principle.
p- the falsity of the second.

chiefly as p- a ready pardon for all sinners

Governor of the P- of Body,
Instead of being a ruler in the P' of Body,
was absent from the P' of Body,

without being reminded of His p".
the p" of spiritual sense to govern man.
his p' is in spiritual statutes.
In this p' there is a statute regarding
in which p- Mortal Man resides.

thus p' their nothingness.
p- our material theories . . . to be valueless.

p- that failure is occasioned by
and for p- my word by my deed
p- by what are wrongly called miracles,
the p- of one example would authenticate

the legal and moral p' for generation

Your advancing course may p' envy,

dreamer by our side despite hia physical p",

petitioners (per se or by P')

from the wise and p",
— Luke 10: 21 i

In the following P*
chapter sub-title

one word shows.

the P- could see their end,
P- sang: "What aUed thee, O thou— Psal.

114:5.
P- said : "Thou madest him to— Psal. 8; 6.

which, to use the word of the P",
P- saith : '"The Lord on high— Psal. 93: 4.

P- saith, "Beautiful for situation,— Psal. 48; 2.

Ptolemaic
S 123-4

Ptolemy
s 122-30

public
pr 13- 5

13-12
a 40-29

an 101- 2

227-iO

The P- blunder could not affect the

mistake that P' made regarding Jlie

In p' prayer we often go beyond our
Can the mere p-- expression of our desires
has come so generally to mean p* worship
Observed in the p* practice of magnetism,
some p' teachers permit an ignorance of
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Publican's
t 448- 3 When the P* wail went out to the

publicans
a 20-1 "The p- and the harlots— Matt. 21 ; 31.

53- 1 the "friend of p- and sinners."— Luke 7 34.

publications
p 445- 5 A thorough perusal of the author's p'

464- 6 except through her laborious p-,

publicly
p 441-23 p- executed at the hands of our sheriff,

published
pref ix-28 copious notes . . . which have never been p'

X- 3 Science and Health was p' in 1875

xii-18 which was p' in 1891.

s 163-20 Dr. Chapman, . . . in a p* essay said :

ph 185- 7 Before this book was p',

/ 245- 3 p' in the London medical magazine

publisher
(see Eddy, Mrs. Mary Baker)

Publius Lentulus
a 2^12 There is a tradition that P' L- wrote to

puffing
p 407- 3 P' the obnoxious fumes of tobacco,

pulmonarym 63- 2 for warding off p' disease

/ 203- 1 that this cold may produce fatal p' disease ,

p 392-20 in the form of what is termed p' disease,

pulpit
a 55-10 does not the p' sometimes scorn it?

f 236- 2 Truth should emanate from the p'

pulpits
s 141-29 Let our p' do justice to C S.

pulpy
ph 192- 1 belief that a p' substance under the skull is

pulse
s 159-25 They examine the lungs, tongue, and p-

p 370-32 Physicians examine the p\ tongue, lungs,
379-26 The quickened p'. coated tongue,

Dulseless
s 113- 8 letter is but the dead body of Science,— p".

punctual
p 395-19 cheerful, orderly. p\ patient,

pungent
pT 7-3 Jesus' reproof was pointed and p'
g 555- 1 as the force of mortal mind is less p'

punish
pr 10-32 Do you ask wisdom to be merciful and not to p'

sin?
an 105- 4 to prevent deeds of violence or to p' them.

356-28 create the primitive, and then p' its derivative?
357- 2 must admit that God will not p* man for

p 435-23 to p' a man for acting justly
436-21 handcuffed Mortal Man and would now p' him.
441- 4 which undertakes to p' aught but sin,

441-26 no law outside of divine Mind can p*
t 447-13 will in time disclose and p- itself.

punishable
p 431-10 this offence is deemed p- with death.

440-24 and then render obedience to these laws p"

punished
a 47-28 The disciples' desertion . . . was p" ;

an 105-11 Can matter be p'?
/ 251-27 nothing is left which deserves . . . to be p"
6 340-29 leaves nothing that can sin, suffer, be p" or

p 432-15 treated as a criminal and p'
435-26 For naught else can he be pv
436-22 fear its consequences, and be p" for his fear

T 497-U But the belief in sin is p- so long as

g 542-10 the disposition to excuse guilt . , is p'

punishes
pr 6-19 To suppose that God forgives or p"
p 384- 7 God never p- man for domg right,

387-22 supposition. . .that God p" man for doing good,

punishing
ph 186-22 only aids in peremptorily p" the evil-doer

/ 230- 14 ana then p' the helpless victims
o 356-27 and then p" him lor it?

p 412- 2 never p- aught but sm,

punishment
escape f cm

a 36- 8 Escape from p- is not in accordance with
ear of

b 327-22 Fear of p* never made man truly honest
final

ph 188-10 from shame and woe to their final p'
full

a 36-22 Impossible ... to receive their full p" this side

future
a 24-19 In regard to predestination and future p'

punishment
its own

g 537-15
merit

p 432-18
one form of

pr 11-8
prevent bis

p 431-14
the sinner's

a 35-31
without

pr 11- 1

pupil
b 329-17

p 393-28
<445-9

pupils
pref ix-I3

/ 235-15

pure
a 29-25

44-14
50-14
52-5
54-3

771 57-11
57-13
62- 2
63- 6
64- 4

S 117-14
147-29

ph 171- 8

/ 223- 1

235-14
241-28

C 259-27
&29S-28
318-15
324- 6
329- 2

332-29
337-15
341- 9
360-25

p 383-4
383- 6
391-31
409-23

r 467-15
477- 5

497-27

g 508-15
512-20
550-29

ap 567-21
571-32

gl 581- 5
582-17
589-21

purely
pr 14-13
5 113-15
149-24

ph 170-28
185-6

g 510- 5

purer
a 37-12

65-31

/ 243-22
6 290-30
o 357- 4

p 407-15
410-17

9 553- 4

purgation
p 364-21

purgatives
p 408-15

purgatory
sp 77-29

purge
s 142-22 to p" the temples of their vain trafSc

purification
a 35-19 Our baptism is a p" from all error.

b 324- 4 p- of sense and self is a proof of progress.

gl 581-23 Baptism. P' by Spirit ;

595-15 hoUness and p" of thought and deed,

purified
a 22-22 Love means that we shall be tried and p\

Sin is its own p'

transgress the laws, and merit p',

only saves the criminal from one form of p*

summoned ... to prevent his p"

If the sinner's p- here has been insuflBcient

Without p- sin would multiply

To be discouraged, is to resemble a p' in addition,
lenses, muscles, the iris and p',

capacities for good in your p"

still in circulation among her first p" ,

uplifting thoughts . . . imparted to p",

the p' sense of the Virgin-mother
He did not depend upon food or p' air
and to himself. Love's p' idea.
His affections were p' ; theirs were carnaL
Out of the amplitude of his p- affection.
Both sexes should be loving, p",
will be perpetual only as it is p' and true.
The foetus must be kept mentally p"
The beautiful, good, and p- constitute hia
' P' religion and undefiled— Jas. 1

•
27.

the v langiiage of Spirit.
A p- affection takes form in goodness,
and wUI find himself unfallen, upright, p ,

and plant ourselves upon what is p' and perfect.
The p' and uplifting thoughts of the teacher,
the p' in heart see God
Immortal ideas, p\ perfect, and enduring.
Angels are p' thoughts from God,
would efface the p' sense of omnipotence.
"Blessed are the p' in heart :

— Malt. 5; 8.

heaUng elements of p- Christianity wUl bo
incarnate in the good and p" Christ Jesus.
none but the p' in heart can see God,
"Blessed are the p' in heart :

— Matt. 5.- 8.

Shall man be more p" than his— see Job 4 . 17

a body rendered p" by Mind as well as
To do this, the v' and exalting influence of the
as Love,— as all that is p",
to be laid aside for the p' reality.
man is the likeness of God, p* and eternal,
and that man is p' and holy.
and to be merciful, just, and p\
The seed within itself is the p- thought
multiplication of its own p' and perfect ideas.

the p' and ioly, the immutable and immortal
That false claim . . . is » delusion.
He enthi'onea p/ and undefiled religion,

spiritual intuitions, p" and perfect ;

the p' consciousness that God,
p- affection blessing its enemies.

Life and Intelligence are p' spiritual,
which is not p" metaphysical.
as readily as she has cured p' functional disease.
The description of man as p' physical.
No system of hygiene but C S. is p" mental.
to be holy, thought must be p- spiritual

and to permeate humanity with p- ideals,

marriage will become p- when the scum is gone,
"of p" eyes than to behold evil,"— Hab. 1

•

13.

His thoughts are no p' untU
"of p" eyes than to behold evil."— Hah. 1 . 13.

lifting humanity above itself into p' desires,

the stronger should be our faith and the p" our
a higher and p" contemplation of man's origin.

in return for the spiritual p*

supposition that .

Spiritism consigns

by the use of p" and

. to a wretched p:,
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purifies
s 162- 6 Truth, which invigorates and p\

purify
t 452-15 unless in the attempt to p- it.

r 492-10 will p- and elevate character.

g 540-10 river-bed must be stirred in order to p' the
stream.

purifyingm 57-24 enlarging, p', and elevating it.

ap 565-22 p' even the gold of human character.

gl 586-14 aflBiction p- and elevating man.
Puritan

359-20 From P* parents, the discoverer of C. S.

purity
and affection

pr 15-27 p\ and affection are constant prayers.
a 36- 1 They, who know not p- and affection

and constancy
TTJ 60- 9 the mother-love includes p- and constancy,

and holiness
g 509-26 in which beauty, sublimity, p', and holiness

and Immortality
gl 581- 6 p', and immortality, counteracting all evil,

and innocence
gl 582-14 Bbide. P' and innocence,

and peace
gl 584-26 p' and peace ; hope and faith.

and self-immolation
sp 99-24 health, p', and self-immolation,

chastity and
b 272-21 it is chastity and p', in contrast with the

goodness and
p 364- 1 a man of undoubted goodness and p',

bis
a 31-19 are baptized with his p" :

b 337-16 In proportion to his p' is man perfect ;

Impart
p 371-29 Mind can impart p* instead of impurity,

Innocence and
gl 590-10 self-immolation ; innocence and p* ;

peace, and
6 323- 8 peace, and p% which are the landmarks of

perfection and
a 52-10 ever-present rebuke of his perfection and p".

righteousness and
a 28-19 Even his righteousness and p' did not

was the symbol
ap 561-10 P- was the symbol of Life and Love.

white-robed
m 64-23^ white-robed p- will unite in one person

pr 7-21 with more devout self-abnegation and p".m 58- 8 Unselfish ambition, noble life-motives, and p',
s 116- 2 Wisdom, p', spiritual understanding,
/ 241-27 the corner-stone of all spiritual building is p'.
332-27 only p' could reflect Truth and Love,

purporting
sp 80- 6 A communication p* to come from

purpose
affection and

pr 8-29 the affection and p' of the heart,
and motive

b 326-16 p" and motive to live aright can be gained
changed the

p 432-29 a message from the Board of Health changed
the p-

Christ's
a 19- 1 Christ's p" to reconcile man to God,

divine
sp 83-27 The latter is a revelation of divine p*

fraudulent in
/ 252-22 deceitful in sentiment, fraudulent in p',

good
/ 252-24 where the good p' waits I

highest
g 514-18 and keep pace with highest p:

holy
g 506-20 He opens the petals of a holy p'

In healing
a 51-21 p- in healing was not alone to restore health.

Its

pref x-24 Its p' is good, and its practice is safer
not the

345-31 not the p' of C. S. to "educate the idea of God,
of generating

771 62- 1 can only be permitted for the p' of generating.
of healing

sp 95-10 for the p* of healing them.
of bis mission

a 50-28 disbelieving the p- of his mission,
of keeping

p 413-17 only for the p* of keeping the body clean,
of Love

ffl 579-12 This patriarch illustrated the p- of Love

purpose
of this aUegory

g 537-19 the p' of thi.s allegory—- this second account
wicked

I 451-30 either with a mistaken or a wicked p'.

6 328-30
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put
gl 5S2-:i

S84-23

puts
s 155-23

ph 182-21
185-14

p 399- 7

e 512-29

flp 566-13

physical sense p- out of eight and hearing ;

p' ijQio the oppoeite of mind, termed matter,

in proportion as it p- less weight into the
and D- matter under the feet of Mind,
which p' forth a human conception
and p- the body through certain motions,
this so-called mind p- forth its own qualities,
description which Sir Walter Scott p" into the

putteth
o 360-26 Behold, Hp p- no trust in-

putting

sec Job i : 18.

a 52-16 p- to shame and death the best man that ever
ph 199-30 his power of p- resolve into action
c 262- 7 By p- "oft the old man with his — Col. 3 ; 9.

p 438-U p- in false claims to office
t 459-17 like p- a sharp knife into the hands of a
r 484-25 thus p' an end to the hypotheses

Q
quackery

8 163- 5 declared himself "sick of learned q:'*
ph 180- 1 and advertisements of q' are
p 370-26 Q' likewise fails at length to inspire the

395-21 It is mental q- to make disease a reality
t 456- 4 is most dangerous q\
458- 1 Mental g" rests on the same platform
458- 2 on the same platform as all other q-.
458-16 Having seen so much suffering from q',

quail
p 384-30 Sickness, sin, and death must at length q-

quailflcations
t 448-21 moral and spiritual q- requisite for healing,

qualified
pr 10- 8 Until we are thus divinely q'

qualities
and effects

ph 177-20 cannot name the g* and effects of what Is

and forms
ph 177-19 indicated matter's properties, q', and forms,

animal
b 298-26 not . . . evolving animal q' In their wings ;

curative'
s 156- I If drugs possess . . . intelligent curative q-,

essential
t 460- 8 on the divine Mind and Love's essential fl".

feminine
m 57- 4 Union of the masciiline and feminine q'

God's
gl 597-26 as apphed to Mind or to one of God's q\

Us own
g 512-29 this so-called mind puts forth Its own q-,

masculine
m 57- 8 courage and strength through masculine q'.

mental
an 104-21 by no means the mental q- which heal the sick.

native
m 57-12 The attraction between native o* wUI be

of Mind
c 265- 2 not of the lowest, but of the highest q- of Mind.

opposite
t> 286-28 (by the supposition of opposite ?•)
300-17 "These opposite q- are the tares and wheat,

possesses Its

/ 247-20 Being possesses its q' before they
these

s 156- 2 these q' must be mental.
b 280-29 perpetuates these q' in man,

which Insure
( 449-15 q- which Insure success In this Science ;

p 385-25 sin and sickness are not q' of Soul,

quality
and quantity

b 294- 7 would take away some q' and quantity of
g 512-22 all form, color, q\ and quantity,
551- 4 cannot produce its opposite in q' and quantity,

chancter and
sp 71-29 limited and finite in character and q\

discover their
t 462-22 to discover their q', quantity, and

eternal
r 469- 9 It Is the primal and eternal g* of

every
/ 215-23 Every q- and condition of mortality Is lost,

glorlfled
516-22 forever reflect. In glorified q',

mental
p 365-13 what mental q' remains,

nature and
c 262- 9 We cannot fathom the nature and q' of

not a single
r 475-20 has not a single q' underived from Deity ;

net one
an lOJ-22 This belief has not one q- of Truth.

oTGod
g 500- S Understanding is a 4' of God,

*?:

quality
of Mind

g 517- 8 The life-giving q- of Mind Is Spirit,
of mind '

6 279- 4 plainly describes faith, a q' of mind, as
or a quantity

p 388-16 a deficiency or an excess, a Q' or a quantity.
or condition

/ 230- 3 to destroy a q- or condition of Truth?
299- 4 his conception of an unseen q' or condition,

quantity and
sp 93-24 It means quantity and q',

refer only to
sp 93-26 modifying derivatives . . . refer only to q',

third
p 422-15 meet and bring out a third q-,

86-21 no less a q-' of physical sense than feeling.
305-12 Gender also is a (/', . . . of mortal mind.
361-16 that is. one in q\ not in quantity.

g 505- 5 a ?• which separates C. S. from supposition
gl 597-24 WUl, as a g' of so-called mortal mmd,

quantity
sp 93-24 It means q' and quality,
s 155-32 is it safe to say that the less in q' you have
b 294- 7 would take away some quality ana q' of
o 361-16 that is, one in quality, not in q\
p 388-16 a deficiency or an excess, a quality or a q\
t 462-22 to discover their quality, q', and
g 512-23 form, color, quality, and q-,
551- 4 cannot produce its opposite In quality and q',

quarrel
pref x-27 Only those o' with her method who

s 128-23 If one would not o' with his feUow-man,
t 457-14 In the legend of the shield, which led to a q'

queen
t 451- 7 Christianity, . . . must be their q- of hfe.

quelling
p 385- 8 the spiritual demand, q- the material,

quench
a 36- 6 sufiBcient suffering, ... to g- the love of sin.
r 490-19 "Q- not the Spirit.— / Thess. 5: 19.

quenched
6' 314- 5 spiritual sense had q- all earthly yearnings.
T 486- 5 until every corporeal sense is q\

quenching
b 329-25 maintains the claim of Truth by q' error.

query
p 364-10 This q' Jesus answered by

question
another

g 552- 2 Another q- follows : Who or what produces
answered this

p 374-10 The author has answered this q'
answer the

s 132- 4 would fuUy answer the q'.
answer this

/ 223-20 The efforts of error to answer this q' by
arises
pref viii-18 the q' arises. Is there less sickness because of
asking no

/ 222-31 "asking no q- forconscience sake."— I Cor. 10 ." 25.

beyond a
a 27- 2 intended to prove beyond a q' that the

evade the
/ 230-24 These merely evade the q'.

hypothetical
g 551-32 The ancient and hypothetical q'.

Important
t 402-24 That Is the Important q\

Blaster's
p 363-19 the Master's q- to Simon the Pharisee ;

momentous
a 48-25 in the presence of his own nv>mentous q\

moral
p 41^ 1 A moral q' may hinder the recovery of the sick.
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question

p 40&-18 and he should be as fearless on the q' of disease.

of time
/ 242- 4 It is only a q' of tune when

Pilate's
a 49- 2 could have answered Pilate 8 q'.

renewal of the
, - ^v .

s 137-12 and his renewal of the <j ,

rose to the ^ . „.,-, o #.^™
p 437-23 rose to the q- of expelling C. S. from

settles the
o 361- 4 cancels the disagreement, and settles the q\

solemn
p 364-16 Here is suggested a solemn q ,

startling
a 50-16 This waa a startlmg q\

sublime , , ,.

c 25&-17 In comparison with the subUme g",

tlien recnrs
ph 181-24 the q- then recurs,

to be considered . ,

ph 170-22 the one q' to be considered,

Bre/viii-12 The q-. What is Truth, is answered by
m 69-25 therefore matter is out of the q'

Then the q- inevitably arises :

q- then as now was. How did Jesus heal

His answer to this q- the world rejected.

It is a g" to-day, whether the ancient

no longer an open a\ but is demonstrable
The «•, "What is Truth,"— «/o/in 18; 38.

you have no right to q- the great might of

a g- indi'cated by one of the needs of

5 120-9
136-9
136-lD
144-30

ph 171-13

/ 223-14
6 329-9
p 364-16
r465-8
465-U
455-16
466-7
467-1
468-8
468-18
46S-25
469-7
469-12
471-22
472-13
472-23
475-5
477-19
478-14
482-13
48J-1
484-6

shall also q' your mortal bodies— Rom. 8.* II.

g- and increase the beneficial fiflects of

will q' into newness of life.

not be forever hidden . . . from the q' sense of

The q' pulse, coated tongue, febrile heat.

is sometimes the q' of manliness ;

q' or Impedes the action of the system.
It either retards the circulation or q' it,

Q .— What is God?
.
— Are these terms synonymous?

.
— la there more than one God or— What are spirits and souls?— What are the demands of the Science of

,'
— w'hat is the scientific statement of being?

.
— What is substance?
.— What is Life?
.
— What is intelligence?
.— What is Mind? ^ ^ .

.— Are doctrines and creeds a benefit to man?

.
— What is error?

.
— Is there no sin?

.
— What is man?
._ What are body and Soul?
.
— Does bram thmk, and do nerves feel,

.
— Is it important to understand these

Then comes the q-, how do drugs, hygiene,

Q-.— Does C. S., or metaphysical healing. In-

clude .
, . ,

484-28 Q-.— Is materiality the concomitant of

487-13 Q-.~ You speak of belief. Who or what is

Q-.— Do the five corporeal senses constitute

Q-.— Will you explam sickness
A full answer to the above q' involves

Q-,— How can I progress most rapidly in

O'.^Have Christian Scientists any
C 551-22 The q- of the naturalist amounts to this :

questioned
s 132-32 yet afterwards he seriously q' the signs of

or they would not have g" him so often.

On being q- about it she answered
Then Jacob q- his deliverer.

488-14
493-9
493-14
495-25
496-28

136-32

/ 237-3
ft 308-32

questions
pr 9-6
sp 70-14
an 101-15
s 127- 1

6 284-19
288-7

l> 373-1
f 465-r

test of all prayer lies in the answer to these q'

The q- are : What are God's Identities?

physiological and therapeutical q-,

or q' her use of the word Science,
The answer to all these q- must forever be
will settle all q- through faith in

If we are Christians on all moral q', but
chapter sub-title

d 604- 6 All Q' as to the divine creation

quick , „
sp 86- 7 His q- apprehension of this mental call

quicken
341-*

p 367-26
426-19

quickened
o 343-13

p 379-25

quickener
ph 172-28

quickenetli
o 356-15 "It is the spirit that q' ;"—John 6 ; 63,

quickening
a 34r-24 They needed this q',,

quickens
p 415- 6

415-18

qulcldy
S 161-32
C 265-28

p 390-19
397-30
411- 6

415-7
415-22

« 463-21

quiet
pr 8-1

15-16

S 157-26

/ 224-26
230-26
254-24

p 415-12

ap 567- I

quieted
a 47-22 and for a time q' his remorse.

quietly
p 416- 7 in twenty minutes the sufferer is g* asleep

quiets
S 143-17
1445-19

quit
ph 192- 4 as we ?• our reliance upon that which Is false

quite
a 36-21
5 129-26
133-30

ph 176-29
193-2

/ 221- 1

249-30
6 269-32

p 362- 3

381-24

quits
s 160-12 When this so-called mind c the body,

quitting
s 158-25 Drug-systems are q- their hold on matter

quote
s 162-30 I kindly q- from Dr. Benjamin Rush,

quoted
J> 320-13
320-29
332-7

quotes
o 359-26 that Scripture she so often q' :

quotient
/ 233-26 the q' is not more imquestlonable

quoting
ap 564-27 Jesus said, q' a line from the PsalmSt

agrees with his "adversary q\"— Matt. 5: 25.

q- inform us that the pleasures of sense are

"Agree with thme adversary q-,—.Matt. 5: 25.

will q' become more manly or womanly,
the body would respond more q-,

thought moves g" or slowly.
The muscles, moving q- or slowly
To decide g* as to the proper treatment -of

A wordy prayer may afford a o' sense of

In the q' sanctuary of earnest longmge.
Narcotics q' mortal mind,
angel visitant, who cometh in the q' of

satisfy mortal belief, and q
' fear.

If you venture upon the g" surface of error

They g' the thought by inducing stupefaction
Gabriel has the more q' task of

and g" pain with anodynes.
q- fear with Truth and Love,

It ia g' as impossible for sinners to
q' as rational are some of the leading Illusions

has not g" given place to the true knowledge
are g' as ready to yield to Truth as the
a faU upon a wooden spike when g' a boy.
I knew a person who when g" a child
but makes its mundane flights q-

ethereal.
is q' as reasonable as the second,
though he was g" umike Simon the disciple.
that you are g' free from some ailment.

g' as follows, from the original Hebrew r

whereas this passage is continually g'

g' with approbation from a classic poet I

rabbi
a 30-14

42-2

rabbinical
a 23-12

30-20
»134- 1

p 362- 9

rabbins
tl 596-12

R- and priest taught the Mosaic law,
whereas priest and r affirmed God to be

R' lore said : "He that taketh one doctrine,
Christ Jesus came to rebuke f error
have not cleansed their hands of r' lore,

especially under the stern rules of r- law,

The r believed that the stones In tho

R
rabbis

a 49-26

sp 94- 9

/203-9
6 315-4
349-4
352-10

race
AdamIc

525-6

priests and r, before whom he had
incensed the r-, and they said :

The accusation of the f,
the scholastic theology of the f.
f of the present day ask concerning our
to the r- the spiritual was the intangiblo

mankind represents the AdamIc f',
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race
Adam's

554-24 This he said of Judas, one of Adam a r
elevating the

gl 583-15 and is found elevating the r,
buman

(see baman)
nobler . ,. ^ , . , ..m 63-26 achievement of a nobler r for legislation,

our
ap 571-10 doing right and benefitmg our r.

elnnlng , ^ . . , . .

o 345-25 and the sinning r of Adam.

a 20-29
22-17

m 63-26
S 151-12
158-20

p 371-27

<7 556-17

races
m 56-16

/ 225-29

g 551-10

radiance
pref vii- 3

/ 246-14
247-15

ap 561-26

radiant
s 110-5
/ 246-11

J7 53&- 7

radiata
9 556-3

radiate
p 367-23

radiates
g 511- 2

radiation
»556-6

radical
a 24-17

ph 167-30

p 398-31
< 452-18

radically
M58-30

428

raging
t 459-18

railroad
a 21-21

raiment
p;i 165- *

/ 242-23
C 267-26
f 461- 2

rain
5 122-21
C 257-19
O 354-20

p 520-21
544- 6

rainbow
ap 558- 4

raindrops
6 288-17

raise
a 27-13

34-21
47-24
51-31

s 137- 3

/ 235-29
6 306- 2

314-15
329- 8
359-24

p 426-24
r494-3

raised
a 27-5
m 67-21

sp 76-12
S 132- 7
134-27

b 273-25
313-30

O 341- *

the r that ia set before us -"—Ueb. 12: 1.

nor become a sluggard in the r.
a T- having higher aims and motives.

enlarged power it confers to benefit the r"

to victimize the r with intoxicating
The'necessity for uplifting the r-

Did ... the enlightenment of the r' come from

the social scourge of all r.
Men and women of all climes and r"

argues that mortals spring from eggs and in r

ere cometh the full f of a risen day.
the r of Spirit should aawn upon the
has a glory of its own,— the r- of Soul.

The spiritual idea is clad with the r of

as the r- reality of God's creation,
r- sun of virtue and truth coexists with being.
R- with mercy and justice, the sword of Truth

Vertebrata, articulata, mollusca, and r

but f and glow into noontide glory

subdivides and r- their borrowed light,

r of Spirit destroys forever al3 belief in

a change as f as that which has come over
Only through r- reliance on Truth can
come to the rescue, to work a r cure.

Right is f.

by which mortals are f saved from sin

into the hands of a bUnd man or a r maniac,

we have the same f guides,

and the body than r?— Malt. 6. 25.

"They parted my r among them,— John 19. 24.

like the f of Christ.
without food and f ,

in the midst of murky clouds and drenching r
divine Love,— is the father of the r",

which are like clouds without v
had not caused it to r upon the— Gen. 2 .-5.

There was no v and "not a man to— Gen. 2. 5.

and a r was upon his head,— Bee. ID: 1.

the r" of divinity refresh the earth.

I [Spirit] will r" it w^r— Jdhn 2; 19.

It helped them to f themselves and others
in order to f himseU in popular estimation,
cast out evil, and r" the dead,
heal the sick, cast out evil, f the dead ;

They should so f their hearers spiritually.
The Pharisees thought that they could r- the
and in three days 1 will f it— John 2; 19.

Because you cannot . . . f the dead,
"God is able to r- you up from sickness;"
would f the standard of health and morals
I [Mind] will r it up ."—John 2: 19.

the deaf hear, the dead are r-,
— Luke 7: 22.

Lord and MMter healed the sick, r the dead,
and was therefore never r- from matter.
the deaf hear, the dead are r* up,— Matt. 11 . 6.

he f Lazarus from the dead,
healed the sick, and r" the dead
which by spiritual power he r- from the grave,
Him that f up Jesus from the— Bom. 8; 11.

raised
O 341- *

p373- 7

424-12
428-31

raises
a 33-24
s 12.S-18

ph 189- 5

/ 227-21
342-22

raising
a 43- 1

m 61-26
b 316-29
o 341- 2

p369- 9
430-3

rallying
/ 225-12

rams
S135-4

RATHER

He that r- up Christ from the— Rom. 8: 11.

The author has f up the dying.
In medical practice objections would be r
and r' the dymg to life and health

f the dead from trespasses and sins.
It r' the thinker into his native air of insight
r the human thought above the cruder theories
C. S. r" the standard of liberty
T' from the couch of pain the helpless invaUd.

healing the sick, and r- the dead,
the r- of stock to increase your flocks and
casting out evils, . . . r- the dead,
r' up thousands from helplessness to strength
r' ttie dead, and walking over the wave.
healing the dying and r' the dead.

but there is a r to truth's standard.

random
ph 175-16

range
sp 84-17
c 258-26

(7 503-3
513-28
514-4

rank
p 367-12

ranks
p 437-30

ransom
6 276-4

rapid
pref viii-22

/ 236-31

g 533-22

rapidity
6 268- 2

rapidly
/222-17
254- 4

p 373-11
430- 8

t 457-23
r 495-25

g 533-19

rapport
sp 78-9

84-12

rapture
sp 76- 5

/ 213-21

rarefaction
(7 509-15

rarefy
a 37-11

rarely
p 402-21

rashly
t 444-19

rather
pr 9- 1

a
sp

Ye mountains, that ye skipped like v,— PsaL
114 ; 6.

53-14
71-13
88-27

S 111-23
146-7
164-21

ph ISI-U
/212- 8

216-29
226-24
233-2
235-32
236- 6
246-30

c 256-U
O 343-29

p 374-20
38.3-10

417- 7

1445-26
r 473-24
491-31

If a r* thought, calling itself dyspepsia,

yea, to reach the f of fetterless Mind,
and of the infinite r' of his thought.
These ideas f from the infinitesimal to
not within the r- of immortal existence

nothing exists beyond the r of

the arrogance of r and display of scholarship,

f above the lower Court of Error.

"I have found a r "—Job 33. 24.

r- multiplication and increased violence of

youth malces easy and r" strides towards Truth,
the r' deterioration of the tone and flesh

thought has brought to Ught with great f

he recovered strength and flesh r-

who gain good r" and hold their position,
the sick recover more r' from disease than
he will advance more r" towards God,
and advance r" in the demonstration oi
How can I progress most r' in the
more r" than he can alone.

If the departed are in r with mortality,
thought which is in r" with this Mind,

forgets all else and breathes aloud his v
f of his grandest symphonies was never heard.

f of thought aa it ascends higher.

and r' the atmosphere of material sense

we r remember that we govern our own bodies.

and never to condemn t'.

Do we not r* give thanks that we
as humanly mighty, f than as divine,
formation of thought r- than of matter.
It is due to inspiration r' than to erudition,

physical causes r' than to a final spiritual
faith in drugs the fashion, r than faith in Deity.
r- does it evidence the truth of

for that reason, you employ matter r than Mind.
Why need pain, r- than pleasure, come
"willing r to be absent from the— // Cor. 5; 3.

belief that the body governed them, r than

higher proofs r' than professions
Love of Christianity, r than love of popularity,
emolument f than the dignity of God's laws,
freshness, and continuity, v than into age
suggests polytheism, r" than the one
mistake which allows words, f than works,
this belief helps r" than hinders disease,

"willing f to be absent from the— // Cor. 5:8.
Tell them r-, that their strength is in

human will ... is the cause of disease r than
Love, r than personality or the man Jesus,
this dream— f than the dreamer
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rather
524-n
52S-20
554-6

gl 581-25

ratio
sp 95- 8

p 368-24

rational
m 63-23

sp 80-27
5 129-26
6 284- 1

306-18

rationality
/ 223-21
J>268- 7

rationally
pref xi- 5

r 491-32

ray

m
sp

f 250-12
6 300-31
o 361-17

rays
5 504-23
504-31
546-24

reach
pref vlii- 3

pr 4-22
e-14
16-21

a 21- 8

35-22
43-24
49-23
61-32
84-17
85-9

ph 170-14
194-23

/ 234-31
235-15
241-25
246- 7

C 262-15
6 285-28
323-12
324-17
325-25
326- 6

p 363- 1

387- 5

415-11
426- 8

r 473-21

fl 519-16
548-9

ap 571-19
576-22

reached
pr 8-12
a 22-25

29-15

sp 77- 6
77-U

5 108-12
109-10

/ 219-30
237- '8

6 270-10
279-19
279-26

O 353-15
353-19

p 381-25
r 484- 2

g 536-29

ap 560-15
568-27
576- 6

reaches
a 18-15
m 57- 5

sp 95-12
97-12

5 113-4
ph 178-32

197-30
6 290-27
298-18

O 350-29

a ttibal eod to be worshipped, f than Love,
Begiruiing . . . materially f than spiritually,
or, r\ being and Deity are inseparable,
"willing r- to be absent from the— // Cor. 5 -8.

and in that f we know all human need
in the r" of one's spiritual growth.

A feasible as well as r- means of improvement
but they are neither scientific nor r\
quite as r- are some of the leading illusions
It is not r- to say that Mind
If ... we are left without a r- proof of

Spiritual f and free thought accompany
from which may be deduced all f,

C. S. r" explains that all other
Who can r- say otherwise,

like a r- of light which comes from the sun,
the f of light which goes out from it.

a r- of light one with the sun,

The r of infinite Truth, . . . bring light
No solar r" nor planetary revolutions form the
spiritual facts of being, like r- of light,

but to f the heights of C. S.,

We f
• the Science of Christianity through

To r- heaven,- the harmony of being, we must
f the heaven-born aspiration and
that they shall f his harmony and reward.
as we r" the Life which is Truth
Out of r of the barbarity of his enemies,
but is above the f of human wrath,
If ... is reo.uisite to r- this goal,
to r- the range of fetterless Mind.
You will T' the perfect Science of healing when
demands of Truth . . . r the body through
where neither sight nor sound could r" him.
Evil thoughts and aims f no farther
will r' higner than the heavens of astronomy ;

We should strive to r' the Horeb height
and endeavoring to r' Spirit above his origin.
Inspire the Godlike man to r' the
As mortals r', . . . a higher sense,
is winged to r* the divine glory.
before we can r- the goal of Spirit,
can never t- in this world the divine heights of
He who would r the source and find the
to come behind the couch and r" his feet.
When we f our limits of
in a part which mortal thought does not f.
counts her footsteps in endeavoring to r' it.

to r" his example and to test its

and r- the spiritual image and likeness.
How little light or heat r- our earth when
human hatred cannot f you.
is within r' of man's consciousness here.

If he /•• the loftiness of his prayer,
is not r* through paths of flowers nor
Those instructed in C. S. have f the
until the Science of being is r".

until the spiritual understanding of Life is f.
My conclusions were r- by allowing the
once seen, no other conclusion can be r".

may not be r* at this period,
or r the mental height
are scientific and logical conclusions r\

Spirit is r- only through the imderstanding
scientific conclusion is r' only through the
Time has not yet r"- eternity,
until perfection appears and reality is f.
will never be r- without the understanding
until its absolute Science is r\
and the immortal is r\
goal is never r- while we hate our neighbor
sweeter than has ever before r high heaven,
f St. John's vision while yet he

Truth, which r- no higher than itself.

The masculine mind r" a higher tone through
Whoever r* this point of moral culture
imtil matter r- its mortal zenith in iUusion
letter of Science plentifully r* humanity
Whoever r' the understanding of C. S.
doctor's' mind r- that of his patient.
becomes thus only when he r' perfection,
never r beyond the boundary of the mortal
through wmch the real r the imreaJ,

reaches
p 36.5-15

380-27
406-12

ap 559- 9

reaching
m 63- 9
6 328-32

p 366- 9
408-18
423-11

(7 543-2

react
6 283-9

reaction
pr 7-12

ph 186- 3
198-21

p 417- 9
419-10
428- 2

reacts
«449-7

read
pref xii-21

sp 82- 1

82-3
82-4
82- 5
84-32
85-10
85-16
87-16
94-24
94-28

5 109-13
121- 7

ph 179-24

/ 217-12
253-11

6 291-20
328-30

p 369-14
382-29
422- 8
437-32
525-23
535-29
540- 5

ap 559- 2
559-20
572-19
573-32
575-11

gl 598- 3
598-11

reader
s 115- 6
/253-9
O 360-13

p422- 5
521-18
547- 6

ap 574-25

readers
ph 19.5-27

/235- 7

p 430-13

readeth
ap 558- *

readily
m 60-30

sp 72-32
86-28

S 138-26-
149-23

/ 236-26

p 369-25
377-24
411- 7
414- 5
418-16
420- 5

<462- 2
r 489- 6

reading
pr 16-17
m 56- 2

ip 83-31
95- 2

/ 235-10
b 272-16

If the Scientist r- his patient through
until it f its culmination of scientific statement
spiritual perception, . . . r' Truth.
f

"

over continent and oceaa

prior to r' intelligence,
r- beyond the pale of a single period
hinders him from r" his patient's thought,
thus r mortal mind through matter?
f to every part of the human system.
This error, after r the climax.of

act, r, and then come to a stop.

gives occasion for f unfavorable to
the false stimulus and r- of will-power
haply causes a vigorous r' upon itself,
there wiU be no r- from over-exertion
knowing that there can be no r' in Truth,
no death, no inaction, . . . nor f."

The wrong done another r most heavily

she had never f this book throughout
it is as easy to r distant thoughts as
It is no more difficult to f the absent mind
than it is to r' the present.
yet we still f his thought in his verse.
can r" the stars or calculate an ecUpse.
to r- the human mind after this manner
r' them scientifically.
Science enables one to r" the human mind, but
Our Master easily f the thoughts of mankind,
T' mortal mind on a scientific basis,
searched the Scriptures and r httle else,

Chaldean Wisemen f in the stars the fate of
so long as you r" medical works
if we turn to the Scriptures, what do we r- ?

I hope, . . . that, as you r', you see there is no
So we r- in Ecclesiastes.
the Scriptural passage would r' you, not they.
We never r- that Luke or Paul made a
The treatises I had r-

Continue to r', and the book will become the
The attorney, C. S., then r- from the
In the Science of Genesis we r;

In the first' chapter of Genesis we f :

In Isaiah we r' : "I make peace,— Jsa. 45 ."7,

open for all to r- and understand.
R' this book from beginning to endv
In Revelation xxi. 1 we r- :

When you r" this, remember Jesus' words,
as we r' in the book of Hebrews ;

in John's Gosnel, the third chapter, where we r:
In the record "of Jesus' supposed death, we r- :

to make them comprehensible to any r,
I hope, dear r', I am leading you into the
Dear r', which mind-picture or
If the r" of this book observes a great stir

r- will naturally ask if there is nothing more
You can prove for yourself, dear v, the Science,
Think of this, dear r-, for it will lift the

specimens of depravity, fill our young r with
and the r' in churches
I here present to my r* an allegory

Blessed is he that r, and— Rev. 1 : 3.

happiness would be more r* attained
As r* can you mingle fire and frost as Spirit and
as r' as from objects cognizable by the senses.
as r' as it was proved centuries ago..
as f as she has cured purely functional disease,
and learn more r- to love the simple veritiea
as would be r- seen, if psychology,
as f as functional difficulties.

just 'as a person replies more r' when
yields more r- than do most diseases
one disease would be as r- destroyed a3
If students do not r' heal themselves.
Some . . . assimilate truth more f than
as T' as the lobster's claw,

This r* strengthens our
R- his thoughts, Jesus added :

f mortal mind . . . touches only human beliefs.

the only genuine Science of f mortal mind.
their learning or their correct f.
R- the thoughts of the people.
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reading
p 387-20 Instead of r- disqulaifiotw on th«
t 446- 6 If patients sometimes arcni worao whije r

"

this

r 481-32 When r' the Scriptures,

readings
J 139-18 different r in the Old Testament,
o 361-30 hence the many r given the Scriptures,

readjust
p 392- 7 to r the balance for God.

reads
pr lft-16 the original properly f.
sp 80- 7 communication purporting to come from, f

338-15 and it f, a dam, or obstruction.

o 361-19 Scripture r : "For in Him we live,
—Acts 17 : 28.

ready ^ .

pr 8-23 If ... we are not f to receive the reward of

a 24-21 chiefly as providing a f pardon for all sinners

27-19 r- to cut down the false doctrine of pantheism,
49-20 was r to be transformed by the renewing of the
54- 8 Who is f to follow his teaching and

m 64-15 r- aid her sympathy and charity would afford,

s 131-16 but the churches seem not f to receive it,

131-25 until the hearts of men are made f for it.

ph 170-24 The age seems r- to approach this subject,
176-30 are quite as r to yield to Truth as

179-27 r to put you Into a sweat,

/ 223-15 Many are f to meet this inquiry with the
224-13 Centuries ago religionists were r- to hail an
238- 3 wait till those whom you would benefit are f
347- 2 Who is r- to admit this?
353-23 When we learn that ... we shall be r- for

p 410- 2 If ... we shall not be f for spiritual Life

^20-16 but are f to become receptive to the new Idea.

425-30 be always r- with the mental protest
1 458-14 the divine Mind is r to take the case.

458-15 Divinity is always r\
r 494-26 Which of these two ... are you f to accept?

ap 563-25 which was f to be delivered,— Rev. 12; 4.

570-23 Those f for the blessing . . . will give thanks.

gl 697- 9 which was r to spring into action

reaffirms
sp 89-12 f the Scriptural word concerning a man,

real
and contlnnons

p 397-12 by believing them to be r and contlnuoua.

and eternal ^ ^ .

sp 71- 1 Nothing Is f and eternal, . . . but God and
/ 208-21 Let us learn of the f and eternal,

h 289-30 things spiritual are the r and eternal.

296-12 reveals man . . . harmonious, f, and eternal.

301-13 which constitutes the only r and eternal entity.
307- 5 saying, ... as f and eternal as Truth.
331-21 reflected by all that is r- and eternal

o 360- 1 and know that these ideals are f and eternal
r 468-12 Spirit is the r and eternal ;

'

538-22 in contradistinction to the r and eternal.

al 594-10 claim that . . . was as r and eternal as God,
and God<«lTen „ ^ ^

Q 628-23 and calling them r and God-given,
and good . .

pre/ viii-10 physics teach that both . . . are f and good,

gl 583-21 divine Principle of all that Is r and good ;

and harmonious
p 419- 7 God and His Ideas alone are r* and harmonious.

and Ideal
6 332-31 Into the r and Ideal man the

and Immortal
6 276-15 Harmony In man Is as f and Immortal as In

and tangible
6 269-17 These ideas are perfectly r and tangible to

and the unreal
o 360-21 swinging between the f and the unreaL

and unimpeachable
p 414-29 i)erJection Is r and unimpeachable.

and unreal
g 505-22 demarcation between the f and unreal.

are styled the
/ 213- 1 movements of mortal belief, are styled the r.

attraction
an 102- 9 There Is but one r* attraction,

being
(see being)

cause
p 402^2 a belief without a r* cause.
t 463- 1 and deals with the r* cause of disease.

Chrlstlanly scientific
o 353- 1 The Christianly scientific r Is the

cross . ,
a 60-30 The r cross, . . . was the world's hatred or

desires . ^ ^ „,
pt 10-^ 4 will leave our r deslies to be rewarded by Hun.

error Is not
/ 251- 1 Error Is not f, hence It Is not
o 353-23 When we learn that error Is not f,

real.
^t*ro»l and

6 .TOO -14 tTiiporal and unreal never touch the eternal
and f.

T 494-27 The other ia the eternal and f evidence,
good and
pref viii-11 whereas the fact is that Spirit is good and r*. .

harmony Is the
ap 563- 2 harmony Is the r- and discord the unreal.

Individuality
6 299-14 whither every f individuality, image.

Is eternal
o 353-16 All the r- is eternal,
r 474-29 while all that is r- ia eternal.

Jurisdiction
p 379- 6 r jurisdiction of the world is In Mind,

Life
a 51-16 He knew . . . that r* Life Is God ;

b 282- 3 The r Life, or Mind, and its opposite
328- 5 God is good and the only f Life.

Life Is

p 428- 3 Life Is v, and death is the illusion.

man
(see man)

Mind
sp 91-30 whereas the r- Mind cannot be evil

295-27 the exact opposite of r' Mind, or Spirit.
nature

sp 93-18 Whatever contradicts the f nature of the
objects

sp 96-29 f objects will be apprehended mentally
opposite of the

b 277-25 the opposite of the f Is not divine.
337-28 the opposite of the r* or the spiritual and eternaL

origin
b 287- 1 They are without a r origin or existence.

or unreal
g 524-24 la this addition to His creation r- or unreal?

outlaw
an 105- 9 mortal mind, evil, which Is the r outlaw.

prelude
g 502- 2 living and r prelude of the older Scriptures

realm of the
6 268- 4 rising towards the realm of the f.
277-24 The realm of the f is Spirit.
303- 4 which people the realm of the f
337-26 as they exist in the spiritual realm of the r

Science
s 122- 2 often reverses the r Scieftce of being,
6 273- 8 They differ from r Science because they

sense
6 295-14 the r sense of being, perfect and forever Intact,

senses

/ 214-30 and there are no other f senses.
284-28 only v senses of man are spiritual,

r 488-28 If it were possible for the r senses of man to
sickness Is not

p 394- 2 to understand that sickness is not f
status

s 120-19 or to exhibit the r' status of manl

r 468-22 Spirit, ... is the only r- substance.
tangible and

b 279-U tangible and r to immortal consciousness,
tone

s 126-13 the human mind never produced a r tone
Truth Is

b 288- I The statement that Truth is f
p 368- 4 the fact that Truth is f and error is unreal.
r 466-15 Moreover, Truth is r", and error is unreal,

universe
6 289-19 to the . . . r-imiverse there is no death-process

unreal and the
C 538-10 the material and spiritual,

— the unreal and
the f

unrealities seem
r 472-28 that unreaUties seem r* to human, erring belief,

wishes
pr 13-18 overwhelming our r wishes with a torrent of

prm
sp

7-29
61- 2
69-9
70- 3
92-25
92-29

an 102- 2
103-21

S 114-17
131-2
131- 3
144- 6

ph 172-11
173-24
176-25
186-17

uttering desires which are not r"

The senses confer no r" enjoyment.
T', ideal man appears in proportion as

corporeal senses cannot inform us what is r*

We should blush to call that r which
mistake of thinking that error can be f,
God governs all that is f,
false belief . . . that evil is as f as pood
to designate that which has no r* existence,
error should not seem so f as truth.
Sickness should not seem so r' as health,
even if these so-called powers are r'

Spirit can form no t- link in this supposed
the image of God, the r* immortal man.
One disease is no more r- than another.
It says : "I am a r* entity,
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real
ph 186-24

188-25
18&-26

/20i-5
207-31
209-20
210-29
214-28
215-15
22S- 8

230-1
239-19
244- 3
250- 7

* 269-31
270- 7
270-7
276-10
277-11
278-9
28&-15
287-23
288-32
292-16
292-29
292-32
294-10
297-13
298-11
298-19
302-9
302-12
305-10
306-22
311- 6
317-19
317-32

318-24
329-27
330-25
335-29
339-13
347-30
350-29
351-18
352-14
352-21
353-2
353-9
353-18
357-25
360-3
360-14

P 368-10
379-32
386-18
391-15
394- 6
395-24
397-16
399-28
404- 8
404-20
40ft-14
417-22

r 470-13
470-15
472-7
473-3
474-18
474-22
474-28
•478-26
480-23
490- 1

490-17
493-25
494-21
494-22

^506-4
626-21
630-22
830-29
555-12
656- 1

ap 576-19

(7{584-U

real estate
m 63-3t hold I" €•, deposit funds,

realism
3 129-23 "We must look deep into f
144-20 and 13 not a factor in the r* of being.

If evil is aa r' as good.
If death is aa r- as Life,
If pain is as f as the absence'of pain,
false conclusions . . . that material nistory is as r*

the opposite discord, ... is not r".

are of no r- importance,
To mortal sense, sin and suffering are T',

the r- sight or sense is not .lost.

led to believe that darltness is as r* as light ;

learn that nothing is r- but the right.
If sickness is r-, it belongs to immortality ;

If divine Love is becoming . . . more f to us,
therefore such deformity is not v, but is illusion,
mortal existence has no r entity,
I combat . . . that matter . . . is as r' as Mind,
hence both cannot be r.
It one is r-, the other must be unreal.
T' consciousness is cognizant only of
If goodness and spirituality are r-,

the notion that there is r- substance-matter,
and governs all that is r\
it is illusion, . . . and it has no r* existence.
man's r- existence as a child of God
To mortal mind, . . . evil is r.
the spiritual r' man's indissoluble
mortal man is not the r- essence Of manhood,
is not more f than the belief that
that disappears which before seemed r"

To material sense, the unreal is the r imtil
When the r- is attained,
that man should lose aught that is v,
The notion that . . . are r-, Is a mortal belief ;

man, like all things r\ reflects God,
not more distinct nor r" to the material senses
evU is not made and is not r\
makes man more r*, more formidable
Nothing but . . . could make existence f to
Thomas,

treats disease as though disease were r*.

If men understood their r* spiritual source to be
notion that both evU and good are r'

Nothing unspiritual can be r\
would make that r- which is unreal,
The harmonious wUl appear f,
through which the f reaches the unreal,
while error seems as potent and r- to us as
Would a mother say . . . ghosts are r-.

by declaring ghosts to be r", mercUess, and
whatever seems r* to material sense, is unreal in
How can a Christian, . . . think of the latter as r'

Without perfection, nothing is wholly r*.

If what opposes God is r",

by a right estimate of what is r\"
which mind-picture . . . shall be f to you,
the fatal beliefs that error is as r* as Truth,
the belief that . . . discord is as f as harmonv,
the same grief that the friend's r* death would
r" suffering for your own sins
which is the only f recuperative power,
to believe in the f existence of a tumor,
more powerful than ... to make the injury r*.

All that is f is included in this
there is no r* pleasure in false appetites,
there is no r* pleasure in sin.
Sin and sickness will abate and seem less r* as
Disease should not appear r* to the physician,
If God, or good, is r.
And evil can only seem to be f by
making it coordinate with all that Is r*

feeming
to be r' and identical,

f sin, sickness, and death are as r* as
T' or the offspring of the divine willT
If evil is r% Truth must make it so ;

That only is f which reflects God.
and it has no r* basis.
It assures mortals that there is f pleasure In
the r- man's divine Principle, Love,
seem f and natural in illusion,

sin, sickness, and death will seem r"

the experiences of the sleeping dream seem f
matter, . . . has no r- entity,
doctrine that the knowledge of evil is as f,
saying, . . . Only admit that I am r-,

for neither is true nor r'.

as if it were as f and God-created as
That which is r-, is sustained bv Spirit,
the r- man's incorporeallty
hence it has no r existence.

realism
b 337- 5 Material personality is not r ;

o 354-27 Its supposed r' has no divine authority,
realities

eternal
sp 7S-' 5 they are not the eternal r of Mind,

ghosts are not
352-24 ghosts are not r,

b 328-12 reveals the grand r* of His allness.

of being
/ 212-29 The r* of being, its normal action,
229- 6 but if sin and suffering are f of being,

c 264-20 Spirit and its formations are the only r- of being.
of divine Science

b 298- 2 the r of divine Science.

of eternal existence
p 387-19 adhering to the r of eternal existence,

of Spirit
325- 5 is being ushered into the undying f of Spirit.

spiritual
g 513-27 His thoughts are spiritual f.
gl 581-12 Science snowing that the spiritual r

supernal
c 261-27 Fixing your gaze on the r supernal,

the only
s 109- 5 the only r' are the divine Mind and idea.
c 264-20 Spirit and its formations are the only r of being.

the vague
b 298- 1 the vague r of human conclusions.

b 318- 5 Corporeal senses define diseases as f ;

g 556-22 ObUvion and dreams, not r',

gl 594- 8 the first claim that ... are the r of life.

reality
admit Its

p 395- 2 They admit its r, -whereas they should deny it.

»1I forms of
g 513-28 God creates all forms of r.

and fatality
ph 197-32 his belief in Its f and fatality will

and immortality
r 486-24 Their r and Immortality are In Spirit

and in Science
b 293-10 In r and in Science, both strata,

and power
p 372-20 can we believe In the f and power of

and Truth
gl 580-29 not one who . . . sustains r • and Truth,

appearance of
/ 215-18 darkness loses the appearance of f.

appears
b 312- 7 as the sense-dream vanishes and r appears.

assume the
r 481-20 Human hypotheses first assume the r* of

attest the
s 150-15 to attest the r* of the higher mission of

by giving
r 470-15 evil can only seem to be real by giving f to the

cannot in
p 419-23 A relapse cannot in r" occur in mortals

complete
o 353-16 eternity, ImmortaUty, complete f,

consciousness of
ap 573-23 the spiritual idea and consciousness ot r.

contradictions of
b 335-31 and must be contradictions of r.

devoid of
g 525-29 as devoid of r* as they are of good,

divine
sp 95-22 succeeded by C. S., by divine r*

eternal
g 538-14 significant of eternal f or being.

fleshly
b 317-30 remained a fleshly f, so long as

governed by
s 131- 4 our lives must be governed by f

governs all

p 418-22 this shnple rule of Truth, which governs all r.
grasp the

b 275-10 To grasp the r' and order of being in Its

great
sp 91-12 the sooner man's great f will appear
9^580-10 unreality as opposed to the great f ot

harmony the
o 352- 3 to make harmony the r

Idea, of all

sp 71- 5 Idea, of all f continues forever;
Is In God

T 472-24 All f is in God and His creation,
Is reached

o 353-19 imtU perfection appears and r- is reached.
Is spiritual

b 335-27 R- is spiritual, harmonious, immutable,
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reality
make a

b 339-13
no

SP 71-2
/ 207-22
O 346-22

p427-8
( 447-22

<; 530-27
no other

/ 242-11

the sinner would make a f of sin.

Evil has no r
there can be no r' In aught which
there is no r' in his belief of pain,
when learning that there is no r in death,
but realize no r' in them.
The dream has no f, no intelligence, no mind ;

It is to know no other r
nor existence

b 331-12 nothing possesses f nor existence except
nor Identity

r 473- 2 illusion, possessing neither r nor Identity
of being

b 297-15
311-19

p 418-13
r 493-27

ap 573-29
of existence

/215-9
of good

/ 205-20
6 269- 7

r 480-32

g 527-19
Of Life

sp 72-27
b 322- 5
353-32

r 487-29

Thus the r" of being is attained

opposite to the immortal r" of being.
no more the r" of being than is sin.

is not the r' of being.
this r of being will surely appear sometime

imacquainted with the r of existence,

the supremacy and r* of good,
and unfold the unity and the v of good,
evil would vanish before the r of good.
Has evil the r' of good?

earthly mortal Is not the f of Life
we shall gain the r of Life,
nor apprehend the r' of Life,
our trust in the deathless r of Life,

of man's existence
pr 13-31 blind to the r of man's existence,

352- 9 spirituality, was the r" of man's existence,
of spiritual Life

6 318-21 yields to the r of spiritual Life.

of substance
b 311-27 not the r of substance.

power, nor
an 102- 7 possessing neither Intelligence, power, nor f,
ph 186-16 there is neither power nor r In evil.

presence of tbe
b 293- 2 mortahty disappears In presence of the r

pure
p40»-23

radiant
s 110- 5

realm of
a 34-25

reinstate
(7 529-9

same
ph 18&-22

seeming
p394- 3

spiritual
/ 207-27
228-18

r 488-21

supposed
Ql 595-25

to be laid aside for the pure r

the radiant f of God's creation,

would rise again m the spiritual realm of r

destroy the dream of existence, reinstate r ,

If we concede the same r to discord as to

Truth can destroy its seeming r.

The spiritual f Is the scientific fact

they will recognize harmony as the spiritual r

senses can take no cognizance of spiritual r'

and the supposed r of error.

supposition of
/ 2ia- 2 this mortal mind supposition of r

(beir
pref xl-11

O 352-27

p 395-28
397-10

r48&-24
(7 549-26

unbroken
r 494-24

underlies
O 353-17

underlying
& 305-15
r 477-27

before which sin and disease lose their r
If belief in their r is destroyed,
while you argue against their r",

by admitting their r- and continuance,
Tneir r' and immortality are in Spirit

though the darkness, . . . may deny their r

breaks their illusion with the unbroken r of

Perfection underlies r

the underlying r of reflection,

caught some glimpses of the underlying f,
Without Intelligence or

r 469-17 error, without IntelUgence or f

sp 73-27 mistake . . . that matter Is any part of the r*

86-23 In r there is none.
97- 5 In r ,

"the more closely error simulates truth
an 103-29 In f there is no mortal mind,
s 107-17 remembering that in r God is our Life,
130-10 It is unwise to doubt if r' Is

ph 181-16 In r' you manipulate because you
184- 5 should not be recognized as r\

f 250-22 Is there any more r in the waking dream
252-17 lifts its voice with the arrogance of r'

b 275-24 all is in f the manifestation of Mind.
281-16' which reflects r* and divinity

reality
b 293-26
298-14
299- 2

299-5
301-18
309-28
327-20
330-23
339-30

O 347-13
352-17
357-19

p 369- 1

369- 1

369-14
381-10
395-21
395-28
403-11

t 452- 3
r 472-27
481- 2
486-10
487-21
489-11
492-4

e 502- 5
505-27

realization
6 276-12
300-20

(7 514-30

ap 575-32

realize
a 55-17

55-19

/ 204-21
205-22

C 264-16
b 315-18
323-19

p 386- 1

387- 8
409-25
412-24
417- 9

420-25
428-19

t 447-21

realized

In r-, they show the self-destruction of error
faith, understanding, fruition, r\
no more r- than has the sculptor's thought
which has no physical antecedent f
man should wish for, and in r' has,
error . , . that there can be such a f as
evil has in r" neither place nor power
there is in r" one Mind only,
divest sin of any supposed mind or r',

so-called mortal man is not the r' of man.
Children, like adults, ought to fear a r which
As there is in r- but one God,
Once let the mental physician believe In the r'

he is liable to admit also the r' of
never . . . made a r' of disease
We cannot in r' suffer from
It is mental quackery to make disease a r*

Mental practice, which holds disease as a r'.

In r', both have their origin in the
evil has in r' no power.
Therefore the only r of
How important, then, to choose good as the r" I

In r" man never dies.

there is in r' no such thinf as
yields to the r" of everlasting Life.
In r' there is no other existence,
as if r' did not predominate over unreality,
the f of all things brought to Ught.

The r" that all inharmony is unreal

through the r' of God as ever present
A r- of this grand verity was a source of strength
westward, to the grand r of the

My weary hope tries to r that happy day,
when he shall r' God's omnipotence
and r' only one God,
When we 7" that there is one Mind,
When we r' that Life is Spirit,
we r' this likeness only when we subdue sm
When the sick or the sinning awake to r-

R' that the evidence of the senses is not
when we r' that immortal Mind is ever active,
in proportion as mortals r' the Science of man
R' the presence of health and the fact of
If you make the sick r this great truism,
if they only r' that divine Love gives them
We must r- the ability of mental might
but r' no reality in them.

a 47-32 Jesus f the utter error of a belief In

ph 167-31 Only through . . . can scientific healing power
be r-

172-14 yet this can be r only as the

p 3&2-25 Admitting only such conclusions as you wish r

realizing
ph 194-26 and r Tennyson's description :

really
pr 3-22 Are we r" grateful for the good

9-26 Do you r- desire to attain this point?
a 34-10 r commemorated the suffering? of Jesus

39-26 divine Principle of all that r exists

m 64-31 Spirit will . . . claim its own,— all that r- is,

sp 87-14 when r- it is first sight instead of second,
s 116- 9 divinity r' is and must of necessity be,
119- 3 for of course we cannot r' endow matter with
151-26 All that r- exists is the divine Mind

ph 169-26 the sick are never r healed except by means of

173- 4 or determine when man is r man
f 203-10 was r" the justification of Jesus.
210-19 The expression mortal mind is r' a solecism,
213-17 The ear does not r hear.
230-23 the sick are never r healed by drugs,

6 272-24 which r' attest the divine origin and
272-30 the divine Principle ... of all that r exists.

274- 8 Natural science, ... is not f natural nor
275-12 the divine Principle of all that r" is.

283-21 belief as to what r" constitutes life

300-18 tares and wheat, which never r- mingle,
301-10 immortal, spiritual man is f substantial,
321-17 was r but a phase of mortal belief.

328- 9 These errors are not thus r- destroyed,
340-13 all that r' exists is in and of God,

o 347- 6 Nothing r- has Life but God,
318- 7 making the disease appear to be— what rt r- 'S

p 371- 8 uninstructed in C. S., nothing is r understood
402-16 no breakage nor dislocation pan r occur

t 443- 7 omnipotent Mind as r possessing all power.
r 478-30 Mortal man is r a self-contradictory phraBC,
484-18 are r caused by the faith in them which

ap 561-28 ia r neither aolar nor lunar.
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realm
mental

sp 82-22 nor are they in the mental r in which we dwell.

(7 514-11 the king of the mental r.
of God

r 481- 6 into the holiest,"— the r- of God—Heb. 10 : 19.

of harmony
s 133- 8 a firm foundation in the r* of hannony.

of Love
a 20-27 It commands sure entrance mto the f of Love.

of Mind
c 264- 9 in the unsearchable f of Mind?
g 514- 7 Mind, . . . dwells in the r of Mind.

of mysticism
sp 80-18 never.. . . into the f of mysticism.

of reality
a 34-25 rise again in the spiritual r- of reahty,

of tlie pliysical .

s 111- 9 though departing from the f of the physical,
of the real

6 268- 4 rising towards the r" of the real,
277-24 The r- of the real is Spirit.
303- 3 which people the r of the real

337-28 as they exist in the spiritual r- of the real.

physical
p 427-25 in the physical r, so-called, as well as

unsearchable
c 264- 9 in the unsearchable r* of Mind?

Material sense has its f apart from Science
r of unerring, eternal, and omnipotent Mind ;

r 480-13

«7?590-2

realms
s 128-18 giving mortals access to broader and higher r

g 557- 6 the birth-throes in the lower r of nature,

realness
347-

reap
a 41- 9

ph 179-30

/ 238-18

p 405-18
t 462-12
537-14

reapeth
/ 210-24

reappear
sp 75- 3

81-19

ph 189-13

/ 212- 7

230-28

p 436- 5

t 453-U

reappearance
a 27-10 by his r* after the crucifixion

43- 4 his material disappearance .

sp 98- 5 r- of the Christianity which heals the sick

reappeared
g 509- 5 Our Master y to his students,

reappearing
a 35-13 to receive more of his f

45-28 T- of Jesus was not the return of a spirit.
55-22 The time for the f of the divine healing

s 132-21 unconscious of the r- of the spiritual idea,
b 271- 2 chain of scientific being f in all ages,

reason
and conscience

an 106- 9 self-government, r\ and conscience.
and demonstration

s 109-21 divine revelation, f, and demonstration.
and revelation

s 110-15 T' and revelation were reconciled.
o 347-27 must yield to r- and revelation.

5 has no origin, existence, nor rv

in the hereafter they wUl f what they now sow.
may erelong f the eSect of this mistake.
when we . . . try to f the harvest we have not
that shall he also r-:'— Gal. 6; 7.

he will inevitably t' the error he sows.
that shall he also r-."— Gat. 6; 7.

and r the whirlwind.

The so-called dead, in order to f
seemeth to wither and the flower to fade, they r.
or doubt that the sun will r\
why cannot the limb r- 7

though it is liable to f ;

to f however at the trial

but with some individuals . . . constantly r".

and his r\

befool
p 440- 6

convince
g 522-23

domain of
sp 80-17

human
s 117-25
117-26

ph 173-26

misguided
/ 220- 8

no
an 105-19

of its hope
r 437-23

sensuous
s 111- 4

tliat very
p 370-17

28

how to make sleep befool f

convince f and coincide with revelation

from the domain of r' Into the realm of

relates solely to human r ;

human r" dimly reflects and
Human r' and religion come slowly to the

Instinct is better than misguided r,

"I see no f why metaphysics

from which to explain the f of its hope.

the win. or sensuous f of the human mind.

It cannot, for that very v, suffer with a fever.

reason
UQcicrstand the

p 397-18 Declare that you are not hurt and understand
the r

for that T-, you employ matter rather than Mind
by r" of its demand for and
by r" of the blacksmith's faith in

by r- of this is being ushered into the
R' is the most active human faculty.
We r' imperfectly from effect to cause,
R-, rightly directed, serves to correct the

ph 181-11
199-11
199-12

6 325- 4
327-29

r 467-23
494-19

reasonable
6 270- 1 quite as r' as the second.
325-23 which is your f service."— Rom. 12; 1.

reasonably
an 105-14 courts r pass sentence, according to the motive.
g 537-19 No one can r* doubt that the

reasoned
b 305-31
356- 9

reasoning
S 124-12
129- 3

b 279-26

p 389-15
t 452- 4
r 467-25
467-29
492- 3

The Sadducees r- falsely
Jesus r' on this subject practically,

a blind conclusion from material f.
the r- of an accurately stated syllogism
belief contradicts alike revelation aad right r\
This false r- is rebuked in Scripture
Incorrect r' leads to practical error.
a priori r shows material existence to be
R- from cause to effect

For right r there should be but one fact

reassurance
T 494- 4 and he did this for tired humanity's t\

reassure
P384-5

411-28

reassures
p 420-18 The fact that

Rebecca
ap 566-13 R- the Jewess in the story of Ivanhoe,

rebel
s 160-19 Can muscles, bones, blood, and nerves r

rebellion
p 391- 8 rise in r against them.

rebuilt
ap 576-17 as the temple to be temporarily r-

rebiike
ever-present

a 52-10 ever-present r

Let us f ourselves with the law of Love,
Silently r them as to their

f depressed hope.

his
pr 6-31

merited
pr 9-3

strong
a 23-14

useful
p 382-10

Virtue is a
< 449-28

of his perfection and purity..

left this record : "His r- Is fearful."

author has been most grateful for merited t\

receives a strong f in the Scripture,

receive a useful r' from Jesus* precept.

Only virtue is a r- to vice.

pr
a

8-32
30-20
30-28

/ 233-30
238-16

6 315- 5

r 443-21
452-13

rebuked
6-23
35- 2

51-27
53- 6
67-31
85-20
121-19

6309- 5

p 363-14
389-15
392- 5

r 471-27

g 509-30

gl 581-16
597- 6

rebukes
a 23-19
b 281- 8
o 350-29

ap 571-27

a

m
sp

do we listen patiently to the r' ,

Christ Jesus came to r' rabbinical error
loathe sin and r- it under every mask,
is designed to f and destroy error.

Unimproved opportunities will r- us when we
His better understanding of God was a r'

"Reprove, r\ exhort— // Tim. i: 2.

withhold not the r' or the explanation which

Jesus uncovered and r- sin before he cast it out.
hearts chastened and pride f.
Love, which f their sensuality.
He r' sinners pointedly and unflinchingly,
Jesus r- the suffering from any such cause
Our Master r- the lack of this power
f by clearer views of the everlasting facts,
and f his material sense.
Jesus r" them with a short story
This false reasoning is r- in Scripture
be taken into account and the error be r.
This view r' human beliefs,

Jesus r- the material thought of his

spiritual compensation ; the ills of the flesh r;
T- the hypocrisy, which offered long petitiooa

whichf sin of everv kind
r' mortal belief, and asks :

Soul r- sense, and Truth destroys error.

Thus he f the conceit of siu.
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rebuking . ,

a 4&-22 thus T' resentment or animal courage.

ph 174-13 T- in their course all error

p 364-11 v self-righteousness and declaring

gl 589-17 r- and destroying error,

5S9-20 a higher sense of Truth v mortal belief,

594-15 love f error ; reproof of sensualism.

recall
sp 88- 2 In our day-dreams we can r-

s 122-22 which every thinker can f for himself.

recalling
I 445-29 K" Jefferson s words about slavery,

Recapitulation
gl 585-15 Error. See chapter on It-, page 472.

588-26 Iktellioence, . . . SeechapteroniJ-.page469.
590-14 Life. See chapter on R-, page 468;

59J- 3 Principle. See chapter on R-, page 465.

594-18 Souls. See chapter on R-, page 466.

594-25 Substance. See chapter on R-, page 468.

receding
536- 7 human concepts advancing and r,

l*6C6iV6
or 1- * believe thai yd r them.— Mark 11 : 24.

3-10 in order to- r His blessing,
3-24 and thus be fitted to f more.
8-23 If ... we are not ready to r' the reward
10- 2 walk in the light so far as we r it,

10-22 Experience teaches us that we do not always r
10-26 or we should certainly r that for which we ask.

10-27 "Ye ask, and r not, because— t/as. 4; 3.

10-30 it is not always best for us to r.
15-32 Without a fitness for holiness, we camiot f

O 22-15 and you f no present reward,
22-19 and r- according to your deserving.
29-11 though we may never r- it in this world.
35-12 to r more of his reappearing
36-22 impossible for sinners to r- their

S 131-16 but the churches seem not ready to f It,

132- 6 the blind f their sight— MaH. 11 ; 5.

ph 169-25 whatever good they may seem to f from
c 267-30 he shall r" the crown of life,

— Jas. 1 ; 12.

b 283-27 r the divine Principle in the understanding,
284-16 which r no direct evidence of Spirit.
333-22 to all prepared to r Christ, Truth.
339-U sinner can r no encouragement frcwn the

p 382-10 r- a useful rebuke from Jesus' precept,
382-22 "Whosoever shall not r the— Ltike 18: 17.

420-15 when they are in a fit mood to r it,

t 444- 1 and they r no help from them,
444- 7 If Christian Scientists ever fail to t' aid

T 471-10 these so-called senses r no intimation of

483-26 it ought to r" aid, not opposition,
488- 5 therefore you f the blessing of Truth.

g 542-21 Sin will r" its full penalty,

received
pr 3-23 Are we really grateful for the good already r 7

fl' 39- 2 Such indignities as he r, his followers

46-30 His students then f the Holy Ghost.
54- 6 but earth f the harmony

sp 88-30 T- from the impulsion of departed spirits,

s 107- * For I neither r it of man,— Gal. 1 ; 12.

131-18 his own r- him not."— John 1; 11.

132-17 f no aid nor approval from

ph 193-23 since the injury was r in boyhood.
342-15 where they should be hospitably r\
348-31 ethics and temperance have r- an Impulse.
359-21 early J" her religious education.

p 372-31 prevents the honest recognition of benefits f,
g 555-11 Error would have itself r- as mind,
gl 598- 6 yet it has r different translations,

receives
a 23-14 This preaching r a strong rebuke

ph 192-31 r- directly the divine power.
t 455-17 The student, who r\his knowledge of

r 474-11 consequent maltreatment which ft r-.

g 556-25 Ontology r less attention than physiology.

receiving
s 156-25 and r occasional visits from me,
p 439- 1 r pay from them

recent
p 402-23 mesmerism— or hypnotism, to use the r term
g 549-13 According to r- lore,

recently
an 101-30 animal magnetism, r called hypnotism,

reception
a 41-22 Jesus foresaw the r C. S. would have

52-12 foresight of the r- error would give him.
S 107- 5 for the f of this final revelation of

115-1 the one great obstacle to the r- of

t 448-23 f or pursuit of instructions opposite to
T 474- 4 The r- accorded to Truth in the

receptive ^ u x..
a 34-16 preach Christ. . . . tothepoor,— the f thoiignt,

46-11 It is revealed to the r- heart.
b 323-20 they will be r of divine Science.
324- 1 renders thought r' of the advanced idea.

p 380- 1 may rest at length on some r thought,
382-14 is more r' of spiritual power
395-20 nurse should be ... r" to Truth
420-16 are ready to become r' to the new idea.

receptiveness
/ 236-29 their freedom from wrong and tbelr r

• of

recesses
an 102-18 hidden in the dark r- of mortal thought,

pe
/ 247-31 r- for beauty is to have les.") illusion

p 406- 1 The Bible contains the r- for all healing.

reckoned
g 520-11 can never be r according to the

reckoning
b 275-11 begin by f God as the divine Principle

g 539- 4 Error begins by r life as separate from

reclaims
o 342-21 C. S. awakens the sinner, r the infidel,

reclined
p 362-13 he r" on a couch

recognition
fuU

a 29-25 the full f that being is Spirit.
50-19 If his full r- of eternal Life had

Tn 59- 2 .without a full r- of its enduring obligations
honest . . „ . j

p 372-30 the honest r of benefits received,
of Ming

ap 573-24 such a f of being is, and has been, possible
of divine Science

b 322-10 before this r of divine Science can come
of barmony , , .

ap 576-24 possesses this r of harmony consciously
of Infinite Love „ .

S
366-18 and has not that r' of infinite Love

r 495-18 the r of life harmomous- as Life eternally Is

©'Spirit 3 .. „ . . ..J ,

sp 76-32 r- of Spirit and of infinity comes not suddenly
90-28 understanding and r of Spirit must finally come,

b 287-30 yield to Truth,— to the r' of Spirit
of Truth

( 450-11 open to the approach and r' of Truth.

ph 173-26 to the r' of spiritual facts,

recognizable
b 294-25 Man's genuine selfhood is r- only In

recognize . ,. . ,

pr 13-27 hence men r- themselves as merely physical,
a 55-18 when man shall r- the Science of Christ

sp 93- 1 to r- Soul as substantial

an 104-29 courts r- evidence to prove the motive
s 133-27 r- no life, . . . nor substance outside of God.

ph 183-20 mortals commonly r- as law that which

/ 228-17 they will r- harmony as the spiritual reahty
c 264-26 evidences, by which we can r- true existence

264-28 When we ... r- man's spiritual being,
b 2S4-12 Can matter r- Mind?

284-13 Can infinite Mind r" matter?
316- 7 and to r- the divine sonship.

p 441-16 Our law refuses to r- Man as sick or dying,
/ 451-21 and he must v this in order to defend himself
461-23 while to r- your sin, aids in destroying it.

g 508-20 and grammars always v a neuter gender.
531-14 Then man wLU r- his God-given dominion

recognized
a 31-10 He r Spirit, God, as the only creator,

sp 76- 6 When being is understood. Life will be r as
90-12 Then being will be r as spiritual,

s 157- 4 because its one r" Principle of healing la Mind,
ph 168-24 and r' the patient's fear of it.

184- 5 and should not be r- as reality.

/ 215-31 he r- the immortality of man:
252-13 and r' as the true likeness of his Maker.

b 278- 9 the only substance and consciousness r- by
r 468-30 One ceases in proportion as the other is r*.

480- 2 the nothingness of matter is r-.

gl 592- 9 nor can be r by the spiritual sense ;

recognizes
pr 9-22 and r* only the divine control of Spirit,

ph 188-14 in sleep, in which every one r' his
o 361-12 r- that Jesus Christ is not God,

recognizing
/ 249- 7 r- no mortal nor material power as able to

p 379- 7 r' all causation as vested in divine Mind.
416- 5 removed by r- the truth of being.

f 530-10 r- God, the Father and Mother of all, as able
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recollect ^ . ^ u, v,

6 323-14 We must r that Truth la demonstrable when
p 389- 7 R- that it is not the nerves, not matter,

pecollected
sp 86-26 peculiarities of expression, r- sentences,

recollection
pr 7-30 with the r that we have prayed over it

recommend
s 157-22 why did Jesus not employ them and f
p 441-20 We further r- that Materia Medica

recommended
an 105-10 defies justice and is r to mercy,
s 143- 7 else Jesus would have r- and employed
/ 221- 8 His physician also r that he should not

p 369-17 never r attention to laws of health,

437-16 though r- to meycy ;

recommends . , ^

t 453-30 never r material hygiene, never mampulates.

recompense
sp 98- 1 spiritual r of the persecuted is assured

p 40»-32 as a r for ignorance.

recompensing . v . ,

g 501- 9 f human want and woe with spiritual gam.

reconcile
O 19-2

19- 5
S 163-31

reconciled
a 45-U

45-12
S 110-15

reconciles
18-13 The atonement of Christ r man to God,

reconciling ^ ^
a 19- 6 Jesus aided in r man to God

reconstruct
/ 238-29 To r- timid justice and place the
1 422-19 serve to r the body.

reconstruction
p 401-32 confines himself chiefly to mental r*

record
sccording to the

, ,

g 545- 5 for according to the r, material man waa

to r- man to God, not God to man.
Even Christ cannot r Truth to error,

to r the fixed and repulsive antipathies

we were r to God by the— Bom. 5; 10.

being r', we shall be saved by his— Rom. 5; 10.

reason and revelation were r\

divine
s 139-21

first

(7 522-3
522- 5

528-18
bare no

a 31- 9

47-30

^605- 3

638-18

historic
a 27-23

inspired
g 521- 4

and material sense stole into the divine r.

The Science of the first r proves the
The first r assigns all might and government to

This is the first f of magnetism.

We have no v of his calling any man by the

except St. John, of whose death we have no r .

have no r" in the first chapter of Genesis,

have no r- in the Elohistic introduction of

Genesis,

but only eleven left a desirable historic r.

closes its narrative

of a material creatioa

recorded
350- 6
358-17

p 400-32
411-13
441-30

g 521-29
537-23
544-19

av 577-29

recorder's
gl 590-25

records
a 37- 5
S 163-22

p 402- 5

437-17

g 522-14
525-26

recounting

as r* in the New Testament,
as is f throughout the Scriptures.
T' that in certain localities he did not
r that once Jesus asked the name of
f in our Book of books as a Uar.
scientific truth as before f.
f in the first chapter of Genesis.
The facts of creation, as previously r'%
as r- by the great apostle,

is disappearing from the v thought,

History is full of r of suffering,
said : "Consulting the v of our science,
well-authenticated t- of the cure,
the terrible r' of your Court of Error,
It f pantheism, opposed to the
as to the f of truth.

s 132- 1 r his works instead of referring to

recourse
& 329-28
« 445-12

recover
pr 12-29
a 38-12
5 144-16

155- 3

ph 166-23
6 2ft5-10

328-25
359-28

p 362- *

373-10
377-19

recovered
S 152-19

/ 222-16

recovering
prej xi-20

s 156-16

recovery
facilitate

p 421-10

they would struggle for v to the spiritual

by r to material means for healing.

If the sick r because they pray
and they shall r-."—MaTk 16; 18.

Willing the sick to f is not the
When the sick v by the use of drugs, it Is

Failing to f health through adherence to

and then r man's original self

and they shall r."— Mark 16; 18.

and they shall r."— Mark 16; 18.

and they shall r\—Mark 16; 18.

the sick r' more rapidly from disease than
never knew a patient who did not f when

and he r' accordingly.
he f strength and flesh rapidly.

And r- of sight to the blind,— Luke A: 18.

to give up the medicine while she was r\

showing him that it waa to facilitate r;

impute their

/ 219-27 and impute their f to change of air

„ ._. _ Here the inspired r*

Introduces the
g 544- 1 introduces the f

Its own
g 505- 2 Mind makes its own f,

of creation ...
g 504- 9 are not yet included in the r- of creation,

521-15 turn our gaze to the spiritual r- of creation,

526- 3 scientific f of creation declares that God made
of Jesus

a 46-27
of man

ff 531-31
of sin

g 525-27

ascension, which closed the earthly r of Jesus,

the scientifically Christian r" of man

K „.„ „, the Scriptural r of sin and death
of spiritual creation

gl 590-22 the r of spiritual creation.

second
g 522- 8

522-12
this

pr 6-30

{7 645-21

/ 224-11
245-17

g 513-11
528- 2

gl 598-10

recorded
sp 85-15
an 101- 5
»158- 1

6 272-25

The second r' chronicles man as mtitable
second r unmistakably gives the history of

left this f : "His rebuke is fearful."

The translators of this r- of

In the r- of nineteen centuries,
Never r* ages.
In the r", time is not yet measured by
r- declares that God has already created
In the f of Jesus' supposed death,

It is r* that Jesus, as he once journeyed
to be r- In the history of the errors of
It is r* that the profession of medicine
triumphs of C. S. are r" in the destruction of error

of Invalids
s 145- 8

of the sick

pr 12-22

/ 218-17

p 372-31
419-1

ph 185-27
193-24

p 376- 4

396- 7

recreate
g 514- 2

547-19

recreation
/ 205-14

rectified
/ 230-20
240-21

t 460-13

rectitude
p 403-21

The struggle for the f of invalids goes on,

custom of praying for the f of the sick

Why pray for the r- of the sick, if

this will be a hindrance to the r- of the sick

A moral question may hinder the r- of the sick.

but the r- is not permanent.
Since his r' I have been informed that

the latent fear and the despair of r
a discouraging remark about r,

and afterwards r- persons or things

theory, . . . endues matter with power to r'

Where then is the necessity for r or

blunders which must afterwards be r by man?
until all wrong work is effaced or r.
is material, till such thought is r- by Spirit.

^ The most Christian state is one of r
recuperative

/ 252- 4 and of the r energies of Truth

p 394- 7 is the only real r- power.
t 447-14 The r- action of the system.

recur
s 114-20

recurring
c 260-25

recurs
ph 181-24

/ 217-18

red
6 338-13

ap 562-30
563- 8

565- 2

567-21

gJ580- 1

Red Dragon
gl 593- 7 definition of

must sometimes r- to the old and imperfect,

by the thoughts ever r* to one's self,

the question then r",

that condition never r*.

signifying the r- color of the ground,
and behold a great r' dragon,— Re_v. 12:3.

The great r" dragon symbolizes a lie,

and becomes the ereat r- dragon,
is pure delusion, the r- dragon ;

"dust to oust ;" r- sandstone;
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till aU are f through (livine Love.
f through the merits of Christ,

they might be r from sensuality and sin.

redeem
o 354-21 God will r that weakness,

redeemed
fl 26-8
/ 202-11

P364-7
redeeming

g 552-23 the r power, from the ills they occasion.

redeems
a 19-9 f man from the law of matter,

redemption
5 151- 7 something beyond itself for its r and healing,

to wit, the r- of our body.— Rom. 8 ; 23.

worldng for the r" of mankind.
C 255- *

M64-12
redolent

g 516-12

Red Sea
/ 226-30

ap 566- 2

reduce
m 61-22

ph 180-31
6 335-6
p374-3
r 490-17

g 517- 7

reduced
sp 91-11
s 146-31

ph 173- 8
r 471-30

ap 572- 6

reduces
p 398-20

reducing
g 540- 8

ap 561-18

re-echoes
sp 88-26

reed
m 66- 7

reeds
b 269-27

reefs
sp 87-21

refer
sp 93-26
r 465-12

9 508-18

reference
/ 235- 8
6 334-29

ap 560- 4

gl 588-22

referred
ph 175-22

/ 232-22
h 272-11
333-28
346- 4

g 523-32
540- 6

referring
a 31-25
s 132- 2

pi 585- 3
696- 8

refers
an 103- 2

s 128- 4

Vh 172-21
6 313-10

ap 563-29

refined
p 383-18

refinement
p;i 175-28

reflect
a 52-25

sp 71- 9

91-16

/ 215-10
240- 6

6 303- 8

324- 9
331- 2
332-27

/ 446-25
T 477-24

Love, f with unselfishness,

the R' S' and the wilderness ;

were guided triumphantly through the R' S',

must either be overcome or r- him to a
To r' inflammation, dissolve a tumor,
would f God to dependency on matter,
counter-irritants, and depletion never r-

T' to practice the real man's divine Principle,
mental attempt to r Deity to corporeality.

but the sooner error is r* to its

Divine metaphysics is now f to a system,
supposition, . . . Truth is r to the level of
f to human apprehension, she has named C. S..

scientifically f to its native nothingness.

which r self-inflicted suflferings

f It to its common denominator,
f to human perception and

Eloquence r the strains of Truth and Love.

a broken r, which pierces the heart,

r shaken by the wind, not houses built on the

of the corals, of its sharp r', of the tail ships

v only to quality, not to God.
They r- to one absolute God.
and does not necessarily f either to

as direct r to their morals as to their learning
a f to the human sense of Jesus crucified,

has r- to the present age.
if used with r' to Spirit, or Deity..

nor r to sanitary laws.
He r- man's harmony to Mind,
T- to in the last chapter of Mark's Gospel.
Jesus f to this unity of

not sinful and sickly mortal man who is f to,

it is usually Jehovah, . . . who is f to.

r to divine law as stirring up the belief in

reflect
fl 605-28
S06- 3

607-20
Slfr,-22

516-28
518-22

©J 588-16

reflected
pr 3-12

17- 7

C 258-19
6 305- 5

306-10
331- 6
331- 7

331-21
336- 7

336-14
336-20

r 467-18
479- 9

496- 4
5a3- 3
504- 1

510-10
516- 5

516-10
517-17
524-23
543-26
550-15

ap 562- 9

gl 599- 4

reflecting
an* 102-14
s 125-16

ph 179-10

/ 247-17
6 300-21
337- 2

346- 4

T 468-24
489-17

g 503-16
515-23

J?" to the materiality of the age,
instead of r" to his doctrine,
Jesus said, v to spiritual perception,
R- to it, he said to the Athenians :

Paul r' to the personification of evil a3
f only to the laws of God
to which the apostle f when he says
passage in the same chapter, which r* to
Its sting is spoken of by Paul, when he r to

could not be borne by the f.

but they never indulged in the v of

speaking of human ability to f divine power,
outside of finite form, which forms only r-.

Absorbed in ... we discern and f but family
matter and mortality do not f the facts of

the spiritual intelligence they r".

r the one divine individuality
and the bodv will f what governs it,

no more confined to the forms which r it

only purity could r- Truth and Love,
divine beatitudes, f the spiritual light
Soul can never r- anything inferior to

God's ideas r' the immortal, unerring, and
Objects utterly unlike the original do not r.
they f the Mind which includes all.

forever r\ in glorified quality, the
God made man ... to r- the divine Spirit,
the varied expressions of God f health,
the objects of God's creation f one Mind,

The Divine Being must be r by man,
Ajid Love is r in love;
infinite Principle is r' by the infinite idea
a face r" in the mirror is not the origihal.
If . . . there would be no divinity r-.

Mind, the creator r' in His creations.
God would not be r- but absorbed,
r" by all that is real and eternal
is r- in all spiritual individuality
but is f by man.
neither could God's fulness be r by a single man,
God as not in man but as r" by man.
An image of mortal thought, r' on the retina,

omnipotent Mind is r-

embraced in the infinite Mind and forever r'.

is never r' by aught but the good.
r: spiritually by all who walk in the light
are f by His creation ;

Life is r- in existence. Truth in truthfulness.
His personality can only be r', not transmitted.
yet God is r' in all His creation.
r- in the myriad manifestations of Life,
Error of thought is r" in error of action.
the universe borrows its f light.
The f animation of Life, Truth, and Love.

man, f God's power, has dominion
R' God's government, man is self-governed,
not in self-righteousness, but r' the
r' those higher conceptions of loveliness
man as f the divine likeness.

man, r' God, caimot lose his individuaUty ;

the ideal man, f God's likeness. .

r' the divine substance of Spirit.
How can man, r- God, be dependent on
r' Him in countless spiritual forms.
r' goodness and power.

reflection
and demonstration

/ 241-19 the r- and demonstration of divine Love,
God's

s 126- 6
r 471-17

g 527- 4

no other reality . . . than good, God and His r*,

If . . . parted for a moment from His r\
inseparable as God and His r"

His r is man and the universe.

idea or r, man, remains perfect.
Ark. Safety ; the idea, or r, of Truth,

ignorant of man as God's image or r*

without the nature of the image or r*

His infinite image or r\ man.

when man beholds himself God's f,
Man is, and forever has been, God's r'.

Man is God's f, needing no cultivation,

goTerning the
6 303- 5 the Principle governing the f.

His
/ 242-12
6 306- 9

314- 7

r 466- 1

Idea or
r 470-22

gl 581- 8

Iffl^e or
pr 13-28

/ 204-26
6 30O- 5

likeness and
g 516- 8 we shall see this true likeness and r'

mirrored
g 515-25 Your mirrored f is your own image

observation &nd
s 163- 9 founded on long observation and r,

of God
s 121-29 the r- of God, is thus brought nearer the

ph 200-18 if man is the image, r', of God,
c 2.59- 8 threw upon mortals the truer r- of God
6 296- 3 man is the spiritual, eternal r' of God.
300-11 will bring to light the true r' of God
333-21 the spiritual idea,— the r- of God,

r 47.5-18 man is the r of God, or Mind,
g 502-12 serves to suggest the proper r- of God
516- 3 so you, being spiritual, are the r- of God.
55.5-16 the origin of man, who is the r' of God,

of his Maker
. ,. ,,.,,,

6 305-27 Because man is the r of his Maker,
of Soul

/ 249-31

of Spirit
6 303- 7

r 477-20

g .506- 4

523-12
524-23

Man is the r of Soul.

Multiplication ... is the r of Spirit.

Identity is the r of Spirit,
matter, not being the t- of Spirit,
instead of the f of Spirit.
Matter is not the r of Spirit,
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reflection
of the Ego-God

b 281-11 The Ego-man is the r- of the Ego-God ;

of the Infinite
6 3lJ-i7 the royal f of the infinite ;

or likeness
b 337- 6 It is not the r- or likeness of Spirit,

scientific

sp 70- 9 In this scientific r the Ego and the

spiritual
b 305-22 as opposed to the Science of spiritual r',

r'4S0- 5 If there is no spiritual r\ then there remains
the right

b 299-25 which cannot destroy the right r.
this

c 258-12 this r' is the true Idea of God.
b 301-13 This f seems to mortal sense transcendental,

your
515-26 If you lift a weight, your r does this also.

reformation
pref xi-14 aa darkness gives place to light and sin to r\
pr 5-6 the test of our sincerity,— namely, r'.

a 22-30 Justice requires r' of the sinner.
p 363-30 repentance, r-, and growth in wisdom?

404-15 God's law is fulfilled and r- cancels the crime.

reformatory
s 129-28

reformed
sp 78-30
O 343-27
355-31

p 36.3-25

/ 447-22

reforming
p 404-26

reforms

in its r' mission among mortals.

pr

S126-6
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regarding
p 403-24 Never conjure up some new discovery . . . f

disease
423-20 r- the truth and harmony of being
432-13 In this province there is a statute r disease,

( 461-25 The truth r- error is, that error is not true,

regardless ^^.
.

pr 1- 4 iJ- of what another may say or think

regards
p 423-16 He r- the ailment as weakened or strengthened

434-16 f the prisoner with the utmost tenderness.

regenerate
b 296- 8 and t' material sense and self.

regenerated . ^

p 442- 8 Then the prisoner rose up r, strong, free.;

regenerates
pr 4-28 spiritual understanding, which f ;

/ 222- 8 whereas Truth r this fleshly mind

regeneration
a 24-12 rise into newness of life with f.

Through repentance, spiritual baptism, and r./242-2
regimen

p 370- 6

370- 7

regions
/240- 2

registered
t 457- 1

registers
< 449-12

regret
o34fr-I

regretted
p 405-26

regular
pref x-18

ph 176-22

The body Improves under the same r"

if health is not made manifest under this r,

Arctic r-, suimy tropics, giant hills,

and r the revealed Truth

r' his healing ability and fitness to teach.

I T' that such criticisni confoimds man with

If sin is not r and is not lessening, then

abandoned as hopeless by r medical
treated by a t' practitioner.

regularly
p 437-26 proceedings of a r constituted court.

regulate
ph 184- 3 Truth makes no laws to r- sickness,

185-10 discussed ... to f life and health.

regulates
p 413- 7 Mind f the condition of the stomach,

420-19 It ... r- the system.

regulations
m 56-14 subject to such moral r as will

p 389-20 cannot annul these r by an opposite law

rehearses
ph 188-23 Error r error.

reign
and rule

/ 208-22

of discord
s 122- 2

of harmony . . , „ . , ,. ,

sp 93-32 the r" of harmony iil the Science of being,
s 122- 7 the actual r- of harmony on earth.

gl 590- 1 The r of harmony in divine Science ;

592-20 the kingdom of heaven, or r of harmony.
of righteousness

gl 585-19 Euphrates ... the f of righteousness.
of Spirit

/ 208-21 the r- of Spirit, the kingdom of heaven,
gl 587-25 Heaven. Harmony ; the r of Spirit ;

over man ^ „ ,,

g 529-31 He begins his f over man somewhat mildly,

the v and rule of universal harmony,

and so creates a r of discord.

pref vii-21

/ 248-30
6 288-14
r 476-30

reigns
/ 205-27
6 318- 4

536-8
reins

p 422-29

reinstate
(?529- 9

reiterate
/23&-9

reject
a 27-28

64-31

m 62-31
£14S-1S

"the Lord shall r forever."— Exod. 15; 18.

kingdom of heaven— r' within us,
will cease, and spiritual harmony f.
Truth and Love r in the rear man,

Into opposite channels where selfishness r*.

Mind and immortality, in which Spirit V
The divine understanding f, is all-.

Not holding the r of government

T' reality, usher in Science and

who r- Christ's teachings

Why do those who profess to follow Christ f
would not some, who now profess to love him,
r him?

mortals believe in material laws and f the

Anatomy and theology r' the divine Principle

rejected
a 20-16

52-13
5 136-10

139-26.

150-24

/ 233-24
i 316-25

343-21
361-27

rejecting
6 280-31
O 357- 6

rejection
a 20-15
s 132-24

137-11

rejects
S 111-16

rejoice
pr 15-25
a 22-23
m 64-21
s 151-13

/249- 8
o 354-28

p 377- 5

g 529-25

ap 568-20

rejoices
pref tx- 4

ap 569-13

rejoicing
pref ix-16

a 29- 6
40-22

5 140-11

C266- 2

o 342-24
r 479- 4

ap 562-17

relapse
p419-8

419-12

419-23
419-31

relapses
6 277- 5

related
5 152-14

p 362- 1

g 556-31

relates
J 117-24

127-15
128-27

ph 170-23
6 286- 1

290-14

g 515-19

relating
5 123- 6

127-13

ph 168-19

p 381-23
433-5

relation
exact

s 113-13

little
6 297-30

marriage
m 58-29

Of God
/ 206-15
6 332-2

of man
sp 94- 7
s 114-25

seeming
s 119-30

to God
ph 196-17

/ 215-26
231^23

6 316- 6

"Despised and v of men,"— Isa. 53; 3.

"Despised and f of men,"— Isa. 53; 3.

His answer to this question the world r\
"the stone which the builders f"— Matt. 21 ; 42.

as the practically r- doctrine of

including the hearts which r" him.
scourged in person, and its Principle was r*.

It would sometimes seem as if truth were r
but it will be f and reviled until

and f the Science of being
not by accepting, but by r- a lie.

[the r- of error]
Anticipating this f of idealism.
In his J- of the answer already given

r the incidental or inverted image

Christians t- in secret beauty and bounty,
whereby we r" in immortality.
Then shall Soul f in its own,
they would r- with us.

Let us r" that we are subject to the
I r" in the apprehension of this grand verity.
that he should f always in ever-present Love.
should r that evil, . . . contradicts itself

Therefore t\ ye heavens,— Rev. 12; 12.

and r' in the draught.
T' in the proof of healing.

To-day, though r in some progress,
they will have the crown of t-.

f to enter into fellowship with him
but f in the affluence of our God.
are good, "f the heart."— Psal. 19; 8.

and they answer with f.
could the Scriptural r be uttered by any mother,
These are the stars in the crowd of r\

If your patient from any cause suffers a f.
Neither . . . has the power to cause disease or

a T\
A f cannot in reality occur in mortals
If it is found necessary to treat against f,

non-intelligent r into its own imreahty.

It is r that Sir Humphry Davy once
r in the seventh chapter of Luke's Gospel
It is r that a father plunged his

r' solely to human reason ;

r especially to Science as applied to
Science r- to Mind, not matter.
spiritual causation f to human progress.
what f most nearly to the happiness of being,
To the spiritual class, t' the Scripture :

r to the oneness, the tri-unity of Life, Truth,

as does the error r to soul and body,
stand for everything f to God,
God's spiritual command f to perfection,
human theories r" to health.
He . . . explains the law f to liver-complaint.

showing mathematically their exact r to

has little ;" to the actual or divine.

the chance for ill-nature in the marriage r.

In the scientific r of God to man,
f of God to man and the universe.

and of the f of man to God,
It shows the scientific r" of man to God,

C. S. reverses the seeming r of Soul and body

They have no f to God wherewith to
In origin, in existence, and in his r to God.
the divine Science of being in man's f to God,
to find Christ, the real man and his r to God,

/ 205-32 When we fully understand out r to the Divine^
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relations
m 68-13 itfi r' to your growth and to your influence
a 123- I ilipory ps to the r' of the celestial bodies,

/ 209-17 the r' which constituent masses hold
t 460- 4 necessary constituents and r' of all beings,"
r 470-32 The r- of God and man.

relationship
m 59-29 sacredness of this r- is losing its influence,

Such theories have no r- to C. S.,

His tender r- to His spiritual creation.

a law r- to colleges having been passed,
outlines his thought r" to disease.

Many theories r- to God and man.
The counter fact r- to any disease
f value of the two conflicting theories
Make no unnecessary inquiries v to feeling?)

ph 185-18
& 332- 6

relative
pref xi-30

ph 19&-10

/ 232- 3
233-28
355-14

p 395- 6

relaxes
s 162- 8 dissolves tumors, f rigid muscles,

release
p 431-19 into close confinement until I should f him.

released
p 363-17 who were r- from their obligations

relentless
p 407- 6 Man's enslavement to the most r- masters

reliable
5 120-16
6 322-25

reliance
s 145-14

ph 167-30
170- 1

179-29
192- 4

/ 203-14

relief
p 371-13

374- 4
421-30

« 443-19

relies
sp 79-11
b 277-19
r 487-30

relieve
a 18- 9
s 143-15

157-26

p 373-23
384- 3

398-17
415-11

< 464-16
r 483-3

relieved
a 25-23
S 156-23

/ 221-23

religion
and medicine
m 67-30 Systems of r- and medicine treat of

Through C. S.. r and medicine are inspired with
towards differing forms of r- and medicine,

nor can the material senses bear r: testimony
nor a f rehgionist.

. or r* on some other minor curative.
Only through radical r on Truth
it robs man of r- on God,
sowing the seeds of f on matter,
only as we quit our r' upon that which
destroys r on aught but God,

looks for r- in all ways except the right one.
the truth of being, . . . will bring v.
material application for its r-.

other systems they fancy will afford r\

Spiritualism r- upon human beliefs
Error r" upon a reversal of this order,
This faith r- upon an understood Principle.

but not to do it for them nor to f them of a
takes the lesser to r' the greater.
quiet mortal mind, and so r- the body;
and you r' the oppressed organ.
We should r- our minds from the
are known to r' the symptoms of disease.
That is why opiates r- inflammation.
and the Scientists had failed to r' him,
but only r- suffering temporarily,

by no means r* others from giving the
and was r' by taking them.
r' his stomach, and he ate

5 107-11
« 444-14

any
sp 98-23

being and
a 55- 1

Christ's
355-17

essential
a 27-29

fstal to
pr 7-32

his
Sl3&- 3

history of
a 37-10

Judaic
gl 597- 3

motives and
ap 560-22

nature of
a 28-28

of Love
s 138-15

ordinary
5 139-29

perfunctory
b 31&-14

popular
355-17

has not been considered a part of any f,

any other sense of being and f than theirs?

declines to admit that Christ's r* has

the essential r he came to establish

Hypocrisy is fatal to r.

He taught his followers that his r- had a

one stage with another in the history of f.

The Judaic r' consisted mostly of ritea

Abuse of the motives and r" of St. Paul

is to mistake the very nature of f.

His sublime summary points to the f of Love.

opposed to C. S., as they are to ordinary r- ;

this spiritual Idea and perfunctory r.

The other, popular f, declines to admit that

religion
purem 64- 4

reason and
ph 173-26

revealed
g 557-24

ritualistic
s 141- 2

scientific
s 141-27

superficial
gl 597-13

system of
a 26-31

systems of
m 67-30
S 14&-4

their
a 52-30

343-28
tribal

s 135-21
true
pr 5-23
m 68- 2

undeflled
ap 571-32

"Pure r- and undeflled— Jas. i : 37.

Human reason and r- come slowly to the

revealed r- proclaims the Science of Mind

the theological and ritualistic r of the ages

The adoption of scientific r- and

false foundations ... of superficial r,

proof of Christianity was no form or system of r'

Systems of r- and medicine treat of
Because our systems of f are governed

as self-contradictory as their r\
and reformed the sinner by their r.

the limited form of a national or tribal r\

Such an error would Impede true r.
understanding . . . will be the basis of true r,

He enthrones pure and undeflled r.

and clothe r- in human forms.
The truth is the centre of all r'.

whose r' was something more than a name.
R- will then be of the heart and not of the
and r' becomes Christlike.
whose f he had not understood,
r- which sprang from half-hidden Israelitlsh

proofs that their Master's f can

pr 4-32
a 20-26

54-23
S 140-12

146-11
b 326-29
351- 1

354-14

religionist
b 322-25 neither a temperate man nor a reliable r.

religionists
/ 224-12 Centuries ago r* were ready to

religions
sp 83-13
S U2- 6

/ 232-14

religious
a 36-30

53-13

sp 83-21
4 132-18

133-23
139-12

ph 166-12
C 267-13
b 306-17
340-27
359-22

r 496-28
497- 1

relinquish

and here Science takes issue with popular r.
but modern r- generally omit all but one of
r which contradict its Principle are false.

B' history repeats itself

above and contrary to the world's r' sense.
Excite the organ of veneration or r* faith,
other sanitary or r- systems,
sanitary methods, and a f cultus.
the present new, yet old, reform in f faith
Mohammedan's belief is a r' delusion ;

fn a r sense, they have the same authority
this is the general r' opinion of mankind,
civil, criminal, political, and t' codes ;

early received her r- education
Have Christian Scientists any f creed?
the important points, or f tenets, of C. S. :

it must r- all its errors, sicknesses, and sins,
f all theories based on sense-testimony,
leads the human mind to f aU error,
that finite belief may be prepared to f its

If mankind would r- the belief that

ph 177- 2

/249- 1

251-22
b 322-13
357-9

relinquished
b 314- 3 had r" the belief of substance-matter.

relinquishes
g 547-28 r' a material, sensual, and mortal theory of

relinquishing
pr 13-21 this will prevent us from r the

relinquishment
pr 7- 6 r of error deprives material sense of Its

p 426-23 The r- of all faith in death
reluctance

p 420- 9 cannot produce this unnatural r*.

reluctant
t 450-16 many are r to acknowledge that they

reluctantly
r 466-17 the point you will most f admit.

rely
s 143- 9 If the sick cannot f on God for help
144- 3 let us r' upon Mind.

/ 202-28 and yet we f on a drug ... as If

g 549-22 false cystems, which r' upon physics
remain

m 62-17 should be allowed to r- children In knowledge,
s 110-23 the Science and truth therein will forever f

112-13 thev nevertheless r wholly human
ph 167-15 If God made . . . man must r thus
/ 208-23 which cannot be lost nor r forever unseen.
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remain
t> 790- 7 will r- 35 material as before Ihe transition,
32»-15 nor should he r' in the devouring flaniea.

p 37f>- 4 fear and the despair of recovery r- in thought.
404-13 while its effects still r' on the individual,
425-30 capacious lungs and want them to r' so,

431- 1 must r- silent until called for at this trial,

o 513-20 r- in God, who is the divinely creative Principle
657- 1 until the child could r under water

remained
s 147-28 This rule f to be discovered in C. S.

/ 245-10 In this mental state she r young.
h 317-30 r- a fleshly reality, so long as
317-31 so long as the Master f an inhabitant of

r 471- 4 r- unchanged in its eternal history.

remaineth
b 288-18 "There r' therefore a rest— Heb. 4: 9.

remaining
r 470-22 the divine Principle of man f perfect,

gl 580-24 meeting no response, but still r- love.

remains
sp 87- 8 their mental environment r to be discerned,

98-20 r- inviolate for every man to understand and
S 153- 2 to such a degree that not a vestige of it f,

164-14 Much yet r- to be said and done
164-24 the forever fact t- paramount

/ 212-13 When the nerve is gone, . . .and the pain still f,
•238-19 Truth often f unsought, until we

b 289-23 the fact r-, that God's universe is spiritual
302- 7 is thereby discerned and r' unchanged.
311-12 so long as the illusion . . . r\
348-19 so long as it r- in mortal mind,

p 365-13 what mental quality r", with which to

392- 3 Only while fear or sin r can it bring forth death.
398-32 fact r" that evil is not mind.

t 464-10 She therefore f unseen at her post,
T 470-23 divine idea or reflection, man, r' perfect.
480- 6 then there r- only the darkness of vacuity
481-11 the unseen Truth, which r forever intact.

486-21 So long as this error of belief r,
487-10 Lost they cannot be, while Mind r\

remanded
p 433-27 The prisoner ie then r to his cell

remands
g 532-12 condemns material man and r him to dust.

remarlc
p 396- 7 Never startle with a discouraging f about
g 523-14 It may be worth while here to r" that,

remarkable
ph 195-25 Novels, r" only for their exaggerated
b 313-15 that the author of this r epistle
o 358-20 more frequently cited . . . than are his r works
p 363-22 following it with that f declaration

remarked
s 149-17 A physician of the old school f

remarldng
p 438- 1 r that the Bible was better authority than

remedial
an 101-23 convince her that it is not a f agent,

remedies
pref viii-18 bv doctors using material r* ;

s 152-32 wnich demand different f ;

156-13 her former physician had prescribed these r,
ph 181- 1 more potent than all lower r'.

p 398-16 r-, sometimes not containing a particle of
427-27 when all such r' have failed?

t 453-13 from the use of material /•

remedy
divine

b 326- 7 and find the divine r for every ill,

efficient

p 376-21 the efficient f is to destroy the
for every woe

/ 236-19 availability of good as the r' for every woe.
God's

s 143- 1 Truth is God's r for error of every kind,
knowing the

t 455-12 if, knowing the r, you fail to use the
man's

r 486- 6 What is man's r' 7

material
p 427-26 What material r has man when

,

of Truth
s 140- I demands the r- of Truth more than

perfect
p 394- 4 the universal and perfect r\

permanent
/ 217-25 The scientific and permanent r for fatigue Is

m 63-21 If the elective franchise for women will f the
S 151- 5 could not possibly create a f outside of itself,

156-30 In metaphysics, matter disappears from the r*

remedy
ph. 16^19 when your r* lies in forgetting the whole thing ;

184— 8 The r' consists in probfng the trouble to the
/ 208-16 or that Spirit, . . . leaves the r' to matter.
229-31 The f is Truth, not matter,
238-20 until we seek this r' for human
248-25 To r- this, we must first turn our gaze

p 385-20 your r is at hand.
423-16 deals with matter as both his foe and his r*.

424-14 to counteract the working of a r' prescribed by
t 461-24 and Truth is their r'.

g 534-13 unfolded the r' for Adam, or error ;

552-22 From a material source flows no r' for

remember
pr 3-32 put the finger on the lips and r' our blessings.
a 28-22 R', thou Christian martyr, it is enough if

m 59-21 v how slight a word or deed may
66- 8 We do not half r- this in the sunshine of
66-17 it is well to r' how fleeting are human joys.
67^20 when we r that through spiritual ascendency

sp 93- 2 R' Jesus, who nearly nineteen centuries ago
ph 165-18 in order to r- what has hurt you,
/ 201- * R-, Lord, the reproach of Thy— Psal. 89 .• 50.

209-20 when we f tliat they ail must give place to
223- 9 R- that truth is greater than error,
240-24 R' that mankind nmst sooner or later,

b 302-14 let us f that harmonious and immortal man
p 372- 1 R-, brain is not mind.

385-11 Let us v that the eternal law of right,
394-28 We should f that Life is God,
402-21 we rarely f that we govern our own bodies.
414-28 R' that man's perfection is real and
423- 5 R' that the unexpressed belief oftentimes

t 445-31 "I tremble, when I r- that God is just,"
454-31 R- that the letter and mental argument

r 476-23 R' that the Scriptures say of mortal man :

g 557- 3 Parents should r- this, and
ap 566-12 If we T- the beautiful description

573-32 When you read this, r- Jesus' words,

remembered
S 130-23 author has often r our Master's love for

146-21 r- not, even when its elevating effects.

remembering
a 48-10 R- the sweat of agony which
s 107-16 yet f that in reality God is our Life,
C 261-31 We should forget our bodies in f good
p 419- 6 r that God and His ideas alone are real

ap 562-25 but r- no more her sorrow
'

remembrance
p 407- 2 but there is a very sharp r of it,

remind
s 161-19 r one of the words of the

reminded
pr 3- 2 without being r of His province.

reminders
p 411-10 and needed the arguments of truth for r*.

remit
a 3fr- 6 To r the penalty due for sin,

remits
pr 11- 5 A magistrate sometimes f the penalty,

remorse
a 47-22 and for a time quieted his r.

9/586-13 Fire. Fear ;
r'

;
lust ; hatred ;

588- 1 Hell. Mortal behef ; error; lust ; f :

remote
ph 178- 8 The r cause or belief of disease

/ 230-31 the r, predisposing, and the exciting cause
247- 1 The acute belief of . . . comes on at a r' periodi

p 393- 6 ignorant that the predisposing, v, and

remoteness
ap 576- 5 which to us seems hidden in the mist of t\

remotest
ap 559-10 to the globe's r bound.

removal
ph 168- 4 the r- of a single weight from either scale

/ 219-19 the destruction of the belief will be the /• of
o 358-27 in the r' of disease

p 367- 6 pitiful patience with his fears and the r*

remove
a 40- 1 R' error from thought, and it wiU not

44-17 to r the napkin and winding-sheet,
071 101-28 since error cannot r- the effects of error.

ph 173-28 to r the error which the human mind alone
183-13 obedience to God will r this necessity.

p 373-20 but to r the effects of fear
377-20 R' the leading error or governing fear
377-22 and you t' the cause of all disease
377-23 You also r in this way what are termed
378- 9 R- the error, and you destroy its effects.

382- 9 to f unhealthy exhalations from the cuticle

400-20 When we r disease by addressing the
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remove
p 401-25

403-10
401-14
415-14
.415-24
421- 8
424-21

t 447-25
(7 542-23

ap 56»-27

removed
pr 1- *

a 53- 5

ph 197-14

/22»- 9

230-30
O 350- 4

p 370-12
371-10
374- 5
400- 6
41&- 5

g 557-17

removes
a 40- 9

sp 79-12
80-17

6 290-21
323-22

p 370-16
398-28

< 463-13
r 493-23

removing
a 40- 9

ph 186- 1

p 411-32
421-14

rename
6 309-16

renamed
6 309-21

render
s 148-29

ph 183- 2

p 415-14
433- 6
440-12
440-24

t 445-15
447- 8

rendered
a 19-30

20- 1

5 146- 6

6 271-11
313- 3

p 375-17
381- 1

383-4
423-21

r 466-23
474-12

rendering
/ 219-28

renders
/ 211-23
218-12

b 324- 1

O360- 6

p 422-27
435-23

t 455-22
461-22

(7 540-17

rends
/ 226-20

renew
m 59-21

p 426-14

renewal
m 57-13
s 137-12

/ 241-14

gl 582- 9

renewed
S 137- 9
162-20

5 556-11

renewedly
a 109-25

Would the dmg f paralysis,
The human mind is employed to f the

you can r- this disorder aa

Opiates do not r' the pain in any scientific

To f the error producing disorder, you must
in order to r- its beUefs,
the divine Mind can f any obstacle,
r- the mask, point out the illusion,
teaches mortals not to r- the waymaVks of God.
how many periods of torture it may take to r

Be thou r\ and be thou cast into— Mark 11 : 23.

yet there never lived a man so far r- from
r' from imbecility or disease.
Not far r- from infidelity is the belief which
until the liability to be ill is r\
or as very far r- from daily experience.
are r' by using the same drug
and to be r- as involuntarily,
Hatred and its effects . . . are r by Love.
before its influence . . . can be r\
r- by recognizing the truth of being.
the curse w-ill be r' which says to woman,

Science r- the penalty only byC S. r" these beliefs and hypotheses
Science never r' phenomena from the
Christ, Truth, r all ignorance and sin.
r thought from the body,
it r through an opposite belief,
blind faith r- bodily ailments for a season,
r' properly whatever is offensive.
T- any other sense of moral or mental inharmony.

only by first r- the sin

only by v the influence on him of this mind,
If you succeed in wholly r" the fear,

by r" the beUef that this chemicalizatloa

untU the Messiah should r them.

to be r- in C. S. and led to deny

to r- help in time of physical need.
but the so-called laws of matter would r'

only r' mortal mind temporarily less fearful,
conclusion is, that laws of nature r'

but no warping of justice can r-

and then r" obedience to these laws
You r' the divine law of healing obscmre
ignorant attempts to do good may r- you

which may be r- : Thou shalt have no
He r- "unto Caesar the— Matt. 22; 21.

schools have f faith in drugs the fashion,
In Latin the word r disciple signifies

may be r "Jesus the anointed,
should be understood and so r' fruitless,
is T' null and void by the law of Life,
a body f pure by Mind as well as
has r' himseU strong, instead of weak,
and cannot be r- in the plural,
meaning of the Greek word r- miracle

not r to God the honor due to Him

The transfer of . . . Science f impossible.
M'hat r' both sin and sickness difficult of cure
r- thought receptive of the advanced idea.

materiaUty r" these i(leal3 imperfect
and r' them fatal at certain points,
for no demand, human or divine, r' it just
f any abuse of the mission an impossibility.
r- your case less curable.
Science r- "unto Caesar the— A/oH. 22; 21.

Science r- asunder these fetters,

may f the old trysting-times.
Man should r his energies and endeavors,

bringing sweet seasons of r*

and nis r- of the question,
transformation of the body; by the r" of Spirit.
iJ" of affections ; self-offering ;

This f inquiry meant :

the structure has been r\
belief dies to live again in r* forms,

Scripture of Isaiah is r- fulfilled :

renewing
a 49-20

renounce
t 451- 4

renowned
6 333- 7

rent
/ 242-26

p398- 5

gl 597-11

reopen
ph 171- 6

reopened
pref xii-19

repaired
p439- 9

repast
/ 452-16

repayment
sp 97-32

repeat
pr 5-8

6-10
11-14

/ 243-12
r 4S7-12

(7 520- 6

repeated
5 126-12
134- 1

136-20
137- 8

/ 207-28
240-20
243-14

r474- 5

g 516-27
557- 1

repeating
prcf xi-17

a 43-10

sp 86- 6
s 1.3.5-17

t 452-24

g 527-26

repeats
a 28-28

36-30

•sp 80-10
b 301- 2

repel
P363-8

repelled
t 449-23

repent
a 19-21
6 339-18
522-32

transformed by the r of the Infinite Spirit,

must r- aggression, oppression and the pride of

Joshua, the f Hebrew leader.

one web of consistency without seam or r\
spirit [error] cried, and r- him— Mark 9; 26.
It f tne veil of the temple.

man will f with the key of divine Science

as its President, r- the College

At this request Death f to the spot

Better Is the frugal intellectual r-

Earth has no f for the persecutions

Temptation bids us f the offence.
supposition. . . we shall be free to r- the offence.
leaves the offender free to r" the offence,
in order to confirm and r- the
and it will r- the wonder.
can T- only an infinitesimal part of what exists.

seems to have reversed it and r- it materially ;

To-day the cry of bygone ages is f.
This ghostly fancy was r' by Herod
Yearning to be understood, "the Master r-.
The spiritual fact, f in the action of man
past failures will be r' until
That those wonders' are not more commonly r
reception accorded to Truth ... is r-

To emphasize this momentous thought, it is r*

f this operation daily, until the child

and r' itself, coming now
and is now r" its ancient history.
R- his inquiry, he was answered by the
There is to-day danger of r- the offence
simply by f the author's words.
Here the lie represents God as r' creation.

Error f itself.

ReUgious history f itself in the suffering of
f weekly the assertion that
f

• the color, form, and action of the

Did he r- her adoration?

which is attracted or f according to

if the sinner continues to pray and r\
Only those, who r- of sin and forsake the
Does the . . . Principle of divine law change

or r?
repentance

a 19-17 Every pang of r- and suffering,
the practical t\ which reforms the heart
and nis disciples' grief into r-,

a man-projected God, liable to wrath, r\
Through r', spiritual baptism, and regeneration,
r\ reformation, and growth in wisdom?
by their genuine t\
with . . . perfume of gratitude, with tears of f
A corporeal mortal embracing duplicity, r\
mortality ; space for r.

19-23
35- 1

5 140-24

/242- 1

p 363-30
364-26
367-15

gl 589- 4

598-20

repentant
p 404-13

repented
p 363-25

repents
6 329-24

repetition
pr 2-31

sp 73-13
S 157-11

If the evil is over in the r* mortal mind.

Had she r- and reformed,

Always right, its divine principle never r*,

Asking God to be God is a vain t\
its fruit,— the r' of evil.

with such T- of thought-attenuations,

repetitions
pr 10- 9 millions of vain r will never

13- 9 "vain r," sucJi as the "heathen— Matt. 6; 7.

replace
p 428-20 r- them with the life which is spiritual,
r 495-23 f mortality with immortality,

replaced
T 489- 6 would be r- as readily as the lobster's clfiw,
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replaces
s 123-14 and r the objects of material sense with

replenish
fl 511- 4 "multiply and r- the earth."— Gen. 1 ; 28.

517-26 multiply, and r- the earth,— Gen. 1 ; 28.

replied
s 135-14 They r, 'Some say that thou art— A/aK. 16; 14.

137-16 Simon r for his brethren,

p 363-19 Simon r-. 'He to whom he— Luke 7 ; 43.

411-15 r- that his name was Legion.
a 554- I It can only be f, that C. S. reveals

repliesm 69-22 If the father r, "God creates man through
man,"

o 360- 4 other artist f : "You wrong my experience,

p 411- 7 v more readily when his name is spoken ;

432-18 and Governor'Mortalily r' in the afiBrmative.

g 554-16 Error r-, "God made you.''

repliest
ph 181- 4 "Who art thou that r to Spirit?

reply
a 45-26 His r was : "Spirit hath not— Luke 24 ." 39.

s 131-31 In T- to John's inquiry,
132- 1 Jesus returned an affirmative r',

132- 4 his r- : "Go and show John— Malt. U : 4.

136-17 this r- may indicate that some of the people
137-17 and his r- set forth a great fact :

/ 243-16 The clay cannot r to the potter.
r 489-21 affirmative r" would contradict the Scripture,
5 545-28 Truth has but one r' to all error,

report
a 24-12 will believe our r-.'and rise into

an 100-14 to investigate Mesmer's theory and to f
101-12 Their r- stated the results as follows :

101-19 This r- was adopted by the
s 137-14 in their citation of the common f about him.

ph 193-29 f cannot attest the truth of that r-,

194- 9 Truth sends a r of health over the body.
/211- 2 and r how they feel,

b 284-31 but neither sensation nor r* goes from
298- 8 What i." termed material sense can r only a

p 432-21 shortly after the r of the crime,

reported
an 100-16 f to the government as follows :

p 438-10 in which Mortal Man was f to reside,

439-Jl to whatever locality is r to be haunted by
reports

s 122-13 f to this so-called mind its status

/ 218- 9 The T- of sickness may form a
218-10 a coalition with the r" of sin,

p 389- 8 mortal mind, which f food as undigested.
409-13 belief, that the . . . suffers and r disease

g 551- 2 senses and theu- r- are unnatural,

repose
s 128-14 and requires less r\
f 218- 8 more than hours of r in unconsciousness.

reposed
s 160- 7 Unsupported by the faith r in it,

ph 169-14 The faith r in these things should find

represent
sp 74-24 Who will say . . . that darkness can f light,
s 111-18 what this inverted image is meant to t\

118-27 r" a kingdom necessarily divided against
151- 3 but this one factor they r- to be body,

c 256-24 No form ... is adequate to r infinite Love.
265-16 The senses f birth as untimely

b 331-28 They r- a trinity in unity,
o 344- 4 this is claimed to r- the normal, healthful,

p 415-23 r- the action of all the organs of the
430-29 a witness testifies thus :

— I f Health-laws,
r 466-11 these contrasting pairs of terms T'

g 531- 8 r- the higher moral sentiments,

representation
s 141-30 Let it have fair f by the press.
g 510-16 The sun is a metaphorical r- of Soul
gl 591- 6 Man. ... the full f of Mind.

representative
a 52-24 The highest earthly r of Cod,
b 300-24 If . . . God would have no f,
306-13 If Life or Soul and its i", man,

p 427- 4 Soul is never without its r'.

ap 565-11 the masculine r' of the spiritual idea,

representatives
b 293-12 both Strata, . . . are false r- of man.
299-12 Angels are Gods r.

gl 582-28 The spiritual thoughts and '• of Life,
583- 5 The T' of Soul, not corporeal sense ,

represented
pr 13-26 IS f as a corporeal creator •

a 33-21 Let not the flesh, but the Spirit, be r In me.
S 119-21 is r- only by the idea of goodness ;

124-17 T- as subject to growth, maturity, and decay.

represented
/ 214- 9 Adam, f in the Scnptures as formed from
b 294-24 in which matter is r- as divided into
299-19 figuratively r- in Scripture as a tree,
316-12 Jesus r- Christ, the true idea

p 378-20 is T' by two material . . . bases.

g 504-16 is r- as taking place on so many evenings and
522-19 is r- as the life-giving principle of the earth.
522-20 Spirit is r as entering matter
536- 7 the sea, . . . is r" as naving passed Away.
537-12 Creation is there r' as spiritual.
537-29 and divine Love, . . . is r' as changeable.

ap 561-13 r- the correlation of divine Principle and
565-18 immaculate idea. t\ first by man
569- 1 as Life, r by the Father ;

569- 2 as Truth, v by the Son ;

5f9- 3 as Love, f by the Mother.
6i'4-17 r- by the seven angelic viala

representing
b 294-19 r- Spirit, and mortal man,
294-20 r" the error that life and intelligence are In

p 376-24 r man as healthy instead of diseased,

g 540-22 r" error as assuming a divine character,

represents
sp 92-13 This r the serpent in the act of commending
s 140- 5 The Bible r" Him as saying :

ph 177-16 which r- the erroneous theory of
c 259- 4 r- infinite Mind, the sum of all substance.
263- 6 Immortal spiritual man alone f the

b 272-29 God is the divine Principle of all that f Him
282- 6 The circle r- the infinite
282- 7 the straight Une r the finite.

282- 9 The sphere r- good, the self-existent and
282-10 the straight line r evil,
334-24 The Revelator r- the Son of man as

p 378-18 f the power of Truth over error,

g 525- 5 mankind f the Adamic race,
527-11 Here the metaphor r- God, Love, as
527-28 Here the lie r- God as repeating creation,
529-24 nothing in the animal kingdom which r the
530-17 This myth r error as always asserting its

546-13 r- error as starting from an idea of good
ap 560-10 Heaven r- harmony, and divine Science

575- 9 f the light and glory of divine Science.

gl 580- 3 not God's man, who r the one God
580-21 The name Adam r the false supposition

reproach
/ 201- * Remember, Lord, the r- of— Psal. 89 ; 50.

201- * how I do bear in my bosom the r— Pscl. 89; 50.

reproached
/ 201- * wherewith Thine enemies have r\— Psal. 89 ; 51.
201- * wherewith they have v the~ Psal. 89 ; 51.

reproducem 61-18 may r- in their own helpless little ones
,sp 75-23 to r' the presence of those who

87- 2 They copy or r- them, even when
87-28 can perceive and f these impressions.
87-29 Memory may r- voices long ago silent.

/ 246-32 Acute and chronic beliefs f their own types.
306- 4 would . . . resort to death to r' spiritual life.

p 372- 7 that its sensations can r- man,
r 488-28 Soul could r' them in all their perfection ;

g 512-12 and consequently r- their own characteristics,

gl 584-24 thence to i- a mortal universe,

reproduced
p 378- 2 even as poetry and music are f

413-30 such ills may be r- in the very ailments feared.

reproduces
ph 19»-21 and r* a picture of healthy and
g 507-16 which f the multitudinous forms of Mind
508- 3 only as the divine Mind is AU and r- all

reproducing
/ 248-17 Are you r- it?

b 277-14 preserving their original species,— like T' like.

314-12 When Jesus spoke of r- his body,

reproduction
ph 189-25 From mortal mind comes the r" of the species,
b 277-16 In r, the order of genus and species
302-31 r" by Spirit s individual ideas

g 549-10 three different methods of r*

553-13 to their maintenance and r,

reproof
pr 7- 3 that Jesus' r was pointed and pungent
gl 594-15 love rebuking error ; r- of sensualism.

reprove
1 443-21 "R , rebuke, exhort— •// Tim. 4 ; %.^

reproved
pref x-30 lest their works be f.

repudiate
p 440-27 r- the false testimony of Personal Sensa

repudiated
p 418-18 the belief must be f.
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repudiates ^ .^.,. .

/ 207-16 r- self-evident impoasibiUtiea,
a 641-25 Now it r- even the human duty of

.

550-32 As C. S. r- self-evident impoasibihties.

repulsion
t 44^26 only to separate through, simultaneous t\

reDUlsive
s 16J-32 or to reconcile the fixed and r antipathies of

reputation , .^ ,
a 53- 8 The r of Jesus was the very opposite of

f 236- 6 Is it not professional r- and emolument
t 456- 9 a r- experimentally justified by theu: efforts.

reputed ^., .

vref viii-21 the r longevity of the Antediluviang,

an 101-11 phenomena exhibited by a r clairvoyant.

request
or 2-17 A r that God will save us

^ .v. .

10-31 In this case infinite Love will not grant the r .

12- 2 A mere f that God will heal the sick

p 439- 8 At this r Death repaired to the spot

requested
ph 184-31 I then r her to look at the weather-vane.

requests .^ ..v. . ., ,

pr &-10 though we give no evidence of the smcenty of

our f
require

o 23- 2 Wisdom and Love may f many sacnfices

44-15 He did not r- the skill of a surgeon ^. . , ,

s 141- 6 Why? Because his precepts r the disciple to

oh 179-14 and the body then seems to r- such treatment.

/ 242-31 and r of Christians the proof which he gave,
c 257-30 It would r an infinite form to contam
o 360-10 They r- less self-abnegation,

p 404-27 Both cures v the same method
420-20 or diminishes ... as the case may r.

t 452- 8 Walking in the light, we . ... r- it ;

o 501- 6 seems so smothered . . . as to r* exphcation ;

532- 2 Did God at first create . . . but afterwards r

required
pr 2-18 is not all that is r. -

5-4 The next and great step r- by wisdom Is

a 32- 3 In ancient I^ome a soldier was r" to

rn 59- 9 Man should not be f to participate in all the

so 77-13 The period r- for this dream of

s 142- 2 r for self-establishment and propagation.
143-11 matter r- a material and human beUef

come to the r-, to work a radical euro,

struggled hard to f the prisoner
You came to his r'. only to

' from seeming spiritual oblivion.

rescue
p 398-30

436-23
439-23

rescued
p 382-24

researclies
, ^ • .

s 152-21 The author's medical r- and expenments
g 548-22 Had the naturalist, through his tireless r,
549-20 Here these material r culminate

resemblance
/ 207-31 discord, which bears no r to spirituality,

resemblances
/ 239-31 mortal mind sends forth its own r,

resemble
6 329-17 To be discouraged, is to f a pupil in

resembles
sp 97- 6 and so-called matter f its essence,

s 164- 1 r the groping of Homer's Cyclops
a 531-30 theory of material life at no point r*

541- 2 and more nearly f a mind-offering

resembling ^^,. ^ ^^ ^
sp 77-28 a state r- that of blighted buds,
b 305- 6 is not the original, though r- it.

resentment
a 48-22 thus rebuking r or animal courage.

reservation
, , ,,

ph 183-23 No r- is made for any lesser loyalty.

reservoir
ph 180-15

reside
p 398-23

438-10

residence
/ 220-13

p 432- 8

resident . „. ,

/ 209-28 hjrpothesis of . . . mteUigence r in matter,

6 283-32 Are mentality, immortality, . . . r" m matter?

hypothesis that soul is ... r' in matter.

the power of good r in divine Mind,

p 432-24 was r- to confirm his testimony.
t 464- 6 and how much time and toil are stul f
r 473-25 a better understanding of God ... is f,
482- 8 where the deific meaning is r.

requirement ^ . ^. . .

p 413- 5 A single r, beyond what is necessary

requirements
pr 7-14 wholesome perception of God s r-.

s 127-11 according to the r- of the context.

/235-6 one who does not obey the r- of

t 445- 1 the Scientist must conform to God s f.

requires ^ .

a 22-30 Justice r reformation of the sinner.

23- 4 The atonement r constant self-immolation

m 57-20 but r all mankind to share it.

sp 97-23 It r courage to utter truth ;

s 128-14 and f less repose.
162-26 for it r only a fuller understanding of

ph 198-14 but to do this r- attention.

/ 253-27 God never r- obedience to a so-called

254- 6 God r" perfection, but not until

b 278-17 r another admission, — namely,
t 449-16 it r- a higher understanding to teach tm3
456-25 A Christian Scientist r my work

ap 571- 7 It f the spirit of our blessed Master

requisite
pref x-30 No intellectual proficiency Is r- in the learner,

pr 11-23 We know that a desire for holiness is f
a 25-24 the f proofs of their own piety.

34- 7 no other commemoration is f,
m 61-32 If the propagation of a higher human species Is r-

s 141- 3 More than profession is r for
148- 3 implying that the r power to heal was in Mind,

ph 195-19 Academics of the right sort are r.
b 327-23 Moral courage is r- to meet the wrong
o 361-31 and the r- revisions of Science and Health
p 383- 7 influence of the divine Mind on the body is r",

{ 448-21 spiritual qualifications r- for healing,
461-18 if this be f to protect others.

461-32 are r- for a thorough comprehension of 0. S.

g 527-30 Was It r- for the formation of man
552- 9 even where the proof f to sustain this

mental r already overflowing with that emotion

Appetite and disease f in mortal mind,
in which Mortal Man was reported to f,

and procures a summer f with more ease than

testifies : . . . I convey messages from my r in

r482-5
ap 570-31

resides
p 432-12
437- 1

(7 546-28

resigned
p 416-22

431-17

g 539-15

resist
on 101-25
S 128-24

/ 218-25

p 393-12
406-19
420-11

resistance
5 134-30

/ 224-19
h 317- 8

329-32

resisted
/ 223-29

resisting
p388- 5

«446-2i

resists
s 126-32

resolve
pr 7-13

15-18

ph 199-31
a 514-17

resolved
p 374-28

resolves
s 123-14
6 25»-14

p428-4
resolving

ff 510-24

says : . . . Body, in which Mortal Man r.

in which province Mortal Man f.

r in the good this system accompushes,

when the mortal has r- his body
all these assistants r to me.
Has Spirit r- to matter the government or

and upon their subjects who do not r- it,

he should not r- Truth, which banishes

R- the temptation to believe in matter as

to r- all that is unlike good.
R- evil— error of every sort

they can r- disease and ward it oft,

spiritual power over material r-.

Cold disdain, stubborn r-,

R- to Truth will haunt his steps,

Human r to divine Science weakens

as truth urges upon mortals its r claims ;

which is a r- state of mortal mind,
R' evil, you overcome it

If Christendom r the author's application of

unfavorable to spiritual growth, sober r.
We must r- to take up the cross,

his power of putting v into action

They carry the baggage of stem r ,

r into its primitive mortal elements.

excludes matter, r things Into thoughts.

Metaphysics f things into thoughts,

f the dark visions of material sens©

oiu-« by the r- of fluids into solids,

510-25 suppositional r of thoughts into

ph 166-25 and only aa a last r, turns to God
V" 4??-«

j^gjj ^^ ^. to any except apintual means.

It is unnecessary to f to aught brides Mmd
and r- to matter instead of Spirit for the

They would ... r- to death to reproduce

181-12
181-25

6 285-26
30fr-4
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resort
p 427-28

427-29
r443- 5

44a-18

resorted
ph 166-27 or he would have r to Mind first.

resorting
p 415-13

resounded
p442- 6

resources
m 60-29

p 387-U

respect
pr 8^19
s 151- 8

162-29
t 452-12

g5il- 6
541-8
541-9

respected
p 437-14 the testimony of matter r ;

respectinsT
a 28- 9 While r all that is good in the Church

resplendency
/ 252-29 with the r of consuming fire.

resplendent
/ 247-29 shining r and eternal over age and decay,

Spirit is his last r-, but it should have been his

it should have been his first and only r\
a f to faith in corporeal means
and leave invalids free to r to whatever

by T' to matter instead of to Mind.

r- throughout the vast audience-chamber

Soul has infinite r- with which to bless

nor. . .trespass upon God-given powers and r,

are Uke charity in one f.
Great r is due the motives and
With due r- for the faculty,
may provoke envy, but it will also attract v.
Lord [Jehovah] had f unto Abel,— Gen. i: 4.

but unto Cain, . . . He had not r\— Gen. 4; 5.

Had God more-r* for the homage

the body would r- more quickly,

the body r- to this belief^

A vigorous "No" is the r*

There was no r- to that human yearning,
love meeting no r', but still remaining love.

r."

respond
p 411- 6

responds
sp 89-15

response
pref viii-20

a 48- 7

Cl 586-24

responses
/ 461-20 Your r- should differ because of the

responsibilities
m 68-13 Consider Its oWigations, Its r,

responsibility
a 18- 9 nor to relieve them of a single r\
m 61-25 a greater f, a more solemn charge,
ph 166- 5 or shrinking from Its impUed r-,

responsible
s 119-12 Is not only to make Him r for all disasters.
533-17

saying,
"The woman, whom Thou gavest me, is

rest
and drink

ap 570-16
at

$ 119-27

p 415-28
create the

</532-3
gives

•

/ 217-20

peace and
gl 586- 2

sweetest
e 520-1

a 31-20
38-6

sp 79-24
S 154-26
c 264-9
b 269-13

288-19
317-11
320-9
358-24

p380- 1

383-14
387-U

t460- 1

501-15

rested
g 519-23

restful
s 119-32

resting
sp 79-14
b 316-30

p 424-20

are waiting and watching for r and drink.

the earth Is In motion and the sun at f.
Before the thoughts are fully at f.

In order to create the r of the human family?

When mentality gives f to the body.

Evening. . . . peace and r- .

The highest and sweetest r, . . . Is in holy work.

and at last we .shall r*,

doctrine . . . few to be saved, while the f are
says : . . . brain is ov-ertaxed, and you must f.

says . . . "You look tired," "You need r',"
Where shall the gaze r
The categories of metaphysics r* on one basis,
a r* to the people of God"— Heb. 4; 9.

These blessed benedictions v upon
must f upon both the Mteral and moral ;"
Sometimes it is said : "R" assured that
may r at length on some receptive thought,
because mind and body f on the same basis.
we are able to r in Truth,
and r- his deinonstration on this sure basis.
Love for whose r* the weary ones sigh

and He r on the seventh day— Gen. 2: 2.

Is but the humble servant of the r Mind,

T- on divine Principle, not on
r on the basis of matter,
through unspoken thoughts r- on your patient.

resting
p 425-11 r- instead of wearying one.
430- 7 and strengthen its base by r- upon Spirit

t 459-13 instead of r on the omnipotence of the

resting-place
a 45- 3 and stepped forth from his gloomy r;

restitution
pr 11- 9 always demands r* before

restless
p 433-13 the prisoner grows r.

restoration
sp 74- 6 as impossible as would be the f to its

restore
a 51-22

ph 174- 2

p 401-25
440-31

g 555-28

gl 585-13

restored
sp 75-14

79-5
5 162-17

162-22
162-23

ph 185-5
6 309-4
321-23
348-32
352-28

p373- 8
398-14
435-31

restores
S 124-30
162-8

/ 242-28
V 390-9

423-13
r 486-16

restoreth
ap 578- 8 [Love] r* my soul— Psal. 23 ; 3,

restoring
347-18
347-20

p 375-19

restrain
an 105- 4

restricted
an 105- 8

restricting
s 161-12 tyrannical law, f the practice of medicine.

rests
sp 80-30
S 128-27

155-13
157- 8

ph 185-18

/218- 7

233-16
248-3

i 283-12
291-12
296-25

p 414-20
/ 446-20
453- 7

457-29
458- 1

460-6
r 492-26

g 514-13
519-25
555-23

gl 583-13

result (noun)
affect a

g 553-31
favorable

p423-5
glorious

/ 202-13

good
352-31

of education
ph 176-26 All disease is the r of education.

of Inbarmony
/ 233-32 sickness, which is solely the r- of Inharmony

of sin
pr 6-11 To cause suffering as the r of sin,

of teaching
o 318-30 but this I do aver, that, as a r* of teaching C. S.

purpose in heaUng was not alone to r health.
The Esquimaux r' health by incantations
Would the drug . . . r- wiU and action
to r- to Mortal Man the rights of which
Our great example, Jesus, could r- the
first come and v all things."— Matt. 17; 11.

Jesus r- Lazarus by the understanding
health r- by changing the patient's thoughts
the author has r' health in cases of
carious bones have been r to healthy conditions.
I have r what is caUed the lost substance of
but was r to health.
to use the word of the Psalmist, r- his Soul,
f his hand to its natural condition
health has been f, and longevity increased.
will depart and health be r.
partly oecause they were wiUing to be r*.
r- whole, like as the other."— Alatt. 12; 13.

be r- to the liberty of which.

and so r- them to their rightful home
r- carious bones to soundness.
while inspiration r* every part of the
the right understanding of Him r" harmony.
and it r- the harmony of man.
If death r- sight, sound.

f an essential element of Christianity,
Science of Christianity which is r- it,

while f him physically through divine Love.

in order to r crime, to prevent deeds

to admit that the power of human law is r to

this belief r on the common conviction that
It r' on fixed Principle
dissent or faith, unless it f on Science, Is

C. S. exterminates the drug, and r- on Mind
C. S., which v on the conception of God as
The consciousness of Truth r- us more than
shadow of His right hand r" upon the hour.
Its halo r" upon its object.
admits of no error, but r' upon understanding.
Universal salvation r* on progression and
it r- upon foundations which time is

Christian Scientists' argument r- on the
for victory f on the side, of immutable right.
until victory f on the side of invuicible truth.
demonstration r* on one Principle,
Mental quackery r- on the
Mind-healing r- on the apprehension of
On this statement r' the Science of being,
or r- in "green pastures,— Psal. 23; 2.

God r- in action.
Creation r- on a spiritual basis.
r- upon and proceeds from divine Principle.

how belief can affect a r- which

diminishes the tendency towards a favorable r:

For this glorious r- C. S. lights the

To accomplish a good r\ it .is
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result (noun)
opposite

p 385-30 opposite belief would produce the opposite r.

precipitate tbe
p 436-19 to precipitate the r*

same
s 12&-30 must always bring the same f

this
ph 187-11 and then impute this f to another

198-31 does not follow that . . . produced this f
p 391-13 No law of God hinders this r-

I 449-31 and unless this f follows,
watcb the

s I5fr-18 to give her unmedicated pellets and watch the f,
p 411-29 Watch the f of this simple rule of C. S.,

s 160-32 Is a stiff joint ... as much a r- of law as the

ph 170- 5 the r- of the exercise of faith in
178- 5 the r- is controlled by the majority

'

199- 7 nobody believes that mind is producing such a f
/ 219-10 and then expect that the r" will be harmony.
248-21 T- is that you are Uable to foUow those

6 271-14 r of their cultivated spiritual understanding
309- 7 The f of Jacob's struggle thus appeared.
328- 6 "Miat is the r- ?

o 342- 5 the r" of some unqualified condemnations
p 365-23 T- will correspond with the spiritual intent.

385- 7 no such r" occurs without mmd to demand it

386-21 suffering was merely the /• of your belief.

387-23 cannot suffer as the f of'any labor of love,
393-19 as the r: of a law of any kind,

r 485-17 and as the f of spiritual growth.
485-21 r- of the mortal error which Christ, . . . destroys
486-12 Death is not the r- of Truth
488- 1 The r' of our teachings is

505-26 This understanding . . is not the r' of scholarly
result (verb)

ph 183-16 The supposed laws which r- in weariness
b 277- 7 good cannot f in evil.

304-14 can never produce mind nor life f in death.
306- 3 They would first make lifef in death,

p 384-27 nor any other disease will ever r from
435- 9 an act which should r- in good to himself

resulted
b 269- 4 have r" from the philosophy of the seroent.
o 343-32 even if their treatment r- in the death"of

resulting
sp 81-26 the ihharmony r from material sense
/ 204- 9 r' in a third person (mortal man)
p 383-31 another medical mistake, r* from
g 551-31 the f germ is doomed to the same routine.

gl 591-10 Matter. . . . life r in death, and death in

resiUts
are sure

1 459-25 the f are sure If the Science is understood.
bad

6 329-16 Until one is able to prevent bad r',
better

p 389-U the better t' of Mind's opposite evidence.
bodily

/ 245-23 The bodily r" of her belief that she was young
p 392-26 conclusions as you wish realized in boduy f,

certain
t 459-30 treats disease with more certain r* than
r 484-18 Certain t\ supposed to proceed from drugs,

evil

/ 230-13 so as to bring about certain evil r,
favorable

ph 177-27 are expecting favorable r,
glorious

ap 568- 7 warfare in Science, and the glorious f of
grand

t 448-23 the grand r of Truth and Love.
harmonious

c 259-31 that they may produce harmonious f.
higher

c 260-16 and to bring out better and higher t\
Its

p 384-13 Through this action of thought and its r"

425- 3 induces this conclusion and its f
medical

s 155-18 and produces all medical f,
of belief

ph 184- 6 BeUef produces the r- of belief,
of false opinions

p 403-17 producing on mortal body the r of false opin-
ions ;

of sin
g 535-14 It unveils the r of ain

produces the very
p 379-24 produces the very r* she dreads.

produce the very
s 154-20 and they produce the very f which

their
/ 218-31 the moral and physical are as one in their r\
p 393- 6 ignorant ... of its own actions, and of their r",

results
unlike

sp 86-12 Opposites produce unlike f.

prcf viii-29 give to friends the r- of her Scriptural study,
xi- 4 which action in some unexplained way f in
xi- 9 T' now, as in Jesus' time.

pr 11-21 only the f of mortals' own faith.
an 101-12 Their report stated the r as follows :

/ 231-12 if truth t- in error, then
b 272-20 the r- of the ghastly farce of
289-21 belief that matter has life f, . . . in a belief in
325- 8 r' in infinite blessings to mortals.

p 404-17 f from metaphysical healing,
408-26 and the r- would be perceptibly different.

g 552-28 f in a return to the original species.
gl 580-25 supposition that . . Mind f in matter,

resume
p 373-25 disabled organ will r its healthy functiona.

resurrected
b 295-31 further teaches that ... his immortal soul is r*

resurrection
after his

a 46-14 after his f he proved to the physical senses
6 317-22 after his 7" from the grave,

after the
fl 24-32 After the r", even the unbeUeving Thomas

45-32 They who earliest saw Jesus after the r
and the life

a 31-16 makes Jesus "the f and the life"—John 11 .• 25.

6 292- 7 to us "the r and the life"— John 11 : 25.

bis
a 34-20 His r was also their resurrection.
b 292-31 In his r and ascension, Jesus showed that
315- 1 Jesus proved them wrong by his r",

r 497-21 the crucifixion of Jesus and his t-

their
a 34-20 His resurrection was also their f.

a 42-15 Ther-of the great demonstrator of God's power
m 56- * In the T- they neither marry, nor— Alatt. 22; 30.

64-19 in the r' there should be no more marrying not
69-28 and the r- from the dead,— Luke 20: 35.

/ 232-30 and the r" to spiritual life.

h 291-25 No r from the grave awaits Mind or Life,
296- 1 error theorizes . . . man has a r' from dust ;

305-31 Sadducees reasoned falsely about the r*,

g 509- 2 This period corresponds to the f,
gl 593- 9 definition of

resuscitate
a 44-14 to r' wasted energies.
p 365^29 patient's spiritual power to r himself.

resuscitated
sp 75-20 and he could not have r it.

resuscitating
ph 180- 8 one must imderstand the r law of Life.

retained
pref xii-18 She r her charter, and as its President,

s 132-15 f their materialistic beUefs about God.
/ 247- 8 One man at sixty had r- his full set of

gl 598-25 r when the Science of being is understooa,

retains
sp 73-24 belief that . . . spirit r* the sensations

retard
b 283- 6 and there is no inertia to r or check its

retards
p 415-17 It either r the circulation or quickens it,

retchings
ph 195- 8 All that he ate, . . . produced violent r:

retina
5 122-16 On the eye's r, sky and tree-tops apparently
/ 214-27 when a wound on the r may
p 400-25 in optics we see painted on the f the image
r 479- 9 An unage of mortal thoug;ht, reflected on the f,

retracing
o 20-22 saves r and traversing anew the path

retreat
/ 247-32 to r- from the belief of pain or pleasure

p 378-16 often causes the beast to r- in terror.

405-31 causes mortals to r- from- their error,

retrograde
sp 74-29 In C. S. there Is never a r step,

p 442-19 An improved belief cannot f.

retrograding
g 527-29 Is the Supreme Being f,

retrogression
a 22- 5 selfishness and sensuality causing constant f,

Betbospection and Introspection
pref viii-24 In the author's work, iJ* and I',
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return
In

pr 5-8
a 36-29

P3M-21
g 51&-14

meet no
m 57-23

never a
sp 74-30

not the
a 45-28

of sight
7247-5

results in a
S 552-28

tbelr
sp 74-4

a
sp

2-6
3-28
24-25
73- 5
73-19
74-18
7&-14
76-15
77-31
82-10
89-10

ph 190-16

/2ia- 6
214-12

b 278-26
284-9
287- 5

p 399-14
416-4
441-29

r 471- 2

fl 535-26
535-28
536-29
545-30

647-21

returned
sp 94-21
5 132- 1

159-8

returning
a 20-17
m 57-14

(7 522-17

returns
sp 74-12
/ 244-17
6 277- 4
295-32

p 373-32
433-16

(7 54^-3

Reuben
Ol 593-12

reveal
a 26-16

47-16

sp 85-7
3 110-4

122- 6

/ 233-22
239-21

b 292- 5

299-29
r485- 1

517-23
620-13

revealed
pr »-18

14-8
a 24-11

44-28
46-10
46-23
56-12
81-17
98-17

S 131-21
137-23

ph 174-20

/ 241-25
t> 275-20
300-31

m
sp

and woe comes in r for what is done.
in f for our efforts at well doing.
in r' for the spiritual purgation which
in f, the higher always protects the lower.

even though it meet no r\

never a r to positions outgrown.

reappearing of Jesus was not the r of a spirit.

A woman of eighty-five, . . . had a r' of sight.

results in a r- to the original species.

and their f to a material condition,

and it does not r* unto us void.
and yet f thapks to God for all blessings,
as a proof that spirits can r" to earth?
and supposedly will r\ to earth
The belief that material bodies r* to dust,
nor does the insect r to fraternize with
neither can he f to it, any more than
any more than a tree (Jan r' to its seed.
and they f to their old standpoints of matter.
they cannot v to material existence,
The former limits of her belief r\
and r' to its native nothingness.
If the sensation of pain in the limb can r*,

originate in matter and f to dust,
originated in matter and must f to dust,
and can f to no limit.
but creations of matter must f to dust.
and matter can r" no answer to
and the belief of pain will presently r', unless
to f a verdict contrary to law and gospel.
knows no lapse from nor r" to harmony,
tUl thou f unto the ground ;

— Gen. 3: 19.

and unto dust shalt thou r'.— Gen. 3; 19.

the mortal and material f to dust,
unto dust [nothingness] shalt thou f."— Oen.

3 ; 19.

and afterwards must either r* to Mind or

but one r to give God thanks,
Jesus f an affirmative reply,
and a verdict was r that

r* blessing for cursing,
sweet seasons of renewal like the f spring.
dust r- to dust.

and never f to the old condition. .

hypothesis that he r* eventuallv to
Scripture says that dust f to (fust.

error theorizes that spirit ... f to matter,
and r* to that standard which
and the jury f a verdict of "Guilty
yields to Truth and r to dust ;

definition of

His mission was to f the Science of
A period was approaching which would r*

Such Intuitions r" whatever constitutes
These eternal verities f primeval existence
and r' the kingdom of heaven.
To f this trutn was our Master's mission
The objects we pursue . . . r' our standpoint.
Divine Science alone can . . . r" the infinite.
and r the celestial peaks.
If error is necessary to define or to f Truth,
Even eternity can never f the whole of God,
they will r

•

eternity, newness of Life,

nothing. . .that shall not be r\"—MaU. 10; 26.

understanding of Life as r- in 0. S.
"the arm of the Lord" is f— Isa. 53: 1.

r a method infinitely above that of
It is T> to the receptive heart,
and r' unihistakably a . . . progressive state
its spiritual sense was f from heaven,
Man in the likeness of God as r' in Science
stands a f and practical Science.
and hast f them unto babes :

— Luke 10; 21.
for flesh and blood hath not r- it— Afa«. 16; 17.

Truth is r-. It needs only to be practised.
the Horeb height where God is r- ;

Divine metaphysics, as r- to spiritual
God is r- only in that whicb

revealed
b 301-15
321- 7
322- 9
338-32

t 457- 1

r 483-20
511t-12

557-24

Ol 593-23
597-11

revealing
pr 14-26
b 332-21

reveals
pr 10-12
c 36-4

an 104-14
s 109- 4

12O7-21

127-16
147-30

ph 169-18
172-12
191-24

/ 209-13
213-17
244- 4
250-30

C 260-13
b 272-32
273-20
278- 1

288-27
296-12
302-19
310-14
327- 3

328-12
r 466-12
467-17
477-11
480-12
48.3-18

490-7
491-21

ff 510-29
519-10
634-7
554-1
557-11

ap 562- 8
576-23
577-31

is r' only through divine Science.
what should be r' to him.
and his capabilities r\
The ideal man was r' in due time, ,

and registered the r' Truth
God certainly r* the spirit of C. S.,
God is r" as infinite light.
r" religion proclaims the Science of Mind
Seal, The signet of error r" by Truth.
It ;• the false foundations and superstructures

Life divine, f spiritual understanding
T' the divine Principle, Love,

C. S. r" a necessity for overcoming the world.
Divine Science r- the necessity of
and f the theodicy which indicates the
C. S. r' incontrovertibly that Mind is All-in-all,
r- man as harmoniously existent in Truth,
C. S. r* God, not as the author of sin,
but Science alone r' the divine Principle
Science not only r- the origin of all disease
Science r" the eternal chain of existence
Science of being r' man and immortality as
Science which r" the supremacy of Mind.
Divine Science r* sound as
Divine Science r these grand facts.

Science r" Life as not being at the mercy of
Science r the possibility or achieving
f the natural, divine Principle of Science.
r the laws of spiritual existence.
Science f nothing in Spirit out of which to
Science r" the glorious possibilities of
r' man and Life, harmonious, real.
The Science of being r- man as perfect.
So Science f Soul as God,
Science, which r the immortal fact that
r' the grand realities of His allness.

represent contraries, as 0. S. r\
r Spirit, Soul, as not in the body,
C. S. r- man as the idea of God,
the origin and governor of all that Science r.
and r" the universal harmony.
C. S. r- Truth and Love as the
Science f material man as never the real being.
Science r* only one Mind,-
Science r' infinity and the fatherhood
r* the spiritual origin of man.
C. S. f what "eye nath not seen,"— J Cor. 2 ; 9.

C. S. r* harmony as proportionately increasing
This idea v the universe as secondary
and the spiritual idea r* it.

the acme of this Science as the Bible r It.

C. S. r Spirit, not matter, as the illuminatordl 596-14

Revelation
s 139-24 seen from Genesis to B*.

the tenth chapter of his book of B,' :

the Apocalypse, or R' of St. John,
In B' xxi. 1 we read :

He writes,, in jB" xxi. 9 :

the Word, the polar magnet of J?"
\

In R' xxi. 22, further describing this

St. John's R' as recorded by the great apostle.

cp55S-2
559-32
672-19
674-5
575-27
676-8
677-29

revelation
aU

s 141-10 All r (such is the popular thought i) must
and demonstration

a 45-18 the r- and demonstration of life in God,
and progrress

gl 591-23 MoBNiNO. . . . r and progress.
another

ap 573-14
Bible

g 537-22
Christ's

sp 98-19 Christ's r of Truth, of Life, and of Love,
colocldc with

g 522-24 coincide with f in declaring this

another t\ even the declaration from heaven.

Subsequent Bible f is coordinate with

divine
s 109-21

an 561-20
final

s 107- 5
fresh

« 460-24

logic and
sp 93-10

nature and
b 276-29

no higher
s 121- 9

through divine r
In divine r, . .

, reason, and demonstration,
the spiritual idea is

for the reception of this final r of

When the Science of Mind was a fresh f to

Divine logic and r coincide.

Nature and r" Inform us that

Though no higher f than the horoscope was
Of dirlne purpose

'

j, ,

sp 8*-2ft The latter is a r of divine purpose
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revelation
"^

•'ilsTil'Tfo the r- of
dfvjne

Science.

qp 559- 3 contain the r' of divine Science.

of Immanuel . ^ >.

s 107- 7 points to the r of Immanuel,

of Immortality
sp 79-15 in its f of immortality.

of iesus Christ _
, ,

s 107- *byther of Jesus Christ.— Gal. I .

*
5? 589- 6 Inspiration r the r- of Science.

"'
''a™2^22 brought forth her child by the r of Truth.

SP 98-19 Christ's r of Truth, of Life, and of Love,^
-pjie ;•• of Truth in the understanding
n is the r- of Truth and of spiritual ideas.

rl2.

s 109-22

(7 504-11

reason and
5 110-15
o 347-27

scientific
s 110-13

this
S 108-13

C529- 8

ap 575- 4
Truth is a

8 117-28

reason and r were reconciled,
must yield to reason and t\

In following these leadings of scientific r

allowing the evidence of this f to
this r- will destroy the dream of

this r will destroy forever the

Truth is a r.

sp 93-13 or that we have misinterpreted r:
s 123-19 The r- consists of two parts :

6 279-25 this belief contradicts alike f and

{J 504-14 Was not this a r instead of

revelations ,^ ^^
5p 70- 4 r- of C. S. unlock the treasures of Truth.

fievelator (see also John and St. John)
beheld

ap 561- 8 The R- beheld the spiritual Idea

lifts the veil „ . ^, ... . ,

ap 563-15 JB- lifts the veil from this embodiment of

speaks of Jesus ^ - /-, j

ap 564-13 The R' speaks of Jesus as the Lamb of Ooa
tells us

sp 91- 1 B" tells us of "a new heaven— Rev. 21 ; 1.

was familiar
, ^ ^ , , ,v,- j

ap 57&-15 R' was familiar with Jesus' use of this word.

R- represents the Son of man as saying
The R- saw also the spiritual ideal

The R- sjTnbolizes Spirit by the sun.

R- completed this figure with woman,
The R- sees that old serpent.
according to the i?-, . . . will baptize with fire

the R- first exhibits the true warfare

Through trope and metaphor, the R\
R- had not yet passed the transitional stage
The R- was on our plane of existence,
The R' also takes in another view,

f and such like -.—Gal. 5; 21.

6 334-24

ap 561-10
661-25
562- 5

563-18
565-19
568-11
571-22
572-23
573- 3
574-3

revelllngs
an lOft-24

revenge
conquer

p 405- 7 to conquer . . . r with charity,
batred, and

p 407- 7 selfishness, envy, hatred, and f ,- ,

t 445-23 hatred, and f are cast out by the divine Mind
ap 564-25 sin, sickness, and death, envy, hatred, and r,

Is Inadmissible , . .^,
a 22-31 R' is Inadmissible.

slii*s '

a 48-14 exalting ordeal of sin's f on its destroyer?

sensuality, falsehood, r\ malice,
r, sin. sickness, disease, death.
hatred, r- ripen into action, only to

Falsehood, envy, hypocrisy, malice, hate, r\
To Suppose that . . . hypocrisy, r, have life

malice, finding pleasure in r I

Lurking error, lust, envy, f, malice, or hate
hatred ; f ; sin ; sickness ; death ;

animal magnetism ; envy ; f.
SwoBD. The idea of Truth ; justice. JB' ; anger.

to f false testimony,

Her f was unfeigned,
in token of r- and submission

Theology
R- T' would console conscious Mortal Mind,

reversal
5 120- 8

122- 7

C 267-24
6 277-19

reverse
ph 185-24

189-21

/ 212-15
212-32

C 261- 1

262-11
V 392-24

397-17
408-26
437-18
442-18

t 447-17

reversed
m 62-28
S 113-11
126-12
140-28

b 312- 3

319- 4

p 442-18

reverses
5 111-14
116- 5
119-28
119-29
120- 7

122- 1

123- 7

f 215-22
b 273-10
t 461-13

(? 544-28

reversing
a 120-20

120-27
129-8

p 441-17

reviewing
p/1194-2

reviews
P433-4

reviled
361-27

revised
o 361-21
r 465- 3

revision
pref xii-17

revisions
o 361-31

revolution

an 104-20
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reward

p J64-20 small r in return for the spiritual purgation

your
a 22-13 Wait for your r,

pr 13-11 our Father, who seeth in secret, will r'.

15- 2 shall r- thee openly."— A/a«. 6:6.

a 2''-16 If . . . you receive no present r\ go not back
34-26 As the r' for his faithfulness, he would

m 66-30 Sorrow has its r. - ,i,.

p 409-31 and expect to find beyond the grave a r for this

rewarded ». u «
pr 10- 4 will leave our real desires to be r by Him.

rewards
pr 15- 8 r' according to motives,

/ 203- 5 assigns sure r' to righteousness,

rheumatism
p 384-19 or hints of inflammatory r,

384-26 neither r-, consumption, nor any other disease

386-10 catarrh, fever, f, or consumption,

rhythm ^ ^ ^ ^ .

/ 213-26 Music is the r- of head and heart.

g 510- 4 To discern the r- of Spirit

g 528-12 and the r, which the Lord God— Gen. 2; 22.

533-17 the r taken from Adam's side

553-19 Eve was formed from Adam's r,
553-27 or from the r- of our primeval father.

gl 585-27 first from dust, second from a r,

ribs
360-20 striking the r of matter

^ ^ „ „.
o 528-11 He took one of his r', and— Gen. 2; 21.

^^^^ . ,
o 344-24 and left to us as his r legacy. , , ,

p 364-13 what his r entertainer had neglected to do,

g 518-15 The r' in spirit help the poor
533- 2 Had he lost man's f inheritance

riches
pr 5-17 God pours the f of His love Into the

t 459- 6 so he must gain heavenly r by
richly

b 312-32 Jesus' spiritual origin . . . r- endowed him
g 501- 9 but r" recompensing human want and woe
518-26 Natural history is r endowed by the

rid
sp 91- 5 Let us r- ourselves of the belief that man l3

/ 237-30 would r them of their complaints,
322-32 easier to desire Truth than to r- one s self of

328- 8 r- of sin, sickness, and death only in

339-28 To get r" of sin through Science,

p 371-17 before he can get f of the illusive sufferings

g 542- 3 that it might be r of troublesome Truth.

ridiculous
7n 68- 3 for fear of being thought v.

right (noun)

adjusts th^ ... , J.

t 449- 8 B- adjusts the balance sooner or later.

and wrong
t 453- 6 R' and wrong, truth and error,

calling Itself
r 491- 9 the latter calling itself r.

conception of
, , . , , ^, ,

b 327-10 eoinetimes a man s highest conception of r*,

diTlne
/ 227-26 This is your divine f.

faith In the •_,.».. .v.
a 29- 7 Christian experience teaches faith in the r

highest
p 368- 2 a supposititious opposite of the highest r*.

Immutable .. . . j. .,
t 446-20 -Victory rests on the side of immutable r .

individual ....
1 447- 2 man's individual r of self-government.

Is radical
( 452-18 R' is radical.

law of
p 385-11 remember that the eternal law or f,

man's moral
p 381-29 man's moral r- to annul an unjust sentence,

negative
r 491- 8 a negative f and a positive wrong,

or wisdom
g 544-15 No mortal mind has the might or r* or wisdom

proclaim the
b 327-24 to meet the wrong and to proclaim the r*.

to acquit
pr 11-9 moral law, which has the r to acquit or condemn,

to distinguish
t 453- 1 mathematician's r* to distinguish the

to freedom
/ 227- 5 mortals are taught their r to freedom.

right (noun)
to the name , , „ .

s 111-10 some may deny its r- to the name of bcicnce.

uncertain sense of , .,, .^
b 326-24 only when his uncertain sense of r yielded to a

pr

right

3- 1 He who Is immutably right will do r*

9-32 Consistent prayer is the desire to do r.

a 49-31 turned "aside the r- of a man— La7n.3:35.

sp S9-29 concluded . . . man had the r to take it away.
/ 223-32 until "He come whose r- it is."— E:ek. 21 ; 27.

228- 9 learn that nothing is real but the v,
236-29 and their receptiveness of r.
253-19 can at once change your course and do r*.

c 266-21 and the saint his own heaven by doing f.

b 329- 8 you have no r to question the great might of

p -384- 7 God never punishes man for doing r\
405-25 tends to destroy the ability to do r".

409-27 We have no r' to say that life depends on
436-34 pronounced a sentence of death for doing r\

442-4 'Shall not the Judge . . . do r-?"—Gen. 18: 25.

t 447- 4 and no moral r- to attempt to

448-29 It is C. S. to do r", . , ,. .

448-30 To talk the r' and live the wrong is foolish

a 553-11 "We have no r- to assume that individuals

ap 571-10 for the sake of doing r- and benefiting our race.

ixit (adj., adv.)

pref vii-19 a r apprehension of Him whom to know aright

pr 3- 1 He who is immutably r- will do right
a 22- 2 to find and follow the r road.

a>- 5 and cast their net on the r- side,

m 66- 1 Thou art r\ immortal Shakespeare,
s 115-10 The great difiiculty is to give the v impression,
141- 7 and pluck out the r eye,

ph 192-23 the weight you throw into the r scale.

195-19 Academics of the r- sort are requisite. _

/ 225-16 proportionate to its embodiment of r thinking.
229-27 If . . . produces sickness, it is r" to be sick ;

234-23 the r" education of human thought.
235-31 will love to grapple with a new, r- idea

253-20 no opposition to r' endeavors
b 271-27 or to cast them on the r- side for Truth,
279-25 contradicts alike revelation and f reasoning.
299-25 which cannot destroy the r reflection.

318-24 as though disease were real, therefore r,
318-25 If disease is r' it is wrong to heal it.

326-25 spiritual sense, which is always r.

32»-23 Always r", its divine Principle never repents,
360- 3 all is won, by a r- estimate of what is real."

p 371-14 in all ways except the r one.

382-32 Mortal mind needed to be set r.
390- 9 T- understanding of Him restores harmony.
396-22 At the r' time e.xplain to the sick the
410-27 to promote r" thinking and doing,

t 444- s into the f use of temporary and
444-20 smite thee on thy r cheek,— A/att. 5; 39.

452-25 by r- talking and wrong acting,

452-29 destroys your power of healing from the r
motive.

453-19 and a r- motive has its reward.
454-16 the wrong as well as the r' practice.
454-19 R- motives give pinions to thought,
455- 7 Hence the necessity of being r- yourself _

460-17 through r" apprehension of the truth of being,

r 475-15 compound idea of God, including all r" ideas ;

492- 3 For r reasoning there should be

g 531- 7 error, . . . that mind and soul are both '"and
543-20 May not Darwin be r" in thmking that apehood
557-23 as if he began materially r-,

ap 558- 7 and he set liis r* foot upon the sea,— Rev. 10: 2.

559- 3 "r- foot" or dominant power— Rev. 10 : 2.

566- 6 so shall the spiritual idea guide all /• desires

(see also direction, band)

right-doing ^ . .. ^
a 37-13 Consciousness of r- brings its own reward ;

p 43^-33 Claiming to protect Mortal Man in r.

1 448-29 nothing short of v has any claun to the name.

righteous
a 22-27 Whosoever believeth that wrath is r*

36-23 to bestow on the r" their full reward.

37-19 procured the martyrdom of that f man
41- 4 through the joys and triumphs of the r

s 132-30 This r- preacher once pointed his disciples to

/ 206-13 the prayer of the r-. . ^i. .

231-11 does heal the sick through the prayer of the r .

p 439-26 and the r' executor of His laws.

t 444-18 "judge r- judgment,"— t/o/in 7: 24.

righteously „ ^. , *w
/ 254-11 and aeek Truth r, He directs our path.

righteousness
*°

a"28-i8 Even his r and purity did not hinder men from

'^ Hi- 4 it becometh us to fulfU aU r-."- Matt. 3 : 15.
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righteousness
garment of

/ 242-29 every part of the Christly garment of r.

hungering after
pr 2- 5 the desire which goes forth hungering after r

law of
a 36-32 Can God therefore overlook the law of f

loTed
b 313-18 "loved f and hated iniquity."— Hcb. 1 ; 9.

paths of
ap 578- 9 leadeth me in the paths of f— Psal. 23; 3.

Telgn of
gl 58^19 Euphrates . . . the reign of r

a 54- 5

ph 190-28
r203- 5

h 291-17
323- 7

p 365-14

The world acknowledged not his r ,

I will behold Thy face in r :— Psal. 17; 15.

as.signs sure rewards to t\
man is found having no r" of his own,
helped onward in the march towards r',

from the outstretched arm of r
righteousness'

a 28-25 To suppose that persecution for r sake

rightful
s 124-30

156-31
b 281-23

p 365-32

rightfully
p 364- 2

rightly
sp 96- 2

an 10.5-14

100-10
S 122- 4

ph 183-21

/ 231- 3
23S- 1

C 262-28
b 280-25
338- 1

r 472-1 1

494-19
502-11

Tightness
an 104-14 which indicates the r of all divine action,

rights
and life

p 438-17 against the r and life of man.
divine

/ 2.5.3-10

p 384-31

God-^iven
p 381- 2

human
a 48-29
S 134-12

/ 226-14
Inalienable

a'n 106- 8

s 161-17

/ 227- 9
less
m 6.3-16

liberty and
p 435-17

man's
an 106-12

of humanity
a M-32 Would they not deny him even the r of hu-

manity,
of Intelligence

sp 79-27 contending for the r' of intelligence
before the divine f of intelligence.

and so restores them to their r' home
and Mind takes its f and supreme place.
without actual origin or r" existence.
The poor suffering heart needs its r- nutriment,

T' regarded as the best man that ever

unwillingness to learn all things r',
human law r' estimates crime,
self-governed only when he is guided f
the great farts of Life, f understood,
r' demands man's entire obedience.
Unless an- ill is r- met and fairly overcome
not r" valued before they are understood.
To begin r" is to end r'.

R' understood, . . . man has a sensationless
C. S., r- understood, leads to eternal harmony.
His law, r" understood, destroys them.
Reason, r" directed, .«er\'es to correct the
This deflection of being, r' viewed.

the understanding of your divine r*,

before the divine r' of intelligence,

Ignorant of our God-given r,

against human r' and divine Love,
and so it came about that human r'

God has built a higher platform of human r'

God has endowed man with inalienable f,
certain inalienable r, among which are
unaware of man's inalienable f

marvel why usage should accord womaa leas r

Mortal Man's liberty and r

Mans r' are invaded when the

p 384-31
of man

S 144-19

/ 22.5-31

226- 9
227- 1

227-14
of mind

I 453-32
of woman

O! 587- 3

supposed
.0 348-22

will-power may infringe the r- of man,
r" of man were vindicated in a single section
a fuller acknov.iedgment of the f- of man
and the r- of man are fully known and
Discerning the r of man.

He does not trespass on the r- of mind

The r' of woman acknowledged

defending the supposed r of disease.

m 6.3-13 unfair differences between the r- of the two
s 157- 7 never shares its r' with inanimate matter.
p 440-31 the r' of which h&has been deprived.

Rights of Man
p 438- 1 certain extracts on the R- ofM\

29

rigid
S 160-24
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ritualism
O 33-1
/234-2
t 458-21
r 486-25

ritnalistlc
fl 20- 6

20-10
a 135-28
141-2

rituals
3 133-32
140-19

river
/ 241-17

Cl 585-16
587- 3

588- 5
893- 1

593-14

river-bed
g 540-10 The muddy f must be stirred

road
pr 11-26
fl 22-2
6 326-8

roams
g 514-11 Free and fearless it r- In the forest.

roar
ap 570-20 He can neither drown your voice with Its f,

roareth
ap 559-11

rob
ph 187-10

/ 214-23
244-10
251-31
252-19

robbed
6 304-24

p 431-30

robbing
/ 234-15 r both themselves and others.

robe
ap 569-12 He that touches the hem of Christ's r

robes
C 267-26

ap 572- 1

robs
s 134-18

ph 169-32

/ 246-10
h 275-26
323-25

robust
ph 197-27 will never grow f until

roclf
Christ Jesus

/ 235-26 may be planted on the r Christ Jesus,

closed forever Jesus' f
even as r* and creed hamper spirituality.
f and creed are summoned to give placo
idolatry and r are the outcome of

f priest and hvpocritical Pharisee
but he established no f worship,
nor a special gift from a f Jehovah ;

theological and r religion of the ages

Creeds and f have not cleansed their hands of

Judaic and other r"'are but types and

than can moonbeams to melt a r* of Ice.

Euphrates (r-). Divine Science
GiHON (f). The rights of woman
HiDDEKEL (f). Divine Science understood
P:soN (r). The love of the good and
definition of

In the only practical r to holiness.
to find and follow the right f.
must not try to climb ... by some other t\

"as when a lion r."— Rev. 10.' 5.

beliefs of the human mind f and enslave It,

mortal Uluaiona would r God,
and the worms would r' him of the flesh ;

Inharmonious beliefs, which f Mind,
says: . . . Icancheat, lie, commit adultery, r",

It time or accident r" them of material
testifies : . . . I am r- of my good looks.

f • of Spirit are "white and— Luke 9 ; 29.

washed their r" white in obedience and

f Christianity of the very element, which
for it r' man of reliance on God,
f youth and gives ugliness to age.
It T' the grave of victory.
r- the grave of victory,

no mortal testimony is founded on the divine r",

Truth is the r of ages,

for it is built upon the f, Christ.

thou art Peter ; and upon this r— Matl. 16; 18

divine
6 297-28

Of ages
p 380- 5

upon the
r484- 5

upon this
5 137-30

a 133-10
138-8

6 269-28

g 516-16

gl 593-18

roclced
m 62- 9 fed, r, tossed, or talked to,

rock-ribbed
a 44-32 There were r walls in the way,

rocks
sp 87-20
g 511-24

rod
6 32!- 9

ap 565- 7
678-12

In the wilderness, streams flowed from the f,
a r', a firm foundation in the realm of
shaken by the wind, not houses built on the rv
The great f gives shadow and shelter,
definition of

the emeralds within its f ;

r* and mountains stand for solid and grand Ideas.

led by wisdom to cast down his r\
rule all nations with a f of— Rev. 12; 5.

[love's] f and [love's] staff— Psal. 23; 4.

Roland, Madame
s 161-20 the words of tlie famous Madame R\

roll
548-11 only as the clouds of corporeal sense f away.

rolled
a 45-1

45-17

rolling
ph 17t-28

rolls
g 557-19

Roman
O 32-9
/ 224-18
238-9

Romans
<7 534-18

Rome
a 2^13

32- 3

ph 196-15

C255-8
6 324-26
339-20

room
6 339-7
346-29

p 424-11

root
a 27-18
6 303-13
O 341- 7

rooted
/ 225-27

roots
352-22

rope
ph 199-25

rose
a 35-18

43-21
46-16
46-27

ph 175- 9
190-27

/ 212-18
212-19

6 316-18

p 437-23
442-8

5 509-6
541-14

gl £95-27

rose-cold
ph 175- 8

rotation
s 121-17

rotations
/ 240-15

rough
pref vli-24

round
6 277-17

p408- 7

roused
a 46-32
s 134- 9

rousing
o 358-26

(?/ 583-15

routed
ph 175-18

routes
a 21-18

routine
sp 96- 7
s 143-21

g 551-31

Roux
an 101- 9

royal
s 141-13
6 313- 5
313-16

ap 575-25

a great stone must be f from the
Christ hath r away the stone from the

f It under the tongue as a sweet morsel

Divine Science r* back the clouds of error

does not commemorate a R' soldier's oath,
less material than the R' scourge,
the R' Catholic girl said,

Paul says in his epistle to the R' :

wrote to the authorities at R- :

In ancient R' a soldier was required to
to beware, not of R', Satan, nor of God, but of

sin.

cultured scholars in R- and in Greece,
and even in imperial R\
As the mythology of pagan R' has yielded to

there is no f for His imlikeness.
to make r for spiritual understanding.
there ia no f for imperfection in perfection.

at the r* of material knowledge,
at the T' of the illusion

Scriptures, which grow . . . from one g:rand r,

f out through the action of the divine Mind.

thus watering the very f of childish timidity,

to walk the r- over Niagara's abyss

when he r out of material sight.
Jesus f higher in demonstration
r' even higher in the understanding of Spirit,
he r- above the physical luiowledge of
to say that a r', . . . can produce suffering I

When hope f higher in the human heart.
They produce a r- through seed and soil,

and bring the r* into contact with the
The Christ-idea, . . . r- higher to human view
f to the question of expeUmg C. S.

Then the prisoner r- up regenerated, strong,
to their apprehension he r' from the grave,
Cain f up against Abel— Gen. 4; 8.

to bud and blossom as the r'

cerebro-splnal meningitis, hay-fever, and f ?

The earth's diurnal r Is invisible to tho

The r and revolutions of the universe

and to cut the r* granite.

throughout the entire r- of nature,
the entire r- of the material senses,

they v/ere f to an enlarged understanding
so r- the hatred of the opponents of

through f within the sick a belief that
f the dormant understanding from

It would have been r by their independence

We have different f to pursue.

Interruptions of the general material r\

you continue in the old r.
the resulting germ is doomed to the same r\

among whom were R-, Bouillaud, and Cloquct,

as kings are crowned from a r- dynasty,
the God-crowned or the divinely f man,
the r- reflection of the infinite ;

a city of the Spirit, fair, r, and square.

Royal Academy Of Medicine
an 101-19 This report vC-as adopted by the R- A- of M'

Royal College of Physicians
s 164- 3 Fellow of the R- C' of P-, London,
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rubblns
p 382- 8 bathing and r to alter the secretions

Rubicon „...,.,
ph 172-10 If . . . death Is the R- of spirituahty?

rudiments ^ , .. .
1 462-15 and advance from the r laid down.

/ 203-20 When the material body has gone to r,

rule (noun)
and demonstration

6 290- 3 If the Principle, r, and demonstration or •

clearly Interprets ,, . _ . . ,

ap 568-32 f clearly Interprets God as divme Principle,

confirm this „ . . *i,„»

ph 199-23 Exceptions only confirm this r, proving tnal

definite . _, ... ,. ,.

s 147-26 he left no definite r- for demonstrating this

denies the
, , , i, # •

b 329-19 denies the r- of the problem because he fails

/ 233-26 divided according to a fixed r ,

furnlsbes the
, ^ , ...

b 336-27 Science of being furnishes the r- of perfection,

general . ,

D 411- 5 as a general r the body would respond more
I 457-20 C. S. is not an exception to the general r-,

Klvea
o 341-19 demonstrated according to a divine given r,

God*s
pr 3-10 we have only to avail ourselves of God's r"

bigber ,_ ^. i.

s 162-28 to demonstrate the higher r".

bis
r 473-22 test its unerring Science according to his f,

In Cbristlan Science
. ^ c

ap 56S-32 Self-abnegation . . . Is a r- in C. b.

no opposite
t 457-30 and there must and can be no opposite r .

not obeyed the . ...
s 149-15 because you have not obeyed the r-

of Christian Science

p 411-30 the result of this simple r- of C. b.,

r 493-16 prove ... the Principle and r- of C S.

of discord
, . ^ ^ . .

/ 219-20 Science Includes no r' of discord,

of divine Science

ph 184-24 demonstrated this as a r- of divine Science

of bealing , ._ ,,

r 496-17 to demonstrate, ... the r- of healing,
of bealtb

b 337-29 the r of health and holiness in C. S.,

of Inversion
6 282-31 The v of Inversion Infers from error its

of perpetual harmony
V 381-28 and abide by the r of perpetual harmony,

positlTe
5 109-15 to discovering a positive r.

proves tbe
s 113-27 proves the r by inversion.

reign and
/ 208-22 the reign and r of universal harmony,

simple , -.. .

s 121-24 the simple f that the greater controls the lesser.

p 411-30 the result of this simple r- of C. S.,

418-22 inspired by this simple f of Truth,

system and ^ _, .

g 547- 6 not one departs from the stated system and r.

ruled
a 55-J3 although It Is again r- out of the synagogue,
p 391-U r- out by the might of Mind,

Buler
/ 203-18 Supreme R- or in some power les3

gl 590-19 Its higher signification is Supreme R:
ruler

/ 239-11 The wicked man Is not the f of

p 437- 1 Nerve, testified that he was a r- of Body,
438- 9 Instead of being a r in the Province of Body,

ap 569- 7 I will make thee r- over many,"— MaH. 25; 23.

gl 590-17 the inferior sense of master, or r.

ruler's
p 398-10 To the synagogue r daughter,

rulers
p 323-17 shall be made r over many ;

rules
divine

s 147- 7 1 demonstrated the divine r' of C. S.

t 462- 3 any student, who adheres to the divine r
divine Principle and

I 456- 6 Strict adherence to the divine Principle and r

t 456-32 It gave the first r for demonstrating this

fixed
s 113- 2 there must be fixed r for the demonstration of

of health
, , . .

ph 169-11 faith In r- of health or In drugs begets
197-24 With T' of health in the head

of Science . „ . , .,
s 162-17 Working out the r of Science In practice,

s 147- 4 and the sacred r for its present application

spiritual „ . , . ,. 1

s 112-18 and with this infinitude come spiritual r.

stem
p 362- 9 under the stem r of rabbinical law,

tbesc
s 147-12 since Jesus practised these r

pr 3-6
5 147-28
149-11

/ 216-24
6 274-24
t 447-10
546-32

rule (verb)
s 148-26
165-11
164-22

ph 196-20
198-26
320-15

p 419-26

g 510-14
510-14
511- 8

535- 9

ap 565- 7

565-16

The r- Is already established.
This r- remained to be discovered In C. S.

The f and its perfection of operation
would appear ... to be the r of existence,
in learning its Principle and f
the r- is, heal the sick when called upon
a thousand different examples of one r".

and claims to r' man by material law,
and the beliefs which are in the majority r".

r" the materiality miscalled life

Such books as will r- disease out of mortal mind
and the stronger thoughts r- the weaker.
Jehovah said, My spirit shall not forever f
assassin, who, In attempting to f majiklnd,
the greater light to r the day,— Gen. I .• 16,

and the lesser light to r- the night :
— Gen. 1

to f over the day— Gen. 1 ; 18.

and he shall r- over thee.— Gen. 3 : 16.

who was to v all nations— Rev. 12: 5.

Christ, God's idea, will eventually f all

S 111-13
147-18
147-31
344-16

p 400-23
431-3
448-27
456-4
459-32
462-14

16.

Its r demonstrate Its Science.
the demonstration of the r* of

but Science alone . . . demonstrates Its r.

according to the r" which disclose Its merits or

Mortal mind f all that is mortal.

Notwithstanding my r- to the contrary.
ventures not to break its f,
but contrary to its spirit or r,
adhere strictly to the f of divine metaphysics
must abide strictly by its r,

ceremonies, r out primitive Christianity,
did not . . . understand this r of the Christ ;

this r- of the schools leaves them to

whereas a belief in many r' minds hinders

and no longer apply legal r wholly to

patient feels ill, f, and the trial commences.

and let us r- with patience— Heb. 12; 1.

shall r-, and not be weary';— Isa. 40; 31.

We r- into error when we
can "r-, and not be weary ;

— 7sj. 40; 31.

Mind's infinite ideas f and disport themselves.

ruling
m 64- 9

5 141-22
148-30

/ 205-24

rulings
an 105-17

ruminates
p 430-19

run
a 20-29

/ 218-28
250- 1

254- 3
514- 7

runneth
ap 578-15

running
pr 5-12
an 106- 5

runs .. .

s 154-28 Such a mother r to her httle one,

ruptures
g 541-17 r the life and brotherhood of man

Bush, Dr. Benjamin
s 162-30 I kindly quote from Dr. Benjamin R',

rush
ph 168-10 When sick ... you r after drugs,

rushes ^ ^
b 327-15 f forth to clamor with midnight and tempest,

p 373-27 When the blood r madly through the veins

rust
/ 241- 5 moth and r doth corrupt."— Matt. 6 : 19.

my cup r' over.— Psal. 23; 5.

and It will be full "and r- over."— Luke 6; 38.

against the current r- heavenward.
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S

EM, EM, lama s-?"—Mark 15:34.

observe the S', make long prayers, and yet

sabacJitJiani
a 51- 1

Sabbath
a 20-12

ap 574-25 for it will lift the s' from your eyes,

sacrament
a 32-6

32-20
34-10

English word s' is derived from it.

if the s- is confined to the use of bread and
If aU who ever partook of the s'

sacrdmentutn
a 32- 5 The Latin word for this oath was S",

sacred
a 37-20
S 118-8
147-4

ph 182-26

f 232-26
1(328-27
r 483-13

g 547-23
548-4

ap 575- 7

^acpedlv
/ 236- 4 5', in the interests of humanity,

sacredness
m 59-29 divorce shows that the $• of this relationship Is

sacrifice

pr 16- V' A great $• of material things
bnman

the inspiration of Jesus* intense human s:

would gladly have turned his s* career into a
hidden in «• secrecy from the visible world?
and the s- rules for its present application
ability to demonstrate Mind's «" power.
In the s- sanctuary of Truth are voices of

believed and obeyed this «• saying.
After the author's S" discovery,
The- Scriptures are very s".

breathes through the s- pages the
This 5" city, described in the Apocalypse

a 54-13

Itfelong
a 53-23

living
b 32&-22

one
fl 23-3

the lifelong s" which goodness makes for

"Present your bodies a living s',— Rom.

One s', however great, is insufScient to

12:1.

we shall s- everything for it.

The spiritual essence of blood is s\
Jesus' teaching . . . involved such a s- as

toil, s", cross-bearing, multiplied trials,

achieves no worldly honors except by s',

self-immolation ; innocence and purity ; S'

A s- to the gods.

pr 11-24
a 25- 3

26-22
36-28

M59- 5

gl 590-10
595-23

sacrificed
s 146- 9 health and harmony have been s

sacrifices
a 23-2

. 49-11

sacrificing
P440-7

sacrilegious
o 344- 8 Is it s- to assume that God's likeness is

sad
a 32-30

40-28

ph 182-27
342- 6

saddening
ph 190-22 thus swept his lyre with s* strains

Sadducees
s 117-30 the leaven of the Pharisees and of the S",

The 5' reasoned falsely about the

Wisdom and Love may require many s' of self

his mighty works, his toils, privations, s',

before s" mortals to their false gods.

a s' supper taken at the close of day,
It is s- that the phrase ^hiinc service

come from some s' incident, or else

the 5- effects on the sick of denying Truth.

6 305-31

sadly.
a 42-14
b 328-15
( 451-10

safe
an 105-24
S 155-31
164- 7

p 376-28
384-20

t 463-10

g 514-27
532-7

safely
m 67- 8

/ 201- 7

safer
pref x-24

who s- followed him to the foot of the cross,

has $• disappeared from Christian history.
or be turned s' awry.

Whoever uses ... Is never s\
is it s- to say that the less in quantity you have
none can be adopted as a s' guidance
Some people, . . . inquire when it will be S" to

your Mind-remedy is s" and sure.

that the birth will he natural and S\
Daniel felt s- in the lions' den.
Is this knowledge s\

Can you steer s* amid the storm?"
We cannot build s" on false foundations.

Its practice Is S' and more potent

safety
a 39-21 a future-world salvation, or «•,

m 67-10 the dauntless seaman is not sure of his j" ;

r 494-19 and seek s' in divine Science.

gl 581- 8 Ark. £>• ; the idea, or reflection, of Truth,

safety-valve
p r 6-22 to misunderstand Love and to make prayer the s"

safety-valve
p 425- 4 so long as you believe them to be s' or

sage
{; 556-14

said
pr 4-11

6-24
6-25
6-28
8-32
11-4
16- 9

a 23-12
27-14
30-14
31-4
32-16
33-16
33-19
38-28
43- 6

46-13
48- 3

48-23
50-21
51-24
62-25
52-32
54-26

m 5S-24
64- 4
70-*
77- 1

79-19
85-12

sp

C. S. may absorb the attention of s' and

has s' : "If ye love me, keep— John 14; 15.

he s* that Satan had bound her,
he s", "Thou art an offence— Mail..16: 23.

He s- of the fruitless tree,
and credit what is s' 7

he s", "Go, and sin no more."— John S: 11.

Our Master s', "After this manner— Alatt. 6." 9.

Rabbinical lore «• : "He that taketh
It is as if he had $' : The I— the Life,

taught the Mosaic law,, which s* :

He s' : "Call no man your father— Matt. 23; 9.

and S", Take, eat ; this is my— Matt. 26; 26.

and S-, "Drink ye all of it."— Malt. 26: 27.

great 'I'eacher s' : "Not my will,— Luke 22; 42.

he s' in substance : Having eyes ye see not,
understand what Jesus had s".

Master s" plainly that physique was not Spirit,
s" unto them : "Could ye not— Malt. 20; 40.

He s' : "Put up thy sword."— John 18; U.
what would his accusers have s'?

in all that he s' and did.

prophetically s' to his disciples.

They s' : "He casteth out devils— Luke 11 ; 15.

He «• that those who followed him
.S- the peasant bride to her lover :

whfin he s- : "Pure religion and— Jas. 1 ; 27.

Then s- the Jews unto him,— John 8; 52.

The pious Polvcarp s' : "I cannot
He s- : "My Father worketh— J'oftn 5; 17.

Samaritan woman s' : "Come, see a— John
4 ; 29.

85-20 he s" : "O ye hypocrites !— Matt. 16; 3.

85-28 He s" : "These ought ye to have— Matt. 23 ; 23.

88-29 it is s- to be a gift whose endowment is

93- 3 S-, "He that believeth on me,- John 14; 12.

93- 5 «•, "But the hour cometh,— John 4 ; 23.

94- 9 S" : "Crucify him, crucify him— John 19; 6.

94-26 but what would be s- at this period of

an 100- 4 which he s* could be exerted by one
104- 9 Agassiz, . . . has wisely s' : "Every great

s 109-28 s- of his lessons : "My doctrine— John 7: 16.

124-23 and s' to the proud wave,
127-14 It may be «•, nowever, that the term C. S.

131-19 Jesus once s- : "I thank Thee,— Luke 10:21.

133- 4 who S-, "Is not this the Christ?"— Jo/in 4: 29.

135-21 It has been s', and truly, that Christianity
136-31 did not comprehend all that he s"

138-27 s- to every follower : "Goyeinto— iVfarfc 16: 15.

148- 2 S' to them, "O faithless— il/arfc 9: 19.

156-19 s- that she would give up her medicine
169- 4 and «• it would kill her,
163- 7 Dr. James Johnson, ... of England, s* :

163-14 Dr. Mason Good, a learned Professor . . . s' :

163-21 Dr. Chapman, . . . in a published essay «• :

164- 4 Sir John Forbes, M.D s' :

164-14 Much vet remains to be s" and done

ph 169- 6 « to the patient, "You are healed,"
170-16 s- : "Take no thought for your life,— Matt.

6 : 25.

18.3- 7 however much is $• to the contrary.
19.3- 3 I met his physician, who s" that the patient
193- 5 $• the bone was carious
193-14 opened his eyes and $• : "I feel like a new maii.

193-30 what his physician S' of the case,

19.5- 4 s- that he should never be happy elsewhere.

197-11 The less that is s' of physical structure

197-12 the more that is thought and a" about moral
200-13 Psalmist $ : "Thou madest him to— Psal. 8: 6.

200-25 St. Paul s" : "For I determined— / Cor. 2: 2.

/ 204-27 in Science it can never be s' that man
211-19 It should no longer be s- in Israel

213- 3 called a deceiver, or is .<; to be deceived.
21.3- 4 it lias been s", "As he thinketh— Prov. 23; 7.

220- 1 We hear it s- : "I exercise daily
2.38-10 Losing her crucifix, the Koriian Catholic girl S",

239-32 the wise man s'. "All is vanity."— Eccl. 1 : 2.
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said
/ 241-21 Our Master $-, "It ye love me.— JoIm 14; 15.

252- 1 our Master s', "If a kinsrdom be— Mark 3; 24.

C 262-17 Jobs-: "I have heard of Thee— Job 42; 5.

6 271-20 Our,Masters-,"ButtheComforter—Jo;!nl4;26.
272-16 S" : "Give not that which is holy— Matt. 7; 6.

286- 9 s', "No maa cometh unto the— John 14; 6.

289-28 Therefore it cannot be s' to pass out of
305-16 "Then answered Jesus and s"— John 5; 1!).

308-23 Then s' the spiritual evangel :

313- 5 as it is s- oi him in the first chapter of Hebrews :

314-14 spoke of reproducing his body, . . . and s',
315- 1 and S' : "Whosoever liveth— John 11 ; 26.

319-27 wrote down what an inspired teacher had s\
320- 1 he S-, "God is love."— / John 4; 8.

320- 8 In Smith's Bible Dictionary it is s- :

320-12 "And the Lord s", My spirit shall— Gen.'C; 3.

320-15 "And Jehovah s', My spirit shall not forever
321-26 became to him the voice of God, Which « :

32.5-21 when he s' : "Present your bodies— Rom. 12; 1.

328-18 can it be s" that they explain it practically,
343- 4 James s" : "Show me thy faith— Jas.-2: 18.
34.5-10 It is sometimes s', in criticising C. S.,
346- 6 It is sometimes s' that C. S. teaches the
347- 3 It is s- by one critic, that to verify this
350-18 He s" : "This people's heart is— Matt. 13; 15.
3.58-24 Sometimes it is s' : "Rest assured that

p 364-12 He even s' that this poor woman had
364-23 then it must be s" of them also that they
364-29 If so, then it may be s' of them.
367-18 of which .lesus spoke to his disciples, when he s" :

3S6-26 If a Christian Scientist had s\ while you were
390- 1 she S-, "My food is all digested.
398- 2 as when he s' to the epileptic bov,
398-11 whom they called dead but of whom he s",
398-12 S-, "Damsel, I say unto thee,— i\/arfc 5; 41.
398-14 To the sufferer with the withered hand he S',
411- 1 S- Job : "The thing which I— Job 3 ; 25.
438-19 Another witness, equally inadequate, s"
439-19 and s- :— God will smite j-ou, O whited walls.

t 463-32 It has been s- to the author,
r 473-26 Jesus established what he s' bv demonstration,
478-27 St. Paul s'. "But when it pleased— Gal. 1 15
481-18 growth of material belief, of which it is S' :

4S7-25 James s'. "Show me thy faith— ^ns. 2; 18
492-18 Discussing his campaign. General Grant s- :

494-31 It should be s' of his followers also,
C 529-15 And he «• unto the woman,— Gra. 3; I.

529-17 And the woman s- unto the serpent,— Gm 3
•

2
529-19 God hath s". Ye shaU not eat of it,

— Gen. 3; 3
5.30- 8 S-, "Take no thought for your— i\/G«. 6; 25.
5.30-13 the serpent s- unto the woman,— Gen. 3; 4
5-32-14 and s" unto him. Where art thou?— Gen. 3; 9
532-15 And he s-, I heard Thv voice— Gen. 3; 10
533- 5 He s", AVho told thee that thou— Gen. 3 ; II.
533- 8 the man s", The woman whom— Gen. 3; 12
534- 8 And the Lord God [Jehovahl s-~Gen. 3; 14.
53.5- 6 Unto the woman He s\ I will— Gen. 3; 16.
535-19 And unto Adam He s\ Because— Gen. 3; 17
5.36-30 And the Lord God [Jehovah] s-,— Gen. 3; 22
538-24 and s", I have gotten a man from— Gen. 4; 1.
541-19 the Lord [Jehovah] s- unto Cain,— Gen. 4; 9.
641-20 And he s", I know not :— Gen. 4 ; 9.

t!'rrl f^' -T-
-Thevoiceof thy brother's— Gen. 4; 10

542-14 the Lord [Jehovah] s- unto him,— Gen 4; 15.
54(- 3 contains the proof of all here s- of C. S
6o3-10 One of our ablest naturalists has «• :

5o4-21 Jesus defined this . . . when he s-

l^l-. ^L '. 'IJave not I chosen you— John 6 ; 70.
5o4-24 This he s- of Judas, one of Adam's race.
5o5- 6 An inquirer once s- to the discoverer of C. S. :

Gl 596- 8 Referring to it, he s- to the Athenians :

(see also God, Jesus, Paul)
saint

c 26&-21 and the s- his own heaven by doing right.
sainted

s 13&-26 doubted if

saintly
359-24 from the lips of her s- mother,

saints
pr &-14 S- and sinners get their full award.

saitli
pr I-* believe that those things which he S'—Mark

11 ; 23.

f «-i~ t ¥ *'"'" ^'^^'^ whatsoever he s-.— Mark II ; 23.
/ 2.^0-7 has no real entity, but s- "It is I."

^
202-31 Spirit, bearing opposite testimony, S* :

nli~,l f' ^'^°" ^^^^^ surely die :"—Gen. 2: 17.

V ioil * iW "I -^^ ^^^-r "^"J
^ .^^ "«>* the image and

fn^,t ^'^^^^ things s- He that is holy,— Rev. 3; 7
" =^=12 5," *? *"^ darkness upon the face of error,

^fc Q ?f^^^"i'^'.^' V "The Lord on high- Psal. 93 ; 4.MO-19 It s to the human sense of sin,
ap o7>-22 S-. "Beautiful for situation,— Psal. 48; 2

controlled by the s" preacher.

saitli
gl 579- * These things s- He that is holy,— Rev. 9: 7.

580-19 that of which wisdom s\
584-20 the lust of the flesh, which $• :

sake
a 28-25 persecution for righteousness' s-

/ 222-31 no question for conscience s-."— I Cor. 10 ; 25.
b 3.38-29 blessed the earth "for man's s"."— Gen. 8; 21.

p 39fr- 4 both for one's own s- and for that of the patient.
g 535-22 cursed is the ground for thy s- -.— Gcn. 3 ; 17.

ap 571- 9 for the s- of doing right and benefiting our
57S- 9 for His name's S".- Psal. 23 ; 3.

salary
a 43- 9 was in no peril from s" or popularity.
s 142-11 If the soft palm, upturned to a lordly s",

saline
s 153- 6 until there was not a single s* property left.

sallow
p 43J-I4 His «• face blanches with fear,

sallowness
p 442-10 all s- and debility had disappeared.

Sallow Skin
p 431-26 witness . . . testifies,:— I am S' S".

salt
s 153- 7 The s" had "lost his savour -."—MaU. 5; 13.

p 367-19 "Ye are the s- of the earth.''— iV/aH. 5; 13.
367-21 watch, work, and pray that this s- lose not its
385-28 because you have partaken of s' fish,

saltness
p 367-22 that this salt lose not its s",

salubrious
p 383-24 Does his assertion prove the use . . .as' habit,

salutary
m 59-18 more s- lij prolonging her health

66- 9 Sorrow is s'.

66-27 Socrates considered patience s' under suca
68-23 S' causes sometimes incur these effects.

c 265-31 The pains of sense are s", if they
p 414- 6 to the s" action of truth,

salutes
sp 88- 8 and no scent $• the nostrils.

salvation
and strength

ap 568-14 Now is come s", and strength,— Rev. 12; 10.

day of
a 39-19 behold, no!^ is the day of s-,"- 7/ Cor. 6; 2.

sp 93- 8 behold, now is the day of S',"— II Cor. 6 ; 2.

experience that
a 39-22 now is the time in which to experience that s*

from a!I error
5 132-25 this s" from all error, physical and mental,

fuU
a 39- S a full s' from sin, sickness, and death.
p 406- 6 offering full s' from sin, sickness, and death-

future-world
a 39-20 a future-world s', or safety,

of us all

a 51-19 consummate example was for the s" of us all.
our

a 30-31 must work out our «• in the way Jesus taught.own
pr 3-11 enables us to work out our own s'.
a 22-U "Work out your own s%"— Phil. 2; 12.

23-26 how to work out one's "own s",— Phil. 2; 12.

sp 99- 6 "Work out your own s'— Phil. 2; 12.

p 426-16 the necessity of working out his own s\
442-26 "Work out your own s'— Phil. 2; 12.

t 443-U to work out their own s" according to
seek

6 285-25 to seek s' through pardon
Soul and

/ 210-16 a better imderstanding of Soul and s\
universal

6 291-12 Universal s^ rests on progression
way of

pref vii- 8 plain to benighted understanding the way of s*
b 31fr- 2 he became the way oi s' to all who

a 4.5-9
S 146-15
150-26

ph 166- 9

/230- 8

gl 593-20

Samaritan
sp 8.5-12

S 133- 3

and for the s* of the whole world
Scholasticism clings for s* to the person,
predestination of souls to damnation or s'.

believes in a pilgrimage to Mecca for the s" of
This is the s' which comes through God,
definition of

The S- woman said : "Come, see— John 4; 29.

that of the 5' woman, who said,
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same

sp

C2-13
85-18

S lOfr-28

112-20
122-29
128-30
135-11
142-U

ph 186-22
188-20

/ 210-17
229-12
237-21
243-10
245-7
249-18

C 267-14
267-17
62^6
283-14
287-13
313- 9
320-U
321-24
331-29
336-29
346-31

359-5
p 370- 6

370-12
370-17
379-2
383-14
38fr-17

395-10
404-27
404-28
406-3

414-8
415-19
416-13
422-23
427-16

4 455-29
457-22
458-1
458-9

r 474-17
486-15
489-22

g 518-16
525-25
546-4
551-31

ap 559- 2
565-19

tl 598- 6
598-7

Samson
S124-4

sanative
pr 12-21

sanction
an 106-16
3 146-23

p382-4
sanctioned

s 125-11

ph 171- 2

sanctity
m 62-3

sanctuary
pr 15-3

15-17

/ 232-26

sandal
P363-2

sandals
a 28-23

2-32 "the s* yesterday, and to-day,— Heb. 13: 8.

12-28 another who offers the s' measure of prayer?
21-21 we have the «• railroad guides,
45-29 He presented the s' body that he had before hia
48-13 when he drinks from the s' cup,
51-15 his spiritual life, . . . was* found forever the s\
75-18 the «• plane of belief as those who
78- 7 belief . . . that at the s" time we are com-

muning with
and one person cannot ... at the s' time.
After the S' method, events of great moment
which this s' so-called mind names matter,
"the «• yesterday, and to-day,— Heb. 13:8.
the s' mistake regarding Soul and body
must always bring the «• result.
The «• power which heals sin heals also

they at the s' time shut the door on
If we concede the s* reality to discord as to
In the «• way pain and pleasure,
by one and the s' metaphysical process,
and at the s' time.admits that Spirit is God,
The latter should be excluded on the «• principle
the «• "Mind . . . which was also-^ Phil. 2: 5.

BeUeving that she was still living in the s' hour
"the s' yesterday, and to-day,

— Heb. 13; 8.

the s' authority for the appellative mother,
S' is my brother, and sister,

— Matl. 12: 50.

Mind is the s' Life, Love, and wisdom
They insist that Life, . . . isoneand the S' with
at the s" place sweet water and— Jas. 3 ; 11,

agrees another passage in the s' chapter,
learned article on Noah in the s" work,
restored his hand ... by the s' simple process,
the « in essence, though multiform m oflBce :

God and man are not the s",
cannot serve both God and mammon at the s'

time ;

will take the s' cases, and cures will follow.
«• regimen which spiritualizes the thought ;

by using the «• drug which might cause the
but It uses the «• medicine in both cases.
If . . . sin can do the s',
because mind and body rest on the s" basis,
occasions the «• grief that the
The s' Principle cures both sin and sickness,
are one and the s" thing in C. S.
Both cures require the s' method
Sin and sickness are both healed by the «•

Principle,
are the «• as in other diseases :

In the s* way thought increases or
the patient will find himself in the S' pain,
and attended by the «• symptoms.
Man is the s" after as before a bone is broken
the s* fountain cannot send forth both
One cannot scatter his fire, and at the s' time
Mental quackery rests on the s" platform as
the s' effect as truth.
If . . . then they must all be from the s' source ;

was the «• immediately after death as before,
for the «• fountain sendeth not forth
all having the s' Principle, or Father ;

If we give the s' heed to the history of error
"the s' yesterday, and to-day,

— Heb. 13:8.
the resulting germ is doomed to the s" routine.
Did this s* book contain the revelation of
the prayer which concludes the s" hymn.
Here the original word is the s" in both cases,
as in other passages in this s' chapter

a blind belief, a S" shorn of hia strength.

apparently either poisonous or s\

Let this age, . . . «• only such methods as are
Divine Science derives its «• from the Bible,
havtoig only human approval for their s'.

which human belief created and s".

paganism and lust are so s' by society

the period of gestation have the s' of virginity.

The closet typifies the «• of Spirit,
In the quiet s' of earnest longings.
In the sacred y of Truth are voices of

costly and fragrant oil,— s" oil perhaps,

to unloose the s' of thy Master's feet I

sands
sp 37-23

sandstone
0<5SO- 1

sang
s 135- 1

ph 190-27
199-32

ff 509-23

ap 565-23

sanguine
6 330-6

sanitary
pref x-25
sp 7»- 7

S 132-18
133-23

ph 175- 5
175-22

sapped
o 357-12

sapping
539-4

sat
a 41-25

ph 184-29

/ 245-15
C 261-17

p 436-26

Satan
devil, and

ap 567-15
God and

p 389-26

SAVE

the bodies which lie buried in its *• :

red s' ; nothingness ;

$ : "What ailed thee, O thou sea,— Psal. 114 : 5.
When hope rose higher . . . he s" :

When Homer s- of the Grecian gods,
"the morning stars s- together."— Job 38; 7.
After the stars s" together and all was

she cherished s' hopes that C. S.

than that of any other s* method.
A scientific mental method is more s* than
from other s' or religious systems,
s" methods, and a religious cultus.
When . . . less thought is given to $• subjects,
nor referred to s' laws.

the foundations of error would be s'

thus «• the foundations of

«• down at the right hand of the Father.
I «• silently by her side a few moments,
youth s' gently on cheek and brow,
s" aching in his chair till his cue was spoken.
Judge Medicine s- in judgment on the case.

serpent, called the devil, and S,— Rev. 12; 9.

good and evil, God and S\
had bound her

fir

6-24 he said that 5" had bound her,
b bound
r 495- 9 "whom S- hath bound,"— Luke 13 : 16.

named
vh 187-12 another illusive personification, named S',

this view of
gl 581- 1 This view of S' is confirmed by the name

pr 7-2
ph 196-15
o 351-20

ap 566-32

satellite
ap 577-20

"Get thee behind me, S-."—Matt. 16; 23.

not of Rome, S', nor of God, but of sin.
if we consider S' as a being coequal in power
the hosts of heaven against the power of sin, iS*,

no need of sim or s;
satisfaction

b 296-17 must lose all s' in error and sin
322-14 Man's wisdom finds no s* in sin,

satisfactory
pref ix-15 not complete nor s' exjwsitiona of Truth.

Do we pursue the old selfishness, «• with
«• if he can only imagine himself drifting
or that the hand of Love is s' with
The patient sufferer tries to be s' when he
and are s' with good words instead of effects,

. they generally know It and are s".

I snail be s", when I awake,— Psal. 17: 15.

If at present s' with wrong-doing,
those dead in trespasses and sins. S' with
Deity was «• with His work.

Higher enjoyments alone can s" the cravings
in order to s" the sick that you are

soothing syrups to ... 5" mortalbelief,
to still the desires, to s- the aspirations?

S- of Tarsus beheld the way— the Christ, or

A request that God will s" us
prayer of faith shall s- the sick,"— Jas. 6: 15.

to make vigorous efforts to «• themselves ;

require many sacrifices of self to s" us from
Firmness In error will never s' from sin.

He was forsaken by all s* John, . . . and a few
women

the desertion of all «• a few friends.
Were all conspirators s' eleven?
No human eye was there to pity; no arm to a*.

himself he cannot s\"— Matt. 27; 42.

The effect of his Mind was always to heal and
to »•,

to s- men both bodily and .spiritually,

codld s' from sickness as well as from sin.

s' from sin, disease, and death.
beUeves in the power of his drugs to s'

satisfied
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say
p 40S-10

409-27
413-31
434-5
43*-2«

/ 444-25
447-31
448- 8
450-28
461-16

r 485-30
489-19
491-29

491-32
531-19
531-21
533-29
539-19
641-23
543-19
644-21
648- 1

653-29
554-15
654-25
555-8

ap 56*-25

gl 587-15

(see also Scriptures)

saying

cannot dictate tenns . . . nor «•, "I am sick."
"We have no right to «• that life depends on
A chUd may have worms, if you s' so.
Others s', "The law of Christ supersedes
To him I might s-, in Bible language,
s' in thy heart : "Let there be no— Gen. 13 ; 8.

He may s", as a subterfuge, that evil is unreal,
to s" that there is no evil.

Who, . . . can s' that there is no error of beUef ?

should you s', "I am sick"? No.
To s' that strength i^

in matter.
Who dares to s" that the senses of man can
Who wUl S-, even though he does not understand

C. S..
Wlio can rationally s" otherwise,
Who will s' that minerals, vegetables, and
Who dares to «• either that God is in matter or
as much as to s' in meek penitence,
false to « that Truth and error commingle
It is supposed to s' in the first instance,
who shall $• that he is not primarily dust?
The serpent is supposed to s'.

Spirit and the bride «, Come I
— Rev. 22 : 17.

You may s' that mortajs are formed before they
he leam's to s', "I am somebody ;

buthedid s', "Ye arex)f your father,—t7'o^n8;44.
but I do not comprehend what you s' about
What shall we s" of the mighty conquest over
the serpents of error, which s\

bis
b 271-17 Hence the universal application of his s

keep my
sp 70- *

/ 217-13

p 428- 8
429-31
438- 7

of our Master
b 315- 3 That s

p 382-21

Scriptural
s 131-17 according to the Scriptural S",

this
a 50-24
b 286-29

If a man keep my S',
— John 8 ; 51.

"If a man keep my s",
— John 8; 51.

"If a man keep my s',
— John 8: 51.

"If a man keep my s",
— John 8; 51.

If a man keep my s",
— John 8; 51.

of our Master,
This verifies the s' of our Master :

But this s' could not make it so.

But by this s" error, the Ue, destroys itself.

uncomprehended
a 42-30 to test his ^till uncomprehended s'.

a 28-19
32-18
40-12
49-29

5 140- 5

164-28

ph 193-27
b 294-11
397- 4

318- 7
328-27
334-25

O 345-12

p 363-11
38.5-23

t 4o3- 5

r 48.S-31

496-26

g 512-17
527- 7

530-19
533-16
535-21

ap 568-13
574-8

sayings
C 26&-24
6 276- 2

333-32
O350- 6
350- 7
361-15

p 429-27

g 539-32
554-26

says
pref ix-10

pr 6-29
12- I

m 58-32

sp 79-23
8^11

did not hinder men from s' :

s\ Drink ye aU of it."— Matt. 26.- 27.

If the s- is true, "While there's life there's
mocked him on the cross, s' derisively,
The Bible represents Him as s- :

brought to pass the «•— / Cor. 15 ; 54.

threatened with incarceration . . . for s' :

mortal belief, misnamed man, is error, s' :

insists still upon the opposite of Truth, «•,

even while the corporeal senses are s" that
beheved and obeyed this sacred s'.

Revelator represents the Son of man as S"

neither knows itself nor what it is s'.

Knowing what those around him were s"

S" this and believing it,

the author understands what she is s".

is like s' that the power is in the lever.

brought to pass the s"— I Cor: 15: 54.

And God blessed them, s,— Gen. 1 ; 22.

commanded the man, s",
— Gen. 2: 16.

and s', through the material senses :

s", "The woman, whom Thou gavest me,
of which I commanded thee, s\— Gen. 3; 17.

And I heard a loud voice s'— Ret. 12 : 10.

s'. Come hither, I will show thee— Rev. 21 ; 9.

Mortals must follow Jesus' «•

fulfils these s' of Scripture,
By these s' Jesus meant, not that the
To understand aU our Master's s"

«• infinitely important,
conflicts not at all with another of his s' :

have faith in aU the s" of our Master,
inspired his wisest and least-understood S",,

All these s" were to show that

As a certain poet S' of himself,
An apostle s' that the Son of God [Christ]
shall save the sick," s' the Scripture.— Jas.5: 15.

"She that is married . . . i" the Bible ;
—/ Cor.

7:34.
unscientific practitioner s' : "You are ill.

She s', "I am incapable of words that glow.

says
sp s' the apostle,—

SCATTERS

99- 6 "Work out your own
Phil. 2 ; 12.

-14 De Quincey s' mathematics has
Job s" : "The ear trieth words,— Job 34; 3.

the divine power which s' to disease.
Mortal belief s" that death has been
the mother is frightened and s".
That mother . . . who s' to her child :

«-, moaning more childishly than her child,
to which the apostle refers when he s'.

Where ignorance is bliss, . . . s" the
It s' : "I am a real entity,
The mortal s' that an inanimate
for if mortal mind s\ "I am deaf
though the doctor s' nothing to support his
C. S. s' : I am determined not to
error, which s- that Soul is in body.
If it were not for what the human mind s'

"The wish," s' the poet, "is ever father to the
with the arrogance of reality and s' :

the Scripture s' that dust returns to
Christ S-, "1 am the way."— John 14 .-6.

St. Paul s" : "There remaineth— Heb. 4: 9.
as the Scripture s'.

It s' to mortals, "You are wretched I"
Mortal belief S', "You are happy !"

Human belief s' to mortals, "You are sick t"
It s' : "There shall be lords and gods many.
Error charges its lie to Truth and s' :

Aa, Paul s' : "There is one God,— I Tim. 2 ; 5.

our Master s', "By their fruits— A/aH. 7; 20.

The apostle s' : "For if a man think— Gal. 6: 3.
C. S. s\ in the language of the Master,
One s' : "I have spiritual ideals,
mortal mind, not matter, which s', "I die."
proves this when his patient s% "I am better,"
One s' : "I take good care of my body."
belief S' that you may catch cold
If delusion s", "I have lost ray memory,"
"This is life eternal," « Jesus,— John 17; 3.

John s' : "There is no fear in— / John 4; 18.
Another witness is called . . . and s' :

St. Paul s', "Work our your— Phil. 2; 12.
The apostle $• that the mission of Christ
Error s", "I am man ;" but this behef is mortal
Science s' : All is Mind and Mind's idea.
the spiritual law which s" to the grave,
s- : "God cannot be tempfed— Jas. 1 ; 13.

She s\ "The serpent beguUed me,— Gen. 3; 13.

a famous naturalist «• : "It is very possible that
corresponds with that of Job, when he s",
the curse will be removed which «• to woman.

s 113
115- 8
144-21
151-17
151-17
154-25
l.>l-29

ph 172-21
17.5-32

lSfr-17

190- 4

194-12
198-25
200-27

/ 204-31
21»- 5

219-21
252-17

b 277- 4

286-11
288-18
291-18
296-32
297- 2
297- 5
307-8
307-17
332-16

O 342-27
345-26
355- 9
3.59-30

p375- 1

375- 9
383- 6
386- 6
407-21
410- 4

410-18
432-10
442-25

r 474-29
478-23
492-19
496-23

g 527-12
533-28
548-19
652-14
557-17

(see also Paul)
scaffold

/ 202-10

scale
ascending

ph 189-30

fleshly
s 155-24

of existence
6 290- 6

of taarraony
m 60- 2

of health
p 407-19

until disciplined by the prison and the s' ;

goes on in an ascending «• by evolution,

puts less weight into the material or fleshly s'

no higher spiritually in the s" of ejcistence

in the s' of harmony and happiness.

and ascend a degree in the s" of health,
of intelligence

g 511-27 rising in the s' of intelligence,

right
ph 192-23 the weight you throw into the right s'.

spiritual
s 155-25 and more weight into the spiritual s\

ph 168- 5

/ 205-30
4 445-17

scales
p/jl68-4

scanty
ph 188-25

scarcely
b 312-15
350-32

scatheless
/232-6

scatter
m 67-26

t 457-21

scatters
m 68-11

the removal of a single weight from either s'

throws our weight into the s\ not of Spirit,
you weigh the human in the s" with the divine.

If the s' are evenly adjusted,

an abundant or s' crop of disease, according to

though with s" a spark of love in their hearts ;

axid the spiritual sense was 5' perceived.

afford no s' and permanent evidence

and s" them to the winds ;

One cannot s° his fire, and at the sam^ time

and s' lore's petals to decay.
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SCC110
p 362- 5 3fl if to intemipt the »• of Oriental festivity.

g S13 -in an<1 the s' shifts into light.

ap 572-28 inadequate to take in so wonderful a J".

scent
sp 88- 7 and no s' salutes the nostrils.

sceptre
s 152- 2 It would wield the s' of a monarch,

ap 571-31 He takes away mitre and «.

scholarly
s 141-11 the line of « and ecclesiastical descent,

/ 235-17 though adorned with gems of s' attainment.

g 505-27 is not the result of s" attainments ;

scholars
pr 16-12 There is indeed some doubt among Bible s\
s 128- 7 business men and cultured s'

c 255- 8 cultured s" in Rome and in Greece,
g 523-15 according to the best s-, there are

scholarship
p 367-12 arrogance of rank and display of «-,

scholastic
a 41-19 philosophy, materia medica, or s' theology
s 141-32 now occupied by s" theology and physiology,
/ 226-18 Human codes, s' theology,
c 256- 4 from the « to the inspirational,
b 315- 4 the $ theology of the rabbis.

scholasticism
s 146-15 S' clings for salvation to the person.

Scholastic Theology
p 433-28 and S" T' is sent for to prepare the

437-22 Materia Medica, Anatomy, Phvsiology, S' T',
439-17 S" T', Materia Medica, Pnysiology,

school
ancient

a 41-19 No ancient s' of philosophy, materia medica,
Its

s 112- 7 forfeit their claims to belong to its s',

new
s 112-27 Also, if any so-called new s' claims to be

of Christian Science
pref xi-25 Tiie first s" of C. S. Mind-healing'

s 112- 3 Is there more than one «• of C. S.7
of this ScicDCG

s 112-26 to establish a genuine s' of this Science.
of virtue
m 65- 1 Experience should be the s' of virtue,

old
s 149-17 A physician of the old s" remarked

preparatory
r 4S6-10 Earth's preparatory s' must be improved

some other
s 112- 9 the Spencerian, or some other S".

such a
s 112-29 such a s- is erroneous, for it

school-examinations
/ 235-U ,3' are one-sided ;

schools
have rendered

s 146- 6 The 5" have rendered faith In drugs the fashion,
medical

s 159-23 The medical « would learn the state of

/ 217- 6 Medical «• may inform us that the.
( 444-22 If ecclesiastical sects or medical 5" turn a-

•Id
s 144-24 the old y still oppose it.

ruling of the
s 148-30 When mortals sin, this ruling of the s* .

eclentiflc
r 483-23 the ordinary scientific $, which wrestle with

teachers of
/ 23i- 7 The teachers of s* and the readers in churches

s 141-11 from the s" and along the line of
b 300-27 theory that ... is taught by the s-.

p 429-29 not included in the teachings of the s*.

Science
absolute

a 41-21 demonstrated the divine healing of absolute S\
sp 72-11 so (in absolute S') Soul, or God, is the only
T 484—^2 untU. its absolute S' is reached.

accept
/249- 1 Let us accept S', relinquish all theories

according to
b 327- 3 an affection for goodness according to S-.

actuality of
s 130- 9 can demonstrate the actuaUty of S'.
b 321-12 In this incident was seen the-actuality of S".

adulterated the
<457-4 Other works, . . . have adulterated the 5-.

advanced In
sp 84- 8 When suflSciently advanced in S-

Sld»l by
p 40ft-l3 aided by S-. reaches Truth.

Science
sU

5 110- 2

113- 2

126-8
6 275-23

g 551-16
and art

g 507-26

Piling all spare, constituting all S\
o7i'» divine rriiiciple of all 6' ;

All >>' is divine.
that is, all power, all presence, all S',
all S" is of God, not of man.

divine Principle of all expresses S' and art
and Christianity

/ 231-13 If God makes sin, . . . then S' and Christianity
p 371-26 will improve through S' and Christianity.'

and consciousness
p 423-24 Both S' and consciousness are now at work

and demonstration
/ 243- 2 the S' and demonstration of spiritual good'

and harmony
ph 192-19 and this teaching accords with S' and harmony.

and peace
sp 96-15 on the other side there wiU be S' and peace.

and the senses
6 273-13 Hence the enmity between S' and the senses.

and truth
S 110-23
r 479-22

g 521-23

. destroy the imaginary

the S- and truth therein wiU forever remain
In the vast forever, in the S' and truth of being,
The .S' and truth of the divine creation

and understanding
6 274-27 S' and understanding, ,

annihilates
b 330-26 a delusion . . . which S' annihilates.

announced by
b 298-19 real is attained, -which is announced by S',

antagonistic to
ph 182-15 hypotheses of mortals are antagonistic to S'

apart from
r 480-13 Material sense has its realm apart from S*

apprehended In
p 402-11 wUl be apprehended in S',

approaching
/ 223-22 accompany approaching S\ and cannot be put

axe of
:'o 27-18 He laid the axe of iS- at the root of

basis of
vh 182-17 those who heal the sick on the basis of S\

baitle-axe of
p 389-27 falling before the battle-axe of S".

beheld In
r 476-32

can heal
ph 179- 5

Jesus beheld in S' the perfect man.

5' can heal the sick, who are absent from
cannot destroy

b 298- 7 beUef cannot destroy S' armed with faith,
cannot produce

p 402-29 S" cannot produce both disorder and order.
Christ

S 107- 1

127-10
Christian
pref viu- 3

viii-16
viii-28

In the year 1866, I discovered the Christ S'
The terms . . . Christ S" or C. S.,

to reach the heights of C- S', man must
On this basis C' S' will have a fair fight,
the system that she denominated C' S'.

is-20 Her first pamphlet on C' S- was copyrighted in
X- 9 is not a factor in the Principle of C' S'.
xi- 2 Many imagine that the phenomena. . . in C'S'
xi- 5 On the contrary, C- S- rationally explains that
xi- 9 The physical healing of C- S' results now,
xi-25 The first school of C. S. Mind-healing was
xii- 5 in the United States, where C' S' was first

pr 10-12 C' S' reveals a necessity for overcoming the
14- 9 understanding of Life as revealed in C' ,S'.

16-18 C- S- teaches us that "the evil one,"
a 24- 7 open the way for C" S- to be understood,

2^26 C' S' destroys sickness, sin, and death.
26-32 C' S\ working out the harmony of Life and
29-15 Those instructed in C' S' have reached the
36-^17 preclude C- S' from finding favor with the
41-22 Jesus foresaw the reception C' S' would hare
42-26 in C- S- the true man is governed by God
44—11 He met and mastered on the basis of C' S',
52-23 two cardinal points of Mind-healing, or C- S\

m t)3-13 C' S' furnishes no precedent for such injustice,
63-17 less rights than does either C' S' or civilization.
65-11 To gain C' S- and its harmony,
68-27 C' S' presents unfoldnient, not accretion ,

sp 70- 4 revelations of C' S' unlock the treasures of
71-32 a theory contrary to C- S-.
74-29 In C' .S- there is never a retrograde step,
79-12 C- S- removes these beliefs and hypotheses
79-14 C- S\ . . . introduces the harmony of being.
S3- 9 Nothing is more antagonistic to C' S' than
83-21 It is contrary to C- S- to suppose that
83-23 Between C' S' and all forms of superstition
84-30 is learned through Christ and C' S\
93-22 In C- S\ Spirit, as a proper noun, is the
95-22 we want that day to be succeeded by C' S",
97- 1 who discern C' S' will hold crime in check.
97-9 in C •,:i- the flight of one and the blow or the
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Science
Cbrlstlao

SP 9»-13
99-10
99-14
99-15

an 102-32
103-18
103-32
104- 3
104-13
105-31
106- 6
106-16

S 107- 3

107-11
109- 4

110-17
110-25
111- 3

111- 6

111-24
112-3
112-4
112-16
112-23
112-27
113- 6
113-26
114-16
114-23
115- 7

116-11

116-20
117- 7

U&-29
123- 2

123-16
123-30
123-32
126-15
126-22
127-10
127-15
127-16
127-30
12S-8
129- 1

130-15
131-13
134-21
139-29
139-32

140-25
141-29
144-17
145-31
147- 7

147-20
147-29
149-11
150-11
152-23

155-19
156-28
157-2
157- 8
157-28
162- 4
162- 5
162-25
162-28
164-12
164-20

ph 168- 2
174-14
178-23
178-32
181-20
1S2-28
183-30
185- 6
185-18
186- 5
189-9
191-29
200-27

/ 202-14
217- 7
221-14
227- 1

227-21
236-18
237-16
237-22

human hypothpses do not. eTprcwa C- 5" ;

with this key C' S" has opened the door of
C- S- teaches only that which is spiritual
C- S' is unerring and Divine :

C' S' despoils the kingdom of evU,
As named in C' S', . . . hypnotism is the specific
In C" S', man can do no harm.
When C' S' and animal magnetism are
C' S" goes to the bottom of mental action,
from ordinary medical practice to C' S'
C" S" has its Declaration of Independence.
Let this age, which sits in judgment on C' S',
and .named my discovery C' S.
Through C"S\ religion and medicine are
C' S' reveals incontrovertibly that Mind is

the truth of C' S' was demonstrated.
Jesus demonstrated the power of C' S'
the demonstrable truths of C' S' ;

C- S- is natural, but not physical.
C' S" meets a yearning of the human race
Is there more than one school of C' S' ?

C' S' is demonstrable.
From the infinite One in C' S" comes
Any theory of C' S', which departs from
if any so-called new school clamis to be C' S',
the heart and soul of C' S', is Love.
The divine metaphysics of C' S\
as the phrase is used in teaching C' S',
C' S- explains all cause and effect as mental,
who has not personally demonstrated C- S'
A correct view of C- S' and of its adaptation
C- S- strongly emphasizes the thought that God
C' S" attaches no physical nature and
C' S' reverses the seeming relation of Soul and
C' S' will surely destroy the greater error
The term C' S- was introduced by the author
C" S" differs from material science,
C: S' is pre-eminently scientific,

point at issue between C' S' on the one hand
I have set forth C- S' and its application
The terms . . . C' S", or Science alone,
C- S- relates especially to Science as
C. S. reveals God, not as the author of sin,
C' S' eschews what is called natural science,
have found that C' S' enhances their endurance
in C' S' there are no discords nor contradictions,
C" S', . . . would disabuse the human mind of
Must C' S' come through the Christian churches
The true Logos is demonstrably C' S',
theosophy, and agnosticism are opposed to C' S',
does not follow that the profane . . . cannot be

healed by C- S-.
The C- S' God is universal, eternal.
Let our pulpits do justice to C' S-.
is not the metaphysical practice of C' S',
The theology of C- S' includes healing the sick.
I demonstrated the divine rules of C' S',
on the spiritual groundwork of C' S".
This rule remained to be discovered in C" S'.
without explanation except in € S\
mission of C' S' now, as in the time of

pr^ared her thought for the metaphysics of

general belief, . . . works against C- S- ;

Metaphysics, as taught in C' S\
C' S' deals wholly with the mental cause
C' S- exterminates the drug,
C' S' impresses the entire corporeality,
C' S' brings to the body the sunhght of Truth,
C' S' acts as an alterative,
C' S- heals organic disease as surely as
the divine Principle of C" 5"
false claimants to C' S".
does not in the least disprove C' S' ;

who think the standard of C- S' too high
Whoever opens the way in C' S- is a pilgrim
In proportion to our understanding of C- S',
reaches the understanding of C' S-
finally attain the understanding of C' S\
or else from ignorance of C- S'
If C' S' dishonors human belief.
No system of hygiene but C' S' is purely mental.
Such theories have no relationship to C' S',
C' S' destroys material beliefs
should no more deny the power of C' S'
but in C' S-, Truth never mingles with error.
C' S' saya : 1 am determined not to
C' S' lights the torch of
inform us that the healing work of C' S'
At this point C' S' saved him,
to guide me into the land of C* S",
C' S' raises the standard of liberty
Hence the importance of C' S\
should be taught the Truth-cure, C' S',
This makes C" S' early available.

Science
Christian

J 2:» 1.1

252- 6
254-16

C 262- 6
264-28
206-19

b 269-10
272-25

272-25
272-31
274- 1

284-28
285-28
288-11
288-20
293-28
296-30
298-12
301- 5

302-31
304-10
309-22
317- 7
323- 1

323- 2

323-28
326-19
327-18
329-6
330-4
330-6
337-14
337-30
338- 1

340-5
340-17
341-11
341-18
342-21
343-11
344- 1

344-15
344-23
344-29
345- 3

345-10
345-18
345-19
345-23
345-31
346- 6
347- 4

347-23
348-27
348-30
349-10
349-19
349-31
349-32
350- 5
351- 5
353- 6
354-1
354- 8
354-13
354-32
355- 1

355-9
355-20
355-25
358- 9
3.58-13

359-21
361-2

p 367- 2
367- 8
369-25
370-30
371- 8
371-23
372-14
372-18
372-19

372-27
375-30
377-9
379-19
382- 6
383- 2
384-15
388- 2

388- 8

38»-3

The wntchword of C' .*?• Is ScriptuiaJ :

regarding the pathology and theology of C' S'.

During tne sensual ages, absolute C' S' may not
C- S- takes naught from the perfection of God,
When we learn the way in C' S'
Universal Love is the divine way in C' S\
C' S- makes man Godlike.
the divine origin and operation of C' S'.
The triumphs of C' S' are recorded in
C' S", as demonstrated by Jesus,
opposed promptly and persistently by C' S*.
According to C' S", the only real senses of man
As mortals reach, through knowledge of C" S",
the final physical and moral effects of C' S'
The chief stones in the temple of C' S'
C- S- brings to light Truth and its supremacy,
understanding the situation in C' S'. .

until this sense is corrected by C" S'.
Few persons comprehend what C' S' means by

the
Even in C- S', reproduction by
This is the doctrine of C' S' :

to be renamed in C' S' and led to deny
declares best the power of C" S',
Mortals may seek the understanding of C' S',
to glean from C" S" the facts of being
effects of C' S- are not so much seen as felt,

have begun at the numeration-table o^ C' S",
the strict demands of C" S" seem peremptory ;A Uitle understanding of C' S' proves the
learned the vastness of C- S",
she cherished sanguine hopes that C' S' would
C" S' demonstrates that none but the pure
the rule of health and holiness in C' S',
C' S-, rightly understood, leads to eternal
This text . . . conveys the C' S' thought.
It demonstrates C' S'.
In C- S- mere opinion is valueless,
facts are so absolute ... in support of C' S',
C" S" awakens the sinner, reclauns the infidel,
the halt, and the bUnd look up to C' S'
It is objected to C' S' that it claims
and until the enemies of C' S' test its

the C' S- which Jesus preached and practised
while C' S' cures its hundred
uniformly used and understood in C' S\
It is sometimes said, in criticising C' S-,
One who understands C' S" can heal the
heal the sick on the divine Principle of C' S',
able to discern the distinction (made by C" S')
It is not the purpose of C- S' to
It is sometimes said that C' S' teaches
C" S' declares that whatever is mortal
If C- S- takes away the popular gods,
witness the full fruitage of C' S',
as a result of teaching C' 5",
Two essential points of C" S' are.
The elucidation of C' S' lies in its
In C' S', substance is understood to be
the opponents of C" .S' beUeve substance to be
C- S- takes exactly the opposite view,
divine Principle wnich demonstrates C' S',
till the testimony ... yields entirely to C" S\
Are the protests of C' S' against the
and yet deny C- S-, when it teaches precisely this
opponents of C" S' neither give nor offer
If the letter of C" S" appears inconsistent,
gain the spiritual meaning of C' S\
As for sin and disease, C" S" says.
The statement that the teachings of C" S*
wholly due to a misapprehension . . . of C" S*
C' S\ understood, coincides with the
C' S' is neither made up of contradictory
the discoverer pf C" S' early received
Here C" S' intervenes', explains these
nor bury the morale of C' S' ia the
are but so many parodies on legitimate C' S',.

preventive and curative) arts belong ... to C" 5",
change our basis from sensation to C" iS",

By those uninstructed in C' S',
when urging the claims of C" S- ;

When man demonstrates C' S' absolutely,
C" S" and Christianity are one.
How, then, in Christianity any more than ia

c- S-,
In C- S-, a denial of Truth is fatal,
seenis anomalous except to the expert in C' S'.
Then is the time to cure them through C" S',
opposite statement of Life as taught in C' S',
were given to the study of C' S' and to
I was cured when I learned my way In C' S'."
prove to himself, . . . the grand verities of C' S:
Christian martyrs were prophets of C' iS".

testified to the divine basi.'; of C' S\
If this decision be left to C' S', it will ba
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p 3W-^ Not understanding C" S-, the sick usually
40*- 1 C' S' 13 always the most skilful surgeon,
404- 2 in order to judge the case according to C' H'.
•404-22 important points in the theology of C' S\
401-27 are one and the same tlung in C' S\
405- 5 C' S' commands man to master the
406- 7 Sin will submit to C' S' when, in place of
407-12 Here C' S" is the sovereign panacea,
407-18 slave of wrong desire learn the lessons of C' S",
410- 1 If here we give no heed to C' S\
410-21 definite and inspired proclamation of C' S\
410-25 Selfishness does not appear in . . . C' S'.
411-30 Watch the result of this simple rule of C- S\
412-13 The power of C' S' and divine Love is omnipo-

tent.
412-31 silently or audibly on the . . . basis of C" 5'.
414-16 explain C' S' to them, but not too soon,
414-23 C- S- declares that Mind is substance,
417-11 Maintain the facts of C" S",
417-20 To the C- S' healer, sickness is a dream
418-15 mortal dream . . . should cease through C' S\
420-13 This fact of C- S- should be explained to
422-20 Thus C S-, by the alchemy of Spuit,
424-25 if you understand C' S'
42&- 5 The discoverer of C' S" finds the
428-26 sooner or later, through Christ and C* S\
430-16 in which the plea of C" S' heals the sick.
433-10 urges the jury not to allow . . . C' S'.
434-10 Court of Spirit, where C- S' is allowed to appear
434-19 C- S- turns suddenly to the supreme tribunal,
437-21 False Behef, called C' S' to order for contempt
437-24 rose to the question of expelling C' S' from
437-25 They declared that C' S- was overthrowing
437-32 The attorney, C' S', then read from the
438- 8 Then C' S' proved the witness, Nerve, to be
438-14 C' S- continued :

— I ask your arrest
.438-18 Then C' S' continued :— Another witness,
430-15 C" S' turned from the abashed witnesses,
441-21 recommend that Materia Medica adopt C- S-
442-10 as he shook hands with his counsel, Cr S',
442-17 Neither . . . enters into the practice of C- S\
442-29 This truth is C- 5-.

t 443- 1 When the discoverer of C' S- is consulted
443-15 It patients fail to experience the heahng power

of C- S\
444-23 medical schools turn a deaf ear to . . . C' S\
445- 8 to uinder the demonstration of C' S'.
445-19 C' S' silences human will,
447- 3 We have no authority in C" S" . . . to attempt
448-12 C" S' rises above the evidence of the
448-25 instructions opposite to absolute C' S' must
448-27 adheres strictly to the teachings of C- S"
448-29 It is C- S- to do right, and nothing short of
449- 4 A grain of C' S' does wonders for mortals,
449- 5 but more of C' 5" must be gained in order to
449-29 A proper teacher of C- S- improves the
450-11 To teach C' S' to such as these is no task.
451- 8 Students of C- S", who start with its letter
451-21 knows that human will is not C- S-,
452-32 if you . . . then should adopt C-S',
454-3 use of tobacco . . . is not in harmony with C" S".
454-12 is the doctrine of absolute C' S',
454-31 spiritual power . . . is the central point of C" S'.
455-18 The student, who receives his knowledge of C" S" ,

455-28 This strong point in C' S- is not to be over-
looked,

456- 7 the only success of the students of C- S\
456-12 Principle and method of demonstrating C- S"
456-14 the true conception of C' S' healing
456-29 Science and Health . . . contains the full

statement of C' S-,
456-32 containing a thorough statement of C- S-.
457- 7 Since the divine light of C- S- first dawned
457-19 C- S- is not an exception to the general rule,
457-2-5 Departing from C- S-, some learners commend
458-17 the author desires to keep it out of C' S-.
459- 9 Judge not the future advancement of C" S- by
459-16 mortals, untaught and unrestrained by C' S\
459-24 To mortal sense C' S' seems abstract,
461- 4 C- S- must be accepted at this pepod by
461- 7 C- S- can be taught only by those who
462- 1 requisite for a thorough comprehension of C' 5'.
462- 4 adheres to the divine rules of C" S'
462- 5 can demonstrate C' S', cast out error,
402-14 demonstrate the healing of C" .S'

462-28 C" S- teaches when and how to probe the
463-17 the C" S' infant is bora of the Spirit,
461- 8 establish the stately operations of C" S',
404-25 Adulterating C' S', makes it void,

r 465- 5 Absolute C 'S' pervades its statements.
466- 5 The varied manifestations of C' S- indicate
466-12 represent contraries, as C' S' reveals,
471-31 which, . . . she has named C' S".
472- 5 The way which leads to C" 5- is straight
473- 1 We learn in C' S' that all inhannony of
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r 473-11 comes to heal sickness and sin through C' S",
475-13 he must be so understood in C' S'.
477-11 C" .S' reveals man as the idea of God,
480- 1 When the substance of Spirit appears in C' S',
482-10 As used in C" S', Soul is properly the
482-27 C- S- is the law of Truth, which heals the sick
483-12 hinders its approach to the standard in C- S'.
4S3-21 God certainly revealed the spirit of C" S',
483-27 And C. S. does honor God
4S4- 6 Does C' S\ or metaphysical healing, includ©
4S.5-11 Why malign C' S' for mstructing
4SS-15 C- S- sustains with immortal proof
489-25 C' S' shows them to be false,
4'JO- 2 the grand truths of C" S- dispute this error.
490- 7 C" S" reveals Truth and Love as the
490-16 since he is so already, according to C' S\
491-30 even though he does not understand C' S',
49:}- 1 C- S- speedily shows Truth to be triumphant.
493-11 C' S' Mind-healing is touched upon in a
493-13 in a previous chapter entitled C' S' Practice.
493-16 prove for himself the Principle and rule of C" S'
493-22 C' S' takes away this physical sense
495-20 Let C' S', instead of corporeal sense, support
495-26 How can I progress most rapidly in . . . C' S'T
49.5-29 Adhere to the divine Principle of C" S'
496- 6 in C- S- the first duty is to obey God,
497- 2 important points, or religious tenets, of C' S' :

y 502-20 according to the teachings of C' S\
505-25 spiritual proof of the universe in C' S\
506- 6 which separates C" S' from supposition
5C8-28 The third stage in the order of C- S- is

516- 1 Then note how true, according to C" S\
53.5- 1 has given the understanding a foothold In C' S\
535-14 other creations must go down before C" S\
535-16 through the open gate of C' S'
545-18 Outside of C- S' all is vague and
546- 9 Is C- S- contradictory?
546-23 C' S' is dawning upon a material age.
547- 2 A simple .statement of C' S, if demonstrated
547- 3 contains the proof of all here said of C" 5-.
548- 3 C' S' separates error from truth,
548-10 So C" S' can be seen only as the
548-23 gained the diviner side in C- S-,
5.50-31 C" S" repudiates self-evident impossibilities,
552-18 They must peck open their shelU with C- S',
554- 1 It can only oe repued, that C' S' reveals
555- 7 said to the discoverer of C' S' :

555-13 C' S' attributes to error neither entity nor
556-13 C' S' may absorb the attention of sage and
557-10 C' S' reveals harmony as

ap 568-32 Self-abnegation, . . . is a nile in C' S\
572-12 Love fulfils the law of C- S-,
573-23 This is indeed a foretaste of absolute C' S'.

'

577-18 fourth, C- S\ which to-day and forever
577-28 present feeble sense of C' S"
578- 1 the light which C' S- throws on the Scriptures

gl 579- 1 In C- S' we learn that the substitution of
585-10 C' S-, with which can be discerned the
596- 4 C" S' brings God much nearer to man,
596-14 but C- S- reveals Spirit, not matter,
596-26 C- S\ contradicting sense, maketh the

Christianity must be
s 135-22 It has been said, . , . Christianity must be S;

claim of
s 130-26 If thought is startled at the strong claim of S-

declares
s 124-28 divine S- declares that they belong wholly to
o 347- 4 C. S" declares that whatever is mortal
p 414-23 C. S- declares that Mind is substance,

429-12 S' declares that man is subject to Mind,
r 485- 4 5' declares that Mind, not matter, sees, hears,

feels,
demands of

r 483-10 moral and spiritual demands of S"
demonstrable
ph 171-13 no longer an open question, but is demonstra-

ble S\
344-13 the opponents of a demonstrable S" would

demonstrate its
s 111-14 its rules demonstrate its S'.

demonstrates
b 337-14 C. S' demonstrates that none but the pure
339-12 S' demonstrates the unreality of evil,

demonstrate the
a 30- 3 and could demonstrate the S' of Love
t 452-27 Such a practice does not demonstrate the S"

demonstration of
b 273-27 His acts were the demonstration of S',

denies all disease
s 120-23 and thus S' denies all disease, heals the sick,

destitute of
b 27.5-25 human tlieorles are destitute of S\

destroyed through
p 380- 1 js destroyed through S-,
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Science
dispels

sp 80-15
Divine

a 55-29
S 127- 9

dirine
vref vii-12

pr 12-26
12-32

O 35-4
38-9
40- 8
42-18
42-21
43-9
43-23
45- 6
46-32
53-11
85-24
69-4
76-19
76-29
91-9
96-25

5 lOS-21
111-5
112-12
114-28
121-31
123-12
123-20
124-28
130- 7
131-
136-22
139-23
142-19
144-23
146-23
149- 5
119-16
149-30
164-13
164-27

vh 167- 6
167-11
171- 6
172-12
1S4-24
18.5-15

/ 213-17
221-28
226-13
226-20
228-16
231- 1

231-23
231-27
232- 8
235- 6
241- 2

242-10
242-25
242-30
244-4

C259- 6
259-28
265- 1

267-19
6 271- 6
271-15
273- 7
273-10
274-23
27.5- 6

276-10
276-30
278- 5

281- 1

281- 8
281-27
287- 7

290-21
292- 4
298-3
301-16
303-16
305-26
308-23
314-2.5

315-9
316- 1

319-21
321-15
321-25

S' dispels mystery and explains

This Comforter I understand to be Divine S\
The terms Divine S", Spiritual Science,

to behold and to follow this daystar of divine S',
not the outgrowth of divine S'.
In divine S\ where prayers are mental,
Divine S" reveals the necessity of
is brolien by the demands of divine S',
Divine S- adjusts the balance
gave full evidence of divine S',
This error Jesus met with divine S'
that influx of divine S' which
he was demonstrating divine S".
demonstrated divine S' in his victory over
an enlarged understanding of divine 5',
He was at work in divine S\
layetli his earthly all on the altar of divine S",
as fixed in divine 5" as is the proof that
When divine S' is universally understood,
final understanding of Christ in divine S'.

difficult for the sinner to accept divine S\
shaped his course in accordance with divine S'
I learned these truths in divine S' :

divine Mind as expressed through divine S'.

divine S' which eschews man-made systems.
In divine S\ the universe, including man, is

is allied to divine S' as displayed in the
Divine S', rising above physical theories,

discovery of this divine S' of Mind-healing,
divine S' declares that they belong wholly to
vain to spealc dishonestly of divine S",
AVhen once destroyed by divine S",
no high appreciation of divine S"
cou'.d neitner wholly obscure the divine S' of

divine S" to be welcomed in.

divine S' wars with . . . physical science.
Divine S' derives its sanction from the 'Bible,
more excellent way is divine S'

proved the Principle of divine S\
to understand the affirmations of divine S\
minus the unction of divine S'.

put on immortality [divine S],— / Cor. 15 ; 54.

We apprehend Life in divine S" only as we
nor perceive divine S' with the material
will reopen with the key of divine S'
divine S' reveals the eternal chain
demonstrated this as a rule of divine S"
to match the divine S" of immortal Mind,
Divine S' reveals sound as communicated
undisciplined by self-denial and divine 5".

but through Christ's divine S\
Divine S' rends asunder these fetters,

through the understanding of divine S\
obliterated through Christ in divine S',
divine S" of being in man's relation to God,
is in accordance with divine S\
Security ... is found only in divine S'.

does not obey the requirements of divine S'.

knows God's will or the demands of divine S'.
and Christ in divine S' shows us this way.
The divine S' of man is woven into
The finger-posts of divine S' show the way
Divine S' reveals these grand facts.

In divine S', man is the true image of God.
through divine S\ which corrects error with
and its government is divine S".

examined in the light of divine S",
Neither . . . exists in divine S'.
divine S\ which their Master demonstrated
without the divine Principle of divine S".

Divine S' reverses the false testimony
Divine S" is absolute, and permits no
The starting-point of divine S" is

Man and his Maker are correlated in divine S\
Divine S' does not gather grapes from thorns
the only substance . . . recognized by divine S".

yields only to the understanding of divine S',
Divine S' contradicts the corporeal senses.
Divine S' does not put new wine into old
Divine S' contradicts this postulate
until in divine S" Christ, Truth, removes
Divine S' alone can compass the heights
Truth, and Love are the realities of divine S".

and is revealed only through divine S\
Divine S' lays the axe at the root of the
the divine Principle that obtains in divine S"
in this Peniel of divine S\
The higher his demonstration of divine S'
his understanding of this divine S- brought
demonstrating the way of divine S-,
The divine S- taught m the original

destroyed through understanding divine S',

by this proof in divine S\

Science
divine

b 322-11
322-30
323-21
325-27
326-32
329-9
329-32
330-18
331-31
331-32
334-18
336-29
337-10

0344- 6
349-14
353- 3
354- 9
354-30
361-24

p368- 5
371-19
390-13
395-11
411- 9
418-9

/ 444-28
445-10
448-20
460-32

r 470- 5
470-11
471-13
471-30
476- 4
477-13
480-29
484-10
484-24
494-19

q 503-12
506-10
511-11
6I.3-I3

51.5-30

517-11
519-28
526-19
5.30- 5

530-18
535-10
543-8
543-14
543-22
549-25
551-15
557-19

ap 5.58-10

559- 3

559-20
560-10
562-3
564-20
565-18
567-31
569-15
571-30
575-10
575-19
576-23

gl 58.3- 8
583-18
684-26
585-16
588- 5

588-7
590- 2
592-18
595-12
597-14

enables one
sp 87-15

establishing
s 135-8

eternal

sp 78-32
s 150- 5
c 258-29

explains
r 470-11

g 522-10

exposes
sp 91-10

expressed in
ph 178-22

before this recognition of divine S' can come
Then we begin to learn Life in divine S'.
they will be receptive of divine 5",
the divine S' which ushered Jesus into
and learned a lesson in divine S'.
to question the great might of divine S'
Human resistance to divme S' weakens
or to the revelation of divine S'.
divfne S" or the Holy Comforter.
express in divine S- the threefold, essential
exist in the eternal order of divine S',
in the order of divine S', God and man coexist .

According to divine S", man is in a degree
'

sinless condition of man in divine S",
in conveying the teachings of divine S'
real to material sense, is unreal in divine S\
The words of divine S" find their immortality in
opponents of divine S' must be charitable,
A human perception of divine S\
Divine S' insists that time will prove all this.
The way in divine S- is the only waj' out of
dispute the testimony of . . . with divine 5".
When divine S' overcomes faith in
not perfectly attuned to divine S",
unerring, and certain effect of divme S\
Immortals, or God's children in divine S\
possibilities of man endued with divine S\
the strong impress of divine S',
was no longer cast upon divine S'.
which constitute divine S'.
Divine S" explains the abstract statement
The facts of divine S" should be admitted,
her highest creed has been divine S',
In divine S', God and the real man are
Divine S" shows it to be impossible that
This is the eternal verity of divine S'.
In divine S', the supposed laws of matter
the human antipode of divine S".
and seek safety in divine S\
Divine S", the Word of God, saith

Through divine S-, Spirit, God, unites
In divme S", which is the seal of Deity
until divine S' becomes the interpreter.
Call the mirror divine S\
In divine S-, we have not as much authority for
according to the appreheneion of divine S'.
sword which guards it is the type of divine S\
In divine S', man is sustained by God,
represents error . . . giving the lie to divine S'
Divine S" deals its chief blow at the
In divine S', the material man is shut out from
against which divine S' is engaged in a
are found, according to divine S\ to be
the pathway leading to divine S",
material methods are impossible in divine S'
Divine S- roUs back the clouds of error with
This angel . . . prefigures divine S".
contain the revelation of divine S",
Take divine S".
divine S" interprets the Principle of
baptize with the Holy Ghost,— divine S".
should be demonstrated in divine S',
will eventually rule . . . with divine S\
Divine S' shows how the Lamb slays the wolf.
Alas for those who break faith with divine 5'
with the sublime grandeur of divine S',
represents the light and glory of divine S\
the Word, Christ, Christianity, and divine S' ;

In divine S\ man possesses this recognition
are governed by divine S' ;

and the demonstration of divine S",
Dove. A symbol of divine S- :

Divine S- encompassing the universe and man ;

Divine S' understood and acknowledged.
Holt Ghost. Divine S' :

The reign of harmony in divine S' ;

New Jerusalem. Divine .S' ;

the eternal demand of divine S".
and opened the sepulchre with divine S',

S' enables one to read the human mind, but not
the

establishing the S' of God's . . . law.

the invisible good dwelling in eternal S*.
demonstratea as an immanent, eternal ,S',

under the government of God in eternal iS',

Divine S- explains the abstract statement
iS" explains as impossible.

because S" exposes his nothingness ;

Truth, or the divine Mind, expressed In S".
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T 471-2S the spiritual Import, expresspid through S\
fact In

p 430-12 When will mankind wake to this great fact in S- 7

ap 573- 6 Holy Writ sustains the fact in S', that the
facts of

g 516- 7 subordinate the false ... to the facts of S-,
founded on

r 487-19 Christian evidence is founded on S'
found In

r 475-17 conscious identity of being as found in S',

genuine
sp 95- 2 the only genuine S" of reading mortal mind.

governed by
/ 206-13 governed by S" instead of the senses,

harmony, and
b 299-27 seem to hide Truth, health, harmony, and S\

harmony of
sp 81-27 hides the harmony of S-,

g 514-29 moving in the harmony of S',

ap 562-16 divine Principle of man in the harmony of S-.

has called
r 483-16 S' has called the world to battle over this

has explained
6 334-28 [S- has explained me]."

heal by
r 483- 9 In order to heal by S\ you must not be

hill of
6 326- 8 must not try to climb the hill of S- by

illuminations of
gl 596-15 The illuminations of S- give us a sense of the

Impossible in
a 39-25 both are unreal, because impossible in S-.

sp 74-21 backward transformation is impossible in S\
83-12 Miracles are impossible in S',

t 446-17 or his demonstration is . . . impossible In S\
Indestructible In

r 471- 1 are indestructible in S' ;

Inevitably lifts
m 60- 2 S' inevitably lifts one's being higher In the

Inspired by
p 368- 3 The confidence inspired by S' Ues in the fact

Instructed by
g 552-20 but not yet Instructed by S-,

Interpreted by
s 124-14 universe, like man, is to be Interpreted by S-

Is able
ap 568- 4 but S- is able to destroy this lie, called evil.

is diTlne
s 126- 8 All S' is divine.
r 492-27 the Priuciple of this S" is divine,

Is Immortal
sp 84- 1 S" is immortal and coordinate neither with the

knowledge of
6 286- 6 for this is fatal to a knowledge of S\

knows no lapse
r 471- 1 S" knows no lapse from nor return to harmony,

landmarks of
b 323- 9 which are the landmarks of S'.

letter of
s 113- 4 The letter of S- plentifully reaches humanity
/ 243-11 must always accompany the letter of S'

linked by
s 316- 4 The real man being linked by S" to his Maker,

mastered by
p 427-11 must t)e met and mastered by S',

mecliclne of
an 104-19 The medicine of S: is divine Mind ;

metaphysical
ph 195-14 metaphysical S' and its divine Principle.
/ 219-25 Those who are healed through metaphysical S"

more
r 487- 8 There is more S' in the perpetual exercise of

must be appreliended
s 110-30 Its S' must be apprehended by as many as

must be Christianity
s 135-22 and S" must be Christianity,

must triumph
T 484-24. >S' must triumph over material sense.

Natural
s 111-20 A prize ... for the beat essay on Natural S",

never change in
p 427- 2 this fact can never change in S' to the

never removes
sp 80-16 S" never removes phenomena from the

no error in
s 131- 3 There is no error in S',

no hypocrisy in
6 329-21 There is no hypocrisy in S\

obsolete in
gl 588-22 I v. A term obsolete in 5- if

of Iieing
pr 2-15 Prayer cannot change the S" of being,m 63- 3 if you understood the S" of being.
sp 77- 6 until the S" of being is reached.

81- 6 If Spiritualists understood the S' of beins.

Science
of belni;

sp 84-14 Arniiaiiifanco with tho 6'' of being enablea
9.3-32 of the reign of harmony in the S' of being,

s 122- 2 often reverses the real S" of being,
128-15 A knowledge of the S- of being
144-27 When the S- of being is . . . understood,

vh 191-24 The S- of being reveals man and immortality
200-16 The great truth in the S- of being,

/ 207-16 The S- of being repudiates self-evident
207-24 belong not to the S- of being.
231-23 divine S- of being in man's relation to God,
249-10 Such is the true S" of being.

b 277-13 points to the spiritual truth and S' of being.
280-31 and rejecting the S- of being
285- 3 This S" of being obtains not alone hereafter
302-19 The S" of being reveals man as perfect,
304-r30 man, not understanding the S' of being,
309-24 The S" of being shows it to be impossible
311-21 understand the S' of being.
321-30 the |S- of being was demonstrated by Jesus,
331- 8 If . . . the S- of being would be forever lost
336-27 The S' of being furnishes the rule of perfection.
340-21 The divine Principle of . . . bases the S' of being,

o 350-26 before the S' of being can be demonstrated.
p 372- 8 The S- of being, in which all is divine Mind,

406-11 The S' of being unveils the errors of sense,
T 492-27 On this statement rests the S' of being,
g 518- 4 This is the S" of being.
gl 583- 4 suppositions . . . opposed to the S" of being.

598-25 retained when the S' of being is understood,
of celestial being

a 26-16 to reveal the S' of celestial being,
of Christ

a 55-18 when man shall recognize the S' of Christ
s 118- 2 spiritual leaven signifies the S" of Christ

of Christianity
pr 4-23 We reach the S' of Christianity
sp 98- 8 The S' of Christianity is misinterpreted by
/203- 3 In the S" of Christianity, Mind . . . has
6 271-21 When the S' of Christianity appears, it will
347-19 it is the S" of Christianity which is restoring it,

351-12 discerned in the S" of Christianity,
s 466-26 S' of Christianity comes with fan in hand
r 473-29 This is the S" of Christianity.
474- 6 Whoever introduces the S' of Christianity

of creation
g 509-29 Knowing the S- of creation,

537-23 coordinate with the S' of creation
539-23 arguing for the S' of creation, Jesus said :

539-30 The S" of creation, so conspicuous Ln the
of divine Mind

ph 180-28 is found in the S' of divine Mind
of Genesis

g 525-22 In the S' of Genesis we read that
of God

s 111- 7 The S' of God and man is

111- 9 as the S' of God, Spirit, must,
of healing

sp 85- 9 You will reach the perfect S' of healing
ph 167- 4 If . . . the S" of heahng is not attained,

t 444-31 make clear to students the S- of heaUng,
455- 8 in order to teach this S' of healing.
456-29 C. S., or the S" of healing through Mind.

g 547- 7 prove for yourself, . . . the iS' of healing,
of Life

pr 9-22 It involves the S- of Life,
VI. 57- 3 cannot attain the S- of Life.

b 303-20 beatified understanding of the S' of Life.

p 409-29 in ignorance of the S" of Life,
T 489- 3 If the 5- of Life were understood,

of man
sp 73-10 the individuaUty and the S- of man,
/ 242-25 The divine S" of man is woven into •

p 409-25 as mortals realize the S' of maa
of mental healing

t 455-31 in the S' of mental healing and teaching,
of mental practice

p 410-23 The 5' of mental practice is

of Mind
m 62-32 Because mortals . . . reject the S- of Mind,

67-11 nautical science is not equal to the S" of Mind.
sp 71-21 When the S- of Mind is understood,
s 157- 6 is employed through the S' of Mind,

ph 181-21 If you are too material to love the 5" of Mind
/ 202- 7 bring to bear upon the study of the S" of Mind
237-30 unwilling to investigate the S" of Mind

b 269-25 on the testimony of the S' of Mind.
294-31 The S- of Mind corrects such mistakes,
318-22 The S' of Mind-denies the error of

p 398-30 The S' of Mind must come to the rescue,
1 460-24 When the S" of Mind was a fresh revelatioa
r 467-29 in the S- of Mind, we begin with Mind,
473- 4 The S' of Mind disposes of all evil.

481-10 various contradictions of the S- of Mind by the
483-22 Because the .S' of Mind seems to bring
490-12 The S' of Mind needs to be understood.
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Soienco
of Ml ad

r 492-24 rnusl evrnfually pubinit. to fhp .S of Mind,
495-31 In the ^b"- of Minrl, you will soon aacertain

j; 520-30 Spirit acts through the S' of Mind,
540- 1 This discovery is corroborative of the S' of Mind
557-24 revealed religion proclaims the S' of Mind

of Mind-healing
s 120-17 The S- of Mind-healing shows it to be
123-20 discovery of this divine S" of Mind-healing,
147-14 contains" the complete S' of Mind-healing,
151-10 if they understood the S' of Mind-healing,

{ 446-18 In the S" of Mind-healing, it is imperative
451-20 teacher of the S" of Mind-healing,

of Soul
s 122- 8 material senses' reversal of the S' of Soul
13!- 8 opposition of sensuous man to the S' of Soul

T 467- 1 the demands of the S' of Soul?
467-21 This is a leading point in the S- of Soul,

of Spirit
a 31-29 which would attend the S' of Spirit,
b 270-21 and maintain the S" of Spirit. •

,

p 369-26 psychology, or the S' of Spirit, God,
of the Scriptures

s 139-23 the divine S" of the Scriptures seen from
6 310-28 tnd misstates the S' of the Scriptures,

of this proof '

a 42-29 taught his disciples the S- of this proof.
opposite of

r 471- 7 error,— the opposite of S',
order of

s 123- 7 which reverses the order of S'
f 240-10 In the order of S\ in which the Principle 13

phenomenon of
gl 591-22 Miracle. ... a phenomenon of S\

practical
sp 98-18 stands a revealed and practical S'.

practises tlie
/ 446-U Whoever practises the S- the author teaches,

prepared in
m 61-U highway of our God may be prepared in S\

Principle and
• a 20-31 the divine Principle and S- of all healing.

Principle of
sp 81-28 cannot destroy the divine Principle of S'.
s 120-20 the divine Principle of S', reversing the
b 272-32 reveals the natural, divine Principle of S'.

real
s 122- 2 often reverses the real S" of being,
b 273- 8 They differ from real S' because they

reality and in
b 293-11 In reality and in S\ both strata, . . •. are false

removes
a 40- 9 S' removes the penalty only by

renders
g 540-17 S- renders "unto Ca-sar the— Matt. 22.* 21.

rends asunder
/ 226-20 S' rends asunder these fetters,

revealed In i

sp 81-17 the likeness of God as revealed in S*
reveals

pr 10-12 C. S' reveals a necessity for overcoming the
a 36- 4 Divine S- reveals the necessity of
3 109- 4 C. S' reveals incontrovertibly that Mind is

127-16 C. S' reveals God, not as the author of sin,
ph 172-12 divine S" reveals the eternal chain
/ 213-17 Divine S' reveals sound as communicated
244- 4 Divine S' reveals these grand facts.
250-30 S' reveals Life as not being at the mercy of

c 260-13 S" reveals the possibility of achieving
6 278- 1 S- reveals nothing in Spirit out of which to
288-27 S" reveals the glorious possibilities of
310-14 So S' reveals Soul as God, untouched by sin'

T 466-12 represent contraries, as C. S' reveals,
467-17 S' reveals Spijit, Soul, as not in the body,
477-11 C. S' reveals man as the idea of God,
480-12 origin and governor of all that S' reveals.
490- 7 C. S- reveals Truth and Love as the
491-21 S' reveals material man as never the real

g 510-28 S' reveals only one Mind,
519-10 S- reveals infinity and the fatherhood
557-10 C. S" reveals harmony as •

gl 596-14 but C. S' reveals Spirit, not matter,
revelation of

gl 589- 6 Inspiration ; the revelation of S", in which
rcTer.ses

s 120- 7 S- reverses the false testimony of the
/ 215-22 S' reverses the evidence of
273-10 Divine S- reverses the false testimony

t 461-13 S' reverses the evidence before the material
rales of

s 162-17 Working out the rules of 5" in practice,
separates tbe

f 207-18 S- separates the tares and wheat
o 300-19 S' separates the wheat from the tares,

aerfant of
3 14&-1I material sense is made the servant of S''

Science
shows IbR cause -i

a .W-18' .5" fhow.f the cause of the
sli^et upon

r 472- 6 God has set His signet upon S',
smatterers in

t 400-19 abused by mere smatterers in S', it becomes a
spirit of

s 145- 4 So . . . imbued were they with the spirit of S',
Spiritual

s 127- 9 The terms Divine Science, Spiritual S',
spiritual sense and

b 294-18 destroyed . . . through spiritual sense and S'.
stately

ap 565- 9 Stately S' pauses not, but moves bef6re them,
suffering or

6 296- 7 suffering or S" must destroy aU illusions
sword of

c 266- 3 Such is the sword of S', with which
test of

/ 204-19 They can never stand the test of S\
the word

5 127- 1 author's application of the word S'
127- 2 or questions her use of the word S',

o 341-13 Sneers at the application of the word S'
this
prefvin- 5 To develop the full might of this S-,

ix-22 learned that this S- must be demonstrated
sp 84-30 If this S' has been thoroughly learned
s 112-26 to establish a genuine school of this 5'.
131-14 This S" has come already,
134-23 not because this S" is supernatural
147-10 this S- showed that Truth had lost none of
155-20 percentage of power on the side of this S'
162- 9 effect of this S' is to stir the human mind

f 202-15 Outside of this S" all is mutable ;

271-24 Sermon on the Mount is the essence of this S',
285- 3 This S" of being obtains not alone hereafter
311-22 When humanity does understand this S-,
337-31 you ascertain that this S" is demonstrably true,
342- 8 He that decries this S' does it presumptuously,
345-20 evidence that one does understand this S\
349- 1 when this S' is more generally understood?
349-21 in order to grasp the meaning of this S'.
355-26 inability to demonstrate this S'.

t 449-16 qualities which insure success in this S' ;
453-21 The masquerader in this S"
455- 8 in order to teach this S" of healing.
457- 1 gave the first rules for demonstrating this S%
457-24 advance rapidly in the demonstration of this S",
461-12 light of understanding be thrown upon this S',
463- 6 familiar with the obstetrics taught by this 5'.

r 467- 3 The first demand of this S" is,

471-32 This S- teaches that God is the only Life,
483-24 this S" has met with opposition ;

492-27 the Principle of this S- is divine,
g 548- 5 In this S", we discover man in the image and

ap 577-30 for his vision is the acme of this S-
Truth or

g 545- 4 This could not be the utterance of Truth or S-,
truth, or

s 127- 6 entitled to a classification as truth, or S-,
unerring

r 473-21 and to test its unerring S- according to his mle,
unexplained by

s 121-15 man, . . . unexplained by S\ is as the
unfolds the

6 296- 2 whereas S' unfolds the eternal verity,
usher in

g 529- 9 usher in S" and the glorious fact of
warfare in

ap 568- 6 typifies the divine method of warfare in S",
war with

/ 252- I They are at war with S',
which expounds

b 274-13 Christianity and the S' which expounds it
• which governs

/ 224- 6 the S' which governs these changes,
which reveals

/ 209-13 the S' which reveals the supremacy of Mind.
will ameliorate

( 458-22 but S' will ameliorate mortal malice.
will correct
m 60-27 5" will correct the discord, and teach us

will d(M*l3r(^

r 466-28 S- will declare God aright,
will destroy

sp 73-29 This error S" will destroy.
will eventually

6 303-18 S- will eventually destroy this illusion

yield to
vref xi- 8 the fleshly mind which must yield to S'.

r 493- 8 must yield to .S-, to the immortal truth of all

things.

pr 12-10 neither S' nor Truth which acts through
a 37- 1 Does not S* show that sin brings suffering
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Science
a 40-6

43-28
«3-5
6&-6
72-23
73-17
7»-9
79-27
81-28
83-6
83-12
83-15

an 102- &
103-7

5 l(»-20
110-18
111-11
113-7
114-10
114-29
116-5
118-13
120-13
121-22
122-28
12fr-17

127-10
127-16
127-26
128-4
128-27
129-12
129-27
130-11
140-2
144-14
144-32
146-17
146-20
146-24
147-16
147-30
149-12
155-13
157-30

ph 169-18
178-15
180-8
185-15
187-23
192-19

/ 204-27
208-20
211-23

215-16
216-5
217-2
217-19
219-8
219-20
221-22
225-10
232-32
234-6
238-3
240-25
244-23
250-31
251-28

C 258-32
6 271- 9
273-29
275-10
276-19
283-26
283-29
286-21
287-10
288-12
296-27
299-28
305-21
306-20
306-26
312- 4
313- 1

318-29
319-3
324-21
328-11
329-11
329-12
329-22
339-29

tendency of Christian healing and its S',

S' Jesus taught and lived must triumph over
In S' man is the offspring of Spirit.

Spirit, . . . has created men and women in S".

In S', -individual good derived from God,
the divine order and the 5- of omnipotent,
£>• must go over the whole ground,
S' objects to all this, contending for the
In S\ man's immortality depends upon that of

S' only can explain the mcredible good
S- taices issue vrith popular reUgions.
since S" is an exphcation of nature.

in S- . . . hypnotism is a mere negation.
The destruction of the claims of mortal mind

through S-,
I must know the S' of this healing.
No human pen nor tongue taught me the S"
some may deny its right to the name of S'.

letter is but the dead body of S-,

In S-, Mind is one, includmg noumenon and
iS' shows that what is termed matter is but
S' so reverses the evidence before the
iS", Theology, and Medicine are means of

Yes, he is well in S* in which
S' shows appearances often to be erroneous,
in S", Life goes on unchanged
Shall S' explain cause and effect

terms . . . Christ Science or C. S., or S' alone,
relates especially to S' as applied to
S- is an emanation of divine Mind,
term S', properly understood, refers only to
5" relates to Mind, not matter.
a belief which S' overthrows,
illusions along the path which S' must tread
S\ when understood and demonstrated, will

and S- is more than usually effectual in the
Human will-power is not S'.

understood the S' of Christian healing,
and his S\ the curative agent of God, is

S' is the "stranger that Is— Exod. 20; 10.

divine origin of S' is demonstrated
the whole meaning of the 5'
S- alone reveals the divine Principle
its perfection of operation never vary in S'.

unless it rests on S\ is but a beUef held by
S" both neutralizes error and destroys it.

5" not only reveals the origin of all disease
based on S' or the divine Mind,
in S" one must understand the resuscitating
a human conception in the name of S'
man in S' is governed by this Mind.
In S", you can have no power opposed to God,
in S' it can never be said that man
and preparing the way of S'.

transfer of the thoughts . . . S" renders impos-
sible.

S' aflBrms darkness to be only a
S' unveils the mystery and solves the problem
through the understanding which S' confers
and you have won a point in 5'.
No more can we say in S' that muscles
S' includes no rule of discord,

equally far from S\ in which being Is

S\ heeding not the pointed bayonet,
neither place nor opportuiuty in .S' for error
be it song, sermon, or S"
S' is working changes in personal character
either by suffering or by S\ be convinced of
Man in S" is neither young nor old.
nor will S' admit that happiness is ever the
Ignorance, Uke intentional wrong, is not S".
to comprehend in S" the generic term man.
He knew that the philosophy, S\ and proof of
S' shows that material, conflicting
grasp the reaUty and order of being In its S\
When we leam in S' how to be perfect
unless its S" be accurately stated,
unless we so do, we can no more demonstrate S',
to the better understanding that S' gives of the
In S\ Truth is divine,
the conflict between . . . S- and material sense,
until S' obUterates this false testimony.
5", the sunshine of Truth, will melt away the
as opposed to the S' of spiritual reflection,
S' proves man's existence to be intact.

iS", stUl enthroned, is unfolding to mortals the
the spiritual facts of being in S".
entitled him to sonship in S'.
In iS- man is governed by God, divine Principle,
S" depicts disease as error,
When the truth first appeared to bi'm in S",
in the S" which destroys human delusions
Jesus, who was the true demonstrator of S',
In S' we can use only what we understand.
S' is a divine demand, not a human.
To get rid of sia through S', is to divest sin of

Science
342-16
345-28
353-4
358-8
358-12
361-25

p 376-29
384-28
388-4
392-20
393-17
402-15
407-22
417-19
417-26
427-16

< 456-17
458-3
459-25

r 474- 2

474- 9
481-29
482-11
483-14
492-19
494-22
496- 2

p522- 3

544-13
546-10

ap 558-11
572-8

01 581-11
586-21
592-8

science
aU

J 124- 2

If . . . S" Is not of God, then there is no
material nothingness, which iS" inculcates,
senses and S- have ever been antagonistic.
Is S' thus contradictory?
Otherwise it would not be S\
must be correct in order to be S*
in S- you cannot check a fever after admitting:
In S' this is an established fact
a victory which S' alone can explain.
unless S" shows you otherwise.
in S' man reflects God's goverimient.
In S\ no breakage nor dislocation can
In .S', all being is eternal, spiritual,
is not the .S' of immortal man.
understand the unreality of disease in S\
Nothing can . . : end the existence of man in S*.
S' makes no concessions to pei^ons or .

the doctrine that .S' has two principles
the results are sure if the iS' is understood.
(the Principle of this unacknowledged S')
To the ignorant age . . . .S' seems tobe a mistake.
In S' we leam that it is material sense,
out of S', soul is identical with sense,
she afOxed the name "S"" to Christianity,
S- says : AU is Mind and Mind's idea.
until the .S' of man's eternal harmony
in S- there is no transfer of evil suggestions
The S' of the first record proves the
Id S\ Mind neither produces matter nor
Has God no S" to declare Mind,
To mortal sense S' seems at first obscure.
In S" we are children of God ;

S' showing that the spiritual realities
iS" ; spiritual being understood ;

that which neither exists in S' nor

being based on Truth, the Principle of all s'.

astronomical
s 122-32 Astronomical s" has destroyed the false theory

but astronomical 5' contradicts this.r493-4
material

s 123-30
medical

b 273-16
318-23

natural
sp 98-22
5 118-27
127-30

6 274- 7

p 429-24
T 471-12
478-5
484-12

nautical
m 67-10

C. S. differs from material s'.

The so-called laws of matter and of medical S'

Medical s" treats disease as though

natural s" has not been considered a part of
material law, as given by natural «•,C S. eschews what is called natural s\
Natural s', as it is commonly called, is not
according to the calculations of natural s'.

yield assent ... on the authority of natural S"

Even according to the teachings of natural s".

What are termed natural s' and material laws

nautical s* is not equal to the Science of Mind.
of astronomy

r 471-11 earth's motions or of the $• of astronomy.
of music
pref viii- 7

b 304-22
304-25

even as the s' of music corrects false tones
"The s" of music governs toaes.
To be master of chords . . . the s' of music must

be
of numbers

s }li- 8 no more supernatural than is the S' of numbers,
of real being

s 129-22 ontology,— "the $• of real being."
physical

s 124- 3 Physical s' (so-called) is human knowledge,
127-23 There is no physical s", inasmuch as all

144-24 divine Science wars with so-called physical s',
so-called

s 124- 3 Physical s* (so-called) is human knowledge,
150-18 The s' (so-called) of physics

6 277-23 the order of material so-called s\
this

ph 189- 1 yield to the authority of this S",

which they call

sp 98-25 multitudes consider that which they call J"

s 149- 6 Is materia medica a S' or a bundle of
163-22 said: "Consulting the records of our »",

ph 189- 6 S- (in this instance named natural)
/ 219-24 and yet misunderstand the s' that governs it.

( 460- 3 Ontology is defined ^ "the S' of

Science and Health
pref ix-26 Before writing this work. S' and if,

X- 3 first edition of S' and Hyi&a published in 1875.

X- 6 filled with plagiarisms from 5" and H\ • •

xii-17 the revision of S" and H',
a 110-18 the Science contained in this book, S" Aim H' ;

o 361-21 I have revised S' and H' only to
361-31 S" AND H' WITH Ket to the Scbipturbs.

t 456-26 Scientis requires my work iS' AiW H'
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strengthens our $• apprehension of the
but its s- explanation is, that
The $• morale of marriage is spiritual unity.
The s' fact that man and the universe
In this «• reflection the Ego and the Father are
having no s' basis nor origin,
but evil is neither communicable nor s*.

This state of existence is $• and intact.
The act of describing disease . . ! is not $•,

A s' mental method is more sanitary than
are neither s' nor rational.
«• manifestation of power is from the
Our Master read mortal mind on a s" basis,
Animal magnetism has no «• foundation,
«• thoughts are true thoughts,
'Every great s- truth goes through three stages,
divine Principle of s- mental healing.
In following these leadings of s" revelation,
It shows the «• relation of man to God,
the $• System of divine heaUng.
the s' order and continuity of being,
but not on that account is it less s".

On the contrary, C. S. is pre-eminently s*.
On this spiritually -s" basis Jesus explamed his
The adoption of s' religion and
S" healing has this advantage
demonstration of the rules of s' healing
Is it skilful or «• surgery to take no heed of
thuy are more «• than are false claimants
The «• government of the body must be
Only through . . . can «• heahng power be
The s- unity which exists between
In the s' relation of God to man,
spiritual reality is the «• fact in all things,
thus bringing to light the s" action of
That s' methods are superior to others.
The s" and permanent remedy for fatigue
this «• beginning is in the right direction,
the « tests I have made of the effects of truth
The divine demand, ... is s",
and this definition is s'.

instead of a s' eternal consciousness of creation,
no substantial aid to s" metaphysics,
Only by . . . are s' and logical conclusions

27J- 8 Deductions from material hypotheses are not s*.

274- 8 is not reaUy natural nor s",
A logical and s' conclusion is reached
will at last yield to the «• fact
that it is neither $• nor eternal,
the most s' man that ever trod the globe.
definition of words, aside from ... is not S'.

cannot prevent that from being s' which
condemnations of «• Mind-beauDg,
If Christianity is not s\
are neither spiritual nor s',
The Christianly s' real is the
Christianly s' methods of dealing with sin
s' evidence of which has accumulated
Hence the proof that hypnotism is not s" ;

as we approach the s' period, in which
this general craze cannot, in a s' diagnosis.
Christian s' practice begins with
this is the ultimatum, the s' way,
rests on the Christianly s' basis of being.
It is no more Christianly s' to see disease
A dishonest position is far from Christianly 5'.
divine Principle and rules of the s' method
Christianly «• man reflects the divine law,
the student— the Christian and s" expounder
nor can they overthrow a s' system of ethics.
to elucidate s' metaphysics.
and you will have the s- signification.

483-23 seems to bring into dishonor the ordinary «•
48&-12 belief . . . will not establish his s' harmony,

to demonstrate, with s' certainty,
S- interpretation of the Scriptures
The s" divine creation declares
which is the exact opposite of s" truth
spiritually s- account of creation.
The previous and more s' record of
spiritual, s- meaning of the Scriptures
The translators of this record of s' creation
system stated in this book is Christianly s'

conclusions as to the «• theory of creation,
whereas the spiritual «• facts of
"still, small voice" of $ thought— I Kings 19;

12.

Accompanying this s' consciousness was
s" hne of demarcation between Truth and
when the true s' statements of the Scriptures

(see also beinK, demonstration, sense, statement)
scientifically

a 42- 1 Jesus' life proved, divinely and s\ that
sp 7.^10 This gross materialism is i" impossible,

85-16 "knew theii thoughts,"— read them s.~- Matt.
i2;25.

23-8
61-30
69-2
7(>-8
71-22
72-26
76-27
79-2
79- 7
80-27
83-13
94—29

an 102- 1

104- 1

104-9
5 107- 6
110-13
114-25
123-17
123-28
123-31
124- 1

138-9
141-27
145-16
147-18
159-11
164-11

ph 167-26
167-31

/ 202- 3

206-15
207-27
210-14
217-15
217-24
219-31
233-27
253-32

C257- 3
263-30

6 268-15
270- 9

279-26
295-13
297-18
313-23
338-26

O 341-14
342- 6
342-16
351-23
353- 1

355- 3

P 380-23
402-29
406-15
408- 8

410-29
411-11
414-20
421-25

< 448-17
456-6
458-23
459-29
464-29

r465- 5
482- 9

496-17

P501- 1

507-22
621-29
623-24
626-3
634-25
545-21
546-28
547-11
552-11

op 559- 9

573-13

pj 686-15
590-25

scientifically
sp 95-15 abiUty

99— 1

an 103-10
5 111-32
112-15
141-25
143-24
144- 1

/ 217- 9

6 275-31
321-19
343-17
359-14

p 365-22
374- 3

399-23
412- 4

423- 8
t 457-12
458-11
460-20
461-26
461-28

r 490-23

g 502-15
506-26
531-30

ap 572- 5

. . to discern thought s', depends upoa
not material but s' spirituaJ.
does not «• show itself in a knowledge of
and has proved itself, whenever «• employed,
these opinions . . . are not $• Christian,
until its divine Principle is « understood-
body is not controlled s" by a negative mind,
but the two will not mingle $.
which prove Mind to be s' distinct from matter.
Truth, spiritually discerned, is s' understood.
It was « demonstrated that leprosy was
he also s' demonstrates this grreat fact,
at length know yourself spiritually and «•.
then he is Christian enough to practise s"

Anodynes, . . . nevet reduce inflammation S",
•S' speaking, there is no mortal mind
plead the case s" for Truth,
understanding «• that all is Mind,
we cannot s" both cure and cause disease
It is anything but s" Christian to
Instead of s' effecting a cure, it starts a
To prove s" the error or unreality of sin,
to prove $ the . . . unreality of disease.
The «• Christian explanations of the nature and
s" Christian views of the universe
not so in the s- Christian meaning of the text,
at no point resembles the s' Christian record
«• reduced to its native nothingness.

Scientific Translation of Immortal Mind
s 115-12 chapter sub-title

Scientific Translation of Mortal Mind
s 115-19 chapter sub-title

Scientist (see also Scientist's)
become a

ph 182- 1 will diminish your abiUty to become a S\
Christian
m 68-19 and a Christian S" cured her.
sp 95-14 ability of a Christian S- to discern thought
s 154-24 That mother is not a Christian S', . . . who

ph 176-22 Should ... the Christian S- try truth only in
182- 4 shows your position as a Christian S\
358-30 Christian S-, whom they have perhaps never
359- 9 I as a Christian S' believed in the Holy Spirit,
359-29 A Christian S' and an opponent are Uke

p 366-27 the Christian 5" will be calm in the presence of
367-17 A Christian S' occupies tjie place at this period
375-11 The Christian S" demonstrates that
375-18 The genuine Christian S- is adding to
379- 4 The Christian S" finds only effects, where the
383- 8 the Christian S" takes the best care of his
384-20 If you are a Christian S-, such symptoms
386-26 If a Christian S" had said, while you were
420- 6 should early call an experienced Christian S-
422-25 and a Christian S' in the other.
423- 8 The Christian S', understanding . . . that all is

Mind,
( 450-19 Christian S' has enlisted to lessen evil,
450-24 Christian S' knows that they are errors
451-19 Christians-, . . . knows that human wUl is not
453-30 A Christian S- never recommends material
456-25 A Christian S' requires my work Science and

Health
458-20 Sin makes deadly thrusts at the Christian S"
458-26 The Christian S' wisely shapes his course,
45^31 The Christian S" should understand and adhere
462-31 The Christian S-, . . . deals with t,he real cause
464-13 If ... a Christian S' were seized with

must conform
/ 445- 1 the 5' must conform to God's requirements.

only in name
1 449-31 is a S- only in name.

reaches his patient
p 365-15 If the S- reaches his patient through

359- 6

p 365-19
412-31

Scientist's
p 414-19
< 453-29
457-28

Scientists
Christian
pref xii- 1

xii-13
a 35-11
m 60- 1

69-17

ph 192- 4
192- 6
198-28

C 267-13
O 342-29

358-25

more faith in the S' than in
If the S' has enough Christly affection to
iS' knows that there can be no hereditary disease.

The Christian S' argument rests on the
A Christian S' medicine is Mind.
The S' demonstration rests on one Principle,

No charters were pranted to Christian S- for
the first periodical issued by Christian S'.

morning meal which Christian S' commemorate
if both . . . were genuine Christian S\
If Christian S' educate their own offspringWe are Christian S\ only as we quit our
We are not Christian S' until we leave all for
the importance that doctors be Christian S'.
Christian S' understand that, . . . they have
If Christian S' were teaching or
it is said : . . . whatever effect Christian S*
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Scientists
Cbristian

p 364-18
364-22
401-28
442-30

t444- 7

451- 2

r 483-19
496-28

Do Christian S" seek Truth as Simon sought
If Christian S" are like Simon, then it must be
better for Christian S" to leave surgery
Christian S-. be a law to yourselves
If Christian S' ever fail to receive aid from
Christian S' must hve under the constant

natural Christian S", the ancient worthies.

Have Christian S- any religious creed?

o 35»- 4 Yet S- will take the same cases,

p 366-19 Such so-called S" will strain out gnats,
t 443- 9 severely condemned by some S-,

444- 8 ever fail to receive aid from other S\
464-15 and the S" had failed to relieve him,

o 358-14 nor of the inventions of those who «• at God.

scoffed
a 41-28 The truth taught by Jesus, the elders «• at.

r 474- 6 will be s' at and scourged

scoffers
,_ . ^

o 49-30 s", who turned "aside the nght— Lam. 3: 35.

scope
a 40- 4 perceiving the s' and tendency or

scorn
a 55-10 does not the pulpit sometunes «• it?

Scotch
sp 87-13 The S- call such vision "second sight,"

Scott, sir Walter
ap 566-13 the beautiful description which Sir Walter S"

scourge
a 20-19 «• and the cross awaited the great Teacher.
m 56-15 the social s- of all races,

/ 224-18 less material than the Roman s',

scourged
6 316-25 s- in person, and its Principle was rejected,
r 474- 7 will be scoffed at and s* with worse cords than

scratch ^ , . ^
/ 212-11 unwitting attempt to s" the end of a finger

scream
sp 97-24 the louder wUl error s',

scribe
ap 571-23 immortal s* of Spirit and of a true Idealism,

Scriptural
pref viii-29 give to friends the results of her S' study,

ix-27 made copious notes of S' exposition,

sp 89-12 This famiUar instance reaffirms the S' word
92-11 In old S- pictures we see a serpent

a 116- 7 as to make this S' testimony true
131-17 according to the S' saying,

ph 177-15 In the S" allegory of the material creation,

/ 238- 6 To obey the S" command,
239-14 The watchword of C. S. is S' :

b 275-13 and are the .S' names for God.
276- 8 in- accordance with the S' command :

328-29 the S" passage would read you, not they.
342-20 Shall it be denied that . . . has S- authority?
344-17 it would be just to observe the S" precept,

p 383-27 confirming the S" conclusion concerning a
r 479- 4 With what truth, then, could the S- rejoicing
g 510-21 There is no S' allusion to solar Ught until
523- 2 the S" account now under comment.
525-26 the S' record of sin and death
526-14 in the legendary S' text

ap 57J-23 This is S' authority for concluding that

gl 579- 2 the material definition of a 5" word

Scripture
according to

p 423-12 According to S', it searches
according to the

s 113-23 According to the S', I find that
another passage of

g 504-22 the explanation of another passage of S-,
declares

p 414-21 .S- declares, "The Lord He is God— Deut. 4 : 35.

r 475- 1 S" declares that there is "no night— Rev. 22; 5,

dictum of
t 444- 6 is the dictum of S'.

fulfils the
b 340-25 fulfils the S", "Love thy neighbor— MaU. 19 ; 19

informs
/ 232- 9 S- informs us that "with God— Mark 10 ; 27.

Interpretation of
b 320- 9 "The spiritual interpfetation of S-
320-24 The one important interpretation of S- is

g 547- 8 has given you the correct interpretation of S'.
Is true

/ 232-13 theories must be untrue, for the S" is true.

language of
c 25d-20 He who, in the language of S-,

30

Scripture
older

s 140-28 true that the older S- is reversed.

perception of ^ . .

g 547-^1 It is this spiritual perception of S", which
phrase

g 511- 3 and so explains the S" phrase,
portions of the

g 546-19 seem more obscure than other portions of the S",

prophetic
s 109-25 prophetic S- of Isaiah is renewedly fulfilled :

rebuked in
p 389-16 This false reasoning is rebuked in S'

rebuke in the
a 23-15 receives a strong rebuke in the S-,

represented in
6 299-19 fig^uratiyely represented in S* as a tree,

sayings of
6 276- 2 and fulfils these sayings of S\

says the
pr 12-2 shall save the sick," says the S'.— ./as. 5:15.,

seems to import
p 411-18 The S- seems to import that

significance of the
s 131- 9 and the significance of the S-,

T 481-16 This is the significance of the S'
this

sp 97-26 This iS' indicates that all matter will

used in
sp 94- 6 and "likeness" as used in S'.— Gen. 1 ; 26.

/ 241-15 Take away the spiritual signification of S', and
277- 4 the S- says that dust returns to dust.

290-14 To the spiritual class, relates the S"
291-18 as the S" says.
359-25 that S- she so often quotes :

361-18 S- reads : "For in Him we live,— Acts 17 : 28..

T 489-22 affirmative reply would contradict the S',

g 522-28 for the S" just preceding declares

545-26 Hence the seeming contradiction In that S-,

op 569- 6 TheS', "Thou hast been faithful— Afo«. 25; 23.

gl 581- 2 the name often conferred upon him in S-.

Scriptures
according to the

,. ^ _
o 342-19 a system which works according to the S'

b 331-14 The S* also declare that God Is Spirit,

p 373-16 but the S- also declare,
are definite

/ 206-22 The S- are definite on this point,
are very sacred

g 547-23 The S' are very sacred.

aver
r 474-20 S' aver, "I am not come to destroy,— Wo«.

5 ; 17.

confirms the „ , „m 69-14 unfolds all creation, confirms the S*.
dccI&rG

b 286-17 The S- declare all that He made to be good,
287-20 S- declare that man was made in

318- 6 S- declare that God made aU,
330-19 God is what the S" declare Him to be,

p 381-18 and the S' declare that we live, move, and
397-21 which the S" declare Him to be.

g 526-15 and the S' declare that He created all.

539-16 S- declare that God condemned this lie

ap 560-24 Here the S' declare that evil is temporal,
imply

b 331-11 The S- imply that God is AU-in-all.

g 550-22 If Life is God, as the S- imply,
inform us „ j
ph 183-11 S- inform us that sin, or error, first caused
r 475- 8 5- inform us that man is

Interpret the . _
g 534- 6 enabled woman to be first to mterpret the .S'

Key to the
361-32 Science and Health with Ket to the i'.

meaning of the ^

g 534-25 spiritual, scientific meaning of the S-

not knowing the , „ „
b 272- 9 "Ye do err, not knowing the Sr—Mau. 22 ; 29.

obey the ^ ^ £..

o 354- 4 Why then do Christians try to obey the .y

often appear
r 488-11 Hence the S- often appear in our

older
g 502- 2 the living and real prelude of the older S'

plainly declare ^ , , . ~ ,

f
400-30 The S- plainly declare the baneful influence of

Ing the ^ . , . ^.
r 481-32 When reading the S-, the substitution of the

say
pr 6- 1 The S- say, that if we deny Christ,

10-26 TheSsay: "Yeask, andreceivenot,— ./OJ.4;3.

/208- 5 The S- sav, "In Him we live,— Acts 17; 28.

218-27 5- s-ty. ""They that wait upon—Isa. 40; ^l.
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o 344- fl 5' say that God has created man In
357-29 "Life in Himself," as the S- say,— John 5: 26.

p 410- 9 5" say, "Man shall not live by— Matt. 4 ; 4.

427-18 the S^ say, "The last enemy that— / Cor. 15; 26.

r 476-23 Remember that the S' say of mortal man :

Science of tbe
a 139-23 the divine Science of the S"
b 319-29 and misstates the Science of the S',

searebed tbe
« 109-12 searched the S* and read little else,

tbroiigbout the
o 358-18 as is recorded throughout the S".

tarn to tbe
/ 217-11 yet if we turn to the S-, what do we read?

were Illumined
5 110-14 The S- were illumined ;

s 123-21 through a spiritual sense of the S' .

139- i the S' are fuU of accounts of the triumph of
f 214- 9 represented in the S" as formed from dust,
271- 4 its obvious correspondence with the S'
271-29 The S- contain it.

272-10 The spiritual sense of the S' brings out the
293-25 called In the S-, "The anger of— Deut. 29 .• 20.

320- 7 the S' have both a spiritual and literal meaning.
O 341- 6 Even the S\ . . . appear contradictory when
358-10 C. S., understood, comcides with the S',
361-31 hence the many readings given the S\

T 468-19 as the S- use this word in Hebrews :

g SOl-r 1 Scientific interpretation of the iS'

ap 578- 1 the light which C. S. throws on the S'
gl 590-26 .S' become clouded through a physical sense of

scrofula
p 424-28 To prevent or to cure $• and other so-called

scrofulous
p 424-32 a humor in the blood, a s* diathesis.

scrubbing
p 413-18 without s* the whole surface daily,

sculptor
/ 248-12 The s- turns from the marble to his model
c 260- 3 no more . . . than the s' can perfect his out-

lines from

sculptor's
b 299- 2 s' thought when he carves his

sculptors
/ 248-13 We are all s*, working at various forms,
248-19 by vicious S' and hideous forms.

scum
m 65-31 marriage will become purer when the s* is gone.

Sea
a 34-32 joyful meeting on the shore of the Galilean S' I

/ 226-30 the Red S" and the wpdemess ;

ap 566- 2 were guided triumphantly through the Red S',
576- 1 and tne Peaceful 5' of Harmony.

sea
cast Into tbe

pr 1- * and be thou cast into the s-'.
— Mark 11 ; 23.

fisb of tbe
(see flsb)

no more
g 53fr- 4 and there was no more s'."— Rev. 21 : 1.

ap 572-22 and there was no more s\— Rev. 21 ; 1.

O tbou
s 135- 2 "What aUed thee, O thou s*,— Psal. 114; 5.

Barging
ap 569-18 They are in the surging «• of error,

troubled
m 67-17 or sunshine gladdens the troubled s'.

upon the
ap 658- 7 and he set his right foot upon the s",— Rev. 10 ; 2.

559- 5 dominant power of which was upon the a',
wares of tbe

Q 505-20 the mighty waves of the s'."— Psal. 93 ; 4.

sp 87-20
536- 6

op 568-21

seal
pre/ xi-29

a 44- 1

44- 8
g 511-11

ap 560- 3

<;{ 693-23

sealed
/ 232-24

P363-4
seals

354-lT

ap 572-lS

«• is Ignorant of the gems within its caverns,
thes', . . . is represented as having passed away,
of the earth and of the s- 1— Rev. 12; 12.

under the s* of the Commonwealth,
must «• the victory over error and death,
set the s" of etermty on time.
In divine Science, which is the s' of Deity
In the opening of the sixth s',
definition of

which «• God's condemnation of sin,

Bteaking the s' jar, she perfumed Jesus' feet

who thereunto have set their s\
open the seven «• of error with Truth.

seam
/ 243-26 one web of consistency without s' or rent.

seaman
m 67- 9 the dauntless s' is not sure of his safety ;

seances
sp 86-18 apparitions brought out in dark s*

search
s 109-15 The «• was sweet, calm, and buoyant with hope,
162-24 In her s- for truth ;

ph 168-11 rush after drugs, s- out the material &'o-called

p 440- 1 he could not possibly elude their *•.

searched
s 109-12 « the Scriptures and read little else,

searcher
s 121-16 "a weary r for a viewless home."
/ 234-22 the weary s* after a divine theology,

searches
p 423-12 It s- "the joints and marrow,"— Heb.4: 12.

searching
6 322-31 "Canst thou by s- find out God?"— JoJ) 11; 7.

ff 551-27 "Canst thou by s" find out GodV— Job U;7.
555-16 5' for the origin of man, who is the

Seas
g 506-23 the waters called He S- •.— Gen. 1 ; 10.

536- 1 the waters called He S'."— Gen. 1 ; 10.

seas
g 512-18 and fill the waters in the s" ;— Gen. 1 ; 22.

season
a 40- 7 -vyhen I have a convenient S' I will— Acta 24 ; 26.
C 257-20 "forth Mazzaroth in his «•,"— Job 38; 32.

p 398-28 blind faith removes bodily ailments for a a\
seasons

m 67-13 bringing sweet s* of renewal like the
s 125-21 The s 'will come and go with changes of
g 509-11 let them be for signs, and for s",— Gen. I ; 14.
509-25 the days and S' of Mind's creation,

seat
f 239-23 Mortal mind Is the acknowledged s- of
285-19 finite conception of . . . body as the s' of Mind

seats
s 122-12 as the $• of pain and pleasure,

secluded
1 464- 8 they would understand wjiy she is so s'.

second
sp ?7-12 "the s* death hath no power."— Bee. 20; 8.

87-13 The Scotch call such vision "s" sight,"
87-14 when really It is first sight instead of S',
91-27 The «• erroneous postulate is,

S 115-25 S' Degree: Evil beliefs disappearing.
118- 7 foretelling the «• appearing m the flesh

/ 204-13 The so-called S" power,, evil, is the unlikeness
204-16 mixture of the first and s' antagonistic
234-27 or they will control you In the «•.

b 270- 1 is quite as reasonable as the s\
290-14 the s' death hath no power."— Rev. 20; C.
314- 9 but one Mind without a s' or equal,

p 403- 9 in the s" it is beUeved that the
433-22 led him into the commission of the s' crime,

t 456-30 S- : Because it was the first book
r 467- 7 The s' is like unto it,

g 502- 1 A «• necessity for beginning with Genesis
603-21 first, in light ; s\ in reflection ;

506- 9 and the morning were the s' day.— Gen. 1 ; 8.
521-26 The s' chapter of Genesis contains a
522- 4 proves the falsity of the s\
622- 7 The s" record chronicles man as mutable
522-12. This s' record unmistakably gives the
522-25 This latter part of the s" chapter of
523-23 and in three verses of the s',
526-15 first mention of evil is in . . . the s" chapter
526-24 This s" biblical account is a picture of error
530-31 S\ it supposes that mind enters matter,
537-20 this s' account in Genesis

ap 577-14 s\ the Christ, the spiritual idea of God ;

gl 585-27 first from dust, s' from a rib,
590-23 in the s* and following chapters,

secondarily
g 512-24 are mental, both primarily and s\

secondary
/ 207-13 nor . . . the law of Spirit «•.

ap 559- 7 a s" power was exercised upon visible error
562- 8 This idea reveals the universe as s'

secrecy
s 118- 8 hidden in sacred s* from the visible world?

secret
pr 8-7 They hold S' fellowship with sin,

13-11 our Father, who seeth in s\ will reward us
15- 1 thy Father which is in s- ;— Matt. 6; 6.

15- 2 thy Father, which seeth in «•,
— Matt. 6; 6.

1^ 7 Father in s' is unseen to the physical senses,
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secret
pr 15-23

15-25
an 102-20
b 317- 1

ap 55»-14

secretion
S 160-11

p 399- 8

secretions
S 162- 7

162-19

P382-9
415-20

secretly
pr 13- 7

sect
/236-5

sectarian
s 139-13

section
/ 225-32

sections
i 122-11

sects
a 28-27

/ 224-11
239- 2

« 444-22

secure
m 56-14

60-31

/ 238-26

secured
(456- 6

securely
pr 11-26

security
a 19-27

/232- 7

seditions
an 106-23

sedulous
p^ 179-26

see
pr 5-20

8-27
a 27-4

38-29
45-27
70- •

71-10
71-14
85-12
86-15
86-22
92-11

an 105-19
3 132- 5

136-28
140-6
140- 6
151-29
152-25

Vh 173- 2

187-6
189-3
190-31
211-26

f 217-13
241-29
253-11

* 281-21
284-22
320-26
324- 3

^24-6
325- 1

337-15
341-9
342- 6
342-26
347-31
350-20
359-31

p 367-27
397-26
400-23
400-24
421-25
421-28

sp

The Master's injunction is, that we pray in s*

Christians rejoice in s- beauty and bounty.
So s' are the present methods of
"« from the foundation of— Matt. 13; 35.

to utter the full diapason of $' tones.

the organic action and s- of the viscera.
not a s' nor combination can operate, apart from

It changes the s', expels humors,
S' have been changed.
Constant bathing and rubbing to alter the s"

the 5', the action of the lungs,

:• yearning and openly striving for the

in the interests of humanity, not of s\

wisely to stem the tide of s' bitterness,

rights of man were vindicated in a single j*

certain s' of matter, such as brain and

because it is honored by s* and societies,
s' many but not enough Christianity.
The «, which endured the lash of their
If ecclesiastical $ or medical schools

such moral regulations as will s"

would be more s' in our keeping, if

Justice often comes too late to s' a verdict.

has s' the only success of the students ot

that we may walk 5* in the

in disobedience to Him, we ought to feel no J",

S' for the claims of harmonious and

wrath, strife, $•, heresies,— Ga/. 5; 20.

The s' matron— studying her Jahr

the Psalmist could s* their end,
than we are willing to have our neighbor s'7
how that the blind s\— Luke 7: 22.

Having eyes ye «• not,
as ye s' me have."— Luke 24 .• 39.

he shall never s' death.— John 8." 51.

you may dream that you s' a flower,
and you may «• landscapes, men,
"Come, s- -a, man, which— John i: 29.

only because it is unusual to y thoughts,
why is it more difBcult to «• a thought than
In old Scriptural pictures we s' a serpent
"I s' no reason why metaphysics is not
things which ye do hear and «• :

— Matt. 11 .• 4.

No wonder Herod desired to s' the new Teacher.
"Thou canst not s- My face ;

— Exod. 33 ; 20.

shall no man $ Me, and live."— Exod. 33; 20.
to «• and acknowledge this fact,
and can s" .the means by which mortals
we fail to s' how anatomy can distinguish
Here you may s" how so-called material sense
If the eyes s' no sun for a week,
In Thy Ught ehaU we s' light.— Psal. 36; 9.

If . . . organism causes the eyes to s"

he shall never y death !"— John 8; 51.

signifies that the pure in heart « God
I nope, dear reader, . . . that, as you read, you f
and «• that sin and mortality have neither
They can neither y Spirit through the eye nor
"In my flesh shall I s" GoA,"— Job 19; 26.
and joy to « them disappear,
for they shall s- God."— Afoif. 5; 8.

shaU noi s- death,"— see John 11 ; 26.

none but the pure in heart can *• God,
for they shall s' God"— Matt. 5; 8.

one may s' with sorrow the sad effects
the lame to walk, and the blind to s".

These critics will then s- that error is indeed
lest at any time they should y— Matt. 13 ; 16.
When others s* them as I do,
1 long to y the consununation of my hope,
when they act, walk, s", hear, enjoy.We y in the body the images of tma mind,
we y painted on the retina the image which
no more Christianly scientific to s* disease than
should not build it up by wisbine to y the forms

see
p 426-15 and s' the folly of hypocrisy,

428- 8 he shall never «• deatn."— J^ohn 8; 61.
42»-32 he shall never s- death."— John 8; 61.
438- 7 he shall never s" death.— John 8 ; 61.

/ 452- 8 we cannot «• in darkness.
455-15 then shalt thou s- clearly to— Matt. 7; 5.

457-15 because each of them could s" but one face of It,
461-27 you must first s' the claim of sin,

f 478-12 Who can s" a soul in the body?
479-10 Matter cannot s', feel, hear, taste,
479-12 cannot feel itself, $• itself, nor understand Itself.
479-16 Does that which we call dead ever y, hear,

g 510-10 "light shall we «• light ;"— Psal. 36 ; 9.
516- 7 we shall s' this true likeness and reflection

'

527-23 to s- what he would call them :— Gen. 2 ; 19.
532-30 error demands that mind shall «• . - . through

matter,
547-12 was able to s' In the egg the earth's atmosphere,
648- 6 We s" that man has never lost his
551-14 nor i' that material methods are impossible In

ap 571-24 mirror in which mortals may s' their own image.
572- 3 Thus we y, in both the first and last books
673- 4 while yet beholding what the eye cannot s',
573-22 by which he could «• the new heaven aiKl

f! 585-15 Errob. Schapteron Recapitulation, page 472.
586- 6 "Having eyes, «• ye not?"— MorJt 8; 18.
588-26 Intellioemce. ... 5' chapter on Recapitula-

tion, page 469.
590-14 Life. S- chapter on Recapitulation, page 468.
593- 3 Principle. S' chapter on Recapitulation, page

J94-18 Souls. S' chapter on Recapitulation, page 466.
594-24 Spirits. . . . (S" page 466.)
594-25 Substance. S' chapter on Recapitulation,

page 468.

let us y if the vine flourish,— Song 7 : 12./r60O-»
seed
and soft

/ 212-18

bearing
g 518- 6

dig up every
sp 79-10 and dig up every s- of error's sowing.

They produce a rose through j* and soil,

every herb bearing y,— Gen, 1; 29.

good
/ 237-11

237-13
Is In Itself

p 507-13
SOS- 2
611- 4

material
551-30

of error
(7535-2

of matter
«7 536-3

Of Spirit
(7 535- 3

theories of parents often choke the good »'
snatches away the good s' before it

whose $ is in itself,— Gen. 1; 11.
But the «• is in itself, only as the
"whose «• is in itself."— Gen. 1; 11,

declares that the material r must decay

The seed of Truth and the * of error,

the seed of Spirit and the s* of matter.

»• of Truth springs up and bears muchfruit.
The «• of Truth and tne seed of error,

the plant grows, not because of 5* or soil, but

the J* of Spirit and the seed of matter,
of tbe Churcb

o 37- 6 blood of the martyrs is the «• of the Church.'
of Truth

b 271- 1

(7 535- 1

or soU
(7 520-25

sowing the
ph 183- 9 without sowing the s'

sown In the soil

m 6fr-l2 not from s* sown in the soil of material hopes,
was in Itself

g 508-11 whose »• was in Itself,— Gen. 1 ; 12.

within Itself

ph 180- 9 This is the s

(7 508-14

yielding
(7 507-12
608-10
518-8

within Itself
The y within itself is the pure thought

the herb yielding «•,— Gen. 1 ; 11.

and herb yielding s' after his kind,— Gen. I ; 12.

the fruit of a tree yielding «• ;
— Gen. 1 ; 29.

sp 74-8
76-15
89-32

5 125-30
6 272-7

361-28

0608- 6
534-10

seedling
ph 190- 6

seedlings
ph 188-26

the »•—

The s' which has germinated
any more than a tree can return to its a
If «• is necessary to produce wheat,
florist will find his flower before its s'.

In ... an "honest and good heart"
Luke 8 ; 15.

until God prepares the soil for the s\
substance of a thought, a s°, or a flower
between thy j- and her «• -.— Gen. 3; 15.

mortal says that an inanimate unconscious s* i»

according to tbe s* of fear.
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seeds
ph 17^29
6 294- 5

seedtime
sp 96- 9

seeing
O 54-6
sp 86-20
b 320-16

p 397- 1

/ 464- 1

r 487- 7
489-18
529-27

ap 572-27

seek

sp

i\

5-31
8- 5
20-31
34-13
70- *

70- *

5 142- 8

/236- 7

238-20
254-11

6 285-25
285-29
286- 1

286- 3
323- 1

p 364-18
409-26

t 451-U
r 476-21
487- 1

494-19

5 510- 2

555-19'

seeker
pref x-23

seekers
pref xii-26

p 364-20

ap 570-U

seeketh
(7 538-1

seeking
pr 10-14

sp 85-25
'222-29
290- 8
327-28

p 367-10
i 464-10

(7 51^18
seeks

« 124-9
* 279-31
280-14

ff 541-4

seem
sp 76-15

80-19
96-16

S 131- 1

131- 2

131- 2

131-16

ph 169-25
185-26
198- 6

/ 211-13
216-24
231- 6
248-4

b 282-21
284- 6
28&-31
299-26
30O- 6
307-12
327-18

O 343-21
353-27

p 406-14
422-7

t446- 6
r 470-15
472-28
491- 2

493-25

sowing the s' of reliance on matter,
carries within itself the s' of all error.

but summer and winter, s" and harvest

acknowledged not his righteousness, s" it not ;

S' is no less a quality of physical sense
s" that they are [or, in their error they are]
not «• how mortal mind affects the body,
but it feels your influence without s' you.
more Christianity in «• and hearing spiritually
material means for knowing, hearing, s"?
iS" this, we should have faith to
Not through the material visual organs for s\

and s' the destruction of all evil works,
their wickedness and then s' to hide it.

and s' the divine Principle and Science
If all who s" his commemoration
iS' unlo them that have familiar— Isa. S: 19.

Should not a people s' unlo their— Isa. 8; 19.

We must s' the undivided garment,
reputation . . . which many leaders s"?
until we s' this remedy for human woe
s' Truth righteously. He directs our path.
to s" salvation through pardon
they will s' to learn, not from matter.
To s' Truth through belief in a human doctrine
We must not s' the immutable . . . through
Mortals may s' the understanding of C. S.,
Do Christian Scientists s' Truth
and s' the true model.
They must not only s', but strive.
Learn this, O mortal, and earnestly s' the
to «• and to find a higher sense of nappiness
and s' safety in divine Science.
How much more should we s' to apprehend
Only impotent error would 5' to .

personal experience of any sincere s* of Truth.

she commits these pages to honest s" for Truth.
Jesus told Simon that such s" as he
simple s' for Truth, weary wanderers,

"s- not her own."— / Cor. 13; 5.

S' is not sufficient.
s- the material more than the spiritual.
In «• a cure for dyspepsia
still s" happiness through a material, . . . sense
mistake in s" material means for
This is what is meant by s" Truth, Christ,
at her post, $• no self-aggrandizement
s' his own in another's good.

s" to find life and intelligence in matter.
Pantheism, . . . s' cause in effect,
it s" to divide the one Spirit into persons
Cain s' Abel's life,

Neither will man s" to be coiporeal.
It should not s' mysterious that mind,
may s- to be famine and pestilence,
Truth should not «• so surprising
error should not s' so real as truth.
Sickness should not s" so real as
but the churches s' not ready to receive it,
whatever good they may s' to receive from
Erroneous mental practice may s*

may s- calm under it, but he is not.
s" to obtain in mortal mind,
while health would s' the exception,
but «• to this so-called mind to be immortal.
One marvels that a friend can ever s' less than
though they .•s- to touch, one is still a curve
would s' to spring from a limited body ;

what mortals s" to have learned
error, may «• to hide Truth,
makes trees and cities s' to be where they
matter shall «• to have life as much as
the strict demands of C. S. s' peremptory ;

It would sometimes «• as if

80 long will ghosts «• to continue.
Sin and sickness will abate and s' less real
If . . . moral and physical symptoms s' aggra-

vated.
If patients sometimes s' worse while
can only «• to be real by giving reality to the
unreahties $• real to human, erring belief,A delicious perfume will s' intolerable.
s' real and natural in illusion.

seem
r 494-21
494-22

g 502- 3

506-25
546-18
556-21

seemed
a 46-20
s 131-22

/237- 2

h 297-13
314-17
314-19
315-29

t 547-14
555-29

seemeth
sp 81-18
r 472-19

seeming
a 45-11

an 101-31

s 119-30
122- 3
164-18

ph 167-32
190-17

/208- 6
C266- 9
6 295- 2

O 352-30

p 368-27
382-24
390- 6

394-2
t 452- 2

463-30
T 473- 2

<7 545-26

seemingly
S 147-23

ap 563-20

seems
m 64- 8
an 101-26
5 120- 1

121-18
123-12
126-11
134-32
157-24

ph 169-32
170-24
179-14

/ 212- 4

2.50-21

C 262-29
263-21

6 296-24
301- 7

301-14
301-23
307-22
312- 6

351-17
O 3.53- 2

p374- 6
375-28
384-9
393-4
410-15
411-18
417-29

/ 447-17
459-24

r474-9

430-21
483-22

g 501- 5
507-31
524-10

ap 558-11

576-5
seen

27-4
37-14
46-11
88-19
99-26

an 104- 5
S 109- 6

Sp

SEEN

sin, sickness, and death will &• real . . . until

experiences of the sleeping dream S' real
is so brief that it would almost s\
human concept and divine idea $• confused by
Genesis and the Apocalypse s" more obscure
They S" to be something, but are.not.

after what s" to be death
so it s- good in Thy sight."— Luke 10: 21.

She « not to notice it.

that disappears which before s- real
To such . . . the real man s' a spectre,
and the body, . . . s' to be substance.
(that is, as it s' to mortal view),
speck of so-called embryonic life s" a
which s" to vanish in death.

Though the grass s" to wither
that which s" to be and is not.

by the [«•] death of His Son,— Itom. 5: 10.

Any s" Deneflt derived from it is

C. S. reverses the s" relation of Soul and body
assigning s' power to sin, sickness, and death ;

The s" decease, caused by a
fair «• for straightforward character.
This mortal s' is temporal ;

What then is this s' power,
this s' vacuum is already filled

sensation s' to be in nerves which
no longer s* worthy of fear or honor.
the source of all s' sickness.
I rescued from s' spiritual oblivion,
simply because, . . . there is s* discord.
Truth can destroy its « reality,
bar the door of his thought against this s" power
Such s' medical effect or action is

though «• to be real and identical.

the s" contradiction in that Scripture,

hitherto unattained and s* dim.
5' impede the offspring of the spiritual idea,

Pride, envy, or jealousy s* on most occasions
If animal magnetism s' to- alleviate

though it «• otherwise to finite sense,
and the sun s' to move from east to west,
matter s' to be, but is not.
and so s' to have reversed it

This fact at present «• more mysterious thaa
power which the drug s" to possess.
The good that a poisonous drug s" to do is evil.
The age «• ready to approach this subject,
the body then s' to require such treatment,
and the pain s" to be in its old place,
and the mind s" to be absent.
Every concept which s' to begin with the brain
Whatever s' to be a new creation, is but the-

When the evidence of ... s' to commingle.
To himself, mortal and material man s' to be
s" to mortal sense transcendental,
Mortal man «• to himself to be
If . . . material pain and pleasure s' normal.
What to material sense s' substance,
while error s' as potent and real
whatever s" real to material sense, is unreal in
Because mortal mind s" to be conscious.
This state of mind s" anomalous except to the
If man $• to incur the, penalty
The body s- to be self-acting,
The more difficult s' the material condition
The Scripture s' to import that Jesus caused
Show them how mortal mind s" to induce
When sin . . . S" true to material sense.
To mortal sense C. S. s' abstract,
To the ignorant age . . . Science s' to be a mis-

take,
which «• to make men capable of wrong-doing.
Because the Science of Mind s' to bring into
often «• so smothered by the immediate context
divine idea s' to fall to the level of
the true idea of God s' almost lost.

To mortal sense Science s" at first obscure ab-
stract,

which to us s' hidden in the mist of remoteness,

things ye have s* and heard ;— Luke 7: 22.

but not amid the smoke of battle is merit s*

again s' casting out evil and healing the sick,
can never be s", felt, nor understood througb
are $• to be a bald imposition,
it will be $• why the author of this book
This great fact is not, however, s" to be
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seen
3 109- 9 once s', no other conclusion can be reached.

116-12 includes vastly more than is at first s'.

139-23 «• from Genesis to Revelation,
ph 169- 4 I have s" the mental signs, assuring me that

176- 9 and gave the gospel a chance to be s' in its

179- 8 Immortal Mind heals what eye hath not s' ;

193-19 Since then I have not s" him,
/ 211-15 the effect s" in the lachrymal gland?
212-10 I have s" an unwitting attempt to
217-16 13 S' by their effects.

233- 8 l3 s' and acknowledged only by degrees.
244- 8 s- between the cradle and the grave,
247- 3 I have s" age regain two of the elements
251-29 Ignorance must oe s' and corrected before we

c 255-18 Eye hath not «• Spirit, nor hath ear heard His
260-11 s' as the only true conception of being.
261- 9 The'effect of mortal mind ... is s' in this :

b 268- * which we have s- with out eyes,^ I John 1 ; 1.

268- * That which we have s- and heard— / John 1 ; 3.

279-18 the immortal facts of being are s",

300-29 God is s' only in the spiritual universe
300-30 as the sun is s' in the ray of Ught
310- 7 and s' in all form, substance, and color,
310-29 God is not s' by material sense,
321- 2 as may be s' by studying the book of Job.
321-12 In this incident was s' the actuality of Science.
323-28 effects of C. S. are not so much s' as felt.

325-19 where human sense hath not s" man.
330-13 Eye hath neither s- God nor His image
334-13 dual personality of the unseen and the s\

o 354-18 Consistency is s" in example more than in
35S-31 whom they have perhaps never s-

359- 1 orthodox pastors, whom they have s"

p 366-15 his brother whom he hath «•,
— / John 4 ; 20.

366-16 God whom he hath not «•?"— / John 4; 20.

369-25 £is would be readily s", if psychology,
395-22 mental quackery ... to hold it as something s'

t 449-19 The baneful effect ... is less s" than felt.

458-15 Having s' so much suffering from quackery,
459- 3 things which '

'eye hath not s"— / Cor. 2 ; 9.

r 468-21 the evidence of things not s'."— Heb. 11 ; 1.

477- 7 Soul, being Spirit, is s' in nothing imperfect
478-10 no such persons were ever s' to go into the
479-31 are clearly s-, being understood by— Bom. 1 ; 20.

g 504-13 no place where God's light is not s',

520- 7 is no more s- nor comprehended by mortals,
524- 2 s* in the Phoenician worship of Baal,
543-28 it is s' that man springs solely from Mind.
548-10 So C. S. can be «• only as the
553-18 it is s' that the maternal egg never
554- 2 reveals what "eye hath not s,"— / Cor. 2: 9.

ap 569-10 by which the nothingness of error is s" ;

571-13 unfaithful, stewards who have s' the danger
572-17 Under the supremacy of Spirit, it will be s'
575-28 eastward, to the star s" by the Wisemea

seer
ap 574-22 lifted the s' to behold the great city,
dl 593- 4 Pbophet. A spiritual «• ;

seers

sees
Sp

84- 9 men become s- and prophets involuntarily,
which baptized these «• in the divine nature,333-25

86-29
86-30
86-31
90-17

5 126- 6
129-31

ph 180-5
198-15

/ 220-21
6 294- 9

p 371-12
401-14

f 445-32

T 467-28
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seH-deception
p 403-15 mortal exist«ice is a state of s"

self-defence
t 44fr- 3 a comnluiiity tinprepared for s\

self-denial
/ 221-28 undisciplined by «• and divine Science.
t 462-17 »•, sincerity, Clmstlanity, and persistence

self-denials
a 39- 8 We must have trials and 3\

self-destroyed
/ 224- 8 pain is j- through suffering.
293-23 and this so-called mind is 5*

o 345-21 If a dream ceases, it is s',

p 368- 8 still clearer as error is s'.

437-14 Man «• ; the testimony of matter respected ;

r 476- 6 Error, urged to its fioai limits, is £-.

self-destroying
Hi 581-17 Babel. S' error :

self-destruction
element of

b 310-24 Sin la the element of S\
elements of

r 481-25 Sin has the elements of s'.

no element of
6 311- 8 which has no element of s\

of all error
b 303-19 throjigh the y of all error

of error
b 293-28 In reality, they show the y of error

point of
p 374-32 or increases It to the point of f.

safferlng and
gl 588- 2 suffering and y ; self-imposed agony ;

sp 77- 7 Error brings its own s*

/ 251- 2 as it hastens towards S'.

self-destructive
/ 210-23 this so-caUed mind is «•,

o 300-16 The inharmonious and s- never touch the
p 388-18 They are self-contradictory and 5\

self-directing
s 160-26 If muscles can cease to act . . . they must be s".

self-division
c 263-23 a new multiplication or s- of mortal thought,
p 424- 1 by the parent's mind, through S'.

a 548-32 also increase their numbers . . .by y,"
549-13 and sometimes through s'.

self-establishment
s 142- 2 have required for *• and propagati9n.

self-evident
« 113-10 the four following, to me, *• propositions.
/ 207-16 Science of being repudiates s" impossibilities,
b 309-27 It is a s' error to suppose that there can be
o 346-13 It is s- that we are harmonious only as we
p 388-23 and this becomes y, when we leam that

393-20 when it is s" that matter can have no pain
( 457-13 cannot . . . both cure and cause disease is S'.

r 470-12 by the following $• proposition :

472-21 and we should nave a «• absurdity
Q 550-32 As C. S. repudiates «• impossibilities,

self-evidentiy
g 539-21 exposed by our Master as y wrong.

self-evolution
s 119- 6 They either presuppose the s' ... of matter,

self-existence
6 331-20 and there ia no other s\

self-existent
s 142-27 If Mind was first and s",

/ 213- 9 God, good, is y and self-expressed,
278-19 admission, . . . that matter is self-creative, y,
282- 9 The sphere represents good, the s"

290- I Because Life is God. Life must be eternal, y.
300-17 The . . . never touch the harmonious and s-.

r 479- 8 Matter is neither s- nor a product of Spirit.

g 555-17 God, the $• and eternal.

gl 583-21 y Life, Truth, and Love ;

588-24 Substance ; y and eternal Mind ;

self-expressed
/ 213-10 God, good, Is self-existent and »',

self-forgetfulness
pT 15-26 S\ purity, and affection are constant prayers.

self-governed
an 106- 9 Man Is properly y only when he
i 125-17 Reflecting God's government, man la s"

self-government
an 106- 8 among which are s*. reason, and conscience,
i 119- 6 They either presuppose the ... s' of matter,
/ 236-22 blighting the buddmgs of y.
I 447- 2 trespassing upon man'i individual right of *'.

selfhood
a 38-24 Christ, his spiritual s-, never suffered.m 68- 8 cherish nothmg which hinders our highest y.
sp 91-15 Absorbed in material «• we discern . . . faintly

91-18 The denial of material 3- aids the
b 294-25 Man's genuine s" is recognizable only in
316- 6 and lose sight of mortal s*

T 475-22 outside of all material a\
479-14 which constitutes matter's supposed *•,

g 538- 3 Truth . . . does, drive error out of all *•.
654-11 destitute of any knowledge of the so^alled S'

op 561-20 material and corporeal s' disappear,
self-immolation

pr I- 6 watching, and working, combined with y,
a 23- 5 The atonement requires constant J'

sp 99-24 health, purity, and s\
gl 690- 9 Lamb of God. The spiritual idea of Love ; s" ;

self-imposed
ph 191-16 must free Itself from s' materiality
/ 221-17 suffering and disease were the «• beliefs of
gl 588- 3 suffering and self-destruction ; s' agony ;

self-inflicted
p 398-20 which reduces »• sufferings
t 462-26 to probe the s" wounds of selfishness,

selfish
a 35-19 A »• and limited mind may be unjust,

51-29 and caused the * materialist to hate him ;m 58-13 the *• exaction of all another's time
s 109-16 buoyant with hope, not s" nor depressing.

ph 192-15 all that is s', wicKed, dishonest, and impure.
b 290-10 and from *• and inferior motives.
318-10 all that is material, untrue, 5°, or debased.

t 447- 7 erring human opinions, conflicting s' motives,
selfishness
and Impurity
m 60-12 «• and Impurity alone are fleeting,

and sensualism
c 260-24 5- and sensualism are educated In

and sensuality
a 22-4 «• and sensuality causing constant retrogression,

and sin
ph 176-14 s" and sin, disease and death, will lose their

mountain of
m 61-10. and every mountain of s' be brought low,

old
pr 9- 7 Do we pursue the old «•, satisfied with

tips the beam
/ 205-28 .S' tips the beam of human existence towards

pr 9-11 If «• has given place to kindness,
m 64- 2 caused by the s" and inhumanity of man.
ph 175-19 Then people had less time for s", coddling, and
/201- 9 Passions, s", false appetites, hatred,
205-27 into opposite channels where s" reigns.

b 330-30 dishonesty, «-, envy, hypocrisy,
p 407- 7 passion, «•, envy, hatred,

410-24 S- does not appear in the practice of
t 462-27 the self-inflicted wounds of s\

gl 689- 2 hatred ; S" ; self-will ; lust.

self-Justification
pr 8-1 may afford a quiet sense of s",

a 115-22 depraved will, s-. pride, envy,
/ 242-18 self-will, 3', and self-love,

self-knowledge
t 462-20 Anatomy, ... Is mental s\

self-love
/ 243-15 S' Is more opaque than a solid body.
242^18 self-will, self-justification, and «-,

self-made
b 282-11 a belief in a *• and temporary
204-26 Man is neither s- nor made by mortals.

gl 684-22 saith : . . . a wicked mind, 5' or

self-mesmerism
p 403- 5 while s- Is induced unconsciously

self-offering
gl 579- 8 Abel. Watchfulness ; S' ;

582- 9 Renewal of affections ; «• ;

self-reliant
a 23-30 demands j- trustworthiness,

self-respect
p 407- 3 inconceivably terrible to man's s'.

self-righteousness
ph 179-10 not in s', but reflecting the divine

p 364-11 This query Jesus answered by rebuking S'

t 448- 2 Blindness and s- cling fast to

gl 592-27 Phaeisee. Corporeal and sensuous belief ; *" ;

self-sacrifice
a 29-10 Great ia the reward of s-,

self-same
b 317-22 aa the a* Jeaua whom t^ey had loved
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self-satisfied
pr 7-21 A s" ventilation of fervent sentiments

seli-seeklng
I 445-21 S-, envy, passion, pride,

self-seen
p 411-19 Jesus caused the evil to b« »'

self-sentence
p 378- 6 will enable you to commute this s',

self-sustained
p 390- 4 We cannot deny that Life is 5",

g 544- 7 Mind, . . . being the producer. Life wa3 s'.

self-sustaining
ph 170-12 points to the *• and eternal Truth.
p 372-22 Matter is not s".

self-will
/ 242-18 the adamant of error,— »•,

gl 589- 2 envy ; hatred ; selfishness ; r ; lust.

semblance
p/» 195-15 Whatever furnishes the s" of an idea

semi-god
c 263-16 mis-creator, who believes he is a 5".

semi-metaphysical
b 268-14 $• systems afford no substantial aid
268-18 These s" systems are one and all

semi-starvation
/ 221-20 Hence s' is npt acceptable to wisdom,

semper paratus
t 458-15 S" p' is Truth's motto.

send
f 206-19 Does God « sickness,
h 287-12 "Doth a fountain s- forth— Jas. 3; 11.

p 439-31 We s' our best detectives to
( 455-29 same fountain cannot $° forth both
Q 545-14 errors s" falsity iijto all human doctrines

ap 570-19 What if the old dragon should s' forth a

sender
a 158- 7 Apollo was also regarded as the s* of disease,

sendeth
r 489-22 r not forth sweet waters and bitter.

sending
/ 206-28 Instead of God s' sickness and death,

sends
ph 191-32 Mind, God, S' forth the aroma of Spirit,

194- 9 Truth s" a report of health over the body.
196-31 The press unwittingly s' forth many sorrows

/ 239-30 The perfect Mind s- forth perfection.
239-31 Imperfect mortal mind s' forth its own

p 399-11 mortal mind s' its despatches over its body,
g 51'6-15 arbutus s' her sweet breath to heaven.

ap 568-29 Love s- forth her primal and everlasting $train.

sensation
basis of
ph 178-18 acting from the basis of s- in matter,

belief that
gl 592- 1 alias the belief that $• is in matter.

Changes
r 491- 5 Change the belief, and the «• changes.

devoid of
r 480- 9 whereas matter is devoid of s*.

r 491- 6 Destroy the belief, and the s- disappears.,
false

s 128-28 and not upon the judgment of false s*.

bas no
ph 166- 1 matter has no s" of its own,
/ 211-10 Is it not provable . . . that matter has no S'?
214-31 the body as matter has no S" of its own,

o 346-23 because matter has no S',

p 401-14 since matter has no S'

T 485- 4 for matter has no s\
489- 5 and that matter has no J*.

489-26 because matter has no S",

IntclUgence and
6 294-12 error, saying : "Matter has intelligence and y.

life and
6 278-12 That matter . . . has life and r, is one of the
289- 4 The belief that life and s- are in the body

p 396-30 never giving the body life and s\
life, nor

s 127-22 have— as matter— no Intelligence, life, nor »•.

/ 205-11 matter has neither intelligence, life, nor j-.

material
(see naterlal)

BiaterisI Id

p 41&-17 and this mind is material In S',

/ 212-16 and the nerves have no .^•.

237- 4 "There is no s' in matter."
It 284-^ neither s' nor report goes from material body

sensation
nor life

3 108- 6
of pain

/212-6
of sickness

/ 211-13

physical
pr 7-17

supposed
s 120-26

world of
pr 13-31

matter possesses neither s' nor life';

If the 5' of pain In the limb can return.

The s' of sickness and the impulse to sin

Physical s*. . . . produces material ecstasy

deduced from supposed 5° in matter

the world of s- is nor cognizant of

. has

no

sp 81- 4 as there is to show the sick that matter .

s" ;

ph 168-28 the s' would not appear if

188-18 The smile of the sleeper indicates the S'

/ 211-24 If it Is true that nerves have s',

212-14 it proves s' to be in the mortal mind,
218-26 to Delieve inmatter as . . . having s' or i)0W3r.
243-24 matter haa neither intelligence nor s\

b 295- 2 the s- seeming to be in nerves
318-22 denies the error of s- in matter,

p 370-30 change our basis from »• to C. S.,
396-21 as if matter could have s'.

408-30 that condition of the body which we call S"

T 480- 8 belief that there is «• in matter,
485-29 as much as nerv^ control s*

488-22 Nerves have no more s', . . . than the
gl 586-20 a belief that matter has s\

591-11 s' in the sensationless ;

sensationless
f 250-20 the body lies listless, imdisturbed, and s\
280-26 man has a s' body ;

Hl 591-11 Matter. , . . sensation in the S' ;

592- 1 matter, which is $• ;

sensations
sp 73-20 with material s" and desires,

73-24 belief that . . . spirit retains the s"

92- 6
'

but also capable of imparting these s\
/211- 7 The s" of the body must either be the
211- 7 the s" of a so-called mortal mind or of

p 372- 7 theory . . . that its «• can reproduce man,
sense

allegorical
ap 575-16 Taken in its allegorical s",

and Soul
/ 240-31 how to divide between »• and Soul

anthropomorphic
6 337- 1 but not in any anthropomorphic «•.

captives [of
pref xi-19 deliverance to the captives [of s ),

— Li/fcc 4 .* 18.

certain
g 509- 7 presented to them the certain «• of eternal Life.

ap 569-14 in a sweet and certain s' that God is Love,
chances the

6 319-28 misplaced word changes the «•

clear
b 325-20 Paul had clear s' of the demands of Truth
r 495-17 your clear s' and calm trust,

common
p 365-12 and common s' and common humanity are

contradicting
gl 596-26 C. S., contradicting s', malceth the valley to bud

corporeal
pref viii- 5 the discords of corporeal s" must yield to the
m 56-11 where the corporeal «• of creation was cast out,

sp 72- 2 of which corporeal s" can take no cognizance.
77- 5 continues to he a belief of corporeal s" until the

ph 167- 7 only as we live above corporeal s-

6 299-28 Corporeal s', or error, may seem to hide Truth,
p 376-16 simulated a corporeal «• of life,

r 483-15 the name "error" to corporeal s',

486- 5 until every corporeal s' is quenched.
489-13 Corporeal s' defrauds and lies ;

493- 2 To corporeal s\ the sun appears to rise and set,
494-20 serves to correct the errors of corporeal S' ;

495-21 Let C. S., instead of corporeal s\
g 533-31 learned that corporeal s- is the serpent.

-

548-11 only as the clouds of corporeal s" roll away.
ap 573-19 Because St. John's corporeal «• of the

578- 2 substituting for the corporeal s', the

gl 583- 6 The representatives of Soul, not corporeal s" ;

correct . ^, .^
ap 560-18 without a correct s" of its highest visible idea,

deadened
a 55- 2 from a deadened s' of the invisible God,

detach . , ,

c 261-21 Detach s" from the body, or matter,
distorted ^ . . ..

b 322-22 incurred through the pains of distorted s'.

dlrine
g 505-24 the divine s", giving the spiritual proof

ap 577- 1 human sense of Deity yields to the divine s\
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sense
dlrlner

b 285-20 to give place to a diviner s" of

p 369- 7 He enters into a diviner « of the facts^

ap 563- 2 while, to a diviner s', harmony is the real

dormant
6 327-31 awaken the man's dormant s- of

cnnptured
/ 24&-15 should dawn upon the enraptured $•

erroneous
p 396-25 with which to combat their erroneous s;

errors of
/ 240-27 In trying to undo the errors of s'

273-14 till the errors of s' are eliminated.

p 40&-U The Science of being unveils the errors of s;
every

/ 208- 9 a law of mortal mind, wrong m every y,
f»lae

s 108-26 this false s' evolves, in belief, a
122-27 Temporal life is a false s' of existence.

ph 172-14 as the false s- of being disappears.
194-22 by the false S' it imparts.
196-13 here the word soul means a false S"

/ 205- 5 their false s- concerning God and man.
213-31 dipped to its depths into a false s" of things,
253-14 I nope that you are conquering this false s\

C 262-27 a false S" of man's origin.
b 281-21 When we put oft the false s- for the true,
307-15 a transient, false «• of an e.xistencewhich
311-30 as mortals lay off a false s- of life,

319- 1 manifests mortality, a false s- of soul.

325-32 A false s" of life, substance, and mind
335-23 Only by losing the false s- of Soul can we

p 399-26 It is only a false s' of matter,
411-22 induced by a false «• mentally entertained,

/ 460-15 to the frightened; false s- of the patient,
r 485- 6 the false s\ which ever betrays mortals into
493-30 the Christ could improve on a false s-.

g 539- 1 This false s" of existence is fratricidal.

540-21 a false s- which hath no knowledge of God."
545-22 translators of this . . entertained a false y of

ap 573-20 and in place of this false s- was the
Cklsltles of

sp 78- 4 They are the falsities of J",

flnlie
s 120- t though it seems otherwise to finite s\
124-12 This is a mortal, finite «• of things,

/208- 3 and has a finite s' of the infinite.

c 263-24 as when some finite s' peers from its cloister

b 280-13 its finite s- of the divisibility of Soul
300- 3 Finite s' has no true appreciation of

fleshly
6 314- 3 waited until the mortal or fleshly «• bad

for soul
r 482- I substitution of the word $ for soul

bigb
1 448-20 a high s- of the moral and

bJgber
b 285-29 As mortals reach, ... a higher «•,

322-20 physical sense of pleasure yields to a higher S".

p 390-14 Let your higher s- of justice destroy the
r 487- 1 to seek and to find a higher s- of happiness
gl 589-19 higher s' of Truth rebuking mortal belief,

human
(see human)

Identical with
r 482-12 out of Science, soul is identical with y,

immanent
/ 209-14 Immanent «• of Mind-power enhances the glory

of
Immortal

sp 72- 3 Principle of man speaks through immortal 5'.

/ 210-30 immortal s" includes no evil nor pestilence.
210-31 Immortal « has no error of sense,
215-14 to supply the truth of immortal «•.

Imparting a
ap 567- 2 Imparting a s- of the ever-presence of

Imperfect
c 258-25 Mortals have a very imperfect s' of the

Incorporeal
ap 577- 2 yields to the incorporeal s' of God and man

Inferior
gl 590-16 which has the inferior s' of master, or ruler.

Instead of
b 302-23 this real man is governed by Soul instead of s',

Uteral
a 32-24 This would have been foolish in a literal «;

lower
3 116-30 but not in the lower «.
gl 590-18 word kurios almost always has this lower 5',

material
(see material)

misconceived
b 281-19 is a myth, a misconceived s"

moral
1 451-^ tends to blast moral y, health, and

sense
mortal

(see mortal)
must be Immortal

p 433-29 sense of Life, God,— which $• must be Immortal,
my

a 40-10 This is my s- of divine pardon,
no

/ 210-31 It has no *• of error
; therefore it is

243-26 Love has no s' of hatred.
no error of

/ 210-31 immortal sense has no error of y,
no more

/ 250-26 matter has no more «• as a man than
objects of

b 269-15 exchanges the objects of s' for the Ideas of
g 510- 4 than to dwell on the objects of s' I

of being
(see being)

of Christian Science
an 577-28 The writer's present feeble s" of C. S.

of disease
b 270-27 If a $• of disease produces suffering
p 421-26 If you would destroy the s" of disease,

of ease
b 270-28 and a s" of ease antidotes suffering,

of error
/ 210-31 it has no s- of error ; therefore It is

g 520-13 in which all s' of error forever disappears
of evil

b 325- 3 He who . . . loses all s- of evil,

g 540-15 that Truth may annihilate all s" of evil

offspring of
b 274- 5 the offspring of s', not of Soul, Spirit,

of good
b 311-13 Evil is destroyed by the «• of good,

of health
m 69- 4 mortals gain the s" of health only as
p 373-23 Establish the scientific s" of health,

of Infinitude
r 469-21 we bury the s' of infinitude, when we admit

of Life
/ 206- 2 no other s' of Life, and no consciousness of the
o 355-12 let the harmonious and true s- of Life

p 430-11 shut out the true «• of Life and health.
433-29 $ of Life, God,— which sense must be

of life

(see life)
of material life

a 53-29 beliefs of the flesh or his S" of material life,

of personal Joys
c 266-11 even if you cling to a s' of personal joys,

of pleasure
b 298-16 alternating between a «• of pleasure and pain,
322-19 until his physical s' of pleasure yields to a

of sin ^ ^m 69- 5 only as they lose the s' of sm and disease,

b 311-12 It is a s" of sin, and not a sinful soul,

r 481-31 it is the s' of sin which is lost, and not
of Soul , „ ,

b 335-23 Only by losing the false s- of Soul can we
gl 582-15 a «• of Soul, which has spiritual bliss

of soul
b 319- 1 manifests mortality, a false $• of soul.

r 493-26 Any y of soul in matter is not the
of substance

b 301- 7 but his $• of substance Involves error

one
s 119-17 In one s" God Is Identical with nature,

our
a 25- 5 expressed by our s' of human blood.

outward ^ .

s 129-24 Instead of accepting only the outward «•

overwhelming . ^ . j , v, ,

o 50- 6 overwhelming s" of the magnitude of his work,

painful
r 495-19 can destroy any painful y of, or belief in. that

pains of
(see pains)

personalm 61- 2 within the limits of personal s\
b 312-24 A personal s' of God and of

physical
(see physical)

Drlcdcss
p 366- 1 priceless «• of the dear Father's loying-kindness.

primary
g 525-10 the primary «• being image, form,

proper . ^ , i.

c 265- 8 gain some proper «• of the Infinite

424- 8 the proper s" of God's Unerring direction

a 29-25 overshadowed the pure »• of the Virgin-mothei
6 318-15 would efface the pure «• of omnipotence.

parlflcatlon of , ,. , . .
b 324- 5 The purification of y and self is » proof of
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sense

. 343-13 from the quickened S" of the people.

pr »- 1 A wordy prayer may afford a quiet s" of

b 285-14 the real s- of being, perfect and
**

"o ^29 Soul rebukes s", and Truth destroys error.

a**^13 contrary to the world's religious S-.

c 267-14 in a religious $-, they have the same authority

SClCD t iflo

m m-l9 not conflict with the scientific
s;

of

c 265-10 This scientific s' of being, forsaking matter

ft 272-10 brings out the scientific S-,

337- 1 in a s<-ientifics-, but not in any anthropomorphic
» 373-23 Establish the scientific s- of health, _

415-14 Opiates do not remove ... In any scientific s .

*
a 20-31 put aside material self and s". and seek the

sp 87-32 gone from physical sight and s\
*

/ 214-28 But the real sight or s- is not lost.

*
0^30-22 saying, . . . that sin and s- are more pleasant

ql 583- 7 who, having wrestled with error, sin, and s',

or 15- 4 the door of which shuts out sinful «'
, , ,

1ft- 6 Truth that is sinless and the falsity of smful s*.

o 23- 9 suffering is an error of sinful $
V 405-29 pains of sinful s" are less harmful than

a 22-24 immortality, boundless freedom, and sinless s",

sp 95- 1 Humanity advances slowly out of sinning s

spiritual
(see spiritual)

snfrering _ .

sv 77-21 or of a sinning, suffering s ,

av 574-28 which your suffering s- deems wratniul

6 304- 1 the sweet s' and presence of Life and Truth.

temporary , .u _»
298- 9 a mortal temporary s- of things.

b Vii- 4 This s- is assimilated only as we are honest,

298-11 until this s' is corrected by C. S.

O 349-19 this s" must be gained by its disciples

489-15 How then can this s" be the God-given channel

time and , , ^,
. ,.

c 261-25 the mutations of time and s ,

^l 684- 4 The objects of time and s- disappear In the

a 48- from earth to heaven, from s' to Soul.

c 266- 1 and transplant the affections from s" to Soul,

op 566- 7 in their passage from s" to Soul,

/ 246-14 the transient «• of beauty fades.

a 32-20 The true s- is spiritually lost, if the

< 108-29 therebv shutting out the true S' of "Spirit.

c 264- 8 if they would gain the true s" of thmgs.
* 283-23 the true s- of His power is lost to all who
o 355-12 let the harmonious and true s" of Life

V 430-11 shut out the ^rue s' of Life and health.

a 534- 7 to interpret the Scriptures in their true S",
.

550-12 The true s- of being and its eternal perfection

op 575- 2 Arise . . . into the true s- of Love,

o 19-7 by giving man a truer s' of Love,
19- 9 ana this truer s" of Love redeems

nBcertsIn , i.» _. ,j j .

6 326-24 only when his uncertam s* of right yielded to

want of . .

r 489-30 A wrong sense ... is lum-scnse, want oi s .

woes of
/ 248-10 and destroying the woes of s'

r 489-29 A wrong s' of God, man, and creation Is

wi 68- 4 They are slaves to fashion, pride, and s'.

69-12 nor his s' of increasing number
an 102- 7 in s' it is an unreal concept of the

s 116-29 in the s- of infinite personality, but not

ph 172-20 belief that there is Soul in s" or Life In matter
175-12 and dissuade any s- of fear or fever.

/ 214-26 How transient a s" is mortal sight,

c 265-29 inform us that the pleasures of s" are mortal

b 311-14 false estimates of soul as dwelling in s-

311-16 belief strays into a s' of temporary loss

312-14 the $ of a corporeal Jehovah,
315-12 hid from their s" Christ's sonshlp
322- 6 the reality of Life, the control of Soul over s",

353-13 not wholly outUved the «• of ghostly beliefs.

sense
p362-* Why art thou cast down, Omvs(Ml\sV—Ps(u.

42: 11.

366-23 a s- of the odiousness of sin

379-13 Had he known his s- of bleeding.waa an
r 482- 8 use the word «•, and you will have the scientific

493-23 it removes any other s- of moral or mental

g 540-31 Material in origin and S', he brings a
, . .

ap 572-26 Through what s' came this vision to St. JonnT
gl 596-16 a »• of the nothingnessLOf error,

sense-dream
\) 312- 6 as the s* vanishes and reality appears.

sense-existence
ph 167- 5 Soul-existence, In the place of s*.

senseless
/ 202-29 as if «• matter . . . had more power than

senses
are silent . , ., ^

sp 89-21 Spirit, God, Is heard when the s* are silent.

are spiritual
/ 252-32 Man, whose s' are spiritual, is

bodily
a 60-20 before the evidence of the bodily s',

ph 172- 1 which he has through the bodily S',

t 448- 5 Evil which obtains m the bodily r,
COgnUabie by the .

sp 86-29 as readily as from objects cognizable by the s*.

corporeal
sp 70- 2 corporeal % cannot inform us what is real

85-24 Jew and Gentile may have had acute corporeal
S",

5 131- 7 the false evidence before the corporeal S'

144-13 the manifestations of the corporeal s',

/ 216-22 If the decision were left to the corporeal s\
281- 8 Divine Science contradicts the corporeal s',

296-22 knowledge obtained from the corjMjreal S"

318- 5 Corporeal s" define diseases as realities ;

318- 7 even while the corporeal s' are saying that

334-23 according to the testimony of the corporeal S',

p 388- 4 obtained a victory over the corporeal s',

393- 9 Mind is the master of the corporeal s",

395- 9 master the false evidences of the corporeal V
417-18 The evidence before the corporeal «•

( 448-13 rises above the evidence of tne corporeal s* ;

r 471- 8 the evidence before the five corporeal s',

477-10 To the five corporeal s', man appears to be
477-12 declares the corporeal s" to be mortal and
486-28 If the five corporeal s' were the medium
488-14 Do the five corporeal S' constitute man?
488-20 corporeal «• can take no cognizance of

489-24 The corporeal s' are the only source of evil

493-18 the beliefs of the five corporeal s",

a 516- 7 the false testimonv of the corporeal s*

525-24 The corporeal s" declare otherwise ;

527-16 gathered from the corporeal s-,

631-28 corporeal s" can take no cognizance of Spirit.

532- 6 must be gained from the five corporeal s'.

632-21 calling out to the corporeal S".

643- 9 five corporeal s" cannot take cognraance of

646-16 manifested only through the corporeal S',

652- 8 necessarily apparent to the corporeal S',

557-14 but in the line of the corporeal «•,

gX 581-20 evidence obtained from the five corporeal &',

685- 1 Not organs of the so-called corporeal s',

689-13 knowledge obtained from the five corporeal r •;

690- 5 Evidence obtained from the five corporeal s" ;

deceitful . ^ ^ ... ,

p 395- 4 the testimony of the deceitful S',

educated ^ .. . j ..

ph 195- 8 All that gives pleasure to our educated S'

enslaving ,. j i j
/ 227- 6 claims of the enslaving s" must be denied

pr 15-10 door of the erring S' must be closed.

evidence of the ^. . ., ,.,,_,.
a 18-11 against the accredited evidence of tne s ,

p 38&- 2 evidence of the S" is not to be accepted
420-31 Turn his gaze from the false evidence of the S

evidence to the
p 370-10 furnishes the evidence to the S",

fl^e ^ ^ ^
ph 200-22 in other words the five s*.

6 274- 4 knowledge gained from the five «'
.. _ _

p 526-10 material hearing, sight, . . . termed the nve «"

532-31 through matter, the five S'.

a h'ir- 6 His s" drank in the spiritual evidence of

human , .

s lift- 6 evidence before the corporeal human s ,

t 461-10 from the standpoint of the human 5*.

Illusions of the , ^ , ^,
6 332-13 dispelling the Ulusions of the s ;

Illusive , „
ph 191-28 The Illusive «• may fancy afflmties with
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senses
limited

ft 337-21 Incomprehensible to the limited s*

material
(see material)

mortal
b 28S-28 unlimited by the mortal s\
p 390- 6 to the mortal s', there is seeming discord.

of man
b 284-28 the only real «• of man are spiritual,
T 486-23 all the spiritual s' of man, are eternal.

488-28 If it were possible for the real s" of man to be
489-19 Who dares to say that the s* of man can be

of Mind
r489-4 the s* of Mind are never lost

of Soul ^ .„ .

/ 213-18 communicated through.the s' of Soul
^14-29 Neither . . . can interfere with the «• of Soul,

of Spirit
5 274-12 The s- of Spirit abide In Love,

personal
b 334-11 Imperceptible to the so-called personal s\

physical
{see physical)

real
/ 214-30 and there are no other real s'.

284-28 the only real «• of man are spiritual,
r 488-28 If it were possible for the real s" of man to be

represent
c 265-16 The s- represent birth as untimely

Science and the . .

b 273-13 Hence the enmity between Science and the s\
so-called

s 122-10 these so-called s- still make mortal

ph 190-11 arranges itself into five so-caUed s',

c 258-20 material so-called «• have no cognizance
261-20 he was in the fuU possession of his so-called S\

b 292-16 The so-called s' of mortals are material.
r 471- 9 these so-called S' receive no Intimation of

488-18 defines these so-called y as mortal beliefs,

Spirit's
/ 214-32 Spirit's s' are without pain,

spiritual . . . ,

b 288- 6 between the evidence of the spiritual s- and
r 486-23 all the spiritual s* of man, are eternal.

<7 512-25 discerned only through the spiritual $-.

testimony of the
s 12^20 denying the testimony of the s;

b 284-26 are beyond the cognizance of these s*.

294- 2 These s" indicate the common human belief,
r 486- 7 To die, that he may regam these s- ?

those very
ph 195- 9 gave him pain through those very s",

nnseen to the

/ 234-30 action of the human mind, unseen to the 3\
Tlslble to the

p 400-26 image which becomes visible to the s\

a 38-28 living only for . . . the gratification of the s\
62- 7 their s" testified oppositely, and absorbed the

m 61- 2 The s' confer no real enjoyment.
an I01-'4 the impressions made upon the s" ;

s 119-26 contradicts the evidence before the y
120-13 is he well if the «• say he is sick?
138-25 the sinful, so-called pleasure of the S'.

f 206-14 governed by Science instead of the S',
242-14 so-called pain and pleasure of the s".

b 289-18 what appears to the s' to be death Is but
305-20 inverted images presented by the s\
312- 8 The s' regard a corpse, not as man,

p 382-25 oblivion, in which the s' had engulfed him,
384-29 all the evidence before the «• can never

senses*
s 122- 7 The material s' reversal of the

sense-testimony
/ 249- 2 relinquish all theories based on s*,

sensible
s 109- 7 not, . . . seen to be.supported by s' evidence,

ph 173- 9 the s" Is required to be made manifest through
p 399-27 since matter is not s'.

sensibly
pr 14- I If we are «• with the body and regard
p 383-30 pounding the poor body, to make it s' well

sensitive
a 54^ 1 he would have been less s* to those beliefs.

p 423- 6 oftentimes affects a «• patient more
g 555- 1 mortal mind is less pungent or s\

sensual
a 20-13 men can be baptized, . . . and yet be s* and
sp 73-30 The «• cannot be made the mouthpiece of

/ 221-32 another lesson,— that gluttony is a «• illusion,
226-26 the sick, the s\ the sinner, I wished to save
241- 5 S- treasures are laid up "wheremoth—Mott. 6.-19.

sensual
/ 254-16
c 263-28
6 296-10

(7 547-28

p/583- 1

590-11

false appetites, hatred, fear, all s*,

might be redeemed from s' and sin.

During the s* ages, absolute C. 8. may not
A s- thought, like an atom of dust
Nothing « or sinful is immortal.
«•, and mortal theory of the universe,
S' and mortal beliefs ;

A corporeal and « belief ; mortal man ;

sensualism
a 36-16 distance between Christianity and «•

m 65-14 in the materialism and s' of the age,
c 260-22 S' evolves bad physical and moral conditions.
260-24 Selfishness and s- are educated in

b 272-23 earthward gravitation of s- and impurity,
337- 6 S' is not bliss, but bondage.

ffl 589- 5 mortal embracing duplicity, repentance, s\
£94-15 love rebuking error ; reproof of $.

sensualist's
/ 241- 8 The $• affections are aa Imaginary, whimsical,

sensuality
aU

/ 201-10
and sin

P364-7
arising from

sp 94-20 betrayal, arising from s-.

palsies
s 142-16 5- palsies the right hand, and causes the left to

rebuked their
a 51-27 divine Principle, Love, which rebuked their s\

selfishness and
a 22- i selfishness and S' causing constant retrogres-

sion,
sin and

sp 82-31 In a world of sin and $• hastening to.

sp 71-25 There is no s" in Spirit.
92-19 an outgrowth of human knowledge or »',

an 104-20 dishonesty, s', falsehood, revenge,
gl 581- 6 counteracting aU evil, s", and mortality.

587-21 Ham (Noah's son). Corporeal belief ; s' ;

589-14 s- ; envy ; oppression ; tyranny.
693- 7 Error ; fear ; infiammation ; «• ;

593-12 Reuben (Jacob's son). Corporeality ; s' ;

sensuous
s 111- 3 the will, or «• reason of the human mind,
121- 3 inclinations of a s- philosophy.
131-8 Hence the opposition of «• man

ph 177-14 the body is a s', human concept.
/ 203-19 imprisoned in a s' body.
224- 7 s" pleasure or pain is self-destroyed
353- 1 scientific real is the s' unreal.

t 454-30 superiority of spiritual power over S'

gl 582-24 Canaak (the son of Ham). A S" belief'}
692-27 Pharisee. Corporeal and S' beUef ;

sensuousness
pr 15-20 Only as we rise above all material s" and
a 35- 8 enabled to rise somewhat from mortal s\

61-29 His spirituality separated him from «•,

sent
a 18- For Christ s- me not to baptize,— I Cor. 1 : 17.

27- 1 Jesus s' a message to John the Baptist,
27-22 Jesus s" forth seventy students at one time,
49_ 7 Where were the seventy whom Jesus s' forth?

5 109-29 not mine, but His that s" me.— John 7: 16.

125-13 nor « forth a positive sound.-

133- 1 and « the inquiry to Jesus,

ph 165- * He s- His word, and healed them,—Psal. 107 ; 20.

b 272- 1 except they be «•?"— Rom. 10; 15.

272- 1 If S-, how shall they preach, . . . except the

p 378-12 «• it cowering back into the jungle.
410- 9 Jesus Christ, whom Thou hast s-."—John 17:3.

433-28 and Scholastic Theology is S" for

g 537- 3 s- him forth from the garden— G(>n. 3 .• 23.

ap 561-30 "There was a man s- from God— John 1 ; 8.

sentence
awaiting the

. , ^ . „

f
439-29 awaiting the «• which General Progress

pr 7- 1 The only civil s' which he had for error

divine ...
pr 11-19 not to annul the divme s"

of death , , .....
p 433-19 proceeds to pronounce the solemn s' of death

436- 3 for which Mortal Man is under s' of death.

43fr-33 that court pronounced a s' of death for

/ 232-23 never tried to make of none effect the s' of God,
this

sp 80- 9 the very periodical containing this s"

nnjust . , , , . .

p 381-29 man's moral right to annul an unjust s*,

I an 105- 3 Courts and juries judge and s' mortals
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sentence

an J0&-15

p378-4
381-29
391-24
405-13
440-17

sentenced
b 322-15

p 433-24
434-22
434-30
435-17
436-28

sejitences
sp 86-26

/ 225-17
341-5

p 391-26
440-21

sentient
ft 280-25
285- 1

f 487-23

C 528-1
el 587-11

sentiment
pr 7-16
s 161-15

ph 176-' 1

/ 252-21

p 408-21

sentiments
pr . .7-22 A self-satisfied ventilation of fervent r

courts reasonably pass s", according to the mo-
tive.

Unwittingly you s' yourself to suffer,
a s' never inflicted hy divine authority,
and the judge wUl s' you.% of the moral law will be executed
Wherefore, then, ... do you s" Mortal Man

since God has s* sin to suffer.
For this crime Mortal Man is s*

The prisoner at the bar has been unjustly s'.
the lower court has «• Mortal Man to die,
Laws of Health should be r to die.
His Honor s" Mortal Man to die

peculiarities of expression, recollected s",
A few immortal s', . . . have been potent
are generally based on detached s-
Mortal mind alone &• itself.

God, who «• only for ein.

instead of possessing a s- material form.
Matter is not s' and cannot
The beUef that life is s- and intelligent
Was it requisite . . . that dust should becomes*,
» supposition of s" physicaUty ;

to induce or encourage Christian s".
that immortal «• of the Declaration,
and there Is truth in his s\
Animal in propensity, deceitful In s",
a supposed effect on inteUigence and »•.

exercise of the s'— hope, faith, love
Let that inform the j- and awaken the

pr

m
sp

ph 195-28 with wrong tastes and s

/ 206-12
- -

6 327-30
531- 9 represent the higher moral s

sentinel
a 49-18 faithful »• of God at the highest post of

sentinels
/ 225- 9 and will command their »• not to let truth pass

separate
6- 5 God Is not s" from the wisdom He bestows.
14-25 Entirely s' from the belief and dream ot
21-17 We have S' time-tables to consult,
42-19 belief that man has existence or mind s' from
66-21 Husbands and wives should never «• If
74-32 in s' states of existence, or consciousness.

an 103-12 Mind-science is wholly s" from
105-U Can you s- the mentaUty from the body

s 136- 6 no inteUigence, action, nor life s" from God.
ph 192-10 Spirit is not s" from God.
/ 204- 7 false conclusions . . . that there are two s'.
238- 7 and be ye «•,"— // Cor. 6 ; 17.

b 304- 8 to s- us from the love of God."— Rom. S: 39.
309-26 impossible ... for man to have an intelligence s'

p 415-32 as if it were a «• bodily member.
424- 2 becomes a s-, individualized mortal mind,

( 449-25 only to «• through simultaneous repulsion.451- 4 to come out from the material world and be s\
r 466-27 to s- the chaff from the wheat.
475-19 that which has no s' mind from God ;

480-18 thus attempting to s- Mind from God.
491-25 apparently with their own «• embodiment.

^ 5??"'? Existence, s" . . . Science explains as impossible.
635- 4 the wheat and tares which time will s",
639- 4 Error begins by reckoning life aa y from Spirit,

separated
therefore he could no more be s- from his
His spirituality «• him from sensuousnees,
which are not united by progress, but a\
the belief that man is s- from God,
nor s- from its divine Principle,
and then are « as by a law of divorce
cannot bo s- for an instant from God,
s- him from the scholastic theology of tho
or clauses s* from their context,
beliefs in . . . intelligence «• from God,
S- from man, who expresses Soul,
God, who s' me from— Gal. 1 : 15.
material- sense, is .«• from Truth,
s' by beUef from man's divine origin

51-17
61-28

sp 72-16
91- 5

(303-29
306-14
306-18
315-4
341- 5

« 450-28
r 477-29
478-28

C505-8
ap 562-12

separately
m 68-25 "Two eat no more together than they eat j'."

can never treat mortal mind and matter »•,

"

p 397-27

separates
m 66-31

/ 207-18
« 300-20

separates
( 456-13 s' himself from the true conception of
806- 6 a quality which s- C. S. from supposition
648- 3 C. S. s- error from truth.

separationm 89-31 S- never should take place,
6 338-23 even the supposed s- of man from God,
p 375- 4 behef that . . . pain must accompany the S'

separator
gl 586- 7 Fan. S" of fable from fact ;

sepulchre
a 44- 8 His three days' work in the s*

44-29 while-he was hidden in the S",
failed to hide immortal Truth and Love In a $;45-15

6290- 8
314-18

<; 534-4
0/597-14 .

sepulchres
pr 8- 9

sequel
s 159-20 The s- proved that this Lynn woman

series
S 117- 2
117- 4

seriously
s 132-32 yet afterwards he s- questioned the signs of the

sermon
sp 80-4
/201- 1

Sermon on the Mount
ph 174-17 The thunder of Slnal and the S- ontheM'

The S' ontheM- la the essence of

appearing at the door of some s-,
the body, which they laid in a s',
and to behold at the s' the risen Saviour,
opened the s" with divine Science,

'

'Uke unto whited s'— MaU. 23 .• 27.

because an Individual may be one of a S',God is One,— not one of a s", but

whether for the inspiration of a s- or
best s' ever preached is Truth practised
be it song, s\ or Science

"«• In stones, and good in everything."
Christian $ will heal the sick.

6 271-23

sermons
ph 176-12

345-8

serpent
atsument of the

b 280-21 The argument of the s- In the allegory,
bcgiulled me -o j.

g 533-28 She says,"The s- beguUed me,— Gen. 3; 13,
brazen

» 133-11 looked upon the brazen s\
changeth the

515- 9 power which changeth the $ into a staff.
colled around

sp- 92-11 a »• coiled around the tree of knowledge
enters

9 529-22
fable of the

g 544^19
handle tbe

b 321-11

S" enters into the metaphor only as

first suggestion ... Is in the fable of the s*.

furnace s* the gold from the dross
Science s- the tares and wheat In time of
Science s- the wheat from the tares,

^
- .wisdom bade him come back and handle the S',

Is perpetually
ap 564-28 The s" is perpetually close upon the

Is supposed
g 544-21 The «• is supposed to say,

lyinK
g 529-21 Whence comes a talking, lying »•

represents tbe
sp 92-13 This represents the $• in the act of

80-called
6 307- 3 This pantheistic error, or so-called a',

strangle the
ap 569-16 and fail to strangle the s* of sin

talking
g 529-25 the species described,— a talking s*.

ap 564-31 allegorical, talking s- typifies mortal mind,
testimony of tbe

g 538-15 The testimony of the «• la significant ol
typified by a

ap 564-26 are typified by a s; or anunal subtlety.

b 269- 5 resulted from the philosophy of the 9'.
321- 9 he saw it become a s-,
321-13 S-, evil, imder wisdom's bidding, was destroyed
338-24 the obstacle which the S-, sin, would Impose
615- 5 The s- of God's creating is neither subtle nor
629-13 Now the s- was more subtle— Gen. 3: 1.

629-17 And the woman said unto the s',— Gm. 3 : 2.
630-13 the s" said unto the woman,— Gen. 3 : 4.
533-31 learned that corporeal sense Is the s*.
634- 9 [Jehovah] said unto the s-,— Gen. 3; 14.

634-27 The s', material sense, wUI bite the heel
639-18 by condemning its symbol, the 5",
550-26 A. s- never begets a bird,

ap 563-18 that old s", whose name Is devil or evil,
864-30 the $- pursues with hatred the
867-15 that old s', called the devil,— Rev. 12: 9.
867-18 that old s' whose name Is devil (evil),
670- 8 r cast out of hia mouth water— Rev. 12; 15.

«J 594- 1 definition Qt
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serpent-bites

b 328-20 hundreds

serpentine
die tbero annually from s'

g 541-22

ap 56J-27

serpents
6 322- 1

3-28-23

p362-*
gl 587-15

servant
<2 44-3
5 ll#-d2
14&-11

p404- 4

439-26

servants
/ 201- *

216-16

serve
pr 14- 5
a 37-U

ph 167-U
/201-6
C 267-24
O 346-30

p 422-19

served
a 52-4
r 497-21

serves
m 57-27
6 325-25

t.453-22
r 494-20
(7 502-U

service
a 31-32

40-28

SP 79-32
6 325-24

p 399-12
436-12

I 455-21

servitude
/ 225-23
226-22

sessions
an 101-10

set
vref xi-21

a 19-14
20-30
44- 8

J 108-32
126-22
137-17
141- 8

ph 178- 4

/210-6
211-20
222-30
247- 8

b 326- 9
345- 8
354-17

p 367-20
382-32
434- 1

r 472- 6
493-3

fc499- •

^511- 7

521-26
521-30
542-16
&55-24

ap 558- 7
568-10

gl 579- »

sets
sp 83-18

90-25
S 114-27
C 260-14
r 495-13

(7 542-8
554-19

settle
6288-7

Here the *• lie invents new forms.
The s' form stands for subtlety

taught them how to handle s' unharmed,
they shall take up s',

— Mark 16; 18.

they shall take up s;— Mark 16; 18.

the 5' of error, which say,

good and faithful s-,"—.Matt. 25; 23.

13 but the humble s' of the restful Mind,
by which material sense is made the s* of
or the special «• of any one of the

declaring Disease to be God's «•

the reproach of Thy s;— Psal. 89; 50.

it makes the nerves, . . . s\

We cannot "s- two masters."— Matt. 6; 24.

«• to cleanse and rarefy the atmosphere of
We cannot s' two masters
"No man can s' two masters."— Matt. 6; 24.

by reversal, errors s' as waymarks to the
We cannot s' both God and mammon
changes ... in mortal mind s° to reconstniCv

He s- God •

they s" mammon,
his resurrection s' to uplift faith

«• to unite thought more closely to God,
begotten of the beliefs of the flesh and s* them,
yet «• evil in the name of good.
«• to correct the errors of corporeal sens^ ;

s" to suggest the proper reflection of God.

will think that he doeth God s" .;
— John 18 ; 2.

It is sad that the phrase divine s' has
Giving does not impoverish us in the s' of our
which is your reasonable s."— Rom. 12; 1.

this so-called mind is both the s' and message
Giving a cup of cold water . . . is a Christian i' .

God selects for the highest s- one who

Legally to abolish unpaid s' in the
wearing out years of s' to an unreal master

which tested during several s- the phenomena

To «• at liberty them that are— Luke 4; 18.

although his teaching » households at variance,
the race that is «• before us ;"

— Heb. 12; I.

His three days' work in the sepulchre «• the
«• my thoughts to work in new channels,
I have s* forth C. S. and its apphcation to
hia reply s' forth a great fact :

to s' aside even the most cherished beliefs
it is s' down as a poison by mortal mind.'
are «• forth in Jesus' demonstrations,
children's teeth are s" on edge."— Ezek. 18; 2.

and eat what is s" before you,
retained his fuU «• of upper and lower teeth
and s' his whole affections on spiritual things.
When . . . His absoluteness is s' forth,
who thereunto have s' their seals.
A city that is «• on an hill— Malt. 5; 14.

Mortal mind needed to be s' right.
can open wide those prison doors and «• the
God has $• his signet upon Science,
the sun appears to rise and s',
/ have $ before thee an open door,— Rev. 3 ; 8.

And God s' them, in the firmament— Gen. 1 ; 17
a material view of creation, is to be $• forth.
if veritable, would «• aside the omnipotence of
$' a mark upon Cain, lest any— Gen. 4: 15.

and s' aside the proper conception of Deity,
he s- his right foot upon the sea,— Rev. 10; 2.

first the true method of creation is s' forth
/ have $• before thee an open door,— Rev. 3; 8.

belief that . . . Spirit s' aside these laws,
s* man free to master the infinite idea.
and s' free the imprisoned thought.
s" mortals at work to discover what
s' the captive free physically and morally.
and s' upon error the mark of the beast.
infinite Mind s' at naught such a mistaken

will r all questions through faith in

settles
361-4

p 435-15

seven
pref xii- 6

p 421-32

(/ 520-10

ap 559-13
562-30
562-31
572-15
674- 6
574- 7

574-18

sevenfold
(/ 542-16

seventeen
ph 194-24

seventh
a 21-30

p 362- 1

<? 519-22
519-23

seventy
a 27-22

49- 7
O 342-13

seventy-four

cancels the disagreement, and «• the question,
a look of despair and death s' upon it.

'

During s- years over four thousand students
of eight multipUed by five, and of s- by ten.
The numerals of infinity, called s" days.
It arouses the "s" thunders"— Rev. 10; 3.

having «• heads and ten horns,— Rev. 12; 3,
and «• crowns upon his heads.— Rev. 12 ; 3.

open the jf seals of error with Truth,
one of the «• angels which had— Rev. 21 ; 9.
the s- vials full of the s- last— Rev. 21; 9,
the «•• angeUc vials full of $ plagues,

vengeance shall be taken on him s\— Gen. 4 ; 15.

at the age of s° Kaspar was still a

he turns east on the «•,
in the s' chapter of Luke's Gospel
on the « day God ended His work— Gen. 2; 2.
and He rested on the s' day— Gen. 2; 2.

Jesus sent forth s" students at one time.
Where were the « whom Jesus sent forth?
He bade the «• disciples, as well as the twelve.

/ 245-13
245-28

several
an 101-10

ph 193- 6

i/ 556-32

severance
m 57-26
s 122-24

severe
ph 175-23

/251-5
p "407- 9
r488-4

severed
6 295- I

severely
/ 238-21
t443-»

severest
5 162-19

p 387-18

sex
551-21

sexes
m 57-10

63-13
63-20
65-10

6 340-28

ff532-2
sexual

<;549-3

sexuality
g 508-19

shackles
/225-2
C256- 1

shade
ap 566-22

shadow
and shelter

<7 516-16

beneath tbe
a 36-14

of deatb
ap 578-10
gl 596-21

wltbin tbe
5 108-20

/ 236-16
C 257- 5

257- 5
6 299-29
331- 3

O 351-29
(460-31

saw her when she was s',

proves it possible to be young at 5' ;

which tested during s' sessions the phenomena
said the bone was carious for s' inches,

plunged . . . into the water for « minutes,

this $• of fleshly ties serves to
To material sense, the »• of the jugular vein

was not so s* upon the gastric juices,
neither should 'a fever become more «•

Every hour of delay makes the struggle more S".

When, . . . you are able to banish a s' malady.

The beUef that a s* limb is aching

because we suffer s' from error,
at times s' condemned by some

in their s" forms.
That man does not pay the s" penalty who

peculiarities of ancestry, belonging to either r

Both $ should be loving, pure, tender, and
differences between the rights of the two »".

property, and parental claims of the two s\
The umoi) of the s' suffers fearful discord,
equalizes the s' ; annuls the curse on man,
the union of the two «•

takes place apart from s' conditions.

The word is not confined to s\

What is it that binds man with iron s'

Progress takes off human s\

In s' and storm the frequent night.

The great rock gives $ and shelter.

in silent woe beneath the s' of his cross.

valley of the s" of death,— Psal. 23; 4.

valley of the s- of death,— Psal. 23; 4.

within the S' of the death-valley.

Already the $• of His right hand
If . . . then Spirit, matter's unlikeness, must
be «• :

and s- cannot produce substance,
sunshine of Truth, will melt away the s*

no more . . . than substance is in its s:
To them . . . Spirit was s\
the s' of old errors was no longer cast upoD
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a 82-32' with J- fast falling around ;

S 140-20 are but types and s' of true W0t9hlp<
b 310-11 Day may decline and s- fall,

shake
s 130-20 Laboring long to s' the adult's faith la matter

shaken
o 269-28 reedg s* by the wind, not houses built on the
297-28 Mortal testimony can be s*.

Shakespeare
m 66- 1 Thou art right, Immortal S\

Shakespeare's
f 244-29 Even S' poetry pictures age as Infancy,

shallow
3 110-20 This book may be distorted by $• criticism
c 257-11 This belief is «• pantheism.

shallows
c 262-10 diving into the r of mortal belief.

sham
55^21 and call this y unity man,

shame
a 36-10 Jesus endured the s*,

52-16 in order to unite in putting to s' and death
ph 188-10 from a- and woe to their mial pimishment.
g 632-18 produced the immediate fruits of fear.and S".

633- 1 was one of nakedness and $'.

shape
/ 248-29 Let us then s" our views of existence

p 400-14 before it has taken tangible s' in

shaped
sp 96-26 s" his course in accordance with divine Science
Q 525-14 and God s' man after His mind •

526-15 after God's mind s- He Mm ;

525^15 and He s' them male and female.

shapen
g 540-29 and "s- in iniqmty ;"— Psal. 51 ; 5.

shapes
1 458-26 The Christian Scientist wisely s' his Course,

share
a 54-25 and to s" the glory of eternal life,

m 57-21 but requires all mankind to «• it.

ap 559-28 because you must s' the hemlock cup
shared

a 33-28 Have you s' the blood of the New Coyenant,
53-32 Had he s' the sinful beliefs of others.

Shares
s 157- 6 never s' its rights with inanimate matter.

ph 194- 1 «• not its strength with matter

sharp
pr 3-29 s' censure our Master pronounces on hypocrites.
sp 8^27 His thrusts at materialism were s', but need«l.

Sr~21 of the corals, of its $ reefs, of the tall ships
b 293-17 Electricity is the s" surplus of materiality
322-26 The s" experiences of belief in the

p 374-14 This mortal blindness and its s- consequences
407- 1 but there is a very s' remembrance of it.

1 459-17 is like putting a s' knife into the bands of

sharper
'

a 50-29 s' than the thorns which pierced his flesh.

shearers
o 50- 2 as a sheep before her «• is dumb,— Isa. 53 ; 7.

shed
o 25- 7 s" upon "the accursed tree,"— see Gal. 3 : 13.

30-16- by man shall his blood be s\"— Gen. 9; 6.

p 379-13 when not a drop of bia blood was $•.

sheddeth
a 30-15 "Whoso s- man's blood,— Gen. 9:6.

sheep
a 50- 1 as a s" before her shearers is dumb,— Isa. S3 ; 7.
t 464-27 and careth not for the s\"—John 10: 13.

gl 594-12 dehmtion of

sheep's
an 104- 6 and belied by wolves in »* clothing.
<fp 567-29 These wolves in s- clothing are detected

sheer
s 144-18 but is s' animal magnetism.

Sheklnah
a 41- 2 into the S' into which Jesus has passed

shells
g 552-18 They must peck open their s" with C S.,

shelter
g 516-16 The great rock gives shadow and r.-

Shem
gl 594-14 definition of

shepherd
pref vii- 2 The wakeful s" beholds the first

ap 578- 6 [Divine lovb] is my s' ;— Psal. 23: 1.

shepherd-boy
b 268-U like the $• with his sling,

sheriff
^

p 436-18 But they brought with them Fear, the r,
441-23 executed at the hands of our 3\ Progress.

shield
p 408- cannot. In a scientific diagnosis,- s* the

418- 1 to «• them from the baneful effects of
( 457-U In the legend of the s", which led to a quarrel

shift
ph 168- t a i)oor 5' for the weak and worldly,

shifts
g 613-19 and the scene s' Into light.

shine
pref vil-10 and. »• the guiding star of being.

/ 252-29 and »• with the resplendency of
U 518-20 immortalitv, and goodness, which s" through
646-24 like rays of light, s' in the darkness,

shines
g 518-21 as the blossom «• through the bud.

ap 582-20 s- "unto the perfect day"— Prov. 4 : 18.

shlneth
b 325-31 like the light, "»• in darkness,- John 1 : 5.

shining
/ 247-29 s' resplendent and eternal over age and decay
o 347-21 and is the light s' in darkness,
g 510-29 and this one s- by its own light

ap 566-24 A burning and a s° light I

ships
sp 87-21 the tall s- that float on its bosom,

shipwreck
1 451-10 will either make s' of their faith or

shock
a 63-19 the s" so often produced by the truth,

53-20 this s' arises from the great distance between
p 421- 9 make known . . . your motive for this s',

shocked
op 570- 6 s* into another extreme mortal mood,

shockingly
o 360- 9 replies : . . . they are not so s' transcendentaL

shone
pref vii- 4 So s" the pale star to the prophet-shepherds ;

shook
p442-9 We noticed, as he s" hands with his counsel,

shore .

a 34-32 JOTful meeting on the »• of the Galilean Sea I

35- 6 Discermng Christ, Truth, anew on the s* of
/ 203-29 should disappear on the S' of time ;

shores
sp 90- 3 loaves and fishes multiplied on the s' of

shorn
a 50-17 that hour would be s* of its mighty blessing
s 124- 4 a Samson 3' of his strength.

short
/ 249-29 It falls 5- of the skies, but
252-22 says : . . . my s" span of life one gala day.

o 352-26 In s\ children should be told not to

p 363-15 Jesus rebiiked them with a « story or parable,
( 448-29 nothing s' of right-doing has any claim to

ap 568-23 that he hath but a s* time.— Rev. 12: 12.

569-24 for the devil knoweth his time is s'.

572-13 nothing 3' of this divine Principle, understood
shortened

s 162-20 s* limbs have been elongated,
shorter

sp 77-17 -win be of longer or »• duration
g 530- 2 increases in falsehood and his days become y,

shortest
p 387-15 If printers and authors have the s* span of

shortly
p 432-21 testifies : . . . I was called for, s* after the

shoulders
p 363- 6 which h»mg loosely about her s',

show
pref ix-29 These efforts s* . . . the degrees by which

a 18- 8 to s' them how to do theirs,
26^20 to «• the learner the way by practice as well aa
31-23 s- the Lord's death till he come."— / Cor. U : 26.

37- I Does not Science s" that sin brings suffering
40-18 not otherwise could he s" us the way
42-25 Afterwards he would s- it to them unchanged,m 65-14 «• themselves in the materialism and

sp 81- 3 as there is to s' the sick that matter
an 103-10 does not scientifically s- itself in a knowledge
s 108- 7 human experiences s- the falsity of

111-24 incidents which s" that C. S. meets a
132- 4 "Go and « John again those— Matt. U : 4.

139-20 s' bow a mortal and material sense stold ioto
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show
ph 169-10

f2l(^- 7

239-21
242-30

6 293-26
294-21
313-30
316-9
343-4
343-5
348-20

p 364-25
374-14
375-23
375-26

398-7
404-23
417-29
418- 2

425-8
438-21
443-4

t 451-31
r 487-25
487-26
493- 9

g 552-25
554-27

ap 562-18
567-24
574-8

gl 596-16

showed
S 138-11

147-10

ph 193- 6

/ 206-16
236-17

b 292-31
314-10
321-31

gl 579-13

showing
pr 6-27

7-4
O 30-23

34-3
5 113-13

p 363-32
376-25
377-13
382-27
410-U
421- 9

r 476-31

{7 501-8
ap 563- 6

gl 581-11
589-20

shown
s 137-25
6 321-13
354-19

5 535-14
549- 6

ap 561-16

shows
pref viii-14

a 32-U
53-19
59-29
88-27
89^ 2
89-30
90-19
90-22

S 111-17
114-25
114-29
120-18
121-22
123-U

ph 182- 3
196-12

/203-5
209-32
211-17
225-15
238-12
242-10

C 262- 4

b 272-13
273-29

to «• that disease has a mental, mortal origin,
set forth in Jesus' demonstrations, wlilch f
and s' what we are winnine.
The finger-posts of divine Science * the way
they s' the self-destruction of error
s" the pleasures and pains of matter to be myths;
To «• that the substance of himself was Spirit.
to «• that Truth is made manifest by its effects

"S- me thy faith without thy—.Jas. 2: 18.

I will s- thee my faith bjr my— Jas. 2 ; 18.

will s' itself in forms of sin, sickness, and
do they s' their regard for Truth, or Christ,
s' our need oi divine metaphysics,
s" mortal mind that muscles have no power
Consumptive patients always $' great hopeful-

ness
These instances «• the concessions which
s" him that sin confers no pleasure,
S- them how mortal mind seems to induce
S- them that the conquest over sickness,

3' that it is not inherited ;

while the facts in the case s" that this fur
to s' them that under ordinary circumstances
S' your student that mental malpractice
"S" me thy faith without thy— Jas. 2: 18.

I will $• thee my faith by my— Jas. 2; 18.

Will you explain sickness and s' how
blending tints of leaf and flower s" the
AH these sayings were to s" that
which s* the workings of the spiritual idea
s' the dragon to be nothingness,
I will s- thee the bride,— Rev. 21 : 9.

they s' the spiritual inspiration of Loya

He s- that diseases were cast out
s- that Truth had lost none of its

He even s" me the probe,
as Jesus «• with the loaves and the fishes,
the pattern s' to thee— Heb. 8; 5.

In his resurrection and ascension, Jesus s*-

s' plainly that their material views were
Jesus, who s' his students the power of Mind
and s" the life-preserving power of

came teaching and s- men how to destroy sin,
« the necessity for such forcible utterance,
S' the difference between the offspring of Soul
instead of s', by casting out error
s' mathematically their exact relation
mere fact that she was s" her affection
s' that it is impossible for matter to suffer,
«• mortal mind to be the producer of
s' me the nothingness of the so-called
«• that Truth is the actual life of man ;

s" him that it was to facilitate recovery,
s- that man in God's image is unfallen
«• the poverty of mortal existence,
s' its horns in the many inventions of evil.
Science s' that the spiritual realities

s- the immortahty and supremacy of Truth ;

m
sp

Love hath «• thee the way of Life I

Matter was s' to be a belief only.
Inconsistency is «• by words without deeds,
.the results of sin as «• in sickness and •

s- by divine metaphysics to be a mistake,
3' in the man Jesus,

s" that Christian healing confers the
The cup s' forth his bitter experience.
Science s" the cause of the shock
the frequency of divorce s* that the
s' the possibilities derived from divine Mind,
s" that the beliefs of mortal mind are loosed.
s' that the belief of life in matter was
This $• the possibUities of thought.
«• what mortal mentaUty and knowledge are.
s' what this inverted image is meant to
s' the scientific relation of man to God,
«• that what is termed matter is but the
s' it to be impossible for aught but Mind t<>

s* appearances often to be erroneous,
«• conclusively how it is that matter seems
s* your position as a Christian Scientist.
«• that here the word soul means a
s" that matter can neither heal
y the superiority of faith by works
« the nature of all so-caUed material cause
«• human power to be proportionate to its

To fall away from Truth . . . $ that
Christ in divine Science s: us this way.
s" the paramount necessity of meeting' them.
Jesus' parable of "the sower" s-— Mark 4: 14.

Science s- that material, conflicting

shows
i>275- 3
275-21
289-18
309-24
315-27

p 383-19
392-20
394-31
399-21
416- 2

427-20
434-27

r 467-26
477-14
483- 4
489-25
490-29
491-4
493- 1

504-12
533-12
540- 2
549- 2

ap 567-31
573-10
577-32

gl 598- 8

shrank
g 532-19 error s' abashed from the divine voice

shrieks
m 67r- 5 S' through the tightened shrouds,

shrine
gl 595- 8 Temple.

shrinldng
ph 166- 4

shrouds
m 67-5

shut
pr 14-32 when thou hast «• thy door, pray— Matt. 8 ; 8.

15-15 enter into the closet and s' the door
a 38-31 the material senses «• out Truth
s 142-14 they at the same time s' the door on progress.

ph 182-23 and forthwith $ out the aid of Mind
p 392-30 «• out these unhealthy thoughts and fears.-

430-10 tends to s' out the true, sense of Life and
k 499- •

open door, and no man can s" it.— Bev. 3 ; 8.

g 543- 8 tne material man is «• out from the
""" "

"and the gates of it shall not be s-— Rev.2l:iS,
open door, and no man can S' it.— Bee. 3 ; 8.

This s- that matter did not originate in God,
s' clearly that all is Mind, and that Mind is

s' that what appears to the senses to be death
The Science of being $• it to be impossible
The history of Jesus s' him to have beea
This s' that the mind must be clean
unless Science s' you otherwise.
This s- that Jaith is not the healer in such cases
this deadness s' that so-called mortal life is

This process s- the pain to be in the mind,
s- that we shall obtain the victory
s" the alleged crime never to.have been
»• material existence to be enigmaticaL
Divine Science «• it to be impossible
the cure s- that you understand this
C. S. $ them to be false.

Sleep s" material sense as either
uncovers material sense, and s' it to be a
C. 8. speedijy s" Truth to be triumphant.
This also «• that there is no place where
The allegory s' that the snake-talker utters the
s" that Spirit creates neither a wicked nor a
for this discovery s" that the
s" how the Lamb slays the wolf.
This s' unmistakably that what the
one word s', though faintly, the light which C. S.
This s" how our Master had constantly

, the s" of Love ;

s' from its implied responsibility,

shrieks through the tightened a;

the door of which «• out sinful sense
This conviction s' the door on death,
bhnd beUef s' the door upon it,

openeth, and no man $' ;
— Rev. 3 ; 7.

s', and no man openeth ;
— Rev. 3; 7.

openeth, and no man s' ;
— Rev. 3 ; 7.

y, and no man openeth ;
— Rev. 3; 7.

ap 575-19

gl 579- •

Shuts
pr 15-4
gp 90-26
S 132-21

shutteth
A: 499-*
499-*

gl 579- *

579- •

shutting
s 108-2$ thereby s' out the true sense of Spirit.

sick (noun)

pr 12-16 Prayer toi a corporeal God affects the «• like a
and sinning

pr 7- 6 he cast out devils and healed the s* and sinning.
a 55-16 beneath its wings the $• and sinning..
s 117-19 by his power over the $ and sinning.
132-22 condemns the cure of the s- and sinning
141-13 In healing the «• and siiming, Jesus elaborated

b 271-16 by healing the s* and sinning.
309-20 divine power which heals the S' and sirlning,
337-32 heals the 5" and sinning as no other system can.

and the sinning
a 54-15 Truth, and Love heal -the «• and the sinning, .

sp 95-10 to discern the thought of the s- and the sinning
s 136- 6 and heal both the s' and the sinning.
138-31 which healed the $ and the sinning,

r 473-14 healing the s- and the sinning
op 562-19 by healing the s- and the sinning,

are healed
sp 78-29 the «• are healed, the sorrowmg are comforted,

are terrified

p 366-25 The s* are terrified by their sick beliefs,

brings to the
ph 169-24 mortal mind, not matter, which brings to the 5"

cure of the , ^ ^ . ,

s 132-22 and condemns the cure of the s- and sinning
b 285-27 and resort to matter ... for the cure of the s:

effects on the
, . ,• . ^ ..

o 342- 7 the sad effects on the s" of denying Truth.
evidenced by the

o 35^30 and evidenced by the £- who are cured
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sick (noun)

€!p!»in to the
V 39*-22 At the right time explain lo the .f the power

healed the

pr 7-6
O 4»-4
m 67-21

9p 85-18
S 134-28

138-31
147-M

ph 170-20
18^22

/ 210-12
6273-25
343-27
351-13

r477- 4

494-30

beater of ttae

s 138- 8 Life

beallng the
a 33-8

35-25
41-15
43- 1

46-12
97-32
109- 8

111-27
135-29
136-14
141-13

when he cast out devils and healed the S'

healed the s", cjist out evil,

our Lord and Master healed the s",

he discerned disease and healed the S'

healed the s", walked on the water.

theology of Jesus which healed the $'

Our Master healed the s",

Jesus healed the s" and cast out error,
healed the s\ not only without drugs, but
the Master healed the s-, gave sight to the
Jesus . . . healed the s", and raised the dead
healed the s' and reformed the sinner
Christ, Truth, which healed the s".

this correct view of man healed the s".

cast out devils (evils) and healed the s*.

Truth, and was the healer of the 3'

ap
s

healing the s" and casting out error,

casting out error and healing the s'.

by casting out error and healing the $',

healing the «•, and raising the dead,
again seen casting out evil and healing the S'.

work of casting out error and healing the s".

is demonstrated by healing the s'

and its demonstration in healing the s*

divine Love casting out error and healing the S',

with casting out evils and healing the s?
m-io In healing the s- and sinning, Jeaus
145-22 The theology of C. S. includes healing the s\

ph 182- 2 The act of healing the s' through divme Mind
/ 210- 8 by his heaUng the s", casting out evils,

232-18 by healing the s' and triumphing over death.
b 271-18 demonstrated by healing the s' and sinning. .

316-28 prove God's divine power by healing the $',

824-24 healing the s' and preaching Christianity
332-14 healing the s' and casting out evils,

O 347-17 preaching the gospel to the poor, healing the S',

p 365- 5 would do much more towards healing the s"

368-19 no . . . can prevent us from healing the S"

369- 9 as demonstrated in healing the s',

390-26 denying that necessity and healing the s*.

403-23 this is best adapted for healing the S".

404-26 Healing the s' and reforming the sinner are
t 445-21 divine energy in healing the s\
455- 5 unsuitable conditions for healing the S'.

T 473-14 healing the s' and the sinning
497-18 demonstrated ... in heaUng the S"

ap 562-19 by healing the s- and the sinning,
gl 583- 9 casting out error and healing the s* ;

583-19 casting out devils, or error, and healing the S".

beallng to the
pref xii-25 and ia joyful to bear . . . healing to the $•,

beals the
pr 1- 2 reforms the sinner and heals the s"

14-29 understanding casts out error and heals the s',
16-23 and which instantaneously heals the s".

a 25-15 how this divine Principle heals the s'.

33-24 It blesses its enemies, heals the s',

sp 98- 6 Christianity which heals the s*

a 120-23 thus Science denies aU disease, heals the S',

135-13 when Truth heals the s\ it casts out evils.
135-15 casts out the evQ called disease, it heals the S'.

13^ 1 It is his theology . . . which heals the s'

143- 4 Christ casts out evils and heals the s'.

ph 180-28 way to this living Truth, which heals the s*.

/ 206-14 prayer, goyerned by Science . . . heals the *".
230- 8 which, casts out error and heals the s".

6 275-32 It casts out error and heals the s'.

276- 2 unfolds the power that heals the $',
283- 2 Truth casts out evils and heals the S',

309-20 thus losing the divine power which heals the s*

337-32 heals the s" and sinning as no other system can.
O 350-11 Truth casts out error and heals the s\
354-10 heals the s' and spiritualizes humanity.
355-16 according to the commands of our Master, heals

the s\
p 430-16 in which the plea of C. S. heals the s\
t 452-27 by which divme Mind heals the s'.
455- 2 heals the s" and the sinner,

r 472- 4 Truth casta out . . . error and heals the s\
473-30 heals the s" and casts out error,
482-28 heals the s' on the basis of the one Mind
483-18 heals the s', destroys error, and

ap 570-28 When God heals the s" or the sinning,
beal the

pr 12-3 A mere request that God will heal the s*
o- 28-14 enabled to heal the s' and to triumph over sin.

34-15 take up the cross, heal the s\ cast out evils.
37-31 "Heal the $ I "— Matt. 10; 8.
41-32 cast out evils and heal the s\
(l-3t enabled Jesus to heal tbe i', cast out evUt

sick (noun)
hQal the

.Vt-!5

an 104-22

s 136-10
137- 2

138-21
138-29
158- 3

ph 167- 1

179-5
182-17
182-23

/206-U
231-11
243-7

b 271- 7

322- 1

342-12
342-14
345- 6
345- 9
345-18"
351- 5
354-14
365-9

p 397-23
418-11
418-25

t 446-27
447-10
462- 6

r 482-14
494-32

SICK

proof that I-Lfo. Truth, and Love heal the y
by no mc&ns the mental qualities which heal

the s'.

How did Jesus heal the s' ?
students saw this power of Truth heal the s\
to heal the s" as well as the sinning.
Heal the s- 1— Matt. 10; 8.

priests, who besought the gods to heal the s'

Should we implore a corporeal God to heal the S'

Science can heal the s", who are absent
to those who heal the s" on the basis of Science.
Mortals entreat the divine Mind to heal the s'.
It can never heal the «•, for it is the
does heal- the s' through the prayer of
can heal the s' in every age
instructed his disciples whereby to heal the s'

taught them how to . . . heal the s'

students should cast out evils and heal the s\
He bade the seventv disciples, . . . heal the s*

cannot . . . work through drugs to heal the s"

Christian sermons will heal the s'.

One who understands C. S. can heal the s*

When we lose faith . . . we cannot heal the s*.

nor offer any proofs that . . . can heal the s\
would heal the s', and so enable them
To heal the s\ one must be familiar with
Then, . . . you will heal the s\

by the spirit of . . . you will heal the s\

spiritual Ught and might which heal the s',

heal the s' when called upon for aid,
cast out error, heal the s',

Is it important ... in order to heal the s"7

out of themselves and others and heal the S".

God will heal the s" through man,495- I

hope to the
. ^ ^ j ^ , ,.

s 152- 7 that it may give hope to the s' and heal them,
Instruct the

p 420-10 Instruct the s' that they are not helpless

lay hands on the
a 0*-ll they shall lay hands on the S',— Afarfc 16: !8.

b 328-25 They shall lay hands on the S',— Mark 16 : 18.

o 359-27 they shall lay hands oa the s,— Mark 16 ; 18.

p 362- *
they shall lay hands on the s.— Mark 16; 18.

prayer for the
pr 12- 6 The beneficial effect of such prayer for the S"

recover
pr 12-2«
s 155- 3

p 373-10

If the s- recover because they pray
When the s' recover by the use of drugs, it is

the s" recover more rapidly from disease than

recovery of the
pr 12-23 custom of praying for the recovery of the $
/ 218-17 "Why pray for the recovery of the «-, if you
p 372-32 will be a hindrance to the recovery of the s-

419- 1 moral question may hinder the recovery or

the s\
save the

pr 12- 1

show the
sp 81- 3

treat the
s 151- 2

Willing the
S 144-16

5 138-23
143 8
143- 9
158-21

p/» 169-25
181-26
185-27

/ 226-22
226-25
230-23
231-8
233-28
235-19

6 323-19
343-10
344-14
358-25
358-26

p365- 2

366-30
370-28
374- 7

394-23
394-30
394-32
395-17
403- 1

414-18
il6-24

prayer of faith shall save the $\"—Jas. 5; 15.

as there is to show the s" that matter

they sometimes treat the s" as if there was

Willing the s* to recover is not the

the «• are more willing to part with pain than
Ifs' are more deplorably lost than the sinning

if the S' cannot rely on God for help
with intoxicating prescriptions for the s\
But the «• are never really healed except by
in order to satisfy the s" that you are

may seem for a time to benefit the s',

I saw before me the s", wearing out years of
The lame, the deaf, the dumb, the blind, the s'.

According to Holy Writ, the s" are never really
If God heals not the s\ they are not healed,
tests . . of the effects of truth upon the s\

Physicians, whom the s- employ in their

When the s* or the sinning awake to realize their

The S-, the halt, and the blind look up to C. S.

misrepresentations, which harm the s' ;

effect Christian Scientists may have on the s\
rousing within the «• a belief

the thorns they plant in the pillow of the «•

If we would open their prison doors for the s-.

fails at length to inspire the credulity of the s\
the s' say : "How can my mind cause a diseasd
Will you tell tlje s' that their condition Is

the s- usually have little faith in it till they
The s- unconscioiisly argue for suffering.

Prayers, In which ... do not benefit the s:
So the s' through their beliefs have Induced
lest you array the s- against their own interests

The s' know nothing of the mental process
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sick (noion)

V 417- 6 Ncvrr tell the s' that they have more courage
than

417- 8 If you make the s* realize this ^eat truism,
420-24 Tell the s" that they can meet disease fearlessly,
424-26 it is well to be alone with God and the 5' when
431- 3 the prisoner watched with tlie «• every night

t 443-22 If the «• find these . . . unsatisfactory,
447-27 The « are not healed merely by declaring
458- 6 simultaneously at work on the s\
463-28 The s- are not healed by inanimate matter

r 485- 9 when he spoke of the s',

sick (adj.)

pr 6-24 Of a «• woman he said that Satan had bound
sp 86- 7 he was answered by the faith of a s' woman.
s 114- 2 calls «• and sinful humanity mortal mind,
120-13 And is he well if the senses sav he is s't
154-17 is frightened and says, "My child will be S\"
154-26 says to her child : "You look s\"
161-25 telling the patient that he is s',

163- 2 afterward letting her loose upon «• people."
163- 5 declared himself "s^ of learned quackery."

ph 168-10 When s' (according to belief) you rush after
168-16 man-made systems insist that man becomes s-

174-25 if an individual is s', why treat the body alone
179-25 so long as you read medical works you will be s'.

199-15 develop their own bodies or make them s',

/ 203- 6 matter can neither heal nor make s",

206-31 God does not cause man to sin, to be s', or to
210-26 cannot say, "I suffer, I die, I am s",

218-15 believing that the body can be s-

219-12 "«•, and the whole heart faint ;"
— Isa. I . 5.

229-23 If God causes man to be s', sickness must be
229-27 If . . . produces sickness, it is right to be s" ;

253-13 no cause (outside of . . . able to make you S"

c 259-10 thoughts which presented man as fallen, 5\
26(^-20, 21 A s- body is evolved from s' thoughts.

i> 270-26 They think sickly thoughts, and so become S".

270-30 human mind alone suffers, is s\
289-13 Truth and Truth's idea, never make men s",
292-11 S-, and dying mortal is not the likeness of
297- 6 Human belief says to mortals, "You are S" !"

o 352-13 and s" in consequence of the fear :

p 366-25 The sick are terrified by their s' beliefs,
371-12 s' humanity sees danger in every direction,
372- 1 Matter cannot be s-, and Mind is immortal.
376-26 impossible for matter ... to be thirsty or s*.

381- 5 to suffer the illusion that you are s'

391-19 When the body is supposed to say, "I am S',"
391-22 If you say, "I am s'," you plead guilty.
393-29 Man is never s", for Mind is not s'

406-25 no more fear that we shall be s' and
408- 5 nor discovered ... by many who are s".

409-10 cannot dictate terms . . . nor say, "I am s\"
417- 3 Give s' people credit for sometimes knowing
417-12 Spirit is God, and therefore cannot be s' ;

417-13 what is termed matter cannot be i" ;

430-30 prisoner, or patient, watched with a s' friend.
431- 4 When the s' mortal was thirsty,
441-16 refuses to recognize Man as s" or dying,
442-13 Mortal Man, no longer s' and in prison,

* 453-26 you must not tell the patient that he is s'

461-16 If you believe that you are s', should you say,
461-17 should you say, "I am S' "? No,
461-22 to admit that you are s", renders your case

ap 570-29 delusion of mortal mind, when it makes them s"

(.see also man)
sick-bed

p 433-27 The prisoner is then remanded to his cell («•).

sick-chamber
ph 178- 7 infinitesimal minority of opinions In the s'.

g 516-18 glances into the prison-cell, glides into the s\

Sickly
ph 175-20 selflshnes."), coddling, and S' after-dinner talk.
b 270-25 They think s' thoughts, and so become sick.
o 346- 3 it is not sinful and s" mortal man who
g 554-30 belief that the lower animals are less s' than

sickness
abate

ph 196-24 will help to abate «• and to destroy It.

and care
ph 188-20 «• and care, are traced upon mortals by

and death
/ 206-27 Instead of God sending s' and death,
231-26 To hold yourself superior to s" and death
251-19 a belief in the necessity of s" and death,

c 264-22 «• and death were overcome by Jesus,
p 386-22 Thus it is with all sorrow, s', and death.

430- 9 Belief in s' and death, as certainly as
fl 5.35-15 the results of sin as shown in s' and death,

and disease
ph 179-23 are the promoters of s' and disease.

and error
T 495- 8 Then classify s- and error as our Master did.

sickness
and health

sp 74-22 infancy and manhood, s- and health,
/2H- 4 « and health, good and evil, life and death ;

229-10 s- and health, holiness and unhoUness,
246- 3 joy and sorrow, s' and health,

and mortality
b 335-29 Sin, s\ and mortality are the suppositional'

and sin
s 142- !• It will eradicate s- and sin in less time than

146-25 influence of Truth in healing «• and sin.

ph 171-15 heaUng s" and sin and destroying the
'

/ 210-17 Jesus healed s" and sin by one and the same
230- 4 But if «• and sin are illusions,

o 347-28 will behold the nothingness of s' and sin,
p 368-13 freedom from the bondage of s' and sin

38()- 4 S' and sin fall by their own weight.
391- 4 mortal thought and its beliefs in s" and sin.
426-32 matter, death, disea.se, s", and sin

r 473-11 the ideal Truth, that comes to heal s' and sin
associates

p 377-32 associates «• with certain circumstances
banish

p 381-27 Let US banish s' as an outlaw, and abide by
beUef in

(see belief)
belief of

/ 229-30 which causes the belief of s\
calm in

p 393-32 It Is well to be calm in s- ;

cast out
s 138-22 easier for Christianity to cast out «• than sia,

caused the
an 104-25 and a belief originally caused the s',

conquest over
p 418- 2 the conquest over s\ as well as over sin,

^sease, and death
c 260-21 5", disease, and death proceed from fear.

efficient in
/ 233-31 Why should truth not be efiBcient in $-,

every sort of

p 408- 1 Every sort of s" is error,
explain

r 493- 9 explain s- and show how it is to be healed?
fear of

p 412-^ 4 to advance and destroy the human fear of s:
foundation of all

p 411-20 foundation of all s- is fear, ignorance, or sin.

fountain of
p 391-32 Fear is the fountain of s',

has l>een combated
pref viii-16 S' has been combated for centuries by doctors
has not checked

ph 165-13 Obedience to . . . has not checked s*.

b«aling
s 146-25 influence of Truth in healing s"

ph 171-15 by healing s' and sin

/ 230-22 put that law under his feet by healing s'?
241-20 healing s' and destroying sin.

b 315-11 healing «• and destroying sin.

r 473-22 healing s', sin, and death,
heals

pr 16- 4 Such prayer heals s\ and must destroy sin
an 104-23 If he heals s' through a belief,

f 236-10 Mind heals s" as well as sin
315-24 heals s', and overcomes death.

t 446- 6 perusal of the author's publications heals s\
heals also

s 135-11 same power which heals sin heals also s\
health and In

t 462-31 government of the body both in health and In s:

ph 168-21 He healed s' in defiance of what is called

Illusion of
b 297- 8 illusion of s\ to be instructed out of itself

r 49^14 When the illusion of y or sin tempts you,
Images of

p 396-26 efface the images of s' from
induces

p 374-21 Such a state of mind induces «•.

Is a belief
r 493-18 S" is a belief, which must be annihilated

Is a dream
p 417-20 To the C. S. healer, «• Is a dream

Is formed ^ ^ . .

p 396-31 understand that s" is formed by the human
Is not real

p 394- I to understand that s* Is not real

less

pref viil-19 Is there less s- because of these practitioners?
s 163-12 there would be less $ and less mortality."

no trials for
. . , . , .i. » u i .

p 441-33 We have no trials for s- before the tribunal of

or of sin
, , , , • ,

o 353- 9 either in the form of s" or of sm?

/ 229-26 If the transgression of God's law produces s%
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sickness
reports of

/ 2i*-lO The repdrts of s" may form a coalition with
e&Tefrom

s U9- 1 Truth could save from s' as well as from sin.

aeemlng
p 36»-27 are the source of all seeming s\

sensation of
/ 211-13 sensation of a' and the impulse to sin

ainand
(see sin)

sin, And death
a 1^13 what would destroy s*, sin, and death,

26-29 C. S. destroys $, sin, and death,
s U2- 5 by its power over s', sin, and death;

ph l&t- 3 makes no laws to regulate s\ sin, and death,
196-15 S', sin, and death are not concomitants of

/ 227-22 Escape from the bondage of s', sin, and death 1"

229-18 to bind mortals to «•, sin, and death.
24»-30 S\ sin, and death are not the fruits of Life. •

c 257- 8 which ultimates in s', sin, and death ;

b 2<)0-13 error and its effects,— s", sin, and death.
297-32 S\ sin, and death are the vague
337-29 Subject s-, sin, and death to the rule of

O 3.56-10 controlled s", sin, aud death on the basis of
357-10 the belief that God makes s", sin, and death,

p 384-30 S', sin, and death must at length quail before
393- 9 and can conquer s", sin, and death.
418-14 This mortal dream of s', sin, and death

T 472- 9 S-, sin, and death, being inharmonious,
473-22 healing s", sin, and death,
481-20 hypotheses first sissume . . . s\ sin, and death,
485- 7 betrays mortals into s', sin, and death.

sin, . . . and death
(see sin)

sin, nor death
p 381-17 In infinite Life . . . there la no s*, sin, nor death,

sin, . . . nor death
ap 567- 8 there is no error, no sin, s', nor death.

sloor
/ 253-21

p 390-24
426-18

t 447-16

right endeavors agalnat sin or s',
either of sin or s\
not saved from sin or s' by death.
When sin or s" . . . seems true

sin, or death
( 463-22 manifested In forms of s\ sin, or death

sin, . . , or death
r 472-27 the only reality of sin, s\ or death is the
gl 685-20 before It accepts sin, s", or death ;

sonrces of
ph 180- 1 are both prolific sources of S'.

strusKling with
p 394-13 To those struggling with s\ such admissions are

sabject of
ph 169-13

terms with
p 391-27

by attracting the mind to the subject of s'.

Therefore make your own terms with «•,

thoughts about
/ 237-18 theories or thoughts about «•.

treat
/ 453-24 You should treat s" mentally just as you

Tktor over
the victor over s", sin, disease, death.s 137- 6

worse than
P40&-3

a 49-24
5 108-25

115-23
J3I-2
148-32

ph 166-17
166-21
182-30
188-22

/ 206-19
207-23
208-31
216-23
224-23
229-23
230- 1

230-17
230-20
239-28
251-13

6 297-7
339-23
349-12
359-24

p 378-24
386-3
389-7
390-20
390-23

31

sin is worse than sv

fo triumph over sin, s\ death, and the grave.
opposite of Truth,—called error, sin, s", disease,
revenge, sin, s', disease, death.
iS' should not seem so real as
admits God to be the healer of sin but not of S",
To Ignore God as of little use in s' is a mistake.
He can do all things for us in s' as in health.
To admit that s' is a condition over which God
5' is a growth of error, springing from
Does God send s".

Sin, S-, disease, and death belong not to the
delineate upon it thoughts of health, not of s\
and s' to be the rule of

meeting the needs of mortals in s" and in health,
If God causes man to be sick, s" must be good,
If s- Is real, it belongs to Immortality ;

God, good, can no more produce s" than
Does a law of God produce s".
It is discordant and ends in sih, s", death.
S\ as well as sin, is an error
manifests itself on the body aa s*.
«• to health, sin to holiness,
God is not the author of «•.

"God is able to raise you up from s*;"
S' is not a God-given, nor a
not to be accepted in the case of s",
the less we are predisposed to s'.

Suffer no claim of .sin or of s" to prow
Is no more the author of s' than He Is of sin.

sickness
p 408- 1

408-3
412-24
418-12
440-33
442-20

f 447-28
450-22
460-14
460-15

T 482-26
495-6
495- 7

ap 569-16

el5S»- 2

592- 9
695-5

sicknesses
ph 177- 3

sicli-room
p 390-16

Side
Adam's

9 533-18
by her

ph 184-29

by oar
sp 82-14

diviner
? 548-23

Of error
7205-29

Of God
/ 201-11

of health
ph 168-10

S" Is loss of harmony.
s' is not . . . discovered to be error
S" is a temporal dream.
s" is no more the reality of being than Is sin.
compel them to enact wicked laws of «•

Christ changes a belief of sin or of S' Into a
by declaring there is no s\
S' to him is no less a temptation than Is sin,
S' is neither imaginary nor unreal,— that is,
iS' is more than fancy ;

S- is part of the error which Truth casts out.
If «• is true or the Idea of Truth,
If . . . you cannot destroy «•,
and fail to strangle . . . sm as well as of 5' I

hatred ; revenge ; sin ; s' ; death ;

Mortal Mind. . . . sin ; s" ; death.
Tabes. Mortality; error; sin; s" ;

relinquish all its errors, $•, and sins.

and then you will not be confined to a s'

the rib taken from Adam's s*

I sat silently by her s' a few moments.

with the dreamer by our s'

gained the diviner s" in C. S.,

tips the beam . . . towards the s' of error,

superabundance of being is on the «• of God,

when it ought to be enlisted on the s" of health.
of Immutable right

t 446-20 victory rests on the s' of immutable right.
of Invincible truth

t 453- 7 victory rests on the $• of invincible truth.
of matter
ph 168- 6 Whatever influence you cast on the 5' of matter,

181-31 this faith will incline you to the s' of matter
of Personal Sense

p 434-25 has been on the s' of Personal Sense,

On one s' there will be discord and dismay ;

listening only to one «• of the case.

On which «• are we fighting?

on the other s" there will be Science and peace.

and cast their net on the right s'.

or to cast them on the right «• for Truth,

(to mortal sight) they grow side by s- until the

this 5' of the grave

bind up the wounded s" and lacerated feet,

healing effort Is made on the wrong s\
weight of opinions on the wrong s',
mental influence on the wrong s".

one
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sight
and teeth

/ 247- 4 I have seen age regain
first

. s" and teeth.

87-14 when really it is first s" instead of second,
n Thy

s 131-22 for so it seemed good in Thy s-."— Luke 10: 21.
good In Thy

5 131-22

bearing and
T 48^27 no organic construction can give It hearing

and «•

lose
' / 207-13 Without this lesson, we lose «• of the
* 315-17 The likeness of God we lose s" of through sin,
316- 5 and lose «• of mortal selfhood
337- 4 mortals do lose s' of spiritual individuality.

lost
a 49-10 Had they so soon lost s- of his mighty "works,
s 110-27 But this power was lost s" of,
b 314-19 This materialism lost s" of the true Jesus ;

material
a 35-18 when he rose out of material s*.

mortal
/ 214-26 How transient a sense Is mortal s\
300-19 though (to mortal s) they grow side by side

ncTer loses
/ 248- 3 Love never loses «• of loveliness.

or sense
/ 214-28 But the real s- or sense is not lost.

out of
ph 174-24 though out of s\
o 360-11 replies : . . . and keep Soul well out of s'.

gl 582-22 physical sense put out of s" and hearing ;

pass from our
p 386-31 So, when our friends pass from our s'

physical
sp 87-32 or altogether gone from physical s'

pitiful
b 327- 8 What a pitiful $• is malice,

pleasant to the
g 525-31 every tree that is pleasant to the s',

— Gen, 2 ; 9.

receive thdr
s 132- 6 the blind receive their s'— Matt. U ; 5.

recovering of
pref xi-20 And recovering of s" to the blind,— Lufce 4; 18.

restores
r 486-16 If death restores s', sound, and strength

return of
/ 247- 5 A woman of eighty-five, . . . had a return of s\

second
sp 87-13 The Scotch call such vision "second s\"

sink from
p 415-30 Indeed, the whole frame will sink from S'

sound or
sp 84-21 not dependent upon the ear and eye for sound

or «•

to the blind
ph 183-28 the law which gives s- to the blind,

/ 210-13 healed the sick, gave «• to the blind,
r 487-U apprehension of this gave s' to the blind

ph 194^23 where neither «• nor sound could reach him,
r 486-23 S-, hearing, all the spiritual senses of man,
g 526-10 theories of material hearing, s\ touch, taste,

sightless
ph 193- 9 Mr. Clark lay with his eyes fixed and s:

sign
pref xl-18 They are the «• of Immanuel,

a 49-13 with one «• of fidelity?

sp 98- 7 and no other s- shall be given.
/ 224-17 Of old the cross was trutn's central s\
233-18 discern the face of the sky,— the s" material,
233-19 much more should ye discern the S' mental,

6 321-28 to the voice of the first s',
— Exod. i: 8.

321-29 the voice of the latter s'.— Exod. 4 ; 8.

p 364-15 a special s" of Oriental courtesy.

signal
c 261-17 a s' which made him as oblivious of

g 553-22 the s' for the appearance of its method

Signet
r 472- 8 God has set his s' upon Science,
494-28 eternal and real evidence, bearing Truth's S",

gl 593-23 Seal. The s' of error revealed by Truth.

significance
5 117- 8 C. S. attaches no physical nature and s' to the
118-13 In their spiritual s', Science, Theology,
131- 9 and the s' of the Scripture,
134- 7 the word martyr was narrowed In Its s"

r 481-16 This is the s' of the Scripture concerning this
488- 9 they have more the s' of faith,

gl 598- 9 to employ words of material s"

significant
g 538-13 s- of eternal reality or being.
538-16 The testimony of the serpent la $ of the

ap 671-25 In s' figures he depicts the thoughts

signification
a 32-24 in its spiritual s', it was natural and beautiful.

ph 179- 1 the understanding of C. S. in its proper s'

/ 241-14 Take away the spiritual s' of Scripture, and
p 391-17 Justice is the moral s' of law."
r 409-25 We lose the high s- of omnipotence, wbea
482- 9 and you will have the scientific s'.

g 545-27 Scripture, which is so glorious in Its spiritual 5*

gl 590-19 Its higher s' is Supreme Ruler.

significations
9 502-15 crude forms . . . take on higher symbols and s',

signifies
s 118- 2 spiritual leaven s' the Science of Christ
/ 229- 8 Mind s- God,— infinity,
241-28 s' that the pure in heart see God

b 271-11 the word rendered disciple s' student ;

333-14 but Christ Jesus better s' the Godlike.
340-18 it «• that man shall have no other

r 466-20 Soul or Spirit s' Deity and nothing else.

signifym 64-17 Marriage should s' a union of hearts.
<7 502-25 word beginning is employed to- s" the only,

signifying
b 338-13 s- the red color of the ground, dust,
r 466- 2 is adopted from the Latin adjective s" all.

g 517- 6 two Greek words, s" man and form,

signs
and for seasons

g 509-11 let them be for «•, and for seasons,— Gen. 1 ; 14.

and wonders
s 139- & Christian era was ushered in with s" and won-

ders.
150-13 Now, as then, s' and wonders are wrought

characteristic
s 152-32 the general symptoms, the characteristic s-,

following
pr 10-11 and "with s- following."— Marfc 16:20.
s 110-29 with "s- following."— MarA; 16; 20.

117-12 attained through "s- following."— A/orJt 16: 20.

mental
ph 169- 5 I have seen the mental &•, assuring me

of Christ's coming
o 347-14 would behold the s* of Christ's coming.

of these times
sp 98- 5 in the mental horizon the s' of these times,

of the times
sp 85-22 not discern the s' of the times?"— Matt. 16: 3.

g 510- 1 not discern the s' of the times?"— Matt. 16; 3.

questioned the
s 133- 1 questioned the s" of the Messianic appearing,

such
p 413-26 constantly directing the mind to such s',

tbcsc
a 38-10 "These « shall follow them— Marfcl6:17.

38-13 he did not say, "These s' shall follow you"
52-28 "These «• shall follow them— Marfc 18: 17.

s 150-14 but these s" are only to demonstrate its

b 328-22 "These s- shall follow them— Ma rfc 16: 17.

359-26 these «• shall follow them— Mark 16: 17.

p 362- * these s- shall follow them— Mark 16: 17.

unmistakable
ph 188-21 traced upon mortals by unmistakable s*.

unquestlonable
/ 232-30 unquestionable s" of the burial of error

silence
pr 15-16 close the lips and «• the material senses.
a 29-21 put to «• material law
m 67-26 does not put to s" the labor of centuries.

sp 81-20 « the tones of music, give to the worms the

ph 195- 5 Outside of dismal darkness and cold $•

b 318-12 We must s" this lie of material sense

p 417-16 When you s' the witness against your plea,
441- 7 but be enjoined to keep perpetual s\

T 495-23 and i- discord with harmony.
silenced

sp 97-25 until its Inarticulate sound Is forever s"

s 146-18 and his Science, the curative agent of God, Is 3'.

silences
s 124-13 finite sense . . . which immortal Spirit «•

b 298- 5 SO false belief s" for a while the voice of
328- 2 «• the material or corporeal.

t 445-19 C. S. s- human will,

silent
pr 4-28 s' prayer, watchfulness, and devout obedience

15-11 Lips must be mute and materialism s\
a 33- 3 His followers, sorrowful and s\

36-14 in s' woe beneath the shadow of his cross.

48-20 great demonstrator of Truth and Love was «•

sp 87-29 Memory may reproduce voices long ago $".

89-21 God, is heard when the senses are s'.

p 367-25 throtigh s" utterances and divine anointing
431- 1 tastilies ... I was told that I must remain S'

438-13 Personal Sense, by this time s\
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silently
pr 13-n
a 35-13

ph 184-29

p 376-22
411- 4

411-28
412- 4

412-29
516-li

Silly
m 68-22
an 103-27

silver
a 47-12 The traitor's price was thirty pieces of s

silvern
1 457-18 no good aspect, either s- or golden.

similar .

s 122-22

p 371- 5

similarly
6 282-15

p 422-23

similitude
g 525-11 la the Hebrew, image, «• ;

similitudes
s 117-15 taught spirituality by s* and parables.

Simon (the dlscipie)
s 137-16 S" replied for his brethren,
p 362- 4 though he was quite unlike S' the disciple.

Simon Bar-jona
5 137-22 ''Blessed art thou, S- B-:—A/a(r. 15; 17. -

137-27 his common names, S"B', or son of Jona ;

Simon (the Pharisee)
p 362- 3 guest of a certain Pharisee, by name S\"

the Master's question to S' the Pharisee ;

S' replied, "He to whom he forgave— Luke!
as 5" sought the Saviour,
Jesus told S' that such seekers as ha
If Christian Scientists are like S',

If we cherish the desire honestly and «•

s to commune with the divine Principle, Love.
I sat s- by her side a few moments.
by both s- and audibly arguing
If the studeni $ called the disease by name,
5- reassure them as to their exemption
Alentally and s' plead the case
«• or audibly on the aforesaid basis of C. S.
The grass beneath our feet s" exclaims,

to hatch their s' innuendos and lies,

flimsy and gaudy pretensions, like s' moths.

Experience is full of instances of s' illusions,
S' to that produced on children by telling

5', matter has no place In Spirit,
cases of bone-disease, both s" produced

simultaneous
t 449-25 only K) separate through s' repulsion.

simultaneously
t 45S- 6 s' at work on the sick,

sin {see also sin's)
above

He is above s' or frailty.

363-19
363-19
364-18
364-20
364-22

simple
sp 75- 1

s 121-23
147-16

ph 197-21

/ 236-26
h 321-24
342- 4

p 411-30
418-21
429- 5

t 459-25
r 474-11

C547- 1

549-18

ap 570-14
72- 7

simplest
p 413- 6

g 551-19

simply
pr 2-13

4-17
9-14

a 36- 3

sp 71-3
5 152-15

153-17

ph 184- 1

b 274-18
312- 8

p 375-30
390-5
398-12

t 452-24

g 508-17
554-28

simulate
sp 71-17
6 281-25

simulated
p 37fr-15

simulates
ap 97-5
b 287- 4

9 528-20

simulating
514- 1

43.

This s' truth lays bare the mistaken assumption
the «• rule that the greater controls the lesser.
a s' perusal of this book.
We are told that the s" food our forefathers ate
and learn more readily to love the s' veriti*^
restored his hand ... by the same S" process,
"making wise the s\"— Psal. 19:7.
Watch the result of this s' rule of C. S.,
this s' rule of Truth, which governs all reality,
with the more s' demonstrations of control,
C. S. seems abstract, but the process is s"

marvel is the s" meaning of the Greek word
A s- statement of C. S., if demonstrated by
look upon the s' ovum as the germ,
s" seekers for Truth,
the most s' and profound counsel of the

to meet the s' needs of the babe
composed of the s' material elements,

does not grant them s' on the grroimd of.
S' asking that we may love God
we shall never meet this great duty S" by
s' through translation into another sphere.
y a belief, an illusion of material sense,
s' by introducing a thermometer into the
The boil s' manifests, through inflammation
are $• laws of mortal belief,
s' the manifested beliefs of mortal mind.
The senses regard a corpse, ... s' as matter.
s' because it is a stage of fear so excessive
«• because, . . . there is seeming discord,
he s" said, "Damsel, I say unto— Mark 5; 41.
s" by repeating the author's words,
Gender means s' kind or sort,
and is s' a falsity and illusion.

which s' mind, life, and intelligence,
out of which error would s' creation

and $• a corporeal sense of life.

In reality, the more closely error s" truth
error, which s' the creations of Truth,
error now s' the work of Truth,

could not by s" delfic power hivert the

c 266-30
aU

a 30-20

ph 171-28
6 311- 9
323-26
339- 6

p 407-29

ap 56&-26
569-27

and death
pr 16- 5
a 19-10

27-18

/ 242-19
243- 8
244-12
253-28

b 276-18
296-23
310-15
318-14
319-18

p 422-20
428-26

r 497-19

e 525-27
552-23

and disease

pref xi-U
a 25-22
7n 69- 5

ph 171-28

/ 234-25
o 355- 4
355- 9

p 366-28
400- 8

and error
6 290-23

and eWl
6 315- 8

c265- 8
6 281-21

281-23
311-28

and pardon
/251-19

and sense
9 530-22

gl5SA- 7

error and aU s', sickness, and death,
the procuring cause of aU « and
.\U s" is of the flesh.

takes away all s- and the delusion that there are
and involve the final destruction of all s't
All s" is insanity in different degrees..
the mighty conquest over all s?
periods of torture it may take to remove all *•,

heals sickness, and must destroy s' and death.
the law of matter, s', and death
Life as never mingling with «• and death.
and is the law of s' and death.
and triumph over s' and death.
free from the law of s' and death."— Rom. 8 ; 2.
belief in s" and death is destroyed by the
ceases to be any opportunity for s' and death.
The knowledge . . . leads to s" and death.
reveals Soul as God, untouched by s' and death,
brought the belief of s' and death
s", and death will disappear when it

Thus C. S destroys «• and death.
we must master s" and death,
and overcoming s" and death,
the Scriptural record of s' and death favors the
From . . . flows no remedy for sorrow, s\ and

death,

before which s' and disease lose their reality
demonstrating his control over s- and disease,
only as they lose the sense of s' and disease,
the procuring cause of all «• and disease.-
S" and disease must be thought before
scientific methods of dealing with S" and disease
As for s- and disease, C. S. says,
calm in the presence of both s' and disease,
of his goods,— namely, of s" and disease.

5* and error which possess us at the instant of

that matter, s*. and evil were not

and mortahty.

He knew . .

and mortaUty
an 103- 7 escape from S'

in order that s' and mortality may be put off.
s' and mortality have neither Principle nor
s" and mortality are without actual origin
Matter, s', and mortality lose all supposed

sickness and death, s' and pardon.

saying, . . . that s' and sense are more pleasant
who, having wrestled with error, s', and sense,

and sensuality
sp 82-31 In a world of s' and sensuality

and sickness
/ 218-12 What renders both s' and sickness difficult of
•233-20 compass the destruction of s' and sicknesa
234-20 and empty it of s' and sickness,
234-20 or s" and sickness will never cease.
239- 1 by which «• and sickness are destroyed.

6 314-30 to save them from s" and sickness,
o 347-29 «• and sickness will disappear from
p 388-24 s' and sickness are not qualities of Soul.

395-10 The same Principle cures both s- and sickness.
401-18 brings s' and sickness to the surface,
406- 3 iS' and sickness . . . healed by the same Prin-

ciple.
5" and sickness will abate and seem less real

radically saved from s" and sickness.
Both « and sickness are error.

406-13
M58-30
461-23

and sorrow
/ 215-19 So «• and sorrow, disease and death, are the

and suffering
a 23-10 s- and suffering will fall at the feet of
/ 210-29 To mortal sense, s' and suffering are real,
229- 6 but if s' and suffering are realities of being,

p 435- 7 which alone is capable of s' and suffering.
and the hope

a 22- 3 Vibrating like a pendulum between s" and the
hope of

and the sinner
p 393-31 the «• and the sinner, the disease and its cause.

anyone
6 339- 5 Does not God's pardon, destroying any one s',

atonement for
a 19-19 to understand Jesus' atonement for i*
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Sin
audible

ap y^S- 8 cxer<"i3ed upoo visible error and audible s\
aught but

p Mi- 4 which undertakes to punish aught but S",

belief called
a 37- 1 which destroys the belief called s"

beUer In
(see belief)

belief of
(see belief)

brought death
p 42&-28 S- brought death, and death will disappear with

calamities, and
/ 223-28 calamities, and s- will much more abound

ceases
p 391-16 will cease in proportion as the s' ceases.

chronic
p 373- 9 to lift a student out of a chronic S'.

claim of
i 447-24 To put down the claim of s-, you must detect it,

461-27 first see the claim of «•, and then destroy it.

cleanse from
a 25-7 no more efficacious to cleanse from s" wbea

conceit of
ap 571-27 Thus he rebukes the conceit of s-,

conceived in
T 476-16 "conceived in s- and brought forth in iniquity."
g 540-29 mortal and material man, conceived in «•

conditions of
g 556-10 Mortal belief Infolds the conditions of S'.

confers no pleasure
p 404-23 show him that s' confers no pleasure,

conquered
ap 564-16 met and conquered «• in every form.

continues in
VT 5-27 He grows worse who continues in s' because he

CuIminatlnK
gl 597-U martyrdom of Jesus was the culminating s- of

cure of
s 149- 4 in the cure of disease as in the cure of s'.

debtor
a 23- 4 is insufficient to pay the debt of s\

deny
pr 15-18 we must deny s* and plead God's allness.

destroying
pr 6-12 To cause suffering, . . . is the means of destroy-

ing S-.

a 40-12 God's method of destroying s'.

/ 241-21 healing sickness and destroying s".

h 316-11 healing sickness and destroying s'.

332-15 Life, . . . destroying s', disease, and death.
ap 565-26 destroying s', sickness, and death,

destruction of
(see destruction)

disappearance of
p 426-29 will disappear with the disappearance of s*.

disarm
ph 178-25 and we disarn) $• of its imaginary power

disease and
pref viii-13 by healing both disease and s- ;

/ 208-32 banish all thoughts of disease and «•

p 420-18 Truth overcomes both disease and s*
r 485-27 foreign agents, called disease and «•.

disease, and death
pr 17-11 bul delivereth us from s', disease, and death.
a 24- 3 error will never save from s', disease, and death.
m 67-28 Man delivered from s", disease, and death
sp 99-27 s\ disease, and death give everlasting place
s 164-25 save from s\ disease, and death.

ph 166-30 its mastery over s", disease, and death,
197- 9 bears the fruit of s\ disease, and death,

/ 248-31 S-, disease, and death will diminish
301-24 s\ disease, and death arise from the
317-20 to conquer s", disease, and death.
332-15 Life, . . . destroying S", disease, and death,

o 348-27 or that s\ disease, and death would not be
p 395-13 S-, disease, and death will disappear.
415-4 S\ disease, and death have no foundations in
442-22 and s', di.sease, and death disappear,

r 485-12 make S', disease, and death appear . . . unreal
g 505- 2 s'. disease, and death have no record In the

disease, . . . and death
sp 78- 2 like the discords of disease, s\ and death,
b 275-29 such as matter, disease, s', and death,
p 412-15 and to destroy disease, s', and death.

disease or
b 323-24 something better than di.sease or «•.

p 402-19 whether it be a broken bone, disease, or s*.

< 455-11 lost in the belief and fear ot disease or 5',
disease, or death

/25.'i-l6 to overcome the belief In «•. disease, or death.
253-25 supposed necessity for s', disease, or death,

p 380- 9 the demands of $, disea.se, or death,
divest

b 339-29 to divest s- of any supposed mind or reality.

sin
effects of

ffj .W» 3 splf-lrnposed agony ; effects of 3" ;

error and
b 296-17 lose all satisfaction in error and s"

every
b 307-21 every «• or supposed material pain and

expiate their
ap 569-21 They must eventually expiate their s*

fear and
p 373-21 you must rise above both fear and s'.

392- 1 you master fear and «• through divine
fear of

p 405-19 man finally can overcome his fear of s\
fellowship with

pr 8-8 They hold secret fellowship with s',
fettered by

t 448-32 Fettered by s" yourself, it is difficult to

forgiveness of
r 497- 9 We acknowledged God's forgiveness of s' in the

forms of
p 404- 4 servant of any one of the myriad forms of s',

forsal<e
6 290-28 The murderer, . . . does not thereby forsake y.

fruit-bearer of
g 526-23 Did He create this fruit-bearer of s'

grapple with
a 29- 3 They must grapple with s'

greatest
p 376- 6 Just so is it with the greatest s\

has the elements
r 481-24 S' has the elements of self-destruction.

healer of
s 148-32 a theology which admits God to be the healer of s'

/ 251-24 the healer of s', disease, death.
alsheals
s 135-11 same power which heals s" heals also sickness.

bidden
/ 453-20 Hidden s' is spiritual wickedness in high placea.

If without
p 385-15 all imtoward conditions, if without s',

Ignorance and
b 290-22 Christ, Truth, removes all ignorance and s\

Ignorance or
p 411-21 foundation of ... is fear, ignorance, or s\
r 483-U Moral ignorance or s' affects your

Illusion of
g 536-11 The illusion of s" is without hope or God.

infirmity of
ap 564- 8 This last infirmity of «• will

Is destroyed
pr 6-14 until belief in material life and s" is destroyed.

Is not there
6 291-16 immortal, because s' is not there

is the image
b 327-13 S- is the image of the beast

is unsustained
c 264-21 S- Is unstistained by Truth,

Jest of
sp 72-29 joy of intercourse becomes the jest of s", when

love of
a 36- 6 sufficient suffering, ... to quench the love of j-,

p 373-14 The fear of disease and the love of «• are the
mental

g 557-24 but immediately fell into mental s' ;

microbes of
s 164-15 and aU the mental microbes of s"

midst of
pr 7-30 in the midst of s'

6 291- 3 'suppositions that ... in the midst of S',
misery of

b 327-13 The way to escape the misery of s*
no

/ 447-24 not reformed merely by assuring him . . . there
is no «•.

r 472-23 Question.— Is there no «•?

ap 567- 8 no error, no s\ sickness, nor death.
no claim of

p 390-20 Suffer no claim of 5' or of sickness to grow
no real pleasure in

p 404-20 conviction, that there is no real pleasure in s',
no satisfaction in,

b 322-14 Man's wisdom finds no satisfaction in s',
odlousness of

p 366-23 by a sense of the odlousness of s'

or death
s 125-18 man cannot be controlled by «• or death,

or disease
p 396-17 not because the testimony of «• or disease is true.

or error
ph 183-11 s\ or error, first caused the condemnation of

or materiality
b 299-13 never lead towards self, s*, or materiality,

or sicliness

/ 253-21 rif»ht endeavors apainst s' or sickness,
V 390-24 either of « or sickness.
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sin
or sickness

p 426-18 are not saved from s" or sickness by death,
( 447-16 When «• or sickness . . . seems true

oatsblnlng
ap 571-30 outshining s\ sorcery, lust, and hypocrisy.

overcome
p 427-21 in proportion as we overcome s\

path from
a 20-22 traversing anew the path from s' to hoUness.

power over
s 142- 7 generally omit all but . . . the power over s".

practice of
a 39-31 Who will stop the practice of s' so long as

produced by
p 373-20 the effects of fear produced by s*.

rebuked
pr 6-23 Jesus uncovered and rebuked s*

rebukes
a 23-19 Spirit, which rebuked s- of every kind

recognize your
t 461-23 to recognize your s', aids In destroying it.

removing the
a 40-10 only by first removing -the S'

repent of
b 339-18 Only those, who repent of s'

reports of
/ 218-10 may form a coaUtion with the reports of S',

result of
pr 6-11 To cause suffering as the result of s",

results of
g 535-14 It unveils the results of s*

risen above
p 448-13 but if you have not risen above $• yourself,

save us from
a 23- 2 many sacrifices of self to save us from s'

eelflsbness and
ph 175-15 selfishness and s", disease and death, will lose

sense of
m 69- 5 only as they lose the sense of s'

6 311-12 It is a sense of s', . . . which is lost,
r 481-31 it is the sense of $• which is lost,
g 540-19 the human sense of s", sickness, and death,

sensuality and
p 364- 7 might be redeemed from sensuality and s'

serpent of
ap 569-16 and fail to strangle the serpent of S'

sbovr that
a 37- 2 Does not Science show that s' brings suffering

sickness and
(see sickness)

Sickness, and death
pr 6-27 how to destroy s', sickness, and death.
a 26-15 authority over s", sickness, and death.

30-20 rebuke. . . error and all s", sickness, and death,
39- 6 salvation from s\ sickness, and death.
42-23 s', sickness, and death had no terror for
45- 9 the whole world from s", sickness, and death.
52- 8 material evidence of s", sickness, and death.

sp 96-17 s', sickness, and death, which assume new phases
3 122- 3 seeming power to s', sickness, and death ;

127-17 not as the author of s-, sickness, and death,
441-28 will ameliorate s", sickness, and death.

ph 171-29 destroys s\ sickness, and death.
188-12 a dream of s', sickness, and death ;

/ 201- 2 the destruction of s', sickness, and death.
204-10 the delusions of s\ sickness, and death.
2a5- 8 believing that ...«•, sickness, and death are
208-10 embracing s\ sickness, and death?
225- 2 with iron shackles to s', sickness, and death?
226-10 fetters of s\ sickness, and death be stricken
228-28 supposition that s", sickness, and death have
229- 1 master of s\ sickness, and death,
231- 5 If God destroys not s', sickness, and death,
232- 2 can triumph over s\ sickness, and death.
232-24 condemnation of s", sickness, and death.
233- 4 destruction of s", sickness, and death

b 270-20 destroy $•, sickness, and death,
272-27 the dismal beliefs of s\ sickness, and death.
273- 1 Matter and its claims of s", sickness, and death
278-28 All that we term s', sickness, and death
283- 9 Matter and its effects— s", sickness, and death
284-11 Is God's image ...«•, sickness, and death?
285-10 called s", sickness, and death.
286-31 S', sickness, and death are comprised in
289- 3 belief in s", sickness, and death,
290-16 belief in s\ sickness, and death,
299-20 bearing the fruits of s', sickness, and death.
302-11 the birth, s', sickness, and death of matter,
308-12 pleasure, pain, s", sickness, and death."
324-16 we must conquer s-, sickness, and death,
328- 8 mortals get rid of $-, sickness, and death only in

O 343-19 «•, sickness, and death are beliefs
344- 9 not found in matter, s\ sickness, and death?
346- 7 the nothingness of s", sickness, and death,
347-24 the popular god3,— y, sickness, and death.

Sin
sickness, and death

348-20 show itself in forms of s', sickness, and death?
356- 5 S', sickness, and death do not prove
356-19 incapable of producing s", sickness, and death

p 400-29 manifest as s', sickness, and death.
406- 6 full salvation from «•, sickness, and death,

r 473- 5 S-, sickness, and death are to be classified as
474-16 If s", sickness, and death are as real as
474-19 Jesus came to destroy s', sickness, and death ;

475-28 Man is incapable of s", sickness, and death.
476-18 S', sickness, and death must disappear
480-29 If S-, sickness, and death were understood
492-23 human illusion as to «•, sickness, and death
494-21 s', sickness, and death wiU seem real

g 525-28 S\ sickness, and death must be deemed as
526-11 appetites and passions, s', sickness, and death,
538-17 S", sickpess, and death have no record in the
540- 3 lapsing into s\ sickness, and death.
540-19 the human sense of s', sickness, and death,
543-13 with aU its S", sickness, and death,
545-28 to all error,— to s', sickness, and death :

552-10 friends of s\ sickness, and death ;

ap 563- 3 astonished at s", sickness, and death.
561-24 S-, sickness, and death, envy, hatred,
565-26 destroying s', sickness, and death,
572-16 myriad illusions of s', sickness, and death.

gl 579-15 belief in "original s"," sickness, and death ;

580-15 namely, matter, s', sickness, and death ;

584-18 a belief in s', sickness, and death ;

590- 7 the origin of S', sickness, and death ;

593-21 s', sickness, and death destroyed.
594- 7 the first claim that s', sickness, and death are
598-29 where s\ sickness, and death are unknown.

sickness, . . . and deatb
(see sickness)

sickness, nor death
ap 567- 8 no error, no s", sickness, nor death.

sickness, . . . nor death
p 381-17 In . . . Love there is no sickness, s', nor deatb,

sickness or
r 495-14 When the Ulusion of sickness or «• tempts you,

sickness, or deatb
r 472-27 the only reality of $, sickness, or death is the
gl 685-20 before it accepts «•, sickness, or death ;

sickness or of
353-10 either In the form of sickness or of s" 7

sickness, ... or deatb
t 463-22 manifested in forms of sickness, s', or death

single
ap 568-24 For victory over a single s\ we give thanks

so-called
g 540-14 uncovers so-called $• and its effects,

sorrow, and death
/ 203-29 waves of s", sorrow, and death beat in valn.

snbdue
6 315-19 realize this likeness only when we subdue s*

swollen with
ap 565- 3 swoUen with s", inflamed with war against

to believe
p 428-32 It is a s* to beUeve that aught can overpower

to cure
P 373- 6 «asier to cure . . . disease than it is to cure s\

to fear
/ 231-22 To fear s* is to misunderstand the power of

to holiness
b 339-24 sickness to health, s' to holiness,

to love
s 130-31 no longer think it natural to love S"

triumph over
a 28-14 enabled to heal the sick and to triurriph over *•.

49-24 to triumph over s', sickness, death,
/232- 2 can triumph over s', sickness, and death.

243- 8 and triumph over s' and death.
uncover

1 453-18 You imcover s", . . .in order to bless
unreality of

/ 461-26 To prove scientifically the . . . unreality of $\
unveiling of

p 366-24 by the unveiling of s* in his own thoughts.
valley of
m 61- 9 Every valley of $• must be exalted, and

victory over
t 447-26 and thus get the victory over « '

view of
404-23 Arouse the sinner to this new and true view of 5",
receive
g 542-21 S- will receive its full penalty,

will submit
p 406- 6 S' "Will submit to C. S. when, in place of modes

would be unknown
r 469-20 if mortals . . . s' would be unknown.

would multiply
pr 11- 1 Without punishment, s' would multiply.

pref viil- 1 treatment of disease as well as of s',

xi-I4 gives place to light and s* to reformation.

wilfr
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sin
VT 5-22 not to be used as a confessional to cancel S'-

6-23 S' is forgiven only as it is destroyed
5-25 If prayer nourishes the belief that s' i3

6- 1 We cannot escape the penalty due for s*.

6-12 Every supposed pleasure in s" will

5-19 To suppose that God . . *. punishes s- according
10-32 to be merciful and not to punish s' 7 .

11-20 divine sentence for an individual's s",

lf-20 «• brings inevitable suffering.
15-21 Only as we rise above all . . . s\ can we

a 20-28 « which doth so easOy beset us,— He&. 12; 1.

30-28 we shall loathe s' and rebuke it

36- 7 To remit the penalty due for s", would be
39-32 so long as he believes in the pleasures of S' ?

40-14 While there's s- there's doom.
sp 99- 4 by which mortals can escape from $• ;

99- 5 to escape from s', is what the Bible demands.
on 103- 5 S' was the Assyrian moon-god.
s 108-24 that the opposite of Truth,— called error, s',

113-19 God, omnipotent good, deny death, evil, s',

113-20 Disease, s\ evil, death, deny good,
115-23 hatred, revenge, s', sickness, disease,
137- 6 the victor over sickness, s', disease,

138-23 easier ... to cast out sickness than s',

149- 2 save from sickness as well as from s'.

ph 188-26 5' and the fear of disease must be
195- 8 S" alone brings death,
195- 9 s- is the only element of destruction.
196-15 not of Rome, Satan, nor of God, but of S'.

195-18 S' makes its own hell,

/ 201-20 supposing that s" can be forgiven when
203-26 S' kills the sinner and will continue to
207-23 S", sickness, disease, and death belong not to
218-24 Treat a belief in sickness as you would s',

219- 1 sorrow, s', death, wUl be unknown,
223-30 but the awful daring of s' destroys S",

224- 1 the power of s* dimmishing,
231-12 If God makes s\ if good produces evil,

231-20 To hold yourself superior to s",

236-11 Mind heals sickness as well as s"

239-28 it is discordant and ends in s',.sickness,
241- 6 S' breaks in upon them, and carries off their

241-12 what a mocking spectacle is s" I

248-16 Is it imperfection, joy, sorrow, $, suffering?
251-13 Sickness, as well as s", is an error that
252-23 and says : . .

..
What a nice thing is s' I

252-24 and says : . . . How s" succeeds, where the
h 270-26 If s- makes sinners. Truth. . .can unmake them.
289- 9 To suppose that s', lust, hatred,
291- 1 The suDpositions that S" is pardoned while
291- 3 that the so-caUed death of the body frees from s',

296-U The death of a false material sense and of «•,

310-24 S' is the element of self-destruction;
310-25 If there was s" in Soul,
311-10 S' exists here or hereafter only so long as
315-17 likeness of God we lose sight of through s',

316- 5 mortals need only turn from s'

322-15 God has sentenced s' to suffer.

335-29 S\ sickness, and mortality are the suppositional
338-24 the obstacle which the serpent, s-, would impose
339- 4 Being destroyed, s' needs no other form of

339-13 for the sinner would make a reahty of s\
339-28 To get rid of s' through Science, is to

339-30 never to admit that s- can have intelligence
O 341- * Which of you convinceth me of s'f—John 8 ; 46.

348-14 Are we irreverent towards s", . . . when we
353- 2 S\ disease, whatever seems real to

354-26 S- should become unreal to every one.
356-31 Was there original self-creative s?

p 369-31 any more than he is morally saved in or by s\
369-32 to murmur or to be angry over s\
373-1 1 more rapidly .... than does the sinner from his s- .

379- 2 If ... s' can do the same,
381- 7 on the ground that s" has its necessities.

385-12 the law which makes s" its own executioner,
385- 4 any more than it is in the case of s\

390-23 no more the author of sickness than He is of s".

392- 3 Only while fear or s" remains can it bring forth

395-12 faith in God destroys all faith in s-

405-26 If s- is not regretted and is not lessening,
407-30 S- is spared from this classification, only because

408- 3 s- is worse than sickness,
409- 7 the more prolific it is likely to become in s"

412- 2 never punishing aught but S',

418- 3 the conquest over sickness, as well as over s",

418-13 is no more the reality of being than is s'.

419-11 Neither disease it.'ielf, 5", nor fear

435-25 decides what penalty is due for the S",

435-26 and Mortal Man can suffer only for his S".

440-21 God, who sentences only for s':

t 445- 3 to defend themselves against s-,

445-12 by «•, or by recourse to material means
450-23 Sickness to him is no less a temptation than Is s".

453-25 treat sickness ... as you would s", except that

458-20 S- makes deadly thrusts at the

sin
r 468- 3
468- 7

480-20
481-25
490- 1

495-20
490-20

g 537-14
538-27
53S-28
539- 1

542- 8
542-11
557-14

ap 565-32
569-21
572- 4

gl 588- 2
592- 9
695-5
595-21

sin (verb)
pr 11-4
a 19-21

37-3
S 148-30

/205-2
206-31
211-13
215- 4

h 310-21
311-20
340-29

O 356-25

p 372-15
405-21
420-13
435-24

r468- 6
475-31

g 524-29
540-16
555-27

Sinai
ph 174-17

20O-3

since
pref vii-27

viil
""

pr

m
sp

23
x-5
2-10
4-10
9-29
34-28
36-9
68-22
75-10
83-15

an 101-27
102-13

S 111-31
12»-14
130-12
144- 2

147-12
149-26
254— 4

ph 165-13
179- 6
181- 1

185-30
193-19
193-22
193-24
199- 5

/ 219- 4

250-24
C 267-20
b 285-23
29»-22
317- 2

322-14
339- 7

O 355-18

p 362-12
364- 1

370-20
391-19
399-26
401-13
412-32
417-23
424-11
425-19

SINCE

for s- is mortality's self,
s" is not the eternal verity of being.

food,
never made man capable of s\

f s' is supported, God must uphold it,

assures mortals that there is real pleasure in S* ;

"The sting of death is s- ;— / Cot. 15; 56.

the strength of s- is the law,"— / Cor. 15; 56.
S' is its own punishment,
and of s' which is temporal,
both mortal man and s" have a beginning,
supposes God to be the author of «•

Truth causes S' to betray itself,
and the denial of truth tend to perpetuate s',
the less a mortal knows of s\ disease, and
leads the hosts . . . against the power of s",

s', which one has made his bosom companion,
s" is to be . . . reduced to its native nothingness.
Hell. . . . revenge ; s' ; sickness

;
death ;

Mortal Mind. . . . S" ; sickness ;
death.

Tares. Mortality ; error ; s' ; sickness ;

Uncleanliness. Impure thoughts ; error ; S" ;

"Go, and s" no more."— John 8; II.

if the sinner continues to ... s' and be sorry,
They who s' must suffer.
When mortals y, this ruling of the schools
and mortals will s" without knowing
God does not cause man to s", to be sick,- or to
sensation of sickness and the impulse tt) «
If Spirit, Soul, could s" or be lost, then being
If Soul could ,«•, Spirit, Soul, would be flesh
So long as we believe that soul can s'

and leaves nothing that can s\ suffer,

by making man inclined to s".

He can neither s", suffer, be subject to
good, in which is no power to s".

as positively as they can the temptation to s".

If mortals s\ our Supreme Judge in equity
Because Soul is immortal, Soul cannot s',

the capacity or freedom to s".

Could Spirit . . . give matter ability to S'

all sense of evil and all power to s\
when we admit . . . God bMtows the power to s".

The thunder of S" and the Sermon on the Mount
the, law of S' lifted thought into the

S- the author's discovery of the
increased violence of diseases s" the flood.

bocks on mental healing have s" been issued,
s' He is unchanging wisdom and Love.
s' he has said : "If ye love me,— John 14 ; 15.

S" you do not care to tread in the footsteps of our
change which has s" been called the ascension.
S' justice is the handmaid of mercy.
«• salutary causes sometimes incur these
«• to infinite Spirit there can be no matter.
S' Science is an explication of nature.
s" error cannot remove the effects of error
s* God governs the universe ;

S" then this system has gradually gained
»• the beginning of the world ;"

— matt. 24; 21.

s" you admit that God is omnipotent ;

s' no good can come of it?

s' Jesus practised these rules
S' God, divine Mind, governs all,

S' it is a law of mortal mind that certain
s" man-made material theories took the place
$ space is no obstacle to Mind.
s' Mind, God. is the source and condition of all

5' it must believe in something besides itself,

S' then I have not seen him, but am informed
ever s* the injury was received in boyhood.
,S' his recovery I have been informed that
s' muscles are as material as wood and iron
s" Mind should be, and is, supreme,
s" whatever appears to be a mortal man
$• inverted thoughts and erroneous beliefs

s" God, Spirit, is the only cause,
S' "the tree is known by his— Matt. 12; 33.

«• material knowledge usurped the throne of

s' God has sentenced sin to suffer.

S- God is All there is no room for

systematic healing power s' the first century.

Mary Magdalene, as she has s- been called

who "has s- been rightfully regarded as

s- mortal mind must be the cause of disease

S- matter cannot talk, it must be mortal mind
s" matter is not sensible.

s' matter has no sens,ation

« matter is not intelligent

s- it is demonstrable that the way to cure
s- there is no room for imperfection in

s- Spirit. God, is All-in-all.
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sinners
counted among

pr 9-26 and so be counted among S'1

flourish

pr 5-18 S- flourish "like a green bay tree;"—FsoJ. 37 .-35.

hatred of
b 317-10 and he will incur the hatred of s\ till

be rebuked . „. ^. ,

« 53- 6 He rebuked s* pointedly and unflinchingly
saints and

pr 5-14 Saints and S" get their full award,
traduced by the

.

sp 9&- 4 were traduced by the «• of that period,

a 36-22 It is quite as impossible for S' to receive their

53- 2 the "friend of publicans and s\"— Luke 7 ; 34.

s 138-24 than are s- to give up the sinful,

/ 204-23 theories have given s' the notion that
b 270-26 If sin makes s', Truth . . . can unmake them
314-28 the more odious he became to s;

o 355-30 and by the s" who are reformed:
. , ^ , ,

p 366-26 s- should be affrighted by their sinful beliefs :

533-19 who aids man to make s'

sinneth
p 435-12 decrees that whosoever s" shall die ;

sinning
sp 72-26 A S-, earthly mortal is not the reality of

76-18 Suffering, s", dying beliefs are unreal.

77-20 the illusion . . . of a s-, suffering sense,
78-11 must still be mortal, s', suffering,
"8-30 and the s' are reformed.
92-10 with the power of s' now and forever.

96- 1 Humanity advances slowly out of s' sense

S 138-22 to heal the sick as well as the s\
143- 9 sick are more deplorably lost than the s', if

143-10 if the sick cannot rely on God . . . and the s- can.

/ 205- 3 will sin without knowing that they are s',

c 259-11 presented man as fallen, sick, $, and dying.
b 323-19 When the sick or the s" awake to reaUze
327-13 way to escape the misery of sin is to cease s*.

o 345-24 between God's man, . . . and the s- race of

r 477- 1 where s' mortal man appears to mortals.
489-20 the medium for s- against Goc",

ap 570-26 When God heals the sick or the s',

(see also sick)

sin's
a 48-14 exalting ordeal of s" revenge on its destroyer
/ 240-30 The divine method of paying s- wages
p 405-19 This is s" necessity,— to destroy itself,

e 539- 1 the author of sin and s' progeny.
ap 569-28 must depend upon s' obduracy.

Sins
bore our , , , . i .

a 53-25 Jesus bore our s* in his body.
coveretb bis

, „ „ „ ..
t 448-17 "He that covereth his s- shall not— Prop. 28; 13.

experimental
/ 230-16 caimot be,.the author of experimental s-.

bis
an 105-25 His s' will be millstones about his neck,

multitude of
, .. , ^ . »

pT 8-20 they "cover the multitude of s-.' — I Pet 4 ; 8.

of others
, „

ph 189-13 s- of others should not make good men suffer,

o 346-15 beUef that we suffer from the s' of others.

Of the world . ^^
s 150-16 Christ-power to take away the $• of the world.
b 334-18 taking away the «• of the world,

other people's , - . ,

a 38-23 the fruits of other people's s", not of his own.
our

pr 11-13 never pardons our s- or mistakes till

11-19 Jesus suffered for Our s\
sicknesses, and

ph 177- 3 relinquish all its errors, sicknesses, and s"

thy
p 363-23 "Thy s- are forgiven."— Luke 7 ; 48.

trespasses and
a 33-25 raises the dead from trespasses and S',

b 316-30 those dead in trespasses and s\
your own , .

p 391-14 It is error to suffer for aught but your own s".

391-16 and xeai suffering for your own s' will

/ 202-17 but Immortal man, . . . neither s', suffers, nor
203-27 80 long as he s".

229- 5 We should hesitate to say that Jehovah s* or

b 285-8 material personality which suffers, s-, and
294-13 saying : . . . Nerves feel. Brain thinks and s\
310-19 taught that there is a human soul which s'

310-23 It is the belief ... of material sensa whicn s\
r 470-18 God, the Mind of man, never y ^

481-24 If Soul s'l it must be mortal.

sins
r 481-28 Soul is the divine Principle of man and never r
481-30 it is material sense, not Soul, which s- ;

g 542- 1 The belief of life in matter «• at every step.

sister
s 159- 3 After the autopsy, her s- testified that the
161-13 If her s- States follow this example

c 267-15 as for that of brother and s".

267-17 my brother, and s', and mother."— MaJt. 12 : 50.

Sit
a 31-20 »• down with him, in a full understanding of

sits
an 106-15 Let this age, which s' in judgment on C. S.,

sittest
p 4.35-29 "S- thou to judge— Acts 23; 3.

situation
6 296-30 and in understanding the s" in C. S.

297- 4 and no circumstance can alter the s\ until the

p 403-14 You command the s' if you understand that
T 486-30 would place man in a terrible «•,

ap 575-22 Psalmist saith, "Beautiful for s,— Psal. 48; 2.

six
a 21-30 After following the sun for s' days,

ph 193- 1 confined to his bed s- months with

ap 560- 3 typical of s' thousand years since Adam,
sixtli

g 518-26 and the morning were the s- day.— Gen. 1 ; 31.

ap 560- 3 In the opening of the s' seal,

sixty
/ 247- 7 One man at s' had retained

size ^ .. .
ph 165- 6 To measure intellectual capacity by the s* or

190-12 by the s' of a brain and the bulk of a body,
199- 4 trip-hammer is not increased in s* by exercise.

sl^eptical
s 152-28 experiments in homoeopathy had made her s*

skepticism
/ 209-12 Neither philosophy nor s- can hinder the

252- 5 occasions the only s" regarding the pathology
sicetch

pre/ viii-25 a biographical s', narrating experiences
/ 245- 3 a s- from the history of an EngUsh woman,

slictches
ph 198-11 fills in his delineations with s" from

sides
/ 249-29 It falls short of the s", but makes its

ap 575-30 with the Southern Cross in the s',

skilful
s 159-11 Is it s- or scientific surgery to take no
p 402- 1 C. S. is always- the most s' surgeon,

skill
a 44-15 He did not require the s* of a surgeon
s 142-12 architectural s', making dome and spire

/ 221-12 having exhausted the s- of the doctors,

skin
p 379-^5 dry s% pain in the head and limbs,

skipped
s 135- 4 mountains, that ye $' like rams,— Psal. 114; 6.

Skull , ,
ph 192- 2 The belief that a pulpy substance under the S'

b 280-11 would compress Mind, . . . beneath a s" bone.

281-19 The mind supposed to exist . . . beneath a s" bone

p 397-29 beUef that mmd is, . . . within the s'.

sky
sp 85-21 discern the face of the s- :— ATatt. 16; 3.

s 122-16 s- and tree-tops apparently join hands,
133-10 and manna fell from the s'.

/ 233-17 Ye who can discern the face of the s",

g 510- 1 discern the face of the S' ;— Alatt. 16 ; 3.

skyward
c 261-30 and preens its wings for a s* fiight.

slain
6 290-27 The murderer, though s- in the act,

334-21 This was "the Lamb s- from the— Rev. 13; 8.

334-22 S-, that is, according to the testimony of the

slander
c 266-13 Friends wiU betray and enemies will s\
b 330-30 hypocrisy, s', hate, theft, adultery,

slaughter ^ , , .
a 50- 1 brought as a lamb to the s',

— Isa. 53; 7.

slave
,_ ^ ,..

/ 221-26 when, still the s- of matter, he thought
225-19 and abolish the whipping-post and A" market ;

226- 6 The voice of God in behalf of the African «•

p 401- 3 If a man is an inebriate, a s- to tobacco,
407-17 Let the s- of wrong desire learn the

el 682-27 and would make mortal mind a s° to the body-
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slavery
African

/ 228- I when African «• wag abolished In our land.

bopeless
/ 227-10 and In subjection to hopeless s",

mental
/ 225-24 abolition of mental s- is a more difficult task.

world-wide
/ 226-' 3 banishment of a world-wide s'.

/ 224-29 the Soul-inspired motto. "S- is abolished."
226-26 to save from the s' of their own beliefs
227-15 S" is not the legitimate state of man.

p 381- 4 the bias of education enforces this s\
t 445-30 Recalling Jefferson's words about S',

gl 587-22 Corporeal beUef ; sensuality ; « ; tyranny.
slaves

m 68- 4 They are s' to fashion, pride, and sense.

slay
a 37- 7 Mortals try in vain to S' Truth

43-16 had mocked and tried to s-.

/ 214-24 mortal illusions would rob God, S" man,
g 542- 4 Material beliefs would s' the spiritual idea

ap 568- 3 evil has tried to «• the Lamb ;

slayeth
g 542-15 Therefore whosoever 3- Cain.— Gen. 4; 15.

slays
ap 567-31 Science shows how the Lamb s- the wolf.

sleek
ph 197-20 more honest than our s" politicians.

sleep
and apathy

/ 249-24 S- and apathy are phases of tha
and mesmerism

r 490-28 £• and mesmerism explain the mythical nature
deep

b 307- 1 the Adam-dream, the deep s\
tf 528-10 a deep s' to fall upon Adam,— G^n. 2; 21.

556-18 the deep «• which fell upon Adam?
dreamy

sp 88- 1 and this not in dreamy s*.

earth's
sp 75-31 when we awake from earth's s* to the

Is darkness
556-18 S' is darkness, bui God's creative mandate

that I may awake him out of s'."— John 11 .• 11.

In $ we do not communicate with the
to move the bowels, or to produce S"
is like the dream we have m s'.

They are soothing syrups to put children to s',

according to the dream he entertains in s".

going to «• immediately after a heavy meal.
13 taught how to make s' befool reason
S- shows material sense as either
In s', 'memory and consciousness are lost from
mortal mind, s', dreams, sin,

inducing a S" or hypnotic state in Adam
In s\ cause and effect are mere illusions.
and dreams, not reaUties, come with s".

The smile of the S" indicates the

sp 75-13
82-13

ph 179-28
188-13

/ 230-25
250-17

p 431- 7
440- 6

r 490-29
491-23

p505- 2
528-16
556-20
556-22

sleeper
ph 188-18

sleepeth
•sp 75^12 "Our friend Lazarus s" -.— John 11 ; 11.

p 398-12 "she isnot dead, but s-,"— X<uJt«8;52.

sleeping
ph 188-15 In both the waking and the »• dream,
/ 250-23 any more reaUty in . . . than in the s' dream?
r 494-22 experiences of the s' dream seem real

sleeplessness
ph 165-16 You say that indigestion, fatigue, 3\ cause

sleeps
p 416-15 Where is the pain while the patieht *•

slept
a 48- 3 His students s-.

p 385-22 You say that you have not »• well
g 528-10 sleep to fall upon Adam, and he j- :— Gen. 2 ; 21.

slew
a 43-19 Those who s- him to stay his influence
g 541-15 against Abel hLs brother, and $ him.— Gen. 4 ; 8.

slice
/ 221- 7 only a thin s- of bread without water

slightm 5ft-2I and remember how i- a word or deed
s 130- 3 discouraged over its s- spiritual prospects.
< 446-1 teaching his «• knowledge of Mind-power.

slime
b 27^ 7 S', or protoplasm never originated la

Sling
b 268-12 like the shepherd-boy with his «-,

slippery
m 6.5-26 must lose its present s- footing.

slough
ph 168-13 already brought yourself into the s- of disease

slow
a 20-24 Material belief is s- to acknowledge what the

22- 6 Vibrating . . our moral progress will be s\
ph 174-10 The footsteps of thought, . . are s\
6 321- 6 The Hebrew Lawgiver, s' of speech,
g 519-12 Human capacity is s' to discern and to grasp

ap 566-23 Be Thou, longsuffering, s' to wrath,
slowly

a 39-28 This thought is apprehended s;m 68- 2 At present mortals progress $•

sp 96- 1 Humanity advances $ out of sinning sense
ph 173-26 Human reason and religion come s' to the
/ 233- 9 The ages must s' work up to perfection.
254- 5 oT attain s' and yield not to discouragement,
'54-13 mortals grasp the ultimate . . . s" ;

6 268- 7 is s- yielding to the idea of a
p .15- 7 because thought moves quickly or s",

•..15-22 The muscles, moving quickly or s'
t 450-15 Some people yield s' to the touch of Truth.

sluggard
a 22-17 nor become a s* in the race.

slumbering
/ 223-25 Peals that should startle the s' thought

slimibers
/ 249-22 God never $, and His likeness never

small
5 113- 5 but its spirit comes only in s' degrees.

129-30 the author's s" estimate of the pleasures of
c 256-17 precise form of God must be of s' importanca
b 323-29 'still, s- voice" of Truth— / Kings 19; 12.

o 345-13 It is indeed no s' matter to know one's self ;

p 364-20 such seekers as he gave s- reward
367-25 through a "still, s" voice,"— / Kings 19; 12.
384-14 will prove to himself, by s' beginnings,

r 492- 8 a knowledge of this, even in s' degree,
g 547-15 speck of so-called embryonic life seemed a s' sua.

ap 559- 8 The "still, s- voice" of— I Kings 19; 12.

smaller

fi

363-16 one for a large sum and one for a s',

pox
s 153-26 and we have s* because others have it :

/ 235- 4 Better suffer a doctor infected with s* to

p 390-29 whether it is cancer, «onsumption, or s\
smatterers

t 460-19 If Christian healing is abused by mere s'

smell
sp 71-11 that you see a flower,— that you touch and s*

/ 212-20 and bring the rose . . . that they may s' it.
284-23 nor can they feel, taste, or s" Spirit,

r 479-11 cannot see, feel, hear, taste, nor s\
g 526-10 material hearing, sight, touch, taste, and s',

smells
gl 591-15 sees, feels, hears, tastes, and s' only in belief.

smile
ph 175-10 to say that a rose, the «• of God, can produce

188-18 The s" of the sleeper indicates the
r 477-28 "the s- of the Great Spirit."

smiles
a 47-13 tliirty pieces of silver and the s' of them 59-19 in prolonging her health and S"

sp 76- 2 name the face that s' on them
smite

p 439-20 God will s- you, O whited walls,
/ 444-20 "Whosoever shall s- thee on thy— Afctt. 5,' 39,
444-21 Fear not that he will s' thee again

Smith's Bible Dictionary
320- 8 In 5- B- D- it is said :

smitten
a 48-21 Peter would have s" the enemiea of

49-32 "stricken, s" of God."— Isa. 53; 4,
o 343- 2 Shall I tnen be s- for healing
p 435-31 and commandest . . . to be s'— Acts 23; 3.

smolie
a 22-18 When the s- of battle clears away,

37-14 but not amid the s' of battle is merit seen
ap 566-18 An awful guide. In s' and flame,

smoking
p 333-21 The tobacco-user, eating or s' poisoa

smooth
gl 593-15 When s- and unobstructed, it typifies the

smooth-tongued-
/ 252-20 says ; . . . and I elude detection by s* villainy.

smote
a 48- 2 bigoted ignorance s- him sorely.
t> 308-^ and 5' the sinew, or strength, of his error.
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involves unwinding one's s",

«• away the good seed before it has sprouted.

smothered
g 501- a seems so s- by the immediate context

smuggles
p 43S-24 and s' Error's goods into market

snake-talker
g 533-13 the s" utters the first voluble lie,

snarls
s 240-30

snatches
/ 237-13

sneers
o 341-12 S- at the application of the word Science to

sneezing
vh 176-15 glandular inflammation, a', and nasal pangs.

sniffs
ph 179-18 the wild animal, . . . s" the wind with delight.

snow
sp 82-30 to the Esquimaux in their S' huts?

ph 175-26 Damp atmosphere and freezing s"

b 321-22 white as «• with the dread disease,

snowbird
/ 220-11 The s' sings and soars amid the blasts ;

snowflakes
/ 250-29 Mortal thoughts chase one another like s'.

snows
OT 61-17

soaring
g 512- I

soars
/220-U

sober
pr 7-13
b 324-13

so-called
a 39-23
m 62- 6

sp

like tropical flowers "born amid Alpine s\ ,

s* beyond and above corporeality

The snowbird sings and s" amid the blasts ;

unfavorable to spiritual growth, s' resolve.
Be watchful, s", and vigilant.

the time for s' material ... to pass away,
and master the belief in s' physical laws,

72- 9 S' spirits are but corporeal comnmnicators.
73-12 Any other control or attraction of s' spirit
73-32 between s' material existence and
77-14 embracing its s" pleasures and pains,
77-21 a s- mind fettered by matter.
88-15 Beliefs proceed from the s' material senses,
97- 6 and s" matter resembles its essence,

an 100- 4 he regarded this s' force,
102- 7

'

an unreal concept of the s' mortal mind.
102-30 Its s" despotism is but a phase of
104-17 wrongness of the opposite «• action,

S 112-27 Also, if any s" new school claims to be C. S.,
123-24 The proof, . . . that the s' miracles of Jesus
124- 3 Physical science (s') is human knowledge,
128-26 forever destroys . . . the s' evidence of matter.
131-27 the s- miracles of olden time
138-24 the sinful, s" pleasure of the senses.
144- 5 even if these s" powers are real.
144-15 belongs to the s' material senses,
144-23 divine Science wars with «• physical science,
150-18 The science (s) of physics would
162-16 false beliefs of a s" material existence.

ph 165-12 Obedience to the «• physical laws of health
168-25 before the s" disease made its appearance
185-11 and such systems of s' mind-cure,
187- 6 Here you may see how s' material sense
188- 8 but afterwards it governs the s' man.
190- 1 formation of s" embryonic mortal mind,
200-21 the s' human soul or spirit,
200-23 These s" material senses must yield to

/ 202- 7 the s' pains and pleasures of material sense,
203-25 The s* sinner is a suicide.
204-13 The s" second power, evil, is the unlikeness
210-26 It is the s' mortal mind which voices this
211-8 sensations of a s* mortal mind
211-17 the nature of all s" material cause and effect.
212-29 possibly that other methods involve s- miracles.
217-23 control which Mind has over s' matter,
222-13 he also had less faith in the s' pleasures
229-19 The s' law of mortal mind,
230-30 S- mortal mind or the mind of mortals
231- 2 or the s' physical senses will get tlie victory.
232-28 the s' pleasures and pains of sense
242-13 rise superior to the s" pain and pleasure of the
251- 2 The s- behet of mortal mind
251-21 acts upon the «• human mind
253-15 the falsity of s' material sense,
253-27 never requires obedience to a s' material law,

C257- 4 If matter, s', is substance,
258-20 material s* senses have no cognizance of

b 275-28 other gods, or other s" powers,
277-23 the order of material s' science.
282- 3 and its opposite, the s" material life
282-27 Krror is the s" intelligence of mortal mind.
283-14 with material life s\

so-called
291- 3 that the s- df>ath of the body

6 292-17 «• life of mortals is dependent on
293-13 .The material «• eases and forces are
294-15 This verdict of tne s- material senses
296-14 s' pleasures and pains of matter perish,
302-10 and that the s' pleasures and pains,
307- 3 This pantheistic error, or s' serpent^
309-29 such s- life always ends in death.
312- 2 such «• knowledge is reversea
334-11 imperceptible to the s' personal senses,

O 347-12 the s- mortal man is not the reality of maa
348-19 well to eliminate from «• mortal mind
356-^ 4 S' material existence affords no
358- 1 axe, which destroys a tree's s- life,

p 366-19 Such s- Scientists will strain out gnats,
376-18 s' material body is a mental concept
377-26 cause of all s: disease is mental,
378- 8 Without the s" human mind,
379-22 The s" vital current does not affect the
382-16 to teach the s" ignorant one.
382-17 Must we not then consider the s' law of
382-28 nothingness of the s- pleasures and
387-10 nor can s' material law tresoass
387-24 It is a law of s" mortal mind,.
393- 8 a law of s' mortal rniad,
399-11 iS' mortal mind sends its despatches
399-22 s- mortal life is mortal mind,
399-32 without beginning with s' mortal mind,
400-26 The action of s- mortal mind
408- 6 universal insanity of s' health,
408-17 s' inflammation of disordered functions,
409-13 independently of this s" conscious mind,
409-16 s' con.scious mortal mind is believed
409-22 s- "children of men" — Psal. 14: 2.
419-24 in mortals or s' mortal minds,
421- 3 while physical ailments (s) arise from
423-32 The s" substance of bone is formed first

424-28 scrofula and other s' hereditary diseases,
427-25 in the physical realm, s", as well as in the
432-27 the hands of justice, alias nature's s* law ;

441- 3 any s" law, which undertalves to punish
t 463-30 action is that of s' mortal mind.
r 479-13 Take away «• mortal mind,
482-30 mortal mind $ is not a healer,
490-20 knowledge gained from the s" material sensea
492- 2 the s' dreamer is unconscious?
493-21 Disease i.s an experience of s' mortal mind.
501-13 S" mystery and miracle,

'

505-12 mindless matter nor the s' material senses.
509-20 S' mineral, vegetable, and
513- 1 mortal mentality, s% and its claim,
513-27 £! mortal mind — being non-existent
524- 5 and in a thousand other s' deities.
640-14 uncovers s" sin and its effects,
544-29 declares . . . «• mortal life to be Life,
547-14 germinating; speck of s' embryonic life

648-28 important facts in regard to s' embryonic life,
554-11 destitute of any knowledge of the S" selfhood

ap 561- 6 at a point of s' embryonic life.

564-21 before ihe tribunal oi s' mortal mind,
{/I 580- 7 a s" finite mind, producing other minds,

.580-11 a « man, whose origin, substance, and mind
582- 5 human knowledge, or s" mortal mind,
683-26 s' mortal mind controlling mortal mind ;

585- 1 Not organs of the s' corporeal senses,
585-17 between Spirit and s' matter.
589- 6 in which the s' material senses yield to
597-24 Will, as a quality of s" mortal mind,
(see also dead, laws, lulnd, senses)

social
m 56-15 the «• scourge of all races,

/ 239- 5 wealth, fame, and s' organizations,
340-27 whatever is wrong in s', civil, criminal,

socially
gl 587- 4 acknowledged morally, civilly, and s:

societies
a 28-27 because it is honored by sects and s',

society
aloor from

s 109-13 kept aloof from s',
elevation of
m 63-25 the elevation of «• in general

founding bis
s 138- 2 Jesus purposed founding his S",

human
ap 575-31 which binds human s" into solemn union;

motive of
m £8- 2 To happify existence . . . should be the motive

of s\
sanctioned by

ph 171- 2 paganism and lust are so sanctioned by s\
state «jf

m <;4-2S a worse state of s' than now exists.
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society
srmpatby nor

s 153-32 Neither sympathy nor s* should ever

a 28-32 There is too much animal courage in s*

m 57- 2 Without it there is no stability ih s",

an 102-29 employed, for the individual or s"."

/ 238-22 Attempts to conciliate «• and ao
238-25 5' is a foolish juror,

p 362- 8 debarred from such a place and such 5',

387-18 and perform the most vital functions in s'

society's
/ 238- 7 l3 to incur s' frown ;

Socrates
m 66-27 S" considered patience salutary
/ 215-28 5' feared not the hemlock poison.

Socratic
s 112- 8 adherents of the S', the Platonic,

sod
g 521- 2 Knowledge of this lifts man above the s*.

soever
pr 1- * What thinqs s' ye desire— Mark 11 ; 24.

b 305-18 for what things s- He doeth,— John 5 .• 19.

soft
s 142-11 If the s" palm, upturned to a lordly salary,

softened
p 387- 4 must it pay the penalty in a s* brain 5

soft-winged
ap 574-26 and you will behold the s* dove

soil
barren

g 537-16 Error tills its own barren $•

good
b 270-32 the good $• wherein the seed of Truth

of disease
ph 188-24 The $• of disease is mortal mind,

seed and
/ 212-19 They produce a rose through-seed and s',

seed or
g 520-25 plant grows, not because of seed or s",

sown In the
m 66-12 not from seed sown in the s* of material hopes,

tUl tbe
g 518- 1 Man is not made to till the s'.

solemn
m 61-25

/ 232-26

p 364-16
433-18
433-26
434-18

ap 575-32

solemnity
pr 7- 9

p 433- 2

solemnly

SOIVIE

more s" charee, than the culture of your garden
In the sacred sanctuary . . '. are voices of s"
Here is suggested a s' question,
proceeds to pronounce the s" sentence
the Judge's s" peroration.
earnest, s" eyes, kindling with hope
binds human society into y union ;

it gives momentary s- and elevation to
and with great s" addresses the jury

r 497-24 we s' promise to watch, and pray

sp 74-8
ph 190-15
b 272- 6
318-11
361-28

t 452-20
^ 521- 1

solar
5 119-29
121-25
122-30

ph 189- 4

/ 246-10
r 493- 5

£;504- 8
604-18
504-31
510-21
513-11

ap 561-28

gl 598-19
599- 1

soldier
a 32-^
6 309-11

soldier's
a 32-9

sole
pref viii-^0

xii-U
/ 226-21

p 370-14
g 514- 6

solecism
s 114-12

/ 210-19

solely
5 117-25
157-4

/ 220-16
233-3
233-31

6 299-31

p 39ft-18

ff 528-5
543-28

a sprout which has risen above the s*.

as the grass springing from the s*

s' of an "honest and good heart"— Luke 8; 15.

They would put soul into s', life into limbo.
until God prepares the s- for the seed.
We $• our garments with conservatism,
making him superior to the s"

perception of the movement of the s* system,
so far as our s* system is concerned,
mistake . . . regarding the s* system.
we still believe that there is s" light and heat.
The measurement of life by s* years
and explains the s' system as
though s- beams are not yet Included In the
words which indicate, in the absence of s' time,
No s' rays nor planetary revolutions form the
There is no Scriptural allusion to s' light until
not yet measured by s" revolutions,
light portrayed is really neither s" nor lunar,
V'ear. a « measurement of time ;

the divisor of which is the s' year.

In ancient Rome a s* was required to
a prince of God, or a s' of God,

does not commemorate a Boman $ oath,

for the Bible was her s' teacher ;

s' editor and publisher of the C. S. Journal,
man's birthright.of s' allegiance to his Maker
faith in the drug is the s' factor in the cure,
of which God is the s'" creator.

Mortal mind ts a $• in language.
The expression mortal mind is really a s\

relates s* to human reason ;

succeeds where homoeopathy falls, s' because
engendered s" by human theories.
proofs consist « in the destruction of
sickness, which ia s' the result of inharmony
If man were s* a creature of the
but s- on account of the tenacity of belief
s' mythological and material.
it is seen that man springs s* from Mind.

solicitude
m 59- 4

solid
/213-7

242-15
C 261-25
t450- 9
460-16

g 511-23
511-25

solids
ff 510-24

solitary
sp 95-23
C259- 3
266-8

solution
pref ix-32

pr 3-7
s 109-11
6 314-8
338-17

p 372- 4

solve
pr 3-5
a 44- 6

6 273- 6
329-18

g 556-27

solved
s 126-4

solvent
/ 242-17

solves
/216-6

solving
sp 90-29

sombre
ff513-9

some
pref

pr

m

sp

ix-17
xi- 3

7-32
10-23
16-11
22- 1

28-30
37-24
54-30
61-14
63-15
64-11
65-9
69-19
90-14
99-12
99-19

S 111-10
112-8
112-10
129-19
129-26
131-14
136-14
136-15
136-18
139-21
145-15
150^24

ph 182-27
182-32
187- 9

197-28

/ 203-18
205-19
223-20
225-12
227-10

There should be the most tender s'

conceives of something as either liquid or s\
Self-love is more opaque than a s" body,
will neither lose the s- objects and ends of
A third cla.ss of thinkers build with «• masonry.
Sickness is more than fancy ; it is s' conviction.
To mortal mind, the universe is liquid, «•, and
and mountains stand for «• and grand ideas.

by the resolving of fluids into s\

Led by a s" star amid the darkness,
nor is he an isolated, «• idea.
Then the time will come when you will be j",

degrees by which she came at length to its s' ;

and it is our task to work out the s'
I sought the « of this problem
Our Master gained the s' of being,
of something fluid, of mortal mind in S"

matter waa originally error in s",

to $• the problem?
a place in which to 5* the great problem
not one of them can «• the problem of being
attempts to s- a problem of Euclid,
before it cares to s' the problem of being,

The problem of Hothingness, . . . will be s:

with the imlversal s" of Love

Science unveils the mystery and s* the problem

we may as well Improve our time in s* the

gray in the s" hues of twilight ;

To-day, though rejoicing In s* progress,
which action m s" unexplained way
or mean to ask forgiveness at s" later day.
There is s' misapprehension of the
s' doubt among Bible scholars, whether
would borrow the passport of s" wiser pilgrim,
await,' in «• form, every pioneer of trutn.
to follow in s* degree
would not s', who now profess to love
If s' fortuitous circumstance
civilization mitigates it in s" measure.
When a man lends a helping hand to s"

s" fundamental error in the marriage state.
S' day the child will ask his parent :

s' insist that death is the necessary prelude
None may pick the lock nor enter by s" other
may possess natures above s' others
s' may deny its right to the name of
the Spencerian, or s' other school.
s" particular system of human opinions.
and so are «• other systems.
S' of the leading illusions along the path
through the . . . churches as s' persons insist?
"S- say that thou art. John— A/a??. 16; 14.

S', Elias : and others, Jeremias,— Malt. 16.' 14.

may indicate that s' of the people believed
darkening to «• extent the inspired pages.
or reliance on «• other minor curative.
and wiirbe to all others af « future day,
come from S' sad incident, or else

presuppose that ... is powerless on s t)cc^i8lona
it attributes to s* material god or medicine
mortal belief loses «• portion of its error
or in s" power less than God.
we perceive the divine image in « word
to answer this question by s' ology
There is always s- tumult,
s' public teachers permit an ignorance of
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some
/ 22^14 Mortals will «• day assert their freedom
237-23 iS' invalids are unwilling to know the facts

245-12 S' American travellers saw her when she was
249-28 It throws off S" material fetters.

C 263-22 the discovery of s' distant idea of Truth ;

263-24 as when s" finite sense peers from its cloister

265- 7 and gain s" proper sense of the infinite,

6 294- 7 would take away s' quality and
297-25 5' thoughts are better than others.

299- 8 appearing at the door of «• sepulchre,
306-15 at « uncertain future time
319-26 misinterpretation of the Word in s- Instances
326- 8 must not try to climb ... by s' other road.
333-21 with s- measure of power and grace
342- 5 In the result of s' unqualified condemnations
353-30 whatever is laid off is . . . s' unreal belief.

354- 3 "utter falsities and absurdities," as s" aver?
358-30 in «• Christian Scientist, whom they

p 369-15 in order to di.scover s" means of healing it.

376-27 S" people, mistaught as to Mind-science,
380- 1 may rest at length on «• receptive thought,
381- 5 or that s' disease is developing
381- 8 When Infringing s' supposed law,
381-24 quite free from s' ailment.
403-23 Never conjure up s" new discovery from
412-12 liable under s' circumstances to impress it

415- 9 looks upon s" object which he dreads.
425- 1 or s" of his progenitors farther back
434- 4 S- exclaim, "It is contrary to law

t 443- 9 severely condemned by s' Scientists,
444- 2 In «• way, sooner or later,

450-15 S- people yield slowly to the touch of Truth.
453-10 but with s- individuals the morbid moral or

457-25 Departing from C. S., s' learners commend diet

462- 1 S- mdividuals assimilate truth more readily
r 477-27 The Indians caught s" glimpses of the
492-30 uniting on «• impossible basis.

g 522-27 is based on s" hypothesis of error,

525- 7 S' of the equivalents of the term man
537-27 is made to appear contradictory in s' places,
546- 2 at s- future time to be

ap 569- 3 Every mortal at s" period, here or hereafter,

870- 3 will chain, with fetters of s' sort,

573-30 will surely appear sometime and in «• way,
^1 583- 8 « of the ideas of God beheld as men,

somebody
sp 81-31 That s", somewhere, must nave known tne

89- 7 believing that s- else possesses her tongue
C 554-15 he learns to say, "I am s- ;

something
sbscnc^ of

ph 186-12 It Is nothing, because It Is the absence of y.

belief In .^ ^ _,

sp 92-27 laid on a belief In s- besides God.
calls Itself

6 287-18 Evil calls Itself s", when it is nothing.

claiming to be
b 330-29 nothing claiming to be s".

, ,
.

gl 591-25 Mortal Mind. Nothing claiming to be S",

conceives of
/ 213- 6 Mortal mind conceives of «• as

b 294-29 The thief believes that he gains S' by stealing.

looked for
b 270-14 looked for s' higher than the

mimicry of ...
gl .'580- 9 product of nothing as the mimicry of s' ;

needing ^ .

g 501-16 when needing s* more native to their

need of
, j, . ,.

s 151- 6 an absolute need of s' beyond itself

new
ap 560-25 Persecution of all who have spoken s'-new and

nothing and
a 23-17 swinging between nothing and s\

possible loss of .....
a 51- 2 the possible loss of s' more Important than

practical , ,

o 35.5- 4 The charge ... Is met by s- practical,

prayed for

pr 9-8 having prayed for s' better,
icen and felt

p 395-22 to hold it as « seen and felt

supposes that
.

g 530-30 supposes that s" springs from nothing,

« 54-23 whose religion was s" more than a name.

sp 91-26 postulate of belief . . . s- apart from God.
s 114-14 the phrase mortal mind implies s- untrue

ph 181-26 to satisfy the sick that you are doing s-

186-30 Since it must believe In s- besides itself.

/ 220-19 and then charges them to s- else,

C 258- 4 human craving for S' better.

26J- 3 even privileged originators of $• which

something
b 323-23 contemplation of s" better than disease or sin.
338-16 suggests the thought of s' fluid,
345-27 if a man think himself to be s',

— Gal. 6: 3.

347-26 The dream that matter and error are S"

350- 1 They think of matter as «•

p 390- 2 and I should like s' more to eat."
391-25 has no intelligence to declare itself s'

422-30 he believes that $ stronger than Mind
T 480- 4 the opposite of the s' of Spirit.
492-15 theories— that matter is s'. or that

C 539- 6 as if life and immortality were s' which
542-29 misconception of Life as s" less than God,
556-21 They seem to be s', but are not.

gl 592-14 there is s' spiritually lacking,

somethingness
b 276-27 Harmony is the s' named Truth.
o 346-12 in order to prove the s'— yea, the allness

35.3-21 not continue to admit the s' of superstition,

sometime
m 68- 4 S' we shall learn how Spirit,

p 402-13 S- it will be learned that mortal mind
g 531-10 The human mind will s' rise above

ap 573-30 will surely appear s' and in some way,

sometimes
pr 11- 5 A magistrate s' remits the penalty,
a 24- 6 s' by the worst passions of men),

47- 8 It was s' an overwhelming power
65-10 does not the pulpit s" scorn it?

m 64-14 A wife is s' debarred
68-23 salutary causes s' incur these effects.

s 114-20 we must «• recur to the old and
143-13 S- the human mind uses one error

151- 1 To be sure, they s' treat the sick as if

ph 169- 7 s" to his discomfiture,
172-28 is s" the quickener of manliness ;

/ 212- 3 A tooth which has been extracted s" aches agalD
215-15 We are s" led to believe that darkness is as

249-26 mortal night-dream is s' nearer the fact

r 264- 5 the glorious forms which we s' behold in the
b 277-31 s' beautiful, always erroneous.
327- 9 Evil is s' a man's highest conception of

o 343-21 It would «• seem as if truth were
345-10 It is «• said, in criticising C. S.,

346- 6 It is s- said that C. S. teaches the
358-24 fi- it is said : "Rest assured that

p 376- 8 diseases deemed dangerous s" come from
383-22 «• tells you that the weed preserves his health,
394-19 their theories are s' pernicious,
398- 1 .S- Jesus called a disease by name,
398-16 remedies, s' not containing a
417- 3 Give sick people credit for «• knowing
421--21 Calm the excitement «• induced by
421-23 s' explain the symptoms and their cause
431- 7 s" going to sleep immediately after a

/ 446- 6 If patients « seem wor.se while
461-17 you should tell your belief s',

r 489-31, 32 would have the material senses s" good and s'

bad.
491-18 s' presenting no appearance of mind,

g 549-11, 12 «• through eggs, s- through buds,
549-13 and $ through self-division.

gl 590-15 this term is s" employed as a title,

somewhat
a 35- 7 they were enabled to rise S' from
s 128-14 escapes s' from itself, and requires less repose.

143-18 You admit that mind influences the body s',

149-18 remarked . . . mind affects the body s",

156-11 Believing then s' in the ordinary theories

ph 170-25 to ponder s' the supremacy of

180- 7 his faith in their efforts is «• helpful
T 488- 8 differ s' in meaning from
g 529-31 He begins his reign over man s' mildly,

somewhere
sp 81-31 That somebody, S', must nave known the

ph 174-23 Anatomy admits that mind is « in man,

Son
His

a 45-12 bv the [seeming! death of His S-,— Bom. 5; 10.

r 407- 6 We acknowledge His S', one Christ ;

His beloved
a 23- 6 vented upon His beloved S',

pr 5-29 An apostle says that the S- of God [Christ) ^^

a 29-14 disciples of Jesus believe him the S" of God.

sp 94-11 he made himself the S- of God."— i/ohn 19: 7.

/ 203-10 "He made himself the S- of God,"— John 19; 7.

226- 9 rights of man as a 5" of God,
6 313-16 regarded Christ as the S- of God, ^ „ ,_, .

361-13 Jesus Christ is not God, . . . but is the S' of God.

g 519-19 of the knowledge of the S- of God,— Eph. 4 ; 13,

gl 594-16 The S' of God, the MessiaJi or Christ.

of Man
T 482-19 he was literally the S- of Man.
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Son
of man

5 132-2S
136-12

6 334-25
r 482-17

"When the S' of man rometb,— Lukf 18; 8.

that I, the 5- of man, am?"— AfaH. 16; 13.

Revelator represents the S' of man as saying
called himself "the 5" of man,"— Mati. 9; 6.

of the living God
.s 137-18 Christ, theS" of the living God \"—Matt. 16; 16.

sp 77-IS

/ 233-13
6 268- *

305-17
305-19

313-10
337- 9

(7 534-12

ap 569- 2

gl 594-16

son
Jacob's

gl 581-15
582- 4

583-26
686-21
689- 1

590-11

595-12
Mary's

b 313-18
Noah's

gl 587-21
589-8
594-14

of a virgin
6 313- 1

332-23
of Ham

gl 582-24
of Jona

s 137-27
of man

gl 594-17

neither the S-, but the Father."— A/arfc 13; 32.

not even"theS- but the Father -''— Mark 13; 32.
and with his S' Jesus Christ.— / John 1 ; 3.

the S' can do nothing of himself,— John 5; 19.

the.se also doeth the .S' likewise."— John 5; 19.

another passage . . . which refers to the .S' as
the S' must be in accord with the Father,
The S' of the Virgin-mother unfolded the
as Truth, represented by the S' •

definition of

AsHER (Jacob's s"). Hope and faith ;

Benjamin (Jacob's S'). A physical belief a3 to
Dan (Jacob's «•). Animal magnetism ;

Gad (Jacob's s'). Science ;

IssACHAR (Jacob's s'). A corporeal belief ;

Levi (Jacob's s'}. A corporeal and sensual
belief ;

Reuben (Jacob's S'). Corporeality ;

the exaltation of Jesus, Mary's s".

Ham (Noah's s"). Corporeal belief ;

Japhet (Noah's s"). A type of spiritual peace,
Shem (Noah's s"). A corporeal mortal ;

He was the $• of a virgin.
Jesus was the s' of a virgin.

Canaan (the s* of Ham). A sensuous belief ;

Simon Bar-jona, or s* of Jona ;

The s' of man, the offspring of the flesh.

a 50-12
361-18

T 482-17

gl 594-17

song
ph200-i
/234- 5

ap 568-26

Son of God
(see Son)

Son of man
(see Son)

Son of the living God
(see Son)

sons

to sustain and bless so faithful a s'.

Father and s', are one In being,
but not the s' of Joseph.
"S" of a year."

lifted thought Into the s* of David.
be it s\ sermon, or Science
A louder s", sweeter than has ever before

•Jo6 38;32.guideth "Arcturus with his s'

the liberty of the s- of God.
highest ideas are the s* and daughters of God.
all ideas,— the s" and daughters of God.

and entitled him to s^ in Science.
hid from their sense Christ's s* with God.
and to recognize the divine s\
Christ the spiritual idea of s' ;

c 257-21
6 315-20

P503-4
515-22

sonship
6 312-32
315-12
316- 7

331-31

soon
a 34-24 for s' their dear Master would rise again

49- 9 Had they so s' lost sight of his mighty works,
and it wiU s' cure the boU.
spiritual light s' enabled him to follow the
manifested towards one who was s\
e.xplain C. S. to them, but not too S',
as s' as they can bear it,

S' the child becomes a separate, . . .mortal mind,
only s" to disappear because of their uselessness
s' ascertain that error cannot destroy error,
s' to manifest the deathless man of
to devour her child as s* as it— Rev. 12; 4.

5 153-21
6 324-23

p .364- 4
414-16
417-27
424-1

r 485- 8
495-31

C534-4
op 563-26

sooner
pr 13-14
a 54-9

sp 91-10
91-12

f 223- 3

240-24
6 296-19

p .381-21

428-25

Do we gain the omnipotent ear S" by words than
must $• or later plant themselves in Christ,
the s" error is reduced to its native nothingness,
the s" man's great reality will appear
S' or later we shall learn that the fetters
Remember that mankind must s' or later,
WTiether'mortals will learn this s' or
and you will s' grasp man's God-given domioIOQ.
y or later, ... we miist master sIq

sooner
p 429- 6 and the s" we begin the better.
I 4-14- 3 s' or later, all must rise superior to
449- 8 Right adjusts the balance s" or later.

soonest
pref x-26 TheunbiasedChristian thought is s' touched by

soothe
p 398-26 WiU s* fear and change the belief of disease to

soothing
/ 230-25 They are $• syrups to put children to sleep,

soporific
p 416-12 when the s" influence of the opium Is

sorcery
ap 571-30 outshining sin, s*, lust, and hypocrisy.

sore
ph 193-21 discharge from the «• stopped,

193-21 and the s* was healed.
/237-6 "Mamma, my finger is not a bit i'." .

p 398- 5 rent him «• and came out o^ him,— Mark 9 : 29,

sorely
a 48- 2 the staves of bigoted Ignorance smote hiia *•.

sorrow
and death .

/ 203-30 waves of sin, y, and death beat In vain.,
and Joy

s 125-13 pain and painlessness, $• and joy,
and pain

ap 573-27 cessation of death, s\ and pain.
cup of

a 33-14 and drain to the dregs his cup of S'«
has Its
m 66-30 S- has its reward.

her
ap 562-26 but remembering no more her s'

Is salutary
m 66-9 5- is salutary.

Is turned
pr 14-16 S' Is turned Into Joy when the

Joy and
/ 246- 3 swinging between evil and good, Joy and S'
c 262-22 false estimate ... of joy and s',

multiply tby
g 535- 7 will greatly multiply thy S'— Gen. 3; J6»

ocean of
rn 67-14 on the seething ocean of s*.

pain and
g 557-16 the less pain and s' are his.

gin and
/ 215-19 So sin and s", disease and death,

with
342- 6 one may see with «• the sad effects

your
p 386-27 "Your $ Is without cause,"

pr 5-3
/219- 1

248-16
6 304-12
304-12

p 386-22

p535- 7

535-23
536-26
552-22
557-18

sorrowful
a 26- 7

33- 3

sorrowing
pref xii-25

sp 78-29

sorrows
pr 10-7

10- 7

C 41- 5
42-9
52-19

ph 196-31

gl 587-21

sorry
a 19-21

sort
ph 195-19

/ 23.3- 1

p 406-19
408- 1

t 451-25

9 508-17

ap 570- 3

S' for wrong-doing is but one step
weakness, weariness, s", sin, deatn.
Is it imperfection, joy, s\ sin, suffering?
joy cannot be turned into s',
s- is not the master of joy ;

Thus it is with all s', sickness, and death,
in s' thou Shalt bring forth— Gen. 3; 16.
in s' Shalt thou eat of it— Gen. 3; 17.

Through toil, struggle, and s'.
From a material source flows no remedy for *•

"In s* thou Shalt bring forth— Gen. 3; 16.

all have the cup of s* effort to drink
His followers, y and silent,

is Joyful to bear consolation to the s*

the sick are healed, the s" are comforted,

to profit by Jesus' cup of earthly s',

God will sustain us under these s".

as well as through their s' and afflictions. •
i

"man of s-" was in no peril from— Isa. 53; 3.

"man of s'" best understood the— Isa. 53:3.
The press unwittingly sends forth many y
motives, affections, joys, and y.

contintles to pray and repent, sin and be S',

Academics of the right s' are requisite.
nor opportunity in Science for error of any S'.

Resist evU— error of every y
'

Every s' of sickness is error,
nature and methods of error of every $',
Gender means simply kind or s",

will chain, with fetters of some s'.
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sorts
c 257-22 Finite mind maolfesta aU s- of errora,

p 4(H-I0 Lust, malice, and all « of evil

419- 4 Errors of all s' tend ia thia direction.

sots
s 153-23 and men and women become loathsome s\

sought
pr &-20 according as His mercy Is «• or unsought,
m 60-31 more secure in our keeping, if «• In Soul.

s 10*-U I s- the solution of this problem
126-10 has s" and interpreted in its own way
139- 3 theology which the impious s' to destroy.

ph 196- 2 Man has "s" out many inventions,"— Eccl. 7;29.

/ 21&-30 Having s" man's spiritual state,

b 273- 5 Suman belief has s- out many inventions,
314-10 The .lews, who « to kill this man of God,
329- 3 they will be s- and taught,

p 364-18 as Simon »• the Saviour,
439-21 the unfortunate Mortal Man who S' your aid

g 531-22 Has man s' out ottier creative

Sold isee also Soul's)
action of ^ , . ^

sp 89-23 The influence or action of S' confers a freedom,
allness of

r 497-22 even the allness of S', Spirit,
SBd body

5 114-24 It lifts the veil of mystery from S* and body.
119-30 reverses the seeming relation of S' and body
122-29 the same mistake regarding 5" and body

and Its attributes
/ 210-11 Knowing that S- and Its attributes were

and matter
/ 215- 7 S' and matter are at variance

and Spirit
6 335-16 S- and Spirit being one,

and substance „
b 280-13 sense of the divisibility of S- and substance,

as God
6 310-14 Science reveals S" as God. untouched by

atmosphere of
- . „

gl 587-27 spirituality ; bliss ; the atmosphere of S\
bar of

p 441- 6 not permitted to enter any suits at the bar of S" ,

belief that
a 39-10 belief that S- is in the body causes mortals to

body and
T 477-19 Question.— What are body and 5" 7

body Instead of by
g 536-16 governed ... by body Instead of by S",

body Instead of In

/ 223- 5 the illusion that he lives In body Instead of In 5- ,

cannot sin
r 468- 6 Because Soul is immortal, S* cannot sin,

capacity of
. . . «

sp 85- 4 which demonstrates tne capacity of S',

changeth not
b 310-18 S- changeth not.

could res>roduce
r 488-28 5' could reproduce them In all their perfection ;

explain
ph 200- 8 Whoever is incompetent to explain S*

eipresscs , _
r 477-30 Separated from man, who expresses S\

fkcts of
p 420-32 harmonious facts of S- and Immortal being.

428- 4 A demonstration of the facts of S'
faith In

/ 216- 1 his faith In S* and his Indifference to the body.
f&lSC Sd3S6 of

b 335-2S Only by losing the false sense of S' can we
frce<Som in
m 58-12 There is moral freedom In S\

from sense to
a 48- 9 from earth to heaven, from sense to S'.

c 266- 1 and transplant the affections from sense to S',

ap 666- 7 in their passage from sense to 5",

God and
b 335-16 God and 5* are one,

governed by
s 125-16 man governed by S\ not by material sense.

b 273-18 Man is harmonious when govertod by S\
302-22 this real man is governed by S*

gravitates towards
6 323-21 divine Science, which gravitates towards S"

barmony of
p 390- 5 never deny the everlasting harmony of S\

bas Infinite
m 60-29 5" has Infinite resources with which to bless

heaven of
(7 535-16 Into the heaven of S', Into the heritage of the

Ideas of
. . „

b 269-16 exchanges the objects of sense for the ideas of .3".

Immortal
b 311-20 or that Immortal S* Is In mortal body.

.Soul
Immortality of

b 306- 7 iiamoitalify of 3- makes man immortaL
r 481-29 hence the immortality of S'

Indications of
s 144-13 the weaker the indications of iS'.

Intelligence, or
r 480-17 would make . . . the effect of intelligence, or S',

Is Immortal
b 311- 7 S- is immortal because it is Spirit,
335-20 iS' is immortal, it does not exist in mortality.

p 381-13 by the understandng that S' is immortal,
r 468- 6 Because 5" is immortal. Soul cannot sin.

Is not In matter
b 300-23 therefore 5- is not in matter.

Is sinless
b 288-22 S' is sinless, not to be found in the body ;

Is Spirit ^ , ,

/ 223-11 S- is Spirit, and Spirit is greater than body.
p 396-28 iS' is Spirit, outside of matter.

Is supreme
gl 590- 3 the atmosphere of Spirit, where S- is supreme.

Is synonymous
sp 71- 7 .S' is synonymous with Spirit, God,

Joys of
,_ . „

p 390-U pleasures and pains of sense for the joys of .S'.

I»w of
, . . . „ .

wi 63- 1 does not make . . . the superior law of S' laat.

b 311-24 even the higher law of S',

p 427- 3 Life is the law of S',
Life and

o 344- 2 it claims God as the only absolute Life and .S*,

life In

:.lFe

r 13-32 is not cognizant of life In S', not in body.
Life or

b 306-13 If Life or S" and Its representative, man.
Mind Is the

b 307-25 divine Mind is the S- of man,
g 508- 7 Mind Is the S' of all.

more
/ 247-32 to have less Illusion and more S",

no oblivion for

/ 214-32 there is no oblivion for 5* and Its.faculties.

not quaUtles of
p 388-25 Because sin and sickness are not qualities of S',

offspring of
a 3>-24 the difference between the offspring of S" and of

of man
b 280-27 God, the S' of man and of all existence,
307-25 divine Mind is the S' of man,

or God
sp 72-11 S-, or God, Is the only truth-giver to man.
r 468-22 the synonym of Mind, S-, or God,

Oi Mind
b 302-20 S', or Mind, of the spiritual man is God,

or Spirit
s 120- 4 S-, or Spirit, is God, unchangeable and
T 466-20 S- or Spirit signifies Deity and nothing else.

466-21 S' or Spirit means only one Mind,
OTer sense

b 322- 5 the control of S" over sense,

prayer of
or 14-23 The Lord's Prayer is the prayer of S',

radiance of
/ 247-15 has a glory of its own,— the radiance of S*.

o 350-29 S' rebukes sense, and Truth destroys error,

recognize
sp 93- 1 to recognize S- as substantial and able to

reflection of
/'249-31 Man Is the reflection of S*.

feflects
s 120- 5 and man coexists with and reflects S', God,

rejoice In
m 64-21 Then shall S- rejoice In its own,

representation of ... . ^, , c
g 510-16 The sun la a metaphorical representation of S*

representatives of
gl 583- 5 representatives of S% not corporeal sense ;

restored his ,.,.,,.. . jv o
6 309- 4 to use the word of the Psalmist, restored ms S -

Science of
, . .. r. . . o

s 122- 8 material senses' reversal of the Science of b
131- 9 opposition of senauous man to the Science of 5"

r 467- 2 the demands of the Science of S?
467-21 This is a leading point in the Science of iS*,

sense and , , „
/ 240-32 how to divide between sense and S:

senSO of
gl 582-15 a sense of 5", which has spiritual bliss

Spirit or ...-,,..
b 309-25 Impossible for infinite Spirit or S' to be In »
330-12 the only Life, substance. Spirit, or S',

r 478- 6 haa never beheld Spirit or S- leaving a body
Cl 598-16 for never did he give up Spirit, or b-.
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Soul
symbol of

g 595- 1 Sttn. The aymbol of S* governing man,
the senses of

/ 21S-18 as communicated through the senses of S'
214-29 Neither. . . can interfere with the senses of S',

understanding of
/ 210-16 a better understanding of S' and salvation.

pr 7-17 Physical sensation, not S*^ nroduces material
9-23 control of Spirit, in which S" is our master^

a 30-27 to allow 5' to hold the control,
m 60-31 more secure in our keeping, if sought in S\
sp 70-15 What are God's identities? What is >S'7

s 115-14 Life, Truth, Love, S', Spirit, Mind.
ph 172-20 the beUef that there is S" in sense

' / 203-23 believe that the deathless Principle, or 5',
204-31 The error, which says that S" is in body,
207-15 Body is not first and S- last,
215- 4 If Spirit, S', could sin or be lost,
240-13 to be governed by matter or 5" in body,
250- 1 We run into error when we divide S" into souls,

b 274- 6 the offspring of sense, not of 5', Spirit,
280-23 the beUef-that S' is in body,
281-28 Divine Science does not put . . . S" into matter,
282-20 nor can non-intelligence become S'.
300-23 Spirit is God, 5' ;

302- I Si3 not compassed by finitenesg.
310-21 If S- could sin, Spirit, 5", would be flesh
310-23 If S- sinned, S- would die.
310-25 If there was sin in S-,
310-32 neither growth, maturity, nor. decay In S'.
317-27 and to the testimony of . . . more than to S',
335-19 Nothing but Spirit, S\ can evolve Life,
335-21 S' must be incorporeal to be Spirit,
359-15 evidence of the existence of Spirit, S',
360-10 repUes : . . . and keep S' well out of sight.

p 395- 7 leaving S- to master the false evidences of the
427- 4 iS' is never without its representative.
427- 6 can no more die' . . . than can S-,
437-15 S- a criminal though recommended to

T 465-10 God is . . . Mind, Spirit, S',
467-17 Science reveals Spirit, S-, as not in the body,
467-22 Spirit, S", is not confined in man,
468- 3 If S- sinned, it would be mortal,
468-26 Life is divine Principle, Mind, S", Spirit.
477- 6 Man is not a matenal habitation for S- ;

477- 7 S\ being Spirit, la seen in nothing imperfect
477-22 S- is the substance. Life, and
477-24 S' can never reflect anything inferior
477-26 Man is the expression of S'.
478- 3 What evidence of S' or of immortality
479- 2 offspring of physical sense and not of S',
481-24 If S- sins, it must be mortal.
481-28 5* is the divine Principle of man
481-30 . it is material sense, not S\ which sin3 ;

482-10 iS' is properly the synonym of Spirit,
490- 5 Human will is . . . not a faculty of S\

gl 580-24 supposition that . . . S' dwells m material
587- 7 Principle ; Mind ; S' ; Spirit ; Life ; Truth ;

588- 9 I, or Eoo. Divine Principle ; Spirit ; S" ;

£91-16 the only Spirit, S', divine Principle, substance,
sonl
absence oT

b 311-15 sense of temporary loss or absence of s\ >

and body
s 123- 6 the error relating to s- and body,

ph 196-11 able to destroy both s- and body— Afatt. 10 ; 28,
b 338- 6 behef . . . that he is both s" and body.

and Ufe
r 466-25 fallacy that intelligence, s\ and life can be In

beUeve that
6 311-20 So long as we believe that s' can sin

bodily
c 257- 9 a bodily s' and a material mind,

false estimates of
h 311-14 Through false estimates of s' as dwelling In

false sense of

bis
b 319- 1 manifests mortality, a false sense of s*.

ph 166- 9 pilgrimage to Mecca for the salvation of his s*
human
ph 200-21 the so-called human $• or spirit,
6 310-19 are conmionly taught that there is a hiraian s

hypothesis that
T 482- 4 hypothesis that s* is both an evil and a good

is Identical
r 482-11 out of Science, s" is identical with sense.

Is willing
/ 235-24 Then when the s" is willing

life or
sp 70-15 Does life or s- exist in the thing formed?

IlTlng
</ 524-15 and man became a living s\— Gen. 2: 7.

mind and
g 531- 6 error, . . . that mind and «• ere both right and

soul
no flnlte

r 466-21 There is no finite s' nor spirit.
not a sinful

b 311-12 It is a sense of sin, and not a sinful s*,
r 481-32 sense of sin which is lost, and not a sinful s'.

of Christianity
s 140-17 Spiritual devoutness is the s' of Christianity^

of Christian Science
s 113- 6 the heart and s* of C. S., is Love.

sense for
r 482- 1 substitution of the word sense for $•

sense of
r 493-26 Any sense of s" in matter is not the

theory that
6 300-26 theory that s', spirit, intelligence,

the word
ph 196-13 here the word s" means a false sense
r 483- 4 has adulterated the meaning of the word s*
482- 6 The proper use of the word s' can always

with all thy
'

VT 9-18 and with all thy s\—MaU. 22 : 37.
your

p 433-26 "May God have mercy on your s","

sp 77-20 and so prolong the illusion either of a « Inert
s 120- 2 never . . . while we admit that S" is in body

122-31 They insist that «• is in body
c 257- 9 behef in . . . a «• governed by the body
295-30 teaches that ... immortal s' is resurrected from
301-30 This falsity presupposes j- to be an
310-20 taught . . . that s" may be lost, and yet be
318-n They would put «• into soU,
318-32 Thfe body does not include s". but
337— 3 as material sensation, or a s" in the body,

p 362- * Why art thou cast dovm, O my s'— Psai, 42: 11.
r 476- 7 wUl cease to claim that «• is in body,
478-12 Who can see a « in the body?
48.S-19 belief that life can be in matter or s* In body,

ap 578- 8 [Love] restoreth my S'— Psal. 23 ; 3.
-

Soul-created
b 306-23 not more distinct . . . than are the S' forms

SouI-exlstence
ph 167- 5 ,S", in the place of sense-existence.

Soul-fiUed
gl 599- 1 Eternity is God'3 measurement of S* years.

Soul-|nspired
/ 224-29 On its banner is the S- motto,
b 308-14 The S' patriarchs heard the voice of Truth,

soulless
/ 249-16 Whence then is $• matter?

Soul's
p 43S-25 without the inspection of S- government officers.

souls
s 150-25 doctrine of the predestination of j"
f 250- 1 We run into error when we divide Soul Into s',
b 280-15 seeks to divide . . . into persons and s\
r 466- 7 Question.— What are spirits and s?
466-19 The term s' or spirits is as improper as the

gl 587-14 supposititious minds, or s',
594-18 definition of

Soul-sense
sp 85- 4 This S- comes to the human mind when the

sound
pre/ viU— 8 and gives sweet concord to s".

x-31 but s' morals are most desirable.
sp 84-21 not dependent upon the ear and eye for «• or

88- 5 And the «• of a voice that is still.
89-26 iS' is not the originator of music,
97-25 until its inarticulate s- is forever silenced

s 126-14 nor sent forth a positive s".

ph 194-23 where neither sight nor s- could reach him,
196- 6 Every « convulsed him with anguish.

/ 212-28 that the undulations of the air convey s\
213-16 S- is a mental impression
213-18 reveals s- as communicated through the
213-26 Mental melodies . . . supersede conscious y.
214- 2 impressions from Truth were as distinct as 5',
214- 2 and that they came as s- to the

6 291- 7 when the last trump shall s- ;

292- 2 then the final trump wiU s"

p 425-29 If you have s' and capacious lungs
r 486-16 If death restores sight, s', and strength

sounded
/ 223-27 but the last trump has not *•,
226- 7 s- the keynote of universal freedom,

sounder
m 61-13 better balanced minds, and s* constitutions.

soundness
s 162- 9 restores carious bones to s".

sounds
sp 86-20 or they are images and 5" evolved
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"the fathers have eaten s" grapes,— Ezek. 18; 2.

sour
/ 211-20

source
and condition

ph 181- 2 God,, is the y and condition of all existence
and means

pr 10-24 misapprehension of the s' and means
divine

ph 167-14 the divine s* of all health and perfection.
189-23 They proceed from the divine s' ;

blgber
c 267-23 Thought is borrowed from a higher s-

Inexhaustible
g 507-29 from the nature of its inexhaustible s\

Intelligent
b 27&- 7 but all have . . . one intelligent $,

Its
a 18-17 The fountain can rise no higher than Its s\

f 246- 9 The stream rises no higher than its s\
material

c 256-31 A mind originating from a finite or material s"

g 652-22 From a material s' flows no remedy for sorrow,
not the

f 211-32 Nerves are not the s* of pain or pleasure.
of all movement

b 283- 4 Mind is the s' of all movement,
of being
m 63-10 his primitive and ultimate $• of being :

/ 213-32 discard the one Mind and true $ of being,
of evil

r 489-24 corporeal senses are the only «• of evil

of Joy
p 377- 4 aflOiction ia often the »• of joy,

of strength
g 514-31 realization of this . . . was a «• of strength

of supply
/ 206-18 Spirit, not matter, being the «• of supply.

or creator
6 278- 1 Is Spirit the s' or creator of matter?

prolific
/ 205-12 opposite belief is the prolific s' of all suffering

reach tbe
b 325- 6 He, who would reach the S'

same
r 474-17 then they must all be from the same s' ;

spiritual
s 152-26 divinely driven to a spiritual s"

b 329-27 If men understood their real spiritual s'

pr 2-29 nearer the s' of all existence and blessedness.
s 119-14 to announce Him as their s',

p 368-27 the s" of all seeming sickness.
392-16 liable to an attack from that S'.

ap 559- 5 the s' of all error's visible forms
564-17 could emanate from no «• except

sources
ph 180- 1 both prolific «• of sickness.

/ 239-29 Those two opposite s' never mingle
p 373-14 are the s' of man's enslavement.

405-32 appeal to divine s' outside of themselves.

Southern Cross
ap 575-30 with the S' C" in the skies,

southward
ap 575-29 s', to the genial tropics,

sovereign
s 107- 8 the s" ever-presence,
p 407-12 Here C. S. is the s' panacea.
T 495-10 and find a «• antidote for error
g 523-31 the divine s' of the Hebrew people,

sovereignty
s 141-18 Its only crowned head Is immortal s'.

152- 4 takes away all its supposed s",

sow
a 41-10 in the hereafter they will reap what they now s".

sower
b 272-13 Jesus' parable of "the «•" ahowa— Mark i: 14.

soweth
/ 210-24 Error s' the wind and
p 405-17 "Whatsoever a man s',

— Gal. 6; 7.

g 537-13 "Whatsoever a man s',
— Gal. 6: 7.

sowing
sp 79-10 and dig up every seed of error's s".

ph 179-29 «• the seeds of reliance on matter,
180- 4 and to uproot its false s'.

183- 9 without s' the seed

sown
m 06-12 s" in the soil of material hopes,
/ 238-18 to reap the harvest we have not S",
272- 7 In the soil. of . . . the seed must be s'

SOWS
o 361-29 That which when «• bears immortal fnilt,

1 462-12 will inevitably reap the error he s:

If Spirit pervades all s\
Spirit possessing all power, filling all S*,
and extends throughout all S".

He fills aU s-.
where all s' is filled with God.
majesty, and glory of infinite Love fill all s:

for the brief s* of a few years
of
as nebulae indicate the Immensity of s';

infinite s' is peopled with God's ideas,

space
»u

sp 78-18
5 110- 2

146-30
b 331-22
r 469-24

<7 520-6
brief

/ 206-20
Immensity

(7 509-19
Infinite

©503-16

ph 179- 6

ap 573- 2

gl 598-20

spake
pr 15-3
a 20-4
TO 64-18
s 121- 5

13,5-17

348-13

g 557-27

span
/ 252-22

p 387-15

spared
sp 85-28

p 407-30

spares
O 26- 5
r 474-28

spark
b 312-15 with scarcely a s* of love in their hearts ;

spasmodically
pr &- 4 those who come only «• face to face with

speak
pr 1-5

14-29
a 19-12

46- 9
5 109-31
130-7

ph 181- 5
195-3

6 283-15
319-31
320- 1

332-24
349-22
354-25

p 362-
395- 6
412- 8
418-28

r 487-13

g 515-27

speaketh
b 292-25
292-25

speaking
a 52-24

52-26

sp 88-32
89-4
92-12

S 160-18
b 332-10
O 349-24

p396- 9

399-23
r 476-28

(7 548-18

speaks
sp 72- 3

217-30
342-23

p 391-21
441-32

r 485 -5
ap 564-13

spear
a 50-32
s 134- 3

since s' is no obstacle to Mind,
human sense of s' is unable to
mortahty ; s' for repentance.

So s' Jesus.
but acted and «• as he was moved,
the time cometh of which Jesus s',

before he s', astrography was chaotic,
"it came to pass,. . .the dumb s\"— Luke U : 14

delusions, were cast out and the dumb s\
when God, Mind, s- and it was done.

says : . . . I mean to make my short s- of life

If printers and authors have the shortest s' of

never s* hypocrisy the sternest condemnation.
Sin is 5' from this classification, only because

Jesus $• us not one individual experience.
Truth 6" all that is true.

I s' from experience.
« "as one having authority."— Matt. 7: 29'.

forebore not to s" the whole truth,
has spoken . . . and wiU «• through it

or whether I s' of myself."— John 7; 17.

It is vain to S' dishonestly of
Can matter s" for itself.

After the babbUng boy had been taught to a'

They s' of both 'Truth and error as mind,
but we can . . s" of the love of Love,
we can s' of the truth of Truth
appointed to s' God's word and to
shall «• with new tongues."— Mark 16: 17,

to hear and to «• the new tongue.
shall s- with new tongues;— Mark 16; 17.

the healer should s" to disease as one having
concerning the truth which you think or s",

S- the truth to every form of error.

You s" of belief. Who or what is it that
If you 5", the lips of this likeness move

When he s* a lie,
— John 8 ; 44.

he «• of his own :
— John 8 ; 44.

s' of human ability to reflect divine power,
«• not for their day only but for all time :

the belief that a departed spirit is s',

in the belief that another mind is s' through her,
and s" to Adam and Eve.
Has mortal mind ceased s* to them,
.<! to the human consciousness.
S' of the things of Spirit
avoid s' aloud the name of the disease.

Scientifically s\ there is no mortal mind
When s- of God's children,
5' of the origin of mortals.

Principle of man s" through immortal sense.
Which is tired and so s'1
It «• to the dumb the words of Truth,
it must be mortal mind which «• ;

great Teacher of mental jurisprudence S" of
Mind, not matter, sees, hears, feels, s'.

Revelator «• of Jesus aa the Lamb of God

Not the S' nor the material .cross
truth is still opposed with sword and S*.

spear-wound
a 4&-19 to examine the nail-prints and tbe s*.
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especial
sp 95-18 and is one of the s- characteristics thereof.
s 133-22 carried out in s" theories concerning God,
135-27 nor a s' gift from a rituaUstio Jehovah ;

ph 178- 2 they know nothing of this . . . s' person,
/ 236- 3 A s- privilege is vested in the ministry.
319-30 but we can by «• and proper capitalization

p 3&t-14 a s- sign of Oriental courtesy.
404- 3 a slave to tobacco, or the s' servant of
408- 9 from the s" name of insanity.

ap 560- 1 has a s- suggestiveness In connection with.

specially
5 123-25 did not s' belong to a dispensation now ended,
gl 590-18 unless «• coupled with the name God.

species
different

g 552-2? The intermixture of different "s*.
floral
m 68-24 perpetuation of the floral $• by bud or

genas and
6 277-17 the order of genus and s" is preserved

ap 560-20 The botanist must know the genus and S*
human

(.see human)
.many

p 407-29 There are many «• of Insanity.
juaterlal

h 172- 8 How then is the material s' maintained.
ma<

p 408-15 is In itself a mild s' of Insanity.
original

6.277-14 as preserving their original S',

. g 552-28 results in a return to the original s\
their

g 549-11 to multiply their s* sometimes through eggs,

ph 189-26
r 482-18
4M- 5

J 529-24
531-19
550-25
551-30

specific
an 103-19 animal magnetism or hypnotism Is the $• term

specifically
c 267- 7 «• man means all men.

specified
pr 11- 2

specimen
p 388-17

specimens
ph 195-26

speck
p 413-2L
g 547-14

spectacle
/ 241-12 what a mocking s* is sin I

spectators
p 430-25

spectral
353-20

spectre
a 45-25
6 314-17

speculation
/ 242-26 s" or superstition appropriates no part of

speculative
s 126-20 left to the mercy of s- hypotheses?

or a bundle of «• human theories?
the s- theory, the nauseous fiction,
and all the paraphernalia of s' theories,
law of mortal mind, conjectural and s'.

From' . . . comes the reproduction of the s",
As woman is but a s* of the genera.
Is it not a s- of infidehty to beUeve that
the s' described,— a talking serpent,
maintained by God in perpetuating the s' ?
no instance of one s" producing its opposite,
in order to propagate its s".

S' also the terms of forgiveness.

a $• of the ambiguous nature of

Impossible ideals, and s* of depravity,

.1 am not patient with a s; of dirt ;

germinating s' of so-callea embryonic lif»

court-room is filled with interested s'.

We must give up the s" at all points.

called him a spirit, ghost, or s',
To such . . . the real man seemed a s"

149- 6

ph 195-24

/ 209-26
229-20

speech
pr 3-28

15— 9
b 292-20
321- 6

t 454-21

speeches
p 367- 7

speechless
O 26- 4

speedily
pref vii-23

r 486-27
493- 1

speeds
p425-g

32

Action expresses more gratitude than s\
according to motives, not according to s*.

"Why do ye not understand my « ?—John § ; 43.
The Hebrew Lawgiver, slow of s".

Strength and freedom to $• and action.

gushing theories, stereotyped borrowed s-,

in $• agony exploring the way for us,

but it cannot make them «• understood.
If this were not so, man would be s- annihilated.
C. S. s* shows Truth to be triumphant.

expectation s* our progress.

spell
a 39-25 To break this earthly s", mortals must

Spencerian
s 112- 8 the Platonic, the S-, or some other school.

spend
. p 409-29 We cannot S" our days here in ignorance of

spent
ph 174-lJ "the night is far s%— Rom. 13; 12.

354-23 The night of materiality is far s\

sphere
a 36- 4 simply through translation into another s*.

/ 240-15 Its symbol is the S-.

c 265-13 enlarged individuality, a wider S" of thought
b 282- 5 a circle or « and a straight line.
282- 8 The S' represents good, the self-existent
283-31 or a straight Una a «.

gl 585- 5 A s' ; a type of eternity and immortahty,
spheres

the different demands of their united S",

changing . . . discord into the music of the S",

lead on to spiritual s- and exalted beings.

m 59-12
c255- 6

(7 513-7

spike
ph 193- 2 caused by a fall upon a wooden s*

spilled
b 281-31 or the new idea will be s-,

spinal
p 402- 7 dislocated joints, and s* vertebrae.

spire
s 142-12 making dome and s*^ tremulous with beauty,

Spirit (see also Spirit's)
ability of

S 130-22
r 494-17

abode of
&280-6

acts
(7 520-30

alchemy of
p 422-20 C. S., by the alchemy of S-,

all Is
b 331-25
r 475- 3

amenable to
p 434-32 immortal and amenable to S

the abihty of S* to make the body harmonioua,
as well as the infinite abihty of S-,

light and harmony which are the abode of S',

S- acts through the Science of ilind,

Hence all is S* and spiritual.
all is 5-, divine Principle and Its Idea.

only.

until the battle between S- and flesh Is fought
this warfare between the S" and flesh
Thus 5' and flesh wax.

and flesh

/254-7
6 288-8
(7 530-25

and God
o 345- 1 S- and God are often regarded as

and Its formations
c 264-20 S- and its formations are the only

and matter
pref viii- 9 physics teach that both S- and matter are real

sp 73-1 As readily can you mingle . . . as S' and matter.
73-27 mistake to suppose . . . that S' and matter,

ph 167-24 With S- and matter. Truth and error.
188- 9 S- and matter, good and evU,

/204- 9 namely, 5- and matter,
204-17 a supposed mixture ... of S' and matter.
211- 3 S- and matter. Truth and error,

b 279-13 S- and matter can neither coexist nor cooperate,
281- 4 S' and matter no more commingle than
285-13 the opposite natures of S' and matter,
296-23 When the evidence of 5- and matter,
3I*-14 5' and matter neither concur in man nor In

p 372-21 Truth and error. S- and matter.
and the bride

g 54S- 1 "The S- and the bride say. Come t— Rev. 22 ; i7.
and the flesh

s 145-28 warfare between S' and the flesh goes on.
the mediator between £• and the flesh,b 315-31

and Truth
ph 177-23
b 278-15

against God, S- and Truth.
Hence, as we approach S- and Truth,

and understanding
r 486-25 reahty and

antlpode of
sp 72-19 matter, the antipode of S'.

antipodes of
b 335-30 the suppositional antipodes of S',

are in S- and understanding.

appeal to
p 440-21

aroma of
ph 191-32

Mortal Man has his appeal to S-, God,

Mind, God, sends forth the aroma of S;
atmosphere of

sp 70- 6 can never enter the atmosphere of S\
gl 590- 3 the atmosphere of S", where Soul is supreme.

audience-chamber of
V 442- 7 the vast audience-chamber of S*

audience with
pr 15-12 that man may have audience with S\
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Spirit
baptism of

/ 241-27 The baptism of S- washing the body of eU the
bar of

p 440- 5 arraigns before the supreme bar of S"
based on

ph 191-25 reveala man and immortality as based on S'

being is

a 2<>-26 with the full recognition that being is S'
belief tbat

sp 93-21 The belief that S is finite as well as infinite

belong to
ph 192-17 JVloral and spiritual might belong to S',

blesses
sp 78-28 S- blesses man.
g 512-20 S- blesses the multiplication of

born of
b 274-10 Ideas, on the contrary are bom of S\

born of the
t 4&3-18 the C S infant is born of the S',

gl 598- 4 every one that is born of the S'

cognizance of
g 543-10 corporeal senses cannot take cognizance of S"

communion wltb
sp 72- 7 condition precedent to communion with S'

contradiction of
g 504-28 and the contradiction of S is matter,

control of
pr 9-23 recognizes only the divine control of S

Court of
p 434- 9 a trial in the Court of S' ,

437-10 our higher tribunal, the Supreme Court of S-.
437-18 I ask that the Supreme Court of S' reverse this
437-28 the Supreme Court of 5' overruled their

created by
s 148- 8 described man as created by S

creates
m 69-24 "Do you teach that S creates materially,
b 316-20 the indestructible man, whom S' creates,
509-13 S" creates no other than heavenly or
540- 2 iS' creates neither a wicked nor a mortal man,

creations of
b 287- 4 All creations of S' are eternal ,

day of
g 505- 1 No. . .planetary revolutions form the day of S'

demonstration of
pr 14- 5 in the demonstration of S"

depend on
ph 181-18 not sufBciently spiritual to depend on S'

diversifies
g 513-17 S diversifies, classifies, and

dlTlne
{see divine)

divorced from
r 477-31 man, divorced from S' would lose his

duly feeds
g 507- 3 S- duly ffeeds and clothes every object,

ecboof
s 126-U Interpreted in its own way the echo of S\

energy of
/249- 8 Let us feel the divine energy of S\

evolved from
m 69- 3 man and the universe are evolved from 3\

existence of
o 359-15 The evidence of the existence of S-,

expression of
r 484-30 to the understanding and expression of S' ?

facts of

/ 21.V-10 matter and mortality do not reflect the facts of

b 281-30 as we grasp the facts of S'
faculties of

s 162-14 The indestructible faculties of S-
faith in

p 368-16 more faith m S than In matter,
flesh and

{see flesh
flesh opposed to

s 114- 4 meaning by this term the flesh opposed to S'.
formed by

b 303-10 formed by 6" not t)y material sensation
forsakes

g 549-28 mistakes nature, forsakes S-
foundation of

s 133-26 planted Christianity on the foundation of S'
from body to

p 405-31 to nee from body to S'
from matter into

r 485-14 Emerge gently from matter into S'
from matter to

p 370-31 from error to Truth, from matter to 3'
t 451^- 1 turn naturally from matter to S

ffrult of the
an 106-27 But the fruit of the 6'- is love,— Go/ 6. 22.

fruits of
p 391-32 and bearing the fruits of S'. •

Spirit
fruits of the

t 451-18 they bear as of old the fruits of the S"

gained from
a 23-19 the evidence gained from.S",

gives the true
) 467-26 S' gives the true mental idea.

goal of
b 324-18 certainly before we can reach the goal of S',

God is
s 117-6 God is S' ; therefore the language of

/ 207- 2 Because God is S', evil becomes
b 331-14 Scriptures also declare that God is S-.
335- 2 There is no evil in Spirit, because God is S\

God, or
gl 580-13 the antipode of God, or S- ;

graces of
p 429- 4 as well as by other graces of iS*

harmonies of
p 382- 2 opposed to the harmonies of S",

hath not flesh
a 45-27 "S- hath not flesh and bones,— Luke 24 ; 39.

hath not seen
c 255-18 Eye hath not seen S', nor hath ear heard His

voice.
heal by the

p 365-32 If we would heal by the S-, we must
help of

o 351- 6 Neither can we heal through the help of iS', if

he recognized
a 31-10 He recognized S\ God, as the only creator,

Holy
o 359- 9 1 as a Christian Scientist believed in the Holy S',

Idea of
a 29-30 Man as the offspring of God, as the Idea of S\
c 266-28 Man is the idea of S' ,

Ideas of
g 505-11 the ideas of S" apparent only as Mind,

If man were
sp 93-27 If man were S', then men would be spirits.

Ignorance of
6 280-32 only excuse . . is our mortal' ignorance of S',

Image of
g 543- 5 The image of 5' cannot be effaced.

Immortal
s 124-13 which immortal S- silences forever.
p 435- 1 conmiended man's immortal 5" to heavenly

Imparted by
g 514-19 accompanies aU the might Imparted by S*.

Imparts
g 505-16 S' imparts the understanding which uplifts

individuality of
b 330-16 The Individuality of S-, . is unknown.

Infinite
a 49-21 by the renewing of the infinite S\
sp 73- 7 neither the one nor . . is infinite S-,

75-10 to infinite S" there can be no matter.
ph 200-20 suFPositional antipode of divine infinite S",

200-24 material senses must yield to the infinite S',
b 280-23 belief . . . that infinite S-. and Life, is in
295-12 but infinite S' being all,

301-27 supposed standpoint outside . . of infinite S\
309-25 impossible for infinite .S" or Soul to be in a
319-12 yield to the all-might of infinite S'
331-24 except as infinite S' or Mind.

r 475- 3 To infinite S" there is no matter,
527- 2 God could not put . . infinite S' into

gl 591- 5 Man The compound idea of infinite S',
InlSnlte calculus of

/ 209-30 swallowed up In the Infinite calculus of S\
Influence of

sp 98-10 for it Is the healing influence of S'
Instead of

/ 205- 3 will lean on matter instead of S",
285-27 and resort to matter instead of S'
307-19 out of mattter instead of S" "

310-22 Spirit, Soul, would be flesh instead of S:
p 430- 7 by resting upon S' instead of matter.

Instead of by
g 536-17 Created by flesh instead of by S".

Inverted image of
gl 580-13 an inverted Image of S' ,

Is all

/ 223- 8 If S- is all and is everywhere,
p 421-17 God, 5- is all, and that there is none beside Him,

Is all-knowing
r 487-15 .S- is all-knowing ,

Is eternal
b 335-18 iS" is eternal, divine.

Is God
sp 73- 7 iS- is God, and man is His likeness.
» 120- 4 S-, is God, unchangeable and eternal ;

ph 192-10 Spirit is not separate from God. S' is God.
/ 229-12 and at the same time admits that S" ia God,
h 300-23 S- ia God. Soul ,
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Spirit
Is God

p 417-11 S- is God, and therefore cannot be sick ;

r 468-13 5' is God, and man is His image and
Is ffood

pref viii-11 the fact is that S' is good
Is greater . . .

/ 223-11 Soul is Spirit, and S' is greater than body.
Is harmonious

a 29-31 the immortal evidence that S' is harmomous
Is Immortal Truth

r 468-11 S- is immortal Truth ;

Is Infinite
m 69-25 or do you declare that S' is infinite,

6 281- 3 and learn that 5' Is infinite and supreme.
Is light

g 504-28 5" is light, and the contradiction of
Is more

J) 335-19 for S' is more than all else.

Is not finite
6 335-22 for S- is not finite.

Is not physical
6 285-15 S' ia not physical.

Is re-iched
6 279-19 S' is reached only through the understanding

g 522-20 S- is represented as entering jnatter
Is substantial

b 278-32 if S' is substantial and eternal.

Is supreme
ft 278-21 S- is supreme and all-presence.

Is symtfoltzed
g 5!2- 8 .S' is symbolized by strength, presence, and

Is the tgo
f 250- 7 S" is the Ego which never dreams.

Is the life

s 124-25 5" is the life, substance, and continuity
Is the vgaI

r 468-12 S' is the real and eternal ;

It loses
s 148-16 It loses S-, drops the true tone,

Joys of
TTU 65-14 Love propagates anew the higher Joys of S',

f 242- 7 a great step towards the joys of S'.

language of
s il7- 6 the language of S- must be, and is, spiritual.

117-15 the pure language of S-.
law of

(see law)
laws of

ph 183-19 Lav;s of nature are laws of S' ;

learn how
m 68- 5 we shall learn how S-, the great architect,

leaven of
s 118-23 until the leaven of S" changes the

life as
a 35- 9 into newness of life as S".
b 278-24 contradicts the demonstration of life as S',

Life Is
c 264-16 When we realize that Life is S',
6 310-26 The only Life is S',
p 376-13 should be told . . . that Life Is S\

likeness of
sp 97-20 man is found in the likeness of S',

ph 172-19 man ii the image and likeness of S" ;

b 337- 6 it is not the reflection or likeness of S',
o 345- 4 the likeness of S" cannot be material,
r 475-10 The likeness of S" cannot be so unlike
g 522-23 in His image, the likeness of S',
544-24 Man is the likeness of S\

gl 584-25 not after the image and likeness of S',
lives In

t 461- 4 and that he lives in S', not matter.
living

p 388-29 a clear Comprehension of the living S".
Love Is

sp 96- 5 spiritualization will follow, for Love is S\
made all

g 543-25 When .S" made all, did it leave aught
matter and
ph 171-18 believes himself to be combined matter and S".

f 216-20 both matter and 5", both good and evil. •

312-27 matter and S\ the finite and the infinite,

microscope of
c 264-21 Matter disappears under the microscope of S-.

Mind is

b 310-30 Mind is S", which material sense cannot discern
g 517- 8 The life-giving quality of Mind is S\

Mind or
b 281-14 The one Ego, the one Mind or S- called God,
295-28 the exact opposite of real Mind, or 5\

gl 580- 6. belief, opposed to the one Mind, or 5" ;

nature of
s 119-24 it is opposed to the nature of S', God.

needs no wires
sp 78-19 S' needs no wires nor electricity

Spirit
never dies

6 275- 1 Matter has no life to lose, and S' never dies.
never entered

sp 76-11 understood that S' never entered matter
new-bom of

c 35-22 only as we are new-bom of iS',

new wine of the
s 114-21 and the new wine of the S- has to be

no cognizance of
b 292-14 this so-called mind has no cognizance of S\
g 531-29 corporeal senses can take no cognizance of S".
546-17 material senses can take no cognizance of 5*

no evil in

/ 207- 1 for there is no evil in S-.
h 335- 2 There is no evil in S', because Godis Spirit.

no sensuality (n
sp 71-25 There is no sensuaUty in S'.

not the reflection of
g 524-23 Matter is not the reflection of S',

not the vestibule of
o 355- 8 Matter is not the vestibule of S\

offspring of
m 63- 5 man is the offspring of S'.

g 540- 2 Christ is the offsprmg of S\
gl 583- 6 offspring of ,S', who, naving wrestled with

of life

/ 244-11 "The law of the S' of life— Bom. 8; 2,

of the Lord
/ 227-18 "Where the S- of the Lord is,— // Cor. 3 ,• 17.

r 481- 4 "Where the 5" of the Lord is,— // Cor. 3; 17.

omnipotence of
sp 78-24 How can the . . . omnipotence of S' be lost?
g 522- 1 would set aside the omnipotence of iS* ;

omnipotent
ph 194- 1 omnipotent S' shares not its strength with
/ 202-30 as if . . . had more power than ommipotent S\

omnipresent
sp 73-18 omnipresent S" would be destroyed.
/ 223- 8 God is infinite omnipresent S'.

one
sp 70- 7- There is but one S*.

79-19 Jesus did his own work by the one S'.
84-10 controlled not by demons, . . . but by the

one S'.
94- 1 Jesus taught but one God, one 5",

b 275-30 superior or contrary to the one 5'.
275- 7 all have one S', God,
280-14 it seeks to divide the one S' into persons
333-30 The one S- includes aU identities.
334-31 but one S', for there can be but one infinite

gl 591- 3 as the opposite of the one 5", or intelligence,
operation of

g 545-25 the nature and operation of S'.

opposed to
b 338-21 stood opposed to S\
g 534-17 called energy and opposed to S\

opposite of
(see opposite)

or Deity
gl 588-23 if used with reference to S', or Deity.

or God
sp 73-15 If S\ or God, communed with mortals
r 482-41 Soul . . . the synonym of S', or God ;

or matter
6 324-11 whether it be Truth or error, . . .S' or matter.
360-17 Either 5" or matter is your model.

or ^ul
b 309-25 impossible for infinite S' or Soul to be la
330-11 the only Life, substance, S", or Soul,

r 478- 6 never beheld S" or Soul leaving a body
gl 598-16 for never did he give up S-, or Soul.

overcome by
p 410-16 the material condition to be overcome by S;

perfection In
c 264- 3 and their perfection In S' appear.

permanency of
6 293-28 the strength and permanency of S\

permeated by
sp 72-5 If a material body . . . were permeated by S;

pertain to
350- 3 and of the things which pertain to S'

physiology and
ph 182-10 We cannot obey both physiology and S\

physique was not
a 46-13 Master said plainly that physique was not S;

place of
g 522-18 In this . . . theory, matter takes the place of S\

plurality of
g 515-18 thisplurality of S" does not Imply moreJhan one

positive
ph 173-15 For positive S' to pass through a

possibilities of
b 316-31 the possibilities of S- and its correlative truth.

power of
(see power)
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Spirit
prerogatlre of

s 123- 8 the power and prerogative of S*.

proceeds from
r 480-14 Harmonious action proceeds from S', God.

purification by
gl 581-23 Baptism. Purification by S' ;

quench not the
r 490-19 "Quench not the S-.—I Thess. 5; 19.

radiance of
/ 24&-15 the radiance of S* should dawn upon the

radiation of
g 55fr- 6 radiation of S" destroys forever all belief in

realities of
b 325- 5 ushered into the undying realities of S\

recognition of
sp 76-32 The recognition of S- and of infinity comes

90-28 The understanding and recognition of S" must
6 287-30 to the recognition of 5' and of the

t 460-13 till such thought is rectified by S'.

reflection of
{see reflection)

relgi of
/ 208-22. and prepare for the reign of S\
gl 587-25 Heaven. Harmony ; the reign of S" ;

renewal of
/ 241-14 transformation of the body by the renewal of S".

reDresentins
6 294-20 between immortal man, representing S\ and

reveals
r 467-17 Science reveals S', Soul, as not in

gl 596-14 C. S. reveals 5', not matter, as the

rhythm of
. , .

g 510- 4 To discern the rhythm of 5" and to be holy,
robes of

c 267-26 tobes of S' are "white and— Luke 9: 29.

sanctuary of

pr 15- 4 closet typifies the sanctuary of S\
Science of

a 31-29 which would attend the Science of S\
b 270-21 and maintain the Science of 5".

p 369-26 psychology, or the Science of S', God,
scrioe of

ap 571-23 the Revelator, Immortal scribe of S*

g 53&- 3 yea, the seed of S' and the seed of matter,
seek to unfit'C

g 655-19 error would seek to unite S- with matter,
senses of

b 274-12 The senses of S" abide In Love,
Soul and

6 335-16 Soul and S* being one,
Soul Is

Spirit
the only

sp 73-11

gl 591-ie

things of
a 21-12
O 349-24

tributary to
ap 562- 8 reveals the universe as

triumph of
s 139- 5 accounts of the triumph of S\ Mind,

true scQSG of
s 108-29 thereby shutting out the true sense erf S*.

/ 223-11 Soul is S-, and Spirit Is greater than body.
p 396-28 Soul is S\ outside of r

" " -

Soul or

'

matter,

T 466-20 Soul or S" signifies Deity and nothing else.
466-22 Soul or S" means only one Mind,

straight line of
g 502- 6 the straight line of 5' over the

strength of
p 393-12 Rise In the strength of S- to resist

submergence in
gl 581-24 Baptism. . . . submergence in S'.

682-22 Burial. . . . Submergence in .S' ;

submitting to
/ 239-20 matter Is then submitting to S'.

substance of
b 301-19 the substance of S-, not matter,
r 468-24 reflecting the divine substance of S*.
480- 1 When the substance of 5' appears

substance, or
b 301-11 reflects the eternal substance, or S\

substantiality of
b 318- 2 to conceive of the substantiality of S'

supposition that
ph 173- 6 supposition, that S" is within what it

g 550-29 supposition that S' . . . can originate the
supremacy of

{see supremacy)
sustained by

p 417- 1 their being Is sustained by S\
g 556- 2 That which is real, is sustained by S\

sword of
a 37- 8 error falls only before the sword of S-

symbolizes
ap 561-25 The Revelator symbolizes S- by the sun.

synonym of
482-11 Soul Is properly the synonym of 3-,

synonymous with
sp 71- 7 Soul Is synonymous with S',

testimony of
s 128-26 destroys with the higher testimony of 5*
/ 252-16 contrasts strikingly with the testimony of S\

God is the only .S*.

the only S", Soul, divine Principle,

looks towards the imperishable things of S".
Speaking of the things of S'

. tributary to S\

unction of
pr lO-lO

understand
6283- 1

r 481- 8

the unction of S" in demonstration of power

As mortals begin to understand S\
sense never helps mortals to understand S",

understanding of
a 46-17 rose even higher in the understanding of S',

through the understanding of .S',

the understanding of S' and of spiritual power,
the understanding of S", destroying belief

The universe of S' is peopled with
The universe of 5' reflects the creative power

ph 186- 6

6 309-8
gl 581-10

unity of
s 148-24 to produce the concord and unity of S"

universe of
C 264-32

g 507-15

unknown to
r 469- 2 What is termed matter Is unknown to 5',

unlilfe
b 305-22 The inverted images ... are all unlike S',
307-11 shall change sides and be unlike S\

r 475-11 likeness of Spirit cannot be so unlike S',
unllkeness of

b 277-24 The unlikeness of S' is matter,
validity of

g 525- 4 not the validity of S'
TCritlGS of

s 109-32 The three great verities of S;
warreth against

ph 200-22 the fiesh that warreth against S:
warring against

gl 584-12 The flesh, warring against 5" ;

ivars against
b 274-22 and the flesh wars against S'.

g 531-28 since flesh wars against S'
will form

p 425-25 and S' will forin you anew.
will ultimatelym 64-30 5- will ultimately claim its own,
world of
pref viii-32 In the newly discovered world of S".

worship
351-30 They thought to worship 5- from a material

would be finite

/ 223-12 If ... S- would be finite.

pref
pr
a

m
sp

xl-7
14-11
20-5
26-10
27-13
28-6
33-21
52-3
63-9
71-1
71-6
71-30
72-18
74-3
78-17
78-21
83-18
83-20
84-28
89-20
92-16
93-22
93-27
94— 2

an 102- 9
s no- 1

m-10
113-18
115-14
119- 8
14&-19

ph 167-20
170-6
171-18
172-10
173-13
173-13
173-14

to

the workings, not of S', but of the fleshly mind
governed by divine Love,— by S\ not by
as he was moved,- not by spirits but by S-.
The Christ was the 5" which Jesus implied
I [S] will raise it up."— John 2: 19.

determination to hold S' In the grasp of
Let not the flesh, but the S', be represented
His master was .S" ; their master was matter.
5" is his primitive and ultimate source
nothing is S',— but God and His idea.
but S', or the divine Principle of all.

Spiritualism therefore presupposes S', . .

5' is not made manifest through matter.
To be on communicable terms with 5",
If S" pervades all space, it needs no
S' ia not materially tangible.
belief . . . that occasionally S" sets aside these
gives to matter the precedence over S'.
All we correctly know of S' comes from God,
S", God, is heard when the senses are silent.

from matter, or evil, instead of from S-.

S-, as a proper noun, is the name of the
He is not God, 5".

image and likeness of Himself,— of S',
but one real attraction, that of S-.
S' possessing all power, filling aU space,
as the Science of God, S', must,
God, S\ being all, nothing is matter.
Life, Truth, Love, Soul, S', Mind.
they assume that matter is the product of S'.
and clothes S' with supremacy.
"fleah lusteth against the S\"— Gal. 5.: 17.

faith in matter instead of in S".
believes that S' is sifted through matter,
S' can form no real link in this
nor the manifestation of 5" is obtainable through
S' is positive.

Spirit's contrary, the absence of S:
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Spirit
ph 181- 5

J83- 1

183- 2
192- 9
200- 5

T 205-31
206-17
207- 1

208- 2

208-15
209-22

211-28
213-12
215-4
223- 2

223-6
223- 7

223-12
223-13
232-10
234-3
246- 8
249-21
252-12

258-31. 32

253-30
C 25.S- *

257- 4

257- 6
259-23
260-32
265-11
267- 4

d274- 6
275-4
275-7
275-12
277- 8
277-20
277-24
278- 1

278- 2

278-4
278- 7

278-10
278-11
278-18
281-12
282-16
282-16
2S4-17
284-22
284-23
286-23
286-25
288-19
288-23
289- 7

289-29
289-31
294-4
300-24
302-28
307-13
307-28
310-21
810-26
310-27
311- 7
313-31
817-25
318- 4

330-20
331-15
334-7
3M-31
335-3
335-7
335-8
335-9
335-12
335-19
335-22
339- 8
340-18
344-32
347- 1

347- 1

349-32
351-29
356-24

357-31

p 4il-10

"Who art thou that replies! to S'?
Truth, rnakes all things possible to 5" ;

so-called laws of matter would render S'
S- is not separate from God. Spirit is God.
advanced ... to the worship of God In S'
into the scale, not of S-, . . . but of matter.
S-, not matter, being the source of supply.
but these evils are not S\
which affords no proof of God, S',
to suppose that . . . S\ God, produces disease
translation of man and the imiverse back into

S-.
for their immortality is not in S" ;

and is a tendency towards God, S'.
If S', Soul, could sin or be lost,
"Walk in the S", and ye shall not— Gaf. 5: 16.

in matter instead of in S'.
Matter does not express S\
If S' were once within the body,
and therefore could not be S".
all good is possible to S" ;

If we trust matter, we distrust 5*.

endeavoring to reach S"
The I is S-.
man created by and of S',
S-, bearing opposite testimony, salth : I am S'.
the law of . . . . S" instead of the flesh.

have the firstfruits of the S",— Rom. 8 .• 23.

If matter, so-called, is substance, then S',
The theory that 5" is not the only substance
God, 5', works spiritually, not materially.
If we look to the body ... for S', we find

forsaking matter for S', by no means suggests
They are in and of S', divine Mind,
the offspring of sense, not of Soul, 5',
shows that matter did not originate in God, S',
S\ is All-in-all, and that there is no other might
iS', Life. Truth, Love, combine as one.
As God Himself is good and is S',
Error . . . asserts tnat S" produces matter
The realm of the real is S-.

Is S- the source or creator of matter?
nothing in S" out of which to create matter.
.S- is the only substance and consciousness
In .S' there is no matter,
S', God, is infinite, all.

iS' can have no opposite.
another admission,— namely, that S" Is hot
the image and likeness of perfect Mind, iS",
matter has no place in S',
and S' has no place in matter.
which receive no direct evidence of S',
They can neither see S' through the eye nor
nor can they feel, taste, or smeU S'.
since God, S', is the only cause, they lack a
The temporal . . . are not then creations of 5".
people of God" (of S).— Heb. 4: 9.

S' is not, and cannot be, materialized ;

Then S' will have overcome the flesh.

S" and all things spiritual are the real
Man is not the offspring of flesh, but of S',
human belief, ... a imison of matter witli S\
If S' were in matter,
not In any bodily . . . likeness to S\
as much as God, S-, who is the only Life."
material laws which iS' never made

;

If Soul could sin, S-, Soul, would be flesh
the annihilation .of S* would be inevitable.
if 5' should lose Life as God, good, then S",
Soul is immortal because it is S',
To show that the substance of himself was S"
looking , . . in matter instead of in S'
Mind and Immortality, in which .S" reigns
•S" is divine Principle,
Therefore in S" all is harmony,
not that the Father is greater than S\
S' being God, there is but one Spirit,
The theory, that 5' is distinct from matter but
S', God, has created all in and of Himself.
S" never created matter.
nothing in S- out of which matter could be
.S' is the only substance.
Nothing but S-, Soul, can evolve Life,
Soul must be incorporeal to be S',
Ged, S\ alone created all.

It inculcates the tri-unity of God, S', Mind ;

the word S" is so commonly ajjplied to Deity,
flesh lusteth aguinst the S',— Gal. 5; 17.

and the 5' against the flesh."— Gal. 5; 17.

In C. S., substance is understood to be S',
To them . . . S' was shadow.
Does God create a material man out of Himself,S?
Can matter drive Life, S', hence.
If S" . . . bear witness to the truth.

Spirit
p430-4

425-19
427-27
435- 1

437-15
441-19

r 465-10
467-4
467-22
467-25
467-27
468-21
468-26
477-7
477-25
477-30
479-8
479-22
480-5
481-2
485-16
487-27
497-22

a 503-28
504-31
506-10
506-18
507-6
509-2
518-27
518-29
521-9
522-26
524-28
524r-29

524-31
531-27
S34-22
S39-4
539- 8
539-14
544- 2

546-4
550- 9
550-9

ap 575-25

gl 583-20
586-17
587-7
587-19
58»- 9
594-19

spirit
and In life

a 39-22

SPIRIT

S" not matter, governs man.
since S', God, is All-in-all.

S- is his last resort, but it should have
S- which is God Himself
.S" not allowed a hearing ;

S' decides in favor of Man
5-, Soul, Principle, Life, Truth, Love.
This me is S-.

S-, Soul, is not confined in man,
when we conclude that matter is the effect of S' ;

We cannot interpret S', Mind, through matter.
S', the synonjrm of Mind, Soul, or God,
Life is divine Principle, Mind, Soul, S'.

Soul, being S-, is seen in nothing Imperfect
can never reflect anything inferior to S'.
.S' would be a nonentity ;

neither self-existent nor a product of S".
the only facts are S' and its

the opposite of the something of'S*.
Man is tributary to God, S",
come naturally mto S' through better health
The understanding that Lite is God, S",
even the allness of Soul, S',
God, S-, dwelling in infinite light and
nothing but a supposition of tne absence of S','

S', God, unites understanding to
S", God, gathers unformed thoughts Into their
S' names and blesses all.

when S' is discerned to be the Life of all,
divine Principle, or S', comprehends and
Nothing is new to S\
in the keeping of S', not matter,
S' as supposedly cooperating with matter

'

Could 5- evolve its opposite, matter.
Is 5", God, injected into dust, .

Does S' enter dust, and lose therein the
Is Life sustained by matter or by S'?
not in the flesh, but in the S',— Rom. 8:9..
begins by reckoning life as separate from 5',
What can be the standard of good, of 5",
Has S- resigned to matter the government
S' had no participation in it.

S', God, never germinates,
S" cannot become matter,
nor can S- be developed through its opposite.
It is indeed a city of the S\
Creator. S' : Mind ; intelligence ;

between 5" and so-called matter.
Principle ; Mind ; Soul ; S' ;

Good. God ; S' ; omnipotence ;

I, or Eqo; Divine Principle ; S'
definition of

omniscience ;

Soul;

to experience that salvation In s" and In life.

and In truth
a 31-27 the Father In s

sp 93- 7
S 140-21

and power
a 55-25

the Father in s'

the Father in s*

and In truth."— John 4 ; 23.

and in truth."— John 4; 23..

and in truth."— t/o/m 4 ; 23.

with the «• and power of Christian healing.
bear witness

b 330- 9 and the letter and the s" bear witness.
belief that

sp 73-22
chills the

c 256-26
deaf

P398-2
departed

sp 88-32
finite

sp 93-28
no other

6 340-19
Of Christ

t 462- 4

oflTspring of
/229-U

of God
s 137-20
r480- 3

^503- 8
534-22-

Of Life
p 433-31

of Science
S 145-4

the belief that s" is confined in a

it chills the s' of Christianity.

"Thou dumb and deaf «•, I charge— Mark 9 ; 25.

belief that a departed S" Is speaking,

Finite s' would be mortal,

shall have no other »• or mind but God,

and Imbibes the « of Christ,

calls both the offspring of s',

the s- of God, of Truth, Life, and Love,
Where the «• of God is.

And the «• of God moved— Gen. 1 ; 2.
if so be that the s- of God— Rom: 8; 9.

Ah ! but Christ, Truth, the s- of Life

So. . . imbued were they with the s" of Sclenca
of the Christ

s 13J-23 As aforetime, the a* of the Christ,
of Truth

p 391- I In the conscloijs strength of the s" of Truth
418-24 and especially by the s- of Truth and Love
427- 3 law of Soul, even the law of the s' of Truth,

< 455-. 1 into accord with the 5" of Truth and Love,
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spirit
requires the

. , . ., . ,, .

av 571- S It require the s" of our bleaacd Master
revealed the

, . ^ . ^ „
T 483-21 God certainly revealed the «• of C. S.,

rich In
, , ^

g 518-15 The nch m s- help the poor
so*c& 1led

SB 73-12 Any other control or attraction of so-called s'

EOuTnor ^ .

r 466-21 There is no finite soul nor «•.

tool or
ph 200-21 the so-called human soul or s*,

supposition that
.

gl 587- 2 a supposition that s" is finite.

unity of ...
m 58- 3 Unity of s" gives new pinions to joy,

was not
. , ,^ J

o 352- 6 declared that his material body was not s-,

without the
, ^ ,j I,

s 145- 6 and that letter, without the s', would have
t 451- 9. and think to succeed without the s',

worshipped In
, . , . , , ,

ap 576-14 He must be worshipped in s- and in love.

pref xii-23 In the s' of Christ's charity,
o 45-25 Even hia disciples at first called him as",

45-28 reappearing of Jesus was not the return of a s\

sp 73- 5 but another, ... it terras a s\
73- 8 The belief that one man, as s", can control

73-24 belief that . . . s" retains the sensations

75- 2 assumption that man . . . comes to life as s-.

80- 8 as follows : "There never was, ... an im-
mortal s\"

93-26 The modifying derivatives of the word S'

S 113- 5 but its s- comes only in small decrees.

136-19 believed that Jesus was. . . controlled by the s- of

f 203-12 the only true s- is Godlike.
239-21 The objects we pursue and the s' we manifest

b 283-16 They speak of both . . . good and evil as s".

295-32 Thus error theorizes that S' is born of matter
300-26 The theory that soul, s, . . . inhabits matter

307-12 It says : .... I will put s" into what I call

317- 5 insisted on . . . the insignificance of s-,

320-12 My s" shall not always strive— Gen. 6; 3.

320-15 My s- shall not forever rule [or be humbled]
341- • But if the s' of Him— Rom. 8; 11.

341- * hy His s- that dwelleth— Rom. 8: 11.

356-15 "It is the s- that quickeneth ;

— John 6; 63.

p 398- 4 s- [error] cried, and rent him— Mark 9 ; 25.

t 456- 4 contrary to its S" or rules,

r 478- 7 the theory of indwelling s',

495-28 .Study . . . the letter and imbibe the s-.

g 546- I false belief that s- is now submerged in

ap 573-U what the human mind terms matter and S"

574-11 carried John away in s-.

gl 598- 2 v/ord for wind (pneuma) is used also for s',

spirit-communications
sp 80-10 repeats weekly the assertion that s' are

spiritism ^ „...,.,.
sp 77-28 S- consigns the so-called dead to a. state

78-25 where s" makes many gods,

Spirit-rule „ , ^^ ._^,
o 351-23 they cannot work out the S" of Christian

Spirit's
pref viii-ll and matter is S' opposite.

sp 71- 6 is not in S' formations.

ph 173-14 Matter is S- contrary,
173-16 would be S- destruction.

/ 214-32 S' senses are without pain,
b 287-27 the objective supposition ©f S' opposite.
302-31 reproduction by S" Individual ideas

C .S25- 4 not the validity of Spirit or S' creations.

gl 580-18 the usurper of S' creation,

spirits (see also spirits')

sp 81-14 Nor Is the case Improved when alleged s' teach

and electrlc-ty

sp 80-29 believes that . . . emanates from s- and elec-

tricity

sp 88-31 said to be. . .from the Impulsion of departeds-.
evil

sp 70-11 supposition. . . that there are good and evils",

79-17 Jesus cast out evil s", or false beliefs.

/' 206-32 There are evil beliefs, often called evil s- ;

6 307-10 It says : . . . God makes evil minds and evil S',

familiar , .,. , „ .»
sp 70- * them that have familiar s,— Isa. 8: 19.

ministering
360-26 In His ministering s*,— see Job 4 ; 18.

not by
a 20- 5 moved, not by s- but by Spirit.

spirits
so-called

sp 72- 9 So-called S' are but corporeal communicators.
tinseen

/ 212-22 mortals believe that unseen s* produce the

a 24-25 as a proof that s' can return to earth?

sp 70-10 supposition that corporeal beings are S',
71-28 Its s- are so many corporealities,
77-22 Even if communications from s' to
84-10 controlled not by demons, s-, or demigods,
84-26 material personalities called s',

88-17 and at another are called s".

93-23 If man were Spirit, then men would be s",

98-10 the healing influence of Spirit (not s')

b 335- 1 There are neither s" many nor gods many.
r 466- 7 Question.— What are s' and souls?
4G6-I9 The term souls or s" is as improper as the

gl 594-22 definition of

Spiritual
s 127- 9 The terms Divine Science, S' Science,

spiritual
actuality

g 502-13 and the s* actuality of man,
adherence
m 65-28 find . . . peace in a more s' adherence.

advancement
p 429-10 in the line of s- advancement.

affection
p 366-17 Not having this s- affection,

agreement
b 333- 1 •$• agreement, between God and man In His

and eternal
(see eternal)

apprehension
o 349-28 is educated up to s- apprehension.
g 506-12 calm and exalted thought or *• apprehension

ascendency
m 67-20 remember that through s' ascendency

ascension
g 509-25 The periods of S' ascension are the

atmosphere
g 512-11 abound in the s' atmosphere of Mind,

attainments
pr 10-15 S- attainments open the door to a

baptism
/ 242- 1 repentance, s' baptism, and regeneration,

barrenness
p 366- 7 while his own s' barrenness debars him from

s 124- 7 Having neither moral might, s" basis, nor
160- 5 forsake the material for the s' basis

ph 169- 2 change of belief from a material to a s" basis.

6 322- 4 standpoints . . . from a material to a s' basis,

{? 555-23 Creation rests on a s' basis.

beauty
6 304- 4 which hide s' beauty and goodness.

being , , .

a 33- 8> It was the great truth of s- being,
33-13 For this truth of s" being,

sp 76-12 s" being and the understanding of God,
ph 167-26 but one way . . . which leads to s' being.
c 264-29 and recognizee man's s' being,
b 325-13 When s' being is understood in all Its

g 544-23 the very antipodes of immortal and s- being.
gl 586-21 Science ; «• being understood ;

being Is

sp 76-26 Indestructible man, whose being Is s',

beings . , , .

c 264-32 universe of Spirit is peopled with s' beings,
birth

t 463-11 in the travail of s- birth.

blessings
a 53-17 s' blessings which might flow from
g 512-15 « blessings, thus typified, are the

bliss
gl 582-15 a sense of Soul, which has s" bliss

bodices

sp 73-20 belief that . . . rise up as s' bodies
breakfast

a 34-30 his last s" breakfast with his disciples

building
/ 241-26 the comer-stone of all s" building is purity.

capacity
ph 179- 8 the s" capacity to apprehend thought

causation
ph 170-22 S' causation is the one question to be

170-23 s" causation relates to human progress.
cause

s 111-23 rather than to a final s- cause,
b 268- 4 to the s- cause of those lower things
313-25 and found the s' cause.

class . . , „ .

b 290-13 To the s- class, relates the Scrlptin^e :
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spiritual
clear-sieh(edDess

b 3lf>-H » clear-sightedness and the blindness of
command

ph 168-19 God's s" command relating to perfection,
communion

a 35-25 Our Eucharist is s' communion with tha
compensation

gl 581-15 Hope and faith ; s' compensation ;

conceptions
o 349-16 to the expression of s- conceptions

conclusions
b 30O- 2 when it attempts to draw correct s' conclusions

condition
t 460-27 from her own s' condition,

consciousness
pr 16-21 heaven-born aspiration and «• consciousness,
c 261-28 you will rise to the s" consciousness of being,
6 269-17 real and tangible to s' consciousness,

ap 574— 1 This s' consciousness is therefore a
577- 9 In this divinely united s' consciousness,

creation
m 5ft- 8 Until the S" creation is discerned intact,

/ 208- 2 which afford-? no proof ... of the s- creation.
287-31 recognition of Spirit and of the s- creation.
332- 5 His tender relationship to His s' creation.

g 507- 5 as it appears in the line of «• creation,
511- 6 magnitude, and infinitude of s' creation.
519- 4 since the s' creation was the outgrowth,
521- 7 this brief, glorious history of s' creation
534- 2 Hence she is first ... to discern s' creation.

gl 590-22 the record of s' creation.

culture
/ 235-13 a moral and s" culture, which lifts one higher.

deatb
b 310-24 and s' death is oblivioiL

demand
p 38.1- 7 The s- demand, quelling the material,

demands
r 483- 9 must not be ignorant of the moral and s* demands

development
m 66-11 S" development germinates not from
g 547-27 not in material history but in s' development.

devoatness
s 140-17 S" devoutness is the soul of Christianity.

discernment
gl 5S6- 3 Etes. S' discernment,

discovery
p 380-22 Many years ago the author made a s' discovery,

distance
a 47-20 this s' distance Inflamed Judas' envy.

draughts
/ 234- 1 5- draughts heal,

duiness
a 34-22 to raise themselves and others from^' duiness

energies
p 387- 9 s" energies can neither wear out nor

era
m 65-16 struggling against the advancing s- era.

essence
a 25- 3 The s' essence of blood is sacrifice.

estate
g 54S- 7 man has never lost his $• estate

evangel
6 308-24 Then said the s' evangel :

evidence
a 52- 6 Hi? senses drank iri the «• evidence of
6 297-21 s' evidence, contraaicting the testimony of

gl 585- 9 S' evidence opposed to material sense ;

evidences
b 289-17 destroys with the s" evidences of Life ;

evolution
s 135- 9 5' evolution alone is worthy of the

exaltation
6 314- 2 (his further s' exaltation),

existence
sp 72- I There is but one s" existence,
/ 222- 2 as we better apprehend our s" existence
c 265- 3 Man understands s: existence in proportion as

• 6 273-20 which reveals the laws of s" existence.
315-13 They could not discern his s' existence.
356- 5 affords no evidence of «• existence

r 492- 4 fact before the thought, namely,- s' existence.
g 540- 2 s" existence shows that Spirit
gl 580-10 the great reality of s- existence and creation ;

593-10 higher idea of immortality, or s' existence;
fact

a 20-25 to acknowledge what the «• fact implies.
a 121-30 thus brought nearer the s' fact,

129- 7 If you wish to know the s- fact,

/ 207-28 The « fact, repeated in the action of man
209-21 they all must give place to the s- fact

b 289-25 The «• fact and the material belief
320-18 declares plainJy the s" fact of being,

O 356- 3 before the s" fact is attained.

spiritual
fact

p 428-22

gl 585-11
factor

ph 185-20
facts

sp 91-23
s 130-17
147-22

ph 173-27

/ 207-30
213- 8
254- 9

6 312- 3

p 370-18
402-12
428-10

(7 546-24

ap 574-12

pZ 584-16
592-18

forces
b 293-14

forms
g 503-17

foundation
S 136- 2

gl 593-18
599- 6

freedom
s 118-12

p 366- 5

gain
g 501-10

The great $ fact must be brought out
C. S., with which can be discerned the s' fact

excludes the human mind as a s- factor

that the «• facts may be better apprehended.
beliefs which war against s- facts ;

enables you to grasp the s- facts of being
to the recognition of s' facts,
S' f£icts are not inverted ;

Immortal and «• facts exist apart from
before the «• facts of existence are gained
is reversed by the s" facts of being
The moral and s' facts of health,
material beliefs will not interfere with 5' facts.
that the s" facts of being may appear.
The grreat .<!• facts of being,
till he became conscious of the s' facts of being
for it contradicts the s' facts of being.
the s" facts and harmony of the universe ;

cotmterfeits of the «• forces of divine Mind,

reflecting Him in countless s" forms.

maintained his mission on a 5- foundation
Rock. 3" foundation ; Truth.
ZioN. S' foundation and superstructure ;

eternally glorified in man's s' freedom,
and thus attain the s- freedom which

richly recompensing human want and woe with
«• gain.

God
/ 214-21 more than they do a s' God.

goodm 56- 6
/243- 2

(7 505-20

government
!;/ 597-28 the movements of God's s* govenmient,

gravitation
g 536-11

groundworlc
s 147-19 will plant you firmly on the s' groundwork

growth
pr 2-21

5-1
7-13

sp 91- 8

94-30

/ 243-15
C 260-28

p 368-24
t 461-31
r 485-17

guides
f 235-2t)

h 299-16

happiness is

m 57-18 Happiness Is s'

harmony
f 248- 2 glorious freedom of s* harmony.
2S8-14 will cease, and s' harmony reign.

g 503- 9 divine Principle and idea constitute s" harmony,
521- 3 conscious s' harmony and eternal being.

for the advancement of «• good.
the Science and demonstration of S' good
Spiritual sense is the discernment of s" good.

If man's s* gravitation and attraction to

an error which impedes « growth.
hinders man's s' growth
reaction unfavoraibie to s' growth,
great point of departure for all true S' growth.
indicates « growth and union with the
arises . . . from lack Of 5" growth.
this education is at the expense of's- growth.
disappears in the ratio of one's s' growth.
Systematic teaching and the student's s" growth
and as the result of «• growth.

They should be wise s' guides
giving earnest heed to these s' guides

bom of Truth and Love.

healing
p 367- 1

heavens
ap 562-17

history
/204-5
S 551- 7

idea
a 29-28

30-2
38-26
45-20
55-8

S 109-24
115-15
132-14
132-21

ph 194- 4
/ 233-21
C267-2
b 315-15
31&-13
316-16
316-24
331-30
333-20

must not hide the talent of s' healing

They are the lamps in the s" heavens of the age,

that material history is as real . . . as s
'

history ;

In «• history, matter is not the

and woman perceived this s" Idea,
Hence he could give a more «• idea of life

the Christ, the s' idea of divine Love.
possible at-one-ment with the s' idea of man
the healing Christ and « idea of being.
When a new «• idea is borne to earth,
Man : God's s' idea.
The Pharisees of old thrust the s* idea
unconscious of the reappearing of the s' Idea,
coincidence of the s* idea of man with the
and by understanding the s' idea
the s' idea, whose substance is In Mind,
God's $• idea as presented by Christ Jesus.
Hence the warfare between this « Idea and
conclusion that the s' idea could be killed
The « idea of God, as presented by Jestw,
Christ the «• idea of sonship ;

the Christ, as the $• idea,— the reflection
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spiritual
idea

6334- 4

339-21
O 361- 4

« 463-12
r 496-15

g 518-19
534-28
534-»)
542- 4
54t>-17

ap 561- 9
561-14
661-21
561-23
561-26
562- 1

562- 6
562-11
562-18
662-24
563-21
664-3
564-20
564-30
565-12
665-14
565-24
566- 6
567-22
570-22
573-23
575- 3
576-22
577-15

Ol 582-19
584- 1

590- 9

595-26
Ideal
m 67-29
6 337-18

the s- idea, Christ, dwells forever in the
has yielded to a more s" idea of Deity,
Christ, as the true s" idea, is the ideal of God
A s" idea has not a single element of

it is the s- idea, the Holy Ghost and Christ.
Love giveth to the least s' idea might,
will struggle to destroy the s' idea of Love ;

«• idea has given the understanding a foothold
Material beliefs would slay the s" idea
can take no cognizance of Spirit or the s' idea.

The Revelator beheld the s' idea
the correlation of divine Principle and S' idea,
and the s' idea is understood.
generic man, the s" idea of God;
The s' idea is clad with the radiance of
John saw in those days the s' idea
s' idea of God's motherhood.
The «• idea is crowned with twelve stars.

which show the workings of the s' idea
the s' idea is typified by a woman
seemingly impede the offspring of the S' idea,
evil still charges the s" idea with
s" idea was arraigned before the tribunal of

pursues with hatred the s' idea.
the masculine representative of the s* idea,
The impersonation of the s' idea
the material lie made war upon the s' Idea ;

so shall the «• idea guide all right desirea
cast out by Christ, Truth, the i' idea,
the s' idea will be understood.
which involve the s" idea and consciousness
Love wedded to its own s' idea."
and the s' idea reveals it.

second, the Christ, the s" idea of God ;

creates man as His own s* idea,
light, the «• idea of Truth and Love,
Lamb op God. The s' idea of Love ;

the divine Principle and its s" idea.

presents the true likeness or s- ideal,
demonstrates Life in Christ, Life's S" Ideal.
saw also the s' ideal as a womaa

spiritual
Interpretation

ap 561-U
Ideals

o 359-30 One says : "I have s' Ideals,
Ideas

5 123-15
C 257-16
6 295- 6
298-20
298-22
320- 5
339-22
349-18
361-22

M60-26
P503- 1

504-U
610-2
536- 5

Of 583-17

Identity
a 51- 8
b 287- 8
287-22
333-28

Ignorance
/ 243- I We may hide s- ignorance from the world,

Inu^e
/ 206-25

g 519-16

gl 591- 5

Immensity
c 263-29 thrown into the face of s* Immensity,

Import
b 271-30 The s* import of the 'Word imparts this power
r 471-27 gave the s" import, expressed through
g 501- 3 chiefly because the s' import of the Word,

tndlrlduallty
c 258-20 the infinite idea and s- individuality.

The understanding of his r individuality
is reflected in all s- individuality
lose sight of s" individuality.
Man's «• individuality is never wrotig.
this compounded r individuality reflects

replaces the objects of . . . sense with s' Ideas.
would translate s' ideas into material beliefs,
The universe is filled with s' ideas,
S' ideas, like numbers and notes,.
S' ideas lead up to their divine origin, God,
and names are often expressive of s" ideas.
so will our material theories yield to S" ideas,
in dealing with «• ideas.
S' ideas unfold as we advance.
she had to impart, . . . the hue of s* ideas
consists of the unfolding of s' ideas
but it is the revelation of Truth and of s' Ideas.
seek to apprehend the s' ideas of God,
heaven and earth stand for s' ideas,
to the apprehension of 5" ideas

his S" identity la the likeness of the divine ;

Divine Science . . . maintains man's S' identity,
it is illusion, without «• identity
this unity of his «• identity

the $• image and likeness of God
until they . . . reach the s' image and likeness,
the s' image and likeness of God ;

6 320- 9

<7 602-19

Intuitions
ph 174-U
^l 581- i,

Jesus
6 314-24

Joy
c 265-24

law
a 43-25

43-26
m 62- 5

ph 182-20
183-27
197-13

/ 208-11
240- 1

6 273-21

319- 7
328-21
349- 9

p 381-12
417-14

t 463-28
T 471- 3
485-22
496-22,

(7 530- 3

lawgivers
ph 184-14

laws
s 118-14
118-17

leaven
S118-2

less
a 25-17

Life

pr 14-17
a 51-17

/ 241-29
6 30&- 6
318-21

p 410- 2
fl 530-23
650-19

ap 561-28
life

a
sp

h 317-18
336-7
337-4

f 491- 9

ap 577- 7

Inspiration
gl 596-17

Intelligence
/240- 5

Intent
p 365-23

Interpretation
a 47- 1 even to the s* interpretation and discenmient of
s 118- 3 and its «• interpretation.

they show the s' Inspiration of Love and Truth

Mind, the s* intelligence they reflect.

the result will correspond with the r Intent.

61-14
72- 8
74- I

82-9
/ 232-31
6 284-18
306- 4

p 430- 1

g 656-28
Life-laws

P398-9
light

6 324-22
r 446-26

link
r 491-15

living
c 264-24

Love
a 33-22
c 266-U

love
C 264-27
t 462-29

man
sp 70-7
/ 250-11
C 258-25
263-5

6 281-17
300-30
301-10
302-21
303-28
314-7
337-24

g 557-12

meaning
5 117-11

138-32
6 319-24
C 350-10
355-1

The s' interpretation of Scripture
each text is followed by its s' interpretation-

the angels of His presence— the S" intuitions
«• intuitions, pure and perfect ;

the s* Jesus was imperceptible to them.

has not gained stronger desires for s" joy?

he was acting under S' law
and that «• law sustained him.
form habits of obedience to the moral and s" law,
prevents full obedience to s" law,
casts out all evils . . . with the actual s' law,
and the more . . . about moral and s' law,
of immortal Mind, of Truth, and of s" law.-
Nature voices natural, s' law
never ordained a material law to annul the S*

law.
would infringe upon s' law
Understanding s' law . . . Jesus said :

should subordinate material law to s' law.
except a moral or s" law.
causation is Mind, acting through s' law.
and it is a «• law instead of material,
but holds the divine order or s' law,
by fulfilling the s' law of being,
the « law which says to the grave,
s' law of Truth is made manifest

and they are s" lawgivers,

which include s* laws emanating from the

may import that these s" laws, perverted

the s* leaven signifies the Science of Christ

any man whose origin was less $'.

controlled by «• Life, Truth, and Love.
could no more be separated from bis «• Life
see God and are approaching s' Life
how death was to be overcome by s' Life,

yields to the reality of S' Life.

shall not be ready for s' Life hereafter.

saying,. . . more pleasant to the eyes than S" Life,
hides the true and s' Life,
The light portrayed is ... s* Life,

his s- life, indestructible and eternal,
the gain of s' life.

$ life which is not subject to death.
If s' life has been won by the departed,
and the resurrection to s' life.

testimony as to s' life, truth, and love?
would . . . resort to death to reproduce s' life.

"That statement is not confined to s' life.

Because mortal mind must waken to s' lifd

the popular ignorance of s" Life-laws.

but s" light soon enabled him to follow tha
reflect the s' light and might which heal

and find the indissoluble s' link

5' living and blessedness are the only

This is the new understanding of »• Love.
s' Love will force you to accept what best

comes from an all-absorbing s* love.

unselfishness, philanthropy, s' love.

«• man, made in God's likeness, reflects God.
5" man is the likeness of this Ego.
a very imperfect sense of the s' man
Immortal s' man alone represents tha
in individual s' man and things.
the spiritual universe and s' man,-
Immortal, s' man is really substantial.
Mind, of the s" man is God,
S' man is the image or idea of God,
God and His reflection or s' man.
the invisible universe and s" man.
as the line of creation rises towards s' man,

the s* meaning of which is attained through
his theology . . . and the $ meaning of this

misapprehension of the s" meaning of
enables them to interpret his s- meaning,
they should gain the 5' meaning of
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spiritual
means

ph 181-13 when you resort to any except $• means.
meeting , ,

a 35-10 This s' meeting with our Lord
mlgbt

ph 192-17 Moral and s might belong to Spirit,
name

s 137-28 but now the Master gave him a s' name
nature

g 512-24 Their s' nature is discerned only through the
obllrion

p 382-24 rescued from seeming s' oblivion,

offering _ . .

a 25- 4 The efficacy of Jesus s' offermg is

offspring
336-31 man is God's s" offspring.

oneness
m 57-10 and their true harmony is in s' oneness.

opposite
ph 171- 4 Through discernment of the s- opposite

origin
6 312-31 Jesus' s' origin and his demonstration of

315-21 Jesus' s' origin and understanding
325-27 The time cometh when the « origin of man,

f 479- 2 must have a material, not a S' origin.

C 519-14 demonstrating its s' origin.
534- 7 which reveals the s' origin of man.

nl 582-10 the introduction of a more s" origin ;.

original
/ 210- 3 the translation of the S' original into the

outpouring
ap 574-14 the s' outpouring of bliss and glory,

peace
a! b&9- 8 Japhet (Noah's son). A type of s' peace,

perception
/ 203-13 S' perception brings out the possibilities of

p 406-12 s' perception, aided by Science, reaches Truth.

f 531-12 exchanging it for «• perception,
547-31 It is this s" perception of Scripture,

0? 585- 3 Jesus said, referring to 5" perception,
perfection

/ 254-12 grasp the ultimate of $' perfection slowly ;

gl 595-21 mortal disappears and s' perfection appears.
phenomena

sp 88-24 nor are they «• phenomena,
power

a .38-17 It expresses s" power ;

53-31 his final demonstration of S" power.m 67-25 The lack of «• power in the
sp 75-22 Jesus' «• power to reproduce the presence of

s 116- 3 s' power, love, health, holiness.
119- 1 When we endow matter with vague S' power,
134-30 believing in the superiority of s' power
146-10 barren of the vitality of s' power,

f 235-26 Christ Jesus, the true idea of. s' power.
h 30&- 9 the understanding of Spirit and of s" power.
313-27 to immature ideas of s' power,
313-29 the body, which by s' power he raised
355- 8 prayers which evince no s' power to heal.

p 365-29 patient's S" power to resuscitate himself.
382-14 receptive of s" power and of faith in one God,
407-15 even into s' power and good-will to man.

i 453-16 Honesty is s' power.
454-29 The superiority of « power over sensuous

r 470- 4 unity of Principle and s' power
470- 7 error assumed the loss of s' power,

presence
r 470- 8 the s" presence of Life as infinite Truth

proof
g 505-24 giving the S" proof of the universe

prospects
s 130- 3 discouraged over its slight s* prospects.

purgatloil
p 364-21 small reward in return for the s' purgation

qualifications
t 448-21 5- qualifications requisite for healing,

rationality
/ 223-21 S' rationality and free thought accompany

realities
g 513-27 His thoughts are s' realities.
ot 581-12 s" realities of all things are created by Him

reality
/ 207-27 The «• reality is the scientific fact
228-18 will recognize harmony as the s" reality

r 48&-21 senses can take no cognizance of «• reality
realm

a 34-.25 would rise again in the s- realm of realfty,
b 337-26 as they exist in the s" reahn of the real.

recompense
sp 96- 1 the $• recompense ot the persecuted

record
g 521-14 turn our gaze to the s' record of creation,

reflection
b 305-21 as opposed to the Science of s" reflection,
r 480- 5 Jf there is no y reflection, then there remains

spiritual
rules

s 112-18 s' rules, laws, and their demonstration,
scale

s 155-25 and more weight into the y scale.

sc€r

gl 593- 4 Pbophet. A S" seer ;

self
b 334-17 while the.s' self, or Christ,

selfbood
a 38-24 his S" selfhood, never suffered.

sense
pref viii- 6 must yield to the harmony of s' sense,
pr 7-18 If s' sense always guided men,

16-24 the « sense of tne Lord's Prayer :

a 29-20 The illumination of Mary's s' sense
41- 7 from material sense into the S" sense of

m 56-12 and its s' sense was revealed from heaven,
sp 72-15 and immortal Truth (the s' sense)

75- 8 would transfer men from the s' sense of
85-24 but mortals need s' sense.
95-31 s' sense lifts human consciousness into

5 122-25 to « sense and in Science, Life goes on
123-21 through a s' sense of the Scriptures

ph 191-12 the s' sense of being and of what Life includes

/ 206- 7 the province of «• sense to govern man.
209-31 S" sense is a conscious, constant capacity to
210- 6 are discerned by s" sense.
214-14 When it is learned that the s' sense,
247-16 Immortal men and women are models of S' sense,

c 258-31 Through s' sense you can discern the
b 272- 3 The s' sense of truth must be gained
272- 9 The «• sense of the Scriptures brings out the
290- 9 instead of through a «• sense of life,

294-18 destroyed by Truth through s' sense
296-15 S' sense, and the actuality of being.
298- 9

' « sense can bear witness only to Truth.
298-13 S' sense, contradicting the material senses,
298-23 and to the S' sense of being.
303-31 before the material senses yielded to s* sense,
306-24 «• sense, which cognizes Life as permanent.
30*- 5 gave him the s' sense of being
314- 4 s' sense.had quenched aU earthly yearnings.
315-17 which beclouds the s' sense of Truth ;

318-13 sUence this lie . . . with the truth of s' sense.
326-25 yielded to a «• sense, which is always right.
328- 1 the grandeur and bliss of a s- sense,

o 34^19 The elucidation of C. S. lies in its «• sense,
35(H32 and the S" sense was scarcely perceived.
351-12 when the $ sense of the creed was discerned
351-13 this s' sense was a present help.
359-16 Soul, is palpable only to s" sense,

t 452-22 the «• sense of Truth unfolds its harmonies,
461-U Only by the illumination of the s" sense,

r 471-17 is fully sustained by « sense,
481- 8 Through s' sense only, man comprehends
486- 8 gam spiritual understanding and s" sense
490-26 ushers in the s" sense Of being,

g 505-20 S' sense is the discernment of spiritual good.
648- 4 s- sense of life, substance, and intelligence.
54S-17 the true ideas of God, the s' sense of being,

ap 573-21 and in place of this . . . was the s' sense,
578- 3 the incorporeal or s' sense of Deity :

578- 8 restoreth my soul [«• sense] :
— Psal. 23 ; 3.

gl 579- 6 s" sense, which is also their original meaning.
585- 7 to S' sense, it is a compound idea.
689- 7 yield to the «• sense of Life ?jid Love.
590-24 when the «• sense of God and of infinity is-

592- 9 nor can be recognized by the s' sense :

696- 1 That which s" sense alone comprehends,
597-18 s' sense unfolds the great facts of existence.

senses
6 288- 4 between the evidence of the s' senses and
r 486-23 all the s' senses of man,
g 512-25 is discerned only through the $ senses.

significance
s 118-13 In their s' significance, Science, Theology,

signification
a 32-24 in its s' signification, it was natural
/ 241-14 Take away the s' signification of Scripture, ahd
g 545-27 which is so glorious in its s- signification.

source
5 152-26 divinely driven to a S" source for health
b 32^27 If men understood their real « source

spheres
g 513- 7 lead on to s* spheres and exalted beings.

state
/ 215-30 Having sought man's $• state,

stdtiis
r 476-21 and earnestly seek the s' status of man,

statutes
b 307-29 his province is in s' statutes,

StCDS
g 613- 6 Advancing $• steps in the teeming universe
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spiritual
strength

6 308-22

ap 56&-31
567- 5

571-28

Ql 599- 7

«• Strength in this Peniel of divine Science.
Michael's characteristic is s' strength.
«• strength wrestles and prevails
With his s' strength, he has opened wide the
inspiration ; s" strength.

susceptibility
sp 8fr-10 Jesus possessed more s- susceptibility than

system
ph 170^ 4

teaching
ap 575-13

gl 595-16
teachings

b 272-15

things
b 32&-10
335-13

thoughts
c 259-29

gl 582-28
598-10

tongue
s 115-n

transfiguration
ap 57&-29 through s

Truth
sp 96-20
b 273- 4
315-23
350-17

ap 561-27

(7/582-2
590-8
593-5

truth
ph 165-14
b 277-18
293-20
311-16

type
g 541-11

gl 582-12
altimate

r 485-15

form neither a moral nor a s' system.

S' teaching must always be by svmbols.
can fit us for the ofiBce of s" teaching.

the s' teachings which dulness and

and set his whole affections on s' things.
Things 5° and eternal are substantial.

and demands s* thoughts, divine concepts.
The s' thoughts and representatives of
to unfold s- thoughts.

back into the original s' tongue.

transfiguration.

Truth.
Truth.

all discord will be swallowed up in s*

can take no cognizance of God and s
how «• Truth destroys material error,
in a material age to apprehend S' Truth,
idea is clad with the radiance of s' Truth,
Believino. . . . the perception of « Truth,
the opposite of $• Truth and understanding,
before the conscious facts of s' Truth.

theories took the place of s' truth.
This points to the s' truth
while s" truth is Mind,
loss or absence of soul, s' truth.

the lamb was a more s" type of
a r type ; that which comforts, consoles.

Think not to thwart- the s" ultimate of

understanding
pr

m
sp

1-3 as* understanding of Him, an unselfed love.
4-27 can never do the works of «• understanding,
10- 5 must grow to the s" understanding of prayer.
14-26 Life divine, revealing s" understanding
16- 2 must precede this advanced s" understanding.
23-18 Faith, advanced to s' understanding,
23-30 which includes s' understanding and
64-24 3* understanding and perpetual peace.
77-10 until the S" understanding of Life is

83-27 through s' understanding, by which man
85- 3 It is the illumination of the s' understanding
S6- 1 advances slowly . . . into «• understanding ;

96-24 but s- understanding is changeless.
96-28 and s' understanding increases.

S 116- 2 Spibitcal. Wisdom, purity, s" understanding,
128-12 imbued with this s" imderstanding,

ph 178-26 in proportion to our «• understanding of
183-30 C. S. . . . honors s' understanding ;

194-15 man, who is immortal in « understanding,
/ 202-14 lights the torch of s' understanding.
211-12 matter does not appear in the s' understanding
213-19 senses of Soul— through s" understanding.
226-19 fetter faith and s' understanding.
251-25 process of higher «• understanding

b 271-14 the result of their cultivated s" understanding
274-14. are based on s" understanding,
275-20 metaphysics, as revealed to S" understanding,
276-25 beliefs and s' understanding never mingle.
286- 7 s" understanding is better than all burnt
297-29 and faith becomes s' understanding,
298- 4 and glow full-orbed in s' understanding.
312-26 limits faith and hinders s' understandiiig.
346-30 expelled to make room for s" understanding.
355-28 demonstration and s" understanding are

p 402-28 better instructed by s" understanding.
403-21 Christian state is one of ... s' understanding,
425-25 Correct material belief by s' imderstanding,
442-21 then belief melts into «• understanding,

( 445-11 dwarfing the s* understanding
447-19 impart . . . the truth and «• understanding,
462- 7 his store of s* understanding, potency,

T 465- 3 much labor and increased s" understanding,
486- 8 must gain s" understanding and spiritual sense
497-10 s' understanding that casts out evil

g 505- 7 S' understanding, ... is the firmament.
505-22 S- understanding unfolds Mind,
509- 1 letting in the lignt ci s' understanding.
509-17 The light of s" understanding gives gleams of
612-16 states of faith and s' understanding.

spiritual
understanding

gl 679-14 the life-preserving power of s' understanding.
Bridegroom. S' understanding ;

in the illumination of s' understanding,
Ears. . . . s' understanding.
Firmament. S' understanding ;

the s" understanding of God and man
material belief yielding to s* understanding,
the «• understanding of Life and Love,

582-17
684- 5

685-2
586-15
589-24
593-11
598-23

unfoldment
p 371-25

unitym 61-31
universe

S 127- 5

C 267-11
b 286-19
300-30

r 468-23
Tiews

a 32-27
Tlslon

/ 215-11

ap 561- 7

wickedness
/ 453-20

ap 563-30

pr
a

m

sp

14-13
34-19
35-17
61-5
65- 5
67-27
6^3
73-31
74-27
78-10
83-22
84-4
85-26
88-14
90-13
91-26
m-2
99-13
9»-14
9*-29

5 114-28
116-2
117-7
118-29
119-18
126-18
127-28
131-11
148-26
157-32

ph 170-14
170-29
171-21
171-29
172-13
173-20
181-18
191-9
192- 7

/214-4
231-14
250-27
252-32
254-22

C255-4
263-8
205- 6
265-30
266-29

6 274-20
275-26
284-29
288-25
289-24
289-26
289-30
290-25
290-29
291-32
292-29
295-9

296- 2
297-20
208-27
299-24
aoi-14

our need of its s" imfoldment.

The scientific morale of marriage is «• unity.

creator of the S' universe, including man,
man and the s' universe coexist
the «• universe is good, and reflects God
'God is .seen only in the «• universe
5" universe, including individual man,

refresh his heart with brighter, v/ith y views.

S" vision is not subordinate to
Because of his more s" vision.

Hidden sin is s' wickedness In high places.
*'«• wickedness in high places."— Eph. 6; 12.

Life and Intelligence are purely s",

they became more s" and understood better
his s' and final ascension above matter,
and the s' over the anunal,
s' and eternal existence may be discerned.
S', . . . consciousness is needed.
evolved from Spirit, and so are s',

cannot be made the mouthpiece of the s',
the s', or incorporeal, and the physical.
If . . . they are not s', but must still be mortal,
to suppose that life is . . . organically s".

foresight from a «•, incorporeal standpoint,
seeking the material more than the s\
Ideas are s*, harmonious, and eternal.
Then being will be recognized as s',
Man is s'.

not material but scientifically s\
ordinary teachings are material and not s:
C. S. teaches only that which Is s'

of divine Spirit and to God's s', perfect man.
the universe, including man, is 5",
definition of
the language of Spirit must be, and is, s:
portray law as physical, not s".

this nature is «• and is not expressed in matter.
as being both natural and S" ?

It has a S-, and not a material origin.
the superiority of s" over physical power.
to rule man by material law, instead of s'.

better for this s' and profound pathology.
The demands of Truth are 5*,
The description of man as . . . material and s;
The intellectual, the moral, the s",

intelligence and life are s\ never material,
eternal chain of existence as . . . wholly S" ;

Man is s', individual, and eternal ;

are not sufficiently s' to depend on Spirit.
the s' and divine Principle of man dawns
Human opinions are not S".

If the medium of hearing is wholly s\
no antagonistic powers nor laws, s" or
But the s", real man is immortal.
Man, whose senses are s\
and to work out the s* which determines
rises from the material sense to the s",

blends his thoughts of existence with the S'

their affections and aims grow s',
and that joy is s\
Man is deathless, S".

affirm that . . . are material, instead of $'.

The true understanding of God is s\
the only real senses of man are s',

the s' real man has no birth,
God's universe is s" and immortaL
but the «• is true, and therefore

Spirit and all things s" are the real and
To be wholly «, man must be sinless,
no more «• for believing that his body died
As for s' error there Is none.
»• real man's indissoluble connection with
Mortal mind would transform the $' into the

material,
man is the s", eternal reflection of God.
Faith Is higher and more s" than beUef.

flying on s', not material, pinions.
Trutn is s", eternal substance, which cannot
the s' man's substantiaUty transcends
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spiritual
b 301-21 is not s' and breaks the J'irst Commaniraent,
301-32 presupposes . . .man to be iiiaterial instead of s'.

306- 2 thought that they could raise the «• from
309-19 not in elements which are not s",
311-10 All sin is of the flesh. It cannot be s%
311-31 But! the s\ eternal man is not touched by
315-27 more s' than all other earthly personalities.
317-17 is no less tangible because it is s'

318-20 invalids grow more s', as the error
320- 7 Scriptures have both a «• and literal meaning.
320-25 important interpretation <3f Scripture is the s".
326-11 or trusting in it more than in the s\
326-27 and his life became more s',

329-28 they would struggle for recourse to the S"

331-25 Hence ail is Spirit and s\
332-12 The Christ is incorporeal, s",

332-27 Mary's conception of him was s',

333- 9 Christ expresses God's s', eternal nature.
334-13 the unseen and the seen, the s- and material,
335-27 Reality is s\ harmonious, immutable,
336-14 The « man's consciousness and
338- 6 both good and evil, both s- and material

O 344-31 are more fashionable and less s' ?

347-14 Christ, as the s" or true idea of God,
351-22 such starting-points are neither «• nor scientific,
351-28 in their attempted worship of the s\
352-10 to the rabbis the &• was the intangible
353-29 The true idea of being is a- and immortal,
360-14 which . . . .the material or the s- 1

p 368-25 Neither evil, disease, nor death can be s',
396-28 man is S', not material;
407-23 In Science, all being is eternal, s', perfect,
409-21 real man is s' and immortal,
419-19 less of material conditions and more of s*
4:25-18 mankind will be more s*

427-25 physical realm, so-called, as well as in the S".
428-21 to replace them with the life which is s',
442- 3 Our statute is s',

451-17 If our hopes and affections are »,
453-13 as from the use of s\
458- 5 one S-, the other material,
460-.^ and its medicine is intellectual and S',

r 467- 7 no truth, no love, but that whiich la s*.
468-15 man is not material ; he is s"

475-11 Man is s" and perfect ;

475-12 and because he is s' and perfect,
477- 7 he is himself s\
479- 7 it must be immortal and s\

g 503-21 third, in «• and immortal forms
504- 7 as to the divine creationbeing both s" and
510- 5 to be holy, thought must be purely $-.

516- 3 so you, being s", are the reflection of God.
517-22 This ideal is God's own image, «• and infinite,
534-24 opposition to the s', scientific meaning
S37-12 Creation is there represented as s", entire,
538-9 distance . . . between the material. and s\
544- 1 record of a material creation which followed

the s',

544- 8 the material sense of things, not from the s\
544-31 declares . . . that matter becomes s"
547-29 and adopts the s" and immortal
552-11 whereas the «• scientific facts

op 565- 8 from a material sense of existence to the s*.
573- 1 terrestrial or celestial, material or s'?
573- 8 the heavens and earth to one . . . are s;
575-21 This city is wholly s-, as its four sides Indicate.
577-12 This s', holy habitation has no boundary

gl 579- 2 substitution of the s" for the material
592-24 and of the immortality of all that is S'

spiritualism
belief of

sp 84-24 destroys the belief of s' at its very Inception,
has no basis

sp 84-26 «• has no basis upon which to build.
material

sp 77-27 would outgrow their beliefs in material «•
relies upon

sp 79-U S- relies upon human beliefs and hypotheses.
structure of

sp 71-27 basis and structure of s* are alike material and
wUI be found

sp 71-21 s" will be found mainly erroneous,
would transfer

sp 75- 8 S- would transfer men from the

a 24-23 T)oes s- find Jesus' death necessary only for the
9p 71-26 I never could believe in s*.

71-29 S- therefore presupposes Spirit, which is
73- 3 S- calls one person, living in this Vorld, material,
78-16 S- . . , would destroy tne supremacy of Spirit.
80-14 It is mysticism which gives «• its force.
81— 7 on its own theories, s' can only
99-18 Those individuals, who adopt theosophy, S',

S 111- 1 agnosticism, pantheism, theosophy, j-.

spirituaiism
s 129-17 hj-pnotism, s', theosophy, agnc^ticisni,

ph 178-30 may attempt to unite with it hypnotism, s',
r 484- 8 hypnotism, theosophy, or s'?

Spiritualists
sp 77-26 and S' would outgrow their beliefs

80-13 humanity and philanthropy of many 5-,
81- 5 If 6'- understood the Science of being,

spirituality
alludes to tbc

b 33.3-11 alludes to the s- which Is taught,
concomitant of

T 484-28 Is materiality the concomitant of »,
essence of

b 293-18 counterfeits the true essence of «•

genuine
sp 95-15 depends up6n his genuine S"

giving more
p 422-17 giving more s* to consciousness

goodness and
b 277- 8 goodness and s- must be immortal.
277-10 If goodness and s" are real,

hamper
/ 234- 2 even as ritualism and creed hamper «•

bJs
a 51-28 His s' separated him from sensuousness,

sp 86- 8 His quick apprehension . . . illustrated his s-.

f 220-23 a diet of bread and water to increase his s'.
270-32 but it was indigenous to his S",

o 356-10 on the basis of his s'

bis patient's
p 375-19 increasing his patient's s- while restoring

In proportion to our
sp 95- 7 approach God, or Life, in proportion to our 4-,

lays open siege
/ 216- 9 S- lays open siege to materialism.

Master taught
s 117-15 Our Master taught s- by similitudes

meeimess and
o 343-22 meekness and s- are the conditions of

no resemblance to
/ 207-31 which bears no resemblance to s".

of the universe
r 471-19 the s" of the universe is the only fact of

opposition to
b 329-31 the more intense the opposition to s-

price of
a 36-15 The earthly price of s- in a material age

reception of tliat
s 115- 1 obstacle to the reception of that s-.

Kublcon of
ph 172-10 and death is the Rubicon of s' ?

this
a 51-30 this «• which enabled Jesus to heal the sick.

true '

sp 99-23 The calm, strong currents of true s*.
war against

ap 565- 3 inflamed with war against S",
wars against

/ 242-19 which wars against $•

yield to
/ 201-10 fear, all sensuality, yield to s-.

s 111-25 meets a yearning of the human race for s'.
c 266-17 lay down their fleshliness and gain «
b 313-27 s- was possessed only in a limited degree
o 352- 9 biit S-, was the reality of man's existence,'

ap 572-11 materiality is the inverted image of «•
gl 587-26 s- ; bliss ; the atmosphere of Soul.

spiritualization
sp 96-4 s" will follow, for Love is Spirit.

96-10 until the .final s- of all things.
s 158-24 Evidences of progress and of S" greet us
/ 211-29 through dematenaliiation and s- of thought
272-19 It is the s- of thought and Christianlzation of

p 382- 6 and to the s- of thought,
407-26 This s" of thought lets in the light.

gl 593- 9 Resubeection. ,S' of thought ;

spiritualized
s 141-19 Its only priest is the s" man.
o 356- 2 the material thought must become s*

spiritualizes
o 354-U heals the sick and s- humanity.
p 370- 6 the same regimen which i' the thought .

spiritualizing
6 316-28 s- materialistic beliefs.

spiritually
a 21- 9 If the disciple fs advancing s",

25-18 he demonstrated more s' than all others
32-20 The true sense is s- lost,
38-18 otherwise the healing could not have been done

S-.

m 68-32 the unhroken links . . . will be 3' discerned ;
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spiritually
m 69-13 S' to understand that there is but one creator,

69-18 educate their own offspring $•,
69-18 they can educate others s"

sp 95- 6 "To be s' minded is life."— Rom. 8: 6.

98-11 which can only be s' discerned.
5 110-27 and must again be s' discerned, taught,
110-31 and s" understand Truth.
114- 6 S' unscientific definition of mind is based on
136- 8 divine power to save men both bodily and s".

137- i was not s' discerned, even by them, until
138- 9 On this s' scientific basis Jesus explained his
140- 7 Not materially but s' we Icnow Him
140-16 We worship s', only as we
148-10 as created corporeally mstead of s*

149-28 Whatever guides thought s' benefits
s 151-12 to benefit the race physically and s',

ph 200-12 the idea of God, not formed materially but S',

f 207- 3 proportionately as we advance s-,
213- 5 as a man s' understandelh, so is he in truth.
235-30 They should so raise their hearers s',

c 256- 6 All things are created s\
259-24 God, Spirit, worlcs s", not materially.

b 275-31 Truth, s' discerned, is . . . understood.
290- 5 they will rise no higher S"

303-11 is s' conceived and brought forth ;

303-13 both S' and materially,
306-30 God's man, s' created.. Is not material and
310-19 which sins and is s* lost,
311-8 Is man lest S-? No,
319- 8 «• understanding God, sustains man
325-21 demands of Truth upon mortals physically and

S-,

354-;24 s' to hear and to speak the new tongue.
359-^14 must at length know yourself s"

p 370- 1 must be better s- as well as physically.
442-25 and man is clothed and fed s'.

{ 45.5-25 it is one who is s' near Himself.
461- 9 morally advanced and «• endowed,
462-20 Anatomy, when conceived of s", is

r 466-31 better physically, morally, and s'.

475-22 reflects s' all that belongs to his Maker.
487- 7 more Christianity in seeing and hearing s' than

C 502- 9 5' followed, the book of Genesis is the
504-19 s' clearer views of Hira,
510-11 reflected $ by all who walk in the light
611-24 S' interpreted, rocks and mountains stand for
523-24 the s' scientific account of creation,
627-27 but doing so materially, not s",
628-20 Beginning . . . materially rather than J",
637-25 Inspired writers interpret the Word s',
645- 9 by thought tending s' upward
647-24 Our aim must be to have them understood S',
648-13 little light or joy . . . before Life is «• learned.

Cl 585-26 materially instead of s',
692-14 without . . . there is something s" lacking,
698-27 would bridge over with life discerned s"

Spiritual Senses
p 437-11 and before Its jurors, the S- S-,

442- 5 The Jury otS- S' agreed at once upon a verdict,

Spirltward
b 307-24 and so weighs against our course S\

spite
s 150-20 and that, too. In s' of the individual's protest

splendor
/ 224-15 and array His vicegerent with pomp and s' :

spoil
p 399-30 and s- his goods, except he first — Matt. 12 : 29.

spoke
s 147-32 Jesus never s* of disease as dangerous
6 314-12 When Jesus s* of reproducing his body,
o 356-12 he s- of flesh and Spirit as the two opposltes,

360-29 for the truth he s- and demonatratea,
p 367-18 of which Jesus s' to his disciples,

389-32 One instant she $• despairingly of herself.
T 495- 9 when he s' of the sick,

ap 576-16 as when Jesus s- of his material body as the

spoken
pr 4-25 goodness will "be evil «• of,"— Rom. 14: 16.

8- 8 such externals are «• of by Jesus as
a 46- 9 has s- through the inspired Word
s 117-10 God's essential language is «• of

117-14 Ear hath not heard", nor hath lip s\ the
ph 180-10 bearing fruit after its kind, s* of in Genesis,
/ 254-29 Your good will be evil s* of.
c 261-17 sat aching in his chair tiU his cue was s%
325-30 When first s" in any age. Truth, like the

o 346- 2 When man is s- of as made in God's image,p 411- 7 replies more readily when his name is s- ;

ap 560-25 Persecution of all who have s- something new
563-29 Its sting is $• of by Paul, when he

fipontaneity
el 597-16 S- of thought and idea ;

admit that happiness Is ever tbe t ot

Home is the dearest s' on earth,
At this request Death repaired to the S'
but on visiting the s', tliey learn

S" from cultured scholars in Rome
and from this ground, or matter, s' Adam,
which s- from half-hidden Israelitish history

would «• their table with cannibal tidbits
a garment of foul fur waa s' over him

seasons of renewal like the returning s*.

violet lifts her blue eye to greet the early s*
and therefore cannot s" from intelligence,
would seem to s- from a limited body ;

Gazing at a chained lion, crouched for a s',
argues that mortals s- from eggs
which was ready to s' into action

S' from mortal ignorance or fear,
are as the grass s' from the soil
material beliefs, £' from illusion.

By its own volition, not a blade of gtass s
or s- from matter into being,
seed of Truth s- up and bears much fruit.
belief . . . that man s' from dust
supposes that something «• from nothing,
belief that everything s' from dust
thus it is seen that man s" solely from Mind.

spontaneous
s 161- 9 might produce s- combustion.

spontaneously
c 262-24 from a higher standpoint, one rises s',

sport
/ 250-32 nor ,

spotm 58-21

p 439- 9
439-32

sprain
p 385-19 If you s- the muscles or wound the flesh,

sprang
C 255- 7

b 338-28
351-1

spray
ph 191-22 not a s" buds within the vale,

spread
/ 214-24

p 438-20

springm 67-14

/ 220-10
b 277- 1

284- 7

p 380-16

g 551- 9
gl 597- 9

springing
ph 188-22

190-15

p 399-24

springs
ph 191-21 By its own volition, not a blade of gtass s' up,
/244-19

' .— .•-.-^-•_-

b 271- I

r 485-20

g 530-30
531- 3

643-28

sprout
sp 74- 8 the acorn, already absorbed into a s*

sprouted
/ 237-14 the good seed before it has s\

sprung
ph 185-12 systems of so-called mind-cure, which have s

•

up,

spurn
p 363- 8 Did Jesus s* the woman?

spurned
/ 215-29

square
ap 575-26

squire
5.144- 6

stab
M50-8

Stability
m 57-2

J64-29

staff
m 66- 6
b 321-15

g 515-10

ap 578-12

stage
each successive

tn 66-15 Each successive s* of experience unfolds new
g 506-14 forming each successive s" of progress.

last
s 153-11 sinking in the last «• of typhoid fever,

of existence
sp 77-24

/ 244-15
250-28

of fear

p 375-31
one

a 37- 9
S 125-12

third
g 508-28 The third s- in the order of C. S.

transitional
m 65-24 An unsettled, transitional s* is never
ap 672-24 bad not yet passed the transitional s'

his philosophy «• physical timidity.

a city of the Spirit, fair, royal, and s*.

Naught is the s", when the king is nigh ;

they never fail to «• their benefactor

Without it there is no «• in society,
the s" of the marriage covenant.

teach mortals not to lean on a material s',
this proof was a «• upon which to lean,
changeth the serpent into a s\
[love's] rod and [love's] s'— Psal. 23; 4.

less with every advanced s' of existence.
If man were dust in his earliest « of existence^
Upon this «• of existence goes on the

a s' of fear so excessive that it amounts to

human links which connect one «• with another
As human thought changes from one S' to

c 261-13 to go upon the y and sustain bis
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stages
an 104-10 scientific truth goes through three s:
f 251- 7 Fright is so g;reat at certain s- of
p 390-29 Meet the incipient s- of disease with

the incipient or advanced s' of disease.
Choke tnese errors in theiceOTly «•,

decay, and dissolution as its component s
indicate states and s' of consciousnesa.

pain or pleasure, action or s\

391- 8
405- 9
550-19

c'p 573-11

stagnation
s 159-28

stake
a 37- 7 to slay Truth with the steel or the s',

stammerlngly
pref ix- 7 s' attempts to convey his. feeling.

stamp
P 413-29 and often «• them there,

stand
pr a- 4 WTio would s" before a blackboard, and pray the
s 113-15 has not a foot to s' upon which is not

127-13 These synonymous terms s" for
/ 204-19 They can never s- the test of Science.
22&-25 all that He makes Is good and will s- forever.

.
252- 3 that kingdom cannot s'."— Mark 3; 24.

b 268- * Here I s\ I can do no otheruHsp ;

320-32 s- in celestial perfection before Elohim,
p 392-24 S- porter at the door of thought.

431-25 Another witness takes the s" and testifies :

432-20 Another witness takes the s' and testifies :

f 493- 3 appears to rise and set, and the e^rth to s- stUl ;

^511-24 rocks and mountains s' for solid . . . ideas.
536- 5 heaven and earth s' for spiritual ideas,
637-17 since ground and dust s" for nothingness.

ap 563- 7 why snould we s- aghast at nothingness?
(ll 581-18 divided against Itself, which cannot «• ;

standard
His own

r 470-19- Has God taken down His own s*,
in Christian Science

r 483-12 and hinders Its approach to the S" In C. S.
Inteilectual

ph 195-29 lowering the Intellectual «• to accommodate the
moral

r 492- 9 will uplift the physical and moral s- of mortals,
of Christian Science

ph 168- 2

standpoint
pew

g 556-29 existence will be on a new s;
of error

g 545-24 From that s- of error, they could not apprehend
our

/ 239-21 reveal our s-, and show what we
b 281-32 the inspiration, which is to change our s',

supposed
6 301-26 from a supposed s" outside the

your
p 412- 2 that God lovingly governs all. ... la your S',

/ 461-10 from the s' of the human senses.

standpoints
sp 77-31 and they return to their old s- of matter,

are distinctly opposite s",

rising above material s\
It is impossible to work from two s\
changes the s" of life and intelligence

83-30

ph 174- 9

182-12
b 322- 3

stands
sp 98-17

/ 224-24
6 330-28
338-22
526-18
526-20
526-30
529-30

ap 563-10
563-27

star
pref vii- 4

vii-10

sp 70-13
95-23

« a revealed and practical Science.
practical Christianity, . . . «• at the door of this
manifested by mankind it s' for a lie,
it .s' for obstruction, error,
s' for the idea of Truth,
"tree of knowledge" s- for the —Gen. 2: 9.
In this text Eden «• for the mortal, . . . body.Adam, . . . s" for a belief of material mind.
This dragon s- for the sum total of human error
The serpentine form S' for subtlety.

of good
g539-&

of man
g 553- 9

worldly, who think the s" of C. S. too high

What can be the s- of good, of Spirit,

become the s' of man.
of perfection

r 470-18 The s' of perfection was originally God and man.
g 555-23 We lose our s' of perfection . . . when we

of Troth
a 31- 2

/ 235-29
r 472-22

of truth
ph 195-31

our
<7 550-20
555-23

raises the
/ 227-21

raise the
p 426-24

truth's
/ 225-13

ph 197-13

p 373-32

standards
/ 247-13

standing
s 108-20

p 415-31
440-25

t456- 8

ap 581- 8

standpoint
higher

c 262-24
honest

pr 13- 6
human

{7 520- 1

Incorporeal
sp 84-4

material
351-31

<458- 8

ff 546-20
551-26

are unfit to bear the s- of Truth,
should uplift the s- of Truth.
Thus we should continue to lose the $ of Truth.

Incorrect views lower the s' of Truth.

and causes our s- to trail in the dust.
We lose our s- of perfection . . . when we

C. S. raises the s* of liberty

would raise the s' of health and morals

but there is a rallj-ing to truth's s:

the higher wiU be the s" of living
circulation is changed, and returns to that s'

form the transient s' of mortals.

s" alreadv within the shadow of the
leaving the pain s- forth as distinctly as a
s- at the bar of Truth,
the high s' which most of them hold
an "angel s" in the sun."— Bev. 19; 17.

Starting from a higher s-,

beyond the honest s" of fervent desire.

sweetest rest, even from a human s", is in.

from a spiritual, incorporeal s',

to worship Spirit from a material s*,
from both a mental and a material «•.
cannot ... be interpreted from a material s"
From a material «-,

'

'Canst thou— Job 11 ; 7.

So shone the pale «• to the prophet-shepherds ;

and shine the guiding s" of being,
from a blade of grass to a «•,
Led by a solitary s' amid the darkness,

s 121-16 is as the wandering comet or the desolate s*
144- 7 Withdraws the s', when dawns the

into a night without a s'.

eastward, to the «• seen by the Wisemen
ap 564- 9

575-28

stared
s 121- 1

starry
/ 247-27

stars
moon and

g 5i7-13

morning
ff 509-22

of heaven
ap 563-24

twelve
ap 560- 9

S62-U

sp 85- 1

s 121- 7

125-28

/240- 8

g 510-15

ap 562-16
565-23

start
a 21-13

ph 189-20
c 267- 3

b 298-21
t 451- 8

started
pref xi-26

6 326-17

S/ 585-27

starting
c 262-24
6 279-30

g 536-17
546-14

and starvation «• him in the face ;

blazons the night .with s" gems,

the gathering clouds, the moon and s*,

"the morning r sang together."— Job 38; 7.

the third part of the s- of heaven,— Rev. 12;

a crown of twelve «•.— Rev. 12; 1.

The spiritual idea is crowned with twelve s\

read the s- or calculate an eclipse.
The Chaldean Wisemen read in the s'
astronomer will no longer look up to the s\
The s" make night beautiful.
He made the s" also.— Gen. 1; 16.

These are the « in the crown of rejoicing.
After the s" sang together

If honest, he wUl be in earnest from the *•,
mortal mind, . . . makes all things «• from the
offspring of God s- not from matter
Spiritual ideas, . . . s" from Principle,
Students of C. S., who s- with its letter

s' by the author with only one student
This point won, you have s' as you should,
the belief . . . that man S" first from dust.

S- from a higher standpoint, one rises
Pantheism, s- from a material sense of
s" from matter instead of from God,
represents error as s' from an idea of good

starting-point
b 275- 6 s- of divine Science is that God, Spirit, Is
284- 8 Mind can have no s",

g 549-18 the simple ovum as the perm, the s;
550-20 If Life has any s' whatsoever,

starting-points
o 351-20 and while we make . . . our s%

such s' are neither spiritual nor scientific,351-22

startle
/ 223-25

p396- 7

420-28
421-7

Peals that should s' the slumbering thought
Never s' with a discouraging remark
If it becomes necessary to s' mortal mind
Should you thus s' mort^ mind
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Startled
a 130-26 If thought is $• at the strong claim of Science
b 322-21 as the «• dreamer who wakens from an incubus

startliBg
a 50-15 This was a s* question.

Starts
ph 191-23 not a flower s* from its cloistered cell.

/ 211-14 When a tear s', does not this so-called mind
/ 460-21 it s" a petty crossflre over every cripple and
501- 2 S' with the beginning of the Old Testament,
631- 5 error,— that mortal man y materially,
552-13 mortal life, which «• from an egg,

Starvation
s 120-32 and s stared him in the face ;

143-16 On this basis it saves from s" by theft,
/221-u in hunger and weakness, almost in s;

state
Christian

p 403-21 The most Christian s' is one of rectitude
chrysalis

b 297-21 It is a chrysalis s' of human thought,
excited

f»

415- I an excited s" of mortals which is not normal.
thy
p 414-12 truth and love will establish a healthy s\

hopeless
p 37&- I presents to mortal thought a hopeless s\

hypnotic
( 446-28 exercise of will brings on a hypnotic s;
g 528-16 Inducing a sleep or hypnotic s- in Adam

Improved
gl 582-10 an improved $• of mortal mind ;

raarrlagem 65-10 some fundamental error In the marrlMfe s .

material
sp 77-19 to profong the material s*

p 411-24 The mental state is called a material s'.

mental
s 161- 9 while an opposite mental s" might produce

ph 196-29 it is a mental s", which is afterwards outlined
/ 245-10 In this mental s' she remained young.
245-26 for the mental s' governed the physical.

p 375- 7 Change the mental s", and the
375-30 This mental s' is not understood,
377-17 the mental s' should be continually watched
411-24 The mental s" is called a material state.
422-32 This mental «• invites defeat.

1 455- 3 A mental s" of eelf-condemnation and guilt
objective

^ 283-17 is but the objective S' of material sense,
p 374-12 is in fact the objective «• of mortal mind,

of being
r 476-14 They never had a perfect s' of being,

of consciousness
sp 82-21 their s' of consciousness must be different from

of error
6 311-17 This $• of error Is the mortal dream of life

of existence

sp 74- 9 a new form and s" of existence.
76-26 This s' of existence is scientific and Intact,
76-29 Death can never hasten this s' of existence,
82-19 if . . . in as conscious a s- of existence as

ap 573-26 possible to men in this present s- of existence,
of her blood

p 379-20 not dying on account of the s' of her blood,
of man

s 159-23 medical schools would learn the s' of man from
/ 227-16 Slavery is not the legitimate «• of man.

Of Mind
b 291-14 not a locality, but a divine s' of Mind

of mind
s 159-16 considered the woman's s' of mind,

ph 188-14 to be wholly a s" of mind.
p 374-21 Such a s' of mind induces sickness.

375-28 This s' of mind seems anomalous
of mortal thought

(il 585-21 a s- of mortal thought, the only error of which
of perspiration

p 384-16 If exposure . . . while in a s' of perspiration
of self-deception

p 403-15 mortal existence is a s" of self-deception
of things

g 522-15 this s' of things is declared to be temporary
perfect

r 476-14 They never had a perfect s" of being,
494- 1 to hold man forever intact in his perfect S',

progressive
a 46-24 a probationary and progressive «•

resembling
sp 77-28 a s- resembling that of blighted buds,

resisting
p 388- 5 Stolidity, which Is a resisting s' of

spiritual
/ 215-31 Having sought man's spiritual s'.

state
subjective

s 108-27 a subjective «• of mortal mind
114-30 subjective «• of what is termed by the

ap 673-21 the subjective s' by which he could see the
their

sp 82-21 their s- of consciousness must be different from
82-22 We are not in their s", nor are they in the

worse
m 64-28 a worse s" of society than now exists.

pref ix-14 but they are feeble attempts to $• the
s 161-19 The oppressive s" statutes touching medidne
/ 224-20 opposition from church, s- laws, and the press,
b 297- 1 nothing can change this s', until the
p 431-11 arrested Mortal Man in behalf of the 5*

State Commissioner
p 432- 2 I am Nerve, the S" C* for

stated
an 101-12 Their report «• the results as follows :

s 112-24 which departs from what has already been s*
129- 3 the reasoning of an accurately s' syllogism

b 283-27 unless its Science be accurately s'.
'

o 347- 9 Had he s" his syllogism correctly,
p 402-24 illustrates the fact just s'.

g 521- 8 (as s' in the first chapter of Genesis)
646-27 The proof that the system s- in this book
547- 5 not one departs from the s' system and.

Stately
s 156-29 Metaphysics, ... is the next f step beyond
t 464- 7 to establish the S" operations of C. S.,

ap 566- 9 5" Science pauses not, but moves before them
statement
abstract

r 470-11 Divine Science explains the abstract s*

agree in
s 113-12 found to agree in s- and proof,

any
g 554- 8 Any s' of life, following from a

change this
/ 240-12 Change this s', suppose Mind to be

common
gl 598-14 is equivalent to our common s",

contains a
g 521-27 contains a s" of this materia view

contradicts this
r 485- 6 Whatever contradicts this «• is the false sense.

correlated
b 288- 2 the correlated s\ that error, ... is unreaU

demonstrate his
( 447-32 to know it, he must demonstrate his s".

doubt the
p 429-26 This is why you doubt the s-

error of
/ 207- 6 Error of s' leads to error in action.
277-26 Matter is an error of «•.

Erangelist's
/ 231-31 planted on the Eva-igelisfs s- that

every
b 277-28 In every s- into which it enters.
t 462-14 abide strictly by its rules, heed every s',
g 527-20 a he,— false m every s' ,

exact
s 161- 4 This is an exact s\

anal
p 409- 5 the nearer matter approaches Its final s',

first

g 544-17 The first s- about evil,
gl 594- 3 the first s- of mythology and idolatry ;

mystical
b 334-28 a mystical s' of the eternity of the Christ,

of Christian Science
/ 456-29 contains the full s' of C. S.,
456-31 first book known, containing a . . . S" of C. S,

g 547- 1 A simple «• of C. S., if demonstrated
one

152-13 theory, in which one s' contradicts another
opposite

p 379-18 Then let her learn the opposite s-

scientific
a 27-12 in strict accordance with his scientific s' :

sp 94- 7 Christian and scientific s" of personality
/ 207- 5 every scientific s- in Christianity has its proof.
30O- 9 So far as the screntific i" as to man

p 380-27 culmination of scientific s' and proof.
r 468- 8 What is the scientific $ of being?

that
p 429-32 That s' is not confined to spiritual life.

this
b 302-18 This s- is based on fact, not fable.
r 492-28 On this s- rests the Science of being,
e 526- 6 this s; that life issues from matter,
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statement
tb!§ last

r 46^16- This last s' C'litalns tho

6 287-32 The «• that Truth is real
303-12 but the s- that man is conceived and

o 355-20 The « that the teachings of C. S.

r 492-13 u s" proved to be good
g 521-28 a s' which is the exact opposite of

Statements
following

b 270- 2 One only of the following s" can be true :

general
g 54a-19 "It is very possible that many general S*

his own
a 26-Jl which Jesus implied in his own s" :

metapbyslcal
s 115--4 material terms for metaphysical s',

scientific

gl 590-26 when the true scientific s' of the
these

r 472-12 Jesus furnished proofs of these s*.

two
35S- 6 If two s* directly contradict each other

345-15 in this volurre . . . there are no contradictory s",

p 389-22 Materialists contradict their own s\
r 465- 5 Absolute C. S. pervades its s',

g 547- 4 If one of the s" in this book is true.

States
s 161-13 If her sister S* follow this example

states
certain

p 386- 9 mortals declare that certain s* of the
different

sp 82-11 different s* of <ionsciousnes3 are involved,
82-12 cannot exist in two different s' ... at the

same time.

p 377-12 Through different s* of mind,
mental

sp 82-25 The mental S" are so unlike,
s 149- 9 the different mental s' of the patient.
t 455- 6 Such mental s" indicate weakness

objective
r 484-13 -the objective s* of mortal mind.

of mind
s 161- 6 Holy inspiration has created s" of mind which
p 377-12 Through different S' of mind,

prior
s 125-10 the prior $• which human belief created

sens13£g
sp 74-32 for they are in separate s* of existence,

subjective
g 512-16 subjective, S" of faith and
gl 592- 7 idolatry ; the subjective s' of error ;

these
S149- 9 These s' are not comprehended,

b 283- 9 s* of mortal mind which act, react, and then
ap 573-11 indicates s' and stages of consciousness.

stating .

s 126- 2 Error will be no longer used in «• truth.

Statue
b 299- 3 when he carves his "S- of Liberty,"

statue
s 161-21 knelt before a ?• of Lfoerty,

statuesque
ph 172-30 may present more nobility than the S* athlete,

stature
o 350- 8 grow into that s" of manhood In Christ Jesus
g 519-20 unto the measure of the s" of— Eph. 4 ; 13.

status
s 118-21 dignified as the natural s" ofmea

120-19 or to exhibit the real s' of man.
122-13 it^ s" of happiness or misery.

ph 178-26 the s" of immortal being.
p 363-14 detect the woman's inunoral s"

r 476-22 and earnestly seek the spiritual s* of man,
statute

p 432-12 In this province there is a s" regarding
436-10 Upon tills s" hangs all the law and
441-13 According to our s'. Material Law is a
442-" 3 Our s' is spiritual,

statute-book
p 437-33 read from the supreme s", the Bible,

441- 2 explained from his s", the Bible,

statutes
s 161-19 oppressive state «• touching medicine

ph 184-15 enforcing obedience through divine s\
b 307-29" his province is in spiritual s".

.Staves
a 48-2 s' of bigoted ignorance siuote hira sorely.

p 439-27 Our higher «• declare you all

440-27 and in accordance with the divine J-,

a 43-19 Those who slew him to s" his influence

sp 90-21 j-et their bodies s" iu one place.
c 256-22 and none-cari s" His hand,— Dan. 4: 35.

steadfastly
c 261- 4 Hold thoiight s* to the enduririg,
p 414-15 To fix truth s" in your patients' thoughts,
T 495-15 cling s' to God and His idea.
495-30 abiding s' in wisdom. Truth, and Love.

steal
S 112-31 "Thou Shalt not S"."— Exod. 20: 15.

/ 241-10 hate, . . . $• away the treasures of Truth.

stealing
b 294-29 The thief believes that he gains something by r,

steel
a 37- 7 Mortals try in vain to slay Truth with the s*

steer
m 67- 8 Can you s- safely amid the storm?"

steers
p 426- 3 divine power, which S' the body into health.

stellar
s 121- 4 Copernicus mapped out the s- system,
g 509-14 s- universe is no more celestial than our earth,

stem
s 139-13 to s* the tide of sectarian bitterness,

step
advancing

s I34r- 2; At every advanchig s\ truth is still opposed
easiest

pr &- 4 and" the very easiest S'.

every
f 213-11 Everv s- towards goodness Is a departure from
g 533-24 The belief ... is growing worse at every s',

542- 1 The belief of life in matter sins at every s".

first
/ 459-U failing to take the first s"

463-23 the first s' towards destroying error.

great
pr 5-4 The next and great s" required by wisdom
/ 242- 6 Denial of the claims of matter is a great s'

In advance
s 158-27 Homoeopathy, a s' In advance of allopathy,

new
SB 98- 1 i>ersecutions which attend a new s*

next
b 296-29 and aids in taking the next «•

one
pr 5-3 Sorrow for wrong-doing is but one s"

b 296-28 An improved belief is one s" out of error,
retrograde

sp 74-29 In C. S. there is never a retrograde s\
single

p 429- 9 we look beyond a single «•

s 156-29 the next stately s' beyond homoeopathy.
step by-

/ 254-10 facts of existence are gained step by s\
1 444-U Step by «• will those who trust Him find

sp 84-22 a s* towards the Mind-science by which

stepped
a 45- 3 and s* forth from his gloomy resting-place,

stepping-stone
pref vii-17 Ignorance of God is no longer the s' to faith.

a 39-11 causes mortals to regard death as a S'

/ 203-24 Death is not a s' to Life,

steps
pref viii-31 were crude,— the first s* of a child

f 226- 2 That was only prophetic of further S"

317- 9 Resistance to Truth will haunt his s',

p 374-23 vour s" are less firm because of your fear,
/ 459- 9 Judge not ... by the s- already taken,
g 513- 6 Advancing spiritual «• in the teeming universe

stereotyped
s 144-26 to whatever is not s*.

'

p 367- 3 gushing theories, s' borrowed speeches,

stern
p 362- 8 under the «• rules of rabbinical law,

43.3- 7 In compriance with a s" duty, his Honor,
g 514-17 They carry the baggage of S" resolve,

sterner
s 121- 1 but s' still would have been his fate, if

sternest
sp 85-28 He never spared hypocrisy the s' condemnatloa

stewards
ap 571-13 and designate those aa unfaithful s"
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Stick
m 6"-15

p41^ 5

Stiff

S 160-31

stUI
pref

HoDine and working, one should 5' to the wreck,
5' to tlie truth of being

Is a S' joint or a contracted muscle as much a

]x- 9 voices the . . . thought, though s- imperfectly.
ix-13 s- in circulation among her first pupils ;

LK-17 s' finds herself a willing disciple at the

pr 7- 2 S- stronger evidence that Jesus' reproof was
a 41-26 s- went about doing good deeds,

42-30 to test his «• uncomprehended saying,
m 63-15 S-, it is a marvel why usage should accord

sp 74-15 and the belief of « Uving m an
75- 4 to those s' in the existence cognized by the

78-10 they are not spiritual, but must s- be mortal,
82- 5 yet we «• read his thought in his verse.

88- 5 And the sound of a voice that is s'.

92-16 The portrayal is s- graphically accurate,
S 121- 1 but sterner s- would have been his fate, if

122-10 so-called senses s" make mortal mind tributary
134- 3 truth is s- opposed with sword and spear.
142-22 are «• needed to purge the temples
144-22 says to disease, "Peace, be s-."— Mark 4; 39.

144-25 the old schools s' oppose it.

ph 187-30 the human mind s" holds in belief a body,
189- 4 we s- believe that there is solar light and heat.
194-24 Kaspar was s' a mental infant,
197-26 there would s" be dyspeptics.

/ 212-13 When . . . the pain s' remains, it provea
214-13 they are s' the error, not the truth of being.
221-26 when, s- the slave of matter, he thought
224-20 s- the harbingers of truth's fuU-orbed
225-29 are «• in bondage to material sense.
226- 6 voice of God . . . was s' echoing in our land,
245- 7 Believing that she was s* living in the
246-23 and s* maintain his vigor, freshness, and

C 257-26 to S' the desires, to satisfy the
b 282-22 one is «• a curve and the other a
289-14 Truth, overcame and $ overcomes death
290- 8 s' seeking happiness through a
290-21 They . . . shall be unrighteous s",

306-26 Science, s' enthroned, is unfolding to mortals
307- 4 insists s" upon the opposite of Truth,
307- 7 Evil «• affirms itself to be mind,
307-32 the voice of Truth s- calls :

312-11 The matter is «• there.
320-32 s' clad m material flesh,
323-29 the "S-, small voice" of Truth— I Kings 19 ; 12.

353-14 It s" holds them more or less.

p 367-25 through a "s', small voice,"— / Kings 19; 12.

368- 8 truth wUl become s- clearer
394- 1 to be hopeful is «• better ;

404-13 while its effects s- remain on the individual,
424-21 S' you need the ear of your auditor.

t 444- 9 God wiU «• guide them into the right use of
450- 5 Another class, s' more unfortunate,
464- 6 and how much time and toil are s' required

T 469-27 s' beUeve there is another
474-25 must error s" be immortal?
493- 4 appears to rise and set, and the earth to stand s"

;

g 504- 9 s' there is light.
514-14 beside the s' waters."— Psal. 23; 2.

531-18 If, .. .why is not thisdivine order s" maintained
ap 559- 8 The "s", small voice"— / Kings 19; 12.

563- 5 and s* more astounded at hatred,
564- 3 evil s' charges the spiritual idea with
564- 7 and worse s", to charge the innocent with
669-17 dwellers s' in the deep darkness of belief.
578- 7 beside the s- waters.— Psal. 23; 2.

gl 586-24 love meeting no response, but «• remaining love.

Stilled
s 134-27 «• the tempest, healed the sick,

stillness
s 121-25 sun is the central s", so far as our solar system is

stimulate
/ 236- 1 should s' clerical labor and progress.

stimulates
p 394- S 5" the system to act in the direction which

stimulus
ph 186- 2

p 420-19
420-22
423-23

Sting
p 426-24
r 496-20

ap 663-29

stings
3 133-12

by emptying his thought of the false S"

It imparts a healthy s' to the body.
Mind is the natural s* of the body,
the « of courage and conscious power.

and also of the fear of its $•

"The s- of death is sin ;— / Cot. 15; 59.
Its s' is spoken of by Paul,

healed of the poisonous s- of vipers.

Stir
a 38- I

s 162-10

p 422- 5

stirred
m 67- 4

<; 540-10

stirring
5 540-7

stirs
ap 559-13

90 little inspiration to s' manl:lnd to
to s' the human mind to a change of base.
If the reader of this book observes a great s'

When the ocean is s- by a storm.
The muddy river-bed must be s*

as s* up the belief in evil to its utmost,

s- their latent forces to utter the

St. Jolin {see also John)
a 47-29

55-27
O 357-24

ap 558- 1

560- I

561r 7
572-26

St. John's
(/536-4

ap 573-19
576- 6
577-29

stock
TO 61-26

stole
s 139-20

Stolid
m 59-19

Stolidity
p 365-25

388- 5

stomach
and bowels

ph 176- 8

except St. J-, of whose d.eath we have no
In the words of St. J' ' 'He shall— John 14 ; 16
the vision of St. J- in the Apocalypse.
St. </ writes, in the tenth chapter of
the Apocalypse, or Revelation of St. J',
St. J' saw an "angel standing in— Rev. 19; 17.

Through what sense came this vision to St. J'

In St. «/• vision, heaven and earth stand for
Because St. J- corporeal sense of the heavens
This heavenly city, . . . reached St. J- vision
St. J- Revelation as recorded by the great

culture of your garden or the raising of s*

material sense s" into the divine record,

more salutary than s- indifference

If hypocrisy, s', inhumanity, or
S', wnich is a resisting state of mortal mind.

left the s" and bowels free to act
consulting the

f 222-15 consulting the s" less about the
controls the

/ 220-31 controls the s\ bones, lungs, heart,
food nor the

/ 221-30 neither food nor the s-, . . . can make one
bis

/ 221-23 These truths, . . . relieved his s'.

s 127-20
143-19

ph 175-21
197-25

/211- 1

6 294-13
308- 9

p413- 7

stomachs
ph 165-17

stone'
a 45- 1

45-17.
5 137-31
139-26

t 447-30

stoned
a 41-23

stones
ph 176-13
6 288-20

gl 596-12

Stood
a 28- 3

sp 75-18
s 137- 5

/245- 9
h 338-20

ap 563-25

stoops
ap 566-21

stop
pr 10-18
a 39-31
f2-.

6 28_ 283-10

p 388-27

g 552- 2

stoppage
P420-2

stopped
s 1.51-18

ph 193-21

nerves, brain, S', lungs, and so forth,
but you conclude that the s\ blood, nerves.
The exact amount of food the s' could digest
and the most digestible food in the s".

If brain, nerves, s', are intelligent,
saying : . . . The «• can make a man cross,
the head, heart, s', blood, nerves.
Mind regulates the condition of the s*.

distressed s' and aching heads.

and a great s' must be rolled from the
Christ hath rolled away the s* from the
[the meaning of the Greek word petros, or s"]
4- which the builders rejected"— Matl. 21; 42.

A sinner is afraid to cast the first s*.

for which they were maligned and s\

"sermons In s*. and good in everything."
The chief s- in the temple of C. S.

s' in the breast-plate of the high-priest

Even many of his students s* in his way.
would have s' on the same plane of belief

when their immaculate Teacher s' before them,
she s' daily before the window watching
when matter, . . . «• opposed to Spirit,
and the dragon s' before the woman—i?e». 12 ; i

And oh, when «• on Judah's path

and $• at the doors to earn a penny
Who will s- the practice of sin so long as
To s- eating, drinking, or being clothed
which act, react, and then come to a S'.

foolish to s- eating until we gain perfection
But we cannot s' nere.

no s" of harmonious action.

Fear never s' being and its action.
The discharge from the sore s ,
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Store

p 439- 4 He manufactures for it, keeps a furnishing S',
t 462- 6 Ms s' of spiritual understaQOing,

Storehouses
o S4-12 into empty or sin-filled human s\

storm
m 67- 4 When the ocean is stirred bv a *•,

67- 8 Can vou steer safely amid the s- ?"
s 122-19 that Mttle prophet of s- and sunshine,
6 329-14 One should not tarry in the s" if the

cp 566-22 In shade and s- the frequent night,
storms

/ 254-28 you -will encoimter $:

Story
s 142-16 In vain do the manger and the cross tell their

s- to
p 363-15 Jesus rebuked them with a short «• or parable.
e 532- 9 the prediction in the s"under consideration.

ap 566-14 Sir Walter Scott . . . in the s' of Ivanhoe,
St. Paul (see also Paul)

a 20-27 5r. P- wrote. "Let us lay aside— He&. 12; 1.
an 106-18 and classify all others as did St. P-
s 108- 3 According to St. P-, it was "the gift of— Eph.

151-25 must be put off, as St. P- declares.
ph 200-25 St. P- said : "For I determined— / Cor. 2: 2.
b 288-18 St. P- says : "There remaineth— Heb. 4; 9.
300-12 the real man, or the new man (as St. P- has it).

p 442-25 5^ P- says, "Work out your— Phil. 2: 12.
r 478-27 St. P- said, "But when it pleased— Go/. 1 .• 15.

ap 560-22 Abuse of the motives and religion of St. P-
Straight

5 126-30 "the s- and narrow way"— see Matt.l: 14.
151-28 The s" and narrow way is to see and

e 282- 5 a circle or sphere and a s' line.
282- 7 the s" line represents the finite,
282-10 the s"hne represents evil,
282-14 A s' line finds no abiding-place in a curve,
282-15 a cur\-e finds no adjustment to a s" line.
282-22 and the other a s" Une.
283-30 by calling a curve a s' line
283-31 or a »• Une a sphere.

< ??t"i2
The way is «• and narrow, which leads to the

;2t~ , )It^^ firmly in the s- and narrow wav.
*"

1A;~ f A.°® ^?y which leads to C. S. is s- arid narrow.
C 502- 6 tne s- hne of Spirit over the mortal deviations

Straightforward
ph 168- 1 fairseeming for s" charact^.

Straightway
*P ,??".? ^^F ^^^ ' "foi" '' '3 God which— Phil. 2; 13.

f^ ?"" *' believed that they were healed
308-29 he s- answered ; and then his name was changed

p 411-17 man was changed and s- became whole.
Strain

P ^6^20 Such so-called Scientists will s- out gnats,
ap 568-30 Love sends forth her primal and everlasting s\

strained
sp 72-20 not a . . . through which truth can be s-

straining
^

,5^:1 "°*'^ ^^ S^t ^^ last the clear s- truth,
? o^ f

'

°"* gnats and swallowing camels.
/ 202- 2 foolish as «• out gnats and swallowing camels.

strains

il i^oS Eloquence re-echoes the r of Truth and Love.
^f i?^or l"?"^ ^T^P' '^'^ 'J'^e ^th saddening y
J z\ir-2i Mental melodies and s- of sweetest music

Strange
/ «^.^ Y^.^*

^^ touched Life. God, to such s- issues?
V ^of-

6 A s- woman" came in.— Prov. 23 ; 27.
g 5'2Ar- 7 constantly went after "s- gods."— Jer 5 19

strangely
o 355-32 5- enough, we ask for material theories

Stranger
*
if;~in *l?^ P*'°^ ^"d the s- from the pate.

^h i". ?2 *"^-, '^'-
*^^' '* within thy— Ezod. 20.- 10.

f \'C~\^
^ P''snm and s-, marking out the path for

/ 2o4-32 S-. thou art the guest of God.
Strangers

g 507-10 s- in a tangled wilderness.
Strangle

ap 569-15 and faa to s- the serpent of sin
Strangled

/ 236- 3 but never be s' there.
Strata

'' H^.T ^^J"'* different s- of human belief,
^aj-ll both S-, mortal mind and mortal body,

S3

stratimi
£ JS?~?5 ^2 letting in matter's higher s". mortal mind.

ph 180-29 the material $ of the human mind.
198- 1 for the higher s' of mortal mind has

r 477-15 though interwoven with matter's highest s\
Strays

b 311-15 behef s" into a sense of temporary loss
stream

^
l?^'^'i opposite sources never mingle in fount Of S*.
246- 8 The s- rises no higher than its source.

P 2Ix~U °i"y "• *' of warm water was trickhng over
389-17 the metaphors about the fount and s\

g 540-11 in order to purify the s-.

streams
s 133- 3 In the wilderness, s- flowed from the rock.

streets
^^ ^!?~'?

*° carry a praying-machine through the «%
t 459-19 tummg him loose in the crowded r of a citT.

Strength
affection, and

ph 18.3-22 man's entire obedience, affection, and s'.and ireeaom
t 454-20 s- and freedom to speech and action.and Influence

ph 188- 5 has grown terrible in $ and Influence,and permanencem 58-10 true happiness, s\ and permanence.and permanency
b 293-28 the s' and permanency of Spirit.

conscious
p 390-32 Rise in the conscious s- of the spirit of Truth

courage andm 57- 8 feminine mind gains courage and s*
dlYlne

p 40«-31 normal control is gained through divine s'
giving

_._.P ^7-12 giving j- to the weakness of mortal mind.
ginng us

pr 5-18 giving us s- according to our day.
helplessness to

-o j

o 341- 3 raising up thousands from helplessness to s*

ph 166-20 Instead of . . . waiting for the hour of «•numan
ph 173-19 measuring human s- by bones and sinews.in proportion
sp 80-1 We have s- in proportion to our

Instead of
p 371-29 s- instead of weakness.
t 455- 6 indicate weakness instead of s\

Joy and

Joy
^ ^^^ °°' giving to mind or body the joy and s' of

g 514- 6 Mind, joyous in sr, dwells in the realm of Mind..measure
r 485-30 as much as . . . muscles measure s-.

mockery of

nu'trimen^ ^d"^
* mockery of s", which erelong betrays its

of SDlrit"
'' ^"*"™ent and s- to the human system.

p 393-12 Rise in the «• of Spirit
or weakness

p 377-14 the producer of s- or weakness.oar
sp 80-2 our s- Is not lessened by giving

power and ^ & ^^j*

ph 183-24 Obedience to Truth gives man power and S\recovered
/ 222-1 7 he recovered s- and flesh rapidlv.

refuge and "'

t «4-i2 "God is our refuge and s-,— Psal. 46; I.
salvation, and
ap 568-14 Now is come salvation, and r,— Rev. 12; 10.

snares not Its
ph 19^-2 Spirit shares not its s- with mattersnom of bis
s 124- 5 a blind belief, a Samson shorn of his s*.

sound, and
r 486-16 If death restores sight, sound, and s" to man,

._?.^'^^' * source of s- to the ancient worthies.
spiritual

(.see spiritual)
symbolized by

(7 512- 8 Spirit is symbolized by s\ presence, and

p 417- 7 their s- is in proportion to their courage.

m 60-17 a protection to woman, s- to man.

^
f^ I Tt° measure ... s- by the exercise of muscle.
I ono,,? '^°.

""ore can we say . . . that muscles give r,
308-21 and smote the sinew, or s', of his error.
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this opposing power with s" to
s- from the immortal and omnipotent Mind,
Never . . . that they have more courage than S'.

To say that s- is in matter,
When, on the s' of these instructions,
the s- of sin is the law,"— / Cor. 15; 56.

s', animation, and power to act.

Strength
P380-30

407-13
417- 7

r 485-31
488- 3

496-20

gl 582- 8

strengthen
p 430- 6 should enlarge its borders and s" its base

Strengthened
a 47-21 greed for gold $• his ingratitude,
sp 7^-25 says : . . . body is weak, and it must be s*

p 423-17 He regards the ailment m wealiened or s"

Strengthening
r 487-28 s' our trust in the deathless reality of Life,

strengthens
pr 16-17 This reading s" our scientific apprehensioa'" " and this knowledge S' his moral courage

and he proportionately s' his patient with
To understand God s' hope,

"

s' the thinker's conclusions as to the

p 404-24
423-23

t 446-21

g 547-10

stress
pr 5-7
ph 181-15

/ 234-29

p 440-14

stretch
p 393-23

398-14

stricken
a 49-32

/ 226-10

strict
a 27-11
b 327-17
<456- 5

strictest
/ 222-18

Strictly
/ 448-26
459-32
462-14

Strictures
341- 1

strides
/ 236-31

strife
an 106-23

/ 254-14
6 323-3
t 444-25
453-6

strike
ph\n-2

strildng
o 360-20

strildngly
/ 213-23

252-15

Strings
/ 213-27

Strip
ph 186-18

/ 254-26

Stripes
a 20-15

stripped
/ 241-11

strips
o 343-14
t 4.54-13

r 472-29

strive
/ 241-25
320-13

t 451-11

striving
pr 4-20

10-14
13-7

a 21-9
b 309-13

323-3

E
laced under the $• of circumstanceg.
ut that you lay no s' on manipulation.
He laid great s- on the action of the
under «• of circumstances, to be justifiable.

or the electric wire which you s',

"S- forth thine hand,"— MoH. 12: 13.

"s*. smitten of God."— Tsa. 53;

demanding that the fetters . . . be s" from the

In S' accordance with his scientific statement :

the «• demands of C. S. seem peremptory ;

5- adherence to the divine Prmciple and rules

only by the s' adherence to

If the student adheres s" to the teachings of
should understand and adhere s' to the
must abide s" by its rules,

«• on this volume would condemji to oblivion

youth makes easy and rapid $• towards Truth.

wrath, s', seditions, heresies,— Gal. 5; 20.

but to begin aright and to continue the s*

This s' consists in the endeavor to forsake error
"Let there be no «•,

— Gen. 13; 8.

will be at s' in the minds of students,

lift the hammer and s" the anvil,

s' the ribs of matter

This was even more s' true of Beethoven,
contrasts s- with the testimony of Spirit.

Mortal mind is the harp of many s',

This falsehood should s" evil of all pretensions.
What is there to s" o£f error's disguise?

and "with his s'— Isa. 53; 5.

S' of its coverings,

Jesus s" all disguise from error,
the great truth which s" all disguise from error.
until God s' off their disguise.

We should s" to reach the Horeb height
My spirit shall not always «•— Gen. 6; 3.

They must not only seek, but s", to enter

s' to assimilate more of the divine character.
It is s" that enable.s us to enter.
If we are not .secretly yearning and openly S'

he is « to enter in.

through earnest s' followed his demonstration
v/ill not be able . . . without $ for them.

strong
pr 4-31 clip the s" pinions of love,

6-31 The s- language of our Master confirms this
a 23-14 This preaching receives a « rebuke
m 57-11 Both sexes should be loving, pure, tender, and S'

65- 8 they will be s' and enduring.
sp 87-26 The s" impressions produced on mortal mind

99-23 The calm, s" currents of true spirituality,
S 130-26 If thought is startled at the «• claim of

134-15 They have not waxed s" in times of trouble.
142-20 The S' cords of scientific demonstration,
158-22 acquires an educated appetite for s" drink,

/ 219-16 if we would have it s" ;

226-32 trusting Truth, the s" deliverer, to guide me
235- 3 if virtue and truth build a s' defence.

c 261-11 Under the s" impulse of a desire to

p 377-13 suddenly weak or abnormally s",

398-22 and the desire for s' drink is goner.
399-29 enter into a $• man's house— Matt. 12; 29.

399-31 first bind the s- man?"— MqH. 12; 29.

40O- 4 Mortal Mind is "the s' man,"— A/q«. 12; 29.

400-7 we can despoil "the s' man"— Matt. 12; 29.

423-21 has rendered himself s\ instead of weak, -

426-10 The struggle for Truth makes one «•

442- 8 prisoner rose up regenerated, s\ free,
{ 448-19 the s" impress of divine Science,
4.55-28 This s* point in C. S. is

when s' faith or spiritual strength wrestles

Still s" evidence that Jesus' reproof was
worse than before it was grrasped by the s' error,

the 5" are the manifestations of the
should find s' supports and a higher home.
and the s' thoughts rule the weaker.
his arm becomes s'.

gained s- desires for spiritual joy
until his grasp on good grows s'.

having the s' evidence of Truth
but grows «• because of it.

the s' never yields to the weaker, except
Every trial of our faith in God makes us S'.

the s' should be our faith and the purer our
he believes that something s" than

made their s" attack upon this very point.
A mother is the s' educator,

C S. s- emphasizes the thought that
muscles of the blacksmith's arm are S'

should be s' garrisoned with virtue.
Hold these points s' in view,
more s' than the expressed thought.

$• to emulate the wonders wrought by Moses.

The hour has S" when proof and

Anatomy declares man to be S'.

such as the s' life of the tree
Therefore it is never s' nor organic,
forsake its corporeal, «, and ma,terial.basls,

The basis and s' of spiritualism are
the s" has been renewed.
Brain, heart, blood, . . . the material «•?
material s" is mortal.
The less that is said of physical s*

bodily conditions, s\ or economy,-
no more contingent now on time or material J"

no material «• in which to worship God,
the more certain is the downfall of its s'.

Chukch, The s" of Truth and Love ;

ap 567- 4

stronger
pr 7-2
an 104-28
s 144-12

ph 169-15
198-26
199-14

C 265-24
b 327-10
O 353- 7

p 387-24
409-18
410-14
410-16
422-30

strongest
a 27-30

/ 236-12

strongly
s 116-20

ph 198-30

/ 235-11

p 414-25
423-7

strove
ph 185-16

struck
342- 2

structural
ph 173-17
6 283-18
309-30

p402- 9

structure
sp 71-27
s 162-20

ph 172-24
173-21
197-11

/ 228-22

g 509-21

ap 576-12

gl 581-22
583-12

structures
. g 549-19

struggle
eartbly

a 47-28
final

6 268-14
for Truth

p 426-10
habitual

pr 4-12
Jacob's

6 309- 7

mighty
p 407- 8

SI45-8
6 329-28

p 407- 9
431-15

the mQst complicated corporeal s;

desertion of their Master in hia last earthly s*

In this final $ for supremacy,

s' for Truth makes one strong

The habitual s' to be always good

The result of Jacob's s- thus appeared,

is conquered only by a mighty s'.

The s' for the recovery of invalids goes on,

they would s' for recourse to the spiritual

Every hour of delay makes the s' more severe.

The s" on their part was long:
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struggle

t 450-16 Few yield without a s-.

g 534-28 will s' to destroy the spiritual Idea of Love ;

536-26 Through toil, s\ and sorrow,
struggled

a 33-18 When the human element In him s- with the
p 373- 8 « lon^, and perhaps in vain, to

436-23 His friends s" hard to rescue the prisoner
struggles

a 30- 8 This accounts for his s- in Gethsemane
p 439-22 in his s- against liver-complaint

Struggling
a 45-16 and peace to the $• hearts f

48- 5 v/aiting and 5' in voiceless agony,m 57-28 for Love supports the s' heart
64-11 some noble woman, «• alone with adversity,
65-15 S-' against the advancing spiritual era.

b 308-16 s- with a mortal sense of life.

p 394-13 To those s' with sickness,
ap 569-18 not s- to lift their heads above the

strychnine
ph 178- 3 the 3-, or whatever the drug used,

stubborn
/ 224-19 Cold disdain, s" resistance,
237-10 «• beliefs and theories of parents

r 490- 8 WiU— blind, s". and headlong
stubbornness

gl 593-19 Rock. . . . Coldness and s:
student (see also student's)
adheres

« 448-26 If the s- adheres strictly to the teachings of
any

1 462- 3 any «•, who adheres to the divine rules of C. 8.
divine

« 117-16 As a divine r he unfolded God to man,
bis

i 449-30 Improves the health and the morals of his r
454-15 points out to his «• error as well as truth,

lift a
p 373- 9 to lift a »• out of a chronic sin.

morals of the
t 445-28 thus disregarding the morals of the «•

one
pref xl-26 started by the author with only one s'
snow your

t 451-31 Show your 3" that mental malpractice
signifies

b 271-11 the word rendered disciple signifies «• ;

success of the
p 372-32 will be a hindrance to the . . . success of the 5'.

teacher and
( 457- 5 has done more for teacher and s",
463- 5 Teacher and $• should also be familiar with

teach your
t 453-14 Teach yonr s- that he must know himself

will prove
p 384-14 the s" will prove to himself, by

a 28-5
p 411- 4

411- 8
< 449-30
455-17
459-28
462-9

Student's
p 367-28
411-3

« 448-19
461-31

Students
are advised

« 444-13

Tf the Master had not taken a $•
If the s- silently called the
because the s" was not perfectly attuned to
if the s' practises what he is taught,
The «•, who receives his knowledge of C. S.,
the theologus (that is, the s-

If the «• goes away to practise

namely, the «• higher attainments
My first discovery in the s" practice
Try to leave on every s" mind
s" spiritual growth and experience

S" are advised by the author
do not dismiss

t 454-25 Do not dismiss $• at the close of a
English

p 379- 9 on whom certain English s- experimented,
four thousand
pref xii- 6 over four thousand s* were taughtber
pref x-16

p402- 5
bis

fl 28- 3
43-12
46-30
48- 2

85-16
136-11
137- 1

146- 1

M7-2a
14S-1

sp
s

she and her s- have proved the worth of
records of the cure, by herself and her s"

Even many of his «• stood in his way.
the most profitable to his s".
His s- then received the Holy Ghost.
His s- slept.
Jesus, as he once journeyed with hia s\He appealed to his «• :

His s- saw this power of Truth heal
first article of faith propounded to his «•
and taught the generalities . . . to hia s'
When hia s- brought to him a case

students
bis

ft 321-31
O 342-12
343-26

«445- 2

451-24
456-26

T 473-31
</509- 5

Jesus'
a 45-32

343-25
malicious

s 110-21
minds of

M53-7
of Christian

<451-8
456- 7

scTenty
a -21-72

Je.<iua, who showed his s the power of Mind
tjie promise that his s- should cast out evils
Paul who was not one of his s-,
teacher must thoroughly fit his s*
obligated to open the eyes of his s*
and so do all his s- and patients.
Few, however, except his s- understoodOur Master reappeared to his «-,

Jesus' S-, not sufficiently advanced
those apostles who were Jesus' s-,

or by careless or malicious s-,

will be at strife In the minds of s%
Science
S' of C. S., who start with Its letter
secured the only success of the s' of C. S.

Jesus sent forth seventy s* at one time.

Teach your s- the omnipotence of Truth
until your s- tread firmly in the

'

If s" do not readily heal themselves.The teacher must make clear to s- the
by her manuscript circulated among the »•.

before a work on the subject could be profitably

The book needs to be s-

practitioners by their more s- methods.

your
M54-4
454-28

p420- 5
< 444-31
460-29

Studied
VTef ix-24

5 147-17

ph 174- 3

Study
branch of

/ 462-24
careful

ph 196-12
classic

sp 82- 6
medical

t443-4
443-8

Scriptural
prf/ viIi-29 give to friends the results of her Scriptural s-

This branch of s- Is indispensable to the

A careful 5- of this text shows that

What Is classic r, but discernment of the

consistency of systematic medical r.
While a course of medical s- is

sp 89-15

ph 171-10
175- 4
195-20

/ 202- 6

p 382- 6

believes that he cannot be an orator without s*
not needing to «• brainology to learn
modern Eves took up the s- of medical works
Observation, invention, s\ and
If men would bring to bear upon the s- of

^ — „ given to the « of C. S. and to the

Z WrV, ^' thoroufhlj; the letter and imbibe the spirit.
qp 559-21 S- it, ponder it.

The sedulous matron— s- her Jahr
as may be seen by «• the book of Job.

s- with lameness, drop with drunkenness,and so he may «• and fall in the darkness.

studying
ph 179-26
6 321- 2

Stumble
/205- 3
M63-4

stung
ap 569-26 Is at last s" to death by his own malice •

stupefaction
p 415-12 They quiet the thought by Inducing s-

stupefying
sp 95-28 Lulled by s* illusions, the world is asleen

stupendous
pref ix-30 comparative ignorance of the s- Life-problem

Stupid
m 58-27 not to court vulgar extravagance or s- ease
s 158-16 cataplasms, and whiskey are s- substitutes

Sturdy
the task of the s- pioneer to hew the tall oak
Its beginning will be meek, its growth s\

pref vii-23
M63-16

Styled
1L /^l^ * movements of mortal belief, . . . ares- the real

subdivides
g 511- 2 s" and radiates their borrowed light,subdue
6 315-19

p 421-13
g 517-27

subdued
ph 199-20

p 406-15

subdues
s 145-12

subduing
S 142- 2

we realize this likeness only when we s- sin
and s- the symptoms by removing the
replenish the earth, and S' it ;— Gen. 1 ; 28.

latent mental fears are s- by him.
period, in which mortal sense is «•

Truth, s- the human belief in disease.

the old systems, devised for y them.
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subject
main
V^if ix- 2

of sickness
ph 16^13

prolific
/ 22S- 7

that
p 416-30

this
pr 1-5
ph 170-25
b 297- 4
O 341-12
356- 9

p 373- 4
t 449-17

vork on the
prf/ ix-23

a 49-5
49-22

m 56-13

sp 74- 2
on 102-23
5 120-16
124-17
150-19

ph 171-22
173- 7

200-13

/ 244-14
249- 9

6288-24
297-18

305-28
331-4
337-29

O 356-22

361-25

p 372-15
429-12

T 486-22

p515- 8
534-19

subjected
6 305- 2
318-28

O 341- 8
341-16

subjection
/ 227- 9

240-29

p40O- 5

(7 51&- 1

subjective
5 108-27
114-30

ph 189-31

g 512-16

ap 573-21

gl 592- 7

subjects
a 55- 3

en 101-24

ph 175- 5

p 402-25
413-10

t 446-32

(?507- 8

subjugate
ph 165- 8

sublime
fl 45-4

49-11
S 138-15
C 256-17

p 387-27

op 571-30

sublimest
a 51- 4

sublimity
C 509-26
511- 5

began to jot down her thoughts on the main s",

by attracting the mind to the s' of sickness.

Heredity is a prolific S' for mortal belief to

have already heard too much on that s\

what another may say or think on this S',

The age seems ready to approach this s\
until the belief on this S' changes.
Proof is essential to a due estimate of this s'.

Jesus reasoned on this s' practically,
we must have more faith in God on this s'

requires a higher understanding to teach this S'

before a work on the s" could

"Even the devils are S' unto us— Luke 10; 17.

the Christ is not s" to material conditions,^
s' to such moral regulations as will

spiritual life which is not s" to death.

produce the very apathy on the s' which
nor . . . bear reliable testimony on the s'

represented as s" to growth, maturity, and
believe that both . . . are s' to disease,
infinite Mind,— s" to non-intelligence !

supposition, that . . . thepotter iss" totheclay,
and not s' to decay and dust.
s" to laws of decay.
Let us rejoice that we are s* to the
Life is not «• to death ;

but s" to change and dissolution.
not s' to birth, growth, maturity, decay.
it would be s- to their limitations
S' sickness, sin, and death to the rule of
How then is it possible for Him to create man

s' to
must be correct . . . and s' to demonstration.
He,can neither . . . be s' to matter, nor
Science declares that man is s' to Mind,
mortal in belief and s' to chance and change,
ideas are s' to the Mind which forms them,
for it ia not $ to the law of God,—Rom. 8 : 7.

S' to material sense which is discord.
The governor is not s" to the governed,
appear contradictory when s' to such usage,
according to a divine given rule, and s" to proof.

and in s* to hopeless slavery.
Is finally brought into s' to Truth.
which must be held in s' before its Influence
His birthright is dominion, not s'.

a $• state of mortal mind which
what is termed matter is but the s' state of
for matter Is the s' condition of mortal mind,
externalized, yet s', states of faith and
the s" state by which he could see the
the s" states of error ; material senses ;

s- to unchristian comment and usage
upon those who practise it, and upon their S"

and less thought is given to sanitary s".

The operator would make his s" believe
views of parents and other persons on these S'
oftentimes s' you to its abuse.

objects and s- would be obscure,

to s' intelligence, to make mind mortal,

crowned with the glory of a s' success,
sacrifices, his divine patience, s' courage.
His s' summary points to the religion of Love,
the s'.question. What is infinite ^Iind
history of Christianity furnishes s' proofs
the s" grandeur of divine Science,

the s" influence of his career.

in which beauty, s', purity, and holiness
the s", magnitude, and inlinitude

submerged
g 546- 2 false belief that spirit is now s' In

submergence
fll 581-23 Purification by Spirit ; s- in Spirit.

582-22 £• in Spirit ; immortality brought to light.

submi-ssion
a ,S2-13 he bowed in holy «• to the divine de/:ree,

both mind and body worse for this s".

and she was forced into s".

.S' to error superinduces loss of power,
his body is in s' to everlasting Life and
Instead of blind and calm s" to

suffering which his s' to such habits brings,
in token of reverence and S"

Ignorant of . . . we s' to unjust decrees.
Sin wiU s- to C. S.

only jurisdiction to which the prisoner can s*

.
must eventually S' to the Science of Mind,

death must be overcome, not s' to,
I «• my metaphysical system of
were s- to the broadest practical test,

/ 215-11
349-9

p 429-14

C516- 6
518- 3

S 157-27
159- 6

ph lS.3-24

/ 216-17

p 391- 7
404- 7

gl 597- 1

submissive
b 314-30 $• to death as being in supposed accord witlx

submit
p 381- 2

406- 7
435-32

r 492-24

submitted
sp 76-30
5 111-29
147- 7

submitting
/ 239-20 matter is then s* to Spirit.

subordinate
s 125-17 WTien s' to the divine Spfrit,

Spiritual vision is not s' to
We should s' material law to spiritual law.
affirms that mind is s- to the body,
when we s" the false testimony
himself s' alone to his Maker.

subordination
/ 206- 5 should be exercised only In «• to Truth ;

subscribed
r 471-23 The author s" to an orthodox creed

subscribes
/ 225-10 until it s* to their systems ;

subsequent
o 356-30 Does s' follow its antecedent?
g 531- 4 maintained in all the s' forms of belief.

537-22 S- Bible revelation is coordinate with the

subsequently
/ 206-30 does not make mistakes and s" correct them.
T 476-15 which may s' be regained.
g 549-17 from which one or more individualities S'

subserve
g 501-14 which s' the end of naturSl good,

subserving
b 319- 4 error reversed as s' the facts

subside
p 421-20

subsides
p 384-25

substance
aU

C259- 5
b 275-14
r 469- 3

gl 587-7
and color

6 310- 7

when the fear is destroyed, the inflammation
will s\

When the fear $• and the conviction

for he represents . . . the sum of all s'.

All s\ intelligence, wisdom, being,
Spirit, which includes in itself all s'

Truth ; Love ; all s" ; intelligence.

seen in all form, s'

and continuity
s 124-25 Spirit is the life, s

and creator
C 257- 7

and Life
6 286-21

and life

gl 591- 9
and mind

b 325-32

gl 5S0-12
any other

^

b 301-21
are not

sp 90- 7 The earth's orbit and . . . are not s".

cannot produce
c 257- 6 and shadow cannot produce s\

divine
6 300-29
r 468-24
gl 5'.»4-19

eternal
b 299-25
301-11

foreign
p 438-22

God Is

b 301-17 As God is « and man is the
Intelligence, nor

a 133-28 no life, intelligence, nor s" outside of God.
T 468- 9 CO life, truth, intelligence, nor s' in matter.

and color,

and continuity

theory that Spirit is not the only s" and creator

God's thoughts . . . are S' and Life.

intelligence, s', and life

A false sense of life, s\ and mind
s\ and mind are found to be the

The belief that man has any other «•,

universe reflects and expresses the divine S"

reflecting the divine s' of Spirit.
Spirit. Divine S' ; Mind ;

Truth is spiritual, eternal s",

and reflects the eternal s\ or Spirit,

the facts show that this fur is a foreign s..
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substance

Intelligence or
g 508- 5 The only intelligence or « of a thought,

Is in Mind
c 267- 2 the spiritual idea, whose s* is in Mind,

Life and
b 314-22 presented to her, . . . the true idea of Life and s'

life and
b 311-18 dream of life and s' as existent in matter,

life, and intelligence
sp 91-25 postulate . . . that s\ life, and intelligence are
ap 562- 9 reflected light, s", life, and intelligence.

563- 9 belief that s', life, and intelligence can be
Llfc> . . . and intelligence

a 27-14 Life, s', and intelligence of the universe
ph 185-19 God as the only Life, «•, and intelligence,
gl 595- 7 the idea of Life, s", and intelligence :

life, . . . and intelligence
(see life)

life, . . . and mind
gl 582- 5 behef as to life, s\ and mind ;

life, or
gl 584-28 the absence of s', life, or intelligence.

material
b 278-17 The admission that there can be material s"

301-23 Seems to himself to be material s",

Mind and
b 301-28 presents an inverted image of Mind and s'

Mind Is

p 414-24 C. S. declares that Mind is s',
of all

/ 253- 8 the S' of all, because I am that I au.
of all devotion

/ 241-19 s' of all devotion is the reflection and-
of an idea

c 257-12 the S' of an idea is very far from
of good

b 301-19 and in reality has, only the s- of good,
of Life

sp 91-17 the «• of Life or Mind.
of Spirit

301-19 and in reality has, . . the s' of Spirit,
r 468-24 reflecting the divine $• of Spirit.
480- 1 When the s' of Spirit appears in C. S.,

of things
b 279- 4 "the s- of things hoped for."— Tleb. 11; 1,
T 468-20 "The s- of things hoped for,— Meb. 11 ; 1.

of thought
p 423-30 Bones have only the 5" of thought

or Intelligence
p 418- 6 error that life, s\ Or intelligence can be In

or mind
o 354- 2 material life, s", or mind

pulpy
ph 192- 2 The belief that a pulpy s' under the skull

real
r 468-22 Soul, or God, is the only real s'.

reality of
b 311-27 have not the reality of s".

seemed to be
b 314-19 and the body, . . . seemed to be s\

seems
6 312- 6 What to material sense seems s".

seems to be
6 301- 7 To himself, . . . material man seems to be S',

sense of
b 301- 8 his sense of «• involves error

so-called
p 423-32 The so-called s' of bone is

Soul and
b 280-14 finite sense of the divisibility of Soul and S',

supposed
c 257-13 the supposed s" of non-intelligent matter.

the only
c 257- 7 theory that Spirit is not the only s-
b 278- 4 Spirit is the only s" and consciousness
335-12 Spirit is the only r.

a 38-28

sp 90- 9
an 100-11

. s 162-23

ph 173-12
C257-4
6 279- 1

312-5
313-31
330-11
331-2
349-31
350- 1

351-29
369-11

r 467- 6
468-1&

fie said in S' : Having eyes ye see not,
the thought that there can be ?• in matter,
through the s- of the nerves."
v/hat Is called the lost s- of lungs.
Neither the $• nor the manifestation
If matter, so-called, is s'.
Which ought to be s' to us.
is found to be s'.

To show that the s- of himself wag Snirit
God is infinite, the only Life, s-, Spirit,
no more . . . than s" is in its shadow.
In C. S., $• is understood to be Spirit,
opponents of C. S. believe s' to be matter
To them matter was s\
the belief that matter is s",
no s', no truth, no love, but that which
Question.— What is s-?

substance
r 468-17 S- is that which is eternal
468-19 Truth, Life, and Love are S'.
472-15 that intelligence, s\ life,
477-22 Soul i.s the s'. Life, and
483-15 she affixed . . . the name "$'" to Mind.

g 516- 4 The s-. Life, intelligence, Truth, and
gl 588-24 S' ; self-e.'vistent and eternal Mind ;

591-17 divine Prmciple, *•, Life, Truth, Love;
594-25 definition of

substance-matter
sp 88-16 at one time are supposed to be s*
b 278- 9 the notion that there is real s',
314- 4 relinquished the belief of «•,

substances
/ 209-16 compounded minerals or aggregated S"
209-25 Material s" or mundane formations,

g 509-20 So-called mineral, vegetable, and animal s'

substantial
sp 93-1 as s- and able to control the body
b 268-15 semi-metaphysical systems afford no s* aid
275- 5 matter is neither s\ living, nor
278-12 That matter is s' or has life and

278-31, 32 cannot be s- if Spirit is s"

292-15 To mortal mind, matter is S",
301-11 immortal, spiritual man is really s',
335-14 Things spiritual and eternal are S\

g 531- 1 living, s", and intelligent.

substantiality
b 301-15 spiritual man's «• transcends mortal vision
318- 2 but for him to conceive of the s" of Spirit

substantially
b 324-32 said s", "He that believeth— see John 11 .• 26.

p 43&-27 s" charged the jury, twelve Mortal Minds,
substitute

/ 218-19 why do you s" drugs for the

substitutes
s 146-13 Material medicine s' drugs for the
158-16 Drugs, cataplasms, and whiskey are stupid 4*

/ 247-28 embellishments of the person are poor s*

substituting
ph 167-32 S- good words for a good life,

t 462-11 and s" his own views for Truth,
r 482- 7 can always be gained by «• the word God,

ap 578- 2 by s" for the corporeal sense, the incorporeal
substitution

r 481-32 s' of the word sense for soul

gl 579- I the s- of the spiritual for the material.

substratum
corporeal

in the corporeal s" of brainp 408-28

grosser
6 293- 8

Inanimate
/ 243-21

Its

sp 80-24
80--25

unconscious
p 409-11 the unconscious «• of mortal mind,

409-17 superior to its unconscious s\ matter.

The grosser s' Is named matter

the inanimate s* of mortal mmd,

control of mortal mind over its s',
mortal mind which convulses its s;

5 157-K
ph 198- 3

p 371- 2

subterfuge
« 447-31

subttle
6 284-24

subtle
an 102-20

/226-4
p 376- 6
t 451-2&

ff 515-6
529-13

ap 564-32

subtlety
t 447-12

ap 563-27
564-28

gl 593- 8
594-2

subtract
/ 219- 7

subverted
p/i 200-19

more like the human mind than the s'ot
more power . . . than the 3\ matter,
body is the S' of mortal mind.

He may say, as a 5", that evil Is .tinreal,

the more s' and misnamed material elements

weaving webs more complicated and s\
under more s- and depraving forms. -

It is the most s',

especially any s' degree of evil.

serpent of God's creating is neither s" nor
Now the serpent was more s'— Gen. 3; 1.

"more s* than any beast of the— Gen. 3 ; 1.

Ignorance, s", or false charity does not
The serpentine form stands for s',
are typified by a serpent, or animal S'.

sensujdity ; »• ; animal magnetism;
5" ; a lie ; the opposite of Trutlu

we do not multiply when we should y,

he is neither inverted nor *•.
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succeed
S 149-12

fza- 2

p 372-21
411-32
41»-28

i 451- 9

succeeded
sp 95-21

p 431-17

If you fail to «• in any case,
but we can never «• . . . through ignorance
and hope to «• with contraries?
If you s- in wholly removing the fear,
To s" in healing, you must conquer youi
and tliink to s" without the spirit,

and we want that day to be s- by C. S.,
s" in getting Mortal Man into

succeeding
/ 24&-25 Each s: year imfolds wisdom,

succeeds
S149- 7
157- 3

/ 252-24

p 372-23

success
crowned with

a 22-10 these efforts are crowned with s\
enllgbteiunent, and

t 462- 8 potency, enlightenment, and s\
happiness, and

p 405-11 conspirators against health, happiness, and s'.

In error Is defeat

The prescription which s- in one instance
It S' where homoeopathy fails,

says: . . . How sin «•,

Matter s" for a period only by falsely parading

/ 239-12
In healing

sp 95-17
< 448-28

Insure
t 449-15

5- in error is defeat in Truth.

but it is important to » in healing,
he cannot fail of s' in healing.

qualities which insure s' in this Science :

of Jesus' mission
a 28- 2 they only hindered the S' of Jesus' mission.

of the student
p 372-32 recovery of the sick and the s' of the student.

of the students
1 45&- 7 has secured the only s' of the students

sublime
a 45-4

unequalled
S 134-20

successes
S 133-13

successful
s 154-31

p369- 3

crowned with the glory of a sublime s",

and unequalled « in the first century,

miracles attended the $• of the Hebrews ;

successfully

The better and more s" method
unfitted for the s' treatment of disease.

pr 1-

ph 167-13

successive
m 65-14

g 504-16
506-14
649-14

such
pref xii- 2

pr 3-30

whatever has been s' done for the
Drugs and hygiene cannot s' usurp the

Each s' stage of experience
The s' appearing of God's ideas
forming each s' stage of progress,
s- generations do not begin with the

for s- institutions after 1883,
In «• a case, the only acceptable prayer is to

6-23 5' an error would impede true religion.
7- 4 showing the necessity for s' forcible utterance,
8- 8 «• externals are spoken of by Jesus
11-31 S- a desire has little need of
12- C The beneficial effect of s' prayer for the sick is
13- 9 s' as the heathen use.
J3-22 doubts and fears which attend S' a belief,
15-21 iS" prayer is answered, in so far as we
16- 4 5' prayer heals siclaiess,

c 23- 7 iS' a theory is man-made.
24-31 could not admit s' an event to be possible.
26-22 involved s' a sacrifice as makes us admit
31- 3 and God will never place it in 5' hands.
39- 2 S' indignities as he received,
43-30 errors growing from s' beliefs.
53-18 which might flow from «• discomfort.

m 56-13 «• moral regulations as will secure increasing
62- 4 education of children should be s' as to
63-14 C. S. furnishes no precedent for s' injustice,
66-28 salutary under s- circumstances,
67-32 rebuked the suffering from any s" cause

sp 74-14 persons in s" opposite dreams
74-19 S" a backward transformation is Impossible
74-27 two s' opposite conditions as the
77-23 s' communications would grov; beautifully less
79- 8 s' a mental method produces permanent
8J-:o for s- a belief hides Truth
8-5- 7 S" intuitions reveal whatever constitutes
87-13 Scotch call s" vision "second sight,"

an 106-16 sanction only s' methods as are
106-24 revellings and s' like .

— Gal. 5: 21.
106-26 they which do S" things— Ga?. 5:21.
10(3-28 against $ there l9 no law."— Gal. 6; 23

5 112-29 s' a school Is erroneous, for it

119- 5 s' theories lead to one of two things.
122-11 s' as brain and nerves.

sucli
5 129-14
130-24
132-11
136-23
139-32
141-10
146- 9
152-U
152-19
153- 1

154-28
155-14
157-11
159-17
161-29

ph 177-31
179-15
181- 8
185-11
185-17
196-20
199- 7

/ 204-18
204-32
205-18
207-17
208-18
216-4
217-3
220-4
229-10
243-22
244- 2

244-27
245-24
249-10
253-28

C 261- 9
266- 2

b 273-22
275-29
280-11
283-18
290-14
294-31
309-28
309-29
312- 2

314-16
320-20
325-5
'331-23

332-24
341-8
343- 1

343-29
346- 1

348-32
351-22
S52-27
355-29
358- 5
360- 8

p 362- 8
353- 3

364- 8
854-20
365- 7

355-20
365-32
366-19
374-21
378-29
378-30
383-15
383-25
384-20
386- 7

392-25
394-13
394-32
398-29
404- 7

413-25
413-30
422-13
424-18
427-27
433-10
436-13
437-24
442- 2

«443- 6
443-18
443-20

tribulation s- as was not since— MaH. ?4.- 21.
s" as they belong to the heavenly kingdom.
s' effects, coming from divine Mind,
for how could «• a sinner comprehend
The moral condition of s' a man demands
All revelation («• is the popular thought !)

iS' systems are barren of the vitality of
S' errors beset every material theory,
iS' a fact illustrates our theories.
is frequently attenuated to «• a degree
iS' a mother runs to her little one,
s- a belief is governed by the majority.
«• repetition of thought-attenuations,
and not have risked «• treatment.
S' unconscious mistakes would not occur, if
In s' cases a few persons believe the
body then seems to require s" treatment.
but mortal belief has s- a partnership.
S' theories and s' systems of so-called
•S' 'theories have no relationship to C. S.,
iS' boolcs as will ruls disease out of
producing s' a result on the hammer.
S' theories are evidently erroneous.
must unsay it and cease from s' utterances ;

or as they melt into s' thinness that
« as the amalgamation of Truth and error
S' an utterance is "the voice of— Alatt. 3; 3.

What has touched Life, God, to «• strange issues?
and the notion of s" a possibility is

iS" admissions ought to open people's eyes
the belief which unites «• opposites
Neither . . . can carry on s' telegraphy ;

therefore s' deformity is not real,
S' admissions cast us headlong
manifested the influence of «• a belief.
5' is the true Science of being.
for no s" law exists.
with «• absorbed interest as to forget it,
iS' is the sword of Science,
If there were s' a material law, it would
s' as matter, disease, sin, and death,
S" belief can neither apprehend nor
«• as the strjctural life of the tree
"On s' the second death hath no— Ret. 20; 6.
The Science of Mind corrects «• mistakes,
to suppose that there can be s- a reality as
S' so-called life always ends in death.
«• so-C2illed knowledge is reversed
To s' materialists, the real man seemed a
however transcendental «• a thought
S' a one abideth in Life,
»• omnipresence and individuality
in s' a form of humanity as they
when subjected to s" usage.
are taught in s- cases to say, Amen.
to follow s' examples I

s' criticism confounds man with Adam.
If s' are the present fruits.
Because s' starting-points are neither
because there are no s' things.
proved to be s" by our Master
S' doctrines are "confusion
for mine give me s' personal pleasure,
debarred from s- a place and «• society,
sandal oil perhaps, which is in s" common use
tribute to «• ineffable affection,
Jesus told Simon that s" seekers as he
finding utterance in s- words as
s' commendation as the Magdalen gained
*• as peace, patience in tribulation,
S' so-called Scientists will strain out gnats,
S' a state of mind induces sickness.
S' a power, ... is inconceivable ;

and ijf s' a power could be divinely directed.
It is the native element of s' a mmd,
S' instances only preve the illusive
s' symptoms are not apt to follow
no s" result occurs without mind
Admitting only s" conclusions as you
s- admissions are discouraging,
faith is not the healer in s' cases.

changes s' ills into new and more difficult

Buffering which his submission to S' habits
directing the mind to s' signs.
probable at any time that « ills may
If «• be the case, explain to them the
s' opinions as may alarm or discourage,
when all «• remedies have failed
The jury must regard in s' cases only the
S* acts bear their own justification,
for s' high-handed illegality.
because there are no s' laws.
those, who make s" a compromise,
give up s" cases, and leave invalids free
s- invalids may learn the value of
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such
I44&-10
44*- 8
450-12
452-26
453-26
455-5
455-21
460-13
463-30

r478- 1

478-10
487-21
495-12

C 504-26
517-4
53^ 9

645-13
54»-21
554-4
654-19

ap 573- 2

673-24

suckling
p 371-21

sudden
a 47- 8

ph 179- 1

/ 218-24

p 377-15

suddenly
pr 14-16
a 36-26
sp 77- 1

p 377-13
434-19
438-13

suffer
a 33-14

37- 3

40-17
m 56- 3
5 108-11

ph 176-28
181- 7

184-21
189-14

/ 210-26
212- 1

221-31
235-4
237-31
238-21
250-16

6 295-29
296-20
322-15
340-29
346-14
346-24

p 372-15
376-18
376-25
378- 4
381-4
381-10

386-24
387-23
390-20
391-13
392-32
393-21
397-26
403- 5
414-10
421- 1

435-25

C 524-29
557- 8

gl 582-16

suffered
pr 11-16

11-18
a 24-15

25-30
38-24
46-31

S 156-23
»hl85-4

sufferer
3 108-10

pMSO- 5

has generally completely healed s* cases.
Under «• circiimstancea, to say that there is no
To teach C. S. to s" as these is no taslt.

S' a practice does not demonstrate the
for s" a course increases fear,
iS' mental states indicate weakness
one who has grown into s* a fitness for It

till s" thought is rectified by Spirit.
S" seeming medical effect or action is that of
But there is, there can be, no «• division,
when no s' persons were ever seen to go into
there is in reality no s" thing as wortarmind.
opens the prison doors to s" as are bound,
vague conjectures emit no s* effulgence.
in s" a phrase as "an anthropomorphic God,"
s' as evil, matter, error, and death?
S' fundamental errors send falsity into
culminate in s' vague hypotheses
There is no s" thing as mortality,-
Mind sets at naught s- a mistaken belief.

is unable to grasp s" a view.
s- a recognition of being is, . . . possible

nor would I keep the s* a lifelong babe.

The influx of light was s\
the $• cures of which it is capable ;

Treat a belief in sickness . . . with s' dismissal.
A s" joy or grief has caused what is termed

you will find yourself «• well.
«• pardoned and pushed into heaven,
recognition of Spirit and of infinity comes not s"

becomes s' weak or abnormally strong.
Then C. S. turns $ to the supreme tribunal.
Turning s' to Personal Sense,

their Master was about to s' violence
They who sin must s\
Was it just for Jesus to «•?
"S' it to be so now :

— MaM. 3 : 15.

for the divine Mind carmot s\
human mind, ... is supposed to feel, S", enjoy.
which can neither s' nor enjoy,
for matter cannot s'.

sins of others should not make good men s\
matter, being unintelligent, cannot say, "I s'.
We « or enjoy in our dreams,
neither food nor . . . can make one s",
Better s' a doctor infected with smallpox to
they hug false beliefs and s' the delusive
because we s" severely from errot.

weary or pained, enjoy or s\ according to
teaches that mortals are created to s' and die.
will s" the pangs of destruction,
since God has sentenced sin to s'.

leaves nothing that can sin, s\ be punished or
belief that we «• from the sins of others.
how can he s' longer?
He can neither sin, s\ be subject to
it cannot, for that very reason, s" with a fever.
showing that it is impossible for matter to s".

Unwittingly you sentence yourself to s\
Be no more v/illing to $ the illusion that you
catmot in reality s' from breaking anything

except
will s- in proportion to your belief and fear,
one cannot «• as the result of any labor of love,
,S' no claim of sin or of sicicness to grow
It is error to s" for aught but your own sins,
then the body cannot s' from them.
Your body would «• no more from tension
walk, see, hear, enjoy, or s'

should and does cause the perpetrator to S',

impossibility that matter, bram, . . . can s"
he suffers only as the insane «•,
and Mortal Man can s' only for his sin.
Could Spirit . . . give matter ability to sin and S" ?

many animals s- no pain in multiplying ;

has spiritual bliis and enjoys but cannot s°.

if indeed, he has not already 5* sufSciently
Jesus $ for our sins,
in which Jesus «• and triumphed.
worked and «• to bestow upon us.
his

spiritual selfhood, never s'.

by all they had witnessed and s\
but on the third day she again «•,
and she never «• again from east winds,

the truism that the only s- is mortal mind.
The patient s' tries to be satisfied when he sees
When a J- is convinced that there is no

sufferer
p 377- 4 convince the s- that afHiction is often the

398-13 To the s- with the withered hand
405- 4 makes any man, ... a hopeless »•.

416- 7 and in twenty minutes the s' is quietly asleep.
t 464-16 the «• could call a surgeon,

ap 573-29 Take heart, dear s", for this reality
sufferers

/ 220- 6 and induce s* to look in other directions

suffering
aU the

p 386-25 Error, not Truth, produces all the s' on earth,
and deatb

/ 219-29 the beUef in sin, s-, and death
and despair

p 382-30 to more hopeless s" and despair.
and disease

/ 221-17 He learned that S' and disease were the
and triumph

a 21- 7 another's goodness, s\ and triumph,
another's

a 40-14 Another's «• cannot lessen our own liability.
antidotes

6 270-28 and a sense of ease antidotes a*,
bed of

p 390-17 nor laid upon a bed of s-

bodily
p 387-32 not only from temptation, but from bodily s\

capable of
o 357-11 belief that God . . . makes man capable of s'

caase
p 414-11 that matter; . . . can suffer or cause 5- :

cause of all

/ 230-32 predisposing, and the exciting cause of all s;
causes

p 377- 3 If grief causes s", convince the
cUmas of

g 543- 2 This error, after reaching the climax of s',
creates the

p 400-22 we prove that thought alone creates the s\
delusion of

ph 184-25 by destroying the delusion of «•
dream of

p 420-29 to break its dream of s',
evil and

sp 72-29 when evil and s: are communicable.
experience

a 22-7 Waking to Christ's demand, mortals experience
S".

from quackery
t 458-16 Having seen so much r from quackery.human
a 22-28 or that divinity Is appeased by human s;
/ 227-13 of continued bondage and of human s-

tnevltable
pr 11-20 sin brings inevitable s\

Is an error
a 23- 9 s- is an error of sinful sense

material
p 405-30 Belief in material s- causes mortals to

no more
t 463-19 and can cause the mother no more s\

obedience and
ap 572- 2 washed their robes white in obedience and s".

of the Just
a 36-30 the r of the just for the unjust.

or Science
b 296- 6 Either here or hereafter, s' or Science

prevent
t 457-11 Her prime object, . . . has been to prevent s\

produces
b 270-27 If a sense of disease produces s'

real
p 391-15 and real s* for your own sins will

rebuked the
m 67-31 Jesus rebuked the $• from any such cause

records of
a 37- 5 History is full of records of z\

relieve
r 483- 3 they do not heal, but only relieve s' temporarily,

repentance and
a 19-17 Every pang of repentance and s\

sin and
a 23-10 and that eventually both sin and $• wlU
/ 210-29 To mortal sense, sin and s- are real,
229- 6 but if sin and s' are realities of being,

p 435- 7 which alone is capable of sin and r.
sin brings

fl 37- 2 sin brings s'. as much to-day as yesterday
source of aU

/ 205-12 the proUfic source of all s'

sufficient
a 36- 5 sufficient «•,... to quench the love of sin.

supposed
p 391-15 Truth, will destroy all other supposed y,

421-18 When the supposed s' is gone from
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suffering
tbrongb

pr 5-21 the destruction of sin through S".

/224-8 Is self-destroyed through s\

ap 569-21 eventually expiate their sin through s'.

to cause
pr 6-11 To cause «• as the result of sin,

weakness and
p 40&-26 Inharmony . . . involves weakness and s',

Kbicta awakens
ph 19&- 6 Better the s" which awakens mortal mind

vrttbout
/ 221-24 and he ate without s',

p 385-17 can be experienced without S'^

g 557- 7 where parturition is without s\

p 38&-21 you learn that your s" was merely the

pr 14-15 If s' from a belief in sickness,
m 68-18 was s' from incipient insanity,

sp 76-18 S-, sinninc, dying beliefs are unreaJ.
77-21 or of a sinning, s' sense,
78-11 must still be mortal, sinning, s', and dying.

ph 175-10 to say that a rose. . . . can produce s- I

188-16 thinks that . . . the s' is in that body.
193-14 My 5' is all gone."

/ 240-25 must sooner or later, either by S' or by Science,
248-16 Is it imperfection, joy, sorrow, sin, s"?

b 318-19 beliefs, from which comes so much s",

o 348-22 while complaining of the s' disease brings,

p 365-31 The poor «• heart needs its

377-31 is of itself powerless to produce S'.

379-21 but is s- from her belief that blood is

389-30 was then s' from a complication of symptoms
395- 1 The sick unconsciously argue for s',

397- 8 S' is no less a mental condition than
404- 6 s" which his submission to such habits brings,
407- 2 a S" inconceivat)ly terrible to

t 444- 4 $• is oft the divine agent in this elevation.

g 557-10 has its s' because it is a false belief.

ap 574-28 which your s' sense deems wrathful

gl 588- 2 death ; s' and self-destruction ;

sufferings
bodily

p 397- 9 You cause bodily s* and increase them by
error and Its

/ 237-19 To prevent the experience of error and its s',

great
s 158-14 and endured great s- upon earth.

his
, ,

a 38-23 his s' were the fruits of other people's sms,
Illusive

• p 371-17 before he can get rid of the illusive «
of Jesus

a 34-11 had really commemorated the s* of Jesus

self-inflicted

p 398-20 which reduces self-inflicted s"

your
p 385-25 Your s' are not the penalty for

suffers
m 65-11 The union of the sexes «• fearful discord.

sp 81- 3 to show the sick that matter s'

s 134— 8 one who s' for his convictions.

ph 168-18 sick and useless, s' and dies,

184-18 We say man s" from the effects of
184-21 Mortal mind alone s\
187-25 and s- from the attempt.

/ 202-17 but immortal man, . . . neither sins, s\ nor
229- 5 should hesitate to say that Jehovah sins or s' ;

t 270-30 Hence the fact that the human mind alone s',

285- 7 the material personality which s",

294-10 that matter enjoys and s\

p 388- 5 s' less, only because it knows less of
396-21 all teiiching that the body S",

409-12 belief, that . . . the body, s' and reports disease
414-25 matter neither feels, S', nor enjoys.
419- 8 If your patient from any cause s' a relapse,
420-32 Tell him that he s' only as the insane suffer,
429-12 is cold and decays, but it never s'.

r 493-25 That man is material, and that matter s\

sufficient
pr 3- 3 is not s" to warrant him in advising God.

4- 9 Outward worship is not of itself s' to
10-14 Seeking is not s\

a 29- 1 and not s" moral courage.
36- 5 reveals the necessity of .<;• suffering,

C 257-25 Who hath found finite life or love s"

2b6-14 until the lesson is s- to e.xalt you ;

p 363-29 was her grief s' evidence to warrant the
t 454-14 He, who understands in a s- degree the Principle
T 488- 2 result of our teachings is their s" confirmation.
497- 4 the Bible aa our s- guide to eternal Life.

sufficiently
pr 11-16 if indeed, he has not already suffered s'

a 30-26 If we have triumphed «• over the errors
45-32 Jesus' students, not s' advanced

sp 81- 7 When s" advanced in Science

ph 181-18 or are not s- spiritual to depend on Spirit,
o 352- I because they did not s" understand God
p 387- 7 we conclude that . . . has been carried s' far;

suggest
b 287-15 how can He be absent or s' the absence of

g 502-12 serves to s" the proper reflection of God

suggested
a 114-18 if a better word or phrase could be s',

p 364-15 Here is s" a solenm question,

suggestion
g 529- 2 a «• of change in the modus npcranrli,
544-18 the first s" of more than the one Mind,

suggestions
p 433- 9 warped by the irrational, unchristian s'

r 496- 2 in Science there is no transfer of evil s'

suggestive
ft 298-32 making them human creatures with s' feathers ;

g 529- 6 The first system of i- obstetrics has changed.

suggestiveness
ap 50O- I a special $• in connection with the

suggests
c 256-10 s- polytheism, rather than the one
2a5-U bv no means s' man's absorption.

b 338-16 This s- the thought of something fluid,

338-17 It further s" the thought of

suicide
a 43-13 the treason and «• of his betrayer,
/ 203-25 The so-called sinner is a s\

suit
pref x-11 to s- the general drift of thought,

t 450- 2 twist every fact to s" themselves.

suits
p 440-29 forbidden to enter . . . any more s"

441- 6 not permitted to enter any s' at the bar of

Siilphiiris
s 15&-10 occasional doses of a high attenuation of S:

sum
s 129- 4 a properly computed s' in arithmetic.

c 259- 4 l>e represents infinite Mind, the S" of all

p 363-16 one for a large s' and one for a smaller,
422- 1 and that their combined s" is

ap 563-lC dragon stands for the 5' total of human error.

5/4-17 the s' total of human misery,

summarize
p 363-24 Why did he thus $ her debt to

summarized
s 113-10 propositions of divine metaphysics are S" in the

siunmary
s 138-15 His sublime s' points to the religion of Lovo.

summed
gl 595-18 limits, in which are s- up all human acts,

summer
sp 96- 8 s* and winter, seedtime and harvest

/ 220-13 procures a s" residence with more ease than
r 492-19 fight it out on this Une. if it takes all s'."

simimit
p 367-13 from the s' of devout consecration,
g 549-31 He absolutely drops from his s",

summits
g 515- 5 creeping over lofty $•,

summoned
o 342- 3 are s--to the support of Christianity,

p 431-13 the prisoner s" Physiology,
434-13 $• to appear before the bar of Justice

436-15 the prisoner s" two professed friends,
438-26 Court of Truth s" Furred Tongue

t 458-21 as ritualism and creed are s- to give place to

summons
g 532-21 Its «• may be thus paraphrased :

sums
s 128-29 The addition of two «• m mathematics

sun (sec also sun's)

appears to rise
. ^ .

r 493- 2 To corporeal sense, the s' appears to rise and set,

a small
g 547-15 germmatmg speck . . . seemed a small s:

s 119-27 the earth is in motion and the j- at rest.

central
f 209- 6 19 the central «• of its own systems

clothed witb the ^ .» .

ap 560- 7 a woman clothed with the s',— Rev. 12: 1.
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sun

/ 246-1'? undimmcd hy a fJeolining s\
foUowing the

a 21-29 After following the s' for six days,
bides the

b 29S- 4 As a cloud hides the s- it cannot extinguish,
melts before tbe

r 480-31 As vapor melts before the s',

obscures the
b 299-28 as the mist obscures the s* or the mountain ;

of virtue
/ 246-11 The radiant s' of virtue and truth

or satellite

ap 577-20 has no need of s" or satellite,
seems to move

s 121-18 and the s" seems to move from east to west,
standing In the

ap 561- 8 an '

'angel standing in the s\"~ Rev. 19 : 17.

s 121-24 The s* is the central stillness,
121-26 earth revolves about the s* onoe a year,

ph 18S-29 senses have no immediate evidence of a $'.

188-32 desired information regarding the s". .

189- 3 If the eyes see no s' for a week,
189-12 or doubt that the s' will reappear.

/ 250-13 like a ray of light which comes from the s",

c 265-18 or a flower withered by the s'

b 295-24 it no longer hides the s-.

300-30 the s' is seen in the ray of light which
310-12 The s" is not affected by the revolution of the

o 361-17 a ray of light one with the s",

g 504-10 This hght is not from the s"

510-16 The s' is a metaphorical representation of

538-11 The S-, giving light and heat to the earth,

ap 558- 5 his face was as it were the «,— Rev. 10: 1.

558-15 it has for you a light above the s",

561- 5 Agassiz, . . . saw the s' in an egg
561-26 The Revelator symboUzes Spirit by the s'.

qI 595- 1 definition of

sunbeam
/ 210-21 as a s' penetrates the cloud.
247-25 glances jn the warm s',

sundered
sp 75-29 the moment when the link ... is being s".

sunlight
s 162- 4 C. S. brings to the body the s" of Truth,

ph 189-11 the existence, of the s-

g 516-17 s- glints from the church-dome,

sunny
/ 240- 3 Arctic regions, s* tropics, giant hills.

Sun of Righteousness
ap 576- 3 lighted by the S- of R;

sunrise
s 119-25 la viewing the s', one finds that It

sun's
s 144- 7 when dawns the S" brave light..

ph 189- 3 the s' influence over the earth.

g 548-10 when clouds cover the s' face I

suns

i240-
7 S" and planets teach grand lessons.

ine
m 66- 8 in the s' of joy and prosperity.

67-16 or s- gladdens the troubled sea.
s 121-12 in God's perennial and happy s',

122-19 that little prophet of storm and s",

6 299-28 s- of Truth, will melt away the shadow
p 365-18 like dew before the morning s'.

superabundance
/ 201-11 s' of being is on the side of God, good.

superficial
t 460-22 the s* and cold assertion, "Notliing ails you."
461- 9 for it is not s', nor is it

gj 597-12 the false foundations ... of S' reUgion,

superimposed
ph 176-18 with s* and conjectural evils.

p 425-10 images of mortal thought s- upon the body ;

superinduced
sp 89-15 without study or a S" condition,

superinduces
ph 183-24 Submission to error s* loss of power.

superintendence
p 430-31 Although I have the s* of human affairs,

superior
m 63- I and the r law of Soul last,

s 144- 3 If Mind is foremost and s",

/ 217-15 That scientific methods are s' to others,
231-20 To hold yourself s- to sin,
231-21 because God made you s- to it

231-25 To hold yourself s" to sickness and death
242-18 and to rise s' to the so-called pain and

pref xi-15
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supply
ph 199-11

/ 206-18
216-13

C2S8- 7

ap 571-16

supplying
/248-9

support
basis and

/229-4

by reason of its demand for and s' of power.
Spirit, not matter, being the source of s'.

to s' the truth of immortal sense. .

insufficiency of this belief to s' the true idea
Know thyself, and God will «• the wisdom

«• it with beautiful Images of thought

S.,

but is their basis and s*.

discords have no -

ph 183- 6 discords have no $• from nature or
manifestation and

6 279-10 nor for the manifestation and s' of Mind.
of liodily endurance

so 80- 5 or for the s' of bodily endurance.
of Christian Science

o 341-17 so absolute and numerous in $• of C
of his proof

/ 236- 9 in s" of his proof by example that the diTine
origin nor

g 529-27 and has neither origin nor s" in Truth
sammoned to the

o 342- 4 are summoned to the s' of Christianity*
theories in

o 355-32 material theories in s" of
which they derived

p 38^ 6 explanation lies in the s* which they derived
from

a 20-11
40-5

sp 73- 1

92-27
S 124-6
124-21

ph 198-25

/204-3
b 318-10
O 344-26

p 389-19
390-24
417- 4
417-32

1454-27
,455-10

r 481-27
495-21

p543- 1

BUpported
S 109-7
T 471-14
481-26

supporting
6 325-6
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supposition
tbat man Is

ph ;7i-3i the s' that man is a materia] outgrowth
that Spirit is

ph 173- 6 the s". that Spirit is within what it creates
tiiat spirit Is

gl 587- 2 a $ that spirit is finite.

vain
pr &- 8 the vain s" that we have nothing to do but

sp 70-10 The s" that corporeal beings are spirits,
o 287-24 The s' that life, substance, and intelligence
p 408-14 The «• that we can correct insanity by
C 504-30 a s' of the absence of Spirit.
506- 6 a quaUty which. separates C. S. from 5"

528- 7 this «• was a dream, a myth.
549- 4 The «• that life germinates in eggs
550-29 not so hideous and absurd as the s' that Spirit

gl 586-18 a y that life, substance, and intelligence
587-10 a S" of sentient physicaUty ;

suppositional
sp 72-22 evil, the «• opposite of good,
an 103-17 Evil is a s' lie.

ph 185-31 material mentality and its s' activities.
200-20 The «• antipode of divine infinite Spirit,

/ 208- 1 s' error, which affords no proof of God,
215-19 the S" absence of Life, God,

b 274-30 This s' partnership is alreadv obsolete,
288- 3 The s" warfare between truth and error
335-30 the s" antipodes of Spirit,

r 472- 3 Truth casts out s' error and heals
510-26 analogous to the s* resolving of thoughts
533-25 but error has its s' day

01 591-27 a s' material sense, alias the behef that

suppositions
6 277-22 These s* contradict even the order of
291- 1 s" that sin is pardoned while unforsaken,

p 368-18 no material s' can prevent us from
gl 583- 3 material s' of life, substance, and Intelligence,

supposititious
b 278-14 in a s* mortal consciousness.
310- 5 Matter is made up of s- mortal mind-force ;

322-26 belief in the s" life of matter,
p 368- 2 a $• opposite of the highest right,
r 469-15 the s" opposite of infinite Mind
480-24 The s* parent of evil is a lie.

gl 587-13 «• minds, or souls, going in and out of matter,

suppress
ph 197-31 The doctor should s- his fear of disease,

suppressed
p 416- 3 for the inflammation is not s* ;

suppurates
/ 251- 4 should not grow more painful before It s',

supremacy
absolute

p 423-26 which ultimately asserts Its absolute s'.

and reality
/ 205-20 the s- and reaUty of good,

God's
g 521-10 God's s\ omnipotence, and omnipresence.

Its
6 29»-29 C. S. brmgs to Ught Truth and its s',

of divine Mind
p 400-10 acknowledge the S" of divine Mind,

of divine Spirit
g 522-15 opposed to the s- of divine Spirit :

of God
s 130-27 strong claim of Science for the $• of God,

of good
s 130-27 and doubts the «• of good,

6f Mind
a 45-30 glorified the s" of Mind over matter.

/ 209-13 the Science which reveals the s- of Mind.
322- 2 cast out evils in proof of the s" of Mind.

p 401-27 admits the eflflcacy and s" of Mind,
Of Spirit

a 44- 3 and the s* of Spirit be demonstrated.
sp 78-17 would destroy the s' of Spirit.

97-28 will disappear before the «• of Spirit.
s 138-14 The «• of Spirit was the foundation on which

ph 170-28 to ponder somewhat the s' of Spirit,
6 273-23 It would oppose the s- of Spirit, God,
324-28 if the idea of the s- of Spirit,

p 391- 2 matter, arrayed against the s* of Spirit.
r 491-13 It is only by acknowledging the s- of Spirit,

ap 572-17 Under the a" of Spirit, it wiU be seen
of the divine Mind

r 484-18 Drugs and . . . oppose the s' of the divine Mind.
of Truth

p 406-22 the s* of Truth over error,
ap 569- 8 when we are conscious of the «• of .Truth,
gl 589-21 showing the immortahty and s* of Truth ;

supremacy
struggle for

b 268-14 In this final struggle for s%

s 146-19 and clothes Spirit with s'.

supreme
pr 17- 3 Enable us to know, . . . God is omnipotmt, S'.
a 50- 5 The last s" moment of mockery, desertion,
sp 91- 3 by beings under the control of s" wisdom?

97-18 until divine Spirit, s' in its domain,
s 127-14 God. the infinite, s\ eternal Mind.
156-31 and Mind takes its rightful and s' place.

ph 174- 1 in a s" governing intelligence.
182-11 one or the other must be «•

/ 201- 4 knowing toe. that one affection would be S'
207-U Evil is not s" ; good is not helpless ;

209- 5 Mind, s' over all its formations
219- 4 Mind should be, and is, s', absolute, and final.
253- 7 saith : . . . I am s" and give all, for I am Mind,

b 278-21 and yet we say that Spirit is s"

281- 4 and learn that Spirit is infinite and s".
o 357-26 If . . . and God is not s"

p 375-25 no power to be lost, for Mind is s\
427-24 acknowledged as s" in the physical realm,
428- 6 Man's privilege at this s' moment
434-20 Then C. S. turns suddenly to the j- tribunal,
437-33 read from the s' statute-book, the Bible,
440- 5 whom Truth arraigns before the « bar of

r 465- 9 God is incorporeal, divine, s',

496-10 the life that approaches the 5" good?
497- 5 one s' and infinite God.

ap 573-14 the declaration from heaven, s* harmony,
gl 590- 3 atmosphere of Spirit, where Soul is s".

593-21 understood and demonstrated as «• over all ;

Supreme Being
93-23 Spirit, as a proper noun, is the name of the 5' B'.

5 117- 8 the S' B- or His manifestation :

127-18 as divine Principle, S- B\ Mind,
/ 202-24 Our beliefs about a S" B" contradict
6 285-22 the S' B", or divine Principle, and idea.
g 523-18 the S" B' is therein called Elohim.
524- 7 They called the S" B' by the aatioual name of
527-29 Is the 5' B' retrograding.

Supreme Bench
p 440-20 cannot trample upon the decree of the S' B'.

441-25 S" B- decides in favor of intelligence.

Supreme Court
p 435-11 The law of our S" C- decrees that whosoever

436- 7 Your S- C- must find the prisoner on the night of
437-10 the Judge of our higher tribimal, the 5" C"
437-18 I ask that the S- C' of Spirit reverse this.
437-28 Judge Justice of the S- C" of Spirit
440-34 the Chief Justice of the 5' C",

Supreme Judge
p 435-24 If mortals sin, our S* J' in equity decides

Supreme Lawgiver
p 440-25 In the presence of the 5' L',

supremely
pref xi-15 not supernatural, but s' natural.

s 149-27 divine Mind, governs all. not partially but «•,

ph 167-19 you must love God s\
b 326- 9 cannot love God s\ . .while loving the material

Supreme Ruler
/ 203-17 prone to believe either in more than one S' R'
gl 590-19 Its higher signification is S- R\

sure
pref Ix- 5 He Is as s' of the world's existence as he Is

a 20-26 It commands s' entrance into the realm of Love.m 67-10 dauntless seaman is not s' of his safety ;

sp 93-11 otherwise, we may be «• that either our logic is
s 151- 1 To be s\ they sometimes treat the sick as if

/ 203- 4 assigns s" rewards to righteousness,
p 384-20 your Mind-remedy is safe and s".

419-15 therefore be s- that you move it off.
t 459-25 the results are s' if the Science is understood.
460- 2 and rest his demonstration on this «• basis.

g 553-22 that theory is s- to become the signal for the

surely
s 123- 2 will s' destroy the greater error
162-26 as s° as it heals what is called functional,

p/i 197-10 thou Shalt s- die."— Gen. 2; 17.

b 277- 3 "Thou Shalt s" die -."—Gen. 2: 17.
354-14 S- it is not enough to cleave to

r 481-19 thou Shalt $• die."— Gen. 2; 17.

4"5— 3 as s" as it did nineteen centuries ago.
g 527-10 thou Shalt s- die.— Gen. 2: 17.

530-14 Ye shall not s' die :— Gen. 3 .• 4.
532- 9 thou Shalt s- die,"— Gen. 2.- 17.

550- 4 Matter «• does not possess Mind.
ap 573-30 will s' appear sometime and in some way.

578-16 S" goodness and mercy shall— Psal. 23; ft.

gl 580-20 "Thou shalt «• die."— Gfn. 2; 17.
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surface
m 65-30

sp 83- 7

/ 254-24
c 267-20
6 313-25

p 401-19
413-19

pS40-8
Surgeon

s 163- 6

has brought conjugal infidelity to the S",
elements now coming to the s\
If you venture upon the quiet s' of error
more than is detected upon the s".

He plunged beneath the material s"

brings sin and sickness to the s',

without scrubbing the whole s- daily,
when bringing it to the s" and

Dr. James Johnson, S- to William IV,

surgeon
a 44-15 He did not require the skill of a s"

s 163-10 physician, s', anothecary, man-midwife,
T)h 172-26 If . . . the s- destroys manhood,
p 401-30 leave ... to the fingers of a s-,

402- 1 C. S. is always the most skilful s\
422-24 A « is employed in one case.

422-25 The s', holding that matter forms its

/ 464-16 the sufferer could call a s',

surgeons
s 159-15

surgery
a 44-12

44-22
S 159-11

p 401-29
402- 2

402- 6

5 52S-28

surgical
s 159- 2

pTl 198-18

(7 528-17

surging
av 569-17

surpassing

Had these unscientific s* understood

the claims of medicine, s', and hygiene.
It was a method of s' beyond material art.

Is it skilful or scientific s' to take no heed of

to leave «• and the adjustment of
but s- is the branch of its healing which
the cure, . . . through mental s' alone,
s" was first performed mentally

to perform a needed S' operation
perhaps by a blister,. . .or by a s* operation.
in order to perform a S" operation on him

They are in the s* sea of error.

385- 9 energy and endurance s" all other aids.

surplus
6 293-17

surprised
op 559-27

surprising
S 131- 1

136-23

surrender
pr 9-19

p 426-30

Electricity Is the sharp «• of materiality

jdo not be $• nor discontented

Truth should not seem so s' and
That a wicked king . . . was not s' ;

s' of aU merely material sensation,
because matter has no life to s"

surrendering
Ol 579- 8 $• to the creator the early fruits of

surrenders
g 652-30 and that matter always «• its claims

surround
p 424-16 the minds which s" your patient should not

surrounding
s 128-21 its escape Into the s" atmosphere.
p 415-31 will sink from sight along with s- objects,

surroundings
p 383-16 symbolized, and not chafed, by its S' ;

1 463-11 cannot mjure its useful s'

survive
p 368-21 when we learn that life and man «• this body.

susceptibility
sp 86-10 possessed more spiritual s* than the disciples.

susceptible
sp 93-15 Good does not create a mind s* of

"

as follows : . . . Animal bodies are s* to the
Science of mental practice is s' of no misuse.

an 100-10

p 410-23

sustain
pr 10-7
a 44-21

50-11
an 10.3-25

ph 198- 6

God wUl s' us under these sorrows.
to s' Jesus in his proof of
to s' and bless so faithful a son.
The truths of immortal Mind S' man.
His fortitude may s" him,

c 261-14 .and s- his appointed task,
6 274- 2 and thus invigorate and s' existence.

We s' Truth, ... by rejecting a lie.

the power of Mind to s' the body.
or of trying to «• the human body
It cannot s' itself.

even where the proof requisite to S' this

o 3.57- 5

p 417- 5
/ 458-12
r 481-25

{7 552-9

sustained
a 43-26

sp 90- 8

ph 179-21

/ 221-22

p 416-32
425-16

< 417-15

and that spiritual law s" him.
earth's motion and position are s' by Mind
«• by what is termed material law,
In which being is «• by God,
Teach them that their being is s* by Spirit,
learns that matter neVer s- existence
when mentally «• by Truth,

sustained
r 471-16

(7 530-5
531-26
556- 1

sustaining
pTef vii- 1

a 33-10
TO 59-14

(7 538-12

sustains
s 155-17
6 319- 9
o 358-10

p 389-13
r 488-16

ap 573- 6

gl 580-29

is fully s" by spiritual sense.
In divine Science, man is s' by God,
Is Life «• by matter or by Spirit?
That which is real, is s' by Spirit.

To those leaning on the s' infinite,
now this bread was feediLg and s" them,
each partner s" the other,
enlightening- and s' the universe.

erroneous general belief, which s' medicine
s" man under all circumstances ;

and s" logically and demonstratively
theories first admit that food s" the life of
C. S. s" with immortal proof
This testimony of Holy Writ s" the fact

not one who constructs and s" reality

swaddling-clothes
c 255- 2 As mortals drop off their mental s',

swallow
p 366-20 while they s' the camels of bigoted pedantry.

swallowed
sp 96-20
s 164-28

ph 177-25
177-31

/ 209-29
215-24

r 476-17
496-27

ap 570-12

swallowing
s 140-15 straining out gnats and s' camels,

straining out gnats and s" camels.

all discord will be s* up in spiritual Truth.
Death is s" up in victory"— / Cor. 15." 54.

If a dose of poison is s" through mistake,
a few persons believe the potion s' by the
s- up in the infinite calculus of Spirit,
s" up in immortality.
Mortality is finaUy s" up in immortality.
Death is S" up in victory."— / Cor 15." 54,

and s- up the flood— Rev. 12 ; 16.

/ 202- 2

sway
ap 565-12

swayed
ph 190-21

sways
o 357-28

swear
a 32-3

sweat
a 48-10

ph 179-28
6 327-14

(7 535-25

sweep
p 428-11

sweeping
a 55-15

sweeps
/ 213-29

p 403-20

sweet
prcf viii- 7
m 57-13

58-18
69-13
66- 3

69-15
S 109-15

130-14
145- 1

ph 174-28

/ 219-23
b 287-13
304- 1

p 413-23
t 45.5-30

T 489-23

(7 516-15

ap 559-19
559-22
662-25
669-13

sweeter
m 60-28

ap 568-26

sweetest
/ 213-25

(7 520- 1

swell
p 393-19

swelling
S 153-18

swept
ph 190-22

that the man Jesus, . . . might never hold s"

The Hebrew bard, s' by mortal thoughts.

if another . cause exists and s* mankind?

was required to s- allegiance to his general.

the «• of agony which fell In holy benediction

ready to put you into a s',

to be effaced by the s- of agony.
in the s' of thy face shall thou— Gen. 3 ; 19.

we shall s' away the false

Truth's immortal idea Is « down the centuries,

as the hand, which s' over It, is human or divine.
s' away the gossamer web of mortal illusion.

and gives s* concord to sound.
bringing s" seasons of renewal
the «• interchange of confidence and love ;

should blend in s* confidence and cheer,
S- are the uses of adversity ;

brings the s" assurance of no parting.
The search was s\ calm, and buoyant with hope,
good and its s' concords have all-power.
whether they caught its s" tones, as the

rolling it under the tongue as a s" morsel
We may hear a s' melody, and yet
same place s' water and bitter? — Jas. 3.* 11.

the s" sense and presence of Life and Truth.
in order to keep It «• as the new-blown flower.

cannot send forth both s" waters and bitter.

sendeth not forth s' waters and bitter.

The modest arbutus sends her s' breath to
shall be in thy mouth s' as honey."— Ret. 10 ; 9.

«• at its first taste, when it heals you ;

waiting to be delivered of her s' promise,
in a s' and certain sense that God is Love.

and teach us life's s- harmonies.
y than has ever before reached high heaven.

Mental melodies and strains of s' music
s' rest, even from a human standpoint.

Have no fear that matter can ache, s',

through Inflammation and s\

thus s" his lyre with saddening strains
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swerved
a 20-20 Yet he s" not, well knowing that to obey

swift
sp 97- 9 and the electric current s",

b 268- 3 With like activity have thought's s' piniona
p 434- 1 S- on the wings of divine Love,

swift-winged
ap 574-20 the very message, or s- thought,

swimming , ^
r 491- 1 and that he is s" when he is on dry land.

swine
b 272-18 neither cast ye your pearls before s". —Matl.7 :6.

swinging
a 2S-16 perldulum «• between nothing and something,
/246- 2 is not a pendulum, «• between evil and good,
o 360-20 s- between the real and the unreal.'

swinisli
b 272- 8 «• element in human nature uproots It.

swollen
p 385-21 discolored, painful, s', and Inflamed.

ap 565- 2 the great red dragon, s' with sin.

sword
and spear

s 134- 3 truth is still opposed with s' and spear.

flaming
g 537- 6 Cherubims, and a flaming s'— Gen. 3: 24.

of Science
c 266- 2 Such ia the s' of Science,

of Spirit , „ . .

a 37- 8 but error falls only before the s- of Spirit.
of Truth

t 458-17 The two-edged s" of Truth must turn

g 538- 7 the s' of Truth gleams afar and indicates

put up tby
a 48-24 He said : "Put up thy s-."—John 18; 11.

two-edged
t 458-17 The two-edged s" of Truth must turn

g 538- 4 Truth is a two-edged s\ guarding and
which guards

g 526-18 the s' which guards it is the type of

a 19-16

4/542-18
542-19

gl 595- 3

syllables
6 338-14

syllogism
3 128-32
129-3
347-9

symbol
condemning

(7 539-17
of God

g 517-20
of Life

ap 561-10
Of Mind

g 510-27
Of Soul

gl 595- 1

of Truth
gl 591-23

to material beliefs not peace, but a s*.

'They that take the s'— Matt. 26: 52.

shall perish with the s-."—Matt. 26; 52.

definition of

Divide the name Adam into two $,

the major and the minor propositions of a S'

the reasoning of an accurately stated s"

Had be stated his s" correctly,

its

by condemning its s*. the serpent, to grovel

The only proper s" of God as person

Purity was the «• of Life and Love.

Light is a s' of Mind, of Life, Truth, and

StTN. The $• of Soul governing man.

Morning. Light; s' of Truth;.

Its s" is the sphere.
creates no element nor s" of discord and decay,
as a s' of tempest-tossed human concepts
Dove. A s" of divine Science ;

/ 240-15

5 503-23
536- 6

C? 584-26

symbolized
p 383-16 S-, and not chafed, by Its surroimdings ;

g 512-8 Spirit is s" by strength, presence, and
515- 4 Patience is s' by the tireless worm,

syniboUzes
are 102-10
6 274- 6

«507- 3

ap 561-22
561-25
563-8

symbols
a 34-14
6 280-2
282-5

(7 502-15

ap 575-14

The pointing of the needle to the pole $ this

and s' all that is evil and perishable,
while water s' the elements of Mind,
woman in the Apocalypse « generic
The Revelator s" Spirit by the sun.

The great red dragon s" a lie.

If all who seek . . . through material s-

S- and elements of discord and decay are
are figured by two geometrical «•,

take on higher s' and significations.

Spiritual teaching must always be by s".^

syminetrical
s 160-25 If muscles can ... be deformed or s',

sympathetically
p 36&- I « know the thorns they plant m tna

sympathies
m 59-12 their s

sympathy
a 21-25
m 64-15
s 153-32

ph 171-23

/ 211-21
254-25

C266-8
p 360-12

should blend in sweet confidence

Being in s" with matter,
the ready aid her s' and charity would affoid.

Neither s' nor society should ever tempt us to
No more «• exists between the flesh and
5" with error should disappear.
and are in s" with error,

solitary, left without S' ;

The physician who lacks s' for hi3

symphonies
/ 213-21 rapture of his grandest s' was never beard.

symptom
p 413-24 noticing every s' of flatulency,

symptoms
aggravation of

s 156-14 to fear an aggravation of s" from
ph 169- 3 Whenever an aggravation of s" has occurred

oiipyitt ^Ac the
p 411-31 it alleviates the s- of every disease.

aUits
s 159-31 belief produces disease and all its s\

approaching
p 390-27 approaching s' of chronic or acute disease,

s 161-24 ordinary practitioner, examining bodily s',

certain
p 396- 8 nor draw attention to certain s* '

complication of
^ . ^ ,. . ^ ,..

p 389-31 complication of s' connected with this Delief.

congestive , ^. .
p 384-18 congestive s* In the lungs, or hints or

disease or Its

p 419-32 disease or its s' cannot change forms,

the general s', the characteristic signs,
to meet the peculiar or general s" of the caso

Homoeopathy takes mental s" largely Into

or changes one of the s' of disease.
When the first s" of disease appear,
are known to relieve the s' of disease.

general
S 152-31

p 412- 6
mental

s 156-32
of disease

s 153- 3

p 390-12
398-17

of evil ^
•

g 540-11 when the s' of evil, illusion, are aggravated,
of this disease

s 154-12 Immediately the s- of this disease appeared,
physical

pfl 194- 6
p422- 7

/ 453-11
same

p 422-23
subdue the

p 421-14
such

p 384-21

type and
p 418-20

seem
changes all the physical s',

and certain moral and physical S'

morbid moral or physical «•

and attended by the same s".

subdue the s" by removing the belief that

such s" are not apt to follow exposure ;

and to whatever decides its type and s'.

sp 79- 1

p 370-11
370-13
421-23

synagogue
O 55-14

p 398-10

The act of describing disease— its s',

«•, which might be produced by
drug which might cause the s'.

and sometimes explain the s" and their causa

although it is again niled out of the s"
To the s' ruler's daughter, whom they

synagogues
a 31-30 "They shall put you out of the s- :—Joftn 15; ?.

thrust . . . the man who lived it out of their S",s 132-15

synonym
6 333- 3

r 468-21
482-10

a 517- 1

529-30

word Christ is not properly a s' for Jesua,

Spirit, the s" of Mind. Soul, or God,
Soul is properly the s- of Spirit,
word for man is used also as the S' or

Adam, the s' for error.

synonymous
Soul is s' with Spirit, God,
These s' terms stand for
The name is s' with Messiah,
Spirit and God are often regarded as s' terms ;

Question.— Are these terms «•?

The term Lord, ... is often s' with Jehovah,

sp 71-7
5 127-12
6 333-10
345- 1

r 465-11

ap 576-27

syrups
/ 230-25 They are soothing s' to put children to sleep,

system
action of the ., , ,,

p 378- 9 no inflammatory nor torpid action of the s'.

415- 6 quickens or impedes the action of the s',

t 447-15 The recuperative action of the s-,

and rule ^ ^ j i

547- 5 not one departs from the stated s' and rule.
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system
snr

T 4S3-25 but if any s' honors God,
Christian

5 150- 3 this Christian «• of healing disease.

developlag In tbe
p 3S1- 6 or that some disease is developing in the s\

discovery of the
prcf viii-27 led her. ... to the discovery of the s'

entire
p 371-31 Truth l3 an alterative in the entire s',

every
b 27^22 Every s" of human philosophy, doctrine.

sv 9^-21 not \vith the Individual, but with the false »•

first

g 529- 6 The first S' of suggestive obstetrics has
Graham

/ 221- 2 adopted the Graham r to cure dyspepsia.
her
prej viii- 1 her s' has been fully tested

human
{see human)

Jesus'
s 132-17 Jesus' « of healing received no aid nor

material
s 133-22 It was a finite and material $',

metaphysical
s 111-30 my metaphysical s' of treating disease

no other
J> 338- 1 heals the sick and sinning as no other s" can.

of ceremonies
s 135-27 was not a creed, nor a s' of ceremonies,

of hygiene
ph 185- 6 No « Of hygiene but C. S. is purely mental.

of MInd-healIng
t 460- 5 Our s' of Mind-healing rests on the

of religion
a 26-31 Christianity was no form or s" of religion

particular
s 112-10 some particular s' of human opinions.

pathological
1 464-21 In founding a pathological s" of Christianity,

reduced to a
s 146-31 Divine metaphysics is now reduced to a s',

regulates the
p 420-19 and regulates the s\

sclent Iflc

s 123-17 the scientific v of divine healing.
t 464-29 a scientific «• of ethics.

solar
s 119-29 the movement of the solar s",
121-25 so far as our solar s' is concerned,
122-30 mistake . . . regarding the solar s*.

r 493- S science . . . explains the solar s*

spiritual
p/i 170- 4 neither a moral nor a spiritual s'.

stellar
» 121- 4 Copernicus mapped out the stellar s',

stimulates the
p 394- » stimulates the r to act in the direction which

this
s 111-31 Since then this s- has gradually gained ground,
147- 1 This S' enables the learner to demonstrate
54&-2S resides in tbe good this &• accomplishes,

system
whole

p 433- 6 a great stir throushout his whole s'.

s 129-32 The sinner sees, in the «• taught in this
o 312-18 Shall it be denied that a s" which
g 546-27 The proof that the s' stated in this book

systematic
s 164- 5 "No «• or theoretical classification of
o 355-18 any s" healing power since the
t 443- 3 consistency of s- medical study,
461-31 S' teaching and the student's spiritual growth

systems
accepted

o 344-20 not included in the commonly accepted s' :

educational
/ 226-28 and from the educational «• of the Pharaohs,

false
g 549-22 false J', which rely upon physics

human
S 164-12

ph 170-12

/ 234-22
man-made

S 112-13

ph 168-15
material

h 325-12 forsake the foundation of material s\

J)
394-18 fallacy of material s' in general.

ical

ph 166-29 conceded
modern

S 126-27
of Ideas

/ 209- 6 the central sun of its own s" of ideas,
of medicine

s 146- 5 governed more or less by our s* of medicine,
ph 185-13 as material as the prevailing «• of medicine.

" ""
Why support the popular s' of medjcine.

But all human «• based on
not only contradicts human s', but
present codes of human s" disappoint

divine Science which eschews man-made S',

Because man-made 5' insist that man

. by most of the medical y ;

nothing in ancient or in modern s' on which to

344-28
of Mind

b 310-16
of physics

s 160-3
of religion

m- 67-30 S- of religion and medicine treat of
Because our s' of religion are

all things in the « of Mind.

5' of physics act against metaphysics,

s 146- 4
old

sl42- 1

other
s 129-20
b 269-26

in less time than the old «•, . . have required

and so are some other s\
Another s'— systems based wholly or partly oo

t 443-19 whatever other s' they fancy will afTord relief.

religious
s 132-18 from other sanitary or religious s .

semUmetapbyslcal
b 268-15 semi-metaphysical s' afford no substantial
269- 1 semi-metaphysical «• are one and all

such
s 146- 9 Such s" are barren of the vitality of

ph 185-11 Such theories and such s- of so-called mind-cure,
time-honored

Sref
vii-14 independent of doctrines and time-honored s\

eir

/ 225-10 until it subscribes to their s'

b 269-26 s' based wholly or partly on knowledge gained
270-15 higher than the s' of their times ;

T
tabernacled

ap 676- 6 while yet he v with mortals.

table
sp 80-20 not seem mysterious that mind, . . . can move

a V,

mind-power which moves both V and hand,
small estimate of the pleasures of the V.
"Can God furnish a f in the— Psal. 78; 19.

would spread their t- with cannibal tidbits
with crumbs of comfort from Christ's r,
on a couch with hia head towards the f
prepareth a f before me in the— see Psal. 23 : 5.

80-21
3 129-31

135-19

/ 214-24
234- a

p 362-14

ap 878-13

table-salt
3 153- 8 Natrum muriaticum (common C)

table-setting
sp 80-28 table-tipping as certainly as <,

tablet
/ 227-29 and defaced the f of your being.

table-tipping
sp eo-28 Mortal mind produces V as certainly as

taU
ap 563-23

taint
his V drew the third part of the— Rev. 12 . 4.

take
m 66-14 joys of Spirit, which have no f of earth.

1-13 before they V form in words
15-19 We must resolve to t- up the cross,

a 21-23 if I t- up their line of travel,
29- 1 Christiana must V up arms against error
32-17 T-. eat ; . this is my body.— Malt. 26; 26.

34- 1 f his cross, and leave all

34-14 < up the cross, heal the sick,
37-21 May the Christians of to-day f up the more

m 59-32 Separation never should V place,
68-12 Be not in haste to /• the vow

sp 72- 2 of which corporeal sense can f no cognizance.
75- 6 material senses could f no cognizance of the
89-29 concluded . . . man had the right to f it away.

an 105-16 When our laws eventually t- cognizance of
s 129-21 abandon pharmaceutics, and / up ontology,
149-20 remarked . . <° as little medicine as possible;
150-16 to f away the sins of the world. -
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take
5 155- 6
•

15»- 5
159-11

J)h 165- •

167-22
168- 7

170-16
172-25
179-16
180-12
187-27
191- 1

193^17

/ 201- 5
202-31
212-15
220- 2

220-3
228-20
239- 5
241-14
250-25
254-30

C 255-13
J>273- 3

294- 7

328-23
355-13
359- 5

p 362- *

365- 8
376-12
377-2
378-23
382-11
383-5
393- 9
392-23
393-10
395-16
425- 6
439-8

t 452-23
458-14
459-11
464- 9

r 479-13

479-15
488-20
497- 3

ff 502-15
630-8
631-28
537- 1

539- 6
642-18
543-10
546-17
548- 2

op 559-17
559-17
559-20
569-27
572-28
573-29

taken
pr
a

sp

^15
28-4
32-30

-^ 86-27

ph 177-30
195-3

/ 245-22

p 371-16
382-30
383-12
392- 5

400-13
420-23
436-25

t 459-10
r 470-19

g 528-13
529- 4
533-17
635-27
537- 4
637-26.
542-15

ap 575-16

takes
sp 83-13
S 122-25

f awav the individual confidence in the drug,

compelled by her physicians to f it.

I9 it skilful or scientific surgery to f no heed
T- no thought for your life,

— Matt. 6; 25.

not wise to V a halting and half-way position

you f away from Mind,
"T- no thought for your life,

— Matt. 6; 25.

If . . . you f away a portion of the man when
he wiU f cold without his blanket,
nor V the ground that all causation.
If you V away this erring mind.
It can t- no cognizance of Mind.
I told him to rise, dress himself, and f supper
would be supreme in us and f the lead in our
Common opinion admits that a man may V cold
f away this so-called mind instead of a piece of

We hear it said : . . . I <" cold baths, in order to
to overcome a predisposition to f cold ;

"T- no thought for your life,"— Matt. 6; 25.

T' away wealth, fame, and social

T' away the spiritual signification of Scripture,
T' away the mortad mind, and matter has no
T' It up and bear it, for through it you win
mortals f Umited views of all things.
The physical senses can f no cognizance of God
would V away some quality and quantity of

they shall f up serpents,
— Mark 16.- 18.

true sense of Life and being f possession
will f the same cases, and cures will follow.

they s^Mll f up serpents;— Mark 16.- 18.

"r- no thought for your life,"— Matt. 6; 25.

never gave life and can never f it away,
convince him that matter cannot f cold,
and f the government into its own hands.
"T- no thought ... for the— Luke 12; 22.

One says : "I *" good care of my body."
is to V antagonistic grounds against all that
will master you, whichever direction they f.

T- possession of your body, and govern its

but is besought to f the patient to Himself,
f up the leading points included

commanding him to f part in the homicide.
/• no risks in the policy of error,

the divine Mind is ready to f the case,

for failing to f the first step,
could not f her place, even if willing so to do.

T' away so-called mortal mind, which consti-
tutes

matter can V no cognizance of matter.
The corporeal senses can f no cognizance of
As adherents oi Truth, we f the inspired
the crude forms oi human thought f
"T" no thought for your life,

— ^fatt. 6; 25.

corporeal senses can V no cognizance of Spirit,
lest he put forth his hand, and V— Gen. 3:22.
as if . . . matter can both give and C away.
"They that f the sword— j\/art. 26.- 52.

corporeal senses cannot V cognizance of Spirit,
material senses can t' no cognizance o* Spirit
let him f the water of life freely."— Rev. 22 ; 17,

"Go and f the little book.— Rev. 10; 8.

T- it, and eat it up ;
— Rev. 10 ; 9.

T" divine Science.
but how many periods of torture It may (•

are inadequate to V in so wonderful a scene,
T' heart, dear sufferer, for this reality

There is a cross to be f up before we
It the Master had not f a student
a sad supper i" at the close of day,
can all be / from pictorial thought and
as if the poison had been intentionally f.

he asked to be t' back to his dungeon,
she had t' no cognizance of passing time
adult must be V out of his darkness,
the medicines I had f only abandoned me to
A hint may be t- from the emigrant,
broken moral law should be t' into account
before it has t- tangible shape in
erroneous belief, t" at its best, is not
compelled tolet him be t- into custody,
.Judge not ... by the steps already l'.

Has God t- down His own standard,
and the rib, . . . f from man,— Gen. 2:22.
not woman again f from man.
According to this belief, the rib V from
for out of it wast thou f :

— Gen. 3; 19.

the ground from whence he was t-.— Gen. 3 ; 23.

Literally t\ the text is made to

vengeance shall be f on him— Gen. 4; 15.

T' in ita allegorical sense.

here Science t' issue with popular religions.
To. . . sense, the severance of the jugular vein <

takes
5 143-15

147-29
148-15
152-4
156-31
156-32

ph 170-52
C 256- 1

262- 6

6 323-26
O 347-23

3.50- 5

p 383- 8
424- 3
429- 7

431-25
432-20

i 463-17
r 492-19
493-22

g 522-18
541- 1

549-3
557-22

ap 571-31
574- 3

gl 591-14

taketh
a 23-12
s 131-23

taking
m 62-13
5 156-24
156-24

ph 175- 1

176- 7

179- 3

/ 206-20
222-U
245- 8

b 296-29
334-18

p 377- 1

413-13

g 504-17
511-27

5/585-18

talent
b 323-18

p 366-32

talents
pr 6-6

talk
ph 175-20

/211- 1

217-32

p 391-20
399-14

< 448-30

talked
a 45-13
m 62- 9

6 308-15

ap 574- 7

talker
ap 567-25

talking
/218- 1

p396- 5

t 452-25

J? 529-21
529-25

op 564-31

talks
sp 89- 8
6 308-15

tall

pref vil-24

sp 87-21

tangible
sp 75- 5

78-21
6 269-17
279-11
317-16

p 400-13

tangled
ph 19.5-23

g 507-10

( the lesser to relieve the greater.A pure affection f form in goodness.
Anatomy f up man at all points materially.
Mind f away all its supposed sovereignty.
Mind t' its rightful and supreme place.
Homoeopathy f mental symptoms largely into
which f divine power into its.own hands
Progress f off human shackles.
C. S. f naught from the perfection of
f away all sin and the delusion that
If C. S. t' away the popular gods,
C. S. f exactly the opposite view.
t' the best care of his body when he
V possession of itself and its own thoughts
The final demonstration f time
Another witness f the stand and testifies :

Another witness f the stand and testifies :

When this new birth f place,
if it t- all summer."
f away this physical sense of discord.
In this erroneous theory, matter f the
Abel f his offering from the firstlings of the
V place apart from sexual conditions.

Popular theology t- up the history of man
He ( away mitre and sceptre.
The Revelator also t- in another view,
that of which immortal Mind V no cognizance ;

"He that t' one doctrine, firm in faith,
which f away the ceremonies and doctrines

T- less "thought for your life,— iV/aH. 6; 23.

was relieved by f them.
t- the unmedicated pellets,
prevent the images of disease from f form
primitive custom of f no thought about food
this can be done only by V up the cross
and then f it away by death?
T- less thought about what he should eat
f no note of years,
and aids in f the next step
f away the sins of the world.
If your patient believes in V cold,
f a fish out of water every day
r place on so many evenings and mornings,
V form In masculine, feminine^ or

metaphysics f the place of physics ;

but the one unused t' decays and is lost,

we must not hide the t- of spiritual healing

The /• He gives we must improve.

coddling, and sickly after-dinner f.
If they f to us, tell us their condition,
Do the muscles f, or do you C for them?
Since matter cannnot f, it must be mortal mind
Nerves are unable to r,
To f the right and live the wrong is foolish

Three days after his bodily burial he f with
fed, rocked, tossed, or f to,
heard the voice of Truth, and <• with God
/• with me, sajang, Come hither,— Rev. 21 ; 9.

and therefore, in his pretence of being a f.

Mortal mind does the false f.
Avoid t- iUness to the patient,
by right t- and wrong acting.
Whence comes a t\ lying serpent
the species described,— a f serpent,
this allegorical, f serpent typifies

believing that . . . she /• freely,
as consciously as man (• with man.

task of the sturdy pioneer to hew the t' oak
of the t' ships that float on its bosom,

would need to be t' and material.
Spirit is not materially t-.

Tnese ideas are perfectly real and t'

Ideas are C and real to
is no less f because it is spiritual
before it has taken f shape in

It is the /• barbarisms of learning which
strangers in a t' wilderness.
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tapping
s 159-6

tares
sp 72-15

/ 207-19
O30(K17
300-20

(7 535- 4

«7J595-,5

tarry
6 299-16
329-U

tarsal
p 408-22

408-24

Tarsus
b 326-23

task
appointed

c 261-14
difficult

/ 225-25
no

6 318- 1

t 450-12

T' had been employed,

the t- and the wheat, which are not united
separates the (• and wheat in time of harvest.
These opposite qualities are the /• and wheat,
Science separates the wheat from the V,
the wheat and f which time will separate,
definition of

they t' with us, and we entertain
One'should not I- In the storm if the body la

A dislocation of the t*.joint would produce
mortal mind thinks that the (' joint is

Saul of T- beheld the way— the Christ,

go upon the stage and sustain his appointed I',

abolition of mental slavery is a more difiScult t*.

For him to believe in matter was no t'.

To teach C. S. to such as these is no £"

not a difficult

p 396-15 is not a difficult f in view of the conceded
our

pr 3-7
pleasurable

9 506-28

quiet
ap 567- 1

tbis
/ 254-20

p 400-15
I 462-16

pref vii-23
s 163-30
t 452- 2

ff506- 1

tasks
6 323-9

taste
6 284-23
T 479-11

g 526-10

ap 559-22

tasted
C 263-10

tastes
m 60- 4

ph 195-27

gl 591-15

tasteth
s 115-9

tatters
/ 201-16

tattling
s 153-30

taught
pref xli- 7

pr 16- 7

O 18- 3

20-17
25-13
26-28
26-30
28- 5

30-14
30-32
31-12
34-20
38-31
41-20
41-28
42-28
43-17
43-28
45-23
46- 4
51-21
64-3
94- 1

107- *

110-18
110-28
117-15
129-32
133-26
135-26

m
sp
S

and it is our I' to work out the solution.

Upon Adam devolved the pleasurable f of

Gabriel has the more quiet t' of

This f God demands us to accept lovingly
This f becomes easy, if you understand that
There is nothing difficult nor toilsome in this V,

It Is the V of the sturdy pioneer to hew the
is Indeed a I- as impracticable as to arrange
a (• not difficult, when one understands
apportion to themselves a V impossi,blo

Beholding the infinite V of truth,

nor can they feel, t'. or smell Spirit.
Matter cannot see, feel, hear, <•,

material hearing, sight, touch, t', and smell,
It will be indeed sweet at its first {,

and cling to earth because be has not f heaven.

Kindred f, motives, and aspirations are
fill our young readers with wrong V and
feels, hears, f, and smells only in b«lief.

as the mouth f meat."— c7'o6 34;,3.

we shall not hug our f close about us.

and we shall avoid loquacious f

were V by the author in this College.
Our Master I- his disciples one brief prayer,
Jesus of Nazareth I' and demonstrated man's
he f mortals the opposite of themselves,
Jesus V the way of Life by demonstration.
Our Master f no mere theory, doctrine,
the divine Principle of all real being which he f
and V the unseen verities of God,
Rabbi and priest V the Mosaic law,
must work out our salvat ion in the way Jesus f.

he f his followers the healing power
understood better what the Master had t\
He V that the material senses shut out Truth
ever f or demonstrated the divine healing
The truth V by Jesus, the elders scoffed at.

Jesus had f his disciples the Science of this
final demonstration of the truth which Jesus V.
The Science Jesug V and lived must triumph
and beheld the final proof of all that he had V,
the truthfulness of all that he had t\
the works which he did and f others to do.
in the direction f by the Apostle James,
Jesus t- but one God, one Spirit,
neither was I f it,

— Gal. 1; 12.

No human pen nor tongue t- me the Science
spiritually discerned, V, and demonstrated
Our Master f spirituality by similitudes
The sinner sees, in the system f in this book,
who t- as he was inspired by the Father
Christianity as Jesus f it was sot a creed,

taught
5 136- 2

) 47-25
156-28

ph 180- 3

180-29
195- 2

f 227- 5

232-19
237-15

6 294-16
300-27
306- 5

310-18
319-21
321-32
329- 3

333-11
343- 1

359- 1

p 37^19
440- 6

t 449-30
455-26
461- 8

463- 6

r 473-28
477-4

ap 56()-30

575-15

tea
sp 80- 3

p 406-29

teach
pref viii- 9

a 28- 1

m 60-27
66- 6

69-23
81-15
139-12

/ 235-24
236-23
240- 7

b 271-21
283-29

p 382-16
382-26
416-32

M43- *

445- 9

445-10
445-13
449-13
449-16
450-11
453-14
454- 4
455-8

(? 540-23

Teacher
faltb In the

a 25-27

great
a

sp
s

He f his follow£rs that his religion
and f the generalities of its divine Principle
Metaphysics, as f in C. S., is the next
it should be f to do. the body no harm
as f and demonstrated by Christ Jesus.
After the babbling boy had been f to speak
and mortals are f their right to freedom,
Jesus never f that drugs.
Children should be f the Truth-cure,
f, as they are by physiology and pathology,
is f by the schools.
Jesus f them how death was to be overcome
We are commonly f that there is a
f in the original language of the Bible
f them how to handle serpents unharmed,
they will be sought and f,
which is t\ illustrated, and demonstrated
The people are f in such cases to say. Amen.
whom they have seen and have been f to love
the opposite statement of Life as f in C. S.,
is f how to make sleep befool reason
if the student practises what he is f,
if he is f of God to discern it.

C. S. can be f only by those who are
familiar with the obstetrics f by this Science,
He proved what he t\
Jesus f that the kingdom of God is intact,
was to be ignorant of the divine idea he f.
Did not Jesus illustrate the truths he (*

A cup of coffee or f is not the equal of truth,
alcoholic drinks, tobacco, V, coffee, opium.

Theology and physics f that both Spirit and
The Pharisees claimed to know and to f the
and t' us life's sweeter harmonies.
Trials f mortals not to lean on a material
the child may ask, "Do you f that
when alleged spirits f immortality.
will (• men patiently and wisely to stem tha
physicians should be able to f it.

Parents should V their children at the earliest
Suns and planets /• grand lessons^
shall f you all things."— John 14 ; 26.

than we can f and illustrate geometry by
than is the devotee . . . who comes to < the
but for the glorious Principle you f,
T' them that their being is sustained by Spirit.
f a just man, and he will— Prov. 9; 9.

T- the great possibilities of man endued with
T' the dangerous possibility of
T' the meekness and might of life

registers his healing ability and fitness to f,
to (• this subject properly and correctly
To t' C. S. to such as these is no task.
T' your student that he must know himself
T' your students the omnipotence of Truth,
in order to f this Science of healing.
is to f mortals never to believe a he.

faith in the T' and all the emotional love

20-20 the scourge and the cross awaited the great 2^.

25-23 the great T' by no means relieved others from
33-19 our great' r- said : "Not my will,— I.uA:e22; 42.

56- 1 When our great T' came to him for baptism,
85-30 The great T- knew both cause and effect.

Our great T' of mental jurisprudence

m
sp
p 441-31

immaculate
S 137- 5

new
S 136-28

teacher
and student

t 457- 5 this book has done more for f and student,
T' and student should also be familiar with

when their immaculate T' stood before them.

No wonder Herod desired to see the new T\

463- 5
buman

t 455-18

Inspired
b 319-27

Student, who receives , from a buman f

wrote down what an inspired f had said.

of Christian Science .... .

1 449-28 A proper f of C. S. improves the health and
sole

pref viii-30 for the Bible was her sole C ;

thoughts of the
, , ,

f 235-14 The pure and uplifting thoughts of the t',

s 162-31 the famous Philadelphia f of medical practice.
t 444-31 The (• must make clear to students the^

445- 2 f must thoroughly fit his students
449-31 the t- is a Scientist only in name.
151-19 every conscientious f of the Science of
452-18 The <• must know the truth himself.
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teachers
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temperance
an 106-28 poodncss, faith, meekness, i' :— Gal. 5; 22, 23.

s 115-27 corripassion, hope, faith, meekness, f.
o 348-31 ethics and V have received an Impulse,
p 404-17 The /• reform, felt all over our land,

temperate
b 322^25 is neither a V man nor a reliable religionist.

temperature
s 152-17 to ascertain the t- of the patient's body :

p 413- 8 the I- of children and of men,
temperatures

p 38&- 5 Expose the body to certain f,

tempest
s 134-28 stilled the V, healed the sick,
b 327-18 to Clamor with midnight and V.

tempest's
pfi 192-14 the devourfng flame, the f breath.

tempest-tossed
g 536- 6 as a symbol of f human concepts

temple
also means body

ap 576-14 The word t' also means body.
destroy this

a 27-12 "Destroy this f— John 2: 19.

b 314-14 "Destroy this V;— John 2: 19.

r494-2 "Destroy this f— ./0/jn 2; 19.

material
b 314-16 their material V instead of his body.

no
ap 576-10 And I saw no / therein :

— Rev. 21 ; 22.

676-12 There was no <•,
— that is, no material

576-20 with "no f [body] therein"— Rev. 21 ; 22.

of Christian Science
6 28a-20 The chief stones in the f of C. S.

of tbe Holy Ghost
p 365-28 f of the Holy Ghost,— the patient's spiritual

or body
p 428-13 Thus we may establish in truth the V, or body.

Tell of the
gl 597-11 It rent the veir of the f.

s 142-19 need to be whipped out of the t',

ap 576-11 and the Lamb are the f of it.— Rev. 21 .' 23.
676-17 spoke of his material body as the V

gl 595- 7 definition of

temples
s 142-22 to purge the f of their vain traffic

temporal
a 51-12 Jesus could give his t- life Into his
s 122-27 T' life is a false sense of existence.

ph 190-17- This mortal seeming is f ;

t> 274- 4 knowledge gained from the five senses is only (•,

277-30 for matter is V and is therefore a
288-22 Material and f thoughts are human,
286-25 The V and material are not then creations of
287- 3 but belong, with all that is material and V,
289- 2 the V debris of error, belief in sin,
300-13 The V and unreal never touch the
301- 9 Involves error and therefore is material, V.
302- 3 The material body and mind are /•,

335-14 Things material and f are insubstantial.
336- 5 never . . . the eternal into the f,
337-26 T' things are the thoughts of mortals

o 360-18 This ideal is either f or eternal.
p 412-24 and that sickness is a f dreani.
T 468-13 matter is the unreal and v.

g 638-27 This account is . . . of sin which Is t\
ap 569-25 Scriptures declare Ihat evil Is f,

temporarily
s 110-22 and its ideas may be /• abused
p 397-29 tbe belief that mind Is, even f, compressed

415-15 They only render mortal mind ( less fearful,
T 483- 3 they do not heal, but only relieve suffering V,

ap 576-17 the temple to be V rebuilt

temporary
/ 213-15 towards the finite, V, and discordant.
h 282-11 a belief in a ... f material existence.
282-12 Eternal Mind and f material existence
298- 9 a mortal V sense of things,
311-18 a sense of V loss or absence of soul,
318-26 Material methods are f,

p 442-23 Christ, Truth, gives mortals f food
/ 444-10 right use of f and eternal means.
g 522-16 this state of things is declared to be t'

tempt
s 153-32 Neither sympathy nor society should ever V
g 529-21 Whence comes a talking, lying serpent to V

temptation
bids us repeat
pr 5- 7 T- bids us repeat the offence,

deliver us from
a 22-21 Love is not hasty to deliver us from V,

temptation
may lead us Into

pr 7-27 danger . . . that It may lead us into f
not Into

pr 17- 8 And lead us not into f,— Matt. 6; 13.
17-10 And God leadeth us not into f,

resist the
/ 218-25 Resist the f to believe in

sinful
p 381- 6 than you are to yield to a sinful f

to sin

p 420-13 as positively as they can the f to sin.

a 42-22 f, sin, sickness, and death had no terror
s 158-19 It is pitiful to lead men into f
c 267-29 the man that endureth . . . f -.

— Jas. 1 .• 12

p 387-31 not only from f, but from bodily suffering.
441- 8 to keep perpetual silence, and in case of f,

t 450-22 Sickness to him is no less a f than is sin.

pi 531-13 The ark indicates /• overcome
598-18 Error ; fornication ; /• ; passion.

tempted
p 393-31 false belief is both the tempter and the f,
g 527-13 "God cannot be f with evil,— ^as. 1 ; 13.

ap 564-15 Since Jesus must have been f in all points,
tempter

p 393-30 false belief Is both the fsnd the tempted,
tempteth

g 527-13 neither t- He any man."— Jas. l ; 13.

tempting
g 527-11 represents God, Love, as f man,

tempts
r 495-14 When the illusion of sickness or sin V you.

Ten
b 280-18 declared as Jehovah's first command of the T- :

ap 563-13 belief that ... the T" Commandments can be
ten

sp 94-20 Of the f lepers whom Jesus healed,
ph 193-13 In about t' minutes he opened his eyes
/ 246-22 would enjoy more than threescore years and t'

p 421-32 of eight multiplied by five, and of seven by V,
cp 562-31 having seven heads and /• horns,— Rev. 12:3,

663-11 The f horns of the dragon typify the
tenacious

s 144-12 the more obstinately f its error ;

tenaciously
o 348-21 Instead of f defending the supposed

tenacity
sp 77-18 according to the V of error.
6 296-21 depends upon the t' of error.

p 398-18 on account of the /• of belief in its truth,
tend

ph 19^ 8 false pleasures which V to perpetuate this

p 419- 4 Errors of all sorts t- in this direction.
g 542-11 avoidance of justice and the denial of truth / to

tendencies
/ 225-25 despotic t\ inherent in mortal mind
h 272-22 In contrast with the downward f and

tendency
a 40- 4 devout Christian, perceiving the scope ind t- ofm 60-20 Is not its present t-, and why?
sp 78-15 gathered from ignorance are pernicious in f.
s 111-21 an essay calculated to offset the f of the'

112-14 wholly numan in their origin and /•

/ 213-12 and is a V towards God. Spirit.
p 423- 5 the <• towards a favorable result.

ap 570- 4 The present apathy as to the f of
tender

pr 3-14 la not the Ihiage and likeness of the patient, f,m 57-11 should be loving, pure, f, and strong.
59- 3 There should be the most t- solicitude for
69-17 T' words and unselfish care in what

b 332- 5 His t' relationship to His spiritual creation.

p 367- 3 The t' word and Christian encouragement of

fr 600- whether the V grape appear,— Song 7: 12.

tenderly
a 507- 5 V expressing the fatherhood and

tenderness
p 434-17 regards the prisoner with the utmost t\

g 514-18 T' accompanies all .the might imparted by
tending

g 545- 9 by thought t" spiritually upward
tends

pr 2-16 but It t- to bring us Into harmony
sp 79- 3 f to frighten into death those who are ignorant

92-27 This belief f to support two opposite powers,
93-30 This belief r to becloud our apprehension of

p 370-21 physical diagnosis ... f to induce disease.
405-25 f to destroy the ability to do right.
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tends
p 430-10 f to shut out the true sense of Life

t 443- 6 r to deter those, who make such a
451-31 f to blast moral sense, health, and

tenets
,. ^ . ,r^ t, .

r 497- 1 important points, or reUgioua f, of C. S. :

Tennyson . , ^ ,

sp SS-2 the poet T' expressed the ueart a desire,

Tennyson's
ph 194-26 and realizing T' description :

tenor
p 427-20 The f of the Word shows that we shall obtain

tension
p 393-22 Your body would suffer no more from f

tentative
p 422-32 His treatment is therefore f.

tenth
ap 558- 1 in the C chapter of his book of Revelation :

gl 59&-22 Tithe. Contribution ; f part ; homage ;

term
class

t 454-25 at the close of a class C,
double . , -, „ . .

gl 590-2r This double f is not used in the first chapter
for God

b 28d-19 In the Saxon . . . good is the V for God.

generic , ^

c 259- 1 to comprehend in Science the generic V man.
r 475-15 the generic f for all that reflects God's
g 516-30 It follows that man is a generic f.

gods
T 466-19 is as Improper as the f gods.

ap 576-26 The f Lord, as used in our version-

man . . - ^ •

g 525- 7 some of the equivalents of the f man
obsolete , . ^

gl 588-22 A f obsolete in Science if used with
recent

p 402-23 mesmerism— or hypnotism, to use the recent /

souls ...
r 466-19 The V souls or sptrtts is as improper as

specific , , .

an 103-19 the specific f for error, or mortal mind.

s 114- 4 meaning by this f the flesh opposed to Spirit,

fl 590-15 this i- is sometimes employed as a title,

terminates
b 338- 7 rin diacotd and mortality,

terms
Bible

gl 679- 5 the metaphysical interpretation of Bible I',

communicable
sp 74-3 To be on communicable I'-with Spirit.

contradiction of
c 257-32 infinite form involves a contradiction of f.

dictate
p 409-10 cannot dictate f to consciousness

dictate its
, , . .

/ 228-23 dictate its f, and form and control it with
different , , ,

s 161-32 different v than does the metaphysician ;

friendly , , „
p 438-31 to be on friendly f with the firm of

implied by the ... ^ ^

sp 94- 5 includes all that is imphed by the V
Intimate , ^ , , .^

p 437- 2 he was on intimate f with the plaintiff,

material
5 115- 3 the Inadequacy of material f

115-10 when translating material V back Into

O 349-17 one is obliged to use material f
349-25 material f must be generally employed.

of forgiveness
pr U- 2 specified also the f of forgiveness.

pairs of
r 466-U but these contrasting pairs of f

synonymous
s 127-13 These synonymous f stand for

o 345- 2 are often regarded as synonymous f ;

r 465-11 Question.— Are these f synonymous?
your own . ^ . ,

p 391-27 Therefore make your own f with sickness.

s 116-27 If the f personality, as applied to God,
117- 1 The /• individuality is also open to objections,
123-16 The f C. S. was introduced Dy the author
127-15 the f C. S. relates especially to

128- 4 The f Science, prooerly understood,
b 274-17 what we erroneously f the five physical senses

278-28 All that we t" sin, sickness, and death
311- 3 What we f mortal mind or
313- I The f Christ Jesus, or Jesus the Christ

p 401-16 What I t- chemicalization is the upheaval
T 496-30 if by that t- is meant doctrinal beliefs.

gl 597-25 the t- as applied to Mind or to one of God's

termed
sp 91-20 or through what are V the material senses.

92- 8 decomposition of mortal bodies in what Is f
death.

5 114-29 what is f matter is but the subjective state

114-30 of what is t- by the author mortal mind.
149-23 has cured what is f organic disease

ph 173-11 What is f matter manifests nothing but
177- I produces what is f organic disease

177-21 qualities and effects of what is f matter,
179-22 sustained by what is f material law,
182- 6 what are V laws of nature, appertain to matter.
184-25 what is f a fatally broken physical law.
188- 3 What is V disease does not exist.

f 210-25 What is f matter, being unintelligent,
h 290- 4 before what is C death overtakes mortals,
298- 8 What is <• material sense can report only a

p 377-16 caused what is t- instantaneous death.
377-24 what are (" organic diseases as readily as
382-13 He, who is ignorant of what is f hygienic law,
384- 1 Can matter, or what is f matter, either feel or
392-20 in the form of what is t- pulmonarv disease,
409-12 substratum of mortal mind, f the body,
417-12 what is t- matter cannot be sick ;

r 469- 2 What is l' matter is unknown to Spirit,
484-11 What are t- natural science and material laws
526-10 material hearing, sight, . . . f the five senses.

f/l 580-16 the opposer of Truth, f error ;

582-25 the testimony of what is <• material sense ;

f)l 584-23 the opposite of mind, f matter,
594- 6 opposite of Spirit, or good, r matter, or evil ;

595-20 continues after, what is f death, until

sp 73- 5
* 127- 9

ap 573-10

terrestrial
s 123- 3

ap 572-29

terrible
a 50-26
5 156- 6

ph 188- 5
6 289-11

p 407- 2

437-17
r 486-30

terrified
p 366-25

terrify
p 380-17

terrifying
p376- 1

terror
a 42-23

346-21
352-28

p 378-16

terrors
6 289-15

test
pr 5-5

9- 5

a 42-30
S 147- 8

/ 204-19
344-15

r 473-21
493-30

Testament
b 313-14

tested
pref viii- 2

an 101-10

testified
a 52- 7"

5 134-5
159- 3

p 388-7
436-35
437- 2

439- 6

testifies
b 331- 9

p 430-28
431-25
432- 1

432-20

but another, . . . it f a spirit
The V Divine Science, Spiritual Science,
what the human mind f matter

the greater error as to our f bodies.

Were this new heaven and new earth t' or

The burden of that hour was t'

It was a f case.

belief of sin. which has grown I' In strength
To suppose that . . . is a !• mistake.
inconceivably f to man's 8elf-resi>ect.

the f records of your Court of Error.
Would place man in a t' situation.

The sick are f by their sick beliefs.

Gazing at a chained lion, . . . should nql f ft

more V than that of most other diseases.

sin, sickness, and death had no (• for Jesus.

If a dream ceases, . . . the t' is over.

f of ghosts will depart
often causes the beast to retreat in f.

proves the."king of f" to be but a— Job. 18 .• 14.

the f of our sincerity,— namely, reformation.

The f of all prayer lies in the answer to

to f his still uncomprehended saying,
submitted to the broadest practical r.

They can never stand the f of Science,

until the enemies of C. S. f its efficacy

and to f its unerring Science according to his

Who dares to doubt this consummate /*

(see also Old and New Testament)

is, in the Greek T', character.

her system has been fully f
which f during several sessions the

their senses <•• oppositely, „ .,„«,^,...w»
those who f for Truth were so often persecuted

her sister f that the deceased protested

Apostle John f to the divine basis of C. S..

/• that he was a ruler of Body,
He also f that he was on intimate terms with

Death f that he was absent from the

falsely V to a beginning and an

being caUed for, a witness f thus :

Another witness takes the stand and t .

The next witness «:
;

Another witness takes the stand and i .
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Impossible for aught but Mind to f truly
five material senses V to truth and error
would be allowed to f in the case.

testify
S 120-19
J»2«7-28

p 431- 2

testimony
accordiDg to the

b 334-22 according to the f of the corporeal senses,

aUtbe
p 434-24 All the V has been on the side of

connrm his
p 432-24 my presence was required to confirm his t'

cooflrais that
s 120-28 confirms that t- as legitimate

correct
6 284-17

denying the
S 122-19

dispute the
p 390-13

false
S 108-25
120- 7

121-21

ph 192-21
b 268-17
273-10
294-17
296-28
301-25

p 440-27
516- 6

Can the material . . give correct t'

denying the f of the senses,

dispute the f of the material senses

is the false V of false material sense.
Science reverses the false V of the
false f of the eye deluded the
senses must give up their false t\
based on the false f of the material
Divine Science reverses the false f
taught, ... to revere false t\
until Science obliterates this false f.

arise from the false V of material sense,

repudiate the false V of Personal Sense,
when we subordinate the false f of

for the plalnticr
p 433- 1 The f for the plaintiff. Personal Sense,

bumsn
sp 71-24 no proof nor power outside of human f

Immortal
r 490-25
490-25

Jarring
b 305-25 Undisturbed amid the jarring f of the

law and
p 43&-10 Upon this statute hangs all the law and r

law or
/ 238-28 no time for gossip about false law or f

medical
p 370-23 According to both medical f and

mortal
no mortal f Is founded on the
Mortal f can be shaken.
One Is the mortal f, changing.

destroy all material sense with Immortal t'.

This immortal V ushers in the

b 297-27
297-28

r 494-26
of error

r 481-13 the (• of error, declaring existence to bo
of material sense

b 297-22 contradicting the f of material sense.

301-25 arise from the false V of material sense,

p 396-14 refutation of the f of material sense

of matter
p 437-14 the t- of matter respected ;

of sin

p 396-17 not because the V of sin or disease Is true,

O' Spirit ^ ,c...
s 128-25 forever destroys with the higher f of Spirit

/ 252-16 contrasts strikingly with the f of Spirit.

b 269-24 and on the f of th» Science of Mind.
of the scrociiti

g 538-15 The V of the serpent ia significant of the

opposite
/ 252-31 Spirit, bearing opposite V. saith :

opposition to the . . ,

p 395- 3 in opposition to the f of the deceitful senses,

physical
b 295- 4 proof of the unreliability of physical f

pseudo-mental
p 389-10 This pseudo-mental f can be destroyed

reversing the
s 120-20 reversing the f of the physical senses,

120-27 instead of reversing the f of the physical

p 441-18 Reversing the f of Personal Sense

p 433- 4 He analyzes the offence, reviews the f,
TiSC ftlMtTC the

c 262-12 rise above the f of the material senses,

Scriptural
s 116- 7 as to make this Scriptural f true

tbeir
ap 568-18 by the word of their f ;— Rev. 12; 11.

this ^ ^ _.

this f manifests Itself on the body
the conceded falsity of this f.

This f of Holy Writ sustains the

6 297-6
p 396-16

ap 573- 5

valid
p 434-27 The only valid f In the case shows

testimony
5 120-16
6 269-21
288- 5
296-26
317-25

O 353- 5

r 488-19

gl 582-25

tests
s 111-31

/ 233-27

text
each

(7 502-18
familiar

6 320-11
favorite

6 340-16
of Truth
pref x-13
original

6 320-17
this
ph 196-12
6 291-20
340- 4

g 509-15
525-30

ap 574-16

nor can the material senses bear reliable t
V of the material senses is neither
and the V of the material senses,
Mortal mind judges by the V of the
the <" of the material senses
till the V of the physical senses yields
beliefs, the V of which cannot be true
the V of what is termed material sense ;

to the broadest practical v.
not more imquestionable than the scientific f

each V is followed by ita

in the same work, the familiar V, Genesis vl. 3,

The First Commandment is my favorite f.

but has bluntly and honestly given the <of Truth.

original V declares plainly the spiritual fact

A careful study of this V shows that
This f has been transformed into the
This V in the book of Ecclesiastes
This V gives the idea of the rarefaction
In this V Eden stands for the mortal,
The beauty of this V is, that the sum total of

In the f, "The right hand of— Psal. 118; 16.

The V, "Whosoever llveth z.nd— John 11 ; 26.

the V, "In my flesh shall I— Job 19; 26.

in the scientifically Christian meaning of the V
feminine gender is not yet expressed in the ('.

in the legendary Scriptural f
the f is made to appear contradictory
The f "In the day that the Lord— Gen. 2 ; 4.

a 38-15

ph 170-10
6 320-25

e 505-27
508-17
625-15
537-26
543-31

textbook
s 110-14
t 455-26

textbooks
ph 198-11 fills in his delineations v/ith sketches from V.

texts
a 24- 4 Acquaintance with the original f,

thank
s 131-19

thankful
6 329-10 f that Jesus, who was the true demonstrator of

thanks
expression of

pr 3-26 more than a verbal expression of f

the Bible was my only V.
Science and Health for his t\

"I V Thee, O Father,— Luke 10; 21.

gave
a

sp 70- 2 t- of the corporeal senses cannot inform us
s 108- 2 a conviction antagonistic to the f of

32-18
33-16

give
pr 9- 1

/ 214-25

ap 568-24

he took the cup, and gave f,— Matt. 26; 27.

he gave V and said,

Do we not rather give V that we
with cannibal tidbits and give t-

uira-/.-. For victory over a single sini we give t'

670-24 Those ready for the olessing you impart wLU
give V.

to God
pr 3-28 and yet return /• to God for all blessings.

sp 94-22

/ 221-24
t 453-21

theatre
c 261-16

Thee
s 131-19

ph 190-30
C 262-17
262-18

P410-S
theft

s 143-17

6.330-30

thefts
an 100- *

but one returned to give God <,

"giving God f ;"— sec Eph. 5; 20.

masquerader in this Science f God that there is

so lame that he hobbled every day to the V,

"I thank T\ O Father,— Luke 10:

For with T- is the fountain of life
;

"I have heard of T- by the— Jot) 42 ; 5.

but now mine eye seetn T-."— Job 42 ; 5.

that they might know T\— John 17; 3.

It saves from starvation by t\

hypocrisy, slander, hate, t\ adultery.

21.

Psal. 36 ; 9

f, false witness, blasphemies:— Malt.'lS: 19,

The Lancet
/245- 4 medical magazine called T'. L\

theme
pref x-15

theodicy
an 104-14

theogony
ph 170- 3 Truth Is ndt the basis of V

theologians
b 320- 6 The most distinguished V in Europe

or treat in full detail so infinite a (•,

and reveals the <• whiCh Indicates
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theological

a 24-16 the ordinary f views of atonement
s 141- 1 indicates tlie distance between the /" and

tJieologus
1 459-28 the f (that is, the student

Theology
s lls-13 Science, T', and Medicine are means of
131-12 chapter sub-title

theology
anatomy and

s 148-13 anatomy and f define man aa
14S-17 Anatomy and f reject the divine Principle

aoatomy nor
. s 148- 7 Neither anatomy nor f has ever described

and healing
s 138-18 precedent for all Christianity, f, and healing.

and physics
pref viii- 9 T' and physics teach that both
divine

/ 234-23 the -weary searcher after a divine f,
r 469-29 is as pernicious to divine /" as are

erudite
a 24-20 Does erudite f regard the crucifixion of

guidance of a
s 148-31 leaves them to the guidance of a V which

bis
s 138-31 It is his fin this book and the

JTewish
a 42- 3 The Jewish f gave no hint of the
r 466-24 Heathen mythology and Jewish f have

of Christian Science
s 145-31 The f of C. S. includes healing
/252- 6 regarding the pathology and f of C. S.
p 404-21 most important points in the f of C. S.

of Jesus
s 138-30 It was this f of Jesus which healed
p 369- 8 and comprehends the /• of Jesus

our Master's
s 139- 3 It was our Master's /• which the Impious

popular
s 126-16 C. S. on the one hand and popular f on the
g 557-22 Popular /• takes up the history of man

problem In
a 23- 8 The atonement Is a hard problem in f,

scholastic
a 41-19 philosophy, materia medica, or scholastic /
s 141-32 now occupied by scholastic V and physiology,
/ 226-18 scholastic f, material medicine
6 315- 4 the scholastic f of the rabbis.

tries to explain
5 148-21 Then V tries to explain hew to make this

s 138-32 spiritual meaning of this f,
(;neoreticaI

sp 98-27 and they are not f and fragmentary,
s 164- 5 "No systematic or t- classification of

ph 191- 8 As a material, f life-basis is found to be a
b 295-25 The f mind is matter, named brain, or
341- 4 from a r to a practical Christianity.

theoretically
pr 3-18 We admit f that God is good, . . . and then

357-13 but if we /• endow mortals with the
theories
are sometimes pernicious

P 394-18 that their V are sometimes pernicious,
cease

/ 216- 5 Here f cease, and Science unveils the mysterycommon '

o 342-30 according to the common V,
conflicting

355-14 the relative value of the two conflictlne «•

contradictory
^

r 492-15 These two contradictory f . . . will disputecruder
p;i 189- 6 raises the human thought above the cruder f

aietetic
p 389-13 Our dietetic f first admit that food

doctrines and
b 319-15 The varied doctrines and f which

false
s 151-15 false /•, from which multitudes would gladly

, r.***~26 involved in all false f and practices.
fossils of

s 147-21 perishing fossils of V already antiquated,

P 367- « better than hecatombs of gushing f,

g 549- 7 give place to higher V and demonstrations.Human
{see human)

Jts own
sp 81- 7 At the very best and on its own f, spiritualism

.; 232- 3 Many f relative to God and man

theories
material

{sec material)
medical

o 348- 3 Medical f virtually admit the nothingness ot
p 382-20 A patient thoroughly booked in medical f

mortal
g 552-10 Mortal V make friends of eiu,

most
g 547-17 is more consistent than most t'.

of man
a 20-4 to forms of doctrine or to f of man,

of parents
/ 237-10 The more stubborn beliefs and f of parents

ordinary
s 156-12 Believing then somewhat in the ordinary V

or thoughts
/ 237-17 discussing or entertaining (* or thoughts

our
5 119- 2 that is, when we do so in our f,
122-29 Our V make the same mistake regarding-
152-20 Such a fact illustrates our f.

b 312-23 Our V are based on finite premises,
physical

s 123-13 Divine Science, rising above physical f,
prevalent

/ 232-11 but our prevalent V practically deny this»
283-13 But what say prevalent r?

p 389-18 If God has, as prevalent V maintain,
relinquish all

/ 249- I Let US accept Science, relinquish all V
self-assertive

/ 204-23 False and self-assertive V have given
special

s 133-22 carried out in special V concerning God,
speculative

/ 209-27 the paraphernalia of speculative f,
such

s 119- 5 such f lead to one of two things.
ph 185-11 Such f and such systems of so-called mlnd-cure,

185-17 Such f have no relationship to C. S.,
/ 204-18 Such f are evidently erroneous.

these
/ 232-12 These V must be untrue,

two
r 494-25 Which of these two V concerning

various
b 339-32 Our various /• will never lose their imaginary
gl 587-12 the various /• that hold mind to be a

/ 228- 7 prolific subject for mortal belief to pin (• upon :

269-29 The f I combat are these ;

g 526- 9 Belief involves f of material hearing,
theorizes

b 295-31 error t that spirit is bom of matter

theorizing
ph 172- 3 T' about man's development from

theory
accepted

g 552- 5 -was once an accepted f.
any other

/ 249-10 Any other f of Life, or God. is delusive
confirms my

p 370-14 This confirms my f that faith in the drug
conservative

r 492-29 The conservative i\ long believed, is

contrary to Christian Science
sp 71-31 a f contrary to C. S.

Darwin's
g 547-15 Darwin's V of evolution from a material basis
547-17 Darwin's V,— that Mind produces its opposite,

doctrinal
s 132-24 on any but a material and a doctrinal /•.

erroneous
ph 177-16 erroneous f of life and intelligence in matter,
g 522-18 In this erroneous V, matter takes the place

every
ph 194-13 Every V opposed to this fact

false
s 123- 1 false f as to the relations of the celestial

first
6 269-32 The first ^, that matter is everything,

incorrect in
pref X- 5 incorrect In / and fiUed with plagiarisms

'

material
s 152-12 Such errors beset every material f,
c 257-23 the material V of mind in matter
g 545-16 Error tills the whole ground in this material V,

mere
a 26-28 Our Master taught no mere V, doctrine, or

Mesmer's
an 100-13 to Investigate Mesmer's V and to report

mistalfen in

/ 229-iy mistaken In V and in practice.
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theory
mortal

g M7-29 sensual, and mortal f of the universe,

mytbologlc
g 531-29 The mythologic f of material life

DO Other ^.
r 483-28 does honor God as no other V honors Him,

of Christian Science
s 112-23 Any V of C. S., which departs from

one
p 372- 6 One V about this mortal mind \s,

opposed to the
g 545-12 opposed to the f of man as evolved from

scientific

g 547-11 conclusions as to the scientific V of creation.

speculative „ ,

ph 195-24 the speculative V, the nauseous fiction-

suib a
a 23- 7 Such a «• is man-made.

support bis
ph 19&-25 though the doctor says nothing to support his T .

this
b 300-27 This V is unscientific.
( 458- 7 This V is supposed to favor practice from
r 492-31 This f would keep truth and error always at

war.
true

g 547-25 The true V of the universe, includmg man,
whatever

g 553-20 "RTiatever V may be adopted by
your

( 456-16 Any dishonesty in your f and practice

The V of three persons in one God
The V that Spirit is not the only substance
The V that soul, spirit, intelligence.
The f, that Spirit is distinct from matter
What basis is there for the V of

that (' is sure to become the signal for

C256-9
257-6

t 300-26
335-2

r478-7
g 553-22

theosophy
sp 99-18
S 111- 1

129-17
139-28

r484-8

therapeutic
« 164- 6 "No. . . classification of diseases or of <• agents,
p 369-23 The prophylactic and V , . . arts

therapeutical
an 101-15 physiological and V questions,

therapeutics
an 101-18 nothing In common with either physiology or <•

"

» 149-27 predictmg disease does not dignify V.

thereafter
<m 104-26 This greater error V occupies the ground.
/ 221- 6 (• he partooli of but one meal in

Those individuals, who adopt f,

hypotheses of agnosticism, pantheism, V,

spiritualism, V, . . . are antagonistic to

V, and agnosticism are opposed to C. S.,

mesmerism, hypnotism, f, or spiritualism?

thereat
t 451-14

thereby
5 108-28

119-14

/ 234-15
6 290-28
302- 7

308-22

p 397- 6
t 457-26

g 528-17

(?; 583-18

therefore
PT 1-*

8-11
16- 9
19- 1

31-11
36-32
37-28
39-15
42-27
51-16
56- *

57-19
60-10
69-25
71-30
76-11
99-20

an 103- 1

3 112- 4
114- 2
114-15
116-18
117- 6
118-21>

m

sp

many there be which go in V "—Matt. 7; 13.

f shutting out the true sense of Spirit.
f malcing Him guilty of maintaining
f robbing both themselves and others.
The murderer, . .. . does not t- forsalce sin.

is /• discerned and remains unchanged,
and Trutli, being V understood,
t- actually injuring those whom we
intending f tp initiate the cure which they
and f create woman.
V casting our devils, or error,

T- I say unto you,— Mark 11 : 24.

and (" insincere, what must be the comment
"After this manner r pray ye,"— Matt. 6:9.
It was f Christ's purpose to reconcile man to
the only creator, and t- as the Father of all.

Can God f overlook the law
"Be ye t' perfect, even as— Matt. SMS.
To him, f, death was not the threshold
and is t' not a mortal but an Immortal.
t' he could no more be separated from
What V God hath joined— Matt. 19; 6.

It is unselfish ; V it cannot exist alone,
T- maternal affection lives on
f matter Is out of the question
Spiritualism t' presupposes Spirit, . . to be
Spirit never entered matter and was V
T' mycontest Is not with the Individual,
virtue In families and <• in the community,
can, <•, be but one method In its tOiching.
t', to be understood, the author
Iraplies something untrue and f unreal ;

V that matter Is nothing beyond an Image In
r the language of Spirit must be,
X" tliey contradict the divine decrees

therefore
3 120-19 T- the divine Principle of Science, reversing

122-51 and mind f tributary to matter.
125- 9 f more harmonious in his manifestations
127- 2 she will not f lose faith in Christianity,
127-24 T- truth is not human, and is not a law of matter,
130- 6 and t' they cannot accept.
141-22 *• they cannot demonstrate God's healing

ph 164-10 V they are more scientific than are
165- * r- / say unto you,— Matt. 6 ; 25.

191-31 f Truth is able to cast out the ills of the
/ 204-14 It cannot /• be mind, though so called.
207-20 T- there can be no effect from any other cause.
210-31 f it is without a destructive element.
223-13 and t- could not be Spirit.
231-17 T' we accept the conclusion that
244- 2 f sucli deformity is not real,
253-32 "Be ye f perfect,"— ^fatt. 5 ; 48.

c 259-19 "Be ye f perfect,— MaH. 5 ; 48.

267-27 Even in this world, f,
b 269-22 I f plant myself unreservedljr on the
275- 5 T- matter is neither substantial, living, nor
275- 8 and (• He is divine Principle;
277-r 1 and £• cannot spring from intelligence.
277-21 and / that good is the origin of
277-30 for matter is temporal and is f a
279- 8 and is f not eternal.
286-19 T- the spiritual universe Is good,
288-18 "There remaineth f a rest— Heb. 4: 9.

289-26 and f the material must be untrue.
289-28 T- It cannot be said to pass out of matter.
292-28 T- man would be annihilated,
300-23 f Soul is not in matter.
300-29 <• God is seen only in the spiritual
301- 8 involves error and t- is material,
302-25 He is < the divine, infinite Principle,
304-18 Man's happiness Is not, f. at the disposal of
309-30 T- it is never structural nor organic,
,313- 7 T- God, even thy God,— Heb. 1 : 9.

318-24 as though disease were real, f right,
324-11 T- "acquaint now thyself with— Job 22 ; 21.

328- 9 and must t- cling to mortals until,
330-23 V there is in reality one Mind only,
331-15 T- in Spirit all is harmony, and there can be
334- 2 and f antedated Abraham ;

334-32 and f one God.
337- I T- man, reflecting God, cannot lose his
339- 9 T- evil, being contrary to good,
340-12 T- all that really exists is m and of God.

p 362-15 It was f easy for the Magdalen tb
368-28 that mortality (and t' disease) has a
372-16 T- he will be as the angels in heaven.
376-21 T- the efficient remedy is to destroy the
391-21 t" meet tlie intimation with a protest.
391-26 T' make your own terms with sickness,
399- 1 and t- good is infinite. Is All.

400- 3 and f the disease is thoroughly cured.
415- 2 V disease is neither a cause nor an effect.

417-12 Spirit is God, and r cannot be sick ;

419-15 f be sure that you move it off.

422-31 His treatment is f tentative.
431-10 T- I arrested Mortal Man in behalf of

( 446-29 This must t- be watched and guarded against.
447- 9 T- the rule Is, heal the sick when called upon
450-10 and are t- open to the approach and
460-17 It is t- to be dealt with through
464-10 She t- remains unseen at her post,

r 467- 5 T' the command means this :

468-14 T- man is not material ;
he is spiritual.

471-18 God is infinite, f ever present,
472-26 T- the only reality of sin, sickness, or death
475-18 reflection of God, or Mind, and f is eternal ;

488- 5 «• you receive the blessing of Truth.
488-25 T' mental endowments are not at the mercy of

f 506- 3 T- matter, not being the reflection of Spirit,
518-28 and all must t' be as perfect as the
630-27 t- the dreamer and dream are one,
537- 2 f the Lord God [Jehovah] sent— Gpn. 3; 23.

542-15 T- whosoever slayeth Cain,— GfTi. 4 ; 15.

544-25 T- man, in this allegory, is neither a
549-17 we must t' look upon the simple ovirni as

ap 567-25 and f, in his pretence of being a talker,
568-19 T- rejoice, ye heavens,— Rev. 12; 12.

574- 2 This spiritual consciousness is t- a

gl 592- 3 and t- the opposite of God, or good;
692- 5 belief that life has a beginning and f
596- 9 "Whom f ye ignorantly worship,— Acts 17 ; 23.

therein
s 110-23 the Science and truth t- will forever remain

p 382-23 shall in no wise enter <•."— Luke 18; 17.

g 523-18 the Supreme Being is V called Elohim.
523-19 Deity t- is always called Jehovah,
524-31 Does Spirit enter dust, and lose f the

ap 558- * those things which are written f : — Rev. I ; 3.

576-10 And I saw no temple V :
— Rev. 21 ; 22.

676-20 with "no temple [body] «"— Rev, 21 ; 22.
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thereof
«p 95-18

ph 190-26
197-10

/ 246-23
r 476-26
481-19
5ia-21
527-10
527-25
52»-12
630-15
533-8
535-25
540-27

ap 558-16

gl 592-12

thereto
a 23-22

p 436-10

thereunto
354-17

thereupon
p 411-16

436-26

one of the special characteristics t\

place t- shall know it no more.— Psal. 103 ; 19.

"In the day that thou eateat f^Gen. 2: 17.

find this out, and begin the demonstration f.

place I- shall know it no more."— Psal. 103 ; 16.

"In the day that thou eatest f— Gen. 2: 17.

God. who Is the divinely creative Principle /"

in the day that thou eatest f— Gen. 2: 17.

that was the name f — Gen. 2; 19.

closed up the flesh instead V ;

—'Gen. 2 •
21.

In the day ye eat f,— Gen. 3: 5.

"In the day that thou eatest f— Gen. 2 •
17

and multiplies until the end f.

his flock, -and of the fat f —Gen. 4 .• 4.

for God "is the light f."— Rev. 21 .• 23.

a type of moral law and the demongtration f ;

faith and the words corresponding f*

the divine law, and in obedience V.

who f have-set their seals.

T' Jesus cast out the. evil,

T- Judge Medicine sat in judgment on the case,

thermometer
152-16 introducing a f Into the patient's mouth.

Thibet
pr 10-17

thief
6 294-29

thieves
/234-n
p 365-28

thin
/221-7
6295-23

Thine
pr 17-12
a 33-20

/201-*
201- *

thing
creeping

r 475-26

g 513-15
515-15

deadly
•*328-24

P382-*
eveiT Ilvlne

g 517-28
no

6 330-27

ff 554-8

One of the forms of worship In T'

f believes that he gains something by stealing,

against the approach of f and murderers,
convert into a den of t^ the temple

only a f slice of bread without water,
like a cloud melting into f vapor,

For T- is the kingdom, and the— Rfatt. 6: 13.

"Not my will, but T-, be done !"— Luke 22 •
42.

T- enemies have reproached,— Psal. 89; 61.

the footsteps of T' anointed.— Psal. 89 .•51.

and over every creeping V— Gen. 1 : 26.

cattle, and creeping f,— Gen. 1 .• 24.

and over every creeping f— Gen. 1 ; 26.

and if they drink any deadly V,— Mark 16 .• 18.

and if they drink any deadly f,— Mark 16
•

18.

and over every living f— Gen. 1 : 28.

Evil is nothing, no f, mind, nor power.
Error is always error. It is no <•

no Impossible
p 371-22 No impossible f do I ask when urging tho

nor a person
6 287-26 Matter is neither a f nor a person,

no such
r 487-21

?654-4
Of life

/ 247-21

place, nor
sp 71-3

pleasantestm 59- 1

same
p 404-27

Whole
ph 166- 1

sp 70-15

/ 252-23
O350-2
p 411- 1

things
aU
Ifref xil-24

pr 1-i
13-24
15- 8
83-29
85-13
06-2
96-11

S 124-26

ph 136-21
178-16
180-26
180-27

sp

there Is In reality no such f as mortal mind.
There is no such f as mortality.

Beauty is a «• of life, which dwells forever

It Is neither person, place, nor f,

and this is the pleasantest f to do.

are one. and the same f In C. S.

your remedy lies In forgetting the'whole / ;

Does life or soul exist In the f formed f

says : . . What a nice f is sin I

as something and almost the only t;
"The f which I greatly feared— ^o6 3: 25.

"hopeth all f, endureth all f,"— I Cor. 13; 7.

faith that all /• are possible to God,
Love, to whom all f are possible,
but He knows all f
the divine Principle and explanation of all t'.

told me aU. f that ever I did :
— John A: 29.

imwillingness to learn aU f rightly,
until the final spiritualizatlon of all (•.

life, substance, and. continuity of all f.
He can do all f for us In sickness
divine Mind, to which all f are possible,
ever-present Mind who understands all f ,

man knows that with God all f are possible.

things
all

p/i)83- 1

189-20
200-15

/ 201- 9
207-27
208- 3

212-30
215- 2

231-31
232- 9

250-8
C 255-14
256- 6
257- 2

6 271-21
280- 6

280-10
289-30
305-10
307-26
310-16
318-12
353-18

p 387-26
M44- 5
464-19

r 480-26
485-15

493-8
501- *

505-27
516-9
519- 2

525-17

gl 581-12
585-13
597-29

animated
an 100- 9

belief or
6 289-25

eternal
6 337-25

evidence of
r 468-21

makes all f possible to Splilt ;

makes all f start from the lowest Instead of
hast put all f under his feet."— Psal. 8; 6.

and "all f are become new.''— // Cor. 5; 17.

spiritual reality is the scientific fact in all f
Material sense defines all f materially,
its normal action, and the origin of all f
Nothing can hide from them the harmony of
aUf

"all f were made by Him— John 1 ; 3.

"with God all ( are possible,"— Mark 10:27
which never dreams, but understands all (" ;

mortals take limited views of all <•

All f are created spiritually.
If Mind is within and without aU f,
shall teach you all f."— John 14; 26.

All f beautiful and harmless are ideaa of Mind.
Finite belief limits all f, and would compress
Spirit and all f spiritual are the real
so man, like all f real, reflects God,
and gives man dominion over all f.
around which circle harmoniously all f
and doom all f to decay.
All f will continue to disappear, until
which causes all (• discordant.
"AU f work together for good— Rom. 8; 28.

"prove all f ;— / Thess. 5; 21.

"All f were made by Him— John 1 ; 3.

Think not to thwart the spiritual ultimate of

a.nf,
to the immortal truth of all /•.

AU f were made by Him; — John 1 ; 3.

it is the reality of all (•

God fashions all f, after His own likeness,
eternal Mind, the author of all f,
all /• were made through the Word of God,
the spiritual realities of all f are
shall first come and restore all <."— Matt. 17; II.

spiritual govenmient, encompassing all f.

the celestial bodies, the earth, and animated f

The spiritual fact and the material belief of f

Eternal f (verities) are God's thoughts

the evidence of f not seen."— Heb. 11 ; 1.

false sense of
/ 213-31 dipped to Its depths Into a false sense of f,

few
6 323-17 "faithful over a few f."—Matt. 25; 21.

ap 569- 7 faithful over a few f,—Mati. 25; 23.

finite sense of
s 124-12 This is a mortal, finite sense of t-,

forgetting those
353-24 "forgetting those r- which— Phil. 3 ; 13.

former
556-9

good
s 155-31

great
(7 528-22

for the former f will have passed away.

If drugs are good f. Is It safe to say

'For the invisible f of Him,— Rom. 1 ; 20.

and declaring what great t' error has done.
human sense of

sp 99-16 the human sense of f errs

Immortal
6 276-22 towards the contemplation of f Immortal

Imperishable
a 21-11 looks towards the imperishable f of Spirit.

Inrlsibie
r 479-30

lower
6 268-6

man and
6 281-17

material
(see material)

material sense of
6 304- 4 based on a material sense of t-.

Outside the material sense of t-, all is harmony.
arise from the material sense of f, .

in which a material sense of f disappears.

to the spiritual cause of those lower (

reflects reality and divinity in , man and f.

r 489-29

ff 544- 8

gl 597-18
men and

S 118-21 as the natural status of men and f.
mortal sense of

p 370- 3 we must forsake the mortal sense of t',

no such
352-27

of God
6 276-11

Of Spirit
a 21-11

349-24
Old

/20I-8

because there are no such f.

la cognizant only of the f of God.

looks towards the Imperishable f of Spirit.

Speaking of the f of Spirit

a new creature, In whom old f pass away
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things
persons and

c 263-28 mortal sense of persons and {• is not creation

persons or
g 5li- 3 could not

phases of
r 488-1

present
b 304- 6 Tior f present, nor things to come,— Rom. 8 : 38.

fcsolves
excludes matter, resolves ( Into thoughts,
Metaphysics resolves /• into thoughts.

, recreate persons or t'

enduring and harmonious phases of f.

s 123-14
b 269-15

spiritual
& 289-30
326-10
336-13

State of
g 622-15

Spirit and all t- spiritual are the real
and set his whole affections on spiritual t',

T' spiritual and eternal are substantial.

this state .of /• is declared to be temporary
substance of

b 279- 4 "the substance of t- hoped for."— Heb. 11 .•

"The substance of V hoped for,
— Heb, 11 :r 468-20

$uch
an 106-26

surface of
b 313-25

temporal
h 337-26

they which do such f— Gal. 5: 21.

He plunged beneath the material surface of t',

Temporal f are the thoughts of mortals

temporary sense of
298- 9 a mortal temporary sense of ^,

these
pr 7-11
a 31-32
5 131-20

Vh 169-15
6 329-11
O 343-10
fc499-*
<7 640- 6

gl 579- *

those
pr 1-*
5 132- 6
M59-2

ap 558- *

to come
6304-7

Looking deeply into these (', we find
and these V will they do unto you,— John 16 ; 3.

hast hid these f from the wise— Luke 10 ; 21,
The faith reposed in these t' should
Be thankful that Jesus, . . . did the.se t',

"None of these f move me."— Acts 20; 24.

These V saith He tJmt is holy,
— Rev. 3: 7.

I the Lord do all these /• ;"— Isa. 45; 7.

These t- saith He that is holy,
— Rev. 3; 7,

shall believe that those V which— Mark 11 ; 23.

those t- which ye do hear and see :
— Matt. 11 ; 4.

Man then appropriates those f which
keep those I' which are written— Rev. 1 ; 3.

nor things present, nor f to come,— Rom. 8; 38.

true sense of
c 264- 8 if they would gain the true sense of V.

unpleasant
P415-8

Uttered
b 317- 1 Jesus uttered V which had been

whkh pertain
o 350- 2 and of the f which pertain to Spirit

when It contemplates impleasant t;

pr 1-*
1-*

a 20- 1

20-2
27-3

an 10O-*
S 119- 5

129-24

ph 189-18
b 305-18
r 479-32

(; 540-17
540-18
644— 9

ap 560-21

think
pr
a

22.

m
sp

1-5
31-31
42-24
48-13
63- 1

82-2
87-25

S 130-30
155- 1

ph 168- 2

/ 230-27
h 270-24
270-25
297- 1

O 345-26
350- 1

353-8
p 379-16

381-20
385-27
386-18

388-31
38»-6

What V soever ye desire— Mark 11 ; 24.

knoweth what f ye have need of,
— Matt. 6:8.

the V which are Csesar's ;
— Matt. 22; 21.

the f that are God's."— MaH. 22; 21.

what V ye have seen and heard
;

— Luke 7
the V which defile a man.— Matt. 15; 20.

such theories lead to one of two V.

accepting only the outward sense of V.
evidence of all mortal thought or V.
foT what f soever He doeth,— John 5; 19,

by the C that are made."— Rom. 1 : 20.

the f which are CbBsar's ;
— Matt. 22; 21.

the f that are God's."— Matt. 22; 21.

conslsteth not of the f which a man eateth.
As It Is with f, so Is it with persons.

Regardless of what another may say or f
whosoever killeth you will f— John 16; 2.

Let men f they had killed the body I

and V, or even wish, to escape the
You would never f that flannel was better for
We t- of an absent friend as easily as we
because you do not / of it.

no longer f it natural to love sin and
You 're not hurt, so don't <• you are."
who V the standard of C. S. too high for them.
We /• that we are healed when a disease
Mortals t- wickedly : consequently they
They f sickly thoughts, and so become sick.
and they f tney are so ;

if a man <" himself to be something,— Gal. 6: 3.

They f of matter as something
How can a Christian, . . . <• of the latter as real
<" of the experiment of those Oxford boys,
T- less of the enactments of mortal mind.
You say or r, because you have partaken of
You V that your anguish is occasioned by your

loss.
If mortals f that food disturbs the
The less we know or f about hygiene,

think
p 392-17

397-13
412-8
416-29
419-18
429-18

/ 443-15
449- 9
451-9
458-11

r 478-14
478-22
485-14
490-32

p 540-12
553-30

ap 574-25

thinker
c 40-3
s 122-22
128-18

tliinker's
g 547-10

tliinkers
pref vii-13

p 387-13
<450- 1

If you t' that consumption is hereditary
TvTien an accident happens, you t'

concerning the truth which you t- or speak,
thev f too much about their ailments,
T' less of material conditions
unseen by those who f that they bury the body.
and f they can be benefited by
T- it "easier for a camel— Matt. 19; 24
and f to succeed without the spirit,
to f of aiding the divine Principle of healing
Question.— Does brain t\ and cfo nerves feel,
and brain-lobes cannot V
T- not to thwart the spiritual ultimate
will f that he is freezing when he is warm,
we may f in our ignorance that the
before they f or know aught of their origin,
T- of this, dear reader, for it wUl lift the

The advanced /• and devout Christian,
which every f can recall for himself.
It raises the V into his native air of Insight

strengthens the V conclusions

The time for f has come.
Our V do not die early because they
There is a large class of V whose bigotry

450- 9 A third class of f build with solid masonry.
tliinketh

"As he f In his heart,— Prov. 23; 7.
As a man V, so is he.
"As he f In his heart,— Prov. 23; 7,
"As he f In his heart,— Prov. 23 ; 7.

sp 89-13

ph 166- 3
/213-4
p 383-28

tliinldng
a 22- 1

sp 92-29

/ 220-20
225-16
245- 1

p 410-27
424-23

r 483-26

(7 543-20

gl 586- 6

tliinks

V ... to find and follow the right road.
The mistake of V that error can be real,
and V it sees another kitten. ,

.
. ,

proportionate to its embodiment 61 right V.
The error of /• that we are growing old,
to promote right V and doing,
while others are V about your patients
it ought to receive aid, . . . from all f persona
May not Darwin be right in V that
Jesus said, f of the outward vision.

s 154-28 who V she has hurt her face by falling on the
ph 188-16 the dreamer V that his body is material

The belief that matter f, sees, or feels

saying : . . . Nerves feel. Brain /• and sins.
The drunkard V he enjoys drunkenness,
were it not that mortal mind V that the

6 294- 9
294-13
322-17

p 408-24

thinness
/ 205-18

third
sp 91-29
sll6- 1

116-4
156-23

/204- 9
204-15

p 422-15
/450- 8
457- 4

g 503-21
508-27
508-28
509- 6

ap 563-23
577-15

gl 585-28
598-2

thlrsteth
pr 13-4

thirsty
f2U- 8

p 366- 8
376-26
385-29
431-4

thirty
a 47 -12
s 139-18

thistles
b 276-31
535-24

or as they melt Into such f that we

The /• erroneous postulate Is,
T' Degree: Understanding.
In the f degree mortal mind disappears,
but on the /• day she again suffered.
Spirit and matter,— resulting in a f person
The f power, mortal man, is

meet and bring out a f quality,A f class of thinkers build with solid masonry
T- : Because this book has done more for
V, in spiritual and immortal forms of beauty
and the morning were the f day.— Gen. 1 ; 13.

The V stage in the order of C. S.
he rose from the grave,— on the V day of his
And his tall drew the V part— Rev. 12; 4.

t-, Christianity, which is the outcome of the
second from a rib, and f from an egg.
John's Gospel, the f chapter, where we read :

"Ho, every one that f,— Isa. 65; 1.

and giving living waters to the V.
debars hlra from giving drink to the f
to feel pain or heat, to be U or sick,
must be V, and you are V accordingly.
When the sick mortal was f.

The traitor's price was V pieces of silver
the (' thousand different readings in the

not . . . grapes from thorns nor figs from ('.

thorns also and f shall it— Gen. 3 ; 18.

thitherward
a 21-26 and wlU be attracted f.
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Thomas

a 24-32 unbelieving T- was forced to aelmowledge
4fr-18 To convince T- of this, Jesus caused him to

o 317-24 To the materialistic T-, looking for
318-1 Nothing but . .could make existence real to T-.

thorns
a 44- 1 before the f can be laid aside for

50-29 was a million times sharper than the f
6 276-31 Divine Science does not gather grapes from f
p 365- 1 the f they plant in the piUow of the sick
g 535-23 f also and thistles shall it— Gen. 3; 18.
536-23 and hedge about their achievements with <•.

539-24 "Do men gather grapes of fV'—MaU. 7
•

16.

thorough
t 446- S A t- perusal of the author's publicationa
456-31 containing a f statement of C. S.
461-32 requisite for a f comprehension of C. S,

thoroughly
sp 84-30 If this Science has teen f learned
/ 230-29 we are never f healed until
p 382-19 A patient f booked in medical theories

400- 3 and therefore the disease is f cured.
412- 7 be f persuaded in vour own mind

t 445- 2 teacher must f fit his students
r 457- 9 It should be V understood that
495-27 Study f the letter and imbibe the spirit.

thoroughness
ph 186- 6 and the f of this work determines health.

Thou
lii- * Oh I T- hast heard my prayer ;
iii- * T- here, and everywhere.

pr 16-31 Thy kingdom is come ; T- art ever-present.,
a 50- 8 why hast r- forsaken me?"— A/arA: 15:34.
S 125-24 "As a vesture shalt T' change — Psal. 102 ; 2fi.

131-20 r- hast hid these things from the— Luke 10 ; 21.
134-25 "I knew that T' hearest me— John 11 ; 42.

ph 200-13 "T- madest him to have dominion— P^al. 8; 6
200-15 r- hast put all things under his— Psal. 8 .- 6.

C 2.5.5- * T- an from everlasting.— Psal. 93; 2.
256-23 or say unto Him, Whatdoest T-V'-Dan 4.- 35

p 410- 9 Je^us Christ, whom T- hast sent."— i^o/jn 17; 3
g 53.3- 8 The woman whom T- gavest— Gen. 3 ; 12
533-16 woman, whom T- gavest me, is responsible."

ap 566-23 Be T\ longsuffering, slow to wrath,
thought (see also thought's)

accepts
g 520-14 and f accepts the divine infinite calculug.

action of
p 384-13 Through this action of f and its resiilts

aid In bringing
t 455- 1 auxiliaries to aid in bringing f into accord

and acilon
c 265-13 a wider sphere of V and action,

and deed
a 19-18 every effort for reform, every good f and deed.
gl 59»-15 purification of f and deed,

and demonstratloa
c 259-14 as the'basis of f and demonstration.

appeal to
ph 182- 5 The demands of God appeal to f onlv •

apprehend
'' •

ph 179- 9 the spiritual capacity to apprehend f
dfr3y

c 260-29 If we array f in mortal vestures,
artist's

b 310- 2 picture is the artist's V objectified.
ascending

g 509- 7 on the third day of his ascending f.
assumed ^ '

6 326-26 T- assumed a nobler outlook,
atmosphere of

s 128-17 It extends the atmosphere of f
awaken

g 553- 3 should awaken V to a higher and purer
benign
^ p 365- 7 The benign f of Jesus.
body and

r492-2 leaves mortal man intact in body and <•.
boundless

b 323-11 until boundless f walks enraptured.
channel of

gl 593-14 River. Chaimel of f.
chiseling

.r... / ?1*"'5 moulding and chiseling f.
Christian

Chrtstton^S i"^^'^^®'^
Christian f is soonest touched by

6 340- 5 conveys the C. S. f,
conscious

p 379-29 The images, held in . . mind, frighten con-
scious v.

conse^^lon of
"''^ '' ^^ ^^^^^ tangible shape in conscious f,

pr 3-16 absolute consecration of f, energy, and
|

thought
constituents of

TO 54- 9 these constituents of f, mingling.
convey

/ 212-27 in order to convey /•.

creating

deflnlt^*"^
but the imaiortal creating V is from above,

pref 1.x- 9 the tongue voices the more definite V,
oelineates

6 310- 3 belief fancies that it delineates f on matter.
depressing

d
^

tedTh^
relieve our minds from the depressing f

p 429-11 The corpse, deserted by f, is cold
discern the

dlT^t^^
9 are able to discern the V of the sick and the

p 428- 9 To divest f of false trusts
dlnne

*
J!?~!f Theology, and Medicine are means of divine l\

g 514-15 transmission from the divine f to the
floor of

..-.,? ^2.2~24 Stand porter at the door of f.
drift of
pref x-12 to suit the general drift of f.
eCace from

p 396- 3 efface from f aU forms and
elevation to

pr 1~ 9 momentary solemnity and elevation to f.emboaied
p 372-11 belief . . that man can enter his own embod-

ied V,
embryonic

ph 188- 7 an embryonic f without motive :

emphasizes the
s 116-20 C. S. strongly emphasizes the f that

encompass
g 551-25 Darkness and doubt encompass f.

erring
c 260- 7 The conceptions of mortal, erring f
g 503-24 God creates neither erring f, mortal life.erroneous
g 543-23 to be the creations of erroneous f,

error of
6^ 550-15 Error of f is reflected in error of action.

exalted
p 373-17 through the exalted f of John,
g M6-12 exalted f or spiritual apprehension

expands
c 255- 2 V expands into expression.

expressed
p 423- 7 more strongly than the expressed l\

expressed In
pr 11-32 It is best expressed in f and in life.

expresses the
r 468-28 Eternity, not time, expresses the t- of Life,externamed
o 360-13 which mind-picture or externalized f

father to the
/ 219-22 "is ever father to the f."

feeds

, / 222- 9 and feeds V with the bread of Life.
food for

ph 195-16 furnishes food for V.
footsteps of

ph 174- 9 The footsteps of f, rising above
formation of

sp 71-13 a formation of f rather than of matter.
forms of

s 118-20 In all mortal forms of V, dust is dignified
^^ Wr material sense creates its own forms of V,

298-31 confers upon angels its own forms of f,

f 223-21 Spiritual rationality and free f accompany
gently whispers

ap 574-30 Then V gently whispers : "Come hither 1

gives action to
gl 586- 8 that which gives action to t\

guides
s 149-28 Whatever guides f spiritually benefits

her
s 152-22 and experiments had prepared her t'

ph 185- 1 but her f of it had
t 460-30 beUefs were gradually expelled from her f,uls

sp 82- 5 we still read his /• In his verse.
ph 186- 2 by emptying his f of the false stimulus

198-10 outlines his f relative to disease,
C 258-26 and of the infinite range of his f.
p 383- 9 when he leaves it most out of hia V,
t 452- I how to bar the door of his f

bo!d
c 261- 4 Hold V steadfastly to the enduring,

(see human)
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thought
Image of

p 411-23 an image of (' externalized.

tmagesof
sp 86-13 Mortals evolve images of r.

/ 208-29 according to the Images of f Impressed upon It.

248-10 supplying it with beautiful images of f
Imprisoned

s 114-27 and sets free the imprisoned f.
Increases or diminishes

p 415-19 £ increases or diminishes the
Inspired

g 547-28 Inspired r relinquishes a material, . . . theory
Integrity of

t 446-29 detrimental to health and integrity of f.
Is borrowed

c 267-22 T- is borrowed from a higher source
Its own

p 399-17 Mortal mind perpetuates its own f.
Job's

c 262-19 Mortals will echo Job's f,
latent In

gl 597- 8 but cloaked the crime, latent in f,
less
m 62-13 Taking less "(• for your life,

— MaH. 6; 25,

62-14 less f "for your body— A/a«. 6.- 25.

ph 175- 4 and less f is given to sanitary subjects,
/ 222-14 Taking less f about what he should eat

lifted

ph 200- 3 lifted t- into the song of David.
lifting

p 400-18 By lifting V above error, or disease,
material

c 267- 1 Every object in material f will be destroyed,
o 356- 2 the material f must become spiritualized
460-12 for to the material (• all is material,

p 509-30 Jesus rebuked the material t- of his
misleads

6 275-28 misleads V and points to other gods,
models In

/ 248-27 We must form perfect models in f
momentous

g 516-27 To emphasize this momentous f,
mortal

(sec mortal)
note bow

p 415-17 Note how V makes the face pallid.
occupy

m 60-23 and other considerations, . . . occupy t'.

of disease
ph 198-14 V of disease is formed before one
p 396- 2 One should never hold in mind the t' of disease,

of the age
s 146-32 and adapted to the V of the age

of the patient
p 414-13 mortal mind or the t- of the patient,

original
'

ph 19.5-20 invention, study, and original f are

palsied by
p 415-23 quickly or slowly and impelled or palsied by f,

parent's
p 412-29 met mainly through the parent's f,

patient's
p 366- 9 hinders him from reaching his patient's f,

396-12 nor encourage in the patient's f the

perturbed
p 400-13 Eradicate the image . . . from the perturbed f

pictorial
sp 86-27 can aU be taken from pictorial f

pictures of
sp 87-2 Mind-readers perceive these pictures of f,

pinions to
t 454-20 Eight motives give pinions to V,

popular
s 141-10 All revelation (such is the popular :• I)

possibilities of
sp 90-20 This shows the possibilities of V,

prior to
6 310-4 Did It exist prior to r 7

pure
g 508-15 seed within Itself is the pure f

put out of
p 425-13 treated as error and put out of V.

quiet the
p 415-12 They quiet the V by Inducing stupefaction

random
ph 17.5-16 If a random V, calling itself dyspepsia,

rarefaction of
g .509-16 gives the idea of the rarefaction of f

deceptive
a 34-16 to the poor, — the receptive V,

p 380- 1 may rest at length on some receptive f,
recorder's

gl 590-25 disappearing from the recorder's f,
remain in

p 376- 5 fear and the despair of recovery remain In t\

thought
remove error from

a 40- 2 Remove error from V, and It will not appear
removes

b 323-22 removes V from the body,
rises

c 256- 3 r rises from the material sense to the spiritual,
scientific

ap 559- 9 scientific V reaches over continent and ocean
sculptor's

b 299- 2 no more reality than has the sculptor's (•

sensual
c 263-28 A sensual f, like an atom of dust

sinful
p 400-31 the baneful influence of sinful /• on the body.

slumliering
/ 223-25 Peals that should startle the slumbering f

splritualization of
/ 211-30 demateriaIiza(tion and splritualization of f
h 272-19 It is the splritualization of f and
p 382- 7 and to the splritualization of V,

407-26 This splritualization of f lets in the light,
gl 593- 9 Resurrection. Splritualization of V ;

spiritualizes the
p 370- 6 regimen which spiritualizes the V ;

spontaneity of
gl 597-17 Spontaneity of V and idea ;

substance of
p 423-30 Bones have only the substance of V

substance of a
g 508- 5 The only intelligence or substance of a f,

such
I 460-13 till such /• Is rectified by Spirit.

sucb a
6 320-20 (however transcendental such a V appears),

suggests the
b 338-16 This suggests the f of something fliild,
338-17 It further suggests the V of that

swift-wlnged
ap 574-20 the very message, or swift-winged V,

talie no
ph 165- * Take no V for your life.

— Matt. 6 ; 25.

170-16 "Take no V for your life,— i\/Q». 6; 25.

/ 228-21 "Take no V for your life,"— J\/aH. 6.- 25.

p 365- 8 "Take no f for your life,"— Afa«. 6 .• 25.

.382-11 "Take no f . . . for the body."— Luke 12: 22.

g 530- 8 "Take no f for your life.— Mail. 6 ; 25.

taking form in

ph 175- 1 prevent the images . . . from taking form in t\
taking no

ph 176- 7 custom of taking no f about food
that

p 392-19 liable to the development of that V
this

a 39-27 This V is apprehended slowly,
/ 203-12 This t' incites to a more exalted worship
o 345-28 This f of human, material nothingness,
354- 9 when it teaches precisely this V 1

p 388-32 the food or this f must be dispensed with,
r 496-15 Hold perpetually this f,— that it is the

to discern
sp 95-15 to discern V scientifically, depends upon

unconscious
p 408-28 unconscious V in the corporeal substratiun

uninspired
ap 573- 5 that which Is Invisible to the uninspired t\

uplift the
ph 175-12 Its beauty and fragrance, should uplift the f,

whispered into
p 370-19 spiritual facts of health, whispered Into V,

will waken
p 427-30 T- will waken from Its own material

wrong
t 452- 5 The wrong f should be arrested before It

your
/ 208-30 You embrace your body In your /",

b 324-30 if the idea . . . come not to your V,
p 397-14 Your f is more powerful than your words,
r 495-16 nothing but His likeness to abide in your f,

m
sp

57-27
84-12
86-22
87- 5
90- 9

5 130-26

ph 174-29
180-22
19.5-18

197- 2

199-21
c2eo- 6
6 268- 1

276-21
284-30
310-6

serves to unite V more closely to God,
f which is in rapport with ttiis Alind,
Then why is it more difficult to see a t' than
It is needless for the f or for the person
Divest yourself of the V that there can be
If /• is startled at the strong claim of
and holding it before the V of both
Instead of furnishing V with fear,
V passes naturally from effect back to cause,
which mirror images of disease distinctly in f.
The devotion of V to an honej-t achievement
while holding in /• the character of Judas.
In the material world, V has brought to light
f is turned into new and healthy channels,
T' passes from God to man,
'£' will finally be understood and seen
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thought
b 324- 1 ffinderg V receptive of the advanced Idea.

« 349-27 as f ia educated up to spiritual apprehension.
p 377- 2 and that f governs this liability.

390-21 Suffer no claim ... to grow upon the t".

392-14 f should be held fast to this Ideal.

396-27 Keep distinctly in f that man is the
400-21' V alone creates the suffering.
412-13 you are liable ... to Impress It upon the f
414-19 by troubling and perplexmg their f.
415- 7 f moves quickly or slowly,
419-18 lest aught unfit for development enter V.
422-16 changes the material base of t',

t 445-18 or limit in any direction of f
r 485-24 If t- yields its dominion to other powers,
492- 4 should be but one fact before the f,

g 510- 5 to be holy, V must be purely spiritual.
545- 9 by V tending spiritually upward
852-19 V, loosened from a material basis

thought (verb)

w» 68- 3 for fear of being V ridiculous.

sp 75-23 those who have f they died,

ph J97-12 and the more that Is f and said about
199- 3 might be f true that hammering would

/ 221-26 he f of the flesh-pots of Egypt.
234-25 Sin and disease must be r oefore they
245-22 nor f of herself as growing old.

b 306- 1 Pharisees f that they could raise the spiritual
314-15 they V that he meant their material temple

o 351-30 They V to worship Spirit from a
374- 8 I never V of and knew nothing about,
388-10 V that they could kiU the body with matter,

r 478- 8 What would be f of the declaration that

thought-attenuations
s 157-12 with such repetition of f,

thought-force
s 124-22 support the equipoise of that f,

thought-forces
ph 199-27 His belief . . . gave his f, called musclea,

thought-germs
s 164-16 mental microbes of sin and all diseased V

tllought-models
c 259- 9 bigher than their poor V would allow,

thought's
b 268- 5 With like activity have V swift pinions

thoughts
about sickness

/ 237-17 entertaining theories or f about sickness.
aU

/ 208-32 You should banish aU f of disease and' sin
g 513-18 classifies, and Individualizes all f,

budding
V 413-29 mental images to children's budding f,

centred their
o 351-27 The Israelites centred their f on the

depicts tlie

ap 571-26 depicts the f which he beholds in mortal mind.
direct those

sp 94-25 better enabled him to direct those /• aright ;

diseased
/ 237-20 keep out . . . either sinful or diseased t"

disease in tlie

ph 180-17 should not Implant disease in the f
dissection of

( 462-21 and consists in the dissection of f
distant

sp 82-1 It Is as easy to read distant V as near;
ever recurring

c 260-25 by the f ever recurring to one's self,
evil

• an lOO- * out of the heart proceed evil V,— Matt. 15 ; 19.

/ 234-26- must control evil V in the first Instance,
234-31 Evil f and aims reach no farther
234-32 Evil (-, lusts, and malicious purposes

«zalted
6 299- 7 My angels are exalted V, appearing at the

finite

/ 214-18 and entertain finite f of God
God's

b 286-21 God's V are perfect and eternal,
337-25 Eternal things (verities) are God's I'

gl 581- 4 Angels. God's V passing to man ;

583- 2 whose better originals are God's f.
ber
pref Ix- I She also began to jot down her f.

/ 236-13 Her f form the embryo of another
p 426- 7 the high goal always before her V.

His
s 114-11 noumenon and phenomena, God and His f.
613-26 His (-. are spiritual realities.

thoughts
bis
m 56- 2 Reading his t', Jesus added :

s 139- 2 the unrighteous man his f."— Isa. 55: 7.

ph 198-25 His I- and his patient's commingle,
239-15 and the unrighteous man his f."— Isa. 55; 7.

c 263- 7 blends his f of existence with the
b 290-30 His (' are no purer until evil is disarmed by

bis own
p 366-24 by the unveiling of sin In his own C.

holy
g 512- 9 and also by.holy V, winged with Love.

bunian
b 297-24 Human t- have their degrees of comparison.
( 449-20 The inoculation of evil human V

Impure
gl 595-24 Uncleanliness. Impure t ; error ; sin ; dirt.

Influence tbe
1 447- 4 to attempt to influence the V of others.

Inverted
c 267-21 inverted f and erroneous beliefs

Its own
sp 86-31 It feels, hears, and sees its own f.

p 424- 3 takes possession of itself and its own t'

knew their

sp 85-16 Jesus, . . . "knew their f,"—A/aH. 12:25.
mortal

(see mortal)
my

s 108-32 set my f to work In new channels,
new
pref vil-22 A book introduces new f,

r 492-14 New *• are constantly obtaining the floor.

objects and
b 269-19 the objects and ;• of material sense,
276-13 brings objects and f into human view

of disease
ph 196-21 ao efface the images and f of disease,
/ 208-32 You should banish all f of disease and sia

of health
/ 208-31 should delineate upon it f of health.

of mankind
sp 94-24 Our Master easily read the f of mankind,

of mortals
f 249-27 than are the f of mortals when awake.
337-27 Temporal things are the t' of mortals

r 484r-14 the conscious and unconscious V of mortals.
of pain

ph 190- 9 fills itself with f of pain and pleasure,
of the healer

t 44fr-i6 Good must dominate in the f of tbe healer,
opposite

p 417-31 and how divine Mind can cure by opposite t\
our

b 322-11 to turn our f towards divine Principle.
OTercomlng the

/ 233-20 by overcoming the f which, produce them,
patient's

sp 79- 6 by changing the patient's f regarding death.
patients'

p 414-15 To fix truth steadfastly in your patients' f,
pure

b 298-28 Angels are pure f from God. winged with
reading the

b 272-16 Reading the' /• of the people,
resolving of

g 510-25 suppositional resolving of I' Into
scientific

ari 104- 1 for scientific f are true thoughts,
sick

c 260-21 A sick body is evolved from sick (*,

sickly
b 270-25 They think sickly f,

some
b 297-25 Some V are better than others.

spiritual
c 259-29 and demands spiritual f,
gl 582-28 The spiritual V and representatives of

598-10 to unfold spiritual f.
stronger

ph 198-2S and the stronger f rule the weaker.
temporal

286-22 Material and temporal V are human.
these

g 506-19 and unfolds these f, even as
things Into

s 123-14 excludes matter, resolves things into t',
b 269-15 Metaphysics resolves things into f,

time and
in 58-14 selfish exaction of aU another's time and f.

transfer of the
/ 211-22 transfer of the f . . . would serve only to

transitory
b 286-27 Transitory f are the antipodes of

true
an 104- 1 scientific thoughts are true f.
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thoughts
turn their

p 416-31
unformed

(7 506-18

unhealthy
p 392-30

unspoken
pr 1-10

p 424-19

uplifting
/ 235-14

Turn their V away from their bodies

God, gathers unformed f into their

and shut out these unhealthy f

T- unspoken are not unknown to the

unspoken V resting on your patient.

V
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till

ph IS3-12 the condemnation of man to f the ground.
g 518- 1 Man is not made to t- the soil.

520-22 was not a man to ( the ground.— Gen. 2; 5.

520-31 never causing man to t- the ground,
537- 4 to (" the ground from whence he— Gen. 3; 23.

544- 5 "not a man to t- the ground."— Gen. 2; 5,

545- 7 The condemnation of mortals to V the ground

tiUs
g 537-16 Error t- its own barren soil

54^15 Error f the whole ground in this material

time

a 3^18 -'iVou.'," . . . "is the accepted «•;— //Cor. 6; 2.

sp 93- 8 nom is the accepted (• ;
— // Cor. 6 ; 2.

all
•

38-14 in all r to come.
52-26 not for their day only but for all V :

55-23 divine healing is throughout aU V ;

6 317-14 not only in all t', but in all ways
•U account of

/ 245- 6 she became Insane and lost all account of V,
and energies

s 109-14 and devoted f and energies to discovermg a
and eternity

6 285- 5 the great fact of being for f and eternity.
and medication

p 398-26 belief in the healing effects of f and medication,
and tide

s 125-21 wiU come and go with changes of f and tide,

and toil
,, , ^

t 464- 6 and how much f and toil are still required
another

a 3S-18 another V Jesus prayed, not for the twelve only,
another's
m 58-14 the selfish exaction of all another's t- and

any
350-20 l&st at any f they should see— Matt. 13 .• 15.

p 413-30 making it probable at any f that such iUa

approaches
p 402- 8 The V approaches when mortal mind will

at one
a 27-22 Jesus sent forth seventy students at one t',

sp 8S-16 at one f are supposed to be substance-matter
r 489-19 at one 2' the medium for

491-18 that matter is awake at one t' and
at the

a 53-27

p 431-13
barriers of

c 266-31
before the

s 129-16 to torment us before the f ?"— Matt. 8 ; 29.

calendar of
g 520-11 according to the calendar of f.

cometb
a 31-31 yea, the V cometh, that— John 16; 2.

m 64-18 the f cometh of which Jesus spake.
6 325-26 The V cometh when the spiritual origin of man,

extends through
b 328-31 his great iLfe-work extends through f

first
6 326-31 He beheld for the first f the true Idea

for thinkers
pref vii-13 The £" for thinkers has come.

future
6 306-15 at some uncertain future f
g 546- 2 at some future ( to be emancipated from it,

glides on
/ 240-18 Mortals move onward ... as t- gUdes on.

has come
b 285-17 The f has come for a finite ... to give place

help in
s 148-29 to render help in V of physical need.

his
a 47-14 He chose his t\ when the people were la doubt
ap 569-24 for the devil knoweth his ( is short.

Illuminating
g 502-17 illuminating f with the glory of eternity.

Indefinite
348-29 believed for an indefinite f ;

Is at band
ap 558- * for the f is at hand.— Rev. 1 ; 3.

Is finite
r 468-30 T" is finite ; eternity is forever

is not distant
a 24-15 The f is not distant when the

Jesus'
pref xi-10 results now, as In Jesus' f,

s 142-18 As in Jesus' f, so to-day, tyranny and pride
less

s 142- 1 In less V than the old systems,
ph 175-19 Then people had less f for selfishness,

little
I 454- 4 Could her friends know how little f the author

but at the V when Jesus felt our infirmities,
At the t' of the arrest the prisoner

He does not cross the barriers of t-

time
march of

/ 225- 7 march of t- beara onward freedom's
measurement of

gl 59a-l9 Year. A solar measurement of f ;

measures
gl 584- 6 measures t- according to the good that Is

moves on
b 329- 1 As f moves on, the healing elements of

matatlons of
c 261-25 Breaking away from the mutations of f

no
/ 238-28 no f for gossip about false law or testimony,

objects of
gl 5S4- 4 The objects of f and sense disappear

of harvest
/ 207-19 separates the tares and wheat in V of harvest.

of Jesus
pr 6-30 a certain magistrate, who lived in the V of Jeaus,

of need
/ 218-22 turning in f of need to God, divine Love,

olden
s 131-27 explained the so-called miracles of olden f

or accident
6 304-24 if 2- or accident robbed them of

orgaalzation and
/ 249-19 Organization and f have nothing to do with

Life.
our

sp 90-29 may as weU Improve our t' In solving the
ph 197-27 the effeminate constitutions of our t-

passing
/ 245-22 she had taken no cognizance of passing f

past
an 106-25 as I have also told you in f past,— Gal. 5 ; 31.

period of
r 494-13 or for a limited period of f,

question of
/ 242- 4 It Is only a question of f when

right
p 396-22 At the right f explain to the sick the

same
sp 78- 8 and that at the same f we are

82-13 different states of consciousness at the same f
s 142-14 they at the same t- shut the door on
/ 229-12 and at the same t' admits that Spirit Is

o 346-31 cannot serve both God and mammon at the
same f ;

t 457-22 One cannot scatter his fire, and at the same f
shore of

a 35- 7 Discerning Christ, . . . anew on the snore of f,
/ 203-29 should disappear on the shore of <• ;

short
ap 568-23 he hath but a short f.— Rev. 12; 12.

solar
g 504-19 words which Indicate, In the absence of solar f,

p 429- 7 The final demonstration takes f
their

o 41-31 but that belief, from their f to ours,
this
pref xii-11 and (for a portion of this f) sole editor

a 40-6 "Go thy way for this £• ;

— >lc(s24;25.

p 431- 5 During all this t- the prisoner attended to his
438-13 Personal Sense, by this f silent,

will com^
c 266- 7 the f will come when you will be solitary,

will prove
p 368- 6 Divlnp Science Insists that f will prove all thte.

will separate
g 535- 4 the wheat and tares which f will separate,

work of

/ 238-30 place the fact above the falsehood, Is the. work
of f.

T€f Lt-31
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Unless muscles are self-acting at aU t-,

beliefs emit the effects of error at aU f,
At all f and under all circumstancea,

time
g 513-11 t- is not yet measured by solar revolutions,

gl 595-17 definition of

598-30 T- is a mortal thought,

time-honored
pref vii-14 independent of doctrines and f systerns,

h 326-13 the foundation of material systems, however t\

times
all

s 160-22
6 273-30

ap 571-15
a million

a 50-29 a million f sharper than the thorns
different

s 163-24 hypotheses obtruded, upon us at different f.

of persecution
a 29- 9 work the more earnestly in t- of persecution,

/ 2.3&-12 To fall away from Truth in f of persecution,
of trouble

s 134-15 They have not waxed strong ia f of trouble.

old
ph 175- 6 In old f who ever heard of dyspepsia,

signs of the
sp 85-22 discern the signs of the f 7"— Malt. 16:3.

g 510- 1 discern the signs of the f1"— Matt. 16,; 3.

filfims of tli€S€

sp 98- 5 in the mental horizon the signs of these f,
their

b 270-15 higher than the systems of their f ;

three
s 108-16 three f three duodecillions must be

ph 165-18 Instead of thrusting Him aside in /• of

p 381-14 mortal mind cannot legislate the t', periods,
t 443- 8 at I- severely condemned by some Scientists,

time-tables
a 21-17 We have separate f to consult,

T' of birth and death are/ 246-18

timid
ph 167-29

/ 238-29

timidity
/ 215-30
O 352-22
r 483-31

timorously
p 413-32

tints
r480-7
g 552-25

tips
/ 205-28

tired
5 154-26

/ 217-30
217-31

b 322-28
r 494-4

tireless
o515- 4

548-22

tissue
ph 172-28

titlie
gl 595-22

title
ph 184-11
6 333- 9

gl 590-16

toad
m 66-4

tobacco
p 383-24

404- 3

406-28
407- 3

1454- 2

On this fundamental point, V conservatism Is

To reconstruct f justice and place the fact

his philosophy spurned physical f.
thus watering the very roots of childish f.
One must fulfil one's mission without f

or any other malady, t' held in the beliefs

and not a trace of heavenly t\
The blending f of leaf and flower

Selfishness f the beam of human existence

says ... "You look sick," "You look f,"
Which is t- and so speaks?
Without mind, could the muscles be f ?

turn us like <• children to the arms of

and he did this for <• humanity's reassurance.

Patience is symboliEed by the t' worm,
Had the naturalist, through his V researches.

But the loss of a limb or Injury to a f

definition of

never honoring erroneous belief with the V of
not a name so much as the divine f of

this term is sometimes employed as a t".

Which, like the f, ugly and venomous.

Does his assertion prove the use of t- to be
If a man is an inebriate, a slave to f,

depraved appetite for alcoholic drinks, t'.

Puffing the obnoxious fumes of (',

the use of f or intoxicating drinks

tobacco-user
p 383-21 The V, eating or smoking poison

to-day
alive ^

/ 216- 3 Who shall say that man Is alive f, but may
and forever

pr 2-.32 yesterday, and f, and forever ;"
— Heb. 13." 8.

s 112-^0 yesterday, and f, and forever ;"— Heb. 13: 8.

/ 249-18 yesterday, and f, and forever."— Heb. 13 ; 8.

b 2S3- 7 ''yesterday, and /', and forever."— Heb. 13; 8.

g 5!5- 5 yesterday, and f, and forever."— Heb. 13; 8.

ap 577-18 which r and forever interprets this great

to-day
Christianity

a 28-26 and that Christianity f is at peace with
Christians of

a 37-21 May the Christiana of f take up the
conspicuous
m 65-13 broadcast powers of evil so conspicuous f

grace for

pr 17- 5 Give us grace for f ;

prophet of
sp 98- 4 The prophet of f beholds in the mental horizon

repeated
/ 24.3-14 are not more commonly repeated <,
r 474- 5 reception accorded to Truth ... is repeated t',

wise man of

sp 95-25 Is the wise man of f believed, when he

sp

sp

pref vii- 1

ix-16
a 37- 2

52-17
54-30
55- 3

73-4
95- 5

S 113-4
132-20
134- 1

135-17
138-25
142-18
143- 2

144-30
149-31
150- 4

/ 224-17
22&-28
254-21

b 305-23
322-17

o 360-30

togetlier
a 21-16
m 56- •

58-25
60-15
73-29
74-31
75-26

5 114- 1

/215- 5
C 25.5- *

6 306-15
t 4i4- 5

r 466-12
474-32

e 505-16
506-23
509-23
614-24
535-30

ap 565-23

toU
C 35- 3

36-28
m 58-28

/ 217-20
217-29

p 385-15
M64- 6

e 536-26

toils
o 49-10

toilsome
t 462-16

tol^en
a 50-11

gl 596-29

told
sp 85-13
an 105-25
S 155-15

ph 193-17
197-21
352-26

p 354-20
375-11
430-32

g 533- 5

tolerate
S 129- 5

To those ... r is big with blessings.
T', though rejoicing in some progre.ss,
sin brings suffering as much t- as yesterday
T', as of old, error and evil again make •

glorified man were physically on earth l\
f subjects to unchristian comment
but another, who has died f
as they would be r if Jesus were
plentifully reaches humanity r,
T", as of yore, unconscious of the reappearing
T' the cry of bygone ages is repeated.
There is t' danger of repeating
The Christian can prove this t' as readily as
As in Jesus' time, so r, tyranny and pride
r, as yesterday, Christ casts out evils
It is a question f, whether the ancient
T- there is hardly a city, village, or hamlet, in
T- the healing power of Truth is widely
cross was truth s central.sign, and it is f.
the Pharaohs, who f, a,s of yore,
demands us to accept lovingly f,
illusion of life that is here (• and gone to-morrow,
foreshadowed the . . . hypnotism of f.
while f, Jew and Christian can unite in

we are not journeying f.
What therefore God hath joined V,— Matt. 19; 6.

"Two eat no more f than they eat separately.
put asunder what she hath not joined V.
mistake to suppose that . .> .can commune t'.

so-called dead and living cannot commune f,
can commune f, and that is the moment
classes both evil and good V as mind;
V with all the faculties of Mind ;

travaileth in pain f until now.— Rom. 8; 22.
to be brought f again
"All things work f for good— Bom. 8; 28.
neither dwell f nor assimilate.
for light and darkness cannot dwell f.
be gathered f unto one place,— Gen. 1 ; 9.

the gathering f of the waters— Gen. 1 ; 10.

"the morning stars sang /'. -^Job 38; 7.

young lion, and the falling f ;
— Isa. 11 ; 6.

the gathering f of the waters— Gen. T; 10.

After the stars sang f

the fruitlessness of their V in the dark
f, sacrifice, cross-bearing, multiplied trials,
Wealth may obviate the necessity for f
the next f will fatigue you less,
You say,

" T' fatigues me."
Constant <, deprivations, exposures,
and how much time and f are still required
Through f, struggle, and sorrow,

his V, privations, sacrifices, his divine patience,

There is nothing diflBcult or f in this task,

who could withhold a clear f of his presence
in f of reverence and submission

t' me all things that ever I did -.

— John 4; 29."

as I have also f you in time past,— Go'. 5; 21.

and f.the patient so ;

I f him to rise, dress himself,
f that the simple food our forefathers ate
children should be f not to believe in ghosts,
Jesus f Simon that such seekers as he
should be f that blood never gave life

I was f that I must remain silent until

AVho f thee that thou wast naked?— Con. 3 : 11.

and can f no error in premise or conclusion-
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tomb
a

to-

5
44-30

/ 248-11

-morrow
sp 73- 5

/21&- 4

6 305-24

tone
m 57- 6

S 126-13
148-17

tones
pTef viii- 7

m 5»- 5

sp 81-21
5 145- 1

145- 2

f 217- 4

6 304-22

ap 559-1 4

Tongue
p 431-21

tongue
and pulse

S 159-25
coated

p 379-26

KTows mute
»p 89-16

new
» 114-19
117-11

b 272-11
354-25

nor pen
s 110-19

pen nor
s 110-17

the f cave Jesus a refuse from his foes,

demonstrating within the narrow f the
which each day brings to a nearer f.

supposedly will return to ea.rth f,
alive to-day. but may be dead f?
illusion of life that is here to-day and gone f.

The masculine mind reaches a higherr
the human mind never produced a real f
It loses Spirit, drops the true f, and

even as the science of music corrects false t'

T' of the human mind may be different,
silence the f of music, . . . and yet the
or whether they caught its sweet t\
musician catches the f of harmony,
to conclude that individual musical V
The science of music governs f.
to utter the full diapason of secret f.

The next witness Is called :
— I am Coated T*.

They examine the lungs, t', and pulse

coated f, febrile heat, dry skin,

the f grows mute which before was eloquent.

In expressing the new f we must sometimes
the new f, the spiritual meaning of which
and is the new t- referred to in the
to hear and to speak the new f.

neither t- nor pen can overthrow it.

No human pen nor f taught me the Science
possesses ber

sp 89- 7 believing that somebody else possesses her f
spiritual

back into the original spiritual r.s 115-U
under the

ph 174-28
voices
pre/ ix- 8

p 370-32

tongues
/ 210- 2

6 286-16
349-23

p 362- *

tonic
p 420-21

took
a 32-15

32-17
44-13

5 107- *

117-32

ph 165-14
176- 3

193-16
6 272-14
326-30

O 352- 7

p 431-23

g 526-26
528-11

tooth
/212-2
346-27

rolling it under the f as a sweet morsel

the V voices the more definite thought,

Physicians examine the pulse, f, lungs,

expressed only in "new f ;"— Mark 16; 17.

In the Saxon and twenty other t-

'They shall speak with new «•"— Mark 16; 17.

they shall speak vHth new f ;
— Mark 16; 17.

better than any drug, alterative, or f.

Jesus f bread, and blessed it— Matt. 26; 26.

he f the cup, and gave thanks,— Matt. 26; 27.

He f no drugs to allay inflammation.
leaven, which a woman t-,

— Matt. 13; 33.

"leaven, which a woman t\— Matt. IS;
f the place of spiritual truth.
Eves f up the study of medical works
in the afternoon when this f place.
shows the care our Master t-

and in humility he r the new name of Paul.
the Jews f a diametrically opposite view.
hypnotized the prisoner and f control of
f tne man, and put him into the— Gen 2; 15.

f one of his ribs, and closed up— Gen. 2; 21.

33.

A f which has been extracted
the (°, the operation, and the forcepa

tooth-pulling
o $46-25 Do you feel the pain of f, when you

torch
/ 202-14

tore
gl 597-13

torment
s 129-16
6 327-12

ap 574-21

torn
a 44-16

torpid
s 160-12

p 378- 9

torrent
pr 13-19

lights the t- of spiritual understanding.

V from bigotry and superstition their coverings,

to f us before the time?"— A/aH 8; 29.

and it becomes his f.
which poured forth hatred and f,

to heal the t' palms and bind up the

the heart becomes as r as the hand.
Without. . there can be no inflammatory nor f"

overwhelming our real wishes with a f of words.

torture
a 50- 5

ap 569-27

tortured
p 433-25

437-16

tossed
m 62- 9

total
ap 563-10

574-17

totters
p 389-25

touch
sp 71-11

86- 5
88- 4

ph 170-26

/ 252-28
C 263-16
b 282-21
300-13
300-14
300-16

M50-I5
p 526-10
629-20

touched
pref x-26
sp 86- 1

/216- 4
h 311-31
r 493-12.

touches
sp 83-32

88- 7

ap 569-11

touching
s 161-19

toward
s 150- 8

/ 226-17

towards

a

sp

5-3
21-11
47-11
84-22
90-27

5 145-27

ph 169-22

/ 205-25
205-28, 29

213-11
213-12
213-13
213-14
226- 2
236-31
240- 9
240-18
242- 6

242- 7

251- 2

6 268-4
276-22
299-13
322-12
323- 7

323-21
348-14

p 362-14
364-4
365- 5

423- 5

430- 9

t 444-14
451-15
463-23

g 541-25
557-12
557-12

ap 577-24

ff/ 586-22

town
o 342-14

toy
sp 80-22

trace
r 480- 8

533-10

TRACj:

moment of mockery, desertion, f.
but how many periods of {• it may tako

sentenced to be C until he is dead,
the helpless innocent body f,

fed, rocked, f, or talked to,

dragon stands for the sum <• of human error,
that the sum f- of human misery.

This belief f to its falling

that you t- and smell it.

mortal mind, whose f called for aid.
the t- of a vanished hand,
and at least to t' the hem of Truth's garment.
sajrs : . . . But a r, an accident, the law of God,
His "f turns hope to dust.
Even though they seem to t",

temporal and unreal never r the eternal and
mutable and imperfect never f the immutable
inharmonious and self-destructive never f the
Some people yield slowly to the t' of Truth.
material heanng, sight, C, taste, and smell,
neither shall ye f it, lest ye die.— Gen. 3 ; 3.

unbiased Christian thought is soonest f
Jesus once asked, "Who f met"— Luke 8; 45.

What has f Life, God, to such strange issues?
But the spiritual, eternal man is not f
is f upon in a previous chapter

investigates and t- only human beliefs.
when no viand f the palate
He that f the hem of Christ's robe

The oppressive state statutes f medicine

peace, good-will t- men."— Luke 2; 14.

peace, good-will f men."— Luke 2; 14.

one step f reform and the very easiest step.
looks f the imperishable things of Spirit.
The world's ingratitude and hatred f
is a step f the Mind-scienee by which
and opens it wide (• immortality.
V other forms of matter or error,
or any other means <• which
hinders man's normal drift f the one Mind,
f the side of error, not f Tnith.
Every step f goodness is a departure from
and is a tendency f God, Spirit.
this attraction f infinite and eternal good
by an opposite attraction f the finite,
further steps f the banishment of a
youth makes easy and rapid strides <• Truth.
and the leaflet turns naturally f the light.
Mortals move onward f ^ood or evil
(• the joys of Spirit,
f human freedom and the final
as it hastens f self-destruction.

rising f the realm of the real,
f the contemplation of things immortal
never lead f self, sin, or materiality,
turn our thoughts f divine Principle,
helped onward in the march /" righteousness,
gravitates f Soul and away from
Are we irreverent f sin, or
with his head t- the table
and it was manifested / one who was
would do much more t' healing the sick
diminishes the tendency f a favorable result.
he will advance more rapidly /• God,
not only f differing forms of religion and
walks in the direction / which he looks,
is the first step f destroying error.
even the human duty of man t' his brother.
as the line of creation rises f spiritual man,
f enlarged understanding and intelligence ;

Its gates open f light and glory
spiritual being understood ; haste f harmony

heal the sick in any t- where they should

Even planchette— the French f which

and not a f of heavenly tints.

an attempt to C all human errors
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traceable
<7 523-29 after which the distinction ia not definitely /'.

traced
ph 18S-21 are f upon iportals by unmistakable signa.

tracing
ph 189-23 in f them, we constantly ascend

tractable
/ 236-25 Children are more f than adults,

tradition
a 27-23 T- credits him with two or three hundred

29-12 There is a f that PubUua Leutulus wrote
traditional

o 352-24" f beliefs, erroneous and man-made.
traditions

354-16 derived from the f of the elders

traduced
sp 95- 3 His holy motives and aima were /• by

traffic
5 142-23 to purge the temples of their vain f

tragedy
b 317-23 whom they had loved before the f on Calvary,
p 434-23 His trial was a f. and is morally illegal.

tran
m 58- 4 or else joy's drooping wings f in dust.

g 550-20 and. causes our standard to f in the dust.

train
g 526-12 sickness, and death, follow in the f of this error

trained
ph 195- 9 those very senses, f In an opposite, direction^

197-19 hardier than our f physiologists,
traitor

a 47-26 fell to the ground, and the f fell with it.

t 450-14 nor play the f for place and power.
traitor's

a 47-12 The /• price was thirty pieces of silver

traits
m 61-19 the grosser f of their ancestors.

trample
/ 234-14 pearls before those who /• them
p 440-19 You cannot f upon the decree of the

trampled
/ 229-22 false law should be f under foot.

tramples
p 419-27 V upon the divine Principle

trampling
p 435-15 If liver-complaint was committed by f on

transcend
/ 247-18 which f all material sense.

transcendent
ph 182-28 from ignorance of C. S. and its f power.

transcendental
b 301-14 This reflection seems to mortal sense f,
320-20 (however f such a, thought appears),

o 360- 9 repUes : . . . they are not so shockingly f.

transcends
b 301-15 the spiritual man's substantiaUty f
T 483- 7 Mind f all other power,

transfer
sp 75- 8 Spiritualism would f men from the

/ 211-22 The f of the thoughts of one erring mind
r 496- 2 there is no r of evil suggestiona

transference
an 103-30 and consequently no f of

transferred
sp 87- 6 or for the person holding the f picture

transfiguration
ap 576-29 to deiflc apprehension through spiritual f,

transform
6 295- 8 Mortal mind would t- the spiritual

p 371-20 I would not t- the infant at once into a man,
401-10 truth of being must f the error

transformation
sp 74-20 Such a backward f is impossible in Science.

/ 241-13 f of the body by the renewal of Spirit.

transformed
a 49-20 f by the renewing of the infinite Spirit.

sp 74-17 The caterpillar V into a beautiful insect,

ph 191-14 Thus the whole earth will be f by Truth
b 291-21 has been f into the popular proverb,
308-28 until his nature was f.

p 440-10 Good deeds are f into crimes,
442-24 until the material, f with the ideal,

transgress
p 432-17 f the laws, and merit punishment.

transgressed
ph 184-22 not because a law of matter has been f,
p 384- 4 the depressing thought that we have f a

384-23 and their fatal etiects when f,

transgressing
p 442- 2 adjudged innocent of V physical laws,

transgression
/ 229-26 If the f of God's law produces
229-29 It is the f of a belief of mortal mind.

transgres-sions
p 381-32 for f of the physical laws of health ;

transient
/ 214-26 How <• a sense is mortal sight, when a
246-14 As the . . . material, the f sense of beauty fades,
247-13 form the f standards of mortals.

b 307-15 but only a f, false sense of an existence

transition
sp 75-27 and that is the moment previous to the t\
b 290- 8 but will remain as material as before the f,

transitional
m 65-24 t- stage is never desirable on its own account.
ap 572-23 The Revelator had not yet passed the f

transitions
sp 90-10 V now possible for mortal mind

transitory
6 286-27 T' thoughts are the antipodes of

translate
c 257-16 .would f spiritual ideas Into material beliefs,

translated
r 488- 7 Hebrew and Greek words often t' belief

gl 598-12 It might be f wind or air,

translates
g 523-21 as our common version f it.

translating
s 115-10 when f material terms back Into the

translation
a 36- 3 simply through V into another sphere.

/ 209-22 by the V of man and the universe back into
210- 2 the V of the spiritual original into the

b 313- 3 (to give the full and proper f of the Greek),,
313-20 is made even clearer in the f of the

o 360-22 as given in the excellent f of the

g 525-12 The following f is from the Icelandic :

translations
gl 598- 6 yet It has received different f,

translator
g 506-26 seem confused by the t\

translators
g 545-21 V of this record of scientific creation

transmission
sp 78-18 needs no material method for the ( of

/ 228- 3 The V of disease or of

p 424-30 belief ... in the possibility of their t\

g 514-14 In the figurative V from the divine thought
transmit

p 413- 1 cannot V good or evil intelligence
g 551-23 How can matter originate orf mind?

transmits
s 117-27 dimly reflects and feebly V Jesus' works
c 259-22 Mortal thought f its own images,

transmitted
m 61-28 Nothing unworthy . . . should be V to children.

sp 87- 9 to be discerned, described, and /".

c 259-27 V by the divine Mind through divine Science,

g 517-18 His personality can only be reflected, not V.
551-18 V through these bodies called eggs,

transparency
6 295-22 in order to become a better f for Truth.

transparent
g 546-21 To the author, they are f,

transplant
c 265-32 and V the affections from sense to Soul,

travail
t 463-11 In the f of spiritual birth.

ap 562-34 the spiritual idea is typified by a woman In V,
562-28 for great is the idea, and the V portentous.

travaileth
c 255- * f in pain together until now.— Rom. 8 ; 22.

travailing . ^

ap 562-22 she being with child cried, f— Rev. 12; 2.

travel ^ . ,.
a 21-23 or. If I take up their line of f,

sp 90-21 hashish eaters mentally t- far and
traveller

a 21-27 He Is like a f going westward for a
ph 174-10 and portend a long night to the f ;
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travellers
/ 245-12

traversed
pref vii- 5

traversing
a 20-22

tread
pr 9-29
5 124-28

Some American V saw her when she was

yet It f the night, and came where,

f anew the path from sin to holiness.

since you do not care to f in the footsteps of

»^^ •« We V cm forces. .

129-27 along the path which Science must V in its

1 4.54-28 until your students f firmly In the straight and

treading . ..

a 26-2 (• alone his loving pathway up to the throne

treason
the f and suicide of his betrayer,

perjury, f, and conspiracy against the rights
a 43-13

p 438-16

treasure
pref X- 1

ph 181-29
C 262-26
t 451-15

treasures
a .54-11

sp 70- 4

/241- 5
241-11

c 265- 4

ff/593- 6

treat
pref x-14
m 67-30
s 151- 1

. 159-12

ph 174-25

/ 218-24
345-32
346-19

p 397-27
412- 6
419-31
421-U

1453-24
464-15

treated
sp 79^26

ph 176-21

/235- 5

p 425- 6

425-12
432-14

« 456-22
463-24

treating
S 111-30
161-25

/219- 3

344-19
344-26
348-4

p 424-27

may f the memorials of a child's growth,
"Where your f is, there will— iWart. 6: 21.

"where your V is, there will— Afa». 6: 21.

where his V is, there will his heart be also.

That he might liberally pour his dear-bought V

revelations of C. S. unlock the f of Truth.

Sensual f are laid up "where moth— Matt. 6 .• 19.

hate, revenge, . . . steal away the V of Truth,

as his V of Truth and Love are enlarged.
Purse. Laying up V in matter ; error.

or V In full detail so infinite a theme.

Systems of religion and medicine f of

To be sure, they sometimes V the sick as If

and to V the patient as if she were
if an individual is sick, why V the body alone

r- a belief in sicicness as you would sin,

or V it for disease,"
We V error through the understanding of

can never V mortal mind and matter separately,

symptoms of the case you V,

If it is found necessary to f against relapse.

you must f the patient less for the

You should V sickness mentally just as you
go violent that he could not V himself

says : . . . and must be f for it."

Should all cases of organic disease be f by a

than to be r mentally by one who does not obey
If the case to be mentallv f Is consumption,
V as error and put out of thought.
f as a criminal and punished with death,

cannot be efficaciously f by the

Our Master f error through Mind.

my metaphysical system of V disease

V the case according to his physical diagnosis,

My method of V fatigue applies to

There are various methods of V disease,

to investigate this method of V disease?
even while V them as disease ;

well to be alone . . . when V disease.

treatise
r 465- 4 she revised that f for this volume in 1875.

treatises
ph 179-21

p 382-29

treatment
begin your

p 411-27
bis

p 422-31

hygienic

ja 370-26

t 443-17 certain ordinary physical methods of medical f,

mental
p 410-22 chapter sub-title

metaphysical
ph 185- 3 My metaphysical V changed the action of

occurs In your
p 421-11 If a crisis occurs in your f, you must

T' on anatomy, physiology, and health,
wrote . . . The f I had read

Always begin your V by allaying the fear

His V is therefore tentative.

Hygienic V also loses its eflBcacy.

treatment
proper

t 463-21 To decide quickly as to the proper V of error

such
s 159-17 and not have risked such V.

ph 179-15 the body then seems to require such f.

their ^ ,
o 342-32 even If their t' resulted in the death of

treats
6 318-23 Medical science V disease as though
( 459-30 / disease with more certain results than

tree (see also tree's)

accursed
a 25- 8 shed upon "the accursed «•,"— see Gal. 3: 13.

and flower
6 289-22 So man, V, and flower are supposed to die ;

and herb
g 507-19 The f and herb do not yield fruit because of

and Its fruit

p 389-17 the fount and stream, the V and its fruit,

every
p 404-18 cuts down every V that brings not forth

g 518- 7 and every t\ in the which is the— Gen. 1 : 29.

525-31 every f that is pleasant to the— Gen. 2 : 9.

527- 7 Of every r of the garden— Gen. 2 ; 16.

529-16 Ye shall not eat of every t—Gen. 3 ; I.

fallcth
b 291-19 "In the place where the V falleth,— Eccl. 11 ; 3.

fruitless
pr 6-28 He said of the fruitless f,

fruit of the
g 529-18 but of the fruit of the f which is— Gen. 3 : 3.

Is known
b 299-22 "the f is known by his fruit"-' MaH. 12 ; 33.

Is typical . ,, . „ . . ,

p 406- 4 The V Is typical of man s divine Prmciple,
leaves of the

, - .,_ t^ „„ „
p 406- 2 leaves of the f were for the— Rev. 22 : 2.

life of the , , ^
b 283-18 such as the structural life of the f

of death
, _

g 527-18 the f of death to His own creation?

of knowledge
(see knowledge)

of life

(see life)
trunk of a

p 393-22 the trunk of a f which you gash
ridding fruit

g 507-12 the fruit f yielding fruit— Gen. 1.11.

508-10 the f yielding fruit, whose seed— Gen. 1 : 12.

yielding seed
g 518- 7 the fruit of a f yielding seed ;— Gen. 1 : 29.

of disease
pref viii- 1

s 126-23
157-22

p 369-4
of Insanity

p414- 4

the f of disease as well as of sin,

and its application to the /• of disease
and recommend them for the V of disease?
unfitted for the successful f of disease.

V of insanity Is esi)ecially Interesting.
of moral aliments

s 140- 3 effectual in the V of moral aUments.
pathological

p 373-10 Under all modes of pathological t,

35

sp
5-19
76-15
89-25

/ 220-28
250-27

b 291-21
299-19

f 459-26
r 481-16

g 527- 8
533- 6
533- 9
535-21

tree's
0358- 1

trees
6300-6
(7 529-18

tree-tops
S 122-16

tremble
5 107-17
135- 5

« 445-30

trembler
6 298-20

tremblers
/ 235-21

trembles
t 445-31

trembling
a 23-26

sp 99- 6

p 442-26

tremor
P422-9

tremulous
s 142-12

flourish "like a green bay V ;"
— Psal. 37; 35.

any more than a f can return to its seed.

The V is not the author of itself,

"the V of the knowledge of— Gen. 2; 17.

no more s^nse as a man than It ha^ as a V.

"As the f falls, so it must lie."

figuratively represented in Scripture as a f.

The f must be good, which produces good fruit,

this "f of the knowledge of— Gen. 2 ; 17.

the f of the knowledge of— Gen. 2; 17.

Hast thou eaten of the f.— Gen. 3: 11.

she gave me of the V,— Gen. 3; 12.

and nast eaten of the V— Gen. 3: 17.

which destroys a t- so-called life.

The mirage, which makes V and cities seem
the fruit of the f of the garden :— Gen. 3 : 2.

sky and V apparently join hands,

we may well f In the prospect of

T-, thou earth, at the presence
— Psal. 114; 7.

"I f, when I remember that God Is just,'.

joy Is no longer at", nor Is hope a cheat.

To the t- on the brink of death,

the author f whenever she

with fear and f."— Phil. 2; 12.

with fear and «•."— Phil. 2; 12.

with fear and f :"— Phil. 2; 12.

will become the physician, allaying the t'

making dome and spire t- with beauty.
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trespass
p 387-10 nor . . . V upon God-given powers and re-

sources
t 453-32 He does not f on the rights of mind

trespasser
an 106-13 the mental f incurs the divine penalty

trespasses
a 33-24 raises the dead from V and sina,

b 316-29 those dead in f and sins,

trespassing
1 447- 1 The heavenly law is broken by V upon

triad
s 122- 5 facts of Life, . defeat this f of errors,

o 355-22 How then . . . subject to this f of errors,
357-11 on account of this malevolent f,

g 552-12 include no member of this dolorous and fatal f.

trial
brought to

s 159- 7 The case was brought to f
commenres

p 430-20 The patient feels ill, . . and the f commences.

hampers the
c 260-17 often hampers the f of one's wings

In the Court
p 434- 9 permission is obtained for a V in the Court of

Spirit,
of our faith

p 410-14 Every t- of our faith in God makes us stronger

430-17
431- 1

434-23
436-5

trials
a 28-29

36-28
39- 8

m 66- 6

66-10

p 441-33

tribal
s 133-21

140-23

(7 524-11

p? 584-22

tribe
g 614-10

tribes
ap 562-12

tribulation
m 66-10
5 129-13
6 309-21

p366- 1

ap 662-14

tribunal
p 434-20

437-10
441-33

ap 564-21

tribunals
an 105- 5

tributary
S 119-^1
122-10
122-31

/209-8
r 481- 2

ap 562- 8

tribute
P364-8
p541- 5

trickling
p 379-12

tricksters
sp 86-19

tried
a 22-21

43-16

ph 175-17

/ 232-23
C 267-29

p 430-17
436-25
440-29

r 471-24

flp66»-3

Suppose a mental case to be on <•,

must remain silent until called for at this V,
His f was a tragedy, and is morally Ulegal.
to reappear however at the f

The V encountered by prophet, disciple,
toil, sacrifice, cross-bearing, multiplied V,
We must have t- and self-denials,
T' teach mortals not to lean on a
T' are proofs of God's care.

We have no f for sickness before the

limited form of a national or t- religion.
The Jewish t- Jehovah was a man-projected God,
God becomes . . . a <• god to be worshipped,
self-made or created by a r god

"the lion of the V of Juda,"— Rev, S: 5.

The twelve f
•
of Israel with all mortals.

Through great V we enter the kingdom,
there will be "great f— Matt. 24; 21.

to be brought back through great V
such as peace, pitience in V,
will through much f yield to the

C. 8. turns suddenly to the supreme f,
before the Judge of our higher f,
before the V of divine Spirit.
before the f of so-called mortal mind,

To say that these f have no jurisdiction

and makes body V to Mind.
make mortal mind V to mortal body.
They insist . . . mind therefore V to matter
and man is f to divine Mind.
Man is f to God, Spirit, and to nothing else.

reveals the universe as secondary and (' to

Which was the higher (•

instead of making his own gift a higher f

only a stream of warm water waa V over his arm.

either involve feats by V, or

Love means that we shall be V and purified,

persecutors had mocked and V to slay,
had f to tyrannize over our forefathers,
and never f to make of none effect the
for when he is V,— Jas. 1 : 12.

as cases are V in court,
taken into custody, V, and condemned,
to be <• at the Court of Material Error,
and f to adhere to it until she
evil has {"to slay the Lamb ;

tries
a 55-17 My weary hope V to realize that happy day,
s 148-22 Then theology V to explain how to make

ph 180- 5 The patient sufferer f to be satisfied
187-24 The human mind V to classify action as

t 443- 4 she V to show ihem that under ordinary
trleth

s 115- 8 Job says "The ear V viOTda,— Job 34
"

3.

Trinity
c 256-10 (that is, a personal T- or Tri-unity)

trinity
b 331-28 They represent a f in unity,

trip-hammer
ph 199- 4 The f is not increased in size by exercise.

triply
6 331-27 that Is, the f divine Principle, Love.

triumph
hope and

las
a 39- 4 until Christianity's last t-

a 4&- 1 fully to understand their Master's <*,

of Spirit
s 139- 6 are full of accounts of the V of Spirit,

of truth
/ 223-31 and foreshadows the V of truth.

over body
a 42-16 his final < over body and matter,

over the body
/ 242- 8 and the final f over the body

suffering, and
a 21- 7 another's goodness, suffering, and (',

nltlmate
( 446-31 and the ultimate f of any cause.

p. 434-18 solemn eyes, kindling with hope and t\

it enabled their Master to f over the grave,
are enabled to heal the sick and to t- over sin.

must t- over all material beliefs
Love must t' over hate.
to f over sin, sickness, death,
and f over death through Mind, not matter.
can V over sin, sickness, and death.
and <• over sin and death.
Science must <• over material sense.

a 24-30
28-14
43-28
43-32
49-24
64-15

/ 232- 2

243- 7

r 484-24

triumphal
a 40-23

42-12

triumphant
s 117-22 and V exit from the flesh,

r 493- 2 speedily shows Truth to be f.

triumphantly
ap 566- 1 were guided f through the Red Sea,

triumphed
a 24-15 In which Jesus suffered and v.

30-26 If we have t- sufficiently over the errors

triumphing

through the V arch of Truth and Love,
his brief f entry into Jerusalem

/ 232-18

triumphs
a 25-15

31-21
39-30
41-4

6 272-25

triune
6 331-26
r 469-10

Tri-unlty
c 256-10

trl-unlty
6 340-17

ff 515-20

troches
ph 175-31

trod
a 52-17

/ 242-31
C 263-17
6 313-24

p 364- 2

trope
ap 671-22

tropicalm 61-16

p 377- 6

tropics
/240- 3

flp 675-30

by healing the sick and V over death.

casts cut error, and V over death.
the divine Principle which V over death.
attended with doubts and defeats as well AS t'.

the joys and f of the righteous
The f of C. 8. are recorded In the destruction of

Life, Truth, and Love constitute the f Person

quality of infinite Mind, of the f Principle,

(that is, a personal Trinity or T)

It Inculcates the t
It relates to the . .

of God, Spirit, Mind;
f of Life, Truth, and Love.

tubercles and t\ lungs and lozenges.

the best man that ever t- the globe.
show the way our Master /•,

the dust we all have V."
most scientific man that ever V the globe.
the best man that ever t- this planet.

Through t- and metaphor, the Revelator,

like t- flowers bom amid Alpine snows.
Invalids flee to f climates

Arctic regions, sunny «•. giant hills,

southward, to the genial r.
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(rouble
pr 13- 1 "a very present helo in i."— Psnl. 46; 1.

« 134-16 They have not waxed strong in timea of f.

ph 166-19 thrusting Him aside in times of bodily t\
184- 8 remedy consists in probing the f to the bottom,

/ 202-28 "a, very present help in r ;"
— Psal. 46; 1.

p 3SJ-18 which do not f the gross,
t 444-12 a very present help m f."— Psal. 46; 1.

536-21 "of few days, and full of f."— Job. 14; 1.

552-16 of few days, and full of f."—Job 14 ; 1,

troubled
m 67-17 or sunshine gladdens the f sea.

troublesome
p 416-10 will tell you that the V material cause
g 542- 3 that it might be rid of f Truth.

troubling
p 414-18 by f and perplexing their thought.

true
pr 3-14 likeness of the patient, tender, and f,

5-23 Such an error would impede t' religion.
a 25-10 His < flesh and blood were his Life ;

31-26 the f worshippers shall— John 4 ; 23.

40-12 If the sayinf is f, "While there's life there's
40-13 its opposite is also t\ While there 'a sin there 's

42-29 in C. S. the f man is governed by God
48-31 and of what the t- knowledge of God can do
53- 2 The latter accusation was r, but not in

m 57-10 their V harmony is in spiritual oneness.
67-13 peri>etual only as it is pure and f,
58-10 V happiness, strength, and permanence.
60-25 not discerning the r happiness of being,
68- 2 understanding . . . will be the basis of f religion.

sp 87-25 The f concept is never lost.

91- 7 point Of departure for all f spiritual growth.
93- 6 when the f worshippers shaU^— John 4 ; 23.

99-23 The calm, strong currents of f spirituality,
an 104- 1 for scientific thoughts are f thoughts,
s 112-24 has already been stated and proved to be f,
113-22 Which of the denials in proposition four is f?
113-23 Both are not, cannot be, f.
ll*-24 According to the Scripture, I find that God is f,
116- 7 to make this Scriptural testimony f in our
117-26 and because of opacity to the f light,
I2ft- 9 never projected the least portion of V being.
129-18 are antagonistic to (' being and fatal to its

133-31 given place to the /• knowledge of God.
134-21 The f Logos Is demonstrably C. S.,
i38- 4 behind Peter's confession of the f Messiah.
140-20 rituals are but types and shadows of r worship.
140-20 "The ( worshippers shall worship— John 4; 23.

140-28 mournfully V tnat the older Scripture
148-17 It loses Spirit, drops the f tone,
164- 6 "No . , . classification of diseases ... Is /•,

ph 192- 5 quit our reliance upon . . . and grasp the f.
192-29 Christianity is the oasis of f heahng.
196- 3 but he has not yet found it r that knowledge
199- 3 it might be thought f that hammering would

/ 202-20 for the f way leads to Life instead of to death,
203-11 to the Christian the only f spirit is Godlike.
203-24 but this is not (-.

211-11 Is it not equally f- that matter does not
211-24 If it is f that nerves have sensation,
213-23 This was even more strikingly f of Beethoven,
213-32 discard the one Mind and f source of being,
230- 1 if f, it is a part of Truth.
231-21 To hold yourself superior to sin, . . .isfwisdom.
232-13 theories must be untrue, for the Scripture is f.
237-29 the only living and f God can do.
249-10 Such is the V Science of being.

C 258-17 as the (' divine image and likeness,
259- 6 In divine Science, man is the f Image of God.
261- 5 the enduring, the good, and the f,
264-26 by which we can recognize f existence
265-19 but this is f only of a mortal, not of a man

b 270- 3 One only of the following statements can be t" :

275-18 no truth is f, . . . but the divine-
275-26 f understanding of God is spiritual.
276-13 into human view in their r light,
281-21 When we put off the false sense for the /',

283- 2 belief that there is any f existence apart from
285-12 claim that a mortal is the <' image of
286-29 error must also say, "I am ('."

289-26 but the spiritual is f,
293-18 counterfeits the f essence of spirituality
294-26 recognizable only in what is good and f.
300- 3 Finite sense has no f appreciation of
300-10 will bring to light the f reflection of God
302-26 Man's f consciousness is in the mental,
303-16 can never make both these contraries f.
312- 1 How f it is that whatever is learned through
314-20 This materialism lost sight of the f Jesus ;

321- 2 which is just the opposite of the l\
323-25 the f understanding of Life and Love,
326-20 Working and praying with f motives*
328-10 they gain the f understanding of God

true
6 329-10 Jesus, who was the r demonstrator of

.337- 7 For f happiness, man must harmonize with
337-32 this Science is demonstrably f, for it heals
338- 3 brings to light the only hving and f God
349-29 this IS equally V of all learning,
353- ^ How can a Christian. . . . think of the latter ad

real or r,
358- 7 If . . . one is f, the other must be falsa
358-21 a V knowledge of the great import
359-18 T' Christianity is to be honored wherever
359-32 in their V light and loveliness,
380- 6 It is f that materiality renders these
361- 4 Christ, as the f spiritual idea, is the ideal of

p 376-23 audibly arguing the f facts
387- 1 We shall perceive this to be f when we
391-30 rise to the t- consciousness of Life as Love,
396-18 not because the testimony of sin or disease is V,
402-17 but this is not f.
404-23 Arouse the sinner to this new and f view of sin,
409-26 and seek the f model.
410- 8 might know Thee, the only f God,— John 17; 3.
419- 4 Your V course is to destroy the foe,
421- 6 a word which conveys the f definition of
427- 1 If it is t' that man lives, this fact can never
428-12 sweep away the false and give place to the f,
429-16 mortal mind's affirmation is not f.
439-11 T\ Materia Medica was a misguided
442-18 but the reverse of error ia f.

t 447-17 When sin' or sickness . . . seems f to material
454- 7 and plants the feet in the f path,
454-17 Love for God and man is the f incentive
461-25 error is not f, hence it is unreal.

r 466- 4 all-science or I' knowledge, all-presence.
467-12 the f brotherhood of man will oe
467-27 Spirit gives the f mental idea.
471-21 "Let God be /, but every— Rom. 3; 4.

472-20 If error were f, its truth would be error,
472-30 They are not V, because they are not of God.

. 474-26 Truth spares all that is f.
478-16 No, not if God is f and mortal man a liar.
486- 3 when you have learned falsehood's /• nature.
488-19 testimony of which cannot be (• eitherof man or
491-11 the f origin and facts of being,
495- 6 If sickness is f or the idea of Truth,
496-19 overlying, and encompassing all r being.

k 499- * He that %s holy, He that is f,— Rev. 3 ; 7.

g 506- 2 distinguishing between the false and the t\
512-25 Mortal mind inverts the f likeness,
515- 1 Then note how f, according to C. S.,
522- 2 false history in contradistinction to the f.
622- 4 If one is t', the other is false,
523-10 which God erects between the f and false.
527-14 It is t- that a knowledge of evil would
527-17 But is it f that God, good,
528- 6 It cannot be f that man was ordered to
530-29 dreamer and dream are one, for neither is f
547- 4 If one of the statements in this book is t',

547- 5 every one must be t',

547-25 The / theory of the universe, including man,
548-16 may entertain angels, the f ideas of God,
550-19 hides the f and spiritual Life, and causes our

ap 568-10 first the t' method of creation is set forth
568-12 first exhibits the f warfare and then the false.
571-23 immortal scribe of Spirit and of a f idealism,

gl 579- * He that is holy. He that is f,— Rev. 3; 7.

590-25 f scientific statements of the Scriptures
(see also conceptloOt Idea, likeness, sense)

truer
a 19-7 by giving man a t' sense of Love,

19- 8 and this f sense of Love redeems
c 259- 8 threw upon mortals the f reflection of God

truest
s 132-29 with the V conception of the Christ?

truism
s 108- 9 the <• that the only sufferer Is mortal mind,
p 417- 9 make the sick realize this great r,

truly
a 25-10 and they f eat his flesh and drink his blood,

27-27 never f understood their Master's instruction.
34- 1 willing f to drink his cup,
44-21 in his proof of man's /• derived power

sp 81-23 in the case of man as f as in the case of
94- 6 The f Christian and scientific statement of

s 112-12 borrowed from that t- divine Science which
120-19 impossible for aught but Mind to testify r
130-24 and understood how f such as they belong to
135-21 It has been said, and t\ that Christianity .

140- 4 That God is a corporeal being, nobody can f
ph 189-15 it is as f mortal mind, according to its degree,
b 268- * and f our fellowship is with— 1 John 1 ; 3.

327-22 Fear of punishment never made man r honest.
el 58^13. "EUas f shaU fift come— Mati. 17; 11.
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trump
/ 223-27 but the last f has not sounded, or this would
291- 7 when the last f shall sound ,

292- 2 then the final f will sound which will end the

trumpet-word
p 427-32 to catch this f of Truth,

trunk
p 393-22 the f of a tree which you gash

trust
calm

r 495-18 your clear sense and calm f,
doubtlog

i 455- 4 or a faltering and doubting t- in Truth
glorified

b 299-U they point upward to a new and glorified f,
grandest

a 49-19 charged with the grandest V of heaven,
In good

gl 579-13 the purpose of Love to create t- In good.
In bygiene

s 145-14 whether faith in drugs, f in hygiene,
our

r 487-28 lengthens our days by strengthening our V
snpport their

p 417- 4 Always support their f in the power of Mind

a 20-21 to obey the divine order and f God, saves
ph 169-21 however much we f a drug

181- 9 When you manipulate patients, you V In
181-23 if you adhere to error and are afraid to f

f 234- 3 If we f matter, we distrust Spirit.
o 359- 2 have seen and have been taught to love and to V

. 360-26 Behold, He putteth no f in His— see Job 4 ; 18.

t 444-11 Step by step will those who f Him
r 488-10 faith, understanding, f, constancy,

trustfulaess
o 23-23 these two definitions, f and trustworthiness.

trusting
pr 1-12 and no loss can occur from f God
s 146- 8 By V matter to destroy its own discord,
/ 226-31 f Truth, the strong deliverer,
o 326-11 or f in it more than in the spiritual.

trusts
a 23-24 One kind of faith f one's welfare to others.

p 428- 9 To divest thought of false f
t 455-24 does not bestow His highest f upon the

trustworthiness
pr .15-30 T- is the foundation of enlightened faith.
a 23-23 these two definitions, truslfulness and /•.

23-30 demands self-reliant /•, which includes

Truth (see also Truth's)
accept

p 420-11 for if they will only accept T;
acceptance of

/ 202-13 the perception and acceptance of T'.
acknowledgment of

p 372-28 a just acknowledgment of T'
action of
ph 169-27 Only the action of T\ Life, and Love can

183-18 legitimate and only possible action of T'
p 386-13 through the action of T- on the minds of

adherents of
r 497- 3 As adherents of T-, we take the inspired Word

affluence of
a 54- 4 With the affluence of T', he vanquished error.

afraid to trust
ph 181-23 if you adhere to error and are afraid to trust T',

aU
pr 11-31 will bring us into all T-.

all Is
r 475- 2 To Truth there Is no error,— all Is T\

allness— of
346-13 the somethingness— yea, the allness— of T'.

aUof
r 495- 4 All of T- Is not understood ;

altar of
( 454-22 Love Is priestess at the altar of T\

and error
a 19- 6 for T- and error are irreconcilable.

ph 167-24 with Spirit and matter, T' and error.

/ 207-18 such as the amalgamation of T' and error
211- 3 Spirit and matter, !' and error,

b 283-15 They speak of both T- and error as mind,
287- 9 T" and error are unlike.
296-24 AVhen the evidence of ... T" and error, seems
315-32 Spirit and the flesh, between T' and error.

p 372-20 can we believe in . . . both T' and error,
g 538- 9 the infinite distance between T' and error,
539-19 It is false to say that T' and error commingle

01 586-16 line of demarcation between T- and error,
and good

s 114- 6 the divine Mind, or T- and good.
g 529-27 neither origin nor support in !' and good.

Truth
and Life

pr 5-24 as it is destroyed by Christ,— T' and Life.
a 30-21 to point out the way of T' and Life.

37-25 by the demonstration of T" and Life,
43-32 T- and Life must seal the victory over error and

b 274-13 and they demonstrate T' and Life.

288-30 made him the Way-shower, T- and Life,

p 410- 7 the knowledge of Love, T', and Life.

and Love-

pr 4-1 While the heart fs far from divine T' and Love,
12-15 man's unity with T- and Love.
14-22 and present. with T- and Love.
15-20 to work and watch for wisdom, T-, and Love.

a 21- 5 our part in the at-one-ment with T- and Love.
24- 1 T" and Love understood and practised,
25- 2 the great proof of T- and Love.
28- 7 is the persecutor of T' and Love.
31-13 the healing power of T" and Love.
36- 3 in the blessed company of T- and Love
40-24 through the triumphal arch of T- and Love.
46-15 failed to hide immortal T' and Love in a
48-14 T- and Love bestow few palms until the
48-20 The great demonstrator of T' and Love
60-31 the world's hatred of T' and Love.
51-24 He was inspired by God, by T- and Love,m 57-19 Happiness is spiritual, born of T' and Love.

sp 88-25 Eloquence re-echoes the strains of T' and Love.
95- 8 our fidelity to T' and Love ;

an 106-11 governed by his Maker, divine T' and Love.
ph 192-27 We walk in the footsteps of T- and Love
/ 216-18 submission to everlasting Life and T- and Love.
231-19 beliefs which divine T' and Love destroy.

C 255- 4 the perpetual demand of T- and Love,
261- 2 Look away from the body into T' and Love,
265- 4 as his treasures of T' and Love are enlarged.

b 270-26 T' and Love alone can unmake them.
274- 1

.
T' and Love antidote this mental miasma,

279-20 demonstration of eternal Life and T' and Love.
298-29 pure thoughts . . . winged with T' and Love,
308-20 a message from T' and Love, appeared to him
308-25 the light of T' and Love dawns upon thee.
314-28 demands of its divine Principle, T- and Love,
332-27 only purity could reflect T' and Love,

p 394-27 to conquer discord . . . with T' and Love
395-20 nurse should be . . . receptive to T- and Love.
417-15 unshaken understanding of T- and Love,
418-24 and especially by the spirit of T' and Love

t 445-20 quiets fear with T' and Lovfe,
448-23 the grand results of T- and Love.
455- 1 into accord with the spirit of 7"- and Love,
463-14 conceived and born of T- and Love,

T 472- 2 and that this Life is T' and Love ;

476-30 that is, T' and Love reign in the real man,
490- 7 C. S. reveals T' and Love as the
495-30 abiding steadfastly in wisdom, T-, and Ix)ve.
496-12 the healing power of T' and Love

C 510- 9 T' and Love enhghten the understanding,
516- 4 substance. Life, intelligence, T', and Love,
540-30 he is not the type of T' and Love.

ap 558-17 pillars of fire, foundations of 2'" and Love.
559-26 the nature, or primal elements, of T' and Love,
561- 1 ignorance of T' and Love.
561- 1 The understanding of T- and Love,
565-21 with the fervent heat of T' and Love,
567- 3 T' and Love come nearer in the hour of woe,
567-10 T' and Love prevail against the dragon

Cl 583-12 CnuRcn. The structure of T' and Love :

584- 2 light, the spiritual idea of T' and Love.
apostles of

a 40-21 apostles of T- may endure human brutality
appearing of

/230- 7 the advanced appearing of T-,

arraigns
p 440-4 J- arraigns before the supreme bar of Spirit

arrive at
r 468- 1 Thus we arrive at T-, or Intelligence,

ashamed before
g 532-19 Ashamed before T', error shrank abashed

bar of
p 437- 8 At the bar of T', in the presence of

437-30 unjust u.sages were not allowed at the bar of T',
440-26 standing at the bar of T-,

based on
s 124- 1 based on r-, the Principle of all science.

battle of
b 292- 2 will end the battle of T- with error

belief in
b 297-26 belief in T' is better than a belief in error,

blaze of
b 296-15 and they must go out under the blaze of T',

blessing of
r 48»- 6 receive the blessing of T\

capacities of
/ 202-22 and the Infinite capacltiea of T-,
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Truth
casts out

, „ „ . ..

s 135-13 when T- casts out the evil called disease,

ph 183-26 T- casts out all evils

b 282- 1 Now, as of old, T' casts out evils

O 350-11 Then they know how T" casta out error

r 482-26 Sickness is part of the error which T' casts out.

49.5- 2 T- casts out error now as surely as

celestial , ,, , ~,
c 267-25 In which all error disappears In celestial T\

Christ Is
a 18-16 Christ is T-, which reaches

Christ, or
{see Christ)

claim of „ . L .

b 329-25 maintains the claim of T- by quenching error.

claims of
, , . . ^ ,

sp 92-28 Instead of urging the claims of T' alone.

comes
b 290-12 Hence T' comes to destroy this error

condition of
/ 230- 3 to destroy a quality or condition of Tl

consciousness of
/ 218- 7 The consciousness of T' rests us

contradiction of
r 472-17 Error is the contradiction of T\

controls error
s 145-17 this advantage . . . that In it T- controls error.

counterfeits of
c 267-22 erroneous beliefs must be counterfeits of T'.

course of
gl .593-16 unobstructed, it typifies the course of T' ;

coward before
p 368- 5 Error is a coward before T'.

creations of
b 287- 4 which simulates the creations of T\

creative
g 549-29 Spirit as the divine origin of creative T',

currents of
a 24- 9 the buoys and healing currents of T'

decapitates error
c 266- 3 Science, with which T- decapitates error,

defeat in

/ 239-13 success in error is defeat in T-
demands of

ph 170-14 The demands of T' are spiritual,
b 32.5-20 Paul had a clear sense of the demands of T'
t 450-13 They do not . . whine over the demands of T" ,

demonstrable
r 487-20 founded on Science or demonstrable T',

demonstrable in
an 106-17 such methods as are demonstrable in T'

demonstrated
b 2S9- 1 T- demonstrated is eternal life.

ap 559-15 Then is the power of T' demonstrated,
demonstrates

b 294-31 for T- demonstrates the falsity of error.

demonstration of
pr 2-17 Goodness attains the demonstration of T'.

a 37-25 by the demonstration of T' and Life,

s 135-31 in demonstration of T-, as must be the case
t 445-12 understanding and demonstration of T'

denial of
p 372-27 In C. S., a denial of T' is fatal,

denying
o 342- 7 the sad effects on the sick of denying T\

deprived of
T 490-14 mortals are more or less deprived of T\

destroyed by
b 294-18 destroyed by T- through spiritual sense
338- 8 the error which must be destroyed by T\

destroys
a 23-10 an error of sinful sense which T' destroys,
sp 72-12 T' destroys mortality,
s 143- 1 and T' destroys only what is untrue.

/ 24^31 Thsy are inharmonies which T' destroys.
o 288-31 The eternal T- destroys what mortals seem
289-16 a mortal belief, or error, which T- destroys

p 420- 1 nor go from one part to another, for T" destroys
r 474-31 T- destroys falsity and error,

destroy? error
b 339- 2 T' destroys error, and Love destroys hate.
o 350-30 Soul rebukes sense, and T' destroys error.

discernment of
o 346-16 and leads to the discernment of T\

dispensation of
b 270-16 the new dispensation of T\

divine
{see divine)

does not distribute
p 408-20 r- does not distribute drugs through the blood,

does the work
t 456-22 T" does the work, and you must both

drawn from
o 360- 2 real and eternal because drawn from T',

Truth
easier to desire

b 322-32 It is easier to desire T" than to

effects of
-s 126-25 the effects of T- on the health, longevity,
p 386-14 corresponding effects of T- on the body,

energies of
ph 186- 4 and filling it with the divine energies of T'.

/252- 5 and of the recuperative energies of T'
error and

o 3.56-13 as the two opposites,— as error and T',
356-18 nor an eternal copartnership between error

and r-,
error, credits

g 52.8-15 error, credits T-, God, with inducing a
error, not

p 386-25 Error, not T\ produces all the suffering
r 474-27 error, not T', is the author of the unreal,

eternal
sp 95-32 lifts human consciousness into eternal T'.

ph 170-13 points to the self-sustaining and eternal T'.

178-21 must finally yield to the eternal T',
c 255- 1 Eternal T' is changing the universe.
b 288-31 The eternal T- destroys what mortals seem
p 434-14 the bar of Justice and eternal T'.

evasion of
t 448-10 Evasion of T' cripples integrity,

everlasting
b 286-28 are the antipodes of everlasting T',

evidence of
o 353- 8 having the stronger evidence of T'

existent In
s 120-22 reveals man as harmoniously existent in T',

explanation of
t 453- 9 chemicalization follows the explanation of T',

expositions of

pref ix-16 not complete nor satisfactory e.xpositions of T*.

faith In
i 286- 7 gives full faith in T",
1 446-21 strengthens hope, enthrones faith In T',

find refuge in

sp 83- 8 Mortals must find refuge in T-

flames of
ap 558-18 flames of T' were prophetically described

followers of
o 33- 6 the persecuted followers of T-.

footsteps of
ph 192-27 We walk in the footsteps of T- and Love
/ 241-24 the footsteps of T\ the way to health

for teaching , ^
o 343- 2 smitten for healing and for teaching T'

fosters the Idea

g 555-32 T' fosters the idea of Truth,
from error to

.

p 370-31 from error to T-, from matter to Spirit.
God Is

& 312-19 yet God is T:

s 130-27 the supremacy of God, or "•,
144-10 afford faint gleams of God, or T\

golden with
s 121-12 happy sunshine, golden with T\

grace and , „ .

m 67-23 Grace and T- are potent beyond all other
harmonious

o 351-26 the all-Inclusiveness of harmonious T\
has come ,, ,„ ^ , .^

o 34- 5 instead of showing, . . . that T" has come to the

has no beginning
b 307-25 T' has no beginning.

hatred of
^ , . „,

6 330- 5 and the human hatred of T;
heals

s 135-12 when T' heals the sick. It casts out evils,

o 344-U Were it more fully understood that T- heals

heals with
, , , ^ ^

b 318-23 Science of Mind . . . heals with T'.

higher sense of
, . ,. .

gl 58^19 higher sense of T' rebuking mortal belief.

Ideal
r 47.3-10 Christ is the Ideal T-, that comes to heal

a 30-19 As the individual ideal of. T-, Christ Jesus

/ 207-29 is harmonious and is the ideal of T\
Idea of

{see Idea)
Ideas of „ ^ ^ , ^u

g 543-26 Ideas of T- alone are reflected In the

Immortal , _ . ^ ,

a 45-15 had failed to hide Immortal T- and Love In a
sp 72-14 and immortal T- (the spiritual sense)

/204- 7 conclusively mental as immortal T-

o 357-22 in a false supposition, not in immortal T',

p 401-17 when immortal 2'- is destroying erroneous
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Truth
Immortal . ,

. _
p 415-26 instruct mortal mind with immortal T\
T 468-12 Spirit is Immortal T-
548-15 and so aids the appreheosion of immortal T\

Impressions from
/ 214- 1 impressions from T' were as distmct as sound,

Incarnation of _ , ,.^ . •

(7 501-10 The incarnation of T', thai amplification of

Infinite

sp 94- 3 Min reflects Infinite T-, Life, and Love.
o 361-26 A germ of infinite T, . . . is the

p 367-24 The infinite T- of the Christ-cure has come
r 470- 8 spiritual presence of Life as infinite T'

g 504-23 The rays of infinite T', when gathered Into

Infinitude of
, , « . ^ - „,

c 258-16 all that exists in the infinitude of T-.

Influence of _
s 146-25 through the holy influence of T*
r 474-24 Despite the hallowing influence of T"

Innocence and
ap 568- 1 In^iocence and T' overcome guilt and error.

Inseparable In
, , _

p 404-28 Both cures ... are inseparable in T".

Instructed by ..„.,.
p 42e- 3 mortal mind, when Instructed by T-, yields

Intelligence, and to
. .., . . ^

!7 517- 9 corresponds to creation, to intelligence, and toT .

Is able
ph 191-31 T* is able to cast out the ills of the flesh.

Is affirmative
p 418-20 T' is aflSrmative, and confers harmony.

Is an alterative
p 371-30 r- is an alterative in the entire system,

Is a revelation
s 117-27 r- is a revelation.

Is demonstrable ^,
6 323-15 We must recollect that T- is demonstrable

is divine
h 287-10 In Science, T- is divine,

Is ever truthful
s 129- 5 r- is ever truthful, and can tolerate no error

Is God's remedy
s 142-^1 r- Is God's remedy for error of every kind.

Is Immortal
T 466-13 T* Is immortal ; error is mortal.
468- 4 If T" is immortal, error must be mortal;

Is Infinite
, , , ^ ,

p 367-30 Because T- is infinite, error should be known as

Is intelligent
r 466-14 r- is intelligent ;

Is limitless
t 46fr-13 T" is limitless ; error is limited.

is made manifest
h 316- 9 to show that T' is made manifest by Its effects

is omnipotent
p 367-31 Because T" is omnipotent in goodness.

Is overcoming , ., „
a 21- 1 If T- Is overcoming error in your daily walk

•s real
, .„ .

h 288- 1 The statement that T- xs real

p 368- 4 T' is real and error is unreal.

r 466-15 T- is real, and error is unreal.

Is the Intelligence
6 282-26 T- is the Intelligence of immortal Mind.

Is tbelr remedy
t 461-24 and T' Is their remedy.

Is (he light
b 282-32 but T* is the light which dispels error.

ic ^tip rock
p 380- 5 T- is the rock of ages, the headstone of the

its opposite
b 282-32 Infers from error its opposite, T- ;

Judgment of
p 391- 5 delivered to the judgment of T-,

kingdom of
b 281- 3 Into the kingdom of T- on earth

knowledge of
s 128-22 So it is with our knowledge of T:

law of
r 482-28 C. S. Is the law of T-, which heals the sick
530- 3 spiritual law of T' is. made manifest

leaven of
s 118-10 but this leaven of T" is ever at work.

Life and
s 117-18 illustrating and demonstrating Life and T*

/ 216-18 is in submission to everlasting Life and T'
279-20 demonstration of eternal Life and T'
304- 2 sweet sense and presence of Lif* and T\

Life, and Love
pr 15- 5 but lets in T\ Life, and Love.
o !8- 2 whereby man reflects divine T", Life, and Love.

26-14 T\ Life, and Love gave Jesus authority
41--14 proofs of T\ Life, and Love, which Jesus gave
49-23 able, through T-, Life, and Love, to triumph

Truth
Life, and Love

sp 94- 3 Man reflects infinite T-, Life, and Love.
s 137-20 T\ Life, and Love, which heals mentally.

ph 169-27 Only the action of T', Life, and Love can
184-12 T', Life, and Love are the only legitimate

/ 243-27 T\ Life, and Love are a law of axmihilation to
p 435-32 jurisdiction ... of T-, Life, and Love.
r 468-18 T\ Life, and Love are substance,
497-17 T', Life, and Love as demonstrated

g 504-13 since T\ Life, and Love fill immensity
gl 595- 2 symlwl of Soul ... of T', Life, and Love.

Life, . . . and Love
(see Life)

Life, Love
sp 81-15 Life, Love, T-, Is the only proof of

Life or
a 42- 6 It cannot make Life or T' apparent.

ph 196-16 are not concomitants of Life or T\
Life, or Love

/ 207-25 presuppose the absence of T', Life, or Love.
Life that Is

sp 97-30 demonstrating the Life that is T',
Life which Is

a 35-23 as we reach the Life which is T'
lifts her voice

sp 97-23 for the higher T- lifts her voice,
Ugbt of

p 418-32 which flee before the light of T\
a 557-20 rolls back the clouds of error with the light of

T:
llsplngS of
pref ix- 3 were only infantile lispings of T*.

"Love and
c 19- 3 Love and T- are not at war with God's image
/ 227-19' Love and T' make free,
T 470- 3 brotherhood of man would consist of Love and

r,
gl 696-17 the spiritual inspiration of Love and T'

majesty of
ap 564-19 LTntU the majesty of T' should be demonstrated

may annihilate
g 540-15 that T' may aimihilate all sense of evil

Messlahshlp of

sp 95-25 Magi of old foretold the Messiahshlp of T'.

might of
pref vii-27 author's discovery of the might of T'
ministry of

ap 574-10 This ministry of T', this message from
murmur not over

ap 559-23 but murmur not over T\ If you find
name of

t 456- 3 Teaching or practising in the name of T',
never mingles

ph 191-29 in C. S., T- never mingles with error.

no pain In
s 113-28 There is no pain In T-, and no truth in pain ;

no reaction in

p 419-10 knowing that there can be no reaction In T\
not resist

s 128-24 he should not resist T-, which banishes
not the result of

r 486-12 Death Is not the result of T'
not towards

/ 205-29 towards the side of error, not towards T'.
obedience to

ph 183-23 Obedience to T- gives man power
obliterated by . „

T 485-10 views of error ought to be obliterated by T:
omnipotence of

. .. „,
( 454- 4 Teach your students the omnipotence of "•,

omnipotent _,
c 257-29 Inexhaustible Love, eternal Life, omnipotent r*.

o 353-11 omnipotent T- certainly does destroy error.

opposer of
gl 580-15 the opposer of T\ termed error ;

opposite of
(see opposite)

or error „
/ 211- 5 and who shall say whether T- or error
b 324-10 whether It be T- or error,

sp 91-14 is by no means the destruction of T' or Life,

or Love . ^ ,
/ 234- 4 Whatsoever Inspires with wisdom, T\ or Love

or Mind . ,

r 483- 5 which nothing but T- or Mind can heal,

overcome by . „,
/ 231- 4 rightly met and fairly overcome by T\

overcomes
p 420-17 T' overcomes both disease and sin

pathway of . . «,
r 487- 6 gained by walklhg in the pathway of T'

permanence of . _
/ 215- 3 and the might and permanence of T',
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pierces the errer
/ 210-20 and T' pierces the error of mortality

places
g 538- 5 T' places the cherub wisdom at the gate

potency Is
6 293-15 whose potency is T-, whose attraction is Love,

power of
a 20-19 and when error felt the power of T',

31-13 the healing power of T' and Love.
40-19 show us the way and the power of T-

s 111-13 utilization of the power of T' over error ;

137- 2 His students saw this power of T'
146-26 This healing power of T' must
150- 2 monuments to the virtue and power of T',
150- 4 To-day the healing power of T- is

p 378-17 represents the power of T' over error,
380-20 Nothing but the power of T' can prevent the
412-16 the power of T', . . . must break the dream

f 495-11 in the life-giving power of T' acting on
496-12 the healing power of T' and Love

ap 559-15 Then is the power of T- demonstrated,
practical

a 31-15 It Is the living Christ, the practical T',
practice of

a 26-22 Jesus' teaching and practice of T-
p 410-25 does not appear in the practice of T'

practised
/ 201- 1 best sermon ever preached is T- practised

proceeds from
p 419-21 If the action proceeds from T',

produced by
p 421-23 the alterative effect produced by 7^

protests of
pr 12-14 deep and conscientious protests of T-,

reality and
gl 580-30 not one who . . . sustains realitj' and T-

recognition of
t 450-11 open to the approach and recognition of T\

reflection, of
5? 581- 8 Ark. Safety; the idea, or reflection, of T",

regard for

p 364-26 do they show their r^ard for T-, or Christ,
regenerates

/ 222- 8 whereas T- regenerates this fleshly mind
relation to

s 113-14 showing . . . their exact relation to T'.
reliance on
ph 167-31 Only through radical reliance on T-'

remedy of
s 140- 1 demands the remedy of T- more than

resistance to
b 317- 9 Resistance to T- will haunt his steps,

rest In
p 387-11 we are able to rest In T-, refreshed by the

reveal
r 485- 2 If error is necessary to define or to reveal T\

revealed
t 457- 1 and registered the revealed T'

revealed by
gl 593-23 Seal. The signet of error revealed by T-

revelation of
a 29-23 brought forth her child by the revelation of T-,

sp 98-19 Christ's revelation of T-, of Life, and of Love,
s 109-22 The revelation of T' in the understanding
g 501-11 it is the revelation of T- and of spiritual ideas.

rale of
p 418-22 simple rule of T', which governs all reality.

sanctuary of
/ 232-26 In the sacred sanctuary of T' are voices of

seed of
b 271- 1 seed of T' springs up and bears much fruit.
g 535- 1 The seed of T- and the seed of error,

/ 254-11 'Whtn we wait patiently on God and seek T-
b 286- 2 To seek T' through belief in a human doctrine
p 364-18 Do Christian Scientists seek T" as Simon sought

seeker of
prcf x-23 personal experience of any sincere seeker of r-.
seekers for
pref xli-26 commits these pag&s to honest seekers for T'
ap 570-15 simple seekers for T- weary wanderers,

seeking
p 367-10 This Is what is meant by seeking T-, Christ,

sends a report
ph 194- 9 T- sends a report of health over the body.

separated from
g 505- 8 material sense, is separated from T-,

Eomethlngness named
6 276—28 Harmony is the somethingness nam,ed T'.

Spirit and
ph 177-24 nor can a lie . . . against God, Spirit and T'.
b 278-15 as we approach Spirit and T-, we lose the

spirit of
p 391- 1 in the conscious strength of tbe spirit of T'

418-24 especially by the spirit of T- and Love

Truth
spirit of

p 427- 4 even the law of tbe spirit of T-,

.J.*^ ' '°'° accord with the spirit of T- and Love.
spiritual

'

(see spiritual)
spiritual sense of

b 315-18 which beclouds the .spiritual sen.se of T- •

tJ52-22 When the spiritual sense of T unfolds it's
standard of

a 31- 2 are unfit to bear the standard of T
f 235-29 should uplift the standard of T-
r 472-22 should continue to lose the standard of T

strength of
p 365-31 not giving ... the joy and strength of T-.

struggle for
p 426-10 The struggle for T- makes one strong

subjection to
/ 240-29 is finally brought Into st.'bjection to T-

subordination to

/206- 5 exercised only In subordination to T-
sunlight of

s 162- 5 C. S. brings to the body the sunlight of T-.
sunshine of

b 299-28 the stmshine of T-, v/ill melt away the
superstructure of

gl 595- 8 superstructure of T- ; the shrine of Love •

supremacy of
p 406-22 to avaU ourselves ... of the supremacy of T-
ap 569- 9 when we are conscious of the supremacy of T\
gl 580-21 the immortality and supremacy of r- ;

sustained by
t 447-15 when mentally sustained by T"

sword of
t 458-18 two-edged sword of T- must turn In ever?
g 538- 7 the sword of T- gleams afar

symbol of
gl 591-23 MoKNiNQ. Light ; symbol of T- ;

testified for
s 134- 5 who testified for T- were so often persecuted

text of
pref x-13 but has bluntly and honestly given the text of

that Is Life
sp 97-30 a^ln demonstrating . . . the T- that Is Life.

the ever-present
ft 297-23 T , the ever-present, is becoming understood.

this living
ph 180^28 The only way to this living T-,

touched by
pref x-2o unbiased Christian thought is soonest touched

by T-,
touch of

t 450-15 Some people yield slowly to the touch of T:
transformed by
ph 191-14 transformed by T- on its pinions of light,

transparency for
b 295-22 in order to become a better transparency for T'

treasures of
sp 70- 5 revelations of C. S. unlock the treasures of T-.
f 241-11 hate, revenge, . . . steal away the treasures of t'
c 265- 4 as his treasures of T- and Love are enlarged

trumpet-word of
p 427-32 to catch this trumpet-word of T-.

trusting
/ 226-32 trusting T-, the strong deliverer, to guide me

truth of
b 320- 2 Likewise we can speak of the truth of T-

unalterable
pr 11-28 Prayer cannot change the unalterable T-,

unbelief" In
p 401- 1 "because of their unbelief

"
in T.— Matt. I3;5g.

understand
s 110-31 believe on Christ and . . . tmderstand T\

understanding of
(see understanding)

nnl rerse of
g 503-10 In the universe of T\ matter Is unknown,

unknown to
ph 1S4- 4 for these are unknown to T-

unlike
r 468- 6 because error Is unlike T\

unlikeness of
r 471- 6 The imlikeness of T-,— named error;

unseen
r 481-11 do not change the unseen T;

unsustained by
c 264-22 Sin Is unsustained by T',

utterance of
g 545- 4 This could not be the utterance of T' or Science,

verdict of
o 3.5S-15 It presents the calm and clear verdict of T-

voice of
(see voice)
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what Is

pref viii-12
n 4S-26

/ 223-14

Wisdom, or
/206- 2

words of
342-24

work of
a 528-21

world of
pr 13-30

yields to
6 32&-31

(7 543- 3

rleld to
5 152- 2

ph 17fr-30

6 287-^

«r^ vH- 7
vli-13

pr

sp

9-25
11-17
12-10
15-6
16- 5
17-14
18-18
19- 5

30-24
34- 6
35-6
35-12
35-23
35-27
36- 7

37- 7
38-31
47-23
53-21
6.^ 3
a3-ll
00- 9

an 103-23

5 115-13
118- 8
126-31
129-15
130-32
134- 9
142- 9
144-20
144-24
144-28
14.^12
147-10
149- 1

149-14
152- 8
162-7

ph 170- 2

171-5
173-8
174-20
176-31
181-10
181-30
182- 3
183-14
184-3

/201- 7
202-26
208-11
216-8
224-28
225- 3
225- 6
228-24
229-31
230- 2

231-10
236-32
238-12
238-13
238-19
242-21
243-25
251-11
251-13
253-6

C260-32
6 271-9
271-27

The question, WTiat Is T", la answered by
queation, "What is T\"— John 18; 38.

The question, "What Is T-,"— John 18:38.

no other Love, wisdom, or T',

It speaks to the dumb the words of T't

error now simulates the work of T',

The world of error is Ignorant of the world of T\

opposition to spirituality, till error yields to T-.
Ttiis error. . . » yields to T- and returns to dust

;

and must by Its own consent yield to T
are quite as ready to yield to T" as the
Their false evidence will finally yield to T',

the tuman herald cf Christ, T',
T\ . . . luiocks at the portal of humanity.
Are you willing to leave all for Christ, for T',
T' bestows no pardon upon -error,

neither Science nor T' which acts through
Closed to error, it is open to T',
between T' that is sinless and the
all Life, T', Love, over all,

T\ could conciliate no nature above his own,
Even Christ cannot reconcile T' to error,
between the offspring ... of T' and of error.
If Christ, T\ has come to us in demonstration.
Discerning Christ, T-, anew on the shore of

They bow before Christ, T-,
the Life which is Truth and the T' which is Life
Our bread, . . . from heaven," is T'.—John6:33.
would be for T' to pardon error.
Mortals try in vain to slay T'
He taught that the material senses shut out T'
the world generally loves a lie better than T' ;

distance between the individual and T\
May Christ, T', be present at every bridal altar
belief hides T' and builds on error.
T' has furnished the key to the kingdom.
This belief has not one quality of T".
God : Divine Principle, Life, T', Love,
second appearing in the flesh of the Christ, T\
straight and narrowway" of T'.—see Matt. 7 : 14.

"Art thou [T'] come hither to— A/a«. 8; 29.

T" should not seem so surprising . . .as error,
The new faith in the Christ, T', so roused the
for Christ, T\ alone can furnish
T-, and not corporeal will, is the divine power
even as T' wars with error,
T' will be the universal panacea.
T\ subdues the human belief in disease.
T' has lost none of its divine and
T" could save from sickness as well as from
have not demonstrated the life of Christ, T',
T" has a healing effect, even whea
neutralizing error with T'.
T- is not the basis of theogony.
through Christ, T\ man will reopen
supposition, ... J- is reduced to the level of
T' is revealed.
T' handles the most "malignant contagion
in electricity and magnetism more than in T',
If you have more faith in drugs than in T',
casting out error with T', shows your position
T' never made error necessary,
T' makes no laws to regulate sickness,
T' makes a new creature,
T' should "much more abound."— Horn. 6:20.
antipode of Immortal Mind, of T;
T' bruises the head of error
T' brings the elements of liberty.
T' makes man free.
You may know when first T- leads
and form and control it with T-.
The remedy is T-, not matter,
if true, it is a part of T\
but God, T-, Life, Love, does heal
makes easy and rapid strides towards T'.
To fall away from T- in times of persecution,
shows that we never understood T\
T" often remains unsought, until we
The vesture of Life is T-.
T' has no consciousness of errori
T' works out the nothingness of error
an error that Christ, T\ alone can destroy.
salth : . . . I give immortality to man, for I

am T-.
If we look to thebody . . . for T, we find error;
In T-, casting out all Inharmony.
to cast them on the right side for T-,

Truth
b 272- 4

275-12
275-31
278- 8
279-15
280- 9

282-17
282-18
285-31
286-11
287- 9
287-11
287-32
289-12
290-21
292-7
293-29
295-20
298-10
299-24
299-24
299-26
300-32
304-19
306- 1

307- 6

307-11
307-17
308-22
312-18

316-7
316-19
322- 7

324-27
325-7
325-18
325-30
326-3
330- 1

330-20
332-14
333-23
341-10
343-12
346-20
347-24
351-14
351-18
354-7
354-24
357- 5

357- 8

p 368-10
370-4
374-15
380- 4.

390- 9

391-2
403-19
406-12
410-12
412-5
415-5
420- 3
422-10
433-31
442-22

1449- 5

450-25
451- 1

455-4
462-12
463-19

r 465-10
469-17
473- 4

474- 4

474-25
474-26
475- 2
481-27
484-25
493- 2

495-23

5 506- 7

616-10
S24-22
630-24
633-26
635-17
637-15
638- 3
638- 4

639-9

must be gained before T' can be understood.
Spirit, Life, T-, Love, combine as one,
T\ spiritually discerned, is scientifically
even as in T' there is no error,
no more . . . than T' can create error, or
Finite belief can never do justice to T'
T' has no home in error,
and error has no foothold in T'.

Christ, T-, as the healing and saving power.
Christ, Life, T', Love;
We call the absence of T', error.
Did God, T-, create error?
T" cannot be contaminated by error.
Life and Life's idea, T- and Truth's idea,
Christ, T\ removes all ignorance and sin:
T' will be to us "the resurrection— John II ; 25.
C. S. brings to light T' and its supremacy,
through VN'hich T" appears most vividly
spiritual sense can bear witness only to T'.
T' never destroys God's idea.
T' is spiritual, eternal substance,
error, may seem to hide T',
in that which reflects Life, T', Love,
T' is not contaminated by error.
who believed error to be as immortal as T'.
as real and eternal as T".
It says : . . . T- shall change side3
Error charges its lie to T-
T', being tnereby understood, gave him
Mortals try to believe without understanding

T- ;

Christ, T', was demonstrated through
thus proved that T- was the master of death.
Christianity, or T", in its divine Principle.
"If Christ [T\ be not risen,— / Cor. 15: 14.

T\ unfolding its own immortal idea,
with T' in divine Love,
AVhen first spoken In any age, T',
If we wish to follow Christ, T',
as mortals give up error for T'
Scriptures declare Him to be,— Life, T', Love.
the Way, the T-, and the Life,
to all prepared to receive Christ, T'.
for they shaU see God" [Tl.— Matt. 5: 8.

and T' will not be forever hidden
because T' is error's antidote.

'

it is Christ, T\ who destroys these evils,

presence of'Christ, T", which healed the sick,
while error seems as potent and real to us as T',
to enable them to leave all for Christ, T'?
and with the dawn T' will waken men
We sustain T', . . . by rejecting a lie.

T' creates neither a lie, a capacity to lie,

fatal beliefs that error is as real as T-,
turn from the lie of false belief to T',

Through immortal Mind, or T\
T' is always the victor.
T' will at length compel us all

T' can destroy its seeming reality,
deprived of its imaginary powers by T\
and spiritual perception, . . . reaches T\
showing that T' is the actual life of man ;

plead the case scientifically for T',

disease, and death have no foundations in T',
T' not error. Love not hate,
the tremor which T' often brings to error
Ah ! but Christ, T', the spirit of Life
Christ, T\ gives mortals temporary food and
does wonders for mortals, so omnipotent is T',
errors of belief, which T' can and will destroy,
the errors which T' must and will annihilate
or a faltering and doubting trust in T'
and substituting his own views for T',
T- is here and has fulfilled Its perfect work.
Spirit, Soul, Principle, Life, T'. Love,
evil— is not Mind, is not T',

T-, God, Is not the father of error.

The reception accorded to T' in the
T- spares all that is true.

If evil is real, T' must make It so ;

To T- there Is no error,— all is Truth.

Impossible, since T' cannot support error,

and T- over error,
C. S. speedily shows T" to be triumphant,
this understanding will supplant error with T\
and makes T" final.

Life is reflected in existence, T- In truthfulness.
How could . . . error be the enunciator of T' 7

saying, . . . more to be desired than T',
T', cross-questioning man as to his

T' Is indeed "the way."— John 14:6.
T' guards the gateway to harmony.
T- should, and does, drive error out of

T' Is a two-edged sword,
the standard of good, of Spirit, of Life, or of T',
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Truth
542- 3 that it might be rid of troublesome T'.
542- 7 T\ through her eternal laws, unveils error.
542- 8 T- causes sin to betray itself,

542-19 Let T' uncover and destroy error in
543-27 T- has but one reply to all error.
545-31 even sp in Christ [T]— I Cor. 15 : 22.

.555-27 or that T' confers the ability to

ap .567-22 cast out by Christ, T\ the spiritual idea,
568-31 by which we lay down all for T', or Christ,
569- 2 as r-, represented by the Son ;

572-16 open the seven seals of error with T-,

gl ,587- 7 Mind ; Soul ; Spirit ; Life ;
T' ; Love ;

591-17 divine Principle, substance. Life, T', Love ;

Oi»3-lS Rock. Spiritual foundation ; T\
truth
about ghosts

o 352-32 not irrational to tell the t- about ghosts.
absence of

sp 92-30 when it is merely the absence of (•,

ph 186-11 because it is the absence of t'.

action of
p 414- 7 yields ... to the salutary action of f,

aU
s 127-23 all f proceeds from the divine Mind.

127-29 the Comforter which leadeth into all f.
b 271-22 it will lead you into all f.
332-22 and leading into all t'.

g 505-17 the understanding which . . . leads into all f.
and error

b 287-28 five material senses testify to f and error
288- 3 suppositional warfare between f and error

288-11 the conflict between f and error,

p 368- 6 Both f and error have come nearer than
t 453- 6 t- and error, will be at strife

r 466- 9 life and death, f and error,
492-31 would keep f and error always at war.

and harmony
p 423-20 regarding the V and harmony of being

and love
a 50^ 4 "Who shall decide what i" and love are?

/ 215-21 phantoms of error before J" and love.

p 414-11 V and love will establish a healthy state,
r 473-20 proof of Christianity's f and love ;

and the life-

a 2ti-U the way, the V, and the life -"—John H: 6.

b 320- 3 the way, the t', and the life."— John 14 .• 6.

353-11 "the way, the f, and the life,"— ./o/in 14 .-6.

apprehension of the
sp 80- 2 in proportion to our apprehension of the V,

t 460-18 right apprehension of the f of being.
approaches

xp 97-14 The nearer a false belief approaches f
arbiter of

p 405-12 the arbiter of f against error.

argfuments of
p 411- 9 and needed the arguments of V for reminders.

assimilate
t 462- 2 Some individuals assimilate t' more readily

attenuation of
s 153-21 a high attenuation of f,

beauty, as weU as
/ 247-10 Beauty, as well as /•, is eternal ;

belief In Its

p 390-19 on account of the tenacity of belief In Its V,
bites the heel of

/ 216- 7 Error bites the heel of f,
bite the heel of

ap 5G3-20 that he may bite'the heel of t-

coiumuiUcates Itself

sp 85-31 f communicates itself butnever Imparts error.

concerning the
p 412- 8 persuaded In your own mind concerning the t-

conviction of
p 418- 7 Plead with an honest conviction of <•

correlative
b 316-32 the possibilities of Spirit and its correlative t\

demonstrate
s 149-31 dismiss superstition, and demonstrate V

denial of
g 542-11 avoidance of justice and the denial of f

denying the
a 53-23 instead of denying the f

destroyed by
ph 168-29 if the error . . . was met and destroyed by f.
b 297-12 Erroneous belief is destroyed by V.

discerning the
pref x-29 or discerning the f, come not to the light

effect of
/ 224- 2 world feels the alterative effect of f

effects of

/ 233-28 tests I have made of the effects of <•

enables
p 392- 8 enables V to outweigh error.

erroneous
r 472-21 absurdity— namely, erroneous V.

truth
error simulates

sp 97- 5 the more closely error simulates t-

establish la
p 428-13 Thus we may establish in < the temple,

eternal
b 30.3-14 statement . . . contradicts this eternal t'.

explanations of

g 55.5- 7 said . . . "I like your explanations of I',

exponents of
a 52-18 common cause against the exponents of t\

first appeared
b 324-20 When the t' first appeared to him in Science,

formidable in
b 317-19 makes man . . . more formidable in (•,

giving utterance to

sp 80- 3 is not lessened by giving utterance to l\
great

a 33- 7

ph 200-16
M54-13
r 469-14

It was the great <• of spiritual being,
The great t' in the Science of being,
the great I- which strips all disguise from error
exterminator of error Is the great <" that

health, and harmony
sp 72-31 the communicator of V, health, and harmony

Ignorant of the
p 380-19 a so-called mind ignorant of the t'

immortal
r 493- 8 to the immortal /• of all things.

Infinite taslis of
b 323-10 Beholding the Infinite tasks of f.

In his sentiment

ph 176- 1 and there Is /• In his sentiment.
intelligence and

p 437-12 to be destitute of mtelligence and {*

interfere with
/ 234- 2 material lotions Interfere with /•,

Invincible
M53- 8

Is greater
/223-^ 9

Is not human
s 127-24 Therefore V

laiow the
sp 84-32

« 452-18

leadings of
s 151-30

life and
C 262-12

until victory rests on the side of Invincible t'.

Remember that V is greater than error.

is not human.

we can know the f more accurately than th*.

teacher must know the /• himself.

and follow the leadings of t\

reverse . . . our efforts to find life and t:

Ule, . • • and love
b 284-18 testimony as to spiritual life, /•, and love?

in

morale of
t 456-19

mutable
{/ 503-25

no
s 113-29
b 275-18
292—24

r ie?-"?

5 543- 1

not the
p 425-11

One must abide in the morale of t'

mortal life, mutable V, nor variable love.

no pain in Truth, and no r in pain ;

no t- is true, . . . but the divine ;

because there is no < in him.— John 8: 44.

no t-, no love, but that which is spiritual,
having no t' to support it.

that they are not the /• of man ;

not' the equal of
sp 80- 4 A cup of coffee or tea is not the equal of t;

obey the
6 326-22

of being
m 68- 1

69- 8

sp 84- 8
s 137- 1

ph 184-20

/ 214-14
218-32

C 265-21
b 273-19
311- I

that ye .should not obey the t-7"— Gal. 5: 7.

V of being will be the basis of
as man finds the t; of being,
to be in harmony with the f of being,
teaching and demonstrating the t- of being.
This is human belief, not the I' of being,
still the error, not the t- of being.
When we wake to the f of being.
The t' of being is perennial,
importance of understanding the <• of being,
clouds . . . which hide the r of being.

337-1 1 The f of being makes man harmonious
p 368-15 to have more faith In the <• of being

374- 3 the f of being, whispered into the ear of
401- 7 If faith in the t- of being, . . . causes
401-10 «• of being must transform the error
403-16 mortal existence is . . . not the r of being.
404- 5 destroy these errors with the /• of being,
416- 5 removed by recognizing the t- of being.
418- 5 Stick to the f of being
423-10 mental causation, the f of being,
427- 9 since the t- of ueing is deathless.

t 460-18 right apprehension of the V of being,
r 479-22 In the Science and /• of being,
g 538-20 Until that which contradicts the V of being
553- 7 obtain a better basis, get nearer the f of being,

of Christian Science
s 110-l(i afterwards the V of C. S. was demonstrated.
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truth
of creation

sp 93-16 and not. the V of creation.

C 263- 6 spiritual man alone represents the V of creation.

of spiritual sense
6 318-13 silence this lie . . . with the V of spiritual sense.

of tbat report
ph 193-28 I cannot attest the t- of that report,

of Truth
b 320- 2 we can speak of the V of Truth

of four plea
p 418-10 half equal to the f of your plea,

opposite
ph 171-28 The opposite f, . . . destroys sin, sickness, and

or error
p 403-29 in proportion to the ( or error which

or Science
s 127- 6 entitled to a' classification as f", or Science,

pioneer of
a 28-31 await, in some form, every pioneer of I'.

pour In

/ 201-18 pour ic V through flood-tides of Love.
preached by

s 141- 2 and the f preached by Jesus.

progress of
sp 94^17 The progress of t- confirms Us claims,

proves the
b 329- 6 proves the V of all that I say of it.

records of
g 525-26 as to the records of t\

regfarding error
t 461-24 f regarding error is, that error la not true.

Science and
s 110-23 the Science and V therein will

r 479-22 in the Science and V of being,
g 521-23 The Science and f of the divine creation

scldntific
an 104- 9 scientific f goes through three stages.

521-29 the exact opposite of scientific V
search for

s 152-24 in her search for V ;

should emanate
/ 236- 2 T' should emanate from the pulpit,

simple
sp 75- 1 This simple V lays bare the

speak the
p 418-29 Speak the V to every form of error.

spirit and In
a 31-28 in spirit and in <-."—Jo7in 4.- 23.

sp 93- 7 in spirit and in t\"— John 4; 23.

5 140-22 in spirit and in f."—John 4; 23.

spiritual
ph 165-15 theories took the place of spiritual V.
b 277-18 This points to the spiritual t'

293-20 while spiritual V is Mind.
311-17 loss or absence of soul, spiritual t',

spirituality or
6 293-18 the true essence of spirituality or t\

spiritual sense of
b 272- 3 spiritual sense of f must be gained

Standard of
ph 195-32 Incorrect views lower the standard of t'.

Stating
s 120- 2 Error will be no longer used In stating f.

supply the

/ 21&-14 to supply the V of immortal sense.
that disease

/ 229-31 the V that disease is unreal.
to otter

sp, 97-23 It requires courage to utter (• ;

triumph of
/ 223-31 aad foreshadows the triumph of <*.

understanding and
g 544-29 belief reverses understanding and f.

anderstandlne nor
b 287-17 Neither understanding nor f accompanies

Qttcrance of
/ 233-30 Utterance of f is designed to rebuke

virtue and
/ 235- 3 If virtue and V build a strong defence.
246-11 The radiant sim of virtue and I-

waters of
/ 254-28 the ever-agitated but healthful waters of t',

which heals
3 158-U V which heals both mind and body.

wSioIa
a 19-12 The Master forbore not to speak the whole t',

would be error
r 472-20 If error were true. Its /•' would be error.

Hi- * Ye shall know the f,— John 8: 32.

iii- * the f shall make you free.— John 8 ; 32.

a 20-25 The f is the centre of all religion.
24-29 The r had been lived among men ;

33-13 For this V of spiritual being,
41-28 f taught by Jesus, the elders scoffed at.

truth
a

m
sp

43-17
5;j-20

65-22
72-20
72-28
77- 3

130-19
131- 2

134- 2

148-18
164- 7

164-21

demonstration of the *• which Jesus ti^ught,
the shock so often produced by the /",

until we get at last the clear straining of f,
not a . . . sieve through whicliJ' can be strained,
nor the medium through which f passes to
accomplish the change from error to V
to make place for t\

error should not seem so real as t'.

f is still opposed with sword and spear.
f divests material drugs of their
true, or anything like the f,
rather does it evidence the /• of

ph 1713-23 and the Christian Scientist try t- only la

/ 203-16 the image of his Maker in deed and xn V.
'

as a man .... understandeth, so is he la t'.

Error . . . cannot kill f.

as V urges upon mortals its

command their sentinels not to let, {• paas
if f results in error.
To reveal this V was our Master's
Why should f not be efficient

acts upon the so-called human mind thjough V,
which corrects error with f
The first is error-; the latter is f.
There is no material f.
and abode not in the <",

— John 8: 44.

conception of Jesus pointed to this f
And because I tell you Die t\— John 8; 45.

And if I say the f,— John 8: 46.

the /', which is raising up thousands
It ... t' becomes an accident.
It would sometimes seem as if f' were
put to death ... for the C he spoke
and t- will become stiU clearer
and meet every circumstance with f.
and contending persistently for t\

If Spirit . . . bear witness to the t'.

To fix < steadfastly in your
In which t- cannot be reversed.
This f is C. S.

Impart . . , the t- and spiritual understanding,
tell the f concerning the lie.

points out . . . error as well as t\
the same effect as f.

this t- removes properly whatever Is

no life, V, intelligence, nor. substance In

With what.r, then, could the, Scriptural
the t' casting out all error,

the lie claims to be f.

Is it the V, or is it a lie

error . . . asserting its superiority over f.
Is Mind capable of error as well as of f,

only by this understanding can f be gaUiedi
C. S. separates error from t',

as If It were as real and God-created as V ;

213- 5

216- 8
223-29
225- 9

231-12
233-23
233-31
251-22

C 259-29
6 26*-ll
273-3
292-24
315-25
341-*
341- *

341-2
342-17
343-21
360-29

p 368- 8
378- 6

400-19
411-11
414-15
442-17
442-2g

i 447-19
448- 9

454-16
458-10
463-13

r468- 9
479- 3

482-16

ff 523- 7

524-25
530-18
532-23
547-25
548-3
555-12

Truth-cure
/ 237-15 Children should be taught the T;

truthful
S 129- 5

p 418-23
432-4
437- 3

Truth is ever t\ and can tolerate no error

By the t- arguments you emploj^,
and know hmi to be C and upright,
testified that he. . .knew Personal Sense tobef;

truthfulness
a 46- 4 This convinced them of the f oi

g 516-10 Truth in f, God in goodness,

truth-giver
sp 72-12 Soul, or God, Is the only f to man.

Truth-power
ph 179- 9 and to heal by the T', ^ , , , _

reverse of ethical and pathological r*.185-24

Truth's
a 55-15

ph 170-27
6 288- 2

289-12

p 367-32
t 458-15
462- 9

r 494-28

ap 558-13

truth's
/ 224-16
224-18
224-21
225-12

truths
an 103-25
s 108-21
111- 2

T- Immortal Idea Is sweeping down the
to touch the hem of T' garment.
error, T' unlikeness, is unreal.

Life and Life's idea. Truth and T- Idea,

T- opposite, has no might.
Semper paratus Is T- motto. .

to practise T- teachings only In part,
eternal and real evidence, bearing T' signet,

When understood. It is T- prism and praise.

this was not the maimer of f appearing.
Of old the cross was f central sign,
the harbingers, of f full-orbed appearing,
there is a raUyIng to f standard.

The f of Immortal Mind sustain man,
I learned these f in divine Science ;

.i.- „ and the demonstrable f of C. S. ;

155-16 high and mighty t- of Christian metaphysics,

/ 221-23 These f, opening his eyes,
236-24 the f of health and holiness.
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truths
o 356- 1 in support of spiritual and eternal V,

T 490- 1 the grand f of C. S. dispute this error,

ap 575-15 Did not Jesus illustrate the V he taught

pr 3-19 and then we f to give information to this

S-I6 wise not to t- to deceive ourselves or others,

a 37- 6 Mortals r in vain to slay Truth with the steel

s 143-32 may t- to make Mind and drugs coalesce.

ph 176-22 and the Christian Scientist f truth only In

180-22 they should f to correct this turbulent element

/ 220-25 never to C dietetics for growth in grace.
223-17 and r to "give it pause.
238-17 will rebuke ua when we . . . <• to' reap the

b 312-17 Mortals f to believe without understanding
32&- 7 must not t' to climb the hill of Science by

o 354- 4 Why then do Christians C to obey the
359- 3 Let any clergyman f to cure his friends by
360-18 If you C to have two models, then you

p 394-15 that he should not /• to rise above his

t 418-19 T' to leave on every student's mind the
r 495- 7 and it would be absurd to l\

frying
s 156-21 After t- this, she informed me that she could
161-27 the very disease he is t' to cure,

/ 240-27 In f to undo the errors of sense one must
o 346-32 ia not this what frail mortals are ^ to do?
/ 458-12 or of t- to sustain the human body

ap 568- 8 of <" to meet error with error.

Irystlng-times
m 59-22 * word or deed may renew the old f.

tubercles
ph 175-30 t- and troches, lungs and lozenges.
p 418-30 Tumors, ulcers, V, inflammation.

425- 9 V, hemorrhage, and decomposition are beliefs,
425-32 Discard all notions about*lungs, f,

tubes
ph 175-28 never indulged In , . . Inflamed bronchial f.

tumor
ph 180-31 To reduce inflammation, dissolve a f,

p 895-24 erroneous to believe in the rfeal existence of a V

tumors
s 162- 8 dissolves t', relaxes rigid muscles,
p 418-29 T\ ulcers, tubercles, ioflammation,

tumult
/ 225-12 There is always some f,
288-16 the f dies away in the distance.

turbulent
ph 180-22 to correct this f element of mortal mind

turn
pref x-19 Few Invalids willC to God till

pr 8-22 If we V away from the poor,
11-16 to make him f from it with loathing.

a 40- 1 evil confers no pleasure, they t- from It.

m 61-18 live to become parents in their t',

65- 4 at every bridal altar to V the water Into wine
sp 77- 2 Polycarp said : "I cannot f at once
s 142-13 If the . . . /• the poor and the stranger from

ph 190- 9 belief ... in r fills itself with thoughts of
194-20 in V, mortal mind manifests itself in the body

/ 217-11 if we V to the Scriptures, what do we read?
239- 3 in their f lay it upon those who
248-25 must first V our gaze in the right direction,

b 316- 5 mortals need only f from sin
322-11 to t- our thoughts towards
322-28 f us like tired children to the arms of divine

p 370- 3 f from the lie of false belief to Truth,
416-30 T- their thoughts away from their bodies
420-30 T- his gaze from the false evidence of the

t 444-20 < to him the other also."— MoH. 5 ; 39.

444-22 If ecclesiastical sects ...fa, deaf ear to the
458-18 sword of Truth must f in every direction
458-32 Christianity causes men to C naturally from

p 510-11 and V away from a false material sense.
521-14 f our gaze to the spiritual record of creation,

turned
pr 14-17 Sorrow is f into joy when the body
a 35- 4 f away from material things,

37'-19 would gladly have V his sacred career Into a
48- 8 f forever away from earth to heaven,
49-30 V "aside the right of a man— Lam. 3 ; 35.

s 158- 8 Hippocrates f from image-gods to vegetable
b 276-21 is V into new and healthy channels,
301-28 with everything V upside down.
304-11 joy cannot be V into sorrow,
310-12 wlien the eart"h has again i' upon Its axis.

p 380-14 knows will be f against himself.
439-15 C. S. f from the abashed witnesses,

/ 451-10 or be C sadly awry.
e 537- 7 flaming sword which V every way,— Gen. 3 ,• 24,

turning
s 121-27 besides V daily on its own axis.

/ 218-22 instead of f in time of need to God,
b 323-30 We are either ( away from this utterance, or
p 438-13 T' suddenly to Personal Sense,
t 459-18 V him loose in the crowded streets
r 467-14 Having no other gods, f to no other but the

turns
a 21-10 He constantly f away from material sense,

21-30 he f east op the seventh, satisfied if he
sp 92-21 Uncover error, and it f the lie upon yoii.
ph 166-25 and only as a last resort, f to God.
/240- 8 the leaflet t naturally towards the light.
248-12 The sculptor r from the marble to his model

c 261- 9 If one (• away from the body with such
263-16 His "touch ( hope to dust,

b 312-28 and so f away from the intelligent
322-20 he V from his cups, as the startled dreamer

p 376- 2 The patient f involuntarily from the
431-27 dry, hot, and chilled by f
434-19 Then C. S. f suddenly to the supreme tribunal,

t 469- 1 as the flower t- from darkness to light.

twelfth
ap 5.59-32 The V chapter of the Apocalypse, . . . has a

568- 5 The V chapter of the Apocalypse typifies
twelve

a 38-19 not for the t' only, but for as marry
o 342-13 He bade the seventy disciples, as well as the t',

p 436-27 charged the jury, r Mortal Minds.
g 523-29 closely intertwined to the end of chapter V,
554-23 "Have not I chosen you t',

— John 6; 70.

ap 560- 8 upon her head a crown of (' stars.— Ret. 12; I.

562-11 The spiritual idea is crowned with f stars.
562-12 The f tribes of Israel with all morUls,

twenty
/ 245-17 conjectured that she must be under t'.

b 286-16 In the Saxon and t- other tongues
p 416- 7 in t- minutes the sufferer is quietly asleep.
g 557- 2 child could remain under water t- minutes,

twenty-four
/ 221- 6 partook of but one meal in f hours,

twilight
a 32-31 In the V of a glorious careei
<7 513-9 gray in the sombre hues of t- ;

twinkling
6 291- 6 "in the f of an eye,"— I Cor. 15; 52.

twist
1 450- 2 f every fact to suit themselves.

twisted
s 142-21 as (• and wielded by Jesus,

two
pref Ylil-20 deducible from V connate facts,

xii-16 conviction that the next (• years of her life

pr 14- 5 We cannot "serve t- masters."— Matt. 6; 24.
a 23-22 V definitions, trustfulness and trustworthiness.

27-24 t- or three hundred other disciples
52-22 These were the f cardinal points of

m 5Pr-2i "T- eat no more together tnan they
63-13 differences between the rights of the V sexes.
63-20 property, and parental claims of the t- sexes.

sp 74-27 g^ulf which divides f such opposite conditions
82-12 cannot exist in V different states of
92-28 belief tends to support r opposite powers,

s 119- 5 for such theories lead to one of f things.
123-19 The revelation consists of f parts :

128-29 The addition of /• sums in mathematics
143-14 Driven to choose between f diflSculties,'
143-32 but the t- will not mingle scientifically.
156-22 could get along f days without globules ;

ph 167-11 We cannot serve V masters
182-12 It is impossible to work from f standpoints.
193-20 informed that he went to work'in f weeks.

/201- 6 "No man can ser^'e < masters."— iA/a». 6 •'24.
204- 7 and that there are t' separate, antagonistic
204- 8 antagonistic entities and beings. /• powers,
236-30 While age is halting between C opinions

'

239-28 Those t- opposite sources never mingle
247- 3 V of the elements it had lost, sight and teeth.
251- 9 mortals wake to the knowledge of t- facts :

b 270- 8 not f powers, matter and Mind,
278-20 From this it would follow that there are t-

279-27 knowledge that there are not t- bases of being,
282- 4 are figured by f geometrical symbols,
338-14 Divide the name Adam into f syllables,
349-10 T- essential points of C. S. are,
355-14 < conflicting theories regarding Christian
356- 1 when the t' are so antagonistic that
355-13 he spoke of flesh and Spirit as the f opposites,
357-25 If what opposes God is real, there must be f
358- 6 If t- statements directly contradict each other
359-29 A Christian Scientist and an opponent are like f
360-18 If you try to have t- models, then you

p 363-15 He described <" debtors, one for a large stun
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two
p 36^21 He ^ . . knew that man has not / lives,

37&- 1 and causes the r to appear conjoined.
378-20 represented by f material erroneous bases.

422-22 Let us suppose r parallel cases of

436-16 the prisoner summoned f professed friends,
t 457-14 which led to a quarrel between f knights
458- 3 the doctrine that Science has /• principles
458- 5 and that these f may be simultaneously

r 492-14 These /• contradictory theories
492-30 theory, ... is that tnere are f factors,
494-25 Which of these <• theories concerning man

g 510-13 And God made f great lights ;— Cm. 1 ; 16.

517- 5 is derived from (• Greek words,
523-15 clear evidences of (' distinct documents
623-26 From the fourth verse of chapter t- to chapter
632- 2 the union of the f sexes

ap 577- 6 as no longer t- wedded individuals,
577- 6 but as f individual natures in one ;

two-edged
/ 458-17 t' sword of Truth must turn In every direction

g 538- 4 Truth is a r sword, guarding and guiding.

type
and symptoms

p 418-20 and to whatever decides its f and symptoms.
Cain Is the

g 540-28 Cain is the V of mortal and material man,
dragon is the

ap 564- 5 animal instinct, of which the dragon is the t\
find the

p 412-18 find the f of the aihncnt,
highest

b 332-29 He expressed the highest r of divinity,
lowest

p 405- 4 above the lowest V of manliood,
no character nor

p 400-17 and has no character nor t\ except
of dlrine Science

g 526-19 sword which guards it is the f of divine Science.

of error
gl 593-16

of eternity
gl 585- 5

of moral law
gl 592-11 r of moral law and the demonstration thereof

of spiritual peace
gl 589- 8 Japhet . . . A f of spiritual peace,

of the glory
gl 585-17 a f of the glory which is to come ;

foaming, and dashing, it is a (' of enor.

A sphere ; a < of eternity and immortality.

type
spiritual

p 541-11

gl 582-12

ph 176-30

(7 540-30

types
S 140-20

ph 176-29

/ 246-32

p 379-25
381-15
396- 3

typhoid
s 153-11

typical
p 406- 4

ap 560- 3

typified
g 512-15

ap 562-24
564-25

typifies
pr 1.5- 3

.5.38-15

ap 561-31
.'i68- 6

gl 593-15

typify
ap 5a3-ll

typifying
ap 562- 6

tyrannical
S 140-13
161-12

tyrannize
ph 175-17

tyranny
sp 94-14
S 142-18

/ 225-27

gl 637-22
589-14

tyrant

No ; but the lamb was a more spiritual f
a, spiritual t-

; that which comforts.

the less distinct I- and chronic form of disease*,
he is not the f of Truth and Love.

rituals are but <• and shadows of true worship.
Hence decided f of acute disease
Acute and chronic beliefs reproduce their own l'.

Fevers are errors of various f.
cannot legislate the times, . . . and t' of disease,
efiace from thought all forms and t' of

sinking in the last stage of I' fever.

The tree is t- of man's divine Principle,
t' of sLx thousand years since Adam,

spiritual blessings, thus V, are the
the spiritual idea is f by a woman
< by a serpent, or animal subtlety.

The closet t- the sanctuary of Spirit,
"tree of knowledge" t- unreality.

— Gen. 2:9.

talking serpent t- mortal mind,
V the divine method of warfare in Science,
unobstructed, it f the course of Truth ;

ten horns of the dragon f the belief that

t- the spiritual idea of God's motherhood.

Mankind will no longer be f
V law, restricting the practice of

If a random thought. had tried to ( over

T\ intolerance, and bloodshed, wherever found,
f and pride need to be whipped out of the

always germinating in new forms of V,

Corporeal belief ; sensuality ; slavery ; t'.

sensuality ; envy ; oppression ; V.

m 64-14 sometimes debarred by a covetous domestic f

U
Ugliness

/ 246-11

Ugly
m 66- 4

ulcer
ph 193- 5

ulcers
p 418-29

ultimate
m 63- 9

sp 97- 4>

s 137- 3
? 254-12
6 324-4
p 422-28
/44f^-31

r 48,5-15

487- 3

ultimately
m 60-14

64-30
S 151-14

/ 209-28

p 406-20
423-26

r483- 7

ultimates
an 103-24
C 257- 8

ffZ 580-16

ultimatum
p 411-U

unable
s 148-28

p 399-13
r 486-20

ap 573- 2

robs youth and gives w to age.

Which, like the toad, w and venomous,

had just probed the «• on the hip,

Tiimors, «", tubercles, inflammation, pain.

Spirit is his primitive and tr source
await the certainty of w perfection.
the u- of this wonderful work
Imperfect mortals grasp the tc . . . slowly ;

helps to precipitate the w harmony.
the u- outcome of the injury.
and the «• triumph of any cause.
Think not to thwart the spiritual w
Life is the origin and w of man,

wisdom will w put asunder
Spirit will w claim its own,
would M" deliver mankind from the awful
will u' vanish, swallowed iip in the
We can. and w shall, so rise as to

Mind, which u' asserts its absolute supremacy.
will w supersede all other means in healing.

malicious form of hypnotism w in

which w in sickness, sin, and death ;

Life's counterfeit, which w in death ;

this is the w, the scientific wiiy.

It ignores the divine Spirit as w or unwilling
Nerves are u'^to talk,

yet supposes Mind ic to produce harmony t

human sense of space is u' to grasp such a view.

unacknowledged
p 376- 3 but though u\ the latent fear and the despair
r 474- 2 (the Principle of this u' Science)

unacquainted
/ 215- 9 u- with the reality of existence.
245-16 those w with her history conjectured

unaided
sp 89-1 -what the w medium is incapable of

g 532- I Did God at first create one man u",

imalterable
pr 11-27 Prayer cannot change the u- Truth,

unanimous
an 100-19 we have come to the w conclusions that

unattainable
b 291-13 and is u" without them.

unattalned
s 147-23 hitherto w and seemingly dim.

unaware
/ 227- 8 or mortals will continue u- of

unawares
6 299-17 we entertain "angels !r."— Hcb. 13.

•

2.

ap 574-30 Love can make an angel entertained u'.

unbearable
m 59- 8 which might otherwise become «'.

unbelief
a 2.3-27 help thou mine v \"— Mark 9: 24.

p 401- 1 "because of their w" in Truth.— i\ia«. 13 ; 58.

unbelieving
a 24-32 After the resurrection, even the w Thomas

unbiased ^ _.

prcf x-25 The w Christian thought is soonest touched

unblest
m 57-31 Marriage is u- or blest, according to the

unborn ^ ^

ph 174-16 marking out the path for generations yet u .
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unbroken
m 6S-3I the w links of eternal, harmonious being
r 494-24 breaks their illusion with the u reality of

unceasing
pr 4-12 struggle to be alwaj's good is w prayer.

uncertain
s 163-16 are in the highest degree w ,

6 30(5-15 at some !^- future time
32t)-24 only when his w sense of right yielded

o 352-11 the' spiritual was the intangible and u ,

unchangeable
s 120- 4 Soul, or Spirit, is God, w and eternal ;

135- 8 establishing the Science of God's w law.

unchanged
a 42-25 Afterwards he would show it to them w

40-20 Jesus' ir physical condition after what seemed
s 122-26 Life goes on w and being is eternal.
b 302- 8 is thereby discerned and remains u
317-29 proof that he was w b.v the crucifixion.

o 346-28 the operation, and the" forceps are w-
T 471- 4 remained u in its eternal history.
g 55.5-31 Jesus was able to present himself w
gl 5SS-12 man and woman w forever in their

unchanging
pT 2-10 since He is w wisdom and Love.
a 42- 4 gave no hint of the w love of God.
/248- 1 the u- calm and glorious freedom of

p 418- 8 the u", unerring, and certain effect of

unchri.stlan
a 55- 3 u- comment and usage
p 365-30 u- practitioner is.not giving to mind or body

433- 9 warped by the irrational, w suggestions

unclasp
p 412-14 adequate to w the hold and to destroy

uncleanliness
p 383-17 impurity and U-, which do not trouble the gross,
gl 595-24 definition of

uncleanness
pr 8-9 sepulchres., .full. . of all u-."— A/a«. 23:27
an 106-21 fornication, u", lasciviousness,— Gal. 5; 19.

uncoflfined
p 441-12 "unknelled, u\ and unknown."

uncomplaining
a 48- 6 held w guard over a world

uncomprehended
a 42-30 to test his still w saying,

uncondemned
/ 448- 7 but if evil is u\ it is undenled

unconfined
b 323-12 conception w is winged to reach the divine

unconscious
sp 82-15 because both of us are either w or
s 132-20 u" of the reappearing of the spiritual idea,

101-29 Such u- mistakes would not occur, if

pli 188- 5 is an w error in the beginning,
190- 5 The mortal says that an inanimate w seedling

o 346-26 believe that nitrous-oxide gas has made you w
p 408-28 The w thought in the corporeal substratum

409- 9 U- mortal mind— alias matter,
409-11 belief, that the w substratum of mortal mind,
409-17 believed to be superior to its w substratum,

T 484-14 conscious and w thoughts of mortals.
484-17 Drugs and inert matter are tc, mindless.
492- 2 although the so-called dreamer is u'

g 554-13 The mortal is w of his foetal and
gl 588-25 that which is never w nor limited.

unconsciously
ph 199-18 is produced consciously or u\
/ 236-14 Her thoughts . . . w mould it,

p 395- 1 The sick w argue for suffering,
403- 6 self-mesmerism is induced w

unconsciousness
/ 218- 8 rests us more than hours of repose In w.
p 427- 6 can no more die nor disappear in w than

uncontaminated
t 457- 1 Truth u- by human hypotheses.

uncover
sp 92-21 !/• error, and it turns the lie upon you.

t 45.3-18 You «• sin, not in order to injure, but
g 542-19 Let Truth «' and destroy error

ap 564-23 might w its own crime of defying
572-16 u- the myriad illusions of sin, sickness, and

uncovered
pi 6-23 Jesus «• and rebuked sin

sp 86- 9 misconception of it w their materiality

uncovers
r 491- 3 Animal magiietism thus w material senae,
g 540-14 u' so-called siu and its effects.

unction
pr 10-10 will never pour into prayer the w of Spirit
s 164-13 minus the w of divine Science.

undecaying
t 46.3-16 its growth sturdy, and its maturity w

undefiled
m 64- 4 "Pure religion and u-— Jas. 1 : 27.

ap 571-32 He enthrones pure and w reUgion,
undefined

p 376- 9 the most-hidden, \i\ and insidious beliefs.

undented
( 448- 7 but if evil is uncondemned, it is w

under
pnf xi-29 w the seal of the Commonwealth,
pr 5- 7 placed w the stress of circumstances.

10- 7 God will sustain us u" these sorrows.
a 30-28 loathe sin and rebuke it w every mask

43-25 he was acting u" spiritual law
m 60-U affection lives on w whatever difficulties.

66-27 considered patience salutary w such
sp 91- 3 inhabited by beings w the control of

97-22 for they bring error from w cover.
an 100-14 V' this order a commission was appointed,

101-28 Discomfort u" error is preferable to
s 119-15 u' the name of natural law.

138-19 Christians are w as direct orders now,
147- 9 applied u" circumstances where

ph 174-28 rolling it w the tongue as a
182-22 puts matter w the feet of Mind.
185-32 A patient u- the influence of mortal mind
186- 8 u" whatever name or pretence
192- 2 a pulpy substance w the skull
198- 5 The patient may seem calm w it, but
200-15 all things u" his feet."— Psal. 8; 6.

/ 226- 4 w more subtle and depraving forms.
229-22 should be trampled w foot.
230-21 can man put that law w his feet
2.34-15 trample them u' foot,
245-17 conjectured that she must be w twenty,

c 258-28 man, u" the government of God
201-11 U' the strong impulse of a desire to
264-21 Matter disappears w the microscope of

b 296-15 must go out w the blaze of Truth,
319- 9 sustains man w all circumstances ;

321-13 The serpent, evil, w wisdom's bidding,
p 362- 8 especially w the stern rules of.

367- 1 w the napkin of its form,
370- 5 The body improves w the same regimea
370- 7 made manifest w this regimen,
373- 9 V' all modes of . . . treatment,
386-27 «• the influence of the belief of grief,
389-29 came w my observation.
402-31 the person w hypnotic control
412-11 you are liable u" some circumstances
424-10 LJ- divine Providence there can be no
436- 3 for which Mortal Man is w sentence
436-14 w the protection of the Most High.
440-14 w stress of circumstances,

/ 443- 4 tf ordinary circumstances a resort to
448- 7 U' sLich circumstances, to say that
451- 2 Christian Scientists must live w the
463- 3 u- influences not embraced in his

r 490-31 XJ' the mesmeric illusion of belief,

g 505-14 waters which were w the— Gen. 1 ; 7.

506-15 Let the waters w the— Gen. 1 : 9.

523- 2 the Scriptural account now w comment;
532- 9 prediction in the story w consideration.
544-16 w the control of the one Mind,
553-12 been formed w circumstances which
555- 5 physical organism w the yoke of disease.
557- 2 could remain w water twenty minutes,

ap 560- 8 the moon w her feet,— Rev. 12; 1.

561-27 matter is put u" her feet.

562- 7 The moon Is w her feet.

571-15 At all times and w all circumstances,
572-17 [/• the supremacy of Spirit, it will

gl 592-15 justice demands penalties w the law.

undergo
a 24-17 views of atonement will w a great change,

ph 169- 1 the proce.ss which mortal mind and body w
p 385- 4 have been able to «• without sinking

undergoing
/ 244-13 Man u- birth, maturity, and decay

underived
r 475-20 has not a single quality «• from Deity ;

underlies
o 353-17 Perfection w reality
( 460- 4 and it u' all metaphysical practice.

underlying
b 305-15 constitutes the tc reality of reflection,

p 417-32 Give your patients an-ti" understanding to
r 477-27 caught some glimpses of the u" reality,
496-18 U-, overlying, and encompassing all true being;
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undermined
s 121- 2 if his discovery had w the

undermining
m 59-31 fatal mistakea are w its foundations.

understand
pref x-28 Only those . . . wfio do not w
pr 3-15 but to u- God is the work of eternity,

6-15 we must u' tiie divine Principle of being.
16-24 Here let me give what I w to be the

O 1»-19 will help us to u- Jesus' atonement
22-29 Whosoever believeth that . . . does not u' God
25-14 may u- how this divine Principle heald

25-26 and u- its diving Priaciple.
38-29 lest ye should u- and be converted,

40-11 divine pardon, which I w lO mean
42-32 They must w more fully his Life-pnnclple
43- 2 even as they did u- it after his

43- 5 enabled the disciples to u'

45-32 not sufficiently advanced fully to W
54-25 it enabled them to u- the Nazarene
55-29 This Comforter I w to be Divine Science.

m 59-11 nor ... be expected to w political economy.
69- 6 Mortals can never w God's creation while

6»-13 Spiritually to u' that there is but one creator,

sp 84-19 To u- that Mind is infinite,

9S-20 remains inviolate for every man to u*

3 110-31 and spiritually u- Truth.
120- 1 But we shall never w this while we
136-25 what the disciples did not fully u-

141- 4 Few u- or adhere to Jesus' divine precepts
141-22 did not then, and do not now, w this

149-29 We need to u' the affirmations of

152-25 and she can now u- why,
ph 167- 2 or should we u" the infinite divine Principle

170- 7 Did Jesus w the economy of man less than
174-30 We should w that the cause of disease

180- 8 must u- the resuscitating law of Life.

/ 204-20 When will the ages u- the Ego,
205-32 When we fully u- our relation to the Divine,
20ff-31 a conscious, constant capacity to u" God
217-22 and in proportion as you u- the

224- 5 we shall better w the Science.

23;v-22 To the tremblers . . . who w not the
254-19 not the power to demonstrate what we do not u\

c 264-29 we shall behold and u- God's creation,

267-13 Christian Scientists w that, . . .they have the

b 271-18 which shall believe on me [u- me]— John 17 ; 20.

283- 1 As mortals begin to w Spirit,

2<i5-32 It is essential to w, instead of believe,
286- 2 Is not to w the infinite.

292-20 "Why do ye not ic my speech?— John 8 . 43.

311-21 So long as . . . we can never «' the Science of

311-22" When humanity does u" this Science,
321- 7 despaired of making the people w what should
329-12 In Science we can use only what we u\
333-25 in such a form of humanity as they could w
339-18 Onlythose, . . . can fully u" the unreality of evil,

345-16 none which are apparent to those who W
345-20 evidence that one does u' this Science.

346-10 we need to u- that error is nothing,
350- 6 To w all our Master's sayings as recorded
350-21 and should w- with their heart,— Malt. 13." 15.

352- 2 because they did not sufficiently u' God
352-18 which can harm them and which they do not u',

p 379-20 will w that she is not dying on account of
381-22 You must w your way out of human theories
394- 1 to u' that sickness is not real
396-30 «• that sickness is formed by the human mind,
397-18 Declare that you are not hurt and w the reason
397-31 will u- yourself and your Maker
398-31 Then we w the process.
400-16 if you w that every disease is an error,
403-14 You command the situation if you w that
417-25 w the unreality of disease in Science.
424-24 If you W C. S.

429H25 Do you u- it? Not
( 444-17 pointing the way through Christ, as we w It,

446-^0 To w God strengthens hone, enthrones faith
456-23 must both w and abide by the divine Principle
459-32 should u' and adhere strictly to the rules
460-U the one most difficult to w and demonstrate,
464- 8 they would w why she is so secluded.

r 468-18 it is the most Important to u\
479-13 cannot feel itself, see itself, nor tc Itself.

481- 7 Material sense never helps mortals to «•
482-13 Is it important to w the.se explanations
486-29 If . . . the medium through which to w God,
488- 5 the cure shows that you u" this teaching,
491-30 even though he does not u" C. S.,
497-21 faith to w eternal Life,

g 523-23 in what we w to be the spiritually scientific
546-30 demonstrable Principle which all may u\

ap 559- 2 open for all to read and u\
560-19 without ... we can never w the divine

understandeth
/ 213- 5 as a man spiritually w, so is he in truth.

understanding (noun)
and aiTeetions ^ „ .

pr 5-17 riches of His love into the w and affections.

and belief ^ ^ ^ ^ , .
b 288-12 between truth and error, w and belief,

and demonstration
b 279-19 through the w and demonstration of

and expression
r 484-30 to the w and expression of Spirit?

and heart
g 521-16 should be engraved on the w and heart

and InteUigenee
g 557-13 towards enlarged u' and intelligence ;

and recognition . .

sp 90-27 The u' and recognition of Spirit

and truth
g 544-28 belief reverses w and truth.

arrive at the
g 543-12 until mortals arrive at the u- that

beatified
6 303-20 beatified w of the Science of Life.

belief without
sp 83-10 a blind belief without u',

r 472-18 Error is a belief without w.
benighted
pref vU- 8 would make plain to benighted W

li'etter

/ 210-16 a better w of Soul and salvation,

b 285-21 to the better u- that Science gives of tha
315- 5 His better w of God was a rebuke to them.

r 473-23 a better u' of God as divine Principle,

Christlike .^ ^ .

c 259-11 The Christlike w of scientific beuig
demonstration and

pr 14- 8 the actual demonstration and W
destroyed by the

, ^ ^ ,_

p 381-13 laws of mortal belief are destroyed by the W
destroyed through

6 321-14 was destroyed through «• divine Science,
divine

g 536- 8 The divine w reigns, is all,

divine strength and
p 406-31 gained through divine strength and u*.

dormant , . , ^ ,. .

gl 583-16 rousing the dormant «• from material beliefs

enlightened ^ ,. ^

pr lJ-24 help should come from the enlightenea W.
enlighten the

g 510- 9 Truth and Love enlighten the u\
eyes of their

, , ^ . ... ,

a 49- 3 winged their faith, opened the eyes of tnelr uv
faith and , . ^ ^

s 107-13 ,
fresh pinions are given to faith and u\

b 312-27 It divides faith and u- between matter and

p 366-10 mental penury chills his faith and w.
387-30 gives man faith and u- whereby to

final

sp 76-28 the final u- of Christ In divine Science.

firm In your , , ,. , ,„ .

p 393-16 Be firm in your «• that the divine Mind
flowing from the

gl 589- 9 flowing from the w that God is the
followed the ,.,,.,

s 141-15 followed the w of the divine Principle
full

a 31-21 In a full w of the divine Principle
"

s 162-27 requires only a fuller w of the divine Prlncljila

gate of ^ ,
g 538- 6 places the cherub wisdom at the gate of w

growth in the
m 62-19 growth In the w of man's higher nature.

higher
pr 10-16 to a higher w at the divine Life.

a 33-29 which attend a new and higher u" of God?
sp 79-13 through the higher «• of God,
/ 251-20 or govern it from the higher W
/ 449-16 but it requires a higher u' to teach this

highestm 67-11 Yet, acting up to his highest u",

bis
6 315- 9 his w of this divine Science

human , , ,_ j._,
pr 12-11 nor Is it the human w of the dmne
sp 99-11 C. S. has opened the door of the human U'.

imparts the
, ,

g .505-16 Spirit Imparts the «• which uplifts
inanlte

/ 253- 1 He reflects the Infinite u-.

Instead of , .
6 304-29 Controlled by belief, Instead of u-,

leads to the ^ , . ^' , ^ ..

b 324-14 leads to the u- that God is the only Life.
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understanding (noun)

t 461-12 light of u- be thrown upon this Science,

mutual . , , . ,

771 5?^-24 A mutual w should exist before this union

necessity of ^ » *
r 488-13 when they mean to enforce the necessity of u .

new . , -

a 33-23 This is the new «• of spiritual Love.

new-bom , ... - j
/ 221-29 This new-bom u-, that neither food nor

nor truth
b 287-17 Neither «• nor truth accompanies error,

object of
s 115-18 the immediate pbject of u'.

of being ^ », ,• ,
b 330- 1 «• of being supersedes mere belief.

r 495-21 Let C. S support your w of being,
of Christian Science , ^ c
ph 178-23 In proportion to our u- of C. S.,

178-32 Whoever reaches the w of C. S.

181-20 till you finally attain the w of C. S.

b 323- 1 Mortals may seek the w of C. S.,

32»- 5 A little u- of C. S. proves the truth of

r 495-26 How can I progress most rapidly In the u" of

C. S.?
of divine Love . , , j, ,

b 288- 7 through faith In and the u' of divine Love.
of diving metaphysics .

ph 192-28 our Master in the w of divme metaphysics.
of divine Science

, , ,. .

a 46-32 roused to an enlarged u" of divine Science,

/ 228-16 through the w of divine Science.

6 281- 1 yields only to the u' of divine Science,
of God

(see God)

pr 14- 8 u- of Life as revealed m C. S.

sp 77-10 until the spiritual tc of Life is reached.
6 323-25 God gives the true w of Life and Love,
p 387- 1 when we grow into the w of Life,

r 485-18 the w of Life, makes man tmmortaL
of man

c 260- 2 the true conception or w of man,
of Mind-science

s 115- 2 through which the w of Mind-science comes,
of Spirit

a 45-17 rose even higher In the w of Spirit,

ph isa- 6 through the w of Spirit,
b 309- 8 the u' of Spirit and of spiritual power.
gl 581- 9 the u" of Spirit, destroying belief in matter.

of Trutb , „,_ I.

pr 11-23 nor can prayer alone give u» an «• of Truth ;

/ 252-10 that w of Truth which destroys error,

h 286- 6 The «• of Truth gives full faith in

o 346-19 Wis treat error through the w of Truth,
p 417-15 the unshaken u" of Truth and Love,
ap 561- t The u- of Truth and Love,

opposite
s 154-21 prevented through the opposite w.

or belief . .. .
6 324-11 whetner It be Truth or error, «• or belief,

perception and
ap 561-19 reducing to human perception and w the Life

b 273-14 Impossibility of attaining perfect w till

perfect day of
p 388-29 In that perfect day of «•, we shall

precede an
g 553- 5 clearer consciousness must precede an w of

present
p 388-27 foolish to venture beyond our present u-,

rests upon
6 283-12 It admits of no error, but rests upon u\

right
p 390- 9 the right u- of Him restores harmony.

Science and
b 274-27 Science and w, governed by the

Spirit and
r 486-25 reality and Immortality are in Spirit and u;

spiritual
(see spiritual)

superstition and
b 288- 9 Superstition and w can never combine.

that Life is God
r 487-27 The « that Life i^ God, Spirit,

this
pr 14-28 This w casts out error and heals
a 43- 7 this u- is what is meant by the descent of the

/ 203- 8 this u- would establish health.
216-14 This U" makes the body harmonious ;

C 264-17 this w will expand into self-completeness,
328-14 This u- of man's power, when he

O 355-26 Without this tc, no one Is capable of

p 394- 3 this w is the universal and perfect remedy.
426-19 this u- will quicken into newness of Ufe.

understanding (noun)
this

r 495-22 and this w will supplant error with Truth,
g 505-28 This w is not intellectual,
617-24 only by this w can truth be gained.

through the
/ 217- 2 through the w which Science confers
228-16 through the «• of divine Science.

6 279-19 through the w and demonstration of
o 346-19 We treat error through the u- of Truth,

Truth and
gl 590- 8 the opposite of spiritual Truth and W.

Truth !n the
s 109-22 The revelation of Truth in the u-

underlying
p 417-32 Give your patients an underlying u- to support

wholesome
p 396-24 Give them divine and wholesome u\

without the
p 381-26 without the if that Mind is not in matter.

yield to
ap 96-23 until all errors of belief yield to w.

pr 15-28 Practice not profession, w not belief,

a 24-14 the «, in which Jesus suffered and triumphed.
34- 5 showing, . . . that Truth has come to the U"
44-25 divinity brought to humanity the w of

m 68- 1 epoch approaches when the u- of the truth

sp 75-14 restored Lazarus by the w that
s 116- 1 Third Degree : U'.

125-14 from fear to hope and from faith to w,
f 216-11 The u- that the Ego is Mind,
223-16 the assurance which comes of w ;

253- 9 into the ic of your divine rights,
b 281- 2 the u" by which we enter into the
283-27 receive the divine Principle in the u",
289- 5 by the u" of what constitutes man
297- 9 into the w of what constitutes health ;

298-14 intuition, hope, faith, u\ fruition,
315-21 Jesus' spiritual origin and ir enabled him
317-18 The w" of his spiritual individuality
322- 3 When u" changes the standpoints of life

p 378- 5 The w of this will enable you to
426-12 and the w obtained that there is no death,
429- 2 by the u" that there is no death,

t 464- 5 The w, even in a degree, of the
r 479-24 imaginary opposites of light, u", and
488-10 w, trust, constancy, firmness.
489-17 channel to man of divine blessings or u*

g 505-21 U' is the line of demarcation between
506- 5 Lf- is a quality of God,
506-10 God, unites w to eternal harmony.
512- 2 the « of the incorporeal and divine
523- 9 and not from the firmament, or u",

526- 9 Belief is less than u-.

534-30 The spiritual idea has given the w a foothold
535- 2 The seed ... of belief and of u;

gl 598-17 WirTB. Inspiration ; w.

understanding oppr.)

a 28-12 by u- more of the divine Principle

/ 233-21 by «" the spiritual idea which corrects and
c 259-19 U' this, Jesus said :

b 270- 8 Only by t/" that there Is but one power,
273-19 importance of w the truth of being,
296-29 and in w the situation ia 0. S.

304- 5 U- this, Paul said :

304-30 So man, not w the Science of

312-18 Mortals try to believe without w Truth ;

319- 8 spiritually w God, sustains man
327- 1 Reform comes by w that there Is no
328- 6 U- little about the divine Principle
328-20 U' spiritual law and knowing that

o 356-11 U- the nothingness of material things,

p 394-29 Not w C. S., the sick usually
423- 8 u- scientifically that all is Mind,

t 450-21 will overcome them by w their nothingness
450-23 by «" God's power over them.
462-32 through w mental anatomy,

g 514-26 U- the control which Love held over all,

understandingly
s 140-10 love Him u", warring no more over

understands
a 23-25 Another kind of faith M- divine Love

ph 180-26 the ever-present Mind who w all things,
f 250- 8 which never dreams, but w all things ;

c 265- 3 Man w spiritual existence in proportion
o 345-17 One who w C. S. can heal the sick

t 452- 2 when one w that evil has in reality no power.
453- 5 the author u' what she is saying. _

454-14 He, who « in a sufficient degree the

r 487-17 Matter cannot believe, and Mind u-.

g 555-10 for it neither u" nor can be understood.

556-16 to hiTTv who u' best the divine Life.
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m

sp

understood
pref vii-23 but it cannot make them speedily w.

a 24- 2 applies to Truth and Love w and practised.
24- 8 open the way for C. S. to be u\
27-27 they never truly w their Master's instruction.
28-16 nor the work of Jesus was generally u\
34-19 and u" better what the Master had taught.
41-23 reception C. S. would have before it'was w,
43- 7 they had only believed ; now they u".

52-19 best u' the nothingness of material life

54-18 hearers w neither nis words nor his works.
56- 9 discerned intact, is apprehended and w,
63- 3 if you w the Science of being.
71-21 When the Science of Mind is w,
76- 6 When being is ic, Life will be recognized as
76-10 will be u" that Spirit never entered matter
76-19 When divine Science is universally w,
81- 5 If Spiritualists w the Science of being,
88-19 nor w throufjh the physical senses.
91-13 and his genume being will be w.
94- 4 The nature of man, thus u\ includes

S 114- 2 therefore, to be u', the author
122- 4 but the great facts of Life, rightly w,
124-15 and then it can be w ;

128- 4 The term Science, properly w,
13(}-U Science, when w and demonstrated,
130-15 C. S., properly u\ would disabuse the
130-24 and w how truly such as they belong to
131-29 demonstrations which were not u\
137- 8 Yearning to be ir, the TMaster repeated,
141-26 until its divine Principle is scientifically w.
144-27 When the Science of being is universally u\
144-31 M" the Science of Christian healing,
151- 9 if they li' the Science of Mind-healing,
152- 9 has a healing effect, even when not fully v.
153-29 Wlien this mental contagion is u',
159-15 Had these unscientific surgeons w

ph 168-31 a word . . . which will be oetter w hereafter,
169-16 If we w the control of Mind over body,
196- 5 The power of ... is little w.

f 203- 7 If God were u" instead of being merely
205- 9 When will it be w that matter has neither
212-25 Because all the methods of Mind are not w,
214-18 being will be w and found to be harmonious.
215-27 Because he ti' the superiority and
219-14 When this is u\ we shall never
238- 2 are not rightly valued before they are w.
238-13 shows that we never w Truth.
239-12 Let it be u' that success in error is defeat
252-13 u- and recognized as the true likeness

c 256-15 nor can He be w aright through
ft 272- 4 must be gained before Truth can be w.

275-31 spiritually discerned, is scientifically u\
276- 5 When the divine precepts are w,
280-25 Rightly u\ . . . man has a sensationless body ;

290- 4 If . . . not in the least w
297-24 Truth, the ever-present, is becoming u\
300- 9 So far as the scientific statement as to man is w,
304-26 the science of music must be u\
308-22 Truth, being thereby u\ gave him
310- 7 Thought will finally be w and seen
319-19 when it becomes fairly w that the
319-23 and needs inspiration to he u .

323-15 Truth is demonstrable when u\
323-16 and that good is not w until demonstrated.
325-13 When spiritual being is u' in all its perfection,
325-28 will be u' and demonstrated.
326-29 Christians, whose religion he had not w,
329-27 If men u" their real spiritual source
330- 8 WTien the following platform is w
334-27 liveth, and was dead [not u] ;— Rev. 1 ; 18.

338- 1 C. S., rightly u', leads to
339-28 not merely believed, but it must be w.

o 343-15 when his teachings are fully w.
344-11 Were it more fully u' that Truth heals
345- 3 thus they are uniformly used and u' in C. S.
348- 8 it is not generally xr how
349- 2 when this Science is more generally w
349-31 In C. S., substance is u' to oe Spirit,
360-13 both of which must be w.
358- 9 C. S., u- coincides with the Scriptures,
361-14 This declaration of Jesus, u' , conflicts not
361-30 enriches mankind only when it is u\

p 369-20 He ir man, whose Life is God, to be immortal,
369-26 readily seen, if psychology, . . . was u'.
371- 8 By . . . nothing is really w of material,
375-16 should be w and so rendered fruitless.
375-30 This mental state is not w, simply because
386-24 divine wisdom will then be u\
386-29 you would not have «' him,
403- 7 In the first instance it is w that the
403-31 are not w by the patient;
406- 8 power of God is w and demonstrated
425-18 When this is ir, mankind will be
427-11 before Life can be w and harmony obtained.
429-29 not u- generally by our ethical instructors.

understood
t 449-21 ought to be u
457-10
459-26

r 467- 9

467-30
472- 2

472-U
473-31
475-12
479-31
480-30
487-30
489- 3
490-12
490-13
495- 4

g 547-24
552-31
555-11

ap 558-13
561-21
570-23
572-13

gl 586-21
588- 5
593-20
598-26

undertake
s 145-25

ph 200- 9

and guarded against,
never . , . fears to nave fairly u\
the results are sure if the Science is w.
should be . . . «• that all men have one Mind,w through the idea which expresses it

God is to be u\ adored, and demonstrated;
His law, rightly u\ destroys them.
Few, however, except his students w
he must be so w in C. S.

being w by the things that— Rom. 1 : 20.
If sin, sickness, and death were ir as nothingness,
This faith relies upon an u- Principle.
If the Science of Life were w.
The Science of Mind needs to be w.
Until it is U\ mortals are more or less
All of Truth is not w ;

Our aim must be to have them w spiritually,
perfect and eternal Mind is v.
It neither understands nor can be w.
When u', it is Truth's pristn and praise,
and the spiritual idea is u\
the spiritual idea will be w.
this divine Principle, w and demonstrated,
spiritual being w ; haste towards harmony.
Divine Science w and acknowledged.
Life, Truth, and Love u- and demonstrated
when the Science of being is u".

Other methods w to oppose error with error,
not to u- the explanation of body.

undertakes
ph 198-16 and before the doctor u' to dispel it

p 441- 3 which w to punish aught but sin,

under-world
s 137-32 [hades, the w, or the grave]

undigested
p 389- 8 mortal mimd, which reports food as w.

undimmed
/ 246-12 Manhood is its eternal noon, u- by a declining

undirected
/ 212-17 Mortals have a modus of their own, w and

undisciplined
/ 221-27 u- by self-denial and divine Science.

undiscovered
g 552- 9 proof requisite to sustain this assumption is u'

undisturbed
/ 260-20 To the observer, the body lies listless, u',

U' amid the jarring testimony of the
U' it lies in the open field,

b 306-25

g 614-12

undivided
s 142- 8 We must seek the w garment,

undo
/ 240-27

undone
PT 6-8
sp 85-30

In trying to w the errors of sense

being ushered into the u' realities of Spirit.
but W in the deific Mind.
God, Life, Truth, and Love make man u'.

work badly done or left w,
and not to leave the other w."— Matt. 23: 23,

undoubted
p 364- 1 a man of w goodness and purity,

undue
p 413- 3 «•• contemplation of physical wants

undulations
/ 212-27 that the u" of the air convey sound,

undying
6 325- 5
334-23

p 427-23

unearth
p 434-26 and we shall w this foul conspiracy

uneasiness
p 383-15 To the mind equally gross, dirt gives no u\

uneducated
sp 89-11 She says, . . . lamtc."'

unequalled
s 134-20 its astonishing and u" success in the first

unerring
sp 99-15 C. S. is W and Divine ;

a 145-23 ignorance of the laws of eternal and !/• Mind,
f 243-20 Neither immortal aiid u" Mind nor matter,
b 274-27 governed by the u- and eternal Mind,
277- 2 To all that is unlike u' and eternal Mind,.
279- 2 the u', Inunutable, and immortal

p 418- 8 u\ and certain effect of divine Science.
424- 9 the proper sense of God's w direction

r 468- 2 which evolves its own u' idea
473-21 and to test its w Science according to his rule,
484- 2 on a divine Principle and so found to be t/',

g .505-29 God's ideas reflect the immortal, u-, and
622-31 Does the w Principle of divine law change
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unerring
fl 546-11 la governed by u" inteUigence?
ol 588-10 incorporeal, «•, immortal and eternal Mind.

590- 2 realm of u', eternal, and omnipotent Mind ;

unexplained , , ^
vref xi- 3 which action in some w way results In the

s 121-14 the hypotheses of material sense if by Science,

unexpressed
b 303-26 would be a nonentity, or Mind w.

The Ego would be tc.

Remember that the w belief oftentimes

consequently a time when Deity wasw
306-11

P423-6
r 470-27

unfair
m 63-12
o 343— 7

unfaithful
0349- 3

ap 571-13

Civil law establishes very w differences

This malies it doubly w to impugn and

As Paul asked of the w in ancient days,
«• stewards who have seen the danger

unfaithfulness
gl 599— 7 Emptiness ; u' desolation.

and will find himself w, upright, pure,
man in God's image is w and eternal.

seemed a spectre, unseen and u-,

Patients, w with the cause of this commotion

unfallen
ph 171- 8
r 476-32

unfamiliar
b 314-18

P422-U
unfashlon

r 488-27 otherwise the very worms could w man.

unfathomable
g 520- 3 U' Mind is expressed.

unfavorable
pr 7-13 reaction w to spiritual growth,
p 396- 9 nor draw attention to certain symptoms 03 u-,

unfeigned
p 364- 3 Her reverence was w,

unfit
a 31-1
p 419-17

unfitted
p 369- 3

unflinching
p 426-27 with u- faith In God, in Life eternal.

imjllnchlngly
a 51- 6 He rebuked sinners pointedly and w,

unfold
m 57-29

sp 95-30
6 269-8
276-5

O 361-23
«445- 8

(7/ 598- 9

unfolded
5 117-17

/ 205-23

g 534-13

0/584-6

unfolding
s 108-5
6 306-26
306-28
325-7
335-23

r 497-14

5 503- 1

OJ584- 7

unfoldment
m 68-27 C. S
p 371-25

unfolds
OT 66-15

69-14
5 135- 7

p/l 191-22

/ 246-25
6 276- 1

296-2
t 452-22
462-28
505-22
506-19
508-24

gl 597-19

unformed
g 50a-i8

unfortunate
p/i 172-29 the «• cripple may present more nobility than'

p 408-10 Those u' people who are committed to
434—U to appear as counsel for the «" prisoner.
439-21 the w Mortal Man who sought your aid

t 450- 5 Another class, still more u", are so depraved

imgodUness
gl 595-25 definition of

ungodly
s 145-22 mystery which godlinesa always presents to

Pride and fear are «• to bear the standard of

lest aught w for development enter

Thus he is w for the successful

and begins to w its wings for heaven.
Material sense does not w the facts of existence ;

and u- the unity and the reality of good,
they u" the foundation of fellowship.

Spiritual Ideas w as we advance.
{/ the latent energies and capacities
to employ words . . . to u' spiritual thoughts.

As a divine student he w God to man,
law of loving our neighbor as ourselves isw ;

w the remedy for Adam, or error ;

according to the good that is u".

«• to me the demonstrable fact that
Science, still enthroned, is U' to mortals
is ~u' Life and the universe,
w its own immortal idea,

gain the eternal w of Life
w man's unity with God
consists of the w of spiritual ideas
This u- is God's day,

presents w, not accretion ;

our need of its spiritual w.

Each successive stage of experience u- iiew
u- all creation, confirms the Scriptures;
introduces no disorder, but w the primal order,
not a leaf w its fair outlines,
Each succeeding year u" wisdom,
w the power that heals the sick,
whereas Science w the eternal verity.
When the spiritual sense of Truth ti-

lt u- the hallowed influences of unselfishness,

Spiritual understanding w Mind,
Spirit, . . . w these thoughts,w the infinitude of Love,
spiritual sense w the great facts of existence.

Spirit, God, gathers w thoughts Into their

unforsaken
6 291- I suppositions that sin is pardoned while u\

36

ungrateful
pr 3-27

unharmed
b 322- 1

unhealthy
p 382- 9

392-22
392-30

unheeded
/ 223-26

unhollness
/ 201-20
229-11

6 303-22

unifies
6 340-23

uniform
m 64- 1

uniformly
345- 2

mystery which godlinesa always presents
the w.

If we are w for Life, Truth, and Love,

and taught them how to handle serpents w,

or to remove w exhalations
If you decide that climate or atmosphere is w,
shut out these w thoughts and fears.

Peals that should startle are partially u' ;

Grafting holiness upon w,
sickness and health, holiness and W,
life and death, holiness and w,

One Infinite God, good, w men and nations ;

Want of w justice is a crying evil

thus they are w used and understood In C. S.

unlllumlned
ap 573- 9 while to another, the «• human mind,

unimpeachable.
p 414-29 man's perfection is real and u",

unimportant
s 135-23 but neither Is w or untrue,
r 485- 7 If the u' and evil appear, only soon to

unimproved
/ 238-15 U- opportunities will rebuke us when we

uninspired
6 319-26 misinterpretation of the Word . . . byu'.wnters,

ap 673- 5 that which is invisible to the w thought.

unlnstructed
p 371- 7 By those u- in C. S., nothing is really

unlntelllgence ,., . „.
/ 250- 4 and suppose . . . t/" to act like intelligence,

unintelligent
s 143-22 You lean on the inert and w, never discemmg

157-23 Matter is not self-creative, for it is u\
f 210-25 What is termed matter, being u', cannot say,

g 523- 1 Yet one might so judge from an w perusal of

uninterrupted ^ . . ,

ph 172-13 reveals the eternal chain of existence as u-

union
hallowing the . . , ^ ^ j - ^,m 59-14 hallowing the «• of interests and affections.

Marriage should signify a u- of hearts.

which binds human society into solemn w

of hearts
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united
m 59-12 different demands of their w apherea,
sp 72-16 which are not w by progress, but separated.
b 287-28 material senses testify to truth and error as w
T 477-10 man appears to be matter and mind w ;

492- 5 since Life cannot be w to its unlikeness,

ap 577- 9 In this divinely if spiritual consciousness.

United States
pref xii-"4 which had been established in the U' S',

f 225-23 Legally to abolish unpaid servitude iu the U' S'

unites
/ 229-10 the belief which w such opposites as
o 361- 8 Thus the Jew u' with the (Jhristian's doctrine
361-U he virtually w with the Jew's belief in one God,

g 50&-10 God, u- understanding to eternal hannooy
uniting

b 271- 4 w all periods in the desigii of God.
r 492-30 W on some Impossible basis.

unity
man's

pr 12-15 and of man's w with Truth and Love.
a 18-- 1 the exemplification of man's w with God,
r 497-14 unfolding man's tf with God

of God
s 132-12 such effects, . . . prove the «• of God,
<7 502-26 the eternal verity and w of God and man,

of Principle
r 470- 4 and have w of Principle and spiritual power

of Spirit'

s 148-24 the concord and -u' of Spirit and His likeness.
of spirit

771 58- 2 U' of spirit gives new pinions to joy,
of tiie faith

g 519-18 "we all come in the u- of the faith,— Eph. 4 ; 13.

presents the
ap 577- 5 The Lamb's wife presents the u" of

scientific

/ 202- 3 scientific u' which exists between God and man
sham

(7 555-21 error would ... caH this sham u* man,
spiritualm 61-31 The scientific morale of marriage is spiritual u'.

this
b 333-28 Jesus referred to this w of

trinity In
b 331-28 They represent a trinity in u\

unfold the
b 269- 7 and unfold the.u* and the reality of good,

universal
pr 13- 2 Love Is Imnartlal and w in Its adaptation
a 42- 5 The w belief in death is of no advantage.
sp 76- 8 but as infinite,— as God. W good ;

78-31 These are the effects of one w God,
84-16 events which concern the w welfare,

S 140-25 The C. S. God is u\ eternal, divine Love,
144-29 and Truth will be the w panacea.
155-15 The w belief in physics weighs against

/ 208-23 the reign and rule of u" harmony,
226- 7 sounded the keynote of w freedom,
229-15 By w consent, mortal belief has
242-17 to dissolve with the w solvent of Love

c 266-18 [/ Love Is the divine way In 0. S.

b 271-16 Hence the w application of his saying :

289-21 results, by the w law of mortal mind, In a
291-12 U' salvation rests on progression and
293-29 Truth and its supremacy, u- harmonv,
328-31 extends through time and includes u' humanity.
329- 4 In all the grandeur of u' goodness.
330- 7 would meet with immediate and w acceptance.
331-19 divine Principle, Love, the w cause,

p 394- 3 the w and perfect remedy.
408- 6 There Is a w insanity of so-called health,
414-23 Even so, harmony is w, and discord is unreal.

r 470-10 Love as ever present and «'.

477- 5 taught that the kingdom of God is intact, w,
483-18 and reveals the w" harmony.

g 519- 9 the ideas of God in w being are complete
653-8 nearer the truth . . . or health will never be u',
577- 3 as one Father with His w family,

universally
sp 76-19 When divine Science is u* understood,
s 144-27 When the Science of being is «• understood,
/202- 6 and God's will must be w done.

universe
and man

gl .585-17 Divine Science encompassing the u- and man ;

changing the
c 255- 1 Eternal Truth is changing the w.

constructing the
(7 522-27 supposedly ... in constructing the «•,

control over the
ph 171-12 Mind's control over the u', Including man,

dlrlne
g 513- 8 To material sense, this divine w is dim

universe
God and the

c 265-32 but he coexists with God and the v.
g 521-28 this material view of God and the u-.

God's
b 289-24 God's u- is spiritual and immortal.
331-17 Everything in God's w expresses Him.

governing the
g 510-30 governing the u', including man,

government of the
s 121-32 in the everlasting government of the u\
128- 5 His government of theic, inclusive of rrian.

g 539-15 resigned to matter the government of the u't
governs the

a 39-27 and governs the w harmoniously.
an 102-13 since God governs the w

;

b 270-11 intelligence, . . . governs the w ;

295- 5 God creates and governs the u\ including man.
harmony of the

gl 592-19 the spiritual facts and harmony of the w ;

His own
s 119-10 to leave the creator out of His own w ;

Illumines the
g 503-15 light of ever-present Love Illumines the «*.

illuming the
c 266-29 the beatific presence, illuming the w with light,

intelligence of the
^

a 27-15 the Life, substance, and intelligence of the w
b 330-12- the only intelligence of the u",

Invisible
b 337-24 the invisible w and spiritual man.

IsflUed
b 295- 6 The w is filled with spiritual ideas,.

Life and the
6 306-28 Life and the u\ ever present and eternal.

man and the
m 68-30 an impartation ... to man and the «•. .

69- 2 man and the w are evolved from Spirit,
/ 209-22 translation of man and the u- back into Spirit.

209-23 man and the w will be found harmonious
b 332- 3 relation of God to man and the w.
r 466- 1 His reflection is man and the u".

g 507-28 immortality of man and the w.
508- 4 man and the u\ is the product.
509-27 appear in man and the w never to disappear.
539-30 makes and governs man and the u'.

material
/ 238- 5 in personal character as well as in the mate-

rial w.
g 545-12 notion of a material w is utterly opposed to

,MInd and the
g 507-23 .Mind and the w created by God.

mortal
gl 584-24 thence to reproduce a mortal u\.

of Mind
/ 240-16 rotations and revolutions of the w of Mind
g 513- 6 spiritual steps in the teeming w of Mind

of Spirit
c 264-32 w of Spirit is peopled with spiritual beings,
g 507-15 The u" of Spirit reflects the creative power of

of Truth
g 503-10 In the w of Truth, matter is unknown.

peoples the
g 509-17 God forms and peoples the u\

physical
r 484-13 The physical t^' expresses the conscious and

Principle of the
b 272-28 The divine Principle of the w must
276-23 Principle of the u\ including . . . man.

real
6 289-19 for to the real man and the real u'

recreate the
g .547-19 to recreate the w, including man.

reflects
b 300-28 The «• reflects and expresses the divine
g ,502-28 The w reflects God.

reveals the
ap 562- 8 This idea reveals the u" as secondary

spiritual ,

(see spiritual)
stellar

g 509-14 but the stellar w is no more celestial than
sustaining the

g 538-13 erJightening and sustaining the u\
theory of the

g ,547-26 The true theory of the u\ including' man, 13

547-29 seiLSual, and mortal theory of the w,
views of the

502-16 Christian v\fws of the u" appear,
visible

b 337-22 The visible «• and material man are the
vbole

/ 207-29 repeated in the action of man and the whole W,

sp 83-16 The belief that the u\ including man,
s 114-28 the u', including man, is spiritual.
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universe
i 121-29 the u\ the reflection of God,

123-10 the most . . . inharmonious creature In the w.
124-14 The U-, like man, is to be interpreted by
124-18 the w, like man, is. and must continue to be, an
125-29 will look out from them upon the w

c 256- 8 Father and Mother of the u\ including man.
b 272-29 must interpret the w.
319-14 neither concur in man nor in the u\

r 471-20 the spirituality of the w is the only fact
496- 5 and governs the entire w.

g 502-27 unity of God and man, including the W.
505-24 giving'the spiritual proof of the u'
510-18 giving existence and intelligence to the u\
511-23 To mortal mind, the w is liquid, solid, and
615-16 eternal Elohim includes the forever w.
554- 3 the u', inclusive of man,, is as eternal as God,

ap 562- 9 from which the w borrows Its

University of Pennsylvania
s 163-20 Dr. Chapman, Professor

A selfish and limited mind may be u\
in the suffering of the just for the U".
will not be forever hidden by w parody
Ignorant of ... we submit to w decrees,
man's moral right to annul an w sentence,
w usages were not allowed at the bar of Truth,
The false and w beliefs of your

w persecuted and belied by wolves in
prisoner at the bar has been w sentenced,
the liberty of which he has been w deprived.

unjust
a 36-19

36-31
343-12

p 381- 2

381-29
437-29
440-22

unjustly
an 104- 6

p 434-22
435-36

unknelled
p 441-12 "u*. imcoflaned. and unknown."

unknowable
el 606- 4 may define Deity as "the great w

unknown
pr 1-10

12- 9

a 53-12

ph 184-4
f 219- 2

6 274-30
280- 1

306-16
330-16

p424- 5

428-15
441-12

f 469-2
469- 5

469-20

(7 503-11

(?/596- 1

596- 2

596-7
598-29

unlabored
< 445-20

unlawfully
/ 238-19

unless
5 155-12

160-22

/ 231- 3
6 283-26
283-28
324- 7

O 350-13

p 379-29
392-20
394-23
404-32
416-4
416-13

« 449-31
450-17
452-15

gl 590-18

unlike
sp 82-25

86-12

/ 243-28
249-16

C 282-23
b 277- 2
284-14
287-10
305-22
307-11
335-26

p 362- 3 •

393-12

In the U- ofP-,

Thoughts unspoken are not w to the
a belief in the w casting out a belief in
His words and works were w to the world
for these are w to Truth
sorrow, sin, death, will be u\
in a manner and at a period as yet W,
In . . . Mind, matter must be w.
and In a manner u",
The individuality of Spirit, ... is U',
Accidents are w to God,
not "to the u' God"— Acts VI : 23.

"unknelled, uncoffined, and w."
What is termed matter is w to Spirit,
Death and finiteness are w to Life.
if mortals claimed no other . . . sin would be U".

In the universe of Truth, matter la u\
definition of
and which is w tathe material sensea. .

dedicated "to the w God."— Acti 17; 23.
where sin, sickness, and death are u'.

Illustrates the w motion of the divine energy

to enter w into the labors of othera.

dissent or faith, w It rests on Science,
U' muscles are self-acting at aU times,
U' an iU is rightly met and fairly overcome
u- its Science be accurately stated.
w we so do, we can no more demonstrate
U' the harmony and immortality of man are
U' the works are comprehended
C/" the fever-picture, drawn by
u' Science shows you otherwise.
W It can be aided by a drugw it makes him better mentally,w the mental image occasioning the painw the belief which occasions the pain has
and w this result follows,
but w this admission is made.
Never breathe an immoral atmosphere, u*
u- specially coupled with the name God.

The mental states are so W,
and produce w results.
a law of annihilation to everything W
and includes nothing u- God,
and conquering all that is w God.
To all that is w unerring and eternal Mind,
or know aught u' the infinite?
Truth and error are u\
the deflections of matter . . . are all U' Spirit,
shall change sides and be w Spirit.
and can produce nothing w the eternal
though he was quite w Simon the disciple.
to resist all that is u' good.

unlike
p 403-26 so-caUed mind produces all that is w the

406-16 all that Is u' the true likeness disappears.
r 468- 5 because error is ic Truth.
475-11 The likeness of Spirit cannot be so w Spirit.

g 506- 2 Objects utterly u- the original d& not

unlikeness
/ 204-14 evil, is the w of good.
c 257- 5 then Spirit, matter's w, must be
b 277-24 The w of Spirit is matter,
285-10 the u" called sin, sickness, and death.
287-11 the infinite God can have no u'.
288- 2 error. Truth's w, is unreal.
339- 8 there Is no room for His u\
345- 6 God cannot be in His w

T 470- 9 Infinite Truth without an w,
470-14 w of God. is unreal.
471- 6 The u' of Truth,— named error,
492- 6 Life CEJmot be united to its w,

unlimited
a 35-19 w and divine Mind Is the immortal law
sp 76-23 possessing w divine beauty and goodness
b 284- 6 and w Mind would seem to spring from a
288-28 w by the mortal senses.
312-22 God is infinite.Love, which must be u".
336- 4 never . . . the w into the limited,

unlock
sp 70- 4 revelations of C. S. w the treasures of

unloose
a 28-23 if thou art found worthy to u* the sandals of

unloosed
ap 564-22 w in order that the false claim

unmake
b 270-27 If sin makes sinners, Truth . . . can-U' them,

unmanly
ph 176- 4 and w Adams attributed their own downfall

unmarried
m 68-17 she was u', a lovely character,

unmasked
/ 205- 9 'When will the error . . . be u'7

unmedicated
s 156-17 to give her W pellets
156-25 She went on in tliis way, taking the u' pellets,

unmerited
pr 3-21 We plead for w pardon

9- 3- The wrong lies in u" censure,

unmistakable
ph 188-21 are traced upon mortals by u' signs.

unmistakably
a 46-23 and revealed w a probationary
(7 522-12 This second record w gives the

ap 573-10 This shows w that what the human mind
unnatural

a 23- 7 divinely w. Such a theory is man-made.
sp 78-3 discords of disease, sin, and death,— are u'

s 119-23 while evil should be regarded as w,
130-31 no longer think it . . . w to forsake It.

131- 1 should not seem so surprising and w as error,

/ 217-10 w mental and bodily conditions,
b 304-21 and discord is u', unreal.

p 420- 9 cannot produce this «" reluctance.

g 551- 2 material senses and their reports are w,
unnecessary

ph 181-25 It is u" to resort to aught besides Mind
b 274- 3 U' knowledge gained from the

p 396- 5 Make no w inquiries relative to feelings

unobstructed
gl 593-15 When smooth and w, it typifies the

unpaid
/ 225-23 Legally to abolish w servitude in the

unparalleled
s 117-22 his mighty, crowning, u\ and

unpleasant
p 415- 8 when it contemplates w things,

unprejudiced
ap 570-14 Millions of u" minds— simple seekers

unprepared
t 446- 3 with a community w for self-defence.

unpretentious
a 54-22 There adhered to him only a few u' friends,

unqualified
o 342- 5 In the result of some u" condemnations

unquestionable
/ 232-29 w signs of the burial of error
233-26 is not more u" than the scientific tests
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unreal
and the real

g 638-10 the material and spiritual,
— the u* and the real.

aod untrue
gl 584- 9 the u" and untrue ; the opposite of Life.

autbor of the
T 474-28 error, not Truth, ia the author of the w,

both are
a 39-24 both are u\ because impossible in Science,

concept
an 102- 7 it is an w concept of the so-called

discord is

b 276-16 Discord is w and mortal.

p 414-23 harmony is universal, and discord is t^'.

discord the
ap 563- 2 harmony Is the real and discord the w.

disease is

/ 229-32 the truth that disease is w.-
erroris

c 265-21 the error is w and obsolete.
b 288- 2 correlated statement, that error, . . , is u'.'

p 368- 4 Truth is real and error is w.
r 466-16 Moreover, Truth is real, and error is w.
472-18 Error is u" because untrue.

evil Is

/ 447-31 He may say, as a subterfuge, that evil Is u\
g 527-19 Evil ia w because it is a lie,

forsake tlie

6 339-18 repent of sin and forsake the if.
In divine Science

o 353- 2 real to material sense, is w in divine Science.
Inbarmony Is

6 276-12 The realization that aU inharmony is u*
master

/ 226-23 years of servitude to an w master
matter is the

r 468-13 matter is the w and temporal.
real and

g 505-22 line of demarcation between the real and W.
real and the

360-21 swinging between the real and the w.
real or

g 524-24 Is this addition to His creation real or w 7

sensuous
353- 1 scientific real is the sensuous w.

temporal and
300-13 temporal and w never touch the eternal and

vanishes
r 474-28 the w vanishes, while all that is real is eternal.

sp 76-18 Suffering, sinning, dying beliefs are U".

an 103-11 for the latter is w.
s 114-15 implies something untrue and therefore w ;

ph 186-13 It is U-, because it presupposes the
/ 212-31 u- and imitative movements of mortal belief,
241- 9 as imaginary, whimsical, and w as his

I) 270- 7 If one is real, the other must be u\
277-11 evil and materiality are w
293- 1 this w material mortality dlwappears
298-11 To material sense, the w is the real
298-18 the boundary of the mortal or the ti*.

304-21 and discord is unnatural, v.
337-27 Temporal things . . . are the u\
339-10 evil, oeing contrary to good, is w,
339-14 would make that real which Is w,

O 347-31 and the Inharmonious u .

350-29 through which the real reaches the u\
352-11 the Intangible and uncertain, if not the U".
353-30 the ghost, some w belief.
354-26 Sin should beeome w to every one.

p 408-31 sensation in matter is u\
414-80 whereas imperfection is blameworthy, «",
417-24 to cure the patient is to make disease M"

t 460-14 Sickness is neither imaginary nor u",— that Is,

461-25 error is not true, hence it is u\
r 470-14 then evil, the unlikeness of God, is u\
470-16 seem to be real by giving reality to the u\
480-13 has its realm apart from Science in the u\
485-13 sin, disease, and death appear more and more w
494-27 mortal testimony, changing, dying, w.
497-11 casts out evil as w.

g 529-29 we know that they are worthless and w.
538-22 and evil is brought into view only as the W
651- 2 their reports are unnatural, impossible, and w.

unrealities
r 472-28 w seem real to human, erring belief,

unreality
awful

s 110- 9 I beheld, as never before, the awful v called
b 339-16 against his own awakening to the awful «•

deception and
/ 207-10 evil Is the awful deception and w of existence.

discord the
o 352- 4 and discord the u\

unreality
material

/ 228-19 and discord as the material u .

of disease

p 417-25 must understand the w of disease In Science.
/ 461-28 the error or w of disease,

of evil

/ 205-21 the nothingness and w of evil.
339-12 Science demonstrates the w of evil,
339-19 fully understand the w of evil.

of sin
t 461-26 To prove scientifically the error or u" of sin,

prove Its
t 447-27 get the victory over sin and so prove Its u\

relapses into its own
b 277- 5 The non-intelligent relapses into its own u-.

saw its
6 308-21 till he saw its u- ;

typifies
g 538-15 "tree of knowledge" typifies u\— Gm. 2: 9.

6 269- 7 the u\ the nothingness, of evil
285-11 The u' of the claim that a mortal

g 502- 4 preponderance of u' in the entire narrative,
502- 5 as if reality did not predominate over w,'
525-22' valueless or baneful, . . . hence its v.

gl 580-10 an u: as opposed to the great reality of

unreasonable
sp 78- 6 How u" is the belief that we are

unrecognized
a 39- 1 met the mockery of his u" grandeur.

unreliability
b 295- 3 proof of the w of physical testimony.

unremoved
p 416-11 will tell you that the . . . material cause is it"

unrequited
a 49-11 sublime courage, and w affection

unreservedly
b 269-22 I therefore plant myself w on the

unrest
gl 596-24 illumine It, destroy the w of mortal thought,

unrestrained
t 459-16 untaught and u- by C. S., ,

unrighteous
s 139- 2 the w man his thoughts."—: Isa. 55: 7.

/ 206-11 for it is the prayer of the w ;

239-15 the w man his thoughts."— Isa. 55; 7.

b 290-20 They who are y shall be u- still,

unsafe
s 159- 1 her physicians insisted that it would be w

unsatisfactory
/ 444- 1 If the sick find these material expedients u',

unsatisfied
c 258- 4 Hence the w human craving for

unsay
/ 204-32 must u" it and cease from such utterances ;

unscientific
sp 79-23 The u" practitioner says : "You are ill.

s 114- 6 The spiritually w definition of mind
159-15 Had these ic surgeons understood metaphysics,

ph 199-29 the u' might attribute to a lubricating oil.

/ 223-23 and supplant w means and so-called laws.
b 300-28 This theory is u-.
375-15 All M" mental practice is erroneous

p 369-27 U' methods are finding their dead level.

unscrupulous
/ 235-16 while the debased and if mind,

unsearchable
c 264- 9 Where . ; . but In the w realm of Mind?

unsee
t 461-29 you must mentally w the disease ;

unseen
pr 15- 7 The Father in secret is w to the physical
a 28-5 taught the U' verities of God,

ph 189-11 though the cause be w,
/ 208-24 cannot be lost nor remain forever w.
212-22 mortals believe that w" spirits produce the
212-30 origin of all things are w to mortal sense ;

234-30 action of the human mind, w to the senses.
6 299- 4 which embodies his conception of an w quality
314-17 seemed a spectre, w and unfamiliar.
334-13 This dual personality of the u- and the seen,

p 377-17 Because a belief originates u\
429-17 bodies w by those who think that they bury the

body.
t 464-10 She therefore remains w at her post,
r 481-11 contradictions. . . do not change the u" Truth,

ap 570- 5 certain active yet w mental agencies



UNSELFED 565 UNTIL,

unselfed
pr 1- 4 a spiritual understanding of Him, an u' love.

ph 192-30 thought in line with w love,

unselfish
a 51-28 Jesus was w.
m 57-19 It is tc ; therefore It cannot exist alone,

5S- 7 [/• ambition, noble life-mot i%'es, and purity.
59-17 Tender words and w care in What promotea

b 272- 5 only as we are honest, w , loving,
p 365-11 but if the «• affections be lacking,

unselfishly
pr 9-12 we shall regard our neighbor w,
c 262-22 and attain the bliss of loving w,
T 4S3-32 to be well done, the work must be done u".

unselfishness
/ 248-29 Let u\ goodness, mercy, justice,
t 462-29 It unfolds the hallowed influences of u",
g 516-12 Love, redolent with u\

unsettled
m 65-24 An w, transitional stage is never

unshaken
p 417-15 hold your ground with the w understanding of

unsightly
p 431-28 lost my healthy hue and become w,

unsought
pr 6-20 according as His mercy is sought or w,
/ 238-20 Truth often remains w, until we

unspeakable
c 264-26 and feel the w peace which comes from an

unspirltual
s 143-31 Inferior and w methods of healing
b 335-28 Nothing w can be real, harmonious, or

unspoken
pr 1-10 Thoughts ic are not unknown to the

2-28 The u- desire does bring us nearer the
p 363-26 did his insight detect this w moral uprising?

424-19 through If thoughts resting on your patient.

unspotted
m W- 6 keep himself u; from the world."— Jas. 1; 27.

unsubstantial
b 301-30 presupposes soul to be an w dweller la

unsuitable
/ 455- 4 u- conditions for healing the sick.

unsupported
s 160- 6 U- by the faith reposed In it,

unsurpassed
/243- 9 If power and love.

unsuspected
/ 235- 2 cannot go forth, . . . finding w lodgment,

unsustained
/ 212-17 modus of their own, undirected and w
c 264-22 Sin is u" by Truth.

untaught
t 459-16 « and unrestrained by C. S.,

unthinking
r 489- 2 When the u" lobster loses its claw,

untU
pref lx-2I did not appear in print w 1876,

ix-24 From 1867 u' 1875,
xii-20 U- June 10, 1907, she had never

pr 4-22 w we awake in His likeness.
6-13 w belief in material life and sin l3

10- 8 U' we are thus divinely qualified
O 18- * u- the kingdom of God— Luke 22 ; 18.

24-29 tf they saw that it enabled their Master to
29- 4 continue this warfare «• they have
39- 3 will endure w Christianity's last
39- 9 u' all error is destroyed.
46- 2 u- they saw him after his crucifixion
46-15 his body was not changed w he himself
48-15 Truth and Love bestow few palms w the

m 56- 8 U' the spiritual creation is discerned
57-28 w it ceases to sigh over the world
64-26 U- it is learned that God is the Father
65-21 tf we get at last the clear straining of
67-15 one should stick to the wreck, w
68-12 "u- death do us part."

sp 77- 6 u- the Science of being Is reached.
77-10 w the spiritual understanding of Life l3

77-11 Then, and not u- then.'will it be
92-21 U' the fact concerning error
96-10 w the final spiritualization of
96-18 tf their nothingness appears.
96-19 will continue w the end of error,
95-23 u- all errors of belief jield to
97-12 u- matter reaches its mortal zenith
97-18 the more obvious its error, w
97-24 the louder will error scream, w

until
sp
s

99-25 u- the beliefs of material existence are
109- 7 u- its divine Principle is demonstrated
113-23 This continues u' the leaven of Spirit
121-19 U' rebuked by clearer views of the
131-24 u- the hearts of men are made ready
137- 4 If after the crucifixion, when their
141-25 w its divine Principle is scientifically
153- 6 w there was not a single saline property
158-21 w mortal mind acquires an

ph 192- 6 u- we leave all for Christ.
197-27 will never grow robust w
198-20 u- the elasticity of mortal thought

/ 202-10 u- disciplined by the prison and tha
207- 4 If it disappears from our lives.

221- 9 should not wet his parched throat u"
223-32 God will overturn, w
225-10 u' it subscribes to their systems ;

230-29 w the liability to be ill is removed.
233-14 error continues its delusions w
238-20 w we seek this remedy for human woa
240-20 will be repeated w all wrong work is

240-28 w all error is finally brought into
248-31 will diminish u' they finally disappear.
251-25 improves mankind u" error disappears,
252-11 w the entire mortal, material error finally
254- 7 u- the battle between Spirit and flesh is

C 255- * in pain together w now.— Rom. 8; 22.

266-13 w the lesson is sufficient to
b 289- 3 ic he learns that God is the only
290-21 u- in divine Science Christ, Truth,
290-24 w the death of these errors.
290-30 w evil is disarmed by good.
291-24 u" probation and growth shall
296-27 w Science obliterates this false testimony.
297- 1 and nothing can change this state, w
297- 4 w the belief on this subject changes.
297-28 [/• belief becomes faith,
298-U w this sense is corrected
300-19 they grow side by side u' the harvest ;

308- 5 U' the lesson is learned that
308-38 u' his nature was transformed.
309-16 If the Messiah should rename them.
314— 2 no less material w the ascension
314- 3 w the mortal or fleshly sense had
322-19 u" his physical sense of pleasure yields
323-11 w boundless thought walks enraptured,
323-16 good is not understood if demonstrated.
327-10 w his grasp on good grows stronger.
328-10 must therefore cling to mortals w,
329-15 U' one is able to prevent bad results,
330- 2 XJ- the author of this book learned th»
334-15 continued w the Master's ascension,
339-22 w the finite gives place to the infinite,
340- 1 w we lose our faith in them
344-15 w the enemies of C. S. test its
353-18 w perfection appears and reality Is reached.
361-23 w God prepares the soil for the seed.

p 374- 9 w it appeared on my body?"
380-27 If it reaches its culmination of
388-27 u' we gain perfection
401-27 U- the advancing age admits the
403-18 If mortal error is deprived of its
405-15 u* the last farthing is paid,
405-16 w you have balanced your accoimt
406-24 w we arrive at the fulpess of
410 -28 u- the

practitioner's healing ability la
412-25 u" the body corresponds with the
414-17 not u- your patients are prepared for
431- 1 «• called for at this trial,
431-18 tf I should release him.
433-25 sentenced to be tortured tf he
442-23 gives mortals temporary food and clothing u

t 453- 7 w victory rests on the side of
454-28 w your students tread firmly In the
458-13 trying to sustain the human body w
460-31 w finally the shadow of old errors was

r 471-24 and tried to adhere to it w she
472-29 w God strips off their disguise.
474-14 w the glorious Principle of these marvela

gained.
484- 2 w its absolute Science is reached.
486- 5 tf every corporeal sense is quenched.
490-12 U- it is understood, mortals are
492-16 tf one is acknowledged to be the
494-22 u' the Science of man's eternal harmony

C 510-21 u" time has been already divided
513-13 w divine Science becomes the
519-15 u- they throw off the old man and
533-25 and multiplies w the end thereof.
538-19 V that which contradicts the truth of
54S-12 w mortals arrive at the understanding
557- 1 rejjeated this operation daily, u- the

ap 564-19 If- the majesty of Truth should be
gl 584-14 w every belief of life where Life is not

695-20 If the mortal disappears

la
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untimely
C 265-16
265-19

untired
/ 220-11

untiring
ap 563-19

unto
pr

sp

1-*
1-*
1-*
2-7
6-26
8-9
14-21
18- *

20- 1

20- 2

32- 1

34- 4
48- 3

49- 6
70-*
70-*
70-*
70-*
70-*
70-*
96-10

S 107- *

108- 4
109-26
131-18
131-21
134- 6
137-23
137-30
141-21

ph 165- *

/242- 5

C 256-:22

t2G8-*
272-17
286- 9
305-16
305-17
325-23

p 385-23
398-12
435-20
435-21
438- 5

i 446-23
458-24

r 467- 8
496-13
497-26

O 501- *

506-16
517-25
519-19
619-20
527-23
528-13
529-15
529-17
530-13
532-14.

534- 9
535- 6
535-19
535-20
535-26
535-27
5<0-17
540-18
540-26
641- 7
541- 7
541-19
541-28
542-14
545-29

ap 562-20
565- 8
565-27
567-24
568-19
568-22
669-30
574- 6

tl 596- 9
597-5

/reoo-*

The senses represent birth as w
witheied by tne aun and nipped by «• frosts ;

leaves clap their hands as nature's w

devil or evil, holding w watch,

terily I say w you,— Mark 11 : 23.

uhosoever shall say w— Mark 11 ; 23.

Therefore 1 say w you,— Mark 11 ; 24.

and it does not return ic us void.
"Thou art an offence u- me."— Matt. 16: 23.

"like w whited sepulchres— Matt. 23 ; 27.

I go u- my Father,"— John 14: 12.

/ say w you, I will not— Luke 22 : 18.

"u- Cffisar the things which— MoW. 22: 21.

u- God the things that— A/a«. 22:21.
will they do u- you,— John 16: 3.

acceptable w God,"— Rom. 12 : 1.

He said w them :

devils are subject w us— Luke 10: 17,

they shall say w you,— Isa. 8: 19.

Seek w them thai have— Isa. 8: 19.

w wizards that peep— Isa. 8: 19.

Should not a people seek w— Isa. 8; 19.

verily, I say w you,— John 8: 51.

Then said the Jews w him,— John 8: 52.

will continue w the end,
is like u- leaven,— Matt. 13: 33.

given w me by the— Eph. 3 : 7.
" U' us a child is born,— Isa. 9; C.

"He came w his own,— John 1 : 11.

hast revealed them w babes :
— Luke 10; 21.

so often persecuted w death,
hath nor revealed it w— Matt. 16: 17.

I say also w thee,— Matt. 16: 18.

"kings and priests w God."— Rev. 1 : 6

Therefore I say w you,^— Matt. 6: 25.

from the least of them u-— Jer. 31-: 34.

or say w Him, What does Thou?"— £>an. 4: 35.

declare we w you,— / John 1 : 3.

"Give not that which is holy w— Matt. 7: 6.

Cometh w the Father— John 14: 6.

and said u' them :
— John 5: 19.

verily I say w you,— John 5: 19.

acceptable w God,— Rom. 12; 1.

You are a law u" yourself.
I say w thee, arise !"— Mark 5; 41.

"u- others as ye would— Rom. 13 : 10.

that they should do if you,"— Rom. 13; 10.

I give u' you power— Luke 10: 19.

u- the end of the world."- Mo«. 28; 20.

becoming a law w himself.
The second is like w it,

"w the perfect day."— Prov. 4; 18.

do w others as we would have them do w us ;

u- Abraham, w Isaac, andw Jacob— Exod. 6 ; 3.

gathered together u'— Gen. 1 : 9.

and God said u- them,— Gen. 1: 28.

w a perfect man,— Eph. 4: 13.

w the measure of the— Eph. 4: 13.

brought them w Adam— Gen. 2: 19.

brought her if the man.— Gen. 2; 22.

said w the woman,— Gen. 3: 1.

said w the serpent,— Gen. 3; 2.

said « the woman,— Gen. 3; 4.

called u- Adam, and said w him,— Gen. 3; 9.

said u- the serpent,— Gcti. 3 : 14.

[/" the woman He said,— Gen. 3; 16.

And u" Adam He said,— Gen. 3: 17.

u- the voice of thy wife,— Gen. 3; 17.

return u' the ground ;
— Gen. 3 : 19.

w dust Shalt thou return.— Gen. 3; 19.

"tf Caesar the things which— Malt. 22; 21.

u- God the things that are— A/a«. 22: 21.

an offering w the Lord— Gen. 4: 3.

had respect w Abel,— Gen. 4: 4.

but w Cain, and to his— Gen. 4: 5.

Lord . . . said w Cain,— Gen. 4: 9.

crieth w Me from the ground.— Gen. 4; 10.

Lord . . . said w him,— Gen. 4; 15.

tf dust . . . Shalt thou— Gpn. 3: 19.

"u- the perfect day"— Prov. 4; 18.

caught up u' God,— Rev. 12:5.
and to be caught up u" God,
"cast u' the earth"— Rev. 12: 13.

loved not their lives w the— Rev. 12; 11.

is come down w you,— Rev. 12 : 12.

was cast w the earth,— Rev. 12: 13.

there came w me one of— Rev. 21 : 9.

Him declare I u- you."— Acts 17: 23.

if only he appeared w men to fast.

w all pleasing,— Col. 1 ; 10.

antouclied
s 116-14 Works on metaphysics leave the grand point u:
6310-14

" " ...
untoward

p 385-15

untrue
s 114-14
135-24
143- 2

/ 232-13
b 289-27

318-10
r 472-19
g 502-10

pi 584-10

untutored
sp 89-24

unused
b 323-18

unusual
sp 86-15

86-17

p 362- 4

unveiled
o 38-25

unveiling
p 366-24

unveils
/ 216- 6'

p 406-11

g 535-14
542- 7

Soul as God, u- by sin and death,

deprivations, exposures, and all W conditions.

Implies something w and therefore unreal ;

neither is unimportant or u',
and Truth destroys only what is u'.
These theories must be u",
and therefore the material must be w.
judge the knowledge thus obtained to be u*
all that is material, w, selfish, or debased.
Error is unreal because tf .

the history of the w image of God,
the unreal and w ; the opposite of Life.

and the fervor of w lips.

but the one w talent decays and is lost.

only because it is tf to see thoughts.
Haunted houses, ghostly voices, tf noises.
While they were at meat, an w incident

He w the Christ, the spiritual idea of

and by the w of sin in his own thoughts.

Science w the mystery and solves the problem
The Science of being w the errors of sense.
It u" the results of sin as shown in

Truth, through her eternal laws, w error.

unwelcome
p 364-30 as Jesus said of the w visitor,

unwilling
pr 9-30 If tf to follow his example, why
s 148-29 it ignores the divine Spirit as unable or W

150-16 she was w to give up the medicine
/ 237-23 Some invalids are w to know the facts
237-29 «• to investigate the Science of Mind

p"420- 7 If they are w to do this for themselves,

unwillingness
sp 96- 2 u- to learn all things rightly,

unwinding
/ 240-30 involves w one's snarls,

unwise
s 130-9
P413-9

unwitting
/ 212-10 an «' attempt to scratch the end of a finger

unwittingly
vh 179-29 If sowing the seeds of reliance on matter,

180-15 the invalid may w add more fear
196-31 The press w sends forth many sorrows

p 378- 4 XJ- you sentence yourself to suffer.

unwontedly
sp 89- 5 the devotee may become w eloquent.

It is w to doubt if reality is

The wise or w views of parents

unworthy
m 61-27

p 441-10
M55-24

upheaval
p 401-16

uphill
ap 574- 4

uphold
r 481-26

upholds
/ 229-18

uplift
ph 175-11

/ 235-29
r 492- 9
497-21

uplifting
S 109-19

/ 235-14

p 371-27
388- 2

uplifts
(7 505-16

upper
/ 247- 8

(7 531- 8

Nothing w of perpetuity should be
The plea of False Belief we deem w of
does not bestow His highest trusts upon the w-

chemicalization Is the w produced when

journeying "w all the way."

If sin is supported, God must w it,

the Individual who t/" it is mistaken In

Its beauty and fragrance, should tf the thought)
should If the standard of Truth.
will w the physical and moral standard
his resurrection served to w faith

cures were produced ... by holy, w faith ;

The pure"and tf thoughts of the teacher.
The necessity for v the race is father to

Through the w and consecrating power of

Spirit imparts the understanding which w
retained his full .set of tf and lower teeth
It is well that the w portions of the brain
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upright
ph 171- 8 and will find himself unfallen, u\ pure,

200-19 neither inverted nor subverted, but w and
/ 23^11 is not the ruler of his w neighbor.
p 432- 4 and know him to be truthful and u\

uprising
p 363-26 did his insight detect this unspoken moral u'?

uproot
m 57-25 may u" the flowers of affection,

pli 180- 3 and to u" its false sowing.

uprootcKl
ph 18^27 disease must be u' and cast out.

uproots
b 272- 8 the swinish element iq human nature w it.

upsets
sp 73- 9 The belief . . . u- both the individuality and

upside
b 301-28 with everything turned w down.

upturned
s 142-U If the soft palm, w to a lordly salary,

upward
ph 172- 8 as rislnf from matter u\
b 299-10 they pomt w to a new and glorified trust,

p 434-18 earnest, solemn eyes, . . . look u\
\) 545- 9 by thought tending spiritually u'

552-19 open their shells . . . and look outward and u'.

upward-soaring
b 299-12 These u- beings never lead towards self.

urged
a 19-29 Jesus «• the commandment,
s 148- 5 He prescribed no drugs, u" no obedience to
T 47&- 6 u' to its final limits, is self-destroyed.
g 552-27 w to its utmost limits, results in a return to

urges
/ 223-29 as truth w upon mortals its resisted claims ;

280-22 w through every avenue the belief that

p 433- 8 Judge \fedicine, w the jury not to allow
t 462-30 It u- the government of the body

urging
sp 92-28 Instead of w the claims of Truth alone,

p 371-22 No impossible thing do I ask when w the

Urim
gl 595-13 The U- and Thummim, which were to be

59&-11 defioitioQ of

Us
gl 588-U but one I, or U', but one divine Principle,

591-16 Mind. The only I, or U' ; the only Spirit,

usage
a 30-12 wholly apart from mortal w,

55- 4 to unchristian comment and w
m 63-16 marvel why w should accord woman less
s 114- 1 U' classes both evil and good together
341- 8 appear contradictory when subjected to such w.

Usages
p 437-29 on the ground that unjust w were not allowed

use
common

p 363- 3 which is In such commMi «• In the East.
baman

s 143- 6 nor provide them for human w ;

Us
s 144-15 and its u' is to be condemned.' ^

Jesus*
ap 576-14 was familiar with Jesus' u- of this word,

little

ph 166-17 To ignore God as of little w* in sickness Is a
man's

g 530- 7 brings forth food for man's u\
medical

a 157-21 If He . . . designs them for medical w,
of drugs

sp 79- 8 Is more sanitary than the w of drugs,
s 155- 3 When the sick recover by the w of drugs,

.of inanimate drugs
an 105-32 from the u" of inanimate drugs to the

of material remedies
t 453-12 never . . . from the w of material remedies

of purgatives
p 408-14 by the u' of purgatives and narcotics

of the word
s 114-13 Involves an Improper w of the word mind.

127- 1 or questions her w of the word
r 482-8 The proper w of the word soul can always

of tobacco
p 383-24 Does his assertion prove the u* of tobacco
t 454- 2 the u- of tobacco or intoxicating dxiuk3

prolonged
3 156-15 from their prolonged u\

use
right

/ 444-10 guide them into the right w of

pr 13-10 such as the heathen u\
a 32-21 confined to the w of bread and wine.

44-17 that he might w those hands to remove the
b 309- 4 which, to w the word of the Psalmist,
329-12 we can u" only what we understand,

o 349-17 one is obliged to w material terms
354- 7 Why do they w this phraseology, and yet

p 402-23 or hypnotism, to u" the recent term
t 453-13 as from the w of spiritual.
455-12 if, knowing the remedy, you fail to w the
403-26 nor did he w drugs,

r 468-19 as the Scriptures w this word in Hebrews :

479-16 or w any of the physical senses?
462- 8 In other cases, w the word sense,

used
pr 5-22 Prayer is not to be u' as a confessional
a 32—10 nor was the wine, w on convi\ial occasions

38-15 Here the word hands is w metaphorically,
sp 94- 6 implied b.v the terms . . . as u' in Scripture.

94-27 blasphemer who should hint that Jesus ur his
s 114-16 and as the phrase is w in teaching C. S.,

114-19 if . . . could be suggested, it would be u" ;

126- 2 Error will be no longer u- in stating truth.
138- 7 he If his divine power to save men
157-20 then they should never be w.

ph 178- 3 the strychnine, or whatever the drug w,
198-32 or that a less if arm must be weak.

/ 236- 4 How shall it be u" ?

b 333- 4 though it is commonly so u«.
o 345- 2 thus they are uniformly w and understood In
p 380-30 with strength to be w against

410-26 If mental practice is abused or is u-
414- 8 The arguments to be w in curing insanity
418-17 if arguments are w to destroy it;

/ 457- 8 has never u- this newly discovered power in
460- 9 though w for physical healing,

r 482- 9 As u- in C. S., Soul is properly the
V 517- 1 word for man is w also as the synonym of mind,

ap 563- 9 The narrative follows the order ir in Genesis.
576-26 as w in our version of the Old Testament,

gl 588-22 obsolete in Science if w with reference to Spirit,
590-21 This double term is not u- in the first chapter of
598- I word for wind (pneuma) is U" also for spirit,

useful
pref x-10 A few books, however, . . . are w.
ph 194-17 history of Kaspar Hai«er is a w hint
/ 245-18 instance of youth preserved furnishes a w hint,

268- 2 has brought to light . . . many w wonders,
p 370-29 These lessons are w.

383-10 receive a u- rebuke from Jesus' precept,
/ 463-11 this idea cannot injure its w
g 514-30 All of God's creatures, . . . are harmless, u\
528-30 may be a w hint to the medical faculty.

useless
a 36-24 It is w to suppose that the wicked can
s 135-23 else one or the other is false and u" ;

ph 168-16 systems insist that man becomes sick and w,
p 382-31 Adherence to hygiene was u*.

uselessness
r 48^ 9 because of their w or their iniquity.

uses
m 66- 3 Sweet are the u" of adversity ;

an 10.5-22 Whoever u' his developed mental powers like
s 112-28 and yet if another author's discoveries
143-13 the human mind tc one error to

p 370-17 but it If the same medicine in both cases.

usher
p 382- 7 this alone would «• in the millennium.
g 529- 9 u- in Science and the glorious fact of creation,

ushered
s 139- 8 The Christian era was tf In with signs and
i 325- 4 w into the undying realities of Spirit.

325-28 which w Jesus "into human preseuce,
ushers

r 490-25 Immortal testimony if in the

using
.pref viii-17 by doctors u* material remedies ;

ph 182-24 and forthwith shut out the aid of Mind by u*
b 313-14 [/• this word in its higher meaning,
p 370-12 w the same drug which might cause the

usual
s 114-32 the tf opposition to everything new,
137-13 With his if impetuosity, Simon replied

p 431-30 and perform my functions as u",

usually
s 140- 2 Science is more than «• effectual In
p 378-31 we u- find displayed In human governments.

394-30 the sick w have little faith in it till they
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usually
I 461-21
462-18

ff 52J-31

usurp
ph 167-13

g 549-30

usurped

U- to admit that you are sick,
as they u" do in every department
it is u" Jehovah, . . . who is referred to

cannot successfully w the place and power of
to u- the prerogatives of omnipotence.

b 317- 3 since material knowledge u- the throne of

the u- of Spirit's creation,

thus w the name without the nature

usurper
(/i 580-17

usurping
/ 204-25

usurps
g 513- 2

541-23

Utility
an 100-18

355- 6

gl 583-15

utilization
s 111-12

utilize
M55-8

utmost
/ 240-28

p 434-17
r 486-10

J/ .540- 8

552-27

utter
pr 14-14
a 47-32

sp 74-23
97-23

for the claim w the deific prerogatives
At first it w divine power

"In regard to the existence and w of
the proof of the w of these methods ;

that institution, which affords proof of its «

u- of the power of Truth over error ;

You must u* the moral might of Mind

must pay fully and fairly
the w farthing,

regards the prisoner with the «' tenderness,

preparatory school must be improved to the W
stirring up the belief in evil to its w,
intermLxture . . urged to its w limits,

and the body will then w no complaints.
Jesus realized the w error of a belief in

Who will say that infancy can w the ideas of
It requires courage to «• truth ;

utter
35t- 2

t 450- 6

ap 55*-14

utterance
pr 7- 5

sp 80- 3

s 127-29

/ 208-13
233-29

b 323-31

p 365- 7

g 545- 4

utterances
/205- I

p 367-25

uttered
s}) 97-26
b 314-27
317- 1

O 358-16
r 479- 4

uttering
pr 7-28

sp 89- 2
6 323-30

utterly
s 129-10

<7 506- 2

545-12

uttermost
pr 5-11

utters
b 307-20

p 441-11

1/533-13

"w falsities and absurdities,"
They u" a falsehood, while
to u' the full diapason of secret tones.

showing the necessity for such forcible u',
is not lessened by giving u- to truth.
It i.s a divine u",— the Comforter
Such an u' is "the voice of— Matt. 3:3.
The w of truth is designed to rebuke
We are either turning away from this w.
The benign thought of Jesus, finding u"
This could not be the w of Truth or Science.

must unsay it and cease from such w ;

through silent w and divine anointing

u- His voice, the earth melted."— Psal. 46; 6.

the more distinctly he w the demands of
Jesus u- things which had been
If and illustrated by the prophets,
could the Scriptural rejoicing be «• by any

w desires which are not real
is incapable of knowing or w
"still, small voice" of Truth ic— I Kmgs\9- 12

your preconceptions or «• contrary to them.
Objects u" unlike the original do not
is u- opposed to the theory of

we must pay "the w farthing."— JVfa«. 5
•

26.

partakes of its own nature and «• its own falsi
ties.

Let what False Belief u", now and forever,
the snake-talker w the first voluble lie.

V
vacuity
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variable
ff 503-25

variance
a 19-14

an 106-22

/215-7
varied

b 319-15
r46&-4
518-21

various
pref X- 4

5 144-8
/ 248-14
6 339-32
344-19

p 379-25
437-21

r 481- 9

(?5o3- 1

gl 587-12

vary
5 149-12

p 412-5

varying
6 311- 1

vast
ph 177-32

/209-7
246-18

C 266-31

p442- 6
r 479-21

vastly
s 116-12

vastness
O 255-29
6 330-3

vegetable
s 158- 9

/ 244-24
h 277-15
309-28

p 609-20

vegetables
/ 221- 3
244-14

6 277-13

g 531-19
643-22
M7-7

mortal life, mutable truth, nor f love.

his teaching set householda at v,
hatred, r, emulations, wrath, strife,— Gal.S: 20.

Soul and matter are at c"

The V doctrines and theories which
The f manifestations of C. S. indicate Mind,
V expressions of God reflect health,

V- books on mental healing havfe since

The r- mortal beliefs formulated in

We are all sculptors, working at v forms.
Our V theories will never
There are r' methods of treating disease.

Fevers are errors of v types.
V- notables— Materia Medica, Anatomy,
The V contradictions of the Science of Mind
in the v forms of embryology,
the V theories that hold mind to be

its perfection of operation never v in Science.

You may v the arg^uments to meet the

the r' clouds of mortal belief, which hide

but the V majority of mankind,
the life and light of all its own r* creation ,

Chronological data are no part of the v forever.

into the v forever of Life,

throughout the v audience-chamber of Spirit
In the V forever, in the Science and truth of

includes v more than is at first seen.

Finiteness cannot present the idea or the r*

learned the v of C. S.,

of

from Image-gods to v and mineral drugs
He is not a beast, a v, nor a migratory mind.
A mineral is not produced by a v
error to suppose that there can be , . . c life.

So-called mineral, v, and animal 8ul)stance3

he ate only bread and v,
like the beasts and v, — subject to
Natural history presents v and animals
Who wiU say that minerals, v, and animals
Minerals and v are found, according to
V', minerals, and many animals

vegetarianism
5 155-28 V-, homoeopathy, and hydropathy

vehemently
p 420-29 » tell your patient that he must awake.

421-15 Insist v on the great fact

veU
a 41-1
S 114-24

g 513-10

Cp 563-15
fli 596-28

697-11

veils
gl 596-29

vein
S 122-24

veins
a 26-9
p 373-27

376-15

must be cast beyond the v of matter
It lifts the r" of mystery from Soul and body.
but anon the v is lifted, and the scene shifts

Revelator lifts the v from this embodiment of
definition of
It rent the v of the temple.

Jewish women wore v over theli faces

the severance of the jugular v

than when it was flo'wlng in his V
When the blood rushes madly through the f
aU the blood, which every flowed through mor-

tal V
venerable

/ 215-32 would have killed the v philosopher

veneration
sp 88-20 Excite the organ of v or religious faith,

vengeance
a 61-25 pride, envy, cruelty, and v,
g 642-15 V shall be taken on him — Gen. 4 ; 15.

venomous
m 66- 4 Which, like the toad, ugly and v;

vented
a 23- 6 That God's wrath should be v upon His

ventilation
pr 7-22 A seU-satlsfied v of fervent sentiments

venture
/ 254-24 If you r' upon the quiet surface of error

p 3S8-2S foolish to V beyond our present understanding.

ventures
t 448-27

verb
a 23-32
,-4^-9

verbal
pr 3-25

7-15
356-7

verbally
P423-3

verdant
/240-4

verdict
s 159- 8

ph 198- 4

/ 238-26
6 294-15
358-15

p 433-16
440-9
441-29
442- 6

verdicts
r 48L-22

verifies ^

p 382^21
< 446-22

verify
347-3

verily
pr 1- *

sp 70-*
6 305-17

veritable
sp 76-25

88-9
g 521-30

verities
eternal

s 110-4
r 476-13

grand
sp 75-31

p 384-15

great
S 109-32

p 397-24

(7 543-15

simple
/ 236-26

unseen
O 28-5

b 337-25

verity
s 123-11

/ 252-12
h 274-17
296- 2

306-13
339-32
354-29

p 414-26
r468- 7

480-29

p 502-25
614-31

verse
sp 82-6
ph 200- 1

(7 623-26

verses
g 521-24
523-23

version
r 488-12

p 523-21

ap 576-26

versions
5 139-17

versus
6 319-3
p 434-15

vertebrae
p402- 7

vertebrata
J 556- 3

and r- not to break its rules.

The Hebrew »• to believe means also to be firm
from that conveyed by the EngUsh r* behete;

Gratitude is much more than a v expression
The motives for v prayer may embrace
and proofs are better than mere v arguments

either v or otherwise,

winged winds, mighty bUlows, v vales,

and a v was returned that
A patient hears the doctor's r' as a
Justice often comes too late to secure a v.
This r' of the so-called material senses
It presents the calm and clear v of Truth
and the jury returns a v of "Guilty of
to give a v delivering Mortal Man to Death.
to return a r' contrary to law and gospel.
Spiritual Senses agreed at once upon a v,

human f are the procurers of all discord;

This V the saying of our Master .

enthrones faith In Truth, and v Jesus' word :

It Is said by one critic, that to v this

»• I say unto you,'- Mark 11 .• 23.

V', v, I say unto you,
— John 8: 51.

V", P" I say unto you,— John 6." 19.

constitutes the only v, indestructible man.
How are v ideas to be distinguished from
The history of error or matter, if v, would

These eternal v reveal primeval existence as
as the only and eternal v of man.

from earth's sleep to the grand r- of Life.

wUl prove to himself, . . . the grand v of C. S,

The three great v of Spirit,
one must be familiar with the great v of
The great v of existence are never

the simple v that will make them happy

and taught the unseen v of God,

Eternal things (v) are God's thoughts

The V of Mind shows conclusively
and the eternal v, man created by
Jesus demonstrated this great v.
whereas Science unfolds the eternal »*,

The »• that God's image is'not a creator
You conquer error by denying its v.
I rejoice in the apprehension of this grand v.
Keep in mind the v of being.
for sin is not the eternal v of being.
This is the eternal v of divine Science.
the eternal o" and unity of God and man,
A realization of this grand v was a

yet we still read his thought in his r\

through his v the gods became alive in a
From the fourth v of chapter two

presented in the v already considered,
and in three v of the second,

often appear in our common v
Lord God, as our common v translates It.

as used in our v of the Old Testament,

manifest mistakes In the ancientf ;

disease as error, as matter f Mind,
the case for Mortal Man v Personal Sense-

dislocated joints, and spinal v.

V", artlculata, mollusca, and radlata are
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very
pr 5- 4

S-24
15- 1

a 21-19
27-30-

m
sp

55- 8
63-12
80-9
81- 7

84-25
89-28

an 102-22
10&- 3

5 129-28
134-18
154-20
161-27

ph 172- 6
172-31
195- 9

/ 202-28
208-10
21»-8
222-22

C 257-13
258-25
266-23

6 270- 6

O350- 3
352-22
360-31

» 370-19
376-17
379-24
407- 1

413-4
413-39
436-29

t444- 2
444-12

r 488-26

g 518-25
525-24
Ml-18
544-23
647-23
648-19

ap 574-20
574-27

vessel
s 130-20

vessels
/ 201-13

vested
/236-3
p379-7

restibule
sp 75-29

356-8
pi 597-17

vestige
S 153r- 1

/ 221-15

vestments
sp 93-20.

p 372-24

Testure
s 125-24

/ 242-21
242-24
242-27

vestures
c 260-29

vials
ap 574- 7

574-18

viand
sp 88- 7

vibrating
a 22- 3

vibration
c 259-25

vicarious
a 22-26

vice
pr 11-16
m 60-17

p 365-25
< 449-28
452-17

one step towards reform and the v easiest step.
We confess to having a v wicked heart
"a V present help in trouble."— Psal. 46." 1.

Our paths have diverged at the v outset,
made their strongest attack upon this v point.
is to mistake the v nature of religion.
The reputation of Jesus was the v opposite of
Civil law establishes p' unfair differences
Yet the v periodical containing this sentence
At the V best and on its own tneories,

destroys the belief of spiritualism at its V
Cain V naturally concluded that if

produce the v apathy on the subject which
IS to drop . . . into the v mire of iniquity.
The V name, illusion, points to nothingness,
robs Christianity of the v element, which
and they produce the v results which
would naturally induce the r" disease

nothing in the right direction and v much In

teaching us by his v deprivations,
gave him pain through those v senses,
a V present help in trouble ;"

— Psal. 46: 1.

It is the V antipode of immortal Mind,
from the f necessity of their opposite
He learned that a dyspeptic was v far from
V far from being the supposed substance of
Mortals have a v imperfect sense of
would deceive the v elect.

in its V nature and essence ;

or as V far removed from daily experience,
thus watering the v roots of childish timidity,
on the V basis of Jesus' words and works.
r' direct and marked effects on the body.
it cannot, for that v reason, suffer with a fever,
her belief produces the v results she dreads,
but there is a v sharp remembrance of it;

induces those v conditions,

may be reproduced in the v ailments feared,
sentenced Mortal Man to die for the v deeds
these V failures may open their blind eyes.
a V present help In trouble."— Psal. 46; 1.

otherwise the v wdtms could unfashion man.
and, behold, it was v good.— Gen. I ; 31.

"and, behold, it was v good."— Gen. 1 ; 31.

ruptures the . . . brotherhood of man at the v
V antipodes of immortal and spiritual being.
The Scriptures are v sacred.
"It is V possible that many general statements
the V message, or swift-winged thought, .

The V circumstance, which your

cannot add to the contents of a v already full.

We cannot fill v already full.

A special privilege Is »• in the ministry,
recognizing all causation as v in divine Mind.

In the v through which we pass
Matter is not the v of Spirit.
the V in which a material sense of things

that not a v of It remains,
without a V of the old complaint.

human faith may clothe It with angelic V,
parading in the v of law.

"As a V shalt Thou— Psal. 102; 26.

The V of Life Is Truth.
and for my r they did cast lots."— John 19 ; 24.

appropriates no part of the divine r".

If we array thought in mortal v,

which had the seven r full of the— Rev. 21 ; 9.

the seven angelic v full of seven plagyg^

when no v touches the palate

V" like a pendulum between sin and the

V- Is not Intelligence ; hence it is not a creator.

pinning one's faith ... to another's v effort.

suffered sufficiently from v to make him
becoming a barrier against v.
hypocrisy, stolidity, mhumanity, or V
Only virtue is a rebuke to ti'.

the luxury of learning with egotism and V.

vicegerent
/ 224-14

vices
ap 571- 7

vice versa
pr 15- 6
s 160- 4

ph 182- 1

b 279-15
2!X)-32

p 374-30

vicious
/ 248-18

victimize
5 158-20

victimizes
6 294-15

victims
/ 230-14
O 352-19

p 420-10
447-11

victor
S 137- 6

p 380-4
412- 9

r 492-17

victories
fl 39-9

victorious
p 407-10

victory
.eTerlasting

a 33-16
45-5

get the
/ 231- 2

obtained a
p 388- 3

VIEW

and array His v with pomp and splendor ;

than when you tell them their v.

Closed to error, It Is open to Truth, an<l v »•.'

physics act against metaphysics, and v v.
will diminish your ability to become a Scientist,

and V V.
no more. . .than Truth can create error, or v v.
His body is as material as his mind, and v v-
Nothing that lives ever dies, and v v.

by V sculptors and hideous forms?

to V the race with Intoxicating

verdict of the so-called material senses v

and then punishing the helpless p"

at any moment they may become its helpless D' ;'

that they are not helpless »",

and save the v of the mental assassins.

the f over sickness, sin, disease, death, and the
Truth is always the v.
and you will be the v.
imtil one is acknowledged to be the v.

trials and self-denials, as weU as joys and r'.

If man is not v over the

With the great glory of an everlasting r*
a sublime success, an everlasting v.

80-caUed physical senses will get the v.

obtained a r* over the corporeal senses,
over a single sin

ap 568-24 For v over a single sin, we give thanks

They celebrate their Lord's v over death,
in his V over death and the grave.
obtain the v over death in proportion as

the wisdom and the occasion for a c over evil.

get the »• over sin and so prove its UDreality<

must seal the v over error and death,

»• will be on the patient's side only as
Death is swallowed up in v"— / Cor. 15; 54.
until the battle ... is fought and the v woa
It robs the grave of v.
robs the grave of v, takes away all sin
a V which Science alone can explain.
for V rests on the side of immutable right.
until V rests on the side of invincible truth.
V- would perch on neither banner.
"Where is thy v7"— I Cor. 15; 55.

Death is swallowed up in v,"— I Cor. 15; 64.

over death
a 35-15

45- 7

p 427-20
over evU

ap 571-17
over sin

t 447-26
seal the

a 44- I

5 145-10
164-29

/254- 8
6 275-27
323-26

p 388-4
t 446-19
453- 7

r 492-32
496-24
496-27

view
another

ap 574- 3 The Revelator also takes In another v,
brought into

g 538-,"l is brought into v only as the unreal
correct

5 116-11
r 477- 3

exalted
gl 598-25 This exalted v, obtained and retained when

false

p 545-17
545-19

hid from
ap 560-23 hid from v the apostle's character,

human
s 150-22
6 276-13
316-18

humiliating
5 163-28 more than compensated by the humiliating v

material
g 521-25
521-27

mortal
6 31^-30

A correct v of C. S. and of its adaptation to
and this correct v of man healed the sick.

a false r', destructive to existence
in its false v of God and man.

human v Infringes man's free moral agency;
brings objects and thoughts into human c"
rose nighcr to human v because of the

a material v of creation,
this material v of God and the universe,

(that Is, as it seemed to mortal v).
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view
of sin

p 404-23 Arouse the sinner to this new and true v of sin,

opposite
o 350- 5 C. S. takes exactly the opposite v.
352- 8 the Jews took a diametrically opposite V.

Strongly In
, .

£414-26
Hold these points strongly in v.

a
ap 573- 2 Is unable to grasp such a v.

this
/ 20^15 Nearness, . . . lends enchantment to this f'.

p 408- 2 This V is not altered by the fact that
r 471-27 This v rebuked human beliefs,

fl 581- 1 This V of Satan is confirmed by the name

b 322- 9 in v of the immense work to be accomplished
p 396-15 in f of the conceded falsity of

Viewed
g 502-11 This deflection of being, rightly v,

viewing
s 119-25 In V the sunrise, one finds that it

viewless
s 121-16 "a weary searcher for a v home."

views

c 25&- 9 afforded no foundation for accurate t' of
better

/ 239- 9 and we get better v of humanity.
clearer , , , .

s 121-20 rebuked by clearer v of the everlasting facts,

/ 239- 7 and we get clearer v
g 504-19 spiritually clearer v of Him,

correct
c 264-13 As mortals gain more correct v of God and

m 62-29 Our false V of life hide eternal harmony,
b 281-29 Our false v of matter perish
315-11 The opposite and false v of the people

higher
c 262-14 These clearer, higher v inspire the

bis own
t 462-11 and substituting his own v for Truth,

Incorrect
ph 195-31 Incorrect v lower the standard of truth.

Umited
c 255-13 mortals take limited v of all things.

material
b 314-11 showed plainly that their material v were

new
m 66-15 unfolds new v of divine goodness and love.

obscured
gl 586- 2 weariness of mortal mind ; obscured v ;

of error
r 485-10 V of error ought to be obliterated by Truth.

of parents
p 413- 9 V of parents and other persons

of the universe
g 502-16 scientifically Christian v of the universe

shape our
/ 246-29 Let US then shape our v of existence into

spiritual
a 32-27 refresh his heart with brighter, with spiritual v\

theological
o 24-16 the ordinary theological v of atonement

sp 80-14 but I cannot coincide with their v.
g 504-19 V which are not implied by

Vigilant
6 324-13 Be watchful, sober, and v

Vigor
/ 246-23 Still maintain his V, freshness, and promise,

vigorous
pref viii-19 A v "No" is the response

a 22- 8 to make v efforts to save themselves ;

s 130-29- astounded at the v claims of evil

ph 198-21 haply causes a v reaction upon itself.

Vigorously
p 413-15 in order to make it thrive more v

village
s 149-32 there is hardly a city, v, cr hamlet, In which

villainy
/ 252-20 says :. . .elude detection by srhooth-tongued v

vindicated
/ 225-31 The rights of man were.r- in a single section

vine
a 18- not drink of the fruit of the v,— Luke 22 : 18.

fr 600- * let us see if the v flourish,
— Song 7 ; 12.

Vineyard
pref xi-24 also the charge to plant and water His v.

vineyards
fr 600- * Let US get up early to the v :— Song 7 ; 12.

violate
s 118-30 and V the law of Love, in which

134-31 A miracle fulfils God's law, but does not »• that

violence
pref viii-22 increased V of diseases since the flood.

a 33-14 their Master was about to suffer v
an 105- 4 to prevent deeds of v or to punish them.
s 161-15 less V to that immortal sentiment
t 458-25 He does v to no man.

violent
a 47-28 each one came to a v death except St. John,

an 101- 1 that the v effects, which are observed .

ph 195- 7 AU . . . except his black crust, produced v
t 464-14 seized with pain so v

violet
/ 220- 9 The V lifts her blue eye to greet the

viper
/ 243- 5 made harmless the poisonous v,
g 514-28 Paul proved the v to be harmless.

vipers
s 133-12 healed of the poisonous stings of v.

Virgil
sp 82- 7 discernment of the minds of Homer and V;

virgin
b 313- 1 He was the son of a v..

332-23 Jesus was the son of a V.

virginity
m 62- 3 period of gestation have the sanctity of v.

Virgin-mother
a 29-17 The V' conceived this idea of God,

29-25 overshadowed the pure sense of the V'
<7 534^12 The Son of the V- unfolded the remedy

virtually
/ 229-12 V declaring Him good in one instance
o 348- 3 Medical theories v admit the

361-11 Thus he v unites with the Jew's belief

p 380- 9 we V contend against the control of

g 549-32 for he v atSrms that the germ of humanity
virtue

affection and
an 103- 1 promotes affection and v in families

and power
s 1.50- 1 monuments to the v and power of Truth,

and truth
/ 235- 3 if V and truth build a strong defence.
246-11 radiant sun of v and truth coexists with being.

contentment and
t 452-16 intellectual repast with contentment and v,

garrisoned with
/ 235-11 should be strongly garrisoned with v

goodness, and
m 57-18 the better claims of intellect, goodness, and v.

honesty and
m 64-29 Honesty and v ensure the stability of the

Increasing
m 56-14 moral regulations as will secure increasing v.

is & i^biikc
t 449-28 Only V is a rebuke to vice.

models of
/ 235-20 Physicians, . . . should be models of ti*

school of
m 65- 1 Experience should be the school of v,

virtues
s 156- 1 If drugs possess Intrinsic v

ap 571- 6 like you better when you tell them their v
virus

ph 196-27 not from Infection nor from contact with ma-
terial »•,

viscera
s 160-11 the organic action and secretion of the v
p 415-24 all the organs . . . including brain and v.

Vishnu
g 524- 4 in the Hindoo V-, in the Greek Aphrodite,

visible
s 118- 8 hidden in a sacred secrecy from the v world
125-15 the V manifestation will at last be

c 264-15 multitudinous objects . . . will become v.
b 337-22 Tile V universe and material man are the

p 400-25 the image which becomes v to the senses.

r 478-12 nor were they even v through the windows?
ap 559- 6 the source of all error's v forms?

559- 8 exercised upon v error and audible sin.

560-18 without a correct sense of its highest »• idea,

visibly
sp 80-31 both V and invisibly,

vision
mortal

I
b 301-15 man's substantiality transcends mortal o*
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vision
mount of

ap 561- 9 beheld the spiritual Idea from the mount of r*.

of St. John
o 357-24 the r- of St. John in the Apocalypse.

of tbe Apocalypse
m 56-10 M in the v of the Apocalypse,
ap 572-14 can ever furnish the v of the Apocalypse,

outward
gl 586- 5 Jesus said, thinking of the outward v,

spiritual
/ 215-11 Spiritual v is not subordinate to

ap 561- 7 Because of his more spiritual v,
St. John's

g 535- 5 In St. John's v, heaven and earth stand for

ap 576-6 reached St. John's v while yet he
such

sp 87-13 The Scotch call such v "second sight,"
whisper this

sp 76- 2 The ones departing may whisper this v,

ap 572-26 Through what sense came this v to St. John?
573- 9 while to another, . . the v is material.
577-30 his !) is the acme of this Science

visions
p 42&- 5 resolves the dark v of material sense

Visit
TO 64- 5 To V the fatherless and widows— J'as. 1 . 27.

ph 192-32, I was called to v Mr. Clark in Lynn,
p 365-17 healing work will be accomplished at .one v,

visitant
/ 224-26 open or close the door upon this angel v,

visitants
b 29S-27 celestial v, flying on spiritual, . . pinions.

visiting
p 439-32 but on V the spot, they learn that

visitor
p 364-30 as Jesus said of the unwelcome v,

365- 1 the nurse, the cook, and the brusque business v
visits

s 156-25 and receiving occasional v from me,
visual

p 393-28 constituting the v organism.
ap 572-27 Not through the material v organs for seeing,

Vital
a 54-24 It was so V, that it enabled them to
s 113- 5 The V part, the heart and soul of C. S.,
b 293- 3 Electricity is not a v fluid,

p 379-22 The so-called v current does not affect the
387-17 and perform the most v functions in society.
397- 1 By not perceiving v metaphysical points,

vitaUty
sp 98-30 they are not deprived of their essential v.
s 146-10 barren of the v of spiritual power,

vitalizing
g 510-28 and not a v property of matter.

vitiate
p 393-14 ?ind nothing can v the ability and power

Vivid
/ 212- 9 Because the memory of pain Is more »•

vividly
b 295-20 through which Truth appears most v

vocations
1 457-23 To pursue other V and

voice
divine

g 532-20 error shrank abashed from the divine p*

from liarmony
ap 559-16 Then will a v from harmony cry :

His
sp 97-26 "He uttered His v,~ Psal. 46; 6.

c 255-18 Eye hath not seen Spirit, nor hath ear heard
His V.

Inward
b 321-26 the inward v became to him the

Ufts her
sp 97-24 for the higher Truth lifts her v,

lifts Us
/ 252-16 Material sense lifts Its v with the arrogance of

loud
ap 568-13 And I heard a loud v— Rev. 12 ; 10.

Master's
a 35- 4 and wakened by their Master's v,

of God
f 226- 5 The V of God in behalf of the African slave
321-26 became to him the v of God, which said :

of one
/ 208-19 "the V of one crying In the — Matt. 3 ; 3.

•r the first sign
b 321-28 to the V of the first sign,— Bxod. 4 ; 8.

voice
of the herald

/ 226- 6 the v of the herald of this new crusade
of tbe latter sign

6 321-29 the V of the latter sign.'— Exod. 4; 8.

of thy wife
g 535-20 hearkened unto the v of thy wife,— Gen. 3; 17.

of Truth
6 307-31 the V of Truth still calls :

308-14 Soul-inspired patriarchs heard the p- of Truth,
323-29 the "still, small v" of Truth— / Kings 19; 12.

/ 456-27 Because it is the v of Truth to this age,
ap 559-10 inaudible v of Truth is, to the human mind,

still, srnall
6 323-29 the "still, small v" of Truth— I Kings 19; 12.

p 367-25 through a "still, small v."— I Kings 19; 12.

ap 55^ 8 "still, small v" of scientific— / Kings 19; 12.

Thy
g 532-15 I heard Thy i;- in the garden,— Gen. 3; 10.

to the dumb
ph 183-28 hearing to the deaf, r to the dumb,

your
ap 570-20 He can neither drown your v with its roar,

sp 88- 5 And the sound of a f that is still.

b 298- 6 silences for a while the v of immutable
g 541-28 The v of thy brother's blood— Gen. 4; 10.

ap 560-17 whom God has appointed to v His Word.
voiceless

a 48- 5 waiting and struggling in v agony,
voices

pref ix- 8 the tongue v the more definite thought,m 64-31 and the v of physical sense will be forever
hushed.

sp 86-17 Haunted houses, ghostly v, unusual noises,
87-29 may reproduce v long ago silent.

/ 210-27 so-called mortal mind which v this
232-26 In the sacred sanctuary of Truth are t»' of
240- 1 Nature v natural, spiritual law and

voicing
b 332-10 Christ is the true idea v good,

void
pr 2- 7 and it does not return unto us v.
s 126- 5 mortal mind will be without form and V,

145- 6 would have made v their practice.
/ 229-20 made v by the law of immortal Mind,
o 351- 2 was pedantic and v of healing power.'
p 381- 1 is rendered null and v by the law of Life,

441- 4 so-called law, which ... is null and v.
t 445-16 You render the divine law . . . obscure and v,
464-25 Adulterating C. S., makes it v.

r 479-19 earth was without form, and v ;
— Gen. 1; 2.

g 503- 6 earth was without form, and f ;
— Gen. 1 ; 2.

volcanic
g 504-10 not from the sun nor from v flames,

volition
sp 80-26 These movements arise from the v of

ph 167- 2 to heal the sick out of His personal v,
187-23 The divine Mind includes all action and V,
191-21 By its own v, not a blade of grass
199- 1 without V of mortal mind,

/ 220-32 as directly as the v or will moves the hand.
230-14 to suppose Him . . . punishing ... of His v

voluble
g 533-13 the snake-talker utters the first v lie,,

volume
S447-14 Although this v contains the complete Science
o 341- 1 The strictures on this v would condemn
345-14 but in this v of mine there are no

r 465- 4 she revised that treatise for this v In 1875.

voluntarily
p 402-25 his subjects believe that they cannot act »•

voluntary
ph 187-20 f, as well as miscalled involuntary, action

187-25 tries to classify action as v and
p 403- 2 great difference between v and involuntary

403- 3 V mesmerism is induced consciously
r 484-22 the v or involuntary action of error
491- 7 made up of involuntary and V error.

vote
s 139-15 The decisions by v of Church Councils

VOW
m 59-27 The nuptial v should never be annulled,

68-12 Be not m haste to take the v
VOWS

m 65-17 the powerlessness of v to make home happy,
vulgar

TO 58-28 a wife ought not to court v extravagance
vulture's

g 547-10 microscopic examination of a v oviun.
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W

a
m

wagesm 6.V-30

f 240-30

wail
<448-3

wait
22-13
59- 5
66-19

f 218-27
238- 2

254-10
h 323-10
/ 454-22

waited
6 314- 3

waiting
pref ix-I8

pr 10- 3
a 48- 5

ph 166-19
c 255- *

ap 562-25
570-15

waits
/ 252-24

walfe
f 218-32
251- 9

p 430-11

wakeful
pref vli- 2

waken
sp 75-21

364-24.

77 427-31
429-17

g 556-26

wakened
a 35-3

wakens
6 322-21

waking
a 22- 6

s 128-23

p;i 18*-15

/ 250-22

p 397-25
418-30

walk
pr 10- 1

11-36

a 21- 1

27-4
41-8
46- 5

5 132- 6

ph 192-27
199-25

/ 218-28
223- 2

248-26
254- 4

c 264-10
6 329-7
342-25

p 397-25
M55- 9

<7 510-11

ap 577-22
578-10

«7l 596-21

/r 600-*
walked

a 49-27
5 134-28

/214- 8

6 273-24

woman should be allowed fo collect her own w.
The divine method of paying sin's w

When the Publican'sw went out to the

TV' for your reward, . , ,.-

should w on aU the years of married life.

if patiently on divine wisdorn to point out the

'They that w upon the Lord— Isa. 40; 31.

well to w till those whom you would benefit

"When we w patiently on God and seek Truth
we pause.

— w on God.
W- patiently for divine Love to move upon the

W until the mortal or fleshly sense had

at the heavenly gate, w for the Mind of Christ.

and that W patiently on the Lord,
w and struggling in voiceless agony,w for the hour of strength in which
w for the adoption, to wit,

— Rom. 8: 23.

w to be delivered of her sweet promise,
w and watching for rest and drink.

where the good purpose w I

When we w to the truth of being,
mortals w to the knowledge of two facts .

When will mankind w to this great fact in

The w shepherd beholds the

When you can w yourself or others out of

Truth wUl w men spiritually

Thought will w from its own material
Mortals w from the dream of death
Because mortal mind must w to spiritual life

w by their Master's voice, they changed

as the startled dreamer who w from an

W" to Christ's demand, mortals experience
for w him from a cataleptic nightmare.
In both the w and the sleeping dream,
the w dream of mortal existence
Mortals are no more material in their W
w dream-shadows, dark images of

desire to w and will w in the light
that we may w securely in the only
If Truth is overcoming error in your dally W
the blind see, the lame w,— Luke 7 ; 22.

The God-inspired w calmly on
In the w to Emmaus, Jesus was known to

the blind receive their sight and the lame w,—
Matt. 11.- 5.

We w in the footsteps of Truth and Love
Had Blondin believed it impossible to w the

they shaU w. and not faint."— Isa. 40: 31.

Paul said, "IV- in the Spirit,-:- Gai. 5: 16.

in the right direction, and then w that way.
w\ and not faint,"— Isa. 40. 31.

We must look where we would w.
Because you cannot w on the water
It causes the deaf to hear, the lame to W,
when they act, w, see, hear, enjoy,
in order to w over the waves of error

reflected spiritually by all who w in the light
All who are saved must xv in this light,

though I w through the valley— Psal. 23.- 4.

"Though I w through the valley— Psal. 23; 4.

That ye might w worthy— Col. 1 ; 10.

rabbis, before whom he had meekly w,
healed the sick, w on the water,
he could never have "w with God,"—Gen. 5: 24.

Jesus w on the waves, fed the multitude,
no longer sick and in prison, w forth.

walking
V 429- 7

t 452- 7

r 487- 4

ap 566- 4

walks
6 323-11
/ 451-14

walls
a 44-32
m 58-17
b 295-19

p 439-20

wander
r 491-24

wanderers
ff 507- 9

ap 570-15

wandering
m 5*-19

sp 82-16
82-28

s 121-15

/235- 1

wanes
ap 562-21

waning
S 134-14

want
m 64- 1

sp 95-21
96-16

c 257-26

p 425-29
r 489-30

(7 501- 9

ap hl?r- 5

wanting
pref y'ui- 2

sp 92-25

wants
m 58-28

p413- 4

440-18

war
always at

r 492-32

When «?•, we are guided by the eye.
W' in the light, we are accustomed to the

gained by w in the pathway of Truth
w wearily through the great desert of

until boundless thought w enraptured,
w in the direction towards which he looks.

There were rock-ribbed w In the way,
would confine . . . forever within four W,
the glass is less opaque than the w
God wUl smite you, O whited w,

and they w whither they will

nameless offspring,
—w from the parent Mind,

weary w, athirst in the desert

a w desire for incessant amusement
w . . . through different mazes of consciousness.
When w in Australia, do we look for

is as the w comet or the desolate star

cannot go forth, like w poUen,

as the night of materialism w

Man-made doctrines are w.

W- of uniform justice is a crying evil

and we w that day to be succeeded by C. ».,

w and woe, sin, sickness, and death,
to meet the demands of human w and woe,

capacious lungs and w them to remain so.

A wrong sense .

,
. is rum-sense, w- of sense.

richl.v recompensing human w and woe
I shaU not UJ-.- Pso/. 23; 1.

and has not been found W ;

Until . ability to make nothing of enor will

be w.

because another supplies her w.
the undue contemplation of physical w
ministering to the tc" o€ his fellow-man

would keep truth and error always at w:
and agriculture ^ . ,,

r 485-28 gods of mythology controlledw and agriculture
liiflAiDcd with

dp 565- 3 inflamed with W against spirituality.
In heaven

ap 506-25
made

ap 565-24
man of

{7 524-10
not at

a 19- 3
6 276- 6

will cease
r 467-12

And there was w in heaven -.—Rev. 12; 7.

material lie made w upon the spiritual idea ;

God becomes "a man of w,"— Exod. 15; 3.

Love and Truth are not at w with
in which one mind is not at w with another,

w will ceaseas this fact becomes apparent,
with Science . , „ .

/ 252- 1 They are at w with Science,

with the facts . ,_ ,i. » . «
r 496-21 the law of mortal behef, at w with the facta oi

p 442-14

walketh
m 56-16 pestilence that w in darkness,— PsaJ. 91 ; 6.

walking
c 261-14 w about as actively as the youngest member
p 369-10 raising the dead, and w over the wave.

374-22 w in darkness on the edge of a precipice. .

S 130-16
163-17
354- 5

g 530-25

ap 567-11

ward
/ 234-17

p 420-12

warding
m 63- 2

warfare
human

/ 226-12
in Science
op 56*- 6

beliefs which w against spiritual facts ;
_^

w, pestilence, and famine, all combined
and w against "the world, the flesh, and the

Thus Spirit and flesh w.
the draigon cannot tc' with them.

If mortals would keep proper w over

they can resist disease and w it off,

for w off pulmonary disease

freedom be won, not through human w,

typifies the divine method of w in Science,
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warfare
of extermination

543-14 is engaged in a,w of extermination.
our

ap 56S-3I we lay down all for Truth, or Christ, in our W
perpetual

/ 231-16 Eoveming man through perpetual w.
suppositional

b 288- 3 The suppositional w between truth and error
tbis

a 29- 4 and contini'e this w until they have
b 288- 6 tills w between the Spirit and fleah

g 534—14 the Apostle Paul explains this w between
ap 568- 7 the glorious results of this w

true
ap 568-12 first exhibits the true w and then the false.

with the flesh
b 324-15 It 13 a w with the flesh, in which we must

5 14.^28
b 316-13

warm
/ 247-25

p 379-12
r 490-32

warn
m 65-9

warned
358-31

warning
a 53-22

sp 79- 2

ph 196-14

/ 238-14

ap 571-14

warns
r 481-13

warped
P433-9

warping
p 440-11

warrant
pr 3-3
p 363-29

366-14

warreth
ph 200-22

ap 567- 9

warring
s 140-10
6 278-20

ap 564-14

e/ 584-12

wars
s 144-23

144-24

/ 242-19
h 274-22
340-24

C 531-28

ap 667- 1

wash
p 364-14

413-22
< 452-21

r t8t-4

washed
p383-4
ap 672- 1

wasidng
/ 241-27

p 413-17

wasted
a 44-14

wastetli
m 56-17

wasting
p 376-10

watcl)
pr 15-20
fl 48- 4

48- 5
S 156-18

p 366-22
367-21
411-29

r 497-24

ap 563-19

the w between Spirit and the flesh goes on.
Hence the w between this spiritual idea and

glances in the w sunbeam, arches the cloud
a stream of w water was trickling over his arm.
wiU think that he is freezing when he is w.

Divorces should W the age of some

against whom they have been w,

Like Peter, we should weep over the w,
W- people against death is an error
The command was a, w to beware,
the w, "I know you not."— Matt, 25; 12.

have seen the danger and yet have given no W

against which wisdom w man,

not to allow their judgment to be w by

but no w of justice can render

Is not sufficient to w him in advising God.
was her grief sufficient evidence to w the
we have the apostolic w for asking :

the flesh that W against Spirit.
Against Love, the dragon w not long,

w no more over the corporeality,w forever with each other
;

the dragon as w against innocence.
The flesh, w against Spirit ;

Science w with so-called physical science,
even as Truth w with error,
which w against spirituality
and the flesh w against Spirit.
ends w ; fulfils the Scripture,
since flesh w against Spirit
He leads the hosts . . . and fights the holy w.

w and anoint hJs guest's feet,
need not w his little body aU over each day
and afterwards we must w them clean,
neitbei . . . can w away its foimdation,

rendered pure by Mind as weU' as w by water.w their robes wnite in obedience and

&• the body of all the Impurities of flesh,w should be only for the purpose of

to resuscitate w energies.

destruction that w at noonday."— Psal. 91 ; 6.

whom you declare to be w away

to work and w for wisdom. Truth, and Love.
not w with me one hour?"— Matt. 26:40.
Could they not w with him who,
to give her unmedicated pellets and w the
The physician must also w, lest he be
Let us w, woTk, and pray that this
W- the result of this simple rule
we solemnly promise to w, and pray
holding untiring w, that be may bite the heel

watched
p 377-18 the mental state should be continually w

4.30-30 the prisoner, or patient, w with a sick friend.
431- 3 w with the sick every night in the week.

t 446-29 This must therefore be w and guarded againstr
watchful

b 324-13 Be w, sober, and vigilant.

watchfully
/ 234-10 as w as we bar our doors against the

watchfulness
pr 4-19 expressed in daily w and in striving

4-29 silent prayer, w, and devout obedience
gl 579- 8 AiiEL. W- ; self-offering ;

watcMng
pr 1- 6 Prayer, w, and working, combined with
/ 245- 9 she stood daily before tne window w
254- 2 Individuals are consistent who, W

p 435-I9- W' beside the couch of pain
t 464-11 praying, w, and working for

ap 570-16 waiting and w for rest and drink.

watchman
p 393- I like a w forsaking his post,

watchtowers

i
235-28 Clergymen, occupying the w of the world,
word

/ 239-13 The u)- of C. S. is Scriptural :

water
as a flood

ap 570- 9 out of his mouth tc' as a flood, — Rev. 12 : 15.

bread and
/ 220-22 once adopted a diet of bread and w

cold
p 436-11 Giving a cup of cold w in Christ's name,
ap 570-17 Give them a cup of cold w in Christ's name,

goblet of
s 153- 9 one drop of that attenuation in a goblet of w\

nothing but
/ 221- 4 and drank nothing but W

of life

g 548- 2 take the w of life freely."— Ret. 22 : 17.

out of
p 413-14 taking a fish out of w every day

sweet
6 287-13 at the same place sweet w and— Jos. 3: 11.

symbolizes
g 507- 3 while w symbolizes the elements of

turn the
m 65- 4 be present ... to turn the w into wine

under
g hoi- 2 child could remain under w twenty minutes,

walked on the
s 134-28 healed the sick, walked on the w,

warm
p 379-12 stream of warm w was trickling over his arm.

washed by
p 383- 4 rendered pure by Mind as well as washed by w

without
/ 221- 8 only a thin slice of bread without w

pref xi-24 also the charge to plant and w His vineyard,
s 153- 9 a teaspoonful of the w administered
b 321-32 by changing w into wine,
329- 8 Because you cannot walk on the w

O 361-16 As a drop of w is one with the ocean,
p 413-19 W' is not the natural habitat of himianity.
g 656-32 plunged . . . Into the w for several minutes,

watered
g 521-22 w the whole face of the ground.— Gen. 2 .- 6.

Waterhouse, Dr. Benjamin
s 163- 4 Dr. Benjamin W-, Professor in Harvard

watering
352-21 thus V the very roots of childish timidity,

waters
'

abyss of
ph 199-26 to walk the rope over Niagara's abyss of W,

come ye to the
pr 13-4 come ye to thew."— /sa. 55; 1.

deep
ap 570-21 the deep w of chaos and old night.

disturb the
/ .?54-25 what is there to disturb the w 7

divided the
g 505-14 and divided the w which were— Gen. I ; 7.

divide the
g 505- 5 and let it divide the w from— Gen. 1 ; 6.

face of the
g 503- 8 moved upon the face of the w.— Gen. 1 ; ?.

fiUthe
g 612-18 and fill the w in the seas ;— Gen. 1 .-. 22.

healthful
/ 254-28 the ever-agitated but healthful w of truth,
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waters

living
/ 234- 7 and giving living w to the thirsty.

many
g 505-19 than the noise of many w,— Psal. 93 : 4.

midst of the
g 505- 5 in the midst of the w,— Gen. 1 : 6.

move upon the
t 454-23 for divine Love to move upon the w

still

g 514-14 beside the still w."— Psal. 23 : 2.

ap 578- 7 beside the stiil w.— Psal. 23 ; 2.

t 455-30 cannot send forth both sweet w and bitter,
r 489-23 sendeth not forth sweet w and bitter.

upon the
m 68-21 when casting my bread upon the W,

will l>e pacified
ap 570-24 The w will be pacified,

505- Q divide the waters from the w.— Gen. 1 : 6.

505-14 from the w which were above the— Gen. 1 : 7.

506-lS And God said, Let the w— Gen. 1 ; 9.

506-23 gathering together of the w— Gen. 1 ; 10.

511-19 And God said, Let the w— Gen. 1 ; 20.

512- 5 which the w brought forth— Gen. 1 ; 21.

536- 1 gathering together of the w— Gen. 1 : 10.

water-wheel
p 39*-l9 A mill at work or the action of a lo'

wave
s 124-24 and said to the proud w,
b 293-22 wind, w, Ughtning, fire, bestial ferocity
p 369-10 raising the dead, and walking over the w.
ap 569-19 to lift their heads above the drowning w.

570-25 and Christ will command the w.
waves

m 67- 6 and the w lift themselves Into mountains.
67-22 and commanded even the winds and w

/ 203-29 the w of sin,. sorrow, and death beat in vain.
273-25 Jesus walked on thew, fed the multitude,

f 455- 9 in order to walk over the w of error

g 505-19 than the mighty W of the sea."— Psal. 93 : 4.

waxed
s 134-14 They have not w strong In times of trouble.
o 350-18 "This people's heart is w gross,

— Alatt. 13 ; 15.

Way
6 332-14 the W-, the Truth, and the Life,

way
aU the

ap 574- 4 joutneylng "uphill all the w."
beheld the

b 326-23 Saul of Tarsus beheld the w— the Christ,
broad is the

t 451-13 broad Is the w, that leadeth to— MaU. 7 : 13.

Christ's
t 458-29 Christ's w Is the only one by which mortals

divine
c 268-19 Universal Love Is the divine w in C. S.

every
g 537- 7 sword which turned every w\— Gen. 3; 24.

exploring the
a 26- 4 In speechless agony exploring the w for us,

finds its

p 365-26 finds Its w into the chambers of disease
forsake bis

s 139- 1 the wicked to "forsake his w,— Isa. 55; 7.

/ 239-14 the wicked forsake his w,— Isa. 55; 7.

give
c 260- 8 erring thought must give w to the ideal

given
a 50-20 had for a moment given w before the

God's own
g 542-20 Let Truth . . . destroy error in God's own w,

go thy
a 40- 6 "Go thy w for this time ;

— Acts 24 ; 25.

go your
a 27-3 "Go your zi!-, and tell John— Luke 7 : 22.

In any
o 356-14 not contributing in any w to each other's
p 410-26 or is used in any w except to

In some
t '144- 2 In some w, sooner or later, all must rise

ap 573-30 will surely appear sometime and in some W.
In the

a 30-31 work out our salvation In the w Jesus taught.
37-27 do they follow him in the w that he
44—32 There were rock-ribbed walla in the w,

6. 326-.. 4 it must be in the w of God's appointing.
p 390-19 whiles thou art in the w with— Matt. 5 ; 25.
r 483-28 and it does this in the w of His appointing,

In the same
ph 188-20 In the same w pain and pleasure,
p 415-19 In the same w thought increases or

way
Is dark

gl 596-23 Though the w Is dark In mortal sense;
Is pointed out

t 4S2-16 when the w is pointed out ;

Is straight
b 324-13 The w is straight and narrow.

Its own
s 126-10 has sought and interpreted In its own w

Jesus'
p 428- 4 demonstration of the facts of Soul In Jesus' w

keep the
g 537- 7 to keep the w of the tree of life.— Gen. 3; 24.

leads the
t 454-19 Inspires, iUumlnes, designates, and leads the w.

learned my
p 383- 1 was cured when I learned my w In C. S."

learn the
c 264-28 When we learn the w In C. S.

lighting the
pref viI-12 lighting the w to eternal harmony.
maps out the
ph 178-27 no farther than mortal mind maps out the w.

marked out the
/ 227-24 Jesus marked out the w.

marked the
a 46-25 that Is, he marked the w for all mea.

more excellent
s 149- 4 The more excellent w is divine Science

my
s 109-20 and I won my w to absolute conclusions

narrow
s 126-31 "the straight and narrow w"— see MaU. 7: 14.

151-28 The straight and narrow w Is to see and
t 454-29 tread firmly in the straight and narrow w.

no other
b 327-13 There is no other w.
T 482-30 It can heal in no other w,
490-27 can be obtained in no other w.

of divine Science
& 316- 1 demonstrating the w of divine Science,

of error
g 536-10 The w of error is awful to contemplate.

of Life
a 25-13 Jesus taught the w of Life by demonstration,
s 137-25 Love hath shown thee the w of Life!

of salvation

pr?/ vii— 8 would make plain . . . the w of salvation
316- 1 he became the w of salvation to all who

one
ph 167-25 There is but onew— namely, God and His Idea
/ 242- 9 There is but one w to heaven, harmony,

only
ph 180-27 The only w to this living Truth,
p 371-19 the only w out of this condition.

opens the
ph 174-14 Whoever opens the w In C. S. Is a pUgrlm

open the
a 24- 7 open the w for C. S. to be understood,
b 326-21 your Father wUl open the w.

other

£h
167-28 impossible to gain control ... In any other W,

ited the
r 494- 9 and Jesus pointed the w for them.

pointing the
t 444-17 Let us be faithful In pointing the w

point out tbe
: a 30-21 to point out the w of Truth and Life.

preparing the
/ 208-20 and preparing the w of Science,

scicotific

p 4U-12 this is the' ultimatum, the scientific w,
sbow the

/ 242-30 The finger-posts of divine Science show theW
show us the

a 40-18 for not otherwise could he show us the w
stood in bis

a 28- 4 Even many of his students stood m his w.
this
pT 8-29 for in this w only can we learn
a 30-29 Only in this w can we bless our enemies,
s 156-24 She went on in this w, taking the

/ 242-10 and Christ in divine Science shows us this w.
p 377-24 You also remove in this w what are termed
391-U and in this w you can prevent the
402-21 and in this w affect the body,

t 446-2 and in this w: dealing pitilessly with a
through Christ ^^ ,

ph 171- 5 even the w through Christ, Truth,
to cure ^ .

p 417-23 since it la demonstrable that the w to cure the
to escape . , . . , ,

b 327-12 The w to escape the misery of sm is to cease

to extract ^ _...,• *

/ 201-17 The w to extract error.from mortal mlud is to



WAY 576 WEEP
way

to health
/ 241-24

true
/ 203-20

unexplained
pref xl- 4
walk that

/ 24&-26
which leads

r472-5
will grow

T 496-12

Winding its

ap 5tia-28

your
p 381-22

a 26-11-

26-20
30-13
39-15
46-25
98-31

b 286-11
320- 3

O 353-10

p 371-18
r 482-15

(7 535-18

Waymarks

a
sp

the w to health and holines?.

the true w leads to Life instead of to death,

which action in some unexplained w results in

in the right direction, and then walk that w.

w which leads to C. S. is straight and narrow.

the w wiU grow brighter

winding its w amidst all evil,

understand your w out of human theories

"I am the w, the truth,— John 14; 6.

in order to show the learner the w
to mortal mind as "the w."— John 14; 6.

He was "the w."— John 14; 6.

Jesus was "the w -."-rJohn 14; 6.

The w through which Immortality and life
"I am the w."— John 1.4 ; 6.

"I am the w,— John 14; 6.

Christ is "the w,— John 14; 6.

The w in divine Science is the only way out of
since Christ is "the w"— John 14; 6.

Truth is indeed "the w/'—John 14; 6.

C 267-24
542-24

ways
a 37-17

/ 218-21
251-12

b 317-14

p 371-13

ap 571- 2

by reversal, errors serve as w
not to remove the w of God.

to

learn to emulate him In all his w
lead only into material w of obtaining ielp,
Truth works ... in just these w.
not only in all time, but In all w and
looks for relief in all w except the right one.
hiddeu mental w of accomplishing iniquity.

Way-shower and way-shower
30-10 enabled him to be the mediator, or w,

made him the W-, Truth and Life,

unity with God through Christ Jesus the W'
;

a
6 288-30
r 497-15

wayside
a 55-10

weak
sp 79-25
s 123- 9

ph 168- 1

198-32

/ 219-18
235-25

p 377-13
392-15
'423-22

426-10.

weaken
s 145-30

ph 181-12

weakened
p 423-16
g 517- 2

weakens
b 329-32-

weaker
s 144-13

ph 198-27

p 409-18

weakness
betrays its

ph 192-25
human

t 453-17
Indicate

M55-6
Involves

p 406-26

Strength or
p 377-14

worldly
/ 238-23

ph 176- 6
/219- 1

221-11
O 354-22

p 371-29
407-13

gospel of healing Is again preached by the w,

says : . . . Your body Is w,
becomes the most absolutelyw and
a poor shift for the w and worldly,
or that a less used arm must be w.
We shall not call the body w, if we
when the soul Is willing and the flesh w,
becomes suddenly w or abnormally strong.
If you believe in Inflamed and w nerves,
has rendered hImseU strong, instead of w,
struggle for Truth makes one strong Instead

of w\

must -continually w Its own assumed power.
You w or destroy your power

He regards the ailment a,a w or strengthened
This definition has been w by

Human resistance to divine Science w
the w the Indications of Soul:
and the stronger thoughts rule the w.
the stronger never yields to the w, except

which erelong betrays Its w
Dishonesty la human w. which forfeits

Such mental states indicate w Instead of

Inharmony of any kind Involves w
the producer of strength or w
Attempts to arise from worldly w,

to the w of their wives.
all disease, pain, w, weariness, sorrow,
passed many weary years in hunger and W,
God wiU redeem tiiat w,
strength instead of w,
giving strength to the w of mortal mind.

wealth
m 57-15 Beauty, w, or fame is incompetent

58-28 W- may obviate the necessity for toil

/239- 5 Take away w, fame, and
239- 8 Break up cliques, level ur with honesty,

weaned
771 60- 8 mother's affection cannot be w from her child)

weaning
6 322-30 Without this process of w,

weapons
a 48-17 Judas had the world's w.
t 464-23 The w of bigotry, ignorance, envy,

wear
/ 254-31 for through it you win and jfc- the crown.
p 387- 9 spiritual energies can neither w out nor

wearily
ap 566- 4 walking w through the great desert of

weariness
ph 183-16

/ 217-26
218- 2
219- 1

gl 586- 1

wearing
sp 78- 6

/ 226-23
b 296-26
315-29

wears
771 65- 5

weary
a 22-14

55-17
771 68- 6

sp 79-29
s 121-16

/ 217-27
218- 6
218-28
221-10
234-22
250-16
254- 3

6 318-18

g 501-16

ap 570-15
574-4

wearying
p 426-11

weather
S 122-20

ph 171-10

p 384-27

W and disease are not His laws,
or any illusion of physical w,
that which affirms w, made that w.
all disease, pain, weakness, w, sorrow,w of mortal mind ; obscured views ; .

the belief that we arew out lifew out years of servitude to an
foundations which time is w away.
W' in part a himian form

W- yet a precious jewel in his head.

"be not w in well doing."— II Thess. 3; 13.

My w' hope tries to realize that happy day,We ought to w of the fleeting and false
need "not be w in well doing."— Gal. 6; 9,

"a w searcher for a viewless home."
for matter cannot be w and heavy-laden,
the body, . . . would never be w.
shall run, and not be w ;

— Isa. 40; 31.
He passed many w years in hunger
human systems disappoint the w searcher
A mortal may be w or pairied, enjoy or sufier,
"run, and not be u;- ;

— Isa. 40; 31.
W' of their material beliefs,
that Love for whose rest the w ones sighw wanderers, athirst in the desert

adapted to console the w pUgrim,

instead of weak, resting Instead of w' one.

points to fair u;' in the midst of murky clouds
either of his life or of the w ,

neither . . . will ever result from exposure to
the w.

weather-vane
ph 184-31 I then requested her to look at the w,

weaving
an 102-19

web
/ 243-25

p 403-20

webs
071 102-20

Webster
s 115-18

wedded
ap 561-12

575-3
577- 6

wedlock
m 58-21

weed
c 265-17

p 383-22

week
ph 189- 4

p 431- 4

weekly
sp 80-10

weeks
ph 193-20

weep
a 53-22
S 153-25

w webs more complicated and subtle.

The divine Science of man is woven into one W
the goss.amerw of mortal illusion.

weavingw more complicated and subtle.

definition from

w to the Lamb of Love.
Lovew to its own spiritual idea."
as no longer twow mdividuals,

a poor augury for the happiness ofW .

as if man were a w growing apace
sometimes tella you that the w preserves hl3

If the eyes see no sun for a,w,
watched with the sick every night in the W.

repeats w the assertion that

am informed that he went to work in two to*.

Like Peter, we should w over the warning.
We w because others w. we yawn because
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weigh
m 57-16

ph 176-18

/239- 6
i 445-16

weighing
an 10&-26

weighs
s 155-15
ft 307-23

weight
a 2&-2S
S 15.5-24

155-24

ph las- 5

192-22

/ 205-30
»380- 5

396-20

? 515-26

welcome
sp 75-32

95-19

welcomed
S 142 -20

welding
m 60- 7

welfare
O 23-24
m 59-18

sp 84-16

well
pref viii- 1

pr 12-31
14-16
20-21
22-14
26-21
3&-21
36-29
39-8
39-29

m

sp

41-5
44-3
63-23
64-12
66-17
66-19
79-30
90-29
93—21

an 104-30
s 107-17
120-12
120-13
138-21
145-18
149- 2
152- 6

ph 179- 6
187-20

/ 210-26
222-21
236-11
238- 2
238- 5

247-10
251-13

b 26,^18
322-27
32S-26
332-26

O 342-13
343-26
345-16
348-18
348-23
348-25
350-25
360-10

p370- 1

377-22
377-32
383- 4
383-30
385-22
393-32
397- 3
418-3
418-26
419-29
424-26

S7

should never W against the better -claims of

and w down mankind with superimposed
which w not one jot in the balance of God,
when you w the human'in the scale with

w him down to the depths 6f ignominy

The universal belief in physics w against
and so w against our course Spiritward.

"Let us lay aside every w',— Heb. 12; 1.

in proportion as it puts less w into

and more w into the spiritual scale,

removal of a single w from either scale

the w you throw into the right scale.

Denial of the oneness of Mind throws our W
Siclvness and sin fall by their own w.
and the overwhelming w of opinions
If you lift a w, your reflection does this also.

the departing may hear the glad w
We u)" the increase of knowledge

humility and divine Science to be w In.

w indissolubly the links of affection.

One kind of faith trusts one's w to others,

promotes the w and happiness of your wife

foretell events which concern the universal w,

in the treatment of disease as w as of sin.

If . . . only petitioners . . . should get W.
you will find yourself suddenly w.
Yet he .swerved not, w knowing that
"be not weary In w doing."— II Thcss. 3: 13.

by practice as w as precept.
law of justice as w as of mercy.
In return for our efforts at w doing.
trials and self-denials, as w as joys and
attended with doubts and defeats as w as

triumphs.
as w as through their sorrows and afllictions.

•'W done, good and faithful— AfflW. 25; 23.

A feasible as w as rational means of

"It Is never w to Interfere with your
it is w to remember how fleeting are
It is w to hope, pray, and wait patiently
need "not be weary in w doing."— Gal. 6; P.

we may as w improve our time in solving the
belief that Spirit is finite as w as Infinite

to prove the motive as w as the commission or

we may w tremble In the prospect of

And Is he w If the senses say he Is sick?

Yes, he Is jc" In Science In which health is

and to heal the sick as w as the sinning.
its ethical as to

• as Its physical effects,

could save from sickness as u)' as from sin.

jEsculapius of mind as w aa of body,
as w as those present,
as w as miscalled involuntary, action
cannot say, ... I am sick, or I am w.
he dropped drugs and . . . hyisiene, and wasu)".
Mind heals sickness as w as sin
w to wait till those whom you would benefit
as w as in the material universe.

Beauty, as w as truth, is eternal ;

Sicloie^s, as w as sin, Is an error
as ly" as on the facts of Mind,
as w as our disappointments and ccaselesa
It were w had Christendom believed
as they could understand as io' as perceive.
He bade the seventy disciples, as w as the
as w as Paul who was not one of his student.^,
who understand its propositions w enough to
Is it not 10' to eliminate from so-called mortal
would it not be w to abandon the defence,
improved and that of other persons as w
its effects on the body as w as on the
They . . . keep Soul w out of sight,
better spiritually as w as physically,
remove the cause of all disease as w as
aa w as the fear of disease,
rendered pure by Mind as w as washed by
pounding the poor body, to make it sensibly w
You say that you have not sleptw
It is tc" to be calm in sickness ;

as w as on the morals and the happiness of
the conquest over sickness, as w as over sin,
Include moral as w as physical belief
as ic' as those of your patients,
it Is w to be alone with God and the

weU
p 427-25 physical realm, so-called, as iv as In the

429- 3 as w as by other graces of Spirit.
435- 9 result in good to himself as w as to others.

t 448-21 w knowing it to be impossible for error,
449- 6 in order to continue in w doing.
449-13 You should practise w what you know,
454-16 points out to his student error as w as truth,
454-16 the wrong as w as the right practice.
458-23 through living as w as heaUng and

r 480-10 Consciousness, as w as action,
4SO-17 would make matter the cause as w as
4S3-32 to be !C' done, the work must be done unselfishly.
494-11 It is not IV to imagine that Jesus
494-16 as w as the infinite ability of Spirit,

g 531- 8 It is w that the upper portions of the brain
532-23 Is Mind capable of error as w as of truth,
532-23 Is Mind capable ... of evU as w as of good,
5.50- 7 identity of animals as w as of men.

ap 563- 1 Human sense may w man-el at discord,
563- 3 We may w be astonished at sin,

563- 4 We may w be perplexed at human fear ;

569-16 the serpent of sin as w as o( sickness I

well-authenticated
pref x-15 By thousands of io- rases of healing,""

already in her possession w records

in the W-, that which rises up,

as he w daily about his Father's business,
still w about doing good deeds.
She w on in this way, taking the
The doctor w out.
I w to his bedside.
am informed that he W to wor]< in two weeks.
oppression neither w down in blood, nor
they come back no better than when they w
When the Publican's wail w out to the
there w up a mist from the earth,— Gen. 2 ; 6.

w after "strange gods."— Jer. 5; 19.

Cain 70- out from the presence of— Gen. 4; 16.

"There w up a mist— Gen. 2: 6.

on Aaron's breast when he w before Jehovah,

sun seems to move from east to w,
instead of the earth from w to east.

like a tra,veller going w
w, to the grand realization of the

he has no catarrh from w feet,
should not w his parched throat until

And God created great iv,— Gen. I: 21.

w has been successfully done for the
W' materializes worship hinders

Praying for humility with w fer\-ency of
maternal affection lives on under w
W' Is false or sinful can never enter
w constitutes and perpetuates harmony,
W' contradicts the real na:ture of the

pride, or prejudice closes the door to w
W' guides thought spiritually benefits
W- influence you cast on the side of matter,w good they may seem to receive from
W' teaches man to have other laws
arsenic, the strychnine, or w the drug used,
W' is governed by a false belief
under w name or pretence they are employed ,-

W' holds human thought in line with
W' furnishes the semblance of an Idea
we find that w blesses one blessses all,
W' is governed by God, is never
W' enslaves man is opposed to
W- inspires with wisdom. Truth, or
w appears to be a mortal man is a
W- seems to be a new creation, is but
W' indicates the fall of man
W- reflects Mind, Life, Truth, and Love,w is learned through material sense
w is wrong in social, ci\il, criminal,
C. S. declares that w is mortal
w seems real to material sense,
from this it follows that w is laid off
it is said : "Rest assured that w effect
W- it is your duty to do, you can do
W- benefit is produced on the
W- is cherished in mortal mind as the
\V' the belief is, if arguments are used
and to w decides its type and symptoms.w locality is reported to be haunted by Disease,w other systems they fancy wiU afford relief.

p 402- 4
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whatever

1 463-13 truth removes Droperly w is oflfensive.

r 477- 9 W- is material Is mortal.
478-25 From beginning to end, w is mortal Is

485- 5 !'/• contradicts this statement is the
(7 523-21 W' is valueless or baneful, He did not make,
529^26 evil, by zz;'. figure presented,
553-20 TV- theory may be adopted by
554-18 the creation ofw is sinful and mortal ;

ap 572- 9 but w is of material sense, or mortal,
gl 583-12 w rests upon and proceeds from

585-11 w the material senses behold ;

588-16 w reflects not this one Mind,
whatsoever

»r 1-*
p 405-17

g 527-24
637-13
550-21

wheat
sp 72-15

89-32
80-32

/ 207-19
6 269- 6
300-18
300-20

r 466-28

(7 53»- 3

wheel
/ 21S- 3
218-4
218-6

whence
3P 78-28
5 103- 1

/225- 1

229- 8
249-16

6 281-10

g 529-21
637-4
539-13
550-3

whenever
S 111-32

139-13

ph 169- 3

he shall have w he saiih.— lilark II : 23.
"W- a man soweth,— Gal. 6; 7.

and li)' Adam called every living— Gen.
"W" a' man soweth,— Gal. 6; 7.

If I/ife has any starting-point w.

19.

tares and the w, which are not united
If seed is necessary to produce w,
and w to produce Sour,
separates the tares and W In time of harvest.
Jesus' demonstrations sift the chafflrom the w.
These opposite qualities are the tares and w.
Science separates the w from the tares,
to separate the chaff from the w.
the w and tares which time will separate.

You do not say aw is fatigued ;

yet the body is as material as the w.
the body, like the Inanimate w,

cannot "tell w Jt cometh."— John 3 ; 8.

W- came to me this heavenly conviction,
W- cometh it?w did they emanate?
W' then is soulless matter?w its origin and what its destiny?
W' comes a talking, lying serpent
the ground from w he was taken.— Gen. 3:23.
W' does he obtain the propensity or power
If this be so, w cometh Life, or Mind,

proved itself, w scientiflcally employed,
stem the tide . . . w it flows Inward.

. W' an aggravation of symptoms has
t 445-31 w she sees a man, for the petty consideration
r 495- 1 'w man is governed by God.
g 542- 4 W and wherever It appears.

whereas
pre/vlii-lO

x-8
pr
a

sp
s

w the fact Is that Spirit is good and real,w this mind is not a factor in the
12-23 w help should come from the enlightened
23-28 W the injunction, "Believe— Ads 16; 31.
42- 2 w priest and rabbi affirmed God to be a
44-29 w he was alive, demonstrating within the
91-30 w the real Mind cannot be evil
117- 3 w God is One,

ph 179-17 w the wild animal, left to his Instincts,
/ 205-24 w a belief in many ruling minds
211-28 w the fact is that only through
2)2-31 w the unreal and imitative movements
219-12 w divine Mind heals.
222- 8 w Truth regenerates this fleshly mind

b 287-20 w the Scriptures declare that
: 296- 1 w Science unfolds the eternal verity,
298- 9 w spiritual sense can bear witness only to
319-10 w the lower appeal to the general faith Inw this passage is continually quoted as Ifw Jesus appeared as a bodily existence.w the opposite belief— that man

vr the Jews took a diametrically opposite view.W hypnotism and hygienic drilling
They admit its reality, w they should deny It.w imperfection Is blameworthy,w Mortal Man, the prisoner at the bar,
W.\ to prove scientifically the errorw matter is devoid of sensation.w the New Testament narratives are clearerw a thousand years of human doctrines,w the spiritual scientific facts of existenceW revealed religion proclaims the Science of

320-29
334-11
338-4
352- 7

p 378-18
395- 2

414-29
433-4

t 461-28
r 480-9
g 501- 8
604-24
552-11
557-24

whereby
a 18- 2

22-23
44-24

b 271- 7

p 387-31

wherefore
440-16

frem-*?'

w man reflects divine Truth, Life, andw we rejoice in immortality,w divinity brought to humanity thew to heal the 'sick through Mind
faith and understanding w to defend himself,

W', then, In the name of outraged justice,
W- bu tlieir fruits— Matt. 7 ; 20.

the good soil w the seed of Truthw there is life,— Gen. 1 : 30.
•

Hast thou eaten of the tree, w— Gen. 3; 11.

Intolerance, and bloodshed, w found.
True Christianity is to be honored w
would slay . . . whenever and w it appears.

They have no relation to God w to establishv Thine enemies have reproached.— PsaL 89 : 5Lw they have reproached the— Psal. 89; 51.

w the last line Is not anw for tlie inspiration of a sermon orw It is the human mind orw it be of God,— t7o/m 7; 17.w I speak of myself."— John 7; 17.w the ancient inspired healersw they caught its sweet tones,w faith in drugs, trust in hygiene,w it is mortal mind or
To know w this development is producedw Truth or error is the greater?w through faith in hygiene, in drugs, or
We should learn w they govern the
W' mortals will learn this sooner or later,
ID' it be Truth or error.
Mind decides w or not thew it is cancer, consumption, orw it be air, exercise, heredity,w it be a broken bone, disease, or sin.w it is called dementia, hatred, or
W' animated by malice orw error is manifested in forms ofw our eyes are closed or open.W the tender grape appear,— Song 7; 12.

Your decision^ wljl master you, w direction

as Imaginary, w, and unreal as his pleasures.

They do not . w over the demands of Truth,

wherein
i) 270-32

g 518-10

whereof
g 533- 6

wherever
sp 94-14
o 359-18

ff 542- 5

wherewith
ph 196-18

/201-*
201- *

whether
pr 16-12

ip 80- 4
83- I

5 109-30
109-31
144-30
145- 1

145-14

ph 105-11
199-17

/211-5
251-16
251-17

b 296-19
324-10

p 385-20
390-28
392-28
402-19
414-13

< 459-19
463-22

r 491-22

/r 600-*
whichever

p 392-23

whimsical
/241-9

whine
M50-13

whipped
s 142-19 tyranny and pride need to be w out of the

whipping-post
/ 225-19 abolish the w and slave market ;

whirlwind
/ 210-24

whiskey
s 158-16

whisper
sp 76-1
r 482-24

g 501-12

whispered
p 370-18
374-4

whispers
ap 574-30

whit
p 370- 1

371-31

white
c 267-26

287-28
b 299- 9
321-22

t 463-15

ap 572- 1

whlted
pr &- 9

p 439-20

white-robed
m 64-23 Then w

whither
6 299-14
T 491-24

whoever
sp 9,5-12

on 10.5-22

ph 174-14
178-32
200- 8

/213- 1

and reapeth the w.

cataplasms, and w are stupid substitutes

The ones departing may w this vision,
and angels ij)' it, through faith, to the
glory which angels could only w

spiritual facts of health, w into thought,
truth of being, w into the ear of

Then thought gently w : "Come hither t

To be every w whole, man must be
can make it "every w whole."— John 7; 23.

are "w and glistering,"— L«)tc 9; 29.
"let thy garments be always w."— Eccl. 9: 8.
With w fingers they point upward to aw as snow with the dread disease.
The new idea, ... is clad in w garments.
washed their robes w in obedience

"like unto w sepulchres— Afatt. 23; 27.
God wUl smite you, O w walls.

purity will unite in one person

w every real individuality, Image, or
and they wander w they will

W" reaches this point of moral culture
W' uses his developed mental powers
W' opens the way m C. S.
W' reaches the understanding of C. S.
W' is incompetent to explain Soul
W- contradicts this mortal mind suppdsltloa
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whoever
O343-30
«44ft-U
45ft-I0

462-13
r474-6

whole

W- ia the first meekly and conscientiously to
W- practiaes the Science the author teaches,
W- affirms that there is more than one
\V- would demonstrate the heali.!;^ of C. S.

W- introduces the Science of Christianity

a

sp

man's dominion over the w earth.
The Master forbore not to speak the w truth,
throughout the w earthly career of Jesus,
for the salvation of the w world from sin.
Science must go over the w ground,
blesses the ly numan family.
measures cf meal, till the w was— Mali. 13; 33.

measures of meal, till the i£-' was— Matt. 13 .• 33.

changes the w of mortal thought,
must seek the undivided garment, thew Christ,
never . . . can absorb the w meaning of
the w force of the mental element is

remedy lies in forgetting the w thing ;

Thus the w earth will be transformed by
but the w human family would be redeemed
in the action of man and the w universe,
self-expressed, though indefinable as a ti>"

makes the w body "sick.— Isa. 1 . 5.

and the w heart faint ;"
— Isa. 1 : 5.

the w creation groaneth— Rom. 8: 22.

never made-mortals w, harmonious, and
and set his w affections on spiritual things,
A little leaven leavens the w lump.
the conclusion of the w matter :

— Eccl. 12; 13.

for this is the w duty of man."— Eccl. 12; 13.

Let us hear the conclusion of the w matter :

for this is the w of man in His image
should be presented to the w world,
To be every whit w, man must be better
can make it "every whit w."— t/o/jn7;23.
"Thou art w 1"-^ see John 5 ; 14.

w, like as the other."— Matt. 12; 13.

was changed and straightway became w
without scrubbing the w surface daily.
the w frame will sink from sight
the great fact which covers the w ground,
a great stir throughout his w system,
A little leaven causes the w mass to ferment.
We admit the w, because a part is proved
the w family of man would be brethren ;

This Principle makes w the diseased.
Even eternity can never reveal the w of God,
watered the w face of the ground.— Gcri. 2; 6.

was given dominion over the w earth.
Error tills the w ground In this
which deceiveth the w world :

— Rev. 12: 9.

the joy of the w earth,— Psal. 48 ; 2.

14-28
1^12
30-22
45- 9
71>— 9

an 103- 8
S 107- *

118- 1

118-24
14^-8
147-15
157-5

ph 166- 1

191-13

/ 202-11
207-29
213-10
219-12
219-12

C255-*
b 273-17
326-10
329- 5

340- 7

340- 8

340-10
340-11
344-22
370- 1

371-32
391- 6
398-15
411-18
413-19
415-30
421-16
422- 6

1449- 3

461- 6

r470- 1

487-31
517-23
521-22
645-U
545-16

ap. 567-16
575-23

wholeness
r 465-14 the nature, essence, and w of Deity.

wholesome
pr 7-14 w perception of God's requirements.

Through the w chastisements of Love,
Give tnem divine andw understanding,

pr
a

whosoever
1-*

22-:!7

31-31
55-23

S 132- 9

ph 170-10
C 267-16
i)3I5- 1

317- 6

p 372-25
382-22
435-11

« 444-19

g 542-15
548- 1

wicked
pr 4-24

8-24
a 36-25

sp 85-25
96-31

an 104-32
5 136-21
139- 1

ph 192-16

/ 239-11
239-14

6 270-25
289- 8

314-12

p 404-11
440-23

t 451-30
T 491-26

(7 540-3
{?/ 584-22

w Shall say iinto this mountain,— Mark 11 ; 23.
IV- believeth that wrath is righteousw killeth you will think that he— John 16; 2.

and w layeth his earthly all on the altar ofw shall not be offended in me."— htatt. U; 6.

"W- liveth and believeth in me— John 11 ; 26.w shall do the will of my Father— Matt. 12; 50."
IV- liveth and believeth in me— John U; 26.

IV" lives most the life of Jesus in this"
IV- shall deny me before men,— Matt. 10; 33.

"IV' shall not receive the— Luke 18; 17.

our Supreme Court decrees that w sinneth
"IV- shall smite thee on thy— Matt. 5; 39.

Therefore w slayeth Cain,— Gen. 4; 15.

and w will, let him take the— Rev. 22: 17.

but in this lii' world goodness will
We confess to having a very w heart
to suppose that the w can gloat over their
Jesus knew the generation to be w
T)uring this final conflict, w minds will
must move the body to a w act?
That a w king and debauched husband should
causes the w to "forsake his way,-:- Isa. 55; 7.

all that is selfish, w, dishonest.
The w man is not the ruler of his
"Let the w forsake his way,— Isa. 55: 7.

consequently they are w.
A w mortal is not the idea of God.
were the parents of their w deeds.

destroying the w motives which produce them,
compel them to enact w laws
either with a mistaken or a w purpose.A w man may have an attractive
Spirit creates neither a w nor a mortal man,
saith : . 1 am mind,— a,w mind, self-made

consequently they

6 323-6
p 396-24

wholly
a 30-11

sp 96- 6

an 103-12
105-17

S 111-29
112-14
124-29
125-32

139-?3

Had his origin and birth been w apart from
Before error is w destroyed.
Mind-science Is w separate from any
no longer apply legal rulings w to
Mind governs the Dody, not partially but Ww human in their ori^n and tendency
they belong w to divine Mind,
mortal belief, w Inadequate to affect a man
But mistakes could neither w obscure the

148-i9 and deal— the one w , the other primarily
157- 2 C. S. deals w with the mental cause

ph 172-13 as uninterrupted and w spiritual ;

188-14 recognizes his condition to be w a state of
/ 214-3 If the medium of hearing Is w spiritual,

252-18 says : I am w dishonest,
b 269-26 systems based w or partly on
290-25 To be w spiritual, man must be sinless,
305-24 man would be w mortal, were it not that
349-30 all learning, even that which is w material,
353-13- The age has not w outlived the sense of
353-17 Without perfection, nothing is w real-.

355-23 an opinion w due to a misapprehension
p 410-29 until the practitioner's healing ability is w lost.

411-32 If you succeed in w removing the fear,
g 544- 2 a creation so w apart from God's,

ap 675-21 This city Is w spiritual.

whomsoever
P380-8

whoso
a 30-15
1448-18

"but on ©• It shaU fall,
— Afa«. 21 : 44,

"W- sheddeth man's blood,— Gen. 9; 6.
but w confesseth and— Prov. 28; 13.

wickedly
b 270-24 Mortals think w

wickedness
pr 8-5 face to face with their w
b 327-11 Then he loses pleasure in W,
t 453-20 Hidden sin is spiritual vr in high placea.
459-21 is more harmful than wilful w,

ap 563-30 "spiritual w in high places."— Eph. 6; 12.

569-11 nothingness of error is in proportion to its W.
wicked one

r 476- 2 They are the children of the W o\
wide

shuts thedoor on death, and opens itw towards
can open w those prison doors and set the
"w is the gate, and broad is the— Matt. 7 : 13.

he has opened w the gates of giory,

healing power of Truth is w demonstrated
Why do you not make yourself morew known?"

sp 90-27
p 433-32
t 451-12

ap 571-28

widely
S150-4
(464-2

wider
c 265-13 a w sphere of thought and action,

widows
m 64- 6 To visit the fatherless and w—Jas. 1 : 27.

wield
s 152- 2 It would w the sceptre of a monarch, ,

wielded
s 142-21 as twisted and w by Jestis,

wife (see also wife's)
deserts his
m 63-28 If a dissolute husband deserts his w,

husband and
m 60- 1 it never would, if both husband and w

Lamb's
ap 574- 9

575- 3
577-5

yourm 59-18

m 58-17
58-26
64-12
64-13
66-23
66-25

(7 535-20
438-23

Wild
ph 179-17

179-19

g 552-20

were

the bride, the Lamb's w.— Rtv. 21 ; 9.

behold the Lamb's w,— Love wedded to it3

The Lamb's w presents the unity of

the welfare and happiness of your to*

a W or a husband forever within four walls,
a w ought not to-court vulgar extravagance
his w should not say, "It is never well to
A w is sometimes debarred by a
for a w precipitately to leave her husband
or for a husband to leave his w.
unto the voice of thy w,— Gen. 3 ; 17.

And Adam knew Eve his w ;
— Gen. .4: 1.

whereas the w animal, left to his instincts,
ailment, which a w- horse might never have,

may become w with freedom
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vrilderness
a 33- 5 manna,
s 133-9

135-19
158-19

/ 208-19
22&-30

(7 507-10

ap 565-29
566- 4

gl 597-16

Wilful
p 369-30
t 459-21

WiU
aod action

p 401-26

corporeal
S 144-21

depraved
s 115-22

divine
a 28- 2
r 474-23

exercise of
< 440-27

God's
/ 202- 4

.
241- 2

His
S 109-29
C 256-20

buman
(see buman)

mortal
gl 599- 5 Zeal.

cot my
a 33-19

offspring of
pn 192-12

Of God
pr 11-30

gl 597-22

which of old had fed in the w
In the w, streams flowed from the rock,
furnish a table in the wt"— Psal. 78; 19.

the by^vays of this w world,
voice of one crying in the w"— ^fatt. 3:Z.
the awful conflict, the Red Sea and the w ;

strangers in a tangled w.
And the woman fled into the w,— Bev. 12 ; 6.

as they were led through the w,
definition of

No man is physically healed in w error
is more harnriiul than w wickedness,

Would the drug . . . restore w and action

Truth, and not corporeal w, is the divine power

depraved w, self-justification, pride,

claimed to know and to teach the divine w,
or the offspring of the divine Wl
The exercise of w brings on a

and God's w must be universally done.
He, who knows God's w or the demands of

If any man will do His w,— John 7 :

"doeth according to His w— Dan. 4.

17.

35.

Blind enthusiasm ; mortal w
"Not my w, but Thine, be done I"— Luke 22 ; 42.

the offspring of iv and not of wisdom.

habitual desire to know and do the w of God,
"For this is the w of God."— / Thess. i: 3.

of his Father
a 31- 8 they who do the w of his Father.

of my Father
c 267-16 shall do the w of my Father— Ma«. 12; 50.

of the Father
ph 168-20 He did the w of the Father.

of wisdom
a 19-24

Thy
pr 17-1

volition or
/ 220-32

and enables man to do the w of wisdom.

Thy w be done in earth,— Matt. 6; 10.

as directly as the volition or w moves the

Phil.sp 99- 8 to w and to do of His good pleasure"
2 ; 13.

the w, or sensuous reason of the human mind,
the hand, admittedly moved by the w.
\V-— bUnd, stubborn, and headlong
definition of

W-, as a quality of so-called mortal mind, is a

s 111- 3

ph 187-16
r490-8
gl 597-20

597-24

Wmiam IV
s 163- 6 W

Willing
pref ix-17

IV, King of England,

pr 8-27
9-25
10-9
11-25

a 24-22
33-32
41-29

S 138-23
144-16

ph 189- 2

/ 216-29
23.5-25

237-28
b 271-26

P 309-19
373- 7
381-4
383-10
398-8

M64- 9

ap 570-30
571- 1

a w disciple at the heavenly gate,
than we are w to have our neighbor see?
Are you w to leave all for Christ, for Truth,
Until we are ... w to drink his cup.
We must be w to do this, that we may
and are w to be forgiven?w trulv to drink his cup, take his cross,
more than they were w to practise.
the sick are more w to part with pain than
W' the sick to recover is not thew to leave with astronomy the explanation of
"w rather to be absent from the— // Cor. 5 ; 8.

when the soul is w and the flesh weak,
more . . . than they are w to admit
Those, who are w to leave their nets
were w that a man should live.

partly because they were w to be restored,
Be no more w to suffer the illusion that you
"w rather to be absent from the— II Cor. 5.' 8.

the concessions which Jesus was w to make
could not take her place, even if w so to do.

Many are w to open the eyes of the people
not so w to point out the evil in human thought,
"w rather to be absent from the— // Cor. 6 ; 8.gl 581-25

willingness
a 24- 4 and w to give up human beliefs
/ 218-18 if you are without faith in God's W
h 323-32 W- to become as a little child
r 493-31 this cousununate test of the power and w of

will-power
an 103-31

106- 1

S 144-14
1-14-18

ph IS6- 3

/ 20(>-10

251-16
r 490- 3

win
/ 254-31

p 365-20
417-16

t 462-18

wind
bolds the

ph 192-18
shrieks
m 67- 5

sniffs the
ph 179-18

soweth the
/ 210-24

ph 184-28
184-32
185- 2

190-25
b 269-28
293-22

r 476-25

gl 597-27
598- 1

598-3
598-13

winding
ap 563-27 w its way amidst all evil,

winding-sheet
a 44-18 to remove the napkin and w,

window
/ 245- 9 she stood daily before the w watching for

window-pane
b 295-17 is as light passing through the w.

windows
r 478-12

winds
m 57-26

67-22

ph 185- 5

/ 201-15
209-11
240-3

wine
bread and

a 32-21

cup of
a 32-8

new
s 114-21
b 281-27

our
O 35-27

no transference of mortal thought and w,
to the criminal misuse of liuman w,
Human w is not Science.
Human w may infringe the rights of man.
the false stimulus and reaction of w
W- is capable of all evil.
in hygiene, in drugs, or in w.W is but a product of belief,

for through it you w and wear the crown,
enough Christly affection to w his own pardon,
hold your ground . . . and you will w.
Ctirislianity, and persistence alone w the

holds the "w in His fists ;"— Prov. 30 . 4.

the w shrieks through the tightened shrouds,

left to his instincts, sniffs the w with delight.

soweth the w and reapeth the

when the w was from the east.w had not changed, but her thought of It had
The w had not produced the difficulty.
For the w passeth over it,

— Psal. 103; 16.

are reeds shaken by the w,
w, wave, lightning, fire, bestial ferocity
For the w passeth over it,

— Psal. 103; !6.

definition of
Greek word for w (pneuma) Is used also forw [pneuma] bloweth where it— John 3; 8.

It might be translated w or air.

nor were they even visible through the w 1

may uproot .
.

and scatter them to the w
even the w arid waves to obey him.
and she never suffered again from east w.
Then, when the w of God blow,
which holds the w in its grasp.
giant hills, winged w, mighty billows,

confined to the use of bread and w
to pass each guest a cup of w.

the new w of the Spirit has to be poured into
does not put new w into old bottles.

Our w the inspiration of Love,

o 32-10 the w, used on convivial occasions
33-32' Are all who eat bread and drinkw in memory of

m 65- 4 at every bridal altar to turn the water into w
b 321-32 by changing water into iv\
gl 598-17 definition of

wine-bibber
a 52-32 the hypocrite, called Jesus a glutton and a w

winged
a 49- 3

/ 240- 3
b 298-29
323-12

g 512- 6
512- 9

wings
drooping
m 58- 4

Its
a 55-16
m 67-29
c 261-29

one's
c 260-17

their
b 298-26

their own
an 103-27

Inspired their devotion, w their faith,

giant hills, w winds, mighty billows,

pure thoughts from God, uy with Truth and
and conception unconfined is w to reach tlie

and every w fowl after his kind :
— Gen. 1 ; 21

and also by holy thoughts, w with Love.

or else joy's drooping w trail In dust.

gathering beneath its w the sick and sinning,
and begins to unfold its w for heaven,
and preens its w for a skyward flight.

often hampers the trial of one's w
evolving animal qualities in their w ,

singe their own w and fall into dust.

p 434- 1 Swift on the w of divine Love, there comes
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winning
/ 23d-22 and show what we are w.

Winter
sp 96- 8 summer and w, seedtime and harvest

Wintry ^ ^m 67-24 The W blasts of earth may uproot the flowers oi

wiped
ap 573-31 no more pain, and all tears will be w away.

wipes
pr 11-18 but w it out in the most effectual manner.

wiping
p 363- 5. w them with her long hair, which hung loosely

wire
p 393-23 or the electric w which you stretch,

wires
sp 78-19 Spirit needs no w nor electricity in order to

wisdom (see also wisdom's)

accotding to

/ 23»- 9 let worth be judged according to w,
and Love

pr 2-11 since He is unchanRing w and Love.
a 23- 1 W' and Love may require many sacrifices

c 265-26 before we discover what belongs to w and Love.

bade hl.m ... .. , . . j, .i.

b 321-10 but w bade him come back and handle the

beginning of

p 373-16 is the beginning of w,"— Psal. Ill ; 10.

bridal chamber of ^ ^ .^ , , . , .i. „
/ 238-14 From out the bridal chamber of w there will

decrees of

/ 229-28 should not if we could, annul the decrees of w
divine

. , _,. . ,

m 65-20 wait patiently on divine w to point out the

p 386-24 and divine w will then be understood.

growth In
, .

g
363-31 repentance, reformation, and growth in w
estows , ^ ,r 1. .

pr 6-5 God is not separate from the w He bestows.

His
s 110- 6 is pronounced by His w good.
b 275-18 No wisdom is wise but His w ;

Immortal
g 519- 6 His infinite self-containment and Immortal w ?

Inspires with
, . . ^ ^ ,.

/ 234- 4 Whatever inspires with w. Truth, or Love
l8 Justified

6 317-10 "w is justified of her children."— Mail. 11 ; 19.

Judgment-day of ,

'

b 291-29 the judgment-day of w comes hourly
last call of

& 291- 7 but this last call of w cannot come till

led by , , . ^
6 321- 8 When, led by w to cast down his rod,

less

p 378-31 It would manifest less w than

Life, LoTC, and ^ ., ,
b 283- 6 Mind is the same Life, Love, and W

Man's ... . ,

5 322-14 Man's w finds no satisfaction m sin,

masculine
m 64-23 masculine w and leminine love,

ofGoA ^ .^ ^
gl 597-21 The might and W of God.

of Job
360-22 Hear the w of Job, as given in the

of man
pr 3-2 The w of man is not sufficient to

of tbe creator
b 273-24 and impugn the w of the creator.

omnipotent
sp 83-19 this belief belittles omnipotent w,

or Truth
/ 206- 2 no other Love, w, or Truth,

required by

ft
r 5-5. The next and great step required by w

safth
gl 580-19 that of which w saith,

supply the
ap 571-17 Know thyself, and God will supply the w and

supreme
sp 91- 4 under the control of supreme w ?•

true
/ 231-21 To hold yourself superior to sin, . . is true W.

Truth, and Love
pr 15-20 to work and watch for w, Truth, and Love,
r 495-30 abiding steadfastly in w, Truth, and Love.

anchanglng
pr 2-11 since He is unchanging w and Love.

Trarns man
r 481-13 against which w warns man,

WlUof
a 19-24 and enables man to do the will of w.

wisdom
work of

sp 83- 5 claimed that they could equal the work of w.

pr 10-31 Do you 3.sk «;• to be merciful and not to punish
m 60-13 w will ultimately put asunder what she

62-28 the order of w would be reversed.
.<! 116- 2 W-, purity, spiritual understanding,

ph 192-12 the oHspring of will and not of w,
195- 1 If materialistic knowledge is power, it is not W,

f 221-21 semi-Starvation is not acceptable to W,
230-19 Does w make blunders
246-25 unfolds w, beauty, and holiness.

b 275-14 All substance, intelligence, w, being,
275-17 No w is wise but His wisdom ;

p 384-11 a belief of mortal mind, not an enactment of W,
r 465-15 justice, mercy, w , goodness, and so on.

g hZ%- 5 the cherub w at the gate of understanding
544-15 the might or right or w

wisdom's
6 321-14 evil, under w bidding, waa destroyed

wise
pr 8-16 and it is w not to try to deceive ourselves
m 62-21 if we would be w and healthy.
sp 82-32 it is w earnestly to consider whether it is the

95-25 Is the w man of to-day believed,
s 131-20 hast hid these things from the w— huke 10 ; 21.

ph 167-22 It is not w to take a halting and half-way
175-32 "Where ignorance is bliss, 't is folly to be w"
20O- 8 would be w not to undertake the.

/ 231-26 To hold yourself superior to ... is equally w,
235-20 They should be w spiritual guides
239-32 the w man said, "A.11 is vanity."— Eccl. 1 ; 2.

6 275-17 No wisdom is w but His wisdom ;

o 342- 4 "making jzi'.the simple."— Psal. 19; 7.

353-22 we must yield up aU belief in it and be w.
356-28 Would any one call it w and good to

p 382-23 shall in no w enter therein."— huke 18; 17.

413- 9 The w or unwise views of parents
429- 9 and if we are w , we look beyond a

t 443- * Give instruction to a w man,— Prov. 9; 9.

g 515- 7 a w idea, charming in its adroitness,
538- 1 infinitely !/! and altogether lovely,

ap 571-12 If 80, listen and be w.

wisely
an 104- 9 the celebrated naturalist and author, haa w said :

s 139-12 will teach men patiently and w to
t 458-26 The Christian Scientist w shapes his course,

Wisemen
pref vii-10 The W- were led to behold and to foUow

s 121- 7 The Chaldean W' read in the stars the fate

r 482-23 Angels announced to the W' of old

ap 575-28 the star seen by the W- of the Orient,

wiser
a 22- 1 would borrow the passport of some w pilgrim,

p 423- 2 W- than his persecutors, Jesus said :

t 443- and he will be yet w :— Prov. 9 ; 9.

wisest
g 539-31 inspired his w and least-understood sayings,

wisli
a 48-13 and think, or even w, to escape the exalting
s 129- 7 If you w to know the spiritual fact,

144- ~1 Why should we w to make them do so,

/ 219-15 what we do not w to have manifested.

219-21 "Thew," . . . "is ever father to the thought."
238-18 w to enter unlawfully into the labors of otnera

b 301-18 man should w for, and in reality has.

326- 3 If we w to follow Christ, Truth, it must be

p 392-25 only such conclusions as you w realized

wished
/ 226-26 I w to save from the slavery of their

wislies
pr 13-19 less risk of overwhelming our real w

wishing
p 421-28 w to see the forms it assumes

c 255- * to «', the redemrilion of our— Rom. 8 ; 23.

p 438-16 three distinct charges of crime, to w :

Witchcraft
p 441-22 Mesmerism, Hypnotism, Oriental vv-,

witchcraft ^ , , „„
an 106-22 idolatry, w, hatred, variance,— Gal. 5 ; 20.

withdraw
s 124-26 W- them, and creation must collapse,

withdrawn
a 51- 6 Jesus could have w himself

withdraws
s 144- 7 W- the star, when dawns the

withdrew
a 32-25 he w from the material senses
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wither
sp 81-lS

ph 190-16

withered
C 265-18

p 398-13

withers
m 68-10 mistrust,

withheld
6 309- 1

ff 537-30

Withhold
a 50-10 who could w a clear token of his presence
o 344-13 mercifully w their misrepresentations,
t 452-13 w not the rebulte or the explanation

withholding
sp 79-32 neither does w enrich us.

Though the grass seemeth to w
to w and return to its native nothmgness.

or a flower w by the sun
To the sufferer with the w band

w the flowers of Eden

but this appellation was w,
would imply that God w from man the

771

sp

witliin
a 44-30

46- 6
58-17
61- 1

87-19
87-20
92— 9

5 108-20
146-20

ph 173- 6
180- 9

191-22

/ 223-12
248-31

C255- *

256-14
257- 2

6 284- 5

294- 5

331- 6
O 358-26

p 362- *

397-29
413-20
436- 9

r 476-29
478-4

P 508-14
513-28
650- 8

ap 574- 1

576-21
576-21
677-24
677-25

without
pr 3-1

11- 1

15-21
15-31
22-26
23-15
30- 7
40-22
57- 2
57- 2
59- 2
63-21
76-24
80-19
83-10
84-25
89-14
eo-4
93-20
97-14

an 105- 1

s 11?^28
113- 6
117-4
126-4
14.5- 2
145- 6
149-10
153-17
156-22
159- 2

159-19
160-30
162-14
162-15

ph 177- 8
179-17
183- 9

185-22, 23

m

sp

demonstra.ting w the narrow tomb
made their hearts burn w them,
would confine . . . forever w lour waUa,
cannot circumscribe happiness w the
the emeralds w its rocks ;
the gems tr" its caverns,
Mind IS not an entity. !i)' the cranium
w the shadow of the death-vaUey,
that is w thy gates,"— Exod. 20; 10.

supposition, that Spirit is w what it

This is the seed w itself

not a spray buds w the vale.
If Spirit were once w the body.
Let unselfishness, . . . reign w us,

groan W ourselves,— Rom. 8: 23.

nor compressed w the narrow limits

If Mind is w and without all things,
if the infinite could be ... w the finite,

carries w itself the seeds of all error.

If He dwelt w what He creates.

through rousing w the sick a
disquieted w vie?— Psal. 42; 11.

compressed w the skuU,
bodily cleanliness w and without.
w the limits of the divine law,
kingdom of God Is ur you ;"

— Luke 17; 21.

What evidence of Soul . . . w mortality?
The seed w itself is the pure
consequently not w the range of
and be limited w material bounds.
kingdom of God is w you."— Luke 17; 21.

"is w you,"— Luke 17 ; 21.

is w reach of rnan's consciousness
honors w the heavenly city.
Its agates open tov.'ards light . . . w and

w being reminded of His province.
W- punishment, sin would multiply.We must "pray w ceasing."— / Th£ss. 5; 17.

W- a fitness for holiness, we cannot
pinning one's faith w works to
"Faith w works is dead."— Jas. 2: 28.

the divine Spirit, w measure.
endure human brutality w murmuring,
W- it there is no stabihty in society,w it one cannot attain tne
W a full recognition of its

w encouraging difiscultiesw a single Dodily pleasure or pain,w the aid of hands,
a blind belief w understanding,w the concession of material personalitiesw study or a superinduced condition,
and that, too, w meal or monad
Whatever contradicts . . . is lo' foundation.w passing the boundary where,w mortal mind to direct them,w giving that author proper credit,
W' this, the letter is but the

'

one alone and w an equal.
mortal mind wUl be w form andw being able to explain them.
letter, w the spirit, would have
left w explanation except in C. S.
matter w mind is not painful.
could get along two days w globules ;

surgical operation w the ether.

Performed
the operation w ether.

s man a material fungus w Mindw the conditions of matterw the false beliefs of a so-called
Neither exists w the other,
will take cold w his blanket,
.produce a crop w sowing the seed
not only w drugs, but w hypnotism.

without
ph 188- 7 an embryonic thought ut motive ;

194-13 it win be so w an injured nerve.
19*- 1 w volition of mortal mind,

/ 204-26 usurping the name w the nature
205- 2 w knowing that they are sinning,
207-13 W- this lesson, we lose sight of
209-10 w Mind, w the intelligence which holds the
210-32 it is w a destructive element.
211-16 W- mortal mind, the tear could not
214-32 Spirit's senses are w pain,
217-31 W--m'md, could the muscles be tired?
218-17 w faith in God's willingness
221- 8 a thin slice of bread w water.
221-15 w a vestige of the old complaint.
221-24 and he ate w suffering,
221-30 w the consent of mortal mind,
230- 3 Would you attempt with drugs, or w,
231-32 w Him was not anything made— John 1 ; 3.

241-17 error of the ages is preaching w practice.
242-26 one web of consistency w seam
244-20 w His entire manifestation,
247- 8 W a decaying cavity.
253- 6 without beginning and w end,
253-23 w hindrance from the body.

C 257- 2 If Mind is within and w all things,
262-25 even as light emits light w effort ;

266- 6 Would existence w personal friends be
266- 8 solitary, left w sympathy ;

6 271-31 "How shall they hear w a— Rom. 10; 14.

273- 6 w the divine Principle of
281-23 sin and mortality are w actual origin
287- 1 are w a real origin or existence.
287-22 w spiritual identity or
291-13 is unattainable w them.
303-25 w the image and likeness of
303-27 w a witness or proof of His
306-17 w a rational proof of immortality.
310- 8 w material accompaniments.
312-16 w Love, . . . immortality cannot appear.
312-18 w understanding Truth ;

314- 9 one Mind w a second or equal.
322-30 W' this process of weaning,
323- 3 w striving for them.
328- 4 that they, can live w goodness,
335-10 u)- the Logos, the jEon

o 34^ 4 thy faith w thy works,— Jas. 2 ; 18.

343- 8 w this cross-bearing,
353-17 W- perfection, nothing Is wholly reiL
354-19 shown by words w deeds,
354-20 are like clouds w rain.

355-26 W- this understanding, no one
p 371- 9 believed to be here w their consent

377-29 W' this ignorant human belief,

378- 8 W' the so-called human mind,
378-29 w the divine permission,
379- 1 w the consent of mortals,
381-26 will never be reached w the
384- 2 Can matter, . . . act w mind?
385- 4 undergo w sinking fatigues and
385-16 if w sin, can be experienced w
385-18 can do w harm to yourself.
386- 7 w mind to demand it

386-28 "Your sorrow is w' cause,"
399-20 W- this force the body Is

400-28 W' divine control there is discord,
402-32 a belief w a real cause.
413-18 w scrubbing the whole surface daily.
413-20 bodily cleanliness within and w.
427- 4 never w its representative.
438-24 w the inspection of

/ 446-14 w- destroying his own power to heal
447-18 w frightening or discouraging,
449-26 w the preliminary offence.

450-16 Few yield w a struggle,
451- 9 and think to succeed w the spirit,

454- 8 leads to the house builtw bands
457- 3 W giving it credit,

457-20 there is no excellence w labor in a
457-31 w exploiting other means.
461- 2 w food and raiment ;

464- 1 feels your influence w seeing you.
r 468-27 Life is without beginning and w end.
469-17 error, w intelligence or reality.
470- 8 infinite Truth w an unlikeness,
470-28 unexpressed— that is, w entity.
470-30 If man ever existed w this perfect
472-18 Error is a belief w understanding.
479-19 w form, and void ;

— Gen. 1 ; 2.

480-27 and «) Him was not— John 1 : 3.

483-31 w timidity or dissimulation,
486- 1 is w foundation in fact,

486-31 w God in the world ;"— Eph. 2: 12.

487-22 belief is blindness w Principle
487-25 "Show me thy faith w— Jas. 2 ; 18.

491- 4 a belief w actual foundation



WITHOUT 6S3 WOMAN

without
g 501-*
503- 6
£07- 7

52^18
523-29
531-22
S36-U
557-2
557-7

ap 560-18
5&t- 9

58t-28
577-25

and w Him was not— John 1 : 3.

w form, and void ;

— Gen. 1 : 2.

W' natures particularly defined,
"and w Him . . . was not— John 1 .' 3.

performed mentally and ur instruments
or that matter exists w God?
The illusion of sin is w hope
riioving and playing w harm,
where parturition is vr suffering.
w a correct sense of its highest
into a night w a star.

hated me w a cause."— John 15: 25.

o,i-.:j both within and ic",

ol 592-13 the proof that, w the gospel,

(see also bcginnins)

withstand
/ 224-31 No power can w divine Love,

witness
another

p 431-25
432- 9
432-20
438-19

b 208-10 spiritual sense can bear w only to Truth.

3.30- 9 and the letter and the spirit bear w,
bear w to the truth,
Material Law is a liar who cannot bear w
to bear w of that Light."— John 1 : 8.

Another w takes the stand and testifies :

Another iv is called for by the
Another w takes the stand and testifies :

Another W, equally inadequate, said

thefts, false w, blasphemies :— Matt. 15.

Nerve, . . . to be a false w.
and bearing false w against Man.

The next w is called :

The next w testifies :

19.

411-11
441-14

ap 561-31
faLse

an 100- *

p 437-13
438-12

nest
p 431-20

432- 1

principal , „ , , ,

p 43&- 1 The principal w (the ofiScer oi the

proved the
p 438- 8 proved the w, Nerve, to be a perjurer.

silence the
, ,

p 417-16 AVhen you silence the W against yotlr plea,

testifies , ^ tt i... .

p 430-28 a w testifies thus :— I represent Health-laws.

without a
b 303-27 would be without a W or proof of

a 54-13
s 134- 4

348-27

p 432- 6
436-5
437-11

C 514-20

witnessed
a 46-31
M53-12

witnesses
S 122- 6
150- 1

p 434-U
436-35
439-15
439-28

Wives
m 66-21

ph 176- 6

wizards
sp 70- *

woe
comes

pr 5-8
every

/ 236-20
bour of

ap 567- 4
bnman

/ 238-20

patient
9? 586-23

sbaaie and
ph 188-10

silent
a 36-14

wsni: and
sp 96-17
c 257-26

g 501- 9

In w of his divine commission, he presented
word martyr, from, the Greek, means w ;

would immediately w the full fruitage of

w to the crime of liver-complaint.
to reappear however at the trial as a w against
I proclaim this iv. Nerve, to be destitute of

as w the millennial estate pictured by

that by all they had w and suffered, .

I have never W so decided effects from

.contradict their false w, and reveal the
w and monuments to the virtue and power of

W', judges, and jurors, who were at the
One of the principal w. Nerve, testified

C. S. turned from the abashed w,
w, jurors, and judges, to be oSenders,

Husbands and w should never separate if^

attributed ... to the weakness of their w'.

w that peep and thai mutter;— Isa. 8; 19.

woes
/ 7/5-10 and destroying the w of sense

32^-28 as well as our disappointments and ceaseless w,
woif

<7 514-22 w also shall dwell with the lamb,— Isa. 11 ; 6.

ap 567-31 shows how the Lamb slays the w.
wolves

an 104- 6 and belied by w In sheep's clothing.

ap 567-2S These w in sheep's clothing are detected

woman {see also woman's)
accord
m 63-16 a marvel why usage should accord w less

adulterous
pr 11-3 When forgiving the adulterous w he said,

another
/ 247- 5 Another w at ninety had new teeth,

b^uiles the
g 533-14 beguiles the w and demoralizes the man.

bora of
g 529- 3 that man should be born of w,

born of a
a 30- 5 Born of a w, Jesus' advent in the flesh

g .552-15 "Man tha.t is born of a W— Job 14 ; 1.
"

clothed In light
ap 561-11 as a w clothed in light,

clothed wltb
cv 560- 7 a uj- clotbed with the sun,— Rev. 12 : 1.

create
g 528-18 and thereby create w.

creation of
g 528-26 supposed . . . basis of the creation of w

enabled
g 534- 3 This hereafter enabled w to be the
534- 6 This enabled w to be first to interpret the

EngMsb
/ 245- 3 sketch from the history of an English W,

fled

ap 565-29 the iv fled into the wilderness,— Rev. 12." 6.

God and
{7.533-15 mortal error, charges God and w with his own

goes forth
6 268-12 w goes forth to battle with Gohath.

helped the
ap 570-11 And the ea.rth helped the w,— Rev. 12; 15.

heip the
ap 570-22. In this age the earth wlU help the W ;

ideal
g 517-10 The ideal vy corresponds to Life and to Love.

ImpoTerlshedm 63-29 the wronged, and perchance impoverished, W
man acci

a 37-23 duty and privilege of every child, man, and W
g 516-21 Man and w as coexistent and eternal
529-10 both man and w proceed from God

gl 58S-12 man and w imchanged forever in their

noble
m 64-U lends a helping hand to some noble w,

peFt;ei7ed
a 29-28 and w perceived this spiritual idea,

persecuted the
ap 569-30 he persecuted the w which— Rev. 12 .• 13.

protection to
m 60-17 a barrier against vice, a protection to w,

riglsis of
. -__ -

,j,j^g rights of w acknowlaiged raoraUy,

and w comes in return for what is done.

good as the remedy for every w.

Truth and Love come nearer in the hour of i^;',

until we seek this remedy for human w
Gethsemane. Patient W ; the hmnan yielding

from shame and w to their final punishment.

a fewwomen who bowed in silentw beneath the

want and w, sin, sickness, and death,
to meet the demands of human want and W,
but richly recompensing human want and w

an 568-20 W- to the inhabiters of the earth— Rev. 12 ; 12,

gl 587- 3
Samaritan

sp 85-12
s 133-4

sick

pr 6-24

sp 86- 7

The Samaritanw said :

than that of the Samaritan W, who said.

Of a sick w he said that Satan had
he was answered by the faith of a sick W.

stood i)efore the „ ,„ .

ap 593-25 and the dragon stood before thew— Rev. 12 .• 4.

V 362- 6 A "strange w" came in.— Prov. 23 ; 27.

ph 195-27 "It was none other than God and that W
tbis ,. J T

» 36'2-ll thisw (Marv Magdalene, . . . approached Jesus.

364-28 do they show their regard ... as did this w 1

this poor , . , .

p 364-13 He even said that this poor w had

yoang
/ 245-13 and supposed her to be a young w.

m 59-10 nor should w be expected to ,, „ ,, „
s 107- * leaven, which a w took, and hid—

^I^^^-
13 •' 33.

117-32 "leaven, which a w took, and hid— Matt. 13 : 33.

158-31 A w in the city of Lynn,
159-20 sequel proved that this LsTin w

ph 184-27 A W, whom I cured of consumption,
/ 247- 4 A w of eighty-five, whom 1 knew,
p 363- 8 Did Jesus spurn the w ?

363-22 that remarkable declaration to the w.
389-29 In her belief the w had chrome liver-complamt.



WOMAN 584 WORD

woman
r 483-18 As V is but a species of the genera,
g 825- 9 In the Saxon, mankind, a w, any one;
528-13 and the rib, . . . made He a w,— Gen. 2:22.
529- 3 not w again taken from man.
529-15- And he said unto the w,— Gen. 3; 1.

529-17 And the w said unto the serpent,
— Gen. 3; 2.

530-13 And the serpent said unto the w,— Gen. 3; 4.

f<3i- 8 The w whom Thou gavest— Gen. 3 ; 12.

53.3-16 "The w, whom Thou gavest me, is responsible."
533-19 has grown into an evu mind, named w,
633-27 finds w the first toconfess her fault.

534-10 enmity between thee and the w,— Geri. 3; 15.

534-28 material sense, will bite the heel of the w,
534-29 and the w, this idea, will bruise the head of

535-6 Unto the ii'- He said,— Gfn. 3; 16.

557-17 the curse will be removed which says to W,
ap 561-22 The w in the Apocalypse symbolizes

562- 6 10', typifying the spiritual idea of

562-24 spiritual idea is typified by a w in travail,
565-19 represented first by man and, . . . last by w,
570- 9 water as a flood, after the w,— Rev. 12 : 15.

womanhood
/ 246-20 conspiracies against manhood and w.

womanly
p 397-30 will quickly become more manly or W.

woman's
s 159-16

p 363-13

womb
r 478-28 separated me from my mother's w,— Gal. 1 ; 15.

women
at the cross

a 49- 1 The w at the cross could have answered
few

a 36-13 a few w who bowed In silent woe
franchise for
m 63-21 If the elective franchise for w wiU remedy

would have considered the w state of mind,
detect the w immoral status

Jewish
gl 596-29

men and
m 62-18

68-6
sp 71-15
S 158-22

164-10

/ 225-29
247-15

248-5

p363- 6

won
a 39- 4

m 61- 6

sp 82- 9

S 109-20

ph 179- 9

/ 201-19
217-19
226-11
233-15
254- 8

b 290-17
326-17

O 360- 3

«448- 4

453-10

wonder
sp 76-4

80-29
S 136-28
r 487-12

<7 .501-11

503-15

ap 560- 6
562-29

Wonderful
S 109-27

wonderful
a 46- 2
s 137- 3
347- 3

358-28
r 483-29

ap 572-28

wondering
p 363-12

wonders
pr 13-23

sp 90-21
S 133-17
139-9

The Jewish w wore veils over their fac^

should become men and w only through
has created men and w in Science,
and you may see landscapes, men, and w.
and men and w become loathsome sots,

generally . . . are grand men and w.
Men and W of all climes and races
Immortal men and w are models of

Men and w of riper years and larger lessons

as was customary with w of her grade.

He w eternal honors.
or happiness will never be to*.

If splntual life has been w by the departed,
and I w my way to absolute conclusions
w only as man is found, not in
Christian perfection is w on no other basis.
and you have w a point in Science.
and that its freedom be w,
until thegoal . . . is assiduously earned and w.
is fought and the victory w.
happiness would be w at the
This point w, you have started as you should.

nothing is lost, and all is jc",

it w his humble desire.

and a higher basis is thus w ;

with eyes open only to that w,
and believes that this w emanates from
No w Herod desired to see the new Teacher.
centuries ago, and it wiU repeat the w.
that amplification of w and glory
Hence the eternal w,
And there appeared a great w— Rev. 12 ; 1.

And there appeared another w— Rev. 12; 3.

and his name shaU be called W\"— Isa. 9; 6.

did not perform many w works, until

but the ultimate of this w work was not
to verify this w philosophy
a belief that . . . these healers have W power,
by doing many w works through the
are inadequate to take in so w a scene,

they were w why, being a prophet,

the w wrought by infinite, incorporeal Love,
hashish eaters mentally travel far and work to",

the divine Principle wrought to" for the
was ushered in with signs and to".

wonders
s 1.50-13 Now, as then, signs and w 'are wrought in the

ph 185-17 strove to emiilate the w wrought by Moses.
/ 243-13 That those to" are not more commonly repeated
268- 2 has brought to light . . . many useful to".

t 449- 4 A grain of C. S. does w for mortals,

wondrous
a 42-21 the to" glory which God bestowed on Hia

wood
ph 199- 6 since muscles are as material as to" and iron

wooden
ph 193- 2 caused by a fall upon a to" spike

woodman's
o 368- 1 Is the to*" axe, which destroys a

Word
His

ap 560-17 whom God has appointed to voice His W\
inspired

a 46- 9 has spoken through fne inspired IF"
r 497- 3 As adherents of Truth, we take the inspired W'

Interpret the
g .537-25 Inspired writers Interpret the W" spiritually,

of God
/ 231-32 made by Him [the W' of God] -.— Jorm 1 ; 3.

b 335-11 the Logos, the ^Son or W' of God,
g .503-12 the W' of God, saith to the darkness upon the
525-18 were made through the W' of God,

of Life
ap 577-14 first, the W" of Life, Truth, and Love ;

of life
b 288- * have handled, of the W- of life,— I John 1:1.

spiritual import of the
b 271-30 spiritual import of the W- imparts this power.
<7 601- 4 chiefly because the spiritual import of the H^",

tenor of the
p 427-20 The tenor of the W- shows that we shall

the divine
r 480-27 made by Him [the divine W] [—Jofm 1 : 3.

was made flesh
350-24 "The W" was made aesh."— John 1 ; 14-

b 319-25 and the misinterpretation of the W'
o 350-31 the W' was materially explained,

ap 575-18 the W", Christ, Christianity, and divine Science ;

575-27 the W-, the polar magnet of Revelation ;

word
accepted Ills

6 316- 2 salvation to all who accepted his to'.

Adam
b 338-12 The to" Adam is from the Hebrew adamah, •

anthropomoTvh ic

g 517- 3 The w anthropomorphic, in such a phrase as
cannot hear my

6 292-21 because ye cannot hear my to".— John 8:43.
Christ.

b 333- 3 The w Christ is not propwly a synonym for
created with a

g 543-24 Did man, whom God created with a to",

(ihitu
b 340- 5 when the w duty, which is not in the onginal,

Engiiisb
a 32- 5 our English to" sacrament is derived from it.

every
p 410-11 every w that pr.oceedeth out of— Matt. 4." 4.

for man
g 517- 1 to" for Ynan is used also as the synonym of mind.

God
r 482- 7 gained by suhstituting the to" God,

God's
b 332-24 appointed to speak God's to" and to

graphic
a 52-14 Isaiah's graphic to* concerning the coming

Greeic
s 137-31 [the meaning of the Greek to* petros, or stone]
r 474-12 the Greek w rendered miracle in the

gl 598- 1 The Greek to" for wind (pneuma) is used also

hands
, , . „

a 38-15 Here the to* hands is used metaphorically.
Indicates

6 271-12 and the to* Indicates that the power of healing
Jesus'

t 446-22 enthrones faith in Truth, and verifies Jesus' to" :

hurios
gl 690-17 In the Greek, the to" kurios almost always has

Latin
o 32- 4 The Latin to" for this oath was sacramentum,

logos, or
g 525-19 without Him [the logos, or to"]

— John 1 .* 3.

mai'tyr
s 134- 4 to* martyr, from the Greek, means witness;
134- 6 to" martyr was narrowed in its significance

misplaced
b 319-28 A misplaced to" changes the sense
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word
or deed
m 59-21 remember how slight a w or deed may renew

/ 205-19 perceive the divine image in some w or deed

original , . . ,i.

sl 598- 5 Here the original w is the same m both case.*)

or phrase , ^ , ^ .

s 114-18 if a better w or phrase could be suggested,

proving' mr ,. j ^
o 34S- 3 for proving my w by my deed

reflection , „ „ , ,. ^ .-

b 301- 6 what C. S. means by the w reflection.

rendered . .„ . .

b 271-11 the w rendered disciple signifies student ;

Science
s 127- 1 author's aoplication of the w Science
127- 2 or questions her use of the w Science,

o 341-13 the application of the w Science to Christianity

Scriptural
sp 89-13 reaffirms the Scriptural w concerning a man,
gl 579- 3 the material definition of a Scriptural w
T 482- 1 substitution of the w sense for soul gives the
482- 8 In other cases, use the w 'sense,

sent His „
pti 16^ * He sent His w, and healed them,— Psal. 107 ; 20.

soul , ,

ph 196-13 shows that here the w soul means a false sense
T 482- 4 has adulterated the meaning of the w soul
482- 6 The proper use of the w soul can always

Spirit , ,. ^ ^ .

o 344-32 the w Spint. is so commonly applied to Deity,
spirit , . .

sp 93-25 The modifying derivatives of the w spirit
temple
ap 576-14 The w temple also means body.

tender
p 367- 3 The tender w and Christian encouragement

tUls
b 313-14 Using this w in its higher meaning, we may
r 468-19 as the Scriptures use this w in Hebrews :

g 502-24 This w beginning is employed to signify
ap 576-16 was familiar with Jesus' use of this w,
gl 598-12 but this w ghost is pneuma.

through his
p 364- 6 that through his w and works they might

through their
a 38-20 beUeve "through their w."— John 17: 20.

6 271-19 believe . . , through their w."— John 17:20.

s 114-13
124-11

ph 168-30
6 309- 4
330-32

O 359-19

p 421- 5

g 508-19

ap 568-18
575-30
577-32

words

involves an improper use of the w mind.
In a w human belief is a blind conclusioa .

Here let a w be noticed which will be
which, to use the w of the Psalmist,
with all the etceteras that w includes.
the goal which that w implies
Derangement, or disarrangement, is a w which
The w is not confined to sexuality,
and by the w of their testimony ;

— Rev. 12: 11.

the w gradually approaches a nigher meaning.
In the following Psalm one ic" shows.

about slavery
t 445-30 Recalling Jefferson's w about slavery,

apostolic
6 325-16

are blind
350-14

The absolute meaning of the apostolic w
Unless the works are comprehended . . . theic

are blind.
audible

pr 4-15 which, even if not acknowledged in audible w,
definition of

6 338-25 The dissection and definition of w.
ear trieth

s 115-8
employ

gl 59»- 9
faith in

/210-1
few
pref ix- 6
ph 195- 3

good
ph 167-32

181-22
Greek

r4S8- 7

g 517- 5
his

a 53-U
54-18

sp 94-18
350-12
350-14
330-ia

"The ear trieth w, as the— Job 34 : 3.

to employ w of material significance

superiority of faith by works over faith in tc'.

He finds a few w, and with these hd
taught to speak a few to'.

Substituting good w for a good life,

satisfied with good w instead of effects.

The Hebrew and Greek w often translated
two Greek w, signiiytng man and form,

His w and works were unknown to the
understood neitlier his w nor his works,
our Master confirmed his w by his works.
His w were the offspring of his deeds.
Unless the works are comprehended which hia tc"

The Master often refused to esplaia hia w,

words
his

p 439-16
r 473-28

big own
pr 7-4

In other
a 27- 6

46-16

sp T2r- 4

s 132-10
138- 2
200-21

c 257-18
6 340- 9

p 399-31

Jesus'
6 360-32

ap 573-32
mere

a 55-12

hia to- flashing as lightning in the
his acta of higher importance than hia w.

stronger evidence is found in hia own w.

In otherw : "Tell John what thedemonatration
in other w, rose even higher in the
in other w, mortal, material sense
In other w, he gave his benediction to
In other w, Jesus purposed founding hi9_

in other u)' the five senses,
in other w, divine Love.— Is the father of the
In other w : Let us hear the conclusion of the
In other w : How can I heal the body, without

the very basis of Jesus' w and
When you read this, remember Jesus' w.

clearer light than mere w can possibly do.
of divine Science

o 354- 9 The w of divine Science find their immortality
of Jesus

6 358-19 Why are the w of Jesus more frequently
g 539- 2 In tne w of Jesus, it (evil, devil)

of our Master
p 428- 7 is to prove the w of our Master :

of Sc. John
a 55-27 w of St. John : "He shall give— John 14 : 16.

of this prophecy
ap 558- * that hear the w of this prophecy,— Rev. 1 : 3.

of Truth
o 342-23 It speaks to the dumb the w of Truth,

our
pr 8-15
a 30-30
o 354-20

physician's
ph 198- 8

tender
m 59-17

the author's
t 452-24 simply by repeating the author's w.

gratitude, and love which our w expresa,
though they may not so construe our w.
If our w fail to express our deeds.

Is increased by the physician's w.

Tender w and unselfish care in what

these
an 105-18
s 137-29
o35*-23

torrent of
pr 13-19

these w of Judge Parmenter of Boston
gave him a spiritual name in these w :

she often listened with joy to these w,

overwhelming our real wishes with a torrent of
w

which indicate
g 604-18 w which indicate. In the absence of solar

without deeds
o 354-19 Inconsistency is shown by w without deeds.

works and
s 117-27

your
p 397-14

feebly transmits Jesus' works and w.

Your thought is more powerful than your w.

pr

sp
s

1-13
13-14
23-22
46- 6
89-11
116-24
161-20

6 332- 6
338-22
343-29

p 365- 8

ap 567-23

wordy
pr 8- 1

wore
gl 596-29

work (noun)
apostolic

sp 97-31
author's
pref viil-24
ever at

s 118-10
God's
ph 167-16

522-29

beaffng
ph 185-21

/ 217- 6

p 365-19
His

pr 3-9
/ 206-23

y 61*- 3

take form in w and in deeds.
Do we gain the omnipotent ear sooner by W
faith and the w corresponding thereto

Dy the w, which made their hearts burn

incapable of w that glow,
As tne w person and personal are commonly
the w of tne famous Madame Roland.
in w which he quoted with approbation
Here a dam is not a mere play upon w ;

Hence the mistake which allows u;-, rather thaa
finding utterance in such w as
The w "cast unto the earth"— Rev. 12: 13.

A w prayer may afford a quiet sense of

The Jewish women w veils over their faces.

the apostolic w of casting out error and

In the author's w, Retbospection anb

but thla leaven of Truth is ever at w.

What can improve God's w7
Scripture . . . declares God's w to be finished.

as a spiritual factor in the healing to',

may inform us that the healing w of C. S.

the healing w will be accompLished

His 10' is done, and we have oiily to
declaring that His to' wasfiniife^d.
Deity was satisfied with His w'.



WORK 586

work (noun)
His

g 519-23 God ended His w— Gen. 2 : 3.

619-24 all His w which He had made.— Gen. 2 : 2.

His own . , „. . .

pr 3-9 ShalT we ask the divine ... to do His own VD^^

his own „
sp 79-19 Jesus did his own w by the one Spirit.

holy . , L ,

g 52(V- 2i highest and sweetest rest, . . . is lu holy w.
Immense ^ ,. . ,

b 322-JO In view of the immense W to be accomphshed

a 45- 5 The magnitude of Jesua' u>;
life's

o IS- 6 He did life's w aright
Bia-galtiidia of his ,.,-,..

a £0- 7 overwhelmmg sense of the magnitude of his w,
meotal , ^ ,

/ 23&-27 People with mental w before tnem
MesslaaJc , . .

a 27- 9 God is the power in the Messiamc w
my

t 458-25 my w Science and Health for his textbook,
of eternity

pr 3-15 to understand God is the w of etermty,
©f G«d

, , ^ ^
ij 521- 6 All that is made is the w of God,

of the Master
s 136-22 and the great w of the Master,

of tf&ie

/ 23*-30 To reconstruct timid justice ... is theW of time.

of Truth . r^ ^
g 528-21 error now simulates the w of Truth,

of wisdom , , , ^ . , ^

sp 83- 5 claimed that they could equal thew of wisdom.
on me subject
pref ix-23 before a w on the subject could be
cur

pr &- 7 Calling on Eim to forgive our w
2 454-24 must " have her perfect w.'— Jas. 1 ; i,

463-20 Truth . . . has fuliilled its perfect W.
same

b 320-11 In the same w, the familiar text. Genesis vl. 3,

so great a ,.,.,.,
r 494- 6 so great a w as the Messiah a

their
a 47- 7 but on the divine Principle of their W.
s 145- 5 the lack of the letter could not hinder their w ;

this „
pre/ Lx:-2C Before writing this w. Science and Health,
ph 18&- 6 thoroughness of this w dttermines health.

o 355-21 statement that the teachings of C. S. in this w
t 460- 1 divine metaphysics as laid down in this w,

three days , ,

o 44- 7 His three days w in the sepulchre
Truth rtoes the ^ .

( 456-23 Truth does the w', and you must both under-
stand and

wonderful , , , , ^ ,

s 137- 3 but the ultimate of this wonderful w
wrong , ,, ^

/ 240-20 until all wrong u>' is effaced or rectified.

your
/ 248-18 Then you are haunted in your w by

a 28-15 Neither the origin, the character, iior the w
63-11 He was at W in divine Science.

S 137-10 Who oi' what Is it that is able to do the w,
152- 8 although they know not how the w ia done.
ICO- 1 should address himself to the vr of

C 260-14 and sets mortals at W to discover

p 376- 7 and does its w almost self-deceivfed.

399-18 A mJ-U at w or the action of a water-wheel
423-25 are now at w in the economy of being

t 458- 6 simultaneously at w on the sick,

r 483-32 the w must be done unselfishly.

fr QOO- * being fruitful in every good w,— Col. 1 ; 10».

work (verb)

pr 3- 7 It Is our task to w out the solution.
3-11 enables us to w out our own salvation* •

15-20 to w and watch for wisdom, Truth, and Love.
a 22-U " W- out your own salvation,"— PhiU2:\2>,

23-26 w out one's "own salvation,— Phil. 2; 12.

29- 8 It bids us w the more earnestly in times of

30-31 w out our salvation in the way Jesus taught.
sp 79-20 worketh hitherto, and I w."— John 5; 17.

90-21 mentally travel far and w wonders,
99- 6 "W" out your own salvation— Phil. 2 .' 12.

an 1C8- 3 to w ag^uiet the free course of honesty
s 103-32 set my thoughts to w in new chamiels,

ph 167-23 or to expect io w equally with
180-^20 even before they go to w to eradicate the
182-12 It is imnoasible to w from two sla.idpoints.
18^ 7 Erring human mind-forces can w only evil

work (verb)

ph 193-20

/ 233-10
245-19
254-22

C262- 1

o 345- 6
351-23

p 367-21
398-31
4^.2-25

» 443-10
444- 5

459^-20

worked
a 25-24

25-^
workers

c 263-2
worketh

a 22-12

sp 79-20
99- 8

t 445-24

S/588-4

working
pr 1- 6
a 26-32
TO 67-14

WORKS

informed that be went to w in tv.'o weeka.
The ages must slowly w up to perfection.
a useful hint, upon which a Franklin might W
and to w out the spiritual which determines
in which to vr out the problem of being.
and w through drugs to heal the sick?

they cannot iv out the Spirit-rule of
Xvaich, w, and pray that this'salt lose not
must come to tlie rescue, to w a radical cure.
"
\V' out your ov/n salv.ation— Phil. 2 : 12.

privileged to w out their own salvation
"All things w together for good— Rom.S: 28.

false practitioner wUl w loischief.

He w for their guidance,
our Master w and suffered to bestow

They believe themselves to be independent w,

for to this end God w with you,
"My Father w hitherto,— John 5: 17.

"for it is God which w in you— Phil. 2: 13.

The human wOl which maketh and w a Ue,
that which "w abomination— Rev. 21 ; 27.

Prayer, watching, and w, combined with.
w out the harmony of Life and Love.
Hoping and w, one should stick to the wreck,

an 103-15 w out the purposes of good only.
s 108- 4 by the effectual wof His power."— Eph. 3 : 7.

W' out the rules of Science in practice,
thus w against themselves and their prayers
for you are w out the problem of being
has its material methods of w,
Science is w changes in personal character
We are all sculptors, w at various forms,
the blisa of loving unselfishly, w patiently,
W' and praying with true motives,
xo counteract the w of a remedy
the necessity of w out his own salvation.
w lor the redemption of mankind.
solar system as w en a different plaa>
error, w out the designs of error ;

162-16

ph 182-24

/ 217-21
222- 5

238- i
248-14

C 202-23
b 3:!6-20

p 424-13
426-18

1464-11
r493- 5

gl 583-27

workings
pref xi- 7
an 101-21

ap 562-18

works (noun)
by his

sp 94-13
s 110- 2

by my
343- 5

r 4'J7-26

doSiig tlie

a 51-20
evil

pr 5-32
f^Uh by

/ 209-32

in the w, not of Spirit, but pf the
"The author's own observations of the w
which show the w of the spiritual idea

of

our Master confirmed his -words by his W,
and he proved iiis faith bj his w.

will show thee my faith by my w."—Ja3. 2 :

will show thee my faith by my w.''— Jos. 2 .'

but only through doing thew which, he did

and seek the destruction of all evil to".

18.

18.

It shows the superiority of faith by W
faith without

. , ^ ,. , » „„
a 23-15 "Faith without w is <lea,d."—Jas.S:i9.

good
342-27

her own
pref xii-!l

bis
a 54-13

Jesus'
s 117-27

131-29
modieal

ph 176- 4
179-24

mighty ,

pref xi-14 these mighty W are not supernatural,
a 37-17 in a« his ways and to imitate his mighty u)' 7

Had they so soon lost sight of his mighty-w,
in certain localities he did not many mighty w

to disown the Christliness of good W,

publisher of her own w ;

understood neither his words nor hia W,

feebly transmits Jesus' w and words*
Jesua' w established his claim

took up the study of medical vr
80 long as you read medical w

'destroy the w of the devil."— / John S.'S.

'destroy the w of the devil."— / John 3 ; 8.

49-10

p401- 1

of tltc devil

pr 5-30
r 474-30

of tba flesh , . „ ^ .r. t r .«
an 106-20 "Now the W of the flesh are— Gat. 5; 19.

of Thy hands ^ , „ , „ ,

ph 200-14 dominion over the to* of Thy hands.— Fsal, 8 ; 6.

on metaphysics . ^ ^ ..

s lia-13 W' on metaphysics leave the grand point un-?

touched.

t 457- 2 ©thor w, which have borrowed from this book
rather than

o 343-29 miotake which allows words, rather than w .
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works (noun)
recounting his

s 132- 1 recounting hla w instead of referring to hla
reimirkable

o 358-20 than are his remarkable w 7
that I do

pr 14-20 the »• that Ido shall he do also: —./o/in 14; 12.

a 42-31 theuj- that Idoshallhedoalso.''— Jo/inU; 12.

52-27 thew that I do shall he do al.oo;"— John 14 ; 12.

sp 93-4 the !c' that I do shall he do also,"— «/o/»n 14.' 12.

b 326- 5 thew that I do shall he do also."— John 14 ; 12.

their
pref x-30 lest their w be reproved.
without

a 22-26 nor by pinning one's faith without w
without thy

o 343- 4 thv faith without thy w,— Jos. 2; 18.

r 487-26 thy faith without thy w.—Jas. 2: 18.

wonderful
a 46- 2 did not perform many wonderful w, until
r 483-29 by doing many wonderful w through the

word and
p 364- 6 that through his word and w they might

words and
a -53-12 His words and w vteie unknown to the
o 360-32 on the very basis of Jesua' words and W.

pr 4-27 Audible prayer can never do the w of
o 350-13 Unless the w are comprehended which
358-23 great import to Christianity of those W

k 499- * 7 know thy w :— Rev. 3 ; 8.

cil 579- * I know thy w ;— Rev. 3 : -8.

works (verb)
m 67-12 the mariner w on and awaits the issue.
s 155-18 general belief, . . . w against C. S. ;

/ 251-12 Truth w out the nothingness of error
c 259-23 God. Spirit, w spiritually, not materially.
263- 8 and w only as God w,

o 342-19 which w according to the Scriptures
p 401- 2 Its own enemy, and w against itself ;

r 457-21 The belief that . . . is an error that W ilL
ap 561- 2 w out the ends of eternal good

world (see also world's)
acknowledged not

a 54- 5 'The w acknowledged not his righteousness,
ail the

a 37-29 "Goyeintoallthew.andpreach—A/arJt IS.* 15.
s 138-28 "Go ye into all the w, and preach—McrA; 16 .• 15.
342-10 "Go ye into all the w, and preach—Afarfc 16 : 15.

beglmiing of the
5 129-15 not since the beginning of thew ;"—Matt. 24 ; 21.

believes In
g 517-15 The w believes in many persons ;

citizens of the
/ 227-24 Citizens of the w, accept the.

convulses the

/ 223-14 The question, . . . convulses the to:
could not

a 63-16 The w could not interpret aright the
creation of the

r 479-31 from the creation of the w,— Bom. 1 ; 20.
describe the
prcf ix- 6 yet he cannot describe the w.
end of the

t 446-23 even unto the end of the w."— Matt. 28 : 20.
feels the

/ 224- 2 for the w feels the alterative effect of truth
flooding the

s 150-31 The hosts of .Ssculapius are flooding the w
foundation of fixe

b 317- 2 from the foundation of the W,"—Matt. 13; 35.
334-22 from the foundation. of the w,"— Rev. 13; 8.

ap 568- 2 Ever since the foundation of the w,
from the

pr 15-26 hidden from the w, but known to God.m 64-7 unspotted from the tc-." — Jas. 1:27.
f 243- 1 We may hide spiritual ignorance from the W,

guard over a
a 48- 6 held uncomplaining guard over a w

homage of the
a 42^10 Though entitled to the homage of thew

Is asleep
sp 95-28 the w is asleep in the cradle of infancy.

is benefited by
„ A ^63-?2 said to the author, "The w is benefited by
light of the

p 367-20 "Ye are the light of the w.— Matt, 6; M.
material

{see material)
mast grow

pr 10- 5 w- must grow to the spiritual understanding ofnew era for the
a 43-19 opened a new era for the w:

newly discovered
pref viii-32 in the newly discovered w of Spirits

world
of errof

pr 13-30 w of error is Ignorant of the world of Truth,
of seDsatlon

pr 13-31 w of sensation is not cognizant of
of sin

sp 32-31 In a w of sin and sensuaUty
of Tnith

pr 13-30 world of error Is ignorant of the to' of Truth,
outward
prcf be- 3 A child drinks in the outward u)'

overcame the
a 39- 5 He overcame the w, the flesh, and

overcoming the
pr 10-13 overcoming the if, the flesh, and evil,

physical
s 125- 1 of the physical body and of the physical w

revolutionized the
a 34-13 they would have revolutionized the w.

sigh over the
m 57-29 until it ceases to sigh over the w

sink the
ap 570-21 nor again sink the w into the deep waters

sins of the
s 150-17 to take away the sins of the w.
h 334r-19 taking av/ay the sins of the w,

this
pr 5-15 fuU award, but not always in this w.
a 2C-11 though we may never receive it in this W.

36-23 impossible ... for this w to bestowm 69-26 "The children of this i»- marry,— Z,uite20;34.
sp 73- 3 one person, living in this w,
an 103- 4 "the god of this w,"— II Cor. i:i.
f 225- 8 The powers of this w will fight,
c 267-27 Even in this w, therefore,
6 270-22 The pride of priesthood is the prince of thL<i w.
325-25 can never reach in this w the divine heights of

to battle
r 483-16 Science has called the w to battle over this

unJfHown to the
a 53-12 His words and works were unknown to the W

visible
s liS- 9 hidden in sacred secrecy from the visible W

was not worthy
a. 28-30 "of v/hom thew was not worthy,"— HebAl:38.

whoJe
a 4j- 9 for the salvation of the whole to- from sin,
o 344-22 one which should be presented to the whole W,

op 667-16 which deceiveth the whole w :
— Rev. 12 ; 9.

Vflclsed
vr 4-24 but in this wicked w goodness will

with the
a 28-26 Christianity to-day is at peace with the to'

a 47-22 the w generally loves a he better than Truth ;m 69-28 worthy to obtain that w,— Luke 20; 35.
s 136-10 His answer to this question the w rejected.,
153-20 the byways of this wilderness w,

f 209-10 The w would collapse without Mind,
213-22 He was a musician beyond what the w knew.
235-28 occupying the watchtowers of the w,
2-J8-20 The w is holding it before your gaze
252-24 says : . . . The w is my kingdom.

6 317-12 "If tliew hate you, >eknow tha.1— John 15 ; 18.
o 348-26 never supposed the iv would immediately
S54- 5 a^ainit "the w, the flesh, and the devil''?

p 379- 6 The real jurisdiction of the w is in Mind,
364-15 advice to a man who is down in the w,

T 486-32 and without God in the W ;"— Eph. 2; 12.

worldllness
t 459- 6 gain heavenly riches by forsaking all w.

worldling's
t 459- 8 nothing in common with the w affections,

worldly
a 21-25 the w man is at the beck and call of error,
s 142-23 purge the temples of their vain traflic in W

ph 168- 2 is a poor shift for the weak and w,
jf 2.38-23 arise from w weakness.
t 459- 5 achieves no w honors except by sacriflce,

worMly-minded
a 36-17 preclude C. S. from finding favor with the w\

world's
pref ix- 5 He is as sure of the w existence as he ia of his

own ;

a 47-10 The w ingratitude and hatred towards
48-17 Judas haxf the w weapons.
48-18 and chose not the w means of defence,
50-31 the w hatred of Truth and Love.
52-10 the w^ hatred of the just and perfect Jesu3,
53-13 and contrary to the w religious sense.

VI 65-16 Beholding the w lack of Christianity
world-wide

/ 226- 3 the banishment of a w slavery.
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writers
6 319-26

g 537-24

writes
a 45-10

/ 208-17
244-U

b 324-27
325-10

ap 558- 1

574- 5
576- 9

writing
pref ix-28 BeforeW this work, Science and Health,

written
pref ix-12

s 164-28

/ 242-23
T 496-27

g 536- 2

ap 558- *

661-30

wrong
disbelief In tbe

a 29- 8 and disbelief in the ui".

done another
t 44^ 7 The w done another reacts most heavily

freedom from
/ 23i>-29 because of their freedom from w

uninspired w, who only wrote
Inspired w interpret the Word spiritually,

Paul w : "For if, when we— Rom. 5 ; 10.

John Young of Edinburgh w :

Paul w : "The law of the— Rom. 8 : 2.

Paul W, "If Christ [Truth]— / Cor. 15; 14.

Paul w : "When Christ, who is— Col. 3; 4.

St. John w, in the tenth chapter of his
He w, in Revelation xxi. 9 :

Revelation x.xi. 22, . . . the beloved Disciple w

Certain essays w at that early date
the saying that is W,— / Cor. 15; 54.

for it IS w : "They parted my— John 19; 24.

the saying that is w,— ./ Cor. 15; 54.

In the Apocalypse it is w :

those things which are w therein:— Rev, 1 ; 3.

it is w, "There was a man sent— John 1 : 6.

greatest
p 308- 1

Intentlon&l
/ 251-28

learned the
b 320-28

meet the
b 327-23

positive
r 491- 8

practise
/ 253-18

right and
t 453- 6

g 531- 7

The greatest w is but a supposititious

Ignorance, like intentional w, is not

He learned the w that he had done

Moral courage is requisite to meet the w
a negative right and a positive w.

If you beUeve in and practise w knowingly.

Right and w, truth and error,
error, . . . that mind and soul are both right
and w.

self-evidently
g 539-22 exposed by our Master as aelf-evidently w.

pr 9-3 The w lies in unmerited censure,
ph 166- 6 the healing effort is made on the u>' side,

172- 6 and very much in the w.
184- 3 the conclusions are w.
195-27 Novels, ... fill our young readers with w

f 208- 9 a law of mortal mind, w m every sense,
240-20 until all w work is effaced
253-23 you can alter this w belief and action

b 314-32 Jesus proved them w by his resurrection,
318-26 If disease is right it is w to heal it.

322-23 A man who likes to do w
326-19 nothing but w intention can hinder your

wrong
6 340-26
O 357-20
360-4

p 396-20
397- 6
401- 4
407-17

£446-18
448-31
451-29
452- 5
452-25
452-32
453-28
454-16

r 489-29
491-10

whatever is w in social, civil, criminal,w notions about God must have
replies : "You w my experience.
weight of opinions on the w side,
mental influence on the w side,
nothing in the right . . . and much In the w.
Let the slave of w desire learn the
A w motive involves defeat.
To talk the right and live the w
controlling another from w motives,
The w thought should be arrested
by right talking and w acting,
the w power would be destroyed.
impresses more deeply the w mind-picture.
the w as well as the right practice.A w sen.se of God, man, and creation
spiritual individuality is never w.

wrong-doer
p 404- 6 by exhibiting to the w the suffering which
gl 597-24 Will, as a quality of so-caUed mortal raiad, is aw ;

wrong-doing
pr 5-3 Sorrow for w is but one step towards

the safety-valve for w.
If at. present satisfied with w,
from all penalties but those due for w.
The abiding consciousness of w tends to
which seems to make men capable of w.
How then has man a basis for w"t '

the to', and perchance impoverished, womaa

proving by what are w called miracles,
the inclination or power to practise w
and the consequent w of the opposite

St. Paul w, "Let us lay aside— Heb- 12: 1.w to the authorities at Rome :

Chaucer w centuries ago, yet we still read his
in his great epistle to the Galatians, when he W
who only w down what an inspired
One whom I rescued ... w to me :

and so we cannot ^asp the wonders w by
He w a full salvation from sin, sickness, and
in the miracles (marvels) w by Jesus
if it is w on any but a material andw wonders for the people of God
Now, as then, signs and wonders are w
believed tliat exposure . . . w the mischief.
strove to emulate the wonders u>' by Moses.
must be w out in life-practice,
m£.y think . . . that the Lord hath w an evil ;

know the great benefit which Mind has w.

w from Jesus' lips the awful cry,w from his faithful lips the plamtlve cry.

6-22
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years
few

/ 206-20 for the brief apace of a few y
In after
m £2-10 those parents should not, in after y, compiain

maay
pr 9-2 During many y the author has been most

grateful
s 107- 5 graciously preparing me daring manyv for the

/ 221- 2 For many y, he ate only bread and
222-17 For many y he had been kept alive,

p 380-22 Manyy ago the author made a , . . discovery,
montiis or

/ 237- 7 It might have been montna or y before
nlneteea bauiired

s 122- 9 exposed nineteen hundred y ago
/ 232-18 E.3 it did over nineteen hundred y ago,

of servitude
/ 226-22 wearing out y of servitude to an

riper
/ 248- ft Men and women of riper y and larger lessons

seven
pref xii- 6 During seven y over four thousand students
8U tbousaBd

ap 560- 3 typical of six thousand y since Adam,
soiar

/ 246-iO The measurement of life by solar y robs youth
SoQl-filled

dl 69&- 2 Eternity ia God's measurement of Soul-filled y.
tbonsand .. ^,„

504-23 with the Lord as a thousand y."— II Fet. 3 : 8.

504-25 whereas a thousand y of human doctrines,

01 598-21 with the Lord as a thousand y."~ II Pet. 3 : 8.

three
s 109-11 For three y after my discovery, I sought

threescore
/ 246-22 would enjoy more than threescore y and ten

two
pref xil-16 conviction that the next two y of her hfe

weary
/ 221-10 He passed many weary y m hunger and

sp 80-23

/245-8
245-21

6 333-18

yeast
« 118-24

yesterday
pr 2-32
a 37- 2

5 112-20
143- 3

/ 249-18
6 283- 7

322-15

^540- 6

yet
pref vii- 5

Lx- 5

pr 3-28
a 20-12

20-20
26- 5

32-22
38-13
53- 4

66- 5

67-11
80- 9
81-4
81-22
82-5
83- 3

87-23
60-21
92-32
97- 9
99- 4

5 107-16
112-28
122-10
129-26
132-19
132-32
139-11
153- 7

155-7
15&-7
164- 6
104-14

ph 165- »

172-13
174-16
183-11

m
sp

French toy which y ago pleased so many people
taking no note of y, she stood dallyy had not made her old,
without beginning ot y or end of days.

as y changes the chemical properties of meal.

"the same y, and to-day,— Hcb. 13: 8.

brings suffering as much to-dav as y
•'the same y, and to-day,— Heb. 13 .• 8,

to-day, as y, Christ casts out evUs
"the same y, and to-day,— Heb. 13; 8.

"y, and to-day, and forever."— Heb. 13.'8,

The necromancy of y foreshadowed the
"the same y, and to-day,— Heb. 13; 8.

y it traversed the night, and came
y he cannot describe the world.

y return thanks to God for all blessings,
and y be sensual and sinful.

Y' he swerved not, well knowing that

y Jesus spares us not one individual

y Jesus prayed and gave them bread.

addressing his disciples, y he did not say,
y there never lived a man so far removed
Wears y a precious jewel in his head.
Y\ acting up to his highest understanding,y the very periodical containing this

y this latter evidence is destroyed by
and y the producing, governing, divino

y we still read his thought in his verse,

y artifice and delusion claimed
y these are all there.

y their bodies stay in one place.
Do you say the time has not y come
the electric current sv/ift, y in C. S.

y to escape from sin, is what the

y remembering that in reality

y uses another author's discoveries

y these so-called senses still make
V" quite as rational are some of the
has not y been generally accepted.

y afterwards he seriously questione
but the present new, y old, reform
and y, with one drop of that attenuation
have not y divorced the drug from the
and y. as she lay in her bed,
or of therapeutic agents, ever y promulgated.
Much y remains to be said
nor y for your body,— Matt. 6: 25.

y this can be realized only as
the path for generations y unborn.
and y the Scriptures inform us tliut

yet
ph !!)!>- 6 and y neither a mortal mind nor the

196- 3 has not y found it true that knowledge can
/ ;^0':!-2S and y we rely on a drug . . . as if

2i7-U y if we turn to the Scriptures,
218- 3 y the body is as material as the wheel.
;'!9-23 and y misunderstand the science that
:.;0- 3 said : . . . and y I have continual colds,
L<22-i9 and y he continued ill

b 274-30 at a period as y unknown.
278-21 and y we say that Spirit is supreme
310-20 and y be Linmortal.
312-12 y you say that matter has caused his death.
3'2-t6 w" God is Love,
312-18 y God is Truth.
320-31 y in the latter days he should stand
.346-27 Y\ in your concept, the tooth,

o ?53-15 Time iias not y reac'aed eternity,
854- 8 and y deny C. S., when it teaches
S59- 4 Y' Scientists will take the same cases,
SCO- 7 y I would not exchange mine for
361- 1 Jew believes that . . . Christ has not y come ;

p 362- * / shall y praise Him,— Psal. 42 ; 11.
416- 9 Y' any physician . . . wiU tell you
423- 2 y this belief should not be

t 443- * and he will be y wiser:— Prov. 9; 9.

4^18- 1 and y to indulge tbein, is s. moral ofiense.
453-22 y serv^es evil in th<^ name of good.
460-10 Y' this most fundamental part of

r 474-19 y the Scriptures aver,
486-19 and y supposes Mind unable to

g £04- 8 though solar beams are not y included
606-29 Adam, has not y appeared in the narrative.
508-16 The feminine gender is not y expressed in
512-15 the externalized, y subjective, states
513-11 time is not y m.easured by solar revolutiona,
623- 1 Y' one might so judge from an
524-23 y God is reflected in all His creation.
£45-19 y this opposite, in its false view
552-20 but not y instructed by Science,

ap 570- 5 certain active y unseen mental agencies
571-14 and y have given no warning.
572-23 The Revelator had not y passed the
573- 3 v/hile y beholding what the
576- 6 while 'y he tabernacled with mortals.
676-28 not w" elevated to deific apprehension
576-30 Y' the word gradually approaches a

gl 598- 6 y it has received different translations,

pref viii- 6 must y to the harmony of spiritual sense,
xi- 8 the fleshly mind which must y to Science.

sp 98-23 until all errors of belief y to understanding.
s 151-29 y to this power, and foUcw the leadings of
152- 1 and must oy its own consent y to Truth.
162-11 it may y to the harmony of the divine Mind.

ph 176-30 are quite as ready to y to Truth as
178-21 must finally y to the eternal Truth,
189- 1 human or material senses y to the authority of
2C0-23 material senses must y to the infinite Spirit,

/ 201-10 fear, all sensuality, y to spirituality,
254- 6 or attain slowly and y not to discouragement.

c 256- 2 The finite must y to the infinite.

b 287-30 Their false evidence will finally y to Truth,
295-13 will at last y to the scientific fact
319-1! must y to the all-might of
339-22 so will our material theories y to spiritual

o 347-27 must y to reason and revelation.
353-21 we must y up. all belief in it and be wise.

p 371- 3 this so-called mind must finally y to
331- 6 than you are to y to a sinful temptation-
402-26 If they y to this influence, it is because

( 450-15 Some people y slowly to the touch of Truth.
450-16 Few y without a struggle,

T 471-11 y assent to astronomical propositions
484-10 supposed laws of matter y to the law of Mind.
493- 7 All the evidence of physical sense . . . must y

g 507-19 tree and herb do not y fruit because of

ap 562-14 y to the activities of the divine Principle
gl 589- 6 y to the spiritual sense of Life and Love.

yielded
6 291- 8 cannot come till mortals have already y to
303-31 When the evidence, before the material sen.ses y
326-24 only when his uncertain sense of right y
339-20 As the mythology of pagan Rome has y to a

t 450-17 reluctant to ackriowledge that they have y ;

yielding
a 39-14 overcame death and the grave instead of y

ph 1.S4-11 nor y obedience to it.

b 268- 7 Belief in a material basis, ... is slowly t/" to the
p 375-14 No person is benefited by y his mentality to

413- 3 The act of y one's thoughts to

p 507-12 the herb y seed,— Gen. l; II.

5U7-12 and the fruit tree y fruit— Gen. I ; II.

503-10 herb y seed after his kind,— Qen. 1; 12.

608-10 and the tree y fruit,— G«». I ; 12.

yield
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yielding
(7 518-8
gl 586-23

593-11

yields
sp 85- 5

ph 188- 1

6 281- 1

318-21
322-19
329-31
363- a

p 409-18
414-5
426- 3

r 485-24
489-11

g 'vl-t- 3
CD 578-31

677- 1

Cl 584-16

yoke

yore

the fruit of a tree ;/ seed ;
— Gen. 1 ; 29.

the human u" to the divine ;

material belief y to spiritual understanding.

when the latter y to the divine Mind,
only as the mortal, erring mind y to God,
ignorance which y only to the understanding
y to the reality of spiritual Lii'e.

his physical sense of pleasure y to a higher
tiU error y to Truth.
till the testimony of the physical senses y
the stronger never

{/•
to the v/eaker, except

it y more readily than do most diseases
when instructed by Truth, y to divine power,
If thought y its dominion to other powers,
y to the reality of everlasting Life.
This error, . . . y to Truth and returns to dust ;

human sense of Deity y to the divine sense,
y to the incorporeal sense of God and man
until every behef ... i/" to eternal Life.

g 555- 5 the physical organism under the y of disease.

5 132-20 To-day, as of y, unconscious of the reappearing
/22fr-29 the Pharaohs, who to-day, as of y,
T 481- 5 Like the archprieats of y, man la free

you
gl 539- 3 definition of

yoiiag
s 161- 8

ph 191-11
195-27

/ 244-23
246-10
2-45-13

2i5-24
245-25
24.S-23

p 412-28

g 514-24

Young, 3oh

/ 208-17

youngest

the Bible caae of the three y Hebrew captives,
"where the y child was,"— Malt. 2: 9.

Novels, ... fill our y readers with w^ongMan in Science is neither y nor old.
In this mental state she remained y.
and supposed her to be a y woman.
The bodily results of her belief that she was \f
She cculd not age while believing herself y,
proves it possible to be y at seventy-four ;

If the case is that of a y cliild

And the calf ajid the y lien,
— Isa. 11 ; 6.

John F" of Edinburgh writes :

c 261-15 as actively as the y member of the company.

youth
/ V^^i-^A. y makes easy and rapid strides towards Truth.
245-15 y sat gentiy on cheek and brow.
245-13 This instance of y preserved furnishes a
246-10 robs y and gives ugliness to age.

r 471-24 subscribed to an orthodos creed in early y,

zeal
pr 7-11
6 280-20

02 599-4

zenitli
sp 97-13

ap 66&-25

Z
"a 3* . . . not according to— Rom. 10: 2.

But behold the s' of belief to establish
definition of

until matter reaches its mortal z' la illusion
to rise to the z' of demonstration,

zigzag
a 21-32 By-and-by, ashamed of his s- course,

Zincum oxydatuin
s 152-30 Jahr, from Aconilum to Z- o\

Zion
ap 575-23 joy of the whole earth, \s. mount Z',—Psai. 48 : 2.

gl 599- 6 definition of
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A belief in death— a 42.

A belief suicidal— a 39.

Abiding in Life— 6 325.

Ablutions fof cleanliness— p 413.

A bright outlook— b 323.

Absence of Christ-pov/er— s 134.

Absent patients
— ph 179.

Absurd oracles— sp 78.

Accidents unknown to God— p 424.

A change demanded— s 141.

A clean mind and body— p 383.

A closed question— ph 171.

A cry of despair— a 50.

Action of mortal mind— ph 187.

Adam and the senses— / 214.

Adam not ideal man— 6 338.

A definite rule discovered— s 147.

A denial of immortality— sp 80.

Adherence to righteousness
—

( 418.

A divine response— s 137.

A dream vanishing— sp 77.

Adulteration of Truth— an 104.

Advancement by sacrifice— t 459

Advancing degrees— s 158.

Affection's demands— m 57.

Affirmation and result— / 219.

After the resurrection— a 45.

A gospel narrative— p 362.

A higher discovery
— p 380.

Aids in sicloiesa— p 395.

Ailments of animals— g 554.

Aim of Science— s 116.

A lack of originality— s 126.

All activity from thought— s 152.

All disease a delusion— o 348.

Allegiance to Spirit
— g 540.

All evil unnatural— s 130.

All faculties from Mind— r 488.

All force mental— s 124.

All nativity in thought — g 553.

Allness of Spirit— 6 331.

AUness of Truth—/ 209.

A mental court case— p 430.

A mortal not man— ph 200.

A mother's responsibility
— /236.

Anatomy and mind— s 160.

Anatomy defined— t 462.

Ancient and modern miracles— / 213.

Ancient confusion— p 389.

Ancient healers— s 145.

Ancient spiritualism— s 136.

Angelic offices— ap 566.

Anunal magnetism destroyed— pft 178.

Animal magnetism error— r 484.

Animal tendency— ap 563.

Annihilation of error— / 243.

Antagonistic questions— s 126.

Antagonistic sources— / 239.

Antagonistic theories— s 129.

Anthropomorphism— s 140.

Anthropomorphism— o 357.

Apathy to occultism— ap 570.

Appeal to a higher tribunal— p 434.

Appetites to be abandoned— p 404.

Arena of contest— sp 96.

Arguing wrongly — p 394.

Argument of good works— o 342.

Ascendency of good— m 61.

.Ascending the scale— ph 189.

Asking amiss— pr 10.

A so-called mind-cure— ph 185.

Aspiration and love— pr 8.

Assistance in brotherhood— g 518.

A stately advance— s 156.

Astronomic unioldings— s 121.

A t3T)e of falsehood— g 539.

Audiole praying— pr 7.

A useful suggestion— m 58.

Author's early Instructions— ( 460.

Author's parentage— o 359.

Automatic mechanism— p 339.

A vacant domicOe— r 478.

Avoid talking disease— p 305.

Awaken the patient— p 420.

B
Backsliders and mistakes— t 457.

Bad results from error— b 307.

Basis of health and immortality— b 339.

Basis of miracles— s 134.

Basis of true religion
— m 68.

Bearing cur sins— a 53.

Beatific presence— c 268.

Begin rightly— p 382.

Behest of the cross— a 20.

Being is immortal— g 553.

Belief an autocrat— 6 297.

Belief and firm trust— r 488.

Belief and practice
— / 202.

Belief and understanding— ph 183.

Belief in many gods— b 280.

Belief in physics— s 155.

Belief on the wrong side— ph 168.

Beliefs illusive— p 383.

Benefit of philanthropy
— p 385.

Benefits of metaphysics— p 380.

Benevolence hindered— m 64.

Be not afraid— p 410.

Better basis than embryolog^y— g 553.

Biblical basis— s 126.

Biblical foundations— 6 269.

Biological inventions— g 531.

Birth and death unreal— / 206.

Birthright of man— g 518.

Blessing of Christ— m 65.

Blessings from pain— c 265.

Blight of avarice— I 445.

Blissful ignorance— p 382.

Blunders and blunderers— s 149.

Bodily presence— pr 14.

Bone-healing by surgery— p 422.

Both words and works— o 350.

Brain not intelligent
— p 372.

Brainology a myth— 6 295.

Bridgeless division— sp 74.

Brotherhood repudiated— g 541.

Bruising sin's head— g 534.

Buried secrets— sp 87.

Cancellation of human sin— pr 5.

Careful guidance— p 429.

Causation considered— ph 170.

Causation mental— s 114.

Causation not in matter— g 552.
Cau.ies of sicliness— ph 165.

Celestial evidence— r 471.

Centre for affections— m 60.

Certain contradictions— s 118.

Certainty of results— t 459.

changed mentaUty— ph 168.

Change of belief— ph 194.

Chaos and darkness— r 479.

Charge of the Chief Justice— p 441,

Charity to those opposed— t 444.

Chicanerv impossible— t 456.

Childlike receptivity— b 323.

Children -:nd adults— s 130.

Children's ailments— s 154.

Children's tractability— /236.
Choose ye to-day— o 360.

Chord and discord— m 58.

Christian history— p 387.

Christianity scientific— o 342.

Christianity still rejected— sp 97.

Christian pleading— p 413.

Christian Science as old as God— s 146.

Christian Science discovered— s 107.

Christian standard— p 426.

Christian warfare— a 29.

Christian warfare— o 354,

Christ Jesus— b 332.

Christly warning— ap 571.

Christ rejected— s 132.

Christ's demonstration— a 26.

Christ's mission— / 233.

Christ's reappearance— sp 95.

Christ the great physician— p 442,

Christ the ideal Truth- r 473.

Churchly neglect— s 131.

Clairvoyance, magnetism— an 101.

Clay replying to the potter— p 429.

Cleansing the mind— / 234.

Cleansing upheaval— g 540.

Clergymen's duty—/ 235.

Climate and belief— p 386

Climate harmless— p 377.

climax of suffering— g 543.

Coalition of sin and sickness— /218.
Commands of Jesus— o 342.

Compassion requisite— p 365.

Complete emulation— a 37.

Condition of progress— r 495.

Conditions of criticism— o 355.

Confirmation by healing— r 488.

Confirmation in a parable— p 399.

Confirmatory tests— s 111.

Conflicting standpoints— sp 83.

Conforming to explicit rules— t 445.

Confusion confounded— b 268.

Conquer beliefs and fears— p 419.

Consecration required— b 325.

Conservative antagonism— s 144.

Continuity of existence— p 429.

Continuity of interest— t 454.

Continuity of thoughts— g 513.

Contradict error— p 391.

Contradicting first creation— g 526.

Contradictions not found— o 345.

Contrasted testimony— g 538.

Conversion of Saul— b 326.

Convincing evidence— a 43

Copartnership impossible— o 364.

Coping with difficulties— p 423.
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Corporeal changes— s 125.

Corporeal combinations— p 399.

Corporeal ignorance— pr 13.

Corporeality and Spirit— a 46.

Corporeal penalties— p 384.

Counsel for defence— p 434.

Cramping systems— / 226.

Creation perfect— /205.
Creation reversed— g 524.

Creation's counterfeit— g 527.

Creatures of God useful— g 514.

Cruel contiunely— a 49.

Cruel desertion— a 42.

Crumbs of comfort— /234.
Cumulative repentance— p 405.

Curp for palsy
— p 375.

Cure of insanity— p 414.

D
Danger from audible prayer— pr 7.

Dangerous knowledge— t 459.

Dangerous resemblances— sp il

Dangerous shoals avoided— ph 196.

Darkjiess scattered— g 511.

Dawning of spiritual facts— q M5.
Day of judgment— 6 291.

Deadness in sin— & 316.

Death and the body— ph 187.

Death an error— r 486.

Death but an illusion— b 289.

Death no advantage— 6 290.

Death no benefactor^- p 409.

Death outdone— a 42.

Decalogue disregarded— r 489.

Decapitation of error— c 266.

Deep-reaching interrogations— g 550.

Defamatory accusations— a 52.

Defensive weapons— a 48.

Deference to material law— g 5i9.
Definition of man— 6 302.

Definition of mortal mind— s 114.
Definitions of man— g 525.
Deflection of being— g 502.

Deformity and perfection— /244.
Degrees of development— ph 172.

Deity unchangeable^ pr 2.

Deliverance not vicarious— a 22.

Deluded invalids— /237.
Delusions pagan and medical— ph 166.
Demonstrable evidence— s 108.

Denials of divine power — /232.
X)erivativea of spirit— sp 93.

Desire for holiness— pr 11.

Destpjction of aU evil— / 231.

Destruction of all evil— r 495.
Diabolism destroyed— pr 5.

Diagnosis of matter— p 371.
Dictation of error— p 409.

Diet and digestion— p 389.

Diet and dyspepsia
— ph 197.

Differing duties— m 59.

Discontent with life— s 107.
Disease a dream— ph 188.

Disease depicted— ph 198.

Disease far more docile than inlquity-
pzn.

Disease foreseen— ph 168.

Disease mental— s 151.

Disease neutralized— p 422.
Disease powerless— p 378.

Disease-produetion— p 40J.
Diseases not to be classified— ph 176.
Disease to be made unreal— p 417.
Distinct documents— g 523.
Divided loyalty— t 462.

Divided vestments— / 242.
Divine allness— b 287.

Divine authority— p 395.
Divine energy— t 445.

Divine fulfilment— r 474.
Divine image— s 115.

Divine insight— p 363.
Divine metaphysics— 6 269.

Divine nature appearing— g 509.
Divine oneness— a 18.

Divine origination— sp 89.
Divine pardon— 6 339.
Divine personality— s 116.

•Divine personality— g 517.

Divine propagation— g 507.
Divine providence— g .530.

Divine reflection— s 115.

Divine Science misunderstood— A 50.
Divine sense of Deity— ap 576.
Divine severity— pr 6.

Divine strength— sp 79.

Divine study— / 202.

Divine synonyms— s 115.
Divine synonyms— 6 275.
Divine trinity

— 6 331.

Divine verdict— p 442.
Divine victory— o 43.

Divinity and numanity— ap 561.

Divinity ever ready— t 458.

Divinity not childless— 6 306.
Doctrines and faith— a 23.

Doom of the dragon— ap 564.
Doubtful evidence— p 386.

Doubting disciples— s 136.

Dragon cast down to earth— ap 567.
Dream-lessons— sp 71.

Dropsy cured without drugs— s 156.

Drugging unchristian— s 157.

Drug-power mental— s 155.

Drugs and brain-lobes— p 408.

Drugs and divinity— s 146.

Dwelling in dreamland— g 543.

E
Earliest investigations— an 100.

Effacing images of disease— p 396.
Effective triumph— o 25.

Effect of opposites
— p 401.

Effect of this book— p 422.
Effects of etherization— p 415.
Effects of fear— s 159.
Effectual invocation— pr 15.

Efficacious petitions— pr 4.

Efficacious repentance— a 19.

Efficacy may be attested— o 3-44.

Efficacy of truth— / 233.

Egotistic darkness— t 452.

Elementary electricity
— h 293.

Elimination of sickness— o 348.
Elohistic plurality— <; 515.

Eloquent silence— p 412.

Embryonic evolution— g 547.

Embryonic sinful thoughts— ph 188.

Emergence of mortals— g 552.

Emotional utterances— pr 1.

Eradicate error from thought— p 400.
Erroneous conception— (7 538.
Erroneous despatch— p 3S6.

P>roneous postulates— sp 91.

Erroneous representation— g 522.
Erroneous standpoint

— g 545.
Error defined— 6 303.
Error destroyed, not pardoned— 6 329.
Error not curative— s 143.

Error only ephemeral— r 485.
Error or Adam— g 530.
Error's assumption— g 530.
Error self-destroyed— /251.
Error's power imaginary— p 403.
Error unveiled— b 287.

Espousals supernal— ap 561.

Essential element of Christianity— o 347.
Eternal beauty— / 247.

Eternal man recognized— /252.
Eternity of Life— r 468.

Eternity of the Christ— 6 334.

Evanescent materiality— r 472.

Evenings and mornings— g 504.

Ever-appearing creation— g 507.

Evident impossibilities— /207.
Evil let loose— an 105.

Evil negative and self-destructive—ph 186.
Evil non-existent— r 480.

Evil not produced by God— b 339.
Evil obsolete— b 330,

Evils cast out— p 411.
Evil thought depletes— p 416.,
Exalted thought— g 508.

Example for our salvation^— a 51.

Example of the disciples
— o 313.

Exclusion of malpractice— t 410.

Excuses for ignorance— s 130.

Exercise of Mind-faculties— r 487.

Expiation by suffering— ap 569.

Exploded doctrine— s 150.

Expose sin without believing in It— t 447.

Eyes and teeth renewed— / 247,

Failure's lessons— i 443.

Faith according to works— $ 133.
Faith higher than belief— 6 297.

Faith of Socrates— /215.
Fallacious hypotheses— sp 79.

False claims annihilated— t 450.

Falae source of knowledge— s 159.

False stimulus— ph 186.

False testimony refuted— p 396.
False womanhood— g 533.
Fatal premises— o 351.

Father-Mother- b 332.

Fatigue is mental— / 217.
Fear and sickness identical— s 135.
Fear as the foundation— p 411.
Fear comes of error— g 532.
Fear of the serpent overcome— 6 321.
Fellowship with Christ— a 34.
Fevers the effect of fear— p 379.

Fidelity required— m 56.

Figures of being— 6 282.
Final destruction of error— & 328.
Final purpose— a 36.
Finite views of Deity— c 255.
First evil suggestion— g 544.
Five senses deceptive— b 274.
Fleshly factors unreal— r 475.
Fleshly ties temporal— a 31.
Followers of Jesus— r 495.

Footsteps to intemperance— s 158.

Forgetfulness of self— c 262.
Formation from thought— p 423.
Found wanting— sp 71.
Fruitless worship— o 351.
Fulfilment of the Law— ap 572.
Full fruitage yet to come— o 348.
Future purification-' b 290.

G
Garden of Eden— g 527.
Genera classified— g 556.
Genuine heahng— p 367.
Genuine repentance— p 364.

Geology a failure— g 510.
Gethsemane glorified— a 48.
Ghosts not reaUties— o 352.
Ghost-stories inducing fear— p 371,
God and His image— b 281.
God and nature— s 119.

God-given dominion— /228.
God-given dominion— p 381.
God invisible to the senses— s 140.
Godless evolution— ph 172.
God never inconsistent— /230.
God's allness learned-^ s 110.
God's creation intact—-m 68.
God's idea the ideal man— o 346.
God's law destroys evil— r 472.
God's man discerned— c 259.
Gods of the heathen— g 524.
God's standard— pr 2.

God's thoughts are spiritual realities-
g 514.

God sustains man— p 388.
God the only Mind— b 319.
God the parent Mind— b 336.
God the Principle of all— b 272.
Godward gravitation— c 265.
Good indefinable— /213.
Goodness a portion of God— 6 2M.
Goodness transparent— b 295.
Gratitude and humility— p 367,
Growth is from Mind— g 520.

Guarding the door— p 392.

H
Half-way success- ph 167.
Harm done by physicians— ph 198, !

Harmonious functions— r 478.
Harmonious Iffe-work— /2{».
Harmony from Spirit

— r 480.

Harmony natural— b 304.

Healing early lost— a 41.

Healing omitted— o 354.

HeaUng primary— a 31.
Health and the senses— s 120.

Health from reUance on spirituality-
ph 166.

Healthful explanation— p 396.
Healthful theology— s 138.

Heaven-bestowed prerogative— /253.
Heavenly supplies— o 33.
Heaven's sentinel— a 49.

Hebrew theology — b 315.

Help and discipline— m 57.

Help and hindrance— *28.
Helpful encouragement— p 417,
Heralds of Science— /223.
Hidden agents— an 102.

Hidden ways of iniquity— ap 570.

Higher hope— g 531.

Higher law euda bondage—/ 227,
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Higher standard for mortals— ph 197.

Higher statutes— b 307.

Historic illustrations— s 120.

Holy Ghost or Comforter— b 332.
Homer and Moses— ph 200.

HomcEopathic attenuations— s 152.

Honest toil has no penalty— p 385.

Horses mistaught— ph 179.

Hospitality to neaJtn and good— /234.
House of bondage— / 226.

How healing was lost— s 146.

How to treat a crisis— p 421,
Human egotism— c 263.

Human falsities— /212.
Human frailty

— ph 190.

Human power a blind force— ph 192.

Human reconciliation— a 18.

Human reflection— b 305.
Human reproduction t- ph 189.

Human stature— ph 190.

Hygiene excessive— p 382.

Hygiene ineffectual— /220.
Hypocrisy condemned— sp 85.

Hypnotic surgery— g 528.

Hypothetical reversal— g 522.

Ideal man and woman— g 518.

Ideas and identities— g 502.

Identity not lost— pft 172.

Identity not lost— o 302.

Idolatrous illusions— / 214.

Igrnorance of our rights
— p 381.

Ignorance the sign of error— g 555.

Ignorant idolatry— ph 186.

Illusion of death—/ 251.

Illusions about nerves— p 392.
Illusions not ideas— sp 88.

Illusive dreams— /249.
Image of the beast— b 327.

Images of thought— sp 86.

Imaginary cholera— s- 154.

Imitation of Jesus— b 329.

Immaculate conception— 6 315.,
Immaterial pleasure— sp 76..

Immortal achieval— a 41.

Immortal birthright— r 479.
Immortal man— b 292.

Immortal memory— p 407.
Immortal models— c 259.

Immortal sentences— / 225.

Immutable identity of man— c 261.

Imperfect terminology— s 114.

Imperishable identity— r 476.

Important decision— an 105.

Impossible coalescence— s 143.

Impossible intercommunion— sp 82.

Impossible partnership— 6 274.

Impotence of hate— I 454.

Inadequate theories of creation— c 255.
Incisive questions— a 33.

Incorrect theories— sp 73.

Independent mentality— p 397.

Indestructible being— 6 325.

Indestructible life of man— p 402.

Indestructible relationship— r 470.

Indispensable defence— / 452.
Individual experience— a 26.

Individualization— ph 173.

Individual permanency— c 258.

Indivisibility of the iimnite— b 336,

Inexhaustible divine Love— c 257.

Inexhaustible divine Love— r 494.
Infinite physique impossible— c 258.
Infinite Spirit— 6 335.

Infinity measureless— g 519.

Infinity's reflection— c 258.

Ingratitude and denial— sp 94.

Inharmonious travellers— a 21.

Inheritance heeded— m 62.

Iniquity overcome— t 446.

Injustice to the Saviour— a 54.
Inoculation of thought— t 449.

Insanity and agamogenesis— m 68.
Insidious concepts

— p 376.

Insistence requisite
— p 412.

Inspiration of sacrifice— a 54.

Inspired interpretation— g 537.

Inspiring discontent— a 53.

Instruments of error— 6 294.

Integrity assured— t 455.

Intelligent consecration— p 428.
Intentions respected

— s 151.
Interior meanuig— b 320,

Inverted images— 6 305.
laverted images and ideas— b 301.

Irreconcilable differences— o 356.

Israel the new name— b 309.

Jehovah a tribal deity— g 524.

Jehovah or Elohim— g 523.

Jesus and hypnotism
— ph 185.

Jesus as mediator— 6 316.

Jesus' disregard of matter— /210.
Jesus in the tomb— o 44.

Jesus not God— r 473.

Jesus not understood— r 473.

Jesus' own practice— s 148.

Jesus' sad repast— a 32.

Jesus' sinless career— a 19.

Jesus' teaching belittled— a 38.

Jesus the Scientist— 6 313.

Jesus the way-shower— a 30.

Jewish traditions— b 306.

Job, on the resurrection— b 320.

John's misgivings— s 132.

John the Baptist, and the Messiah—s 131.

Judaism antipathetic— s 133.

Judge Medicine charges the jury— p 433.

Juc^ment on error— g 535.

Jurisdiction of Mind— p 379.

Justice and recompense— g 537.

Justice and substitution— a 23.

Juvenile ailmenta— p 413.

K
Key to the kingdom— sp 99.

Knowledge and honesty— t 453.

Knowledge and Truth— b 299.

Knowledge of good and evil— sp 92.

Language inadequate— o 349.

Latent fear diagnosed— p 375.

Latent fear subdued— ph 199.

Latent power— p 378.

Law and gospel— o 349.

Lawful wonders— s 135.

Laws of human belief— ph 184.

Laws of nature spiritual
— ph 183.

Leaven of Truth— s 117.

Leprosy healed— b 321.

Liberation of mental powers— an 103.

Liberty's crusade— / 226.

Life all-inclusive— p 430.

Life eternal and present— p 410.

Life independent of matter— p 368.

Life never structural— 6 309.

Life not contingent on matter— p 427.
Life only in Spirit— / 222.

Life-power indestructible— a 51.

Life's healing currents— a 24.
Life the creator— 6 331.

Light and darkness— /215.
Ligl'.t preceding the sun— g 504.

Light shining in darkness— s 108.

Like curing like— p 370.

Like evolving like— 6 276.
Limitless Mind— c 256.

Living temple— a 27.

Loftiest adoration— pr 16.

Logic and revelation— sp 93.

Love and man coexistent— g 520.
Love casteth out fear— p 410.
Love frees from fear— p 373.
Love impartial and universal— pr 12.
Love imparts beauty— g 516.
Love's endowment— /248.
Love the incentive— t 454.

Loving God supremely— 6 32fr.

M
Malicious barbarity— ap 564.
Man governed by Mind— s 151.
Man inseparable from Love— b 304.
Man inseparable from Spirit— r 477.

Manipulation unscientific— ph 181.
Mankind redeemed— r 466.
Man linked with Spirit— r 491.
Man-made theories— 6 312.
Man never less than man— /244.
Man not evolved— / 244.
Man not structural— ph 165.
Man not structural— ph 173.
Man reflects God— / 246.
Man reflects the perfect God— 6 337.
Man's entity— p 369.
Man's entity spiritual— 6 303.

Man's genuine being— sp 91,
Man's present possibilities

— ap 572.
Mr,n springs from Mind— g 543.
Man unfaUen— r 475.

Marriage temporal— m 56.

Martyrs inevitable— a 37.
Marvels and reformations— s 139.'

Master's business— a 52.

Material beliefs— r 485.
Material body never God's idea— r 477.
Material error— b 277.
Material inception— g 544.
Materialistic challenge

— b 268.
Material knowledge illusive— b 274.
Material man as a dream— r 491.
Material misconceptions— 6 285.
Material mortaUty

— b 279.
Material personality— g 544.
Material pleasures— a 38;

Material recognition impossible— 6 284.
Material skepticism— b 317.

Mathematics and scientific logic— s 128,
Matter and animate error— p 408.
Matter impotent— o 358.

Matter is not inflamed— p 415.
Matter is not substance— c 257.

Matter mindless— / 210.
Matter not medicine— p 369.

Matter sensationless— / 211.

Matter's supposed selfhood— r 479.
Matter versus matter— s 145.
Matter versus Spirit— ph 171.

Medical errors— ph 174.

Medical worlcs objectionable— ph 179.

Medicine and brain— p 401.

Mendacity of error— g 554.

Mental and physical oneness— ph 177.

Mental charlatanism— I 458.

Mental conditions to be heeded— s 159.
Mental conspirators— p 405.

Mental contact— sp 86.

Mental crimes— an 105.

Mental despotism— an 103.

Mental elements— m 57.

Mental emancipation— /224.
Mental environment— sp 87.

Mental midwifery— g 528.

Mental narcotics— /230.
Mental preparation— r 493.

Mental propagation— b 303.
Mental quackery— p 395.

Mental sculpture— / 248.

Mental strength— p 399.

Mental telegraphy— / 243.

Mental tillage
— g 545.

Mercy without partiality
—

pr 6.

Mere negation— an 102.

Messiah or Christ— b 333.

Metaphysical inversions— s 113.

Metaphysical treatment— t 453.

Metaphysics challenges physics— s 161.

Methods of reproduction— g 548.

Methods rejected— s 143.

Millennial glory— a 34.

Millennial glory— sp 96.

Mind and stomach— /221.
Mind can destroy all ills— p 374.

Mind circulates blood— p 373.

Mind cures hip-disease— ph 193.

Mind destroys all iUs— r 493.

Mind governs body
— p 377.

Mind heals brain-disease— p 387.

Mind imparts purity, health, and beauty— p 371.

Mind is substance— sp 90.

Mindless methods— r 484.

Mind never limited— b 284.

Mind never v/eary— / 218.

Mind not mortal— / 210.

Mind one and all— r 492.

Mind over matter— s 160.

Mind over matter— ph 198.

Mind removes scrofula— p 424.

Mind's idea faultless— g 503.

Mind's manifestations immortal— sp 81.

Mind's pure thought— g 508.

Mind's true camera— c 264.

Mind the only cause— c 262.

Mind the only healer— ph 169.

Miracles rejected
— r 474.

Mischievous imagination— / 460.

Misdirected contention— p 380.

Misleading conceptions— a 28.

Misleading methods— p 397.

Mission of Christian Science— s 107.

Mistaken methods— sp 79.

Mist, or false claim— g 523.
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Mixed testimony— b 296.

Mockery of truth— a 39.

Modern evangel— 6 271.

Modes of matter— pft 1C9.

Moral courage— b 327.
Moral evils to be cast out— p 366.

Morality required— p 418.
Moral retrogression— a 22.
Moral victory

— a 21.

Morbid cravmgs— p 406.
More than profession required— s 141.
Mortal birth and death— c 265.
Mortal delusions— sp 90.

Mortal existence a dream— / 2S0.

Mortality mythical— g 546.

Mortality vanquished— p 427.
Mortal man a mis-creator— c 263.
Mortal Man sentenced— p 433.
Mortal mind controlled— p 400.
Mortal mind dethroned— s 152.

Mortal mind not a healer--- p 401.
Alortal mind's disappearance— / 251.
Mortal nothingness— s 126.

Mortals are not immortals— r 478.

Mortals unlike immortals— b 295.

Mortal verdict— 6 294.

Motives considered— an 104.

Mourning causeless— p 386.

Multiplication of pure ideas— g 512.

Murder brings its curse— g 542.

Music, rhythm of head and heart— /2I3.
Mutual freedom— m 58.

Mystery of godliness— s 145.

Mystical antagonists— s 111.

Mysticism unscientific— sp 80.

Mythical pleasure— b 294.

Mythical serpent— g 529.

Mythology and materia medica— S 158.

N
Naming diseases— p 411.

Naming maladies— p 398.

Narrow pathway— 6 324.

Native freedom— / 227.

Native nothingness of sin— ap 572.
Natural wonders— sp 83.

Nature of drugs— s 155.

Nearness of Deity— ap 573.
Need and supply— b 323.

Nerves painless— /211.
New earth and no more sea— g 536.
New era in Jesus— s 138.

New lines of thought— s 108.

New Testament basis— b 271.

No ancestral dyspepsia— ph 175.
No baneful creation— g 525.

No death nor inaction— p 427.

No dishonest concessions— t 456.
No divine corporeality— c 256.

No ecclesiastical monopoly— s 141.

No evil in Spirit— / 207.

No flestdy heredity— / 228.

No healing in sin— p 370.
No laws of matter— p 3S1.

No material creation— c 256.
No material law— ph 182.

No mediumship— sp 73.

No miracles in Mind-methbds— /2i2.
No new creation— c 203.

No pain in matter— p 393.

No perversion of Mind-science— p 421.
No physical affinity

— ph 191.

No physical science— s 127.

No proof of immortality— $p 81.

No real disease— p 393.

No temptation from God— g 527.

Nothingness of error— o 346.

Nothing to consume— p 425.

Not matter, but Mind— p 384.

No trespass on human rights— t 447.

No truth from a material basis— g 646.
Not words but deeds— ph 181.
No union of opposites— /229.
Novel diseases— ph 175.

o
Obedient muscles— s 160.

Obligations of teachers— t 451
Obstacles overcome— o 44.

Old and new man— 6 300.

Old-school physician— s 149.

Omnipotence set forth— o 345.
One basis for all sickness— ph. 177.
One cause supreme— b 278.

One government— sp 73.

One primal cause— /207.
One school of Tnith— s 112.
One supremacy— o 357.

Only one standard— g 5.?9.

Only salt and water— s 153.

On sandy foundations— s 112.

Ontology needed— s 129.

Ontology defined— t 460.

Ontology versus physiolo^— g 558.

Opacity of the senses— s 117.

Opponents benefited— s 139.

Opposing conditions— sp 74.

Opposing mentality— p 424.

Opposing power— sp 92.

Opposing testimony— s 122.

Opposite symbols— 6 282.

Opposition of materialists— 6 314.

Optical illustration of Science— s 111.

Organic construction valueless— r 489.

Original reflected— g 505.

Origin of pain
— s 153.

Our angelic messengers— b 299.
Our belief and understanding— /203.
Our con.gciou3 development— <; .554.

Our footsteps heavenward— p 426.
Our modern Eves— ph 176.

Our physical insensibility to Spirit— b 284.
Our sleep and food— p 385.

Paean of jubilee— ap 568.
Painful prospect— a 31.

Fangs caused by the press— ph 197.

Pantheistic tendencies— 6 279.

Parable of the creditor— p 363.
Paradise regained

— ph 171.

Pardon and amendment— pr 6.

Patience and final perfection— /254.
Patience is wisdom— m 66.

Patient waiting— / 238.

Paul's enlightenment— 6 324.

Paul's experience— /217.
Penitence or hospitality

— p 364.
Pentecostal power— a 47.

Pentecost repeated— a 43.

Perceiving the divine image— / 205.

Peremptory demands— 6 327.

Perermial beauty— s 121.

Perfect example
— a 20.

Perfection gained slowly— /233.
Perfection of creation— g 519.

Perfection of divine government— an 104.

Perfection requisite— 6 276.
Perfect models— / 248.

Perfunctory prayers— pr 10.

Permanent affection— m 60.

Permanent obligation
— m 59.

Permanent sensibility— r 486.

Perp3tual motion— / 240.

Perpetual youth— / 243.

Persecution harmful— ap 560.

Persecution prolonged— a 28.

Persistence of species
— g 552.

Personal conclusions— an 101.

Personal confidence— o 3.58.

Personal experience— o 343.

Personal identity
— /216.

Pertinent proposal— sill.
Perusal and practice— s 147.

Phenomena explained— sp 86.

Philological inadequacy— s 115.

Philosophical blunders— /250.
Physical falsities— sp 80.

Physical science a blind belief— 3 124.

Physicians' privilege
— / 235.

Physiology deficient— s 148.

Physiology or Spirit
—

pft 182.

Physiology unscientific— ph 178.

Pilate's question— a 48.

P*oison defined mentally— ph 177.

Poor post-mortem evidence— sp 81.

Positive reassurance— p 420.

Possibilities of Life— r 489.

Powerless promises— m 65.

Power of habit— ph 164.

Power of imagination— p 379.

Practical arguments-^ o 355.

Practical preaching— / 201,
Practical religion

— pr 9.

Practical Science— s 128.

Practical success— s 162.

Prayer for the sick— pr 12.

Prayerful ingratitude— pr 3.

Prediction of a naturalist— g 548.

Present salvation— a 39.

Priestly learning— s 133.

Priestly pride humbled— / 228.
Primitive error— f> 292.

Principle and practice— s 113.
Profession and proof— / 233.

Progeny cursed— g 532.

Pro;rres3 and purgatory— sp 77.
Progress demanded— / 240.

Progressive development— m 64.
Promise perpetual— b 328.
Proof by induction— t 461.
Proof from miracles— o 343.
Proof iriven in healing— g 547.
Proof in practice— a 26.

Propensities inherited— m 61.

Proper self-government- on 108.
Proper stimulus— p 420.

Prophetic ignorance— b 270.
Ptolemaic and psychical error— s 123.
Public exaggerations— pr 13.

Pulmonary misbeliefs— ph 175.
Pure religion enthroned— ap 571.

Purity of science— t 457.

Purity's rebuke— a 52.

Purity the path to perfection— b 337.
Purpose of crucifixion— a 24.

Q
Qualities of thought— g 514.

Question of precedence— s 142.

R
Radical changes— a 24.

Raising the dead— sp 75.

Rapidity of assimilation— t 462.
Rarefaction of thought— g 509.

Reading" thoughts— sp 82.
Real and counterfeit— p 368.
Real and unreal identity— sp 70.
Real being never lost— /215.
Reality— s 116,

Real Life is God— sp 76.

Real versus unreal— r 466.
Reason and Science— r 494.
Rebukes helpful— a 30.

Receptive hearts— ap 570.

Recognition of benefits— p 372.
Recollected friends-^ sp 87.
Record of error— g 526.
Recreant disciples— a 27.

Recuperation mental— p 384.

Redemption from selfisriness— /205.
Reduction to system— s 147.
Reflected likeness— g 515.
Reflection of Spirit— r 477.

Refuge and strength— t 444.

Rejected theories— b 269.

Relapse unnecessary— p 419.
Reliable authority— t 452.

Reluctant guests— s 130.

Remedy for accidents— p 397.

Remedy for fever— p 376.
Remission of penalty— pr U.
Renewed seifliood— / 249.

Reputation and character— a 53.

Requisite change of our ideals— c 280.
Resist to the end— p 406.

Resting in holy work— g 519.
Restrictive regulations— s 161.
Results of faith in Truth— p 368.
Retribution and remorse— g 542.
Revelation of Science— sp 98.

Revelation's pure zenith— ap 576.
Reversal of testimony— s 120.

Reversible propositions— s 113.

Right adjusts the balance— t 449.

Right endeavor' possible— / 253.

Righteous foundations— m 65.

Righteous rebellion— p 391.

Righteous retribution— a 36.

Right interpretation— s 124.

Right methods— an 106.

Right motives— pr 2.

Right never punishable— p 387.

Right views of humanity— /239.
Rise ol thought— ph 174.

Rising to the light
— g 509.

Rudiments and growth— r 495.

s
Sacred sacrament— o 32.

SaJutary sorrow— m 66.

Salvation and probation— t29l.
Salvation is through reform - b 985.

Saving the inebriate— b 322.
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Saviour's prediction— a 52.

Science and Christianity— s 1?7.

Science as foreign to all religion— sp 98.

Science obscured— s 139.

Science the way— r 483.

Science versus hj'pnotiam— p 375.

Science versus sense— 6 273.

Scientific and Biblical facts— o 353.

Scientific basis— s 123.

Scientific beginning— /219.
Scientific consistency— o 354.

Scientific corrective— p 423.

Scientific evidence— s 109.

Scientific finalities— sp 90.

Scientific foreknowing— sp 84.

Scientific foreseeinfj
— sp S4.

Scientific foresight— pli 169.

Scientific improvisation— sp 89.

Scientific man— sp 94.

Scientific obstetrics— / 463.

Scientific offspring
— g 539.

Scientific phenomena— sp 72.

Scientific purgation— b 290.

Scientific terms— s 127.

Scientific translations— r 485.

Scientific ultimatum— r 492.

Scriptural allegory— g 530.

Scriptural foundations— s 110.

Scriptural perception— g 548.

Scripture rebukes— p 389.

Scriptures misinterpreted— 6 319.

Searching the heart— pr 8.

Seclusion of the author— t 464.

Second death— sp 77.

Second sight
—

sp 87.

Sectarianism and opposition— /224.'
Sedatives valueless— p 416.

Seeming and being— s 123.

Seemingly independent authority—/ 208.

Self-completeness— c 264.

Self-constituted law— / 229.

Self-improvement— b 297.

Selfishness and loss— s 142.

Self-reliance and confidence— a 23..

Sensationless body— ft 280.

Sense and pure Soul— r 481.

Sense-dreams— b 312.

Sense versus Soul— r 486.

Sense yields to understanding— ph 188.

Serapbic symbols— g 512.

Servants and masters— /216.
Service and worship— a 40.

Serving two masters— o 346.

Severed members— 6 295.

Shame the effect of sin— g 532.

Sickness akin to sin— /218.
Sickness as discord— 6 318.

Sickness as only thought— /208.
Sickness erroneous— r 482.

Sickness from mortal mind— /229.
Sickness will abate— p 406.

Signs following
— / 232.

Sin a form of insanity— p 407
Sin and penalty— a 40.

Sin destroyed through suffering— ph 196.

Sin is punished— 6 290.

Sinlessness of Mind, Soul— r 467
Sin only of the flesh— 6 311.

Sin or fear the root of sickness— p 404.

Sin to be overcome— p 391.

Skilful surgery— p 401.

Slavery abolished— / 225.

Sleep an illusion— r 490.

Soaring aspirations— 5 511.

So-caUed superiority
— p 409.

Society and intolerance— /238.
Soil and seed— / 237.

Solitary research— s 109.

Some lessons from nature— / 240.

Sonship of Jesus— r 482.

Sorrow and refoi'mation— pr 5.

Soul and sense— s 144.

Soul and Spirit one— 6 335.
Soul defined— r 482.
Soul greater than body— / 223.
Soul impeccable— 6 311.
Soul imperishable— b 310.
Soul not confined in body— r 467.
Soundness maintained— p 425.
Source of all life and action— b 283.
Source of calmness— p 366.

Source of contagion— s 153.

Speedy healing— p 355.

Spirit and flesh— g 534.

Spirit intangible— sp. 78.

Spirit names and blesses— g 566.

Spirits obsolete— sp 72.

Spirit the one Ego— / 250.

Spirit the only intelligence and substance— /204.
Spirit the starting-point— 6 275.

Spirit the tangible— o 352.

Spirit transforms— / 241.

Spiritual and material— g 540.

Spiritual ascension— a 46.

Spiritual awakening— sp 95.

Spiritual baptism— /242.
Spiritual conception— a 29.

Spiritual concord— m 60.

Spiritual discovery— c 260.

Spiritual Eucharist— a 35.

Spiritual existence the one fact— r 491.

Spiritual firmament— g 505.

Spiritual foreshadowings— sp 98.

Spiritual freedom— ph 191.

Spiritual friendship— a 54.

Spiritual gateway— g 538.

Spiritual government— b 316.

Spiritual guidance— ap 566.

Spiritual harmony— g 503.

Spiritual idea crowned— ap 562.

Spiritual idea revealed— ap 562.

Spiritual ideas apprehended— g 510.

Spiritual ignorance— /251.
Spiritual insight

— sp 95.

Spiritual interpretation— a 46.

Spiritual interpretation— g 501.

Spirituality of Scripture
— b 272.

Spiritualized consciousness— pr 14.

Spiritual language— s 117.

Spiritual law the only law— 6 273.

Spiritual meaning— 354.

Spiritual narrative— g 521.

Spiritual offspring— 6 289.

Spiritual oneness— 6 334.

Spiritual origin— m 63.

Spiritual overture— g 502.

Spiritual power— m 67.

Spiritual proofs of existence— C 264.

Spiritual reflection— r 479.

Spiritual refreshment— a 32.

Spiritual sanctuary— pr 15.

Spiritual sense of life— s 122.

Spiritual spheres— g 513.

Spiritual structure— b 283.

Spiritual subdivision— g 510.

Spiritual sunlight— ap 561.

Spiritual synonyins— r 468.

Spiritual tangibility— 6 279.

Spiritual thoughts— b 286.

Spiritual translation— / 209.

Spiritual universe— s 116.

Spiritual wedlock— ap 574.-

Spirit versus darkness— g 504.

Stages of existence— g 550.

Standard of liberty— / 227.

Standpoint revealed— /239.
Standpoints changed— 6 322.

Starvation and dyspepsia— /221.
Steadfast and calm trust— r 495.

Strong position— o 344.

Students' ingratitude— a 49.

Studious disciples— b 271.

Study of medicine— t 443.
Sublime summary— s 138.

Subordination of evil— / 207.
Substance is Spirit

— 6 278.

Substance spiritual— o350.
Substance versus supposition— 6 278.

Suffering inevitable— a 40.

Suicide and sin— / 203.

Summit of aspiration— pr 9.

Superiority to sickness and sin— /231.
Superior law of Soul— m 62.

Superstition obsolete— o 353.

Supported by facts— o 341.
Sure reward of righteousness— /203.
Sustenance spiritual— p 388.

Teachers' functions— /235.
Teaching children— / 237.

Temperance reform—p 404.

Temperature is mental— p 374.

Temple cleansed— s 142.

Terms adopted by the author— r 483.

Testimony of martyrs— s 134.

Testimony of medical teachers— s 162.

Testimony of sense— / 252.

Testimony of Soul— /253.
Testimony of the senses— s 122.

Tests in our day— s 149.

The action of faith— p 398.

The age's privil<?fre
— sp 93.

The armor of divinity— ap 571.

The ascent of species— g 551.

The author's e.xperimenta in medicina—
s 152.

The beguiling first lie— g 533.

The bodily resurrection— b 314.
The central intelligence— 6 310.
The chalice sacrificial— pr 9.

The chief stones in the temple— b 288.
The Christ-element— 6 2S3.

The Christian's privilege— g 556.
The Christ-mission— s 136.

The Christ treatment— p 369.
The city foursquare— ap 575.
The city of our God— ap 577.

The clouds dissolving— g 548.

The conflict with purity— ap 565.

The counterfeit forces— b 293.

The cross and crown— / 254.

The cup of Jesus— 6 317.

The cure of infants— p 412.
The curse removed— g 557.
The darkest hours of all— sp 00.

The dpific definitions— b 330.

The deific naturalism— a 44.

The deific supremacy— 6 330.

The demonstration lost and found— s 110.
The divine and human contrasted— s 118..

The divine authority— ph 168.

The divine completeness— b 275.

The divine Ego— b 336.

The divine image not lost— c 259.

The divine life-link— o 350.

The divine loveliness— / 247.

The divine Principle and idea— 6 333.

The divine reflection— b 300.

The divine standard of perfection— r 470.
The doom of sin—/ 241.

The dragon as a type— ap 563.

The effect of names— ph 177.

The error of carnality— s 131.

The evil of mesmerism— p 402.
The fall of error— g 536.

The Fatherhood of God— a 29.
The fruit forbidden— r 481,
The genus of error— an 103.

The gold and dross— m 66.

The great conflict— b 288.

The great question— b 308.
The holy struggle— a 33.

The hopeful outlool:— b 330.

The human coimterfeit— b 285.

The immortal birth— ph 191.

The important decision— ph !8I.

The infinite one Spirit— sp 70.

The infinitude of God— c 267.

The invalid's outlook— ph 180.

The kingdom within— r 476.

The last breakfast— a 34.

The leaves of healing— p 403.
The lungs re-formed^ p 425.

The main purpose— s 150.

The man of anatomy and of theology—
s 148.

The Mind creative— m 62.

The Mind unbounded— sp 84.

The miracles of Jesus— s U7.
The misuse of mental pov/er— an 105.

The modus of homoeopathy— s 157.

The new Evangel— ap 558.

The one anointed— b 313.

The one divine method— o 344.

The one divine Mind— b 335.

The one only way
— / 242.

The one real power— ph 192.

The only substance— b 335.

Theories helpless— r 490.

The origin of divinity^ g 5J5.

The panoply of wisdom— t 453.

The prayer of Jesus Christ— pr 16.

The present immortality— p 4^8.

The question of the ages— /223.
The real and the unreal— 353.

The real manhood— b 336.

The real pillory
— a 50.

The real producer— 5 551.

The reflex phenomena— /220.
The right motive and its reward— t 464.

The rights of woman— m 63.

The robe of Science— ap 569.

The royally divine gates— ap 575.

The salt of the earth— p 367.

The senses of Soul— / 214.
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The serpent harmless— g 515.

The serpent of error— /216.
The serpent's whisper— b 307.

The shrine celestial— ap 576.

The so-called physical ego— p 416.

The sole governor— r 469.

The Son of God— 6 332.

The Son's duality— b 334.

The spiritual mathematics— pr 3.

The sting of the serpent-*- ap 563.

The stone roUed away— a 45.

The story of error— g 521.

The strength of Spirit
— p 393.

The struggle and victory— s 145.

The sun and Soul— s 119.

The tares and wheat— b 300.

The test of experience— r 471.

The things of God are beautiful— b 280.

The thorns and flowers— a 41.

The three processes— g 549.

The time and tide— s 125.

The traitor's conspiracy— a 47.

The true and living rock— s 137.

The true healing— / 230. ,

The true new idea— 6 281.

The true physician— p 366.

The true sense— c 262.

The true sonShip— b 315.

The true worship— s 140.

The trust of the All-wise— t 455,
The two masters— ph 167.

The two records— g 522.

The unity of Science and Christianity-
s 135.

The universal cause— 6 331.
The uses of truth— / 201.

This volume indispensable— ( 456.

Thought-angels— b 298.

Thought-forms— 6 306.

Thought regarding death— sp 79.

Thoughts are things— c 261.

Thought seen as substance— 6 310.

Thought-transference— an 103.

Three classes of neophytes— t 450.

"To-day's lesson— ap 560.

Touclitone of Science— t 450.

Trance speaking illusion— sp 88.

Transient potency of drugs— p 370.
Transitional qualities— s 115.

Transition and reform— m 65.

Transmitted peculiarities— g 551.

Travail and joy— ap 56J.

Treasure in heaven— t 451.

Treatment of disease— p 390.

Tritheism impossible— c 256.

Triumph over death— r 496.

True attaiimient— g 536.

True estimate of God's messenger-
ap 560.

True flesh and blood— a 25.

True government of man— p 420.

True neaUng transcendent— r 483.
True idea of man— 6 337.

True hfe eternal— / 246.

True nature and origin— r 490.

True sense of infinitude— r 469.

True theory of the universe— g 547.

Trustworthy beneficence— pr 15.

Truth an alterative— s 162.

Truth annihilates error— pr 11.

Truth antidotea error— o 346.

Truth a present help— o 351.

Truth by inversion— s 129.

Truth calms the thought— p 415.
Truth demonstrated— 6 337.

Truth desecrated— p 365.

Truth destroys falsity
— r 474.

Truthful arguments— p 418.
Truth is not ifiverted— b 282.

Truth's grand results— t 448.

Truth's ordeal— / 225.

Truth's volume— ap 559.

Truth's witness— b 298.

Trysting renewed— m 59.

Two chief commands— r 467.
Two claims omitted— s 142.

Two different artists— o 359.

Two infinite creators absurd— o 357.

u
Ultimate harmony— p 390.

Unchanging Principle— s 112.

Understanding imparted— g 505.

Understanding versus belief— r 487.
Undesirable records.— /246.
Unescapable dilemma— s 119.

Unfair discrimination— m 63.

Unfolding of thoughts— g 506.

Unhesitating decision— t 463.

Unimproved opportunities— / 238.
Universal brotherhood— b 276.
Universal panacea— p 407.

Unnatural Ueflectiona— sp 78.

Unnecessary prostration— p 390.
Unrealities that seem real— r 472.

Unreality— s 115.

Unreality of pain— c 261.

Unscientific introspection— b 31J.
Unscientific investiture—sp 75.
Unscientific theories— /204.
Unspiritual contrasts— b 272.

Unspoken pleading— p 411-.

Unwarranted expectations— t 453.
Useful knowledge— ph 195.
Uses of adversity— c 266.

Uses of suffering— b 322.

Vain ecstasies— 6 312.
V^alue of intuition— sp 85.

Vapor and nothingness— r 480.
Veritable devotion— pr 4.
Veritable success— p 372.
Vials of wrath and consolation— ap 574.
Vicarious suffering

— a 36.

Victory for Truth— r 493.

Victory over the grave— a 45.
Vision of the dying— sp 75,
Vi.sion opening— p 428.

Volition far-reachuig— / 220.

w
Wait for reward— a 22.

Warfare with error— ap 568.
Watchfulness requisite— pr 4.

Waymarks to eternal Truth- c 267.
Weakness and guilt— t 455.
Weakness of material theories— o 353.

Weathering the storm— m 67.

What the senses originate— 6 318,
When man is man— ph 173.
Wicked evasions— 1 448.
Wickedness is not man— 6 289.

Will-power an animal propensity— r 49ft

Will-power detrimental— s 144.

Will-power unrighteous— /206.
Winning the field— / 453.
Within the veil— a 41.

Wrestling of Jacob— 6 308.

Wrong and right way— ph ISO.

Wrong-doer should sliffer- p 403.

Zigzag course— a 21.
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LIST OF THE SCRIPTURAL QUOTATIONS
IN

SCIENCE AND HEALTH

WITH KEY TO THE SCRIPTURES

OLD TESTAMENT

1:1.2

1.- 2

1; 5

1: 5

Genesis
1 ; 1 In the beginning God created the heaven and the

earth.— (7 502-22.
'In the beginning God created the heaven and the
earth. And the earth was without form, and void ;

and darkness was upon the face of the deep."—
r 479-18.

And the earth was without form, and void ; and
darkness waa upon the face of the deep. And the

spirit of God moved upon the face of the waters.— g 503-6.
'darkness. . .upon the face of the deep."— 6 338-18.

And God said, Let theie be light : and there was
light.— g 50»-18.

'Let there be light,"— c 255-3 ; g 558-19.
And God saw the light, that it was good : and God
divided the light from the darkness.— g 503-26.

And God called the light Day, and the darkness He
called Night. And the evening and the morning
were the first day.— g 504-3.

"And the evening and the morning were the first

day."— gl 584-3.
And God said, Let there be a firmament in the
midst of the waters, and let it divide the waters
from the waters.— g 505-4.

And God made the firmament, and divided the
waters which were under the firmament from the
waters which were above the firmament : and it

was so.— g 505-13.
And God called the firmament Heaven. And the

evening and the morning were the second day.—
9 506-8.

And God said, Let the waters under the heaven be
gathered together unto one place, and let the dry
land appear : and it was so.— g 50&-15.

And God caUed the dry land Earth • and the gather-
ing together of the waters called He Seas : and
God saw that it was good.— g 505-22.
"And God called the dry land Earth ; and the
gathering together of the waters called He Seas."— g 535-29.

And God said. Let the earth bring forth grass, the
herb yielding seed, and the fruit tree vielding
fruit after his kind, v/hose seed is in itself, upon
the earth : and it was so.— g 507-11.

"whose seed is in itself."— g 511-3.
And the earth brought forth grass, and herb yield-
ing seed after his kind, and the tree yielding fruit,
whose seed was in itself, after his kind : and God
saw that it was good.— g 508-9.

And the evening and the morning were the third
day.— g 508-26.

And God said. Let there be lights in the firmament
of the heaven, to divide the day from the night ;

and let them be for signs, and for seasons, and for

days, and years.— g 5C'8-9.

And let them be for lights in the firmament of the
heaven, to give light upon the earth : and it was
so.— g 510-6.

And God made two great lights ; the greater light
to rule the day, and the lesser light to rule the
night : He made the stars also.— g 510-13.

1 ; 17, 18 And God set them in the firmament of the heaven,
to give light upon the earth, and to rule over the
day and over the night, and to divide the light
from the darkness : and God saw that it was good.— g 511-7.

6

l: 7

1: 8

1; 9

1:10

10

1.11

1:13

1.14

1.15

1.16

Genesis
1; 19

1:20

1:21

1:22

1:23

1:24

1:25

;23
:26

And the evening and the morning were the fourth
day.— <7 511-10.

And God said. Let the waters bring forth abundantly
the moving creature that hath life, and fowl that
may fly above the earth in the open.firmament of
heaven.— 9 511-19.

And God created great whales, and every living
creature that moveth, wliich the v/aters brought
forth abundantly, after their kind, and every
winged fowl after his kind : and God saw that it

was good.— g 512-4.
And God blessed them, saying, Be fruitful, and mul-

tiply, and fill the waters in the seas ; and let fowl
multiply in the earth.— g 512-17.

And the evening and ihe morning were the fifth day.— g 513-4.
And God said, Let the earth bring forth the living
creature after his kind, cattle, and creeping thing,
and beast of the earth after his kind : and it was
BO.— g 513-14.

And God made the beast of the earth after his kind,
and cattle after their kind, and everything that
creepeth upon the earth after his kind : and God
saw that it was good.— g 513-22.

"And God saw that it was good."— g 515-2.
And God said, Let us make man in our image, after
our likeness ; and let them have dominion over the
fish of the sea,' and over the fowl of the air, and
over the cattle, and over all the earth, and over
every creeoing thing that creepeth upon the earth.— r 475-23; g 515-U.

Let us make man in our image, after our Likeness ;

and let them have dominion.— p 438-3.

"image" "likeness"— sp 94-^5, 6.

"Let theni have dominion."— g 515-21.
"dominion over the fish of the sea, and over the fowl
0/ the air, and over the cattle,"— / 222-23.

So God created man in His own image, in the image
of God created He him ; male and female created
He them.— g 510-24.

'image"— & 301-24.
'male and female"— / 249-5.
And God blessed them, and God said unto them. Be
fruitful, and multiply, and replenish the earth,
and subdue it ; and have dominion over the fish of
ihe sea, and over the fowl of the air, and over every
living thing that moveth upon the earth.— g 517-
25.

"multiply and replenish the earth."— g 511-4.
1 : 29, 30 And God said. Behold, I have given you every herb

bearing seed, which is upon the face of all the
earth, and every tree, in the which is the fruit of a
tree yielding seed ; to you it shall be for meat. And
to every beast of the earth, and to every fowl of
the air, and to everything that creepeth upon the
earth, wherein there is life, I have given every
green herb for meat : and it was so.— g 518-5.

And God saw everything that He had made, and,
behold, it was very good. And the evening and tha
morning were the si.xth day.— g 518-24.

"and, behold, it was very good."— g 525-24.
Thus the heavens and the earth were finished, and

all the host of them.- (7 519-7.

And on the seventh day God ended His work which
He had made ; and He rested on the seventh day
from all HIa work which He had made.— p 519-22.

1:26

1:28
1:26
1:26

1:27

27
:27

•28

1:28

1:31

1:31
2: 1

2: 2



Genesis 604 Genesis

Genesis
2; 4 "In the day that the Lord God [Jehovah God] made

the earth and the heavens,"— g 543-31.

2 ; 4, 5 These are the generations of the heavens and of the
earth when tney were created, in the day that the
Lord God (Jehovah] made the earth and the hea-
vens, and every plant of the field before it was in

the earth, ana every herb of the field before it

grew : for the Lord God [Jehovah] had not caused
It to rain upon the earth, and there was not a man
to till the ground.— g 520-16.

2; 5 "plant of the field before it was In the earth."—
g 509-23.

2 .• 5 "every plant of the field before it was In the earth."— g 52&-4.
2: 5 "not a man to till the ground."— (7544-5.
2: 6 But there went up a mist from the earth, and

watered the whole face of the ground.— g 521-21.
2; 6 "There went up a mist from the earth."— (7 546-12.

2; 7 And the Lord God [Jehovah] formed man of the
dust of the ground, and breathed into his nostrils
the breath of life ; and man became a living soul.— g 624-13.

2 : 9 And out of the ground made the Lord God [Jehovah]
to grow every tree that is pleasant to the sight,
and good for food ; the tree of life also. In the
midst of the garden, and the tree of knowledge of

good and evil.— g 525-30.
2 : 9 "the tree of life"— g 527-18.
2; 9 "tree of life,"— p 426-13; (7 526-17; 53&-13.
2; 9 "the tree of knowledge."— p/i 165-1.
2; 9 "treeof knowledge,"— / 214-22; g 526-19 ; 538-14.
2 ; 15 And the Lord God [Jehovah] took the man, and put

him into the garden of Eden, to dress it and to
keep it.— g 526-26.

2: 16, 17 And the Lord God [Jehovah] commanded the man,
saying. Of every tree of the garden thou mayest
freely eat : but of the tree .of the knowledge of

good and evil, thou shalt not eat of it : for in the
day that thou eatest thereof thou shalt surely die.— g 527-6.

2:17 "the tree of the knowledge of good and evil,"—
/ 220-27.

2: 17 "tree of the knowledge of good and evil,"— r 481-16.
2 ; 17 "Thou shalt not eat of it." —/ 220-29.

2.' 17 "In the day that thou eatest thereof thou shalt

surely die.''—p/il97-y; r 481-18; ff 532-8.

2:17 "Thoushaltsurely die;"— 6 277-3; {?( 580-20.
2; 19 And out of the ground the Lord God [Jehovah]

formed every beast of the field, and every fowl of
the air ; and brought them unto Adam to see
what he would call them : and whatsoever Adam
called every living creature, that was the name
thereof.— ff 527-21.

2: 21, 22 And the Lord God [Jehovah, Yawah] caused a deep
sleep to fall upon Adam, and he slept:

and He took
one of his ribs, and closed up the flesh instead
thereof ; and the rib, which the Lord God [Jeho-
vah] had taken from man, made He a woman, and
brought her unto the man.— g 528-9.

3 .' 1-3 Now the serpent was more subtle than any beast of
the field which the Lord God (Jehovah] had made.
And he said unto the woman. Yea, hath God said,
Ye shall not eat of every tree of the garden? And
the woman said unto the serpent. We may eat of
the fruit of the trees of the garden : but of the
fruit of the tree which is in the midst of the gar-
den, God hath said. Ye shall not eat of it, neither
shall ye touch it, lest ye die.— g 529^-13.

3: 1 "more subtle than any beast of the field."— ap
564-32.

3:4,5 And the serpent said unto the woman, Ye shall not

surely die : for God doth know that in the day ye
eat thereof, then your eyea shall be opened ; and
ye shall be as' gods, knowing good and evil.—
g 530-13.

3 : 5 "Ye shaU be as gods."- 6 280-21 ; 307-5 ; g 541-24 ;

544-21 ; gl 587-15.
3 ; 9, 10 And the Lord God (Jehovah] called unto Adam, and

said unto him. Where art thou? And he said, I

heard Thy voice in the garden, and I was afraid,'
because I was naked ; and I hid myself.— g 532-13.

3: 9 "Adam, where art thou?"— p/i 181-24 ; 6 308-8.
3: 9 "Where art thou?"— 6 308-7.

8: 11, 12 And He said. Who told thee that thou wast naked?
Hast thou eaten of the tree, whereof I commanded
thee that thou shouldst not eat? And the man
said, The woman whom Thou gavest to be with me,
she gave me of the tree, and I did eat.— g 533-5.

3 : 13 "The serpent beguiled me, and I did eat ''—g 533-28.
8: 14, 15 And the Lord God [Jehovah] said unto the ser-

pent, ... I will put enmity between thee and the
woman, and between thy seed and her seed ; it

shall bruise thy head, and thou shalt bruise his
heel.— g 534-8.

8; 16 Unto the woman He said. I will greatly multiply thy

Genesis
sorrow and thy conception : in sorrow thou shalt
bring forth children ; and thy desire shall be to
thy husband, and he shall rule over thee.— g 535-6.

3:18 "In sorrow thou shalt bring forth children."—
g 557-18.

3 : 17-19 And unto Adam He said. Because thoU hast heark-
ened unto the voice of thy wife, and hast eaten of
the tree of which I commanded thee, sailing, Thou
fihalt not eat of it : cursed is the ground for thy
sake ; in sorrow shalt thou eat of it all the days of
thy life : thorns also and thistles shall it bring
forth to thee ; and thou shalt eat the herb of the
field : in the sweat of thy face shalt thou eat bread,
tiU thou return unto the ground ; for out of it
wast thou taken : for dust thou art, and unto dust
shalt thou return.— g 535-19.

3 : 19 "Dust [nothingness] thou art,.and unto dust [noth-
ingness] shalt thou return."— g 545-29.

3: 22 -24 And the Lord God [Jehovah] said. Behold, the man
is become as one of us, to know good and evil : and
now, lest he put forth his hand, and take also of
the tree of life, and eat, and live forever ; there-
fore the Lord God (Jehovah] sent him forth from
the garden of Eden, to till the ground from whence
he was taken. So He drove out the man : and
He placed at the east of the garden of Eden
Cherubims, and a flaming sword which turned
every way, to keep the way of the tree of life.—
g 536-30.

3 : 22 "Behold, the man is become as one of us."— g 545-3.
3 : 24 "the tree of life."— t 458-18.
4: 1 And Adam knew Eve his wife ; and she conceived,

and bare Cain, and said, I have gotten a man from
the Lord [Jehovah].- g 538-23.

4: 1 "I have gotten a man from the Lord,"- r 479-4;
g 538-30.

4:3,4 Cain brought of the fruit of the ground an offer-

ing unto the Lord [Jehovah]. And Abel, he also
brought of the firstlings of his flock, and of tha
fat thereof.— g 540-25.

4 : 4, 5 And the Lord [Jehovah] had respect unto Abel, and
to his offermg : but unto Cain, and to his offering.
He had not respect.— p 541-6.

4:8 Cain rose up against Abel his brother, and slew him.— g 541-14.
4:9 And the Lord [Jehovah] said unto Cain, Where is

Abel thy brother? And he saids I know not : Am
I my brother's keeper?— g 541-19.

4 : !0, 11 And He [Jehovah] said, . . . The voice of thy brother's
blood crieth unto Me from the ground. And now
art thou cursed from the earth.— g 541-27.

4 ; 15 And the Lord [Jehovah] said unto him. Therefore
whosoever slayeth Cain, vengeance shall be taken
on him sevenfold. And the Lord [Jehovah] set a
mark upon Cain, lest any findmg him should kill
him.— (7 542-14.

4 : 16 And Cain went out from the presence of the Lord
(Jehovah] , and dwelt in the land of Nod.— g 542-27.

6: 24 "walked with God,"— / 2M-«.
6: 3 "And the Lord said, My spirit shall not always strive

with man, for that he also is flesh,"— b 320-12.
8 : 21 "for man's sake."— 6 338-29.
9: 6 "Whoso sheddeth man's blood, by man shall his

blood be shed."— a 30-15.
13: 8 "Let there be no strife, I pray thee, between me and

thee, and between my herdmen and thy herdmen ;

for we be brethren."— t 444-25.
18: 25 "Shall not the Judge of all the earth do right?"—

t 442-1.
32 : 26 "Let me go. for the day breaketh ;"— 6 308-24.
32: 27 "What is thy name?'"— & 308-29.
32 : 28 "as a prince*^'

— b 308-30.
32: 28 "power with God and with men."— 6 308-31.
32 : 29 "Tell me, I pray thee, thy name ;"— 6 308-32.

Exodus
4: 8 "It shall come to pass, if they will not believe thee,

neither hearken to the voice of the first sign, that
they will believe the voice of the latter sign."—
b 321-27.

6: 3 And I appeared unto Abraham, unto Isaac, and
unto Jacob by the name of God Almighty ; but by
My name Jehovah was I not known to them.—

501-*.
15: 3 "a man of war,"— (7 524-10.
15: 18 "the Lord shall reign forever."— pre/ vii-20.
15: 26 "I am the Lord that healeth thee,"— 6 276-2.
20: 3 "Thou shalt have no other gods before me."—

a 19-29 ; b 280-18 ; 340-15 ; r 467-3.
20: 10 "stranger that is within thy gates,"— s 146-20.
20: 13 "Thou shalt not kill."— m 56-19.
20: 14 "Thou shalt not commit adultery,"— m 56-18.
20: 15 "Thou shalt not steal."— s 112-31.
33 : 20 "Thou canst not see My face ; for there shall no

man see Me, and live.''— ,s 140-5.



Deuteronomy 605 Isaiah

Deuteronomy
4 : 35 "The Lord He l3 God [good] ; there is none else be-

side Him."— p 414-21.
6- 4 "Hear, O Israel : the Lord our God Is one Lord."—

c 266-12.
29 .- 20 "The anger of the Lord."— 6 293-25.

I Kings
19; 12 "still, smaU voice"— b 323-29 ; p 367-25 ; ap 559-«.

Job
3; 25 "The thing which I greatly feared is come ujyon

me."— p 411-1.
4; 17, 18 Shall mortal man be more just than God?

Shall man be more pure than his Maker?
Behold, He puttetli no trust in His ministering

spirits.
And His angels He chargeth with frailty.— o 360-24.

(The above reference is from the translation of the
late Rev. George R. Noyes, D.D.)

11: 7 "Canst thou by searching find out God?"— 6322-31;
(7 551-26.

14.' 1 "Slan that is born of a woman is of few days, and
full of trouble."- a 552-14.

14." 1 "of few days, and full of trouble."— (7 536-21.
18.- 14 "king of terrors"- 6 289-15.

19:26 "In my flesh shall I seeGod,"— 6 32&-25.
22: 21 "acquaint now thyself with Him, and be at peace."— 6 324-12.
33: 24 "I have found a ransom."— 6 276-3.

34; 3 "The ear trieth words, as the mouth tasteth meat."— s 115-8.
.38: 7 "the morning stars sang together." — e 509-22.
38:28 "who hath begotten the drops of dew,"— c 257-19.
38: 32 "forth Mazzaroth in his season,"— c 257-20.
38: 32 "Arrturus with hia sons."— c 257-21.
42: 5 "I have heard of Thee by the hearing of the ear : but

now mine eye seeth Tnee."— c 262-17.

Psalms
8: 6 "Thou madest him to have dominion ever the works

of Thy hands. Thou hast put all things under his
feet."— pft 200-1.3.

14 : 2 "children of men,"— 5 148-9 ; p 40*-22 ; t 444-29.
17 : 15 As for me, I will behold Thy face in righteousness :

I shall be satisfied, when I av.-ake, with Thy like-
ness.— p/i 190-28.

19; 7 "making wise the simple."— o 342-4.
19; 8 "rejoicing the heart."— c 266-2.

23:1-6 [Divine love] is my shepherd ; I shall not want.
[Love] maketn me to lie down in green pastures :

[LttvE] leadeth me beside the still waters.
(Love] restoreth my soul [spiritual sense] : [love]
leadeth me in the paths of righteousness for His
name's sake.

Yea, though I walk through the valley of the shadow
of death, I will fear no evil : for [love] is with
me ; [love's] rod and [love's] staff they comfort
me.

[Love] prepareth a table before me in the presence
of mine enemies : [lo^-e] anointeth my head with
oil ; my cup runneth over.

Surely goodness and mercy shall follow me all the
days of my life ; and I will dwell in the house [the
consciousness] of [love] for ever.— ap 578-5.

23; 2 "green pastures, . . . beside the still waters."—
g 514-13.

23: 4 "Though I walk through the valley of the shadow
of death, I will fear no evil."— 9^593-21.

29: 2 "thebeauty of holiness,"— s 135-12.
36 : 9 For with Thee is the fountain of life :

In Thy light shall we see light.— p?i 190-30.
36; 9 "light shall we see light ;"— (7 510-10.
37 : 11 "Tne meek shall inherit the earth."— g 516-14
37 : 35 "like a green bay tree ;"— pr 5-19.
42: 11 Why art thou cast down, O my soul [sense] ?

And why art thou disquieted within me ?
Hope thou in God ; for I shall yet praise Him,
Who is the health of my countenance and my God.—

p 362-*.
46 : 1 "God is our refuge and strength, a very present help

in trouble."- t 444-11.
46 : 1 "a very present help in trouble."— pr 1.3-1 ; /202-27.
46: 6 "He uttered His voice, the earth melted."— sp 97-

26.

48:1 Great is the Lord, and greatly to be praised in the
city of our God, in the mountain of His holiness.— ap 55S-*.

48; 2 "Beautiful for situation, the joy of the whole earth,
is mount Zion, on the sides of the north, the city
of the great King."— ap 575-22.

50 : 10 "the cattle upon a thousand hills."— g 514-16.
51 : 5 "shapen in iniquity ;"— a 540-29.
78:19 "Can God furnish a table in the wilderness?"—

s 135-19.

89:50, 51 Remember, Lord, the reproach of Thy servants;
how I do bear in my bosom the reproach of all
the mighty people; wherewith Thine enemies

Psalms
hare reproached, O Lord; wherewith they have
reproached the footsteps of Thine anointed.—
/ 201-*.

9!: 6 "the pestilence that walketh in darkness, . . . the
destruction that wasteth at noonday."— m 56-16.

93; 2 Thy throne is established of old:
Thou art from everlasting.— c 2.55-*.

93: 4 "The Lord en high is mightier than the noi=e of

many waters, yea, than the mighty waves of the
sea.''— g 505-18.

102:26 "As a vesture shall Thou change them and they
shall be changed."

—
.t 125-24.

103: 15, 16 "As for man, his days arc as grass : as a flower of
the field, so he flourisheth. For the wind passeth
over it, and it is gone ; and the place thereof
shall know it no more."— p/i 190-23 ;

r 476-24.
107 : 20 He sent His word, and healed them, and delivered

them from their destructions.^ ph 165-*..
Ill : 10 "The fear of the Lord is the beginning of wisdom,"— p 373-15.

114:5- 7 "What ailed thee, O thou sea, that thou fleddest?
Thou .Jordan, that thou wast driven back? Ye
mountains, that ye skipped like rams, and ye little

hills, like lambs? Tremble, thou earth, at the
presence of the Lord, at the presence of the God
of .Jacob."— s l.)5-l.

118; 16 "The right hand of the Lord is exalted."— a 38-16.
146 : 10 "the Lord shall reign forever."— pref vii-20.

Proverbs
4 : 18 "unto the perfect day."— r 496-13 : np 562-20.
9:9 Give instruction to a wise man, and he will be yet

wiser : teach a just man, and he will increase in
learning.— t 44.3-*.

23: 7 "As he thinketh in his heart, so is he."— sp 89-13 :

/ 213-4 ; p 383-28.
23:27 "strange woman"— p 362-6.
28: 13 "He that covereth his sins shall not prosper: but

whoso confesseth and forsaketh them shall have
mercy."— t 448-17.

30: 4 "wind in His fists ; "-ph 192-18.

Ecclcsiastes
1: 2 "All is vanity."— / 239-32.
9: 8 "let thy garments, be always white."— r. 267-27.
11: 3 "In the place where the tree falleth, there it- shall

be."— 6 291-19.
12: 1 "I have no pleasure in them."— s 107-18.
12; 13 "Let us hear the conclusion of the whole matter :

Fear God, and keep His commandments : for this
Is the whole duty of man."— b 340-6.

Song of Solomon
5:16 "altogether lovely ;"—pr 3-14.

7:12 Let us get up early to the vineyards : let us see if th^
vine flourish, whether the tender grape appear,
and the pomegranates bud forth.

— fr 60O-*.

Isaiah
1 : 5 "sick, and the whole heart faint ;"— / 219-12.
8: 19 And when they shall say unto you.

Seek unto them that have familiar spirits.
And unto wizards that peep and that mutter ;

Should not a people seek unto their God?— sp 70-*.
9: 6 "Unto us a child is born, . . . and his name snail be

called Wonderful."— s 109-26.
11: 6 The wolf also shall dwell with the lamb.

And the leopard shall lie down with the kid ;

And the caU and the young lion, and the fatling to-

gether ;

And a little child shall lead them.— g 514-22.

28: 10 For precept must be upon precept, precept upon pre-
cept; line upon line, line upon line; here a little,

and there a little.— r 46.5-*.

40; 31 "They that wait upon the Lbrd . . . shall run, and
not be weary ; and they shall walk, and not faint."— / 218-27.

40: 31 "run, and not be weary ;. . .walk, and not faint,"—
/ 254-3.

45: 7 "I make peace, and create evil. I the Lord do all

these things ;"
— g 540-5.

52: 7 "beautiful upon the mountains,"— p 442-14.
52; 7 "that bringeth good tidings."

— p 442-15.
53V 1 "thearmof the Lord"— 024-11.
53: 3 "Despised and rejected of men,"— a 20-16 ; 52-13.
53: 3 "man of sorrows"- 42-9 ;

52-19.

53: 4 "stricken, smitten of God."— a 49-32.
53: 5 "with his stripes [the rejection of error) we are

healed."— a 20-15.
53: 7 "He opened not his mouth."— 48-19.

5S; 7 "opened not his mouth."— ap 56i-18.

63: 7 "He is brought aa a lamb to the slaughter, and as a

sheep before her shearers is dumb, so he openeth
not nis mouth."— a 50-1.

53; 8 "Who shall declare his generation?"— a 50-3.

65; 1 "Ho, every one that thirsteth, come ye to tho
• waters."— pr 13-3.
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Isaiah

55: 7 "Let thewickedfortakehisway, and the unrighteous
man his thoughts."— / 239-14.

55: 7 "forsake his way, and the unrighteous man his

thoughts."—* 13^1.

Jeremiah
5: 19 "strange gods."— g 524-7.
31: 34 "they shall all know Me [God], from the least of

them unto the greatest. — / 242-4.

Lamentations
3:35 "aside the right of a man before the face of the

Most High/'— a 4»-31.

and the chil<

Ezel<iel
18: 2

21 : 27

Daniel
4 : 35 "doeth according to His will in the army of heaven,

and among the inhabitants of the eartli : and none
can stay His hand, or say unto Him, ^Vhat doest
Thou?''— c 256-20.

7; 9 "the Ancient of days."— s 145-28.

Habakkuk
1:13 "of purer eyes than to behold evil,"—/ 20-22:

357-4.

NEW TESTAMENT
Matthew

1 : 23 "God with us," — prof xi~18 ; s 107-8.
2: 9 "where the young child was," —^/)ft 191-11.

3: 3 "the voice of one crying in the wilderness" — /208-
19.

3 : 15 "Suffer it to be so now : for thus it becometh us to
fulfil ali righteousness." — m 56-3.

4: 4 "Man shall not live by bread alone, but by every
word that proceedeth out of the mouth of God,— p 410-10.

5:8 "Blessed are the pure in heart : for they shall see
God." — 6 324-5; 341-9.

5: 13 "Ye are the salt of the earth." — b 367-18.
5: 13 "lost his savour ;" —s 153-7.
5: 14 "Ye are the light of the world. A city that is set

on an hill cannot be hid." — b 367-13.
5: 17 "I am not come to destroy, but to fulfil." — r474-

20.
5:25 "Agree with thins adversary quickly, whiles Jhou

art in the way with him."— ;? 390-18.
5:25 "adversary quickly,"— s 161-32.
5: 26 "the uttermost farthing."— pr 5-11.
5:33 "An eye for an eye,"

— a 30-15.
5:39 "Whosoever shall smite thee on thy right cheek,

turn to him the other also."— t 444^19.
5: 43 "Be ye therefore perfect, even as your Father which

is in heaven is perfect I"— a 37-28 ; c 259-19.
5 : 48 "Be ye therefore perfect,"

— / 253-32.
5: 48 "Father which is m heaven is perfect."

— r 485-23.
6: 6 "When thou prayest, enter into thy closet, and,

when thou hast shut thy door, pray to thy Father
which is in secret ; and thy Father, which seeth in
secret, shall reward thee openly."— pr 14-31.

6: 7 "vain repetitions,"— pr 13-9.
6: 8 Your Father knowcth what things ye have need of,

before ye ask Him.— pr '1-*.

6: 9 "After this manner therefore pray ye,"— pr J6-9.
6: 9 Our Father which art in heaven, Hallowed be Thy

name. — pr 16-26.
6:10 Thy kingdom come.— T^r 16-30.
6: 10 Thy v^^ill be done in earth, as it is in heaven.—

pr 17-1.
6: 10 "in earth, as it is in heaven."— 6 3.^9-24.

6:12 Give us this day our daily bread ;
— pr 17-4.

6 : 12 And forgive us our debts, as we forgive our debtors.— pr 17-6.
6: 12 "Forgive us our debts,"— pr 11-2.
6: 13 And lead us not into, temptation, but deliver us

from evil ;

— pr 17-8.

6: 13 For Thine is the kingdom, and the power, and the
glory, forever.— pr 17-12.

6 : 13 "Deliver us from "evil,"— pr 16-15.
6: 19 "where moth and rust doth corrupt."—/ 241-5.
3:21 "Where your treasure is, there will your heart be

also."— p/i 181-29: c 262-25.
6 : 22 "the light of the body is the eye,"— p 393-25.
6: 24 "No man can serve two masters."— /201-5.
6:24 "serve two m.asters."— pr 14-5.
6: 24 "hold to the one, and despise the other."— ph 182-13.
6: 25 Therefore I say unto you. Take no thought for your

life, wlMt ye shall eat, or whet ye shall drink; nor
yet for your body, what,ye shall put on. Is not
the life more than meat, and the body than rai-
ment?— ph Kb-*.

'6: 25 "thought for your life, what ye shall eat, or what ye
shall drink" ;

— m 62-13.
6: 25 "for your bodywhat ye shall put on,"— m 62-14.
6: 25 "Take no thought for your life, what ye shall eat,

or what ye shall drink."— ph 170-16 ; g 530-8.
6:25 "Take no thought for your life."— / 228-20; p 365-8.
7: 1 "Judge not, that ye be not judged."— t 443-12.
7:2 "With what measure ye mete, it shall be measured

to you again."— a 37-3.
7: 5 "First cast out the beam out of thine own eye ; and

then Shalt thou see clearly to cast out the mote
_
out of thy brother's eve.''^— t 455-14.

7; R "Give not that which is holy unto the dogs, neither
cast ye your pearls before swine."— 6 272-17.

Matthew
7 : 13 "wide is the gate, and broad Is the way, that leadeth

to destruction, and many there be which go in
thereat." — t 451-12.

7 : 16 "Do men gather grapes of thorns?" — g 539-23.
7: 19 "[It] is hewn down." — pr 6-28.
7: 20 Whereforeby theirfruitsycshatlknovHhem.—fr G00-*.
7: 20 "By their fruits ye shall know them" — o 342-27.
7: 29 "as one having authority." — pr 14-30.
8 : 10 "I have not found so great faith, no, not in Israel."— s 133-6.
8: 22 "FoUow me ; and let the dead bury their dead." —

o 355-10.
8 : 29 "Art thou fTruth] come hither to torment us before

the time?"— s 129-15.
9 : 6 "the Son of man," — r 482-16.
10 : 8 Heal the sick I

— a 37-30 ; s 138-29.
10 : 29 "there is nothing covered that shall not be re-

vealed."— pr 8-17.
10: 28 "Fear him wnich is able to destroy both soul and

body in hell,"— ph 196-11.
10: 33 "Whosoever shall deny me before men, him will I

also deny before my Father which is in heaven."— p 372-25.
11 : 3 "Art thou he that should come?"— s 131-31 ; 133-2.

11 : 4- ft "Go and show John a^ain those things which ye do
hear and see : the bhnd receive their sight and the
lame walk, the lepers are cleansed, and the deaf
bear, the dead are raised up, and the poor have
the gospel preached to tliem.. And blessed is he,
whosoever shall not be oilended in me."— s 132-4.

II : 19 "friend of publicans and sinners."— a 53-1.
11: 19 "wisdomis justified of her children."—6317-10.
12 : 13 "Stretch forth thine hand,"— p 398-14.
12: 13 ;'was restored whole, like as the other."—p 398-14.
12: 25 "knew their thoughts,"— sp 85-16.
12:25 "kingdom divided against itself,"— p 388-19.
12: 25 "brought to desolation."— p 388-20.

12 : 27 "If I by Beelzebub cast out devils, by whom do your
children cast them out?"— p 422-2.

12: 29 "How can one enter into a strong man's house and
spoil his goods, except he first bind the strong
man?"- p 399-29.

12 : 29 "thestrong man."— p 400-4 ; 400-7.

12: .33 "the tree is known by his fruit"— 6 299-22.
12: 48 "Who is my mother, and who are my brethren,"—

a 31-6.

12:50 "For whosoever shall do the -will of my Father
which is in heaven, the same is my brother, and
sister, and mother."— c 267-16.

13: 15 "This people's heart is waxed gross, and their ears
are dull of hearing, and their eyes they have
closed ; lest at any time they should see with their

eyes, and hear with their ears, and should under-
stand with their heart, and should be converted,
and I should heal them."— o 350-18.

13: 33 .The kingdom of heaven is like unto leaven, which a
woman took, and hid in three measures of meal,
till the whole was leavened.— s 107-*.

13 : 33 "leaven, which a woman took, and hid in three
measures of meal, till the whole was leavened,"—
s 117-32.

13: 35 "secret from thefoundationof the world,"— 6 317-1.

13: ,58 "because of their unbelief"— p 401-1.

15: 14 "If the blind lead the bhnd, both shall fall Into the
ditch."— / 223-18.

15: 19, 20 For out of the heart proceed evil thoughts, murders,
adulteries, fornieations, thefts, false witness, blas-

phemies: these are the things which defile a man:— an 100-*.
16: 3 "O ye hypocrites ! ye can discern the face of the

sky ; but can ye not discern the signs of the
times?"— sp 85-21.

18 : 3 "Ye can discern the face of the sky ; but can ye not
di.scern the signs of the times?"— g 509-31.

16: 13 "Whom do men say that I, the Son of man, am?— s 136-11.

16: 14 "Some say that thou art John the Baptist ; some.
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Matthew
Elizs; and others, Jereinias, or one of the proph-
ets."— s I3f-14.

But whom say lie that I am?"— s 137-9.

Thou ait the Chriiit, the Son of the hving God 1"—
s 137-17. . „ ^
Blessed art thou, Simon Bar-jona : for flesh and
blood hath not revealed it unto thee, but my
Father which is in heaven ;

"— s 137-22.

16 : 13 "And I say also unto thee, Tliat thou art Peter ; and
upon this rock [the meaning of the Greek word
petros, or stone] I will build my church ; and the

gates of hell [hades, the under-world, or the grate]
shall not prevail against it."— s 137-29.

"Get thee behind me, Satan."— pr 7-2.

"Thou art an offence unto me."— pr 6-25.

"Eliaa truly shall first come and restore all things."—
gl 585-13.

What therefore God hath joined together, let not
man put asunder.— ra 56-*.

"Love thy neighbor as thyself ;"— s 138-29 ; 6 340-25.

"easier for a camel to go through the eye of a
needle,"— /241-31 ; t 449-9.

"The last shall be first, and thefirst laat,"— s 116-S.

"The publicans and the harlots go into the kingdom
of God before you."— a 20-7.

"the stone which the builders rejected"— s 139-26.
"the head of the corner."— s 139-27.

"but on whomsoever it shall fall/ it will grind him
to powder."— p 380-«.

"Many are called, but few are chosen."— a 27-25.
"unto Caesar the things which are Caesar's ; and
unto God the things that are God's."— a 20-1 ;

g 540-17.

"Ye do err, not knowing the Scriptures."— 6 272-9.
In the resurrection they neither marry. Tier are

given in marriage, but are as the angels of God
in heaven.— m 56-*.

"given in marriage"— m 69-11.

"love the Lord thy God with all thy heart, and with
aU thy soul, and with all thy mind"— pr 9-17.

"Thou Shalt love thy neighbor as thyself.''
— r 467-8.

"CaU no man your father upon the earth : for one is

your Father, which is in heaven."— a 31-4.
"'These ought ye to have done, and not to leave the
other undone."— sp 85-29.

23:27 "like unto whited sepulchres . . . full ... of all

uncleanness."— pr 8-8.

24: 21 "great tribulation such as was not since the b^in-
ning of the world ;"- s 129-13.

24:36- "but of that day and hour, knoweth no man."—
6292-5.

"I know you not."— / 238-15.
"faithful over a few things,"

— 6 323-17.
"Well done, good and faithful servant,"— a 44-3.
"Thou hast been faithful over a few things, I will
make thee ruler over many,"— ap 569-6.

26: 26, 27 "As they were eating, Jesus took bread, and blessed
it and brake it, and gave it to the disciples, and
said, "Take, eat ; this is my body. And he took the
cup, and gave thanks, and gave it to them saying.
Drink ye all of it."— a 32-15.

"Drink ye all of it."— a 33-17.

"Could ye not watch with me one hour?"-^ a 48-3.

"They tnat take the sword shall perish with the
sword."- {/ 542-18.

"He saved others ; himself he cannot save."— a 49-
29.

"My God, why hast thou forsaken me?"— a 50-8.

"Lo, I am with you alway, even unto the end of the
world."— < 446-22.

"Lo, I am with you alway,"— b 317-13.
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Mark
3: 24 "If a kingdom be divided against itself, that king-

dom carmot stand."—/ 252-2.

4: 14 "the sower"- 6 272-13.
4: 39 "Peace, be still."— s 144-22.

6: 41 "Damsel, I say unto thee, arise V'—p 398-12.
6: 50 "Be not afraid !"—p 410-30.

8 : 18 "Having eyes, see ye not?"— gl 586-5.

8: 18 "Having ears, hear ye not?"— gl 585-3.

9: 19 "O faithless generation,"— s 148-2.

9: 24 "Lord, I believe ; help thou mine unbelief \"—a 23-
27.

9:25 "Thou dumb and deaf spirit, I charge thee, come
out of him, and enter no more into him."—
p 398-2.

9 : 26 "the spirit [error] cried, and rent hira sore and
came out of him, and he was as one dead,"—
V 398-4

10 : 27 "with God all things are possible,"— / 232-9.

II; 23, 24 For verily I say unto you. That whosoever shall say
unto this mountain. Be thou renwved, and be thou
cast into the sea ; and shall not doubt in his heart,
but shall believe tfiat titose things which he saith

Mark
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shall come to pass; he shall have whatsoever he
saith. Therefore I scy unto you. What things so-
ever ye desire when ye pray, believe that ye re-
ceive them, and ye shall have them.— pr 1-*.

"love the Lord thy God with all thy heart, and with
all thy soul, and with all thy mind"— pr. 9-17.

"knoweth no man . . .neither the Son. but the-
Father."— sp 77-15.

"the Son but the Father ;"— f 23^12.
"Eloi, EM, lama sabachthani ?"— a 51-1.
"My God, why hast Thou forsaken me?"— a '50-8.
"Go ye inio all the world, and preach the gospel to
every creature!"— c 37-29 ; s 138-27.

"Go ye into all the world, and preach the gospel."—
o 342-10.

"Preach the gospel to every creature."— p 418-27.
And these si(rns shall follow them that believe : In
my name shall they cast out devils: they shall
speak with new tongues; they shall take up ser-
pents; and if thsy drink any deadly thing, it shall
not hurt them; tkey shall lay hands on the sick,
and they sfiall recover.— ph 362-*.

"These signs shall follow them that believe , . . .

they shall take up serpents, and if they drink any
deadly thing, it shall not hurt them. They shau
lay hands on the sick, and they shall recover."—
b 328-22.

"These signs shall follow them that believe ; . . .

they shall lay bands on the sick, and they shall
recover."— a 38-10 ; o 359-26.

"These signs shall follow them that beUeve."— a 52-
28.

"them that believe"— a 38-14.

"They shall speak with new tongues."— o 349-22.
"new tongues ;"— f-2lO~l.
"with signs following."— pr 10-11.

"signs following."— s 110-29 ; 117-12.

"of his kingdom there shall be no end,^'— ap 565-15.
"on earth peace, good-will toward men."— s 150-7 :

/ 226-17.
"Father's business."— a 52-1.
To preach deliverance to the captives [of sense].And recovering of sight to the blind,
To set at liberty them that are bruised.— pre/ xi-19.
"shall be measured to you again,"— pr 5-11.
"and running over."— pr 5-12.
"Go your way, and tell John what things ye have
seen and heard ; how that the blind see, the lame
walk, the lepers are cleansed, the deaf hear, the
dead are raised, to the poor the gospel is preached."— a 27-3.

"friend of publicans and sinners."— a 53-1.
"Which of them will love him most?"— p 363-18.
"He to whom he forgave most."— p 363-20.
"Thy sins are forgiven."— p 363-23.
"the fowls of the air,"— / 237-12.
"honest and good heart"— b 272-6.
"Who touched me?"— sp 86-1.
"The multitude throng thee."— sp 86-3.
"she is not dead, but sleepeth,"— p 398-11.
"John have 1 beheaded : but who is this?"— s 136-27
"white and glistering,"— c 267-26.
"Even the devils are subject unto us through thy
name."— a 49-5.

Behold, I give unto you power . . over all the
power of the enemy : and nothing shall by anymeans hurt you.— p 438-5.

"I thank Thee, O Father, Lord of heaven and earth,
that Thou hast hid these things from the wise and
prudent, and hast revealed them, unto babes : even
so. Father, for so it seemed good in Thy sight."—
s 131-19.

"it came to pass, when the devil was gone out, the
dumb spake."— s 135-16.

"He casteth out devils through Beelzebub,"—a 52-32.
"Take no thought . . . for the body."— p 382-11.
"Fear not, littfe flock ; for it is your Fatner's good
pleasure to give you the kingdom."— p 442-27.

"whom Satan hath bound,"— r 495-8.
"go up higher."— pr U-IO.
"The kingdom of God is within you ;"— r 476-29 :

ap 573-32.
"is within you,"— ap 576-21.
"When the Son of man cometh, shall he find faith
on the earth?"— s 132-26.

"not pa other men"— pr 9-1.
"Whosoever ghall not receive the kingdom of God
as a little child, shall in no wise enter therein."— p 382-22.

"Occupy till I come !"— a 22-13.
"The children of this world marry, and are given
in maniage : But they which shall be accounted
woithy to obtain that world, and the resunectioa
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Luke . ^ . ,

from the dead, neither marry, nor are given In

marriage."—m G&-24,

20:35 "given in marriage"— m 65>-n.
.

22; 18 For I say unto you, I will not drink of the fruit of
the vine, until the kingdom cf God shall came.—
a 18-*.

22: 42 "Not my will, but Thine, be done !"— a 33-19.

£4 : 39 "Spirit hath not flesh and bones, as ye see me have."— a 4&-27.

24: 39 "flesh and bones."— b 313-30.

John
1 : 3 All things were made by Him ; and mthout Him

was not anytldny viadt that was made.— } 231-31 ;

r 480-20; (/501-*.
1 ; 3 "and without Him [the logos, or word] was not

anything mads that v/as made."— g 525-18.

1: 3 "was not anything made that was made."— 6 335-

11.

1: 3 "that was made."— c 267-11.

1 ; 4 Jn Him was life ; and the life was the light of men.— g 50!-*.
1 : 4 "the light of men."— ap 561-29>

1: 5 "shineth in darlcness, and the darkness compre-
hended it not."— b 325-31.

1; 0, 8 "There was a man sent from God ... to bear wit-

ness to that Light."— ap 561-30.

1 ; 11 "He came unto his own, and his own received mm
not."— s 131-17.

1 : 14 "The Word was made flesh."- o 350-24.

1:29 "the Lamb of God ;"— s 132-31. „ ^

2; 19 "Destroy this temple, and in three days I will raise

it up.'"^— a 27-12 ; 6 314-14 ; T 494-2.

3; 8 "The wind Ipneuma) bloweth where it listeth. . . .

So is every one that is bora of the Spirit \pneu-
ma\."—gl 59S-3.

3: 8 "tell whence it coraeth."—sp 78-28.

4 : 23 "The hour cometh, and now is, when the true wor-

shippers shall v,orship the Father in spirit and m
truth."— a 31-26: sp 93-5.

,. „ ^ ,

«: 23 "The true worshippers shall worship the Father in

spirit and in truth."— s 140-20.

4; 29 "Come, see a man, which told me all things that

ever I did : is not this the Christ?"— sp 85-12.

4: 29 "Is not this the Christ?"— s 133-4.

6:14 "Thou art whole 1"- p 391-5.

6:17 "My Father worketh hitherto, and I work."—
sv 79—19

5 : 18 "hunself equal with God,"— s 133-24.

6; 19 "Then answered Jesus and said unto them : Verily,

verily I say unto you, the Son can do nothing of

hunself, but what he seeth the Father do : for what
things soever He doeth, these alao doeth the Son
likewise."— 6 305-15.

6 : 26 "Life in Hunself,"— o 357-29.

b 5ol
"wW<=^i cometh down from heaven,"— a 35-26.

6: 63 "It is the spirit that quickeneth ; the flesh proStoth
nothing.'^— o 356-15.

6: 70 "Have not I chosen you twelve, and one of you is a
devil."— ff 554-22.

7 : 16, 17 "My doctrine is not mine, but His that sent me. If

any man will do His will, he shall l^now of the

doctrine, whether it be of God, or whether I speak
of myself."— s 109-28.

7 : 23 "every whit whole."— p 371-31.

7: 24 "judge righteous judgment,"— t 444-18.

8: 11 "Go, and sin no more."— pr 11-4.

8; 32 Ye shall know the truth, and the truth shall make
you free.— iii-*.

8 : 43, 44 "Why do ye not understand my speech? Even be-
cause ye cannot hear my word. Ye are of your
father, the devil [evil], and the lusts of your
father ye will do. He was a murderer from the

beginning, and abode not in the truth, because
there is no truth in him. When he speaketh a lie,

he speaketh of his own : for he is a liar, and the
father of it."— & 292-20.

8:44 "He was a murderer from the beginning,. . .he is

a liar and the father of it."— ap 580-30.

8: 44 "a murderer from the beginning."— sp 89-31 ; p441-
32 ; g 539-3.

8 : 44 "Ye are of your father, the devil."— g 554-25.

8: 44 "He is a liar, and the father of it."— g 554-21.

8: 44 "a liar, and the father of it."— o 357-7.

8: 45, 46 And because I tell you the truth, ye believe me not.
Which of you conrinceth me of sin ? And if I say
the truth, why do ye not believe me ?— o 341-*.

8:51,52 Verily, verily, 1 hay unto you. If a roan keep my
saying, he shall never see death. Then said the

Jews unto him. Now we know that thou hast a
devil.— sp 70-*.

8: 51 "If a man keep my saying, he shall never see death 1"— /217-12; p 428-7; 429-31 ; 438-7.

8: 68 "Before Abraham was. I am ;"- b 333-29.

Jofea
10; 13 "The hireling fleeth, because he is an hireling, and

careth not for the sheep."— t 464-26.
10:30 "I andmy Fatherareone."— 026-12 ; 6315-3; 333-

29 ; 361-15.

11 : 11 "Our friend Lazarus sleepeth ; but I go, that Imay
awake him out of sleep."

—
sp 75-12.

11:25 "the resurrection and the life — a 31-16 ; 6 292-7.
11 ; 20 "Whosoever liveth and believeth in me shall never

die,"— p/» 179-10 ; 6 315-1 ; ( see also b 324-:2).
11 : 42 "1 knew that Thou hearest me always ;"

— s 134-26.
12 ; 38 "the arm of the Lord"— a 24-11.
14: 6 "I am the way, the truth, and the life."— 26-11 ;

b 320-3.
14 : 6 "the way, the truth, and the life,"— o 333-10.
14; 6 "I am the way."— b 2feG-U.
14: 6 "theway."— a30-i3; 3ii-15; 46-25; r 482-15; (/535-

18.

14 ; 6 "No man cometh unto the Father [the divine Prin-
ciple cf being] but by me,"— 6 2S8-9.

14 : 12 "He that believeth on me, the works that I do shall
he also do; . . . because I go unto my Father,"—
pr 14-19.

14 : 12 "He that believeth on me, the works that I do shall
he do also."- a 42-30 ; 52-27 ; sp 93-4 ; 6 326-4.

14: 15
"
If ye love me, ke€'p my commandments."—pr4-H ;

a 25-20 ; / 241-21.
14 : 16 "He shall give yoii another Comforter, that he may

abide with you forever."— o 55-27.

14; 26 "But the Comiorter. . .shall teach you all things."— c 271-20.
14 : 28 "My Father is greater than I."— 6 333-30.

15; 18 "If the world hate you, ye know that it hated me
before it hated you ;"

— 6 317-12.

15 ; 25 "They hated me without a cause."— ap 564-27.

16 ; 2, 3 "Tiiey shall put you out of the synagogues ; yea, the
time cometh, that whosoever killeth you will think
that he doeth God service ; and these things will

they do unto you, because they have not known
the Father nor me."— a 31-30.

17 ; 3 "This is life eternal, that they might know Thee, the
only true God, and Jesus Chriat, whom Thou haal
sent."— p 410-7.

17; 3 "This is life eternal,"— p 410-4.

17; 20 "Neither pray I for these alone, but for them also
which shaU believe on me [understand mej
through their word."— 6 271-17.

17 ; 20 "through their vwrd."— a 38-2Q.
18; 11 "Put up thy sword."— a 48-23.

18 : 38 "What is Truth,"— a 48-26 ; /223-14.
19 ; 6, 7 "Crucify him, crucify him ... by our law he ought

to die, because he made himself the Son of God."— sp 94-9.
19; 6 "Crucify him!"— s 134-2.

19 ; 7 "He made himself the Son of God,"— / 203-9.

19 ; 24 "They parted my raiment amon^ them, and for my
vesture they did cast lots."— / 242-23.

19 ; 30 "He bowed his head, and gave up the ghost ;"— gl
£98-11.

Acts
16; 31 "Believe . . . and thou shalt be saved !"— a 23-29.

17:23 "to the unknown God"— p 428-15; ei 596-7.

17:23 "Whom therefore ye ignorantly worship. Him de-

clare I unto you."— gl 596-8.

17:23 "ignorantly worship,"— p 428-15.

17; 28 "For in Hun we Uve, and move, and have our be-

ing."- o 361-19 ; / 208-5.

17; 28 "live, and move, and have our being,"— g 536-13.

17 : 28
" For we are also H is offspring.

"— 6 332-8.

20 : 24 "None of these things move me."— o 343-10.

22:28 "I was free born."— / 227-17.

23: 3 "Sittest thou to judge . . . after the law. and comr
mandest . . . to be smitten contrary to the law?"

p 435-29.
23 : 29 "worthy of death, or of bonds."— p 434-29.

24 ; 25 "Go thy way for this time ; when I have a conven-
ient season I will call lor thee."— a 40-6.

26 : 31 "worthy of death, or of bonds."— p 434-29.

Romans
1 ; 20 "For the Invisible things of Him, from the creation

of the world, are clearly seen, being understood

by the things that are made."— 7 479-30.

2 : 5 "wrath against the day of wrath."— 6 339-14.

2 ; 23 "Through breaking the law, dishonorest thou God ?
'

— 349--5. „ ,. ,

3 : 4 "Let God be true, but every [material] man a liar.

— r 471-20.
3: 4 "but every [mortal] man a liar."— s 113-24.

6; 10 "For if, when we were enemies, we were reconciled

to God by the [seeming] death of His Son, much
more, being reconciled, we shaU be saved by his

life."— a 45-10.

6:20 "much more abound."— / 202-26.

7; 19 "Thegood that I would, I do not : but the evil which
1 would not, that Ido."—c 263-17.
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Romans
8; 2 '"The law of the Spirit of life in Christ Jesus hath

made me free from the law of sin and death."—
/244-11.

8; 6 "To be spiritually minded is life."— sp 95-6.
8." 7- 9 "The carnal mind is enmity against God ; for it is

not subject to the law of God,, neither indeed can
be. So then they that are in the fjeah cannot please
God. But ye are not in the flesh, but in the Spirit,
if so be that the spirit of God dwell in you."—
g 534-18.

8:7 "The carnal mind is etmiity against God."— s 131-9.
8 . 7 "neither indeed can be ;"— r 47S-31.
8: U But if the spirit of Him that raised up Jesus from

the dead dwell in you. He tiiat raised up Christ
from the dead shall also quicken your mortal bodies
l>y His spirit that dwelleth in you.— o 341-*.

8: 21 'glorious hberty of the children of God,"— / 227-24.
8; 22, 23 For tee know that the whole creation groaneth and

travailrlh in pain together until now. And not
only they, but ourselves also, which have the
firstfruits of the Spirit, even we ourselves groan
icithin ourselves, waiting for the adoption, to wit,
the redemption of our body.— c 255-*.

8:28 "All things work together for good to them that
love God,"— t 444-4.

8; 31 "If God be for us, who can be against us?"— /238—
10.

8:38.33 "Neither death, nor life, . . . nor things present,
nor things to come, nor height, nor depth, nor any
other creature, shall be able to separate us from
the love of God."— 6 304-5.

10: 2 "a zeal . . . not according to knowledge"— pr 7-

10: 14, 15 "How shall they hear without a preacher? and how
shall they preach, except they be ecnt?"— c 271-
31.

11 : 34 "the mind of the Lord,"— b 291-18.
12: 1 "Present your bodies a living sacrifice, holy, ac-

ceptable unto God, which is your reasonable ser-
vice."— 6 325-21.

12: 1 "holy, acceptable unto God,":— a34—i.

13: 1 "powers that be."— / 249-9.
13: 10 "IS the fulfilling of the law,"— p 435-20.
13:12 "the night is far spent, the day is at hand"—

ph 174-12.
14: 1 "doubtful disputations."—-o' 342-1.
14:16 "be evil spoken of,"— pr 4-25.

I Corinthians
1: 17 For Christ sent me not to baptize, but to preach the

gospel.— a 18-*.
2:2 "For I determined not to know anything among

you. save Jesua Christ, and him crucified."—
ph 200-25.

2:2 "Christ, and him crucified."— a 39-7.
2: 9 "eye hath not seen nor ear beard."— 1 459-2.
2:9 "eye hath not seen,"— g 554-1.
7: 34 "She that is married careth. . .how she may please

her husband,"— m 5S-31.
8:5 "gods many and lords many."— 6 280-16 , gl 580-8.
8: 5 "gods many,"— p 388-10.
10 : 25 "asking no question for conscience sake."—/222-30.
11 : 26 "As often as ye eat this bread, and drink this cup,

ye do show the Lord's death till he come."—
a 31-22.

13: 5 "seeketh not her own."— p 538-1.
13: 7 "hopeth all things, endureth all things,"- pre/

xii-23.

15; 14 "If Christ [Truth] be not risen, then is our preach-
ing vain.'^ — 6 324-27.

15 : 22 "As in Adam [error] all die, even so in Christ [Truth]
shall all be made aUve."— g 545-31.

15 : 26 "The last enemy that shall be destroyed is death"—
p 427-19.

15: 26 "the last enemy that shall be destroyed,"— / 210-9.
15:50 "Flesh and blood cannot inherit the kingdom of

God."— 6 321-4.
15: 52' "in the twinkling of an eye,"— 6 291-6.
15: 54 "when this corruptible shall have put on Incorrup-

tion. and this mortal shaU have put on immor-
tality, then shall be brought to pass the saying
that is written, Death is swallowed up in victory.— s 164-25 ; T 49S-24.

15: 54 "put on immortality."— c 262-8.
'

15: 55 "Where is thy victory?"- r 496-23.
15: 56 "The sting of death is sin ; and the strength of sin

is the law,"— r 496-20.

II Corinthians
3: 17 "Where the Spirit of the lord is, there Is liberty."— / 227-18 ; r 481-4.
4: 4 "the god of this world,"— an loa-3.
5: 1 "eternal in the heavens."— « 454-9.
6: 8 "willing rather to be absent from the body, and to

be present with the Lord."—/ 216-29 ;. p 333-10 ;

gl 581-25,

39
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II Thessalonians
3 ; 13 "be not weary in well doing."— a 22-14.

I Timothy
2: 5 "There i3 one God, and one mediator between God

and men, the man Christ Jesus."— 6 332-16.

II Timothy
2:12 "he also will deny us."— pr 6-2.

4: 2 "Reprove, rebuke, exhort with all longauflermg
and doctrine."— t 443-21.

4: 7 "I have fought a good fight ... I have kept the

faith,"— o 21-2.

Hebrews
1 : 3 "the brightness of His [God's] glory, and the express

[expressed] image of His person [infinite Mind]."— b 313-10. ,

1; 3 "Who, being a brightness from His glory, and an
. image ot His being."— b 313-21.

(The above reference is from the translation of the
late Rev. George R. Noyes, D.D.)

1.* 3 "express image"— 6 313-12.

1: 9 "loved righteousness and hated Iniquity."
— 6 313-

18.

1; 9 Therefore God, even thy God, hath anointed thee
With the oil of gladness above thy fellows.—6 313-7.

4; 9 "There remaineth therefore a rest to the people of

God"— 6 28S-18.

4; 12 "the joints and marrow,"— p 423-13.

8; 5 "according to the pattern snowed to thee in the
mount."— / 236-16.

10; 19 "to enter into the holiest,"— r 481-8.

Jl; 1 "The substance of things hoped for, the evidence
of things not seen."— r 468-20.

11 ; 1 "the substance of things hoped for."— 6 27S-4.

11 ; 10 "a city which hath foundations." t— ap 575-12.

11 ; 10 "whose builder and maker is God."— p 428-13.

Jl ; 38 "of whom the world was not worthy,"— o 28-30.

12; I "Let us lay aside every weight, and the sin which
doth so easily beset us, and let us run with patience
the race that is set before us ;"— a 20-27.

\2: 6 "Whom the Lord loveth He chasteneth."—/ 241-1.

13; 2 "angels unawares."— 6 2D9-17.

13; 8 "the same yesterday, and to-day, and forever;"—
pr 2-32 ; S 112-19 ; / 249-18 ; t» 283-7 ; g 646-4,

James
1 ; 4 "have her perfect work."— t 454-24.
1;12 "Blessed is the man that endureth [overcometh]

temptation : for when he is tried, [proved faith-

ful], he shall receive the crown of In'e, which the
Lord hath promised to them that love him."—
c 267-28.

1 ; 13 "God cannot be tempted with evil, neither tempteth
He any man."— (7 527-12.

1;27 "Pure religion and undefiled before God and the
Father, is this, To visit the fatherless and widows
in their afiliction, and to keep himself unspotted
from the world."— m 64-4.

2; 18 "Show me thy faith without thy works, and I will
show thee my faith by my works."— o 343-4; r
487-25.

2 ; 26 "Faith without works is dead."— a 23-15.
3 ; 11 "Doth a fountain send forth at the same place sweet

water and bitter?"— ft 287-12.
4; 3 "Ye ask, and receive not, because ye ask amiss, that

ye may consume it upon your lusts."— pr 10-27.
4; 3 "ye ask amiss."— pr 10-32.

6; 15 "The prayer of faith shail save the sick,"— pr 12-1.

I Peter
4; 8 "cover the multitude of 8ln8."—'pr 8-19.
5; 8 "adversary."— pJ 581-2.

II Peter
3; 8 "one day Is with the Lord as a thousand years."—

g 504-22 ; gl 598-21.

I John
1 ; 1, 3 That which was from the heoinnfng, which we hove

heard, which we have seen with our eyes, which
we have looked upon, and our hands have han-
dled, of the V/ord of life, . . . That which we
have seen and heard declare we unlo you, that

ye also may have fellowship with us:' and truly
our fellowship is with the Father, and with His
Son Jesus Christ.— b 2G8-*.

3; R' "destroy the u'orfcs of the devil."— pr5-30; r474-30.
3; 23 "Love one another"— op 572-6.
4; 8 "God is love."— pc 6-17; 6 320-1.
4; 18 "There is no fear in Love, but perfect Love casteth

out fear. ... He that feareth Is not made perfect
in Love."— p 410-18.

4; 18 "perfect Love casteth out fear."— p 373-18:406-9.
4 ; 20 "He that loveth not his brother whom he hath seen,

how can he love God whom he hath not seen?"—
p 366-14.

Bevelation
1; 3 Blessed is he that readeth, and they that hear the

words of this prophecy, and keep those things
which are written therein: for the time is at hand.— ap 558-*.

1; 6 "kings and priests unto God."— s 141-20.
1 ; 17, 18 "I am the first and the last : I am he that liveth, and

was dead [not understood] ; and, behold, I am alive
for evermore,— 6 334-25.

3 ; 7, 8 These things saithHe that is holu. He that is true. He
that hath the key of David, tie that openeth, and
no man shutteth ; and shuUelh, and no man open-
eth; I know thy works: behold, I have set before
thee an open door, and no man can shut tt.—
k 499-* ; gl 679-*.

5; 5 "the lion of the tribe of Juda,"— g5!4-10.
10; 1, 2 And I saw another mighty angel come down from

heaven, clothed with a cloud : and a rainbow was
upon his head, and his face was as it were the sun,
and his feet as pUlars of fire : and he had in his
hand a Utile book open : and he set his right foot

upon the sea, and his left foot on the earth.—
ap 558-3.

10; 2 "a little book,"— op 559-1.
10; 2 "right foot"— cp 559-3.

10; 3 "as when a lion roareth." ap 550-11.
10; 3 "seven thunders"— op 559-13.

10; 3. 9 "Go and take the Uttle book. . . . Take It, and eat
it up ; and it shall make thy belly bitter, but it

shall be in thy mouth sweet as honey."— ap 559-17.
12 ; 1 And there appeared a great wonder in heaven ; a

woman clothed with tne sun, and the moon under
her feet, and upon her head a crown of twelve
stars.— ap 580-8.

12 ; 2 And she being with child cried, travailing In birth,
and pained to be delivered.— c.o 562-22.

12 : 3 And there appeared another wonder in heaven ; and
behold a great red dragon, having seven beads and
ten horns, and seven crowns upon his beads.—
ap 562-29.

12 ; 4 And his tail drew the third part of the stars of

heaven, and did cast them to the earth : and the
dragon stood before the woman which was ready
to be delivered, for to devour her child as soon as
it was bom.— ap 563-23.

12; 5 And she brought forth a man child, who was to
rule all nations with a rod of iron : and her child
was caught up unto God, and to His throne.—
cp 566-«.

12 .' 6 And the woman fled into the wilderness, where she
hath a place prepared of God.— ap 565-29.

12; 7, 8 And there. was war in heaven: Michael and his

angels fought against the dragon ;
and the dragon

fought, and his angels, and prevailed not ; neitner
was their place found any more in heaven.—ap
5ej-25.

12; 9 A-Dd the great dragon was cast out, that old seroent,
called the devil, and Satan, which deceivetn the
whole world : he was cast out into the earth, and
his angels were cast out with him.— ap 667-14.

12 ; 10-12 And I heard a loud voice saying in heaven. Now is

come salvation, and strength, and the kingdom of

our God, and the power of His Christ : for the
accuser of our brethren Is cast down, which ac-
cused them before our God day and night. And
they overcame him by the blood of the Lamb, and
by the word of their testimony ; and they loved
not their lives unto the death. Therefore rejoice,

ye heavens, and ye that dwell in them. Woe to
tbeinhabitersof the earth and of the seal for the
devil is come down unto you, having great wrath,
because he knoweth that he hath but a short time.— ap 568-13.

12 ; 13 And when the dragon saw that hs was cast unto the
earth, he persecuted the woman which brought
forth the man child.— op 569-29.

12 ; 13 "cast unto the earth"— ap 567-23.

12; 15, 18 And the serpent cast out of his mouth water aa a
flood, after the woman, that he might causs her to

be carried away of the flood. And the earth helped
the woman, and the earth opened her mouth, and
swallowed up the flood which the dragon cast out
of his mouth.— ap 570-3.

13; 8 "the Lamb slain from the foundation of the world,"— 6 334-21.
19 ; 17 "angel standing in the sun."T- ap 561-8.

20; e "On such the second death hath no power. —
6 290-14'.

20 ; 6 "the second death hath no power."— sp 77-12.

21; 1 "And I saw a new heaven and a new earth: for

the first heaven and the first earth were passed
away; and there was no more sea."— p 536-2 ;

ap 572-20.
21; I "a nev/ heaven and a new earth."— sp 91-1.

21; 2 New Jerusalem, coming down from God, out ol

heaven,"— ap 574-13,



Revelation 611 Revelation
BeTelation

21; 2 "down from God, out of heaven,"— ap 575-8.

21; 9 And there came unto me one of the seven angels
which had the seven vials full of the seven last

plagues, and talked with me, sayin?, Come hither,
1 will show thee the bride, the Lamb's wife.—
ap 5~4-6.

21; 9 "the bride"— op 561-13.

21 ; 14 "the Lamb"— ap 561-13.

21; 16 "lieth foursquare."— ap 574-16 ; 575-S.

21 ; 22 And I saw no temple therein : for the Lord God
Almighty and the Lamb are the temple of it.—
ap 570-10.

31 ; 22 "no temple [body] therein"— op 576-20.

Bevelation
21 ; 23 "is the light thereof."— ap 558-15.
21 ; 25 "and the gates of it shall not be shut at all by day :

for there shall be no night there."— ap 57.>-19.

"defileth, ... or maketn a lie."— ap 577-26.
"worketh abomination or maketh a lie."— gl 588-4.
"tree of life,"— p 426-13.
"The leaves of the tree were for the beating of the
nations."— p 406-1.

"there shaU be no night there. — gl 584-7.
"no night there."— r 475-1.

22:17 "The Spirit and the bride say, Comet . . and
whosoever will, let him take the water of lifa
freely."— g 548-1.

21 ; 27
21 ; 27
22; 2
22; 2

22;
22;
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